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CHAPTER XXVI

THE MARCHES OF OLD KUA-CHOU

Section I.—THE OASIS OF KUA-CHOU AND ITS HISTORICAL IMPORTANCE

On June 13 I left the caves of the Thousand Buddhas with my acquisitions of manuscripts and Departure

art relics safely packed in twelve cases, and, after a rapid visit to Tun-huang town to thank my [

r

ôusand
Mandarin friends for all the kindness and friendly support by which they had facilitated my labours, Buddhas’,

set out eastwards for An-hsi. Three hot marches aggregating a total distance of about 55 miles

were covered on the cart road leading along the barren foot of the absolutely denuded outermost

hill range of the Nan-shan before I reached Kua-chou-k'ou, a humble roadside station which derives

its designation from the ancient name of the oasis and marks its southernmost outpost. 1

The route followed is likely to have served from the earliest times as the main line of communi- Route from

cation. It leaves the cultivated area at a distance of about six miles from Tun-huang town and leads

beyond across wholly desert ground, scrub-covered in parts and elsewhere bare gravel. The

character of this ground cannot have changed greatly since the troops and caravans of Han times

moved along it
;
for the torrent beds which break through the range of foot-hills, and in which

the few wells are found, are not likely in historical times ever to have carried enough water for irri-

gation. Only at one point is spring water tyith good pasture to be found in plenty. It is at Lri-

ts'ao-kou, where the bed of a stream debouches in a narrow gorge, draining the high outer range of

the Nan-shan and passing the little oasis of Tung-pa-t'u. 2 It is manifestly to this point that we must

refer an old legend recorded in the Tun-huang lu. It is of interest as affording indirect confirma-

tion for the above statement that the general character of the route must have already been the

same in ancient times.

That valuable little text which Dr. L. Giles has edited and translated from one of my Ch'ien- Local

fo-tung manuscripts 3 tells us of a miraculous spring situated ‘ three days’ journey eastward from the
!

e

|^h°h

town of Sha-chou’. It was called ‘ the lirh-shih spring ’ after Li Kuang-li, the ‘ Erh-shih general ’, spring >.

whose expeditions undertaken against Farghana or lirh-shih in 104-102 b.c. under the Emperor

Wu-ti are well known from the Annals. * In the Han period, Li Kuang-li’s army, when on the march,

was suffering greatly from thirst. Having prayed to the spirit of the mountain, he pricked the

mountain-side with his sword, whereupon a stream of water gushed out and flowed away to the west

for several tens of li into the Huang-ts'ao [Yellow Grass] Lake. At a later date there was a general

who drank of the water when he was very thirsty, which caused him to fall dead beside the spring.

In consequence of this the water ceased to flow, only rising up to the level of the ground. Ever

afterwards, when many people came to drink, the flow of water was abundant
;
when few came, the

supply was scanty j
. . . and these phenomena continue down to the present day.

1 See Maps Nos 78, 81. range, third from the Su-lo Ho valley, which stretches north-

2 For Lu-ts'ao-kou, “’the Nullah of green grass ’, see Map west of Shih-pao-ch eng ; see Map No. 82. d. 1.

No. 81. c. 3. The stream of Tung-pa-t'u, usually dry in its
3 Cf. Giles, Tun Huang Lu, J.R.A.S., 1914, pp. 705 sqq.;

lower course, passes west of Wang-fo-hsia and drains the also J.R.A S., 1915, pp. 4 1 SQ-

6 z
1374
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‘ The £rh-shih temple, which stood by the roadside, has long been in ruins. Stones from it

have been piled up together, and to this spot travellers come with their camels and horses in order

to pray for good luck. Going east, you pass into the territory of Kua-chou.’ *

The indications given in this account make it, I think, quite certain that the spring meant here
by the writer of the Tun-huang Mirabilia is the one still existing at Lu-ts'ao-kou. The position and
distance there stated point clearly to it. Had I known it at the time, it would have been easy to

look among or near the ruins of the little fort and station, deserted since the Tungan rebels wrecked
them, for the remains of likely site of the ‘ Erh-shih temple which stood by the roadside ’, and which
was already in ruins when the Tun-huang lu was written, probably about the ninth-tenth

century. From what I have had occasion to observe before about the tenacity of local worship in

this and neighbouring regions
,

8 I have little doubt that traces of the religious respect enjoyed by the
spring and of the superstitious belief about its miraculous phenomena still linger to the present day.

However this may be, I am able at least to bear personal testimony to the attraction which this spot
still has ‘ for travellers [who] come with their camels and horses \ During both my halts at An-hsi,
in June and October, it was to Lu-ts'ao-kou that under well-meaning local advice my camels and
ponies were sent to enjoy a good rest and fat grazing—though I cannot be sure whether Hassan
Akhun, my faithful director of transport, took the occasion also ‘ in order to pray for good luck \6

The fifteen miles’ ride which brought me from Kua-chou-k'ou north-westwards to the present
district headquarters of An-hsi amply sufficed to show the conditions now prevailing within the
ancient oasis of Kua-chou J&W* Its area presented itself as a wide scrub-covered plain, extending
from the foot of the low outermost hill range of the Nan-shan to the banks of the Su-lo Ho. Within

4 As Dr. Giles in his notes points out, this miraculous

story is related in essentially the same form by the frag-

mentary text of the Ska chou chih, also recovered from the

Ch'ien-fo-tung hoard.

The local legend bears a curious resemblance to the Story

told at length in Kalhana’s Rajalarangini, iv. 277-306, of

King Lalitaditya’s expedition into the 4 Sand Ocean ’ and the

miraculous way in which he saved his army from succumbing

to thirst by striking the ground with his spear and producing

a stream. Kalhana distinctly refers to this and similarly pro-

duced streams
(
kuntavahirii

)
as being still known in his own

day in the ‘ Northern Region ’
;

cf. Stein, Rajat. iv. 306.

There can be no doubt that the folklore story reproduced

by Kalhana placed the miraculously produced stream vaguely

in the great deserts of Central Asia, the ‘ Sand Ocean ’ clearly

reflecting hearsay knowledge of the Taklamakan and the

sandy wastes adjoining it eastwards. Relations between

Kashmir and the Chinese in the Tarim Basin are distinctly

attested for Lalitaditya’s reign, not merely by allusions in

Kalhana’s Chronicle, but also by definite historical records in

the Tang Annals; cf. Stein, Rajat., notes on iv. 126, 21

1

(concerning Lalitaditya’s minister Cahkuna ‘the Tuhkhara’,

i.e. Tokharian, whose name hides the Chinese title chiang-chiln

f|t
‘ general ’). For the Tang notices of Kashmir and the

imperial decree of installation granted a.d. 733 to King Mu-
to-pi, i.e. Lalitaditya-Muktapida, see now Chavannes, Turcs
occid., pp, 166 sq., 209.

It is at this period that a popular legend originally

located on the great Chinese highway near Tun-huang might

most readily have found its way into Kashmir folklore across

the Hindukush valleys then under Chinese political control.

That the legend was widely known in T’ang times is shown
by the reference made to it by the Tang Annals in con-
nexion with a similar incident related of a Chinese expedition
in a.d. 677 ;

cf. Chavannes, Turcs occid., p. 74, note 3.
6
Cf. e.g. above, pp. 78, 602, 696; below, p. 1095.

' What the Tun-huang lu states about the Huang-ts’ao
Lake (jjj po of the text suggests rather a shallow marsh,

according to Dr. L. Giles) into which the miraculously pro-
duced stream ‘ flowed away to the west for several tens

of li
’ is in perfect accord with our identification. By the

Huang-ts'ao Lake are obviously meant the very extensive

salt marshes which, as my explorations of April, r9r4, proved,

fill most of the low-lying ground (left blank in Map No.
81. a-c. 3) between the old route along the foot of the hills

and the belt of sand and clay desert south of the Su-lo Ho
where the line of the ancient Limes runs. In spite of the early

season I then found the western portion of these marshes,

crossed from Ko-ta-ching station on the cart road (seeMap No.

81. a. 4, where the name is misprinted as Lo-ta-ching), almost

impassable even on foot ;
cf. Third Journey in Central Asia,

Geogr.Journal, 1916, xlviii. p. 194. These marshes are mainly

fed by the subsoil drainage of the Tung-pa-t*u stream, which

comes to the surface at Lu-ts'ao-kou and to the north-west of it.

61 Chinese tradition seems to derive the name Kua-chou

JfrJH ,
literally meaning the 4 City of melons ’, from the fine

melons there grown; see Giles, JR.A.S., 1914, p. 707.

This cultivation still continues, but curiously enough is mainly

carried on by Turk! Muhammadan settlers.
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it extensive waste lands alternate with strips of poor fields irrigated from canals of no great size,

which take off from the Su-lo Ho between the villages of Hsiao-wan and Huang-ch'ii-k'ou.7 All the

way ruins of walled villages and towns were far more conspicuous than the scattered farms and ham-

lets of the present occupation. Most of the former, like the walled enclosures to the north of Kua-

chou-k'ou shown by the map (Lu-kung, Po-ch'i-pao), were said to have been destroyed during the

great Tungan inroads. But some at least are likely to have been deserted much earlier. After

passing a broad winding Nullah near the hamlet of T'ou-kung, 8 which undoubtedly represents an old

bed of the Su-lo Ho, the road led through the abandoned town known as Kua-chou-cKeng JR jf|

after the ancient name of the whole oasis or district. Its walls of stamped clay form a rectangle of

about one-half by one-third of a mile, enclosing but scanty remains of houses, among them those of

a Ya-men said to have accommodated the military command now transferred to Tun-huang. Out-

side the north gate I found a tumbled-down temple still the scene of a local festival. The town

was said to have been destroyed by the Tungans, and the waste appearance of the interior pointed

to its having been half-abandoned even before. But that it marks a site of some former importance,

and possibly that of the ancient chief town of Kua-chou, becomes probable from its central position

within the oasis and from certain archaeological indications to be discussed further on.

After leaving the area of spasmodic cultivation to the north-west of Kua-chou-ch eng, the road The ‘towi

crosses for close on four miles an open scrub-covered plain, with bare gravel patches in
of An hs '-

places and no trace of former cultivation. Beyond this, at the eastern end of a compact stretch of

tilled land, about two miles wide where broadest, and forming what is now the main oasis, the present

‘ town ’ of An-hsi is reached. In spite of its high-sounding name An-hsi^ fig ,

‘ the [seat of the]

Western Protectorate’, the same which once in the great Tang times had been borne by the head-

quarters of the Chinese administration controlling the whole of Turkestan,9 everything about the

place, officially ranking in 1907 as a Chou or ‘Independent Prefectural City’, presents an air of

neglect and stagnation. Scarcely more than a straggling street within a big and desolate-looking

enclosure of crumbling walls, An-hsi shows plainly that it owes its importance, such as it is, solely to

being the last halting-place with local supplies on the highway leading from Kan-su to Hami and

Chinese Turkestan. After leaving the western gate of An-hsi and crossing the Su-lo Ho a couple of

miles beyond, the traveller bound for Central Asia by that great caravan route enters the gravel and

stone desert of the Pei-shan and does not reach arable ground again until after eleven weary marches.

The six days’ stay, which a yariety of practical tasks, including preparations for the move into Limited e

the mountains south and arrangements for the safe storage of my collection of antiques, obliged me

to make at An-hsi, 10 amply sufficed to show me how limited were the resources of the place and the oasis,

district. The scattered hamlets constituting the main oasis in the wide scrub-covered plain were, no

doubt, but slowly recovering from the terrible ravages caused by the Tungan inroads. Scarcity of

population was the obvious explanation why a good deal of land capable of irrigation from still

existing canals and showing clear traces of former cultivation was being left untilled to be overrun

by the low scrub of the desert. Yet allowing for these human causes, it was still easy to realize from

the physical aspect of the ground that the old oasis of Kua-chou could never have equalled that of

Tun-huang in extent or fertility. Apart from the fact that the area between the foot-hills and the

7 See Map No. 83. a. 2.

8 T'ou-kung means literally * the first settlement Such

numerical designations of village areas are common every-

where on the westernmost Marches of Kan-su; cf. e.g. San-

kung, Lu-kung, Pa-kung in the An-hsi tract (Map No. 81. c. 2,

3 ; d. 3). Has the prevalence of this numerical nomenclature

perhaps something to do with the need of repeated re-settle-

ment after devastating inroads which were likely to obliterate

older local names ?

9 Established at Kucha since a.d. 658 and previously at

Turfan; cf. Chavannes, Turcs occid., p. 118, but see also

Chavannes, Notes additionelles, T'oung-pao, r904, p. 19.

10 Cf. Desert Cathay
,

ii. pp. 236 sqq.

of

6 Z 2
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river which any practicable canal system could command is limited to a triangle roughly 16 miles

long and about 10 miles wide at its base, it is also certain that the facilities for irrigation furnished

here by the Su-lo Ho are greatly inferior to those which are enjoyed by Tun-huang owing to the

volume of the Tang Ho and the favourable position of the oasis on a large and fertile alluvial fan.

Great as the drainage area of the Su-lo Ho is, and imposing as are the glacier sources which

feed it and which we were able partially to survey in August, 1907, yet much of its volume is lost by

evaporation and otherwise on the wide glacis of gravel below Ch'ang-ma and on its long course

through arid wastes between Yii-men-hsien and the canal heads above An-hsi. At An-hsi itself

I found, on June 19, the river reduced to the appearance of an insignificant sluggish watercourse,

about 20 feet wide and less than 2 feet deep in the middle. At the same time I could see from the

width of the dry bed, some 200 yards across, in which this watercourse was meandering, and from

its steeply cut banks, 15-20 feet high, how great the floods are which the Su-lo Ho carries down
early in the spring after the first snow melts in the mountains, and again in the late summer when
the big glaciers of the Suess Range discharge their full quota. It is clear that such conditions must
often interfere with the maintenance of canal heads and the provision of an adequate water-supply at

the critical seasons, and difficulties on this score were acknowledged by the district officials.

From the information they were able or willing to give me, it appeared that the total population

of the An-hsi district was then reckoned at about 900 households. But even if this figure was not

exaggerated, it must be remembered that in it were also included several small oases higher up the

river, such as Hsiao-wan and Shuang-t'a-pao, as well as a few relatively flourishing villages in the

lower hills, two of which I was subsequently able to visit. From all this it seems safe to conclude

that Kua-chou even in ancient times must have ranked considerably below Tun-huang in economic
resources and importance.

This conclusion is supported by all early references to Kua-chou that are accessible to me, as

they show it in close political connexion with, or dependence on, the territory of Tun-huang. Not
being able to consult the special notices that the Chinese historical sources are likely to contain con-

cerning Kua-chou, I must be content with pointing out that in Han times the command of Tun-huang
must obviously have included it, and that the same may be also assumed regarding the arrondisse-

metit of Sha-chou & *N> Tun-huang, which was organized in a.d. 345 by Chang Chun,

a local ruler of western Kan-su. 11 W ith the interesting part which Kua-chou played in the story of

HsUan-tsang’s start on his great journey, and to which we owe the earliest mention of the place

I can trace among texts accessible to me in translation, I shall have occasion to deal presently. The
reference made in the Ch'ien-fo-tung inscription of a.d. 894 to a prefect of Kua-chou who was the

grandson of Chang I-ch'ao, the local chief of the Tun-huang region in a.d. 850, and whose elder

brother held the prefecture of Sha-chou, proves that both tracts at that period continued to be
governed by the same local family. 12 Later still the Chinese envoy Kao Chu-hui on his mission to

Khotan, a.d. 938-42, found both Kua-chou and Sha-chou occupied mainly by Chinese, and both

under a local chief of the Ts'ao family. 13

In discussing above the historical records concerning the extension of the ancient Chinese Limes
beyond Tun-huang, I have already emphasized the importance attaching to all oases, big or small,

11
Cf. M. Chavannes’ note on extracts translated by him

from the Chin Annals, in his Appendix to Ancient Khotan
,

i- P* 543 .
nole 4 -

The Han Annals, when describing the organization of the

frontier territories conquered by the Emperor Wu-ti into the

commands of Chiu-ch'uan, Wu-wei, Chang-yi,and Tun-huang,

do not specify Kua-chou, it being manifestly a part of Tun-

huang; see Chavannes, Documents, p. v; above, pp. 724 sq.

12 Cf. Chavannes, Dix inscriptions
, p. 93; also pp. 10,

92.
13 Cf. Remusat, Ville de Khotan, p. 77; Chavannes, Dix

inscriptions, pp. 1 2 sq.
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which by their position along the north foot of the Nan-shan and on the line of the great route

leading westwards facilitated Chinese commercial and political expansion into the Tarim Basin. 14

Without the provisions, etc., thus available locally as far as Tun-huang, the Chinese missions,

caravans, and military expeditions would have found it still more difficult than it was to prepare for,

and safely overcome, the formidable obstacles presented to their progress by the sand and salt wastes

of the Lop Desert. Kua-chou was, no doubt, a valuable link in this chain of oases which lay behind,

and were sheltered by, the Emperor Wu-ti’s extension of the Great Wall. But its local importance

is likely to have considerably increased when the Chinese occupation of Hami in a.p. 73 opened up

a new route towards the Western Regions. 15

This route, though longer than that through Lou-lan or ‘ the new northern Route ’, crossingas yet

unexplored wastes of the westernmost Pei-shan, avoided the worst of their physical difficulties, want

of water, and has for this reason, no doubt, remained to the present day by far the most frequented

and important of all routes connecting Chinese Turkestan with Kan-su. 16
It is by following this

route which connects An-hsi with Hami that the distance to be covered across desert ground bare of

local resources is most reduced and an oasis of considerable size reached soonest. Hami is admirably

adapted by nature to form a bridge-head, as it were, for the safe crossing of the Pei-shan, and a glance

at the general map shows that by starting for it direct from An-hsi instead of via Tun-huang traffic

coming from the side of China must effect a considerable saving in distance. This explains the con-

tinued use down to our day of the An-hsi-Hami route as the main line of communication across the

‘ Gobi ’ separating China and Central Asia, and also the special importance which old Kua-chou must

have claimed as its starting-point, notwithstanding the local limitations. Nor should another con-

sideration be forgotten. This An-hsi-Hami route finds its direct continuation southwards in a well-

known and much-frequented route, which leads across the Nan-shan ranges by easy passes to the

plateaus of Tsaidam, and thence over the Tibetan highlands straight to Lhassa. 17 Thus An-hsi lies

on the most direct line of communication connecting Mongolia with Tibet, and may on this account,

like Tun-huang in earlier times, lay claim to be one of the great cross-roads of Asia.

Position of

Kua-cbou
on western

high road.

Importance

of route

from An-hsi

to Hami.

Section II.—OLD REMAINS NEAR AN-HSI AND HSUAN-TSANG’S
YU-M&N KUAN

In view of the importance thus attaching to the tract of old Kua-chou, I feel doubly glad that

my enforced stay at An-hsi allowed time for interesting archaeological observations in the neighbour-

hood. My previous explorations had enabled me to trace the line of the ancient Chinese Limes to

within about 35 miles west of An-hsi, 1 and left practically no doubt that it must have continued past

it eastwards. Local information gave no clue to any remains of it. Some large towers, which on

the march from Kua-chou-k'ou we had sighted far away to the west, were reported by Surveyor

Ram Singh, whom I sent on a reconnaissance tour in that direction, to be of recent origin. 2 But on

lis way to the western edge of An-hsi cultivation he had come across two ruined towers on waste

Search for

traces of

Han Limes.

14 See above, pp. 723 sq.

15
Cf. Chavannes, Les pays (Taccident, T'oung-pao, 1907

,

p. 10; also above, p. 732.
16 For the route from An-hsi to Hami, cf. below, pp.

141 sq.

17 This route to Lhassa is regularly followed by pilgrims

rom Mongolia. It leads up the valley of the T'a-shih River

rast^Shih-pao-ch'eng to the Kashkar Pass, as described in

Desert Cathay, ii. pp. 256 sqq. (see Map No. 82), and thence to

Tsaidam. It was by this most direct route that in 1904 the

Dalai-lama on his flight from Lhassa made his way to

Mongolia.
1
Cf. above, pp. 605 sq. ; Map No. 81. b. 3.

2 The Surveyor’s report was correct as regards the tower

of Lei-tun-lzu (Map No. 81. c. 2), which he actually visited.

But, when exploring this ground in 1914 from the west,

I succeeded in tracing the line of the Limes wall with its here

badly decayed towers to within a couple of miles of it.
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ground which looked old, and when I inspected these on J une 20, I soon found conclusive evidence

proving that they belonged to the line of the Limes.

The westernmost of these towers lies about 4 miles in a straight line to the south-west from the

temple outside the west gate of An-hsi, which served as our quarters. It is situated in the broad

belt of waste ground which I have mentioned already as extending from east to west between the

cultivation areas near Kua-chou-ch'eng and An-hsi. 3 The tower, though badly decayed, still rises to

a height of about 18 feet, on a base which erosion has reduced to about 14 feet square. In con-

struction it shows, like the other ruined tower, closest agreement with the methods so familiar to me
from the Limes remains in the Tun-huang desert, solid layers of stamped clay being used with an

inner framework of Toghrak posts. The fact that, in spite of having been cut right through in the

centre from east to west by sand-scouring, it still stands upright is the best proof of the solidity of

construction. Dark-grey potsherds of the Han type, showing mat marks, lay around the foot of the

tower and attested its antiquity.

4

The same were found also on a low mound, about 32 feet long

and half as wide, which adjoined on the south and contained the foundations of walls built with sun-

dried bricks, evidently of quarters. No other remains survived on this ground exposed both to

wind-erosion and to moisture.

But as I proceeded to the next tower about a mile off to the east, the soil turned from scrub-

covered loess to fine gravel bearing only scanty vegetation, and here from about half-way onwards

the straight mound marking the direction of the ancient border wall could be traced quite clearly.

It rises to a height of about 4-5 feet, and, where a cutting was effected close to the eastern tower
(

proved to contain irregular layers of Toghrak branches embedded in gravelly earth. This tower is

in better preservation, standing to a height of 22 feet on a base about 17 feet square. Here, too,

broken Han pottery was picked up at the foot of the tower as well as on a clay mound about 55
yards off to the south. This mound measures about 28 by 16 feet and rises to lire. 8 feet above the

level ground. The clearing of its top and slopes only yielded more remains of pottery of the Han
type besides layers of decayed straw. From this point the straight line of the wall was traceable east-

wards without any difficulty over most of the distance, about miles, which lies between the tower

last mentioned and the high road to An-hsi. The ground here consists of bare gravel, and to this fact,

no doubt, the preservation of these traces of the Han wall is due. Elsewhere to the east and west of

the stretch described it is scrub-covered loess, where moisture and vegetation were bound to destroy the

remains of the agger much more effectively. When revisiting this ground in October, 1907 ,

1

found in

fact considerable portions of the scrubby waste west of the cart road flooded from the spillage of canals.

Where the line of the Limes strikes the main road from Tun-huang to An-hsi there stands

a much-restored tower built, with its modem outer masonry,of vertically placed bricks, in the usual

shape of a truncated cone.6 Immediately adjoining it on the south is a small reception-hall such as

is invariably to be found at points some distance from district headquarters where Chinese etiquette

demands that officials arriving or parting should have their formal welcome or farewell, with tea, etc.,

by the roadside. There, too, rise five small towers in a row, the regular mark of the usual main

stages on Chinese high roads. That the core of the large tower, standing exactly on the line of the

3 For the exact position of these Limes remains, see Map
No. 81. d. 2.

4 The following are specimens of such potsherds

:

An-hsi. 001. Fr. of pottery, hand-made, of grey clay,

the outer surface flared to light red. Fired on an open
hearth

;
flat, like a tile. Gr. M. 3'.

An-hsi. 00a. Fr. of pottery, hand-made, of fairly well-

levigated clay, dark grey, burning to dull red; fired on an open

hearth ;
outer surface blackened by ‘ smothering’

; mat-marking

outside. Gr, M. 2'.

* The tower is marked on Map No. 81. n. 2 with the name

Wei-yiian-tun. The word tun is regularly applied on

the Kan-su marches to Fao-t‘ais or watch-towers. If Wet-

yuan is here the well-known Chinese term for official insp^tors

or commissaries, the origin of the local name is plain.
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Limes wall, and at what might be called the regulation distance from the ancient watch-tower to the

west, was probably of ancient origin was an inference which readily suggested itself. That local

tradition of some kind had influenced the selection of this exact spot where the road crossed the line

of the Limes, for what Chinese convention treats as the mark of a district headquarters boundary,

seemed also likely enough. But only on my return here on the occasion of my visit to An-hsi in

April, 1914, did I notice that close to the tower there stood also a modest little shrine, evidently

owing its existence not to any requirement of official etiquette, but to a motive far more effective

—

tenacity of local worship. As explained above,6 my explorations of 1907 and 1914 have shown me
again and again that wherever roads or tracks still frequented pass through the line of the ancient

Great Wall some mark of continued local worship almost invariably survives. So I see no reason

to doubt that the same was the case here, too, and that it was the pious tradition clinging to this

spot which led to its being also chosen for the ceremonies of official welcome and farewell.

Beyond to the east the trace of the line of wall has completely disappeared on the soft scrubby

soil. But at a distance of about a mile from the road I found what perhaps is the last remnant of

a badly decayed watch-tower in the shape of a small but solid clay mound, some 8 feet high and 5

feet in diameter. There were no indications here to guide me in a search for the further continua-

tion of the Limes. But on June 24, when marching to Ch'iao-tzu, I came upon its line again some 7

miles away to the east-south-east, as will be related below, not far from the gravel glacis of the foot-hills.
611

Why the ancient border wall should have been erected on a line which left the arable land around

the present An-hsi and lower down outside its protection is a question which cannot be definitely

answered. Possibly the Su-lo Ho then followed a course which lay further to the south and by its

inundations rendered it advisable to keep the Limes line some way off on slightly higher ground.

In any case the same observation applies to the whole of the Limes between An-hsi and Tun-huang.

Its line keeps well away from the river along the section T. xxvi-T. xxxv which has been described

above, 7 and my explorations of 1914 have proved the same also with regard to the remaining portion

of the wall that links it up with the traces of the Limes near An-hsi.

Apart from these remains of the Limes, the ruins of a walled town about a mile and a half to

the south-south-east of the -present An-hsi were of archaeological interest, notwithstanding their

relatively recent date. According to local information, which En T'ai-chin, the district magistrate,

confirmed, this earlier site of An-hsi town had been deserted towards the close of the eighteenth

or the beginning of the nineteenth century after repeated destruction by fire. The interior proved

to be absolutely clear of structural remains, just like the barren waste of fine gravel in which the

enclosing walls rise. These form a square of about 600 yards and are solidly built of stamped clay,

with a thickness of about 15 feet (Fig. 239). There was nothing to indicate that they were of con-

siderable age, and in any case they are likely to have been kept in tolerable repair until the town was

abandoned. The more striking was the extraordinary effect which wind-erosion has produced upon

them. The east face, and to a somewhat lesser extent also the west, has been breached at short

intervals by deep fissures due solely to the scouring of wind-driven sand. These breaches reached

down in many places to within 5-6 feet of the ground, and at the north-east corner, shown by

Fig. 239, had been carried down so low that the wall there has been razed off altogether.

It was easy to study here in full clearness the results which the action of the powerful winds,

rarely ceasing at An-hsi for more than a few days, is capable of achieving where there is nothing to

stop or reduce the force of their corrosive weapon, the drift-sand. It was obviously the prevalent

east or east-north-east direction of these winds which accounted for the cuttings being always broader

on the east than on the west face of the wall, thus presenting the appearance of trumpet-shaped

6 See above, p. 602. 6a See below, pp. 1099, 1039 sq. 7 Cf. above, pp. 604 sqq.; Map. No. 81. a, b. 3.
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troughs which narrowed towards the bottom. One measured cutting of average size was 13 feet

deep and 8 feet broad on the east side, while on the west it narrowed to a few inches at its bottom.

It is here that the concentrated force of the wind can apply itself with most effect to driving ahead

the drift-sand and thus widening and deepening the breach. The drift-sand that is moved forward

to the attack of the walls does not lie to any great height on their outside, and most of the gravel

surface a little way off is quite bare there. But, once driven through these troughs, the sand

accumulates under the shelter of the west or lee Side of the eastern face of the wall, rising to dunes

1 8-20 feet in height. Whatever drift-sand is not retained by these sheltered dunes, or else released

from them by particularly violent winds, is subsequently carried across the bare interior of the walled

enclosure to be used afresh for its wrork of destruction on the west wall.

It is certain that the work of erosion thus proceeding on the east and west walls, which face the

prevailing winds, tends gradually to join up the individual breaches and is bound in the end to efface

these walls altogether. On the other hand, I convinced myself that the north and south faces of the

walls, which lie parallel to the direction of those winds, have so far not suffered damage to any

appreciable extent. Thus, if the erosive action now at work here continues long enough, the walled

enclosure of this deserted town will after the lapse of some centuries present a precise pendant to

that of the ancient Chinese station of Lou-lan, where the east and west walls have practically dis-

appeared altogether, while I could still discover the traces of those to the north and south. 8 It was,

in fact, by the observations here gathered that I was first led to the right explanation of the features

which on my first visit to that site had puzzled me greatly.

At the same time there was occasion to note here significant modifications affecting the progress

and result of wind-erosion. Thus it is worth mention that the semicircular bastion in the front of

the east gate of the abandoned town—a usual feature in Chinese fortification of recent times—has

nowhere been breached, though in a few places its foot has been undercut by sand-scouring.

Evidently the rounded exterior here presented by the wall suffices to reduce the effect of the scouring

by diverting the drift-sand sidewise. That the surface conditions of the immediate vicinity are

a factor of considerable importance in determining the extent of wind-erosion, even where the atmo-

spheric conditions are identical, was brought home by a comparison of To-p'o-ch'eng, another but

smaller ruined town, about 6 miles to the south-west of An-hsi. Though completely abandoned

since the outbreak of the Tungan rebellion, if not earlier, this place showed practically no effect of

wind-erosion on its walled enclosure. The explanation seems to lie in the fact that To-p'o-ch'eng,

though situated on ground without present cultivation, is protected eastwards by the abundant low

scrub which overruns the waste around and prevents the approach of drift-sand.

An instructive illustration of the last remark, but in the reverse sense, is afforded by the walls

of modem An-hsi itself. The town is surrounded on most sides by cultivation of some sort. But

just on the east there approaches a belt of waste land with light drift-sand brought, no doubt, from

the river bed and but loosely held by struggling vegetation. So it was scarcely surprising to find

that the eastern town wall was in danger of falling through the onslaught of that relentless foe,

the famous ‘ wind of An-hsi ’. In order to prevent the top being breached by sand-scouring, this

particular face had been protected, probably since the reconquest after the Muhammadan rebellion,

with a solid stone parapet. This had served to some extent to ward off the attack above, though

even thus a big dune, some 1 5-20 feet in height, had formed on the inside of that wall. But, baffled

in its usual line of assault, the sand driven by the east wind was now asserting its destructive force

on the clay rampart below, and in many places the undercut wall threatened to tumble before long

together with the stone parapet.

8
Cf. above, pp. 386 sqq.
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I may note here at the same time that, notwithstanding the force and persistence of the winds

and the abundant supply of drift-sand close at hand, the ground around An-hsi, as far as I saw it,

showed nowhere those most characteristic effects of wind-erosion, the Yardang trenches of the Lop
Desert, or that general lowering of the ground level so noticeable at old sites along the southern

edge of the Taklamakan. The probable explanation is afforded by the gravel beds which underlie

the riverine loess of the surface at no great depth, and further by the cover of vegetation, which is

sufficient to protect the soft surface soil in most places. This vegetation itself, which prevents or

retards deflation such as has long overtaken the desert ground west of the Tun-huang oasis, is, no

doubt, kept alive mainly by subsoil water and occasional flooding from the Su-lo Ho. But from what

personal experience and archaeological indications showed me, I have reasons to believe also that

the atmospheric conditions about An-hsi are less arid than in the Tun-huang region, and that east-

ward from the latter a slight but steady increase in local precipitation may be looked for in the

Su-lo Ho valley and in the tracts beyond it towards Su-chou.9

Having stated such direct observations as my stay at An-hsi allowed me to gather regarding

the traceable remains of the tract and the geographical facts bearing upon its past, I may now turn

to the examination of a record which concerns the historical topography of old Kua-chou. It is the

only one accessible to me, and may claim particular interest because it emanates from Hsiian-tsang

and is very closely connected with a very memorable event of his life. I mean his adventurous start

from the borders of the Empire for the Western regions. The Life of the great pilgrim tells us

how, with the avowed object of ‘ reaching the land of the Brahmans in search of the Law ’, he left

Liang-chou, apparently towards the end of a.d. 629, and arrived at Kua-chou. 10 On inquiring about

the Western routes the Master of Law was told :
‘ At rather more than fifty li from here, marching

to the north, one comes to the river Hu-lu ^ of which the lower course is wide and the upper

one very contracted. It is full of eddies and rapids, and is too deep to be forded. On this river the

Yii-mfin barrier has been established, by which one is obliged to pass and which is the key (literally

‘throat’) of the Western regions. To the north-west, beyond this barrier, there are five signal-

towers where the guards entrusted with keeping the look-out reside. They are a hundred li apart

one from the other. In the space which separates them there is neither water nor herbage. Beyond

these five towers there lie the desert of Mo-ho-yen and the frontiers of the kingdom of I-wu.’ 11

I must refer to Julien’s version for the touching account given in the Life ,
which tells us how

the eager pilgrim, encouraged by auspicious dreams and omens—and with the connivance of the

local governor who for piety’s sake agrees to close an eye, more Sinico—prepares to evade the

official prohibition against his crossing the border and to venture into the dread desert beyond.

What concerns us here is the location of the Yii-men barrier as it existed at the time, and any other

indications that Hsuan-tsang’s story may furnish as to the old topography of Kua-chou and the

route leading from it to Hami. After having secured from an aged ‘ barbarian ’ a horse recom-

mended for having done the journey to I-wu fifteen times to and fro, we are told that he started

with a sole companion, another ‘ barbarian ’, at night. 12

9 Cf. Desert Cathay, ii. pp. 239 sq.

10 I am reproducing the passage of the Life from Julien’s

translation (
Julien, Vie de Hioueti- Thsang, p. 1 7) in accordance

with certain corrections which Dr. L. Giles has kindly indi-

cated. See also Beal, Life of Hiuen Tsiang, p. 11.

11 Julien transcribes the name L-gou, without showing the

Chinese characters in the Index of Me'moires, ii. Beal repro-

duces the name in the same form. The name in the text is

I-wu ,
the designation of Hami in T'ang times.

For I-wu and Mo-ho-yen (the form as corrected by Julien,

Me’moires, ii. p. 516, instead ofMo-kia-yen which Beal repeats),

see below, pp. 1144, 1149.
12 Cf. Julien, Vie, p. 21. The mention of this experienced

equine wayfarer seems to me to give a distinct touch of

reality to the story as recorded in the Life. Together with

other points which I shall have occasion to mention when

I discuss below, pp. 1143 sqq., the details told of Hsuan-tsang's

adventurous march through the desert, it creates a presump-

7 ^
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‘ In the third watch they came to the river, and sighted the Yu-men barrier from a distance.

At 10 li above the point where the barrier stood, the river banks were not much more than

a chang (10 feet) apart.’ 13 Here a crossing was effected by a rough footway which the young

barbarian improvised with cut tree-branches, etc. After resting by the water’s edge and having

discharged the young ‘ barbarian ’, who was unwilling to venture further, the pilgrim bravely set out

alone on the track leading to the first watch-tower. We shall follow him on this venture in a sub-

sequent chapter, and show that thefe is good reason for believing that his track could not have lain

far away from the present caravan route connecting An-hsi with Hami. 133

From this short account and the local information previously given to Hsiian-tsang we gather

the following topographical data. Starting from the town of Kua-chou, the route towards Hami
first led north for 50 li to the river Hu-lu, where the watch-station of Yii-mfn kuan was placed.

From this point the route towards Hami turned to the north-west and passed into the desert.

Hsiian-tsang^ having to avoid the watch-station where his unauthorized move beyond the border

would have been stopped, set out from Kua-chou at night and reached the river in the third watch

at a point some xo li above the Yii-men barrier, and there managed to effect a crossing unperceived.

Thence he picked up the track leading to the nearest of the watch-towers, at which, as we are told

in the Life,
he arrived after covering 80 li.

14

It is easy to see that these indications are in full accord with the topographical facts as the

map shows them. By the river Hu-lu no other but the Su-lo Ho can be meant. 15 From the

ruined town of Kua-chou-ch'eng, which in view of its central position and surviving local tradition

may safely be assumed to mark the approximate site of the Kua-chou of T'ang times,16
it is 8 miles

almost exactly due north in a straight line to the point where the present road to Hami crosses

the Su-lo Ho. If we assume that its course lay in Hsuan-tsang’s days about two miles further to

the north, where Rai Ram Singh’s reconnaissance survey marks an old river-bed,17 the agreement
in distance with the 50 li of the Life becomes still closer

;
for the equation of 5 li to the mile is the

one which my experience of Hsiian-tsang’s distance reckonings on Central-Asian ground has proved
to be the generally correct average.18 That the road to Hami, after leaving the Su-lo Ho, leads

steadily in a north-west direction is a fact which the map clearly demonstrates. Finally it is note-

worthy that the 80 li which Hsiian-tsang is said to have covered from the river crossing to the

first watch-tower agree remarkably well with the 16 miles or so which Map No. 81 shows between

tion in favour of the substantial veracity of the account as

handed down by his biographers. We shall see that the

story attributes a considerable share in the pilgrim’s ultimate

escape from dying of thirst and exhaustion in the desert to

the local sense of his mount. Of this local instinct of horses

accustomed to desert travel I have had ample personal ex-

perience, and I am therefore inclined to believe that the

specific reference made to this much-travelled animal is based

on a matter-of-fact feature of Hsiian-tsang’s adventure.

At the same time, the way in which the Life connects the

acquisition of this useful mount, ‘ of russet colour and lean ’,

with a prognostic received long before shows the same inter-

mingling of sense of reality and nai’ve credulity which

characterizes Hsuan-tsang’s personality throughout his own
Memoires.

13
I reproduce here the passage according to the interpre-

tation which Dr. L. Giles has indicated to me as the correct

one. Julien’s version would imply that this point where the

crossing was made was at the barrier itself. But this obviously

cannot be the sense intended, since the passage had to be
effected secretly.

133 See below, pp. 1143 sqq.
14

Cf. Julien, Vie, p. 24.
13 The identification with the Su-lo Ho, the Bulungir of

the Mongols, had already been made correctly by V. de Saint-
Martin; cf. Julien, Memoires, ii. p. 262.

16 In the same way the Tun-huang district has retained
its administrative centre in the immediate vicinity of the Sha-
chou of Tang times. See above, p. 608 ; also p. 1091.

17 See Map No. 81. d. 2. I regret that delay in starting
from An-hsi prevented my examining this old bed when I
passed it on Oct. 8, 1907. I regret still more that I did not
make a reference to the account of the Life during my busy
stay at An-hsi.

18
Cf. above, p. 649, n. 12

; p. 716, n. 10. It must be
remembered also that Hsiian-tsang’s reckonings relate to
actual marching distances, not to direct distances measured
on the map.
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the above-mentioned old bed and the first halting-place, Pei-tan-tzu, with its spring, on the present

caravan road.

As to the exact position of the Yti-men barrier, as established at the time of Hsiian-tsang’s Position of

departure, I am unable to state anything definite. Whether traceable remains of such a watch-

station could survive in the immediate vicinity of a river-bed subject to changes is doubtful. At tnfn kuan.

any rate my Limes explorations have solved the question as to the original position of this famous

frontier station, once, far away to the west of Tun-huang, and there is reason to believe that even

in Hstian-tsang’s time its transfer to the north of Kua-chou could not have been of old date.

A passage of the T'ang Annals referring to the dispatch in a. d. 610 of the famous Chinese

commissioner P'ei Chu to Yii-m£n kuan distinctly places this frontier station at the town of

Chin-ch'ang yr- M. 19 Chinese antiquarians seem to agree in considering Chin-ch
e

ang as a sub- Frontier

prefecture dependent on Kua-chou and situated to the east of the present An-hsi.20 But its exact
at

position still remains to be determined. In any case it is clear that the Yti-men barrier in a.d. 610 cKang.

was not where Hsiian-tsang found it twenty years later. In the interval it may have been advanced

to the west, in conformity with the resumption of Chinese political activity in Central Asia, which

commenced soon after the accession of the T'ang dynasty (a.d. 618). How long it remained near

Kua-chou, and when and how the present Yu-men-hsien, between An-hsi and Su-chou, came by its

name, derived from the ancient frontier station, are questions which must be left for future inquiry.

Section III.—THE RUINED SITE NEAR CH'IAO-TZ0

On June 24, 1907, I was able to leave desolate wind-swept An-hsi for the high mountains March

south-eastwards. Before beginning there what was to be my geographical work of the summer,

I arranged to visit en route two sites in the outer hills of the Nan-shan which held out promise of shan hills,

archaeological interest. My immediate goal was a ruined town to the south of the village of

Ch'iao-tzu about which a Turk! Muhammadan trader at An-hsi had first given me information,

necessarily of the vaguest character. The position of Ch'iao-tzu itself was quite uncertain, that

part of the lower hills within the great bend of the Su-lo Ho not having been visited by any

European traveller. For an account of the long and, owing to fairly heavy rainfall, somewhat

trying march which brought me to Ch'iao-tzu, I may refer to my Personal Narrative. 1 This march

took us across the outermost and absolutely barren range of the Nan-shan. It was on approaching

its foot, south of the hamlet of Huang-ch'ii-k'ou, that I first discovered that short but well-defined

stretch of the ancient Limes which assured me of the extension of its wall-line beyond An-hsi, and

to which I have already referred in the preceding section. As I could not examine it closely until

my return journey from Su-chou to An-hsi, I leave its description for the next chapter. 2

The village of Ch'iao-tzu proved to be the chief place of a small but very fertile oasis situated Position of

within a wide grassy plain which fills here the bottom of the broad valley dividing the two outermost' Chiao tzu -

19 See Chavannes, Turcs occid., p. 18.

*> Cf. the references given by M. Chavannes, Turcs occid.,

p. 18, note 3 ;
Dix inscriptions, p. 67, note 2 ; p. 93, note 8.

Learned local opinion, as communicated to me by An-hsi

officials, placed Chin-ch'ang to the west of Yu-men-hsien (Map

No. 85. a. 3). I regret that I did not ascertain the exact

position meant, and still more that I did not follow up the

point locally on my way from Yu-men-hsien to An-hsi.

The Ch'ien-fo-tung inscription of a.d. 894 speaks of

Chin-ch'ang as a ‘ strategic point ’ (Chavannes, Dix inscrip-

tions, p. 93) where a prefect of Kua-chou earned distinction

by his bravery. This has suggested to me that some place

near the foot of the Wan-shan-tzu spur, where the high road

from An-hsi to Su-chou passes a defile of the Su-lo Ho (Map

No. 83. b . 2), might be intended. Regarding the suitability of

this position for a frontier watch-station guarding the great

route, see above, p. 727. The large fortified station at Bulun-

gir, to the east of it, now mostly in ruins, served this purpose

until relatively recent times.

1 See Desert Cathay, ii. pp. 242 sqq.

2 See below, pp. 1139 sqq.
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ranges of the Nan-shan. 3 Together with its outlying hamlets, Ch'iao-tzu probably counts fully

two hundred households, and the picturesque walled enclosure within which the main village

shelters, together with numerous temples and other substantial structures now half in ruins, proves

that the oasis must have been a far more populous settlement before the havoc wrought during

the Tungan rebellion. It owes its existence solely to the abundance of fine springs which come

to the surface in the extensive marshes to the south and south-west of the main oasis.

Besides assuring plentiful irrigation to the area cultivable by the present population, the water-

supply from these and other springs accounts for the luxuriant grazing to be found over an area

which can safely be estimated at not less than 150 square miles. The valley must have been an

attractive winter grazing ground for any non-Chinese race once established in this region, nomadic

or semi-nomadic, such as the Yiieh-chih or Hsiung-nu, before the Chinese advance to the western-

most Kan-su marches drove them northward. Tibetans, Uigurs, and Tanguts must also have

appreciated its advantages, in conjunction with the grazing to be found in the higher valleys to

the south, while their hold over these parts lasted. But Chinese deep-rooted aversion to the

herdsman’s life and calling leaves this rich grazing wholly unused now, and the traditional dread

of nomadic neighbours, kept alive by sad experience down to Tungan and Tangut raids, jealously

prevents access to it by those who could use it. There are similar winter grazing areas to be found

also in places along the foot of the Nan-shan further east towards Kan-chou and beyond, and this

geographical fact deserves to be emphasized here ; for the historical student must keep note of it

if he wishes to account for the successive domination of westernmost Kan-su by races which were

essentially nomadic. Their prolonged occupation would have been physically impossible if the

whole of this region had been either such utterly barren desert as the wastes wqst of Tun-huang

and north of the Su-lo Ho, or else capable of supporting human existence only where irrigated and

tilled by a laborious settled population, as is the case practically everywhere within the plains of the

Tarim Basin.

The physical features of the ground on which I found the reported ‘ old town ’ to be situated

also presented distinct interest. The site proved to be a large one, and very instructive in several

respects. Its remains are scattered over an area extending, as the map shows (No. 83. b. 3, 4), for

about five mjles from east to west and for over three miles from north to south at its eastern end.

Proceeding due south of the walled village of Ch'iao-tzu, one crosses cultivation for about a mile, and

then for nearly three miles more a belt of luxuriant vegetation fed by marshy springs. Beyond the

southern edge of this, and screened by a narrow zone of tamarisk-cones, there stretches the ruined

area, partly undergoing wind-erosion and partly overrun by low dunes which tamarisk growth and

reeds are binding in places. After crossing for another mile ground which closely recalled to me
that of familiar ‘ Tatis ’ in the Khotan region, I reached the conspicuous remains of a walled town

Wind-
eroded
ground near

ruined site.

forming an irregular quadrangle, with outer enclosures that are far more decayed adjoining on the

north and west, as shown by the site plan (PI. 46). Its position is marked
J3 on the map. The

name given for it by the Ch'iao-tzu villagers was So-yang-ch'eng.

Outside the town to the east and north-east, for a distance of 3-4 miles, scattered remains of

clay-built towers and walled enclosures, together with patches of thick pottery debris from dwellings

completely eroded, mark the extent of the once closely occupied area. The cultivated ground of

the old oasis is likely to have spread much further. The whole of it occupies a flat stretch of fertile

loess soil extending along the edge of the bare gravel glacis which slopes down from the hill range

on the south. The latter is a continuation of the one which I subsequently passed on the way from
T'a-shih to Wang-fo-hsia. This loess^belt, wherever left unprotected by vegetation owing to want

3 See Map No. 83. b. 3.
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of surface water, has been scooped out and sculptured by the same powerful east wind which is

constantly at work in the Su-lo Ho basin into small ridges and trenches invariably running east to

west.4 These reproduce the Yardang formations of the Lou-lan area in the Lop Desert with

striking fidelity, though on a smaller scale. The lesser depth of the scourings, usually between two

and five feet, is accounted for by the fact that, as we shall presently see, the time that has elapsed

since the disappearance of surface water and protective vegetation is here fully a thousand years

less. On the other hand, the thickness of the surface layer of loess is here limited, and it is obviously

due to this that I found it in places completely abraded and carried off right down to the underlying

fine gravel. Much of the sand brought down originally from the detritus-covered hill range is coarse,

and its corrasive action here must considerably aid deflation, i. e. wind-erosion pure and simple.

The broad belt of eroded loess stretched away eastwards as far as the eye could reach, bare of all

sand. But within the area of the old oasis surviving scrub has helped to retain small dunes in

places, as already stated, and within the ruined town the protection still afforded by the massive

walls has caused the drift-sand to accumulate in big dunes.

In connexion with the physical features just described it may be as well to state at once what

my survey of the ground, rapid as it had to be from want of time, allowed me to ascertain as to the

water-supply once available for the ruined town and the cultivated area near it. That it could not

have been derived from the spring-fed marshes, the drainage of which irrigates the present oasis of

Ch'iao-tzu, is certain. A look at the ground was enough to show me that all these springs lie con

siderably below the level of the area of deserted occupation. No clear trace of any stream could be

seen from So-yang-ch'eng on the bare gravel glacis that slopes up for miles to the foot of the hill

range. But when I was riding, towards the end of my visits, to the site across the wind-scoured

ground to the east of the ruined town, 5 my eye was caught by a low gravel-covered ridge coming

from the south-east. It proved, as expected, to carry the line of an old canal with its banks still

clearly marked on the top. The coarse sand and pebbles which the water used to bring down from

the foot of the hills had necessarily in the course of time helped to raise the canal bed, as noticed

in every oasis from Khotan to An-hsi. Subsequently, when the canal ceased to carry water, the

same heavy deposits protected it from the force of the winds which have, since irrigation ceased,

been continually cutting up and lowering the ground on either side. Thus the top of the canal

banks has come to lie 10-12 feet on the average above the level of the eroded ground on either

side.

The line of the canal was seen to throw out several smaller branches at about one mile’s

distance from the ruined temple a. Thence it could be traced quite clearly up to a point about

4 miles to the south-east of the ruined town, where a solid mound of clay (marked e in Map No. 83. b. 4)

rose by its side. Beyond this the line disappeared on ground completely furrowed by Yardangs.

On the south of this eroded belt, about half a mile wide, the bare gravel glacis was seen to rise

steadily, and on this no traces of the canal bed could be expected to survive. But far away in the

distance to the south-east I sighted a line of white clay cliffs which suggested a river-course now

dry and sunk into the gravel glacis. A broad gap seen south of it in the nearest hill range made

me think that this course had been cut by the drainage from the next higher range, which, as

subsequent surveys showed, rises to heights of 1 2,000 feet and more, and which, though carrying no

permanent snow, is yet likely to receive even now at times a fair amount of moisture. 6 There could

4 The photograph reproduced in Desert Cathay, ii. Fig.

z 10, shows these very clearly.

5 Fig. 238 shows a little of this in the background.
6 I much regret that want of time and of transport suited to

the season prevented the extension of survey work in this

direction and the clearing up of the topographical question in-

volved. The delineation of the hills to the south-east of

Ch'iao-tzu, as shown in Map No. 83. b, c. 4 from Rai Ram
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scarcely be any doubt that it is this same drainage which, finding its way underground, now comes

to light in the marshes east and south-east of Ch'iao-tzii. But still more obvious did it appear, in

view of the conditions of the ground, that it would be wholly impossible to bring here at present

adequate surface water for the irrigation of the old oasis. Hence I could not avoid the conclusion

that there was clear evidence of desiccation, whether general or restricted to this region, and this

gives additional interest to the archaeological facts resulting from the examination of the ruins.

I may commence my description of them with the ruined town of So-yang-ch'eng already

referred to. As the plan reproduced in PI. 46 shows, the massive walls of stamped clay enclosing

it form a quadrilateral which measures about 670 yards outside on the north, 493 yards on the south,

and some 650 yards on each of the other faces. The walls of stamped clay vary in thickness

from about 20 to 30 feet at their foot and are provided with round bastions at the corners and

rectangular ones at irregular intervals along the curtains. The two remaining gates on the north

and west were protected by rectangular outworks such as are still found, but usually in a semicircular

shape, outside the gates of modern Chinese town walls. At the south-west corner the walls form

a receding angle, and a small walled enclosure constructed within this may have been intended to

serve as a reduit. There were remains of inner enclosures also on the north and south faces, but

too decayed to permit of a determination of their character.

A very peculiar feature of the ruined fortification is that it has two walls facing east, the inner

built at a distance approximating 200 yards from the outer, but not quite parallel to' it. The inner

wall, which in Fig. 185 is seen along a great portion of its length, had been breached in many places

by erosion. The result of the scouring action of wind-driven sand, corresponding here exactly to

that described in the case of the deserted town south of An-hsi,7
is strikingly illustrated by Fig. 240,

which shows a section of this inner east wall of So-yang-ch'eng. But, in spite of this long-continued

process of erosion, the foundations of this inner wall were still continuous, and the position of some

bastions, and perhaps also of a gate near the middle, still recognizable. It was very different with

the outer east wall, which had to bear the full erosive force of the winds blowing from the east. It

had been practically razed to the ground in most places and was traceable elsewhere only in a line

of badly decayed low segments. Taking into account the fact that the outer east wall, while under-

going erosion itself, must to some extent have afforded protection to the inner one, it is impossible

definitely to assert that the better condition of the latter is necessarily evidence of later construction.

Yet, remembering what I had seen at the east wall of the present ‘town’ of An-hsi, the thought

naturally occurred to me that this inner east wall of So-yang-ch'eng had been raised for protection

at a later time, when the outer had been reduced by the slow but relentless attacks of wind and

sand beyond hope of repair or defence. The position of the inner wall relative to the north gate

and the absence of semicircular bastions at its ends seem to support this conjecture.

After the observations made at An-hsi it was no surprise to find that the north and south walls

of the ruined town had suffered relatively little decay and were nowhere completely breached.

Their direction parallel to the destructive winds, which here, too, come mainly from the east, fully

accounts for their preservation, and this affords another striking illustration of the conditions pre-

vailing at the ancient walled station of Lou-lan. Behind the shelter of the east walls drift-sand had

Singh’s plane-table work, does not agree with the observation

I made, as above recorded, on moving further tb the south-

east along the old canal line. Owing to the Surveyor’s

ailing condition it was impossible to assure a revision of this

part of the hill sketching before our move to T’a-shih.

That the stream once irrigating the Ch'iao-tzu site breaks

through the second outer range and receives the major part

of its drainage from the third and much higher one which

overlooks the Ch'ang-ma valley on the north is made probable

also by the river-bed which debouches to the south-west of

So-yang-cheng. Its valley, as observed by the Surveyor

who actually crossed it at its mouth, certainly cuts through

the second hill range, as Map No. 83. b. 4 shows.
7 Cf. above, pp. 1095 sq.
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accumulated within the enclosed area, and it had so far succeeded in protecting the west wall from

being breached, though its top showed incipient cuttings. At the north-west corner of the walled

enclosure a massive watch-tower, built of clay and containing at its foot a passage vaulted with sun-

dried bricks, still rose to a height of about 30 feet. No doubt, when in the course of time the Prospect of

cuttings are carried down deeper, the wind will regain full play over the sand at present filling the H°^essive

interior and drive it out through the then breached wall westwards. Then erosion will set to work erosion,

within the walls as thoroughly as it has outside, and convert the enclosed area, at present half-

smothered under dunes, into an eroded ‘ Tati ’ with remnants of the north and south walls only to

show that a walled town once stood here.

It was interesting to note the incipient stages of this process. In the area between the outer Interior of

and inner east walls the sand lay quite low, leaving the small mounds from dwellings, etc., as seen rumedt0'vn -

in the foreground on the right of Fig. 185, exposed to erosion. Consequently fragments of old

pottery/; charcoal, and similar debris were to be found here on the surface, though not in such plenty

as on the completely eroded soil outside. Most of the tamarisks in the outer enclosure were dead,

and the sand-cones that they held together were being disintegrated and levelled. Behind the

inner east wall the enclosed area contained many tamarisk-cones with bushes still green, and near

the west wall it showed even some flourishing wild poplar and Eleagnus
(
Jigda)

trees. In most

places the accumulated drift-sand lay to a height of from 6 to 10 feet. Only at relatively few points,

where larger refuse-heaps or mounds of clay, evidently formed by the debris of completely decayed

buildings, rose above the drift-sand level, could fragments of pottery, including porcelain and glazed

stoneware, and bronze coins of the Tang period be picked up on the surface. To the west of the

town, both within and beyond an outer enclosure marked by traces of less massive walls, there

stretched a strip of ground covered with plenty of scrub and reeds suggesting that subsoil water

reached there. It probably is derived from the drainage which the dry stream bed, mentioned above

as debouching to the south-west of the site, carries down from the third hill range to the south. 8

The porcelain and glazed pottery fragments, together with the coins picked up on my first Occupation

inspection of the site, made it at once clear that regular occupation of the little town and the

adjoining ground had continued down to Sung times, if not somewhat later. This fact, and the Sung times,

obvious decay which remains of a perishable nature must necessarily have suffered on ground still

supporting vegetation, made it inadvisable to sacrifice time to systematic excavations. The heavy

layer of drift-sand within the largest portion of the walled enclosure, as well as the difficulty about

raising an adequate number of labourers at that season, would have protracted them too much.

Experimental digging, carried out on a somewhat larger mound rising above the drift-sand towards

the south-west corner of the walled area (marked in plan, Plate 46), disclosed what seemed remains of

a later dwelling that had been built on the top of a great debris heap made up mainly of completely

charred wood, decomposed sun-dried bricks, and stable refuse. There were indications elsewhere

also that the structures occupying the town site at the time of its virtual abandonment had suffered

from a conflagration.

Complete desolation, however, does not seem to have come over the little town all at once, but Later visits

as a slow lingering death. This is suggested by the fact that, while the finds of coins stop short with to Slte -

a piece belonging to a regnal period of the Chin dynasty (a.d. 1156-61), and the great majority of

the specimens of glazed pottery detailed in the List below belong to Tang or Sung times,9 there are

also a few fragments of porcelain to which Mr. Hobson is inclined to assign a seventeenth-century

origin. 10 Considering the proximity of the site there is nothing unlikely in the statement, heard from

8 See above, p. 1102, note 6.
9 See So. 0022-3, 0025-6, 0037-9, etc.

811 See Appendix B.
10 Cf. So. 0034, 0044-5,
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villagers of Ch'iao-tzti who came out to watch my proceedings, that within memory of man herdsmen

grazing their ponies on the steppe northward used occasionally to seek shelter against the icy blasts

of the winter in a few ruined structures evidently of later date and then still upright. I here was

evidence that the ruined town even at the present day saw temporary residents, people who came

to collect saltpetre from the soil once occupied by buildings. Little smoke-begrimed caves at the

foot of the west wall were pointed out to me as having been dug out by such humble folk for

quarters.

From a tiny mud-built shrine of quite modern date, which rose in front of one of these troglo-

dyte dwellings and on what manifestly was a worked-out rubbish-heap, an interesting small antique

was brought to me by the intelligent petty officer detailed to escort my party. It is the well-carved

upper arm in wood, So. 009 (Plate XLVIl), belonging to some statue evidently life-size, decorated in

low relief with ornaments that represent the patterns of two garments. Their design, partly floral,

distinctly recalls Gandhara motifs, including the four-petalled clematis-like flower familiar from the

wood-carvings of the Niya and Lou-lan Sites. At the time when it was brought to me remains

of bright colouring still adhered. That the statue to which this relic once belonged must have been

of early, perhaps pre-T'ang, date seems clear. Unfortunately there was nothing to indicate its

original place of discovery. Even thus it suffices to show that the mounds and drift-sand within So-

yang-ch'eng may yet hide objects of archaeological value, besides mere small debris of the ‘ Tati

type. But systematic clearing will cost time and labour.

Outside the walled town to the north-west, and at a distance of about a thousand yards from its

north-west corner (see Plate 46), two massive structures of stamped clay attracted my attention.

From a distance they looked like small forts. But on reaching them, beyond the much-decayed

remains of an outer enclosing wall on the north, I was puzzled at first by their peculiar nature. The

well-built clay walls, fully 20 feet thick and rising to a considerable height, formed solid squares

measuring about 70 feet on each side
;
they showed neither a proper entrance nor any stairs or other

arrangement for reaching the interior. Having made my way into the further of these strange

structures by a gap which had formed at one of its corners through the parting of the walls, I vainly

searched for remains to explain its purpose until I noticed some fissured planks lying loose on the

sand which half filled the enclosure. Their length was just that needed for a coffin. Subsequent

scraping of the sand revealed in one corner similar planks still in situ, with badly decayed remains of

a skeleton between them. It was clear that these remarkably massive walls had been intended to

protect an abode of the dead. They might have long defied wind-erosion, but evidently failed to

keep out the sand—and intruders in search of treasure. I was unable to ascertain how the enclosure

was originally entered. Inspection of the surrounding ground, where it had been left bare by drift-

sand and consequently eroded, showed that the whole of it had served as a cemetery. But of the

graves and their contents erosion had spared nothing but small fragments of human bones.

The most striking individual structure of the site is, however, the large and once elaborately

decorated Stupa, marked a on the map. It rises on a terrace, partly artificial, partly due to erosion

around, less than a mile to the east of the outer east wall of So-yang-ch eng. Fig. 238 shows it

from the south, while in Fig. 237 it appears as seen from the south-west along with some of the

smaller Stupas which adjoin it in a row to the north and north-east. The damage caused by the

large cuttings which treasure-seekers had made mto what represents the upper base, and the destruc-

tion of much of the thick coating of hard yellow stucco once covering the whole, made accurate

measurements difficult within the available time. But the photographs will suffice to show that in

shape and proportions this Stupa differs considerably from those I have haa occasion to examine in

the Tarim Basin, and manifestly represents a later type. On a lower base, apparently square and
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mostly covered by debris, rises a second base which presents a circular appearance with numerous

shallow projections. It is possible that the plan which served as the original model for this base was

the elaborate cruciform one of the Rawak Stupa, as reproduced in the miniature votive Stupas to be

presently mentioned, but here applied without the stairs at the ends of the cross and with the pro-

jections of the numerous angles reduced. Above this base, over 15 feet high, follows a third

apparently circular base, from which rises, over a kind of cushion moulding or plinth, the cylindrical,

almost flat-topped dome. A very striking feature is the elaborate and disproportionately large

member above, bearing a succession of big chattras in brickwork. The total height of the Stupa

appears to be over 40 feet, while the diameter of the main base may be estimated at about 27 feet.

The impression I received of the whole Stupa was that it belonged to later Sung times, perhaps to

the period (eleventh-thirteenth centuries) when westernmost Kan-su was subject to Tangut or

Hsi-hsia rule. But without fixed chronological data, either here or in the case of certain Stupas at

Turfan and the Shikchin ‘ Ming-oi ’ of Kara-shahr which have features partially resembling, any

attempt at dating must be distinctly hazardous.

There was no trace left of the deposit, if any, which the interior of the Stupa may once have con-

tained, and the hope of which, no doubt, had excited the treasure-seekers’ efforts marked by the various

big cuttings and tunnels. Their burrowings had not spared the row of small Stupas, about 10-12

feet in diameter, and half a dozen in number, which line the northern edge of the terrace. Some
had completely collapsed in consequence. Those still upright showed a small interior chamber,

nowhere more than two feet square, and in the case of two Stupas this was found to have been filled

with hundreds of miniature clay Stupas after the fashion of those I had discovered deposited at the

Khadalik shrine Kha. ,yii.u Most of these little votive offerings had been thrown outside and more

or less injured by effacement or weathering. But there remained enough specimens fairly intact to

show that they had all been reproduced from a few moulds. The most interesting of the specimens

is So. a. 006 (Plate CXXXIX). It precisely reproduces the ground-plan of the Rawak Stupa, with

the four cruciform arms of the main base carrying stairs,12 but gives details of the superstructure

which no longer survive there. The essential features are preserved also in So. a. 009 (Plate CXXXIX),

0010, made from less carefully executed moulds, while So. a. 007, 008 [ibid) are conventionalized

representations corresponding in general type to the Khadalik models.

The terrace portion to the south of the main Stupa appears to have been once occupied by

a temple. But the remains of this had been completely destroyed to the very foundations, perhaps

for the sake of utilizing the building materials elsewhere. The existence of a shrine was, however,

attested by numerous fragments of hard green-glazed pottery which evidently belonged to the tiled

roof. The specimens So. a. 001-2 (Plate IV) are moulded in relief with parts of winged dragon

figures. In So. a. 003, 005 (Plate IV) we have fragments of glazed appliqud reliefs in stucco which

probably decorated the temple walls. To the same may have belonged also the arm of a small

moulded stoneware figure similarly glazed, So. a. 004. I may note here that green-glazed pottery

of similar type used for the decoration of the tiled roof and walls was found by me in plenty at

a ruined shrine of Kara-khoto, belonging probably to the Hsi-hsia period, which I excavated in

1914. Some quarters adjoining the temple on the south-east, of which the walls were just traceable,

were cleared without any finds.

The account of other structural remains which I noticed at the site maybe brief ; for they were

too scanty or indistinct to permit of a determination of their age. When returning northward from

11 See above, pp. 161, 194. chap. xxxi. sec. i, with PI. 58, and another at Sahri-bahlol,
15

Cf. Ancient Khotan, i. pp. 485 sq. ; ii. PI. XL; for Stein, Indian Archaeol. Survey, Annual Report

,

1911-12, p.

a similar ground-plan at Farhad-Beg-yailaki, see below, 1 18, with Pis. XXXV, I..
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the large mound near e, the point to which the line of the ancient canal could be followed,13 I crossed

an extensive ‘ Tati ’ area, as shown on the map, for a distance of about three miles from south to

north. All the way potsherds of dark grey and red clay strewed the ground in plenty. Their look

for the most part was older than that of the badly decayed clay walls of houses which were met with

at points marked on the map. Is it possible that most of the abundant pottery debris dates back to

an earlier occupation of the ground than that which the remains of the dwellings indicate ? The
physical conditions on * Tati ’ ground would fully admit of this.

As regards the ruined town and its immediate vicijiity, I have stated above that such chrono-

logical evidence as is obtainable from the prevailing ceramic remains picked up there points clearly

to occupation during T'ang and Sung times. It only remains to add that the evidence of the coins,

which necessarily is more definite, fully agrees with this, but at the same time leaves the possibility

open of occupation having started somewhat earlier. As reference to the list in Appendix B will

show, the total of 38 identifiable copper coins or fragments of such is made up of 25 pieces showing
the legend Kai-yuan, first used under Kao Tsu, a.d. 618-27, but reproduced on coins through most
of the T’ang period

; 1 of Ck'ien-yuan, a.d. 758-60 ; 2 of Sung times
; with the addition of 10

Wn-chu pieces, of which one may be attributed to the Sui dynasty (a.d. 581-618), while the rest are

evidently earlier.

OBJECTS FOUND AT OR NEAR SO-YANG-CH'ENG

So. 009. Upper R. arm of wooden statue, life-size,

with elbow. Latter apparently bare. Arm has two gar-

ments, the under showing four rows of gathered frills.

Over it hangs point of cloak decorated with pattern of

four-petalled flowers and lozenges in relief, and bordered

by line of dots between plain bands, from outer of which

hang beads. Arm was bent at elbow
;
just below cut off

and pierced to take tenon from fore-arm. ui'x 2i*.

PI. XLVII.

So. 00x4. Iron arrow-head, lozenge-shaped in section,

with small square shoulder from which projects tang.

Length of head if', length of whole 2 §'.

So. 00x5. Iron arrow-head, as So. 0014, but without

tang ; much corroded. Length if'.

So. 0016. Fr. of iron opium pipe (?). Short curved

piece of tubing, broken and split at one end; near the

other widened into bowl double the width of stem and

finished off. (See specimens in Brit. Mus. ethnographical

galleries.) Length if', diam. inside to f'.

So. 00x7. Bronze rivet with hollow hemispherical head.

Diam.

So. 0018. Bronze flower rosette, broken off stalk.

Diam. |'.

So. ooxg. Fr. of bronze mirror; on back relief design

of running stag within diamond-shaped field ;
much cor-

roded and obscure, if" X f'.

So. ooao. Glass bead, blue, opaque, shaped as mul-

berry. Diam. T
sg"

So. 0022. Fr. of stoneware from neck of vessel
;
pale

buff body with translucent purplish-brown glaze of varying

13 See above.

thickness, marked with wheel lines. Chinese
;
prob. T'ang

dynasty, or earlier. Gr. M. 3f'.

So. 0033. Fr. of stoneware jar ; pale buff body with

creamy while glaze outside tinged with a bluish stain in

places and painted in black with sketchy floral designs.

Chinese; prob. Chin-chou or Tzu-chou ware; Sung

dynasty. Gr. M. 3f'. PI. IV.

So. 0034. Fr. of shell. Gr. M. 2f'.

So. 0035. Fr. of stoneware from vase or bowl; grey

porcelainous body with thick faintly crackled glaze of pale

lavender-grey tint, with a small patch of reddish brown.

Chinese ;
Chin-chou ware ; Sung dynasty. Gr. M. 2%",

So. ooa6. Fr. of stoneware ; thick light buff body,

with creamy white glaze (faintly crackled) on the exterior,

and rough floral (?) pattern painted in brown; on the

interior, dark brown glaze. Chinese; prob. Tz'u-chou

ware ;
Sung dynasty. Cf. So. 0043. Gr. M. 2f'.

So. 0037. Fr. of stoneware
;

thin dark grey body with

brown exterior and inside coated with opaque creamy
white, over which is a sort of marbled design in pale green
crackled glaze. Chinese. Gr. M. 2'.

So. 0038. Fr. of porcelain from base-rim and side of
bowl ;

thick white body with floral design painted in blue
under greenish-white glaze. Chinese; Ming dynasty
Gr. M. 2f'.

So, 0029. Fr. of porcelain from rim and side of bowl

;

greyish-white body with wash of white slip inside and on
rim, and a transparent glaze of faint creamy tinge.
Chinese

;
prob. Sung dynasty. Gr. M. 2f'.

So. 0030. Fr. of porcelain from bowl; thick white
body painted in blue under greyish-white glaze ; inside,

,
p. 1101.
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wing of bird, outside formal design in compartments.

Chinese
; Ming dynasty. Gr. M. i|*. Pi. IV.

So. 0031. Fr. of stoneware ; buff, with brown-black

glaze inside and on part of exterior. Chinese
;
resembling

a vase in British Museum supposed to have been found in

a T'ang dynasty tomb. Gr. M. 2j
r

.

So. 0033. Fr. of porcelain from rim and side of bowl

;

creamy white body with glaze of faint greenish-cream

colour covering interior and rim outside. Chinese.

Gr. M. if'.

So. 0033. Fr. of stoneware ; buff body with black glaze

inside ; brown glaze outside scraped away so as to expose

buff body and leave a pattern in brown. Spiral frond?

Chinese
;

prob. Sung dynasty. Similar ware found in

Shantung and prob. made at Po-shan factories. Gr. M.
2§*. PI. IV.

So. 0034. Fr. of porcelain from rim of bowl ; white

body with greyish-white glaze and marbled blue border.

Chinese
;
seventeenth century. Cf. So. 0044. Gr. M. if*.

So. 0035. Fr. of pottery ; hand-made, of well-levigated

grey-burning clay, fired on open hearth
;

‘ mat-marking
’

on exterior. Gr. M. !§'.

So. 0036. Fr. of porcelain from bowl
;
white, with

moulded petal design on exterior; thin translucent pale

green glaze. Chinese
;

Yuan or Ming dynasty. Gr.

M. if'.

So. 0037. Fr. of stoneware from bowl
;

dark grey

body with olive-green celadon glaze
;

moulded orn. on in-

terior, indistinct. Chinese; prob. Sung dynasty. Gr. M. rj'.

So. 0038. Fr. of stoneware from side and base of

bowl. Grey body with olive-green celadon glaze
;
moulded

design inside of large flower and foliage (? sunflower);

base unglazed; grit adhering to inner face of foot-rim.

Chinese
;
prob. Sung dynasty. Gr. M. 3'. PI. IV.

So. 0039. Fr. of stoneware from bowl. Grey body

with olive-green celadon glaze ; intricate moulded design of

foliage inside. Chinese
;
prob. Sung dynasty. Gr. M. af'.-

So. 0040. Fr. of coarse porcelain bowl; white,

painted in underglaze blue
;

inside Chinese (?) chars.

;

stripes outside and part of a rough seal-mark. Chinese.

Coarse make which might be a modern export porcelain.

Gr. M. 3r-

So. 0041. Mouth of pottery amphora ; coarse

reddish-buff clay, covered with irregular deep brown glaze.

The mouth, cup-shaped, with double moulded rim and

long funnel below, was inserted in neck of finished pot

after glazing, just previous to firing. Pot glazed inside

and out. Chinese. H. 2f', diam. 2
f".

So. 0042. Fr. of pottery
;

hand-made, of light grey-

burning clay, lightly but very evenly fired. Loop handle

on outside. Vessel was moulded over a core which has

left on inner face impression of coarse string canvas ; but

1 107

as impression is in recto
,
not a negative, there must have

been some elaboration in the process. Gr. M. i\”.

So. 0043. Fr. of stoneware; hand-made, grey, moulded

outside a basket the coarse woven texture of which is

impressed on inner surface. Inside covered with brown

glaze
;
outside covered with thin white glaze, whereon are

traces of floral orn. in brown. Chinese
;
prob. Tz'u-chou

ware
;
Sung dynasty. Cf. So. 0026. Gr. M. 3^'.

So. 0044. Fr. of thin porcelain from rim and side of

bowl ;
white, painted in underglaze blue with dragon

outside, and blue border with white plum-blossoms inside.

Chinese
;
seventeenth century. Cf. So. 0034. Gr. M. 3^".

PI. IV.

So. 0045. Fr. of porcelain from rim of bowl; coarse

greyish body with underglaze blue band, and iron-red orn.

Chinese ; seventeenth century. Cf. So. 0034 and 0044.

Gr. M.-g*.

So. 0046. Fr. of pottery ; hand-made, of fairly well

levigated clay burnt to brick-red on outer face; fired on

open hearth ;
‘ mat-marking ’ on exterior. Gr. M. 2?-'.

So. 0047. Fr. of pottery from wall of large vessel

;

hand-made, of grey-burning clay, fairly well-levigated, kiln-

fired. On outside, orn. in high relief : foot and claws of

dragon, and trefoil (?) leaf. 4^' x 3*'. PI. IV.

So. 0048. Fr. of stoneware ; buff body with even dark

brown glaze; slightly ribbed. Chinese. Gr. M. if".

So. 0049. Fr. of stoneware from bowl; hard well-

levigated drab clay with thick turquoise glaze on inside
;

on outside similar glaze bleached and destroyed by

weathering. ‘ Near-Eastern ’ type of glaze ;
but probably

of local fabric. Gr. M. 1

So. 0050. Fr. of pottery ; hand-made, of well-levigated

clay burning to terra-cotta red, hearth-fired
;
with appliqud

relief of beast's head having wide mouth and puck ears.

Inner surface dotted with small circular studs outstanding

in low relief. Vessel presumably moulded over a core

;

but it is impossible to explain the particular feature, r'sq.

So. 0051. Fr. of porcelain from side and rim of bowl

;

greyish-white body with rough floral design painted in dull

underglaze blue; six rivet holes. Chinese; prob. late

Ming or seventeenth century. Cf. T. xi. 0010, 0012.

Gr. M. 1 1
*. PI. IV.

So. 0052. Part of terra-cotta relief plaque, from oblong

mould showing Buddha seated in meditation between two

Caityas (?). Broken across head, fired unevenly prob. by

accident. Mould similar to Wang. 001-7.

So. 0053. Fr. of shell. i|'xf'.

So. 0054. Translucent green glass, lump of. Gr. M. 1*

So. 0055. Yellow ochre, lump of. Gr. M. £§".

7 B 2
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LIST OF ANTIQUES FOUND AT RUINED STUPAS AND SHRINE EAST OF SO-YANG-CH'ENG

So. a. 001-2. Two frs. of glazed tiles from roof of

temple
;
soft ill-levigated drab clay covered with rough dull

green glaze
;
moulded in relief, part of fig. of dragon (?)

having cloud-like wings. Type of technique resembles the

Romano-Egyptian glazes and those of Persia in the

second-ninth cents, a.d. Gr. M. 2^*. PI. IV.

So. a. 003. Fr. of glazed tile(?) in red clay with bright

green glaze; represents flame common on vesica borders,

beyond which is curved edge ; the glaze carried back on

this behind to a point of attachment ; on back, reed

markings. Fr. has been moulded separately, and attached

to larger background before glazing and firing, i^* x 1^'.

PI. IV.

So. a. 004. Arm of small moulded stoneware fig.

(of Buddha ?) ;
white clay, with translucent light green

glaze. Length i|'.

So. a. 005. Fr. of glazed appliqud stucco relief (from

wall of shrine?); reddish-buff clay with translucent light

green glaze. Moulded with three oblong bosses within

a iobed field formed by a raised line with radiate border

beyond ; this on roughly oval medallion affixed to flat

background before glazing. (Perhaps summary representa-

tion of seated Buddha in vesica ?) 15* X 1^'. PI. IV.

So. a. 006. Clay model of Stupa; used for votive

offering. The ground-plan almost precisely that of Rawak
Stupa (see Ancient Khotan

,
PI. XL), though elevation

considerably higher in proportion. Model stands on
circular base round which runs inscr. in relief in Brahmi(?)
chars, much effaced. On this rises Stupa base proper—its

ground-plan that of a cross superimposed on a square, the

only difference from Rawak Stupa being that the pro-

jections in recessed angles appear doubled, as the four

flights of steps do not occupy whole width of ends of cross,

but are slightly narrower and advanced; there are thus

twenty-eight projecting angles to the ground-plan. Above

this complex base a square member, its sides broken by the

upward continuation of the steps; above this the dome,

passing from an octagonal to a circular form; on top

a sq. member, meant to carry chattras
;

cf. above, p. 1 iog.

So. a. 009, 0010, though roughly executed, preserve the

essential features of the Stupa ; So. a. 007, 008 have lost

all constructional qualities, and rank with Kha. ii. c. 001;

vii. 0010. H. 3', diam. at base 3'. PI. CXXXIX.

So. a. 007. Clay model of Stupa. Circular throughout

;

inscr. round base
;

above this, three rings of regularly

impressed tooth pattern, distinguishing members of

building Cf. So. a. 006. H. 2 diam. at base 3'.

So. a. 008. Clay model of Stupa, resembling So. a.

007. Inscr. round base
; round circular cone four rings,

overlapping, of regularly impressed tooth om. H. 3*,

diam. at base 21'. PI. CXXXIX.

So. a. 009. Clay model of Stupa. Inscr. round circular

base. Ground-plan as in So. a. 006 (q. v.), but work

throughout careless and without regard to structural values.

Dome misshapen. H. 2 diam. at base 2". PI. CXXXIX.

So. a. 0010. Clay model of Stupa. Inscr. round base.

Above, as So. a. 009, but much worn
;

one side broken

away and dome broken. Cf. also So. a. 006. H. 2J',

diam. at base 2|'.

Section IV.—THE GROTTOES OF THE MYRIAD BUDDHAS
March to

T'a-shih.

Cave shrines

of Hsiao

CKien-fo-

tung.

After my short stay at Ch'iao-tzu I resumed on June 29 the journey into the mountains on

the south. The first march, all the way through a wide grassy plain with magnificent but wholly

unused grazing, took me to T'a-shih. This oasis, of about the same size as Ch'iao-tzu but with its

homesteads more scattered, receives its irrigation water partly from the river coming from the snowy
range south and partly from springs rising at the foot of the outer hill range on the south-east. It

is obviously the drainage feeding these springs which at an earlier period rendered possible the

occupation of ground about 5 miles to the south-east, as marked on Map No. 83. a. 4. The Surveyor,
who was able to visit the site on his way, reported as the only remains there some mounds,
apparently from completely decayed structures*of clay, rising over the gravel glacis.

At T'a-shih we struck the main route already mentioned, which connects An-hsi and the great
road coming from northern Turkestan and Mongolia with Tibet across the high plateaus of Tsaidam.
Ascending the left bank of the T'a-shih river it brought us next day, after more than ten miles, to

a group of about ten small cave-shrines carved from the conglomerate cliff on the opposite side of
the deep-cut river-bed (Fig. 24 1).

1 The name of Hsiao Ch'ien-fo-tung, or ‘ Little Ch'ien-fo-tung ’, by

1 In Map No. 8 1. n. 4 the position of Hsiao Ch'ien-fo-tung

has been shown by error about two miles too far up the river.

The latter debouches from the outer hill range about a mile

above the cave-shrines.
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which they are known, is appropriate enough
;
for the mural paintings which decorate these grottoes,

though badly effaced in many places, very closely resemble, in subject and style, those found in the

smaller of the ‘ Thousand Buddhas’ Caves ’ and approximately dating from the end of the T'ang

period and the century following. None of the grottoes measured over 16 feet square, most of them
only 10-12 feet, and all showed restoration by their modern stucco images, etc.

No detailed examination being called for here, the march was continued up the picturesque

winding gorge in which the river above Hsiao Ch‘ien-fo-tung passes the outer hill range. At a point

some fifteen miles above T'a-shih, where the route leads through a particularly narrow defile between

serrated bare cliffs, a massive stone-built wall of old appearance closes the bottom of the gorge and

ascends for some 250 yards the steep slope to the east which commands it. It is a regular ‘ chiusa ’,

meant to bar this important route by which danger of inroads from the south has always threatened,

as was proved as late as 1894 or so by the advance of Tungan rebels upon T'a-shih. 2 Together

with similar defensive works seen at and above Shih-pao-ch'eng and elsewhere in these mountains, it

suggested to me at the time that the Chinese settlements on the ancient line of communication from

Su-chou to Tun-huang must have been exposed to attacks from the side of the plateaus and high

valleys of Tsaidam quite as much, perhaps, as to barbarian raids across the desert north and west.

Above this defile the valley becomes somewhat wider, though still bare. After about two miles

the route ascending it reaches a little basin on the right bank of the river, filled with luxuriant shrubs

and trees and known as Mo-ku-t'ai-tzu. Beyond this the course of the river lies in a deep-cut and in

parts quite inaccessible canon, while on either side of it there extends, with gentle but steady rise,

a vast and utterly barren gravel slope towards the third outer mountain range in the south. It

appears to me very probable that the existence of so fertile a spot as Mo-ku-t'ai-tzu, providing plenty

of grazing and fuel in what otherwise is a great submontane desert of barren hills and Piedmont

gravel, accounts mainly, if not wholly, for the establishment in its vicinity of the important pilgrim-

age place represented by the grottoes of Wanfo-hsia ^ 5^, the ‘ Valley of the Myriad Buddhas

An ascent of about four miles further on the right bank over a steadily rising gravel ‘ Sai’ brought

us to that point above the river gorge, now turned into a regular canon, from which the sacred site

can be approached with least difficulty. The information collected at Tun-huang had made me
aware that, notwithstanding its grandiloquent name, this collection of cave-temples could not com-

pare in extent and importance with that of the ‘Thousand Buddhas’. Yet what the site lacks in

size seemed to be made up by the singular wildness of its setting, which rendered the first impression

most striking.

Along both sides of the deep rift, here only about 200 yards wide at the bottom and much

narrower still higher up, which the river coming from the snowy range above Shih-pao-ch'eng has

cut through the hard conglomerate, the cliffs, nearly vertical for most of their height, show the open-

ings of temple grottoes extending for a distance of over a quarter of a mile. 3 The effect of the

frowning rock walls over a hundred feet high and of the dark cavities piercing them is heightened by

the contrast which the narrow green strip of orchard and cultivation raised along a tiny canal presents

at the bottom. Steep slopes of weathered conglomerate strata continue the rock faces to the bare

plateau above. Desolate as the scene is, it receives animation from the sound and rapid movement

of the river tossing in its boulder-filled bed. It issues at the south-eastern end of the site from

beneath confused masses of fallen rock which stop further ascent in the chasm. The condition of

the sacred site, as I found it at the time of my visit, harmonized very pleasantly with the picturesque

seclusion and peace of this submontane Thebais. Whatever damage the interior of the cave-temples

had suffered during earlier times, the numerous small shrines and Stupas scattered along a raised

2
Cf. Desert Cathay,

ii. p. 256.
3 See Figs. 242-4.

‘ Chiusa ’ in

T'a-shih

river gorge.

Approach
to Wan-fo-
hsia site.

Situation of

Wan-fo-hsia

grottoes.
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terrace at the foot of the cliffs on the right bank (Fig. 244) seemed kept in fair repair. This and the

cheerful appearance of the three well-fed Taoist priests holding charge gave to the place the air of

a religious establishment quite ‘in being’. The visits of well-to-do Mongols from the high valleys

and plateaus to the south are probably of considerable help in the matter of pious support. The
three Tao-shihs, who claimed to have been in residence for over thirty years, appeared to know
little or nothing about the history of the place they were guarding. But from various indications

I concluded that, owing to its position far away from ground affording supplies and plunder, it had

escaped most of the havoc suffered by Chinese shrines on the main track of the great devastating

Tungan inroads.

The grottoes of Wan-fo-hsia, though executed on a distinctly smaller scale, in all essential points

of architectural disposition and artistic decoration show the closest resemblance to that average

type of Ch'ien-fo-tung shrines which has been described above, and which may approximately be

assigned to the ninth-tenth century. This will explain why in spite of the pleasant stay offered by

Wan-fo-hsia I did not feel justified in extending my visit beyond two days, and also why my
description of its remains must be brief. The principal caves are found on the right bank ranged

in two stories, as seen in Fig. 244. The lower one opens on a terrace, about 20 feet above the

river ; the other extends on a level about 50-60 feet higher. The series of five main caves below

starts on the south-east with one containing a colossal seated Buddha image, which rises up into

the second story and is there approached by the shrine I numbered xvn. 4 Next to it is a cave

with a colossal figure of Buddha recumbent in Nirvana, fully 30 feet long. Both these, like all the

other stucco images in the caves of Wan-fo-hsia, are abundantly restored and in consequence bear

a modern appearance. The five caves of the lower story are rendered very dark by the verandahs

built in front of them. Added to the effect of incense smoke this makes the examination of the

wall-paintings, executed here as elsewhere in tempera, difficult. The subjects of the larger panels

appear to be chiefly assemblies of Buddhas and Bodhisattvas, set within a square frame of

geometric design, and this again enclosed within a circle or oval of elaborate floral pattern. In

some of these panels, I thought, the style suggested Tibetan influence. These lower main caves,

together with five or six small grottoes between them containing new frescoes, are the shrines which

seem to receive now most attention from resident priests and pious visitors.

The upper row of caves is approached by flights of stairs roughly cut into the rock, which

start near some small grottoes serving as quarters for the priests and visible on the extreme left of

Fig. 244. After crossing a deep cleft of the rock wall by a rickety bridge and ascending a roughly

hewn tunnel past a cave of which the front part has fallen, we reach the northernmost of a line of

cave-temples, xi-xxiii, extending on a uniform level. All of them comprise a cella, square or

nearly so, with sides varying from 20 to 32 feet; an antechapel, itself as broad as the cella, but

only of moderate depth and separated from the cella by a shallow wide passage
;
a high porch

or outer passage, in some cases 20-30 feet deep where it is intact, admitting light and air from the

face of the cliff, and visible with its opening in Fig. 244. The shrines originally communicated
with each other by means of narrow plastered passages leading from one porch to the other through

the facing part of the rock wall. But where this had crumbled away or become unsafe, a rough

* The temple court built outside the cave of the colossal

Buddha is seen on the extreme right in Fig. 244, and above
it also the balcony and porch in front of xvn.

I much regret that want of time did not allow me to make
a plan of the site. My references to the caves needing special

mention are based on a numeration which starts with the

uppermost of the shrines on the left bank (1 ;
see Fig. 242).

After descending this bank to shrine x, it is continued with

the lowermost of the grottoes in the upper story on the right

bank (xi, in Fig. 244) and closes with shrine xxn at the

south-eastern end of this story.
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tunnel connecting the antechapels had been driven through the rock, obviously at a later date as

proved by the broken wall-paintings. 3 The uniformity with which this disposition is repeated in

all shrines points to execution upon a definite plan and at no great distance of time, and with this

the uniform style of their decoration seems in full accord. 6

Throughout these cave-temples the walls bear paintings in tempera closely resembling in style

those of Ch'ien-fo-tung. The walls of the porches ordinarily display on the one side rows of men
dressed in dark-red robes with wide-brimmed black hats, and on the other processions of ladies

wearing rich wide-sleeved dresses and that elaborate coiffure with flowers, bands, and pendants

around bulb-shaped caps which the examination of the paintings brought away from Ch'ien-fo-tung

has allowed us definitely to associate with the fashion prevailing in the Tun-huang region during

the tenth century. There can be no doubt that these figures carrying offerings, which also recur

on the side walls of the entrances to the cellas, just like the corresponding types seen on the walls

of some of the Ch'ien-fo-tung shrines, are intended to represent donors and donatrices. The
walls of the cellas and antechapels are decorated either with processions of large, richly robed

Bodhisattvas moving under ornate canopies 7 or with a variety of panels, showing familiar scenes

from Buddhist Heavens
;

8 Buddhas enthroned among rows of Bodhisattvas
;

9 large representations

of Manju£ri and Samantabhadra on their traditional Vahanas, etc.
10 A comparison of the photo-

graphs illustrating a few specimens of these decorative themes with the reproductions of corre-

sponding mural paintings at Ch'ien-fo-tung will suffice to bear out the very close resemblance in style

already referred to. The same is the case also with the representation of the curious ‘ wind scene
’

legend which I had occasion to describe above as seen on the wall of Ch. xvi at the ‘ Thousand
Buddhas’, and which is found here again with identical scheme and details on the back wall of

two cellas.11

The great uniformity of style and technique displayed by the frescoes in this whole series of

cave-temples is striking, and suggests that all of them are more or less coeval reproductions of the

same prototypes. That these were to be found among the mural paintings of Ch'ien-fo-tung

I could scarcely doubt at the time, with the recollection of the latter still fresh in my mind. The
execution of the paintings in this main group of Wan-fo-hsia grottoes impressed me as generally

inferior to that of the ‘ Thousand Buddhas ’. But whether this is due to distinctly later production

or else to the employment of less skilful hands I was unable to determine. I noticed particularly

the often careless drawing of outlines, and the coarse washes which replaced them in frequent

instances suggested production by stencils. I may add here that the relative lowness of the walls

—

they seemed rarely to rise much above io feet—and a corresponding flatness of the ceiling seemed

evidence also of more limited outlay and resources on the part of those who dedicated the

Wan-fo-hsia shrines.

I may now proceed to record a few notes about particular grottoes. In xn the left wall of the

porch has numerous sgraffiti in Chinese, Uigur, and Tibetan characters, and among them also one

in badly faded Arabic writing. Those in Chinese, which on account of their dates I had copied by

Chiang Ssu-yeh, proved to belong to the Chih-shun and Chih-cheng periods (a.d. 1330-3, 1341-68)

Subjects of

mural

paintings.

Style and

technique

of mural

paintings.

Sgraffiti in

Chinese,

Uigur,

Tibetan.

8 The opening of such a later tunnel, walled up again, is

seen in xvn, Fig. 247.
6 There is no evidence that these upper story shrines

were ever accessible except from the northern end. Hence
it might be assumed that these excavations were commenced
from that side and successively extended. But it must be

remembered that their level above the terrace ground below

is not so great as to preclude the use of scaffolding, which

would have expedited construction or at least permitted it to

be carried on simultaneously at different points.

7 See Fig. 246.
8 For a specimen, see Fig. 247.
9 See Fig. 246.
10 See Fig. 247 on right.

u In xix and in shrine 11 of the left bank (Fig. 245)

;

cf. above, pp. 935 sq.; Figs. 233, 234, 236.
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of the last Mongol Emperor. The adjoining small grotto, xm, had been completely renovated

with Taoist frescoes and stuccoes. But pious regard on the part of the priests had preserved and

stored away in a corner a heap of small stucco relief plaques, all from the same mould, showing

a Buddha seated in dhyana-mudra between Caityas.12 They were said to have been removed from

part of a wall before it was replastered. I actually found the kind of wall-decoration thus suggested

in 1914 at one of the cave-shrines of Ma-ti-ssu south of Kan-chou, apparently dating from Sung

times. But in view of the smallness of these plaques, only about if by if inches, it seems quite

possible that they served a votive purpose.

The cella of xvi contains fresco panels of superior execution, but proved to be so badly lighted

that I could not photograph them. The two on each side-wall represented scenes of a Western

Paradise ; on the back wall, to the east, fragments of a representation of the
1 wind scene ’ survived.

Among the Chinese sgraffiti found with some in Uigur (or Mongolian?) and Tibetan on the left

wall of the entrance to the cella none apparently bear a nien-hao. The shrine xvn, as already

mentioned, contains in its cella the upper portion of the colossal seated Buddha image. The
richly gilt head showed signs of recent renovation. Fig. 247 reproduces the wall-decoration of

the left (or north-western) side of the antechapel. The large and spirited painting of Manjusri on

the lion attended by two Bodhisattvas has its pendant in a panel with Samantabhadra on the

opposite side.

The shrine xvm is the largest in the whole series, and on this account some details may be

mentioned. The cella, 38 feet by 32, contains a central pillar spared from the rock and measuring

20 feet 4 inches by 18 feet at its base. A niche on each of its four sides holds a large seated

Buddha statue, mostly restored, as seen in Fig. 248. The two Bodhisattva figures in stucco once

flanking it are destroyed, but two others are painted on either side of the niche, and two disciples

in monks’ robes appear within it close to the large well-painted flame vesica of the Master. The
decoration of the cella walls comprises eight panels, each having a Buddha enthroned between two

Bodhisattvas in the centre of five rows of small haloed figures, seated. Variety is introduced by

different colours of robes and background (dark purple and light green). The east wall and the

corners are occupied by panels that display large figures of richly adorned Bodhisattvas with

varying attributes, among them Maitreya. Similar Bodhisattva figures carrying fruit and flowers

decorate the side-walls, over 7 feet long, of the passage leading from the cella into the antechapel.

They appear also, life-size, in procession on the longer walls of the antechapel, as seen in Fig. 246.

The narrow sides of the antechapel, which measures 29 by io| feet, are decorated each with

a panel showing a purple-skinned Buddha seated above an altar in the middle of four rows of

seated Bodhisattvas (Fig. 246 on left). The altar in front of the Buddha (Fig. 259) is covered

with a valance and table-cloth in rich colours, and bears a large covered dish between two elegantly

shaped jugs. The latter, painted in terra-cotta colour like the dish, very closely resemble in their

graceful design the old brass ‘ Aptabas ' still known in the Tarim Basin and manufactured mainly

at Khotan until about the middle of the last century. The black outlines over the terra-cotta

ground of the jugs and dish, which the photograph fails to bring out, seemed to me intended to

reproduce a kind of open work similar to that which is a characteristic of that fine old Khotan
brasswork. Finally, the walls of the porch, 2o| feet deep and 9 feet 4 inches wide, display

processions of donors of the type already described.

12 The following describes the specimens which I brought

away

:

Wang. 001-7. Stucco relief plaques; seven oblong

rectang. casts from same mould, showing Buddha seated

in meditation between two Caityas (?). Hands covered by

robe; flame-shaped halo; dark paint. Clay mixed with

a little fibre; not fired. ooj and ooy PI.

CXXXIX.
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The remaining shrines of the series call for but few remarks. They are mostly small, and

several very poorly lit, particularly xix, where the side-walls of the cella are decorated with scenes

from Buddhist Heavens and the back wall is occupied by a large representation of the ‘wind

scene A sgraffito of nine characters in Cursive Brahml, scribbled by the side of a donor figure

on the right of the cella entrance, is of interest as affording evidence that these shrines were

constructed before knowledge of the language of Buddhist Khotan had ceased. Shrines xx-xxii

show in their antechapels or porches Chinese sgraffiti with dates which correspond to a. d. 1332,

1353, 1357, 1367. In xxm, the last cave, Chinese sgraffiti are particularly numerous, all belonging

to the Chih-cheng period (a. d. 1341-68), which closes the rule of the Mongol dynasty. It is of

interest to note that cartouches painted over the donor figures in the porch here show what I took

to be Uigur writing of the later type resembling Mongolian in ductus. There are also sgraffiti in

the same script.

The grottoes on the left bank, ten in all, are disposed in several groups, on levels varying from

about 60 to 80 feet above the bottom of the gorge (Fig. 242). The architectural disposition is

more or less the same as in the shrines of the right bank, but the porches are less deep, which may

be due partly to the falling of portions of the rock face. The mural paintings are executed in

a distinctly coarser fashion and, as it seemed, mainly with the use of stencils. This and the

irregular arrangement of the caves may be taken as an indication of their comparatively later

origin. In the first group of grottoes to the south-east, i-vi, the subjects of the frescoes were

throughout of the type already noticed in the description of the caves on the right bank. Fig. 245

shows the south side-wall of shrine 11 with a representation of the ‘ wind scene and a comparison

of it with Figs. 233-4, 2 3<5, which reproduce the same theme in Ch. xvi, may illustrate the inferior

character of the pictorial work here. At the same time we see here that central portion of the

composition which at Ch. xvi is hidden by the screen at the back of the image platform. The

cutting through the cella wall of n seen in Fig. 245 was necessitated by the falling of the rock face,

which destroyed the porch and made communication with the adjoining cave through the ante-

chapel unsafe.

It is worth noting that, later as the decoration of the walls in this group of caves appears to

be, yet a series of Chinese sgraffiti found in them with dates from the close of the Mongol dynasty’s

rule proves that the time of construction here, too, was before the second quarter of the fourteenth

century.13 After grotto vn, an isolated shrine which seemed either distinctly later or completely

renovated, there follows higher up on the cliff the group vm-x, in which the frescoes also appeared

to me late, or else had been replaced by modern Taoist paintings. In x, however, by the side of

some original donor figures left in the antechapel, there is found a sgraffito with a nien-hao which

Chiang Ssu-yeh seems to have read as T'ai-ting (a. d. 1324-8).

A few general remarks may conduct this account of the site. From Chiang Ssu-yeh’s state-

ments I conclude that the Chinese inscriptions painted by the side of frescoes do not furnish the

date of construction for any of the shrines of the ‘Myriad Buddhas’. That most of those on

the right bank appear to me, from the character of their artistic decoration, approximately coeval

with the tenth-century cave-temples of Ch'ien-fo-tung has already been stated. 14 The absence of

inscriptions in Hsi-hsia writing is probably significant, while the presence of Uigur cartouches

besides Uigur sgraffiti, in xxm, can be easily reconciled with the conjectural dating just indicated.

The large number of dated Chinese sgraffiti, left behind on the frescoed walls by pilgrims who

13 From Chiang Ssu-yeh’s copies of these sgraffiti I gather Chih-cheng (a.d. 1341-68).

that the nien-kaos extend from Yen-yu (a.d. 13 14-21) to
14 See above, p. mi.
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visited the caves during the last reigns of the Mongol dynasty, fixes the early part of the fourteenth

century as the lowest possible date limit, and the sgraffito of xix in Cursive Brahmi, solitary as it

is, helps to push this back somewhat further still. How long after the painting of the frescoes

these mementoes of visitors had been left behind it is, of course, impossible to determine. In any
case they prove that the site must have been then a well-known pilgrimage place, and this justifies

the hope that some account of it may yet be found in Chinese historical records. That destructive

invasions affected it less than the sacred caves near Tun-huang, which had served as a model, may
be safely inferred from its out-of-the-way position in the hills and from its actual condition. But
does this account also for the total disappearance of the collection of sacred Buddhist texts, etc.,

that the guardians of the shrines must have possessed at one time ?



CHAPTER XXVII

THE NORTH-WEST FRONTIER OF KAN-SU

Section I.—TO THE GATE OF THE ‘GREAT WALL’

With our start from the ‘ Myriad Buddhas ’ on July 3, 1907, there commenced those explorations Geographi- •

across and along the high ranges of the Western Nan-shan which during the next two months kept
n̂^

xP,ora
'

my attention fixed mainly on geographical work. The results of the extensive and successful Western

surveys then carried out over an area which, with the additions made on the return journey to An-hsi, Nan-shan.

amounted to close on 24,000 square miles, are presented in Maps Nos. 82-94*. Whatever observations

of a direct or indirect bearing on the geography of this great region I was able to make will be found

detailed in Chapters LXXIV—LXXIX of my Personal Narrative. 1 Hence I may in the present chapter

restrict myself to an account of those localities which offer an antiquarian interest, and to some

remarks on those general physical features which have had a distinct bearing on the history of this

region and of the tracts immediately adjoining it northward.

The surveys carried out along those portions of the Nan-shan ranges which stretch to the west Head-

of the T'u-ta-fan 2 showed me that physical conditions must prevent the valleys which drain them
^Vshilf

from having ever possessed in historical times any importance beyond that attaching to the routes River,

which descend through them from the south. The huge triangular trough at the head-waters of the

T'a-shih River, though immediately adjoining the main range, is almost throughout a barren water-

less waste. The only place in it which appears ever to have been occupied for any length of time

is the ruined fort of Shih-pao-ch’eng.3
It guards the defile upon which the different routes from

across the high range south converge. Though its remains look recent, the position is one which

is likely to have already claimed military value in earlier times.

Proceeding eastwards for close on fifty miles over open plateaus of stone or gravel, we find. Oasis of

indeed, the flourishing small oasis of Ch'ang-ma at an elevation of over 7,000 feet above the defile
Cj â

®J>‘

nia

in which the Su-lo Ho breaks through the continuation of the Richthofen Range towards Yii-men- tains to east.

hsien.4 But the course of the river higher up lies through wholly impassable gorges, while the

main range south of Ch'ang-ma, rising to peaks 19,000-20,000 feet high, affords no practicable route

and descends with extremely barren slopes devoid of any but the scantiest surface drainage. Thus

Ch'ang-ma can never have Been a place of any consequence. Notwithstanding the favourable

season, difficulties about water were also experienced on our way through the mountains east of the

Su-lo Ho. In this connexion it is of interest to note that north of the Shui-ch'ii-kou Pass I found

the ruins of two posts, meant to guard the route descending the valley, to be situated at an appre-

ciable distance from the points where water can be found at present. 5 This fact seemed to me

evidence of desiccation since these little stations were erected.

1 See Desert Cathay, ii. pp. 262-333. * See Map No. 84. d . i
;

for views of Ch'ang-ma, Desert

* See Map No. 86. d. 2, arc. 97
0
50' long., 39° 34' lat. Cathay, ii. Figs. 218, 221. Iam unable at present to verify

5 See Map No. 84. a. i . The ruins consist of a walled the exact spelling of the name, which, as pronounced locally,

enclosure in stone about 180 feet square, with defensible sounded Chong-ma.

quarters and a keep in one corner.
‘ See Map No. 86. b . 1.
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THE NORTH-WEST FRONTIER OF KAN-SU

A striking change, however, came over the ground on ascending towards the T'u-ta-fan from

the gravel plateau beyond the Po-yang Ho. c The broad valley leading up to this pass, the western-

most of those which cross the Richthofen Range proper, proved to be clothed with luxuriant grass

and flowers that recalled true Alpine vegetation. It was the first, but sharply marked, indication

of the distinct change in climatic conditions which was subsequently observed right through the

Nan-shan ranges south-eastwards and, in a lesser degree, also in the submontane tracts adjoining

them on the north. We were here leaving behind the extreme south-eastern limits of the great

arid belt of innermost Asia, as represented by the Tarim Basin and the adjoining drainageless areas,

and were entering that westernmost portion of true China which, remote as it is, is affected in its

climate by the increased moisture passing up from the Pacific.

It is important that we should realize clearly the meeting at this point of two great physical

divisions of Asia
;
for this geographical fact has had its manifest bearing upon the position of what

has been the recognized main western entrance into China for the last five hundred years, if not

longer. I mean the famous Gate of Chia-yii kuan
,
the modern representative of the ancient Jade

Gate. Its distance from the debouchure of the T'u-ta-fan valley is less than twenty-five miles, and

the contrast between this verdant alpine vale and the arid wastes of the Nan-shan beyond it to the

west is scarcely more striking than the change experienced by the traveller as, having crossed a vast

stony steppe from the west, he reaches the * Great Wall ’ and, through the Gate of Chia-yu kuan,

passes into the succession of fertile tracts within. My own approach to this wrestern end of the

‘ Great Wall ’ was singularly adapted to bring out the big features of its topographical setting. So

I may well briefly describe it before discussing Chia-yii kuan itself.

I had my first sight of the Great Wall, and a very impressive one, when after descending from

the T'u-ta-fan I rode on the evening of July 18 along the fantastically eroded foot-hills of the Nan-

shan eastwards to the hamlet of Ta-han-chuang. 7 To the north an utterly lifeless steppe of stone

and gravel, fully twelve to fifteen miles wide, was seen to separate this fringe of the snowy Nan-shan

from a terribly bare hill range running parallel to it and forming a south-eastern offshoot of the Pei-

shan. As I looked down from a height of close on 8,000 feet, the view ranged unbroken along this

vast valley or plateau eastwards. Far away in the distance low gravel ridges, marking the water-

shed towards the Pei-ta Ho, seemed to form an eastern rim of the plateau. Along this the setting

sun lit up a long-stretched faint streak of white—the line of the ‘ Great Wall The distance

separating me from its nearest point was still close upon twenty miles. But in the clear atmosphere

it was possible to make out towers reflecting the slanting rays and, stretching away to the horizon

beyond, a great expanse of dark ground. It was the fertile district of Su-chou with its green fields

and arbours. Set off clearly against the grey of the steppe and the red of the bare desert hills, it

made me realize with my eyes what China ‘ within the Wall ’

(
kuan li-t'ou

)

meant, and why its

border was drawn here.

The little fortified post of Ta-han-chuang (Fig. 251), which I visited next morning, was tenanted

by a few soldiers as an outpost of Chia-yu kuan to watch the route along the foot of the mountains.

Its massive watch-tower and the small walled enclosure adjoining, both half-ruined, seemed an apt

illustration of what posts on the ancient Han Limes might have looked like, though in a far more
desolate setting. The same day a long weary march brought us transversely over the bare stony
‘ Sai ’ of the valley to a point on the high road about four miles west of Chia-yii kuan. All view of the

wall and its great Gate had vanished in the glare of the day. Instead there loomed before us the

eastern extremity of the long barren range already referred to as overlooking the valley from the

north. A glance at its steep serrated ridges, furrowed by a maze of narrow ravines, sufficed to
6 See Map No. 86. d. 2 ; Desert Cathay, ii. Fig. 220. 7 See Map No. 86 . d. 2.
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show that it must have served at all times as a great natural flank protection for the route towards

An-hsi and Central Asia which skirts its foot for three marches. Not far from the point where we

struck this high road a small valley, known as Hao-shan-k'ou, 8 receives the subsoil water from the

Nan-shan, which comes to the surface here and cuts through the south-eastern end of the range.

Some large towers perched on low spurs seem intended to guard the approach to it. As I followed

the narrow cart track leading towards Chia-yii kuan, I felt that I was on historical soil ; for there

can be no question that it was this very line, the most direct and convenient connecting Su-chou

with An-hsi and Tun-huang, over which all Chinese enterprise, military, political, commercial,

towards the ‘ Western regions ’ must have moved for over two thousand years.

After four miles of gentle but steady rise over stony waste, the top of a broad ridge was reached Fortress

which bears at its eastern edge, and on a level about 80-100 feet lower, the closing fortress and of

wall of Chia-yii kuan
jpjj.

The high storied towers over the inner and outer west kuan.

gates (Fig. 249), built of wood, first came into view from a distance of about two miles
;
then, on

closer approach, also the wall of stamped clay extending from either flank of the massive square

fortress which guards this gate of the ‘ Middle Kingdom ’. On the south, its line could be seen

stretching away for a distance of about six miles to where Pei-ta Ho, or Su-chou River, skirts the

foot of a projecting buttress of the Nan-shan (Fig. 250). Northward, the wall soon becomes hidden

by the scarp of the ridge on which we stood. But some four miles off its line could be picked up

again ascending a rugged spur above the north-eastern end of the Hao-shan-k'ou gorge. Eastwards,

the vista from the ridge ranged far over the vast plain that slopes gently down towards Su-chou

and is green with fields and trees.

Standing on this commanding edge of the plateau it was easy to see—and the map shows it, Advantages

too, with almost equal clearness—that if a barrier had to be drawn across the great natural route ^^sive

from the west to close approach by it to the long stretch of cultivated tracts along the foot of the

Nan-shan, no better position could be chosen than this. Nowhere else was it possible to guard the

broad valley between the foot of the snowy range and the desert hills of the Pei-shan with such ease.

On this line the two approached within less than eight miles of each other, and excellent natural

protection was provided on either flank, by the Pei-ta Ho on the south and the precipitous and

practically impassable ridges northward. For a border policy which aimed at strict seclusion

involving passive defence—and that this was in full force when Chia-yii kuan first comes into notice

we know from history—there were obvious advantages, too, in the utter barrenness of the stony

glacis in front, stretching westwards for more than twenty miles, and in the abundance of local

resources immediately behind the protected line.

But while the eye took in easily the sound topographical reasons for selecting this position for Puzzling

the barrier, the distant and clear view from that ridge revealed also what seemed an archaeologically

puzzling observation. Ouite distinct from the line of wall before me that ran with an approximately walls,

north-western bearing towards the debouchure of Hao-shan-k ou, another line of wall and towers,

less well preserved but still unmistakable in its alignment, was seen to stretch far away to the north-

east. I knew well that all books and maps, whether Chinese or European, made the ‘ Great Wall ’

which protects the northern border of Kan-su terminate in an imposing line which bent round the

westernmost portion of the Su-chou district to the very foot of the Nan-shan. But the wall which

was now seen to run, as the map (No. 88. b. i) shows, in the direction from south-west to north-east

did not look like a continuation of the barrier extended on either side of Chia-yii kuan. It manifestly

3
Hao-shan-k'ou m\u p * the correct name of this Tuan-shan-k'ou

(
chia-tzu

)

in Map No. 88. b. i is due to an

little valley, which I shall have occasion to mention again in error of reading,

connexion with the defences of Chia-yii kuan. The form
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adjoined the latter at right angles, and did that at such a distance from its northern end as to make

a different period of construction, or at least a different purpose, appear likely at the outset.

This curious observation was an additional inducement for me to spare a day for a survey of

these walls, though the historical notices to be discussed below a priori precluded the assumption

that they were of any great age. Before, however, recording the result of my investigation, a brief

description of Chia-yii kuan itself, as it presented itself to me, may conveniently find a place here.

Modern as the existing gate-fortress is—competent local opinion ascribed its construction to the

Emperor Ch'ien-lung (a. d. 1736“96)1 and there seemed to me much to support this dating yet in

more than one aspect it was bound to recall to my mind the role which the Yii-men kuan had filled

on the ancient Tun-huang Limes, however different the times and the setting. For the very pleasant

welcome which awraited me on my entry intra murum
,
or *kuan ti-fou

,
as the Chinese phrase puts

it, I may refer to my Personal Narrative. 9 But it did not need the cheerful impression thus created

to convince me that Chia-yii kuan fully merits to bear its name, which means, 1 The barrier of the

pleasant valley'.10 Immediately behind the wall to the south of the little gate-fortress there extends

a delightfully green expanse of tree-bordered meadows. This refreshing verdure is due to a series

of fine springs which issue in a shallow depression at the eastern foot of the gravel ridge previously

mentioned facing Chia-yii kuan and its wall. It is from these plentiful springs that the fields of Ti-

wan, a fertile village area to the north of Chia-yii kuan comprising about two hundred households,

receive their irrigation.

Chia-yu kuan itself, with the battlemented walls and towers of its square circumvallation in fair

repair (Fig. 249), is a typical example of a Chinese castrum fortified on mediaeval lines. Three

successive gates leading through massive bastions and inner defences give access on either side to

the single broad street traversing the station from east to west. I found most of the houses within

deserted and in ruins, except for the commandant’s Ya-men and the quarters of the small garrison

that counted some scores of men. But there was enough to show me the importance which official

tradition still attaches to the place. In the Emperor Ch'ien-lung’s time evidently an effort had been

made to give a truly imposing appearance to this western gat£ ko.t i$oxv

v

of the Empire.

Yet even then Chia-yu-kuan must have lost any military value that the position may have

offered at one time, and remained of importance solely as a guard-station for policing the inner

administrative border of the Empire
;
for the policy of Central-Asian expansion resumed under the

Emperor K'ang-hsi had already before the close of the seventeenth century carried the command of

the Chinese troops protecting the western frontiers as far west as Kua-chou and Tun-huang. 11 The

historical notices to be discussed below will show us how Chia-yii kuan ever since Ming times had

served as the place where all traffic from ‘ outside the Wall ’ was subjected to close police control.

The conquest of Chinese Turkestan under Ch'ien-lung must necessarily have affected the purpose

and methods of this control. But its essential features survived here to our own times ; for Chiang

Ssu-yeh was still able to show me the little police-post within the inner west gate where travellers

bound for the New Dominions or returning had to produce their papers when he himself had last

9 Cf. Desert Cathay, ii. pp. 276 sqq.

10 As rendered by Mr. Rockhill; see Prof. Cordier’s note,

Yule, Marco Polo

,

i. p. 193. If the second character in

means literally ‘ pool in ravine ’ (see Goodrich,

Pekingese Syllabary, p. 234), the name would fit the actual

features of the locality still more closely. But cf. Giles, Chinese

Dictionary
, p. 1687.

The erroneous notion that yii in the name of Chia-yii

kuan was the same as yii -}^ in the name of Yii-men, or the

‘Jade Gate’, has caused confusion in the past; see e.g.

Ritter, Asien, ii. pp. an, 213; Yule
;
Cathay, iv. p. 239, with

Prof. Cordier’s rectifying note, iv. p. 271. The right meaning
of the name was duly recorded by Prof, de L6czy in 1879;
cf. Kina, p. 487. .

11 Cf. Ritter, Asien, ii. pp. 370 sq. In 1711-12 Jesuit

topographers under K'ang-hsi’s orders had already fixed the

position of Hami and connected it by a route survey with
Chia-yii kuan; see ibid., ii. p. 373.
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passed through seventeen years before. In the same way Chia-yU kuan still retains the character of

a customs station, where duty is levied on all goods passing from Turkestan into China proper by

the high road.

Section II.—THE WALLS OF CHIA-YU KUAN
That the line of wall flanking Chia-yii kuan and completing the barrier, or ‘ chiusa to the

south and north-west 1
is in its present state coeval with the modern gate-fortress itself, or else was

thoroughly repaired at the time o'f its construction, was made clear from the first by its good preser-

vation almost throughout. Yet its examination offered distinct points of interest, were it only by its

-being a late pendant to the Limes wall that I had traced past the Yii-men of Han times. My survey

of the north-western section of the wall showed that it starts from the north-east corner of the ch'eng

of Chia-yii kuan and continues unbroken along the eastern foot of the precipitous hill range through

which the stream of Hao-shan-k'ou has cut its narrow valley, as described above. The wall consists

of a well-built clay rampart 1 1 feet thick at its base and 1 2 feet high, with a parapet about 4 feet

high on its top. Adjoining this wall on the inside are watch-towers, which stand at an average dis-

tance of about 1 1 miles one from the other. The tower nearest to the Gate, of which Plate 47

reproduces the ground-plan, measures 36 feet by 33 and is built, like the wall, of layers of stamped

clay 4—5 inches in thickness. 2 The top of the tower bears a loopholed wall about 6 feet high, as well

as a small watch-room in one corner. A double line of foot-holes ascending one of the sides was

intended to help the watchmen, who had to climb up by a rope. A brick-built wall, of the same

height as the main wall but of only half its thickness, forms an enclosure round the tower. Small

ruined quarters within were meant to shelter the soldiers who were to provide the watch and to

guard this section of the wall. Thus each tower could serve as a rallying-point and be defended

independently in case of need, just as on the ancient Limes.

Outside the line of wall, and at distances varying from one to two furlongs from it, there rise

three detached towers of massive but modern-looking brickwork, built on spurs at the foot of the

hill range westwards. The towers, measuring about 40 feet at their base and over 30 feet high,

are surrounded by square entrenchments and obviously intended to serve as outworks guarding the

ravines which descend from the scarp of the range and could not be effectively watched otherwise. 2

The wall at a distance of about a mile from the third of these outlying towers reaches the hamlet of

Huang-ts'ao-ying, which clusters behind it, at the mouth of the Hao-shan-k ou gorge. Thence crossing

this well-cultivated ground and the little stream which irrigates it, the wall runs on for half a mile

more and is carried up the rocky spur on its left bank to a height of about 200 feet above the bottom

of the valley; beyond this the precipitous rock face becomes practically unscalable. Here the wall

ends with its flank excellently protected by nature. The rugged range, of which this spur is an off-

shoot, continues to ascend unbroken north-westwards till it attains, as the map shows, a height of

over 9,200 feet at a direct distance of about 10 miles. All along this distance, and be) ond too, the

range with its very steep cliffs, absolutely bare of vegetation (Fig. 253), forms an impassable barrier

needing no defence.

It was curious to note how much care had been taken to defend also the triangu ar area oirne

by that portion of the mouth of the Hao-shan-k'ou valley which lies outside the mam wall just

described. From the point where this approaches the first farms of Huang-ts'ao-ying on the south,

a short branch wall strikes off from it at right angles to the south-west and is carried up t e steep

1 See Map No. 88. b. i.

2 In PI. 47 the tower is shown by an error of the draughts-

man as built of brick.

3 At T. ix. a of the Limes west of Tun-huang we have

met already with an outlying watch-post of corresponding

position and purpose; see above, p. 662.
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spur which flanks the debouchure of the stream on the right bank. It ends where the cliffs on this

side too become impracticable. As I followed the little valley, cultivable all along its bottom,

upwards for about a mile I found it closed, where it narrows to about 200 yards across, by a battle-

mented wall which resembles in construction the main wall of the Chia-yii kuan * barrier ’, 4 and is in

any case of no great age ;
for the many loopholes piercing it, a true

1 chiusa ’, were manifestly

intended for fire-arms. This wall, which was in good preservation except for the middle portion

exposed to damage from the stream, faced with its parapet to the south-west, i. e. up the valley. Its

purpose could not be doubtful. The precipitous rock walls, rising on either side to heights of 300

to 400 feet with unscalable faces, and the rugged nature of the hill range in general completely

protected this closing wall in the Hao-shan-k'ou gorge from being turned. Thus that portion, too,-

of Huang-ts'ao-ying cultivation which lies outside the main wall was made safe from raids, and the

guarding of the latter itself greatly facilitated.

But a very puzzling fact faced me when, only some hundred yards higher up in the gorge, I found

the remains of another and distinctly older wall on either side of the low ground watered by the stream.

It, too, had undoubtedly been meant to close the passage through the valley
;
but strangely enough

its parapet, as seen in Fig. 253 on the left, faced to the north-east, i. e. down the valley. This

second wall, though massively constructed, had suffered far more decay than the first. It was built

of stamped clay with a thickness of 1 1 feet at its base, where it rested op a solid stone foundation

covered with a layer of rushes
;

its height, where greatest, was still 1 1 feet. The parapet, about

2 feet thick and 3 feet high, had no loopholes. Had the gorge been situated somewhere on the Indian

North-West Frontier, or on ground similarly affected by internal feuds in the past, it might have been

easy to account for two fortified positions facing each other at such close range. But here, on the

North-West Frontier of China, such an explanation would find no support in anything that we know

of its history. Hence the close proximity of such inverse lines of defence, and both by their very

nature manifestly of Chinese origin, was bound to appear from the first in the light of a problem.

Before indicating what I now consider its likely solution, it will be advisable to complete the

account of my Chia-yii kuan survey with reference to another puzzling feature. I mean the line of

wall which on my first approach to Chia-yii kuan I had already noticed striking off at right angles

from the modem barrier wall and stretching far away to the north-east. It was at the very first of

the watch-towers guarding the wall north of the Gate, and only about a mile and a half from the

latter, 5 that I found the junction of this distinct line. Its remains were far more decayed, as, in fact,

I had noticed from a distance, and closer inspection at once produced evidence of a different, and

probably earlier, date of construction. This wall, also built of stamped clay like the Chia-yii kuan

barrier, shows at its base a thickness of 8—9 feet only as against the 11 feet of the latter. Its

height, exclusive of the parapet, is about 8 feet. Of the badly broken parapet only about a foot

remained here. The examination of the clay layers also disclosed a striking difference. Whereas

in the wall forming the Chia-yii kuan ‘ chiusa ’ they are 4 to 5 inches in thickness, those in the older

wall touching it here at right angles have a height of 10 to 11 inches.

The line of this wall, running south-west to north-east, is, as subsequent inspection showed,

broken by many great gaps. But though the aggregate length of these in the section here examined

is probably quite as great as that of the parts of the wall still standing, the alignment of the wall

4 The photograph reproduced in Fig-. 253 shows this wall

across the valley clearly on the right, against the line B.

The view is down the valley, looking to the north-east. In

the middle, against the cliffs on the left side (A), is seen

a remnant of the older wall which has its parapet facing

north-eastwards. The little black spots on the horizon line

above the valley bottom mark clumps of trees at Huang-ts'ao-
ying village.

6 See above, p. 1 1 19.
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could be made out without any difficulty. Apart from the straightness of the line itself, there are

clear marks of its direction provided by the watch-towers built along it at average distances of about

if miles. The two that I was able to examine here measured 25 to 26 feet square at the base and

rose to a height of 20 to 22 feet in their present condition. They were built of stamped clay, with

layers of the same thickness as the wall which they were meant to guard. But where later repairs

had been effected at the top, the material consisted of sun-dried bricks set in vertical courses,

after a fashion characteristic in these parts of late work. 6 Cultivation extended right up to the foot

of this wall and in places beyond it, affording clear evidence, along with the big gaps already men-

tioned, that the far advanced decay of this defensive line dated back for a considerable period. At
the same time man’s destructive vicinity and the moisture brought by irrigation are likely to have

accelerated the process.

I may conveniently record here some facts which I was able to ascertain as regards the con-

tinuation of this wall further east. They will help, together with what the map shows of the sections

actually surveyed towards Su-chou and beyond, to explain its character and origin. From the side

of Chia-yii kuan we were able to lay down the line of this wall quite clearly on the plane-table as far as

Yeh-ma-wan (Map No. 88. b. i), where a large fort-like structure could be sighted rising at a sharp bend

of the wall. This was said to guard a gate through which passes a direct route coming from Hami.

In 1914, when making my way to Su-chou from the Su-lo Ho by a route which lies north of the

desert range flanking the high road, I was able to verify this statement and found it quite

correct. At the same time I ascertained that cultivation, made possible by canals from the

Pei-ta Ho, extends in considerable patches as far as Yeh-ma-wan and even slightly beyond.

This fact plainly accounts for the curious great bend which the protective line of wall makes

here to the north.

From Yeh-ma-wan, where I found that the wall was of the same construction and in the same

state of decay as near Chia-yii kuan, its line turns to the south-east. Skirting a great expanse of

marshy grazing, it continues to a point about 7§ miles due north of .Su-chou city (Map No. 88. c. 1).

Here, not far from the village of Hsin-ch'eng-tzu, I actually examined the wall again on a recon-

naissance specially made for this purpose from Su-chou on July 26, 1907. I found its remains there

exactly of the same type and condition as seen near Chia-yii kuan. Its line takes thence an easterly

direction running roughly along the northern limits of Su-chou cultivation. Subsequently, on my
return from Kan-chou in September, 1907, I ascertained that the same wall runs on to the left bank

of the Pei-ta Ho, or Su-chou River, near the north-eastern end of the great Su-chou oasis. Starting

afresh from the right bank near the hamlet of Ai-men (Map No. 88. d. i), it is continued north-eastward

to the low desert range along the southern foot of which runs the high road to Kan-chou (Map No. 91.

a. 1). Its further course thence to the south-east keeps more or less parallel to this great line of

communication and along the right bank of the Kan-chou River. I traced it in 1907 ar,d 1914 to

the vicinity of Kan-chou itself
;
but there is no need to give details here. It will suffice to emphasize

the main fact that this much-decayed clay wall, originally, too, neither solid nor imposing, represents

the 1 Great Wall ’ of Kan-su as known to present local tradition.

The questions to be considered here concern firstly the purpose and origin of this wall, and

secondly its relation to the ‘ chiusa ’ of Chia-yii kuan as it exists at present. If as regards the former

question I am able to indicate here what appears to me a safe and definite answer, it is largely due

to the results which my explorations of 1914 *n this region have yielded. They have proved that

the line of the ancient Han Limes did not pass from the great bend of the Su-lo Ho south-east

* For an illustration of the modern Chinese brickwork of the elevation of a ruined temple wall north of Chin-fa in

these parts, but applied with more elaboration than usual, see PI. 47.
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towards Chia-yii kuan and Su-chou, as I had been led to assume before. 7 In reality a practically

unbroken chain of remains shows that it at first continued eastwards past the outlying oasis of Hu-hai-

tzu or Ying-p'an, well to the north of the An-hsi-Su-chou high road, whence it led far away towards the

north-east to beyond the Mao-mei tract on the united course of the Su-chou and Kan-chou rivers. 8

This discovery has made it perfectly certain that the well-known line of wall following more or less

the great route from Kan-chou to Su-chou can have nothing to do with the border line drawn on the

first Chinese conquest of westernmost Kan-su and with Han Wu-ti’s extension of the Great Wall.

It must be of much later origin, and everything in the way of archaeological and historical

indications combines to support the view expressed to me by local informants that it dates from

Ming times.

It was then that the Chinese Empire assumed that policy of strict seclusion towards Central

Asia the application of which on this very frontier is so clearly proved by the Western notices to

be presently mentioned. A purely defensive line drawn so closely to the limits of the cultivated

areas along the foot of the Nan-shan and the high road connecting them would have had no raison

d'etre in T'ang times while China was asserting political and military control over vast portions of

Central Asia. When the hold of Chinese imperial power over Kan-su had been brought to an end

in most parts by Turkish and Tibetan invasion, a work of this kind manifestly could not be under-

taken. While Uigurs, and then Tanguts, held sway over ‘ Ho-hsi ’, their power extended not merely

over the cultivated tracts which this wall was meant to protect, but also over areas extending far

beyond them northward. At that period the construction ofthe wall would have served no purpose,

even if such a scheme of defence could ever have recommended itself to semi-nomadic rulers.

The same observation obviously applies also to the period of Mongol dominion over the Empire,

when the frontiers of China were kept open more than ever before to intercourse with Central and

Western Asia.

Historical records abundantly attest the complete change of policy which took place on the

advent of the Ming dynasty (a.d. 1368) and the rigid system then adopted of closing China’s

western frontiers to foreign intercourse. This system of seclusion alone can account for the con-

struction of a wall which, unlike the ancient Han Limes, ignores all strategic advantages of the

ground and clings closely to the line where a mere policing of the border was easiest. Here we
find the explanation at once of the wall being carried always close to the occupied area or else to

the high road, even where military considerations would manifestly have recommended a different

position, 9 and of the abandonment of oases like Chin-t'a and Mao-mei which could not have been

brought within the Wall without making police control over it more difficult. But the most significant

indication lies in the fact that this wall ends exactly at Chia-yii kuan. This was the very place

during Ming times where, as the concordant accounts of Western travellers prove, the rare missions

and caravans annually admitted ‘ within the Wall ’ from Central Asia were subjected to close

examination before being allowed to enter Chinese territory.

7
Cf. Desert Cathay

,
ii. p. 282. The erroneous view there

expressed was influenced largely by my former interpretation

of the double wall closing the Hao-shan-k'ou gorge in inverse

directions. The fact that on my reconnaissance of September,

>9°7. to the north of Chin-t'a I failed to trace the remains of

the Han Limes proved also misleading—as negative evidence

often does.
8 See ThirdJourney of Exploration, Geogr. Journal, xlviii.

pp. 195 sq.

9 As a striking illustration of this indifference to military

advantages, I may refer to the line of wall from Yeh-ma-wan
eastwards, as shown by Map No. 88. b-d. x. The commanding
ridges stretching from that point east to the Hsi-men-k'an

defile of the Pei-ta Ho offer an excellent line of defence, as

I had occasion to realize when crossing them in 1914. The
engineers of the Han Limes would certainly have turned it to

good account by taking their border-line along it. The Ming
wall instead clings closely to the cultivation edge, where it was

easier to maintain police guards for keeping out unauthorized

persons, etc.
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This daring from Ming times is also supported by whatever archaeological observations I was Wall dates

able to gather about the wall at the different points where I touched its line. Its state of decay,

generally far advanced, and its total disappearance in places, when compared with the fair condition

of the wall closing the Chia-yu kuan defile, seemed to me to preclude the assumption that its age

reached back only to the Manchu period, i.e. the last two or three centuries. On the other hand,

it appears to me distinctly improbable that a wall of stamped clay, of no great thickness and lacking

the special protection of those reed or brushwood fascines which so effectively reinforced the ancient

Han wall of the Limes, could in localities exposed to wind-erosion or else to moisture have anywhere

remained standing to such a height, as e.g. the segment of it seen in Fig. 254 shows, if it had been

built many centuries ago. Taking into account the climatic conditions also, which grow distinctly

less arid as we follow the line of the wall south-eastwards to Kan-chou and Liang-chou, a terminus

a quo is thus indicated which fits well the assumption that the wall was first constructed under the

Ming dynasty. From the fact that Shah Rukh’s embassy in .A.D. 1420, as we shall presently see,

found the police control of the western frontier already fully established at Chia-yii kuan, we may

conclude further that the wall, too, was in existence by then. The fifty odd years intervening since

the accession of the Ming dynasty allowed ample time for the erection of the wall and the perfection

of the system for which it was needed.

There still remains the question of the relation between the wall that we have examined and

the line closing the Chia-yii kuan passage, as it now runs from the left bank of the Pei-ta Ho in the
at chia-yii

south to the Hao-shan-k'ou defile in the north. That this wall in its present condition is distinctly kuan.

more recent than the former, and also different in construction, I have already shown. It appears

to me easiest to account for the relation between the two in the following way. Some time after

the accession of the Manchus, perhaps under the great Emperor K'ang-hsi (1662-1723), when the

‘forward policy* leading ultimately to the conquest of the ‘ New Dominions had begun, the long

police border of Ming times, then probably already largely in ruins, was replaced by a fortified line

at Chia-yii kuan. This, by effectively closing the great highway from the west, could serve a good

military purpose in case of need. Though frontier garrisons of importance had already been

pushed forward to Bulungir and Tun-huang before 1697,
10 the danger of attack from the powerful

Dzungar or Eleuth tribes in the north-west was not finally removed until imperial authority was

established over the whole of Eastern Turkestan by their final destruction in 1 75 7*
11

Under these conditions the construction of the extant closing line of Chia-yii kuan was of distinct

military advantage. 12 Su-chou must have then, just as during the operations leading to the re- ^ chia-yii

conquest of Chinese Turkestan in 1877 after the last great Tungan rebellion, served as the main kuan line,

base of supplies, etc., for the imperial forces. By the defence of the Chia-yii kuan chiusa Su-chou

was protected from any serious direct attack. About that period, I suppose then, the old wall

already in existence from the foot of the detached rugged ridge overlooking Chia-yii kuan to the left

bank of the Pei-ta Ho was repaired and put into its present state. At the same time this section of

the wall, running approximately from south to north, was prolonged to the north-west so as to

also the debouchure of the Hao-shan-k'ou gorge, through which the Chia-yu kuan position could

easily have been turned. I must leave it to others who have access to Chinese historical works to

ascertain whether the conjectural explanation here offered finds support in original records, as far

as such may be available. From the antiquarian and topographical points of view it affords a very

likely solution of what otherwise would appear a very puzzling relation.

Cf. Ritter, Asien, ii. pp. 370 sq.

See ibid., ii. pp. 459 sq.

According to a notice quoted by Ritter. Asien, ii.

p. 21 1, Chia-yii kuan was the gathering-place and starting-

point for the army which the Emperor Ch'ien-lung in 1754

sent forth for the conquest of the Dzungar power.

702
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It is only left for me to recur to the curious detail previously noted about Hao-shan-k'ou, the

two walls facing each other across the middle of the gorge. In the lower and later wall, with its

parapet facing south-west, we obviously have an outwork of the Chia-yii kuan ‘ barrier wall,

rendering the portion outside Huang- ts'ao-ying more secure. As regards the upper and older wall

facing to the north-east, the most likely explanation appears to me to be that it was built for the

purpose of protecting the high road to the west of the Chia-yli-kuan Gate from attacks of robbers

and the like. It is very improbable that the Chinese, even during the period of seclusion in Ming

times, could have left the great route westwards without such protection as advanced stations would

assure. The account of Shah Rukh’s embassy distinctly mentions its reception by Chinese officials 13

at several points ‘ in the desert ’ before reaching the Chinese frontier at Chia-yii kuan. On the other

hand, we see from Benedict Goes’ narrative how much need there was for such protection in view of

the general insecurity prevailing in his time on the route from Hami to Su-chou.14 In addition

there is the exact analogy of the advanced watch-towers which were maintained in Han times beyond

the point where the Lou-lan route left the Tun-huang Limes, 15 and of those which Hsiian-tsang had

to pass after going outside the Yii-men of early T'ang times. 16 11 the Hao-shan-k'ou gorge was thus

closed during Ming times by a wall preventing access to the high road, the latter was rendered safe,

at any rate against attacks from the north, for some distance beyond the Chia-yii kuan gate ;
for

the very precipitous range on the north is crossed by no practicable track until we come to the

gorge through which the Po-yang Ho has cut its way towards the small basin of Hu-hai-tzii

(Map No. 86. d. i).

Having now completed our survey of Chia-yii kuan and cleared up the origin of its walls, we

may turn to the notices which early travellers from the West have left us of this famous gate into

China. That Marco Polo, who must have passed the defile of Chia-yii kuan on his way from Sha-

chou to Su-chou, makes no reference to the site is easily understood in the light of the preceding

explanations. At the time of his passage the walls closing Chia-yii kuan and bending round the

westernmost border of Ho-hsi were not yet built. It is true that the Chinese mission to Khotan of

a.d. 938 mentions a defile called the ‘Gate of Heaven’ in a position a hundred li to the west

of Su-chou, which manifestly corresponds to that of Chia-yii kuan. 17 But even if a watch-station

was maintained here after the Mongol conquest of China, it could not have been of any special

importance in the days when the great Kublai Khan s reign kept China open to intercourse with

the West.

Conditions had completely changed when the embassy sent by Shah Rukh passed here in

a.d. 1420. 18 The envoys, accompanied by many merchants, spent twenty-five days on their way

through the Great Desert from Hami. On the last few marches ‘ near the frontier of China Proper
’

they were feted in great style by Chinese officers who had come to meet them. ‘ On their arrival

at a strong castle called Karaul
,
in a mountain defile, through the middle of which the road passed, 19

the whole party was counted and their names registered before they were allowed to proceed. They

13 See Yule-Cordier, Cathay, i. p. 273.
14 Cf. ibid., iv. p. 240.
15 See above, pp. 638 sqq., regarding the towers T. 1, U.

16
Cf. Julien, Vie, pp. 17, 24 sqq.; below, pp. ii44sq.

17
Cf. Rimusat, Vilie de Khotan, p. 77. A ‘passage

named the Gate of the Jade Stone ’ is mentioned in the same

report a hundred li to the west of the Gate of Heaven.

There is a temptation to take this as referring to Yti-men-

hsien, but the distance in that case is greatly under-estimated.

18 See Yule-Cordier, Cathay, i. pp. 273 sq., for an abstract

translation from ‘ Abd-ur-Razzaqs ’ narrative of the mission
;

also the translation by E. Rehatsek in Indian Antiquary, ii.

(1873) pp. 75 sqq.
19 Rehatsek’s translation, Indian Antiquary, ii. p. 76, de-

scribes the position more closely: ‘Qarawul is a very sttong
fort among the mountains, and can be entered only on one
side by a road which also leads out of it on the other.

’

Cf. also a translation of the same narrative which Ritter,

Asien, ii. p. 211, quotes from ThtSvenot, Relation de Voyage,
Paris, 1696, 1. 11. fol. 3 (not accessible to me).
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then went on to Sukchau
, where they were lodged in the great Yam-khaan or Post-house, at the

City Gate. That the place here referred to under the Turkl designation of Karaul, meaning
1

watch-station
,

is identical with Chia-yii kuan was duly recognized by Sir Henry Yule and is

subject to no doubt. The description clearly indicates that the ‘ chiusa ’ then maintained there was
more or less of the same type as we see it at present.'-0

Less than a century and a half later we receive an exactly corresponding account of this frontier Account of

station in the very interesting relation about Cathay which Gislen de Busbeq, Charles V’s ambassador
to the Porte (15 55 ^ 2)> took down from the mouth of a Turkish Dervish. 21 This intelligent and corded by

observant ‘Turkish vagabond’ had travelled to distant Cathay, with a caravan to which h« de Busbeq.

apparently attached himself, from the Persian frontier. ‘ After a fatiguing journey of many months
they came to a defile which forms, as it were, the barrier gate of Cathay. For a great part of that

empire consists of inland country, and here there was an inclosing chain of rugged and precipitous

mountains, affording no passage except through a narrow strait in which a garrison was stationed

on the king’s part 22 There the question is put to the merchants, “ What they bring, whence they
come, and how many of them are there ?

” The answer being given, the king’s guards pass it by
signal—by smoke if in daylight, by fire if by night—to the next watch-tower ; they to the next, and
so on, till in a few hours the message reaches the king at Cathay : a thing which would by
any other communication require many days. The king sends back his orders in the same
manner and with equal rapidity, saying whether all shall be admitted, or only a part, or the

whole put off.’

The whole account is one of distinct interest. It describes quite correctly the position of Chia- Interest of

yd kuan and the system of controlling the admission of foreigners as worked there in Ming times,

The reference to the use of fire-signals further proves that the chain of watch-towers along the line account,

of the border wall which it presupposes must have then still been maintained in fair order.

Incidentally we receive here the fullest description I can trace in Western sources of that early

Chinese system of optical telegraphy which the documents discovered by me along the Tun-huang
Limes so abundantly attest for Han times.23 We can scarcely attach blame to our wanderer,

remarkably matter of fact as he is in almost all his statements, for crediting this system with

a higher degree of precision than it could ever have aimed at ; for obviously foreign visitors were

dependent in this respect upon such explanation of the messages transmitted, etc., as the Chinese

in charge chose to give them.

At any rate, if our next Western informant about Chia-yii kuan, Benedict Goes, had accepted Benedict

this statement about the use of the fire-signal service, he would have had reason in his own case to GoS:’

complain of its having been worked with excessive slowness. From the closing portion of the pious through

traveller’s story as preserved by Ricci 2i we learn that from ‘ Camul ’, i. e. Hami, ‘ they came in nine j^ia-tii

days to the celebrated northern wall of China, reaching it at the place called Chiaicuon
,
and there

20 As Sir Henry Yule rightly pointed out, there is a distinct

resemblance between the way in which Shah Rukh's embassy

was received here and what the extracts preserved from the

work of the Arab traveller lbn Muhalhil {circ. a.d. 941)
record about the treatment which those ‘ desiring to enter

China from the Turkish countries’ received at the Maqam-
ul-Bab (House of the Gate) * in a sandy region ’ and further

on at the Wadi-ul-Maqam (Valley of the Station), etc.

;

cf. Yule-Cordier, Cathay
,

i. pp. 251 sq. The localities

meant cannot be definitely identified; but the passage

shows how deeply rooted in tradition was the system of con-

trolling admission of foreigners on this frontier.

21 See Yule-Cordier, Cathay, i. p. 297.

" The text in A. Gislenii Busbequii omnia quae extant,

Amstelodami, 1660, p. 327, runs as follows :
‘ Postquam mul-

torurn mensium labore ad angustias ac veluti claustra regni

Cathaini perventum est (nam bona pars ditionis regis Cathay .

mediterranea est, asperis montibus praeruptisque saxis cir-

cumdata, nec potest intrari, nisi per certas fauces, quae regis

illius praesidiis tenentur), ibi mercatores interrogantur,’ etc.

Cf. above, pp. 753 sqq.

Cf. Yule-Cordier, Cathay
,
iv. p. 239.
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they had to wait twenty-five days for an answer from the Viceroy of the province.-0 When they

were at last admitted within the wall, they reached, after one more day’s travelling, the city of

Sucieu .’ It was there at Su-chou that ‘ Benedict parted with his last lingering doubt as to the

identity in all but name of Cathay and China ’. But that he was destined to be detained there for

sixteen weary months longer until death relieved him of all trouble in April, 1607, is striking proof

of the vigour with which the temporary admission of foreigners was controlled even after they had

been allowed to pass through the Gate of Chia-yii kuan.26

Section III.—SU-CHOU AND THE CENTRAL NAN-SHAN

The city of Su-chou
flj,

which I reached from Chia-yii kuan on July 22, has, as far back as our

historical records permit us to go, been always a place of very considerable importance. On this

account I felt glad that the stay of six days, which arrangements for my explorations in the Nan-

shan obliged me to make there, 1 allowed me to acquaint myself to some extent with its local con-

ditions and surroundings. We have had already occasion to note that immediately after the

Emperor Wu-ti’s conquest of the territories along the northern foot of the Nan-shan the Chiu-ch'iian

command was established for the purpose of organizing the newly annexed region, with headquarters

at what is now Su-chou. 2 We have also found the important part which the command there located

took in extending and consolidating the Limes line to and beyond Tun-huang clearly attested by

an original Limes document. 3

Owing to plentiful irrigation assured by the Pei-ta Ho and other rivers which bring down the

drainage of three snowy ranges of the Nan-shan,4 the extent and fertility of the cultivated area of

the district are great. They have made Su-chou the natural main base of supplies for all Chinese

enterprise directed towards the ‘ Western regions ’. This role has been retained by the place from

early Han times down to modern days; for it was mainly at Su-chou that the campaign of 1877

resulting in the successful reconquest of the ‘ New Dominion’ was prepared. Only after resettling

the district, then wholly depopulated by the Tungan rebellion, were the means secured for moving

an army across the desert north-westwards.5 For the same reason Su-chou must always have been

important as an emporium of trade as long as commerce in silk and other Chinese products

flourished along the Central-Asian highways. 6 Even now, when conditions have greatly changed

35 We are told further on that the Viceroy of the province

of Scensi, i.e. Shen-hsi, to which these frontier districts then

belonged, resided at Canceu, i.e. Kan-chou.
36 William Finch, too, when recording in 16 11 information

gathered at Lahore about Central-Asian trade routes, knew of

Chia-yii kuan. He clearly refers to it in his notice of the

trade from Yarkand to ‘ China, the gate or entrance where-

of is some two or three moneths journey from hence. When
they come to this entrance, they are forced to remaine under

their tents, and by license send some ten or fifteene merchants

at once to doe their businesse ;
which being returned, they

may send as many more. But by no meanes can the whole

caravan enter at once.’ Cf. Stein, Journal of the Punjab

Historical Society, vi. pp. 144 sq. ;
Purchas His Pilgrimes,

vol. I, bk. iv, ch. 4, p. 434.
1 Cf. Desert Cathay, ii. pp. 283 sqq.

See above, p. 724 ;
Chavannes, Documents, p. v, note 5,

gives 1 15 b.c. as the most likely date for the establishment of

the Chiu-ch'iian command.
8 See above, pp. 740 sq.

4 As Maps Nos. 88, 89, 92 show, the Pei-ta Ho and Hung-

shui-pa Ho drain big valleys flanked by the Alexander III,

To-lai-shan, and Richthofen ranges ; the crests of these for

great distances are covered with permanent snow, if not ice.

In addition to these rivers a series of streams coming from

the northern face of the Richthofen range helps to irrigate

numerous clusters of villages along the foot of the mountains
;

see Map No. 88. c, d. 2, 3.

6
It is largely to the Su-chou district that the well-known

story applies of the reconquering Chinese army under Liu

Chin-t'ang and Tso Tsung-t'ang having halted on the way for

a year or two to sow the fields in tracts laid waste and to reap

their harvest before continuing the advance towards Turkestan.

A close study of that campaign would throw interesting side-

lights on various aspects of the operations by which the

Chjnese armies of Han times pushed their way into the

Tarim Basin across formidable deserts, and on their methods

of organization.

* Cf. the account of the Persian merchant Haji Muham-
mad interviewed by Ramusio at Venice about a.d. 1550,
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and in a sense distinctly unfavourable to Chinese exports along this ancient route, Su-chou still

remains a flourishing town with considerable commercial activity, many of the needs of south-

western Mongolia being supplied from this place and from Kan-chou.

It does not come within the scope of my task to attempt to trace the history of Su-chou, for

which the dynastic Annals and other Chinese records must supply materials in abundance. 7 That

ancient remains on the surface to illustrate it are wanting can in no way cause surprise, considering

the climatic conditions, the character of the ground, and its long-continued occupation. The city

of Su-chou, rebuilt after complete destruction during the great Tungan rebellion, would have no

proof to offer of the antiquity of its site, were it not for the fine spring of Chiu-ch'iian
yjgf |j|, the

Spring of

Chiu-cKiian.

' Fountain of Wine ’, less than a mile from the north-east corner of the city walls, which gave it its

ancient designation. The temple precincts and garden which adjoin this famous spring provided me
with delightful quarters on each of my visits to Su-chou.

The weeks of hard travel I spent during August, 1907, among the high ranges of the Nan-shan Great

to the south of the tracts between Su-chou and Kan-chou were devoted purely to geographical work.

For the results of our surveys I must refer to Maps Nos. 88, 89, 91-4 and to my Personal Narrative. 6
shan ranges.

But the observations there made were not without historical interest in some respects. Once the

narrow gorges lay behind us in which the streams draining the north-eastern slopes of the Richt-

hofen Range have cut their way down to the submontane plateaus, our progress led across a

succession of magnificently wide upland valleys, as open as any of the Pamirs, but incomparably

richer in vegetation. I refer to the great valleys which divide the high snow-crowned crests of the

Yule-Cordier, Cathay
,

i. p. 291 ;
also that of Goes, ibid., iv.

p. 242.

The former gives interesting and accurate details about

the wild rhubarb which grows in abundance in the mountains

south of Su-chou and which, as Marco Polo’s reference in

connexion with Succuir shows, must have been an important

article of trade there during the Middle Ages, if not earlier

also
; cf. Yule, Marco Polo

, i. p. 217 ;
also Desert Cathay, ii.

P- 305 -

[I may conveniently point out here how closely the ob-

servations that I made in the valleys on either side of the

Richthofen Range south of Su-chou bear out the description

heard by Ramusio from the mouth of his Persian trader r

‘ Then he told us that the rhubarb grows over all that

province, but much the best is got in a certain neighbouring

range of lofty and rocky mountains, where there are many

springs, with woods of sundry kinds of trees growing to

a great height, and soil of a red colour, which, owing to the

frequent rains and the springs which run in all directions, is

almost always in a sloppy state.’

The reference to the soil of red colour seems to me to

point clearly to the boggy valleys near the head-waters of the

Ma-so Ho and Hung-shui-pa Ho, the latter of which directly

derives its name from these slopes of bright red clay ;
see

Desert Cathay
, ii. pp. 308 sqq. Ramusio was specially in-

terested in Haji Muhammad’s data about the rhubarb because
‘ in the thirty-eighth chapter of Messer Marco Polo’s first book

he treats of the rhubarb which is produced in the province of

Succuir and is thence exported into these parts and all over

the world ’. We are told that Haji Muhammad ‘ had himself

been to Succuir, coming afterwards ... to Venice with a large

quantity of the aforesaid rhubarb’; cf. Yule-Cordier, Cathay,

i. p. 290. I did not find any conifers on the route by which

I reached the Hung-shui-pa Ho; but fine forests of pine and

fir abound in the valleys of the Richthofen Range further to

the south-east.]
7 As regards foreign references to Su-chou it must suffice

to point out that the earliest I can trace is contained in one

of my Turkish 1 Runic ’ documents from the Mlran fort, which

mentions the ‘ town of Sugchu ’
;

cf. Thomsen. Manuscripts in

Turkish ‘Runic’ script, J.R.A.S., 1912, p. 186; also above,

p. 473. For the earlier pronunciation of the name Su-chou

mw as Sukchou, cf. Yule-Cordier, Cathay, iii. p. 126,

where Rashld-ud-din's mention of Sukchu is discussed.

The same form of the name accounts also for Marco

Polo’s Succiu
;
see Yule, Marco Polo, i. p. 277- [Regarding

the plant poisonous to cattle which Marco Polo mentions in the

mountains of Su-chou, cf. Desert Cathay, ii. p. 303 ;
it is locally

known as tsui-rna-ts'ao, ‘ the grass making horses drunk .]

For the references to Su-chou made by Gardezi, Shah

Rukh’s embassy, Haji Muhammad, Goes, see Yule-Cordier,

Cathay, i. pp. 240, 275, 291 ;
iv. pp. 241 sq.

[I may note here in passing that the division of the city

into two parts, which Goes’ narrative mentions, one for the

Chinese, the other for Muhammadans from western regions, is

still observed in the present Su-chou.]

8 See Desert Cathay, ii. pp. 297-333. Map 111 showing

portions 0/the Western and Central Nan-shan, on 1 : 1,000,000

scale, published with my paper in the Geogr. Journal, March,

19 1 1, and reproduced in Desert Cathay
,
illustrates the main

features of the whole mountain area within a convenient

compass.
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Richthofen, To-lai-shan, Alexander III, and Suess Ranges, and in which gather the head-waters of

the rivers of Su-chou and Kan-chou as well as of the Su-lo Ho. From an elevation of about

11,000 feet upwards all these valleys are remarkably easy, forming big basins which are almost

flat at their bottom and rise with grassy down-like swellings towards the foot of the flanking ranges. 9

Between that elevation and a height of about 13,000 feet above sea-level they afford excellent

summer grazing, far richer than any 1 had seen since Kashmir. The extent of this may be

estimated from the fact that the open upper portion of the valley of the Pei-ta Ho (Map No. 89) is

not less than 70 miles long in a straight line, with a width up to 12 miles or more, while the length

of the upper Kan-chou River valley corresponding in character is still greater.

It is, of course, the distinctly moister climate which accounts for the abundance of alpine

grazing to be found in these high valleys. The contrast with the bleakness prevailing on

corresponding ground in the mountains south of An-hsi and Tun-huang is striking. Enough of

this life-giving moisture passes over the snowy crest-line of the Richthofen Range to clothe its

north-eastern slopes also with abundant vegetation. Where these jut out in broad spurs, as from

the Ma-yang Ho eastwards to, Kan-chou and beyond, our explorations of 1907 and 1914 have

shown not merely fine grazing valleys, but also extensive forest growth. The economic importance

of this climatic change is well brought out by the fact already emphasized elsewhere that in the

submontane tract south of Kan-chou we soon reach the dividing line beyond which cultivation

becomes practicable without irrigation and dependent wholly on rainfall.10

Favourable physical conditions such as these were bound to make the utter neglect of the

splendid grazing grounds afforded by those big Nan-shan valleys all the more striking. Mountain
tracts, which could maintain tens of thousands of cattle and horses during the summer months and,

to a sufficiently hardy race, would afford attractions for nomadic existence quite equal to those of

the Alai or of the famous grazing valleys in the Central and Western T'ien-shan, were found

absolutely uninhabited during the warmest season of the year. During three weeks of strenuous

travel, covering a total marching distance of some 320 miles over such extensive areas as the map
shows, we did not meet with a single human being, apart from a few adventurous Tungans working

gold pits at an elevation close on 14,000 feet near the watershed between the Hung-shui-pa and

Kan-chou river sources.

Racial and political facts combine to explain this neglect. The deep-rooted traditional

aversion of the Chinese, where undiluted by other elements, to the life of herdsmen and such

nomadic or semi-nomadic existence as it implies is well known. It has always been a factor of

fundamental importance for the civilization and history of Eastern Asia. It must necessarily

prevent its peoples from exploiting for their own benefit the cattle-raising facilities offered by these

Nan-shan valleys. On the other hand, it is equally obvious that, taught by the sad experience of

long centuries to apprehend constant danger of aggression.from their neighbours in the great plains

northward, whether Huns, Turks, or Mongols, and from Tibetan tribes on the south also, the

Chinese cannot possibly care for the presence of similar troublesome nomads on the mountain flank

of these far-advanced Kan-su marches, the key to Chinese power in Central Asia. It is clear that

it must at all times have been a direct interest of Chinese border policy to keep nomads, whatever
their race, out of this mountain region. Nor is there reason to doubt that, whenever political

conditions permitted, this safeguard was applied with the same ruthless thoroughness which was
exhibited in clearing these mountains of all Tungans after the last rebellion.

It appeared, therefore, a strange contradiction to this time-honoured policy when, on my
9 For photographs illustrating the scenery in these valleys, 10 Cf. ThirdJourney 0/Exploration, Geogr. Journal, 1916,

see Desert Cathay, ii. Figs. 236, 238, 241-6. xlviii. p. 199.
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descent towards Kan-chou, I came upon small camps of what I took on my rapid passage to be Pastoral

half-Chinified Mongols, grazing cattle and ponies on the forest-girt uplands between the Cha-ho
foot 0 f

and Li-yiian Ho. 11
I was struck at the time by the fact that their number and that of their herds Nan-shan.

seemed distinctly small as compared with the available grazing and the manifold advantages of the

ground, and also by what I may call the general ‘ tameness ’ of their ways. But the true explana-

tion of their presence here, and of the exception which it appeared to form to the conditions

imposed by Chinese border policy on this ground, became clear to me only later from a very

interesting publication of Colonel (now General) C. G. E. Mannerheim, the distinguished Finnish

officer.
12 This shcnved me that these were the summer camps of a small and now rapidly dwindling

tribe, calling themselves Shera Yogurs and speaking a Mongol dialect, whom the Chinese

administration of the seven eenth century had purposely transplanted to the Kan-su border from

‘ outside the Wall ’ in ordei to provide itself with useful ‘ barbarian ’ auxiliaries against Dzungar

inroads from the north-west. The Shera Yogurs consider themselves closely related to the still

smaller community of the Saro Yogurs. These undoubtedly speak a Turkish tongue and are

scattered in a few pastoral settlements over the grazing grounds of the sandy steppe which, as

Map No. 91. b-d. 2-3 shows, stretches south of the Su-chou-Kan-chou high road, between Shuang-

ching-tzu and the Kao-t'ai oasis.
12a

For the origin, racial characteristics, and present conditions of these small tribes, it must suffice Ancient

to refer to General Mannerheim’s valuable ethnographic publication. What interests us here is
^Little"

1 *

that they afford an instructive modern illustration of a process which is likely to have occurred Yueh-chih.

more than once since the Chinese Empire, in the interest of its Central-Asian policy, took possession

of this ‘ passage land as Ritter has long ago rightly called it,
13 along the foot of the snowy

Nan-shan. We have direct evidence of this process in a Chinese historical notice which, though

it relates to the tenth century, helps to throw interesting light also on the conditions here

prevailing in a much earlier period. Kao Chti-hui, when describing the journey along this border

of the Chinese mission which started for Khotan in a.d. 93 ^> tells us: From Liang-chou, going

500 li westwards, one arrives at Kan-chou. Kan-chou is the camping-place of the Hui-ho (Uiguis).

The mountains which are about a hundred li to the south are the territory where, in the time of the

Han dynasty, there resided the ancient people called the Little Yiieh-chih. There is a race different

from this people, called S/ia-t'o from the mountain of the deer forest ;
they are said to be descended

from the Ch'u-ytieh race.’
14

The Sha-t'o vj,> [$ to whom Kao Chu-hui’s relation refers here were a tribe of the Western Sha-i'o tribe

Turks, first settled in early Tang times to the east of Barkul, and after a. d. So8 transferred to the “ Kan.„

northern borders of Kan-su for the sake of protecting them from inroads.'* Their ment.on here by border.

11 See Map No. 94. a. 1, 2 ;
Desert Cathay, ii. pp. 33° EC

1
-

In extenuation of my error in taking these people for Mongols,

I may note that on no occasion did we actually halt close to

their camps, and that being Lamaists, and speaking only

Mongol besides Chinese, they were readily taken by my

Turk! followers for ‘Kalmaks’, i.e. Mongols. I myself had

up to that time never met Mongols, and was, therefore, the

more easily deceived about the origin of these people whom

we unexpectedly encountered.
12 See C. G. E. Manneiheim, A visit to the Sard and

Shera Yogurs, from theJournal de la Soatfle Finno-Ougrienne,

xxvii, Helsingfors.
12a Cf. regarding the origin and language of the Shera

Yogurs, Mannerheim, loc.cit., pp. 31 sqq. : regarding their

traditional connexion with the Saro Yogurs, ibid., pp. 6,

33 sq.
;

for the Saro Yogurs and their Turkish language,

pp. 5 sqq., 61 sqq.

13 Cf. Ritter, Asten, ii. pp. 195 sqq.

14
Cf. Remusat, Ville de Khotan, p.

18 About the history* of the Sha-to, a tribe closely allied

with the Ch'u-yiieh, cf. Chavannes, Turcsoccid., pp. 96 sq., 272.

I take the reference to their later habitat on the Kan-su borders

from Ritter, Asien, ii. p. 212, who quotes Gaubil, Histoire de

Tang, xvi. p. 156. a work not accessible to me at present.

I do not know what locality may be meant by the

‘ mountain of the deer forest ’. Can a portion of the Eastern

T'ien-shan be intended ?

For the part played by the Sha-t'o in the troubled times

7 E
1374
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Kao Chii-hui obviously implies that they, too, at one time held the mountain tracts through which

the preceding rapid survey has taken us. At his own time these mus't have belonged to the Hui-ho,

or Uigurs, £j§] then in possession of Kan-chou. But what is of particular historical interest

for us is the fact that in Kao Chti-hui’s days local tradition evidently still remembered those

Nan-shan valleys and uplands having served as grazing grounds for the ancient Little Yiieh-chih

of Han times. An important passage of Ssu-ma Ch'ien’s history tells us that when the Great

Yiieh-chih, before masters of the whole region between Liang-chou and Tun-huang, had been

defeated by the Hsiung-nu and had started about the middle of the second century b.c. on the

great exodus which was to carry them to the Oxus and ultimately, as the Indo-Scythians.^to

the Indus, ‘a small number among them, unable to depart, remained behind and took refuge

among the Ch'iang 3^ of the Nan-shan |Jj ;
they received the designation of the Little Yiieh-

chih /Jx )^ *
lc

From the Later Han Annals we learn that the Little Yiieh-chih, after having found a refuge

among the Ch'iang or Tibetan tribes in the Hsi-ning region, made their submission to the Chinese

when the Hsiung-nu had been driven from the Kan-su borders in 12 1 B.c., and that subsequently

a portion of them regained their old seats near Kan-chou. 17 As late as a.d. 189 a reference is made
in the same Annals to a revolt which took place among the Little Yiieh-chih settled about Kan-chou
against the Chinese administration. 18 There is reason to believe that the object which guided the

imperial authorities in this repatriation of a portion of the Little Yiieh-chih was the same as that

underlying the later settlement on this ground of the Sha-t'o and Sard and SheraYogurs, i. e. to

secure auxiliaries for the defence of the border more warlike than the local Chinese. But other remnants

of the Yiieh-chih evidently survived in the mountains much further to the west. Thus the Wei lio
,

composed between a. i>. 239 and 265, mentions Yiieh-chih remnants, along with various tribes evidently

of Tibetan descent, as living in the ‘ mountains of the South ’ that stretch from Tun-huang to the

Ts'ung-ling. 19 Kao Chii-hui, too, when passing in a.d. 939 through the territory of the Chung-yiin

W-’ a tr*^e inhabiting the desert mountains west of Tun-huang, records the tradition that ‘ the

Chung-yiin are a branch which has remained of the Little Yiieh-chih \20 They are described as brave
and warlike men, dreaded by the inhabitants of Kua-chou and Sha-chou.

These historical notices, mere glimpses as they are, will help us to appreciate better the impor-
tant bearing which the favourable physical conditions prevailing in the valleys and uplands of the
Central Nan-shan must have had upon the history of the territory stretching along its northern foot

from Liang-chou to Su-chou and beyond. Were it not for the abundant summer grazing grounds to

be found there, this narrow belt of cultivable ground between the foot of the Richthofen Range
and the arid sandy wastes adjoining it northward would certainly not have played the part it has in

history as a coveted goal of conquest for a long succession of nomadic nations such as the Wu-sun,
Yiieh-chih, and Hsiung-nu, Tibetans and Uigurs, Tanguts and Mongols.

For the Chinese, indeed, who ever since their first occupation more than two thousand years
ago have struggled to keep nomadic invaders out of this

1

land of passage
,
its possession was indis-

pensable, quite irrespective of the physical aspects of those mountains
;
they needed it because it

following the downfall of the T'ang dynasty, cf. Chavannes,

lures occid., p. 272.
16 Cf. Chavannes, T'oung-pao, 1905, p. 527, note 1. As

regards the extent of the territories originally subject to the

Y iieh-chih before their expulsion by the Hsiung-nu, cf. Franke,

Zur Kenntniss der Tiirkvolker, p. 27, quoting Ssu-ma Ch'ien’s

Shi chi, chap, cxxiu
; see also ibid., p. 26, for a correspond-

ing statement of the Later Han Annals.
17 See Franke, Zur Kenntniss der Tiirkvolker, p. 26,

quoting Hou Han shu, chap, cxvn
18 Cf Franke, be. cit., p. 27.

See Chavannes, T oung-pao, 1905, pp. 526 sqq.
Cf Chavannes, ibid., p. 528, note

; Re 111 11s.it, Ville de
Khotan, p. 78.
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alone could give safe access to Central Asia for trade and political expansion. The high mountains

to the south for them possessed value only as a mighty natural rampart that gave flank protection

for their great western highway, and the care with which I found all routes leading across this ram-

part guarded by watch-towers, ‘ chiusas or military posts on passes and at suitable points of

debouching valleys, 21 proves that this value is realized to the present day.

But without the ample vegetation which favourable climatic conditions assure to the Central Winter

Nan-shan, and without the advantages of equally abundant winter grazing by the side of the cultivable |™o^lort |

area, the territory, relatively limited in extent, could not have offered sufficient attractions to those slopes of

nomadic nations to become, for some of them at least, a main seat of power during successive Nan-shan.

periods. Owing to a combination of geographical factors which it would take too long to set forth

here in detail, the winter grazing just referred to is to be found in plenty along the lower courses of

all the more important rivers that drain the northern slopes of, or pass through, the Richthofen

Range. It exists, too, in many parts of the foot-hills, and, as my explorations of 1914 showed, in

places even on the nearest plateaus of the desert hill chain which fringes the cultivable belt on the

north, connecting the Ala-shan with the Pei-shan.

It is only in the light of the geographical features I have endeavoured briefly to indicate that Historical

we can correctly understand what history tells us of the struggles which Wu-sun, Ytieh-chih, and j^T^gf

Hsiung-nu carried on for the possession of this ground before the advent of Chinese power. They sage land',

must be kept constantly in view also if we are adequately to appreciate the persevering efforts which

alone enabled the Chinese successfully to open up this passage towards Central Asia and the West,

and to clear it again after intervals of nomadic invasion.

Section IV.—FROM KAN-CHOU TO CHIN-T'A
•

At Kan-chou I had reached on August 27 the easternmost limit of my journey. Practical tasks Geographi-

kept me busy during most of my six days’ stay there. Yet I was able to gain sufficient impressions ^ê f
n~

of this large and still flourishing city to realize the importance it must always have claimed in the Kan-chou.

history of the Kan-su marches. Situated in the midst of an extensive fertile tract to which the large

Kan-chou River, or Hui Ho, and two considerable tributaries on the west assure plentiful irrigation,

Kan-chou also enjoys other advantages of a geographical nature. Though its elevation, about

5,100 feet above seadevel, is about the same as that of Su-chou, it has a distinctly more favourable

climate, receiving more rain in the summer months and being less exposed to icy winds from the desert

on the north during winter and spring. This latter advantage may partly be due to the protection

afforded by the barren range which skirts the right bank of [he Kan-chou River from its sharp bend

to the north of the city, and which further east rises to heights well over 9,000 feet.
1 But more

important even is the fact, already mentioned, that east of the line marked by the Kan-chou Rivers

debouchure from the mountains there commences a submontane belt where cultivation over naturally

fertile slopes can be carried on without need of irrigation.

The very position which the Kan-chou district occupies in relation to the rest of this ‘ passage Central

land’ atong the north foot of the Nan-shan must have necessarily led to the creation within it of an

important centre for administration and trade. Kan-chou lies just about hall-way between Su-chou

and Liang-chou, the two areas capable of supporting a larger population which terminate this ‘ passage

land’ on the west and east respectively. To the south-east Kan-chou is directly connected with

Hsi-ning, that important Chinese frontier district towards Tibet, by a much-used route which crosses

31 For such fortified positions and guard-stations in the 331 sq.

Nan-shan, cf. Desert Cathay
,

ii. pp. 268 sq., 302, 3°4 sq.,
1 See Maps Nos. 93 - 41 94 - d- *•

7 E 2
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the mountains over relatively easy Passes to the valley of the Ta-tung River, a tributary of the
Huang Ho. It constitutes the o^dy ^ine communication across the Nan-shan ranges west of
Liang-chou which could ever have been of any practical utility to the Chinese holding Kan-su.
Finally it may be noted that, whereas both Su-chou and Liang-chou must always have been parti-
cularly exposed to trouble from nomad aggression owing to their accessibility by routes from
the barbarian north, 2 Kan-chou is protected from any direct attack on that side by the rugged
hill range previously mentioned and the extreme barrenness of the desert plains which extend
beyond it.

<

o(ni'
y'h There are no ancient remains above ground which would enable us to determine whether the

times!" present city occupies more or less the site where the Chang-yih
gj| ^ of Han times, corresponding to

the later Kan-chou, was established. What indications on this point may be contained in Chinese
historical records I am not in a position to ascertain. There seems, however, good reason for the
belief that the city has not materially changed its position since mediaeval times. Marco Polo, who
with his uncle Maffeo * dwelt a whole year in this city when on a mission ’, describes Campi’chu as

Idols men- ‘ the capital and place of government of the whole province of Tangut ’. 3 He particularly mentions

Marco Polo.
dle ‘ many minsters and abbeys ’ of the Idolaters. ‘ In these they have an enormous number of
idols, both small and great, certain ot the latter being a good ten paces in stature

; some of them
being of wood, others of clay, and others yet of stone. They are all highly polished, and then
covered with gold. The great idols of which I speak lie at length/ Sir Henry Yule has already
called attention to the fact that the colossal figures representing Buddha in Nirvana, to which Marco
Polo obviously refers, are also mentioned in the descriptions of Kan-chou given by Shah Rukh’s
embassy and Hajl Muhammad, the Persian trader, interviewed by Ramusio about 1550. 4 There
can be little doubt that the colossal images meant in all three accounts are those still to be seen of
course with inevitable restorations, etc-> the great Buddhist temple of Kan-chou known as' the
Ta-fo-ssu.5

Ruined site

of Hei-

shui-kuo.

My return journey to Su-choU, as far as it lay along the high road, touched only at one point
a site of some antiquarian interest. At a direct distance of about six miles to the north-west of the
western main gate of Kan-chou, and just beyond the village lands of Yai-tzu, the road passes into
a wide belt of waste ground, supporting but scanty scrub and partially covered with low dunes. 6 For
more than three miles from north to south and for about two miles across there extends here an
showing effects of wind-erosion and covered with small debris of pottery, hard bricks and the like
just in the manner of a Turkestan ‘ 1 atl ’• The site is known by the name of Hei-sh'ui-kuo, and had
already been mentioned to me at An-hsi by my antiquarian friend Mr. Li 7 as a place fr

'

h* h
antiques of different sorts are sometimes brought to collectors at Kan-chou. Alonn ti°

m ™

edge of the area the dunes lie heaped up to 25-30 feet in height, covering comnWK,^ east<-rn

that may survive on the ground. & llt beyond this belt of high drift-sand small erosion terraces'from
2 A reference, e.g., to the Russian Asiatic Tians-frontier was built in uo 3 by a Tanrrnt 1 ,

three id„,s . „hi4 ^ "«
this verv snot ’ Ti

ounci ln [be ground on

of r ra2;sc::7:v
nspear 1 was abie 10

suggested that these colossal stucco TT
^ 0CalIy known

’

big structure which shelters them
** 3S ^

frequent and considerable renovations d
underSone

times, as was to be exceed!! ,
,°Wn to l

i
uite «cent

climatic and other local condition^
° 1 * materials used and

6 See Maps Nos. 93 . c . 4;
Cf. Desert Cathay

, ii. p.241.

Map xxii will help to make this point quite clear.

3
Cf. Yule, Marco Polo, i. pp. 219 sq., 'vhere in note 1

the form of the name Campicitt, etc., in Marco s text has been

fully accounted for.

4
Cf. Yule-Cordier, Cathay, i. pp. 277, 29 -C

6 The identification was first proposed by Palladius,

Journal N. China Br. R.A.S., 1875, X. p- 10

;

*ee Prof.

Cordier’s note, Marco Polo, i. p. 22 1. For the first European

description of the Ta-fo-ssu temple I can trace, see Loczy,

Kina, p. 492.

According to a statement recorded by Palladius, the temple
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i to 3 feet in height crop out everywhere, and on their tops potsherds and fragments of brick lie

thickest.

The abundance of small pieces of porcelain left no doubt from the first that the date of the

abandonment of this site was late, and closer examination of the surface remains that I could trace

confirmed this. Besides a small fort with stamped clay walls about 60 yards square, not far from

the eastern belt of high dunes and half-smothered by sand, I found about a mile to the south-west of

the high road a walled enclosure some 300 yards square (Fig. 252), resembling in type those clieng

within which most of the villages and small towns on this border seek shelter at the present day.

The walls, about 8 feet thick at the top, still rise to a height of circ. 20 feet and bear at the north-

east corner a massively built square tower. The drift-sand lying to a depth of about 1 1 feet under

the shelter of the inner side of the east wall, just as observed at An-hsi, showed that the prevailing

winds come from the east. Evidently the drift-sand is carried to this area from the bed of the Kan-

chou River, here fully two miles wide. At the same time the little extent of breaching observed on

the face of the east wall proved that the erosive power of the winds was far from being as great on

this ground as it is in the An-hsi region. Within the circumvallation numerous fragments of brick

marked the foundations of houses, and the lines of roads crossing at right angles were still traceable.

Evidently all structural remains had been destroyed by people from the neighbouring inhabited areas

in search of building materials. Porcelain fragments were plentiful within the walled enclosure,

most of the specimens taken here and elsewhere belonging to the Ming dynasty. 8 A third circum-

vallation visited near the northern edge of the ‘ Tati ’ area was of approximately the same size as the

last, and had walls equally well preserved. Close to its west face a T'ang coin with the legend

ICai-yiian was picked up on wind-eroded ground. Taking into account Mr. Li’s statement that metal

objects of T'ang times have been found at Hei-shui-kuo, and the fact that among the decorated

fragments of stoneware and porcelain I picked up there are some which Mr. Hobson ascribes to the

Sung period, 9
I am led to conclude that the site was already occupied at that time, and probably earlier

also, though its abandonment does not date back further than the close of the Ming dynasty. I may

add in conclusion that many of the fragments of hard-burnt bricks found widely scattered over this

extensive area looked as if they might have belonged not to buildings but to graves.

A reconnaissance made across the richly cultivated ground to the north of Hei-shui-kuo enabled

me to ascertain that across the river, along the narrow strip of arable ground left between its right

bank and the foot of the barren hill range northward, there stretched a line of watch-towers evidently

connected with the border line of Ming times. In 1914 I verified this assumption by tracing actual

remains of the Ming wall on my descent along the right bank of the river. I may conveniently

record here that the line of this later * Great Wall ’, closely hugging the narrow strips of cultivation

on that bank, was then traced to near the village of Hsiang-p u (Map No. 91. d. 2), whence it evidently

was continued across the river westwards.

At Kao-t'ai, a place of some antiquity and local importance, 10 the high road passes the point

where the belt of cultivable ground, between the here utterly barren glacis of the Nan-shan and the

desert hill range across the Kan-chou River, is reduced to its minimum width, less than five miles in

all-
n One march further, at Hua-chuan-tzu (Map No. 91. d. 2), the high road leaves cultivation behind

8
Cf. the Descriptive List at the close of this section, with

Mr- Hobson’s analysis of the ceramic fragments.
9
See Kan-chou. 001-5, 0O 7> 009 *n Descriptive List

below.

10 See Map No. 93. a. 3. Kao-t'ai is duly mentioned as

Faula in Haji Muhammad’s remarkably accurate list ofcaravan

stages from Kan-chou right through to Kashgar, Samarkand,

and beyond; cf. Yule-Cordier, Cathay, i. p. 293.

11 The map (No. 93. a. 3) needs a slight correction here.

The river approaches Kao-t'ai within a mile or so, and the

village land of Li-po, on the opposite bank, is less than a mile

wide.
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altogether and, passing a bare gravel plateau between the Kan-chou River and the marshy depression
__

of the Po-nan Ho, enters a wide belt of scrub and reed-covered steppe, which extends for about 40

miles in a direct line from east to west (Map No. 91. a-c. 2). In former times this big area, though

covered by drift-sand in parts, must have had considerable value, as it is ground well fitted for winter

graring. 13 The watch-towers, and in places the wall, too, of the Ming border line were clearly seen

from the high road, skirting the foot of the low flat hill range northward. It was interesting, as

I passed along this ancient highway in the early days of September, to meet successive caravans of

camels and donkeys carrying goods right through from Khotan to Kan-chou and Lan-chou, just as

they had in the days of Marco Polo and long before him.

From the roadside station of Shuang-ching-tzu I struck off to the north-west for the sake of

a reconnaissance beyond Chin-t'a ^ ;J|£. Its object was to ascertain whether the line of the ancient

Han Limes, which, I suspected, might have lain to the north of Chia-yii kuan and well beyond the still

known mediaeval border wall, could be traced in that direction. The attempt failed owing to the

very limited time I was able to spare for it, only a few days, and the often proved difficulty of

extracting any helpful local guidance from the ever secretive dwellers on these Kan-su borders. But

it yielded some useful observations all the same. On my way to Chin-t'a I crossed the line of the

Ming wall (Map No. 91. a. i) and assured myself that its construction, as well as that of its watch-towers,

agreed here closely with what I had noted at the line to the north-east of Chia-yii kuan and north of

Su-chou.13 The advanced watch-towers on the top of the low hill chain skirted by the wall were

clearly meant to form part of this defensive system. The oasis of Chin-t'a, watered by canals from

the Pei-ta Ho, or Su-chou River, had prudently been left outside this ‘Great Wall’ of a period of

cautious seclusion. But evidently its inhabitants had tried to obtain safety from raids, etc., by similar

means
;
for I found a much-decayed clay wall running round the southern and south-eastern edges

of the cultivated area.

The ground beyond Chin-t'a, a picturesque little town with some five hundred homesteads,

exhibited in a very instructive fashion physical features typical of terminal oases in the Tarim

Basin. Strips of cultivation following the canal lines gradually gave way, as the map (No. 90. A. 4)

shows, to patches of fields scattered amidst extensive wastes of scrub or tamarisk jungle. Some
fields were still tilled, others seemed to have been abandoned for a long time. In a few places

I came upon small clearings, evidently attempts at recent reclamation. At T'ou-tun (Map No. 90. a. 3),

one of these outlying small cultivated areas, there were the usual complaints about inadequate water-

supply for irrigation and an increasing frequency of dry seasons. Yet there could be no doubt that

most of the land now lying waste had been abandoned in consequence of the terrible devastations

accompanying the Tungan rebellion. Without very careful and prolonged study of local conditions

it seemed impossible to decide whether and to what extent the present half-deserted aspect of this

northern portion of the Chin t'a oasis was due to desiccation or to the depopulation which resulted

from the Tungan inroads. The Niya or Endere Sites may well have presented a similar appearance

some time before their final abandonment—and, perhaps, the same difficulty for a passing traveller

to judge of the direct cause of it. The ruins at Hsi-yo, which I had found marked on the Russian

map and which I visited on September 1 1 from T'ou-tun, proved to be those of a shrine of no
great age, destroyed by the Tungans. The river-bed close by, though fully a mile wide, was com-
pletely dry at the time

;
yet cultivation had been started afresh some years earlier at an isolated

farm near the ruins. I little guessed, when turning back from this point, that the line of the ancient

Han Limes led past it at a distance of only three miles, and could be traced thence .practically

“ It is still used for this purpose in places by the Sard Sard and Shera Fdgurs, pp. 4 sqq.
Yogur tribe; see above, p. 1129, and Mannerheim, Visit to the »’ See above, pp. 1120 sqq.
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unbroken along the Su-chou River as far as the oasis of Mao-mei ! So this discovery was left over

for my explorations of 1914.

OBJECTS FOUND AT HEI-SHUI-KUO

Kan-chou. 001. Fr. of greyish-buff stoneware with

coating of white slip through which orn. (one straight and

one curved line) is cut into buff body
;
transparent glaze

of yellowish tint. Chinese
;
perhaps Po-ahan ware. Sung

dt nasty. Gr. M. 1^'.

Kan-chou. 002-3. Frs. of porcelain with pale celadon

green glaze on each side. Incised lines in body of 002.

Chinese; Sung (?; dynasty. Gr. M. i|".

Kan-chou. 004. Fr. of buff stoneware, with traces of

creamy white slip inside, but rest worn bare. Chinese ;

piob. Sung dynasty. Ting type. Gr. M. 1^'.

Kan-chou. 005. Fr. of buff stoneware with creamy

glaze. Chinese
;
prob. Sung dynasty’. Gr. M. ij*.

Kan-chou. 006. Fr. of white porcelain from rim of

bowl. Chinese; not older than Ming dynasty’. Gr. M. i\"

.

Kan-chou. 007. Fr. of buff stoneware with white slip

and glaze on one side, much worn
;

other side deeply

pitted and glazed with brown. Chinese; prob. Tz'u-chou

ware, Sung dynasty. Gr. M. 2

Kan-chou. 008. Fr. of buff stoneware ; exterior lightly

ribbed, coated with dull black glaze inside and out. Chinese.

Gr. M. if".

Kaa-chou. oog. Fr. of stoneware bowl, rim
;

grey

porcelainous body with much-worn greenish-black glaze.

Chinese; prob. Sung dynasty. Gr. M. if".

Kan-chou. 0010. Fr. of stoneware; grey body with

black glaze; disfigured by fite. Chinese. Gr. AI. 1".

Kan-chou. 0011. Fr. of pottery fi om rim of vessel ;

coarse brown clay, sand worn. Length 2".

Kan-chou. 0012. Iron hook. Gr. M. f ".

Kan-chou. 0013. a-k. Ten frs. of porcelain painted

in underglaze blue, a (broken) and b rough floral pat-

tern; c two blue lines only; d fr. of rim, floral orn.;

f fr. of rim, hatched border
; f fr. of rim, indistinct pattern

of curled scrolls under thick bubbly glaze ; g (broken) thin

floral design
;
h fr. of everted rim, floral design, part of rivet

hole showing in edge of fracture ;
1 fr. of slightly everted

rim, indeterminate design of scrolls, etc., rivet hole
;
k lr.

of slightly everted rim, hatched borders inside and out.

Chinese : a—d and g—t, Ming dynasty
; c—f and k, prob.

Ming. Gr. M. 2\".

Kan-chou. 0014. Fr. of white porcelainous ware

with creamy glaze. Chinese; Ting ware; Sung dynasty.

Gr. M. 2'.

Kan-chou. 0015. Fr. of porcelain with pale greenish-

white glaze
;
painted in underglaze blue with scroll-work.

Chinese
;
prob. Ming dynasty. Gr. M. 1".

Kan-chou. 0016. Fr. of porcelain from bottom of bowl;

painted in underglaze blue, medallion with flowers
;
glaze

much worn. Chinese; prob. Ming dynasty. Gr. M. 2-|".

Kan-chou. 0017. Fr. of porcelain from rim of bowl ;

painted in underglaze blue ;
floral orn. Chinese

;
prob.

Ming dynasty. Gr. M. iA".

Kan-chou. 0018. Fr. of porcelain ; painted in blue

under thick bubbly glaze, a cloud scroll. Chinese ; Ming

dynasty. Gr. M. iA*.

Kan-chou. 00x9. Fr. of pale buff stoneware ; cream-

white glaze outside painted in brown with floral pattern ;

brown glaze inside. Chinese; prob. Tz'u-chou ware.

Sung dynasty. Gr. M. 1

Kan-chou. 0020. Fr. of porcelain from rim of bowl ;

thin, painted in underglaze blue, bo.der of concentric

bands. Chinese; prob. Ming dynasty. Gr. M. 1".

Kan-chou. 0021. Fr. of porcelain bowl
;
greyish-wbite

body with thick grey-green celadon glaze on either side
;

rivet hole. Chinese
;
prob. Ming dynasty. Gr. M. 1

,J".

Kan-chou. 0022. Fr. of porcelain from bottom of

bowl; painted in underglaze blue, medallion of flowers

and concentric rings. Chinese; Ming dynasty. Gr. M.

Kan-chou. 0023. Fr. of porcelain from bottom of

bowl
;
painted in underglaze blue with gadrooned border

and dragon (?; design
;

medallion of flowers inside.

Chinese; prob. Ming dynasty. Gr. M. 2".

Kan-chou. 0024. Fr. of porcelain from bottom of

bowl
;
painted in underglaze blue with scroll design inside,

floral pattern and border of stiff leaves outside ; rivet holes.

Chinese; Ming dynasty. Gr. M. 2". PI. IV.

Kan-chou. 0025. Fr. of porcelain from slightly everted

rim of bowl
;
painted in underglaze blue with rough floral

design. Chinese ;
Ming dynasty. Gr. M. rj".

Kan-chou. 0026. Fr. of porcelain from bottom of bowl

with slightly convex base; painted in underglaze blue

with floral medallion 01 n. and concentric rings inside;

below, in double ring, two characteis (wan fu, ‘myriad

happiness ’) and part of a thiid. Chinese ;
Ming dynasty.

Gr. M. 2'. PI. IV.

Kan-chou. 0027. Fr. of porcelain fiom bottom of dish
;

painted in indigo blue under a greyish-white glaze with

formal floral (?)
design enclosed by concentric rings

;

rivet holes. Chinese ;
Ming dynasty. Gr. M. 2 |".

Kan-chou. 0028. Fr. of porcelain painted in underglaze

blue with floral scroll-work. Chinese; Ming dynasty.

Gr. M. 1
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Section V.—THE HAN LIMES FROM Ytj-MIiN-HSIEN TO AN-HSI

The high road by which I moved on to Yii-nien-hsien after regaining Su-chou undoubtedly

follows what must have always been the main line of communication for the Chinese towards Tun-

huang and the Western regions. But there are no ancient remains above ground to mark it.

Nor can the small areas of cultivation which are to be found, as Maps Nos. 85, 86 show, near some of

the roadside stations between Chia-yii kuan and Yti-men-hsien ever have been of any importance

considering the scanty surface drainage from the mountains which traverses this plateau belt. The
rugged and barren range, which we have already had occasion to notice to the north-west of Chia-

yii kuan, continues with the same bearing along the great route and must have served as an effective

flank protection for it on the north
;
for along the greatest part of its length it is quite impracticable

except on foot, and the two narrow gorges in which the Po-yang Ho and the stream of Ch'ih-chin

break through it are easily guarded. It was the strength of this natural barrier which first led me
erroneously to conjecture that it had been utilized for the line of the Han Limes. In reality this

line had been drawn through the chain of depressions which lie to the north of the range. Want
of time and of suitable transport did not allow me to visit them until 1914, and thus it was only

then that I was able to trace the Han Limes right through from the Su-lo Ho to below the junction

of the Su-chou and Kan-chou Rivers.

Nevertheless it was on this return journey to An-hsi that I succeeded in correctly locating the

starting-point of the section of the Han Limes just referred to. On moving to Yti-men-hsien on

September 20, across the absolutely bare gravel plateau which forms the watershed between the

Su-lo Ho and the drainage of Ch'ih-chin, I noticed far away to the north a string of hamlets at the

foot of the low Pei-shan hills.
1 As the route map of M. Obrucheffs journey of 1894 seemed to

indicate ruined watch-towers in the neighbourhood of that ground, and as the very names of the

hamlets Shift-tun, ‘Tower x’, and Shih-erh-tun, ‘Tower XII were obviously derived from those

towers, I made on the following day a long reconnaissance from Yii-men-hsien northward in order to

visit them. It brought me after a ride of more than 16 miles across a reed-covered basin, periodically

inundated by canals and overflow waters from the Su-lo Ho, to the hamlet of Shih-erh-tun.

I can refer only in passing to the geographically very curious fact that the small stream which

accounts for the existence of this hamlet and those lying along its line further on is undoubtedly fed

from the Su-lo Ho; but its easterly course is directly opposite to that followed by the Su-lo Ho
itself from the adjacent point of its great bend, as can be seen from the map. We have here

a clear instance of bifurcation far away from the terminal delta of the river with which we have

become familiar more than 200 miles further west. 2 Regarding the interesting archaeological

discovery, too, which rewarded this reconnaissance, it must suffice here to state the main facts
;
for

1 See Map No. 85. a ,
b . 2.

2 My explorations of 1914 enabled me to follow this

stream, locally known as Hsi-wan Ho, on its course to the

east where it falls into the drainage area of the Ch'ih-chin

River. This itself apparently links up with the marshy

basin beyond the oasis of Hu-hai-tzu or Ying-p'an. Thus
water derived from the Su-lo Ho finds its way eastwards into

a terminal basin hundreds of miles removed from that where

the river now ends on its course along the depression leading

towards the ancient Lop Lake basin. The essential facts of

this remarkable bifurcation will be illustrated in the new atlas

comprising the surveys of all my three expeditions. Exact
details about the hydrography of this interesting desert de-

pression could, of course, be expected only from a more

elaborate survey including careful levelling operations.

The existence of the Hsi-wan Ho, with the small marshes

along it and the inundation areas near its head, may be held

to explain the indication of a large lake or marsh near the

Su-lo Ho bend which is to be found in Chinese maps and

has been borrowed from them by European cartographers

also. Cf. regarding this somewhat problematic feature,

Futterer, Geographische Skizze der Wiiste Gobi, in Pelermanri

s

Mittheilungen, Erganzungsheft No. 139, p. 24; also Sheet

A. 1 of the maps illustrating Count Sz^chenyi’s expedition

(1877-80); Tibet map of R. Geographical Society (1900), etc.
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the relation of the Han Limes remains discovered near Shih-erh-tun to the rest of the ancient border-

line, both to the east and the west of this point, was fully cleared up only by the surveys of 1914,

and must be left for discussion elsewhere.

Close above the left bank of the stream where it irrigates the fields of Shih-erh-tun there rises

the outermost of a succession of narrow low ridges covered with fragments of decomposed rock, as

seen in many places along and within the utterly barren Pei-shan ranges. It is crowned by a line

of watch-towers, some badly decayed, some repaired, but all showing an ancient core. The eastern-

most of those found above Shih-erh-tun had been refaced with rough brickwork, hiding in most

places the ancient layers of stamped clay. But a small fort below it, at the foot of the ridge, looked

decidedly ancient. Its remarkably massive construction with solid clay walls 10 feet thick, enclosing

a space 52 by 42 feet within, distinctly recalled the small fort at the ancient Yii-men, T. xiv;

significantly enough it bore the same local designation of Hsiao fang-p'an .
3 On following the ridge

to the west for about half a mile I came upon a second tower, badly decayed but furnishing conclusive

proof of its antiquity. The familiar reed layers of the Han Limes separated its strata of stamped

clay at intervals of 12-14 inches. It was about 19-20 feet square at the base, just like so many of

the ancient watch-towers I had examined on the Tun-huang Limes, but was broken at a height of

about 14 feet. A third tower found over a mile further west crowning the same ridge had suffered

even more, rising only to 8 feet or so, and even this remnant fissured by wind-erosion. But here, too,

the thin layers of reeds dividing the strata of stamped clay were distinguishable in perfect clearness.

It was first at this tower that I noticed the slopes of the ridge, only 15-25 feet wide af the top,

and about 30 feet above the adjoining ground, to be thickly strewn with half-petrified twigs of

tamarisks and wild poplars. Their abundance on this ridge, where trees could never have grown,

at once suggested use in a rampart constructed in the fashion of the Limes wall north and west of

Tun-huang. Closer search soon revealed, about 4° yards west of this tower, a portion of the

rampart or agger still in situ on the top of the ridge. The twigs and branches were embedded

between layers of detritus, used in the same way as the clayey gravel had been along the Limes

line beyond Tun-huang. Owing to the coarseness of the material here available, the aggei had been

built with greater thickness at its base, the foundation layers m situ measuring about 1 5 feet across.

Its remains could be traced with more or less clearness for a distance of about 300 >ards along the

detritus-covered ridge before it finally sinks away to the level of the salt-encrusted plain at its foot.

Here the line of the wall completely disappears on ground manifestly liable to be flooded at times

either from the Su-lo Ho or by such drainage as may at rare intervals descend from the gravel

plateaus to the north that mark the edge of the Pei-shan.

Some three miles away to the north-west a conspicuous tower rises at the foot of the nearest

plateau, and towards this, as I found later, the line of the wall continued. But its further explora-

tion became possible only in 1914, when I revisited this ground after having traced the Limes right

through from the direction of An-hsi. On the same occasion I was able to follow up its line from

Shih-erh-tun eastwards to the little oasis of Hu-hai-tzu, also known by the significant name of Ying-

P'an ff (military encampment), and thence across a great sandy waste to the lower course of

the Su-chou River near Mao-mei. 4 The description of the line thus followed by the Han Limes

and the discussion of the reasons which are likely to account for its choice must be left for a future

publication. Here it will suffice to point out that the section of the Limes line stretching between

Watch-
towers of

Han Limes.

Remains of

ancient

Limes
agger.

Eastward

continuation

of Limes.

* The name A'WM means literally ‘ small protective

camp ’
;

cf. above, p. 683, note 2 a.

The fort symbol in Map No. 85. a. 2 near Shih-erh-tun

has been erroneously placed south instead of north of the

Hsi-wan Ho stream. It ought also to have been printed

in red.

4 Cf. ThirdJourney of Exploration, Geogr. Journal, xlviii.

p. 195-

7 F
1374
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Shih-erh-tun and Hu-hai-tzu runs more or less parallel to a route still occasionally followed to the

present day by Mongols and others who wish to proceed to Hami by a direct track crossing the

Pei-shan east of the An-hsi-Hami high road.

5

For those who follow this track from the side of

Hami, Shih-erh-tun is the first inhabited place reached on the Kan-su borders. Hence it is likely

to have already had its own ‘Gate’ station in ancient times. But whether this fact had anything to do

with the later transference of the name Yii-mcn to the district headquarters now located at Yu-men-

hsien remains doubtful.

From Shih-erh-tun I regained the present highway at the village of San-tao-kou to the north-

west of Yii-men-hsien (Map No. 83. d. 3). The march which thence took me on September 22 to

Bulungir led over ground abundantly watered from branching beds of the Su-lo Ho, as well as by

marshy springs gathering at the foot of the gravel glacis further west. Extensive areas of abandoned

cultivation now overrun by scrubby jungle, as far as Ch'i-tao-kou (‘ the seventh canal ’), attest the

ravages here produced by the great Tungan rebellion. Beyond this there spreads a wide grassy

steppe traversed by marshy depressions and affording fine grazing, which in times gone by must

have had its attractions for nomadic invaders. From the high ground to which the road keeps here

I sighted far away to the north a line of ruined towers, extending along the right bank of the deep-

cut Su-lo Ho bed. In view of the definite proof gained at Shih-erh-tun there could be little doubt
that they marked the line of the Han Limes. The necessity forced upon me by various practical

reasons of quickly gaining An-hsi prevented my examining these ruined posts at the time and
searching for remains of the Limes wall. But subsequently, when Surveyor Rai Ram Singh had
been relieved by R. B. Lai Singh at An-hsi, I was able to send back the latter for a rapid recon-

naissance. This rendered it possible to indicate in Map No. 83. b, c. 2 the position of the least decayed
of the towers. The careful survey I effected myself in 1914 along the whole line right through to

Shih-erh-tun has supplemented the evidence thus gained in various ways. But it has shown also

that, owing to excessive wind-erosion in some places and the effect of moisture in others, the traces

surviving of the Limes agger are very scanty indeed until its line passes on to firm gravel soil west
of the abandoned station of Ch'iao-wan-ch'eng (Map No. 83. d. 2).®

The massive walls of Bulungir, enclosing an area about 1,100 yards square, appear to have
sheltered during the seventeenth-eighteenth centuries an important Chinese garrison. The place,

now almost deserted, had evidently served as an advanced base for the operations by which the
Chinese, under the great Manchu Emperors K'ang-hsi and Ch'ien-lung, pushed back the threatening

power of the Dzungars and finally conquered the ‘ New Dominion ’. 7 A strong garrison holding

5 For a detailed account and carefully executed map of

this direct route from Su-chou to Hami, see Futterer,

Geographische Skizze dcr Wiisle Gobi, he. cil., pp. 3 sqq.

Prof. Futterer duly noticed the ruined fort of Shih-erh-tun on

his way from the Su-lo Ho to Hu-hai-tzu (cf. p. 25), without,

however, becoming aware of its significance or of the remains

cf the ancient Limes line.

The continued use of the route from Hu-hai-tzu to Shih-

erh-tun probably explains the notice taken of the ancient

watch-towers along it in calling the hamlets at its western end
after 1 Tower X ‘ Tower XII ’. It also accounts for the re-

pairs effected to those toweis which are close to the route.

The popular explanation I heard was that Shih-erh-tun was
‘ twelve towers ’, i. e. 1 20 li, distant from Hu-hai-tzu, a watch-

tower, or rather a much-reduced representation of one, being

the usual road-mark on modern Chinese highways placed at

every 10 li or what is conventionally taken for that distance.

In Chinese Turkestan 120 li would at the present day
approximately correspond to 24 miles. The actual distance
between Shih-erh-tun and Hu-hai-tzu is well over 40 miles.

c I he representation of the Limes north of the river as

an unbroken line from circ. 96° 25' to 96° 40' long, is an
error, due to R. B. Lai Singh, then new to such work, having
in places mistaken low Yardang ridges for remains of the
wall. But the line of the latter could in 1914 be fixed with
certainty all the same by the ancient pottery debris, etc., that

marks the position of numerous intermediary towers now com-
pletely decayed.

Ch iao-wan-ch eng proved to be a well-built small fortress

erected under the Emperor Ch'ien-lung and destroyed during
the Tungan rebellion.

Cf. Ritter, Asien, ii. 371 sq. The name, also pro-
nounced Bulunjir

,
or Pu-lung-chi by Chinese, is assumed to be

of Mongol origin.
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Bulungir was certainly well placed for watching the several routes through the Pei-shan by which

a nomadic enemy could make his way from Hami to the Su-lo Ho and the Kan-su marches. It

could also conveniently guard the narrow defile through which the river and the high road along it

pass some twelve miles west of Bulungir (Map No. 83. b. 2).

The low but steep and rugged spur of Wan-shan-tzu,8 a north-eastern continuation of the hill

range we have passed north of Ch'iao-tzu, there juts out towards the ‘ thalweg’ of the river, and

is closely approached on the opposite side by a small and almost isolated ridge representing a last

offshoot from the southernmost Pei-shan range. The river passes between the two in a winding

defile scarcely half a mile wide at its bottom. As the end of the Wan-shan-tzu spur falls off

precipitously to the river, which actually washes its foot, the road must necessarily ascend the

terminal ridge, leading over it at a height of about 200 feet above the river bed. It is this point,

particularly easy to watch and defend, that the engineers of the ancient Limes, with their unfailing

eye for the military advantages of the ground, had chosen for bringing their border-line from the

right to the left bank. The tower shown in the map as crowning the top of the ridge facing Wan-

shan-tzii from the north proved on its examination in 1914 undoubtedly to date from Han times.

The clearing of the debris at its foot then yielded one or two Chinese documents on wood of that

period. The wall itself, here built mainly of rough stones, was clearly traceable along the southern

and south-eastern foot of the same ridge. On the low ground further west, where it must have

run down to the river bank, its traces had, of course, disappeared.

On the southern bank of the river and along the north-west end of the \\ an-shan-tzii spur I was

unable to discover any clearly recognizable remains of the Limes line. But that end of the spur

bears two large watch-towers close to the road, and beside the western one remains of four small

structures of brick, which appear to have been shrines. I may add that by the left bank of the river,

where it is first approached on the east by the foot of the Wan-shan-tzu spur, there are the ruins of

a well-built temple with several Stupas, all destroyed during the Tungan rebellion and known

as Lao-chun-miao. I have had before occasion to suggest that the defile at the foot of the

Wan-shan-tzu spur might well have served for a ‘ Gate ’ station of the Han Limes before its line had

been extended to Tun-huang and beyond. 9 If that had ever been the case, we might, perhaps, in

view of what has been previously explained, recognize in these shrines a lingering trace of the

local worship which appears to cling invariably to such ‘ Gate ’ sites.

Of the wall which must have continued the Limes line on the left bank of the river beyond

Wan-shan-tzii I failed to trace any remains until after passing the village area of Hsiao-wan

(Map No. 83. a. 2). The low-lying ground here between the river and the foot of the hill range

south is covered with scrub and jungle, where not actually cultivated, and on ground of this

kind remains of the ancient agger could scarcely be expected to survive. Some five miles below

the main village of Hsiao-wan, where the road emerges from the area of jungle and abandoned

cultivation to more open ground, I came upon the ruins of a walled enclosure, about 208 yards square,

known as P'o-ch'eng-tzu, ‘the old town’. Its walls still rise to 10-12 feet in height and do not bear

a very ancient look. Crossing beyond it the canal which carries water to the southernmost portion

of Kua-chou cultivation, I was now approaching the stretch of bare ground where on my \\a)

to Ch'iao-tzu three months earlier I had sighted two towers of the Limes and the line o v\ a con

necting them. 10 About a mile to the west of P'o-ch'eng-tzu I found a much-decayed mound of clay

(marked by a on map), about 12 feet high and 10 feet in diameter, which, as it falls exactly into line

8 This appears to be the correct form of the name as looking at the curving shape of the spur shown by the map.

recorded by Chiang-Ssu-yeh. Wan-shan-lzu |_L|

3 Ff. above, pp. 7 - / >
io99> note -°-

winding hill [range] ’, seems a very appropriate designation,
10 See above, p. 1099.
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with the two previously noticed towers yS and y (see Map No. 83. a. 3), could be safely recognized

as marking the position of a Limes tower. The layers of stamped clay were still distinguishable.

The adjoining ground, being bare clay and eroded into small Yardangs 3-4 feet high, showed

no trace of the wall. But moving towards the tower y8, now in sight, I picked up, after less than

a mile, the line of the agger represented by a perfectly straight mound that rises about 2-3 feet above

the bare gravel-covered soil. Its appearance was just the same as along the Limes stretch

discovered to the south-west of An-hsi. For over a mile the line could be followed with short

breaks at intervals to the tower
y
3 . This proved to be built of layers of stamped clay and to

rise still to 13 feet or so in height. It measured about 12 feet in diameter, having lost its original

square shape through erosion. Around it a low .circular mound, about 28 yards in diameter,

marked an enclosure such as I had found, e. g., at T. ix. a on the Limes west of Tun-huang. 11 Frag-

ments of grey mat-marked pottery of Han type could be picked up near the tower. Beyond it the

mound, which marks the line of the wall, could be sighted running straight towards the tower y, less

than two miles away to the south-west. The preservation of these clear traces of the Limes wall was
manifestly due to the ground here being a hard gravel ‘ Sai ’, neither bare loess or clay liable

to wind-erosion nor soil reached by moisture and affected by vegetation. Further on the ground
merged into the low-lying scrubby plain stretching around An-hsi, where the wall was bound to decay
completely. But a fourth mound continuing the line could still be sighted in the distance.

11 See above, p. 662.



CHAPTER XXVIII

TO HAMI AND TURFAN

Section I.—FROM AN-HSI TO HAMI; HSUAN-TSANG’S DESERT CROSSING

At An-hsi I was kept busy for twelve days by manifold exigent tasks which have been

recorded in my Personal Narrative. 1 Here it will suffice to mention that, besides the prepara-

tion of a full report to Government on my previous operations, of proposals, accounts, etc., they

included arrangements for the return via Khotan of Surveyor Rai Ram Singh, now invalided to India,

and the secret acquisition, successfully managed through Chiang Ssu-yeh, of extensive further

‘ selections ’ of manuscripts from Ch'ien-fo-tung. As soon as my collection of antiques had received

this precious addition of four camel-loads of texts from the hidden temple library, I set out with R. B.

Lai Singh for the journey which was intended to take us along the foot of the T ien-shan to

Hami, Turfan, and Kara-shahr, and then for another winter campaign into the desert of the

Taklamakan.

Regard for economy of time, and also for the safe transport of our heavy loads of antiques,

obliged me to follow to Hami the present Chinese high road where it crosses the stony desert

of the Pei-shan in eleven weary marches aggregating a total distance of about 218 miles. It

has been followed too often by European travellers to need any detailed description here. For
the traveller who is not a geologist there is little to observe in this great waste of gravel and

crumbling rock. The much-decayed ranges of hills, through which the route passes in succession

and which alone break its monotony, rise nowhere much above 7,000 feet, and the wide detritus-filled

valleys or plateaus between them lie rarely more than a few hundred feet below the saddles crossed.

But there are certain aspects of this true ‘ Gobi ’ which have their interest for the student of ancient

geography, and which in view of the historical importance of the route deserve to be noted here.

As we moved along from one wretched little roadside station to another, each established with

its mud hovels, tiny post of soldiers, and big heaps of refuse at points where some shallow depres-

sion offers a scanty supply of water in well or spring, and occasionally patches of equally scanty graz-

ing on scrub or reeds, I was able to observe conditions of traffic which certainly could have changed

but little since ancient times. Ever since the Chinese in a. d. 73 first acquired a firm foothold

at Hami, 2
this ‘ northern route ’, with the few alternative tracks practicable on the west from Tun-

huang, on the east from the side of Su-chou and the Su-lo Ho bend, had formed an important, if not

the principal, line of communication to the territories on both sides of the T'ien-shan and to the Tarim

Basin. Whenever Chinese power could assert itself in those regions and protect them against

barbarian inroads from the north, this route must have seen heavy traffic carried on much in the same

Way as it now is. All information available from Chinese records and later Western sources points

to the conclusion that, ever since the more direct route from Tun-huang to Lou-lan and the

northern oases of the Tarim Basin was finally abandoned in the fourth century, this northern road

1

Cf. Desert Cathay, ii. pp. 338 sqq. Chou, T’oung-pao, 1907, p. 156.

Cf. Chavannes, Les pays d'Occident apres le Heou Han
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via Hami must have become practically what it is still novy, the main channel for trade and military

movements alike between China and Central Asia.

Whether on the main road from An-hsi to Hami or on any of the previously mentioned tracks

leading more or less parallel to it and over ground closely corresponding in character,3 the movements

of troops and of convoys for them must at all times have been seriously hampered by the diffi-

culties about securing a sufficiency of reed straw, and in places even of water, for a large number of

animals. To these must be added the equally great dearth of fuel, a trouble which the bitterly cold

winter climate of the Pei-shan plateaus and the prevalence of icy north-east winds in the spring must

always make particularly felt. It was thus easy for me, from what I observed on this journey and

from the accounts of living witnesses, to appreciate the efforts which it had cost the Chinese, operating

from the Kan-su marches recovered after the great Tungan rebellion, to assemble at Hami the

relatively large force which overawed and quickly extinguished the Muhammadan dominion set up

by Yaqub Beg in Chinese Turkestan.

The difficulties which had to be overcome in the course of similar operations during Han and

Tang times are bound to have been equally serious. Even if we assume that desiccation may to

some extent have affected the supply of water, grazing, and fuel available in this central portion of

the Pei-shan since those times, there is plenty to show that it was then too a ‘ Gobi ’, not without

reason dreaded by the Chinese. It must also be remembered that the enemies against whom the

Chinese had to contend, when opening up and securing this vital line of communication on

those early conquests, were far more formidable, not merely in military strength but also by the

fact of their being nomads. Accustomed by their wanderings to cross barren tracts and with mounts

trained to face privations and big distances, Huns, Turks, or Mongols could not have experienced

anything like the same difficulties as the Chinese in operating across a desert which even now

possesses occasional wells and springs and scattered patches of grazing. The experience gained

on this journey and the still more instructive experience furnished in 1914 by the exploration

of hitherto unsurveyed routes from the Su-chou River to the north-east of Hami have enabled me to

realize better how in ancient times parties of raiding Pluns could push south from the T'ien-shan for

attacks on the 1 un-huang Limes, before the desert of the western Pei-shan became wholly impass-

able through desiccation. W ith men and animals hardened by nomadic existence and with local

knowledge secured long beforehand, large bands of raiders from the north might even at the present

day be able to penetrate rapidly through the great natural barrier interposed by the central

and eastern Pei-shan.

To the Chinese, with their strongly fixed notions of civilized existence, this desert crossing must
have at all times presented a distinctly deterrent aspect, whether they had to face it as soldiers,

traders, or casual travellers, d his fact is brought home to us in a very striking fashion by the

interesting account which the Life of Hsuan-tsang has preserved of the great pilgrim’s adventurous
journey through the desert from Kua-chou to I-wu, or Hami. The questions concerning its starting-

point and the position which the Yii-nien kuan station occupied at the time have already been fully

discussed above. 4
I have shown there, I believe, that Hsuan-tsang set out for his desert crossing

4a

3 For a very thorough description of the ground traversed

by one of these eastern tracks, see Futterer, Geographische

Sktzze dcr ]Viiste Gobi, Petermann s Miltheilungcn, Ergan-

zungsheft, No. 139, pp. 3 sqq., and for a graphic account of

the conditions of travel along it, ibid., pp. 30 sq".

1 See above, pp. 1097 sqq.
,a According to Julien, Vie, p. 14, note 1, Hsiian-tsang

appears to have left the capital in the eighth month of the third

year of Chetig-kuan, corresponding approximately to Septem-
ber, a.d. 629. Allowing at least two months of travel, in-

cluding brief halts, for the journey from Hsi-an-fu to Kua-
chou, and taking into account the recorded stays of one

month each at Liang-chou and Kua-chou, the start from

Kua-chou for Hami would fall in the early winter months ol

a.d. 630. But the absence of any reference to sufferings

from cold, and the incident when the pilgrim lost the contents
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from a place on the Su-lo Ho which must have been in the vicinity of the present An-hsi and prob-

ably not far from the point where the high road of our times passes the river. Considering that this

road, except for a small detour between Ta-ch'iian and Sha-ch'iian-tzu due to necessities of water-

supply, leads in what practically is a straight line from An-hsi, or Kua-chou, to the Hami oasis,

it seems safe to assume that the ancient route which the pilgrim intended to follow—the story, as

recorded in the Life,
clearly shows that after the first four marches he strayed from it—could not

have lain far away from the present route line.

But before we attempt to follow the traces of the pious traveller on his adventurous journey,

which threatened nearly to end with his dying of thirst in the desert, it will be well to indicate

briefly certain main topographical facts concerning the ground traversed by the present high road.

As the Maps Nos. 80, 81 show, the first five marches from An-hsi lead across a succession of narrow

hill ranges, all striking approximately east to west and rising but little above the wide plateau-like

valleys between them. The halting-places offering water are all jgituated close to the foot of these

ranges. The subsoil drainage comes to light in springs at the first three stages (Pei-tan-tzu, Hung-

liu-yiian, Ta-ch'iian) and is easily reached by wells not more than 6-8 feet deep at Ma-lien-ching-tzu

and Hsing-hsing-hsia. The water is fresh at all these stages, and some scanty grazing obtainable.

It is probably not without reason that the boundary between the provinces of Kan-su and Hsin-chiang

is fixed now close to Hsing-hsing-hsia
;

5 for beyond the character of the ground changes, distinctly

for the worse. Much bare rocky ledge and detritus is passed on the next two marches to Sha-ch'iian-

tzu and K'u-shui, there being a steady descent of some two thousand feet from the average level of

the preceding stages. Vegetation becomes increasingly scanty' and the water decidedly brackish,

as the name of K'u-shui, ‘ Bitter Water rightly indicates.

But it is the next march, that to Yen-tun (Map No. 76. a. 4), which is most dreaded of all

by Chinese wayfarers. For a distance of some 35 miles it leads down over absolutely bare gravel

slopes into a depression lying at its bottom some 1,500 feet below the level of K'u-shui. Totally

devoid of water or shelter of any sort, this long march is attended with risks on account of the great

summer heat here experienced and the icy north-east gales to which it is exposed in the winter and

spring. This great depression or trough of Yen-tun extends far away to the east, as our surveys of

19H proved, and serves apparently as a main conductor for the bitterly cold winds which sweep

from Southern Mongolia across the eastern Kuruk-tagh and down to the Lop basin. Carcases of

transport animals marked the route all the way from K u-shui ;
nor are losses in human lives unknown

here. From Yen-tun another march, over similar gravel wastes but much shorter, brings the

traveller to the springs of Chang-liu-shui (Map No. 73. d. 2) at the southern edge of a wide belt of loess

ground which receives subsoil water from the snows of the Karlik-tagh and is covered with abundant

scrub and reed-beds. At Chang-liu-shui the first tiny patch of Hami cultivation is met, and aftei

two more easy marches the town of Hami, or Kumul, is reached in the central oasis.

With these topographical features of the route from An-hsi to Hami the essential points in the

story of Hsuan-tsang’s desert journey, as related in the Life, can be shown to be in close agreement.

This agreement is all the more remarkable because we are unable to control here the statements of

the Life by the text of the Hsi-yii-chi, since Hsuan-tsang’s own account of his travels does not begin

until after his departure from Kao-ch'ang or Turfan. An obvious lacuna in the story of the Life,

which we shall have occasion to notice presently, can cause no surprise, considering what we know

of his water-skin by dropping it (Vie, p. 29), point to

a somewhat later season of the same year. Between

December and February, water carried in a skin on a route

across the Pei-shan would certainly be hard-frozen.

6 See Map No. 80. b. 2 for the actual boundary mark.

Hsing-hsing-hsia itself is a post garrisoned from Hami with

a somewhat larger number of men ; it boasts also of a temple

(see Desert Cathay, ii. Fig. 257).
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about the vicissitudes which the text of Hui-li’s biography had undergone before it was published. 6

This text is manifestly imperfect in places and awaits future critical treatment. But a variety of

details and personal touches seem to me to support the impression that Hui-li gathered this graphic

account of the desert adventures direct from the Master himself and has reproduced it with faithful-

ness. We know too much of Hstian-tsang’s pious ardour and naive credulity to discredit the few

references to supernatural incidents : they obviously reflect genuine subjective illusions such as con-

ditions of intense strain and real peril were most likely to produce in a mind so devout and fervid.

The main facts about the journey to be gathered from Hui-li’s narrative are as follows : For-

saken by the ‘ young barbarian ’ who was to act as his guide, soon after the start from the Su-lo Ho
bank, the pilgrim moves ahead alone, guiding himself along the track by the bones of dead animals

and the droppings of horses. 7 Visions of armed hosts in the distance cause him alarm, only to dis-

appear on closer approach, ‘ vain images created by demons ’. Obviously mirages are meant here,

such as I frequently observed on my first few marches beyond An-hsi in spite of the autumnal cool-

ness which had set in by that time in the desert. After covering 80 li, Hsiian-tsang arrives at the

first signal-tower. In order to pass it unobserved he hides himself until nightfall. On trying then

to replenish his water-bottle from the water near the tower, he is shot at with arrows by the men on

guard. On declaring himself a monk come from the capital, he is taken before the commandant of

the post. This man, a native of Tun-huang, called Wang-hsiang, receives him kindly and, having

failed to persuade him to return, directs him in the morning to proceed to the fourth tower, com-

manded by a relative of Wang-hsiang. Arriving there the same night he goes through a similar

experience. After having been first shot at by the guards, he is taken before the commandant, who
on learning of Wang-hsiang’s message offers hospitable welcome, but warns him not to approach the

fifth and last watch-tower as it is held by men of violent disposition. Instead, he is advised to

go to a spring a hundred li off, called Yek-ma-ch'iian, ‘ the Spring of the Wild Horses ’, 8 and to

replenish there his water-supply.

‘ A short distance from there he entered the desert called Mo-ho-yen ^ $j£,
9 which has

a length of 800 li and which in ancient times was called Sha-ho, or the “ River of Sand ”. One sees

there neither birds nor quadrupeds nor water nor pasture.’ In this desert he loses his way, after

having been troubled again by demonic visions, i. e. mirages, and fails to find the ‘ Spring of the

Wild Horses’. To add to his distress he drops the big water-skin he had been given at the fourth

tower and loses its contents.10 ‘ Besides, as the route made long detours, he no longer knew which
direction to follow. He then meant to turn back to the east, towards the fourth signal tower.’ 11

But after having thus proceeded for 10 li he thinks of his oath not to take his way eastwards again
until he had reached India. He thereupon, ‘ fervently praying to Kuan-yin, directed himself to the
north-west’. All round he sees only limitless plains without a trace of men or horses. Troubled
at night by lights lit by wicked spirits and in day-time by terrible sand-storms, he suffers cruel

torments from thirst. After having travelled thus for four nights and five days without water,

he lay down exhausted. In the middle of the fifth night, after fervent prayers to Kuan-yin,

6
Cf. Julien, Vie, Preface, pp. lxxviii sq.

7 See Julien, Vie, pp. 23 sqq. Beal’s translation, Life of

Hiuen-tsiang, pp. 1 7 sqq., appears to be a mere version of

Julien’s and offers no help, beyond correcting an obvious

error in the figure given for the length of the Mo-ho-yen desert.

8 This name Yeh-ma-ch'iian0MM is still a frequent

designation for desert localities beyond the Kan-su border.

I heard it applied, e. g., to a spring on the route I followed in

1914 from Mao-mei towards the Karlik-tagh.

This is the correct transcript of the name
;

cf. Julien,

Me’moires, ii. 516; Chavannes, Turcs occid., p. 74, "note 3.

Beal, Life of Hiuen-tsiang, p. 21, reproduces Julien’s erro-
neous transcript Mo-kia-yen, but corrects Julien’s ‘ quatre-
vingts li

,
one of the great Sinologue’s not infrequent lapses

in the matter of figures, rightly into 800 li.

By Julien s ‘ grande outre d’eau ’ evidently a water-skin
or 1 Mussuck ’ is meant.

11 See Julien, Vie, p. 29.
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he feels refreshed by a cool breeze and finds rest in short sleep. A divine vision seen in his dream
urges him to move ahead. After about 10 li his horse, which also had managed to get on its legs

afresh, suddenly turns into another direction and after a few more li carries him to a plot of green

pasture. Having allowed his horse to graze he is about to move on when he discovers a pool

of clear water and feels saved. After a day’s halt at this spot he continues his journey with

a fresh supply of water and fodder, and emerging from the desert arrives at I-wu.

If we compare the account of Hsiian-tsang’s desert crossing here briefly summarized with the Lacuna in

actual topography of the route from An-hsi to Hami, as set forth above in its main features, we text of Lf
cannot fail to recognize their close accord in essential points, as well as an apparent lacuna in the

text of the Life as at present available. This makes the pilgrim proceed in a single march from

the first signal-tower to the fourth. But this is clearly in contradiction to the plain statement

contained in a previously quoted passage of the Life
,
which reproduces the information given to

Hsiian-tsang at Kua-chou concerning the route: 12 ‘To the north-west, beyond this barrier, there

are five signal-towers where the guards entrusted with keeping the look-out reside. They are

a hundred li apart, one from the other.’ We are thus led to assume that Hsiian-tsang in reality

had to cover four marches from the river before reaching the fourth tow'er. and that in the narrative

presented by the extant text twro of these marches have been left unrecorded.

Once allowing for this lacuna, of which the exact explanation cannot now be traced, but v'hich Agreement

unfortunately has its only too frequent counterparts elsewhere in the Life,
we find it easy to

°f

;t

r

p

C

topo_
reconcile the information recorded about the stages and incidents of the desert journey with the graphical

topographical facts. That the position indicated for the first signal-tower clearly points to the facts -

present Pei-tan-tzu, the first stage from An-hsi, has been shown above. 13 The 480 li reckoned

from the Su-lo Ho to the fifth signal-tower are in remarkably exact agreement with the 96 miles

marching distance recorded by cyclometer on our journey between the river and Hsing-hsing-hsia,

the fifth halting-place on the present road. The statement about the dreaded Mo-ho-yen desert

extending beyond the fifth signal-tower is in perfect accord with the change which the character

of the ground undergoes after leaving Hsing-hsing-hsia. Nor is there any difficulty about showing

that all the matter-of-fact indications which can be gathered from the narrative about Hsuang-tsang’s

crossing of this desert are consistent with what the map indicates.

We are told that the traveller, having been advised to avoid the fifth signal-tower, i. e. Hsing- Hsiian-

hsing-hsia, turned off from the main route at the fourth toiver in order to reach the ‘Spring of the
< SpHng 0f

Wild Horses’, at a distance of a hundred li. When he failed to find this and thought of regaining the Wild

the fourth tower, he is said to have turned back to the east.
14 This makes it quite clear that the Horses •

Yeh-ma-ch'Uan spring to which he had been directed must have lain in a westerly direction. Now
a reference to the Russian Trans-frontier map shows that the route from Tun-huang to Hami, as

surveyed by Captain Roborovsky’s expedition, passes at a distance of about 30 miles west of

Ma-lien-ching-tzu before joining the An-hsi—Hami road at K u-shui, 15 and that one of its halting-

places with water is to be found at about that distance to the west-north-west of Ma-lien-ching-tzu.

Thus the existence, in the past or present, of a spring approximately in the position assumed for

the Yeh-ma-chuan which Hsiian-tsang vainly sought for becomes plausible enough. That the

pilgrim unguided failed to find it is an experience with which I became only too often and painfully

See above, p. 1097 ;
Julien, Vie, p. 17.

ls
Cf. above, p. 1098. This form of the name, as com-

municated to me by Mr. Li at An-hsi, seems more correct

than the Pi-ling-tzu of Map No. 81. c. x.
14

See Julien, Vie, p. 29.

1371

See Sheet xxi of the Asiatic Trans-frontier Map (40

versts to 1 inch); also Map 11 in the Russian Geographical

Society’s publication on the results of Captain Roborovsky’s

expedition.

7G
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familiar myself when we made our way in September, 1914, across unexplored portions of the
eastern Pei-shan. 16

In any case it is certain that if at the present day a wayfarer to Hami had reason to avoid
observation at Hsing-hsing-hsia, he could do no better than leave the main route at Ma-lien-ching-tzu
and strike to the west-north-west. He would have to cross there a continuation of what appears
to be the highest of the hill ranges of the Pei-shan, the one which the main road passes in tortuous
gorges just above Hsing-hsing-hsia. 17 On such ground it would obviously not be possible to follow
a straight line, and this circumstance may well account for the passage in the narrative telling us
that ‘as the route made long detours, he no longer knew which direction to follow’. 18 After the
unsuccessful search for the ‘Spring of the Wild Horses’ we are told that Hsiian-tsang turned
resolutely to the north-west and continued his journey undaunted by thirst and the perils of the
desert. It was a resolve needing all the religious fervour and courage of the great pilgrim, but it

was also the wisest course to follow—for one who knew how to keep up that bearing."

5

And that
Hsuan-tsang possessed fully that instinct of the compass, so prevalent among Chinese of whatever
condition, is abundantly proved by the topographical records he has left us in his Hsi-yii-chi.

As the map shows, this course to the north-west was bound to carry the traveller across the
utterly barren gravel glacis about K'u-shui down to the Yen-tun depression, and beyond this to
the south-eastern edge of the loess belt where subsoil drainage from the Karlik-tagh supports
vegetation We are told that on this progress across the Mo-ho-y<yi desert he went without water
or our nig ts and five days, until after the refreshing rest of the fifth night his hardy mount carried
1m a ew mi es eyond to pasture and water in a pool. Here we find once again that the approxi-

mate distance reckoning, as indicated by the record of the Life, is in as close agreement with the
actual topography as we could reasonably expect

;
for we have seen that on the present caravan

road five marches are needed to bring the traveller from Ma-lien-ching-tzu, i.e. the fourth signal-
tower to Chang-1 ,u-shm, the first place with springs and verdure on the Hami side, the total

ZutZwte
:ance amounting to about ,06 miles. There may have been wells then as now on the
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visits, is too well known to need my personal testimonv - tu
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y personal testimony. 5'" The accuracy of Hui-li’s narrative
16

Cf. ThirdJourney of Exploration, Geogr. Journal, xlviii. the routes V„„r b• our horse, on the contrary, is weak and will
never reach there.'”

" But d-’ e-S; Desert Cathay, i. p. 422 .
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p. 200.
17

See Maps Nos. 80. a, b. i
; 77. c, d. i

18
Cf. Julien, Vie, p. 2p ;

above, p. 044.
19 See Julien, Vie, p. 21 : ‘“Master,” said the old man" Slnce >’ou are decided to start, you must mount my horse!

More than fifteen times already, going and coming back
he has done the journey to I-wu. He is strong and knows
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asserts itself to the very end
;

for the two more days which it makes Hsiian-tsang spend en route

before reaching Hami correspond exactly to the two marches now needed to arrive from Chang-

liu-shui at Hami town, a distance of about 35 miles. Thus we can close the story as preserved in

the Life with the gratifying assurance that even this chapter of the pilgrim’s travels, which by its

adventurous character might most readily have lent itself to exaggeration and fiction, has retained

in Hui-Ii’s biography the form in which it may well have been told by the lips of the Master of the

Law himself.

Section II.-THE HISTORICAL ROLE OF HAMI

Hami has played so important a part in the story of Chinas relations with Central Asia that

I felt particularly glad for the chance which the northern route chosen for my return to the Tarim

Basin offered to visit this ground. But my stay at the main oasis of Hami, or Kumul, as it is

known to Turk! Muhammadans, and my visits to a few of its outlying villages were far too short

to justify any attempt here to review the present conditions of the territory or its past as a whole.

Referring for the rapid impressions that I could gather of it and its people to my Personal

Narrative, 1
I shall content myself with briefly calling attention to those essential geographical

facts which account for that historical role of Hami and explain the importance of the territory

notwithstanding the limited nature of its local resources.

Our records clearly show that Hami, or Kumul— to give its name as best known now to Turki

Muhammadans 2—ever since Later Han times has, in respect of all Chinese enterprise directed

towards Central Asia, occupied exactly the same position on the northern route as Lou-lan did on

the southern from the beginning of Chinese expansion westwards and throughout the former Han

period. An examination of the map suffices to account for this striking analogy. Just as without

Lou-lan as a bridge-head and base on the western side of the Lop desert the use of the most direct

line of access to the Tarim Basin would have been physically impossible for the Chinese, thus, too,

it would have been most difficult for them to open up and secure the direct route leading to the

territories on both sides of the eastern T'ien-shan had not nature offered them, in the cultiva e

tract of Hami, a foothold to the north-west of the Pei-shan desert. Limited as the extent of ara e

land, or rather of irrigation, available must always have been during historical times, the agricultural

resources of Hami developed with the help of Chinese military colonists have proved again and

again of the utmost importance for the Empires Central-Asian policy. Whenever since

China found strength to reassert its claim to Central-Asian dominion, it was Ham. which served

as the gathering-place and supply base for the Chinese forces sent to overcome os\\ e

powers in the north, Huns, Turks, Dztingars, or to suppress rebellion, as last in 1876 / 1

same way trade and traffic of every sort would always, down to our own times, have found he

Pei-shan desert a far more formidable obstacle had not Ham, offered ..self as a place where

caravans could revictual and allow their animals a good rest.

might well have held out for some days longer. It must be

noted also that the going on the uniform gravel slopes and

plateaus of the Pei-shan is far less tiring to horses, and to

men, too, than the crossing of dune-covered areas in the

Taklamakan.
1
See Desert Cathay, ii. pp. 342 sqq.

2 For the origin of the name Hami used by the Chinese

since the Mongol dynasty and probably derived from the

Khamil of the Mongols, cf. Yule, Marco Polo, i. p. 2 1 1, note

,

Bretschneider, Medieval Restarches, ii. p. 20 ;
Imbauh-Huart,

e pays de 'Hami 011 Khamil, Paris, 1892, pp. 10 sq.

Kamul seems to be the form in which the 1 urkish name

' the territory is generally reproduced by early Western

avellers; cf. Yule, Marco Polo, i. p. 209 ;
Mangnoll. m

ule-Cordier. Cathay, iii. p. 265 > ibid- *• P- 2 D> P* 23?>

, r the accounts of Shah Rukh’s embassy and Benedict Goes,

he name as heard by me locally sounded Kumul.

3 The value of Hami in this respect is well brought out by

ie description which Marco Polo gives, though he does not

,pear to have been there in person. ‘ Camul is a province

7 G 2
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The existence of the Hami oasis is due solely to the irrigation facilities derived from its

vicinity to that easternmost portion of the T'ien-shan which, as its name Karlik-tagh shows, rises high

enough to catch adequate moisture and bear permanent snow-beds. But, as seen in Maps Nos. 72, 76,

the length of this snowy end of the T'ien-shan is not great—only about 25 miles or so on the crest

line—and the total volume of drainage from the range is not sufficient to pass on the surface over

the piedmont gravel slopes at its south foot except on occasion of rare rain-floods. Much of the

water is lost there by evaporation. Hence only the subsoil drainage coming to light in the form

of marshy springs at the lower edge of the gravel glacis, after the fashion of the kara-su of the

Khotan-Keriya region,4 is permanently available for the irrigation of the fertile loess belt further

down. The result is that, leaving aside the small patches of arable ground to be found in the

confined valleys of the Karlik-tagh, cultivation in the Hami tract is restricted to the narrow strips

of fertile soil which canals taken from the low-lying spring basins just referred to can command.
Even in the case of the main oasis the greatest width is only about five miles, and a good deal of

the area thus included is not capable of cultivation owing to marshy soil or for other reasons.

1 here are no rivers sufficiently large to fertilize alluvial fans of corresponding size from the point

of their debouchure, as is the case at Khotan, Yarkand, Kucha, etc. On this account Hami
cultivation, in spite of the fertility of the soil which all Chinese accounts rightly emphasize and
of favourable climatic conditions, could never have supported more than a limited population. 5

In this respect, too, the analog)’ to Lou-lan holds good.

But if both Lou-lan and Hami were thus destined to serve as bridge-heads for the Chinese
during successive periods of advance beyond the deserts bounding Central Asia on the east, the

difference of geographical position between the two territories necessarily made itself felt otherwise.
When discussing Lou-lan and the ancient route leading to it from the Kan-su marches, I had
occasion to point out how well protected this route was against hostile interference from the north. 6

The broad desert belt of the Kuruk-tagh with its utterly barren plateaus provided an effective
natural defence against raiding attacks from the north of the T'ien-shan, where Huns as well as
their nomad successors found their grazing grounds. On the other hand, we have also noted how
precarious the use of that bridge-head must have been from the first owing to special physical
difficulties besetting irrigation. These are always inseparable from the maintenance of a distant
terminal oasis in the desert ; aided probably by progress of desiccation, they led in the end, as we
have seen, to Lou-lan being abandoned altogether in the fourth century a. o. 6a

In the case of Hami we find these conditions exactly reversed. There the water-supply
needed for cultivation, limited aS it is by nature, could never have been seriously threatened during

1 hus one main source of the water-supply of the central

oasis lies in the springs of the marshy depression known as

Sai-bashi, about two miles to the north of Hami town

which in former days was a kingdom. It contains numerous
towns and villages, but the chief city bears the name of
Camul. The province lies between the two deserts

; for on
the one side is the Great Desert of Lop, and on the other
side is a small desert of three days’ journey in extent. The
people are all Idolaters, and have a peculiar language. They
live by the fruits of the earth, which they have in plenty, and
dispose of to travellers.’ Cf. Yule, Marco Polo, i. pp. 209 sq.

The 1 small desert of three days’ journey ’ refers to the
barren ground to be crossed to Bar-kul, the nearest oasis,
which can be reached in three rather long marches north-
ward. 1 The shameful custom ’ of the people that he proceeds
to relate looks like a ‘ travellers’ tale ’ travestying the very
hospitable and easy-going ways which are still very noticeable
among the village folk of Hami.

Cf. Ancient Khotan, i, 94, 126; above, p. 204,

There is a similar area further to the north-east near the

flood bed of the stream which descends from Edira and Kara-
kapehin (Map No. 73. c. 1).

* See Imbault-Huart, Le pays de 'Hami ou Khamil, Paris,

1 ® 9 2
> PP- 18 sqq. This useful publication reproduces lengthy

abstracts of modern Chinese accounts of Hami mainly from
works compiled under the Emperor Ch’ien-lung. The total

population of the territory was then estimated at some 12,000
souls, a figure which is not likely to be exceeded by the

present number if the considerable floating settlement of
traders, caravan-men, etc., from outside is excluded.

6 See above, pp. 584 sq.
6a

Cf. above, pp. 426 sq.
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historical times either by climatic changes or by those diversions to which river-courses are

peculiarly liable in deltaic regions. On the other hand, Hami must at all times have been

particularly exposed to hostile inroads from the north. The ground along the whole north slope

of this portion of the T'ien-shan, being subject to a much less arid climate, affords plentiful grazing,

as I was able to realize fully on my passage to Bar-kul and Guchen in 1914. It must for this

reason always have attracted nomads and facilitated raiding exploits. Abundant evidence in the

Chinese historical records of Han and Tang times shows how strong and prolonged the hold of

the Huns and their nomad successors was upon this ground. Passes practicable at all seasons,

both to the east and to the west of the Karlik-tagh, give ready access from the north to the plain

of Hami and, no doubt, greatly facilitated raids. Thus from the Bar-kul-dawan (Map No. 72. c. 3),

which is easy enough to be crossed by carts, the central oasis can be reached in a single day’s ride.

This constant liability to northern attack, from which Hami has suffered whenever Chinese

power in Central Asia weakened, is fully illustrated by its chequered history, as recorded in the

Chinese Annals, and right down to our own times. To follow in detail these pdripdties in the fate

of I-wu
ffi

37
,
as Hami was known to the Chinese from Han to T’ang times, does not come within

the scope of my task here. 7 As regards the former period, it will suffice to point out that within

four years of the first establishment of a Chinese military colony in a. d. 73 I-wu was lost again to

the Hsiung-nu
;

8 reoccupied between a.d. 90-104, it suffered once more the same fate. 9 The notice

concerning the re-establishment of a military colony there in a.d. 131 brings out clearly the strategic

value which the Chinese rightly attached to Hami. 10 But obviously their hold upon it ceased when

imperial control over the ‘ Western regions ’ was abandoned after the middle of the second century.

The submission of Hami to the last Emperor of the Sui dynasty, in a. d. 608, proved equally short-

lived, the Western Turks soon recovering their hold upon it.
11 But when the great T'ang Emperor

T'ai-tsung about a.d. 630 commenced those operations against the Western Turks which within

twenty years led to the extension of Chinese political control over the whole of Eastern Turkestan

and even beyond, we find the chief of Hami among the very first to seek protection under the

Empire. 12

We know little or nothing as to how Hami fared during the troubled times of the eighth century

when the Turks from the north and the Tibetans from the south were ever threatening, and at last

completely severed, the communications between China and the Western countries it endeavoured

to ‘protect’. But when, nearly a thousand years later, the extension of Chinese power into Central

Asia was started afresh by the Emperor K'ang-hsi s operations against the Dzungars, Hami once

again suffered much in its accustomed role as an advanced base contested by both powers. 13 How

7 For a comprehensive account of the history of Hami,

particularly useful from the Mongol period onwards, see

Imbault-Huart, Le pays de 'Hami ou Khaviil, pp. 28 sqq.

For the earlier epochs more exact information has since been

made accessible through M. Chavannes’ translations in Les

pays dOccident dapres le Heou Han Chou (
T'oung-pao

,
i 9° 7 >

pp. 156 sqq.) and Turcs occid., pp. 169 sq. and passim (see

Index). Ritter had clearly realized the historical importance

of Hami, and the full analysis of the notices available to him,

given in Asien, ii. pp. 357-8, can still be referred to with

profit.

8
Cf. Chavannes, T'oung-pao, 1907, pp. 156, 158.

9 See Chavannes, ibid., pp. 158, 160.
10

Cf. Chavannes, ibid., p. 167; the advantage which the

Hsiung-nu derived from Hami in making their predatory in-

roads is specially referred to.

The notice of the Later Han Annals (Chavannes, T'oung-

pao, p. 169), describing the northern route which passed I-wu,

enumerates the products of Hami and emphasizes the fertility

of its soil, like that of the Turfan depression. * That is why

the Han have constantly disputed Chii-shih (the present

territories of Turfan and Guchen) and I-wu with the Hsiung-

nu in order to dominate the Western countries.’

11 Cf. Chavannes, T'oung-pao, 1907, pp. 169 sq.
;

see

also Imbault-Huart, Le pays de 'Hami ou Khamil, p. 31.

ia
Cf. Chavannes, T'oung-pao, 1907, p. 170; Imbault-

Huart, loc. cit., p. 32.

13 See Imbault-Huart, ibid., pp. 44 sqq. ;
Ritter, Asien, ii.

pp. 370 sq.
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difficult it has always been for the Chinese to keep this exposed bridge-head of Hami while control

over the territory north was not yet secured or had been lost was seen anew during the last great

Muhammadan rebellion. The oasis then repeatedly changed hands between the Chinese and the

Tungans coming from Bar-kul, and for years became almost wholly deserted.

These circumstances resulting from the geographical position of Hami enable us to account for

what might otherwise seem a puzzling historical observation. I mean the fact that the northern

route ’ leading through Hami, though physically so much easier than the one leading through the

Lop Desert and Lou-lan, was not opened by the Chinese until nearly two centuries later. Obviously

Chinese statesmanship fully realized the difficulties of holding an advanced base so exposed as

Hami as long as the power of the Hsiung-nu in the north remained unbroken. It was safer to fight

the difficulties of nature than to face the attacks of an elusive, irrepressible foe. When later on the

necessity was felt of securing more direct access to ‘ Posterior Chii-shih
,

i. e. the region of the

present Guchen, ever closely linked with Turfan, it was not the route via Hami which was opened

in a.d. 2
,
but the desert track starting to the north of the ancient Jade Gate and described in the

Wei Ho as the ‘ new northern route ’. 11 When discussing this above, we have seen that its line kept

w'ell awray from Hami and trusted to the protection of waterless desert w'astes.

It may be due to the same factor of geographical position and to the political vicissitudes

implied by it that the population of Hami does not appear to have ever possessed that well-defined

individuality in ethnic character and local culture which records, remains, and extant characteristics

of race attest for territories like Khotan, Kucha, or Turfan, and which might be expected in a com-

munity so isolated geographically. The present population seemed to me to have been affected far

more by Chinese influence in language, manners, and dress than that of any other Turkestan tract

I know'. At the same time, in its physical features the admixture of a purely Turkish element

appeared to me to be more marked than among the Turkl-speaking peoples which form the settled

agricultural communities in the oases of the Tarim Basin .
15 In these Mr. Joyce’s examination of

the anthropometric materials collected by me has proved that the Homo Alpinus type of an originally

Iranian stock prevails. Mr. Joyce’s results also point to a distinctly mixed character of the

population of Hami .

10

This mixture of disparate elements is easily accounted for by the history of Hami. For more
than fifteen hundred years past the oasis has been an important halting-place on the main line of

communication between China and Central Asia. The fertility of its soil must have greatly

facilitated the process of re-population by fresh agricultural colonies, whether from China or Turfan
and the Tarim Basin, after each destructive inroad. The admixture of a genuinely Turkish element

is explained by the close vicinity northward of an area possessed of distinct attractions to a nomadic
race such as the Western Turks were, and at the same time affording in the Karlik-tagh valleys

opportunities for transition to a settled agricultural life .
17 Even now Hami possesses its purely

Chinese agricultural colony, brought here since the Tungan upheaval, side by side with the Turkl-
speaking Muhammadan population left under the administration of its own hereditary chief.

Descended from the family which held Hami when it passed from Dzungar domination under
Chinese control in the last quarter of the seventeenth century, he is the only local ruler now left in

" See above, pp. 418 sq., 705 sqq.
u See Fig. 263 for a group of Hami cultivators from

Ara-tam.
16 See Joyce, Appendix C, reproducing Notes on thephysical

anthropology of Chinese Turkestan and the Pamirs, J. R.
Anthrop. Institute, xlii. pp. 462, 464 ; regarding the basal

stock of Homo Alpinus type, ibid., p. 468.

17 On my journey of 1914 along the north slopes of the

Karlik-tagh I had occasion actually to observe this transition

among people who, whether settled as cultivators or still living

as herdsmen, are manifestly of the same Turkish stock.

The Kirghiz settlements of the western T'ien-shan, in the

region of Kashgar and elsewhere, seem to offer a close

parallel.
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power in the New Dominions. His regime is of interest as affording a lingering trace of that system

of indigenous administration under Chinese political control which the Annals show to have pre-

vailed everywhere during earlier epochs of Chinese dominion in Central Asia.

Section III.—THE RUINS OF ARA-TAM AND LAPCHUK

As late as Marco Polo’s time the population of Hami appears to have been still wholly Buddhist. Buddhist

Even more than a century later Shah Rukh’s embassy found there ‘ a magnificent mosque and

convent of Derwishes in juxtaposition with a fine Buddhist temple’. 1 No remains of pre-Muham- Hami.

madan origin are now traceable within the main oasis of Hami. Outside Hami proper, however,

Buddhist structures of a relatively late period are still standing, and, scanty as the available time

was, I managed to make a rapid survey of them in two localities. An excursion commenced on

October 24 was directed to the north-east, and helped also to facilitate topographical work which

was carried out by R. B. Lai Singh across the southern spurs and valleys of the Karlik-tagh.

The first march took us north across the great fan of piedmont gravel to the little village of Watch-

Toruk at the foot of the mountains. It gave me an opportunity of examining ai route the massive

watch-tower known as Akchik-karaul (Map No. 73, c. 1), to which great antiquity is ascribed by the road,

people of Hami. It proved to be a solid mass of masonry in sun-dried bricks, about 40 feet square

at the base and rising with sloping faces to approximately the same height. The rapid examination

I was able to make on the approach of nightfall disclosed no definite clue to the age of the tower,

but left no doubt that it was considerably older than the rubble-built wall, also in ruins, about 90

feet square which surrounds it. The tower had obviously been intended to serve as a signal-station

and place of refuge in case of sudden attacks from across the mountains. Its position was specially

well chosen for this purpose, as it commands a view of the routes which lead down from the passes

towards Bar-kul and Tor-kul (Map No. 72. c. 3, d. 4).

From Toruk I made my way along the barren foot of the mountains south-westwards to Ara- Position of

tarn, at the debouchure of the Bardash stream (Map No. 73. d. i), where remains of ruined temples were
ra 'tam '

reported. They proved to be situated quite close to a picturesque country seat of the ‘ Wang’, or

chief, of Hami and surrounded by extensive orchards, which form part of the domain and are far-

famed for their produce. In my Personal Narrative 2
I fiave fully described the delightful setting

provided for the ruins by this mass of luxuriant vegetation. Steep and absolutely bare ridges of

reddish sandstone form the background through which the snow-fed stream of Bardash breaks in

a tortuous, impassable gorge. The panoramic view in Fig. 192 will help to illustrate it. The

scenery was the most pleasant in which it has ever fallen to my lot to do archaeological work in

Central Asia, and remembering the very different ground on which my labours before, mainly in the

desert, had lain, I could not help regretting that there was not work enough at this site to detain

me for more than a couple of days.

The position of the ruins, as seen in the plan, Plate 48, and their character left no doubt that Local wor-

this was an agglomeration of Buddhist shrines erected at a site which was held sacred as marking^chure

the debouchure of a stream precious to the agricultural population. Already in the case of Mount 0f stream.

GoSrnga, the present Kohmari of Khotan, I have had occasion to explain how ancient and how

tenacious local worship is at such sites where cultivators, during all periods down to the present

day, have been accustomed to pray for that main condition of their prosperity, a plentiful volume of

water to assure irrigation. 3 Since then I have had abundant occasion on my visits of 1907-8 and

1

Cf. Yule-Cordier, Cathay
,

i. p. 273. On the other hand, Mahomedan city met with in travelling from China ’.

as pointed out by Yule, Marco Polo
,

i. p. 211, note 1, Haji
J See Desert Cathay, u. pp. 347 sqq.

Muhammad
(
circa 1550) ‘speaks of Kamul as the first

5 CL Ancient Khotan, i. pp. 189 sq.
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1915 to Turfan, Kucha, and other oases along the sotith foot of the T'ien-shan to convince myself

how common such marks of ancient local worship are at points near canal-heads, there appropriately

designated by the name of Su-bashi
,

‘ the water head V That the limpid stream which cascades

down over the boulder-strewn slopes of the Ara-tam orchards deserved such local worship can easily

be seen from the map
;
for apart from creating that profusion of fruit-trees and vines over some

hundreds of acres at its very debouchure, it irrigates the fields of Tash-ara, and further down the

long-stretched belt of village lands above and below Karmukchi. 5

The ruined shrines of Ara-tam are divided into two main groups, both situated to the west of

the Wang’s garden palace and, as seen in Fig. 192, close to the foot of the steep outermost range

of hills. The group which comprises the temple ruins marked A. 1, 11 in the plans of Plates 47,

48, besides some smaller and badly decayed structures, occupies the top of the easternmost

among a row of small gravel-covered hillocks, about 300 yards distant from the Wang s seat. The

top of this hillock, seen in Fig. 256, rises to a height of about 120 feet above the level of the nearest

irrigated ground. Along its south foot there extends a broad gravel terrace, partially seen on the

extreme left of Fig. 192, and about 40 feet above the ground-level. Near its eastern edge were

found the remnants of a few small cellas built of sun-dried bricks almost completely decayed. From
this terrace a narrow flight of stairs, built over a. substructure of boulders and preserved only in its

upper portion, led up to the platform, partly artificial, occupied by the main temple A. 1 (Fig. 256 ;

Plate 47). The walled-up portion of the platform at the south-west corner rises about 16 feet above

the natural slope.

The ruined temple contained, besides an outer hall measuring about 33! feet by 20 inside, an

oblong cella, 23! feet by 13, and two flanking rooms apparently approached from without. The
walls, varying in thickness from 1 foot 8 inches to 2\ feet, were built both here and in the shrine

A. 11 of sun-dried bricks in rather friable clay, about 12" x 6
"
x 4I". These were set horizontally,

the broad and narrow sides facing outwards in alternate layers. The whole interior of the ruin was
covered with debris to a height of over 3 feet. Over this a partition wall of later date was found

to have been built within the cella, thus proving renewed occupation after the shrine was abandoned.

This is also suggested by the designation Kone-karaul, ‘ the old guard-post ’, now borne by this

group of ruins.

The clearing of the interior of A. 1 brought to light within the cella a horseshoe-shaped image
base 14 inches high and a mass of painted fragments from stucco relievos, all much broken. As
seen from the specimens A. 1. 001-12 in the Descriptive List below, 6 these fragments must have
belonged mainly to small relievo images decorating the cella walls. The lower portion of a life-size

stucco figure found in front of the eastern end of the base was badly decayed and had lost most of

its painted surface ; but the folds of a robe could still be distinguished. Of the frescoes once
ornamenting the cella walls only very scanty remains survived among the debris (see A. 001 ;

1. 0013). Plentiful pieces of completely charred woodwork were found within A, 1 and A. 11, thus
proving that both shrines had been destroyed by fire. But the poor preservation of the remnants
of stucco relief and the almost complete decay of the wall plastering showed clearly the even more
destructive effect of atmospheric conditions at this site. Snow was said to fall at Ara-tam in the

4
It must suffice here to mention such sites as Toyuk,

Sengim-aghzi, and Buluyuk of the Turfan district; Su-bashi

and the ruins above Kum-tura near Kucha; Tezak-kaghe
above Bai

; cf. also Bash-koyumal above Charkhlik.

I may note here that the extensive group of modern
Chinese shrines at the springs of Sai-bashi near Hami town

marks in all probability an earlier Buddhist site of this

character.

See Map No. 73 - c - C d* i. In the latter section the

second entry Ara-tam is an error for Tash-ara.
6 See PI. CXXXIX for A. r . 008, showing the lower portion

of a human figure.
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winter occasionally to a depth of 6-8 inches, though it never lies for more than a few weeks. But

at Bardash, only about 8 miles higher up the valley, snow was declared to cover the ground for

several months each year and rain to be fairly frequent.

The clearing of shrine A. 11 yielded no better result. This consisted of an outer hall about

23 feet square, half of it on a level about 3 feet higher than the rest, and of a cella, 13 feet by 14.

Painted stucco fragments showed that the base running round the walls of the latter had once borne

relievo images. Two square bases (Plate 47), cut from the natural clay soil which the clearing

disclosed on either side of A. 11, may once have borne Stupas of small size.

The second group of ruins, shown as A. in in the plan, Plate 48, consists mainly of a series

of cave-shrines cut into a ridge of gravelly clay that extends for a total length of about 400 feet from

east to west, as seen in Figs. 192, 255. This ridge is completely isolated from the footof the rocky

hill chain to the north. It rises to a maximum height of 60 feet at its eastern end, where two flights

of stairs once led up to its top. Into its southern face there have been cut five cellas which had

their walls partly formed by the natural clay, and partly by masonry of sun-dried bricks, as seen in

Figs. 257, 258, 260. Their roof, originally vaulted, is likefy to" have been everywhere constructed

of brickwork. Each of them appears to have contained a colossal Buddha image, which was either

carved mainly from the live rock or else built up in plaster which timber pieces, set into the brick-

work facing of the wall behind, helped to secure.

Of these cellas, which appear to have measured from about 20 to 25 feet square, the first, A. iii. i,

at the western foot of the ridge had its walls for the most part built of bricks and is now almost

wholly destroyed. The second, as seen in Figs. 258, 260, had its walls faced with bricks, and the

stucco plastering still survived on part of the north wall and the extant portion of the vaulting above

it. The colossal image set up against the north wall had completely disappeared. The stuccoed

surface of the wall had been painted in tempera, the surviving portions showing mainly a diaper of

small seated Buddha figures, best preserved in the north-east corner (Fig. 260). The figures, about

8 inches high, were painted alternately with red and brown robes over a background of light green,

the whole closely recalling the similar diaper decoration so common on the walls of the ‘ Thousand

Buddhas’ caves’ of Tun-huang. The very shallow squinches set above the corners of the square

walls retained traces of bold floral decoration, also in a style resembling that of Ch'ien-fo-tung.

In cella A. iii. iii (Fig. 257) it was still possible to make out the base of a colossal image and

the screen at its back carved from the rock. Behind this led a narrow passage intended for citcum-

ambulation. The upper portion of the statue was probably built up of bricks thickly coated with

plaster
;
the heavy beam which once supported the head is seen in the photograph. This also shows

what little remained of the wall-painting, which in the north-east corner, on the right, was bold scroll-

work in dark red and green, probably forming part of the flame border of a large vesica. In the

squinches I could make out traces of divine figures in flowing drapery, mainly of bright green,

probably representing Lokapalas as found in corresponding positions below the vaulting of Ch ien-

fo-tung cellas. Bands of floral decoration formed medallions around them just as there. Courses

°f projecting mouldings below the foot of the vaulting were modelled in clay over bundles of reed-

straw, just as found in shrines at Dandan-oilik and elsewhere. Cella iv showed a similar arrange-

ment of screen and passage behind the colossal image, here mainly carved from the rock and, as far

as I could judge from the shape of the surviving mass, seated. The plaster surface of the walls had

completely disappeared. The same was the case also in cella v, evidently owing to the effect of rain-

water flowing down the walls from the top of the ridge. The front wall to the south had entirely

fallen. From the position of the lowest moulding, still surviving below what was once the octagonal

drum of the dome, it appeared that this cella was higher than the rest, as might also be inferred

Clearing of
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from what remained of the projecting mass of rock that once formed the core of the statue
;

it pointed

to a colossal standing figure.

Considering the only too obvious effects of moisture on these cellas, the hope of recovering

* recognizable remains of relievos or more interesting relics under the heavy masses of debris that

filled the interior in parts seemed too small to justify the heavy expenditure of time and labour

which a complete clearing would have cost. But on the top of the ridge, which at its eastern end
has evidently been occupied by a number of small structures, either shrines or monastic quarters,

I had the two cellas vi and vii cleared. From a few fragments of painted plaster brought to light in

vii it appeared that these, too, were places of worship. In addition to the walls shown in the plan,

which probably served mainly to secure level building space, there were remains of terraces built up
against the north-east end of the ridge, at a height of 20-30 feet above the level ground. These,
too, may once have borne small structures.

The only ruins at Ara-tam which still remain to be mentioned are six small cellas, some only
a few feet square, found perched in a line, as Fig. 192 and Plate 48 show, on little spurs jutting out
from the foot of the hill directly to the north of A. 111. They were found completely empty and
were declared to have been searched two years earlier by Dr. von Lecoq, who had paid a flying

visit to Ara-tam when on his reconnaissance tour eastwards on behalf of Professor Griinwedel’s
Mission. With what result I have not been able to ascertain.

My own search of the ruins had yielded no definite chronological evidence. But, in view of the
close resemblance which the remains of the fresco decoration in the rock-cut cellas showed to designs
familiar to me from the later cave-temples of Ch'ien-fo-tung, it appears to me highly probable that
the Ara-tam shrines dated from the period of Uigur dominion (ninth-twelfth centuries), during which
Hami is likely to have enjoyed protracted spells of peace and prosperity. It is more difficult to guess
the date at which Buddhist worship had finally ceased at the site. We have seen above that at
the time of Shah Rukh’s embassy (1420) Buddhism still continued to be professed at Hami by the
side of Islam. Clear chronological evidence, such as a site definitely abandoned to the desert might
have easily yielded, was not to be looked for at a place which, favoured by its abundant water-supply
and fertile soil, must have ever invited continued occupation. That the advantages and facilities for
archaeological work which are offered by ruins within the cultivated areas, along the south foot of
the T'ien-shan and far away from the desert, have their antiquarian drawbacks also is a lesson I first

learned amidst the pleasant surroundings of Ara-tam.

On November 2 I left Hami for Turfan, after having completed the safe packing in twelve
wooden cases of the additional manuscript acquisitions from Ch'ien-fo-tung, which so far had to
travel in huge bags and without adequate protection. Regard for the available transport and our
survey-work induced me to follow the rather circuitous high road which, for the sake of wells and
some chances of grazing, keeps close to the foot of the T'ien-shan. 7 By doubling marches where

7 The first portion of the line followed by the high road,

as far as Ch'i-ku-ching (Map No. 66), lies on what must always

have been the most direct route from Hami to Guchen
(‘ Posterior Chii-shih ’, the later Pri-fing

)

and the other fertile

territories along the north foot of the T'ien-shan. Whenever
these were safely held by the Chinese, traffic from Hami to-

wards the West is always likely to have followed this northern
route during the summer months in preference to that leading
via Turfan. The further portion of the high road to the

latter leads over very barren stony slopes as far as Chik-tam,
but offers at least halting-places with water.

Of this there is practically none now on the corresponding

section of the more direct route from Hami to Turfan, which
leaves the high road at Toghucha and strikes across abso-
lutely barren hills and plateaus to Chik-tam

; see Map 11 in
the Russian publication of Captain Roborovsky’s expedition
which first surveyed it. Donkey caravans to Turfan frequently
use this route in the winter. It is this route which the
Chinese envoy Wang Yen-tS followed in a.d. 981;
cf. Chavannes, T oung-pao, 1905, p. 530, note.

further south lies the track, quite waterless, which leads
irom the Shona-nor depression south-west of Hami to Chik-
tam. It was first followed by Col. Kozloff in 1895 and
surveyed again in 1914 by M. Muhammad Yaqub under my
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possible I managed, however, to make up for the loss of time implied by the detour and to cover

the 195 miles to Pichan, the easternmost of the Turfan oases, in seven days. The first of these

brought me to the small oasis of Toghucha, the San-p'u (‘ third walled village ’) of the Chinese, some

33 miles from Hami (Map No. 69. d. 4, 5). On the wray were passed the village oases of Sumkagho and

Astlne (Map No. 73. a. i), or T'ou-p'u and £rh-p‘u according to their Chinese designations. Both have

walled enclosures now in ruins which were held by the Chinese as advanced posts, while defending

Hami against Yaqub Beg’s troops and the Tungans during the last Muhammadan rebellion. At

Sumkagho I noticed the first of those karez, or irrigation channels, carried underground by means First Karez.

of a line of wells which serve to catch the subsoil drainage below the gravel glacis of the mountains,

and which at the present day play so large a part in the cultivation of the Turfan region. The

extension of this remarkable system of irrigation, said to have been introduced from Iran, to the

main oasis of Hami is likely to be a mere question of time and may yet lead to a great increase of

its agricultural resources. 8

A two days’ halt enabled me to visit from Toghucha two ruined sites of which information had Ruined

been received by me at Hami. One of these, close to the east of the hamlet of Ilikul and about three

miles to the south-west of Toghucha (Map No. 69. d. 5), proved to comprise a series of Buddhist temples

and caves which had been examined and partially excavated by Professor Griinwedel in the course

of two stays made here in September, 1906. In view of the careful description he has given of the

ruins and of the finds which rewarded his clearings, 9
it would serve no useful purpose to record here

my own hurried observations. It may suffice to mention that the remains of fresco decoration left

. exposed in some of the shrines showed very close resemblance in style to those noted at Ara-tam.

The conclusion I came to at the time that the Ilikul temples also dated from the Uigur period has

since been fully confirmed by what Professor Griinwedel s published report states about his finds of

Uigur and Tibetan manuscript remains in the north-eastern group of the ruined shrines. 10 It may

be added that the Ilikul temples occupy loess terraces overlooking the debouchure of a limpid stream

which rises in springs about a mile to the north-east and provides the main source of irrigation for

the large village of Lapchuk to be presently mentioned. The site is made singularly attractive by

this lively rivulet and the verdure with which some springs issuing immediately below clothe

a shallow depression between the ruins. There seems to me little doubt that local worship had

selected this spot just because it marks the su-baski, or irrigation-head, for the fertile village lands of

Lapchuk. .

November 3 was devoted to a long excursion which showed me a good deal of interesting Buddhirt^

ground in the broad trough-like valley descending to the south of Toghucha. Flankec
J

on eit er
Toghucha.

side by flat gravel plateaus, this valley carries down the streams coming from Toghucha and t e

vicinity of Ilikul, and its lower portion contains the long-stretched village tract of Lapchu an ara-

dobe, the largest fertile area in Hami territory after the main oasis. Within a mile or so from e

high road at Toghucha there rises on a low stony ridge a tolerably preserved domed structure,

measuring about 30 feet square outside, which on closer inspection proved to have serve once as

a Buddhist shrine. It consists of a square cella having its entrance from the east and of an enclosing

passage with its doorway on the west. The interior was found completely bare, but the plastered

instructions. Of a fourth route, marked in the Russian * For * g°°d «»"»* * the

Trans-frontier map from native reports as leading from and its relation to quest,ons of des.ccation, cf. n g ,

Shona-nor to Deghar in the south-west comer of the Turfan

q franwedei° AMuTdi. Kultst&tUn, pp. 217-23.
basm, R. B. Lai Singh discovered traces on his surveys

f Griimvede
’j

loc p. 223 . I may add here that
* 9*5 >n the wastes of the Eastern Kuruk-tagh Once u

Ilikul

’

ruins a size of bricks identical with that

by hunters after wild camels, it has become quite impracticable, I noted m thej

I^ , and see above
, p . ir - 2 .

since the few salt springs on it have dried up.

7 H 2
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ceiling of the domed cella still showed traces of a painted diaper, with rows of small Buddha figures

alternately in red and brown robes. Shapeless piles of masonry of sun-dried brick, extending in

a line to the south, looked as if they marked the position once occupied by a row of small Stupas.

Two miles further down by the road leading to Lapchuk I came upon another small ruin known as

the ‘Tazganchuk Gumbaz ’. Just below it flows the rapid, clear stream which carries the united

waters from Toghucha and Yar-bashi down to the lands of Kara-dobe. 11 The cella measures here

5 feet 3 inches square inside and has an enclosing passage, 2 feet wide, entered from the east.

From this point downwards the gravel-covered depression widens considerably. In its middle
meander the two canalized beds which take the waters from Toghucha and Ilikul down to the lands
of Kara-dobe and Lapchuk respectively. 12 Near the point where the two streams would naturally

unite a low spur called Tuma bears a line of tiny cellas of the type already described. These
I had to leave unvisited from want of time. Another three miles’ descent from Tazganchuk brought
me to a group of conspicuous ruins within sight of Lapchuk village. One of these, marked 1 in the
plan (Plate 49. b) and seen in Fig. 261, consists of a central cella, measuring 9 feet by 10 within, and
flanked on either side by a smaller cella. All three originally carried domes, but of these only the
one covering the cella on the west has survived. All three cellas had their entrances on the south,
the central one being approached through a kind of vaulted anteroom which gives access to an
enclosing passage, also vaulted, 6 feet wide. On the walls of this passage there were some traces of
fresco decoration, purposely effaced under a fresh cover of plastering or whitewash. The whole
structure occupied a terrace of what seemed natural clay cut down on the sides, and showed signs of
having been occupied as a habitation after it had ceased to be a place of Buddhist worship.

About 40 yards to the west of this structure stands a conspicuous temple cella on a high double
base, marked 11 on the plan. The cella, about 10 feet square within, still retains most of its dome,
rising to a height of about 1 5 feet, but broken over the entrance on the south. The bricks used
here measured either 15" x 7|" x 3*-" or 1 2" x 8" x 4". The cella occupies the top of a base 14 feet
high, built of stamped clay, which, again, rests on a broader base, 5 feet high, ofwhat looked like natural
clay. The approach lay over a flight of stairs, now mostly broken, which led up from the south
over a ramp partly vaulted. Another shrine could be recognized in a completely ruined building
that measured about 63 feet by 53, situated circ. 200 yards to the south. Here, too, a natural clay
terrace had been converted by cuttings into a base. Several smaller ruins which I had no time to
visit were sighted on the gentle gravel slopes to the east and north-east.

To the south-west of the ruins 1, 11 just mentioned there extends an area of eroded clay terraces
covered from a distance of about 800 yards onwards with Muhammadan tombs and small vaulted
‘ Gumbaz ’ of the type usually met with in modern Turkestan cemeteries. Beyond this area rise the
ruined walls of a small fortified town, forming a rectangle approximately orientated. The walls are
built of stamped clay over parts of a high clay terrace which, as seen in Fig. 262, have been utilized for
a natural rampart to raise the height of the circumvallation. The faces of the south and east wallsmeasure about 185 and 120 yards respectively. Gates can be distinguished near the south-west and
north-east corners. At the latter rises a massive square tower to a height of about 40 feet, seen from

11 The name Tazganchuk
(
sic

;

the form Tazgan-chiik of
the map is erroneous) is likely to be derived from the stream.

Tazgan, also tazgun, lazghun, is a common T urki designation
for streams flowing rapidly and liable to heavy floods

; -chick

:

-chuk is a well-known adjectival suffix.
*' The map, owing to the smallness of the scale, shows

the two streams as flowing in one bed, as they undoubtedly

would, did not irrigation interests necessitate the artificial
maintenance of two separate channels side by side. On the
west stde of the ruined town of Lapchuk the stream from
Ilikffi is earned in a conduit across the one from Toghucha
which serves to irrigate Kara-dobe (a detail overlooked in the
plan, FI. 49. b).
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within on the right of Fig. 262. Its top bears brickwork manifestly of a later date. Except for

a decayed mosque near the south-west corner, the interior of the circumvallation is entirely clear of

structural remains above ground. But small terraces of natural clay, divided by a network of narrow

sunk alleys, evidently once served as basements or foundations for dwellings. On these basement

terraces I frequently noticed round holes, 2 to 3 feet in diameter, which manifestly had been

excavated for the purpose of storing grain, etc. The narrow alleys dividing these little insulae must

also have been excavated from the hard clay soil. But this became fully intelligible to me only after

I had seen the streets similarly cut into the ground, but to a greater depth and wider, at the site of

Yar-khoto, the ancient Turfan capital (Fig. 273). Close to the north and west walls passes the

stream from Ilikul which serves to irrigate the fields of Lapchuk. Beyond this stretches the area

already referred to which has been used as the burial-ground of the village, evidently for a prolonged

period. Close to the south wall are the homesteads of Lapchuk scattered among fields.

I did not succeed in obtaining any useful local information about the ruined town. But from

such indications as the badly decayed state of the walls, in spite of very massive construction, and

the total absence of habitations within could furnish, it appeared to me very probable that the

circumvallation dated from a period preceding, though not, perhaps, by a long time, the first intro-

duction of Islam. The existence of this old fortified town and of the ruined Buddhist shrines north

of it, which probably belong to the Uigur period just like those of Ilikul, has a special historical

interest in view of the evidence which recent researches of Professor Pelliot have brought to light

as to the mention of Lapchuk by early Chinese records under the name of Na-chih ^ It

appears from the texts which he has discussed with much critical care and learning that Na-chih,

mentioned by the T'ang Annals as a sub-prefecture in a.d. 630 and located by other Chinese texts,

including one of the early ninth century, to the west or south-west of Hami, 14 was founded in the

sixth century a. d. as a colony of ‘ barbarians ’ who had emigrated from Shan-shan, i.e. the present

Lop region. M. Pelliot has further demonstrated, in what appears to me a very convincing fashion,

that the Chinese Na-chih
,
in accordance with certain rules of early Chinese phonetics, is meant to

reproduce an older form *Lop-chuk. This itself seems made up of Lop
,
the indigenous name of

Shan-shan, the antiquity of which is proved by the Nob of my Tibetan documents from Mlran and

Hsiian-tsang’s Na-fu-po, and the well-known TurkI suffix -chuk. Thus the name Lapchuk presents

itself as an appropriate designation for the old colony founded in Hami territory by Lop emigrants.

The antiquity proved for the settlement of which the ruined town marks the northern extremity

justifies my adding here some notes on what I was able to observe about the ground visited on my

ride further down the valley. The homesteads of Lapchuk, counted at over a hundred, lie scattered

among gardens and luxuriant orchards, which stretch for a distance of about a mile below the old

site. The fields belonging to the village extend for some three miles further down between the

flanking gravel plateaus ;
but most of this large and carefully terraced area of cultivation is now

sown only every third year, as the available water was declared to be insufficient for irrigating the

whole. It seemed as if want of adequate labour for tilling and manuring might also have something

to do with this present limitation.

13 See Pelliot, Le ‘ Cha Icheou toufou (ou king’ ,J. Asia/.,

janvier-PSvrier, pp. 117 sqq.
14 The Yiian ho chiin hsiett fu c/tih, published between

a.d. 806 and 814, places the sub-prefecture of Na-chih 120 li

to the south-west of I-chou or Hami ;
see Chavannes,

T'oung-pao, 1905, p. 532 note.

On the other hand, the important text No. 917 among my
Ch'ien-fo-tung manuscripts, as quoted by M. Pelliot, when

describing the sub-prefecture of Na-chih and its origin, indicates

its position as 320 li to the west of I-chou. The bearing here

given is approximately correct, as a reference to Maps Nos. 69,

73 will show. But the distance is manifestly exaggerated, as it

is less than forty miles by the high road from Hami town to

Lapchuk. In the other notice quoted by M. Chavannes the

distance given seems to come closer to reality, but the south-

west bearing is wrong.

Lapchuk the

Na-chih of

Chinese

records.

Village

lands of

Lapchuk,
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Beyond, where the valley widens out somewhat, the big village area of Kara-dobe was entered,

stretching away to the south-west for a distance of probably close on ten miles. Its stream, coming

from Toghucha, carried here far more water than where I had seen it above the ruined town
; the

increase Tn volume is due to the abundance of springs which come to light in or near its deep-cut

bed where it passes through the lands of Lapchuk. For nearly four miles the road led through

rich gardens and orchards, and the number of farms looked quite double that of Lapchuk. I had

a very cordial welcome at Kara-dobe, and found the villagers, far off from the high road and

unaffected by Chinese ways as they are, communicative enough. But they could tell of no old

remains apart from two ruined watch-towers. These could be sighted to the south and south-east,

far away in the distance, rising on long desert spurs which overlook the widening valley. That the

latter descends towards the Shona-nor depression seemed probable from the look of the ground.

That no water from this side reaches so far now is certain. Yet the existence of those conspicuous

towers points to routes through the desert by which raids, etc., may have once been practicable from

the south.

OBJECTS EXCAVATED AT ARA-TAM RUINS

A. ooi. Fresco fr. from edge of wall. On white ground

are two ribbons, faint pink with vague blue markings,

outlined in black
;
one ending in spiral. Much faded.

6*x 3r-

A. i. 001--2. Stucco relief frs. ; two palmette finials

of five leaves
;

upper three straight, two lower spiral.

Green with chocolate edging
;
round edge, traces of red

background. Lower part of 002 broken off, and colour

mostly lost. Soft grey clay. 001, 3' X 2J-* ; 002,

2|"X2'.

A. 1. 003. Stucco relief fr. Jewel orn. with round

central boss surrounded by floral border
;
remains of green

paint. Soft grey clay. Diam. i|".

A. 1. 004. Stucco relief fr. Medallion from head-dress,

covered with intricate relief pattern of spiral lines; plenti-

ful traces of red ;
much worn. Soft grey clay with upright

wooden support. 2%’ x 2^".

A. 1. 005. Stucco relief fr. Tassel; traces of yellow

paint. Soft grey clay,

A. 1. 006. Stucco relief fr. Part of border. Edge blue
;

front shows on blue ground, scale pattern outlined in red

on white
;

traces of vermilion in corner. Broken and

worn. Soft grey clay facing over red clay and fibre

backing. x 2*.

A. 1. 007. Stucco relief fr. of drapery ; folds curve to

L. and R., blue; down centre a heavy perpendicular over-

fall of red. Colour much lost. Soft grey clay over red

clay and fibre backing. 6' x 5".

A. i. 008. Stucco relief fr. Legs from loins downwards

ofhuman fig. in profile to L., R. knee raised as in climbing.

From large vesica, the flame border of which shows below

feet of fig. Loin-cloth green, lower drapery red with

black markings to accentuate moulded folds
;
shoes pink.

Double border of flames, inner green, outer red. Drab

clay. 7' x 4'. PI. CXXXIX.

A. 1. 009. Stucco relief fr., showing three tricoloured

ribbons (blue, red, and green) interlaced ;
only traces of

colour. Soft grey clay over red clay backing. 4' X 2J'.

A. 1. 0010. Stucco relief fr. Top-knot (?) from head-

dress resembling Mi. xi. 003 ;
blue. Soft grey clay on

red clay and fibre backing. 3' x 4^'.

A. 1. oon. Stucco relief fr. End of drapery fold
;

blue.

Soft grey clay over red clay and fibre backing. 2' X 1 .

A. 1. 0012. Stucco relief fr. Edge of vesica (?) ;
spiral

pattern in green and red. Soft grey clay. 1^' x
1
Y-

A. 1. 0013. Fresco fr. showing on white ground ends of

looped or floating scarves
; copper-green outlined black,

or olive lined with blue. Adjoining latter are four toes of

human foot, white outlined black, and orange at tips,

roughly drawn. Traces of orange and red on edge below

(unintelligible), and of scattered flowers on background.

Much worn. 7' x 5'.

A. n. 001. a-b. Stucco relief frs. a. L. side-lock of

hair-dress of human fig.; cf. Mi. xi. 003. Black paint.

3y X 2". b. Top-knot of same
; traces of black paint.

Soft red clay plentifully mixed with fibre. 3|' x 3'.

A. hi, vii. 001. Frescoed slab of soft red clay and fibre,

wedge-shaped in section
;

painted on each side with

coarse floral scroll-work in red and green, outlined black.

Broken both ends. i'x6'x i4' to f".
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Section IV.—VISITS TO RUINED SITES OF TURFAN
Six rapid marches from Toghucha by the high road brought me on November 10 to the Importance

oasts of Pichan, the easternmost of the fertile tracts comprised in the Turfan depression. The ofTurmn

great importance attaching to this region from the point of view both of history and of geography
S 'teS '

has been known for a long time. Since the visits of Russian explorers first revealed the abundance
of its ruins, the old sites of Turfan have acquired exceptional interest for all students of the ancient
civilization of Central Asia, owing mainly to the prolonged and very fruitful archaeological labours
which a succession of German expeditions under Professors Griinwedel and von Leeoq carried out
there between 1902-7.

Since my tasks further west would not allow me to spare for Turfan more than a few weeks at Limitation

the utmost, while I knew its ruined sites to be both numerous and extensive, I had to arrange the "j?
rk at

programme of my visit on lines very different from those I was accustomed to follow elsewhere. It
could not be my object to attempt to supplement the protracted labours which the German savants
had carried on, with all the advantages of ample time and thorough local experience, by excavations
at sites that might not yet have been fully exhausted. It appeared far more useful that I should
endeavour, within the limits of the available time, to familiarize myself in the first place with those
peculiar physical conditions and geographical aspects which make this region the reflex, as it were,
on a small scale of the whole I arim Basin and have determined the essential features of its historical

past. For this study our topographical survey work obviously offered the best opportunity. In
addition, visits to the different sites were to furnish me with some direct knowledge of the con-
structive peculiarities of the ruins, the art remains left in situ

,
and anything else that might help me

to understand better the significance of the Turfan finds and to profit by them for the interpretation
of my own.

In accordance with this programme I succeeded in visiting in the course of less than three weeks Surveys in

all the ruined sites which Maps Nos. 54, 59 show from the extreme south-east end of the Turfan
basin to Yar-khoto, its ancient capital, in the west. The surveys carried out side by side with these
tours, and pushed by R. B. Lai Singh far beyond the inhabited area both to the north and the south,
allowed this interesting area to be mapped on a scale far more accurate and detailed than had been
done previously. Of the many useful observations which I was thus enabled to gather of the

characteristic physical and economic conditions prevailing in the Turfan basin some indications will

be found in my Personal Narrative. 1 The experience gained on these tours proved of the greatest

help later in planning the archaeological labours which my prolonged stay in the Turfan region

during the autumn and winter of 1914-15 made it possible to carry through. But the very fact

that this second visit covered a period of close on four months, and was also supplemented both
before and after by visits to ground which, though outside the Turfan depression, is yet closely con-

nected with it in geography and history, will explain the restriction which must be imposed upon
my present record.

It is obvious that it would be of little scientific utility if I were to discuss here the geographical Surveys and

and antiquarian observations of a general kind which my rapid tours of November, 1907, allowed me ^PIorations

to gather, without taking into account the far more abundant and exact data bearing on the past and

present of Turfan which my surveys and explorations of 1914-15 have yielded. 2 The proper

1 See Desert Cathay
,

ii. pp. 354-63, passim. basin, on the large scale of one inch to the mile, based upon
2 The great addition made to my previous materials is a continuous series of accurately observed levels. The

best illustrated as regards topography by the fact that our separate publication of these surveys is contemplated by the

stay in 1914-15 permitted the execution of a detailed map Royal Geographical Society.

comprising the whole of the inhabited portions of the Turfan
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elaboration of these results will take time, and it is only in the proposed detailed report on my third

expedition that I can hope to present them. To this publication I must accordingly leave the record

of the observations concerning the geography and history of the Turfan region in general that I was
able to make, and the discussion of the many interesting and complex questions to which they give

rise. In the present place I shall limit myself strictly to a record of the modest exploratory work
I found occasion to carry out at a couple of smaller sites, and to the information needed as regards

the origin of certain antiques which were acquired elsewhere.

The hope of being able to study topographical and archaeological facts which might throw light

on the subject of desiccation, as important in Turfan territory as in areas of ancient occupation
within the Tarim Basin, induced me to start my tour at the south-eastern end of the basin. There
Captain Roborovsky s map marked the ruins of Chong-hassar, the ‘ Big Castle also locally known
as Hassa\j-\shahrt

,
not far from the extreme eastern end of the marshy salt-lake bed which forms the

deepest portion of the Turfan depression and gathers whatever is left of its surface drainage (see

Map No. 59. c. 2). The ruins were declared by my Pichan informants to be situated on ground which
was now wholly desert, and my archaeological predilection for the latter helped to decide me to
make a start there. Our march on November 13 led down the barren narrow valley, where the
waters of the Pichan tract disappear between bare clay ridges and drift-sand, and brought me to the
flourishing oasis of Lukchun, watered mainly by the stream coming from Lamjin. Under the name
of Liu-chung ftp it figures already in Han times as the seat of the ‘ Chang-chih ’ of the Western
countries and as a chief foothold of Chinese power. 3 Barometrical readings indicated for Lukchun
an elevation of only some 50 feet above sea-level.

For a description of the interesting ground crossed next day on our march to the south-west
I must refer to my Personal Narrative. 4 Here it will suffice to mention that irrigation from newly
constructed Karezes is steadily replacing the precarious cultivation formerly carried on with the
water that the canals of Lukchun could bring down in favourable years to this outlying area. The
imme iate cause of this change, which is proceeding in most of the Turfan settlements, is certainly
t

,

6
^[

ease Pressure of population, following the re-establishment of peace and prosperity since
the C fimese re-conquest. But since Karez construction is admittedly a modern innovation in the
ur an region not ating back further than the end of the eighteenth century at the earliest, we can

account for the far larger population in ancient times, to which a variety of archaeological and
historical indications point, only by assuming that the water-supply available from surface drainage
in former periods was more plentiful than it now is.

5

dun tin

^ -k6 desi<"cadon ^ere ‘mP^ed, whatever its cause, period of commencement, or

from he3 7T aPPTCh t0 thC Slte ' At ,he of BCsh-tam, some seven miles

land were left heh f R
° T°US Lukchlm '“Nation, the last small patches of Karez-irrigated

of 1 deseft and hen Ti TTT Mds '°ng aS0 ab-doned and overrun by thorny scrub

Ised inThe Iter e d

* ^'T“ in whid> «« of the Lukchun canals, when leftunused n the winter, endeavours to make its way down to the terminal lake-bed On kccount ofevaporation and absorption in the soil no watpr
accoui 1

when it is most nf>edef1 in th* ’ T could now ever reach so far down during the spring,

perhaps, at the time of quite exceptional rain-flLd^fromthe d'T
^ ^ SUmmer

’
unIeSS

[
this temporary overflowed there' stretTT T e Tndy T 7° ^ “f
smal, tamarisks growing amidst rudimentary dunes. WheL'er the tutdtas

Cf. Chavannes, T outig-pao, 1907
,
pp. 169, 211.

* See Desert Cathay, ii. pp. 355 sq.

For a lucid discussion of the question of desiccation as

presented by the conditions observed in the Turfan region,
cf. Huntington, Pulse of Asia, pp . 3o9 sqq .
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sand, incipient wind-erosion had cut up the hard clay into small trenches and Yardangs from i to 2

feet in height. They all ran approximately west to east, the prevailing direction of the violent

gales which blow across the Turfan basin in the spring and carry their erosion products to the

great ridges of dunes bordering its lowest portion on the east, as seen in Map No. 59. d. i, 2. The

walls of Chong-hassar now were seen in the distance, and beyond a glittering line of white marking

the salt-encrusted lake-bed along the foot of the Chol-tagh.

The distance from Besh-tam to the ruins proved to be only six miles, and with water relatively

so near, plentiful camel-grazing close at hand, and fair shelter for the diggers, the site was by no

means a place very trying to stay at, as it had been described by my informants of Pichan and

Lukchun. The desert around seemed, indeed, petty and of a distinctly mild type
;

yet at the same

time it left no doubt as to the great change which must have come over this ground since the site was

abandoned. This comprises the remains of a small oblong fort and an outer enclosure adjoining,

also walled but of irregular shape, as seen in the plan, Plate 50. The whole occupies a low terrace

of natural clay and is built of sun-dried bricks. Within the north-east corner of the oblong fort,

which measures about 200 feet by 150 outside, there rises on higher ground the very massive

keep-like structure seen in Fig. 268 and partially also in Fig. 267.

But the feature most striking to me at first sight was the perfect rabbit-warren of small vaulted

chambers and casemates which filled most of the interior of the fort (Figs. 265-7) an(^ crowded

also against the walls of the outer enclosure. In many places these chambers had been built in

irregular tiers one above the other, and the debris of sun-dried bricks from those above choked the

entrances, and often the interior too, of the lower rooms right up to their vaulting. The length of

the rooms varied from 10 to about 16 feet, with a width from 6\ to 8j feet. It was easy to recognize

here features of construction peculiar to Turfan and still plentifully to be seen in its existing towns

and villages. These vaulted rooms, known by the designation of ketner and built on the lower

floors of the houses, are resorted to by rich and poor alike for protection from the excessive heat of

the summer. Besides giving shelter from the violence of the dreaded winds of the spring, they

make also comfortably warm quarters for the cold nights of the winter. Ihe use of vaulting is

widely spread throughout the Turfan oases owing to the scarcity of timber, the cheap and convenient

Toghrak of the Turkestan oases adjoining the Taklamakan being wholly absent from this ground.

The principle of vaulting employed in both old and modern structures of Turfan is that of the true

arch, but with the bricks usually placed lengthwise along the plane of the arch and often in courses

diverging from the vertical. This expedient is obviously resorted to in order to save the need of

centring over a wooden framework. 0 Considering that at Chong-hassar the depression, as

determined by readings taken with a mercurial barometer, is about 360 feet below sea-level, the

summer heat of the place must be exceptionally great, and this sufficiently explains the exclusive

use of vaulted rooms for quarters.
. . ,

. ,

The structure which first attracted attention, apart from the massive keep already referre o,

was a small Buddhist shrine, built against the south-west wall of the oblong fort (marked * in p an,

Plate 50) and nearly facing the gate that led into it from the outer enclosure Fig. 266 shows it on

the right, together with ruined quarters along the south-west wall as seen from the north. The

shrine comprised a small cella, measuring 8§ feet by 6| inside, with an enclosing vaulted passage

about 3 feet wide, and a kind of anteroom to the north-east about 19 feet long and 4 feet w e.

The cella walls, about 3 feet thick, still rose to over 14 feet in height. The outside walls of the

. , , , , various characteristic physical features of the lowest
I found exactly the same method of construction em- duces

, • .homrh on a bie-eer scale
ployed in modem and mediaeval buildings of Sistan, and for portion of the Turfan basin, tog gg

identical reasons. The terminal basin of the Helmand repro-
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enclosing passage were broken much lower down, and its vaulting seems to have sprung from

a height of 7 feet or so only. The cella and anteroom had been dug into, but not completely

cleared, and information received at Lukchun pointed to this having been done during the flying

visit which one of the German expeditions had paid to the site. Fragments of painted stucco,

evidently from the cella walls, were found on clearing an approach through small rooms on the east,

where they had been evidently thrown out in the course of this operation or possibly by subsequent

native searchers.

Both the cella and the anteroom retained a layer of what appeared to be undisturbed ddbris,

and from this careful clearing brought to light more broken pieces of wall-painting and fragments

of stucco relievos, showing small seated Buddha figures and evidently once forming part of large

vesicas. The outlines of three such vesicas could still be traced on the cella walls by remains of

projecting stucco mouldings. Fragments of large stucco figures in the shape of broken hands,

fingers, etc., also emerged. All these will be found described in the List at the end of this section. 7

Among the fresco pieces H. A. 009; i. 0021, which represent a dancing child and the torso of

a Bodhisattva respectively, are produced in Plate XII. One of the many relievo fragments, a well-

modelled hand about life-size, is shown in Plate CXXXIX.7a Numerous small appliqud Buddha figures

in relief were found in the south-east passage, which had not been disturbed, and evidently belonged
to the decoration of its walls

;
these in places also retained traces of fresco work. A thick layer of

reed-straw embedded there under debris suggested that the shrine, after its abandonment, had been
tenanted for a time, perhaps by graziers, after the fashion illustrated by ruins at the sites of Niya,
Lou-lan, and Mlran. The large linen fragment, H. A. i. 0023, though much decayed, shows on
either side traces of a standing Bodhisattva figure painted over a heavy white slip, a technique
apparently common among Turfan pictorial remains. The pattern of the silk brocade fragment,
H. A. i. 0031 (Plate CXII), with its large circular panels suggests ‘ Sassanian’ style.

It may be added that, besides two pieces of painted stucco (H. A. 006, 0016) with lines of poorly
preserved Uigur writing, there were found several small pieces of Uigur paper manuscripts, including
the lower portion of a roll (H. A. i. 4) as well as two tiny fragments of Chinese text. These relics
clearly show that worship at the shrine had continued down to the Uigur period, and to this we
may sa ely attribute also the remains of its decoration that were recovered. That the same con-
clusion applies to the site as a whole was demonstrated by the results of the clearing effected at
a consolidated refuse-heap which filled a room (ii) adjoining the south-west wall and close to the
west corner of the fort (see Fig. 265). It evidently had lost its roofing early and been used as
a dustbjn, after the manner observed in the Mlran fort. Among masses of reed-straw and stable
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° °nl>’ SOme °f theW rooms which evidently
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7a See H. A. i. 0015, PI. CXXXIX.
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there were five openings like big niches, and to these corresponded a series of vaulted passages on Con-

the south-east which, however, were almost completely filled with debris. Huge masses of fallen

brick masonry made the examination of the interior altogether very difficult. It was only after pile,

experimental clearing in certain parts and continued study that it became possible to recover the

plan of the structure in its basement story, as presented in Plate 50. The outer walls, which on the

south-east face, where their foot is less encumbered by fallen masses of debris, still rise to a height

of 24 feet, have everywhere a distinct slant inwards. They are built of bricks, 18" x 8" x 4" in

size and fairly hard, some being partially burned. The wall facing south-east has a thickness of

6 feet 4 inches, while the longer one to the south-west measures in its unbroken portion fully 7 feet

across. The whole structure appears to have formed at its base a rectangle of 62 feet by 53 outside.

The basement story, which alone is still partially standing, contains within a central vaulted hall,

about 1 1 feet wide and close on 40 feet long, running from south-west to north-east and evidently

once provided with an entrance from the former side. On each of the long sides of this hall lie five

narrow chambers, measuring about 15 feet in length and 4 feet 2 inches across. They are vaulted

at a height which could not be determined exactly, as the floor could nowhere be reached through

the heavy debris within the available time. Vaulted openings, with their top some 3 feet below

the line from which the vaults of the side-chambers spring, give access to them through the walls,

4 feet thick, of the central hall. On the opposite narrow side these chambers received light and

ventilation from loopholes cut through the outer wall near the top of the vaulting.

Obviously a basement so massively constructed was capable of bearing a high and equally solid Keep for

superstructure. But of this only a small portion has survived on the north-west, rising to a height
j ûtes

s

of some 10 feet above the masonry that covers the vaults of the side-chambers. The latter are

likely to have been useful for stores, etc., while the central hall evidently provided a cool place of

the present kemer type for those who garrisoned this big tower or keep ;
for as such it was obviously

meant to serve. The fact that the south-east and north-east walls of the fort are only continuations

of the corresponding walls of the keep iii suggests that this was constructed earlier and by itself.

The pile rises to a considerable height over the flat ground stretching away, unbroken by any surface

features, to the terminal lake-bed and the gravel glacis of the Kuruk-tagh ;
even in its present

ruined state it offers a very distant outlook. It was thus well adapted for guarding routes which

give access from that side to the oases of Lukchun or Kara-khoja, the ancient Kao-ch ang. Not far

off to the east of the site passes a route leading from Lukchun to Singer, a tiny but strategically

important oasis in the western Kuruk-tagh (see Map No. 55. d. 2), from which a number of tracks

radiate towards the lower Tarim, the ancient Lou-lan area, and Kara-shahr. 8

This fact adequately explains why the small stronghold may have originally been placed here. Later^

The fort is likely to have been added to it later to afford protection to those who cultivated the
enclosures,

neighbouring area. The outer walled enclosure of irregular shape adjoining the fort to the north-

east manifestly represents a still later enlargement, and its walls are of distinctly inferior strength.

That there must at one time have existed around the fort and watch-station a settlement of such

size as only cultivation of the surrounding ground could account for appears to me clearly indicated

by the badly decayed remains of a much larger rectangular circumvallation built of stamped clay,

s The tower known as Bejan-tura (Map No. 59. a. z)

serves now an exactly corresponding purpose on the direct

route from Singer to Turfan town, but did not appear to me
very old when I had a chance of examining it in February,

19 *5- Bejan-tura lies close to the present western extremity

of the terminal salt lake and nearly 400 feet lower than

Chong-hassar. The ground to the north of it is very marshy,

and in earlier times, when the extent of the salt lake was

greater, may have been quite impassable. In that case all

traffic from the side of Singer must have gone via Chong-

hassar. How distant a view the latter place commands was

brought home to me on my visit to Bejan-tura. Though

some twenty-five miles away, the ruined fort with its keep

could clearly be sighted from it.

7 I 2
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which were traced only just before my departure from the site, and could therefore not be surveyed

with accuracy. The wall, only about 2\ feet in thickness, had been reduced by wind-erosion to

a low, in many places almost imperceptible, mound; but its line could be followed north of the fort

for a distance of over 700 yards running east to west, being best noticed where it occupied the top

of rudimentary Ynrdangs about 1 2 feet high. It approached the north corner of the fort within

about 100 yards. Of its west and east faces, which were more exposed to wind-erosion, only small

sections survived ; the southern one I could not locate within the limited time left.

A wall of this unsubstantial sort could only have served, as it were, police purposes. In this

respect it could be compared with those equally flimsy walls which are to be found at the present

da\ round several of the 1 urtan towns and villages, and which never fail to arouse derisive comment
on the- part ol Chinese accustomed by tradition to seek safety behind far more solid ramparts. The
soil around Clmng-h.iss.ir is a fertile loess singularly free from that s/ior, or salt efflorescence, which
thickly covers the ground near the north shore of the present lake-bed. It only needs water to be
brought under cultivation. As this is carried even now by the intermittent overflow of the Lukchun
canals to within four miles or so of the site, 1 believe we may safely assume that Chong-hassar in

Uigur times, and probably earlier also, hail its agricultural settlement enjoying irrigation, and that

the change which has come over the ground since is due to desiccation.
from my camp at Chong-hassar 1 was able to examine and, with the help of additional labour

easily secured from Hush-tain, thoroughly to clear also an interesting group of small shrines known
as A iihik'Jni'Stit

,

the Little Castle . It is situated a little over two miles to the north-east from
Chong-hassar, and reached over ground where vegetation is very scanty and the effect of wind-
erosion distinctly more marked. I he trenches cut by it into the loess soil all run from west to east
and attain in places a depth of 5 to S feet. On approach to the ruins drift-sand is met with, heaped
up in small Barkh.ins to a height of S-10 feet. It is, perhaps, due to the protection afforded by
the dunes that two of the ruined shrines had preserved their essential features. As the sketch-plan
in 1 ate 50 and the photograph in big. 269 show, the site comprises a number of small Stupas, with
itte omei cel as adjoining them, as well as some much-decayed structures near them which
may have served monastic purposes.

The area occupit d In the ruins stretches for about 1 20 yards from north-west to south-east, the
chrecuon in which Us extent ,s greatest. Within this area the ground exhibits a typical ‘Tati’
character, be.ng strewn on Us eroded surface with small debris of pottery and bone fragments, most
of which seemed human All structural remains occupy erosion terraces, rising 4-5 feet above the
adjoining ground. On the east or lee side of the better-preserved ruins the drift-sand was found

u°t
“ rj 1 h! ,

°,
r r f
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f

’
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,
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base and arranged in three slightly receding stories. Its ground-plan corresponds exactly to that of

the Rawak Stupa base. 9 It consists of a cruciform story superimposed on a square, the whole

showing twenty projecting angles. A circular drum, ornamented with lotus leaves in low relief and

a foot high, carries the cylindrical Stupa dome now broken at its top. The total extant height of

the Stupa is about 24 feet

A cutting made from the east into the third base, evidently by treasure-seekers and a long Inner

time ago, has laid bare an interesting feature of the Stupa in the shape of a small inner chamber **

or well. This is 3! feet square and appears to have had its floor resting on the top of the circular

base. This chamber or well, curiously enough, was originally made accessible by a small opening

2 feet wide, of which the plastered vaulting has survived at the top of the cutting. The opening

or window appears to have been about 3 feet high, but the treasure-seekers' operation has deepened

it to about 6 feet. -Owing to the cutting it was impossible for me to determine whether the ancient

opening, no doubt intended to facilitate a deposit of sacred objects within the chamber, was

subsequently walled- up or kept closed in some manner which would have rendered occasional

inspection of the contents possible. I may add here that the .StQpa of group III (see Plate 5°)<

which in all structural features was an exact replica of the one just described, except for slightly

smaller dimensions, also had an interior chamber 35 feet square. As its east side was much

injured, the opening which it is likely to have had there could not be traced. In the case of the

Stupa in group I treasure-seekers had not been content with effecting an entrance to the chamber

from the east, but had burrowed also deep into the circular base from the north side.

The small cella v of I, immediately adjoining the StQpa from the south, measures 8 feet Fwcore-

4 inches square inside. Its floor was found covered to a height of about 2 feet with sand and ^ ^ ,

plaster debris, which had evidently not been disturbed. But the smoke-begnmed or burned walls

and ceiling, and the scratchings visible everywhere on the surviving plaster surface, showed only

too clearly the treatment to which the decoration of the shrine had been subjected. On the

spherical ceiling of the dome only traces of painting remained, suggesting rows of small Buddha

figures. But along the foot of the east and west walls some of the lowest portions of a frescoed

frieze came to light from under the protecting layer, retaining strikingly fresh colours. Near the

south-east corner it was possible to make out a procession including two richly caparisoned horses—

the figures of the riders were lost—and attendants walking behind. The horse of the central

mounted figure had its feet raised above the ground by demons ;
behind it a reddish-brown animal,

perhaps meant for a panther or leopard, appeared led by an attendant.10 What survivedof

a corresponding frieze on the west wall was even more injured ;
but the fragment H. B. 006,

removed as a specimen, shows the fine red background and the brilliancy of the colouring in

general. On the north wall of the cella were remains of a large painted vesica, once evidently

enclosing a stucco image, and on its right the lower part of a richly-draped figure standing on

a lotus. 11 Besides fragments of stucco relievo figures which were found both in the cella “d in it*

antechapel, 1 * there were also recovered from the former a small Stupa model and a relief Buddha

figure, both of clay and obviously votive offerings (H. B. v. 004-5). Several pieces of paper,

bearing in Chinese print the same Buddhist magic formula, were also found on clearing the

cella.13

’ See Ancient Kholan, ii. PI. XL.

“ Removal of this portion of the frieze was difficult ;
for

fragments of it, see H. B. v. 006 in List below, also PI. CXXV.
11 For a description of this fresco piece, wrongly marked

H. B. i. ooa, see List below ;
PI. XII.

For other smaller fresco fragment* found detached among

the debris of this cella and its anteebapei, see H.B. 007-9-

u For stucco relief fragments from the antechapel. Me

H. B. 001-5, 0010.
u See Chavannes, Documents, Nos. 988-9, PL XXXVL
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Of the badly eroded building II, to the south-east of the Stupa and shrine just described, little

more survived than the foundations of the walls, as seen in the foreground of Fig. 269. But the

group of small shrines, III, some 50 feet south of it, was much better preserved and yielded some

interesting relics. The domed cella i, 7 feet 2 inches square, had evidently been long used as

a habitation by shepherds or others, and of its wall-paintings only very scanty traces survived. But

among the debris filling a narrow passage, which adjoins this cella on the north-east, there turned

up three pieces of a painting on canvas, H. B. i. 003, showing a Thousand-armed Avalokite^vara

with rows of small Buddhas above. Though much of the paint is lost, the whole is of fine and
delicate workmanship. Repairs made in antiquity prove that the painting was old when it was last

deposited as an offering. From the ruin of another small cella, ii, adjoining the Stupa on the

north, numerous fragments of well-modelled stucco relief sculpture, mostly gilt, were recovered,

besides fresco pieces which had found shelter under a shallow layer of sand in the comers near
a central image base. Here were found also several fragments of a Chinese Sutra text,14 and small
pieces of a printed Uigur leaf bearing glosses in Central-Asian Brahml script.

A small enclosure, which appears to have once existed round the Stupa, had lost its walls

almost completely through erosion. But it had helped to retain layers of ddbris embedded in sand
near the Stupa base, iii, and in this was found the wooden statuette of a seated Buddha, H. B. iii. oqi,
shown in Plate CXXXVIII. Dowels at its flat back suggest that it was once attached to the Stupa
base, and this agrees with the position in which it was found, about 2~ feet above the ground.
Hundreds of tiny fragments of a boldly written Uigur text, with red colophons, turned up along the
south foot of the Stupa base, evidently torn up intentionally

;
but whether for the purpose of

votive deposit as at the Endere shrine 15 or as an act of vandal destruction could not be made out.
1 here still remains to be mentioned a small shrine, iv, with a completely ruined Stupa, situated
about 30 yards to the north-east of the central ruin II and seen on the right in Fig. 269. Of the
Stupa only the two lowest bases could be traced, the rest having apparently been destroyed in
the course of treasure-seeking operations. Within the debris filling the cella there were found
fragments of stucco relievo, some from a life-size statue

; a few fresco fragments, including two with
remains of Uigur inscriptions; and a small, but complete and well-preserved, Tibetan printed leaf.M°re Tibetan and Uigur fragments emerged from the debris surrounding the Stupa base.

I he manuscript remains recovered from the shrines of Kichik-hassar prove that the site was
a place of Buddhist worship during the Uigur period, and make it highly probable that it continued

m
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the occuPation of Chong-hassar. Considering that even at the time of
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Leaving Besh-tam on November 18,
1 proceeded north to the townlet of Toyuk (Map No so c )>us for „s grapes. In the p.cturesque gorge above it, lined with Buddhist shrines and caves

14 See Chavannes, Documents
,
Nos. 985-7. For a similar

Chinese Sutra fragment, -with Uigur writing on the reverse,
from the cella II. B. i, see ibid., No. 984.

Cf. Ancient Khotan
,

i. p. 425.
Cf. \ ule-Cordier, Cathay

,
i. p. 272.
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(Fig. 271), I started the series of rapid excursions which were to acquaint me with the well-known

sites of the Turfan district. In the course of them I visited Kara-khoja, the ancient Kao-ch'ang

and the Turfan capital of T'ang and Uigur times, with its imposing ruins (Figs. 272, 2 77); the

important series of Buddhist shrines and cave-temples which dot the sides of the narrow valleys

descending from Murtuk and Singim, and among them the grottoes of Bezeklik with their fine mural

paintings; and later, from the town of Turfan, the smaller sites along the slopes of the hill range

east of Buluyuk. With most of these ruins I was to become more familiar during my stay of

1914-15, and for the reasons already indicated at the beginning of this section any observations

I may have to offer regarding them must be left for another publication. As regards the local

conditions affecting archaeological work there, and the facilities which unfortunately they offer for

destructive digging by natives, a reference to my Personal Narrative will suffice here.17 A few

antiques, picked up on occasion of my visits to those sites or acquired by purchase, are described in

the List below.18

During my stay at the oasis of Turfan proper, where arrangements for topographical explora-

tion in the Western Kuruk-tagh and for transport detained me for a week, I took occasion to pay

repeated visits to the remarkable ruined site of Yar-khoto (Map No. 54 - *)> which was occupied by

the capital of Turfan down to T'ang times. Its peculiarly strong position between two deep-cut

ravines or ‘ Yars’, to which the place owes its modern name, half Turki, half Mongol, as well as its

ancient Chinese designation Ckiao-ho ffif,
‘ converging streams’, is well known and needs no

detailed description here. The rough sketch-plan reproduced in Plate 49 shows the site close to

its upper end and will help to illustrate the situation of the town, which occupies the southern half

of the narrow island-like plateau. Of the striking appearance of its closely packed and in parts

very massive ruins, the panoramic view in Fig. 273 and Figs. 275, 276, showing the central portion

of the town on either side of its main street, will convey some impression.

The very extent of the area which the remains of dwellings, largely carved out of the live clay,

cover in bewildering confusion would have rendered at any time the systematic exploration of the

whole site a very protracted and difficult task. Nor could the hope of adequate results have

justified such efforts
;
for even a cursory inspection sufficed to make it clear how sadly the ruins of

the dead town lacked that protection which abandonment to the desert might have assured them.

There was practically no drift-sand here to cover up any objects that might have escaped removal

after occupation had ceased, and constant digging by the villagers for soil to be used as manure in

the adjoining cultivated area had laid bare the natural hard clay in most of the dwellings, big or

small. Conditions for archaeological work were obviously more favourable among the ruins of

Buddhist shrines to be found mostly near the northern end of the town and in the open space

beyond it (Figs. 278, 279); for their walls, being structural, had fallen in their decay and covered

the interior with heavier accumulations of debris. This explained why the partial clearings

effected by previous European explorers appeared to have been confined mainly to their ruins

In order to gain some personal knowledge of the conditions in which antiques such as those

brought to me for sale by neighbouring villagers
19 were being obtained at the site I made

experimental excavations at two modest ruins which it was possible to clear within the short time

of some previous exploration ;
for specimens of these see

17
Cf. Desert Cathay, ii. pp. 359 sqq.

18
In addition to these a number of Uigur text fragments,

brought for sale by natives and acquired at Kara-khoja and

elsewhere, still await examination. At the" Toyuk site

I picked up a considerable number of tom fragments from

Chinese Buddhist Sutra rolls in a debris-strewn ravine, where

they had been thrown out from shrines above in the course

Chavannes, Documents, Nos. 990, 99 1
>
1^- XXXVI.

19 See for such the small bronze statuettes of Avaloki-

tesvara, Y.K. 003-007, PI. VI, VII.

A number of fragmentary Uigur documents and Chinese

Sutra texts, all badly torn, were also acquired at Yar-khoto.

Visits to

Turfan
sites.

Ruined
town of

Yar-khoto.

Exposed
condition of

rained

dwellings.

Excavation

of dwelling.
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available. The first place selected was a small dwelling (i in plan, Plate 49) of which the basement

story, cut out of the clay soil, retained a deep layer of debris left undisturbed by diggers for

Coin find of manuring earth. Four copper coins of the T'ang period, with the legend ICai-yuan
, were picked

T an& up almost on the surface. Some feet lower down, but still 5 feet above the floor, there were found
times.

A
.

96 more Chinese copper coins, lying close together. Out of these, 93 bear the legend ICai-yuan

which, first introduced by the founder of the T'ang dynasty in a.d. 618-27, was continued in the

mintage of his successor for more than a century. Two others are issues of the Ch'ien-yiian period

(a.d. 758-60), while one is a Wu-chu piece anterior to a.d. 600. From the way in which these

coins turned up it seemed probable that they belonged to a small hoard of late T'ang times that

may have been placed in an upper-story wall and had fallen down wfith it. The only other find

made was the bronze knife-handle, Y.K. i. 001, Plate VII, ornamented with fine floriate scroll-work

in relief. Immediately adjoining this basement on the south-east were found the badly decayed
walls of a diminutive shrine ii, about 4 feet square, with an enclosing passage only if feet wide.

From the debris filling the latter a sheet of paper was recovered, with close lines of Uigur writing

on both sides.

Relics from Less than 200 yards to the south-west, and close to where the north end of the closely built

shrine*y
l

K
towu area acli°ins western ‘ Yar’, a large room, iii, near a partially excavated Buddhist shrine,

iii.
attracted my attention as having escaped recent manure-digging operations. In it was brought to

light the interesting bronze open-work ornament Y.K. iii. 002 (Plate VI), evidently broken from
some larger piece, showing little gilded Buddhas seated on stems rising from a lotus branch

;
also

a wooden key of the type recovered at Khadalik,* 1 and the well-made quilted shoe ornamented in

an imbricated scale pattern, Y.K. iii. 001. Of two Chinese copper coins found in the same place,

one shows the nien-hao Ch'ien-chung (a.d. 780-4), the other being a K’ai-yiian piece. The
previously mentioned shrine to the south, iv, occupied a high terrace, cut as usual at this site out
of the natural clay soil. The passage at the back of what must have been a central platform for
images had not been excavated by those who previously were at work here, and it yielded a number
of well-modelled stucco relievo fragments, including the face of an over life-size Buddha statue,
Y.K iv. 001. Of the fine fresco work which once decorated the base of the central platform only
small fragments, Y.K. iv. 006, 007, were recovered.

I may add that my visits to Yar-khoto were also utilized for physical measurements on a large
number ofmen from the adjacent villages (Fig. 264);** for the considerable mixture of racial elements,
to which the population of the Turfan basin is likely to have been subjected in the course of history,
made the collection of adequate materials for its anthropological study particularly desirable

LIST OF ANTIQUES EXCAVATED OR ACQUIRED AT TURFAN SITES
OBJECTS EXCAVATED AT RUINED FORT OF CHONG-HASSAR

H. A. 001. Fr. of rim of wide-mouthed pottery jar;
wheel-made, of well-levigated grey-drab burning clay,

kiln-fired, hard but flaky texture. Solid rim, sq. with

cavetto edge; on side rudely scratched wave pattern.

Orig. diam. c. 9". Fr. 6|* x 4".

H. A. 002. Fr. of rim of wide-mouthed pottery jar

;

wheel-made, of well-levigated grey-burning clay, finished

inside with engobbage; kiln-fired. Rim turned out at

right angles sq.-edged. Below rim rudely scratched wave
pattern. 4%’ x 2^'.

50 See Kha. v. 006, above, p. 192. !<!a

H. A. 003. Fr. of straight-walled pottery jar ; wheel-
made, of peculiarly ill-levigated grey-burning clay, smoothly
finished outside, fired in a smother ‘ kiln '. Rim thickened
outw ards, with small notched mouldings along outer edge,

e ow t ese band of rough comb-drawn wave pattern,
e
,°7

" *wo sur>ken bands enclosing band in low

#

re ief' 4 x 3 > thickness c. orig. diam. r. 9$'.

^ re^ef fr-5 one of many showing
seated Buddhas prob. from large vesica. Buddha sits in
me nation on lotus (pink and green)

;
red mantle covering

For these measurements see below, Joyce, Appendix C.
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completely L. arm and shoulder, also R. shoulder and

upper arm. Inner robe (green with red border) crosses

body diagonally from L. shoulder. Hands exposed. Flesh

greyish white with details in red
;
eyes, eyebrows, and hair

black. Individual vesicas apparently light vermilion
;
no

haloes. Fig. with lotus throne 5|* high. All figs, much

damaged ;
only one with head ;

only fr. of vesicas

preserved
;
colours usually much perished.

From same mould: H. A. i. ooi, 002, 004, 005; 007

(head only)
;
H. A. i. pass. 001, 002 (with head)

;
H. A. i.

E. pass. 001. All of soft clay mixed with fibre, unburned.

Cf. *H. A. i. 003.

004, head and all L. side missing. 3|"x 2Y-

H. A. 005. Stucco relief fr. of edge of vesica. Border

of two rows of spiral flames separated by double raised

moulding. Trace of red. Soft clay plentifully mixed with

fibre. 5l'x 3r-

H. A. 006. Inscribed wedge of clay mixed with fibre

;

the two sides white-washed. On one side 9 11 . (damaged)

of Uigur writing in black. On rev. design of three red

fruits (?) with green leaves on a yellow ground, outlined in

black, a flower in orange and yellow and part of another

in red and green. 8£* x 8^* (inscribed side)
;

8-j' x 4Y
(painted side)

;
2^' thick at base.

H. A. 008. Bronze ring ; flat under-side, bead orn. above.

Found 15. xi. 07. Diam. £*.

H. A. 009. Fresco fr. on concave surface of wall, the

curve being vertical. Shows fat dancing child, clad in

necklet, brown shoes, turquoise-green stole and loose

orange breeches, beating a drum which is hung round his

neck by a cord. The drum is of the cylindrical waisted

shape, and is struck with open hands. It is painted

maroon. Flesh pink, outlines and features in Indian red,

other outlines black and hair black. On L. edge trace of

orange drapery of another fig. For similar dancing infants

cf. Ch. paintings, e.g. Ch. lii. 003. Drawing rough and

surface worn. 8’xio". PI. XII.

H. A. 0010. Fresco fr. with part of torso and L. arm of

Bodhisattva. Robe (discoloured) dirty drab with bands of

red following festoon-like lines of folds outlined black.

Necklet, bracelet, and broad armlet with pointed jewel boss.

Stole from shoulder passes over and under forearm.

Flesh light pink. L. hand at breast. All outlines black.

Cf. H. A. 001 1. Much abraded. 7Y X sY-

H. A. 0011. Fresco fr. with L. upper arm, shoulder, and

part of wrist of Bodhisattva (?), Broad armlet with large

green jewel, bracelet, necklet, and disc-shaped ear-ring at

shoulder from which hangs half-open lotus terminating in

a heavy green jewel. A dark pink stole winds from behind

shoulder and falls over forearm. Hand raised to breast.

All outlines black. Much abraded. 4Y X sY-

H. A. 001a. Fresco fr. showing portion of broad border

m two main bands divided by narrow white band. One
band has red ground on which is half a quatrefoil flower

1 169

set with diagonal on white band so that one complete leaf

and two halves appear. These are each trefoil, grey with

white edge and dark grey base in which is a black spot.

In centre of flower, coinciding with outer petals, are simple

petals, red, white-edged, and black-centred. On other

broad band is bold floral scroll in green on black. All

outlines black. Small piece of second narrow white band

at edge of red band. Clay mixed with fibre and straw.

Fair condition. 6Y X 9*-

H. A. 0013. a-C. Fresco frs. On buff ground, portions

of red scroll-work outlined black. Very fragile. Clay

mixed with fibre. Gr. M. 3^' x 2j^.

H. A. 0014. Fresco fr. with hand of fig. grasping fold of

stole between thumb and first finger; bracelet. Curved

stole, grey and green, runs partly under fingers. Red

ground. Outlines black. Much abraded. 3^" x 2-|".

H. A. 0015. Fresco fr. showing detail of drapery of dark

red robe. Background buff. The work appears to be

unfinished, all the outlines, including unintelligible work on

background, being sketched in with pale grey as a guide for

the colours. The final outlining in full black seems not to

have been reached. The red is in dark and light to express

folds, the upper surfaces being left buff. Abraded. x 3§.

H. A. 0016. Fresco fr. showing on buff ground six lines

of Uigur (?) writing, undecipherable. 6’ x 4Y-

H. A. 0017. Fresco fr. showing prob. part of forehead,

hair and head-dress of Bodhisattva (?). Above is mass

of black hair, crossed by white fillet from which hangs

looped string of white beads resting on hair. On upper

edge of fillet rest circular jewels, buff and red (only partially

preserved), of tiara. Lower part in flesh-colour shaded

light and dark pink under festooned edge of hair. 3§*

X 1

H. A. 0018-20. Fresco frs. showing details of scroll-

work, etc., quite unintelligible. Rather rough work. Clay

mixed with straw. Gr. M. 3Y x 2Y

•

H. A. 0021. Fresco fr. Apparently detail of a costume

in red, buff, and green colouring, outlined black. Part in

red and buff, or red and green check. Much abraded.

2Y X2¥-

H. A. 0022. Fresco fr., rather unintelligible. The surface

is divided into straight bands of varying widths by black

lines. The second from the top has a green leaf scroll, the

ground being halfred and half pale pink. Next band, perhaps

originally blue. On this is a roughly drawn human foot in

black outline with toes directed downwards and overlapping

the next band, which is red, with a trefoil leaf in grey

repeated at an interval of 2'. Below, two more bands of

buff and grey with traces of green. Work rough.

6”x 4r-

H. A. 0023. Stucco relief fr. R. hand, back only, as

applied to core which is now lost. Fingers and thumb

straight. Prob. from pair of hands palm to palm in

adoration. Poor modelling. Soft red clay. Length 2§".

7 K
1374
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H. A. 0024. Stucco fr. Convex surface, covered with

white slip on which are remains of gilding. Soft red clay.

3 XI?'

H, A. 0025. Pottery fr. (?). Rounded knob of buff clay

covered with deep blue glaze and pierced. Length §'.

*H. A. i. 003. Stucco relief fr. One of several figs, of

seated Buddha from a large vesica. Closely resembles

*H. A. 004, but on smaller scale; attitude, drapery, and

colouring the same. Total height of fig. c. 3^', but no

heads preserved
;

from base of lotus throne to top of

individual vesica 6"; vesica apparently pink and green,

throne white (?).

From same mould : H. A. i. 006, 008 (head only), 009
(retaining much of background)

;
i. E. 001 ; i. E. pass. 002.

All of grey clay on clay and grass backing. Colour partly

preserved. 3I* x 3^".

H. A. i. ooio-ix. Stucco relief frs. Ends of two
fingers, life-size: 0010, painted pink, nail shown; 0011,
tip missing, covered with white slip from which paint is

gone. Soft clay. Length; 0010, if*; 0011, if'.

H. A. i. 0012. Fr. of white plaster mixed with fibre;

curved surface, gilded. z\” x 2*.

H. a. i. 0013. Wooden model of spear-head. Long
narrow blade with sharp central ridge, shouldered to round
haft, long, and ending in ring. Wooden shaft broken off
at ring. Painted blue-black over a white size. Prob. from
a stucco relief fig. 8 x §".

H. A. i. 0014. Fr. of carved wood. Relief combined
with open-work. In form, quarter of wheel with scalloped
border. Traces of blue paint. x 2%".

H. A. i. 0015. Stucco relief fr. R. hand, thin and
gnarled, fingers bent as if grasping convulsively, thumb
lost. Back only worked, painted red. Bad condition.
Soft clay mixed with straw. 7" x 3^'. PI. CXXXIX.

H. A. i. 0016. Stucco relief fr. L. hand, bent at
knuckles. Thumb gone. Flesh white, nails red. Soft
clay mixed with fibre. 3'x 2".

H. A. i. 0017. a. Stucco relief fr. Finger, broken both
ends, painted pink. Soft clay. Length 2'.

H. A. i. 0017. b. Stucco relief fr. Part of wrist with
bracelet. Flesh painted pink

; bracelet in form of double
bar with bead border. 2['xi^'.

H. A. i. 0018-19. Stucco relief frs. Two fingers, life-

size, covered with white slip. Tip of 0018 missing.
Length 2%" and 3^'.

H. A. i. 0020. Fresco fr. Head and R. shoulder, prob.
of Lokapala. Hair green, festooned on forehead, and
with bold mukuta of scroll design enriched with red beads.
Above this the hair streams upwards. Flesh pale buff.

Eyebrows meet over nose and rise sharply upwards before
turning across brow. Eyes slightly oblique

;
other features

perished. Red bands of drapery across shoulder, on which
hangs disc-shaped orn. of ear-ring and green and red

jewels. From behind shoulder streams a green brush-like

mass (perhaps flame). Cf. Ch. 0098. Clay mixed with

straw. Much abraded. 9-3' X 63'.

H. A. i. 0021. Fresco fr. showing middle part of standing

Bodhisattva. Lower robe red, with turnover (round hips

and loins) grey with dark reddish-brown lower edge. White

cloth round waist with ends hanging down centre and

green girdle round loins, tied in bow in front, and ends

floating R. and L. Red scarf is coiled round arms,

hanging straight to ground from bend of each arm.

Bracelets. R. arm is bent across body, grasping brown

stick-like object, which is held upright; hand very badly

drawn. L. arm raised rather more, prob. grasping same

object higher up. Body nude from waist up, but end of

green scarf at centre. On R. is dark pink R. arm and

hand with bracelets. The hand grasps a rope (?) and is

bent stiffly out and down. Cloud-like scroll, in pink and

red, proceeds to R. and L. at hip level of principal fig.,

extending at L. on to H. A. i. 0024 (q.v.). Background

green, powdered with rings in muddy yellow. All fig.

outline black. 8§'x8'. PI. XII.

H. A. i. 0022. Fr. of miniature linen banner (hemp ?)

with its upper end cut into triangle and hemmed, and loop

for hanging at point. Paint nearly cracked off, but showing

traces of seated or kneeling Bodhisattva with brown halo,

white flesh, green and red stole. 5f'x 3!'.

H. A. i. 0023. Fr. of coarse linen fabric (hemp?),

heavily painted on both sides over white slip. Paint nearly

all cracked off, but traces remain on one side of Bodhisattva

standing on pink lotuses, L. arm akimbo, with long red

dhoti, green girdle, red stole, and green streamers from

head-dress (?). On back another standing fig., traces only

of grey girdle, R. hip, red stole, and dark blue drapery

across chest remain. All outlines black. Much decayed.

i'6'x 9r-

H. A. i, 0024. Fresco fr. with portions of cloud scrolls in

grey and red. Background green powdered with yellow

rings. Joins H. A. i. 0021. 4'
, X4§L

H. A. i. 0025. Fresco fr. Portion of cloud scroll and
indistinguishable detail, on background of green, powdered
with darker rings. Prob. part of H. A. i. 0021. Much
broken and abraded. 4' x 3'.

H. A. i. 0026-27. Two fresco frs., showing on deep
maroon ground scroll-work in white outlined black, and
shaded with orange and red. Work rather rough.
Abraded. 0026, 6f' x 4'

; 0027, 3^" x 3^'.

H. A. i. 0028. Fresco fr. Very delicately painted detail of
drapery in mauve, red, and greens, outlined with fine black
line. Too fragmentary to make out. The ground colour
has not adhered well to the plaster, and is flaking off.

Clay mixed with straw. z\" x z\”.

H. A. i. 0029. Fresco fr. Detail of drapery in shades of
green outlined with black. Unintelligible. af'x if'.
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H. A. i. 0030. Fresco fr. Small detail of orn., red, green,

pink, and black ;
unintelligible, but showing considerable

care and skill in execution. 1
§' X i|*.

H. A. i. 0031. Fr. of silk brocade, much worn and

frayed. Weave, satin twill with fine w'arp and broad

UIGUR MANUSCRIPT REMAINS FROM CHONG-HASSAR

untwisted weft as in Ch'ien-fo-tung brocades ;
e. g. Ch.

009. Pattern hardly distinguishable, but seems to have

comprised large circular panels, containing' small flowers

and buds in dark blue and old gold on white ground.

Green and light red yarns also in weft. 8" x 2 ". PI. CXII.

H. A. i. 3. Fr. of Uigur MS. on soft brownish paper

;

dirty and much torn. Obv. 5 11 . heavy writing. Rev.

blank. 5$' X 3%’.

H. A. L 4. Two frs. of Uigur MS., on light buff paper,

showing ‘ laid ’ marks, insect-eaten in places but condition

generally fair. Obv. 8 11 . and 7 11 . clear writing. Rev.

blank Gr. fr. 5^'x 4\‘.

H. A. ii. 1. Fr. of Uigur (?) MS., on coarse brown

paper. Frs. of a few chars, only, on one side. Gr. M.
1
J*.

H. A. ii. a. Fr. of Uigur MS., brownish paper, sand-

encrusted. Obv. 5 11 ., rev. a 11 ., torn in middle. 3' X 2 ”.

H. A. ii. 3. Fr. of Chin.-Uigur (?) MS., on smooth

light buff paper. Obv. a few Chin, chars, between ruled

lines. Rev. 4 11 . Uigur, very faint. Also perished frs. of

same manuscript felted into lumps. 3!' X 2^*.

H. A. ii. 4. Fr. of Uigur MS., on soft brownish paper.

Obv. 7 11 ., and rough sketch of helmeted head in corner.

Rev. blank. 3' x 3'.

H. A. ii. 5. Fr. of Uigur MS., on coarse brownish paper,

sand-clogged. Obv. 7 11 ., rev. 5-6 11 ., almost effaced.

9*X 4
*.

H. A. ii. 6. Fr. of Uigur MS., on soft brownish paper,

somewhat decayed. Obv. 5 11 ., rev. 4 II. Also fr. of plain

blue silk, 5^* x 2\"

.

H. A. ii. 7. Fr. of Uigur MS., on soft brownish paper.

Obv. 7 11. moderately clear writing. Rev. blank. Also

two small frs. less than 1' in length, retaining parts of

Uigur chars., and fr. of blank paper. Chief inscr. fr.

4*' X 4'.

H. A. ii. 8. Fr. of Uigur MS., on coarse brownish paper,

sand-clogged. Obv. 6 II. rapid scrawly writing. Rev.

3 11. in much heavier writing of same character, and part

of red seal impression. 6

"

X 4 |'.

H. A. ii. jo. Fr. of Uigur MS., on thin brownish paper,

OBJECTS EXCAVATED AT RUINED

H. B. 001. Stucco relief fr. R. foot, painted pink;

broken across instep. Moulded shell only, hollow beneath.

Underneath, a folded piece of brown woollen (?) cloth.

(Stucco) 3»* xj'xi'. (Fabric) 7{f' X 5*'

H, B. 00a. Stucco relief fr. of seated Buddha. Head

and R. side gone. Traces of green on inner robe. Per-

functory lotus throne. Type and attitude as *H. A. 004.

Soft clay. 3!'X3r

considerably decayed. Obv. parts of 8 11 . fairly clear

black writing. Rev. 5 11 ., worse condition.
.

7-5” X 3!'.

H. A. ii. 11. Fr. of Uigur MS., on coarse soft brownish

paper. Obv. 7 11 . rather scrawly hand. Rev. blank.

4*x 2r.

H. A. ii. 12. a-b. Two frs. of Uigur MS., on soft

brownish paper, (a) Obv. 6 Ik, rev. 3 11 ., indifferently

preserved. (b) Obv. 5 11 ., rev. 3 11 ., like condition,

(a) 10*' x 5'; (i> 4*x 3r-

H. A. ii. 13. a-d. Four frs. of Uigur MS., on soft

light buff paper, showing 1

laid ’ marks, (a) Obv. 8 11 .,

rev. 8 11 ., fairly preserved. 7^-* X 4". (b) Obv. 8 11 ., rev.

8 11 ., same. 3' x 4". (c) Obv. 6-7 11 ., written partly one

on top of other. Rrv. blank. z|'x i|’. (d) Obv.

confused chars. Rev. blank. Gr. M. i|".

H. A. ii. 14. Fr. of Uigur MS., on soft brownish paper.

Obv. 12 11 . writing, fairly preserved. Rev. blank. (>}/

x 4r.

H. A. ii. 15. a-b. Two frs. of Uigur MS., on brownish

paper. Traces of 2 (?) 11 . writing on obv., almost

obliterated by dirt. Rev. blank. Gr. fr. c. 3^* x 1-4- .

H. A, ii. 16. Fr. of Uigur MS., on soft brownish

paper. Obv. 7 11 . writing in fair condition. Rev. blank.

6"x 3r.

H. A. ii. 17. a-b. Two frs. of Uigur MS., on thin

light buff paper, (a) Obv. 3 11 .
(chars, of side lines in-

complete) blurred writing. Rev. blank. (b )
Obv. 3 Ik,

rev. 1 k, still more indistinct. Gr. fr. 8^' x 1*

H. A. ii. 18. a- g. Six frs. of Uigur (?) MS., on various

paper and in various hands. Scraps only. Fair condition.

(a-b) show remains of 6 and 2 11. heavy writing ;
(c) 4 11.

in lighter hand
; (</-/) 1-3 »• >n hand like (c). Rro. blank

in all. Gr. fr. (a) 3|' X if*. Also fr. of cotton cloth (g)

covered with crimson lacquer. ih" X 1

SHRINES OF KICHIK-HASSAR

H. B. 003. Stucco relief fr. End of hanging drapery.

White. Bold and graceful work. 3 X i| .

H. B. 004. Stucco relief fr. from applique jewellery.

Double bar with bead border; slightly curved to fit convex

surface. Remains of white slip. Soft clay mixed with

fibre. 3* X T-

H. B. 005. Stucco relief fr. Strip of appliqu<$ band.

7 K 2
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Green paint and gilding over white. Soft clay mixed with

fibre.

H. B. 006 (recte v. 008). Fresco fr. On brilliant red

ground appears a white globular vase-like object against

which is a human foot, outlined red. Drapery of the

lower part of a flying fig. (?), and floating ends of scarves,

and blue and red beads are scattered about this red back-

ground; but it is too fragmentary to reconstruct. The
draperies are freer in treatment than those of H. B. L 002,

but have the shading noted in that example. Colouring

very fresh. 1 x 8f
*

H. B. 007. Fresco fr. Much abraded. Seems to repre-

sent part of ornamental inlaid pavement arranged in irregu-

lar rectilinear shapes, each shape being either red, green,

or buff, with a scroll pattern painted in outline in a darker

tint. Buff dividing bands run between the ‘
tiles’. Towards

one end is perhaps part of a Padmasana, but fr. too

much damaged to determine. i°f'x6'.

H. B. 008. Fresco fr. Dirty buff and white, with black
and red lines. Unintelligible. 2'xij*.

H. B. 009. Fresco fr. On light red ground, part of
Buddha (?) head. Flesh buff, all outlines black, hair black
and close-cropped. Eyes straight, slightly downcast.
Good strong work.

H. B. 0010. Stucco fr. Small human finger. Top joint
delicately tapered and recurved, and whole finger slightly

crooked. Paint pale buff over white slip. Clay mixed
with fine fibre.

H. B. i. 001. Stucco relief fr. of flame (?) orn. Ver-
milion. Soft clay. 1\

a
x f

H. B. i. 002. (recte H. B. v. 007). Fresco fr., upper
part missing and broken edge burnt. Shows feet and
lower draperies of fig. standing on lotus. Feet in profile
to L., bare, but with heavy upward-curling anklets orn.
with round green jewels. Skirts of drapery reach about
half down lower leg, and have broad border of scroll-work
in black outline on dark buff. All the drapery is arranged
formally in festoon-like folds, very regular and evenly
spaced Each fold is indicated with a black line, with
a faint grey shadow following it from end to end, and over
this a pink wash again following the line. General tint of
drapery light pink. From the waist girdle hang two bands,
evenly^twining about each other, with two parallel black
lines I' apart, running along the centre of each. To L. is
end of a floating scarf, pink. Bead-jewels, sometimes
attached to ornamental bosses, hang from girdle.

Padmasana has green centre, inner ray of petals, curling
upward, grey with lighter edges and black centres

; outer
ray, curling outward, light scarlet with yellow edges and
maroon centres. General background dark red brown.
All outlines black, including flesh, but excepting anklets
and ornamental bosses, which are outlined red. The
general style of work shows excessive stylization, especially
in monotonous treatment of drapery. From north-east

[Chap. XXVIII
«

corner of cella H. B. v. (erroneously marked), i' 8|* x
i'i'. PI. XII.

H. B. i. 003. a-c. Three frs. of canvas painting,

fine cotton (?), repaired in antiquity with backing of closer

dark red fabric. From portion of main fig. preserved on

(
5) and (c) seems to have been Thousand-armed Avalo-

kitesvara. Top of head seen on (b) with black hair,

flowered diadem, and circular nimbus, green, with red and

buff border. Flesh pink outlined red
;
head J to L. On

either side are upraised hands, R. holding red disc with

black radii, prob. the disc of the Sun ; L. a plain bluish-

white disc, that of the Moon. On (r) remains fold of red

drapery across breast, and two hands in attitude of adora-

tion. On R. traces of radiating arms and buff background
covered with small spiral diaper in fine black lines. Along
upper edge of painting

(a

)

and (b) is row of miniature

seated Buddhas, black-haired, pink and red robed. Back-

ground dark blue. Between the Buddhas are oblong

vermilion labels for inscriptions (blank). Below on (a) is

part of canopy (?) of fig. adjoining AvalokiteSvara, against

background of cushion-leaved red-flowering trees common
in Ch. paintings (e.g. *Ch. lii. 003). The canopy top is

formed of three boss-like jewels, in circular down-turned

flower settings, red and maroon, with pearl and conical

flame on top. Below at L. on red ground is part of orn.,

buff outlined red, with blue and green jewels ; and across

red ground below is black curving band on which are

narrow white petals set side by side.

Much paint lost everywhere. Good fine workmanship.

H. B. ii. 001-2. Stucco relief frs. Pair of feet

broken across insteps. Traces of yellow paint on feet

and on ground of white and green (lotus throne ?) ;
core

of stand projects below. Soft clay mixed with straw.

arxz'x.r.

H. B. ii. 003. Stucco relief fr. Little finger, curled.
I lentiful remains of gilding. Soft clay mixed with fine

fibre. End to end 2'.

Gf. H. B. n. 006 ; end missing. Traces of gilding. Soft
<%• 3a' X 1 §' to l

m
.

H. B. ii. 005. Stucco relief fr. Zigzag end of hanging
rapery. Traces of gilding and of green over gilding.

oolt clay mixed with fibre. 2'x i-3
*

16 •

H. B ii. 006 Stucco relief fr. End of hanging drapery
quite straight with two perpendicular grooves and zigzag
ends as H. B n. 005. Outer folds, gold; centre folds,

tbrT^ ’ b°rder CdgeS red ' S°ft °hy m 'Xed With

like folds
^ T^uc<"° relief fr. Edge of drapery

; wave-
raceS 0f 6llding- Soft clay mixed with fibre.

H B. ii. 008. Stucco relief fr. Wrisi of fc on(fcr.bow bracelet with ,h«e and
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plain borders. Traces of gilding. Hollow inside showing

marks of reed core. Soft clay mixed with fibre. Length

2", diam. if', width of bracelet if*.

H. B. ii. 009. a-c. Three stucco relief frs. of drapery,

as H. B. ii. 006, but without ends. Through them runs

a core of stick wound round with dried grass. (6)
shows

a cross dowel stick. Two grooves define the central

gilded band ; outer bands are in two shades of blue or

green, (c) is curved. Soft clay mixed with fibre. 3§*

and 3f' and 4f*X if*.

H. B. ii. 0010. Stucco relief fr. End ofhanging drapery

;

gilt. Attachment dowel projects sideways. 3^' x 2'.

H. B. ii. 0011. a-d. Fresco frs. from background to large

subject, or diaper for large surface. On light terra-cotta

coloured ground is series of seated Buddhas dressed in

buff robes banded vertically and transversely with crimson,

each band outlined black. Under-robe buff bordered (12)

with green. Hands seem to rest in lap partly covered by

outer robe. Hair with ufnisa black, and all outlines black.

Lips pink. Halo to head blue-grey, bordered crimson

pink, and green. Vesica green, bordered crimson.

Padmasanas alternately crimson and green, outlined pink

and buff respectively. On background between Buddhas

is crimson tassel-like lotus from which rise two brown

stems crossing and bearing at end of each a leaf. Abraded

and broken, (a) best preserved. Gr. fr. 75' X “i*-

H. B. ii. 0012. Fresco fr., broken at three edges, the

fourth intact, painted on two surfaces. On face part of

an oblong label (buff) with fr. of Uigur (?) inscription,

illegible. Ground red. Return edge prob. unpainted.

3'xif.

H. B. ii. 0013. Fresco fr. from edge of wall, showing two

painted surfaces. Smaller (return) surface painted plain

red
; main surface shows yellow border edged with red

line and within patches of green and pink. Prob. upper

part of Padmasana. Abraded. 35' x 1 §*.

H. B. ii, 0014. Stucco fr. from slightly moulded Pad-

masana. Hard clay mixed with straw and painted over

thick white slip. One edge unbroken, showing return

surface. Both painted surfaces are convex, with faint

recurve suggested on the front surface. Two petals of

- lotus remain. One has been green with shaded pink

centre, and the adjoining one (w'hich comes on the angle)

has red centre bordered with black and white (?). A pink

sepal shows between the two. Background red. 3* X 3 .

H. B. iii. 001. Wooden statuette of Buddha, seated in

meditation on three-tiered throne. Roughly carved, with

front and sides only finished, and back flat for attachment

to wall or other surface by dowels, some of which remain.

An additional tongue-shaped piece of wood, prob. origi-

nally rising from base now lost, is pegged into correspond-

ing hollow at lower part of back. Buddha has elongated

ears, pierced, and usnisa. Folds of robe very conven-

tionally rendered by series of semicircular grooves. The

whole was originally painted, thick white slip and traces of

red paint remaining in crevices, and traces of black on

hair. Much cracked and surface worn. 1 1
"
x 6J' x 3|".

PI. CXXXVIII.

H. B. iv. 001-2. Two stucco relief frs. of arm,

life-size. From bracelet (lost) hang chains ending in

palmetta or fleur-de-lis orns., gilded. Companion to

H. B. iv. 006. Soft clay mixed with fibre and straw; core

missing. Length 001
, 5^*; 002, 2f"; diam. 3". 002,

PI. CXXXIX.

H. B. iv. 003. Stucco relief fr. of lotus rosette. Traces

of vermilion. Soft clay mixed with fibre. Diam. if*.

H. B. iv. 004. Stucco relief fr. of intricately curled

floral tendrils. Soft clay mixed with fibre. Gr. M. 3*.

H. B. iv. 005. Fr. of carved wooden relief, showing

gilded spiral. Bad condition, if^xif*.

H. B. iv. 006. Stucco relief fr. of arm with applique

bracelet and hanging pendants, bead string with fleur-de-

lis ends
;

gilded. Bad condition. Pairs with H. B. iv.

001-2. Soft clay mixed with fibre.

H. B. iv. 007. Stucco fr. from moulded Padmasana.

One petal remains, with maroon centre edged with light

terra-cotta, and outer part of blue lightening to grey.

Ground light terra-cotta. 3' x 2%

H. B. iv. 008. Fresco fr., showing part of black field

with curved edge bounded by green conventional wreath

outlined black. On the black are two trefoil scrolls in

buff; wreath has buff cincture at narrowest part. Out-

side this is dirty brown border with red markings, and

beyond fr. of white. 'Much abraded. Clay mixed with

fine fibre. 5|* X 35*.

H. B. iv. 009. a-b. Two fresco frs., showing on

pinkish-buff ground portion of Uigur inscription in black

;

(a) four lines, (fi) two lines, (a) 2%" x 2§"
; (<5)

2* x if".

H. B. v. 001. Stucco relief fr. Head of arhat (?). No

hair modelled, but whole head shows traces of dark paint.

Calm smiling expression, ears with quite short lobes.

Protuberance on forehead. Soft clay mixed with fibre.

Chin to crown 2|*.

H. B. v. 002. Stucco relief fr. R. ear. Short lobe

pierced for ear-ring. Soft clay mixed with fibre. Painted

bright blue. 2f*xif*.

H. B. v. 003. Stucco relief fr. Lock of hair, closely

ribbed, slightly waved. Dark blue, 2§" x ?/

H. B. v. 004. Votive clay relief of seated Buddha, on

oval background. Broken above waist, but L. elbow

shows. Flame (?) edge to vesica. Lotus throne flat and

conventional. Traces of white ground for paint. Cf.

Kha. i. 007. Across knees af*. Background 3f"

(broken) x 35* X 1
J".

H. B. v. 005. Half of votive clay Stupa model.

Conical part is stamped to represent architectural detail,

but much worn. Inscription round circular base illegible.

Cf. So. a. 006. H. 2f", diam. 2%’.
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H. B. v. 006. Fresco fr. in several pieces from east wall.

Shows a white horse trotting to L. Saddle (high-backed)

has round flaps (buff) ovdr ‘ numdah ’ (green). Coat of

rider (?), pink with buff border and bright green lining,

hangs down towards back of saddle, and towards front are

traces of prob. plate mail with grey lower border. Ornate

buff shoe with pointed toe rests in shoe-shaped stirrup

supported by green stirrup leathers. Harness buff, adorned

with rosettes and streamers, and a large tassel or brush in

front of neck. Each leg of horse is adorned between

knees and heels with voluminous bows in alternate green

and white cloth, the ends streaming backward. Long
tail tied in two places

;
touching it is the hand of a male

fig. (attendant) who follows the horse.

This fig. carries a large bow-case and a quiver, and is

dressed in tight doublet, with tippet and skirts of tiger

skin. Head completely defaced. Behind him stands

a celestial female (?) in grey buff-bordered tunic over a

long under-robe. Deep sleeves of buff lined with grey

hang over wrists to knees, with inner slightly smaller sleeves

of white ;
white girdle knotted in front with ends hanging

to ground. The hands held at breast prob. support some
offering. Long green scarf hangs over shoulders and

forearms. At each hoof of horse was prob. a demon.
The yellow face of one remains at R. hind leg, and the

long erect hair of others at forelegs. In front of male

attendant walks a creature (panther?) painted brick-red.

Upper edge of fr. burnt and completely defaced ; whole

surface abraded and much of colour perished or missing.

The whole picture outlined with black put over a broader

soft grey line. Traces of bright vermilion scattered

throughout.

Broken into many pieces, now partially joined.

2'4"xi'l'. Pi. CXXV.

UIGUR MANUSCRIPT REMAINS FROM KICHIK-HASSAR

H. B. ii. 1. a-b. Two frs. of Uigur MS., on soft light

buff paper, (a) shows tuled margin of if' at one edge.

Obv. (a) 6 11., {b) 3 11., very straight, very angular writing,

clear and black. Rev. blank. Uigur lines well apart, and
interspersed with C. A. Brahmi(?) glosses, (a) A'x?'
W3'X 3

'.

H. B. ii. x. c. Fr. of Uigur (?) MS., on light buff thin

paper ; straight even hand. Obv. 9 11. in holes. Rev. blank.

5rX3|'.

H. B. iii, 1. A mass of small frs. of Uigur MS.,

with a few Chinese. Writing fairly preserved, but hardly

more than a few chars, on any fr. Two largest frs.

Uigur (a and b

)

show parts respectively of 6 11
. {obv. and

rev.) and 4 II. {obv. and rev.), (c) shows on obv. 2 11. red as

well as 2 11 . black
;
on rev. 2 11. black. Gr. fr. {a) 3^' x 3*.

H. B. iii. 2. Misc. small frs. of Uigur MS., like

the preceding. Black regular writing. Gr. fr. shows

parts of 5 11. obv., 3 II. rev. Gr. M. 3^' x 2 J'.

H. B. iv. 2. a. Fr. of Uigur MS., on soft light buff paper.

Obv. 5 11 ., rev. 4 11., straggling hand. 4" x 2

OBJECTS ACQUIRED AT YAR-KHOTO
Y.K. 001. Stucco relief fr. Front of neck of colossal

fig., gilded, one end discoloured. In front two shallow
grooves. Grey clay and straw faced with red clay mixed
with fibre. Core missing. 6|* x 3|", thickness 2 .

Y.K. 002. Stucco relief fr. R. ear, lobe broken. Gilt,

discoloured. Clay mixed wish fibre. 3|"xrT
7g".

Y.K. 003. Stucco relief fr. prob. from Y.K. 001. Very
little gilding left. 4" x i|".

Y.K. 005. Solid-cast gilt bronze statuette of Ava-
lokitesvara, lacking head and feet. Weight rests on L. leg,
R. knee slightly bent, body bent to R. (the left hips
prominent) and shoulders nearly sq. Lower Jimbs draped
from waist. Stole looped across breast, carried over R
shoulder and twisted round R. arm reaching to ground;
R. arm hangs by side, hand holding flask by neck. L
arm bent at elbow, hand raised to shoulder holding stole (?)
Back flatly and sketchily treated. Good work in front!
Broken across waist and mended. i|*x 1". PI. vi

Y.K. 006. Solid-cast gilt bronze statuette of Ava-
lokitesvara, complete. Fig. stands on circular base repre-
senting double lotus. Legs straight, body leaning slightly to
L.

;
draped below waist. Across breast is stole, which

crosses behind, hanging from shoulders in two long ends to

feet. R. hand is raised holding it at shoulder ;
L. hand

hangs by side holding flask. Flame-shaped halo. High
top-knot

; elongated ears. Small tang projecting below
base. Detail rough

;
fair condition. Purchased 29. xi.

°7 - 2-r* (gr - width of halo) |*. PI. VI.

Y.K. 007. Solid-cast bronze statuette of kneeling fig-

Knees wide apart, body very erect, head slightly thrown
back

; hands held out side by side in front of body, palms
upwards, as if supporting gift. Wears stole round neck
and shoulders, and robe from thighs down. Armlets on
upper arm. High top-knot and normal ears. Casting
touched up with graver

; originally rough work. Slightly
worn. Purchased 26. xi. 07. H. 244* PI VII.*

* 16 * ’ *

Y.K. 008. Votive clay Stupa model
;

cf. So. a. 006 ;

resembles rather So. a. 009. Base concave instead of
convex, top missing. Diam. of base r. iZ", H. ii'.
PI. CXXXIX.

Y.K. 0013. b. Four-sided wooden pyramid, with flat

top and hole pierced vertically through centre. Shallow
groove cut out across bottom. One half (vertically) and
top, painted red

; other side painted black. Interior of
hole rough and unworn. H. r. base i'x rf\'.
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OBJECTS EXCAVATED AT YAR-KHOTO

Y.K. i. 001. Cast bronze knife-handle (?). Two long

straight cases of bronze, semicircular in section and

hollow, one end finished square, the other pointed. (One

case has lost sq. end.) Outer sides orn. with fine floriate

scroll pattern in relief. In each, iron rivet near pointed

end
; in unbroken case, rivet also at sq. end ; in broken,

one at middle. Sq. ends are not left open, but are solid,

so that edges would meet all round when the two cases

were laid upon each other. This however would still allow

thin tang of blade to be held between the two. Corroded.

Length unbroken 3J", broken 2§', width PI. VII.

Y.K. iii. 001. Quilted shoe of strong buff cotton (?)

fabric; two or three layers sewn together with all-over

imbricated scale pattern in buff thread. Sole and uppers

in one shaped piece, made up with a join dowrn centre of

toes, and a lapped joint sewn with leather thong at back of

heel. The double thickness here gives stiffness where
most needed. Join at toes, oversewn, and covered with

band of silk. Opening strongly overcast and bound with

corded blue silk. Small knots seem to have studded sole,

and the remains of leather-sewing suggest outer leather

sole or patch. Well made. Toe part of sole missing.

srx 3
'.

Y.K. iii. 002. Cast bronze open-work on., representing

undulating horizontal branch of lotus plant, with offshoot

of leaves and smaller stems. From three that rise on
upper side open three flower-cups, and on each of these

sits little gilded Buddha, hands in lap and flame-pointed
halo behind head. Fr. from larger piece. Corroded.

4'X2'. PI. vi.

Y.K. iii. 003. "Wooden key of type Kha. v. 006, broken
at handle end. Three peg-holes, one with peg and small

additional splinter to tighten it. Key split through third

hole to end, near which it has been notched and bound up.

Semicircular notch also cut out of end. 3?" x
Y.K. iv. 001. Stucco relief fr. Face of Buddha, over

life-size. Broken off round line of hair and ears; also

part of R. cheek. Eyes narrow, oblique, and arched;

mouth small, with well-formed lips and deeply indented
corners. The whole painted pink, and eyeballs subse-

quently white. Holes for pupils, now empty, prob. filled

in with stone or paint. Immediately below under lip is

round hole, about which are remains of white paint

covered with blue. Soft clay mixed with fibre. Surface

of nose, forehead, and L. side of face gone. Length 10^",

breadth above eyes 8".

Y.K. iv. 002. Stucco relief fr. Lower arm and hand
(to knuckles). On wrist a double-hoop bracelet with clasp,

and over back (?) of hand orn. of which two rosettes

remain. Remains of pink paint over flesh, light green on
orns. Soft clay mixed with fibre. Stick core. Length
61’, with core 8|", diam. of arm 2",

Y.K. iv. 003. Stucco relief frfe. Seven curls from

Buddha head. Cone-shaped, moulded as spirals, painted

black. Soft clay. Average length diam. of base

Y.K. iv. 004. Stucco relief fr. of drapery, painted light

red. Straight overfall over looped folds. Soft clay mixed

with straw. C. 9' x 4^'.

Y.K. iv. 005. Stucco relief fr. L. ear, with elongated

lobe (broken). Painted pink, with remains of white on

lobe. Pink clay. 3f' X i%".

Y.K. iv. 006. a-f. Six frs. of gilt fresco. Clay mixed

with fibre, covered with white lime plaster thick, and

gilt on top. Fairly well preserved. Faint traces of red

and black paint on some frs. From 2" sq. to 5' sq.

Y.K. iv. 007. Fresco fr. Shows shoulders to waist of

male fig. slightly to L., in close-fitting doublet of light

terra-cotta, with crossed baldric and arm-bands of white.

Dark maroon scarf appears over L. shoulder and R. arm.

L. hand bent up before breast, holding spear (?), R. arm

also slightly extended and bent up at elbow, but hand lost,

as is also R. shoulder. Over forearm appears greyish-

white drapery, and on breast necklace with white jewels ;

all outlines black. Surface gone in top L. corner. Soft

clay mixed with straw. X 3'.

MISCELLANEOUS MANUSCRIPT FRAGMENTS ACQUIRED AT YAR-KHOTO

Y.K. 0010. Three frs. of Chin.-Uigur MS. purchased
2 9 - xi. 07. Whitish buff paper. Obv. part of Chin.

Buddhist Sutra
; firm black chars. Rev. broken 11. of Uigur

(seven on largest fr.)
; pale ink, large even hand. Gr. fr.

f x 5j.

Y.K. 0011. Six frs. of Uigur MS., on soft buff paper,

much decayed
; bought at Yar-khoto 29. xi. 07. Obv.

broken 11. Uigur (six on largest fr.), in black ink, firm

regular hand. Gr. fr. 7' x 3'.

Y.K. 0012. Five frs. of Uigur MS., on soft light buff

paper somewhat decayed; bought at Yar-khoto 29. ix. 07.

Obv. broken 11. of Uigur (four on largest fr.), in large hand,

well separated columns, black ink
;

with two impressions

in red of Chin. (?) seal. Gr. fr. c. 5' X 3".

Y.K. 0013. a. Half of circular wooden saucer, flat-

bottomed, roughly cut
;
with much-worn traces of Uigur

writing in black on bottom— 4 11 . inside, 5 out. Two

holes bored through edge, one filled with fr. of string.

Brought as from shrine near N. end of Yar-khoto. Diam. 4'.

Y.K. 0014. Uigur paper document, on brownish paper

showing ‘ laid ’ marks ;
worm-eaten in places, but fairly

complete. Obv. 19 H- black writing; somewhat hasty;

with two black seal impressions (?), one in middle and one

at end. Rev. one 1 . larger hand. 13' x 1 2%’.
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Y.K. 0015. Fr. of Uigur MS. on soft light buff paper.

Obv. 19 11 . rather small writing, clear and black. Rev. 18 11 .

6Tx 5r-

Y.K. 0016. Fr. of Chin.-Uigur MS. on thin whitish

paper
;
incomplete all edges

;
writing well preserved. Obv.

6 II. Chin. Rev. 8 11 . Uigur. 4|* x 4 .

Y.K. 0017. Three frs. Uigur MS., on thick brownish

paper. Obv. (gr. fr.) 15 11 . Uigur somewhat faded;

smaller frs., prob. belonging, parts of 5 and 4 11 . Rev. in

all, blank. Gr. fr. 4 x 8".

Y.K. 0018. Three frs. of Uigur MS., on smooth

brownish paper
;

clean and well preserved
;

all edges

incomplete. Obv. (gr. fr.) 5 11 ., other frs. 4 and 4 11 .

writing; regular, well-spaced lines. Rev. in all, blank.

Gr. fr. 5' x 2$'.

Y.K. 0019. a-d. Four frs. of Uigur or Chin.-Uigur

MSS., prob. from different MSS. (
a

)

Light buff, smooth

paper. Obv. parts of 8 11. Chin, apparently from treatise on

names of Buddhas. Rev. parts of 9 11 . Uigur, rather faint.

x (average H.) 2\“. (b) Light brown paper. Obv. 5 11 .

Chin., good hand and good condition. Rev. 5 11 . Uigur,

rather faint. 4" x 2§". (c) Thin brownish paper. Obv.

2 11 . Chin., large, clear. Rev. 5 11 . Uigur, somewhat worn.
2" x 4'. (d) Obv. Uigur only, parts of 4 11 . Rev. blank.

2% x I? •

OBJECTS FOUND OR ACQUIRED AT VARIOUS TURFAN SITES

Toyuk. 001. (Barat hill). Stucco relief fr. Torso

of male fig. R. shoulder and breast bare. Over L. shoulder

and under R. arm passes robe that covers rest of body.

Flesh pink, robe red. Broken at neck and hips, R. arm

at biceps, L. arm at ellxnv. Rather rough work. Clay

mixed with fibre. 4!" x 4|\

Kara-khoja. 001. Solid-cast bronze statuette of

standing Buddha. Wears long robe down to ankles, and

upper robe covering both shoulders and arms and
clinging close to front of body and limbs. Folds indicated

by conventional incised curves. R. arm hangs by side

;

L. upraised to shoulder, but hand broken off. Usnisa;

slightly elongated ears ; no halo. Back without detail.

Stands on hollow conical base formed of regular lotus

pedestal resting on circular stepped throne.

Condition good. Purchased 20. xi. 07. H. 3^", diam.

of base if". PI. VII.

Sassik-bulak. 001-2. Two votive clay reliefs,

pear-shaped, convex behind, bearing impressions from

mould of seated Buddha. Ground round Buddha covered

with very faint inscriptions in low relief. Bad condition.

Cf. Kha. ii. 0067. 2% x ig\ PI. CXXXIX.

MISCELLANEOUS MANUSCRIPT FRAGMENTS FOUND AT VARIOUS TURFAN SITES

Toyuk. 002. a-c. Three frs. of Uigur MS., on smooth
light buff paper

;
found below caves, E. group, in refuse

thrown out by diggers.
(
a
) Inscr. on obv. only, 6 11., black,

regular. 3* x 3§'. (b) Obv. 4 11 . somewhat irregular

writing; rev. parts of 7 11., small hand, very cursive.

3^'x i|*. (c) Obv. a few chars. Chin.
;
rev. ends of 4 11 .,

large untidy hand. 4' x if*.

Toyuk. 003. Three frs. of Uigur MS., on soft buff paper,

felted. Obv. 7, 5, and 2 11 . somewhat perished. Rev.

blank. From diggers’ refuse as above. Gr. fr. 5' X (gr.

width) 3'.

Toyuk. 004. Fr. of Chin.-Sogdian (?) MS., on light

brown paper. Obv. 5. 11 . Chin. Rev. 7 11 . Sogdian, well

preserved. 3f' x 2J.

Tallik-bulak. 001. Fr. of Uigur MS., on brown paper

much decayed
; black regular writing. Obv. 5 11 ., rev. 5 11 .

C. 6' x 3'. Also mass of decayed remains of Chin, and
Uigur manuscripts, felted together and illegible.



CHAPTER XXIX

KARA-SHAHR AND ITS RUINED SITES

Section I.—HISTORICAL TOPOGRAPHY OF KARA-SHAHR

On December i I left Turfan town for Kara-shahr. I was anxious to save time for eventual

excavations in that north-east corner of the Tarim Basin before setting out to the south-west across

the Taklamakan, and for this reason was obliged to follow the high road. This first skirts the

western portion of the Turfan basin to the oasis of Toksun (Map No. 54. c. 2), and thence ascends

southward through the difficult gorge of Su-bashi to the barren hill ranges and plateaus which link

the western Kuruk-tagh to the T'ien-shan chain south of Urumchi. These the route crosses in

a westerly direction over ground where both water and grazing are extremely scanty ; after some

140 miles from Turfan it reaches at Ushak-tal the first cultivation within the wide Kara-shahr basin.

Apart from a small ruined fort known as Oi-tam in the scrubby salt-encrusted steppe north-west of

Toksun (Map No. 54. c. 1), which with its very massive walls of stamped clay looked to me decidedly

ancient, the route offered no opportunity for archaeological observations. Yet there can be no

doubt that it must have been always the main line of communication from Turfan to Kara-shahr

and the northern oases of the Tarim Basin. Along its eastern portion leads also what must in

historical times have always been the easiest, if not the most direct, route connecting Turfan with

the Lop region. 1

If there are no old remains that can now be traced above the ground along the route just

described, we find at least a fairly detailed account of it in the T'ang Annals. 2 M. Chavannes has

already rightly recognized that the notice translated by him relates to the present route line, and

only minor identifications remain to be added here. Starting from Hsi-chou jjfj Ml or Yar-khoto,

the itinerary takes us south-west to the town of T'ien-shan^ [If, 120 li distant. In this we can

safely recognize the present Toksun. ‘ Thence going south-west and passing through a mountainous

gorge and the stony desert of Lei-shih ;g|j| ig’, which obviously corresponds to the narrow defile

ascended above Su-bashi, ‘ one arrives after 220 li in the stony desert of Yin-shan |i|, or “ the

Silver Mountain The modern Chinese author of the Hsiyii shut tao chi, quoted by M. Chavannes,

has correctly recognized that the reference here is to the hilly desert near the present station of

Kumush, the name of which means silver in Turkl. 3 The distance indicated agrees well with the

Route from

Turfan to

Kara-shahr.

Route de-

scribed in

T'ang
Annals.

1

I mean the route which leaves the Turfan-Kara-shahr

high road at the desolate station of Ujme-dong, Map No. 54.

B - 3> and striking due south leads via Shor-bulak and P'o-

ch eng-tzu to the tiny oasis of Singer. From this important

route junction of the western Kuruk-tagh (Map No. 55. d. 2)

Lou-lan could be reached in ancient times as easily as the

northernmost Lop tract is now at Tikenlik.

The route here referred to will be found duly marked in

Roborovsky’s Map II from Col. KozlofFs survey. With

most other routes of the Western Kuruk-tagh it was surveyed

in the course of my third expedition. It was made practicable

for cart traffic after the Chinese reconquest of Turkestan in

1877, and postal stations, now completely abandoned, were

established along it. The more direct routes from Singer to

Turfan and Lukchun are made difficult, and during the warm

portion of the year practically impossible, through want of

water.

! Cf. Chavannes, Turcs occid., p. 6.

s Silver has been mined in the western Kuruk-tagh also

in recent times, but only in modest quantities.

1314 7 ^
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Hsiian-

tsang’s

miraculous

spring.

Po-ition of

Kara-shahr

district.

56 miles of my cyclometer, reckoning from Toksun to Kumush. By Lti-kuang a ± on the

frontier of Yen-ch'i or Kara-shahr, 40 li distant, must be meant a halting-place at or near the present

Kara-kizil (Map No. 51. d. 4), where water is obtained from a deep well, and the natural frontier of

Kara-shahr, corresponding with the watershed towards the Bagrash Lake, is entered. Thence,

beyond the P'an-shih ^ ^ tract, the military station of Chang-san-mieh
g|| ^ ^ is reached after

100 li more. There can be no doubt that the cultivated area of Ushak-tal (Map No. 51. a. 4) is meant,

though the actual road distance from Kara-kizil is over 30 miles. ‘ Going towards the south-west

for 145 li one passes the road station called Hsin-ch'eng ijjg (“ the new city”) and crossing the

Tan River (the Kara-shahr River) arrives at the garrison town of Yen-ch'i ^£r.’ That by

the station of Hsin-chYng a place approximately in the position of the present town of Kara-shahr
must be intended is made clear by the bearing and distance. The situation of the ancient capital

of Kara-shahr will be discussed presently.

We must regret that Hsiian-tsang begins his Hsi-yii-chi from Yen-ch'i, or A-ch'i-ni

as he calls Kara-shahr, but does not describe the route by which he arrived there from Kao-ch'ang
or Turfan

; for the account we receive of this journey in his Life 4
is not as clear as it might have

been in the great traveller s own record. M. Chavannes has assumed that he followed the route
which the T ang itinerary describes,0 and on general grounds this appears probable. But obscuri-
ties of detail remain, and it must be remembered that the present high road is not the only route by
which to reach Kara-shahr from Turfan. 6 If Hsiian-tsang followed the main route, which certainly
is the easiest, I think that we may identify the miraculous ‘ spring of the Master A-fu about the
origin of which the Life tells a lengthy legend, with the remarkable spring which issues from a sheer
wall of rock in the deep gorge passed by the route about a mile below the station of Arghai-bulak
(Map No. 54. b. 3), and from which this derives its name. There is no water to be found elsewhere on
the route above this point until Kumush. But it must be mentioned that the Life describes the
spring as issuing from a ‘ monticule de sable, au sud de la route whereas the Arghai-bulak issues
from a cliff of what seemed to me granite or gneiss, and flanking the route on the west. On the
other hand, the statement that the Master, after passing the night with his companions by this
spring, started by daybreak and traversed, evidently the same day, ‘ the Yin-shan or “ mountain of
silver

,
which is very high and large’, would well accord with the long march by which the elevated

plateau above mentioned is crossed from Arghai-bulak to Kumush. That the pious pilgrim was
attacked by robbers when proceeding west of this mountain would well agree with the topography
of the route beyond Kumush

; for the broken ground crossed there would specially facilitate such
exploits from the higher valleys north which afford fair grazing for nomads. 7

v ?
the

J^a-shahr region was too short and the Extent of the ground that I actuallyv ited away from the line of the main route and certain ruined sites, too limited to justify my
ttempting here either a systematic survey of its geography or a review of the data we possess

regarding its early history. But among the geographical features distinguishing the Kara-shahr
territory there are some so striking, and of such obviously great impotence as determining its
history, that a brief account of them seems called for here.

g

the Wrim Basin ^7 * U" iqU<: P°sition amonS the ^‘ncts comprised withinarm, Basin. Immediately adjoining from the north-east the great flat trough which extends in
* Cf. Julien, Vie, pp, 46 sqq.

, IT , ,,
6

Cf. Chavannes, Tuns occid., pp. 6 sq. ,

P ° pass above Arghai-bulak (Map No. 54. b. 3)
* Another route through the mountains further west was H 'k *

1!

g°rgC 1S
.

protected from sudden attacks on
followed by Roborovsky (see his Map II), and there mav be -n

F

.f V 6 lrnPractlcable nature of the flanking ridges,

more in the hills south-west of Toksun.
7 * ^ "S Kumush the ^und is for the most part

a bare gravel < Sai ’ precluding ail surprise.
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the middle of the latter, and which the Tarim traverses along its whole length from east to west, it

sends all its drainage towards the Tarim delta and yet forms a distinct basin by itself. This

Kara-shahr basin, as any general map shows, is enclosed on the north by a range of the central

T'ien-shan system which stretches from the western rim of the Turfan depression west towards the

Yulduz plateaus. On the east and south it is framed round by barren hill ranges of the Kuruk-tagh.

In the west these link on to that southernmost T'ien-shan range which edges the riverine flat

of the Tarim from Korla towards Kucha. Between the foot of this range and the westernmost

offshoot of the Kuruk-tagh lies the narrow defile above the Korla oasis in which the river draining

the lake of Kara-shahr, or the Baghrash-kol, breaks through to the plains of the Tarim.

The great lake forms the chief and most characteristic feature of the Kara-shahr basin. \\ ith

its marshy edges it extends, according to Roborovsky s reliable surveys, for a distance of over 50

miles from east to west with a maximum width of about 30 miles. It is nowhere of great depth,

but holds fresh water for the greatest portion of its area and abounds in fish. Its water is supplied

mainly by the Khaidu-gol, a considerable river which drains the Yulduz plateaus and the high

T'ien-shan ranges around them. The volume of this is increased above Kara-shahr by an affluent

from the north which drains distant snowy mountains between Kara-shahr and Urumchi. 8 The

valley of the Khaidu-gol is of great width for a distance of over 60 miles above the town of Kara-

shahr and forms an important extension of the basin north-westwards.

It is the abundance of water which is, perhaps, the most distinctive feature of the district. This

is sufficiently indicated by the great area covered by its freshwater lake and by the large and

practically permanent volume of water which the lake discharges in the Konche-darya flowing

through the defile above Korla. 9 As far as my observations go, there is no area of corresponding

size in the Tarim Basin which commands a water-supply so abundant and so easy to utilize for

irrigation. To this advantage is added a climate which, judging from a variety of observations,

including personal experience during my stay at the site north of Shdrchuk, appears to be appre-

ciably moister than that of the oases along the northern edge of the Tarim Basin or to the south o

the Taklamakan. The conditions here briefly indicated are reflected in a striking manner by the

great belt of vegetation excellently suited for winter grazing which encircles the Baghrash La e

almost everywhere, 10 and extends on all sides close to the foot of the mountains.

With conditions so favourable for cultivation, and with the great extent of ground which canals

from the Kara-shahr River could command in the north-western portion of the basin, the very

limited number and size of permanent settlements to be found at present in the d ‘st”ct contraSt

a fashion which is bound to attract attention. Wherever I moved in the Kara-shahr basin •

struck by the disproportion between the scanty area of cultivation, which was, too, mostly

and the great extent of arable land awaiting occupation. It was easy to realize e

between this state of things and the strangely mixed nature of the population. It consists m

main of Mongols who have only recently taken to agriculture and still continue to lead a em

nomadic existence at the same time ;
of Chinese settlers introduced since the reconquest of »

colonies forcibly planted here stiil more recently, and a very slight admixture of Turk, Muh.

Cf Hedin, Reiun in Zentral-Asien, p. 68
,
where the

volume of the river, even after the not inconsiderable loss due

to canals taking off above Korla town on either side of the

river, is estimated at about 72 cubic metres per second.

10 For this belt of luxuriant reed-beds, scrub, and 1 oghrak

iunrie, north of the lake, see Maps Nos. 48, 5 *- A surv
'e>' of

1915 showed it also along the south shore, though in lesser

width.

7 L 2

8 The debouchure of this affluent of the Khaidu-gol is

shown in Roborovsky's Map II in a position approximately

corresponding to the valley marked in Map No. 48. a. 2,

between the clinometrically fixed heights 12391 and 11211.

1 he valley was sighted by R. B. Lai Singh from a great

distance. Hence its continuation northward, formed by

a deep-cut winding gorge, remained unnoticed and has not

been correctly indicated in our map.

Great lake

of Kara-

shahr basin.

Abundance
of water.

Cultivation

limited and

neglected.

Mixture of

population.
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Exposure to

nomad
attacks.

madans, mainly petty traders, from the northern oases of the Tarim Basin. Everywhere in the

mountains to the north live Mongols who continue in their traditional ways as nomads, known to

Muhammadans as Kalmaks and belonging to different Torgut tribes. It is the vicinity of these

troublesome nomad neighbours, whose turbulent nature and robbing propensities Chinese reports

of the eighteenth century on Kara-shahr duly emphasize, 11 which has kept Turk! cultivators away

from such fertile lands. The same reports also show us that Kara-shahr has suffered from its

present conditions of depopulation and neglected agriculture ever since the great inroads of the

Dzungars in the last century drove out the old population of TurkI Muhammadans.

These observations on the present conditions of Kara-shahr will make it quite clear that, while

the territory has been favoured by nature in various ways, its geographical position must at all

times have exposed it to a very serious drawback. I mean its close vicinity to, and its easy access

from, mountain tracts which, as far back as history takes us, have always had a particular attraction

for nomads. It is unnecessary here to explain in detail how the famous grazing uplands of Yulduz

have been cherished haunts for all the great nomad nations, from the Wu-sun and Huns downwards,

which held sway along the T'ien-shan, that natural spina
,
as it were, in the cycle of Central-Asian

migrations. Situated as Kara-shahr is at the very mouth of the big valley leading down from

Yulduz, it must have been like a gate specially inviting those who had their favourite summer
camps on those grassy plateaus and necessarily looked to the oases on the south as their richest

grounds for raids and exactions. Whenever Chinese power was firmly established from Turfan to

Kashgar or beyond, the gate might be kept safely closed. The same is likely to have been possible

during periods while internal feuds or conflict with nomad aggressors weakened the tribes in the

north. But the danger must always have been close at hand, and from time to time Kara-shahr
was bound to suffer from its onset. The oases further west would then be exposed, too, to plunder
and heavy exactions of tribute. But the additional risk of prolonged occupation would be reserved
for Kara-shahr, which alone could offer grazing grounds adequate for the maintenance of large
nomad hosts.

Ycn-cKi

in early

Chinese

records.

The peculiar circumstances just explained as a result of geographical features must be kept in

view if we are to understand properly the part played by Kara-shahr in the early history of what is

now Chinese Turkestan. It does not appear to have ever been as important as that of Kucha, Kashgar
Khotan, or Yarkand, either in political respect or with regard to Buddhist culture and all that was
connected with it. It is true that Yen-chi figures in the description of the ‘Western regions’
given by the Former and Later Annals as a territory with a relatively large population.12 But the
records also show that its political fate was always closely bound up with that of its more powerful
^ ^ours on the west and east, Kucha and 1 urfan. The Later Han Annals’ account duly notes

t at the territory ‘ on four sides has high mountains which attach themselves to those of Kucha.
The roads [leading there] are blocked with obstacles and are easy to defend.’ The last remark
obviously refers in particular to the routes which gave access to Yen-ch'i from territories under
Chinese control. True also is the statement about ‘ the water of a lake which spreads in sinuosities
within the four mountains’ and what is said about the position of the capital, as we shall see
presently. The Chin Annals notice of Yen-ch'i repeats the essential points of the above descrip-
tion and emphasizes the difficulty of the routes leading to it by adding that « if a hundred men
defend them a thousand could not pass \ 13

" Cf. Ritter, Asien, ii. p. 436, where the natural fertility

of the land, its former flourishing condition, and the inability

of the Mongols to turn its advantages to good account are all

quite correctly noted from the Chinese records.

Cf. Wylie, J. Anthrop. Inst., xi. pp. 101 sq.
;
Chavannes,

T'oung-pao, 1907. p. 208.

See Chavannes, Ancient Khotan
,

i. p. 542. The
reference is clearly to the difficult defiles of the Turfan route
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1

Fa-hsien, who visited Yen-ch'i, or Wu-i ^ as he calls it, about a.d. 400 from Shan-shan, has

little more to tell us about it than that there were four thousand monks, students of the Hlnayana,

in the territory.14 Nor is the account which Hsiian-tsang has given of it as detailed as that of

Kucha and other more important districts. 10 The description of the physical features seems borrowed

from the Later Han Annals. But the pilgrim particularly .notes the abundant irrigation, the varied

products of the soil, and the genial climate. He found there about two thousand monks of the

Sarvastivadin school, attached to the Hlnayana, in about ten monasteries, and calls the people

honest.

In the fairly long notice which the T'ang Annals devote to Yen-ch'i and its affairs we are

specially told that the territory ‘has always been subject to the Western Turks’. 16 The statement

is fully illustrated by a variety of events in which Yen-ch'i figured during the period preceding the

establishment of Chinese supremacy,17 and is easily explained by what has been shown above

about the geographical position of Kara-shahr. It is, no doubt, the strategic importance of this

position which caused Yen-ch'i to be reckoned from a.d. 719 as one of the ‘ Four Garrisons ’ assuring

the Chinese hold over Eastern Turkestan
;
for in an imperial decree issued some years earlier we

are told that the kingdom was small and its population not numerous. 18 Nevertheless the number

of households is estimated in the T'ang Annals’ notice at four thousand and the number of soldiers

at two thousand, which suggests a population still greatly in excess of the present. The reference

made to brisk trade in fish and salt, however, still holds good.

We may safely attribute it to the relative abundance of moisture and the consequent more

rapid decay of ruins that the number of sites in the Kara-shahr district with ancient remains above

the ground is small. The first that I visited was the ruined circumvallation, known as Chong-kSl

(‘ the big lake ’) or as Ta-lao-pa to the local Chinese, about six miles to the south-east of Ushak-tal

(Map No. 5 1. b. 4). It is situated amidst luxuriant jungle of scrub and Toghraks only a mile beyond

the limits of the present cultivation, and abandoned fields adjoin it quite closely. The circumval-

lation forms an oblong with its corners approximately orientated, the south-west face measuring

about 270 yards and the south-east one about 3°8 yards. Its walls, originally built of stamped

clay, are now decayed into ramparts of earth showing in places irregular layers of brushwood or

reeds and still rising to 20—25 feet, with a thickness of about 1 5 feet at the top. They are strengthened

at irregular intervals by towers of stamped clay. Moisture has affected the slopes and covered the

surface of the interior with a thin crust of salt efflorescence, or shor. Of structural remains there

were none visible in the interior, the only notable feature being a refuse-covered mound near the

north-east rampart Superficial clearing brought to light only straw of reeds and cereals, mixed

with stable refuse and wood chippings. But on the south-west rampart a well-preserved copper coin

with the nien-hao Ch'ien-ylian (a.d. 758-60) was picked up from the surface. The conditions of the

ground gave little hope of archaeological finds, and the fortified enclosure, though most probably

Fa-hsien’s

and Hsiian-

isang’s

accounts.

Tang
Annals’

notice of

Yen-ch'i.

Ruined

circum-

vallation of

Chong-kol.

and the 1 Iron Gates ’ of the gorge above Korla, regarding

which see below, p. 1228.

The same notice of the Chin Annals contains an inter-

esting account of the career of Prince Hui ^ ,
-the son of

a chief of Yen-ch'i and his wife from the Kuei Hu tyj
tribe, who made himself master of Kucha and subsequently

for a time established a hegemony over the whole of the

Tarim Basin, about the end of the third century a.d.

14
Cf. Legge, Travels of Fd-hien, pp. 14 sq. For the

name Wu-i (also written Wu-cKi f| % in other Buddhist

texts), cf. Watters, Yuan Chwang, i. p- 46 >
Chavannes,

T'oung-pao, 1905, p. 564, note 2. Wu-k'ung, who stayed at

Kara-shahr about a.d. 788, also calls the town Wu-ch'i-, see

J. Asia/., 1895, sept.-oct., p. 364.

15 Cf. Julien, Memoires, i. pp. 1 sq- S
Watters, Yuan

Chivang, i. pp. 48 sqq.

16 Cf. Chavannes, Turcs occid., pp. no sqq.

17
Cf. Chavannes, ibid.. Index, s.v. Yen-k’i.

18 See Chavannes, loc. cit., p. 113. The other of the

‘Four Garrisons’ were Kucha, Kashgar, and Khotan, all

territories of far greater resources.
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of pre- Muhammadan origin, is likely to have been occupied intermittently also during later

periods. 13 A large cave, the position of which was pointed out to me at the foot of the hills over-

looking the debouchure of the Ushak-tal stream, about three miles to the north-west of the village,

was said to have been examined by Professor Grunwedel. The short winter day left no time to

see it on my way to Chokkur.

The ruin reported at the last-named place (Map No. 48. d. 3) proved to be a small walled enclosure

of a type similar to that at Chong-kol. Towers of stamped clay, mostly about 25 feet by 19,

strengthened the curtains at short intervals. The walls of the latter seemed to have had a thickness

of only 7 feet, covered now on both slopes with masses of fallen clay. No structural remains had

survived in the interior, and diggings carried on for manuring soil showed that whatever buildings it

might once have contained had crumbled away into mere earth. A mound of earth, about 50 feet

in diameter, seemed to mark the position of some central structure. The ruined fort stands in the

middle of a small but well-irrigated area of cultivation, and around it stretch luxuriant Toghrak
jungle and grazing. It was through ground like this, or equally luxuriant reed-beds where the

shores of Lake Baghrash lay nearer, that the thirty miles’ march led me to the town of Kara-shahr
on December 8.

Prom this place I visited the ruins of Baghdad-shahri, the only old site in the neighbourhood
of which information was obtainable, apart from the ‘ Ming-oi ’ near Shorchuk. The way led along
the high road towards Korla which crosses the wide river-bed about half a mile from the town and
then passes a wide steppe with fertile soil and scattered patches of new cultivation. Water for more
canals is available in plenty, and only want of population prevents an oasis being created on the
rivers right bank far bigger than the one adjoining the present town. The Baghdad-shahri site,

about nine miles distant from the latter, lies close to the eastern edge of a long but narrow stretch of
cultivation of which the roadside station of Danzil is the centre (Map No. 49. b. i). Its remains consist
of a large oblong circumvallation, which undoubtedly marks the position of a town of importance.

I he corners of the town walls are approximately orientated
; the north-west face measures

about 1,030 yards, that to the south-west about 935 yards. The walls, everywhere badly decayed
except near the west corner, appear to have been built throughout of layers of stamped clay 3 inches in
eig it and to have had a thickness of about 9 feet. They rest on a broad earth rampart, rising

12 15 eet above the adjoining ground. Apart from a large mound of stamped clay of uncertain
character, rising within the north corner of the circumvallation to a height of 25 feet or so and about
20 yar s across on its flat top, the interior of the town retains no structural remains whatsoever.
1 he whole of it is occupied by salt-encrusted low ridges and hillocks, with a large earth mound of the

e s tape ess appearance a short distance off the middle of the south-west face. Remains of
a square wall, apparently of late date, were traceable on its top. There was found on the surface
a well-preserved com wnh the nien-kao Ch'ien-chung

(A . D
. ,80-4), together with plenty of coarse

pot ery on the slopes. Fragments of a T'ang coin, apparently a K'ai-yiian piece, were picked up
on the top of the previously mentioned mound.

moismre°
k a

,V
he Salt~Perm

f
lted so >' sufficed to show that percolation from below and subaerial

Fm smrnm c ,
>

p"' a"
"T"8 ^P' of the hardest water-resisting materials.

feeW was n TT°!V T" COUl
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d t’°ld °Ut ' itt,e hoPe- a"d >b <= mere fact thatJ treasure-

impressim ! T ty a"y °f inhabi,ants of the hamlets close by confirmed this

beltef tha the w ltd t ft IT f p IT
arch“'>lo8 i“ l evidence there is much .0 support thebehel that the walled town of Baghdad-shahr, marks the site of the Kara-shahr capital at least as itexisted in Tang times. From the itinerary of the T ano- Annals diem a u ^ /

19 F f ,

y an& Annals discussed above we have seen that
specimens of pouery, ineWmg one ob.iously Chinese, with transparent celadon green, see the Lis. below.
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the position of this must be looked for beyond the right bank of the Kara-shahr River. 20 Another

passage of the Annals confirms this and clearly shows that the capital must have been situated close

to the shores of the Baghrash Lake, which is said to have protected it, at least partially, from attack. 21

It is true that this passage estimates the circumference of the locality where the capital stood (not Vicinity

of the walled town itself) at 30 li, a measure much in excess of the actual perimeter of Baghdad-shahri.
of lake '

But, on the other hand, we have a very close approach to the two miles or so of the latter in Hsiian-

tsang’s statement that the circuit of the capital he visited was 6 to 7 li. That the site of Baghdad-

shahri lies quite close to the marshy edge of Lake Baghrash is certain, though at the time of my
visit it was difficult to determine the exact shore line on the shor-covered flats extending to the south

and east of the site, the lake being frozen at the time and shrunk to its winter limits. 22 Chinese

local opinion at Kara-shahr—whether based on tradition or on learned argument I could not find

out—ascribes the ruined town to T'ang times, and the two coins actually found by me at the site

distinctly support this view. But what appears to me to carry most weight are the topographical

indications of the Tang Annals and Hslian-tsang, and the fact that no trace exists of any other

ruined circumvallation by the western shores of the lake.

OBJECTS FOUND AT SITES OF CHONG-KOL (USHAK-TAL) AND BAGHDAD-SHAHRI, KARA-SHAHR

Ushak-tal. 001. Fr. of pottery, hand-made from well-

levigated clay, grey burning to brick-red ;
hearth-burned.

Apparently had ochreous wash on outer surface ;
worn.

2i* v r 7*
-=2 X1 8

Ushak-tal. 002. Fr. of pottery, wheel-made, kiln-fired,

sulphur-yellow clay ;
outside face w'ashed reddish-brown ;

om. with appliqud leaf (?) pattern. 2XV x 2^'.

Ushak-tal. 003. Fr. of rim of stoneware bowl, grey

body with transparent celadon green glaze on either side
;

incised orn.
;
a combed-wave pattern inside, and a plain

band outside. Chinese, if'xif*.

Ushak-tal. 004. Fr. of bluish-white translucent

glass; all faces broken. Gr. M. if".

Baghdad-shahri. 001. Fr. of pottery, hand-made, body

of dull red-burning clay covered with a black-burning slip

c. 2V thick
;

this prob. blackened by smothering which

has not affected clay of body. Along top applied relief

band (black) with V-shaped stamped orn. if" X if'.

PI. IV.

Baghdad-shahri. 002. Fr. of pottery, hand-made, of

fairly well-levigated clay burning a light brick red, kiln-

fired. i xV * I¥-

Section II.—THE ‘ MING-OI’ SITE NORTH OF SHORCHUK

On December 1 1 I left Kara-shahr town and proceeded by the Korla high road to the little Arrival

station of Shorchuk, some 16 miles to the south-south-west. 1 From it I visited on the same day

the extensive collection of Buddhist shrines situated close on four miles to the north and known to

the Turkl-speaking Muhammadans by the general designation of Ming-01, the ‘ Thousand Houses .

The site, which from the north-west is approached to within three miles or so by the scatterec

20 See above, p. 1176.
21

Cf. Chavannes, Turcs occid., p. 112. The description

of the position of the town corresponds closely to that gi\en

by the notice of the Later Han Annals ;
see Chavannes,

T'oung-pao, 1907, p. 208 :

‘ L’eau d’un lac entre en sinuosiufs

a 1 int^rieur des quatre montagnes et environne cette ville sur

une distance de plus de trente li.’

The passage of the T'ang Annals above quoted describes

the sudden attack by which the Chinese general Kuo Hsiao-

k u, marching against Yen-ch'i from the side of Turfan b) the

main route, took the capital in a.d. 644. The description

shows clearly, first that the river had to be crossed before

arriving at the capital, and secondly that the town was open

to assault on the land side. The whole suggests that the

town was built on a small peninsula projecting into the lake.

22 The careful survey which Roborovsky, as topographer

of General Pievzoff’s expedition (1889-90), made of Lake

Baghrash shows Baghdad-shahri as situated immediately to

the north of a small bay of the lake. This indicates that

when the level of the lake is high the site is protected on two

sides at least by water.

1 See Map No. 49. b. i. Shorchuk may be accepted

with Professors Grunwedel and Pelliot as the correct form of

the local name, derived as it obviously is from shir, the

Turki term for the salt efflorescence which is plentiful on the

steppe around. But the prevailing pronunciation I heard

from the Korla Begs and labourers with me sounded Chor-

chuk, the name shown in the map.
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Mongol cultivation of Shikchin, had received visits from several European travellers, including

Dr. Hedin. 2
I knew that Professor Grunwedel had on two occasions in 1906-7 made stays of

several weeks at Shorchuk for the sake of the ruins. But information received at Turfan indicated

that his work and that of his party had been mainly devoted to the cave-temples north of the main

site, and a rapid inspection of the latter soon convinced me that ample scope was left here for sys-

tematic excavations. It also showed that local conditions would allow them to be carried on rapidly.

So no time was lost about pitching camp in the midst of the ruins and arranging for adequate

labour.

The ruins of the main site, as seen in the photographs, Figs. 281-5, occupy the tops, and in

places also the slopes, of small gravel-covered ridges and plateaus of sandstone rising above the

loess plain. These represent the last offshoots from the range which flanks the valley of the

Khaidu-gol on the south. The site plan, Plate 51, shows that these slight but well-defined elevations

stretch all from north-west to south-east, bearing ruins for a total distance of about one-third of

a mile. The width of the area occupied by structural remains varies from two to three hundred

yards. About its middle the area is divided into a north-western and a south-eastern portion by

a small transverse depression. Here a tiny stream fed by two marshy springs rises in a gap at the

foot of the two westernmost ridges and makes its way eastwards, soon to disappear in the soft scrub-

covered loess of the plain. The same depression (seen in the middle of Figs. 281-3) also drains

the shallow little Nullahs which separate the several ridges and terraces.

Of the latter three can be easily distinguished to the south-east, each bearing rows of closely

serried structures, marked as groups I—III in the plan. 3 To the north-west the disposition of the ruins

is far less regular. A large group of shrines, xi-xvii, including several massive temple ruins, attracts

attention on the central terrace overlooking the transverse depression. On the gentle slopes to the

north of it, and on narrow knolls descending to the east and south, there are scattered numerous

other structures mostly of modest size.
4 The westernmost ridge, being steep and very narrow on

its top, is occupied only by a couple or so of small cellas, one of them immediately above the springs.

The cave-temples already referred to are situated about three-quarters of a mile to the north-west.

All with one exception cluster close together at the foot of the steep western slope of a higher sand-

stone ridge (Plate 51) of which the ridges and terraces on the main site form the south-eastern

continuation. Fof all details as to the position and character of these cave-shrines, nine in all,

adjoining some cavities which were probably rock-tombs, I may refer to the publication of Professor

Grunwedel, who completely explored them and has described them with great care and thorough-

ness/' Of relatively small size and badly injured by vandal hands, they still retained fresco remains

and relievo fragments of great iconographic interest.

The very large number of ruined structures at the main site, the considerable size of many
among them, and the heavy labour demanded by the excavation of the interior of the bigger temples,

filled not with drift-sand but with consolidated masonry debris, made it obvious from the outset that

within the time I could spare for this big site no attempt could be made to clear the whole of the

ruins. In order to assure desirable thoroughness in the search of individual ruins, limitation in

2 For a brief description, mainly of the caves, see Hedin,

Reisen in Z.-A., p. 67.

* Fig. 281 shows portions of groups I and II, as seen

from the south. The same appear also in the background of

Fig. 274 viewed from the west. In Fig. 283 are seen parts

of groups II and III with a cluster of domed structures at

the east foot of the third ridge.

' In Fig. 285 is seen the whole of the central group as

viewed from a distance in the south. Figs. 281-2, which
join up, show the whole of the north-west portion of the site

in the background. Two of the big temple ruins of the

central group are shown from the west in Fig. 284, while

some of the scattered shrines to the north and east appear in

Fig. 287.

See Grunwedel, Altbuddh. Kultstiitten, pp. 192—21 1.
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281. PANORAMIC VIEW OF * MIXG-OI ' SHE, SHORCHUK. TAKEN FROM SOUTH NEAR TEMPLE Mi. x.wi.

Ruined shrines of groups I and II in foreground, with temple x-xii on right and site of cave temples (C* in distance behind. A B marks line of joinin
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Panoramic view as above continued to north end ot groups i and hi x iorlgroini

SHRINES ()F CENTRAL GROUP IN NORTH-WEST PORTION ON LEM.

A B marks joining line.
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respect of numbers was absolutely necessary. At the same time, as several distinct types could

easily be recognized among this multitude of shrines, care had to be taken to make the selection of

those to be searched representative. Fortunately it was easy to realize that the disposition of the

majority of the ruins in long rows of small adjoining cellas, or in groups of detached shrines equally

close together and accessible, would facilitate the employment of a large number of labourers under

adequate supervision. To obtain them rapidly and to keep the work going steadily at high pressure

was made possible by specially favourable circumstances.

At Kara-shahr I had entered again the great division of districts over which my old friend and

patron P‘an Ta-jen exercised control as Tao-t'ai of Ak-su. Thanks to his ever-effective recommen-

dation, Chiang T'ai-chin, the energetic prefect of Kara-shahr, had provided all needful administrative

support for my labours. Fortunately, too, the populous village tract of Korla was within a day s

march to supply large and willing contingents of Turk! Muhammadans who knew how to use their

‘ Ketmans’. Pickaxes needed for the hard ddbris were secured with equal promptness from theChinese

military post at the same oasis. Some of the ruins still retained their vaulted roofs and provided

night shelter, such as the men badly needed under the trying climatic conditions prevailing. With

the help of efficient village head-men from Korla it was easy to keep these large bands at work

from the bitterly cold hours of dawn until nightfall, and to relieve them by fresh relays of men as

soon as the effect of long days of strenuous work and of the exposure implied began to tell upon

them.

Valiantly aided by Naik Ram Singh, Chiang Ssu-yeh, and after his arrival from the Kuruk-

tagh also by R. B. Lai Singh, I thus managed during my twelve days’ stay at the site to get the

great majority of the shrines and other ruins cleared, and, as the special mark of the broad arrow

used in the plans (Plates 52, 53) shows, in most cases completely. In the few larger temples which

are marked as partially cleared, work was stopped only when it became evident, from the con ltion

of the heavy masses of hard calcined debris brought to light, that the inward fall of the thick temple

walls after a big conflagration had left but very scanty chance of any remains of interest having

survived the combined effects of fire and such a crushing.
.

The total number of individual shrines at the main site amounts to over a hun re . n

dimensions they vary greatly, from miniature cellas of only 4 to 6 feet square to massive rectangu ar

piles measuring up to 80 feet on one side. But the types of construction represente , as re ore

to the plans and photographs shows, are few, and much uniformity evidentl) prevai e a so

arrangement and decoration of the interior. Sun-dried bricks are used throng out t ese s rue ur

Their prevailing size is about 1
2" x 6" x 3-4". In the larger shrines a good deal of timber appears

to have been set in the masonry to give it greater cohesion. In some o t ose rism on wa

terraces, like xvii, xxvi, I noticed also the insertion of thin layers of reeds. All this points to

climatic conditions not unlike the present, in which masonry of sun-dried bricks alone doe,

aS

“tr^e„. firs. ,0 describe o„.y .he mos. frerjuee. types briefly in their genera,

features and to leave the mention of details till we deal with md.v.dual rums. The“Tbv '
h

"
sjde

among the small shrines is the simple cella, either square or rectangu ar, uslia

J
&

believe that
of others on a terrace and sometimes approached through a pore .

ere is

rthern entj 0f
these cellas were always covered with true vaults, which survived in a

groups I and II Elsewhere the lower courses of their brickwork could be traced Ano
groups and II. Ulsewnere me mv

cella with a vaulted narrow chamber behind
larger type, best illustrated by rum xm (Plate 53 ).

ftas a
. . , ,, • t t

u;s
the wall facing the entrance. Low vaulted openings adjoining the side walls give to th s

wuug UK ciiuciHbc.
_ . . omKni^tinn nf the Drincipal image, which once must have

chamber or passage, thus permitting circumambulation o p P o

Effective

administra-

tive help.

Clearing of

shrines.

Con-
structive

types and

materials.

Vaulted

temple

cellas.
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occupied the cella wall facing the entrance. This passage at the back was vaulted, and might be

decorated with frescoes or relievo statuary. The same disposition of the ground-plan prevails also

in the cave-temples of the site/’

A third type, represented mainly among the larger shrines, corresponds closely to the one which

is most common among the Buddhist sanctuaries of the Khotan sites (Dandan-oilik, Khadalik, etc.).

Here we find a cella, usually square, approached through an antechapel and enclosed on the remain-

ing three sides by a passage which communicates with the latter and served for the * Pradaksina ’.

In the larger shrines of this type, e. g. x-xii, xxv, xxvi (Plates 52, 53), the passage widens somewhat
at the back of the cella and forms a chamber adorned with relievo statuary. Elsewhere the passages

appear to have been decorated only with wall-paintings. The fourth and fifth types are confined to

monuments for which a funerary character may be assumed with the greatest probability.

The fourth type in its external appearance presents itself as a Stupa, with a cylindrical dome
rising either direct from a low platform or from a base of varying shape which may be circular,

polygonal, or square. Usually there is a square walled enclosure. The sketch-plans in Plates 52,

53 ar)d Figs. 287, 288 will help to illustrate this type. The peculiarity of these ‘Stupas’ is that

their interior is invariably hollow, and that those in fair preservation still have an entrance by which
the vaulted interior could be reached. In none of the vaulted circular chambers examined or cleared

did I find either cult objects or human remains. And yet it is certain, both from their association

with the monuments of the fifth type and from the exact analogy of the 1 Stupas ’ found at the

cemetery of ‘ Kosh-gumbaz ’, outside the ruined town of Kara-khoja, which Professor Griinwedel has
examined and described in some detail, 7 that they served a sepulchral purpose. This was definitely

proved by finds of cinerary urns and boxes at the foot of the pillar-like structures (Figs. 280, 288)
which belong to the fifth type. Whether square or polygonal in shape, they have each a small
walled enclosure, and taper in their superstructure. 1 heir appearance is curiously reminiscent of
Roman funeral monuments. 8

Before I proceed to describe the results of the excavations carried on at different ruins I may
conveniently record certain observations concerning the conditions in which I found them and which
affect all remains of the site. At the first glance it was easy to notice that all the exposed portions
of the ruins had suffered much from the destructive effects of rain and snow. I have already had
occasion to refer to the climatic conditions of the Kara-shahr valley as being distinctly less arid
than those prevailing in the central portions of the Tarim Basin or in its much reduced counterpart,
the Turfan depression. Of the heavy rain-storms reported to visit the valley on not infrequent
occasions during the summer 8 there was clear archaeological evidence in the almost complete
effacement of the relievo decoration in plaster which the outside walls of some of the funeral struc-
tures appear to have borne at one time. The plain plaster coating of temple walls, etc., has
similarly been washed down almost everywhere.

The position of the ruins on sandstone terraces, which, though low are well above the level
affected by the subsoil moisture of the surrounding plain, had fortunately saved them from the
disintegrating effects of shor, so strikingly illustrated by the remains of other Kara-shahr sites
Yet, situated as they are w.thin six miles of Baghdad-shahri and even less of the nearest shore of
Lake Baghrash, the ruins could not escape the slow but constant deletory action of the atmospheric

6 See Griinwedel, AUbuddh. Kultsfatten, pp. 195 sqq.

;

Figs. 449, 454, 458.
7 Cf. Griinwedel, Idikulschari, pp. no sqq.; Allbuddh.

Kullsldticn, pp. 336 sqq. *

8 For similar structures at the ‘Kosh-gumbaz’ of Kara-

i l60. 1U6> joo . lninese
rofessor Giunwedel is prepared to recognize distant imita-

tions of Roman funeral monuments
; cf. Altbuddh. Hullsfatten,

P- 336.
9

Cf. Giunwedel, Altbuddh. Hullsfatten, pp. , 92 ,
2o6.
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conditions produced by the vicinity of this great sheet of water and marsh-land. From these we

suffered a good deal, though December belongs to the driest portion of the Turkestan year.

During the greatest part of our stay at the site an icy mist, rising from the lake on the south,

enveloped ruins and camp
;
together with minimum temperatures down to 42 degrees Fahrenheit

below freezing-point it made work very trying. The nightly hoar-frost practically amounted to

a light snowfall. It continued to cover the ground even when the sun fitfully struggled through.

There was constant difficulty about getting adequate light for photographs, and it was only during

the last day or two that the atmosphere cleared sufficiently to allow most of them to be taken. In

them, too, the hoar-frost is conspicuous.

The excavations had not proceeded far before it became quite clear that in most of the shrines

the damage caused by fire was even greater than that due to moisture. That the whole site had

been subjected to a big conflagration is certain. The effects of this were most striking in the larger

temples, where evidently the amount of timber inserted in the walls, etc., and of other inflammable

materials had been great. Here the burning had hardened all the masses of fallen brickwork,

making excavation slow and difficult. But fortunately it had at the same time reduced much of the

smaller relievos in friable stucco to the condition of hard, if somewhat brittle, terra-cottas. Thus

incendiary fury had helped to preserve them where the bigger sculptures were either completely

smashed or else had decayed through damp beyond all hope of removal. But even in the small

cellas, where there was little to feed the fire and where consequently the sun-dried brickwork had

remained unaffected by the heat, evidence of wilful destruction was obvious.

None of the numerous Chinese coins, found mostly in places where they must have been

deposited as votive gifts at image bases, etc., are of issues later than the end of the eighth century. °

On the other hand, finds of Uigur manuscript remains and sgraffiti indicate that the shrines still

continued to be visited as places of worship at least during the earlier period of Uigur dominion

(ninth-tenth century). Thus the idea suggests itself that this wholesale burning may have been

caused by iconoclastic zeal during one of the early Muhammadan invasions following the conversion

of the Karluk Turks in the second half of the tenth century. The fact that the temple ruins

of the Khora site, higher up in the valley of the Khaidu-gol, which will be described further on, have

also been destroyed by fire seems to support this conclusion.

In describing the different ruins and the finds made among those which were excavated

I propose to follow their topographical order, beginning at each group from the south-west. 1 ie

shrine (xxv in Plate 52) at the southern end of group I, which extends along the westernmost o tie

previously mentioned three ridges, proved to have suffered badly from moisture. Its cella measures

about 20 feet square, and has in front a large antechapel occupying the top of a terrace tia is

walled up against the slope of the ridge and approached over a flight of stairs. This and part of the

antechapel showed signs of some previous clearing by Professor Grunwedel s party. Debris lying

to a height of 7 feet and more filled the cella and the enclosing passage. Excavations were carried

down to the floor in the northern passage and in part of the cella. In the latter t ey roug o

light remains of over a dozen small painted panels, all unfortunately badly perished through damp.

There were pieces, too, of a small wooden arch, Mi. xxv. 001-2 (Plate CXXVIII), decorated with

relievo figures of Buddhas. Other miscellaneous minor objects are described in the List below.

I# As seen from Appendix B
,
out of thirty-three coins from

the site, thirty-one were discovered, as it were in situ, within

shrines. Only five of them belong to pre-T'ang issues (with

the legends IVu-chu or Huo-ch'tian) ;
eight show the legend

AT"ai-ytian, current throughout the T'ang coinage ;
six are of

the Ta-li period (a.d. 766-79)= and not less than fourteen

bear the nien-hao Cbien-chung (a.d. 780-3). It is worth

noting that the last nien-hao is the latest found on T ang

coins from Khotan sites as described in the list of Ancient

Khotan ,
i. pp. 575 sqq-

Temples
destroyed

by fire.

Muham-
madan
iconoclasm.

Shrine xxv

of western-

most group.

7 M 2
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KARA-SHAHR AND ITS RUINED SITES

Better results rewarded the clearing, here complete, of two small cellas that lay next on the

north. In v there were found numerous pieces of painted wood-carving, most of which appear to

have served for the decoration of the walls. Among them may be mentioned the part of a miniature

carved wooden arch, Mi. v. 003 (Plate CXXVIIl), formed of two dragon-like beasts supporting a flaming

jewel in the centre
;

the wooden plank, Mi. v. 008, showing an all-over pattern of lattice-work

painted in silver on dark red ground
;
the head ofan elephant, vigorously carved in wood, Mi. v. 009 ;

and about a dozen square blocks of wood hollowred out into a rough representation of a lotus flower,

of which Mi. v. 006, 0010 are specimens. In the adjoining small cella, v. a, about 9 feet square, there

survived on either side portions of four seated Bodhisattvas in relievo, showing elaborate ornaments

over their breasts and arms and, in spite of the softness of the stucco, retaining a good deal of the

bright colouring of the robes. A large seated Buddha figure, which appears to have occupied

a central pedestal, was almost completely destroyed.

Nothing was found in the four apartments continuing the line to the north-west. But in front

of the last cella the side walls of a large outer room, vi, partly destroyed through erosion of the slope

over which it was built, still retained each the lotus base of a large statue. Of these statues only

the upper part of a colossal arm was found, decorated with a monster’s head resembling that seen

in Mi. xviii. 003 (Plate CXXXVIII), and evidently representing the shoulder-piece of armour such as

appears on some of the Lokapalas in the Ch'ien-fo-tung banners. The stucco fragment was too

badly decayed for removal, but looked as if the bases once were occupied by Lokapalas. A low

shapeless mound adjoining to the north-west proved to mark the position of a small cella, vii, with

anteroom, almost completely destroyed down to the foundations of the wall, but retaining under its

debris a number of interesting relics. First there emerged, from below layers of loose earth and

charred wood, a narrow panel of wood richly painted in floral designs along its bevelled edge and

bearing above this five detached lines in large Central-Asian Brahmi script and Kuchean language.

It may have formed part of the frame for a picture painted on plaster over string matting, of which

several fragments, none any longer recognizable in design, turned up close by (for a specimen see

Mi. vii. 0024).

Close by, at the foot of an image base occupying a small niche, was found the fine painted panel

Mi. vii. 0019 (Plate CXXIV), broken into three pieces but complete. It shows a well-painted Bodhi-

sattva seated in European fashion upon a throne under a flattened horseshoe arch. All details of

the figure and drapery are drawn in the style of Gandhara. The columns supporting the arch are

decorated in a fashion that recalls late classical motifs. Two other painted panels, Mi. vii. 001 6, 001 8,

0017, each with the figure of a standing Buddha, were discovered in the same spot; they are of

equally good workmanship, but have suffered by abrasion and in parts by fire. The three panels

have a uniform height, and, as the return edge at each side of Mi. vii. 0019 proves other panels to

have once adjoined at right angles, it is probable that all three originally belonged to one piece.

The wood left bare on the top and bottom of Mi. vii. 0019 suggests a covering framework which
might perhaps have joined the whole into a base capable of supporting a small relievo image.
There were found also numerous fragments from stucco relievos (Mi. vii. 001-14, 0020-3), some
apparently from larger images and the rest likely to have belonged to relievo friezes on the walls
of the type to be described further on. What little remained of a thin dividing wall at the back of
cella vii showed traces of frescoes with small worshipping figures.

The adjoining cella, viii, only yielded several pieces of wood, jointed but without decoration,
which may have belonged to the base of some statue. The next three cellas were cleared without
any finds, but an interesting relic came to light in the small shrine ix. Within its walls, still standing
to a fair height but washed completely bare by rain, hard clay filled the interior to a height of over
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3 feet Embedded in this there was found in excellent preservation the fine wooden panel Mi. ix.

001 (Plate CXXVII), with groups of relievo figures delicately carved in pure Gandhara style. The

panel, close on 1 1 inches high, is semicircular at the back, and was evidently fixed to a wall or

other background by nails, of which one in bronze still adheres. The flat upper portion of the front

shows two scenes, obviously from the Buddha legend, one above the other. A projecting portion

at the bottom is divided into two niches, the one on the right holding two kneeling worshippers,

perhaps meant for donors, the other the figure of a standing Buddha with staff. The interpretation

of the two scenes above, in both of which the haloed Buddha appears nude except for a loin-cloth,

is uncertain. But in the lower scene the pose of «ne of the worshippers, prostrated below the

Buddha’s feet with the crown of the head touching the ground, suggests the Dipankara-jataka, so

frequently represented in Gandhara relievos. 11 The modelling of the figures and the execution of

the whole follow the style of Gandhara sculpture so closely that direct import of the little relic from

the Indus region would suggest itself, were it not for the head-dress of the two worshippers below,

which looks Central-Asian, and for the fact that the great mass of stucco relievo fragments found at

other ruined shrines of the site shows the impress of Graeco-Buddhist art quite as strongly. In

the same cella was found also the well-carved wooden bracket Mi. ix. 002 (Plate CXXVIll).

The remaining cellas of group I were cleared without any finds of interest being made. In

the shrine ix. a, however, which is somewhat larger and belongs to the first type, partial clearing

showed, in the passage by the side of a central image base, remains of relievo figures badly decayed

through damp. 12

In group II, occupying the middle ridge, finds were made mainly among the small cellas to the

south, the walls of which were badly decayed and evidently had fallen early. From a narrow

passage, i, adjoining a small cella at the southern end of the row that has been completely destroyed

there were recovered numerous fragments, Mi. i. 004. a-h (Plate CXXXVIl), of a valance in richly painted

stucco which must have adorned the border of a projecting corner. The design, with its floral band

on the top and the rows of triangular hanging ‘ swags ’ and tassels below, looks distinctly like an

elaboration of the pattern found painted valance-fashion on the walls of the central hall in N . Ill of

the Niya Site. 13 Among the fragments of small stucco relievos, which probably occupied projecting

friezes on the passage wall, the well-modelled face of a Buddha, Mi. i. 001 (Plate CXXXIl), may be

specially mentioned. Before a small niche in i, retaining part of a lotus base in plaster, there were

found embedded in the flooring four T'ang coins, just as they had been deposited as a votive offering.

Two bear the legend JCai-yiian
,
two the nien-hao Ta-Ii (

a . d. 766-79); all are in excellent pre-

servation, showing practically no wear. On the north side of the passage 1 was another small an

badly destroyed cella, ii. This yielded a number of small relievo fragments, some from statues o ,

or over, life-size (see e.g. Mi. ii. 007, Plate CXXXIX), and two well-carved hands from wooden statuettes,

Mi. ii. 001, 009.

Beyond this again there was found a narrow passage, xxiii, enclosing what appears to have been

the base of a small Stupa, now completely destroyed. Here the debris had helped to Feserve

a considerable number of interesting wood-carvings, such as the ornamented brackets Mi. xxm. 00

H (Plate CXXVIll), including two with grotesque dragon heads; panels with fine floral decoration

like Mi. xxiii. 0015 (Plate CXXVIll); the upright Mi. xxiii. 0012 (
ibid.), reminiscent of Lou-lan

designs. The staffs with elaborate lathe-turned heads, Mi. xxiii. 0013, °°^9 22
>
may ave orme

Part of a balustrade round the Stupa. The fine architectural tile, Mi. xxin. 1 (Plate CXXIX), shows

11
Cf. Foucher, L’art du Gandhara, i. pp. 273 sqq. P- and mentioned among those where tentative diggings

13
This shrine appears to be the same as the one were effected without special results.

__

numbered 3 by Professor GrunwedeJ, Altbuddh. Kultstatten,
13 See Ancient Khotan, 1. p. 333 5
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a well-modelled Bodhisattva head in high relief treated in almost pure Gandhara style and set within

a decorative square frame. Its material is a fine evenly-fired clay. Fragments from the same or

a similar mould were found in numbers at other ruins also. The fragment of a pottery vessel,

Mi. xxiii. 0026, is of interest, as it bears a short Tibetan inscription incised before burning.

From two small detached cellas further north, xxiv, xxvii, six fragmentary Pothi leaves in

Brahmi script were recovered, besides the fine relievo plaque Mi. xxiv. 001 (Plate CXXXVIl) and the

badly injured fragment of a painted w'ooden panel. Beyond these cellas again stretches a series of

shrines which retain their walls to a fair height, but have suffered badly from moisture in their

interior. The only noteworthy find made here was that of a plaster of Paris mould, Mi. iv. 001

(Plate CXXXVIl), which has forms for casting a small seated Buddha and curls and zigzag locks of

hair for larger relievo figures. The find was of special interest to me at the time as definitely

proving the use of moulds for the production of those stucco relievos which came to light in such

abundance and variety from other ruined shrines of this site. Since then information has become

available about the important discovery of some thirty such moulds which was made by Professor

Griinwedel’s party in two cellas of group II.

14 Finds of^exactly corresponding moulds that I made

at Ivhadalik have been recorded above. 15

Among the shrines cleared in group III, along the easternmost ridge, no finds were made

except in the cella xxi, where an octagonal post with a line in Brahmi on each side came to light,

and in the large temple xxvi. It rises as an imposing pile on a high walled-up terrace, seen in

Fig. 288 on the left. The top of this terrace measures approximately 80 feet by 68 ;
it must have

been once approached by stairs leading up the north-east face, but these are completely covered by

heavy masses of debris and could not be cleared within the available time. The cella, 2 2§ feet

square, is enclosed by walls 3 feet thick, now reddened and hardened by fire. The interior was

filled to a height of more than 8 feet by similar hard debris. Passages, about 6 feet wide and each

lit by a window, led on the north-west and south-east sides to the chamber at the back, about

1 1 feet wide. The approach to the cella leads through an antechapel or front hall of unusually

large dimensions, about 37 feet deep, and this is flanked on either side by a small subsidiary chapel,

about 8 feet square, another unusual feature.

The clearing of the front hall was rewarded only by a few small fragments of stucco relievos,

including the two small heads Mi. xxvi, 001, 004. The hard-burned debris of the cella was partially

cleared, but yielded only a few small relievo pieces like Mi. xxvi. 002, 0010, still recognizable.

Here, too, the outer passage walls had escaped the worst effects of the conflagration, and it was
along the north-west wall and in the west corner that the remaining stucco relief fragments, in-

cluding the decorative bands Mi. xxvi. 008-9 (Plate CXXXVIl) with applique flowers, were found.
They must have fallen early from stucco friezes fixed to the outer wall, as will be described presently
in shrine x-xii. In some places this wall still retained the wooden pegs which helped to carry these
friezes. At the south-east foot of the terrace supporting xxvi there was found a cinerary urn of
rough pottery containing completely decayed human bones.

To the east and south-east of group III of shrines the lower ground is occupied by the
sepulchral monuments of the two types above described. All of them appear to have been
enclosed by rectangular walls of no great height. Those of the ‘ Stupa ’ type in their domed portion
show a curious resemblance to the felt tents, or ‘ Ak-ois ’, of Kirghiz and Mongols. In none of these
monuments were there signs of burning, but there is reason to assume that their interiors, easily
accessible as they were, had been searched again and again for ‘ treasure ’. The one nearest to
xxvi and best preserved (Fig. 288), with a domed chamber about 13 feet in diameter, was cleared

“ Cf’ Grunwedel, Allbuddh. Kulhlattm, p. i 92 . >• See above, pp. 158, 187
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without any finds. The ruin xxii, seen in Fig. 280, had suffered least among the monuments repre-

senting the fifth type. With its top ornamented in open brickwork it still rose to a height of about
18 feet. A small square chamber within showed a double floor with an interval of about i| feet.

Its contents had evidently been rifled long ago. Within the enclosure surrounding the base, and Cinerary

placed against the latter, were found five cinerary jars, about a foot high, as seen in Fig. 280, and l
ars and

of fairly coarse pottery, some black, some red. They were filled with ashes and fragments of

charred bones. There were unearthed besides two small wooden boxes of rough make, measuring
15" x 4" x 4", also containing small pieces of bones, wrapped in remains of a thin gauze-like cloth.

No trace of any writing could be found either on boxes or on jars.

Section III.—RELIEVOS AND FRESCOES FROM NORTH-WEST PORTION OF
‘MING-OI’ SITE

I now proceed to the description of the ruined shrines in the north-west portion of the site,

where excavations proved far more fruitful. The top of the central terrace is there occupied by
a group of large temples which face towards the transverse depression of the site and overlook

a series of smaller shrines built on, and in part into, the slope to the south (see Figs. 281, 282 ;

Plate 53 )- The westernmost of the central temples, which is seen in Fig. 291 from the front, after Western-

clearing, and in Fig. 284 from its back, is built partly upon a high walled-up terrace. Its walls,

4 feet thick round the cella and over 5 feet thick outside, still rise to over 16 feet, and must have temples,

been once far higher to account for the heavy masses of debris which filled the interior to a height

of nowhere less than 6 feet and in places much greater. The temple comprised a cella 2o| feet

square, enclosed by passages close on 6 feet wide at the sides and widening to 10 feet at the back.

Access to the cella lay through a hall which may have been open in front, fully 40 feet long and of

a depth no longer determinable.

It was during the clearing of this hall, x, that numerous finds of relievo fragments from small Stucco

figures in stucco first furnished an indication of the far richer harvest of sculptured remains

awaiting recovery within the cella and the chamber behind. They do not differ in type from the Mi. x.

latter, and will therefore be better discussed together further on. Here, however, may be noted

the discovery of fourteen Chinese copper coins which were found in the debris at heights varying

from 1 to 4 feet above the floor. Ten among them were T'ang issues, and the rest much-worn

Wu-chu pieces. From the position in which they were found it may be concluded with much

probability that they were originally deposited on the projecting ledges, which here, as in the other

parts of this temple, carried relievo friezes. Close to the cella entrance were found four fragments

of glass, Mi. x-xi. 001-4 (Plate IV). They are of interest because they manifestly come from

a bead-maker’s workshop, and thus clearly prove the existence of glass-making as a local industry.

The cella xi proved a rich mine of stucco relievo remains of greatly varying types and sizes. Stucco re-

They turned up here almost all in a burned condition, and obviously owed their preservation to the

hardening consequent on a conflagration. On the other hand, as a result of this process, only a few

out of hundreds retain traces of their original polychrome painting. The total absence of remains

of large statues or of image bases makes it clear that the decoration of the temple must have

consisted mainly of relievo friezes covering its walls. Their position was still marked by three rows Position of

of square holes in which the wooden supports of the friezes had once been fixed (Fig. 291). The

holes were about 3 inches square and set at intervals of less than 2 feet from each other.

The distance between the rows of holes was about 5 foot, and the lowest civc. 2 feet above the

ground. While the relievo friezes must have extended along the whole length of the cella walls,

the distribution of their remains was curiously unequal.
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By far the greatest number of stucco fragments was found along the east wall, and especially

in the south-east corner
;

the smallest came from the west side. 1 The most likely explanation

appears to me to be that, the fire having started from the west, the friezes on that side fell and
were crushed before the larger stucco pieces had been hardened. The relievos on the east wall

were longer exposed to great heat and had thus time to get ‘ fired ’ before the wooden shelves, etc.,

supporting them were consumed and brought down all their weight of sculpture. This supposition

is supported by the fact that in two of the holes on the east wall the wooden stumps of the supports

still survived. For the same reason it is also probable that the great majority of the relievo

fragments belonged to the upper friezes. The three coins found within the cella belong to T'ang
issues.

Here, as in other shrines previously noticed, the passage enclosing the cella appears to have
escaped destruction by fire, but showed plainly the effects of long exposure to moisture. The
passages on the east and west sides do not appear to have contained any relievo decoration, and
as the plastering of the walls had completely perished, no trace was found of the frescoes with

which they are likely to have been once adorned. All the more gratifying is the survival of

remains from the sculptural decoration in the chamber, xii, behind. Here careful excavation brought
to light groups of richly draped statues, in high relief and nearly life-size, occupying low platforms

along the outer walls in the north-west and north-east corners (Figs. 294, 295), as well as a consider-

able number of interesting small relievos. These had fallen from a stuccoed frieze extending along
the outer north wall at a height of about 9 feet from the ground. All the stucco sculpture was
found in a very friable state owing to damp, and the removal of any of the statues was quite

impracticable. Even the heads, of which three or four w’ere recovered from the ddbris below,
where they must have all fallen early, were in too soft a state to permit of safe transport. The
same was the case also with two figurines, only 6 inches high, which were found at the feet of
one of the images in the north-east group and evidently represented worshippers, perhaps the

donors.

Each side of the groups in the two corners appeared to have comprised five to six standing
figures closely packed

; but the outermost statues had badly decayed, and the places of some were
marked only by the remains of the wooden frames and reed bundles over which their plaster had
been modelled. Judging from the drapery and pose, most of these statues appear to have been
intended to represent Buddhas. The character of others, as seen on the extreme left in Figs. 294,
295 remained to me doubtful. The style in all the statues is unmistakably derived from Graeco-
Buddhist models, and a comparison of the photographs with those of the colossal statues excavated
in 1901 at the Rawak Vihara will show how closely most details of treatment and execution agree.

2

very curious feature, and one for which the limitations of my iconographic knowledge did not
allow me to find an acceptable explanation, was the appearance in the angle of the north-east
corner of remains of a prostrate draped figure, raising its head and breast. The placing of the
west and east portions of these sculptured groups in recesses of the outer side walls was obviously
dictated by considerations of space for circumambulation. In the same way the position of the

rprs:s Pt™d for by ,he fact that only tw ,isht cou,d
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d Cornice once carrying the frieze of small relievos along the
north wall was a discovery of particular interest

;
for it showed plainly how these relievo frieze! are

1 e > to have been fixed in the cella xi and elsewhere at this site. The cornice, of which the lowest
1 The temple not being orientated, the terms east west s o , .

etc., are used only for brevity’s sake and as approximate.
’ Motan, i. Figs. 61-8

; ii. PI. XIV-XVII.
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portion is visible in Fig. 295, projected about 6 inches, and was moulded of stucco put over a frame-

work of wood and reed wattle. Its height was about 2 feet. It had several rows of holes left by

the wooden pegs which once fastened the individual small relievos of the frieze to the cornice.

The evidence thus gained as to the technicalities of the frieze does not help us to reconstruct the

relievo decoration as a whole from the disjecta membra recovered. But the number of interesting

and relatively well-preserved pieces among them is great enough to justify a separate notice here.

The value of the small relievos from xii is much increased by the preservation in most cases of

their original bright colouring.

It is impossible to guess what scene or scenes, sacred or quasi-profane, the frieze as a whole

may have represented. But certainly the proportion of pieces belonging to warrior figures is

striking. Plate CXXXV shows one of these almost completely reconstructed from detached pieces

(Mi. xii. 008, 0010, 0015, 001 7). We see there the warrior’s head and body protected by scale armour

of a type closely resembling that actually illustrated by the lacquered leather scales excavated in

the Tibetan fort of Mlran. 3 A particularly interesting feature of the armour is the shield, which

is represented in several varieties. One, evidently meant for leather, is round and fitted with five

bosses (Mi. xii. 0018, Plate CXXXV). Another, plainly intended as of metal, has its centre occupied

by an elaborate Gorgoneion relief (Mi. xii. 0020, Plate CXXXV). That this goes back to a classical

prototype is quite certain. What adds to the interest of this shield is that it definitely proves the

corresponding grotesque head, which is found so frequently as an applique ornament on terra-cotta

vases from Yotkan and other Khotan sites, to be directly derived from the model of the classical

Gorgon’s head.4

Of other human figures may be mentioned a Bodhisattva, Mi. xii. 001 (Plate CXXXIV), modelled

in pure Gandhara style, and a cross-legged male excellently posed, Mi. xii. 007 (Plate CXXXV).

The head Mi. xii. 006 (Plate CXXXIl) has an interest of its own because it well illustrates both the

method by which all this stucco statuary was produced from moulds and the clever way in which

this method could be used for introducing variations. The face is undoubtedly produced from

a mould which served for one type of head in the warrior figures ;
it still retains the bar of the

helmet passing down the forehead. But instead of the helmet the head bears a mass of hair

brushed up straight in an almost grotesque fashion. A very clever piece of modelling is the head

Mi. xii. 005 (Plate CXXXIl), which combines a grotesque weeping face of an unmistakably ‘ Mongolian

type with an elaborate Indian head-dress familiar from Gandhara statues. The naturalistic skill

with which animal figures could be handled by the artists who produced the moulds for this weak

of relievo decorations is attested by pieces like the excellently observed camel’s head, Mi. xn. 0025,

and the forelegs of a prancing horse, Mi. xii. 0023-4 (both in Plate CXXXVl). Fragments like

Mi. xii. 0028, 0030, 0031 (Plate CXXXVIl) show architectural details which are constantly met wit

in Gandhara relievos and are there plainly recognizable as borrowed or developed from classica a t.

In the wooden finial of a small model Stupa, Mi. xii. 0027 (Plate CXXVIIl), we find reproduced with

equal care all the details with which we are familiar in stone from miniature representations o

Stupas as they used to be built on the Indian North-West Frontier.

Were we to look at these relievo remains without any knowledge as to where they were

found and as to the methods by which they were reproduced, we might well feel me me o

postulate for them an origin centuries nearer to the period that created their mo e s in t e e

Buddhist sculpture of Gandhara. So it is well to lay stress on the conclusive numismatic evi ence

3 See above, pp. 463 sqq. For an analysis of all details

concerning the armour displayed by these mail-clad warrior

figures of the ‘ Ming-oi ’ Site,,cf. *Mi, xi. 00109 in List below.

Their height, when complete, must have been 16 inches.

1 See for specimens PI. I Ancient Khotan
,

ii. Pis. XLIII,

XLIV.
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we possess as to the late date up to which the shrine adorned with these relievos was frequented.

On the base bearing the statues of the north-east corner seven Chinese coins were found, tucked

away behind the feet or otherwise placed securely. One among them bears, indeed, the legend

Huo-ch'iian, used on the coinage of Wang Mang and ascribed to the regnal period a. d. 14-19.

But we know that Chinese coin types were liable to be continued for centuries by recasting. On
the other hand, three coins of the Ta-li (a.d. 766-79) and Chien-ckung (a.d. 780-3) periods,

besides one K'ai-yiian piece, make it certain that these particular images continued to be objects

of pious worship down to the end of the eighth century, if not later. It would have been difficult

to assume that sculpture made of mere friable plaster, i. e. mud, could have lasted for long centuries

without repairs under climatic conditions such as those of Kara-shahr, and equally difficult also to

believe that such a lapse of time had not brought about a considerable change in style. Fortunately
we are saved all need of conjectural explanation of what might well have seemed an archaeological

and artistic puzzle. The discovery of moulds such as those described by Professor Griinwedel and
above shows clearly how the sculptural decoration of these shrines could be produced, repaired, or
replaced without any appreciable change in style and workmanship for prolonged periods.

The impression gained of the artistic skill of those whose work we see reproduced in the
sculptural remains of xii is greatly strengthened by a review of the far more numerous, if less

well-preserved, relievo fragments from the cella xi and the hall leading into it. Their variety is as

great as their number. Yet obviously the recovered fragments represent but a very small propor-
tion of the wealth of decorative sculpture which the triple frieze of this cella must once have
displayed. Of the scenes represented it is impossible to form any definite notions, though
prolonged study and comparison with pictorial remains found elsewhere might yet help an mono-
graphic expert to trace the probable connexion between certain groups of relievo figures. That
among these groups representations of the Bodhisattva type would be, as they are, particularly
numerous was to be expected. They show considerable variety in scale and details, as seen in
Plate CXXXIV. The general note on Mi. xi. 00 in the Descriptive List fully explains the way in which
variations were produced by the application of separate moulds for limbs, head-dress, attributes, etc.
The modelling of the head and body shows close adherence to the type fixed in Gandhara sculpture.
The same observations hold good also of the figures of youthful celestial attendants of which
Plate CXXXIII illustrates specimens (Mi. xi. 0064, 0083), and of the small flying genii, probably
meant for Gandharvas (see Mi. xi. 0069, 0085, Plate CXXXV)

; representations of them are frequent,
though mostly badly broken. Very curious and uncertain in their interpretation are the emaciated
male figures M, xi. 0096, 0097 (Plate CXXXIII), which but for the rich adornment might be taken
for ascetms. Of interest too, are the female figures with elaborate drapery of which Plates CXXXIII,

give specimens (Mi xi. 3,0051, 0072). In the first the vivid rendering of the laughing
head deserves notice The figures of mail-clad warriors found in the cella show but slight variations
trom those previously described. &

The large number of heads found without corresponding bodies is obviously accounted for' bytheir more rapid hardening under the effect of fire. The series of which specimens are reoroduced
in Plates CXXXII, CXXXIII is one of great artistic interest ,n(I c t, u
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moulding. We can observe a still more interesting series of transformations in the heads shown in Heads

the second row of Plate CXXXII. The same mould was used for the face in all four. Yet by vary- transformed

ing the appliqu^ parts used for hair, head-dress, beard, etc., as well as by deft changes effected after moulding,

moulding or in setting, the heads are made to range from that of a naturalistically treated layman

(Mi. xi. C056) to one resembling a classical satyr’s (Mi. xi. 00107). The variety of expression com-

manded, in the treatment of the eyes in particular, is illustrated, e.g., by the intense look of Mi. xi.

0058 as compared with the natural placidity of the fine head Mi. xi. 0063.

Naturalistic feeling that strangely recalls Gothic art is displayed in the beautifully modelled Free ex-

head of a young woman, Mi. xi. 0099, wearing a wimple over her brushed back hair. This distinct Pressj°” of

tendency towards realistic treatment is most striking, perhaps, in those heads where emotion is

expressed with a freedom that is very rare in Gandhara sculpture. The cleverest among them is

the grotesque head of a laughing old woman, Mi. x. 0019, with which may be compared also the

laughing heads Mi. xi. 00100, 00125 (Plate CXXXIIl). The head of a crying man, Mi. x. 0018, is

also a good piece of work. Realism of the boldest type combined with imaginative force is Later Maha-

displayed by the grotesque head Mi. xi. 0095 (Plate CXXXIIl), half-human, half-bestial, shown in the >’ana motifs,

act of vomiting a skull. The motif is clearly suggested by later Mahayana imagery such as is

responsible also for the Bodhisattva-like figure, Mi. xi. 0098 (Plate CXXXIIl), wearing a garland of

skulls. The local artists’ power of true observation of nature is attested by the fine relievos of

horses, Mi. xi. 00138-9 (Plate CXXXVI), and does not forsake them either in the rendering of the

head of the less familiar elephant (see Mi. xi. 001 16-17, Plate CXXXVI). Finally we may note Classical

the distinctly Greek shape of the vase seen in Mi. xi. 00120 (Plate CXXXVII) and the appearance of
details '

acroteria and other classical details familiar from Graeco-Buddhist art in architectural fragments

such as Mi. xi. 00126-7 (Plate CXXXVII).

Another shrine of the third type, to the south of the one just described and placed at right Temple

angles to it, did not invite excavation, as the deep debris filling it showed only too plainly the
eag^

destruction which had been caused here by fire even in the side passages. A smaller detached

structure to the east with badly decayed walls was cleared without any finds, and its purpose

remained doubtful. Beyond it to the east lay a complex of halls and rooms, of which only the

nearest, xiii, could clearly be recognized as a temple of the second type. Its cella measured 17 feet

square and was filled with burned brickwork. The hall in front, which appeared to have been

cleared previously, showed on either side of the cella entrance an image base about 2 feet high and

15 inches wide. Remains of completely calcined torsos from the statues once occupying them were

just traceable.

The narrow chamber at the back of the cella, 4 feet 8 inches wide, proved on excavation to Fresco^

have retained a considerable portion of its fresco decoration along the foot of its outer walls. 1 he
of vaulted

preservation of the dado-like panels, still intact for a continuous length of 12 feet or so in the eastern chamber

half of the chamber (see inset plan in Plate 53), was due to this part having retained its vaulting, xm-

which helped to keep out moisture. Westwards the vaulting and much of the walls, too, had fallen,

and the paintings at their foot had become effaced except for the narrow panel in the corner, marked

1 1 in the plan, and the fragmentary panel 1 2 at the foot of the west wall. This chamber at the back

communicated with the cella by two somewhat lower vaulted passages, each about 4 ieet wade and

4f feet deep. They were found filled almost to the top with ddbris, including fragments of stucco

sculptures which must have been thrust in from adjoining parts of the cella and of which Mi. xui.

001~5 furnish specimens. From the fact that the outer wall of the western passage still retained

a considerable portion of its fresco decoration (Mi. xiii. 10, Plate CXXIV) it may reasonably be concluded

that the passages were blocked up by fallen ddbris before fire consumed the wrecked cella.
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trate sacred

story.
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probably of

Uigur

period.

The wall-paintings from the passage and chamber, all executed in tempera over clay plaster

thickly mixed with straw, have been completely reproduced in Plates CXXV, CXXVI, and specimens of

them in colour also in Plate CXXIV. A detailed description of them all will be found in the List

below. Plate CXXV shows the continuous series, Mi. xiii. 5-9, recovered from the north wall of the

chamber. It presents to us, in two scenes separated by a yellow band, Buddhist monks grouped

before a teacher and a row of other monks retired within rock-caves in the forest and writing sacred

texts. Taking into account the direction followed in the course of the Pradaksina, it is obvious

that these scenes were intended to be viewed from left to right, and further that the scenes on the

west Avail (Mi. xiii. n, 12) precede them, while 'those on the east wall (Mi. xiii. 1-4) follow them. 5

The paintings on the east Avail (Plate CXXVl), Avhich continue those of the north wall just mentioned,

are divided into three scenes, each marked off from its neighbour by a yelloAv band. The scene on

the left shoAvs an aged monk holding pen and P5thl leaf, Avith young monks kneeling before him
and a celestial being, probably a GandharvI, floating down from the sky and scattering flowers. In

the middle scene Ave see another aged teacher faced by adoring disciples and with a GandharvI
descending from above. 1 he right scene represents a Buddhist monk floating upwards on a
cloud, while below five young monks and three haloed divinities kneel in adoration. Finally, in

a recess spared from the east Avail and facing north, we have a narroAv panel (Mi. xiii. 1) that repre-

sents tAvo Bodhisattvas kneeling one above the other. The panel Mi. xiii. 11, from the correspond-

ing recess of the Avest wall, shows above a monk and below a Bodhisattva kneeling. The adjoining

portion of the painting on the west Avail was almost completely lost, and the same was the case with
the one Avhich must have occupied the north-west corner. But of the scene depicted in the middle
a fragment survived, Mi. xiii. 12 (Plate CXXVl). This shows on the left a young monk doing puja
to a seated teacher wearing a yellow robe. From above a monk is seen sweeping down carried by
clouds, while in the foreground on the right there kneels a boy gaily dressed, probably the last of
a row of worshippers, now lost, facing to the right.

That the whole series of panels was meant to illustrate one and the same sacred story is highly
probable

;
but its identification must be left to a competent monographic expert. The panels of the

east Avail suggest that the story ended with the translation of two aged ‘ Masters of the Law ’ to
some Buddhist heaven as Arhats or Bodhisattvas. Perhaps it is they who are represented in the
two divine figures of the last panel, Mi. xiii. 1. Rough as the Avork on the whole is, it is effective
by its boldness, and that in spite of the limited range of the colours. Considering the very'poor
light of the chamber I could find no trace of windows—the want of careful drawing and of general
attention to details is perhaps scarcely surprising. Nevertheless a certain power of characterization
is displayed, especially in the heads of the old monks. That these wall-paintings are much later
than the period which produced the moulds for the relievo decoration previously discussed can

" A m°re definite indication of the chronological limits may be left to those
occasion to study the pictorial remains of Kucha and Turfan in

scarcely be doubted,

scholars who have had

full detail.

Some reason ^ attnbu„„g ,hem to the Uigur period may be found ^ ^
M,. xvm. 0014 (Plate CXXVl), the only other piece of wall-painting recovered by me at the site,- and
ako perhaps m a canons madental feature. I mean the position in which pens and PothI leaves
are held by the wntmg monks of the scenes on the north and west walls. As explained in the

5 The numbers given to the different panels merely mark
the order in which they were removed from the walls.

These numbers, with the help of the inset plan of PI. 53, show
also the exact position originally occupied by the various

panels. But they have no bearing upon the interpretation of
the scenes, which must proceed from left to right and there-
fore m the reverse sense to the numerical order.

6 See below, p. 1x99.
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descriptive notes on these frescoes, the pens are clearly held as if they were brushes, at right angles

to the leaves, which, moreover, have their narrow end towards the writers, a position suited only for

writing in vertical lines. Such writing must be either Chinese or Uigur here, and as there is

nothing else pointing to the frescoes being the production of a Chinese hand, the latter interpreta-

tion seems more probable. But obviously the argument is not one to be relied upon with full

certainty since we do not know what older prototype the painter-decorator may have followed.

The painting from the outer wall of the west passage, Mi. xiii. 10 (Plate CXXIV), though evidently

of the same period, is the work of a different and distinctly more skilful hand. It shows two rows

of Buddhist devotees, evidently meant for monks, though their heads are not shaven and their

garments vary in colours and ornamentation. Those in the upper row are represented as older by

the indication of hair on their faces. The drawing of the outlines is very clean and firm, but there

is no attempt at shading of the flesh such as is very noticeable in the figures of the chamber. Slight

variations in the expression, tilt of head, etc., are introduced to break the monotony of the subject

;

yet the clumsy way in which the floral patterns are painted over the robes with total disregard of

folds, etc., shows the perfunctory character of the work.

Across an open court to the south of xiii is found a group of closely adjoining small cellas. In

the northernmost, xiv, there were found several pieces of fine wood-carving. The once painted and

gilded finial, Mi. xiv. 002 (Plate CXXVIIl), may have formed part of a miniature shrine. The small

but very carefully carved piece M. xiv. 003 (Plate CXXVIIl), evidently from the side of a circular

carved relic casket, shows a Buddha seated under an arcade. The Indo-Ionic column, the horse-

shoe arch, the bust rising above the spandrel, and other details are purely Graeco-Buddhist in style

and can all be exactly paralleled in stone, from Gandhara relievos. The work is undoubtedly of

early date, and the excellent condition of the wood even now makes it easy to believe that the little

casket had been a cherished object of worship for centuries before it met with destruction. In this

cella there turned up also a fragmentary Pothi leaf from a paper manuscript in Brahmi script,

apparently Sanskrit.

The immediately adjacent cellas yielded no finds, but better results rewarded the clearing o

a group of small structures which occupy lower terraces on the slope further south. From the

shrine xv, a plain cella about x 2 feet square, there came to light a considerable number of relievo

fragments, closely allied in style to those found in x-xii and furnishing useful supplementary pieces.7

The finest among these is the large head of a Bodhisattva, Mi. xv. 0010 (Plate CXXIX), which

in graceful modelling and careful execution can bear comparison with the best of Gandhara

sculptures of this type. All of them had been hardened by fire and in consequence lost their

colouring.

Yet it was from the debris of this cella that two of the best pieces of wood-carving found at

the site were recovered. One is the section of a carved wooden arch, Mi. xv. 0029 (Plate

CXXVIIl), in very good preservation and still richly gilded, showing a series of carefully carved

seated Buddhas. It is highly probable that the piece, which has a tenon at one end and a mortice

at the other, belonged to the border of a large vesica of a type represented by relievo fragments

from Rawak and elsewhere. 8 More welcome even is the other wood-carving, the excellently modelled

statuette, Mi. xv. 0031 (Plate CXXVII), close on 10 inches in height, representing a Lokapala in the

best Chinese style of the Tang period. Full of character and simple dignity, it is undoubte y t e

work of a Chinese artist. In it we have tangible evidence of that reverse current of influence rom

7 See e.g. Mi. xv. 005 (female torso, PI. CXXXV); Mi.

xv. 0013-17, pi, CXXXIII; Mi. xv. 0019-20, PI- CXXXVI.

8 See e.g. Ancient Khotan
,

ii. D. i. 99, PI. LV ;
R. ii- 2,

PI. LXXXIII ;
R. 08, PI. LXXXVII.
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Tiles with

Bodhisattva

head.

Shrine xvii

partially

cleared.

the Far East which made itself felt with increasing strength in Central-Asian Buddhist art during

the last centuries preceding its disappearance.

In a small recess spared from the wall which divides xv from another cella to the south, and

opening towards the platform of the hall xvi, there were found, thrown together in a heap, seventeen

fragments of hard-burned tiles showing a Bodhisattva head in high relief in the centre and closely

resembling in type and size the tile Mi. xxiii. 1 already described. Plate CXXIX gives specimens of

heads from them (Mi. xvi. 004, 008). The fact that the walls of the recess, about 3 feet high,

looked bright red as if of an oven suggested at first sight that it had been used as a kiln for firing

such tiles, and that the fragments were left behind from malformed and rejected pieces
;
but, since

there were marks of what might be subsequent accidental burning, other explanations also may be
possible. To the west of xv there stretches a line of small shrines, partly built into the slope and
hence of unusual shape. The partial clearing of their vaulted passages showed that the soil filling

them was very damp and the fresco decoration of the walls almost completely perished.
To the north-east of the central group of temples there rises a conspicuous shrine, xvii, con-

sisting of a rectangular cella and built on a high walled terrace, which Fig. 287 shows on the right

as seen from the north-west. Its interior was found filled to a great height with hard-burned debris.
The remains of stucco relievos brought to light by partial excavation at the entrance include the
well-modelled heads, almost life-size, Mi. xvii. 003-5 (Plates CXXX, CXXXl). Like the rest of the
relievos found here they show close correspondence in style to the work of Mi. x-xii. Of
the bodies belonging to these heads no remains could be traced. Their plaster had evidently not
been hardened sufficiently by fire before the walls fell in and completely smashed them. A ICai-
yiian coin was found close to the entrance.

Group of

cellas xix,

XX.

Structural

features of

shrine xviii,

Finds in

antechapel

and cella.

A group of closely adjoining small cellas and Stupas to the north of xvii yielded finds only in
two p aces. From the little cella xx there were recovered fragments of ornamented bronze bands,
t 1. xx. 001, and the well-carved wooden capital, Mi. xx. 002 (Plate CXXVIII), of Indo-Corinthian
stj e ecorated with acanthus leaves. On the base of the almost completely destroyed small Stupa

fi*
1 turnet

j

UP a fragmentary sheet of paper bearing cursive writing which looked like Turkish
Kumc script, but has not yet been determined.

To the west of the group just mentioned there lie scattered half a dozen detached Stupas and
cellas, partly seen m Fig 287 on the left. They form the north-west end of the site. None of
em yie e any n s o interest except the shrine xviii, the last which remains to be described,

t presented several unusual features. In the first place, it is worth noting that the ruin showed no
s,gn of having suffered from lire, though marks of wilful destruction were only too obvious other-

"hn V
F
,T,

a" °'“er,rt°\“h fadn? n°rth ‘east ,here -tered a kind of antechapel

miedb ,T' <Fi
.\

289
>
"'h,ch d“es ™t W«r to have been vaulted

;
for the debris which

filled , lay only to a height of about 3 feet, judging from the remains of wall-paintings found in

timber" wi,ich

S

in^

Mechapel must have been provided with a roof. So I suppose that ft was built
ith timber, which in this case was not burned, but carried off for use elsewhere after the destructionof the site. Towards this antechapel opened a shallow cella, 9’ feet by 6, surrounded on three sides

°Ver 4 "’de WMCh™ *« -fortunately showed

and —

•

described under Mi. xviii. 00.2, More taerefti„rremaL
S
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o lir,°
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decorated circular base, about 16 inches in diameter, which is seen complete in Fig. 290 and of which

one half was safely brought away, Mi. xviii. 001 (Plate CXXXVIIl).
9 The base was decorated with

a floral design in relief, exactly alike on the front and back semicircle ; its brilliant and harmonious

colours had remained in excellent preservation. The main motif consists of a vase in the centre from

which spread horizontally flowers resembling carnations and acanthus leaves. The same rich colouring

survives on the large fragments from a seated and a standing Bodhisattva, Mi. xviii. 002, 009, both

life-size (Plate CXXXVIIl).

In much better preservation was the well-modelled relief statue seen in Fig. 290, showing Relief

a Bodhisattva in richly embroidered garments seated on a lotus base. The floral designs on the of

short upper coat and the robe enveloping the legs were very naturalistic in style, and recalled the work- sattva, etc.

manship of Chinese figured silks. This large image was found thrust into the entrance of the north

passage, and may have been thrown down from the platform on the corresponding side of the cella.

Its weight was much too great for removal. So, when the time came to have this like the other

excavated shrines of the site reburied, I had it placed once more in the vaulted passage for safety.

Two large torsos (see Fig. 290) of standing figures, which were found prostrate in front of the cella

and had suffered far more damage, may have belonged to images of Dvarapalas. The life-size stucco

arm, Mi. xviii. 003 (Plate CXXXVIIl), showing a fine monster’s head as shoulder-piece, must have

belonged to a Lokapala. Among other relief pieces, all still retaining their painting, may be men-

tioned the life-size Bodhisattva head, Mi. xviii. 0010 (Plate CXXXI), the curious figure of a child, Mi.

xviii. 006 (Plate CXXXV), and the large hand holding a Buddha relief medallion, Mi. xviii. 005

(Plate CXXXVII).

The plaster surface of the walls outside the vaulted passage had disappeared everywhere, except Fresco

in the west corner of the antechapel. There, at the foot of the wall, survived the curious fresco
[[^^te-

fragment, Mi. xviii. 0014, reproduced in Plate CXXVI. For a description of the scenes presented in chapel,

its two panels I must refer to the List below'. Here it will suffice to point out that the work in the

upper one, though hasty, shows considerable skill in the spirited drawing of the dragon rising from

the waves to attack a bare-legged man. In the lower panel nine short lines in Uigur script, by the

side of the figures of the donors, remain to be read. The scene, or what survives of it, in the upper

panel also still awaits interpretation. I may add here that a fragmentary paper leaf with Uigur

writing was found on a low pedestal to the left of the cella entrance.

Before leaving the ‘ Ming-oi
’

site I must briefly mention the conspicuous watch-tower solidly Ancient

built of bricks which rises, as shown in plan Plate 51, on the top of the narrow ridge overlooking the

main group of caves to north of the site. Owing to its commanding position the tower is clearly north of

visible from the latter, as seen in Fig. 281. It measures about 24 feet square at its base, and still Slte -

rises to a height of over 25 feet. When examining the tower on a hurried visit to the caves,

I noticed the thin layers of reeds inserted at regular intervals between the courses of sun-dried

bricks. They could not fail to recall the method of construction familiar to me from the ancient

watch-towers of the Tun-huang Limes. But the true significance of the observation did not strike

me until, when proceeding on my way from the Khora site towards Korla, I passed another tower

equally solid and of exactly similar construction perched on a high foot spur of the range, about 3a

miles south of the former tower (see Map No. 49' *)• I shall have to recur further on to the

question of the probable origin of these towers, and need add here only that the ‘ Ming-oi ’ tower

must in fair weather command a very distant outlook over the Kara-shahr valley and be easily visible

from Baghdad-shahri, only about 5§ miles distant in a straight line. Adjoining its north face are

9 The weight of the whole was too great for transport had to be hollowed out to permit of safe packing as half

across the Kara-koram passes, and even the half removed a camel-load.
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crumbling walls of a small enclosure. Marks of recent burrowing into the solid masonry suggested

that the watch-tower had been mistaken for a Stupa.

Section IV.—LIST OF ANTIQUES EXCAVATED AT THE ‘MING-OI’ SITE
SHORCHUK, KARA-SHAHR

Mi. i. ooi. Stucco relief fr. Face of Buddha, about

half life-size, ears and hair missing. Face round and

straight-eyed
; flesh painted dead white ; eyebrows, out-

line and iris of eyes black
;
upper line ofeyelid and lips red

;

corner of eyes, small moustache and imperial, blue. Urna

on forehead, a red circle surrounded by red dots

(damaged). For others see Mi. i. 002 ;
vii. 003. Chin to

top of forehead 3A*. PI. CXXXII.

Mi. i. 002. Stucco relief fr. of face like Mi. i. 001, but

larger. Only R. side preserved below eye and, to L., side

of nose and mouth. Traces of black moustache line

and dot for beard. Condition bad, and most of white

surface gone. Lips red. Soft clay ' mixed with fibre.

Chin to middle of nose 4".

Mi. i. 003. Stucco relief fr. of tile, as Mi. xxiii. x. R.

bottom corner including L. ear and ear-ring of Bodhisattva

preserved. 5' x 4f

Mi. i. 004. a-h. Stucco relief frs. of a valance (imitating

textiles), from border of some projecting cornice. Of these

b and h only keep flat painted border from which valance

was suspended. The central orn. painted on this is

a flower with white centre, and five green petals outlined

in white and vermilion. Outside this on either side are

petals arranged like a fan, and painted with chocolate

centre on rose, on cream, with vermilion outline. Outside
again on each side is a series of crescents, blue, white

(vermilion-edged), chocolate, rose, white (vermilion-edged),

and green placed vertically. This seen well in h.

Below runs the heading of valance (best seen in a and f),
consisting of row of white relief sqs. between two plain

vermilion mouldings.

Below this is the valance itself : a row of triangular

hanging ‘ swags ’ in relief, alternating with hanging tassels

(best seen in c and d). Each ‘ swag ’ has an outer line of

flame-filleted orn. in pale green
;
inside this a border like

the heading above, but all red, and in centre a triangular

design with half of four-petalled flower in white. Tassel

hangs from red rope formed of circles bordered by
mouldings. It consists first of two red rings, then row of
blue petals, then two more red rings and final row of bells

in pale green. Background between ‘swag’ and tassel

red-brown.

In all fifteen ‘ swags ’and five frs., fifteen tassels and two
frs. preserved, a joins b. Plaster thickly mixed with fibres.

Combined length 4 6^'. Width 6", of which smooth
border is i£\ g and h, PI. CXXXVII.

Mi. ii. 001. Fr. of wooden statuette ; half-closed R,
hand complete. Cf. Mi. ii. 009. No grooves. Shows
plentiful traces of thick white substance on surface, prob-

once gilded or painted. Made separately from fig.

Gr. M. 2\°
; across knuckles jj*.

Mi. ii. 002. Stucco relief fr. ; part of tile apparently
from same mould as Mi. xxiii. 1. Bodhisattva head up to

fillet and R. ear (rosette missing) and R. bottom corner of
frame preserved. Gr. h. 6\"

;
gr. width 6f'.

Mi. ii. 003-4. Two frs. of painted stucco band,
probably heading of valance like Mi. i. 004. Ground
white, with pattern outlined in vermilion of series of
lozenges leaving side triangles. Lozenges (white) have
small inner lozenge, green or grey-blue, on which is

vermilion or pale pink rosette with red-brown centre

;

triangles also vermilion or pale pink with red-brown centre.

Surface worn. Soft clay mixed with fibre, si* and 5A" X
aj'andij'.

Mi. ii. 005. Fr. of plaster, gilded. Convex surface,

perhaps from neck of figure. 2|' x 2\
m x |* to A*.

Mi. ii. 006. a-b. Stucco relief frs.
(
a
)
Little and third

finger of colossal R. hand
;

(b) probably forefinger of same
hand. Traces of gilding on flesh and of dark paint (once

red?) on nails. Nails ij'xii'. (a) 8J'x 4'; (*) 5i'
XI|'.

Mi. ii. 007. Stucco relief fr. L. hand life-size. Hand
outstretched along thigh shows under thumb fr. of green

and red drapery. Broken below wrist. Plaster stucco on
core of clay and fibre. 8' x 3J' X 3J". PI. CXXXIX.

Mi. ii. 008 (marked wrongly n. 001). Stucco relief fr.

Rosette from head-dress of fig. like *Mi. xi. 00. Six petals

and bead border
; no colour. Diam. 2’.

Mi. ii. 009 (marked wrongly 11. 002). Fr. of wooden
statuette. R. hand with fingers folded in, prob. holding
fold of robe. Only third finger complete. Cross groove
under folded little finger is correctly given, but there is

a deep groove meeting it lengthways along edge of palm
which is quite unnatural. No paint. Made separately and
glued on to fig. Gr. M. 3-}'

; across knuckles if".

Mi. iv. 001. Mould in plaster of Paris for casting seated
Buddha

( 3T X 2\° x I"), pair of curls (like beard of Mi. xi.

00 each 2 xi'x and pair of zigzag locks of hair.

Here broken across, so that of latter only end of one and
two curves of the other preserved

(
2|' x £' X%’). AH

details of Buddha s head left for future treatment.
Transverse hole through rounded end. 12A' X 6' x ia'-
PI. CXXXVII. 2

Mi. v. 001. Stucco head of fig. of type *Mi. xi. 00. Head-
dress above fillet, R. side of crown and face and L. ear
missing. Chin to top of hair 3$'.
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Mi. v. 002. Pair of small turned wooden knobs.

Painted red, blue, and yellow over white. Cf. Mi. xxiii.

0013, 0019-22. H. ij' and ij'; diam. and

Mi. v. 003. Part of miniature carved wooden arch

;

curved piece of wood forming crown. Broken at one end ;

at the other a rabbet cut, and small dowel protruding, for

attachment of continuation. Orn. with relief carving.

In centre, apparently a flaming jewel (green) on lotus. On
either side the heads and necks of two dragon-like beasts

crouched upon the ground. These have no lower jaw,

but a row of upper teeth and prominent eyes. The necks,

which have hog’s-back manes, are recurved over the head

and back again so as to form an S. Manes vermilion

;

head and neck of outer pair blue, of inner pair red-brown

(only traces of this left). Across arch 6-|*
; width iA’ to

i' ; thickness §'. PI. CXXVIIL

Mi. v. 004. Fr. of carved wood; straight, carved in

relief with same animals as in Mi. v. 003. Broken each

end, but probably belonged to the side supporting such an

arch. Colour nearly all gone, but manes show vermilion,

and one neck shows red-brown traces. Parts of four

heads. 7^" x i".

Mi. v. 005. Fr. of carved wood ; flat, shaped and

ribbed to represent a flame. Traces of red paint. Back
plain. From sq. end projects a short tenon. Stuck to

back, by mud, a small piece of loose-made cotton (?) cloth.

3fxif'x£'.

Mi. v. 006. Half of wooden lotus block, painted red.

See Mi. v. 0010.
6-J' sq.; total thickness 2§".

Mi. v. 007. Piece of wooden framing; straight bar,

oblong in section, with rabbet along one edge and two

projecting tenons. In back is mortice at each end, where

breakage has occurred. Apparently painted twice: (1)
with blue strip between red borders, and (2) with a strip

of gold between indigo borders. Second coat, which has

mostly come off, has preserved under-coat. Slightly

charred. 1 6-J* x 2§' (with rabbet af") X if*.

Mi. v. 008. Painted wooden plank ; one end chamfered.
In centre two slanting dowels. Covered, over dark red

ground, with lattice-work of silver lines. The lozenges so

formed are filled with stars made up of four silver lozenges

rather irregularly placed. Triangles where design meets

edges show either one or three lozenges. Touch of green

and blue at chamfered end. 2 5' X 3
A' X §-*.

Mi. v. 009. Head of carved wooden elephant, from

relief fig. Tusks, trunk, and R. ear missing. Below ear

with attempt at foreshortened front view is L. forefoot,

very short, and supported on small base. Through fore-

head dowel hole. Ear treated like fan in five folds. Vigorous
hut clumsy work, much decayed. 5 (with foot) X sY
X2|".

Mi. v. 0010. Sq. block of wood ; the top half cut down
and lathe-turned into form of shallow cup with central

round boss standing up to height of rim, i.e. a rough

1371

representation of lotus-flower on sq. base. Red paint over

flower cup and part of base leaving plain border as if it

had been set in a frame; centre of boss sunken and

blackened. Dowel hole in middle of back. Prob. for

wall decoration
; cf. Mi. v. 006 ;

vii. 0015. 6|" sq. ;
total

thickness 3^', of which iA-" is that of sq. base.

Mi. vii. 1. Strip of painted and inscribed wood, from

base of panel with painted figs. (?). Under-surface flat, with

remains of gum; front rises at right angles to h. of 1',

then slopes back at angle of 35
0

;
upper edge broken.

L. end chamfered behind, to allow of fitting to return

piece
;
R. end cut off straight and painted light red and

green.

Sloping front painted with design of looped-up band,

forming series of five semicircular spaces, in each of

which hangs half-blown lotus on straight stem. Band

outlining spaces seen at L. end to be looped along top to

similar curving band. Colouring dark grey and light

green, orange, pink, and buff.

Along perpendicular surface at bottom runs one 1 .

Kuchean inscr., divided into five phrases by double black

lines, and giving apparently names of divinities painted

above the pendent lotuses. See below, Hoernle, Appendix

F. Inscr. black on white ground, between red borders.

Good condition.

2i|'X3i".

Mi. vii. 001-2. Stucco relief frs. Top-knots of head-

dress, type b of *Mi. xi. 00. Black paint on white ground.

001 has second upward twist of hair above, and wooden

core perfectly preserved. 001, H. 3^'; 002, 2§".

Mi. vii. 003. Stucco relief fr. of face resembling Mi. i.

001. Only mouth and nose left; bad state. Lips red,

face white ;
no moustache. Soft clay mixed with much

fibre. Mouth to top of nose 2".

Mi. vii. 004. Stucco relief fr., great toe. Nail cut

short; groove across above nail. Traces of dark red

paint. Length 1^'.

Mi. vii. 005-6. Stucco relief frs. Top-knots of

head-dress, type b of *Mi. xi. 00. Top painted red,

horizontal twist black. Protruding wooden core, ooj, H.

2^*; 006, 2’.

Mi. vii. 007. Stucco relief fr. Rosette, six-petalled,

perhaps from head-dress; cf. those of type *Mi. xi. 00.

Petals copper-green, veined, with sepals showing between

;

centre, a relief circle surrounded by beads, vermilion.

One petal lost. Colour well preserved. Diam. 2'.

Mi. vii. 008. Stucco relief fr. Side-rosette of head-

dress, type a, *Mi. xi. 00. Shape of petals like Mi. vii.

007. Border of hollow centre beaded and vermilion.

Petals show traces of green and purple. Diam. 2-% .

Mi. vii. oog. Stucco relief fr. Finial of vesica ;
rosette

with six petals (copper-green) and vermilion bossed centre,

within a double ring border. Outer border of vermilion

flames curling to R. Attached behind to stucco upright,

7 o
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broken off just below edge of finial where it has begun to

form two diverging bars. Diani. 2-|*.

Mi. vii. 0010. Stucco relief fr. Rosette with seven

pointed and veined petals within a bead border. The
whole painted light green. Diam. if".

Mi. vii. oon. Stucco relief fr. Finial like Mi. vii. 009.

One side missing. Border pink, petals red, centre orange.

Diam. 2$'.

Mi. vii. 0012-13. Stucco relief frs. Two rosettes,

having bossed centre within raised ring, and bead border.

0013 painted vermilion; 0012 shows remains of dark red.

0012, diam. if"; 001}, i^g".

Mi. vii. 0014. Stucco relief. Possibly front view of

flying bird, much conventionalized, or possibly profile view

of conventional flower
;

cf. Yo. 00176 ; Khot. 007. Upper
part and tail formed of bosses in relief. All detail lost.

H. 2|".

Mi. vii. 0015. Half of wooden lotus block, as Mi. v.

006, 0010. Central boss broken off. Cup red with

btack rim and black bottom. Surface of square (not

extending to edge) light green
; square dowel hole behind.

Cut across diagonal. Sides and back black. Length of
side 71”, if' to 2f" thick

;
diam. of boss sf".

Mi. vii. 0016, 0018. Painted wooden panel in two
pieces, showing standing Buddha, similar to Mi. vii. 0017,
but with L. hand hanging at side. Padmasana green,

background maroon (Mi. vii. 0016 almost effaced). In lower
R. corner of 0018 stands small hairy animal, white out-
lined black, with clawed feet and camel-like neck, looking
up at Buddha. Buddha s flesh shaded with purple-pink.
Work good. 0016, 1

6' x 5£" x I'. 0018, 1
6" x zf" x .

Mi. vii. 0017. Painted wooden panel. One edge split
off and charred. Shows standing Buddha on white
Padmasana. Red robe, outlined red-brown, green under-

. garment outlined black, visible at ankles; L. hand at

breast, thumb and finger together in attitude of argument.
Nimbus in rings of red (outer), green, and pink

; and
vesica of red (outer), green, shaded purple, green, purple-
brown, and green (inner)

; coloured bands divided by white
lines. Outer edges, black. Flesh outlined red. Much
abraded and head perished. Colour very soft and powdery
iH'xsr*!'-

Mi. vii. 0019. Painted wooden panel in Indian style,
com

i
lete and in good condition. The return edge at each

side shows the edge of painting from panels set at right
angles to this one. The latter itself represents a Bodhi-
sattva seated upon throne under flattened horseshoe arch.
His R. hand at breast in vitarka-mudrii

; his L. beside it,

upright, with palm to breast and second and third fingers
slightly bent. Face full, with straight eyes and grey-blue
hair falling on shoulders; body broad-shouldered and
slim-v aisted

; flesh painted dark-purple pink, shaded
with red and outlined with reddish brown

; eyebrows,
eyelashes, and outlines of hair black.

Dress consists of grey robe or skirt enveloping the legs,

a white girdle outlined with orange, and a grey-green scarf

across breast. Jewellery of heavy necklace and ear-rings

painted in orange, and bracelets and armlets (with a green

jewel) represented only by red-brown lines
; as are also the

sandals. The massive tiara is in buff outlined red, with

triple jewel in front (see the Indian Bodhisattvas on the

Ch'ien-fo-tung banners, Ch. lv. 007, etc.) and streamers of

red-brown drapery spreading downwards from each side

and looped round arms.

Legs crossed at ankles and feet turned down with tips

of toes only reaching ground (cf. Grtinwedel, Buddhist
Art in India, Fig. 139); under them a conventional lotus.'

The circular halo and oval vesica have orange and dark-

red borders, and copper-green centres covered with zigzag

rays, respectively of red-brown and yellowish green
;
back-

ground of niche grey. The throne is a plain oblong seat, the

front divided into sq. panels subdivided by their diagonals into

variegated triangles. The arch is painted in buff and om.
with a series of outline circles in reddish browm, and has

scrolled ends. Capitals of pillars are shaped like inverted

thistle-heads
; bases the same, resting upon spheres,

which are again protected by semicircular members rising

from ground.

Half an inch of panel left bare at top and bottom,

apparently for a covering framework. R. bottom corner

is charred. Broken in three pieces, but joined

;

surface in excellent condition except towards lower edge.

J 5|'X lof'xf". PI. CXXIV.

Mi. vii. 0020-3. Four stucco relief frs. of floating

drapery, white with orange lines in folds. Flat treatment.

Gr. M. 6".

Mi. vii. 0024. Frs. of painted plaster, backed with
string matting, over clay mixed with straw. Surface con-
cave

; design undistinguishable, in black, pink, and blue.

Plaster 6" x 4$' ; matting 1 6" x 8'.

Mi. vii. 0025. Fresco fr. showing upper half of seated (?)

Buddha. Outlines and details black. Flesh pink, robe
red-brown, vesica green with yellow outline, bordered
with flame in red-brown on buff, on pink, on red. Outside
again green. Careless work. Gr. M. 3§". PI. XII
(wrongly marked Mi. vii. 0022).

Mi. ix. 001. Carved wooden panel, semicircular in
cross-section, with rounded back and flat front, except
or 2 at lower end, where surface rises towards middle
orming a two-sided projection triangular in cross-section.

e Sl es l^'s projection form niches in which are carved
Sm*

.
® ? ' ' on a standing Buddha (?), with usnisa but

unhaloed holding a staff in R. hand; L. hand, p'rob. with
ow

, ro en off
, on R. two men kneeling with hands in

adoration. °

one above the other. The upper group consists ol
Buddha ^d attendant holding umbrella. Both standi
3 to K. Buddha has halo, usnisa, and elongated ears, 1
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is nude except for loin-cloth. His R. hand is raised in

abhaya-mudra, his L. hangs by his side in vara-mudra.

Attendant wears lower robe, and stole and necklace like

a Bodhisattva ;
hair done in top-knot above fillet. Canopy

of umbrella lost. The group below shows a Buddha in

same dress and with hands in same attitude standing on a

lotus base on L. ; on R. kneel three small figs, one above

the other. The two upper have their hands in adoration

;

the lowest prostrates himself with his head to the ground.

His pose would suggest a representation of the Dipankara-

jataka (Foucher, Art du Gandhdra, pp. 273 sqq.) were it

not for the lotus base of the Buddha and his unusual dress.

The carving carefully and delicately executed even to

details of faces. Traces of paint remain here and there:

black on hair of most of kneeling figs.
;
vermilion on

background of the middle scene ; red and blue respectively

on backgrounds of niches in projection below, and red on

robes of one of kneeling figs, on R. A bronze nail is

driven through near R. edge to pin the upright to wall or

background, and traces of other pins are seen at back,

iof' X 2¥- P1 - CXXVII.

Mi. ix. 002 (marked wrongly 1. ii. 008). Carved wooden
bracket. In form, an oblong block sq. in section. As seen

from side the projecting part (two-thirds of whole) has its

upper half cut in three receding mouldings (upper and

lower straight, middle one rounded) ;
and its lower half

plain, ending in volute. Under-surface divided longi-

tudinally by double string-moulding, with a fall in hollow

of volute, and an oblong slanting member at the end form-

ing the transition to moulding of upper half. Traces of

red and blue paint remain, over white. The end fixed in

wall has a i" sq. dowel piercing it perpendicularly. Roughly

cut. Length 13^' (of which the projecting portion 8^'),

width 3^', depth 4'. PI. CXXVIII.

Mi. x. 001. Stucco relief fr. Head of type *Mi. xi. 00.

Head-dress above fillet missing. H. 2f*.

Mi. x. 002. Stucco relief fr. of arm; see *Mi. xi. 00.

Has rosette, twelve-petalled, with bead border. Diam.

rosette ij*.

Mi. x. 003. Stucco relief fr. Body from neck to breast

and L. hip. See *Mi. xi. 00. R. side gone. L. arm,

broken at elbow, was bent forwards and has rosette at

biceps, below which a fold of drapery crossed it. H. 5'.

Mi. x. 004-7. Stucco relief heads; see *Mi. xi. 00.

004. L. ear and lobe of R. gone
;

plentiful traces of

cobalt-blue on hair
;

fillet damaged, head-dress above

missing, ooy. Head and hair blue, eyes blue over white,

ears and nose damaged, head-dress above fillet gone.

006. L. rosette on head-dress preserved, R. side of face

decayed. 007. Both side-rosettes of head-dress preserved ;

lobes of both ears damaged. H. 2f'.

Mi. x. 008. Stucco relief fr. Top-knot of head-dress

l>pe b from fig. of type *Mi. xi. 00. Painted dark red.

H. 2'.

Mi. x. 009-10. Two stucco relief heads of fig- like

Mi. xi. 005. 009. L. side and back of head missing.

OOIO' Curls behind missing, trace of blue on head, surface

perished. H. 2'.

Mi. x. oon. Stucco relief fig. like Mi. xxvi. 002 ;
crown

to waist. Arms broken at shoulders, but L. was evidently

stretched straight up and R. also raised. From backing

made to take a corner, this fig. prob. stood last in a row

on wall, and another fig. at right angles adjoined same

backing. H. 4'.

Mi. x. 00x2. Stucco relief fig., male, type of Mi. x. 001 1,

etc., but on larger scale. Head, arms from biceps, legs

from above knees, and most of orns. missing. Fig. up-

right, nude but for loin-cloth, arms by sides. Face prob.

as Mi. xxvi. 001. Moulded solid
;
transverse holes for

pegs to fit fig. to wall. Cf. Mi. xii. 003, etc. H. 6".

PI. CXXXV.

Mi. x. 0013. Stucco relief fr. R. hand of fig. like *Mi,

xi. 00. Broken in middle of forearm. Two bangles

round wrist. Held rod. Length 2|".

Mi. x. 0014. Stucco relief fr. L. hand of fig. like *Mi. xi.

00. Applied to bare side (?) over a band
;
broken just

below wrist. Length 2'.

Mi. x. 0015. Stucco relief fr. Rosette, six-petalled

with bead border. Diam. 2'.

Mi. x. 0016. Stucco relief fr. Rosette. Centre of

large rosette like Mi. xi. 0075. Diam. if'.

Mi. x. 0017. Stucco relief fr. Rosette with boss

centre and bead border. Remains of gold-leaf. Diam. 1'.

Mi. x. 0018. Stucco relief fr. Head of man crying.

Black hair (top-knot missing) prob. as type a, *Mi. xi. 00.

Forehead wrinkled, brows contracted and hanging over so

as to conceal upper eyelids
;
eyes narrow and long, slant-

ing up to nose, with crow’s-feet at outer corners; lower

rim of socket clearly marked. Nose damaged. Mouth

wide open, showing teeth (painted white ;
inside of mouth

and lips scarlet); deep lines at corners. Ears missing.

Face pink, brows black, eyes black and white. H. 4 .

PI. CXXXI1.

Mi. x. 0019. Stucco relief fr. Grotesque head of old

woman laughing. Hair parted in middle, combed straight

down behind ears. Forehead wrinkled
;

brows bulging

and overhanging ;
cheeks prominent ;

eyes therefore deep-

set, long ;
deep slits in heavy lids. Nose sharp, mouth

very long ;
cleft chin, neck emaciated. A very clever

caricature. Chin to crown if'. PI. CXXXII.

Mi. x. 0020. Stucco relief fr. R. foot broken at instep.

Nails well maiked. Solid-cast; burned black. Across

toes if'.

Mi. x. 0021. Stucco relief fr. Prob. part of leg of

elephant
;
for scale cf. Mi. xi. 00116-17. Band of small

pQUfid leg with 2 diam. bead—bordered rosette in

front; from under this hang two bells, type of L.A. 00104.

Length of fr. 4'; diam - of leS 2i"

7 0 2
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Mi. x. 0022-3. Two stucco relief frs. Flame

finials like Mi. xi. 0087. 0022 broken at top ;
0023

broken at L. side. 0022. Width 4% 0023. H. 4I".

Mi. x. 0024. Stucco relief fr. Tassel like that on

Mi. xi. 3. Length if".

Mi. x. 0025. Stucco relief fr. End of drapery. On

either side flame-like undulations, red, stream upwards

from central stem, gilded. Complete both sides and top,

broken lower end. 3^" xi*.

Mi. x. 0026. Stucco relief fr. Lotus (seven petals) like

Mi. xxvi. 006, but smaller. Attached to stalk of clay, in

which is hole for transverse dowel. H. i|*, diam. 2*.

Mi. x. 0027. Stucco relief fr. Lotus with rosette centre

and whorl of seven petals bending to R.
;
see Mi. xv.

0024. Traces of gilding and red paint. Diam. 4*.

Mi. x. 0028-33. Stucco relief frs. Tassel-pendants

from cornice of building; see Mi. xi. 00127. Traces of

red and of blue on sq. caps (beam-ends) and of green on

ball moulding. 0028-31 on large scale, as Mi. xii.

0031, measuring 2|' x rf* (the lowest member always

missing)
; 0032-3 on same scale as Mi. xi. 00127.

Mi. x-xi. 001-4. Four frs. of glass from a bead-

maker’s workshop. 001 and 003 are short stems at the

end of which is found a solid ball of glass
;
002 has been

similar, but the ball has been taken in the pincers and

flattened when the stem was being drawn out into a rod.

004 has its bulb broken, but the rod has already been

drawn considerably and is full of ‘silk’ veins. Being

found in a temple these may be dedications by a glass-

worker
;
but they do show a local industry. Gr. M. diam.

c. I*. 002-3, PI. IV.

Mi. xi. 3. Stucco relief fig., female; upper half.

Laughing face, mouth wide open, eyes screwed up,

wrinkles in forehead and at comers of eyes, dimples in

cheeks. Hair and head-dress (missing above fillet) of

usual *Mi. xi. 00 type. Rosette missing from L. ear. Fig.

wears outer garment having pointed corset below breasts,

narrow shoulder-straps, and short sleeves, with stiff em-
broidered (?) trimming. Beneath this is tunic reaching
high round neck with heavy collar and sleeves reaching to

elbow. From back of head a cloak spreads out behind
body on either side of elbows, and was then (cf. xi. 0052,
etc.) brought across the hips and tied in a knot below
the navel, whence it fell in loops to the knees. For
dress cf. xi. 0051—5, 0072-4. In this case, however,
part of cloak seems to have been brought across in front

of L. shoulder. R. forearm, all L. arm, most of cloak,

and body below waist missing. For figs, of same type,

but mostly from different moulds, see Mi. xi. 0051-5,
0072-4; for a head of the same type, Mi. xi. 0082.
H. 8'

;
chin to crown 2§". PI. CXXXIII.

Mi. xi. 00. General Note.

Series of frs. from stucco relief figs, of Bodhi-
sattvas. The heads are all from one mould

; for the

bodies two or three slightly differing moulds were used,

and the fact that limbs, arms, attributes, etc., were applied

separately leads to considerable variety in detail. The
face is full and round, with fat creased neck, small chin

;

lips small, full, and bowed
; nostrils small and sharply

cut
;

corners of mouth deeply dimpled
;

nose forming

straight line with forehead, narrow-bridged and sharp
;

eyebrows long, narrow, and arched
;
eyes prominent, con-

tinuing curve of forehead, but hollowed towards nose,

with broad lids almost closed, only a narrow slit of the

eyeball showing. Ears are elongated, the lobes hidden

by jewelled disc ear-rings with beaded borders.

The hair is parted from centre and drawn loosely back

under a fillet, making crescent-shaped curves that increase

in size towards the ears. The fillet consists of a band of

sq. beads, between plain borders. The top-knot (appliqu^)

above this generally corresponds to Mi. xi. 001, i.e. large

lotus rosette with bead border in front flanked by two

half-rosettes; through the centre of rosette over R. ear

escapes a loose lock of hair, through that on L. a smaller

lock (probably); this orn. conceals all the hair proper

(type a).

Occasionally (type U) there is no such orn.; see Mi. xi.

003. Instead of the beaded fillet a linen turban encircles

the top of the head twice, and from this ring rises a fan-

shaped top-knot
;
the hair proper comes out from the side

of this over the R. ear, is twisted and carried back through

the turban, and the end escapes loosely over the L. ear.

The arrangement of hair is the same in both cases, and in

Mi. xvi. 001, etc. (cf. A. T. 0087), but is generally hidden

by jewellery. The head is set at different angles on the

body.

Body generally nude to hips (Mi. xi. 002, but cf. xi.

004) ; string of beads round neck, the ends brought again

over shoulders and crossed upon breast, where they are

secured by a circular brooch and are looped back again

over the hips. R. arm hangs straight to elbow, and fore-

arm is then bent up and slightly over chest (xi. 002) or

held rather away from body and forward (xi. 0015).

L. upper arm generally by side, forearm always missing.

From behind neck veil or mantle makes a background to

nude part of body, curving behind it at level of elbows.

Large floral rosette on each upper arm, and coiled bangle
on R. wrist. Drapery wound loosely round hips and
secured by knot on L. side, making (xi. 002) a decorative
bunched end or (xi. 0021) a simple knot with long fold

hanging between legs and a heavy loop across R. thigh
(details being appliqud vary).

Body (total height of fig. being 2' 1 A") is dispropor-
tionately elongated

; shoulders broad, waist absurdly small,
and legs much too long. Fig. generally upright (but see
xi. 001), resting on L. foot with R. knee very slightly bent
and a slight curve therefore at thighs

; its forms, like those
of face, soft and feminine.

Figs, moulded in finely levigated soft muddy clay,
reddish drab in colour when burnt; the moulding was
hollow (see xi. 0016) and the separate parts were held
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together by a core of similar clay strengthened by bundles

of wood or reeds running up the centre. All have been

accidentally burned.

A few figs, show traces of colour : flesh-tint was light

red (xi. 002, 0040) ;
jewels in hair red (0040) ;

hair blue

(0028, etc.) or red (0042) ;
fillet binding hair gilt (0028,

0038) ;
eyes blue over white ;

the colour of drapery has

disappeared.

For frs. of similar figs., see Mi. x. 003 ;
xi. 001-2, 004,

008-9, °°12
) 0015, 0018, 0021-3, 0077, 0086; for

heads only (type a) Mi. v. 001 ; x. 001, 004-7 ;
xi. 0010-

11, 0013, 0016-17, 0019, 0025-8, 0030, 0032-50,

0065, 0079-81, 0093 (large scale); (type b) Mi. xi. 003,

0020, 0029, 0059-62, 0078 ;
for arms and hands, see

Mi. x. 002, 0013-14; xi. 0070-1. For similar figs, on

smaller scale, cf. Mi. xii. 001 ;
xv. 006 ;

and for heads, cf.

Mi. xii. 002 ;
xvii. 001. For specimens see PI. CXXXIV.

Mi. xi. 001. Stucco relief fig. of type *Mi. xi. 00. Head,

a variant
;

tilted up and back over R. shoulder. Body

from different mould inclined to its right from hips up-

wards, and leaning back so that front forms convex curve

from throat to navel. Cut off at thigh, the legs not being

shown, but body issuing from some flat base. The

attitude gives a more vigorous expression to fig. than is

usual. H. nj'. PI. CXXXIV.

Mi. xi. 002. Stucco relief fig., best example of *Mi. xi. 00

type. R. arm broken at wrist, L. just above elbow

;

R. leg below knee and most of L. side from hip down

wanting
; also part of head-dress. Hole and impress of

reed core visible at back. H. 1' 6|". PI. CXXXIV.

Mi. xi. 003. Stucco relief head, variant of *Mi. xi. 00,

being on same scale but with face slightly less full, other-

wise similar. Turban with top-knot (type b). Ears

missing. H. sf '. PI. CXXXIV.

Mi. xi. 004. Stucco relief fig. Variant of *Mi. xi. 00,

body being draped. Body perhaps from same mould, but

clay plastered on to denote close-fitting tunic looped from

R. shoulder under L. arm
;
beaded bands over this with

double rosette at crossing point. From R. shoulder a

heavy cloak came down, hiding R. arm to wrist, and pro-

bably crossing body at waist (see xi. 0077). Body broken

above waist, L. arm at elbow, R. arm at wrist
;
most of

drapery missing. Head-dress above fillet, and rosette from

R. ear gone. H. 9".

Mi. xi. 005. Stucco relief fig. of celestial attendant;

youthful male type, cf. Mi. xi. 0064. Face round and

soft
; eyes nearly closed, lips full and dimpled. Rosettes

in ears. Crown of head bald
;

over forehead hangs a

flower-like lock divided into four curling tresses, and over

each ear hangs a single heavy curl of hair. Body nude,

with crossed jewel chains and central rosette ;
drapery

looped from hips and knotted over each thigh (then broken

away). Upper arms held slightly away from body and

forearms bent forwards, drawing with them at elbows the

eil which descends from head behind body like a vesica.

Armlets with rosettes on upper arm, necklace round neck.

For -figs, from same or similar mould, see Mi. xi. 0024,

0066, 0083, and cf. xi. 0084 ;
xv. 001. For heads,

see Mi. x. 009-10; xxvi. 001. H. 7", chin to crown
, 7

»

Mi. xi. 006. Stucco relief fig., a variant of type *Mi. xi.

00, on smaller scale. Cf. also Mi. xi. 005. Head held

up and turned slightly over L. shoulder; both arms

stretched forwards (forearms lost), drawing with them at

elbows the veil which descends on either side of fig. from

back of head. Veil orig. painted blue. Jewelled bands as

usual across chest
; head-dress above fillet missing

; broken

off at waist. H. navel to top of head 5|". PI. CXXXIV.

Mi. xi. 007. Stucco relief fig. Torso as Mi. xi. 006,

but from different mould. Broken at waist and neck.

Arms broken above elbow
;
L. was outstretched. H. 3".

Mi. xi. 008. Stucco relief fig. Neck to waist, of type

*Mi. xi. 00. Arms broken at elbow. Surface much decayed.

H. 74'.

Mi. xi. 009. Stucco relief fig. Body from neck to navel,

type *Mi. xi. 00. Arms broken at elbow, both forearms bent

inwards and upwards. H. gi".

Mi. xi. 0010. Stucco relief head of type *Mi. xi. 00.

Head-dress above fillet missing. In hair, traces of pale

cobalt-blue. Cracked right across face at level of eyes.

Chin to top of hair 2§".

Mi. xi. 0011. Stucco relief head of type *Mi. xi. 00.

Ears, nose, and head-dress above fillet missing. From

angle made with background it is seen to belong to fig.

of variant type xi. 001. Chin to top of hair

Mi. xi. 0012. Stucco relief fig. Body from neck to

waist of type *Mi. xi. 00. L. arm broken at shoulder.

R. arm with rosette, broken at elbow. Either malformed

or from slightly different mould. H. 5-|'.

Mi. xi. 0013. Stucco relief head of type *Mi. xi. 00, but

small scale. Head-dress above fillet missing, also L. ear.

Chin to crown 2|".

Mi. xi. 0014. Stucco relief fig. Body from neck to hips,

from mould like Mi. xi. 0064. Head lost, and both fore-

arms
;
but arms were held slightly away from sides, pulling

mantle with them at elbows. The mantle is painted black

between arms and body
;

and side-knots of drapery

fastening the lower robe remain on either hip. H. 6".

Mi. xi. 0015. Stucco relief fig. Body from neck to

waist of type *Mi. xi. 00. Apparently' from same mould,

but arms (broken above elbow) differently attached; both

outstretched from shoulder, L. being higher. H. 6".

Mi. xi. 0016. Stucco relief fr. Face of type *Mi. xi. 00.

Half R. ear left
;
other accessories broken away. Chin to

top of forehead 2J".

Mi. xi. 0017. Stucco relief head of type *Mi. xi. 00.

Head-dress above fillet and L. ear missing; R. ear and nose

broken. Chin to top of hair 2| .
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Mi. xi. 0018. Stucco relief fig. Body from neck to hips

of type *Mi. xi. 00, but variant from different mould, more

thick-set. From L. shoulder cloak with upper scalloped

edge crosses body and passes under R. arm ; heavy folds

widening out and covering all R. side to hip. Both arms

broken at shoulders. H. 6 ;
across shoulders 5-|*.

Mi. xi. 00x9. Stucco relief head of type like *Mi. xi. 00,

but on smaller scale. Head of figure similar. Head-dress

above fillet gone. Both ears gone. Chin to top of hair

2 A"
»

Mi. xi. 0020. Stucco relief head, variant of type Mi. xi.

003. Both ears damaged. Head-dress above fillet gone.

Chin to top of hair 2^".

Mi. xi. 0021. Stucco relief fig. Body from thorax to

L. ankle of type *Mi. xi. 00. Draped from hips with robe

slightly knotted on L. hip and zigzag fold between legs

;

treatment sketchy, form attenuated. Rosette on band upon

chest. H. 1
" ;

across hips 3
J". PI. CXXXIV.

Mi. xi. 0022. Stucco relief fig. Lower part of body

from waist to knees, of type *Mi. xi. 00, as the preceding.

Drapery simply knotted on L. with plain fold between legs.

Backing lost and hollows for cores seen. Each leg had

a small core of reeds tied round with string that has left

marks of spiral coil, with pieces of burnt string. Two
holes as if cores had pegs to keep them from slipping.

At waist the two cores were tied into one. H. 8%".

Mi. xi. 0023. Stucco relief fig. of type *Mi. xi. 00 ;
lower

part of body as the preceding, from waist to L. thigh and
R. knee. Knot of girdle on L. hip not moulded, but

applied strip of clay. H. 6f".

Mi. xi. 0024. Stucco relief fig. from mould like Mi. xi.

003. Broken at neck and hips, and arms broken at elbow.

Blackened by fire. H. Si*-

Mi. xi. 0025-8. Stucco relief heads of type *Mi. xi.

00. 002). Head-dress above fillet and both ears gone; R.

side of face decayed. 0026. Head-dress above fillet and

L. ear gone. 0027. Head-dress above fillet and both

ears gone
;
also most of interior of head. 0028. Head-

dress above fillet and lobes of ears gone. Face retains

pink paint, hair traces of cobalt-blue, and fillet of gilding.

Chin to crown 2 A".

Mi. xi. 0029. Stucco relief head, variant as Mi.xi. 003.

R. ear damaged. Head-dress above fillet missing. Chin

to top of hair 2%*.

Mi. xi. 0030. Stucco relief head, type of *Mi. xi. 00.

Head-dress above fillet and L, ear gone. Chin to crown
2 a*

Mi. xi. 0031. stucco relief fr. Central and R. rosette

from head-dress type a and of fig. like Mi. xi. 00 1. Diam.
of central rosette 2".

Mi. xi. 0032-50. Stucco relief heads of type *Mi. xi.

00. 00)2. Head-dress above fillet missing, both ears

damaged, oojj. Front of head only; head-dress above

fillet missing. 00J4. L. ear and rosettes from head-dress

missing, oo)j. Head-dress above fillet and R. ear gone

;

nose and L. ear broken. ooj6. Front of head only
;
ears

gone and nose damaged, head-dress above fillet missing.

oo)j. Head-dress above fillet and both ears missing.

00)8. Lobes of both ears and head-dress above fillet

missing. 00)9. Front of head only, ears and head-dress above

fillet missing, nose damaged. 0040. Both side-rosettes of

head-dress preserved, L. ear gone. 0041. Both ears damaged,

traces of gilding on hair. 0042. R. rosette of head-dress

preserved, traces of red paint on hair, both ears damaged.

004). Both ears damaged, head-dress above fillet missing.

0044. R. ear damaged, head-dress above fillet missing.

004). Traces of blue paint on hair, head-dress above

fillet and both ears missing. 0046. Same type, but on

much larger scale
; forehead damaged, ears missing and

head-dress above fillet. H. 3^'. 0047. R. ear gone, L. ear

damaged, head-dress above fillet missing. 0048. L. ear

gone, R. ear and fillet damaged, head-dress above missing.

0049. Face only, ears and head-dress above fillet missing.

00)0. Face only, all accessories broken off. Chin to

crown 2^".

Mi. xi. 0051. Stucco relief fig., fem., draped as Mi. xi.

3 ; head as type *Mi. xi. 00, but on smaller scale. Face

round and soft with ear rosettes and head-dress (all above

fillet missing) of usual type. Fully draped. Outer

garment has pointed corset below breasts and is suspended

by shoulder-straps having short sleeves attached ;
below

this, close round neck, is tunic with heavy border and

pleated sleeves reaching to elbows. Probably there was

a cloak behind the body. H. 5.1". pj. CXXXV.

Mi. xi. 0052. Stucco relief fig. Torso, fern., draped

as Mi. xi. 3 (q.v.), but from smaller mould. R. arm
raised, broken at elbow

; L. forearm crossing hip, broken
at wrist. Drapery careless. Broken at knees. H. )\*.

Mi. xi. 0053. Stucco relief fig. Torso, fem., draped as
Mi. xi. 3. Head and R. arm completely missing ;

L. arm
broken above elbow. Shoulder shows R. arm not raised.

R. side below hip missing. Rough work, much damaged.
H. io£'.

Mi. xi. 0054. Stucco relief fig. Torso, fem., draped as
Mi. xi. 3 (q. v.), but from smaller mould. Both arms bent
upwards from elbow. Head gone. Broken at knees.
L. arm split down centre

; R. arm broken above wrist.
H. 7 t".

Mi. xi. 0055. Stucco relief fig. Torso, fem., draped as
Mi. xi. 3, but on larger scale

; neck to waist
; R. side

missing. L. arm broken above elbow, R. at shoulder.
H. 5|".

Mi. xi. 0056. Stucco relief head, front of. Grotesquely
fleshy eyebrows drawn in together and right down over
eyes

;
eyes very full, with prominent eyeballs and baggy

flesh below. Nostrils broad, mouth rather large; face
full and round. Hair forms hard line round forehead and
is combed up from forehead and ears to crown, but top-
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knot is .missing. R. ear and lobe of L. missing. For

others from same mould with variations in applied details,

see Mi. xi. ooioi, 00107, 00122, 00123. Chin to crown

3I'. PI. CXXXII.

Mi. xi. 0057. Stucco relief head, with head-dress like

*Mi. xi. 00, type a, but face from different mould, probably

like that of Mi. xi. 0058. Face here however larger, and

forehead smoothed over, showing no wrinkles. Eyes

round and wide open ;
mouth large

;
traces of cobalt-blue

on hair and of pink on face. Head-dress above fillet

missing, also R. ear and lobe of L. Chin to crown 3|".

Mi. xi. 0058. Stucco relief head, with head-dress of

type a, *ML xi. 00 ;
but face from different mould. Eyes

wide open, with round prominent eyeballs
;
mouth rather

long, upturned at comers
;
eyebrows drawn down over nose

in frown giving severe and intense expression. R. ear,

lobe of L. ear, and head-dress above fillet missing. Cf.

Mi. xi. 0057. Chin to crown 3|*. PI. CXXXII.

Mi. xi. 0059. Stucco relief head of type *M. xi. 00,

but on slightly smaller scale. Head-dress type b, but top-

knot broken off. Chin to top of hair 2-/

.

ML xi. 0060. Stucco relief head, variant of type *Mi. xi.

00, as Mi. xi. 003, except that instead of the lower twist of

turban of type b appears the fillet of type a\ L. ear gone,

R. ear has rosette. Face retains plentiful traces of dark

pink paint Chin to top of hair 2|*.

Mi. xL oo6l Stucco relief head ;
face from *Mi. xi. 00

mould; head-dress variant. Hair combed up in long

locks from ears to temples
;
between these locks it forms

over forehead a heavy sweeping curve. Above is single

coil of hair and top-knot as of type b. Ears damaged.

Chin to crown 2|'.

Mi. xi. 0062. Stucco relief head of type *Mi. xi. 00.

Head-dress type b with twelve-petalled rosette with bead

border, at base of top-knot. Lobes of both ears and curl

issuing from top-knot missing. Nose damaged. Chin to

crown 2|'. PI. CXXXIV.

Mi. xi. 0063. Stucco relief head. Face placid, eyes

half-closed, lips more natural, less bowed than usual.

Hair gathered in broad folds, one in centre of forehead

and three on either side down to ears, which last fold

partially covered. These meet at crown of head and are

bound round by hair or cloth (?), above which five emerge

in plume fashion, folding back behind. On L. usual curl

escapes below binding, on R. absent. Both ears missing.

Chin to crown 2§". PI. CXXXII.

Mi xi. 0064. Stucco relief fig.; young male type,

wearing jewelled necklace, armlets, crossed bands, and

veil or mantle as in *Mi. xi. 00 series, but head and fig. of

wholly different character. A scarf with heavy scalloped

border is also worn over L. shoulder, passing under R.

arm and covering part of jewelled bands. Mantle is

broken away close to fig., except over L. shoulder, where it

stands up high
; but it followed the arms closely to elbow,

where both arms were held forward at right angles. Its

possible relation to the head-dress is not clear. Both arms

are broken short, R. at wrist and L. at elbow.

Face well-modelled, with a more normal proportion of

cheek to features than in conventional Bodhisattva type

;

features handsome and clear-cut
;
and expression slightly

scornful. Eyebrows prominent and drawn down in slight

frown ; eyes large and slightly oblique
;
nose a bold aquiline

(tip broken)
; mouth wide and firm, but slightly smiling.

Lobes 't>f both ears broken off. Eyebrows and hair were

painted black, and the coiffure was perhaps like that of

Mi. xi. 006 1 ;
but only the coil on the forehead remains,

and locks of hair brushed up (or down) from the ears.

For another fig. of the same mould, see Mi. xi. 00 1 4. H. 8",

across shoulders 5'. PI. CXXXIII.

Mi. xi. 0065. Stucco relief head, of *Mi. xi. 00 mould

;

but hair brought low over forehead, altering look of face

;

curl over R. temple
;
otherwise head-dress missing. Chin

to crown 2|*.

Mi. xi. 0066. Stucco relief fig. like Mi. xi. 005. Broken

at hips, and arms at elbows. The two locks of hair at

back of bald head do not here hang down, but are tied up

in knot at side of head. Tiny end of R.-hand lock

missing. L.-hand broken short. H. 6".

Mi. xi. 0067. Stucco relief head of fig. like Mi. xxvi.

002. L. ear missing. H. i|".

Mi. xi. 0068. Stucco relief fig. like Mi. xxvi. 002.

Broken at hips, and all cloak missing. Arms broken at

shoulders, but R. arm was stretched out, L. upraised.

H. 4\‘.

Mi. xi. 0069. Stucco relief fig. bke Mi. xxvi. 002.

Broken at hips. Waist extra small (|" diam.). L. aim

gone ;
R. arm raised and bent over head, but broken

below elbow. H. 4 PL CXXXV.

Mi. xi. 0070. Stucco relief fr. R. hand of fig. like '“Mi.

xi. 00. Broken in middle of forearm; forefinger and

little finger gone. Hand slender, fingers and thumb long.

Two plain bangles round wrist, and parts of a third higher

up. Fingers hold rod broken both ends. Length 32

Mi. xi. 0071. Stucco relief fr. L. hand of fig. hke

*Mi. xi. 00. One bangle above wrist, and traces of another

higher up arm. Broken at elbow. Fingers bent as if

holding something. Length 3|".

Mi. xi. 0072. Stucco relief fig. Torso, fem., draped as

Mi. xi. 3. Broken at neck and across thighs. R. arm

complete and brought across in front of body. L. arm

bent up from elbow, broken at wrist. Three bracelets on

R. wrist, two extant on L. Cloak above shoulder has

rayed border like vesica. H. 10 . PL CXXXIII.

Mi. xi. 0073. Stucco relief fig., fem., draped as Mi. xi. 3.

Torso. Broken at neck and below hips. Below waist

surface gone. Arms complete, but surface of L. above

elbow gone; both bent up to hold breasts. ThVee

bracelets on each arm. H. 92 •
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Mi. xi. 0074. Stucco relief fig. Torso, fern., draped as

Mi. xi. 3, but from smaller mould. Part preserved from

above R. shoulder to R. knee
;
head, R. hand, L. shoulder

and arm, L. thigh and R. leg below knee missing. R.

arm bent up at elbow; forearm curiously channelled to

express emaciation. Breasts not prominent. On R.

shoulder ends of long hair suggesting head of type of

Mi. xi. 00100, but smaller. By R. thigh ends of drapery

floating upwards as if fig. was flying downwards. H. 9^'.

Mi. xi. 0075. Stucco relief fr. of rosette. At centre

six-petalled rosette with edges of petals convex. Hole at

centre not pierced through. Outside and below six other

petals (or leaves) long and deeply ribbed. Broken.
Diam. 2i".

Mi. xi. 0076. a-b. Stucco relief fr. of drapery. Curtain,

hanging in a series of four heavy looped masses, divided
by narrow vertical folds which spread forward on ground
and form a zigzag border. 8\" x 6". PI. CXXXVII.

Mi. xi. 0077. Stucco relief fig., a variant of *Mi. xi. 00,
from same mould as xi. 004. Drapery all broken away •

R. arm broken at shoulder, L. arm at biceps, body under
breasts. H. 7A".

Mi. xi. 0078-81. Stucco relief heads of type *Mi. xi.

00. 0078. Plead-dress (type b as in Mi. xi. 0060) has
top of and lobes of both ears missing. 0079. Head-dress
(type a) has lost rosettes but retains core

;
L. ear and lobe

ol R. ear missing
;

traces of pink and black paint on fillet.

0080. Head-dress above fillet missing; ears damaged.
0081. Head-dress (type a) has L. rosette and curl pre-
served

; L. ear complete with rosette
; R. ear gone

;
head

posed as in Mi. xi. 001. Chin to crown, 0078 and 0081
2|'

; 0079 and 0080 2|".

Mi. xi. 0082. Stucco relief head of old woman laughing,
as Mi. xi. 3. Lobe of L. ear, most of rosette on R., and
head-dress above fillet missing. Chin to crown 2|'.

Mi. xi. 0083. Stucco relief fig. from mould like Mi. xi.

005. Broken below hips, and arms broken at elbows
; nose

damaged. H. 6|". PI. CXXXIII.

Mi. xi. 0084. Stucco relief fig. like Mi. xi. 005, but
from different mould, being slighter in proportion. Broken
at neck and hips. No rosettes. R. arm bent up, broken
at wrist. L. arm broken above elbow. Backing has
clearly been fitted to a corner. H. 3-|" ; across shoulders 3'.

Mi. xi. 0085. Stucco relief fig. ; torso like Mi. xxvi. 002,
bent towards L. p. below waist. Broken at neck and
below hips. Arms outstretched to sides, holding out
mantle, but R. arm broken above elbow and L. by shoulder-
wears loin-cloth. H. 3^". PI. CXXXV.

Mi. xi. 0086. Stucco relief fig. of type *Mi. xi. 00 ; lower
part. Broken at waist and just below knees. Drapery
below hips knotted in front. H. 5^'.

Mi. xi. 0087. Stucco relief fr. Flaming jewel, perhaps
finial to halo of large fig. Jewel circular, the upper part

marked off by a crescent-shaped groove embracing the
lower part, and surrounded by waving flames which rise

to a point above. For others, see Mi. x. 0022-3; xi.

0088. H. 5|', gr. width 4f\
Mi. xi. 0088. Stucco relief fr. Finial like Mi. xi. 0087.

Flames more numerous and smaller in proportion. Jewel
circular within circular ring. H. 3^', gr. width 3'. PI.

CXXXVII.

Mi. xi. 0089-92. Four stucco relief frs. of conven-
tional foliage

; a frond, the tip curling to a spiral, the

outer edge bordered by subsidiary spirals. 3* x 2A'. 0089,
PI. CXXXVII.

Mi. xi. 0093. Stucco relief head, of placid conventional
type like *Mi. xi. 00, etc., but on a large scale. Top-knot,
probably of type a, broken above fillet. Lobes of both
ears gone. Traces of blue paint on hair and red on face.

Chin to crown 3J'.

Mi. xi. 0094. Stucco relief fr. of conventional foliage,

type of Mi. xi. 0089 ; main spiral bordered on outside by
three rows of close twisted ribbed spirals, the rows painted
red, black, and red. 3' x 2 A"'. PI. CXXXVII.

Mi. xi. 0095. Stucco relief head of grotesque type, half-

human and half-bestial. Snub nose, ears pointed at top.

Hair streaming upwards in straight locks. Eyes mere
lumps outlined by oval incisions. Above (R.) and below
(L.) appear L. and R. hand holding open the jaws, through
which is being vomited or swallowed a skull with over-
hanging eyebrows and showing twenty teeth. Bottom of
ears lost. H. 4'; H. of open jaw if". PI. CXXXIII.

Mi. xi. 0096. Stucco relief fig. of ascetic. Head, both
forearms, and all below hips missing. Cloak behind
shoulders, jewel-bands, and baldric precisely as in Mi. xi.

0064. Girdle-knot on each hip and top of skirt preserved.
F’o- grotesquely emaciated

;
cf. xi. 0097. Both forearms

held forward. H. 9"; across shoulders A2". PI.

CXXXIII.

and part of chest to waist preserved. Body emaciated as
in xi. 0096, with baldric, etc., but cloak comes over L.
shoulder and hides L. side of body. Head, tilted slightly
ac

* ^as h’ffh domed forehead from which hair is brushed
up in a peak

; from the sides, hair is brushed down behind
ears. Brows drawn together, puckering forehead, and

!!
S

\
arc ed

’ e) es fairly open. Mouth long, deeply
imp e

, upturned corners
; deep creases from nostrils

o ips. n chin short ‘imperial’ which mingles with
nnge of hair that outlines lower jaw. L. side of lower

pTCxxxm
' BIackened by fire - Chin to crown 3'.

-•-r98
; ,

St
fT° reUef fig- Torso of type *Mi. xi.

, but instead of the usual rosettes skulls are used. On

three on^ea fT ^ ***&* fr0m necklace,

hre! Tre
’ ^ Where bands eross); of these

three are missing. Broken at neck and by hips; both
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arms gone. Cloak spread behind body
;

drapery over

hips. H. 6f'. PI. CXXXIII.

Mi. xi. 0099. Stucco relief head of young woman.

Hair brushed straight -back from forehead, and tied by

a wimple that passes over crown of head and ears, and

under chin. Eyes almost completely closed
;
mouth only

moderately bowed. Beautiful modelling. Chin to crown

21". PI. CXXXII.

Mi. xi. 00100. Stucco relief head of old woman laugh-

ing. Mouth wide open showing upper row of teeth, heavy

creases from nostrils to corners of mouth
;

forehead

puckered and wrinkled, lines at corners of eyes. Hair

brushed straight back from forehead and falling behind

ears. Cf. Mi. xi. 0074, 00125. Chin to crown 3'.

PI. CXXXIII.

Mi. xi. 00101. Stucco relief head. Face from mould like

Mi. xi. 0056, but hair complete and differently treated.

Turban comes across forehead, covering hair and forming

one broad plaited roll, above which two ends make wavy
top-knot. Hair on either side is brushed out round ears

and falls straight to shoulders. Lobes of ears missing.

H. 5'. PI. CXXXII.

Mi. xi. 00102. Stucco relief head of classical type with

pointed curling beard and moustache. Brows contracted,

wrinkling forehead and nose, but corners of mouth turned

up, and prominent eyes normally open. Head-dress and
hair as in Mi. xi. 0061. R. ear gone and lobe of L.

Drapery going behind L. shoulder. Traces of dark paint

on eyes, hair, and beard. For others of similar type, see

Mi. xi. 00103-6. Tip of beard to top of head-dress 5*.

PI- CXXXII.

Mi. xi. 00103. Stucco relief head, pair to Mi. xi. 00102
;

but after moulding heavy lines have been incised in cheeks
and crow’s-feet by eyes. L. ear gone. H. 5^'. PI.

CXXXII.

Mi. xi. 00104. Stucco relief head, bearded, as Mi. xi.

00102, but smaller. Turban different, wrapped straight

across forehead, then aslant; the two ends twice inter-

laced, one then rising to form simple top-knot inclined to

wearer’s L., the other falling outwards over L. ear. L. ear

missmg, R. has rosette. Traces of dark brown paint on
beard. H. 31". pi. CXXXII.

Mi. xi. 00x05. Stucco relief head from same mould as

Mi. xi. 00104 ') cf. Mi. xi. 00102. Beard broken on R.,

and R. ear gone
; also rosette of L. ear. H. 35'.

Mi. xi. 00106. Stucco relief head from same mould as

Mi. xi. 00102. Top-knot and lobes of both ears missing.
H. 4'.

Mi. xi. 00107. Stucco relief head. Face from same
mould as Mi. xi. 0056, ooior, but hair differently treated

from either, giving quite different appearance. It grows
down in a point on forehead, and is brushed straight back
from this and round temple in short w avy locks. Mous-
tache, beard, and whiskers are added in appliqud work ;

1374

moustache long and wavy
; beard and whiskers formed of

a series of separate curls that turn towards chin. Ears
pointed like satyr s, with long lobes half hidden by w’hiskers.

H. 3|*. PI. CXXXII.

Mi. xi. 00108. Stucco relief fr. of R. foot, broken at

instep. Scale for figs, of *Mi. xi. 00 type. Across toes
tA*1 8 •

*Mi. xi. 00109. Stucco relief head; one from a series

of figs, of warriors. Fig. from crown of head to end of

coat of mail measured 165" (feet and crest are always

wanting), stood upright, and was seen full front.

Face has fierce expression well rendered; highly arched

black eyebrows are drawn down and in at their inner

comers, making vertical furrows in forehead and a ridge

across root of nose. Eyes prominent with heavily marked
lids, black lashes, and round protruding black eyeballs

;

nose slightly aquiline with sharply cut nostrils; mouth
small and curved, full, with prominent hanging lower lip

;

chin cleft. Face a rather long oval, coloured red (with

a good deal of ochre). Small black moustache and

imperial
;

lips crimson.

On head a close-fitting helmet, of lacquered leather

plates fitted with crest and cheek-pieces
;
a narrow plate

hangs from rim down forehead to root of nose. Rim of

helmet plain
; three diminishing rows of plates, whose

curved overlapping edges run right to left from front

medial line, round helmet off to solid ring from which

a bevelled boss rose to form base of crest. Over the

temples came cheek-pieces, which were apparently continued

round back of head. They were formed of two horizontal

bands each containing two rows of leather scales, bordered

and divided by plain rims
;
the plain border with a certain

amount of scale-armour was continued under chin and

united with gorget. From sides projected grotesque ear-

pieces, formed of double incurved volute. The whole helmet

seems to have been painted one colour, red or green.

For heads, see Mi. xi. 00110-11, and xii. 009-13; cf.

also Mi. xi. 001 12.

Body wholly cased in scale-armour. From close under

chin a smooth gorget (green) protected neck and upper

part of chest. The coat of mail had a heavy rolled

border; it came high up at back of neck, spread out to

sq. points on shoulders and curved to meet just below

collar-bone ;
from the fastening the two edges ran down

together to belt. Sleeves were long.

Throughout two horizontal rows of scales form a unit

and are divided from next two by a raised band
;

each

unit is painted green, or red, or gilded, colours usually

alternating. Border red. The belt is a double cord, red.

Below it hangs a sq. cord-piece, with three double rows of

smaller scales. The trousers apparently made in same

piece ;
they are flat and baggy and

.
have fringed ends

reaching about half-way down shin. For bodies, see Mi.

xi. 00112-13 ;
xii. 0014-17 ;

xv. 0018.

In his L. hand the warrior held a round shield fitted

with arm-straps (xii. 0020). This was either plain with

7 p
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five bosses and incised double circle round edge (centre

blue, border and bosses red; xii. 0018, 0019), meant

clearly of leather
;
or a bead border was added (xi. 001 14);

or the centre was occupied w7ith an elaborate Gorgoneion

relief (xii. 0020-2; xvii. 007). In this the head, with

flame-like hair, prominent ears, prominent eyes set in

boldly modelled brows, high cheek-bones, turned-up nose,

grinning mouth with fang-like teeth and suggestion of

lolling tongue, certainly goes back in all details to a classical

prototype. This relief may be intended for metal
;

it is

painted green against a red border. The L. hand more-

over held a lance, added in wood (xii. 008).

This scale-armour, on which holes for thongs are clearly

shown, is obviously of type of actual armour frs. from
- Mhan fort (M. 1. ix. 002, etc.). Mi. xi. 001 11 (PI.

CXX&V) shows a variant of the helmet. In Mi. xi. 00109,

head, ears, and plume missing
;
plastered with mud. Chin

to forehead 2'.

Mi. xi. 00110. Stucco relief head of warrior ;
from same

mould as *Mi. xi. 00109. Face only, colour well preserved

on face, gone on helmet. Cracked. Chin to fore-

head 2".

Mi. xi. ooiii. Stucco relief head of warrior like *Mi. xi.

00109, but simpler and smaller. Five lines incised from

brow to crown indicate nature of helmet. No colour.

(Now joined to Mi. xii. 0015, 0017.) Chin to forehead

if*. PI. CXXXV.

Mi. xi. 00112. Stucco relief fig. Head and bust of

warrior as *Mi. xi. 00109, but on smaller scale. Face

rounder, with deep incisions round eyes
;
broader nostrils.

Ear-piece of helmet (L. only preserved) has double volute

with fan-hke projection above. Armour similar except

that some scales are straight-edged. A lump of clay over

R. breast may indicate a shield on R. arm. L. arm broken

at elbow, held well forwaid. A thin decorated sheet of

clay has been passed edgeways into body sloping from L.

breast into waist. Possibly fig. riding, carrying shield on

R. arm, holding reins in L. hand, and leaning heavily

forward against high crupper. FI. 5J' ;
across shoulder

41
'. Chin to forehead 1

§". PI. CXXXV.

Mi. xi. 00113. Stucco relief fig. Neck to waist of

warrior as *Mi. xi. 00109, but on smaller scale. Arms
broken at elbow. No colour. H, 3^".

Mi. xi. 00114. Stucco relief fr. Part of shield from

warrior fig.
;
see *Mi. xi. 00109. Five bosses on field, and

bead border. Traces of dark paint. About half of rim

missing. Inside, impression of scale-armour. Diam. 3!".

Mi. xi. 00115. Stucco relief head of ram. Ears, horns,

and neck gone. Bland expression. Four grooves over the

nose above nostrils. Mouth shut. Eyes round and open.

Length 3'. PI. CXXXVII.

Mi. xi. 00116. Stucco relief head of elephant; round
neck behind ears a triple chain. Head trapped with eight-

beaded bands arranged in diamond network, with small

rosettes at crossing points. Bands and rosettes mostly

missing on R. side. The two outer bands pass under chin

and join. The trunk coiled up short, its end open and

very carefully done. L. ear was stretched out to show, but

is broken. R. ear, laid back, is .carefully grooved. Tusks

lost from sockets. Eyes round and fierce. Broken off

behind R. ear. Tip of trunk and ear vitrified. Cf. Mi.

xi. 00117-19. C. 7' x 6' x 5'. PI. CXXXVI.

Mi. xi. 00117. Stucco relief head of elephant, very like

Mi. xi. 001 16, but trunk was uncoiled. Under chin,

instead of chain, elaborate row of rosettes. Most of head

trapping, and trunk, tusks, and L. ear missing. Body

broken off close to R. ear. C. 7' X 6J' X 5'. PI. CXXXVI.

Mi. xi. oon8. Stucco relief head of elephant, front

view; smaller and simpler than Mi. xi. 001 16, e.g. bands

(almost all gone) were plain. Tusks, trunk, and ears lost.

Perpendicular gashes at inside comers, horizontal gashes at

outside corners of round eyes. Poor work, 5^' X 3!' x 3".

Mi. xi. 00119. Stucco relief head and shoulder of small

elephant. No head-stall. Tusks missing. Trunk in

spiral, roughly rendered
;
R. ear rather summary. L. ear

and lower part ofbody missing. 7' x 4“ X 3^'. PI. CXXXVI.

ML xi. 00120. Stucco relief fr. of two-handled vase.

R. handle broken. Handle on L. touches on outer side

a background at right angles to main plane. Wide mouth,
small neck ending in shoulder-ring. Shoulder bends at

a sharp angle, and slopes away rapidly to base. Handles
meant apparently to be bolted on. Imitation of metal
technique. Against side to L. is stuck miniature jug with

one similar handle rising to lip. Regular Greek style of

vase. H. 5^' ;
diam. of rim 2 ;

diam. of shoulder

3i"> diam - of foot i|". PI. CXXXVII.

Mi. xi. 00121. Stucco relief fr. of tile as Mi. xxiii. 1,

but showing slight differences in volute and bead orn.
Plain border bisected by groove. Fine buff clay hard
fixed. 4§'X2i*.

Mi. xi. 00122. Stucco relief head ; face from same
mould as Mi. xi. 0056 or 00101. Hair brushed up round
ears under turban, forming plaited roll on forehead, above
which rises second small coil and top-knot (of hair ?)

h. 4r-

Mi. xi. 00123. Stucco relief head; face from same
mould as Mi. xi. 0056, 00101 (q. v.). Turban makes
single twisted roll round head with loose top-knot hanging
towards R. shoulder. Hair brushed up under it from
round ears, and painted dark red-brown. No moustache,
and ears not pointed, but curly beard and whiskers added
as in Mi. xi. 00107 5 here, all curls but one broken.
H. PI. CXXXII.

Mi. xi. 00124. Stucco relief fr. Small lotus-flower of
type Mi. xxvi. 006. Mark behind of stalk ; cf. ML x.

0026. Diam. 2*.

Mi. xi. 00125. Stucco relief head of old woman Iaugh-
ing; pair to Mi. xi. 00100, but slightly different mould.
H. 3'. PI. CXXXIII.
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Mi. xL 00136. Stucco relief fr. of frieze of building with

acroteria
; see Mi. xi. 00127. Between two borders of

nail-head moulding is row of appliqud rosettes on yellow (?)

field ; above, acroterion, triangular, with stepped sides,

having scroll design on front. Cf. Mi. xii. 0028
;
Yo. 02 ;

and Foucher, Hart du Gandhdra, i. Fig. 99. Acroterion

i|'x 2|'; total 5' long X 3!'. PI. CXXXVII.

Mi. xi. 00137. Stucco relief fr. ; architectural. Comer of

roof of building. From a roughly modelled mass repre-

senting the roof proper project two sq. beam-ends, each

decorated with a framed quatrefoil of Gandhara style ; from
each hangs an elaborate orn., 1^" long, consisting of three

narrow rings, a ball, a single ring, and a long tassel with

spreading ends. On beam-ends rests a narrow moulded
member, showing a line of nail-head dots between plain

borders. If ML xi. 00126 forms, as is probable, part of

the same whole, this moulding was the lower frame of

a frieze decorated with formal rosettes with a similar

moulding above, over which rose stepped acroteria or

battlements decorated with a balanced design of spiral

lines incised within a plain border.

Traces of dark blue on beam-ends, and of red on tassels

(cf. Mi. xii, 0031-3); frieze border yellow (?); acroteria

green and dark red (perhaps alternately). Cf. Mi. xL

00128; for tassel pendants; see Mi. x. 0028-33; xi.

00129-33, 00136; xii. 0031-3; for acroteria, Mi. xii.

0028. Front face 5' long, side face 3§*. H. of pendant
2'

; with frieze and acroteria 5'. Pi. CXXXVII.

Mi. xi. 00128. Stucco relief fr. of frieze like Mi. xi.

00127, hut on smaller scale. Under-side of roof shows
blue paint traces. Front face only ; three tasselled beam-
ends. 3|'X2^'X2i't0^*.

Mi. xi. 00129-33. Five stucco relief frs. Tassel

pendants from frieze of building; see Mi. xi. 00127.
00133 is identical, but others on larger scale, viz. zf'x

s »
6 ' 8

8 * 8 -

Mi. xi. 00134. Stucco relief fr. Tree or plant; at top

leaves curve out about a flat end in centre of which is hole.

Prob. used as base of fig.
;

cf. Mi. xiii. 005. Same kind
of leaf rises in five tiers, mostly broken. Rosette at bottom
missing. Hole for wood core (sq.) up centre. No colour.

Stood free, leaves on the top touching background. Soft

clay, much broken. 6|" X 3^* to x|"x4" to z\".

Pi. CXXXVI.

Mi. xi. 00135. Stucco relief fr. of drapery from feet of

fig. Very full with many folds. At upper edge a twisted

band gathers it tightly in. Conventional folds along

bottom. Traces of red paint. 4" x 4* to 2^" X 4" to 2*.

Mi. xi. 00136. Stucco relief fr. Central members
apparently of large tassel pendant; see Mi. xi. 00127.
Gr. M. 2f X2i'xi|'.

Mi. xi. 00138. Stucco relief fig. of -horse and rider.

Legs of horse missing, and whole of rider except arms

clasped round horse’s neck. These bare from elbow

(where broken) and wearing three bracelets. Hands
carefully made and nails marked.

Fig. probably fitted into a comer, for L. p. side was not

(apparently) worked. If it was it is all missing, and the

body is cut square across rump. Arched neck turned out-

wards, and mane cropped as in Greek art. Ears chipped
off; eyes wide open, mouth shut; nostrils dilated. Core
hole (for plume) visible between ears and under neck.

Harness consists of head-stall (no bit) ofplain leather, with

bell behind ear
; tracing of beaded work from which hang

alternate bells and tassels
; breeching similarly decorated

;

double-peaked saddle with rounded saddle-cloth, and stirrup-

leathers
;
no sign of girth, under-side being left rough. For

‘horse millinery’, cf. Ancient Khotan, ii. PI. LIX, D. vii. 5.

Horse is of rather stocky breed, thick-set in body, thick

in neck, with small head. The legs (cf. Mi. xii. 0023-4)
seem to have been rather long and slender in proportion

;

in this it differs from the Shansi-Honan pottery figs. (T'ang

dynasty), which it otherwise resembles. Work very

realistic and vivacious. Length 10*
;
H. 9". PI. CXXXVI.

Mi. xi. 00139. Stucco relief fig. of horse. Same scale

as Mi. xi. 00138 and probably pair to it, only L. side

being worked, and rump similarly cut square. Harness

similar. Head stretched forward and downwards as if in

exhaustion, eyes wide, nostrils expanded, and lips drawn

back. Very fine work. H. 7'; length 135'. PI.

CXXXVI.

Mi. xii. 001. Stucco relief fig. Male
;
type of *Mi. xi.

00, but from different and smaller mould. Head missing.

Both arms apparently bent, but broken at elbows. Usual

bands, but no rosettes. Draped below hips. Broken

again half-way down shin. Lotus tassel hanging from

girdle along R. thigh, and marking of L. knee and drapery

as in Mi. xv. 006. Soft clay plentifully mixed with fibre.

H. 11*
;
across shoulders 4§". PI. CXXXIV.

Mi. xii. 002. Stucco relief head like Mi. xvii. 001.

Top-knot and both ears gone, nose damaged. Lips

crimson, flesh orange-pink, hair (including roll), eyebrows,

and eyelashes black, white in corners of eyes. Coin to

crown 2\"

.

Mi. xii. 003. Stucco relief fig. Kneeling male, nude

except for loin-cloth, like Mi. x. 0012
;
but smaller scale.

Head and R. arm missing
;
L. arm bent up to breast,

hand missing
; L. leg broken at knee, R. at calf. Body

well modelled, in front only. Flesh red, loin-cloth green.

Peg up back projects below. H. 4§*; across shoulders

2i*. PI. CXXXV.

Mi. xii. 004. Stucco relief fr. Half-rosette ;
as Mi. xv.

0030. Traces of red and of gilding. Diam. 3*.

Mi. xii. 005. Stucco relief head. Head-dress of

Mi. xi. 00 tpye b, painted black. Face grotesque, of

Mongolian type, weeping. Two heavy lines in forehead,

brows contracted making ridge across nose ;
eyes narrow

slits, making crow’s-feet at corners. Nostrils broad and

flat, making deep furrows in cheeks
;
mouth slightly open

7 P 2
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showing upper teeth, corners pulled down. Face pink,

eyebrows and lashes black. Ears missing. Cf. Mi. x.

0018. Chin to crown 2f'. Pi. CXXXII.

Mi. xii. 006. Stucco relief head from same mould as

*Mi. xi. 00109, but not in armour (only bar of helmet down
forehead remains, being moulded with face). From below

hair brushed straight up with slight twist to a point

(broken). Face pink, lips scarlet
;
traces of dark red on

hair. H. 4§*. PI. CXXXII.

Mi. xii. 007. Stucco relief male fig. (cf. Mi. xii. 003),
sitting cross-legged. Head and arm gone, R. leg broken
at foot, L. below knee. L. hand hidden. Flesh light red.

Body well modelled
;
only seen from full front. Wooden

peg up back projecting below. H. 3^'. PI. CXXXV.

Mi. xii. 008. Stucco relief fr. R. forearm and hand,
prob. of warrior

;
see *Mi. xi. 00109, Long close-fitting

smooth sleeve, fastened at wrist and projecting to cover
back of hand. Painted blue and red. Hand (red)

clenched, holding staff of spear (?). Length 4^. PI.

CXXXV.

Mi. xii. 009. Stucco relief head of warrior; see *Mi. xi.

00109. Colours of face well preserved. Gorget green.
R. ear complete, L. damaged. H. 5*. PI. CXXXV.

Mi. xii. 0010. Stucco relief head of warrior
; see *Mi.

xi. 00109. Face only. Beard indicated by black dot
below lower lip. Face colour well preserved. H. aS-',

Pi. CXXXV.

Mi. xii. 0011. Stucco relief head of warrior
; see *Mi. xi.

00109. Plume and ears missing. Surface poor, colours
faint. H. 6*.

Mi. xii. 001a. Stucco relief head of warrior
; see *Mi. xi.

00109. Ears partly remain. Colours well preserved on
face. H. 4'.

Mi. xii. 0013. Stucco relief head of warrior
; see *Mi. xi.

00109. Colour on face fair. Touch of green on gorget
H. 4'.

Mi. xii. 0014. Stucco relief fig. Torso of warrior
; see

Mi. xi. 00109. Broken at neck and across breast, arms
broken at shoulder. Edging red, mail and gorget green.H

- 3| •

Mi. xii. 0015. Stucco relief fig. Torso of warrior ; see
.Mi. xi. 00109. Broken at neck and above xyp-ist, arms

gone. Mail green and gilded (?), edging red. H. 5";
across shoulders 6 ". PI. CXXXV.

ML xii. 0016. Stucco relief fig. Body of warrior
;
see

*Mi. xi. 00109
i
from neck to hips. R. shoulder gone,

L. arm broken above elbow. Paint mostly gone, but traces
of red. H. 9'.

ML xii. 0017. Stucco relief fig. Body of warrior from
waist to bottom of trousers. Feet lost ; see *Mi. xi. 00109.
Mail green; centre edging, and scales at bottom, red.
H. 8'. PI. CXXXV.

Mi. xii. 0018. Stucco relief fr. Shield
; see *Mi. xi.

00109. Circular, with two incised lines near edge, and
boss in centre with four smaller bosses round. Border

and bosses red, rest blue. Inside is lump of clay, showing

impression of chain armour. Through this passes spear

of wood, broken each end. Diam. of shield 4^' ; length

of spear 1o|'. PI. CXXXV.

Mi. xii. 0019. Stucco relief fr. Shield as Mi. xii. 0018.

Traces of red paint on front and semicircular mark where

another shield has been stuck above overlapping it.

Diam. 5'.

Mi. xii 0020. Stucco relief fr. Gorgon shield ; see

*Mi. xi. 00109. Behind is L. arm of fig., hand holding fr.

of wooden lance. Diam. 4!*. PI. CXXXV.

Mi. xii. 0021. Stucco relief fr. Gorgon shield; see

*Mi. xi. 00109. Border and hair red, face green. On the

back has distinct impression of part of shield like Mi. xii.

0018, as if two figs, must have overlapped. Diam. 4

ML xii. 0022. Stucco relief fr. Gorgon shield, see *Mi.

xi. 00109; impression on back of shield as Mi. xii. 00x8.

Face and hair green
;
border red (broken). Diam. 43*.

Mi. xii. 0023-4. Stucco relief frs. R. and L. forelegs

of a horse; cf. Mi. xi. 00138-9. Rather slender,

well modelled
; sinews and hair of fetlocks carefully done

;

traces of red paint. Only L. side of each leg finished.

Broken at joint with body ; R. leg rather more bent than

L., both free of ground, horse clearly prancing. Length

10L 0024, PI. CXXXVI.

Mi. xiL 0025. Stucco head and neck of camel, worked

in the round though no paint is left on R. side. Core of

grass tied with string protrudes. Head very naturalistic,

mouth open and upper lip drawn back from teeth. Top
of head and R. ear gone. Wooden guide-peg through

nostrils. Fringe of long serpentine curls down front of

neck, painted red. Elsewhere coloured terra-cotta pink.

Lip to back of head 7§'. H. 12^'. PI. CXXXVI.

Mi. xiL 0026. Stucco relief fr. Plait of hair of three

strands, each strand divided in four by three grooves.

Remains of dark grey paint over whole. Lock of hair off

large fig. gj'xij'xf'. PI. CXXXV.

Mi. xii. 0027. Finial of miniature wooden Stupa.
A sq. flat slab rests on a cube. Above this lies a rounded
cushion with a horizontal groove round it. Above this rises
sq. ‘ tee ' with thirteen « umbrellas ’ (round). On two sides
short sticks support lowest umbrella. 6" x 1V X il' (at
bottom). PI. CXXViil.

8

wi.uv.cu reiiei irs* lhree acrotena;
steppe triangles with incised design of balancing spirals
on either side of central line within plain border. Cf. Mi.
xi. 0012 , 00127; but these on larger scale. See also
Vo. 02, and Foucher, L'art du Gandhdra

, i. Fig. 99.

cixvii
red

’ * and f green - >•
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Mi. xii. 0029. Stucco relief fr. Foliage, naturalistic.

Traces of pale green paint. 4^* x s'xir to r- pi-

CXXXVI.

Mi. xii. 0030. stucco relief fr. Part of fa£ade of build-

ing, showing R.-hand top corner. Below, an arched door-

way with triple moulding, the innermost a flattened curve,

the topmost carried to Tudor point; this set in rectang.

frame of four narrow mouldings all on same plane as inner-

most moulding of doorway. The spandrels, on a plane c.

5* lower than this, are filled with narrow mouldings parallel

to those of the frame. As the frame seems to have no up-

right on L. it was prob. carried on to enclose another arch

or arches now missing. On R. it bounds the relief.

Above this is a broad plain architrave relieved by a single

beading along the top; it is if' wide, has about f' pro-

jection, and on R. is continued f' beyond upright of

frame. Above it is a cornice wide with similar projection

and top beading, carried out -§* beyond end of architrave.

On the top are signs as of applique acroteria, similar to

but slightly smaller than Mi. xii. 0028. Traces of red

paint over all. Plaster plentifully mixed with fibre. 9!' X
6£'x i|-'. PI. CXXXVII.

Mi. xii. 0031-3. Stucco relief frs. Tassel pendants

from cornice of building; see Mi. xi. 00127. Below ball

moulding is a leg-like member with splayed finial. Sq. caps

. (beam-ends) dark red, narrow ring-mouldings pink or gilt,

ball moulding green, ring-moulding pink or gilded, ‘ leg
’

pink or dark red. 31' x i|' x 1'. ooji
,
PI. CXXXVII.

Mi. xiii. 1-4. Series of adjoining fresco panels from

east wall of chamber behind temple cella (for position see

plan, PI. 53). Height of panels 2 4'
;

the ground rich

maroon, bordered by a horizontal yellow band above and

below, and divided vertically into separate panels by similar

bands. Beyond band at top are traces of adjoining

paintings of different series. The material is coarse

clay, mixed with straw
;

painting is in tempera on white

slip. The colour range is limited, including besides

maroon only light emerald green, a few shades of brick-red,

pink, and flesh-colour, a dark impure yellow, grey, black,

and white. The tints are harsh and muddy or thin
;

all

outlines are in black. The interpretation of the scenes

must proceed from left to right, following the order in

which they were viewed by those performing the ‘ Pradak-

stna ’. The panels are described here accordingly, and not

in the order of their numbering

:

(4) On L. a white-haired or shaven monk is seated on

high four-legged red seat with sagging green cushion.

His feet rest on sq. red and blue stool ; a canopy hangs

behind his head. He holds a tablet or leaf of PothI shape

in his L. hand, and a pen or brush uplifted in R. Before

him kneel four young monks, two above two
;
two of them

also holding leaves and pens ready to write. The third has

a leaf but no pen (evidently an oversight), and the fourth

has his hands in attitude of adoration. In the sky

a Gandharvi floats down from R. scattering flowers.

Behind the old monk rises a tree, the foliage of which

spreads over the canopy and was represented as a solid

green patch on which were large circular flowers or fruits.

But the paint has almost entirely disappeared.

(3) shows on L. an aged monk seated on a high sq.

seat, his feet on circular footstool; small draped canopy

with red and green streamers behind his head. His hands

are raised before his breast and placed as in attitude of

adoration, but held horizontally instead of upright. Before

him kneel three young monks, staged one above the other,

their eyes fixed on him and their hands in similar pose.

In the sky appears a haloed Gandharvi, floating downwards

on a cloud, and scattering flowers with R. hand from bowl

in L.

(2) shows on L. five young monks grouped in tiers,

with three haloed divine beings facing them on R. All

kneel with hands in adoration, looking upward to sky in

which Buddhist monk, unhaloed but encircled with fire,

floats upon cloud. His hands are raised as though in

blessing; the R. with palm outwards in usual fashion, the

L. at right angles to it, perhaps intended to be directed

towards monks on L. of scene.

(1) Side panel from recess, showing two Bodhisattvas

kneeling one above the other, with hands in pose of

adoration ; lower almost completely destroyed. Above are

floating clouds of flame.

The background throughout the scenes is powdered with

yellow trefoils, and in (2) and (3) also by falling blossoms,

red, yellow, green, and white.

Excluding the monk-teachers, the figs, are of very

uniform type, but efforts have been made to characterize

the young monks, especially in (2), by variation in line of

cheek, angle of nose, colour of complexion, etc. They

have for the most part short round heads with sloping fore-

heads, full heavy cheeks, round unobtrusive chins, long

and straight or slightly aquiline noses, narrow oblique eyes,

and small pursed-up mouths. Their hair is black and

close-cropped, cut in far-receding points above temples and

growing down to well-defined corner at level of ear
;
but

there is no depending lock or whisker. The Bodhisattvas'

faces are of similar type
;
but with no signs of individual

character. The flesh of all is pink, varying from a deep,

almost carmine pink to a light flesh-colour. In each the

tint is uniform, but on top is executed exceptionally hard

< shading ’ in a darker tone to indicate shadow of eyebrow,

folds in neck, and modelling of cheek and breast.

The most clearly characterized heads are those of the

elderly monks ;
especially' the one in (3), whose age is well

expressed by horizontal wrinkles on forehead, sunken

eyes, heavy lines from nose to mouth, and grey shading

round mouth and chin. It is doubtful whether the teaching

monk in (4) is intended to be white-haired or shaven.

The usual contour of hair on the forehead is painted black,

but the area of the hair is painted white— the only instance

in which this is found. His flesh is pallid but unwrinkled,

and he has a small flame (coloured yellowish grey) on L.

shoulder and top of head. Its omission on R. shoulder is

prob. owing to tree-trunk.
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The teaching monks have under-robes showing at ankles

and breast, and long mantles covering L. shoulder and arm
and drawn partially over R. shoulder. The mantle of the

teaching monk in (3) is light green lined with red
;
his

under-robe dark yellow. That of the teacher in {4) is

dark yellow spotted with red rosettes and lined with grey,

his under-robe being green
; and exactly similar garments

are worn by the floating monk in (2). The younger
monks wear short robes of light green, brick-red, or yellow

with under-robes or linings of contrasting colours, their

bare knees showing as they kneel. Their chests are bare,

their R. shoulders partially covered except in one case

where it is bare. The Bodhisattvas wear the usual dress

and jewellery of the simpler type as in Ch. 0017, etc. In
the floating figs, difficulty has been found with the un-
familiar position, and the drawing of limbs and drapery is

confused.

The panels seem to represent the preaching in old age
of two Buddhist saints, and their translation to the abode
of the Devas on their death. The floating fig. in (2) is

unhaloed
;

his dress also is monkish, and exactly like that
of the teacher in (4), though the repetition of the same
colours may have little significance where the range is so
small. He differs from the seated monk only in his black
hair and rejuvenated complexion.

The nature and use of the writing materials in panel (4)
offer interest, 1 he pens have pointed writing-ends, but
broaden out at the other end, where they are cut off slant-
w ise

,
they are like pens or styli much more than brushes,

and there is no trace of the soft brush-end so obvious in
Ch. lvi. 0033 and other of the Ch'ien-fo-tung paintings.
They are, however, grasped half-way from the writing-end
and held at right angles to the paper like brushes

;
and the

leaf itself, though in Pothi form, is held with its narrow
end towards the writer—an attitude impossible for the
writing of any Indian script. This is specially noteworthy
in the teaching monk in (4) and the writing recluses in

(5)-(8 ).

Condition good. Panels: H. 2 4 width (1) f
(
2
)

1 7 5 ( 3 )
i 3*1 (4 )

1' 6". Length of series 5
'.

PI. CXXVI.

Mi. xiii. 5-9. Series of adjoining fresco panels, from
north wall of chamber representing in two scenes: (<z)

monks grouped before a Buddhist teacher or saint;
{6 )monks in retirement writing sacred texts. (The Arabic

figures are arbitrary divisions, representing only the sections
of the wall as cut up for removal.) The scenes are divided
from each other, and bounded above and below where
complete by a band of yellow as in (i)-(4); beneath the
lower yellow band is represented a series of red stone
blocks. The background is rich maroon with yellow
trefoils in the few open spaces; the colours used are
exactly those of (1 )—(4) with the addition of light sepia and
a dull grey-blue. The colours are here in cleaner and
brighter condition.

Scene (a) is shown in panels (8)-<9), but only the lower
alt of the latter is preserved, and the outer comer of (8)

is much destroyed. The colours used are the same as in

( iH4) and the work is of the same quality.

On (8) are seen seven monks, three in upper and four in

lower row, turned | to L. All kneel except the two at R.
end of bottom line, who sit cross-legged, the last of all being
provided with a lotus asana yellow and white-petalled,

while the rest have only flat circular asanas of an indefinite

character. Behind them on R. edge of panel are two
caves (empty), and above, a row of trees now mostly
destroyed. In dress and appearance the monks are like

the preceding, but their robes are drawn partially over R.
shoulder. The two on L. (above and below) hold their

hands out horizontally joined as in adoration
;
the two

immediately behind them hold leaves, and the lower has
also a pen. His knees, doubtless intended to be bare like

those of the rest, have been painted dark grey', and the

modelling of the breast is emphasized by a double line of

ink, giving appearance of a girdle. The same, incomplete,
is seen in one of the monks in (7). • The third and last in

top row also holds a leaf, but his R. hand is raised before

his breast, thumb and forefinger joined and fingers bent.

1 he monk below him turns round to the last monk (fourth)

in bottom row, holding up his R. hand before the latter’s

face, with first and second fingers raised. This last holds
R. hand in attitude of argumentation. In his L. hand he
holds Pothl-shaped leaves. The eyes of the main group
are turned towards (9), in which another young monlf
prostrates himself before a seated fig. of which only the
legs below the knees remain.

his skin is a pale flesh-colour unshaded ; he kneels with
his hands laid together upon ground in pose of worship
and his head bowed almost to touch them. His robe is

red, his feet bare, his knees painted dark grey
;
a thin l«ak

of hair passes across his shaven temple to his ear
;
beneath

lim a pale green mat. Robe of seated fig. is pink, with
green under-robe. His seat is high, four-legged, with red
ramework and green drapery between legs. His feet rest
upon a red four-legged stool, and he seems to hold a Pothi
ea perhaps presented by kneeling disciple. In back-
ground is a rectang. stand with green framework, draped
wn yellow and red valance like the seat. It seems to be

e with Pothls tied up between boards and ranged on
their long sides.

In scene (i) seven monks arranged in a double tier, three
a ove and four below; each is seated | to R. in a rocky
cave, an writes with a pen-like brush upon Pothi-shaped
ea es held end-wise towards him (see Mi. xiii. r-4). A

SttomtnR."
^ SU*“ded * side of cave <‘he

series

are same physical type as in preceding

dark vel^
^

k 2 dreSSed in Hght green
> brick-red, or

feetcS buuh
• f

°UldCr bdng bare ' AI1 have thdr

their robes 3

6y ° vlousI >' sit uPon low seats hidden by

end too2 t

n0t “P°n thC gr0Und ‘ The monk at L.

aratfareDreseV^K
y an exception. Beneath each is an

n e y a flat circular patch in red or green.
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The caves are represented like arbours, with arched

entrances suggesting built stone-work in their trinmess, and

are framed by jutting rocks on which grow broad-leaved

plants and pine-trees. They are painted light sepia

smeared with red and heavily scored with black
;
interiors

are greyish-blue. Outside each cave (except the bottom

one on L.) is a red tripod table supporting a folding white

table-top
;
on this again (outside top cave on L.) is a flask.

It has an ovoid body with flat base, long neck, and sq.

mouth.

Outside this cave and the one next it are pools (?) of

green water, covered with broad-leaved plants and sur-

rounded by circular white stone-work. At R. end of each

line of caves appears a stream, painted in greyish blue,

flowing in a cascade to the ground level. On further bank

rises a tree, almost effaced in upper scene but complete in

lower. It has a broad flat top painted solid green with

four circular flowers or fruits, red with yellow borders ;
on

the lower branch hangs a grey cloth, perhaps a votive

offering. Of tree above only part of stem remains, and

ends of cloth. Between the two caves immediately to L.

are ends of similar drapery hanging beside a gigantic

pine-cone
; but all this upper corner is much destroyed.

Beneath the pine-cone is seen the head of a mountain

sheep of Ovis Ammon or Poli type, browsing off rock

plants, and on the crags of the cave below' (last on R. of

* bottom row) is perched a goat or deer similarly engaged.

This animal is painted in sepia with white breast, tail, and

hind-quarters, and he has black horns set rather wide at

base and curving outwards, then slightly recurving towards

tips.

Condition good.

Panels: H. (when complete) 2' 4"; width (5) i' 7i*>

(6) 9* ( 7 ) T 42', (9) 1' 9". Length of series 7'. Pis. CXXV
and (g-6) CXXIV.

Mi. xiii. 10. Fresco panel, incomplete, from west pas-

sage of temple, showing group of Buddhist disciples.

They stand in two rows, six above and four below, and all

are turned ^ to L. with their hands in attitude of worship.

The lower row are on a smaller scale than the upper

;

their feet and lower legs lost.

All are arrayed in light yellow or yellow-green robes,

swathed closely round their persons, an edge drawn over

the R. shoulder, and the loose end thrown back over

L. Their robes are figured with repeating spots of

rosette, palmette, or Chinese weeping-willow branch de-

signs, executed roughly in red on the yellow and in grey'

on the green. Some have also a maroon scarf across

the breast. The upper row show vermilion under-robes

just covering their ankles. Beneath appear their feet shod

in black slippers orn. with a row of white dots round the

opening. From closed finger-tips of each monk in upper

row issues a three-leaved spray which breaks monotonous

row of pale heads on maroon background.

The figs, are erect and somewhat stiffly set
;
they have

broad shoulders and slim waists. Their upper half, includ-

ing the heads, is very well drawn ;
but in upper row this

part of the fig. is much too large for the legs. The
smaller figs, are better proportioned. The heads show

a marked difference in type from those of the preceding

frescoes (1 )—(9). They are long and flat-crowned, with

Grecian noses, moderately oblique eyes, and short ears.

The line of forehead and cheek, and also of back of head,

as seen in | profile, is very straight
;
the chin broad and

round and the mouth very small. The eyebrows are

in only one case represented by single arched line
;

in the

rest they are emphasized by four or five additional lines

almost straight, but sloping upwards. A single line is

drawn round the base of the neck. The hair is black and

close-cut. In the figs, in upper line drooping moustaches

and a small imperial are washed in in dull blue, while

under-surface of chin is also so coloured. The flesh

is painted a uniform pale flesh-colour of rather greyish

tone
;
there is no shading, and no colour added for lips or

the whites of eyes.

The drawing of the heads is exceptionally good and

clean. A certain variety of expression is attained by-

slight variations in angle of eyes, direction of gaze, tilt

of head, etc., while the third fig. in each line turns to

his companion behind, breaking uniformity of pose in

group. All outlines are black, and a band of white bounds

the panel at upper edge.

The material is coarse clay-, as in the preceding

frescoes ;
the painting, in tempera, is by a lighter and more

skilful hand. It is better finished, the drawing more care-

ful and the colouring less crude and hasty-. Except for

some extensive cracks, surface well preserved.

H. 2' 2', width 2' f. Pi. CXXIV.

Mi. xiii. n-12. Pair of fresco panels from west wall of

chamber behind temple cella (for position, see PI. 53).

The style and technique are those of the preceding series

(x^_(p)(
and the colours the same with the addition of

vermilion and a dull blue. The upper part of (12) is lost,

but at bottom are seen the yellow band and red stone

blocks as in (5H9). The background again is of maroon,

sprinkled with yellow trefoils and large falling blossoms,

red, dark green, and yellow.

In (1 1), which in position corresponds to (1), only two

figs, kneeling one above the other, | to R., with hands

in adoration. The upper is a monk, in short green robe

lined with yellow, kneeling on a yellow Padmasana, his

knees bare. Head of same type as that of former monks
,

but it has become effaced and been very badly redrawn

;

eyes and eyebrows lowered, while nose is shortened.

Traces of orig. features remain. Below is a haloed Bodhi-

sattva with dull blue stole and pink halo ;
dress and

fig. as in Mi. xiii. 1-2, head uplifted. Below him is

a stone-edged tank (?), similar to the one seen in (12).

(Cf. water-pools in 5-9.) The C0P*n£ 's Srey arched

stones, with carmine border, and the water green.

(12) is incomplete. The centre of interest lay evi-

dently on R. of portion preserved, as the attention of

most of figs, is directed that way. The subject cannot

be identified. One small group on L. seems, however,
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complete in itself. It consists of a seated monk with another

kneeling before him, his hands horizontal in pose of

adoration. The seated monk is in yellow robe and green

under-robe
;

his R. hand in attitude of protection, L. hand

on knee. He shows no sign of age like the other seated

teachers. In bottom corner adjoining his seat is the corner

of a water-tank
;
behind remains part of a funnel-shaped

green object with yellow rim, perhaps foliage of a tree.

The kneeling monk is also young ;
he wears a dull

greyish-blue robe, and kneels on a vermilion mat. His

head is peaked instead of rounded, the forehead receding.

In top L. corner remains part of fig. in yellow robe kneel-

ing on white lotus and apparently turned to L.

The rest of the figs, are turned to R. Chief of them is

a monk in pale green robe, unhaloed but with red flames

on head and shoulders, who sweeps down on clouds from

L. The downward motion in this case is strongly empha-

sized by angle of legs and lower part of body, as compared

with that of floating fig. in (2). His R. hand rests on

cloud
;

his L. is upraised with thumb and forefinger joined

and fingers extended. In R. top corner a monk in red-

brown robe, kneeling on mat with hands joined (head

lost). Behind him rises the trunk of a tree (?) entwined

with green leaves
;
while on extreme R. edge is strip

of a similar kneeling fig. in red and green robe.

Below is the kneeling fig. of a boy, prob. last of a row

of worshippers. He is dressed in light green long-

sleeved coat, sprinkled with large rosettes and girt with

vermilion band at hips. He kneels on a checked buff and

black mat with his hands together in worship and head

slightly raised. Head and face are carefully drawn
;
face

round and chubby, neck plump
;
a false outline of cheek

has been corrected by a fine sweeping line. Hair is

dressed in a peculiar fashion represented with great care.

The crown is shaved, leaving only on the forehead a large

triangular fringe, parted down the middle. Behind ear

hangs long lock tied with red ribbon, with semicircle

of small tufts at base.

The flesh of all figs, in (11) and (12) is a pale flesh-

colour, tinged in some cases with grey, and quite un-

shaded. The heads are very well drawn except that

of the retouched monk in (1 1) ;
the hand and arms not

so good. Surface considerably worn.

(11) 2' 2'x 6"; (12) i'9*xi'5'. P1.CXXVI.

Ml. xiii. 001. Stucco relief fr. Ear and hair of life-size

fig. The two locks of hair blue, ear covered with gold-

leaf. Length of ear 4". PI. CXXXIX.

Mil. xiii. 002. Fr. of lime plaster, strip grooved longi-

tudinally, gilded on three sides. 1 x §' X .

Mi. xiii. 003. Carved wooden finial, gable-shaped,

similar to Mi. xiv. 002, but much smaller. Angles of

base more acute. Plain moulding down edge, within

which is trefoil, rising from a half-rosette in relief
;
on top

a square with quatrefoii like that of Mi. xiv. 002. Traces

of gilding on white ground. Base angles broken off.

H. 5'; base (would have been) 3^' ;
thickness §'. PI.

CXXVIIL

Mi. xiii. 004. a-c. Stucco relief frs.
;
one straight and

two curved half-round bands
;
apparently parts of a relief

representing a snake (Naga ?). Curve (c) is best preserved
;

surface deep red with narrow white band along inside

of coil whereon are diagonal black slashes (hair)
;
on main

girth of body are roughly drawn black rings and five-pointed

flower-stars in gold leaf and black paint
;

(b) similar, but

with more white and red" paint lost
;
(a) also with more

white, but surface, much perished. Gr. M. 4|'X2"x if'.

Mi. xiii. 005. Stucco relief fr. Plant, prob. used as

pedestal for fig.; cf. Mi. xi. 00134. At bottom a gilded

rosette, from which rises a series of broad, deeply ribbed,

but smooth-edged leaves painted pale green. Paint much

discoloured. Charred wood core. Much broken. Gr.

M. 5'.

Mi. xiv. 001. Carved wooden border, slightly curved

;

from vesica (?). Inner edge plain, outer carved in spiral

flames, partly sunk work, and partly open-work. Once
completely gilded. Much charred

;
broken at each end.

7' X 2' x iy3g’ (inner edge) to |* (open-work edge).

Mi. xiv. 002. Carved wooden finial of small shrine (?).

Solid block, in shape an isosceles triangle, with sq. fixed

on to apex
;
from base projects tenon. Carved in relief.

Sq. has within plain moulding a quatrefoii, once gilded.

Triangle has plain moulding parallel to sides, with row of

upward-pointing leaves. Outside and inside a long seven-

lobed leaf springing from a half-rosette. Outer row of

leaves shows traces of blue paint over a thick ground of

white. Cf. Mi. xiii. 003. 9§* (tenon f") ; base 4§' ;
thick-

ness 1 j^'. PI. CXXVIII.

Mi. xiv. 003. Painted wooden carving. Fr. curved in

cross-section, carved on convex side
;
prob. part of side of

circular casket
;
bottom chamfered towards outer edge

;

top flat, with traces of paint and holes whence projected

outwards at an angle of c. 45
0

round sticks 1* apart,

perhaps for basket-work top. Along top edge, from under

crescents composed of outer row of large beads and plain

inner band (half flowers ?), hang festoons of twisted drapery.

Along base between two plain mouldings a row of elliptical

jewels (blue ?) with red bead setting, on green ground.
In central field, arcade. Short Indo-Ionic column (cf.

Foucher, Lart du Gandhara, Fig. no) with lotus base
(red and gieen), and sq. shaft (red) orn. with rope pattern
in sunken panel, and black (blue ?) capital. Indian horse-
shoe arches (cf. Foucher, loc. cit., Fig. 102), red. In
spandrel, female bust (Gandharvi ?) to R., flesh red, hair

and details black. Under arch, fig. of Buddha seated on
double lotus throne, head and body full front, legs profile

to R. L. hand on knee, R. hand raised in abhaya-mudra ;

double halo and nimbus. Vesica green with red border,
nimbus blue with red border. Drapery red, hair black,
face and hands gilded, with details in black; traces of
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gilding in L. arm. Lotus has upper row of blue, lower

of red petals.

Under arch to R. are traces of second similar fig.

Background dark grey with traces of gilding. Across,

from L. edge of halo of L. fig. to end of throne of R. fig.

preserved. Colours much faded, wood sound. 4§* x
z\* X l" to PI. CXXVIII.

Mi. xv. 001. Stucco relief fr. of fig. similar to Mi. xi.

005, but from different mould. Head, R. forearm, and all

below hips missing. Drapery behind body as xi. 005 ;

ends of scarf (?) pass over R. elbow and L. wrist. L.

arm held down and slightly out, with fingers straight.

Clay rolls take place of jewel-bands. Moulded solid.

H. 4*'.

Mi. xv. 002. Stucco relief fig. Front of torso, to navel,

of fig. of type *Mi. xi. 00, but on larger scale. Necklace

(plain band one side, beads the other) has rosette at lowest

point from which hangs a classical palmette. The usual

crossed bands (also consisting of plain border and bead

border) have rosettes below the breasts
;
and a five-petalled

and five-sepalled lotus flower covers the crossing. On L.

side, small four-petalled rosette. Rosettes covered with

what is now dark grey paint. H. 7^'.

Mi. xv. 003. a-c. Stucco relief frs. of jewel-bands, from

fig. like Mi. xv. 002. (a) Rosette from crossing bands,

five-petalled
; (3) strip of band with four-petalled rosette,

pale yellow
;

(c) rosette with bead border and boss centre

within plain ring, (a) Diam. i£*
; (3) length 2"; (c) diam.

1 1 »
JTg •

Mi, xv. 004. Stucco relief fr., palmette pendent from

necklace, as in Mi. xv. 002. Length

Mi. xv. 005. Stucco relief fig. Torso, draped fern.

Head, R. arm, L. hand, and all below hips lost. Tunic

draped from a band which comes down from shoulders

and across front of body below breasts, forming a sq.

d&olletage. Cf. Mi. xi. 3, etc., where the breast is

covered by an inner vest. Band lost on R. shoulder,

but on L. and across front bordered with fringe of sq.

tabs. Behind, a cloak all broken away. L. arm held

slightly out from body and doubled up from elbow, hand

gone. Arm bare except for double bracelet on upper arm.

Legs were applied separately. H. 5|* ;
across shoulders

3f' PI. CXXXV.

Mi. xv. 006. Stucco relief fig., waist to mid-shin, from

mould similar to Mi. xii. 001, but on smaller scale.

Palmette tassel on R. thigh, and incised circle marking

L. knee. H. 5'.

Mi. xv. 007. Stucco relief fr. Pair of hands palm to

palm as in adoration
;
broken off at wrists, and thumbs

gone. Along outer meeting edges of hands is chain of

five rosettes—two circular with bead borders, three quatre-

foils
; those at top and bottom broken. Length 31

*.

Mi. xv. 008-9. Two stucco relief frs. of arms,

prob. from same large fig. 008 shows long ringlets and

double armlet with rosette below. 009 shows long locks

with curled ends and ringlets, but no orns. Length of

each 3 |*; diam. of 008, 2^'.

Mi. xv. 0010. Stucco relief head. Hair falls over

forehead in fringe of short curls and hangs in long waved

tresses upon shoulders and upper arms (cf. xv. 008, 009),

on top of head gathered within fillet; top-knot broken,

prob. of type a, *Mi. xi. 00. In front of fillet a string of

beads with quatrefoil rosette lies loosely on hair. Oval

face of delicate Gandhara type ;
high smooth forehead,

arched brows, prominent eyes nearly closed, and very

long ; short curved lips and deeply dimpled cheeks
;
lobes

of ears broken. Chin to crown 4^*. PI. CXXIX.

Mi. xv. oon. Stucco relief fr. of six-petalled rosette

within bead border, partly destroyed. Prob. part of head-

dress of type a, *Mi. xi. 00 ;
for there is hole through

backing for a core, part of lock (?) coming through centre.

Diam. 2f*.

Mi. xv. 0012. Stucco relief fr. Flat piece of drapery

folded over at edges, making zigzags down each side of

central V-foIds. 6
"
x 3’.

ML xv. 0013-17. Stucco relief frs. Human feet;

0014 and 0016 prob. a pair; 0015 and 0016 broken

above ankle, rest at instep. About right scale for figs, of

*Mi. xi. 00 type. Length of foot 3* to 3^*. ooij and

0016, PI. cxxxm.

Mi. xv. 0018. Stucco relief fig. Lower half of warrior,

as *Mi. xi. 00109, but on smaller scale
;
broken just above

waist. L. hand appears resting on hip. R. leg broken

below armour, L. at ankle. No cord-piece. Legs rather

apart. No colour. H. 6".

Mi. xv. 0019. Stucco relief fig. of bird flying R. Tail,

tip of upper wing, and all lower wing missing. Wing

feathers done by straight parallel lines in two planes, the

lower being near tip of wing. Feathers on body done by

curved short incisions concave to head. Hooked beak. Bird

prob. eagle ;
cf. flying birds on Greek vases ,

stood out

c , 1
1* from wall-face, to which it was fixed by lump of clay

and peg. Beak to back of (broken) wing 3^ •

Mi. xv. 0020. Stucco relief fig. of bird, like Mi. xv.

0019, but flying L. F.xtreme tip of top wing, tip of beak

and tail, and bottom wing missing. Tail narrow, but prob.

spread into a fan. Stood out 2* from wall-face. Beak

to back of (broken) wing 4'. PI. CXXXVI.

Mi. xv. 0021-8. Stucco relief frs. Lotus flowers as

Mi. xxvi. 006 ;
but 0024 has seven petals all curved in one

direction (cf. Mi. x. 0027), the central rosette being as in

the others. Diam. c. 4'. 0024, PI. CXXXVI.

M. xv. 0029. Part of carved wooden arch, prob.

border of vesica. At one end tenon, at other mortice ;
fr.

therefore complete in itself. On lower (concave) edge is

a broad rabbet ;
two wooden dowels driven from top

edge into this and protruding. Back once painted m

7 Q
1374
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colours on white ground ;
subsequently this was covered

with canvas.

On front five figs, of Buddha, each seated on lotus

throne; the lower figs, have flame-bordered vesica behind

filling up ground space. The two upper figs, are placed

radially to edge, the three lower are perpendicular, one

below the other. Three arrangements of dress
:
(a) from

R. shoulder mantle is brought straight down to wrist,

hiding contours of body, while from L. shoulder it follows

closely body and arm curves, edge of inner robe diagonal

across chest from L. shoulder; (6) whole drapery close-

fitting, the folds regularly looped from both shoulders

across middle of chest
;

(r) from both shoulders mantle

hangs straight to wrists, which rest in its folds
;
inner robe

diagonal from L. shoulder across chest.

The whole richly gilded and in good preservation, except

that one end is charred behind. For fr. of similar arch,

see Mi. xxv. 001-002. 2' of" x 4!" X 9§". PI. CXXVIII.

Mi. xv. 0030 (marked wrongly x. v. 001). Stucco fr. Top-
knot of head-dress as in type 6, *Mi. xi. 00. Curl on L.

missing. H. 2A".

Mi. xv. 0031 (wrongly marked 0012). Wooden statuette

of Lokapala. Both feet missing, and both arms below
the elbow, where they were bent

;
R. shoulder and R.

side of head charred away; nose worn flat. Fig. of

much character and dignity
;
good specimen of Chinese

work of T'ang period.

Body thick-set and rather stout, but held very erect;

shoulders thrown back, and legs planted firmly somewhat
apart. Face long and clean-shaven with prominent cheek-

bones, square jawr and long straight mouth giving a decided

expression. Head bare with long straight hair drawn up
under a fillet and wound in knot on top of head.

Dress that of Lokapalas in the Ch. paintings (see *Ch.
00 ro, General Note), but scales of coat of mail are not

represented. It is finished off by a tagged or kilted fringe

at mid-thigh, and beneath appears the inner robe, leaving

the knees free and flying in long draperies between and
behind legs. Robe also shows at the elbows in long loose

sleeves ending in a knot at level of mid-thigh. There is

no corslet or breastplate. Over shoulders a mantle,

knotted under chin and falling behind in wide flat folds to
the ankles. Traces of black paint remain here and there

;

but the surface is generally much worn. H. 9^' ; across
shoulders 3A*. PI. CXXVII.

Mi. xvi. 001-3 and 0014-17. Stucco relief frs. of tiles

with Bodhisattva head in centre like Mi. xxiii. 1, but from
different mould. Head narrower and in higher relief, with
small straight mouth and straight eyes; holes punched
for pupils of eyes, nostrils, and corners of mouth in 001
and 0014-17. Small rosette in ears. Hair done in high
conical top-knot with large rosette in front, and a half-
flower of different type at sides with bud or tassel projecting
horizontally from centre. Below these stand out, also
horizontally, on either side, a loop of hair (generally on LA
and a small waving lock (generally on R.). Background

almost entirely lost in all cases. All of red clay, fired, and

later burnt accidentally.

001. Head and head-dress complete except for tassel on
L. side of head

;
part of background also preserved with

bead orn. and radiate border of halo. H. 6'.

002. Sand-encrusted; side orns. of head-dress lost

except tassel on L. side of head
;
background broken off

all round. H. 6|".

003. Sand-encrusted
; background, R. side of head, and

orns. on L. side lost. H. 7§'.

0014. Side flowers of head-dress lost, and tassel on R.

side of head
;
part of background preserved on R. H. 6-|*.

0013. Sand-encrusted
;

side orns. of head-dress lost, and

rosettes of ears. Background broken off all round. H. 6^".

0016. Side orns. of head-dress lost
;
part of background

preserved on R. H. (>\°.

0013. Om. on R. side of head lost, and rosette of R.

ear ; nose chipped. H. 6A".

Mi. xvi. 004-13. Stucco relief frs. of tiles with Bodhi-

sattva heads in centre as Mi. xvi. 001 ;
cf. also Mi.

xxiii. 1. Head-dress identical with that of xvi. 001, but

face from different mould. Face very broad with

prominent wide-opened eyes set far apart
;
brows drawn

down making wrinkles between eyebrows and across

nose
;

nostrils sharply cut, mouth small and full. In 008,

009, and 00x3, no rosette was applied to front of head-dress,

and coil of hair and top-knot are exposed. Background

mostly missing in all cases, but prob. similar to that of

Mi. xxiii. 1. All of dark grey stucco, burned. Face 3'

high X 3-|". 004, 008, PI. CXXIX.

Mi. xvi. 0014-17. Stucco relief frs. of tiles
;

see

Mi. xvi. 001.

Mi. xvii. 001. Stucco relief head, like Mi. xi. 003, but

on smaller scale. Head-dress type b, complete. Rosette

of R. ear gone, and whole of L. Remains of paint, on

lips crimson, skin orange, eyelashes and eyebrows black.

Traces of black on top-knot, on two twists, and on row of

upward curls bounding forehead, suggesting that all these

are hair (?). From same mould as Mi. xii. 002. H. 4f'.

Mi. xvii. 002. Stucco relief fr. Top-knot of head-dress

of type b, *Mi. xi. 00. H. 4".

Mi. xvii. 003. Stucco relief head, approaching life-size.

Head-dress (type a or b of *Mi. xi. 00) above fillet missing.

Hair brushed up from smooth forehead
;
eyebrows hardly

marked. Eyes slightly oblique, deeply sunk, with sharply

cut lids and hollows for pupils. Nose very thin and sharp

;

lips just parted. Face oval, with small ill-defined chin.

Ears missing. Chin to crown 6J'. PI, CXXX.

Mi. xvii. 004. Stucco relief head, almost life-size.

Hair done from crown in four rings of flat individual curls

turning to L. or R. away from central parting (many

missing). Very low forehead. Eyebrows prominent,

arched, and contracted over nose
;

prominent eyes with

sharply cut lids and holes for pupils. Short nose and

upper lip. Lips thick and pouting, with deep dimples at

corners. Remains of black (f) paint over face, and red
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on hair. Ears missing except tip of R., which is pointed.

Face generally heavy and disagreeable. Chin to crown
8". PI. CXXX.

Mi. xvii. 005. Stucco relief head, life-size. Hair has

been in large locks, but these all broken away. Face broad,

with smooth forehead
; eyes slightly oblique and rather

prominent, wide open, with well-defined lids and hollow's

for pupils
;

eyeballs blue. Nose very thin with small

nostrils, mouth full and very short, with dimples at corners.

Face well-modelled but not very expressive. Elongated

lobes of ears broken, and face deeply cracked. Chin to

crown c. g". PL CXXXI.

Mi. xvii. 006. Stucco relief fr. ; finial (to vesica ?). Leaf-

shaped
; from base separate two fronds composed of three

branching spirals. Background of small rosettes. 5^"

X 4J*. PI. CXXXVII.

Mi. xvii. 007. Stucco relief fr. Gorgon shield; see

*Mi. xi. 00109. Plentiful traces of paint baked to colour

of terra-cotta. Diam. 4

Mi. xviii. 001. Stucco relief pedestal (half of) for
large fig.

; when complete circular in cross-section,

decorated in front with floral painted design also in relief.

In centre of this a narrow-mouthed large-bodied vase,

white spotted with rings of dark red, standing on top of

broad leaf whose top curls forward into a volute. Leaf
veined and painted inside brownish black and buff, on
outside red and white. From mouth of vase rises broad
triple leaf, whose central tip curls forward like that of the

leaf below
; and from either side of it spring shorter fronds

in copper-green or black, curling or straight.

From behind this central orn. spring outwards next on
either side five flowers, red and white, or dark red and
purple, one above the other, seen in profile. Beyond them
again four acanthus leaves on either side spread horizontally.

Between their tips appear detached curling fronds of

copper-green; along edges, half-flowers of red and white.

Acanthus leaves alternately copper-green and black, with
}ellow central vein and curling-over edge of red and
white

; background throughout dark red. Colouring

excellently preserved. Material, soft clay mixed with
fibre. H. 14'

; extreme depth of arc 5", base of arc
I(i • Pi. CXXXVIII, and Figs. 289-90.

Mi. xviii. 002. Stucco relief fig. Folded R. leg, from
middle of thigh to ankle, of life-size Bodhisattva seated

cross-legged, covered with gaily coloured and ornamented
drapery. The robe proper of bright crimson orn. with
free floral pattern of blossoms, leaves, and trailing stems in

buff, blue, green, white, and maroon. Over knee a round
patch of pale blue, also orn. with a wreath of leaves in

buff
; a little below an applique chain of beads with

occasional flower orn. crosses the leg.

Edge of robe seen unbroken, forming a horizontal line

above the place where feet crossed (broken away), and
turning down at right angles across ankle. It consists of

an outer border of maroon and slate-blue stripes separated

and bounded by lines of white, and an inner zigzag wreath

of green leaves painted on crimson of robe and bounded

on inner side by narrow lines of green and yellow. The
triangles formed by zigzag are filled by small yellow

flowers. Inner side of robe, as seen round opening for

feet, is a brilliant copper-green
;
some folds of same colour

are seen above thigh, sweeping dowm upon it from the

centre of the fig. and perhaps forming part of the draped

girdle.

Of girdle-knot one loop remains (maroon and blue), and

one long end which trails from loop over upper surface of

thigh and disappears behind knee. This end divided by

longitudinal grooves into three long folds
;

that along the

upper side painted maroon, the other two pale slate-blue,

covered with a feather-like leaf orn. in deep yellow, green,

and red outlined with white.

Colours all well preserved. Material, soft clay mixed

with straw, and with straw core projecting at thigh end

and ankle. Length 15*, H. 95", thickness c. 9^*.

PI. CXXXVIII (showing upper surface).

Mi. xviii. 003. Stucco fr. in round. R. arm, life-size,

of Lokapala in armour, bent at right angles from elbow.

At upper end is a shoulder-piece (prob. of leather), re-

presenting a monster’s head with open jaws through

which arm comes. The monster has globular protruding

eyes (white and black in red sockets), flat ape-like nose,

and huge mouth with curved-back lips showing row of

formidable teeth (white with red interstices). Face was

painted yellow with black lines outlining lips, eyebrows,

etc., but paint almost all lost. Beneath this hang a short

sleeve of pink drapery and an inner sleeve of copper-green,

covering arm to elbow. Forearm clad in close-fitting

guard of cobalt-blue with maroon binding and wrist-band,

and scalloped border of copper-green over hand. Only

a fr. of latter remains, painted pink
;
paint of drapery and

guard much destroyed. The dress was evidently that of

the Lokapalas in the Ch'ien-fo-tung silk paintings
;

see

*Ch. 0010, General Note. Material, soft clay with straw

core. Shoulder to point of elbow 11 %*, elbow to wrist

n". PI. CXXXVIII.

Mi. xviii. 004. Stucco fr. in round. L. hand nearly

life-size; wears ring bracelet and holds Vajra (?) or cup.

Slender stem with ring at each end
;
above, small shallow

cup, below a solid base with lotus-petalled orn. Hand

painted white, with red lines between fingers; but paint

mostly lost. H. 7|"; across knuckles 2^". PI. CXXXVII.

Mi. xviii. 005. Stucco relief fr. of R. hand. In palm,

applied to fingers and perhaps held by missing thumb is

relief medallion of seated Buddha. Vesica blue
;

flame

border white with scrolls in dark red ;
nimbus pale green

;

lotus-throne blue
;
robe once apparently vermilion, now

brown-red ;
eyes and hair black, complexion yellow. L.

knee gone.

Hand white with creases in palm marked by vermilion

line ;
was held palm outwards and bent to L. at angle of

c. 45
0
, to bring Buddha fig. into perpendicular. Material,

7 Q 2
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soft clay mixed with fibre
;
core of wood. From base

of thumb to second finger-tip 6'. H. of Buddha 3*.

PI. CXXXVII.

Mi. xviii. 006. Stucco relief fig. Child Buddha (?),

apparently naked except for short boots, seated with knees

outstretched and heels together. R. hand crosses R. thigh

and touches calf, L. hand rests on belly. Creases, as of

a fat baby, in legs
;

fat belly. Slip and paint almost all

gone ; but hair, in triangular fringe on forehead, and eyes

were black, boots blue. Trace of red nimbus on R., and
of red on face. H. 7 ;

across knees 4^" ;
gr. thickness

2%. PI. CXXXV.

Mi. xviii. 007. Stucco relief fr. Human skull; was
painted white, with sutures and eye-sockets, nostrils, and
gaps between teeth black; but paint almost all lost. No
lower jaw. Soft clay mixed with fibre. 2\“ x 2 X 1

PI. CXXXII.

Mi. xviii. 008. Fresco fr., showing a bunch of cherry-

like fruits, red with black outlines, growing on short red

stems from a group of narrow pointed leaves. Latter

•were painted copper-green, but colour almost entirely

gone. Background light blue, also much rubbed off.

9l'x 6J'.

Mi. xviii. 009. Stucco relief fig. L. side of Bodhisattva

torso, almost life-size. Flesh painted white, and body nude
except for dark red scarf passing diagonally over L.

shoulder, broad girdle round waist, jewelled necklace and
chain. Wavy locks of blue hair also fall over shoulder

;

edge of copper-green lower draperies appears at extreme

bottom of fr. The girdle round waist unusual on Bodhi-

sattvas; painted in dark red scattered with white and
copper-green flowers and bordered with pink. Chains
and necklace are applied strips of stucco, moulded in

imitation of bead orn., with rosettes and flowers in profile

at intervals. Necklace painted yellow with oms. in red or

copper-green, but paint on chains is lost. Fairly preserved.

Material, soft clay mixed with straw. Neck to hips 1' 9'.

PI. CXXXVIII.

Mi. xviii. 0010. Stucco relief head of Bodhisattva, life-

size
;
L. ear and lobe of elongated R. ear missing. Face is

painted white, and is broad, full, and singularly expression-

less; with arched eyebrows (green) running down into

short very sharp-edged nose
;
oblique eyes (white outlined

with black) almost closed, but with large gently swelling

eyeball indicated by modelling
; short upper lip, small

much-curved mouth (red), and straight chin with double

chin strongly marked below. On lips and ohin a small

rippling moustache and imperial are painted in blue over

black.

Urnd represented by red circle surrounded by small red
flames

; outline of face against hair emphasized by broad
red line. Hair itself light blue, and gathered away from
forehead in flat waved locks into pen-shaped top-knot.

But latter almost hidden from front by high triangular orn.,

representing three jewels in chased settings rising from
narrow fillet of diadem. On either side are detached oms.

showing single jewel in similar settings
;
all were apparently

painted in dark red and copper-green, but paint on them
much lost. It has also almost disappeared from L. side

of face. Condition otherwise good.

Chin to crown 6J" ;
H. of whole 1 1\ PI. CXXXI.

Mi. xviii. 0011. Fr. of Uigur MS.; thin pinkish-buff

paper; pale writing in large regular hand. Obv. parts

of 10 11. Uigur; rev. blank. Much tom. Gr. M.
X 7".

Mi. xviii. 0012. Fabric frs., linen (?) and silk; including

five made-up objects of doubtful use. They are oblong,

made of double silk or linen, with one long edge plain,

and the other cut up into three sq. tabs. The plain edge

is provided with two loops, and sides with tying strings

like a mask. Three are of linen, buff or red; two of

silk, buff or white—one plain, the other figured with a

repeating ‘ pheasant’s-eye ’ spot in twill on plain ground.

The other frs. are prob. remains of similar objects, and

consist of buff or red linen
;
one fr. of crimson herring-

bone material; one fr. of fine silk printed with green and
crimson floral pattern ; and one fr. of violet silk damask,

the pattern of which shows alternating lozenge-shaped and
elliptical rosettes in fine twill on a plain ground.

Largest fr. c. 6' x 3".

Mi. xviii. 0013. Stucco relief fr., finger from tip to

first joint. Traces of red paint. Found in middle of

fabrics, Mi. xviii. 0012. Soft clay mixed with fibre, with

projecting stick core. L. 2}’, diam. f*. Wood core

diam.

Mi. xviii. 0014. Part of fresco panel from lower part

of passage wall painted in tempera. Upper half shows
bare legs of man standing in agitated water, and attacked

by a dragon which rises from waves and fastens on his R.
knee. Man starts back, throwing weight on to L. leg.

Legs painted in shaded pink with black outline.

The dragon, emerging from between his legs, directs its

body towards L., and twisting over on to its back it rears

its head towards the man and thrusts its fore-claws into

.his R. knee. It is of Chinese type, with short beard,
furry ears, and long jaws wide open showing teeth and
shooting out a long red tongue. End of latter recurved,

and finishes as a many-tongued flame, in centre of which
is a circular blue jewel. Long red hair lies flat on its neck
almost to shoulders, where begins a row of sharp red
spines which continue down rest ofback. This is blue and
scaly, with outlines in black and red, and underside white.

The forelegs are scaly and have five curved claws. Attached
to near shoulder is a rudimentary wing, consisting of long
S-shaped scroll with two branching scrolls*

Part of loin-cloth of man shows high on L. thigh, and in

R. corner below rise red, blue, and green smoke or flames

in spirals. The water emerald with black markings; it is

bounded on L. and below by a band of sq. and rhomboidal
panels in red, green, and blue, outlined with bands of white
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and having white centres, the border making an acute

angle in L. corner.

Lower half shows to R. a censer with flattened dome-

like top, from which rises the smoke mentioned above.

Below, the censer has a broad overhanging shoulder from

which hang bells, and a goblet-shaped body with tapering

stem which swells out again to lotus foot; all is white with

details of orn. in black. R. and L. of censer stands a

scaly yellow dragon, striding, with one hind claw touching

lotus base. Their serpentine necks entwine in elaborate

knot in front of censer, and passing behind it take a grace-

ful curve downward and outward on opposite sides of

censer, recurving so as to bring their heads facing on

opposite sides of censer-top. Their forelegs rest on its

shoulder, and their claws are pressed against the dome

;

their. tails intertwine with each other’s necks.

On L. kneel man and woman (donors) on mat in

prayer. The man is swarthy, with black hair and beard,

white dome-shaped cap with upturned brim, aquiline nose,

straight eyes, long belted robe of dark chocolate with white

cinquefoil spot pattern
;

his general appearance non-

Mongolian. The woman is fair-skinned, with black hair

dressed high, but broad and flat on top ; cap like button

mushroom
; simple ear-ring, and straight eyes. Her robe,

red powdered with blue and grey rosettes, is straight and
simple, without girdle, and small at wrists. In her hands
she holds a long-stemmed flower, pink and green.

Behind her stands with uplifted arms a fig. like a naked
infant, painted dark chocolate. Its hair is shaven, leaving

circular patch on R. side, and straight fringe in front.

Beyond the man a smaller and similar fig. dancing, and
drawn with great animation. Its R. hand is upraised

grasping a bunch of berries, its L. stretched downwards
;

near it are two circular objects in white.

On ground in front of man is small brazier (?). Appa-
rently suspended on tail or wing of dragon is pair of

balances
; and higher up appears a bag, prob. signifying

money offering. The background is light blue, with nine

short lines of Uigur (not read) placed in convenient

spaces between figs, and above their heads.

Painting rather hasty and surface much abraded. Sub-
ject unidentified. 2'3'xi' 7J'. PI. CXXVI.

Mi. xx. 001. Fr. of Turkish * Runic ’ (?) MS., on coarse

light buff paper. Incomplete on all edges
;
writing very

pale. Obv. remains of c. 12 11 .
(fragmentary). Rev.

blank. From south-east corner of Stupa. 7" X 55*.

Mi. xx. 00a (marked wrongly xvii. 0010). Carved wooden
capital

; Indo-Corinthian square abacus above round
shaft

; capital cut in square. From middle of sides rise

two bound stems, dividing above tie. Each curves towards
angle, and opens in half-leaf of acanthus type. Seen from
side presents two half-leaves

; from angle, complete acan-

thus leaf with two stalks. Mortice cut through from top to

bottom, of 2\” diam. Capital 4%' sq. X 5'. PI. CXXVIII.

Mi. xx. 008 (marked wrongly xvii. 008). a-b. Two frs.

of copper plate, each having two bands oforn. in relief

;

design of zigzag line making between borders alternate

triangles filled with lines and rows of dots parallel to

alternate branches of zigzag. Orn. made by pressing

metal into matrice with intaglio design. 3' and 3A' x 1

Mi. xxi. 001. Fr. of carved wood; strip off edge of

panel carved in relief, with continuous scroll throwing off

double spiral tendrils on each side alternately. Plain

border A* wide down one side. Traces of red paint.

l' 2%' X 2§" X f' PI. XLVII.

Mi. xxi. 002. Octagonal wooden post tapering to

point. Each of eight sides inscr. with line of Brahml.

Much worm-eaten, and surface much destroyed. H. 2 5§*,

gr. diam. 4".

Mi. xxii. 001. Wooden cinerary box, roughly made,

with sliding top, and holding small pieces of bones with

tatters of thin gauze-like cloth. 1
5* X 4" x 4".

Mi. xxiii. 1. Stucco relief fr. Architectural tile, sq.,

showing Bodhisattva head in relief in centre surrounded by

circular halo and ring of large bead orn. Corners filled in

with adapted volute orn., and plain border all round.

Face of conventional type, full, smooth, double-chinned
;

eyes long, narrow, and almost straight
;
mouth slightly

upturned at corners
;

lobes of ears covered by large

rosette ear-rings. Hair and orns. as in *Mi. xi. 00, type

a, but top-knot wide and flat on top and side-rosettes

slant upwards making whole coiffure much broader. The

halo has a rayed outer edge. Material fine buff clay,

lightly but evenly fired
;
surface treated with thin buff

engobage or wash. For other frs. from same or almost

similar mould, see Mi. i.003; ii. 002; xi. 0012 1; xxiii. 2,

0014; and cf. from different moulds Mi. xvi. 001-17.

8|'x9*. PI. CXXIX.

Mi. xxiii. 2. a-d. Stucco relief frs. of architectural tile

like preceding, a, 6
,
and d join, making R. half of back-

ground
; c is a disconnected corner. No part of Bodhisattva

head preserved except rosette of L. ear. Mi. xxiii. 0014

is prob. fr. of remaining corner, a, b, d (joined) 8|*x(gr

width) 4
A"

;
c, 4" x 3'.

Mi. xxiii. 001-7. Ers. of open.work wooden panel.

Within a flat plain border an elaborate leaf and circle

design based on quatrefoil rosette with ogee leaves springing

from between petals. Prob. two panels of same design are

represented. All edges of fretwork bevelled ;
rather rough,

but effective work. Inside border 7^" sq.

Mi. xxiii. 008-9. Two carved wooden brackets,

straight, projecting end carved in form of dragon-head.

The monster has prominent eyes and broad upturned

snout
;

his jaws open, showing double row of large

sq. teeth. The neck is sq. in section and into each side

and top are driven three pegs, all now broken off at surface.

Surface of 008 much cracked, and part of lower jaw

missin^. 009 in good condition and showing remains of

purple paint. Whole 7 ’j

r X2^*X2 ;
head 3 X X2 .

009, PI. CXXVIII.

Mi. xxiii. 0010-n. Two carved wooden brackets;
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cf. Mi. xxiii. 008-9. Sq. tenon 3." long with sq. vertical

mortice-hole, separated (on sides only) from bracket

,
proper by bevelled cavetto. Bracket has plain top ; on

sides, vertical border-beading beside cavetto
;
along top,

sq. beading, with round beading below (total depth y§',

continuing round front). Below this sides are recessed,

and carved with half of arrow-head leaf (point towards

tenon), beyond which in outer bottom corner is a circle

within a quarter-round moulding. At end is : above, the

continuation of the sq. moulding above a round moulding

which runs along top of sides
;
below, the same repeated.

On under-surface the half-leaves of the sides are completed,

and separated by an angular moulding up the middle.

For others of the same, see Mi. xxiii. 0016-18. 6|'x
rg"x if", OOIIj PI. CXXVIII.

Mi. xxiii. 0012. Carved wooden upright (of panel

frame ?) ; in section, oblong with one back corner bevelled

off. Two dowel-holes (one with dowel) pass through

from side to side, at middle and one (broken) end re-

spectively; and other end finishes in broken tenon. Front

surface in two planes : the higher (1" projection) forming

the outer half, the lower the inner. The latter is orn. by

a zigzag line running perpendicularly, the triangles it

forms being ribbed with grooves parallel in alternate

triangle to the alternate bends of zigzag ; edge of upright

is finished by a plain f" border. The outer half has a

plain I* wide border on the opposite edge, and within, at

top, the end prob. of a dragon orn. like that of Mi. v. 004.

The fr. preserved shows perhaps a tail—a long form

with one straight and one convex side, ending in a spiral,

and with a nicked border along the curved side exactly

like the manes in Mi. v. 003, 004. Below this is a straight

stem running perpendicularly, with straight downward-

pointing leaves going off on either side. 9J" x 2" x if'.

PI. CXXVIII.

Mi. xxiii. 0013. Wooden staff with lathe-turned

head. Staff, c. 1" sq. in section, is broken off at length

of 5*. Head, complete, c. 3A" in diam. at widest part, is

6* in length and consists of a drum bevelled inwards

round upper edge to a ring-moulding
;
above, a sphere

passing through another ring-moulding into a narrow

circular neck, which expands again to a wide circular

slightly convex top. Sand-encrusted all over
;

wood
cracked and decayed. For object, cf. L.B. u. ooz, etc.

(above, p. 398) ;
Mi. xxiii. 0019-22. H. of whole n".

Mi. xxiii. 0014. Stucco relief fr. of tile containing

Bodhisattva head, like Mi. xxiii. 1. Prob. belonging to

Mi. xxiii. 2. if' X 2-f|\

Mi. xxiii. 0015. Corner of wooden panel carved in

relief with floral designs. Main bough crosses corner, and

symmetrically curling tendrils fill it. Plain border top and
side, and plain rectang. centre. For other frs. of the same,

see Mi. xxiii. 0024-5. 6§" x 3f' X f/. PI. CXXVIII.

Mi. xxiii. 0016-18. Carved wooden brackets, as

Mi. xxiii. 0010 (q. v.).

Mi. xxiii. 0019-22. Wooden staves with lathe-

turned beads, like Mi. xxiii. 0013, but on smaller scale.

The staff is cut in one with the head, and is broken off at

length of c. 1* in 0019 and 0021 ; in 0020 and 0022 it

has been cut separately and fitted into a sq. mortice in ihe

bottom of the head. It is preserved in 0020 and is 3' long

;

but has been lost from 0022. Mouldings the same as in

xxiii. 0013 on reduced scale, and with the addition of cube

below in 0020. 0021 and 0022 are a pair. The surface

of the top in all cases is rough, which agrees with the view

as to the architectural use of these and similar staves

found in L.B. 11, iv ; see above, p. 398. Remains of red

painf*on all except 0020.

0019. H. of whole 5f", gr. diam. 2|".

0020 . ,, ,, ,, •

0021. 0022. Height of whole 4" and 2f'; gr. diam. if'.

Mi. xxiii. 0023. Fr. of wooden relief carving ; R. side

of vesica and band of drapery, prob. of standing Buddha.

Flame border shows traces of red paint. li’ * 3
*

PI. XLVII.

Mi. xxiii. 0024-5. Two frs. of carved wood panels,

evidently parts of Mi. xxiii. 0015. Traces of purple paint.

5|'xif' and 3'xiA'.

Mi. xxiii. 0026. Fr. of pottery vessel with rolled rim
;

hand-made of ill-levigated clay
;

hearth-burned. On
shoulder, above two incised curves, Tibetan inscr. (incised

before fixing) reading pC'q&j. 3' x 3^' X §'. PI. IV.

Mi. xxiv. 001. Stucco reliefplaque, incomplete. Bud-
dha seated in meditation on lotus

;
robe covering both

shoulders and hands. Lotus (unopened) has three rows
of petals. Plain circular vesica forming background,
broken off on R. No colour. Clay, burnt. H. 6'

;
H.

of 3i'- pl- CXXXVII.

Mi. xxiv. 002. Fr. of painted wooden panel. Subject
too fragmentary to explain itself. Work rough. 13' X 2g'

tO 2'X|' tO I'.

Mi. xxv. 001-2. Frs, of carved wooden arch, as

Mi. xv. 0029, but on smaller scale. Apparently only two
Buddha types, one seated with closely fitting drapery, one
with R. arm resting in fold of mantle, and inner robe
crossing the chest diagonally from the L. shoulder.
Jigs, seem to have been painted in different colours;
vesicas were blue-grey

; haloes gilded, flame-border of
vesica red. Broken and much decayed. 14" and 8f' x 3'

X if' respectively. 002, PI. CXXVIII.

Mi. xxv. 003. Fr. of painted wooden panel. Two
scrolled leaves in blue outlined black on red ground.
Other details too abraded and fragmentary to recognize.
Rough work. 1

31' x if' x f'.

Mi. xxv. 004. Fr. of coarse linen (?) fabric ; deep red,
faded, plain weave. C. 10" sq.

Mi, xxv. 005. Iron staple formed by strip oblong in
section, stout at middle and tapering almost to a point at
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each end. This is bent round, pinched together, and the

ends bent out. Thickness x T
3g* to x ;

point to

point 3^*, cross M. 2j*.

Mi. xxv. 006. Iron disc, with two flat tongues. Slightly

divergent; one pierced. Diam. i%’ xif"; tongues ii*

V 1* V 1*X 4 X
gf

*

Mi. xxv. 007. String sandal, same make as M. Tagh. a.

0040 (q.v.). Toe and heel of sole missing, also large

portion of uppers. Much encrusted with earth. Length

of opening approx. 7*; width of sole approx. 3^*.

Mi xxvi. 001 (marked wrongly Mi. 001). Stucco relief

head. Face mask of fig. like Mi. xi. 005, etc. Eight

straight locks close together in fringe on forehead. Face

young, full
; eyes straight. Soft clay mixed with grass

fibre. H. 2'.

Mi. xxvi. 002 (marked wrongly Mi. 002). Stucco relief

fig- ; one of series of small male figs. Face rather flat,

oval, and childish, eyes almost closed, mouth straight and

dimpled. Two locks of hair descend from crown to fore-

head and are then parted, turning up in two crescents

;

rest of head bald. Body to hips nude; orns.—ear-

rosettes, plain necklace, jewel-bands crossed on breast and

held by rosette. Arms are either held out from body about

at right angles with one another (xi. 0085) or are raised

above head (xi. 0069). Plain loin-cloth (xi. 0085). Body

from waist down bent violently sideways as if in flight
;
and

mantle, descending from behind head to hips, held out by

arms and forming background to body; but all figs,

broken at waist and mantle close round body except

in case of Mi. xi. 0085. For figs, from same or similar

mould, all moulded solid, see Mi. x. 0011 ;
xi. 0068-9,

0085; cf. also Mi. x. 0012
;

xii. 003. For head only,

Mi. xi. 0067.

002. L. side of head, arms from shoulders, and all

below waist missing. Fr. of mantle remains over R.

shoulder. Smoke-blackened and surface damaged. H.

08 •

Mi. xxvi. 003 (marked wrongly Mi. 003). Stucco relief

fr. of drapery (?).
\* x §*.

Mr. xxvi. 004 (marked wrongly Mi. 004). Stucco relief

head. Hair brushed up from forehead and ears in small

independent curls, almost hiding twisted cloth diadem from

which rises a top-knot of similar small upright curls.

Traces of red and black paint on face and hair. Forehead

smooth, but brows contracted over widely opened eyes

with round prominent eyeballs. Mouth long and straight,

showing upper teeth, which bite on lower lip making long-

drawn creases to chin. Large ears sharply pointed

;

angular dimples in cheeks. Grotesquely fierce effect.

Chin to crown 2|*. PI. CXXXII.

Mi. xxvi. 005 (marked wrongly Mi. 005). Stucco relief

fr. Hair (or drapery ?) possibly from R. side of head of

large fig., but hair unlike that of any other example

;

whorl over middle of forehead, side folds as of drapery, but

running both up and down. Edge of forehead marked by

red line
; forehead gilded. C. 7' x 7".

Mi. xxvi. 006 (marked wrongly Mi. 006). Stucco relief

fr. Lotus-flower with centre exposed and petals all

pointing upwards (under ones being bent to R. and L.).

Central rosette has five petals and five sepals
;
outer ray

nine-pointed petals. Attached behind to horizontal bar of

stucco with a smooth top, and marks of reed core at

L. back. For others, see Mi. x. 0026; xi. 00x24; xv.

0021-8. H. 4|*. PI. CXXXVI.

Mi. xxvi. 007. a-b (marked wrongly Mi. 007. a-b). Stucco

relief frs., probably from surface of a large fig. Traces

of gold-leaf
; b shows folds of drapery. Much damaged.

Soft clay mixed with grass fibre, a, c. 5" x 4"
;

b, c. 2§"

X 11
".

Mi. xxvi. 008 (marked wrongly Mi. 008). Stucco relief.

Wreath, made of thin core of four grass stalks tied round

with grass of fibre and plastered with usual fibre-stucco, so

as to have one flat side. To this are applied flowers in

stucco ;
five painted crimson, one green, two yellow, one

blue. There are four shapes, three showing centre of

flower, which has four petals and is either circular, oval,

or an irregular quadrilateral. The fourth, of which there

are two examples, shows three petals in profile.

In two places core is pierced by dowel-pin for attach-

ment. About seven flowers missing, 1' 7^'x i|". PI.

CXXXVII.

Mi. xxvi. 009 (marked wrongly Mi. 009). Part of stucco

band. On one side flat, on the other curved. Curved

side painted green. Flat side has plain flat white mould-

ing down each edge and recurrent flower orn. on black

ground decorates space between. Flowers black and

white, followed by crimson and white, then green and

black, then yellow and crimson. First, third, and fourth

have, 'respectively, yellow and crimson, crimson and white,

and black and white centres. Stalks, alternately yellow

and green, support them. Wooden core ;
soft clay mixed

with grass unburnt. Actual length 1' 4*. Length with

projecting core i'S"; width 2'; thickness PI.

CXXXVII.

Mi. xxvi. 0010 (marked wrongly Mi. 0010). Stucco

relief fr. Little finger of R. hand, natural size with iron

core, which corroding has split the stucco. Gilded all over

and burnt. On outside, peculiar projecting fold. Length 3 .

Mi. Cave A. Rectang. slab of plaster stucco, inscr.

with six lines of Uigur in black ink. Cut from mage

platform within cave A, north-west of ‘ Ming-01 Site.

9|'x6*'xi
#

.
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Section V.—THE KHORA SITE AND THE DEFILE OF THE IRON GATE
After the trying conditions of work undergone by us all at ‘ Ming-oi ’ I felt glad when the com-

pletion of the tasks I had set myself allowed me on December 23 to send off my heavy convoy of

antiques to Korla and to start myself with an adequate band of labourers for the site of Khora.

Inquiries begun at Kara-shahr had led to information being elicited with much trouble from reticent

Mongol shepherds about Buddhist ruins situated at the north foot of the range which separates the

plains west of Korla from the wide valley of the Khaidu-gol. They had so far remained unnoticed

by European travellers. The first march lay through a snowy landscape and led north past strag-

gling narrow belts of cultivation. Their poorly tilled fields belong to semi-nomadic Mongols, and
from Shikchin onwards derive irrigation from a canal following a wide depression which seems to

mark an ancient branching bed of the Khaidu-gol.

From Nogai-bakche, the last hamlet, we turned to the west, and after a short march, ascend-

ing mainly over a bare stony ‘ Sai ’, reached the ruins perched on steep little ridges at the very foot

of the range (Fig. 297). Immediately below them there lies, as the site plan (Plate 54) shows, a tiny

patch of cultivation. It is irrigated from some springs, found then hard frozen, which rise some six

hundred yards to the south at the mouth of a small valley. From about two miles before reaching
the site, the coarse gravel and stones of the ‘ Sai ’ give way to a scrub-covered clayey steppe where
I came upon traces of recent cultivation. This, I found out subsequently, is carried on intermittently
by Mongols in years when a specially plentiful snow- or rain-fall on the mountains provides spring
floods from the otherwise dry ravines descending near the ruined site. The fact that cultivation,

even occasional, is possible under such conditions aptly illustrates what has been said above about
the moister climate of the Kara-shahr valley.

The ruins proved to be those of small Buddhist shrines scattered in groups over low but steep
ridges which water-erosion has carved out of the rugged edge of a plateau. The photographs in

Fig. 297, 299-300 will help to illustrate their position, which strongly recalled to my mind that of
many a ruin of Buddhist times visited in the far-off valleys of Swat and Buner. The group nearest
to the patch of permanent cultivation above mentioned is marked 1 in the site plan, Plate 54, and
seen on the left in Fig. 300. It comprises a number of cellas, mostly quite small, ranged to the
north-vest and south-east of a central structure conspicuous in Figs. 297 and 300. This consists of
a solid masonry base, 9 feet square, bearing at a height of about 12 feet from the ground four niches
which once must have been occupied by stucco images completely destroyed. On the top, about 23
feet from the ground, the extant masonry shows the commencement of a circular drum or dome.
The base of the structure contains a small chamber, 7 by 4| feet, open to the south-east. Three
fragments of Brahml PothI leaves, which one of my Turk! followers, sent to reconnoitre the site, had
obtained from the solitary old Mongol settled here for some years and cultivating the fields, were
said to have been found in this little chamber. The same was stated about the small stucco relief
of a seated Buddha, Khora. 002.

A cella, 1. 1, 10 by 7 feet, occupying the crest of the ridge to the north-west of this structure,
had its brick walls broken from a height of about 2 feet. Its excavation yielded only a number of
turned wooden balusters and finials which may have belonged to miniature Stupas Similar pieces
were among the ddbns cleared on the west slope below (Khora. 001-4). In another small cella,
1. 11, measuring 9 by 8f feet, which was deeply filled with debris, there was found the small wooden
relief statuette of a Buddha seated in meditation, Khora. 1. ii. 001 (Plate XLVIl) Of the fresco
decoration of the walls only a band of small standing Bodhisattvas could be faintly made out at
a height of about 3 feet from the floor, and their faces, too, seemed to have been purposely effaced.
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To the south-east of the central structure and beyond a small open court lies a larger room, about

192 feet by 182, which decayed bricks and refuse filled to a height of over 4 feet. Here, too,

only faint traces remained of the wall decoration, apparently a diaper of small Buddhas. All refuse

showed the effects of plentiful moisture.

The second group, seen in Fig. 300 on the right, occupies a tiny ridge to the north and below
the ruins just described. It consists of a row of three adjoining cellas, forming together a block

70 feet long and 27 feet deep. Apart from a few small applique relievo fragments in stucco their

clearing brought to light only the much-decayed head of a statuette carved in wood (Khora. 11. i. oox,

Plate XIV). To the east of group 11 there rises on a low isolated terrace a platform about 30 yards

long and 20 feet broad at its top, built up of uncut stones to a height of about 18 feet. A shapeless

tower-like mass of brickwork which stands at its eastern end was not recognizable in its character.

A knoll of the steep rocky spur leading up to the main group of ruins (Fig. 299) bears an isolated

cella, hi, 9 feet square within, solidly built on a walled-up platform with sun-dried bricks measuring

1
5* x 8" x 4". It was cleared without any finds being made.

On a narrow shoulder of the spur just referred to, and at a height of about 150 feet above the

level of the fields, is built the group of ruined shrines marked iv and shown in the inset plan of

Plate 54. The small plateau has been enlarged by a stone-built terrace facing north and thus made
to afford space for a series of shrines, all built against the rocky slope rising behind. Rain-water

descending from the latter has badly effaced all the structures. The easternmost of them is the

isolated cella iv. i, measuring n feet by io| within. In the debris of the small anteroom that gives

access to it a number of interesting remains of carved and painted wood were unearthed, unfortunately

all showing the destruction caused here by fire first and then by moisture. The small wooden block,

Khora. iv. i. 001 (Plate XLVIl), show's in sunk carving a kneeling figure with hands clasped in

adoration. The wooden base for a statuette, Khora. iv. i. 004, is adorned with elegant carving along

its edges. The large fragment of a painted wooden beam, Khora. iv. i. 003, though charred on the

back and otherwise damaged, still displays the figures of three divinities within circular vesicas.

But the damage suffered must be regretted most in the case of the carved and painted cornice,

Khora. iv. i. 002. Its surviving portion, which measures 1 9" by 1
,
shows two groups each contain-

ing a Buddha surrounded by divine worshippers, all painted in rich colours and gold. The whole
work is very fine in design and delicately finished, but has too badly darkened to permit reproduc-

t!°n. Certain features suggest encaustic technique executed over gilt ground, but the injured

condition of the surface makes determination of this difficult without chemical testing. The cornice

was decorated along its bottom edge by a row of grotesque relief busts curiously reminiscent of

Gothic monsters. Two of these applique carvings were recovered detached (Plate XLVIl).

A larger shrine to the west of iv. i with a vaulted passage at the back of the cella had suffered

much by water penetrating from the slope behind, and retained no recognizable remains of its original

decoration. The same was the case with a cella adjoining it on the west. But in one of two small

rooms at the end of the terrace which, judgingfrom the remains of a fireplace, had evidently served

as living quarters for monks, there were found the painted wooden panel, Khora. iv. ii. 002, showing

a lotus floating on water between two water-fowls, and a cup-like object of turned wood, Khora. iv. ii. 001.

^Vith the clearing of group iv the series of ruins offering scope for excavation was completed.

But brief notes have still to be added on some other remains of the site. At a distance of about

600 yards to the north of group 1 a roughly hemispherical mound, rising on fairly level ground with

traces of old irrigation terraces, attracted attention. It proved to be £i ruined Stupa measuring about

08 feet in diameter, and retaining in its much-injured state a height of about 17 feet above the field

Jevel. A cutting which had been made into it from the south, evidently long ago, had laid the
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interior bare to the centre and showed it to be constructed throughout of bricks, 15" x 8" x 4", the

same size as noted elsewhere at the site. A low, flat mound about 25 yards to the south of the

Stupa showed no traces of structural remains, but may mark a position once occupied by less solidly

built dwellings.

Less than half a mile to the west of this ruined Stupa, and about the same distance from the

main ruins, the top of a very steep and almost completely isolated rocky spur (v in plan, Plate 54)

shows clear signs of having once been occupied as a pflace of safety. The crest of the spur has been

artificially enlarged here by terrace walls, partly in uncut stone and partly in brickwork, to a level

space measuring about 105 feet from north to south and about 66 feet across. It is thickly covered

with potsherds of ancient appearance, but bears no structural remains. A small bastion-like pro-

jection to the north seems intended to defend the only side from which the top of the spur can be

approached without, difficult climbing. On all other sides it is cut off from neighbouring ridges by

very steep rocky ravines. A small knoll on the slope to the north, on a level about 60 feet lower

down, is occupied by a badly decayed mound which may be the remains of a Stupa. It evidently

was taken for one by those who long ago made a cutting reaching to its centre. One side of what

looked like a square base measured about 33 feet. The cutting showed the mound to be constructed

partly of sun-dried bricks and partly of uncut stones. Its present height is about 15 feet above the

natural rock of the knoll top.

No coins or other datable relics were found at the site. But judging from the structural and

other remains, the conclusion seems justified that its shrines continued to receive worship as long as

those of ‘ Ming-oi ’, and that they suffered destruction about the same time as the latter. It is not

likely that a monastic establishment could have existed here without some larger agricultural settle-

ment in its vicinity. For this the clayey steppe to the east and north might have afforded ample

room, provided that in Buddhist times the water-supply from the mountains was more abundant and

regular than it now is. Desiccation thus seems to have played its part here too. We left the

picturesque site with regret, after our stay over Christmas Day had sufficed for clearing its ruins

and for R. B. Lai Singh’s survey work on the watershed of the range to the south
;
for in spite of

the greater elevation and the vicinity of the snow-capped mountains there was warmth in the air

and clear sunshine, doubly welcome after the Sarmatian winter days we had spent in the Kara-
shahr plain.

Skirting the foot of the range where scrub and jungle-tree growth were abundant at the mouth
of all ravines, we reached the snow-covered plain at Shikchin by the evening of December 26.

On the following day a long march over interesting ground brought us to the Korla oasis. After
crossing for close on seven miles the low ridges and terraces into which the range coming from Khora
breaks up at its easternmost foot, the track led past a massive ruined watch-tower placed on a high
and commanding terrace. It is the one to which I have had occasion, on p. 1 199, to refer in connexion
uith the ancient tower above the caves of ‘ Ming-oi ’. It is built very solidly, about 32 feet square
at the base, and still rises to a height of about 19 feet. It is constructed throughout of well-made
sun-dried bricks measuring 12" x 8" x 3-4". The decay it has suffered in spite of its massive con-
struction would alone attest its antiquity. But what attracted my attention at once were the regular
layers of reeds inserted between the brickwork. At places where big fissures had formed in the
latter I could clearly see that, while in the interior masonry the reed-layer appeared after every single
course of bricks, a plainly distinguishable outer casing of brickwork, about 4 feet thick showed it

regularly after every three courses. This latter arrangement is usually found in the ’brick-built
watch-towers of the Tun-huang Limes.

The similarity to these which the ruin showed in position, general appearance, and that
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significant detail of construction with reed-layers was so great as to remind me at once of the fact that Early

Dr. Hedin on his journey of 1896 to the terminal Tarim had found an obviously ancient route line

leading from Korla to Ying-p an, where the dried-up bed of the Kuruk-darya branches off towards Lou-lan to

Lou-lan, marked by a series of big watch-towers. 1 His description of them strongly supported the ^or 'a-

belief that this line of towers dated back to the period when the ancient Chinese route from Tun-
huang to Lou-lan and thence to the northern oases of the Tarim Basin was first opened. The
careful survey of them which I was able to make in the spring of 1915 on my way from the Kuruk-
darya to Korla has fully confirmed this belief. It has furnished conclusive evidence that these
towers served as watch and signal stations along the road which connected Lou-lan with the Chinese
administrative posts and military colonies established under the Emperor Wu-ti in the oases dotting
the southern foot of T'ien-shan. 2

The chief, if not the sole, danger which threatened the safety of this great military and trade Danger of

route came, as the account of the Former Han Annals shows, from irruptions of the Hsiung-nu, or j.

rruP t‘°ns

n , c 1 , ,

& from Kara-
nuns. for these, as we have seen, the open Kara-shahr valley, with its easy approaches from shahr

Yulduz and other great grazing grounds north, must have at all times been the main gate.
valleE

Experience gained during centuries on their far-flung northern borders must have proved to the

Chinese commanders that the best safeguard against such attacks and raids lay in securing quick
warning which would allow of timely preparation for defence. Korla and the adjacent parts of the
route lay certainly nearest to the ground whence the danger of incursions threatened, and if they
were to be adequately protected, a line of signal-stations pushed out to the north-east into the Kara-
shahr valley would certainly suggest itself.

It is for this purpose, I believe, that the ruined watch-towers along the foot of the Kh5ra range Signal-

are likely to have been originally constructed. At what time exactly this extension beyond Korla
of the line of signal-stations took place it is impossible to determine. But it is worth noting that Khora
I found the same enlargement by an outer casing of masonry, which is so clearly marked in the case ranSe>

of the tower just described, also at several of the towers between Ying-p'an and Korla. The
dimensions of the tower south-west of Ming-oi before this enlargement, viz. about 24 feet square at

the base, are found again at stations along the Tun-huang Limes. So, too, is the method of placing

layers of reeds after every three courses of bricks. Hence it appears to me very probable that the

subsequent enlargement of the tower was also effected during Former Han times. Its purpose, as

my observations of 1915 have suggested, was probably not so much repair or strengthening as to

raise the height of the structure for making its fire-signals better visible from a great distance. In

this connexion I must record my regret that neither on my rapid passage during the closing days of

1907 nor during my equally busy stay at Korla in April, 1915, could I spare time to search

systematically for the remains of towers which would have served to link up the tower south-west

of ‘ Ming-oi ’ with the northernmost surveyed south-east of Korla. The intervening distance is

about 27 miles, and owing to the configuration of the ground, with the westernmost hill chain of the

Kuruk-tagh commanding the plains on either side, two or three signal-stations between, even without

conspicuous towers, would have been amply sufficient for effecting semaphoric connexion between

the two points.

The remainder of the ground crossed on that march to Korla offered also antiquarian and Defile on

geographical interest. Within a mile or so from the tower the area of low, broken ridges was left

behind, and after another five miles across a stony glacis we approached the deep bed in which the

1
Cf. Hedin, Reisen in Z.-A., pp. 75 sq. xi - PP- 95 sqq., where the reasons advanced in 90 b.c.

2
See Geogr. Journal, xlviii. pp. 208 sq. for planting military colonies west and south-west of Korla

Cf. Wylie, Notes on the Western Regions, J. Anthrop. are set forth at length.

7 R 2
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Defile of
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river draining the Baghrash Lake has cut its way between the westernmost spurs of the Kuruk-tagh

and the foot of the high, rugged range north of Korla. The river, from the place where it emerges

from under the ice sheet of the frozen lake, flows rapidly in its winding course towards the steadily

narrowing defile, with a great volume of limpid green water. This river defile is passed by the

road connecting Kara-shahr with the plains of the Tarim Basin, and must have been from the

earliest times a point of great military importance. Its entrance is marked by the unpretending

mud fort of Bash-eghin (Map No. 49. B. 1), which Yaqub Beg erected when awaiting at Korla the

attack of the reconquering Chinese army from the side of Hami and Turfan. The total length of

the defile from this place down to the last cross spur near Shor-tokai, where the great plain is first

sighted, is about seven miles by road. Throughout, the river twists and bends between low rocky spurs

projecting from either side. Where these spurs on the right bank are not too precipitous, the road

keeps close to the river
;

it has been practicable for carts as far back as local tradition goes. At
other points, where the river gorge becomes wholly impracticable, the road ascends and descends
steep ridges. One of the narrowest and most picturesque points in the defile is near Kalka, a tiny

patch of cultivation on the left bank, with a much-frequented place of pilgrimage known as Alpataka-
mazar. Here a wooden gate across the road, with troglodyte quarters for a guard, marks a watch-
station still in being.

There can be no doubt that the defile here briefly described corresponds to the 1

Defile of the
Iron Gate ’ ^ P*| || {tieh-men kuan), which an itinerary of the T'ang Annals mentions as situated

50 li to the west of Yen-ch'i.4 It must at all times have been a position favourable for defence and
ambushes, and as such it figures in the account given by the Chin shu of a Chinese expedition which
in a.d. 345 advanced from Yen-ch'i towards Wei-li, or the region below Korla. 5 There we also find

the name Ch£ liu Jg* recorded as that of the valley. The name, by the significance of its mean-
ing in Chinese, viz. ‘ the intercepting ’, is said to have saved the commander of the Chinese force
from falling into an ambush there prepared for him by the ruler of Kucha.

From the last spur overlooking the debouchure of the river the view ranged unbroken across the
wide expanse of the Korla oasis and beyond to the unlimited horizon of the great desert plains
veiled in the yellow haze of the evening. It was a satisfaction to feel that I had returned once
more to the d arim Basin and to the north-eastern corner of my old field of work, the ‘ sand ocean *.

OBJECTS EXCAVATED AT KHORA SITE

Khora. 001. Large finial of turned wood. Plan,

a circular drum below, and flattened sphere above
;
the

two separated by chamfered moulding (which projects

upwards, not down). On top of sphere, a small torus

from which rises circular neck spreading out to head

shaped like inverted bowl. Drum and sphere orn. with

incised reelings. No dowel-hole or tenon. Wood hard

but split. H. 9!", diam. of base 5J".

Khora. 002. Stucco relief fr. of seated Buddha. Hands
in lap

;
head gone and most of vesica. Throne of five

plain horizontal tiers ; the two lower diminishing in size,

the three upper increasing so that each projects over the

4
Cf. Chavannes, Turcs occid., pp. 7, 304. The distance

agrees closely enough with the fifteen miles or so from Bash-

eghin to Baghdad-shahri, where the capital of Yen-ch'i in

Tang times may safely be located; see above, pp. 1182 sq.

M. Chavannes points out that the ‘ Defile of the Iron Gate
’

last. The whole apparently painted red over white slip, of

which plentiful traces remain. Soft buff clay. 3A" x 3\".

Khora. 003. Finial of turned wood, with tenon pro-
jecting from lower unsmoothed end. Plan, a circular

base with diminishing top, supporting flattened ball, from
which rises circular neck spreading out to flat disc-shaped
head. Ball separated from base and neck by plain ring-

mouldings. Whole retains plentiful traces of colour over
white slip, black on head and ball, green on neck and upper
part of base, red on base itself and ring-mouldings.
H. 3§", diam. of base 2".

Khora. 004. Tapering wooden staff with knob at top

;

is marked in one of the Chinese stone-engraved maps of
a.d. 1137 at Hsi-an-fu

; see B.E.F.E.O iii. p. 214, Map A.
8 Cf. Chavannes, Ancient Khotan, pp. 543 sq.

;
for Wei-

li, see below, p. 1231.
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lower end broken. Knob cone-shaped with top cut flat,

semi-octagonal in section ;
back flat and flush with one

side of staff, which is sq. in section. But for this flat back

resembles L. B. iv. iv. ooi, etc. (q.v.). Staff 4|*xi"

(max.) X I' (max.)
;
knob, H. 3^§', diam. of base 2^".

Khora. x. i. 001-5. Five frs. of turned wooden

balusters, all made up of combination of ball and reel

mouldings and all but 005 showing tenon at end. Reel

mouldings have double ring-moulding round waist.

Lengths 5^' to 8|', diam. i^'.

Khora. 1. i. 006-7. Two finials of turned wood.

General shape as Khora. 003, but much larger in diam.

Sq. dowel-hole in base. Chipped, and wood very soft.

006, H. 4-|", diam. of base 3'
; 007, H. 4J", diam. of base

o 1*
02 ’

Khora. 1. i. 008. Fr. of turned wood from baluster {().

In shape a flattened sphere, divided into three rings by

incised grooves. Beginning of sq. hole for dowel at either

end. Wood soft. H. i^', diam. 2\
a
to 1*.

Khora. 1. ii. 001. Wooden relief statuette of Buddha,

seated in meditation on straight throne; elliptical vesica

and circular halo. L. side of vesica broken off. Head

well finished
; remainder without detail, and portion of fig.

below interlocked hands apparently unfinished. Plentiful

traces over all of paint now vanished. Wood hard.

H. 5!*, gr. width (broken) 2f§*. PI. XLVII.

Khora. 11. i. 001. Wooden relief head, features and

general surface much decayed. High coiffure with head-

dress
; details indistinguishable, but apparently treated as

in Mi. xi. 0013. Wood split and rotten. H. 3-|".

PI. XIV.

Khora. ix. i. 00a. Stucco relief fr., circular orn. applied

to dress of fig. At centre, group of four small circles,

surrounded by two plain rings and outer row of small

circles alternately green and red. Traces only of colour,

over white slip. Red clay, burnt. Diam. 1^'.

Khora. 11. i. 003. Stucco relief fr., representing folds of

looped-up drapery orn. with small spiral bead orns. Ultra-

marine over white slip. White ‘ plaster of Paris ’ stucco.
3' X 1 1

*.

Khora. iv. i. 001. Wooden relief carving. Small
oblong block with sunk carving on one face, showing
kneeling fig. with hands clasped in adoration. Niche
^ -shaped in section, and surface of fig. flush with edges of
Mock. Charred behind, 2§* x if' x T

9
S
". PI. XLVII.

Khora. iv. i. 00a. Fr. of wooden cornice, painted
and carved. Consists of oblong board, R. end intact and
showing two mortices behind for ends of supporting
beams, front planed down to 2^' from upper edge,
"hich is left projecting ^*. The whole richly painted and
g’lt

; upper edge showing gilt crosses on crimson and
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black ground; main surface, panels, divided by bars of

black orn. with gold lozenges, and containing groups of

Buddha with worshippers.

Two of these remain, but that on L. is almost entirely

effaced. That on R. shows Buddha in deep red robe

seated in meditation
;

feet crossed with soles up, both

shoulders draped, oval vesica and halo. On either side

are five (?) adoring figs., one apparently with arms raised

above head, others with hands clasped or offering flowers (?),

and wearing close-fitting robes of black or dark green with

gold haloes. Abundant remains of gold also on back-

ground. Whole work fine and delicately finished, but

hardly now distinguishable. L. panel apparently similar,

with Buddha in gilt robe on gilt lotus.

Along bottom edge was affixed a row of relief busts

of monsters seen from front, of which two remain.

These are alike, with lion heads and manes, wide-open

eyes and grinning jaws. Fringe of bushy hair also indicated

under chin and down breast
;
paws folded over one another

in front. Painted crimson with black manes (paint of one

entirely lost), and affixed to comice by pin at back. L.

end of comice burnt off, and edges much charred.

Length 1' 9", H. 1'; orig. thickness 2|*.

Monsters, H. 35". PI. XLVII.

Khora. rv. i. 003. Fr. of painted wooden beam

;

back charred. Face much damaged, but shows on red back-

ground three circular vesicas containing figs, of divinities.

That on L. obliterated ;
in centre seated divinity, perhaps

female ;
on R. standing Bodhisattva. Colours (put on in

several layers), light red, Indian red, pale blue, white, and

black. 1' 6' x 5'x 2'.

Khora. iv. i. 004. Wooden base for statuette ; flat,

oblong ;
upper edge along one long side (front) and both

ends bevelled and orn. with row of incised lotus petals.

Below, along front, row of chevron orns. On top, towards

back, is affixed another small oblong block of wood, secured

by wooden pin driven up from below ;
and showing on top

traces of another pin which projected upwards, prob.

forming tenon of statuette. Small block shows remains of

crimson paint. Under-surface and edges of base charred.

Main block 8£" x6'x x|', small block 2%* X 2-|-' x i§'.

Khora. iv. ii. 001. Wooden cup(?) with tall ringed

stem, outsplayed foot, and broad shallow bowl. Rim of

bowl worn away and foot broken. H. diam. 3-4- .

Khora. iv. ii. 00a. Painted wooden panel; two long

edges parallel, and short edges converging at about 6o°.

In centre a large pink lotus with gilt seed-vessel. Surround-

ing it, green water, detailed with black spirals. R. and L.

of lotus, facing each other, two water-fowls on the water,

grey with white throat and breast, barred with black.

Work rough. Length of long edge 2', shorter edge 13";

sides c. g"
;

orig. thickness 3 •
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CHAPTER XXX
TO KUCHA AND THE KERIYA RIVER END

Section I.—KORLA AND ITS OLD SITES

Abundance
of water and
land.

Restricted

develop-

ment of

Korla.

Wei-hsu

identified

with Korla.

My stay at Korla during the last few days of December, short as it was, allowed me to appre-

ciate fully the exceptional physical advantages which this bright oasis in the extreme north-east

corner of the Tarim Basin proper enjoys. Situated as it is at the very debouchure of the big river

which drains the Baghrash Lake, the Korla oasis has the great boon of possessing a water-supply

for irrigation which is not merely abundant but of unfailing regularity. Owing to the fact that the

Baghrash Lake acts as a huge natural reservoir storing the spring and summer floods from the

T'ien-shan ranges to discharge them again gradually, the Konche-darya, as the river is called from

Korla onwards, preserves throughout the year a remarkable uniformity of volume, a feature wholly

unknown elsewhere in the river system of Eastern Turkestan. This volume is greatly in excess of

the needs of the lands cultivated by the actual population. 1 In 1907 this was locally estimated,

with what seemed a fair approach to accuracy, at 1,700 households, while the water-supply was

acknowledged to be sufficient for irrigating an area which might easily support six times as many.

Enough suitable land for such extended cultivation is certainly available south of the river

(Map No. 49. a. 2).

It seems difficult to account for this discrepancy between conditions so exceptionally favourable

and the comparative smallness of the settlement. But there is reason to assume that the same
difficulties, due to the vicinity of nomadic Mongol neighbours, which at present affect colonization in

the Kara-shahr territory, as explained above, have much to do also with retarding the development
of Korla, now included in the Kara-shahr district. The Mongols, who, with their herds of horses,

etc., frequent the scrub- and reed-covered waste lands south and south-west of Korla for winter

grazing, are by no means welcome visitors for the peaceable Turk! settlers. However this may be,

it is certainly curious to note the same relative unimportance of Korla in ancient times as well.

I believe that we have to locate there the small kingdom of Wei-hsu which figures in the

Han Annals in connexion with Yen-ch'i or Kara-shahr, but subsequently disappears from Chinese
historical records as a separate territory.

The identification here proposed of Wei-hsu with Korla appears to me proved by the Former
Han Annals’ notices which place this ‘ kingdom ’ with its city of Wei-hsu a hundred li from Yen-ch'i
and 260 li to the west of the kingdom of Shan [Jj.

2 That the latter must be identical with the

1 Dr. Hedin calculated in March, 1896, the volume in the

river where it passes the bridge leading to Korla at circ. 72 cubic

metres, or about 2,442 cubic feet, per second. The position

of this bridge proves that the water-level here remains

practically the same throughout the year
;

see Hedin, Reisen

in Z.-A., pp. 68 sq.

To this volume must be added the by no means unimpor-

tant amount of water taken off by canals like that of Bash-

engiz and Shinalga which have their heads above the town.

Cf. Wylie, Notes on the Western Regions, J. Anthrop.
Inst., xi. pp. 101, 105. In the latter passage we are told that

the people of Shan, ‘

living among the mountains, depend on
Yen-ch i and Wei-lisii for their grain and field produce ’•

This is still true at the present day of the Mongols and others
who frequent the westernmost Kuruk-tagh. Their supplies

are drawn exclusively from Korla and, during the winter
when the Baghrash Lake gets frozen, from Kara-shahr.

Mr. Wylie provisionally adopted the conjectural identifi-
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habitable portion of the westernmost Kuruk-tagh has been mentioned above and is subject to no

doubt. 3 Against the plain evidence of this bearing and of the topographical indication furnished by

the passage of the Wei Ho to be presently mentioned, no importance can be attached to the distance

of 500 li which the Ctiien Han shu notice records between Wei-hsii and the seat of the Governor-

General
;
similar manifest errors of distance reckoning can be proved more than once in the

‘ Notes on the Western Regions We are told that Wei-hsii contained ‘ .700 families, comprising

a population of 4,900’, figures which, whatever their intrinsic value, seem reasonably proportionate

to the 4,000 families and 32,100 people mentioned by the same text for Yen-ch'i or Kara-shahr.

The Annals of the Later Han do not specify the position of Wei-hsii, but mention it along with

the kingdoms of Yen-ch'i, Shan, and Wei-li among the territories by the punishment of which in

a.d. 94 the Protector-General Pan Ch'ao completed his pacification of the Western regions. 4 We
receive a more definite topographical indication in a passage of the Wei ho (composed between

a.d. 239-65) which describes the ‘route of the centre’, discussed by us before, as passing from

Lou-lan to the kingdoms of Wei-li, Wei-hsii, and Shan, ‘which all depend on Yen-ch'i’. 5 In view

of the geographical order in which the Wei lids description of the route proceeds we are justified in

placing Wei-li |Lj ^ between Lou-lan and Wei-hsii, and with this all other indications concerning

Wei-li fall exactly into line. The Former Han Annals’ notice of this territory clearly states that it

adjoined Shan-shan, i. e. the Lop region, and Chii-mo or Charchan on the south. 6 At the same time

we are told that Wei-li lay 240 li to the west of Shan, or the territory of the westernmost Kuruk-

tagh, being thus slightly nearer to it than Wei-hsii. These bearings and that of Ch'ii-li, to be

discussed presently, which lay to the south-west of Wei-li, necessarily take us to the tracts which

stretch along the Konche-darya below Korla approximately as far down as its present junction with

the Tarim near the large village of Tikenlik.

My journey of 1915 along the Konche-darya showed me the extensive area of cultivable and

easily irrigated lands which stretches from the left bank of the river below Konche (Map No. 45.

d. 3) to the foot of the Kuruk-tagh hills, and which the Chinese have in recent times endeavoured

to colonize as the new district of Kara-kum or Konche. 7 The surveys made on the same journey

to the north-west of Tikenlik showed also the number of small agricultural settlements which have

sprung up recently along the branching beds of the T. arim and the Inchike-darya, in spite of the

difficulties caused by riverine vagaries. In view of these observations I think we can safely identify

Wei-li with the large cultivable, though at present very imperfectly developed, area just described.

Its natural boundary northward is likely to have been the belt of low barren terraces which juts out

westwards from the foot of the Kuruk-tagh near the village of Shinalga, and which at present divides

Kara-kum from Korla. In agreement with the relatively great extent of the area indicated, we find

that Wei-li is credited in the Former Han Annals’ notice with a larger population than Wei-hsii or

Korla, viz. 1,200 families and 9,600 persons.

cation, proposed in a Chinese dictionary published in 1766,

of Wei-hsii with a place called Chagan-tungi to the north-east

of Kara-shahr. M. Chavannes has already (T oung-pao,

r 9°5 > P- 552 , rote 5) duly emphasized the need of caution in

the case of these identifications of the Hsiyii lung wen chih.

In this present instance the bearing of Wei-hsti relative to

Shan suffices to prove the impossibility of the location pro-

posed.

* Cl. above, pp. 333 sq.
;
Chavannes, 7"oung-pao, 1905,

P- 55 2
> note 7. Grenard, Mission Dulreuil de Rhins

,
ii.

p. 61, first correctly identified the position of Shan.

* Cf. Chavannes, T'oung-pao, 1907, pp. 210 sq. ;
also

T'eung-pao, 1906, pp. 234, 236.

5 See Chavannes, T'oung-pao, 1905, p. 55 2
>

notes

5-7 ;
cf. also above, p. 418.

« Cf. Wylie, /. An/hrop. Inst., xi. p. 101 ;
for Chii-mo

and Shan-shan, see above, pp. 295 sc
l-> 3 2 3 S(W-

7 For a brief preliminary reference 10 this interesting area

which, given an adequate supply of suitable colonists and

efficient administration, could easily be developed into a large

oasis, see ThirdJourney of Exploration, Geogr. Journal, xlviii.

p. 207.

Wei-li

located on
Konche-
darya.

Present

cultivation

near

Konche-
darya.
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Wei-hsii

absorbed in

Yen-ch'i.

Site of

Uzgen-

bulak.

Walled

enclosures

of Yanlak-

shiihr, Shah
Kalamlar.

Local re-

ports of

ruined town.

After the ‘ Epoch of the Three Kingdoms from which the Wei lids information dates, Wei-hsii

seems to disappear from Chinese historical records as a separate petty state. The Chin dynasty’s

Annals make Yen-ch'i conterminous on the south with Wei-li. 7a We find the same statement also

in theT'ang Annals’ description of Yen-ch'i. 8 It may hence be concluded with some probability that

Wei-hsii in Chin times became absorbed in Yen-ch'i, just as Korla at the present day is included in

the Kara-shahr district, or hsien.

In an area so abundantly watered as the Korla tract not much could be hoped for in the way of

ruins of early date. In the course of my local inquiries I could learn of only three ‘ old towns’, and
at none of them were any datable remains traceable. Uzgen-bulak, the largest of them, proved to

be a large oblong enclosure, situated about three-quarters of a mile from the south-west corner of

the crumbling wall which Yaqub Beg built round Korla town. The earth ramparts of Uzgen-bulak
form roughly a rectangle, measuring about 380 yards from north to south and about 250 yards

across. They rise from 12 to 15 feet above the water-logged ground. Towards the north-west

corner a large shapeless mound of stamped clay rises to a height of about 18-20 feet. Outside the

south-east corner and near by lies a Ziarat with some Muhammadan tombs, suggesting the survival

of local worship from earlier times.

Yantak-shahr is the name of a smaller walled enclosure of the same type, lying among fields

about 1 1 miles to the south-south-east of Korla town. It forms a square of about 140 yards near
the south-east corner of which the remains of stamped clay walls are still recognizable. Elsewhere
they have decayed into mere earth-mounds now partly occupied by farm dwellings. ‘ Shah Kalandar
town ’, the third kone-shahr, lies about 3f miles to the south-west from Korla, also amidst cultivation

and close to a stream fed by springs. It is enclosed by much-decayed circular walls of earth, about

510 yards in circumference and measuring 30 to 40 feet across at their base. They rise 12 to 15
feet above the level of the interior, which contains a mound in the centre but is elsewhere marsh
ground. On the north-west a much-frequented Muhammadan shrine adjoins the circumvallation,

which by its shape suggests antiquity.

The satisfaction I felt at having once more reached the vicinity of the Taklamakan, my own
favourite working-ground, acted as a special inducement for testing the persistent reports about an
‘ old town ’ which Korla people declared that they had seen, half-buried amidst the dunes in the
desert south-westwards. Such information about this local k'otek-shahri as had reached us while at
‘ Ming-oi ’ from the fear-bound tongues of Korla labourers had sounded rather vague and romantic.
It assumed, however, a more substantial form when Tahir Beg, whom the prefect of Kara-shahr had
deputed to act as my local factotum, avowed knowledge of this * old town ’. His own cousin Musa,
the ‘ Haji ’, a well-to-do farmer from the village of Tazken, he declared, had some five years before
come upon the ruins, while on a hunting expedition, in the desert west of the Konche-darya. When
subsequently the discoverer himself was produced at Korla, he described the place he had seen as
a small ruined fort with a conspicuous gate. The details he gave seemed matter of fact and at
any rate to agree in essential points with the previously communicated report. Musa Haji averred
that he had not seen the ruins again since a big dust-storm immediately after the discovery had pre-
vented return, but was prepared to guide me to the site. His statement appeared circumstantial
enough to deserve to be followed up on the spot, especially as the existence of some ruined gumbaz

,

or domed structures, in the belt of riverine jungle near the Inchike-darya was attested independently
by several Korla people, and had also been reported to Dr. Hedin on his way from Shahyar to
Korla in 1896. 9

ra Cf. Chavannes, Ancient Kholan, i. p. 540. 0
Cf. Hedin, Reisen in Z. A., p. 65.

s
Cf. Chavannes, 'Tuns occid., p. no.
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I accordingly started on New Year’s Day, 1908, to the south-west with light baggage and

a small posse of labourers and guides. All Korla was interested in what, no doubt, was locally

understood to be a real ‘ treasure quest In spite of the bitter winter cold and expected hardships,

men in numbers offered themselves as labourers, a novel experience on such occasions. Two short

marches brought us first to the extreme south-west fringe of Korla cultivation beyond Tazken, and

then across fine grazing land and luxuriant riverine jungle to the Konche-darya. We crossed the

hard-frozen river below the Konche-mazar where it fills an unfordable bed over 30 yards wide (Map

No. 45. d. 3), and then moved up the belt of riverine jungle accompanying the bed of the Charchak-

darya, which in certain years carries flood-water coming from the Kucha side.

On this march to the well and shepherd-station of Doru-sukte (Map No. 45. c. 3) I first noticed

traces of a form of cultivation which is widely practised along the lower courses of the Tarim, the

Inchike, and Konche rivers, and is not without antiquarian interest. Stretches of open level ground

which are inundated after several years’ interval by a particularly high flood can be sown in the

following spring and, as they retain sufficient moisture from that big watering, yield then an abundant

harvest. But only in very rare instances can cultivation be continued for a second year by means

of small irrigation cuts from the river-bed. Cultivation carried on in this fashion occasionally leads

to transient occupation, and objects left behind at the end of it may, when turning up as * finds
’

centuries later, give rise to quite erroneous conclusions as to the former existence of permanent

settlements on such ground.

It was in the desert belt south between the Charchak and Inchike river-beds that Musa Haji

had, as he declared, seen his ruined site. The short expedition which I made into this wholly

unsurveyed area, and which was facilitated by the ice found in a newly formed lateral lakelet of the

Inchike-darya known as Jigda-sala (Map No. 45. b. 4), proved very instructive geographically. It

showed me in typical form the constant changes brought about on this ground by shifting river-

courses and the concomitant struggle of the vegetation belts which they produce with the drift-sand,

ever close at hand to follow up local desiccation. But after several days’ search in the desert Musa

Haji had to confess his inability to find the ‘old town’ which he still firmly believed that he had

seen and approached. Fortunately I had taken care from the start to have him accompanied by

level-headed Daroghas from Korla. It was due to their careful search and topographical sense that

on a patch of bare clay steppe surrounded by lines of dunes, 8—10 feet high and strewn with dead

Toghraks and tamarisks, a small ruined circumvallation was ultimately located (Map No. 45. c. 3).

It was a circular rampart of earth, about 180 yards in circumference, about 30 feet thick at its

base and rising with its narrow top to about 1 2 feet above the present ground-level. A few pieces of

coarse but hard pottery lay near what appeared to have been the entrance. No other marks of

occupation were found on the surface
;
but it must be remembered that there were no signs of wind-

erosion either, which alone could display such relics on ground of this kind. That the enclosuie

was meant to serve as a place of safety or as a watch-post is certain, and its size and shape recalled

Merdek-tim. 10 But there was nothing to help towards determining its age. On ground subject to

moisture through riverine changes at recurring periods no ancient refuse and the like could possibly

survive. Musa Haji stoutly denied that this ruined enclosure was his ‘ old town ’—but anyhow he

could show us no other. Going about 2§ miles north, a dry river-bed lined with dead Toghraks was

crossed, and beyond this, after another i| miles and not far from the edge of the living jungle belt,

I was shown a small ruined ‘ Gumbaz ’, about 8 yards square, built of clay lumps. It manifestly

marked a Muhammadan grave, and did not look of great age. I may note here in passing that

Start for

desert site.

Intermittent

riverine

cultivation.

Search of

desert belt

south of

Charchak

river.

Remains of

circular

enclosure.

7 s
1371

10 See above, pp. 452 sq.
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shepherds from Yangi-hissar and other small oases by the high road west of Korla regularly graze

their flocks along the Inchike and Charchak river-beds.

From our next camp at Mukhtar-chol (Map No. 45. c. 3) we subsequently pushed a net of sys-

tematic reconnaissances into the desert north of the present jungle belt of the Charchak-darya in

order to test the equally positive assertions about an extensive old town which two other Korla

hunters, who had joined later, declared that they had seen in that direction some seven years earlier.

Here two old river-beds were met with, lined by the usual rows of Toghraks and tamarisk-cones

mostly dead ;
beyond extended a bare clay steppe where the drift-sand lay only in small dunes and

where the view was quite open and ranged far towards the foot of the mountains. In the end I was

able to establish with certainty that those elaborate reports, too, had no more substantial foundation

than the existence of a rude log-built hut almost buried between tamarisk-cones, evidently an old

‘ Oghil ' of herdsmen, and the occurrence of a few fragments of coarse pottery and slag found on

ground slightly eroded some 10 miles north of Mukhtar-chol. There was no indication of great age

about any of these remains, while, on the other hand, I found ocular evidence that this ground was

being still regularly visited by men in search of fuel from Charchi, a small oasis on the high road.

Close examination of the physical conditions convinced me that no permanent settlement on any

scale could have existed on this ground within historical times.

What still continued to puzzle me was how to account for the psychology and conduct displayed

by my would-be guides. Their assurance about what they believed that they had seen appeared to

be quite genuine, and they all stuck stoutly to their story, undisturbed by the fact that the location

of their respective ‘ old towns ’ avowedly differed. There was no obvious reason for conscious

imposition, since no reward for their guidance had been offered or asked for in advance. At last the

clue to the mystery revealed itself in a folk-lore belief ascertained after careful sounding. All the

Korla folk were under the spell of the old tradition, which elsewhere too haunts the outskirts of the

great desert, about ‘ old towns ’ buried by the sands and full of hidden treasure. With this tradition

is firmly coupled a belief that the demons guarding such ruins prevent those who chance upon them

from ever seeing them a second time. Musa HajI and his fellow-hunters had manifestly tried their

luck in searching for the ruins of their local kolek-s/iahri at different times and in different areas of

the desert. In offering their guidance they had acted quite bona fide,
prompted by the hope that

my supposed ‘ Wilayati ’ magic would overcome the evil genii hiding the walled town of which their

own imaginative eyes had before caught merely a glimpse—always during, or immediately before,

a dust-storm ! That I, too, failed to secure them a chance of discovering all those hidden treasures

was a source of genuine disappointment for them. The tradition accounting for all this is obviously

but a survival of old popular legends like that which Hsiian-tsang had heard at P'i-mo, west of

Khotan, and the localized form of which he records in his story- about the sand-buried town of

Ho-lao-lo-chia.u

Ruins of

Gumbag.

Section II.—FROM THE INCHIKE RIVER TO KUCHA
Meanwhile the efforts of a sober-minded Korla Yuz-bashi had secured a shepherd guide who knew

the exact position of the previously reported * Gumbaz ’ near the Inchike river. For this I set out

on January 9, and, after crossing again the dune belt south of the Charchak bed, reached the ruins on

the following day. They proved to be situated amidst dunes with plentiful remains of kotek
,
or dead

forest, at a point about 2 miles north of the Inchike river (Map No. 45. a. 4). It soon became clear

" Cf. Julien, M/moires, ii. p. 245; Watters, Yuan Chzvang, the Taklamakan about supposed ruins of a Btek-shahri
“• p„

298 ;

f
nacni Kh°t<™, <• PP- 455- 4«o- or shahr-i-kaiak, cf. Elias-Ross, Tarikh-i-Rashidi, p. 295 ,

als0

for early notices of these traditions current in oases along note, p. r 1 sq.
; Forsyth Mission Report, pp. 27 sq.
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that the remains found here were those of an old Muhammadan cemetery resembling those I had
examined more than a year before near the Charchan River. 1 The most conspicuous among them
was of a hall-like structure, about 19 feet square (Fig. 301), open to the south and built of rather

porous bricks lS" x 6" x 4". In front of this structure, at a distance of about 19 feet, stretched a low

wall, probably part of an enclosure otherwise decayed. Adjoining it was a small domed ruin 7 feet

square inside, facing south, which communicated with the enclosure by a small arched opening only

4 feet high, and evidently had served as a porch. The clearing of the hall and enclosure brought

to light only fragments of plaster with open-work ornament which seemed to have belonged to

a screen. 14

Its geometrical pattern plainly suggested Muhammadan origin, and this was soon confirmed by
the clearing of a smaller ruin situated about 160 yards to the south-east on what obviously was an

old tamarisk-cone. Here there emerged between broken walls of a narrow enclosure a low platform

about 3! feet long, which obviously marked a Muslim grave. A wooden tablet, of the ‘Takhtl’

shape, about 18 inches long, turned up close to the platform and retained traces of Arabic writirig.

Another completely decayed structure about 300 yards west of the first proved to be that of a small

Mazar surrounded by graves in which the skeletons, partly exposed, were all laid in the orthodox

Muhammadan fashion. The whole site had evidently served as a Muhammadan burial-ground, but

not in recent times
;
for the Toghrak beams and posts found at the ruins looked almost as withered

and fissured as those I had found exposed at sites like Dandan-oilik or Kara-dong. A Yangi-hissar

shepherd acknowledged that he had seen one or two similar gumbaz further west in the desert. But

as he could or would not indicate their exact position, and their character could not be in doubt,

I refrained from a search for them.

From this point I marched up the Inchike-darya on January 12, and then at the shepherd’s hut

of Chong-tokai separated from R. B. Lai Singh. While he was to follow the previously unmapped

river-course right through to Shahyar, I myself struck through the broad belt of unsurveyed desert

north-westwards and, after covering by two forced marches the intervening distance of some 60 miles,

reached the great northern caravan route at the oasis of Bugur. I he ground traversed to this

point, as shown in Map No. 42, offered no scope for antiquarian observations. It consisted in the

south of alternating belts of drift-sand and of riverine jungle along the,Charchak-darya bed, while

north of Kok-chol followed a wide expanse of grazing and marshes in which the river of Bugur ter-

minates. Being anxious to reach Kucha as soon as possible, I could spare no time for visiting old

remains about Bugur. Nor do I propose to record here what the rapid examination en route of

certain obviously ancient watch-towers and ruined posts along the high road to Kucha showed me.

In 1913 I had occasion to survey in detail any old remains that could be traced along the Korla-

Kucha road, which undoubtedly marks the line followed since Han times by the ‘ Northern route’,

the great highway for Chinese trade and military movements. It is hence in the report on my third

1 See above, pp. 305 sq.
*a The following list describes these fragments

:

Gumbaz. Korla. 001. Stucco relief fr. Part

of open-work panel for applying to solid background.

Within plain frame, design of contingent circles, joined by

round-headed double rivets, and containing ‘ Maltese’ crosses.

Design peculiarly ‘Coptic’ in character. Clay mixed with

fine hair
; remains of white slip on face. 5' X fii' x i"-

Gumbaz. Korla. 002. Stucco relief fr. of open-

work panel; part of plain frame and design apparently of

interlaced squares. Clay mixed with fine hair; remains of

white slip. 2 X r X i,',

Gumbaz. Korla. 003. Stucco relief fr. of open-

work panel, with geometric design of intersecting straight

lines, circles, etc., joined by round-headed rivets. Clay mixed

with fine hair; remains of white slip. 3!' x 2|" X .

Gumbaz. Korla. 004. Stucco relief fr. of open-

work panel with rectilinear design of interlacing hexagons

within a plain frame ;
closely resembles much ‘ Coptic ’ work.

Clay mixed with fine hairs
;

plentiful remains of white slip.

. 1* y .1" y A"
4 a * 3 2 * 2

•
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journey that observations on the historical topography and old remains of the Bugur-Kucha section

can more appropriately be discussed.

I may, however, conveniently add here some remarks concerning the ground to the south

which was touched by our surveys along the Inchike, or Shahyar, River. There can, I think.be no

doubt that the area comprising the riverine tracts between the Inchike-darya and the Tarim from

below Shahyar to the vicinity of the Konche-darya is identical with the territory of Ch'ii-li ^
which the Former Han Annals repeatedly mention in connexion with an early Chinese military

colony. 2 The special notice on Ch'ii-li tells us that this territory, the modest resources of which are

sufficiently indicated by the mention of a population of ‘ 130 families, comprising 1,480 persons with

150 troops, had Wei-li as its neighbour on the north-east, Chii-mo on the south-east, and Ching-

chiieh on the south. 3 The river it adjoined led westwards to Kucha at a distance of 580 li.
4

A glance at the general map shouts that the position here described with reference to Wei-li (Kara-

kum-Tikenlik), Chii-mo (Charchan), Ching-chueh (Niya Site), and Kucha corresponds exactly to that

occupied by the riverine tracts above indicated.

The maps Nos. 39, 42 will show how small and scattered are the patches of cultivation to be

found now along the line of the Inchike-darya surveyed by R. B. Lai Singh, and the same remark

applies equally to the corresponding section of the Tarim River south of it, as was seen on its

survey in 1915. Nevertheless the possibility of cultivation, whether permanent or of the inter-

mittent type above mentioned, is proved within the limits fixed by the physical difficulties which

frequent changes in the river-courses and risks of exceptional floods and abnormally low water-levels

must necessarily imply on such ground. It thus becomes possible to account for the efforts which

the Chinese, during the earliest period of their expansion into the Tarim Basin, made for establishing

a military agricultural colony in Ch'ii-li.

These efforts began immediately after the successful expedition to Ta-yiian or Farghana

(101 b. c.), when we are told of several hundred military colonists being settled at Lun-t'ai
fj^ |§|

and Ch'ii-li. 5 The identity of Lun-t'ai with the relatively large oasis of Bugur (Map No. 42. a . 1,2;

39. D. 1) has been recognized long ago and is certain. 6 The Former Han Annals’ notice of Ch'ii-li,

after referring to this first establishment of the colony, reproduces at length a memorial addressed

to the Emperor Wu-ti in 90 b.c. and the rescript issued in reply, which clearly suggest that its

success was then of short duration. 7 Incidentally, however, we receive a glimpse of the natural

difficulties besetting agriculture on such ground in the references which the memorial makes to the

need of improving the naturally fertile soil there by ‘ drains and watercourses ’ and of settling the

indigenous people, who manifestly were semi-nomadic like the present Lopliks. The hope expressed

was that ‘ following their original vocation of rearing cattle, they would also clear the land ’.

The proposal made in the memorial of re-establishing military colonies at Lun-t'ai and in the

territories of Ch'ii-li and Chieh-chih 8 east of it was negatived at the time. But in 68 B.c. the

2 This identification has been correctly indicated already

by Dr. Herrmann, Seidenstrassen, p. 121. It is in no way

affected by an apparent misapprehension as to the present

physical conditions of this tract, as shown by his reference to

an ‘ oasis Ormang
3

Cf. Wylie, Notes on the Western Regions, J. Anthrop.

Inst., xi. p. 95.
4 This is obviously the sense of the passage which

Mr. Wylie translates : ‘ It (Ch'ii-li) is bounded on the west by

a river, which leads to Kuei-tzu (Kucha) at a distance of

580 li.’ The Muzart-darya flowing past Kucha and Shahyar

and lower down known as the Inchike-darya is clearly meant.

5 Cf. Wylie, J. Anthrop. Inst., x. p. 22; for a lucid dis-

cussion of this passage in the Ch'ien Han shu, see Chavannes,
T'oung-pao, 1907, p. 153, note 2.

3 See Wylie, J. Anthrop. Inst., x. p. 22. The Ch'ien Han
shu, ibid., xi. p. 99, declares Lun-t'ai conterminous with the

territory of Ch'ii-li.

7 See Wylie,/. Anthrop. Inst., xi. pp. 95 sq.
8 This Chuh-chih jvj of the text translated by Mr.

Wylie is not mentioned elsewhere. The indicated position

eastwards suggests its possible identity with the oases of Yangi-
hissar and Chadir on the present high road east of Bugur.

At one of these, I believe, must be located Wu-Iei
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Chinese commander Ch£ng Chi formed a military encampment with 1,500 Chinese troops in Chinese

Ch'u-li, and during the following years made this territory his base for a series of successful

operations against Chii-shih, or Turfan, which led to the complete subjugation of that state and

even to the extension of Chinese control over the Hsiung-nu tribes immediately to the north-east

of it .

9 In recognition of these achievements Cheng Chi was in 60 b.c. made the first ‘ Protector-

General ’ (Tu-hu ^ H|),
and as the Cfiien Han skit places henceforth the seat of this chief political

representative of the Empire in the Western regions at Wu-lei, north of Ch'u-li, i.e. at Yangi-hissar

or Chadir
,

10
it is reasonable to assume that the selection of this particular locality was dictated by its

vicinity to Ch'U-li, the original base of Cheng Chi’s far-reaching activity.

In view of what has been explained above as to the physical drawbacks to permanent settle- Military

ment in the riverine tract represented by the ancient Ch'u-li, it might appear difficult at first sight
*f

V

p

a

0
"-^e

n

S

to account for the importance which the Chinese evidently attached to its colonization during those

early operations. In reality it must have been mainly due to the advantageous position which the

tract occupies relative to the great Chinese road via Lou-lan, the ancient
1 Northern route ’. From

the map it is easy to see that this small Mesopotamia lies on the most direct line connecting Lou-lan

with Kucha and the other main oases westwards. Through it passes also the nearest route for

reaching the latter from the present Lop region or Shan-shan, a route still regularly used for caravan

traffic at the present day. This point must have claimed all the more attention because we know

that Ch£ng Chi was charged also with the protection of the
1 Southern route’ passing through Shan-shan

westwards .
11 Finally it should be noted that Ch'u-li supplied a more convenient base for operations

towards Kara-shahr and thence towards Turfan than Lou-lan could ever have done. Lou-lan lay

far away from the small states in the Tarim Basin upon which the Chinese had to depend for their

auxiliary forces, and was separated from Turfan by the great barren plateaus of the Kuruk-tagh,

a formidable obstacle in the matter of supplies and transport. The very fact that Ch u-li held only

a very thin indigenous population, while potentially fertile lands were abundant, may have furnished

an additional reason for choosing it for a military colony.

But however this may be, the drawbacks presented by nature on ground where river-beds are Protector-

constantly shifting and canals, whether for irrigation or drainage, most difficult to maintain must have

soon made themselves felt there quite as much as they would nowadays. It is to them, I believe, at Wu-lei.

that we may safely attribute both the selection of Wu-lei for the Protector-Generals seat from

60 b.c. onwards and the complete disappearance of Ch'u-li from the later Chinese records. Neither

in the Later Han Annals’ account of the Western regions nor in that of the Wet ho do we find

the territory mentioned again under that or any other1 name. Its importance for the Chinese had

evidently been ephemeral. What with this and the destruction inseparable from constant riverine

changes, the total absence of ancient remains in this region can in no way cause surprise.

Section III.—THROUGH THE TAKLAMAKAN TO KARA-DONG

My stay at Kucha which I reached on January 17, was bound to be short and busy. It was Reasons for

there that I finally had to settle all plans and arrangements for the journey which was to take me gg™"*

right through the whole width of the desert basin to the southern edge of the Taklamakan. Already,

from 60 b.c. onwards the seat of theChinese Protector-Gener.il ;
selection for an agricultural colony very unlikely.

cf. Herrmann, Seidenslrassen, p. 38, note 4. Charchi, west of
9 See Wylie,/. Anthrop. Inst.

,
x.. pp. 107 sqq.; Chavannes,

Korla, which {ibid. p. 121) is proposed as a location of Chieh- T oung-pao, 1907, P- *S4, note 1.

chih on account of the apparent similarity of the name, is ,

10 Cf. Wylie, / Anlhrop. Inst., x,. p. 95 ;
also above,

a much smaller place than either of the above oases—though note 8.

its name for some reason is printed very prominently in
11 See Chavannes, T oung-pao, 1907, p. 154, note 1.

Hr. Hassenstein’s map. Its scanty water-supply makes its
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while I was near Korla, I had learned from a letter of Rai Ram Singh, written after he had reached

Khotan via Charkhlik, that the search set on foot under my instructions of the preceding spring and

carried out by some of my old ‘treasure-seeking’ guides on the Khotan side had resulted in the

tracing of several unexplored sites in the desert below Keriya and Khotan. A letter from my old

friend and factotum Badruddln Khan, the Aksakal of Indian and Afghan traders at Khotan, which

a trader just arrived delivered to me at Kucha, confirmed this information. The details it gave of

the great number of ‘ old houses ’, i.e. ruined structures, traced at several of these sites, and about

the position of the latter, furnished ground for believing that I should need all the time that could

possibly be secured in order to explore them before the heat and the sand-storms of the spring would

make work on that ground impracticable.

This consideration compelled a move south as early as possible, and as Kara-dong near the

terminal course of the Keriya River was reported as a site where more ruins had come to light

since my visit of 1901, I decided to strike due south from Kucha to where the Keriya River dies

away in the sand, and thus to save time by a ‘ short cut I knew well that this desert crossing was

beset with serious difficulties and risks also. But Dr. Hedin’s pioneer journey of 1896 showed that

it was practicable, if prepared and carried through with due care and precautions. The saving in

time which this plan promised to effect was a great attraction—and so, too, to me personally,

I confess, the chance of once more crossing the very heart of the desert. For the safe transport to

Khotan of my heavy convoy of antiques, making up twenty-four camel-loads, there offered itself

conveniently the well-known trade route leading up the dry bed of the Khotan River, and on this

it was accordingly started under the care of Chiang Ssu-yeh.

The considerations here briefly indicated will explain why during my week’s stay at Kucha

I could make no attempt to supplement in any way the protracted labours which had been devoted

to the plentiful ancient remains of this great and important oasis during the preceding five years

by Japanese, Russian, German, and French archaeological expeditions. I managed, however, to

visit practically all the chief ruined sites within a day’s ride from Kucha town, the interesting cave-

temples near Kum-tura, Kizil-kaghe, and Klrish, and the large temple ruins of Duldur-akhur and

Su-bashi (Map No. 34. n-o. 1,2; Fig. 292). To notice at the last two sites the systematic

thoroughness and care with which their final clearing had been effected by the French Mission

under Professor P. Pelliot was a source of special satisfaction. Useful information was collected

also from local Afghan traders as to the necessarily rather different operations by which so many
important acquisitions of ancient manuscripts from Kucha, including the famous ‘ Bower Manuscript’,

now mainly in the British collection formed under Dr. Hoernle’s care, had been secured since 1890.

Kucha has at all periods been one of the most important territories in the Tarim Basin, in many
ways a worth)- pendant of Khotan owing to its geographical position and the role it has played in

Buddhist art and civilization. It is hence particularly fortunate that Professor Sylvain Ldvi, in the

same masterly paper in which he has proved the identity of the remarkable Indo-European language

previously designated as ‘ Tokhari B ’ with the tongue once spoken at Kucha, has also furnished us

with a lucid and exhaustive analysis of all historical data about Kucha found in the Chinese Annals

and other sources. 1 This makes it easier for me to leave whatever observations I might have to

offer on the historical topography of Kucha, and on the part which geographical conditions have

played in determining the importance of this great and flourishing oasis in ancient times, for the

report on my third journey. Then I was able to devote a number of weeks to a close survey both

of the actually cultivated area and of that which, as is proved by the evidence of numerous ancient

sites found scattered in the scrubby desert to the east, south, and west, must once have formed part

1
Cf. S. L£vi, Le ' Tokharitn B \ langue dc Koutcha,J. Asia/., 1913, sept.-oct., pp. 323-80.
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of it. Here, as in the case of the ancient oases south of the Taklamakan, the question of ‘ desicca-

tion ’ is bound to force itself upon the attention of the antiquarian student.

On January 25 I left Kucha town, and on the following day reached Shahyar, the furthest

settlement to the south and now the head-quarters of a separate district. A day's halt had to suffice

for the last preparations, which included the raising of a month and a halfs supplies for my relatively

large party, and after moving south across the frozen Tarim we left the last shepherds
5

huts behind

on January 30. The trying and, as experience showed, distinctly hazardous journey across high

dunes for a marching distance of close on 180 miles has been fully described in my Personal

Narrative. 2 The detailed account given there of the physical features of the true ‘ Sea of Sand ’

we traversed renders it unnecessary to record here the manifold observations of geographical interest

which this desert crossing enabled me to make, and which the Maps Nos. 30, 35, 36 will help to

illustrate in their topographical aspects. It must suffice here to indicate those few points which

have a bearing, direct or indirect, on the question whether this vast dune-covered area has been

visited by man during historical or prehistorical times.3

From the Achchik-darya (Map No. 35. b. 2), where we crossed the last traceable dry bed

occasionally receiving water from the Tarim, to our Camp 317 (Map No. 35. b. 4), a direct distance

of about 28 miles, the east-west bearing of the high sand ridges, or
1 Dawans ’, crossed in succession,

lay approximately parallel to the Tarim. This furnished a clear indication that the system of drift-

sand formations on this ground was mainly influenced by the great riverine belt that it borders. The
patches of bare clay crossed here in places, however, did not yield any stone-age or other relics such

as would mark ground occupied by small temporary settlements of hunters or herdsmen in

prehistoric times.

From Camp 317 to the south, a distinct change made itself noticeable in the configuration of

the high ridges of sand as distinguished from individual dunes. The ‘ Dawans
5

,
too distant from

our track for any safe estimate of height, but certainly rising in places up to 150 feet or more and

continuous for miles, now invariably bore from north-north-east to south-south-west. This is, as the

general map will show at a glance, exactly the general bearing of the course of the lower Keriya

River, which itself is determined by the configuration of the slope contours in this part of the great

desert basin. This direction of the Dawans is an unmistakable sign that the Keriya River once

reached so far
;
for it is a constant observation made everywhere, both in the Taklamakan and in

the Lop region, that the drift-sand near river-beds, whether dead or still carrying water, is heaped

up in ‘ Dawans ’ parallel to the latter. 4

A striking confirmation is supplied by the fact that in the groups of living Toghraks which

were met with at short intervals for a direct distance of over 13 miles south of Camp 3x7, as seen

in Map No. 35. b. 4, the trees were found everywhere growing in lines roughly directed from north-

east to south-west or north to south. The tendency of wild poplars and other trees in the riverine

jungle belts of the Tarim Basin to range themselves close to the river banks or parallel to them is

a well-established fact. ' I may add that the identical bearing was observed also in the rows of

Toghraks, living or more frequently dead, that were met with at rare intervals on the three marches

south of Camp 318. Water, which up to this halting-place was obtained from shallow wells dug in

2
See Desert Cathay

,

ii. pp. 379-405.
3

I may conveniently note here that about two miles to

the south of the last shepherds’ huts at Samsak-daryasi (Map
R°* 35- b. r) I found traces of old fields, probably dating

from some intermittent cultivation carried on many years ago

on ground reached by occasional floods from the Tarim.

About 2-| miles to the south-east of these huts I was

shown a small mound known as Kizil-dong where some

ddbris of rough pottery indicated occupation of uncertain date.

4
Cf. above, pp. 451 sq. ;

Hedin, Central Asia, i. p. 363.
5 Cf. e.g. Hedin, Reise/i in Z.-A., pp. 54 sq.; above,

PP- 355> 452-
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depressions, could no longer be reached at the next two camps. But some miles before Camp 320,

at a point marked in Map No. 36. b. 2, 1 noticed the first indication of an ancient river-bed in

a narrow steep-banked depression, running from south to north, half smothered by dunes but

undoubtedly cut by water action.

On the evening of the following day, February 6, having shaped our course now to S. 190° W.,

we reached a big ‘ Dawan ’, rising to 300 feet or so. Surmounting it we found ourselves suddenly

before a belt of dead forest that unmistakably marked the northern end of an old dried-up delta

of the Keriya River. Here at Camp 321 (Map No. 36. a. 2) a well yielding fresh water could be

dug in- a depression eroded ages ago by the dying river. There could be no doubt here that we
had rightly struck, as expected, the ancient termination of the dune-covered delta in which the

Keriya River loses itself. Yet it was also at this point that the most trying portion of our desert

crossing commenced. For the difficulties encountered through want of water and guidance in this

most deceptive dead delta I may refer to my Personal Narrative. It will suffice here to state that

it took us six more marches before we discovered the shallow ice sheet of the dying river (Map

No. 30 . d. 2 ). It had taken a new course, as it proved, some four years earlier, a considerable

distance to the west of the one which Dr. Hedin had followed in 1896 (see Map No. 30. d. 2).

It was at Camp 323, some 25 miles in a straight line from our entry into this forbidding dry

delta, that the first sign of human presence at a past epoch was met with in the shape of a small

worked flake of flint,
3a similar to those found so plentifully on the way to the Lou-lan Site.6 It was

picked up on bare eroded ground within an ancient river-bed, and was certainly of palaeolithic

origin. Some nine miles further south and by the same ancient bed a piece of charred wood
turned up, also a sign of some human’s visit which on such ground might be centuries old. But

it was not until after tramping for another 24 miles or so that we came upon definite proof of

temporary human occupation in times gone by in the shape of the badly decayed remains of

a herdsman’s hut (Map No. 30. d. i). By ascending the actual river-bed for two marches we passed

out of the area of bare dunes and dead jungle into a riverine belt of living vegetation. Finally

we found ourselves, near the grazing-ground of Yoghan-kum (Map No. 30. d. 3), at the point which

I had recognized already in 1901 as the head of the Keriya River delta. On the way we had passed

within less than four miles of the ruined site of Kara-dong (Map No. 30. d. 2) without knowing it.

It was in connexion with the ruins of a fortified station there explored in 1901 that I had
occasion to discuss before the possibility of a regular route having in ancient times led from the

end of the Keriya River to the Tarim, and thus on to Kucha. 61 The personal experience gained

and the survey effected on the desert crossing just briefly recorded have led me to modify to some
extent the conclusion then arrived at. I still believe that the opening up of a route by maintaining
wells and small posts along a line roughly corresponding to the one we followed, and by marking
the track where the line is particularly liable to be lost, would be practicable. The belief of the

energetic Keriya Amban who actually planned such a route, according to M. Grenard’s report in

1 893,
7 was well founded. But in view of the almost total absence of camel-grazing between the

southernmost dry bed of the Tarim and a march or two below the shepherd station of Tonguz-baste
(Map No. 30. d. 3), and taking into account the great distance intervening, I do not think that such
a route could nowadays ever become a regular trade route.

Conditions may possibly have been somewhat better in Han or even in T'ang times, assuming
that the terminal course of the Keriya River has since then shrunk considerably through desiccation.

5a C. 323. oox. Fr. of flint blade, found in old river- 6 See above, pp. 356 sq.

bed near Camp 323, Keriya River delta; broken. Length cf. Ancient Khotan, pp. 449 Sq.
of whole if". 7

Cf. Grenard, Mission Dutreuil de Rhins, i. p. 172.
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But direct historical or archaeological evidence to prove this there is none. Topographical

indications that the waters of the Keriya River once reached or closely approached the Tarim
there are, as already mentioned. 8 But I can see no means for fixing the chronological limits of the

change even approximately. Mlrza Haidar's statement about the Keriya River being among the

rivers which empty their waters into the great lake in the desert eastwards is not likely to be based

on actual observation, direct or indirect, but reflects only popular belief, which in matters of

Turkestan hydrography is usually of the vaguest. 9

What, however, I feel now firmly convinced of from personal knowledge of the ground is the

probability that this short line through the desert has served since early times for occasional

communication in case of special needs. That the hunters and shepherds visiting the terminal

course of the Keriya River at present know of its practicability as an oghre-yol, ‘ thieves’ track ’, is

certain. It was this knowledge which induced my faithful old ‘treasure-seeking’ guide Turdi to

aid, about 1903, the attempt of a Khotan Beg who tried to escape from trouble with the local

Chinese administration by crossing the desert from the river’s end to Shahyar—an adventure that

ended badly for the Beg as well as for honest Turdi.10 For exploits of this shady kind, for the

expeditions of robbers and others who had reason to avoid the highways, etc., this ‘ short

cut’ through the Taklamakan is always likely to have been a temptation. It is in this sense,

I believe, that we have to interpret the popular tradition recorded in an old Turki legendary,

or Tadhkira, which pretends to describe the surprise attack made upon the infidels about

Keriya by a band of Muslim warriors who came from the Tarim by the route of the Keriya

River.11

After revisiting Tonguz-baste on the bed of 1901, now wholly abandoned by the river, and

securing guides and additional labourers among the shepherds encountered, I proceeded once more

to the ruined site of Kara-dong (Map No. 30. d. 2). I found that the report about additional ruins

having come to light from among the dunes since my visit of 1901 was true, though their number

and extent proved scanty. Little had changed at the great ruined quadrangle (Fig. 302), of which

the portions not completely smothered by high sands had already been explored then. 12 But

elsewhere, to the south and south-east where the ground was more open and the dunes less high,

the latter had shifted their position to an extent which disclosed ruined dwellings not previously

noticed. As the site-plan, Plate 55, shows, the area over which these remains could now be traced

stretches from south to north for a distance of close on a mile, with a width of about one-third of

a mile. Bare patches of eroded ground within this area showed plentiful pottery debris, and this

was traceable also more thinly for about half a mile further south. Of special interest was the

discovery, immediately on my return to the site, of two small irrigation canals found now cropping

out from among the dunes. Each was traced at a number of points with a bearing from south to

north and a clear width of i| feet at the bottom. In conjunction with another new discovery, that

8 See above, p. 1 2 39.
9

Cf. EHas-Ross, Tarikh-i-Rashidi, p. 406. It is signifi-

cant that he calls the lake Kuk Naur, i.e. Koko-nor, and

elsewhere reproduces the ancient Chinese fiction about the

Huang Ho issuing from the same lake.
10

Cf. Desert Cathay, i. p. 17 5.
11

Cf. Grenard, Mission Dutreuil de Rhins, iii. p. 44.

I have thought at times that it might have been by some

track leading to the terminal Keriya River and thence, per-

haps, via Dandan-oilik that Fa-hsien and his companions

starting from Kara-shahr or Korla * managed to go straight

forward in a south-west direction’; and ‘in the course of

a month and five days they succeeded in reaching Yti-t'ien

(Khotan)’; cf. Legge, Travels 0/Fd-hien, pp. 15 sq. ‘1 hey

found the country uninhabited as they went along. The

difficulties which they encountered in crossing the streams

and on their route, and the sufferings which they endured,

were unparalleled in human experience.’

The time recorded for the journey is remarkably short,

and the description suggests the use of a very direct but ex-

ceptionally trying route. This would point to a track as

above indicated after crossing the Inchike and Tarim rivers.

But in the absence of details the question cannot be settled.

12 See Ancient Khotan
,

i. pp. 4 46 sqq.
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of some dead trunks of cultivated poplars and fruit-trees, it proved that a small agricultural colony

must have existed near the fortified station.

The largest of the ruins, Ka. 1 (Figs 303, 304), was that of a good-sized dwelling with wattle

and timber walls of a type practically identical with that found in the houses of the Niya Site. Its

plan and internal arrangements (Plate 55) showed also very close resemblance to the latter. But

here, as in the dwellings of Lou-lan, the timber used was exclusively of the wild poplar. The

ruined house, in the main portion cleared,13 was filled with 6 to 8 feet of sand. Owing to the

immediate vicinity of a dune rising to 1 2 feet or more, some rooms to the east could not be excavated

with the dozen men or so available. For the same reason no search could be made for any refuse-

heaps outside which might have preserved archaeologically useful relics. The objects brought to

light are described in the List below. Among them may be mentioned the wooden lock and key,

Ka. 1. 001-2
; a dagger-like iron tool, Ka. 1. 003; several amphorae, Ka. 1. 0019 (Plate IV;

Fig. 307) ;
strong woollen fabrics of different kinds, Ka. 1. 0014-16. All these closely resemble

finds of the same kind made at the Niya and Lou-lan Sites. So does also the piece of an open-

work wooden screen seen in Fig. 307. A rectangular wooden tablet, Ka. 1. i. 001 ,
is also of a type

frequent among the wooden documents of a Niya Site, but has lost all traces of writing.

At Ka. 11 were found the remains of a dwelling mainly of timber and wattle, badly destroyed

by wind-erosion and subsequently overgrown by tamarisks, which had helped to form a sand-cone

some 7 feet high above it, but were dead now. No objects were found on clearing this. The
remains of a third ruined dwelling, Ka. hi (Fig. 305), were also buried in a tamarisk-cone, which

was, however, still living
;
the walls were built here of timber with plastered vertical bundles of

rushes and reeds. Apart from a large pottery jar, a plain wooden plank-bed, 7f by \\ feet, was

the only find here. Four more small dwellings, of which the position is marked in the site-plan,

were found either completely eroded down to the foundation beams or else too deeply buried by the

side of high dunes to permit of excavation with the limited number of men available.

Scanty as are the newly explored remains of the site and the objects found on it, they yet

furnish definite evidence that a small agricultural settlement must have existed here far away in the

desert, and not merely a small frontier guard-post, as I had been led previously to assume. With
regard to the probable date, too, of the site, not merely as regards its character, the new observa-

tions permit us, I think, to form a clearer view. The resemblance in the construction of the houses

and in the type of the objects of daily use found there is sufficiently close to justify the attribution

of the ruins approximately to the period when the Niya and Lou-lan Sites were abandoned, i.e. the

third-fourth century a. d. With this dating the two coins found close to Ka. 1 fully agree
; they

are both Wu-chu pieces, apparently of the second-third century a . d . The coins found on the

occasion of my first visit, fourteen in all, were also either Wtt-chu pieces or else uninscribed.14 The
few tiny bits of paper found in 1901 among the debris of the ruined quadrangle 15 raise no longer any
chronological difficult}', since the discoveries at Lou-lan have proved that the use of paper by the

side of wood as writing material had reached the Tarim Basin by the middle of the third century,

if not somewhat earlier.

Even now we cannot determine the immediate cause which may have led to the abandonment
of the small settlement. But my previous remarks as to the possibility of this having been caused

by a change in the course of the river which deprived the site of its water-supply 16 have since

received striking illustration by what I was able to observe myself on my renewed visit. The
river, which in 1901 was fully eleven miles away from Kara-dong at its nearest point, flowed seven

13 Marked with the broad arrow in plan, PI. 55.
11 See Ancient Khotan.

14
Cf. Ancient Khotan

,
i. p. 447. " Cf. ibid., i. p. 451.
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years later within three miles of it, in what obviously is but an extension of the old Toldama bed

already noted in 1901. Of the difficulties as regards irrigation which even a small change in the

course of a river may cause where there is not adequate labour to cope with it, I have had repeated

occasion to speak before. 17

OBJECTS EXCAVATED OR FOUND AT KARA-DONG SITE

Ka. 001. Bronze wire bent almost in circle
;
each end

flattened and pierced for attachment. Prob. handle to

vessel (?). Length 6|*, diam. of wire §*.

Ka. 00a. Bronze wire bent almost into ring. Diam. of

ring f' X ¥, of wire

Ka. 003. Fr. of pottery, from jug handle. Straight, with

edges rounded ; one side flat
;
the other convex. Clay

dark grey with white granulations. On convex side is

impression of intaglio seal, showing a horse (?) to R.,

prancing with tail upwaved
; cf. Rhodian wine amphorae.

11
" x 1^' x I*. Found 19. ii. 08.

Ka. x. 001. Wooden key for lock of type Kha. v. 006,

but of unusually large size. Five peg-holes, and one not

completed near handle ; two pegs remaining. Notch cut

in each side at end. Handle has raised shoulder, narrows

to waist, and swells out again to head, which is pierced for

suspension. Hard and well-preserved. Length nf',
width (of key) 1

Ka. 1. 002. a-b. Wooden bolt and tumbler-block for

lock of type Kha. v. 006 ;
belonging to each other. Four

holes, disposed . •
.

• Bolt (a) shows groove for check-pin,

and tumbler-block {b) retains one peg. Found in door.

Good condition.
(
a

)

4j'xq'xj'; {b) = 1
' to iff" X

i!'x£'

Ka. x. 003. Iron weapon or tool. Leaf-shaped dagger

blade, two-edged, much corroded and point broken. End
of tang fixed in cylindrical wooden handle (not orig. one),

which swells out at ends to give firmer grip. Round end

near blade is scratched chevron orn. of 5-6 lines. Blade

3?* X 1 (gr. width)
;
handle 4§' X Jg" to 1' (diam.).

Ka. x. 004, Wooden weaving stick (?) as L.B. 0011.

Long end broken. Length ,
diam. §" to

Ka. 1. 005-6. Two wooden ‘dead-eyes’, as T. xiv.

a. 004; 005, V-shaped; 006, large U-shaped, worn by

friction of rope on inner side of apex. Apex to base, 00

j

1 a . 006 3"
; across base, 00j 006 3^'.

Ka. i. 007. Wooden peg, prob. for fastening to end of

rope to tighten knot. Groove in centre. Tapers from

Cer
^
re and spreads out again at ends. Length zf ”, diam.

jre* to As’-

Ka. 1. 008. Wooden crutch-like object, resembling

N- xm. i. 002 ; L.A. 1. iv, 009. Cross-piece round in

section, 1 J" from end, stem is shaved down to groove, as

17
See e.g. Ancient Khotan, i. pp. 419 sq. ;

above, p. 2 75 >

seen at break of N. xm. i. 002 and complete in L.A. 1. iv.

009. Length of straight piece 5^', of cross-piece 2^"

diam. §*.

Ka. x. 0010. Terra-cotta spinning-whorl ; red clay,

dome-shaped, pierced vertically. Up sides run four lines

flanked on each side by a row of incised pear-shaped dots.

H. diam.

Ka. 1. 0011. Section of conical piece of gourd (?).

H. -5", diam. f" to 1".

Ka. 1. 0012. Wooden stick with bark, ends bevelled.

Across one side are cut a succession of four grooves semi-

circular in section c. 1" wide. Use uncertain, but perhaps

tally. Length diam.
-f'.

Ka. 1. 0013. Wooden comb like L.A. vm. 001 ;
broken.

H. 31
5
g

<

', width c. 2|", length of teeth ijg", five teeth to 1".

Ka. 1. 0014. Fabric frs. including two pieces of strong

dark brown woollen (?) fabric, very firmly woven, weft

close-pressed concealing warp; two frs. buff cotton (?)

fabric, one fine, the other coarse ;
one fr. thick red silk,(?)

fabric, plain weave ;
one fr. fine yellow cotton (?) fabric

;

and one fr. of fine twill woollen fabric printed with

repeating pattern of dot rosettes alternating with plain

round spots, ground light red, pattern buff. Gr. M. (dark

brown fabric) 9' x f. Printed" fr. c. sq.

Ka. 1. 0015. Misc. frs. of string ; including goat’s-hair (?)

three-strand cord in diam.
;

tangle of three-ply fine

string JJ in diam. (as used for warp of 0016), and strip

of buff felt twisted into cord. Gr. length 1
1".

Ka. 1. 0016. Pieces ofthick felt-lined carpet or coat (?)

of buff woollen and goat s-hair fabric. Fis. of two different

materials remain : (a) has thick w arp of two-strand goat’s-

hair string, and much finer woollen weft, close-pressed so

that it hides warp and gives ribbed surface on each side

;

weave very firm and regular; (b) has same kind of weft

on twisted woollen warp, and weave is same, but into the

fabric, in rows apart, are knotted ends of buff woollen

yarn leaving ragged 1” pile on back; ct. L.A. 1. ii. 001.

Three pieces of
(
b) remain, one sewn to (a). On front

of both was layer of buff and brown felt (of which patches

remain), sewn on with string. Many holes. Gr. fr. c,

i'6’X9*.

Ka. 1. 0017. Fabric frs. including three pieces of coarse

goal’s-hair fabric, with single twisted weft on warp of two-

ThirdJourney 0/ Exploration, Geogr. Journal, xlviii. p. ir6.

7 T 2
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ply goat’s-hair string, with layer of buff felt sewn over
;
and

ragged fr. of buff cotton (?) fabric, plain weave, warp and

weft threads running in pairs. Gr. M. i' 2" x 9".

Ka. x. 0018. Fr. of pottery ; coarse hard brick-red clay.

Hand-made. Gr. M. if".

Ka. 1. 0019. Pottery amphora, intact. On small ring

base is globular body, from which rises short round neck

with slightly everted rim. On shoulders stand two per-

pendicular handles, which turn in at right angles to join

neck just below rim. Hand-made ;
coarse gritty red clay ;

no orn. H. of whole io§", of neck 25'; gr. diam. c. 8",

of neck 2" to 2|". PI. IV.

Ka. 1. i. 001. Rectang. wooden tablet with hole at one

corner. Traces of pink paint, but no writing. 6|" x sf"

xi'toj'

Ka, in. 001-2. Two specimen frs. of roughly

carved wooden panel; much warped and soft. 001,

7|"x2"xi"; 002, 7i'xi|'xr. 1^'.



CHAPTER XXXI

RUINED SITES EAST AND NORTH OF KHOTAN

Section I.—THE SITE OF FARHAD-BEG-YAILAKI

A reconnaissance which R. B. Lai Singh had, during my work at Kara-dong, carried out in

the desert north and north-west revealed no traces of ancient occupation beyond that site. I or
R

.

yen

was information about old remains further down obtainable from any of the shepherds and hunters

of wild camels whom we could find. So leaving Kara-dong on February 22, 1 movec up t e river

in order to meet as early as possible the party of my old ‘ treasure-seekers
,
for whose dispatch

from Khotan I had arranged through Sir G. Macartney’s kind help before leaving Kucha Fol owing

the route familiar since 1901, I was able to ascertain that the river s course a ove o., an

showed but very little change, a fact fully accounted for by the high ‘ Dawans which accompany 1

on both sides. On February 25 this concentration across a vast space of desert was successfu ly

secured when a dozen familiar ‘ Taklamakanchis under old Turdis nephew oze jome m

Kochkar-oghil (Map No. 31. c. 1). . , ^ ^ r.

The information they brought enabled me to settle my plans and move straight to the de ert Deceptive

belt north of the Domoko oasis. There they had succeeded in trac ing,
1^

en away am
north of

ridges of dunes and belts of tamarisk-cones, an extensive but scattered senes of ruined dwell ngs 2W,
and Buddhist shrines which had escaped us in 1906, while at work at a a 1 ,

some 1

the south-west. Of the very deceptive nature of the ground surrounding these remains 1 had

a striking experience when, after moving from the Keriya River, as in 1901, to tie tormina

of the Shxvul stream 1 (Map No. 3 1. b. 4). we made our way westwards across the san y jug

where the ruins were declared to be situated near the end of the omo o yar.

/x
,°

U

%n
rightly taken with the assistance of our previous surveys had brought us at amp 04 1 *P J

,

to within 2 miles of the principal portion of the site, my experience gui es, no
close-set

approached it from this side, failed to locate the ruins, scattered as they are in he maze of do .set

tamarisk-cones .
2 Not having found water we were obliged to move south-west, where p

was cleared up on reaching the site of
1 Old Domoko

.

instructive archaeological Remains of

In Ancient Khotan I have already had occasion to discuss the very
si
°
i}ar

‘Old Do-

evidence which the ruins of this extensive settlement, abandoned a ou 1 4 ’

.. es untler-
m°k° '

changes in the mote distant past of this tract and about the pecuhar hydtogmph««» »^
.ying them. So there is no need to refer to it again. The photographs, reproduced^ Hg^o ,

30B, of two of these last-century ruins may help to 1 us o
Endere Sites

homesteads of ancient settlements abandoned to the desert, sue 1 as e Y
; had

are bound to have passed in their time. The drift-sand was still very

nowhere progressed deeper than about 6 to 3 inches ut t
'^

s

^
1

area { caaie upon newly
1901 to note. Within a mile of the southern end of the deserted &

1 re a 1 vl ,
see Ancient Khotan, 1 . p. 453-

Lf. Ancient Khotan, 1. pp. 452 sq.
8 Iso above, pp , 20 i sqq .

1 For a closely corresponding experience vvh.ch my Cl. ibid., u pp. 4o 4 >

traverse of the ground further south in March, 1901, furnished,
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laid-out fields which a small channel, provisionally dug, had just irrigated. It was said to be

surplus water from the Domoko-yar, available after satisfying the needs of Malak-alagan, the new

colony first visited in 1901. Thus I had ocular proof that the fresh extension of Domoko
cultivation northward, of which I have tried above to explain the reason and special interest,4 was

still in steady progress.

After securing at Malak-alagan, the first permanently inhabited place reached since our start

from Shahyar, an adequate number of labourers, I proceeded on March 2 to the site of Farhad-Beg-

yailaki, which my guides had failed to locate before when coming from the east. Its remains

proved to be scattered over a relatively extensive area, stretching, as the site-plan, Plate 56, shows,

for about 4! miles from south-east to north-west and with its nearest point about 6 miles north of

the central homesteads of Malak-alagan. This area, as seen from Map No. 31. a. 4, lies between two

well-marked old flood beds which the stream now descending in the Domoko-yar was said to have

reached in years of heavy floods of ak-su from the mountains, before the opening of the new colony

below Kara-kir caused these to be diverted north-eastwards for the cultivation of Achma. 5 A tiny

watercourse, carrying some 6 cubic feet per second, was then taking the surplus of the water

from the springs of the Domoko-yar, not needed by Malak-alagan cultivation, down towards the

southern end of the site. Before the end of my stay it had managed to make its way between the

tamarisk-covered sand hillocks even close to ruin 1. But this was the season when the flow from
springs

(
kara-su

)

is amplest, and a little later on the stream was said to dry up at about 2 miles

from Malak-alagan. The temporary overflow suffices to produce ample growth of reeds and scrub

along its course. This extends also for a mile or so beyond a conspicuous high tamarisk-cone,

known from a rough signal-post on its top as Farhad-Begning ilesi, where my Camp 343 was pitched.

The grazing around is called Farhad-Beg-yailaki after a local Beg who in Yaqub Beg’s time used it

also for getting saltpetre from the neighbouring ruins.

A first rapid inspection of the ruins sufficed to show me that they had all suffered badly through

this and earlier exploitation by villagers and wood-cutters such as the vicinity of ‘ Old Domoko ’

and other inhabited ground rendered easy. The portions of the structures that had originally been
above ground were nowhere apparently covered by more than 2 or 3 feet of sand. Yet, on the

other hand, I noticed with satisfaction that moisture could not have caused so much damage to the .

remains as might have been feared otherwise from the present close approach of water. Almost
all the ruined structures traceable were found to occupy erosion terraces, rising up to about 15 feet

above the adjoining ground-level. This particular feature of the site seemed to suggest from the

first that these ruins of what manifestly were ancient dwellings and shrines, resembling those of
Dandan-oilik and Khadalik, might yet possibly be of somewhat earlier origin. I shall have occasion
below to mention other indications pointing in the same direction.

The construction of the walls, which was easily recognized as being mainly in timber and
plastered wattle or else in sun-dried bricks, showed no clearly datable features. The wattle was
made either of horizontal reed-bundles or else of thin tamarisk branches placed vertically and
secured to the timber framework by cross-pieces. Besides these methods, construction with mere
plastered rush walls and masonry of hard and more or less flat clay clumps was also represented.
That the number of ruined structures was much smaller than Badruddin Khan’s report had
suggested was a disappointing observation, made subsequently elsewhere also. Its explanation
lay in the fact that my worthy friend, who never visited any old site himself, had put a wrong
interpretation on the statements of the ‘ treasure-seekers ’ he sent out to search. They meant
rooms, not houses, when reporting to him how many oi they had traced in a particular locality.

4 See above, pp. 203 sqq. 8
Cf. Ancient Khotan, i. p. 468.
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The first ruin cleared, F. i, comprised a series of rooms mostly of small size, grouped in several

courts round a still clearly recognizable square tank (see plan, Plate 57). The walls, whether of

timber and wattle or of brick masonry, were found broken down to within a foot or two of the

ground. But outside the area occupied by the house lines of fenced enclosures and the remains of

an orchard with trees planted in regular rows could be traced quite clearly. Fireplaces and sitting-

platforms by their side, built of mud plaster, survived in some rooms. In one of these, marked a,

there was found a well-preserved wooden tablet measuring 12 by 4 inches, bearing on each side five

lines of Sanskrit in clear Brahrm script (F. 1. a. 1, Plate CLl). In the small oblong cella, b, finds of

a few appliqud relievo fragments in stucco, like F. 1. b. 006-7, and of the interesting little fresco

piece, F. 1. b. 008, made it possible to recognize what seems to have been a domestic shrine. Small

fragments of ornaments in bronze paste, etc., also turned up in the debris. Objects of personal or

domestic use found elsewhere in this ruin (F. 1. 001—10) included inter aha a toy bow and arrow,

a bag made of leopard’s skin, and whisk-brooms of the type first found at Dandan-oilik.

F. 11 was a ruin comprising a badly eroded shrine of larger size with dwelling quarters,

situated about half a mile to the west of F. 1 on a large and conspicuous erosion terrace, dhe

dwelling, arranged in two wings set at right angles, proved to be filled with drift-sand to a height

of over 6 feet and to retain a number of interesting relics. Fig. 310 shows its corner portion as it

appeared at the commencement of excavation. In room i, there seen in the centre, the presence

of an image niche set into the south-west wall, but opening to the outside, was a peculiar feature.

There remained of it, at a height of about \\ feet from the ground, the decorated wooden panel,

F. 11. i. 005 (Plate XVII), 3^ feet long, forming the plinth for a stucco image base on which remains

of two feet standing on a lotus in relievo could still be distinguished. The ends of the plinth had

grooves for fixing side panels and also two sockets in which the projecting ends of the door folds

once turned. There was a wooden platform behind, measuring 3^ by 2J feet, on which the stucco

base and image once rested. Curiously enough there were found no supports for the platform,

which rested merely on drift-sand. Evidently the posts or frame of wood once supporting it had

been removed after abandonment, when the building had already been invaded by sand but was

still accessible. A mass of ex-voto fabrics and Brahml manuscript remains eaten by mice survived

under the left foot of the image (F. 11. i. 001).
,

Within the room i there were found a number of wooden tablets, both of ob ong an o we ge

shape, some well-preserved, some broken. Their writing, in Brahmi of the Gupta type, 00 'e to

me older than that of Dandan-oilik documents ;
their text seemed to be in the old Khotanese

language.63 Of other objects found there I may mention as of special interest two clay seal impres-

sions from gems, which judging from their shape and size are likely to have been eit lei inserte

sockets of wooden documents of the Niya Site type or else appended to the end of wedge tablets

after the fashion illustrated by N. xv. 71.
6 The impression of the convex gem, F. n. 1. 003

(Plate V), shows a hunting scene, composed under unmistakably classical influence, the figure o t ie

horseman being in an attitude which resembles that in ‘Alexanders hunt scenes. ate c assica

influence is recognizable also in the impression from a smaller intaglio, . n. 1. 004 ate

showing a carefully cut female bust. Both seals may have been imported from Western Asia, as

seems likely, too, in the case of many of the quasi-classical gems from Yot 'an, s own ln

The fragments of decorated pottery, including the neck and forepart of a winge orse an e,

F< n. i. 6, and a grotesque appliqud head of the ‘ Silenus type, F. 11. i. 002, arc o specia in eres

because they show motifs plentifully represented among the terra-cottas of Yotkan They would

throw light on the chronology of the latter finds if once the approximate date of abanc onment o

- For a list, cf. Hoernle, Appendix F.
6 See Ancient Khotan, ... PI. C.
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the Farhad-Beg-yailaki Site were determined. I may add that a decorated wooden comb found at

this ruin, F. ii. ooi, is also of a Western type.

In clearing the open hall or court immediately adjoining room i on the south-west (Fig. 317)

we came upon a wooden boarding, 4§ feet square, with posts at the corners. Cross-bars of wood

between these carried a rough piece of matting, plastered on the upper surface, at a height of about

2 feet from the floor. The purpose of this boarding remains uncertain, no other finds having been

made within or near it. But it curiously recalled the wooden boarding found within the large refuse-

heap of N. xiv at the Niya Site and once used to store fodder before it became a dustbin. 7 In the

end room, ii, of the same wing, the only object discovered was the well-preserved wooden double-

bracket, F. 11. ii. 01 (Plate XVII). Its shape and well-carved ornamentation are of special interest

because, on the one hand, they show close descent from the carved double-brackets found at the

Niya Site, 8 and, on the other, clearly indicate a transition towards the double-bracket brought to

light at Khadalik. 9
I have already had occasion, when discussing the stucco pilasters and cantilevers

of the Miran temple M. ii, to trace step by step the development which this architectural motif has

undergone in the art of the Tarim Basin since its original model was borrowed from the Perse-

politan columns and cantilevers of Gandhara sculpture. 10 Referring for a detailed description of

this fine piece of wood-carving to the List below, it will suffice to point out that in conjunction with

collateral evidence it has its value for the dating of the Farhad-Beg-yailaki Site. I need scarcely

add that this carving, like all the other timber used in the structures of this site, is of the wood of

the cultivated poplar.

The rooms adjoining i in the north-east wing contained well-preserved fireplaces and sitting-

platforms by their side, but furnished no objects. Beyond them to the east and on a slightly higher

level stood a temple cella, iii, 18 by 14 feet within, enclosed on three sides by a circumambulatory

passage about 6 feet wide. The sand covering it was less than 3 feet deep, and consequently what

remained of the plastered walls retained only the scantiest traces of their original fresco decoration.

Of the stucco relievos once adorning the cella only fragments survived, which mostly appeared to

have belonged to one vesica. The largest piece, F. 11. iii. 001. a (Plate CXXXIX), shows well-

modelled small applique figures of seated Buddhas within a floral border which in its motifs differs

from the corresponding stucco wall ornaments both of Rawak and of Dandan-oilik. The square

image base within the cella was broken to within a foot or so of the ground, and had evidently been

burrowed into for ‘ treasure ’. But close behind it there were discovered two painted panels,

F. 11. iii. 1, 2, and along the foot of the adjoining cella wall five more.
They all lay obviously in the place where they had been deposited as votive offerings by the

last worshippers, and show only too clearly the damage they had undergone through corroding sand

and exposure before they were finally buried. A detailed description of them all will be found in

the List below. Two among them, F. 11. iii. 5, 6, show Buddha figures of rough workmanship.
But others, in spite of poor preservation, are of artistic interest. Thus in F. 11. iii. 2 (Plate CXXV)
we see the very well-proportioned and gracefully posed figure of a standing Bodhisattva (?), with

designs of seated Buddhas, a bird, etc., painted on the nude portions of the body. F. 11. iii. 002

(Plate CXXV), 17 inches high, displays on one side the richly draped figure of a standing Buddha
with a kneeling donor at his feet. The heads of this Buddha and the Bodhisattva in F. II. iii. 2

have features of a very pronounced Indian type. The same is the case also with the elaborately

dressed armed figure seen on the reverse of F. 11. iii. 002 (Plate CXXV) riding a camel. His mount

7
Cf. above, pp. 2

1 7 sq. » See Kha. v. 003. a, PI. XVII.
8 See N. xii. i. 2 ;

xxvi. iii. 1, PI. XVIII
; also Ancient 10 Cf. above, pp. 491 sq.

Khotan
,

ii. PI. I.XIX, N. xx. 02, 03.
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and the pose of the right hand holding a patera or cup leave no doubt that the same sacred figure

is represented which was first met with on two of the painted panels discovered by me at Dandan-

oilikd 1 The legend in which this saintly personage figured still awaits identification.

The position of the temple close to the living-quarters of F. 11 suggests that the latter were

those of a small monastery, and the same was probably the case also at the ruins of F. in. They

were situated on a small erosion terrace, about a quarter of a mile to the north-west of F. 1. The
disposition of the rooms as seen in the plan, Plate 57, showed a close resemblance to that at F. n.

Here, too, the quarters were placed in two wings, adjoining at right angles, with the temple standing

apart to the north-east. In both places the large room, at the south-west corner of the court, but

with no entrance from it, is likely to have been intended as a guest-room for visitors. An exactly

corresponding arrangement is regularly adopted for the mihman-khanas of modern houses in Chinese

Turkestan so as to allow guests to enter their quarters without passing through the rest of the

house.

The temple, i, stood here also on ground some feet higher than the rest of the ruin, and had in

consequence but a few feet of sand to protect it. As seen in Fig. 309, the walls of both cella and

enclosing passage were broken from a height of a few feet above the floor. Those of the cella

retained in the south-east corner portions of a well-painted fresco dado, showing on dark red ground

a valance-like design with pendent triangles and tassels between them. A square base in the centre

of the cella and four hexagonal bases in the corners had once served for the accommodation of

statues. In the porch of the cella the lower portions of four stucco images survived (Fig. 309).

The figure to the right of the cella entrance, evidently a Lokapala, stood on a crouching demon of

which the grotesque head, F. in. i. 003, was recovered, though damaged on the surface. The frag-

ment of a paper manuscript in Brahmi was found close to the inner wall of the cella, and on its floor

a Wu-chu coin. The chronological value of this coin find and of the evidence furnished by the

other Chinese coins from the site, all pre-T'ang pieces, will be discussed below. The well-built

quarters were found completely empty. But in the room ii, which may have served as the place of

assembly of the little * Samgha

a

large wooden tablet inscribed in Brahml was recovered.

A detached room to the west yielded the fragment, F. in. iii. 001, of a small statuette delicately

carved in wood.

To the north-west of the groups of ruins so far described small ‘Tati areas strewn with

ancient pottery debris could be traced for a distance of close on 3 miles, on patches of wind-eroded

ground interspersed between sand ridges and belts of close-set tamarisk-cones. The considerable

extent of the area once occupied by dwellings, probably built with mere mud walls and hence com-

pletely decayed, is thus clearly marked. The winding course of an ancient canal, now raised dyke-

like 8 feet and more above the eroded ground on either side, could also be followed quite clearly

for about a quarter of a mile from near F. 11. In one or two places I came upon indications of fields

cultivated at no very distant period. They were found on patches of open ground lowered by wind

erosion, to which water may have been temporarily brought while ‘ Old Domoko was inhabited or

even later. Structural remains of antiquity were found only near three of the small ‘ Tatis ’, but it

is probable that others may lie hidden under tamarisk-cones or accumulations of dunes. At F. iv

(Plate 57), about if miles from F. 1, the much-eroded remains of some quarters yielded no finds
;
but

from a large refuse-heap near by small objects ofdomestic use were recovered, including the ‘ female’

portion of a fire-stick, F. iv. 004, and an applique grotesque ornament in terra-cotta of a type

familiar from Yotkan, F. iv. 002. Two detached rooms cleared at F. v yielded nothing.

More interesting was the result which attended the clearing of a small mass of masonry seen to

11 See Ancient Khotan, ii. Pi. LIX, d. mi. 5 \
pl - I XII >
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emerge with its top from the side of a dead tamarisk-cone. Its excavation brought to light a small

Stupa base (Fig. 31 1), which in its ground-plan (Plate 58) is an almost exact reproduction of that

discovered in 1901 at the great Rawak Vihara. 12 Here, too, we find the characteristic projections

on each of the four arms of the symmetrically developed cross which the ground-plan superimposed

on a square
;
but owing to the much-reduced dimensions—each of the four arms, as measured from

the centre of the base, extends only to about 7 feet—the flights of stairs which these projections

were originally meant to carry are not indicated. But, perhaps, the small cubes flanking on either

side the foot of these projections are intended to mark side-walls for the lowest portion of the stairs.

The photograph Fig. 311, as well as the section in Plate 58, shows that the proportion between

the two extant stories of the base is not likely to have differed much from that in the Rawak Stupa.

But the elevation of the whole base as compared with the dimensions of the ground-plan is much
greater here than at Rawak. The strong inward slant of the faces of these stories is a special

feature not met with elsewhere, though the projecting mouldings which separate the two stories. are

found also at Rawak. 13 Of the dome nothing remained. The base was found to have been
burrowed into from the west for ‘ treasure ’, evidently at an early date. A number of still smaller

Stupas, from 2 to 3 feet square at their lowest base, surrounded the one just described. None of

them rose to more than 4 feet in height, and all were broken above the commencement of the second
story of their bases.

To the south-east and east of F. 1 the ground was more eroded and open, and here within a dis-

tance of about three-quarters of a mile remains of several groups of ruined structures could be traced.

They all had suffered badly and had but little sand left to protect thenl. At F. vu the area once
occupied by two dwellings was searched without any finds being made, apart from some small frag-

ments of decorated pottery, etc. But on eroded ground close to the north of it there was picked up
on the surface the clay sealing F. vu. 002 (Plate V), with a very interesting impression from a large

oval intaglio. On the left is Ganymede reclining on a rock and feeding Zeus’ Eagle on the right.

The group shows very fine composition and the execution is good Hellenistic work, the whole being
distinctly superior to any gem recovered by me in the Khotan region, whether in original or in clay

impression. The rectangular shape of the clay sealing proves that it was originally inserted in the
seal socket of a wooden document of the Niya Site type, and its hardness suggests that it had been
subsequently fired by accident. The chronological indication supplied by this sealing will be
considered presently.

F. vm is a curious ruined structure (Plate 58), rising on a well-marked terrace about a quarter of
a mile to the north-east. Broad depressions near it have been eroded by wind action to a depth of
1 2-1 5 feet. Apart from some detached walls of clay and timber and wattle, the relation of which could
no longer be ascertained, there remains a solid rectangular platform of masonry, about 37 feet by 3 5>

showing plastered faces slanting inwards. On the south-east, where the platform still stands to
a height of about 7 feet, a narrow flight of steps flanked by walls leads up to it in the centre. On the
same face are remains of a wall apparently added later to form a narrow terrace in front. The pur-
pose of the platform and of the structure it may have once borne remains doubtful. The small
relievo fragment in stucco, F. vin. 001, was the only object found here. A group of dead Terek
trunks close by to the east seemed to mark a small arbour, while about two furlongs off to the south
a large orchard, with rows of dead Jigda and other fruit-trees planted quincunx fashion, was still

c early traceable. To the west of F. vm I found the well-marked line of a cart-road emerging
in several places on the hard loess ground where this was left bare between the dunes. As the ruts

'• See Ancient Khotan, i. pp. 485 sq.
;

ii. Pis. XXXIX, XL.
The measuring-rod seen in Fig. 31 x maiks 39 inches. See

also the miniature Stupa model. So. a. 006, PI. C’XXXIX.
13 See the sketch above, p. 128.
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Sec. i] THE SITE OF FARHAD-BEG-YAILAKI 1251

led up straight to the edges of deeply eroded trenches, it is obvious that the track must be old and

perhaps dating back to the time when the site was abandoned.

At F. ix the clearing of a dwelling which contained several rooms built with plastered rush- Ruined

walls yielded only a few household implements of wood and clay. To the south-east of it small ^
r
“^

tures t0

fragments of relievos, all in hard white stucco, were the only traces left of a completely destroyed

shrine. About three-quarters of a mile due south from F. vm there survived the wall foundations

of a shrine, consisting of a cella and passage, the walls of the latter built of clay. Behind the

central statue base in the cella was found a painted panel, F. xi. i. 001, almost completely

effaced, and the small fragment of a Brahml manuscript leaf. Among the remains of an adjoin-

ing monastic dwelling the clay walls of a large hall were still distinguishable, besides some

smaller quarters. Still further to the south there was found, half-embedded in a dune near

a * Tati ’ area, a small timber and wattle structure, from which the plain haematite seal F. x. 001

was recovered.

Section II.—THE SHRINE F. XII AND THE CHRONOLOGY OF THE SITE

The shrine F. xii, remarkable both for its position and for its remains, still has to be de- Temple on

scribed. It was situated about half a mile to the south of F. x on the south-eastern slope of

a high tamarisk-covered sand-cone, seen in Fig. 315. Both to the west and to the south of this

there stretch ridges of close-set tamarisk-cones, while beyond these the dying streamlet from the

Domoko-yar meanders across strips of level ground thickly covered with scrub and reeds. The little

temple must have been built when the sand-cone was much lower ;
for its floor, as seen in the plan,

Plate 58, stood 20 feet above the level marked by an ancient rush fence traceable for about 24 feet

near the south foot of the cone. The top of the latter now rose fully 18 feet above the temple

floor. This height of sand had accumulated over the shrine since it was abandoned, and had

helped partially to preserve it. Its walls, fully 4I feet thick and built of fairly uniform flat

lumps of clay, still rose to a height of about 6 feet on the north-west ;
elsewhere they were

broken from about 4 feet. The little cella within measured just over 8 feet by 10. Treasute-

seekers' had made an entrance into it from the east corner, and small fragments from stucco

relievos and the cut-out head of a frescoed figure on the south-east Avail (Fig. 314) attested

their recent burrowing. But the sand, filling the cella and pouring in from the original entrance

in the north-west wall (Fig. 312), had fortunately prevented further destructive burrowing.

On clearing, the interior proved to have contained on the south-east a colossal stucco image Remains of

probably of a standing Buddha, now completely broken except for remains of one oot, anc ve
jma g.es>

smaller standing figures in stucco elseAvhere. Small platforms about 6 inches high along the north-

east and south-west walls retained the broken bases for two statues on each side. But of these only

one was found still standing to the waist, at a height of over 4 feet (Fig. 296) ;
the rest of these four

statues had crumbled away completely. The surviving portion of the statue, which probably repre-

sented a Bodhisattva, showed the hips and legs covered with a dark red robe. I his had a light blue

border below and was ornamented with a large rectangular pattern of dark green, edged with chains

of blue dots. Above the missing feet the robe left uncovered a deep-blue under-garment in rich

folds. The reed-bundles of the framework protruded at the waist. The space left available on the

north-west wall by the side of the entrance was occupied by a stucco image of which only the lower

portion of the legs with the feet survived (Figs. 312, 313). Above this the framework of wood and Textile

reeds was exposed up to the height of the Avaist. The robe, still seen from the knees downwards, ^fs

showed rich ornamentation in colours, representing textile designs Avhether woven or embroidered.

The ground-colour of the garment was a rich Pompeian red. Over this there Avere shown 111

7 u 2
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longitudinal stripes, treated as pleats of the garment, from right to left : a band of white circlets

on dark blue wash
;

a palmette ornament, figured by small white dots (pearls ?) over black
;

an elaborate floral design with small blossoms in white, dark blue, and green ; a band of white

circlets over light pink wash ; a palmette pattern as previously described
;
fern-like tracery in dark

brown over red ground, and finally a band of white circlets over pale blue and pink washes

suggesting shot-silk.

Of the mural paintings in tempera more fortunately remained, and the best-preserved portions

I succeeded in safely removing with Naik Ram Singh’s help. From the right of the statue

last described came the fine figure of a standing Avalokitesvara, F. xn. 005, which is reproduced in

Plate CXXV. As it has been fully described in the List below, it will suffice here to call attention to

the manifold features of detail in drapery, ornaments, etc., which show very close attachment to the

style of Graeco-Buddhist sculpture. The medallion ornamentation of both halo and vesica is

uncommon, and is curiously suggestive of a favourite motif of Sassanian textiles. 1 The influence of

Persian art makes itself distinctly felt also elsewhere in some of these frescoes. Above this there

remained the lower portion of a figure, standing on a lotus, F. xn. 006 (Figs. 312, 313). The south-

west wall had lost almost the whole of its plaster surface. But in the south corner there remained

portions, seen in Fig. 314 on the right, of a vesica decorated with large round flowers, and above of

a diaper of small figures of seated Buddhas. A similar diaper, but with somewhat larger figures,

filled what remained of the south-east wall surface by the right side of the vesica of the completely

destroyed colossal statue. 2 F. xn. 0010 is a portion of the frieze, gracefully decorated with floral

motifs, which extended along the foot of this wall. Fig. 296 shows what survived of the frescoed

surface to the north-east. Of the design to the right of the relievo figure, which showed Buddhas

seated in meditation with the flowers and stem of a large lotus plant extending towards the corner,

F. xii. 009 comprises the best-preserved portion.

But by far the most interesting piece of the wall-paintings in this shrine is the fresco which

decorated the south side of the entrance. This fresco, of which the position is seen in Fig. 312, had

suffered below badly by abrasion for which the feet of worshippers visiting the shrine were probably

responsible. But the upper portion had retained most of its harmonious colouring, and was safely

recovered (Plate XIII).
3

It shows, as was first recognized by M. Foucher, the Indian goddess

Hariti with five of her offspring. In his brilliant essay on La Madone bouddhique M. Foucher has

proved this identification, and that of a similar representation in linen painting found at Yar-khoto

and now in Berlin, by conclusive evidence drawn from his unequalled knowledge of the Graeco-

Buddhist sculptures of Gandhara. 4 This makes it unnecessary here to point out in detail how

closely all features of the composition agree with the conception of the goddess developed in

Indian Buddhism. From being in origin a ‘ Yaksinl’ personifying the dread disease of small-pox

and a destroyer of children, she had been elevated by a process of pious superstition, which has

many parallels in the history of folk-lore and religion, into a benign goddess not merely protect-

ing young children but producing fecundity.

1 See also the vesica of the larger seated Buddha on the

right in Fig. 296. Cf. above, p. 906, for a similar ornamental

border in a fresco fragment from Khadalik, illustrated in

PI. CXVI. a, Kha. i. c. 001 19.
2 For fresco pieces from this diaper, see F. xii. 007-8

;

Fig- 3 I 4-

3 For a reproduction in colour, on a reduced scale, see

Desert Cathay, ii. p. 414, PI. xi. This, as well as the helio-

gravure plate XIX, accompanying M. Foucher’s paper,

La Madone bouddhique, in Monuments et Me'moires, vol. xvii,

1910, of the Academie des Inscriptions, was prepared before

the fresco panel was completed by joining up a narrow

portion belonging to its left.

4 Cf. Foucher, La Madone bouddhique, pp. 1 1 sqq., in the

publication quoted in the preceding note. For an English

translation, see now Foucher, The beginnings of Buddhist Art,

pp. 285 sqq.
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The pilgrim I-tsing, after telling the pious legend which accounted for the ogress’ conver- Representa-

sion by Buddha and her subsequent worship, informs us that ‘ the image of Hariri is found

either in the porch or in a corner of the dining-hall of all Indian monasteries, depicting her as

holding a babe in her arms, and round her knees three or five children ’.a It is thus that we
find the goddess represented by the side of the entrance to the shrine. One of the children

around her embraces her left breast; three others bestride her shoulders and right forearm,

while the fifth, a boy, is seen dancing by her right side. Besides these figures seen in the panel

there could be faintly distinguished, on the almost completely abraded surface below by the left

leg, two little figures in tight-fitting dress gambolling about, while near her right foot a small

naked boy seemed to be warding off a blow struck probably by another little figure completely

effaced. It is curious to observe that exactly the same number of Hariri’s children which our

fresco appears to have shown is found also in the Turfan linen painting, which otherwise differs

greatly in composition and style.

Apart from its monographic significance, this painting of the deified ‘ demon mother of the Features of

children ’ presents also other points of interest. In her short rounded 4 moon face ’, combining

matron-like sadness and sweetness in its dreamy expression, it is impossible not to recognize the

influence of a Persian type of beauty. But it is far less strongly marked here than in the faces of

the princess and her attendants in the painted panel from Dandan-oilik, representing the legend of

the origin of sericulture at Khotan, 0 or in the faces of Vessantara’s queen and of the girls in the

dado at the Mlran temple M. v.
7 The symmetric love-locks of these figures appear, however, here

too, as do also the strings of pearls in the hair. In strange contrast with these quasi-Western

features are the frightfully distended lobes of the ears and the strongly marked folds of the neck,

which M. Foucher calls ' classic in India ’. Among the details of the elaborate dress 8
it may suffice

to mention the resemblance of the short-sleeved close-fitting jacket to that worn by the Princess in

the Dandan-oilik panel just referred to.

The wall on the opposite side of the entrance was found, unfortunately, broken. AsM. Foucher

has justly pointed out, 4 we should have expected to see there the genius of riches, the usual counter-

part of the goddess of children ’. This 4 genius with the golden bag ’, whom I-tsing’s above-quoted

account mentions as usually found seated at the porch of monasteries in India, and whose identity

with Kuvera, the god of wealth, has long ago been established, is often found represented side by

side with Hariri in Gandhara relievos. 9 His conjunction with her would have been particularly

appropriate at a shrine of ancient Khotan
;
for we know that Kuvera in his aspect as the

4 guardian

king of the North ’, or Vai&ravana, was of old particularly worshipped at Khotan as the ancestor of

the royal race and the protecting divinity of the country. 10

The excavation of the shrine F. xn, which completed my work at the site, was rewarded also by Find of

a manuscript find of value. The initial clearing along the south-east wall brought to light over half p-^
a dozen fragments of Pothi leaves in Central-Asian Upright Gupta script and in Sanskrit, and later

I had the satisfaction of extracting myself, from the sand near the low platform once bearing the

images on the north-west side, an excellently preserved packet comprising 33 complete folios of a

Sanskrit text. The leaves, measuring about 14 by 4! inches with a string-hole at about one-third of

their length, stuck close together, but could subsequently be separated without damage at the British

Cf. Takakusu,A Record 0/Buddhist Practices, by I-tsing,

P- 37 -

See Ancient Khotan, ii. PI. LXIII, D. x. 4.
7
See above, pp. 518 sq., 525 sqq. ; Figs. 134. * 35 j

1 38-40, j 43 .

s For these the three-colour reproduction in Riser

t

Cathay, ii. PI. XI, may be consulted with advantage.

• Cf. Foucher, The beginnings ofBuddhist Art, pp.141 sq.,

282.
10 Cf. Ancient Khotan, i. pp. 156-8.
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Museum. 11 They proved to contain a considerable portion of the Central-Asian version of the

Saddharmapundarika, and have since been published by Professor de la Vallee Poussin. 12 He
recognizes a close resemblance in palaeographic features between this manuscript and the leaves of

the Vajracchedika text which was recovered from a monastic dwelling of Dandan-oilik and which
Dr. Hoernle considers as of the seventh or eighth century. 13

This dating, conjectural as it must be in view of the many uncertainties still besetting the history

of Brahml writing in Central Asia, would have an important bearing on the chronology of the site

—

if we were justified in a priori assuming that the shrine F. xn dated from the same period as the

other remains of Farhad- Beg-yailaki. But grave doubts against this assumption are raised by the

position of the shrine, which, in spite of its close vicinity, essentially differs from that of the other

ruins. While these are found invariably on wind-eroded terraces or else on flat ground which has
the same level as such terraces situated close by, the shrine F. xii is built on a tamarisk-cone the top

of which at the time of construction must have risen at least 20 feet, if not more, above the general

ground-level of the site. About the peculiar nature of the position thus chosen there can be no pos-

sible doubt, 14 and it alone suffices to set this ruin F. xn quite apart from the rest. I know no
parallel for it.except that of modern Mazars with adjoining Muhammadan burial-places in the Khotan
region, which are frequently found placed on high tamarisk-cones or other conspicuous eminences on
the edge of the desert.

It cannot be mere chance that quite a number of these places of modern local worship, often

marked only hy a collection of high poles bedecked with votive rags, Yak tails, etc., are to be found
close to old sites. Thus, in the very vicinity of the site with which we are concerned here, we have
the Ulugh-mazar and the Mazar of Lachin-ata connected with the remains of ancient P'i-mo. 15 In

the midst of the ‘ Tatis ’ of Farhad-Beg-yailaki itself there rises such a modest Mazar (see Plate 56
between iv and v) said to have been visited from ‘ Old Domoko ’, while further away it will suffice

to mention the much-frequented Mazars of Imam Ja'far Sadiq and Imam *AsIm in positions exactly

corresponding with reference to the Niya Site and the Ak-sipil remains respectively. 16 The analogy
thus presented and what we know in the Khotan region about all the essential features of local

worship reaching back far into Buddhist times are bound to raise the surmise that we may have in

F. xn, not a ruin contemporary with the other remains of Farhad-Beg-yailaki, but a shrine raised in

this ‘ Mazar ’ fashion near the old site after it had been abandoned to the desert, and thus, perhaps,
centuries later.

In view of this possibility it will be safest, when examining the question as to the approximate
date of the site, to begin by considering only those chronological indications which the finds made at
the site in general and apart from F. xii furnish. A brief review will show, I believe, that these
indications are in close accord among themselves, and that they all point to a date of abandonment
distinctly earlier than the period of T'ang dominion in the Tarim Basin. In the first place impor-
tance may be claimed for the evidence of the coins. Apart from the Wu-chu coin unearthed on the
floor of the temple cella F. in, eight other Chinese coins were found at the site, all on the surface of
wind-eroded ground, four of them near the ruined hoqse 1, three near the monastic dwelling n, and

11 For specimens, see PI. CXLIV, F. xii. 7.
12

Cf. L. de la Vallee Poussin, J.R.A.S., 1911, pp. 1067
sqq. ; see also Hoernle, Appendix F.

13
Cf. Ancient Khotan, i, p. 295, Dr. Hoernle’s note vi, on

Nos. 14, 15, 17, 18. Prof, de la Vallee Poussin, J.R.A.S.,
19H, pp. 1068, nevertheless calls attention to certain-

characters which seem more archaic.
14 The unusual thickness of the walls in F. xii, wholly out

of proportion to the size of the structure, is directly due to

this position, the loose sand (recle loess dust) accumulated

round the tamarisk growth in such cones affording no secure

foundation.
15 Cf. Ancient Khotan, i. pp. 461 sqq. ; Maps Nos. 27. d. 4 ;

31- A. 4.

16 For Imam 'Asim Mazar, see Map No. 27. a. 4; for

Imam Ja'far Sadiq, cf. Ancient Khotan, i. p. 313.
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one at the ‘ Tati ’ of v. As a reference to Appendix B will show, all these are Wu-chu pieces pro-

bably of the Later Han dynasty or uninscribed and clipped coins ascribed to the same period. Not

a single T'ang coin was discovered at the site. In order to emphasize the significance of this fact

it will suffice to point out that among the coins actually found in the course of my exploration at the

Khadalik site not less than 98 belonged to T'ang issues and only 5 were Wu-chu pieces. 17 Thus the

numismatic evidence as to the earlier date of the remains at Farhad-Beg-yailaki appears to me very

strong.

The same is the case with the clay sealings. All three found were manifestly once attached to Evidence of

wooden documents, and the impressions on them are from gems showing either late classical work- ^ s<^'
d

manship or its immediate influence. 18 Their type is closely allied to that of the clay seal impressions carving, etc.

found at the Niya Site. Some value must be attached also to the architectural evidence of the

double-bracket from F. 11, which, as we have seen, represents a development of the form familiar from

the Niya Site, but one decidedly older than that seen in the corresponding wood-carvings of Khada-

lik.
19 Our knowledge of Buddhist pictorial art in the Khotan region is far too imperfect as yet for

any safe conclusion to be drawn from the style of the few painted panels found at F. 11. But my
general impression is that they show the influence of Indian models more closely than the similar

panels from Dandan-oilik or the fresco fragments recovered from Khadalik. On the other hand,

there seems little or no difference in style between the latter and the wall-paintings found in the

shrine F. xii .
20 Finally, attention may be called also to the marked distinction in material and

character between the written remains found at the Farhad-Beg-yailaki ruins and those from Dandan-

oilik and Khadalik. At both the latter sites paper appears as the regular writing-material, whereas

at the Farhad-Beg-yailaki site the number of paper fragments is insignificant and wooden tablets pre-

dominate. Nor should it be ignored that all the written remains recovered from the latter are in

Brahmi script, while both Dandan-oilik and Khadalik have yielded up Chinese pieces also, and the

second Tibetan pieces in addition.

Regard for all these indications combined makes me inclined to conclude that the Farhad-Beg- Earlier

yailaki site must have ceased to be occupied a considerable time earlier than the settlements of ^
Dandan-oilik and Khadalik, which, as we have seen, were abandoned towards the very end of the site,

eighth century or very soon after. 21 It is impossible at present more definitely to indicate the actual

time when the site became deserted. But two observations should be taken into account as likely

to help in fixing an approximate chronological limit. One is purely negative—the total absence of

written remains in KharosthI, a script which, as we know, continued in use within the Tarim Basin

down to the fourth century, if not even somewhat later. The other indication is of a topographical

character and supplied by Sung Yiin’s narrative. This traveller, passing in a. d. 519 from Charchan

towards Khotan, mentions the town of Mo ^ ^ at a distance of 22 li to the east of Han-mo ^
Of this place M. Chavannes has proved that it was identical with Hsiian-tsangs Pi-mo ^ |j!> and

for its location at the site of Uzun-tati, north of Ulugh-ziarat (or Ulugh-mazar, Map No. 27. d. 4)>

I believe that I have advanced strong and convincing reasons after my first exploration of the site.
22

When recording this view I had already suggested that ‘ Sung Yiin’s town of Mo which was SungYun’s

22 li east of his Han-mo would . . . have to be looked for somewhere about “ Old Domoko " or a little 0

to the north of it’. A reference to the map (No. 31. a. 4) shows that the Farhad-Beg-yailaki site

corresponds to this location as closely as we can reasonably expect. Its northernmost ‘ iatis le

1?

18

18

Cf. above, p. 159; also Appendix D.
See above, pp. 1247, 1250.
See above, p. 491.
Cf. above, pp. 165 sqq.

21 Cf. Ancient Khotan ,
i. pp. 277, 283 sq.; above,

P- 159 -

-- See Ancient Khotan, i. p. 463, note 9.

20
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exactly due east of that portion of the Uzun-tati area which I revisited in 1908, and which Map No. 2 7.

d. 4 shows a little over 3 miles to the north-north-east of Ulugh-mazar. The distance between the two

sites is just 7 miles on the map, and may be somewhat less, as the ddbris area of Uzun-tati is likely to

extend further east than actually surveyed. Thus there is exact agreement in the bearing and a very

close approach in the distance to support the identification of our site with Sung Yun’s Mo. Assuming

the latter place was abandoned some time between Sung Yun’s passage and the end of the sixth

century, we should arrive at an upper date limit for the site with which all the indications above

discussed—numismatic, archaeological, epigraphic—would agree remarkably well. The shrine F. xii

might have been built near the deserted site in the manner of Muhammadan Mazars a century or

two later. After what has been shown above at length about the striking changes in the position of

the irrigable area to which the tract about Domoko is peculiarly subject,23 it appears both impossible

and needless to advance here conjectures as to the particular cause which may have brought about

this southward shift of the settlement to Khadalik and the smaller sites around it.

OBJECTS FOUND AT FARHAD-BEG-YAILAKI

F. 001. Fr. of decayed glass, iridescent, I'xl'x^*. nicks between them. Round hollow of base, four incised

F. 005. Terra-cotta spinning whorl. Hollowed base. rays with incised dots between. Red clay, broken. Diam.

Top convex. Near base, two incised lines with row of i", h.

OBJECTS EXCAVATED AT FARHAD-BEG-YAILAKI

F. 1. 001. Whisk-broom made of bundle of grass; for

similar type see Kha. v. 002, and Ancient Khotan, ii. PI.

LXXIII, d. ii. on. Length, i8f".

F. 1. 002. Whisk-broom similar to F. 1. 001, with loop

for hanging up. Length, 18".

F. 1. 003. Bag made of skin of leopard’s R. paw, with

claws. The flesh and bones have been removed without

cutting skin. 4§"X5".

F. 1. 004. Bundle of leather thongs. Width to

F. 1. 005. Piece of leather, prob. from shoe-upper, with

holes for stitches along top and at end. Coloured carmine

outside. 7|'xi tV-
F. 1. 006. Horn knife-handle broken in two ; straight,

flat, with rounded edges
;
one end hollowed out for holding

shaft. (Length complete) 4§" x x%".

F. 1. 007. Wooden toy bow and arrow. Bow roughly

made, bent, notched near ends
; with hole in middle, in

which is loosely fitted an arrow thickened at head and
shaft end so that it cannot slip out, but moves up and
down. Length of bow 2^"

; length of arrow i|".

F. 1. 008. Fr. of glass from rim of white translucent

vessel, slightly rounded and with rim turned outwards.
I
" V 1 3." v __1_"

1 A 16 * 1 6 •

F. 1. 009. a-c. Three frs. of fabrics

:

a. Yellow cotton (?) with three lines of green inwoven.

Rather worn, plain weave
;
warps and woof-threads run in

pairs. 7* x 4|".

b. Coarse white woollen (?) fabric. No pattern. Firm
and even in texture, plain weave. 6A" x if".

13
Cf. above.

c. Loosely woven red woollen material, with fr. of red

stuffof closer texture, and brownish felt attached. 6" xr.i'.

F. 1. 0010. a e. Wooden implements

:

a. Stick with crutch end, carved in one piece
;
end of

handle pointed. Crutch cut from main limb, handle being

a twig. Possibly silversmith’s hammer. Length 6", length

of crutch 2\".

b. Stick with round flat nail-like head, bevelled to edge.

Possibly wheel-ruler for stucco work. Length 6A-*, diam.

of head i |".

c and d. Sticks sq. in section, pointed at tip, notched at

other end to form knob head on which bark remains.

Marking-pegs (?). Length 9!" and 8|\
e. Key of usual type, but very poor make

;
four peg-holes

arranged rhomboid fashion
; only one broken peg left,

-is" v 3»
t>16 A 4 •

F. 1. b. 001. Terra-cotta fr. of appliqud, bird’s tail (?),

thin. ii'xl'x rV.
F. 1. b. 002. a-e. String of ornament frs.

:

a, b. Two beads of blue paste, a barrel-shaped, b cubical

but with corners faceted, a f " x 2
"

b a" x A".
c> "• Two pieces of salmon-coloured coral (?), pierced

lengthways, c X ; d x \\
e. Hollow boss made of bronze wire coiled in spiral.

Wire is of two twisted strands. Curl of hair off statue (?).

Cf. same in stucco, Kha. ii. n. 0010. i* x I".2 8

F. 1. b. 003. Glass ring, half of; triangular in section.

Both outer sides have slanting lines incised. Diam. c. §".

F. 1. b. 004. Bronze strip, slightly curved
;
on convex

side has three rows of punched circles, five to a row.

Broken each end. f" x f
" x A

0
".

pp. 207 sqq.

<
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F. 1. b. 005. Bronze bezel of ring, hollowed with

toothed edge to take round stone T
s
g
" diam. Diam. c. f*.

F. 1. b. 006. Stucco relief plaque of seated Buddha in

attitude of meditation. No halo; circular vesica com-

posed of single lotus flower, radiating petals. No features

and no traces of paint left. Much of white ground

remains. Red clay, plentifully mixed with fibre. Diam. 2".

F. 1. b. 007. Stucco relief fr. of seated Buddha. L. knee

raised
;
vesica and throne destroyed. Dark grey paint for

dress, and traces of pink for face; features gone. To R.

edge trace of green on fr. of vesica. Red clay mixed

with fibre. 2" x if".

F. 1. b. 008. Fresco fr. ; on R., against parti-coloured

background—below red, above emerald green—is well-

drawn head f L. Flesh pink, shaded with red, and

high lights in heavy white. On each cheek two short

black lines, near together, convex towards centre of face.

Two similar marks in centre of forehead. Head-dress falls

behind ears in flat bands cut square at shoulder level.

Three-row pearl necklace, and pearls from head in front

of L. ear. Upper part of head missing
;
prob. a woman’s.

Traces of further painting on L. g'xg'.

F. 11. 001. Wooden hair-comb, rectar.g., with double set

' of teeth of different finenesses, one on each side of middle

rib, which is decorated on each side with two bands of

incised lines. Teeth scmew'hat broken. Western type;

cf. Berlin. Kon. Museen, Altchrist. Bildwerke, iii. PI. X.

3°I. 2j^'X2|*.

F. u. 002. Wooden hair-comb w ith rounded top. Teeth

a little broken. 2A' x 2f".

F. n. i. 1. Pottery fr. of cylindrical neck of vessel. Fine

red pottery, hand-made. Half an inch below lip is single

band of cable-moulding
;

below this, double band of

same. Beneath this again perpendicular fluting. H. 2-f*.

F. 11. i. 2. Pottery fr. from neck of vessel. Light red

ware, hand-made. Rim plain; then frieze of applique

ornaments (balusters ?) defaced. Second frieze of jewel

ornaments. 2' x 2-^".

F. n. i. 3. Pottery fr., fine, dark red. At top, appliqud

moulding ornament by series of notches ;
below this,

frieze of jewel ornaments, oval, with bead rim settings,

appliqud a^xi^f*.
F. 11. i. 4. Pottery fr. from neck of vessel. Hard red

ware, wheel-made, lip slightly everted. iff'x lV

•

F. ii. i. 5. Terra-cotta fr. of model of phallus. Length

F. 11. i, 6. Terra-cotta fr. of neck and forepart of

winged-horse handle. Cf. Yo. 0015. f, type b. Length

2J'^16 •

F. 11. i. 001. Mass of ex-voto fabrics and Brahml paper

manuscript remains eaten by mice, found at foot of image

niche. Ddbris only. Contains scraps of plain silk fabrics,

purple and green.

F. n. i. 002. Terra-cotta applique orn., grotesque

head of 1 Silenus ’ type. Prominent eyebrows, frown, and

wrinkles ;
fat cheeks and smiling mouth. Beard treated

like Mi. xi. 00104, ears like dog’s. Broken above fore-

head; recalls Egyptian Bes type. zf'xif'.

F. ii. i. 003. Clay sealing with impression from circular

convex gem. Broken, lower L. part of impression missing.

Hunting scene : in centre, man on horseback galloping

R. Behind horse a lioness, rearing straight up with

uplifted talons. The rider turns his body front
; L. hand

raised to head, R. hand lifted holding sword that dis-

appears behind his shoulder. Below horse a goat or deer

(forequarters only remain) running R.

Composition shows classical influence (attitude of fig.

closely resembles that in
1 Alexander’s hunt ’ scenes), but

workmanship poor. Great use of drill
;

details coarse.

Cf. Furtwangler, Antike Gemrnen, Taf. xi. 5. Clay

sealing if^x 1*; impression; diam. f§*. PI. V.

F. n. i. 004. Clay sealing; sq. with oval impression,

round which are marks of setting, viz. four round bosses

joined each by four smaller sq. nail-heads. Impression

shows female bust, very careful work. Head § R.,

R. cheek and eye defaced. Hair worn in heavy roll round

brows, and indicated by fine lines upwards over roll

to crown of head. Tassel-shaped ear-rings. Tight-

fitting tunic with folds shown over breast, but collar cut low.

Classical influence faint; cf. perhaps Furtwangler, Antike

Gemmen, Taf. xviii. 46 and lxi. 74, for hair.

Seal if* sq., impression §" x f '. PI. V.

F. 11. i. 005. Carved wooden niche panel. Above,

projecting moulding plain
;

below, row of Vandykes

bordered by plain mouldings. Triangles between them are

bevelled away each side of the perpendicular by two

incised chevrons. 3' 5f*-x 4* x 6* (orig. thickness). PI.

XVII.

F. 11. ii. 01. Carved wooden double-bracket or canti-

lever, with socket in centre for head of post which remains

broken in the hole.

Side elevation : architrave 2* wide, divided horizontally

into (1) flat bead distinguished by (2) a triangular groove

from (3) a bevel (c. 45
0
), i^g* wide below, which is a rect-

angular billet moulding, each billet 2\" long with |*

interval containing prism shape. Below this is an abacus

22' long, surmounted by secondary architrave of its own

length, having 1* projection. This is f* below the main

architrave, and consists of (i)flat bead with sq. undercut

;

(2) quarter round moulding 1* wide ; (3) billeted moulding

resembling that above, but with members only 2 long.

Below this the abacus has plain depth of 3!* ;
its sides

are square, but, at base, profile shows central flat 7 long.

From this a cavetto c. 30° and 5* long turning into half-

round and again to vertical flat forming at end of abacus

a dentil if' wide. This space is partly filled on a lower

plane by an egg-moulding (seen in profile) which charac-

terizes the under face of abacus. On either side of abacus

7 X
1374
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a rectangular cavetto §* deep, its upper end 3!" above

bottom face of abacus
;
then a horizontal chamfer 9' long,

~ above which the architrave is continued from the longer

sides.

Plan 0/ tinder surface. Abacus, plain central portion

with socket, diam. 2\"
;
from ends of dentil project on

same plane towards centre (in relief against cavetto) large

single egg-mouldings (cf. examples from Egypt, Strzy-

gowski, Koptische Kunst, No. 7321; from Asia, the Cook
sarcophagus, cf. Strzygowski, ‘ A sarcophagus of the Sida-

mara type A., xxvii, 1907).

Side portions, modillions 9" x 5|*. four-petalled flowers

of Gandhara type; along centre of each petal a rib or

stamen beaded; between petals conventionalized lotus

buds of Egyptian type. Cf. Ancient Khotan, i. p. 413;
ii. PI. LXIX, N. xx. 02.

Wood sound at one end, other end rather decayed.
4' x 8|". PI. XVII.

F. n. iii. 1. Painted wooden panel with Buddha seated
in meditation on blue lotus. White robe with grey border,

white vesica with dark red border, blue nimbus with white
border. Very bad condition, subject on rei<. worn off

x o •

F. n. iii. 2. Painted wooden panel with top cut to
point. Against oval blue vesica bordered with pink and
dark brown is standing Buddha or Bodhisattva fig.,

extremely well proportioned and slim-waisted. Pose easy
and graceful. Head very Indian and not well placed
on the neck, being thrust too far forward. Fig. has
usnisa but no urna

;
hair blue and figured with tight

curls. R. hand is downwards by side, prob. holding
something, but surface damaged

; L. hand with palm to
breast, fingers curled up. Fig. wears short plain loin-

cloth. The otherwise nude body and limbs have designs
painted on them in red outline. On middle is sealed
Buddha fig., another on R. breast

;
on front of R. shoulder

a wheel-shaped flower, on each upper arm two billet-

shaped objects, perhaps Pothis, and on each forearm
a pigeon or parrot. Feet and legs bare. From the leg
openings of loin-cloth seems to issue some gauzy, pleated
materia], which is drawn tight at about mid-thigh. Very
little colour left, but flesh seems to have been pale pink.
Nimbus (?) circular, pink, with red and pink borders;
Padmasana pink.

Much corroded. The board shows at upper end cuts
as if it had been used for leather-cutting.

1' 2* x 7a’- PI. exxv.

F. 11. iii. 4. Painted wooden panel with standing
Buddha on red lotus. R. hand upraised prob. in vilarka-
mudra, L. low holding robes. Dark red robe over dark
green under-robe which comes only half-way down shin.

Vesica blue and light buff, nimbus dark green with red
border. Hair blue, flesh dark buff. Very bad condition
i'6fx8”.

F. 11. iii. 5. Painted wooden panel, with Buddha looking
I.. seated in meditation on white lotus. White robe with

grey border. Blue and white vesica. Dark grey and
white nimbus. Much of the present white is due to

corrosion. Rough work, bad condition. 1' 3
A* x 6".

F. n. iii. 6. Painted wooden panel, with standing

Buddha § L. R. hand extended horizontally, palm up,

open; L. hand against breast in somewhat similar pose.

Web between thumb and forefinger shown on both. Eyes
rather oblique. Line of back of neck and head curiously

straight (bull-necked). Hair blue ; upper robe light brown
with white edges

; under-robe dull grey. Vesica blue,

bordered with red and buff. Nimbus buff, bordered red.

Lower part of panel deep crimson with white foliage and
large lotus bud in R. corner. Rev. blank. Rough work.

s'xsTx*'.

F. n. iii. 001. a. Stucco relief fr. of vesica. Somewhat
concave, bordered with line of alternate seven-petalled

flowers and jewel oms., between raised edges. Flowers
painted alternately green over blackish-grey foundation

(very few traces of green) and blue. Spaces between orns.

also blackish grey. On field two applied reliefs of seated

Buddhas in attitude of meditation, and mark of vesica

of a third on R. Between Buddhas to L. a lotus bud in

field, to R. a half-opened lotus. These show traces of the

pale blue that appears plentifully on the background.
One trace of red is seen on bud, but comes prob. from
vesica of L. Buddha, of which border is red and interior

grey. Traces of blue on robe. L. knee and top of halo

gone. R. Buddha similar (complete), but colour has

worn off border of vesica. Hair black and features defaced

in both. No colour shows on nimbi. Usual white ground
for paint.

Back covered with smooth coat of stucco showing no
signs of attachment. Prob. vesica of fig. standing alone.

Gr. length 14*, gr. width 6J". PI. CXXXIX.

F. 11. iii. 001. b. Stucco relief fr. Head and halo of

Buddha. Features defaced, though eyes just discernible.

From same mould as F. 11. iii. 001. a, to which, no doubt,

it belonged. Chin to crown ii", halo ii'x2'.

F. 11. iii. 001. c. Stucco relief fr. Head and L. part of

halo and vesica of Buddha from same mould as F. 11. iii.

001. a. Grey vesica with red border. Nose and mouth
worn down

; eyes and eyebrows in black paint show. No
colour visible on halo. White stucco. Chin to crown 1 f,
H. of halo if.

F. 11. iii. 002. Painted wooden panel with subject on
each side :

Obv. Standing Buddha on lotus. R. hand raised to

breast and turned palm outward as in abhaya-mudra ;

L. pendent holding fold of robe. Three garments : Upper
robe white bordered with grey, reaching nearly to ankles

;

second robe, deep red with white border, richly pleated,
the folds at edge forming regular nebuly pattern. This
garment appears only at a small division between falling

edges of upper robe. Under garment grey-green, closely

pleated, lower part only visible, leaving ankles and feet

exposed.
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Face almost circular, eyes very long, and inclined

slightly upward at outer angles. Ears elongated. Three

deep folds in neck. Hair black with usfilm surrounded by

string of pearls. All flesh pink outlined with red. R.

hand is treated in web-like manner.

Green nimbus encircled by yellow band, and outer deep

red band with dividing lines of white. Elongated vesica dark

blue-black, enclosed by bands of dark red, pale yellow (?),

and grey, with dividing lines of white. Lower portion of

panel to height of edge of lowest garment is very rich red,

bearing flowering plants in white.

On it, in R. bottom comer, is the donor, a kneeling

male fig. § L., hands together in attitude of prayer or

adoration, dressed in long dark grey coat held in at waist

by belt. Coat has broad cuffs and large lapels of light

buff marked with white pattern, and a band of this light

colour borders its overlapping edge, extending below belt.

The head-dress is of the Persian type as worn by the fig.

in D. vii. 6 (.Ancient Kholan, ii. PI. LXI). Above, to

shoulder level, the background is buff, with green lotus

low down on L. of Buddha, and a roughly drawn lotus bud-

in grey above donor.

Above the buff ground are successive bands of colour

running horizontally
:
grey, buff, deep red with white nebuly

lower edge, and pale grey. Above this the ‘ pinked ’ edge

of pendent drapery suggests a canopy

Rev. Male fig. seated on camel, and having a general

resemblance to camel rider in D. vii. 5 (
Ancient Kholan,

ii. PI. LIX). Face very round and plump. Minute

moustache and ‘ imperial ’. Eyebrows strongly arched.

Hair long, spreading behind shoulders.

Greenish-grey coat to knees cut with rounded skirts,

bordered, cuffed, and collared with white (fur ?), and with

one broad lapel also white. Just below shoulders a kind

of epaulette. Sword-belt and straight sword of somewhat
Roman type. Pantaloons deep red with spot pattern

(a circle) in white. Black Hessians. In R. hand upheld

a patera. Under L. arm and hanging on to shoulder, an
Indian bow, the string being to back and bow to front.

L. hand holds nose-string of camel. Behind head a russet-

green nimbus, bordered deep red and black with white

edge. Vesica, black with light border, extends downwards
as far as.saddle. A light sash floats out from behind

shoulders. Camel is badly drawn, and much too small

compared with the rider
;

painted buff with red outlines,

moves towards L.

In front of camel kneels a small male fig. as donor, but

resembling the camel rider in face and dress, excepting

that the coat is light (buff) and the sleeves and trimming

dark (fur ?). The donor appears to support a large dark

green bud-like object with a long lotus-like stalk.

Background from lower edge for about one-fifth of height

is deep red, sprinkled with white flowers. In centre of this

band, between feet of camel, is lotus bud
;
and to R. and

L. a circular disc of dark buff with BrahmT inscription of

five lines. Above red band, background is buff for three-

fifths of height. Upper band (one-fifth) is dark green with

roughly drawn canopy centred behind head of rider. On
L. is third disc bearing defaced device. White flowers

scattered on green ground. All work sketchy.

Surfaces sand-encrusted and defaced.

1 l\" X 1 of" X I". PI. cxxv.

F. 11. iii. 003. Stucco fr. R. foot standing on lotus

throne, of which only segment to R. of foot is left. Behind
is mark of vesica, broken off, which apparently had pale

blue background. Round inner edge of throne's petals

are traces of dark grey. Foot broken where it and throne

are pierced to take core of leg. Nails carefully marked.
Hard white stucco. Foot 2" x i±", throne 4%" x 3^' X .

F. n. iii. 004. Painted panel, almost effaced. Traces of

standing Buddha with red robe, white flesh, black and
white vesica. 5-^" x 3%' X •§".

F. ill. i. 003. Stucco head, from crouching demon
supporting a Lokapala. Hair covering only back of head

indicated by incised lines. Its beginning is shown by

raised ridge behind very receding forehead. On- hair,

traces of red paint. Lips closed, but smiling, with hole at

each corner of mouth. Nose broad and flat (but a good

deal worn). Eyes bulge. Edges of lids indicated by

incised lines half-way up the protuberance, which cross and

are continued a short way beyond outer corner. Hole at

inner corner, and pupil indicated by another. R. ear

missing, L. ear very flat. Surface much damaged, but

traces here and there of white ground for paint, and of red

about lips and in middle of cheek.

Chin to crown 6 ".

F. iii. iii. 001. Fr. of wooden statuette. L. foot

standing on part of lotus throne. T races showing that whole

was gilded. Foot broken at ankle
;

nails marked. Delicate

work. Foot x x/, throne 1

X

F. iv. 001. Wooden hair-comb with rounded top. Good

condition. 3!" x 3".

F. iv . 002. Terra-cotta applique orn. Head of smiling

‘demon’. Type of Yo. 0024. i. i'xi|'.

F. rv. 003. Fr. of paper with one small trace of ink (?).

02 * 4 '

F. iv. 004. Part of fire-stick, ‘ female ’. Five ‘ hearths
’

along face (the fr. being broken off through fifth) of

varying sizes and depths, and charred at bottom. On side

of each ‘ hearth ' a notch is cut from side and continued

down to bottom surface of stick. Cf. L. A. v. ii. 1, and

Joyce, Man, xi. No. 3. Hard and well preserved. 3" x
5" v 1 *

8 *2 •

F. rv. 005. Wooden model of arrow. Triangular

three-barbed point carved in same piece; end of shaft

tapers (broken). Length 103'.

F. vi. 001. Wheat from floor of eroded room ; also small

black seeds like grape-stones.

F. vn. a. Terra-cotta fr. of L.-hand cast of thigh and

7x2
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leg of human being wearing fur breeches ; leg drawn up

under thigh in squatting attitude. Length 2^*.

F. vii. b. Pottery fr., light red ware; inside orn. with

stamped dot-and-circle. x i^'.

F. vii. c. Pottery fr., light red ware with burnished outer

face orn. by two incised lines between two rows of dots.

7» v 11 "

8 " 16 *

F. vii. 001. Bead of brown paste. Wound round in spiral

is incised waved line showing traces of white filling, ys"
vl“A 2 .

F. vii, 002. Clay sealing, sq., with impression of oval

gem. On a straight base line, Ganymede and eagle. To
L. on a rocky mass, fig. seated R. seen in profile. Head
small with short hair, neck slender

;
body leans back in

easy attitude, and was prob. supported by L. elbow. R. leg

stretched out before body, knee slightly bent, foot flat on
ground. L. knee raised higher and more sharply bent.

R. arm bent at elbow, hand extended horizontally over

knees, holding a phiale (?).

To R., eagle, in profile L., stands upright; the L. leg

straight with claws on the ground
; the R. slightly advanced

and bent at knee
; talon raised sharply and resting

in the hand (or phiale) of seated fig. L. wing half

open.

Condition : Of the human fig. the R. shoulder and
upper- arm are broken away

; all the rest is decipherable,

but only R. thigh to ankle, standing in very high relief, is

well preserved. Of eagle, breast, thighs, R. talon, part of
L. wing and tail are preserved, breast and L. thigh in very
high relief.

Composition and execution of very fine quality
;
good

Hellenistic workmanship.

The bodily proportions of seated fig. suggest Hebe, but
the subject is almost certainly a somewhat androgynous
Ganymede. Ganymede seated thus on rocks and feeding
the eagle is not uncommonly represented on gems, and
also appears on coins of Marcus Aurelius and Commodus
struck at Uion (L. C. Woolley). Clay sealing r-|" sq.

;

impression i"xf. PI. V.

F. vm. 001. Stucco relief fr. Three bosses. Part of
bunch of grapes (?). Traces of blue. White stucco.
il'vl'1 8 * 8 «

F. ix. 001. Fr. of wooden moulding, lathe-turned,
found on surface of ground. Very hard, well preserved.
Baluster (?), similar to Kha. i. 0036. 3^' x if".

F. ix. 002. Clay pestle. Disc with smooth slightly

convex surface, and at back a projecting handle. Diam.
4", thickness (with handle 2-1").

F. ix. 003. Stucco relief fr. of opening lotus bud. Three
large petals, and above two inner petals. Above central
round core shows. Remains of blue paint on white slip.

White stucco. 2§* x if" x

F. ix. 004. Stucco relief fr. Curl of hair as Kha. ii. N.
0010. White stucco. No colour.

F. ix. 005. Stucco relief fr. Curl of hair as F. ix. 004.

Trace of blue paint. White stucco. 1' X r%*.

F. ix. 006. Stucco relief fr. Palmette, three petals.

White stucco. i|-'x if*.

F. ix. i. 001. Wooden key of usual type, apple wood,

with six pegs arranged in two diagonal rows of three each.

See Kha. v. 006. 4y x f
*.

F. x. 001. Haematite quadrilateral cone, highly

polished, prob. meant for seal. H. i|', base ff'xf*.

F. xi. i. 001. Wooden panel, once painted, with marks

of nails which attached it to background. Paint has dis-

appeared except for a few undecipherable traces. 1 21/ x
.1" y. 1»
4s x X •

F. xi. a. Pottery fr., fine red, wheel-made ; outer face

carefully smoothed and almost burnished. if'x i-^*.

F. xi. 001. Nondescript wood fr. Gr. M. g".

F. Xu. 001. Whisk-broom made of grass, as F. 1. 001.

Length 1
' 6f*.

F. xn. 002. Fr. of wooden statuette :

L. hand with fingers bent, grasping end of drapery, which

is drawn down from lower side of wrist. Little modelling.

Drapery behind wrist, and tips of fingers split off. Thumb
excessively short. Hole pierced from back to front of wrist.

Arm probably hung straight by side with palm of hand

to front. Traces of glue(?) at back of wrist, which may

indicate that hand broke off and was attached again by

this means, the hole being made at same time for peg to

secure it still more firmly.

Hard and in good condition. 5!" x 2' X 1". PI. XLVII.

F. xn. 003. Fr. of wooden statuette, prob. of child.

Leg from above knee to heel. Knee bent at right angles,

with straight edge of drapery showing above. Of foot,

evidently also at right angles, heel only remains. Hole

pierced from corner of heel to front of ankle. Form

generally somewhat shapeless and thick. Traces of flesh-

coloured paint in fold between calf and thigh. 4%" X i| •

F. xn. 004. Fresco panel showing goddess Haritl with

her children.

Indo-Persian type of beauty with short rounded face,

straight features, eyes very slightly oblique, and dreamy

expression of mingled sadness and sweetness. Sits facing

spectator, apparently cross-legged, but surface of lower part

almost destroyed
;

L. arm akimbo with hand on thigh,

prob. holding stem of flower which appears between L.

arm and body ; R. upper arm close to body, and forearm

horizontal in front, with hand sharply pendent and fingers

daintily curled inwards clasping top of long-necked red

flask (?) with globular body, which hangs down in front

below girdle. Ears long, with pierced lobes greatly dis-

tended. Hair black, done smoothly over head and falling

behind shoulders, while two long narrow locks curl stiffly

forward under eyes. On the head it is decked with strings

of pearls, and a jewel orn. over forehead partly broken

away.
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Dress: a close-fitting short-sleeved jacket, sage-green

powdered with round buff spots, set at neck in low band

of dark buff orn. with Indian red. Sleeves finished above

elbow by similar band, above another of terra-cotta with

green and black scroll orn., and edged with short full

frills of white or yellow. Lower arm covered with tight-

fitting sleeve of under-garment, red, with purple cuff-band

(on L. arm) orn. with green scrolls. Turquoise-green

stole also about arms. Legs draped with plum-coloured

robe, spotted with terra-cotta and green trefoils and pearl-

like dots of white. General background, terra-cotta red

;

circular halo, turquoise-green bordered with terra-cotta red

and dark buff.

Five children play about her. One, nude, sits astride

R. shoulder
;

another, in terra-cotta shirt, astride L.

;

another bestrides R. forearm, and a fourth embraces L.

breast as he stands on her girdle; these both nude. The
fifth, in green shirt, on extreme L., appears to be dancing.

All have features and figs, of grown boys or men.

Flesh throughout washed in with flesh-pink, over white,

shaded with a slightly darker tint; all flesh outlines are

Indian red, and eyes in black and white only. Haritl’s

cheeks seem to have been coloured with another pigment

which has destroyed the surface, leaving only the clay below.

Fine conception, but execution unequal
;
badly damaged

over most of surface, but H.’s face and figs, of children

almost intact. For interpretation of figure and its com-

parison with painting on linen found at Yar-khoto, see

Foucher, La Madone bouddhique, Fondation Piot, Paris,

1910, pp. 1 6 sqq., with PI. XIX and Fig. 7 showing mural

painting in situ. 2' x 2'. PI. XIII.

F. xxi. 005. Fresco panel showing standing Bodhisattva

(.Avalokilesvara), | R.
;

R. hand with palm upturned

before breast supporting long-necked flask, L. hand down

as though gathering robe together. Fig. slim and generally

of Indo-Persian type. Upper half nude except for dark

pink stole, striped with white, twined on arms
;

knots of

white drapery hanging behind shoulders
;

necklet, chain,

armlets, and bracelets. Flesh light pink shaded with

darker pink and a light burnt red. Below hips fig. is

draped in a variegated robe gathered closely round legs

and falling in pleated folds between. Intermingling colours

of robe represented by cross stripes of white and red, and

(in another direction) green and black. Head wears tiara

of open lotus with Dhyani-buddha in centre and pearl

border
; hair long, falling behind shoulders, is dull dark

brown heavily lined with black. Straight eyes downcast

;

long straight nose
;

elongated ear, but no ear-ring. All

outlines of flesh in light burnt sienna, which is also used

for iris of eyes and eyebrows; but the latter (besides

nostril, line dividing lips, and L. side of face) are

strengthened with black.

Behind is narrow oval vesica and circular halo. Ground

of vesica light green, of halo greenish grey ;
both bordered

with inner band of dark pink and outer border of circular

medallions in buff outlined with red and having alternately

red and green centres.

Background of whole dark red, with lower part of dark

blue lotus bud showing in L. top corner, and small seated

Buddha on R. Immediately above on wall stood F. xn. 006.

Close approach to Indian elements in Graeco-Buddhist

art particularly noticeable, e. g. in the variegated robe,

forms of jewellery and flask, treatment of drapery and
angular folds down front of robe. Dark brown for the

hair is not found elsewhere amongst the wall-paintings of

Collection, but is found on hair of Lokapalas in some
of Ch'ien-fo-tung paintings (see Ch. 0035 ;

xx.oon; lv.

00 1 8); for a lighter brown used for iris of eyes as in

frescoes from M. hi, cf. M. hi. 003.

Surface much worn. 2' 7" x 1' 2}’. Fresco in situ

Figs. 312, 313. Portion removed, PI. CXXV.

F. xn. 006, Fresco fr. from wall immediately above

F. xir. 005 ; shows lower part of fig. standing on lotus

(pale green and black, with brown centre). Dark red

background with three large lotus buds (black and pale

green) in field. Pale green robe with dark red border and

stole of dark pink, white, and black check, ends of which

remain. Vesica has ornamental border, decorated with

attendant figs, in panels
;
parts of two on pale green and

dark red grounds showing on L. side. Work rough, and

green paint almost entirely lost, it * x 14".

F. xn. 007. Fresco fr. showing seated Buddha from

Buddha-diapered portion of south-east wall in F. xii. Hands

together in lap, with thumbs touching, head £ L. Pink

lotus-throne, red-brown robe, green vesica with dark brown

border, circular pink nimbus. Flesh white, shaded with

burnt sienna and outlined Indian red. Background pale

green. To L., knee and part of vesica (red and white)

of next fig. Coarse work. 18" x ioJ,-". For fresco in

situ, see Fig. 314.

F. xii. 008. Fresco fr. showing seated Buddha from wall

above F. xii. 007, and in same style. Blue lotus throne,

pale green robe bordered red. Whites of eyes have blue-

grey line along lower part. Black eyelashes, elongated.

Vesica pink bordered with green; halo shaded pink,

bordered with blue
;
rectang. background red. To L. is

left side of second fig. in red robe on pink lotus with blue

vesica ;
rectang. background pale green. Above, traces of

third subject. Colours rich
;
work rather rough, i'xi'i'.

For fresco in situ, see Fig. 314.

F. xii. 009. Fresco fr. from portion of north-east wall

adjoining the statue seen in Fig. 296. R. half, upon dark

red ground, shows twining stem and tendrils in dark grey

from which spring large lotus bud and fully opened lotus.

Petals white near flower centre, light copper-green in

outer parts, outlined black. Background sprinkled with

small floral sprigs in white. Down L. side, on lighter red

ground, are three Buddhas seated in meditation on lotuses,

with lotus-petal vesicas. Hands of two upper covered by

robe.

Painted in buff throughout, with dark red outlines,

eyes, and hair; copper-green on petals of Padmasana,
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edges of robe, and borders alternately of halo and vesica.

At botlom is larger similar Buddha, having dark red robe,
white flesh, copper-green halo, and vesica of flames (?) in

buff, red, and green, with bead border.

Along top are petals of larger Padmasana. Rough
work. i

/
io|"xii'.

Site of

Kara-
vanlak.

Remains of

frescoed

wall, relievo

fragments.

Date of

abandon-

ment.

F . xii. 0010. Fresco fr. from frieze at foot of wall in south
corner. Lower part shows red and white, and blue and
white, trefoil flowers with white tendrils scattered on
maroon ground; also a lotus bud, red outlined black.

Above, a green and blue lotus bud on red ground. 16 1 "

X 12'. For position in situ, see Fig. 314.

Section III—FROM DOMOKO TO KHOTAN
From Farhad-Beg-yadaki I moved on March 13 south past the present oasis of Domoko

in order to examine remains which Roze and his companions had traced at a point known as Kara-
yantak in the area of scrub-covered low sand hillocks stretching east of the stream of Domoko. It
proved to be situated less than a mile and a half due east of Mazar-toghrak, the site exploredm October, 1906, and about the same distance to the south-east of the great dyke at the head of the
Domoko-yar. 1 The remains were those of a completely destroyed Buddhist shrine, which in plan
and decoration must have shown the closest resemblance to the main temple of Khadalik, though
pro a y smaller. The clearing of the sand which covered the remains to a height of 9—10 feet in
most places (Fig. 319) had not proceeded very far before it became clear that here, just as Khadalik,
the ruined structure had been worked as a quarry for timber. With the exception of a few feet
ength of foundation beams and the fragments of posts, etc., seen in Fig. 319, all pieces ofw ic cou d be of use had been removed, obviously before heavy sand had accumulated
at the ruin Small pieces of painted wood chipped off from posts, etc., were plentiful. On the
other hand, there was no sign of destruction by fire.

. ^
par* P ‘eces of frescoed wal1 plaster, K.Y. 002-3

! 1. 0018, showing a diaper of small
seated Buddha figures and part of a large vesica, nothing remained of the cella walls, no doubt built

im er and wattle. About 10 feet east of where these plaster pieces cropped out there were
ound remnants of what evidently had been a central image base in stucco. Near this, amidst debris

„
S

^
ttere wood and plaster, were found small relievo fragments in stucco including the heads of

vv-a ri"

V^ 1 6 ^Sures (K.Y. 1. 001-2, Plate CXXXIX), closely allied in style to those recovered at
a a 1 , a woo en Pothi board with a faded inscription in cursive Central-Asian Brahjru,

a
V

]

irnPressions from an intaglio stamp showing a Bodhisattva seated on a lotus throne
anc mo e e in purely Indian style (for a specimen see K.Y. 1. 0010, Plate CXXXIX). A clay mould,

c rom t e re le of one in this series, evidently for the sake of producing more of these votive
offerings, is seen in K.Y. 1. 0016 (Plate CXXXIX). In the same place were found the fragment of a
Buddha statuette in wood, K.Y. 1. 0020 (Plate CXXXVIll), measuring a little over one foot across the
knees, and the badly effaced painted panel, K.Y. 1. 0021. Of a small chapel, which seems to have
adjoined on the south the approach to the.passage round the cella, there survived two image bases
in stucco Remains of a frescoed band about 6 inches high at the foot of one of them showed
kneeling figures of a family group, evidently of the donor, the whole carefully painted but much
injured by Shor . From this was recovered the fragment K.Y. n. 001.

,

l co"cluslon *awn from ,hese scanty art remains as to the date of this shrine, and probably
o its abandonment also, which is approximately the same as that determined for the Khadalik
temples, received striking confirmation by the discovery on the floor of a well-preserved coin of the
lien-yuan period (a. d. 758-9), showing no sign of wear. As in the case of Khadalik and Mazar-

Irn.mlV "7 that tWs shrine
'
too > and the settlement likely to have existed

biteres,

3“gK?.about
,

the d°x of *e eighth century. The antiquarian and geographical
interest presented by this simultaneous abandonment has already been discussed. 2

~

1 See ab0Ve
’ PP* 2°3 >

2°5 sq. * See above, pp. 207 sqq.
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From Kara-yantak I had to pay a rapid visit to Kenya, the district head-quarters, in order to

arrange with its magistrate, a very intelligent and attentive Mandarin of the old type, for the help

which I knew would be essential for the explorations I planned during the summer in the high K'un-

lun ranges south of Polur. Having assured myself well in advance of the needful support, I returned

to Domoko by March 19, and on the same day proceeded into the desert north-westwards in order

to revisit the old sites around Ulugh-mazar. On the way through Domoko and Gulakhma I had

occasion to make interesting observations as to expanding cultivation and increasing prosperity on

this ground, which I knew well from my former visits, and where, in view of geographical and

antiquarian questions previously discussed, all changes in the occupied area deserve special attention.

Since my visit of 1906 a large Bazar had sprung up at Domoko, and to the east of it ground about

Chigillik (Map No. 31. a. 4), then completely waste, had been brought under permanent irrigation

by means of a new canal. Its surplus water was at the time being turned to use for the reclamation

of open patches of ground at and above the Khadalik site.

Westwards, too, I found this extension in progress. The belt of scrubby desert with tamarisk-

cones which before separated the village tracts of Domoko and Gulakhma was being rapidly

reduced by newly levelled fields ready for irrigation, as seen in Figs. 316, 318. It was curious

to observe the way in which irrigation channels, carried round the foot of the tamarisk-cones, were

used for gradually removing the fertile loess dust accumulated in them centuries ago and

spreading it over the new fields. This extension was being effected mainly by more careful

use of the kara-su obtained from the springs in the ‘akins’ of Ponak and Gulakhma (Map No. 32.

a. 1). Thus the latter village area had, according to reliable local information, doubled

its population during the last sixteen years. This increase was all the more deserving of notice

because there were complaints of the summer floods
(
ak-su

)

from the mountains having been

generally below the mark during most of this period. It was clear that increased pressure of popu-

lation and other economic factors play an important part in these changes affecting what might

otherwise seem classic ground for watching ‘ pulsatory desiccation ’ at work.

In A nctent Khotan I have already fully discussed the reasons which have led me to locate the

site of Hsuan-tsang’s P'i-moand Sung Yiin’s Han-mo at the extensive debris areas to be found to the

north of and around the desert pilgrimage place known as Ulugh-mazar or Ulugh-zidrat, the holy

shrine’ (Map No. 27. d. 4).
3 My renewed visit to this ground has fully confirmed my belief in the

correctness of this identification and enabled me to realize better the great extent of the ‘ Tatis ’ which

lie to the south and south-east of Ulugh-mazar. Following this time under Mullah Khuajas

competent guidance a direct line from Lachin-ata’s Mazar (Map No. 31. a. 4) to Ulugh-mazai,

1 found, after going about a mile, the whole ground thickly covered at short intervals with debris of

the typical kind, fragments of old pottery, hard-burned bricks, slags, etc., wherever the eroded spil

lay bare between dunes and tamarisk-cones. The same observation applies to the ground to the

south and south-west of Ulugh-mazar for a distance of about a mile and a half. At numerous

points of these ‘Tatis’ the abundance of human remains- laid bare by wind-erosion indicated

old cemeteries. That these belonged to Muhammadan times was made quite certain by finding in

several places rows of fairly intact skeletons laid regularly with the feet to the south, as required by

orthodox Muslim custom. This further proof that the site continued to be occupied down to the

Muhammadan period is of special value in view of the probable identity of Marco Polo s * Pern with

P'i-mo. 4

The fresh numismatic evidence now secured from these ‘ Tatis ’ fully agrees with the conclusion

arrived at on my former visit, and at the same time shows that the occupation of this area must have

* Cf. Ancient Khotan, i. pp. 462 sq.
4 Aniknl Khotan

>
' PP- 457, 463.

Expanding
cultivation

about

Domoko.

Extension

of irrigated

area.

Debris areas

around

Vliigh-

mazdr.

Muhamma-
dan ceme-

teries.
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Numismatic
evidence of

early occu-

pation.

Ruined fort

north of

Ulugh-

mazar.

Oasis of

Chira.

Rawak
ruins.

already been of old date when Sung Ylin visited Han-mo. While among the coins actually picked up

there on my own visit or R. B. Lai Singh’s preceding reconnaissance one is a Sung dynasty piece of

a. d. 1 102-7 and another a Muhammadan coin ascribed to the fourteenth century, there were

secured also some much-worn Wu-chu pieces and one coin which seems to be of the Sino-KharosthI

class.

5

These finds of early coins are of special interest because they bear out Sung Yiin’s

statement with regard to the antiquity of the shrine with the miracle-working Buddha statue

which he visited 15 li to the south of Han-mo, i. e. at the site now marked by the pilgrimage

place of Ulugh-mazar. He mentions that of the multitude of votive banners he saw there

about half showed dates of the Wei dynasty (a. d. 386-534), while one was of the period a. d.

384-4
1
7.

e

During my halt of one day at Ulugh-mazar I was able to make an excursion northward to

the nearest portion of the Uzun-tati debris area, and in the course of it found the remains of

a roughly built structure, undoubtedly of Muhammadan origin and probably a mosque, about

half a mile to the north of the ruined fort described in Ancient Khotan? As other traces of

later occupation were found in the immediate vicinity, the view previously expressed as to the

late origin of the fort has been strengthened. It may well date from an attempt made to re-

occupy this ground long after Marco Polo’s ‘ Pein ’ was abandoned to the desert.

Ulugh-mazar was the last place which saw my whole party reunited at the close of our

winter campaign (Fig. 320). On March 22 I moved south to the oasis of Chira, and from

there Naik Ram Singh, my ‘ handy-man started eastwards in the company of Ibrahim Beg on

the long journey which was to take him back to the temples of Miran—and from which he returned

blind three months later.

Chira, reckoned at no less than 3,500 households, is a large and flourishing tract with

cultivation dependent mainly on the abundant ak-sti which its river brings down straight from the

slopes of the great glacier-crowned massif of the Muz-tagh Peak. Here, too, the extension of the

irrigated area was proceeding rapidly, the annual increase being reported at fully a thousand

Chinese mou. Of the way in which this recent reclamation of land, centuries ago abandoned to the

desert, is bound to affect any old remains there surviving, I had a good illustration on visiting

the ruins knowm as Rawak, about a mile to the west of Oghrelik, where my camp stood. There, in

the midst of new fields, I found the walls of a relatively large structure, built of stamped clay and

now crumbling under the effect of the heavy flooding which the ground all round had received from

a recent canal extension. The extant portions of the structure comprised a hall measuring 48 feet

by 37, with three rooms of considerable size adjoining at its back. There was no clear indication

5 See below, Appendix B. I may add that of live coins

which were given to me at Kenya as having been brought

from the ‘Tatis’ near Ulugh-mazar two are T'ang pieces

(K'ai-yttan), while the rest are of Sung dynasty issues,

ranging from a.d. 1017-1107. Of nine more coins received

from Domoko in 1906 five are Wu-chu ‘cash’, tentatively

ascribed to the fifth century, three T'ang pieces of a.d. 758-9,
and one probably a mediaeval Muhammadan coin.

6
Cf. Chavannes, Voyage de Song Fun, pp. 14 sq.

; above,

p. 841.
7 Cf. Ancient Khotan, i. p. 462. In Map No. 27. d. 4 the

position of the fort has by an error of compilation been
shown to the north-north-east, instead of east-north-east of

Ulugh-mazar. The position of the debris area marked
north of the fort must be shifted accordingly. The direction

of the dry river-bed reached further on and connected with

the present Ponak-akin needs also correction, as it has a more

northerly bearing.

[The correct positions of these features relative to Ulugh-

mazar, Old Domoko, etc., will be found duly indicated in

Sheet No. 14 of the final Atlas containing all surveys made

on my three journeys, 1900-15.]

This dry bed is very clearly marked with an average width

of about 60 yards, while the ridges of close-set tamarisk-cones

on either side leave clear a depression fully three times as

wide. Judging from the appearance of the dead kotek lining

the banks and the ‘ Yardangs’ within the bed, the latter must

be of considerable antiquity. The possibility of its having

once carried the waters from the united streams between

Domoko and Chira towards Dandan-oilik, as first suggested

by Professor Huntington, deserves careful consideration.
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to be found either of its age or of its purpose. Whatever ground near by had not as yet been

brought under cultivation showed far-advanced wind-erosion, with the usual small pottery frag-

ments marking former occupation. About i-| miles to the north-west, amidst old tamarisk-cones

now completely bared of their bushes and roots for the sake of supplying Chira with fuel, I was

shown an area about a quarter of a mile square thickly covered with ancient looking pottery debris.

From the soft loess dust of the ground numerous tiny fragments of stucco relievos were picked up,

of which those shown in the List below are specimens. These fragments were all in hard white

stucco, and must have belonged to the wall decoration of a Buddhist shrine completely destroyed

long ago and probably dating from T'ang times.

From Chira I moved on March 24 westwards to regain the extreme edge of the Khotan district

at Lop. I had followed this main caravan route between Keriya and Khotan before, and could

therefore appreciate the change which the ground immediately to the west of Chira had undergone

through extended cultivation. The few straggling fields of Kankal seen in 1901 had grown since

then into a compact stretch of cultivation joined up with the kone yer
,
or ‘old land ’, of Chira, and

extending it two miles further. Beyond this again the new little oasis of Khalpat had grown

up around what was before a solitary Langar by the roadside, and now stretched its fields and young

avenues of poplars for a distance of about 2 miles. I need not insist on the lesson which such

observations contain for the student of the past of this region. It was interesting, too, to learn, after

passing Yailaghan-langar (Map No. 27. c. 4), of the project which the people of the Sampula canton

were fondly discussing at the time. It was planned to bring a new canal from the Yurung-kash to

the great plain of loess and fine gravel which stretches level but utterly barren on both sides of the

road west of Yailaghan-langar. A subsequent survey of the proposed canal line, which at the

request of the Sampula Begs I had carried out by R. B. Lai Singh, showed that the project as far

as levels were concerned was well within local resources, provided a big tugh, or dyke, like that on

the Domoko-yar were maintained to carry the water diverted from the huge summer floods of the

Yurung-kash across the dry bed coming from the hills above Achchik. It was but one among many

illustrations of the big changes which increasing population and an efficient administration might

bring about in the Khotan region, independent of climatic variations.

From Lop-bazar I proceeded northward in order to examine the remains which Mahmud, one

of my ‘ Taklamakanchis had come upon on a desert crossing from Imam 'Asim’s Mazar to the

shrine of Sultan Waiskaram (Map No. 27. b. 4). The route to the latter place beyond the northern

edge of the fertile Hanguya canton followed a marshy stream bed which receives the overflow

waters of the easternmost canals from the Yurung-kash in addition to kara-su from numerous

springs. This bed, running to the north-east, was said to find its continuation in a belt of reed-beds

and jungle visited by shepherds for a distance oftwo to three days’ journey beyond Sultan Waiskaram.

As water in wells can be found further on, too, in the direction of Dandan-oilik, this belt of vegetation

provides the most direct and convenient approach to, that ruined site from the side of Khotan, and

deserves to be surveyed by some future traveller. Two old mounds, known also to the ‘Shaikhs’

of Sultan Waiskaram-mazar and both situated amidst tamarisk-cones to the west of it, proved to

be those of completely ruined Stupas. One within about a mile s distance had a much-decayed

base, about 21 feet square, rising to a height of 7-8 feet. Its sun-dried bricks measured 18" x 10"

x 3". Of the second mound, about two furlongs further west, only 3 feet or so emerged above

the drift-sand. On clearing this to the ground-level there came to light the lowest base of a Stupa,

about 23 feet square and 3 feet high, still retaining in places mouldings in white stucco. What

remained of the upper bases, to a height of some 7 feet more, was too badly decayed to permit of

any reconstruction.

7 Y
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Going west-north-west of this second Stupa, two big ridges of sand rising to 50-60 feet had

to be crossed before the structural remains reported were reached after about if miles amidst

dunes rising to 1 5-20 feet. Wherever on the way small patches of bare ground were met, they were

covered with old pottery debris. The same was the case on the open expanse of drift-sand reached

after crossing those high ridges. To the west and south-west it extended unbroken, forming

manifestly a part of that great ‘ Hanguya Tati’ which I had first visited in 1901 at the Stupa of

Arka-kuduk and subsequently struck again in 1906 on my way to the Ak-terek site.® In one place

the clay walls of a house eroded to within a foot or so of the ground could be traced. In two of

its rooms there were fireplaces spared from the thickness of the wall to a depth of 2 feet, and

apparently different in construction from those seen at Dandan-oilik, Khadalik, and elsewhere.

About 20 yards to the south a debris heap, about 40 feet in diameter, of charred wood and

burned clay marked the site of what was probably a temple. It had obviously been destroyed

by fire and its remains since frequently searched for ‘ treasure ’, a wood-cutter’s track passing

close by.

My subsequent marches took me through the intensively cultivated village tracts of Hanguya

and Sampula to Bizil (Map No. 28. a. 1) on the right bank of the Yurung-kash where it issues from

the mountains. On the way I was able to collect useful information about the elaborate system of

canals which irrigate the Khotan cantons situated to the east of the Yurung-kash and now comprised

in the separate hsien of Lop. But this is not the place to record it nor to detail the instructive

observations made when inspecting, in the company of local Begs and Mirabs, the work already

started on the new canal which skirted the foot of the gravel glacis to the south and was ultimately

to bring water to the ‘ Sai ’ of Yailaghan, 9 It must suffice to state that there was evidence on all

sides of the steady increase which the area under cultivation in this important portion of the Khotan

oasis had been undergoing during recent years, both by ‘ new land ’ on the desert edge being brought

under irrigation and by the reclamation of shorluk, or salt-impregnated marshy ground, previously

neglected within the old cultivated area. If these conditions should continue for some time, the

careful record made in our maps of the cultivation limits, wherever they could be accurately

observed, may prove of great interest hereafter. It will help in gauging the range of the latest

of those changes in the economic history of Khotan which for earlier periods archaeological research

must assume, but cannot hope accurately to determine.

From Bizil I crossed to the west bank of the Yurunoj-kash in order to revisit the site of

‘ Mount Gosrnga ’ and some remains reported in its neighbourhood. The march across the stony

‘ Sai ’ separating here the two main rivers of Khotan was done in a raging sand-storm which made

observation very difficult. But after crossing the Yurung-kash, then carrying water 1-I2 feet deep

over some 100 yards only of its mile-wide bed, we passed the head of the canals which irrigate the

cantons on the left bank of the river, and then reached a debris-covered waste forming part of the

‘ Tati ’ of Jamada. The latter had already been visited by me on my first journey,10 but was found

now to have a continuation for about a mile further to the south-west.

To this there had been brought recently the extension of a new canal which since 1901 had

been opened above Chalma-kazan and had turned this old site into an irrigated area owned by the

8 See above, pp. 134, 140 sq.

,J

It was from a point of this ‘ Sai ’ about a mile to the

south-west of Kotaz-langar (Map No. 27. a. 4) that the few

stucco relievo fragments brought to me towards the close of

my stay at Khotan and described in the List below (Samp.

001-5) were subsequently ascertained to have been obtained.

This small site of a Buddhist shrine, still marked by a Muham-

madan Ziarat in its close vicinity, was visited by me early in

December, 19 r 3.

10
Cf. Ancient Khotan, i. p. 233. For this ground between

Yurung-kash and Kara-kash the map attached to Ancient

Khotan should be consulted. It is left blank in Maps Nos.

20, 2 1 as having been completely surveyed already on the

former journey.
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‘Wang’, Beg of Kara-kash. 11 In the course of levelling the ground for the fields of this young
colony, remains of a ruined ‘ Biit-khana or temple, were said to have been struck. The pieces of

hard stucco relievos then found had been carried off by Muhammad Sharif, a ‘ treasure-seeker ’ and
antique dealer of Khotan, and from him I was subsequently able to acquire them. They will be

found fully described in the List below. The examination of all these relievo pieces conclusively

shows that they had been hardened by accidental burning, just as those recovered at Ak-terek,

while their style leaves no doubt that they had belonged to the wall-decoration of a Buddhist

shrine of approximately the same period. 12
I may add here that among the seventeen coins which

Muhammad Sharif brought me as having been found at Chalma-kazan in different places of newly

cultivated ground, six are Sino-KharosthI and two Wu-chu pieces, while the rest are of T'ang issues

down to the Ta-li period (a.d. 766-80). 13

The Kohmari hill, the ‘ Mount Gosrnga ’ of Hsiian-tsang and the ‘ Cow’s head
(
Goslrsa

)

Hill’ of other accounts, Chinese and Tibetan, has already been fully described by me.14 After

reaching it I searched once again the gravel-covered ridge above the sacred cave where it falls off

with precipitous cliffs towards the Kara-kash River bed (Fig. 31). But nowhere could I trace

any indication as to where the Buddhist convent mentioned by Hsiian-tsang and other shrines of

this holy spot might have stood. Of the small grottoes lower down on the face of the cliff, which

since 1900 had been made accessible, I have already had occasion to give details. 15 There, too,

I have described the rock-cut tomb in the perpendicular cliffs facing Faizabad which I now was

able to examine more closely (Fig. 32).
16 Then after fully a year and a half year’s absence

I regained, on March 30, Khotan town, and there had the great satisfaction of seeing all my antiques

sent from Kucha safely stored at my old quarters, in Akhun Beg’s country house.

OBJECTS EXCAVATED AT KARA-YANTAK

K.Y. 002. Fresco fr., part of diaper showing three rows

of Buddhas seated in meditation (one, four, and three).

Robes red against light brown oval vesicas bordered with

bands of red and white squares (simplification of lotus-

petal border). Intervening spaces pale green, with circular

rosette—black, white, dull red, and buff—in each.

Above towards R. appears lower part of main subject.

On maroon background is fig. seated cross-legged, nude

except for red loin-cloth and light brown stole. His hands

are folded before his body, which is open (?) like that of

old man in Kha. i. c. 0097 >
his head is lost. Behind him

on L. are red lotus buds, and on R. end of a semicircular

lotus pond with brown stone (?) border. Good condition.

1 V x 10*.

K.Y. 003. Fresco fr. .painted with diaper of seated

Buddhas
; three complete rows and lower part of fourth.

11
Cf. Desert Cathay, i. p. 167. Regarding the antiquity

of the Chalma-kazan site and the probable location there

of the Tsan-mo temple mentioned by Chinese accounts and

also the Tibetan ‘Annals of Li-yul’, cf. Ancient Khotan ,
i.

pp. 233 sqq.
IS Among these stucco relievos, fragments of standing

Buddha figures are particularly numerous ;
see Chal. 001. a-

2i. Other pieces deserving special notice are: the plaque

of a small seated Buddha, Chal. 0027 ;
the Bodhisattva head,

Chal. 0042, PI. X; the fine floral ornaments with acanthus

In fop row and in two lower Buddhas are framed in

elliptical borders of alternate red and white colouring as

K.Y. 002; the quadrangular interspaces furnished with

varieties of four-petalled flowers. Second row from top

are in rectangles, red, green, and buff, and have Padmasanas.

Flesh yellow throughout ; robes generally red, one dark

brown and one buff. Very rough work. I5*X 18*.

K.Y. 1. 001. Stucco relief fr. Head of Gandharvi (?).

Hair painted black and parted in middle. From centre of

crown two locks are brought forward over brows, pointed

like a pair of leaves. From under these locks hair is

gathered back from temples along sides of head. Ears

have short lobes. Eyes prominent, and half closed ; eye-

brows black. Dark red line encircles eye-socket above

and below lids, and outlines lower part of nose and ears.

Lips also were dark red, flesh pink, pupil of eye a black

and palmettes, Chal. 0055-6, 0059, PI. X; the antelope

head, Chal. 0051, PI. CXXXIX. On account of their materials

may be mentioned the stone figure ofa flying putto, Chal. 0037,

and the terra-cotta pieces ofa ‘ Buddhist rail ’, Chal. 0038-41,

etc.

15 See below. Appendix B.
14 Cf. Ancient Khotan, i. pp. 185-9°.
15 See above, p. 95.

“ See above, p. 96.
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dot, ball white. Eyelashes shown by black line on edge

of lids. Red clay. Chin to crown 2". PI. CXXXIX.

K.Y. 1. 002. Stucco relief fr. Head of fig. like K.Y.

1. 001. The two front locks are absent. Hair rises

straight from forehead and curls over like two horns above

ears. Flesh more white than pink. Red line under chin.

Other details as in K.Y. 1. 001. Red clay. Chin to

crown 2". PI. CXXXIX.

K.Y 1. 003. Stucco relief fr. Head perhaps from fig.

in round as back of hair is painted. Head shown as

shaven except for back of head, from which hair spreads

forward in a curve over each ear, and for a triangular lock

which starts from crown (apex) and falls over forehead.

Otherwise like K.Y. 1. 001. Bad condition. Red clay.

Chin to crown 2".

K.Y. 1. 004. Stucco relief fr. Head of Buddha. Shows
traces of colour. Lips, crease in chin, and interior of

ears red
;

hair and eyebrows black. Halo gone. Hair
treated by close-set shallow holes. Cf. Chal. 002. White
stucco. Chin to crown if*.

K.Y. x. 005. Stucco relief fr. of standing Buddha. L.
side from waist to ankle and L. hand preserved. Cf. Chal.

001. b. Robe painted dark grey. L. hand hanging by
side holds loop of drapery. White stucco. Waist to

ankle 3%".

K.Y. x. 006. Stucco relief fr. of standing Buddha.
Cf. K.Y. 1. 005. From middle of chest to middle of

thighs. Vesica and L. hand gone. R. hand upraised

prob. in attitude of protection. Robe painted dark grey.

White stucco. H. 3".

K.Y. 1. 007. Stucco relief fr. of GandharvI flying R.;
cf. *Kha. i. e. 0028. Below waist seems to wear girdle
with tasselled border painted red. Garland of twisted

drapery held in loop across body. Traces of red on legs,

and of green on background, broken off close to fig.

White stucco. 2*X2|'’.

K.Y. 1. 008. Stucco relief fr. of GandharvI flying L.
Nude, except for tight girdle with tasselled edge, painted
in red. Garland of twisted drapery held looped across
body

;
cf. Kha. i. c. 0039. All above waist and below

knees missing. White stucco. 3^" x 2".

K.Y. 1. 009. Clay votive impression ; clay lump with
flat back and rounded sides

; in shape oval with flattened
base and pointed top, i.e. roughly a vesica. In centre
deep impression of intaglio stamp. Bodhisattva seated on
lotus throne. R. leg hangs down in front, but rests on
separate small lotus. R. hand on R. calf in ‘ attitude of
charity ’. L. arm hangs loosely by side. L. hand resting
on edge of throne holds long-stemmed lotus with three
narrow curling leaves and fully-blown blossom resembling
carnation. Bangles on upper arms. Body nude except
for very light stole crossing from L. shoulder to R. hip

;

jewelled girdle with loin-cloth
; beads round neck. On

head, top-knot of hair and tiara. Distended ear lobes.

Horseshoe nimbus with jewelled border. Style purely

Indian. Prob. Avalokite4 vara; cf. Foucher, Iconographie

bouddhique, Pte. 1, PI. V. 2.

Rest of die occupied with vesica background, which is

covered with small curls prob. representing flames. From

same mould are K.Y. 1. 0010-13 ; cf. K.Y. 1. 0014, 0016.

Impression 2f* x if", clay 4|* X 3' x c. 1 1
*.

K.Y. 1. 0010. Clay votive impression of Bodhisattva,

from same mould as K.Y. 1. 009. Above fig. is oblong

hole that pierces slantingly to back of clay. In this were

remains of wooden peg. Good impression. PI. CXXXIX.

K.Y. 1. oon-13. Clay votive impressions, from

same mould as K.Y. l 009, but less distinct.

K.Y. 1. 0014. Clay votive impression of Bodhisattva.

Bad impression from a poor mould taken from one of

series K.Y. 1. 009-13. Impression i-|” x if*, disc

2f X2|'.

K.Y. 1. 0015. Clay votive impression, from same

mould as ICY. 1. 00x4. Corner broken, bad impression.

K.Y. x. 0016. Clay mould for stamping figs, like those

on K.Y. 1. 0014-15. Struck from relief of series

K.Y. j. 009-13 ; a bad impression. Flower lost at

edge ; details blurred. 2§'xi^*. PI. CXXXIX.

K.Y. x. 0017. Stucco relief fr. Lotus orn. Flower

with three rows of petals and dotted centre. Remains of

pale green paint on petals. In front, seed-vessel hangs

out in fashion of A.T. v. 0039. Red clay mixed with

fibre. 2\’ x 2|*.

K.Y. 1. 0018. Fresco fr. In fine hard stucco, showing

impress of reeds behind. Paint is laid on over thin facing

of white plaster (^' thick). In some parts where the

plaster is broken (but not in all) a wash of red or green

appears under the plaster on the face of the stucco.

Fr. from vesica or background of large fig., showing on

L. part of incurving leaves of straight lotus border (cf.

Kha. vii. 001 and A.T. v. 0032), and within, linked

elliptical vesica panels containing seated Buddhas, as in

Kha. i. e. 0050. Lotus wreath white, shaded with grey,

and with grey rib; outlines Indian red. Background of

inner border, light green; vesicas light buff; Buddha

robes faded red
; vesica borders white, outlined Indian red

;

outlines of robes and Padmasanas black. Rough work.

sr*9r*r-
K.Y. 1. 0019. Stucco relief fr. of Gandharva flying R*

Head, shoulders, and R. arm (outstretched and bent

upwards at elbow), and L. side of halo preserved. Hair

(long), eyes, eyebrows, moustache and imperial (?),
black.

Flesh and halo white. Red clay mixed with fibre,

if'xii'.

K.Y. x. ooao. Fr. of wooden statuette. Lower limbs

of seated Buddha. Feet are crossed, soles upward, and

toes rest on thighs. Folds of drapery rendered by parallel

ridges alternately narrow and sharply curved in section,
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and broad and shallow. Knee to knee i2§', knee to

ground 2%". PI. CXXXVIII.

K.Y. 1. 0021. Fr. of painted wooden panel, showing

upper part of two of a row of Buddhas seated. Background

red
;

vesicas and haloes green and white respectively,

counterchanged in adjoining figs.
;

flesh white, outlined red.

Traces only. 7^" x 3!'.

K.Y. n. 001. Fresco fr. from foot of stucco image base,

showing on R. head and part of arm of fern. fig. Black

hair drawn smoothly down sides of face and done in roll

on neck. Traces of buff robe. Behind head and shoulders

of smaller fig. (child). Black hair close to head, and done

in double-leaf tuft on top. Background white. Much
worn

; stucco mixed with straw. 5J' x 6".

OBJECTS FOUND ON ERODED GROUND NEAR LACHIN-ATA-MAZAR

Lach. 001. (W. of). Glass fr., flat, moulded. Edge

olded over; outline curved. Prob. from rim of vessel.

Ux i'xJj*.

Lach. 002. String of thirteen beads. Two, cylindrical,

broken, of charred wood
;
two, cylindrical, of grey paste

spotted or striped with black
;
one, double ball, of same

;

one, flattened spheroid, of blue glass ;
two, flattened

spheroid, of yellow paste ;
one fragmentary, of paste

covered with turquoise glaze
;

four stone pendants,

irregular shapes. Gr. diam. T
7
g
".

Lach. 003. (W. of). Pendant of yellow pebble, cut

to flat pear-shape and polished. Broken off through

suspension hole at narrow end. 3A' x x T
3
g
'.

Lach. 004. (W. of). Fr. of yellow cornelian. Gr. M. A".

Lach. 005. (W. of). Pottery fr., perhaps from handle

of pot. Grey clay, covered by brilliant brown glaze,

which has come off in places. 1" x yg*.

Lach. 006. a-g. Small nondescript bronze frs.

OBJECTS FOUND ON ERODED GROUND IN THE VICINITY OF ULUGH-MAZAR

U.M. oox. Pottery fr. of grey-brown ware, orn. with two

concentric bands of stamped om. made with nine-toothed

punch. Hand-made. Ill-levigated clay. 2 ĝ*x 2^’x^".
PI. XV.

U.M. 002. Pottery fr. of light red ware orn. with band

of comb-drawn wave pattern between two incised lines.

,1'v t3» v 1 ”2
~Z X z 4 •

U.M. 003. (S. of). Half of pottery ring. Hard grey

clay. Diam. g", thickness

U.M. 004. (S. of). Pottery fr., grey clay with fine dark

green glaze inside and out. Probably Chinese. X
1" y 3 •
1 •* 16 •

U.M. 005. (S. of). Pottery fr., drab ware, orn. outside

with zigzags in relief with triangular dots at widest point

of the angles. Much sand-worn. Hand-made, if' x
• h“ X tV . PI. IV.

U.M. 006. (S. of). Twenty-six frs. of blown glass,

all moderately transparent, in colour ranging from pale

green to pale yellow, (a) has spiral thread inlay in dark

blue. Gr. M. t£'.

U.M. 007. Stem of wine-glass-shaped vessel of

amber-green glass with fr. of base
;
below, rough glass cut

from blow-pipe. Length 1^', diam. |" to yg".

U.M. 008. Glass fr. Part of spreading rim (?) to drink-

ing glass. Pale brown. Two thicknesses superimposed

in manufacture. Diam. when complete c. 2}/. if' X
A* y 3 *
2 A 15 •

U.M. 009. Fr. of blown glass ; amethyst coloured,

green iridescence. Gr. M. f§*.

U.M 0010. Glass fr., translucent green. Gr. M. f".

U.M. 0011. Glass fr., part of octagonal ring, translucent

deep blue. Thickness x f", diam. when complete f’.

U.M. 0012. Glass fr., part of cylindrical rod of opaque

brown glass. Broken each end. Length diam. x
3g'.

U.M. 0013. Thirteen nondescript frs. of bronze.

Gr. M. I'.

U.M. 0014. String of beads : one, cylindrical, of pale

blue paste
;
one, irregular, fr. of amethyst

;
one, double

ball, of gr'ey paste ; two, barrel-shaped, of black paste

streaked with white
;
one, dome-shaped, of grey stone

;

one, drop-shaped pendant of black stone with corners

rubbed smooth, pierced at one end, triangular in section
;

one, pear-shaped pendant of white stone, flat on one side

and pierced at one end. Gr. M. Jf".

U.M. 0015. (S. of). String of beads : one, cylindrical,

of sea-green stone
;
two, flattened spheroids of blue opaque

glass
;
one, double ball, of black paste with white circles

;

one, flattened spheroid, amethyst. Gr. M. A'.

U.M. 0016. Spherical lead bell-clapper, pierced

across top for suspension. Diam. f'.

U.M. 0017. Bronze ring, plain. Diam. §'.

U.M. 0018. a-b. Two bronze discs, corroded, pierced

by small hole near edge. Diam. thickness

U.M. 0019. Bronze frs. ; four of wire, one of round-

headed nail. Diam. c, Ty\

U.M. 0021. Five frs. of iron nails (?), much corroded.

Diam. T
3
6
" to Ty\ Gr. length {§'.

U.M. 0022. (S. of). Part of bracelet of black stone.

Square in section, but outer upper corner bevelled. Thick-

ness 4" x a", diam. (when complete) 2;)".
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U.M. 0023. (S. of). Pottery fr. from vase of pink clay,

glazed inside a mottled bright green. Gr. M. §', thick-

ness (I".

U.M. 0024. (S. of). Bronze strip that narrows to one

end, where it is rolled into a ring. i|" X 5' to J* x xg*

.

U.M. 0025. (S. of). Half ‘ nasturtium-seed ' bead of

pale blue paste. x T
3
g

'.

U.M. 0026. Five human skulls.

OBJECTS FOUND ON ERODED GROUND AT MAIRA-TATI NEAR CHlRA

Maira. 001. Pottery fr., outer face divided by incised

lines into two zones each containing band of comb-drawn

wave pattern. Hard reddish clay, yellow-faced. Hand-

made. 2%“X2 Ŝ
“.

Maira. 002. Pottery fr., brick-red clay, with stamped

orn. of reversed triangles filling angles of chevron line

(fragmentary). Central boss on base line of each triangle.

2tT X 2|". PL IV.

Maira. 003. Stucco relief fr. Gandharvi flying R.

Head, breast, L. arm and R. hand missing. Feet com-

plete, with bangles on ankles. For type see Kha. i. e.

0028. White stucco, no colour, surface much worn.

4*X2|'.

Maira. 004. Stucco relief fr. Torso of Buddha, with

R. hand in abhaya-mudra. Remains of dark red paint on

robe. White stucco. r|* x 15*.

Maira. 005. Stucco relief fr. Three spiral curls of hair,

of type Kha. i. 005. Traces of blue paint. White stucco-

Ig A I 4 .

OBJECTS BROUGHT FROM SITE SOUTH OF SAMPULA

Samp. 001. a-b. Stucco relief frs. of hair. Flat spiral

curls (as Kha. ii. 0022) applied to outer shell of stucco,

within which (extant in a) was second shell. Trace of

blue on a. White stucco. 5 curls and 2 curl-spaces in

a ; 2 curls and 5 curl-spaces in b. Cf. also *Kha. ii. 006.

Gr. M. 3"x i|*.

Samp. 002. Stucco relief fr. Double band of beads,

ending in a bow and fold of drapery. From a Gandharvi (?).

White stucco. 2^' x

Samp. 003. Stucco relief fr. Four large beads in

straight line, on flat ground. White stucco. 3' x 2' x l”
to I*.

Samp. 004. Stucco relief fr. Torso and R. arm of

seated Buddha. Hands in meditative pose in lap. (Fr.

of L. hand' left.) i-|* x 2*.

Samp. 005. Stucco relief fr. Above is upper half of

fig. of Bodhisattva, face front, holding long-stemmed

flower over each shoulder. Circular halo and fr. of vesica.

Owing to corrosion details indistinct. Below is large

circular boss divided into squares and triangles by crossed

lines as Chal. 0033, and with waving streamer or flame

rising from each side (that on L. almost worn away).

There seem to have been none on top. Broken off below

;

seems to represent the adoration of the Triratna by a

Bodhisattva. See K.S. 0017, ^ Foucher, L’art du

Gandhara
,

i. Figs. 216-18, 220, and 221. White stucco,

much sand-worn. Part of backing remains behind. 4 X

3*X U (with backing

OBJECTS BROUGHT FROM CHALMA-KAZAN SITE

Chal. 001. a-21. Stucco relief frs. from series of

figs, of standing Buddha. Hair stippled ; face well

modelled
;
narrow prominent eyes, large mouth, elongated

ears. Circular nimbus with lotus-petal border. R. hand
raised in attitude of protection

;
L. hand by side, holding

loop of drapery. Feet bare, resting on lotus-petal base.

Drapery better and more free than usual. Mantle drawn
up from R. and thrown over L. shoulder, pendent ends
heavily zigzagged. Looped folds between legs deeply
worked

; sometimes red, sometimes green or blue.

Green on nimbus and pedestal. Fig. when complete stood
c. nU high. All of whitish-brown stucco which has been
accidentally burned and has changed to grey or deep
black.

007. a. Torso. Back and crown of head and nimbus
missing

; broken at waist. Traces of crimson paint on
garment. 3!" x 2f". 001. b. Lower part of fig. from middle
of thighs to ankles. 3^" x 3§". 002. Head with nimbus

;

hair indicated by stippling of holes. Chin to crown i|"
;

003. Feet on pedestal. H. of pedestal g*. 004. Lower

part of fig. from hips to ankles; remains of paint now

terra-cotta pink. H. 2|". 003. Trunk from below breast

to above knees. Traces of pale copper-green paint

H. 2§*. 006. Fig. from navel to above ankles; also

L. hand. 3%'. 00j. Shoulder to waist with R. hand.

Across shoulders 3'. 008. Shoulders with R. breast and

R. hand. Across shoulders 3'. 009. R. shoulder and

hand, grey-blue paint on dress; hand and neck left white-

H. 2$'. 0010. R. hand and arm. Length 2§'. 0011-

Feet on lotus pedestal. Gr. M. 2". 0012. Head with

part of nimbus to R. showing traces of pale copper-green

paint. Crown of head with roll of hair and R. ear gone

;

well-preserved features. Chin to crown if". 001j. Head;

rather corroded. Part of nimbus above to R. Chin to

crown 1 1*. 0014. Head complete; nimbus lost. Chin

to crown if", 0013. Head complete
;
nimbus lost. Chin

to crown i|*. 0016. Head. Nose, mouth, chin, and lower

part of L. ear defaced. Chin to crown i-J'. oojj. Head

;
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encrusted but well preserved. Chin to crown if'.

0018. Head with part of neck
;
well preserved. H. 2§".

ooig. Head; cracked. Chin to crown if". 0020. Head;

part of R. ear missing. Chin to crown if'. 0021. Head;

R. ear damaged. Chin to crown if'.

Chal. 0022. Stucco relief fr. Head of Buddha like

series Chal. 001. a-21, but slightly smaller. Much cor-

roded. Chin to crown if;'.

Chal. 0023. Stucco relief fr. Head of Buddha with

nimbus, of same type as series Chal. 001. a, but smaller.

Features much corroded. Chin to crown if'.

Chal. 0024. Stucco relief fr. Head like Chal. 0023

;

much corroded. Chin to crown 1 '.

Chal. 0025. Stucco relief fr. Head and R. shoulder of

standing(P) Buddha. Stucco hard, and light biscuit colour.

Features defaced. Plain elliptical halo. L. ear gone. Chin

to crown if'.

Chal. 0026. Stucco relief fr. Head of Buddha. Features

defaced. Nimbus plain, with rim border, beyond which

flame-work making triangular points above and at sides ;

cf. Kha. i. s. w. 0011. White stucco, burned. Chin to

crown if'.

Chal. 0027. Stucco relief plaque of seated Buddha in

meditation. Both vesica and nimbus plain, with raised

beaded borders. From behind shoulder rise pointed

flames. Lotus pedestal, top of R. side of vesica missing.

Light red clay. Diam. 3A'.

Chal. 0028. Stucco relief fr. Head of Buddha with

nimbus; much corroded. Nimbus shows traces of red,

and face has remains of gilding. White stucco, fused.

Chin to crown ff'.

Chal. 0029. Stucco relief fr. of wreath made up of

bands of overlapping lotus-flowers showing beaded centres.

Prob. from vesica; cf. Kha. i. 0013. Burned black.

3'xif'.

Chal. 0030. Stucco relief fr. of wreath from vesica.

Pointed lotus leaves, and a cross-band of beads. White

stucco, fused. 2f'x if'.

Chal. 0031. Stucco relief fr. of orn. Square enclosed

by two grooves, with row of beads outside. Back shaped

to fit to a round surface. White stucco, fused. 2' sq.

Chal. 0032. Stucco relief fr., like Chal. 0031, but larger

and broken across. White stucco, fused, zf'x if".

Chal. 0033. Stucco relief fr., consisting of octagonal

boss slashed by two pairs of incised lines that cut one

another at right angles. In the five squares and four

triangles so left are pointed depressions. Prob. central

part of a Triratna emblem decoratively treated; see

Samp. 005, and K.S. 0017. Clay burned black. From
same mould are Chal. 0034, 0035. if' sq. x f'.

Chal. 0034. Stucco relief fr., like Chal. 0033. Traces

of light (pink ?) paint.

Chal. 0035. Stucco relief fr., from same mould as

Chal. 0034.

Chal. 0036. Stucco relief fr. Border of vesica (?).

Fioriate design perhaps based on thunderbolt (?), with

raised beads on either side. On either side of central

binding, fronds with inturned scroll ends. White stucco,

fused, if'xif'.

Chal. 0037. Fr. of carved stone fig. of flying putto.

R. arm raised horizontally and bent at elbow; L. arm

raised. Knees bent so that R. heel touches buttock
;

L. foot free. Head missing. Whole front of body de-

faced
;
behind, drapery or wings split away from shoulders

;

feet broken away at ankles. Prob. flying, and holding

across body wreath, from which beaded fillets hang down
and twist round legs. Bangles on ankles. Good work.

H. 2' x 2§",

Chal. 0038. Terra-cotta applique fr., ‘Buddhist rail’.

From plain beam rise grooved posts with single ball head

and base. Between these, squares having raised borders

within which chamfered panel on same plane. Rail i-J*

high, with ball post-heads if'. Cf. Yo. 0065. Light red

clay. From same mould, Chal. 0039-41, 0063-6.

Length 3'.

Chal. 0039. Terra-cotta applique fr. Buddhist rail as

Chal. 0038. Length 2^'.

Chal. 0040. Terra-cotta applique fr. Buddhist rail

as Chal. 0038. Length 1^'.

Chal. 0041. Terra-cotta applique fr. Buddhist rail as

Chal. 0038. Length i|'.

Chal. 0042. Terra-cotta head of Bodhisattva (?). Nose

missing. Hair parted in centre and waved back, falls

behind ears on to shoulders
;

also gathered on top of head

into a knot, round which passes a fillet. Calm expression.

Behind, below ears, hair is rudely expressed by marks

made with a curved edge. Head is flat behind, showing

impress of border of now missing halo. Chin to crown

h. x.

Chal. 0043. Terra-cotta applique fr. Conventional

lion’s head; cf. Khot. 01. s. Diam. y, h.

Chal. 0045. Stucco relief fr. R. foot, very flat. Surface

much damaged ;
traces of pink colouring. Broken off by

ankle. Red clay, burnt. 6£' x 35'.

Chal. 0046. Stucco relief fr. L. hand broken at wrist.

Open, palm outwards as in attitude of protection. Back

not finished. Thumb broken off at first joint. Good

work. Light-coloured clay, mud filled. 3J' x 1^' to 2'.

Chal. 0047. Stucco relief fr. L. hand clenched

;

broken at wrist. Good work
;
back not finished. Light

red mud, wooden core (perished). 2'x i|*.

Chal. 0048. Stucco relief fr. L. hand clenched, holding

fold of drapery. Good work. Red clay (burned) with

mud filling. 2J' x l h*-
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Chal. 0049. Stucco relief fr. R. hand clenched. Good

work. Light red clay (burned) with wooden core (perished).

H'xif'.

Chal. 0050. Stucco relief fr. from edge of vesica of

large fig. Flame orn. of three tongues, pointing horizontally

to edge. Light red clay. A short reed formed core of

each flame. 3!' x 3J'.

Chal. 0051. Stucco relief fr. Head of antelope, finished

on each side, but not behind. Upright through head

is space for core, which doubtless divided into two

for the horns, now broken off. Large pointed ears ; eyes

have slightly protruding circles with small pupil hole;

round eye a raised ridge to show lids
; no pupil to L. eye.

Nostrils (shown by holes) close together. Lower jaw

(moulded separately) missing. Light red clay (burnt)

with mud and fibre filling. H. 3!*, length 4J', width i%”

to 3|". PI. CXXXIX.

Chal. 0052. Stucco relief fr. of head of antelope, like

Chal. 0051, but not from same mould. R. ear broken

away. L. eye has no pupil marked. Lower jaw (moulded

separately) missing. No colour. Light-coloured clay

(burnt) with mud and fibre filling and reed core. Length

4\
n

,
width if' to H. 3f.

Chal. 0053. Stucco relief fr. Rosette, from head-

dress (?). Outside, seven pointed lotus petals. Inside,

round a central button, five pointed petals curving in

direction of sun’s motion. (These are the crescents

usually employed for human hair.) Light-coloured clay

(burnt). Diam. 3".

Chal. 0054. Terra-cotta applique orn., with pear-

shaped outline followed by incised line. Within, double

incised heart. Perhaps stalk of flower. Cf. *A. T. 0036.
w T 5 "2 8 X X 8 •

Chal. 0055. Stucco relieffr. of very fine acanthus volute

orn. White stucco, fused. 2^* x if". PI. X.

Chal. 0056. Stucco relief fr. Floral pattern. In lower

central field fleur-de-lis with bound stem; below binding

stalk divides, curving up to R. and L. and developing into

elaborate fronting anthemia whose points frame the fleur-

de-lis. Very fine design. White stucco, fused and much
damaged. 3’ x 2 PI. x.

Chal. 0057. Stucco relief fr. of lotus wreath. Bands of

pointed petals with bead rings at intervals. White stucco,

fused. 2|'xi|*.

Chal. 0058. Stucco relief fr. of oval jewel orn. with bead

border. White stucco, fused. if*xig*.

Chal. 0059. Stucco relief fr. Three palm leaves (?)

branching from common stem
;
leaves have straight central

rib, bordered on either side by small trefoiled lobes. On

either side of central frond is conventional lotus bud (that

on L. missing). Light-coloured clay; mud and fibre

backing. 4" X 3^'. PI. X.

Chal. 0060. Stucco relief fr. Part of Chal. 0061.

Stamens with bead ends. if' X if*.

Chal. 0061. Stucco relief fr. of lotus design, perhaps

part of Padmasana or from border of vesica. Outer row

of large lotus petals (broken) overlapped by small pointed

petals ; then comes row of beaded ends of stamens ;
the

stamens themselves curve back at right angles, to a lower

plane. Red clay (burnt) on mud and fibre core. 3f"x

4* X 2*.

Chal. 0062. Stucco relief fr. of wreath, consisting of

beads bound round in middle with three fillets. Light red

clay (burnt). 3* x f*.

Chal. 0063. Terra-cotta applique fr.

See Chal. 0038. Length 3*.

Chal. 0064. Terra-cotta applique fr.

See Chal. 0038. Length 4f*.

Chal. 0065. Terra-cotta applique fr.

See Chal. 0038. Length 2J*.

Chal. 0066. Terra-cotta applique fr.

See Chal. 0038. Length 3f*.

Buddhist rail.

Buddhist rail.

Buddhist rail.

Buddhist rail.

Chal. 0067. Terra-cotta relief fr., much sand-worn.

Palm leaf and indistinguishable designs. Red clay (burnt),

if' X if*.

Chal. 0069. Heart-shaped stone ring, prob. from

a buckle. Pale grey soap-stone (?). f
* X f

Chal. 0070. Circular stone ring. Light brown.

Diam. f

Section IV.—TEMPLE REMAINS NORTH OF KHOTAN
After a brief stay at Khotan, which manifold tasks, including arrangements well in advance

for my return to India, rendered busy, I started on April 5 northward. There was a great extent

of ground to be covered on this journey, which was to take me to Ak-su and to the foot of the

T'ien-shan, and I knew how soon the rapidly increasing heat would stop any operations at desert

sites to be visited en route. Certain remains, which my ‘ treasure-seeking ’ guides had succeeded

in tracing near the northernmost outskirts of the Khotan oasis, furnished the immediate goal, and

in order to assure their examination without loss of time I had taken care to have their position

fixed beforehand by R. B. Lai Singh.
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The first site visited lay in the narrow dune-covered belt of desert which separates the outlying

tracts of Yawa and Kara-sai in the extreme north-west of the inhabited portion of the Khotan

district. I had not seen this area before, and the observations made here, too, of rapidly extending

new cultivation were of interest. Thus the long-stretched oasis of Yawa was found to be a creation

of the last fifteen years only. But the site between it and the southern edge of Kara-sai proved

disappointing (Map No. 20. c. 3). On perfectly sterile soil, between dead tamarisk-cones completely

bared of their fuel, I was shown the spot from which some well-modelled relievo* figures in hard

white stucco like K.S. 001 (Plate X) had been brought to me. No structural remains of any kind

survived
;
but small relievo fragments of similar material could still be picked up in plenty from

the eroded loess soil. There could be no doubt that they were remains of the stucco relievo

decoration of two Buddhist shrines separated from each other by about 1 60 yards. All structural

remains had been entirely destroyed by wind-erosion
;
but characteristically enough the reclamation

by canals of the areas within 2 miles or so on either side had brought back subsoil water to this

ground to within 5 feet or so of the surface.

Among the relievo fragments recovered there are a number which are of interest on account

of their fine modelling and the good preservation of their surface. Of these may be mentioned the

figures of small standing Buddhas in abhaya-nmdra pose, such as K.S. 001, 007 (Plate X),

represented in several casts
;

the excellently designed head and torso of a haloed male figure,

perhaps a Gandharva, K.S. 005 (Plate X)
;
the representation of what seems worship of the Buddhist

‘Triratna’, K.S. 0017 (Plate X)
;
and the gracefully executed plaque of a human figure with limbs

transformed into foliage, K.S. 0018 + 0029 (Plate x). The relievos show close resemblance in style

to corresponding applique stuccoes from Dandan-oilik and Khadalik, and like these may have

originally belonged to the decoration of large vesicas, etc., but their workmanship is distinctly

superior. What, however, is specially remarkable in them is their material, a plaster of Paris of

extreme hardness. The peculiar features of this plaster have been noted and discussed in Sir

Arthur Church’s analysis of a specimen submitted to him. 1 The explanation he gives of the

exceptional hardness of the Kara-sai plaster is ‘ that it has been gently burnt after having been

fashioned into form’. He assumes that this burning was intentional, not accidental, and this

assumption seems to be supported by the fact that none of the pieces show discoloration by fire as

so many of the burnt plaster of Paris relievos from Kighillik, 2 while only in a few (see K.S. 0028,

Plate X) does the surface appear cracked as it always does in the latter. The majority of the

pieces present a surface of remarkable smoothness, which recalls that of ivory or porcelain and

which has so far not been satisfactorily accounted for. A few retain traces of the original

colouring. 3

From Kara-sai I took my way eastwards across the Kara-kash River in order to explore

temple remains which 'Abbas, one of my ‘ Taklamakanchis
,
declared that he had discovered in the

belt of high sands separating the twin rivers of Khotan between the central portion of the oasis

and their junction at Koshlash. The route followed enabled me to see parts of the recent canton

of Bogar-ming (Map No. 20. d. 3)
4 which my old friend and patron P an Ta-jen, when in charge of the

Khotan District about 1900-1, had created by bringing a new canal from the river along the

ancient Bahram-su-tistang. It stretches for fully 10 miles along the left bank of the Kara-kash

River, and was said to afford ample land for the two thousand families there settled. As my

intention was to travel to Ak-su and visit Fan Ta-jen, whose help as Tao-t'ai had now proved as

1 See Appendix D.
2

Cf. Ancient Khotan, i. p. 477 + PI-

3
Cf. K.S. 009, 0013-15, 0026.

4 This is the correct form of the name instead of ‘ Mogo-

ming’, wrongly shown in the map from the surveyor’s record.
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effective from afar as it had been on my first journey, it was a special satisfaction to obtain ocular

proof of the success of his colony, a lasting result of his beneficent administration.

After passing the grazing grounds on the river’s right bank below Sarlgh-yez, where the

‘ Yangi-darya’ branch at present rejoins the main bed, 5 we struck across the high dunes to the east

and after some 5 miles were conducted by 'Abbas to the spot where two years earlier he had

noticed traces of a plastered and painted wall emerging from the bare sand. At first sight the

‘ site ’ looked most unpromising, and in the absence of all surface remains it was surprising that our

guide should have been able to locate it again (Fig. 322). A few fragments of coloured mud plaster

were found lying loose on the slope of a large sand hillock rising fully 20 feet above the original

ground-level. To the west and

SKETCH PLAN OF
EXCAVATED PORTION OF RUINED SHRINE,

TARISHLAK
SCALE

20 ft

north of it patches of ground left

bare between greyish sand ridges

were covered with fragments of

very hard bright red pottery which

looked ancient. The spot proved

to be situated about 2 miles from

the left bank of the Yurung-kash

River where it is lined by a

scrubby grazing ground known as

Mayaklik (Map No. 20. d. 3).
6

The dozen men with me were

not enough to cope effectively with

the heavy masses of sand, and the

trial trench cut by them on the

day of arrival at the spot indicated

by 'Abbas failed to reveal any sign

of the reported wall. But it suf-

ficed to show the moisture contained

in.the sand lower down and thus to

prepare me for conditions of soil

which soon proved to be distinctly

similar to those I had first en-

countered seven years before at

the great Rawak Stupa, some 1

1

miles to the south-east. A large con-

tingent of labourers secured over-

night from Yangi-arik, the nearest

inhabited place 10 miles away to the south, made it possible to continue the search on the morning
of April 9 with increased vigour, and after four hours’ digging the top of the reported wall was
found on a level about 1 2 feet below the crest of the sand ridge.

'Excavation was carried on under great difficulties owing to the heavy masses of sand which

continued to pour down (Fig. 321), but by the evening the floor was reached nearly 9 feet below
5 Regarding the antiquity of this ‘ New River cf. Ancient R. B. Lai Singh’s survey.

Khotan, i. pp. 171, i 79> 2oo. The point of junction of the * I did not at first hear of this local name, but knew of

Yangi-darya bed with the Kara-kash River was seen by me the Tarishlak Langar, some 5 miles lower down by the

on my way along the right bank between Sarlgh-yez and river bank; hence the site-mark Ta. given to the objects
Eghri-kol and ought to have been added in the map to found at the ruin.
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the top of the extant wall (ii in Plan). The wall, built of sun-dried bricks and facing to the south-

west, proved on complete clearing to be painted in tempera along its whole length, 34 feet, with

colossal figures of alternating Buddhas and Bodhisattvas (?). When the wall was intact, they must

have stood to a height of about 12 feet. The figures were surrounded by oval vesicas, and the

spandrels left between these below were filled, as Fig. 327 shows, by small Buddha figures, 3 feet

3 inches high. The height of the sand still remaining in front of the frescoed wall made photo-

graphing of the colossal figures impossible. While the trench was being widened next day in

order to overcome this difficulty, the whole wall collapsed. The brickwork of its lower portion

was saturated with moisture, and whatever timber it may have once contained had completely

decayed. The wall thus gave way under the pressure of the sand at its back which could not be

kept off, and under its wreight the painted plaster surface, already soft before, was completely

crushed. In consequence of this mishap I must be content with giving a description of the wall-

paintings as recorded while excavation was in progress.

The colossal figures, of which six were actually brought to light, occupied each with their

vesicas at their widest a wall-space of 4 feet 10 inches. All of them appear to have been repre-

sented in three-quarters profile to the right proper. The right hand appears to have always been

posed in the abhaya-mudra
,
while the left was shown hanging down below the waist carrying

a bluish loop or wreath between the thumb and the second and third fingers, much in the same

fashion as seen in the fresco which Fig. 325 reproduces. The upper portion of the breast and the

head were missing in all figures. The dress, as far as preserved or distinguishable, consisted in each

case of an ample outer robe laid over the left shoulder. This was in alternating figures coloured

plain reddish brown or else showed on terra-cotta ground close-set bars ofdark purple, about 8 inches

long and 3 inches wide, with a white stripe running down in the middle. 7 The background of each

colossal figure was dark blue, semd with white leaves resembling those of the lilac. In the case of

the figures wearing the variegated robes last described, the vesica was formed by a broad central

band of triangles pointed upwards with two narrower bands on each side, purple and terra-cotta on

the inside and terra-cotta and black on the outside. The triangular strips of the central band

showed the following succession of colours : black, terra-cotta, dark blue, terra-cotta, white, terra-cotta.

The vesica of the figures wearing the plain-coloured robe showed a similar but slightly narrower

border within. Outside this a border was formed by two bands, blue and white respectively, inter-

lacing and forming lozenges as it were in relief. The ground was terra-cotta inside the lozenges and

purple outside. The small Buddha figures already referred to as filling the spandrels below

(Fig. 327) were all holding the right hand in the abhaya-mudra and wearing plain dark-red robes.

They faced three-quarters to the left proper and had an elliptical halo besides a vesica.

The wall bearing the frescoes just described is likely to have belonged to a hall or court giving

access to the shrine of which Ta. i, to be described presently, formed part, and possibly to one or

more shrines besides, now completely perished. A wall adjoining at right angles and running south-

west was found badly broken and could not be traced beyond 10 feet or so. Destruction by moisture

and wind-erosion in turn had left no other structural traces of the hall or court. In what manner it

was roofed it is impossible to determine. But considering the great length of the frescoed wall and

the fact that its line was continued by what is likely to have been the front of the temple of which

Ta. i was a part, it seems probable that the roofing extended only along the frescoed walls, thus

forming a kind of open verandah-like galleries or cloisters. Such a roofing must certainly have been

provided for the enclosing quadrangle of the great Rawak Vihara, and the frescoes here obviously

7
kig. 327 shows on the right a small portion of a robe

of this type. There the two kinds of vesica decoration can

also be made out.
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needed protection from rain quite as much as the stucco sculptures along the walls of the latter. 3

The comparative thinness of the walls, only a little over 2 feet, shows that they could not have been

meant to bear any great weight.

Adjoining the north-west end of the frescoed wall excavation, continued under great difficulties

(Fig. 321), brought to light the remains of what must have been part of a passage enclosing a temple

cella (Ta. i in Plan). Its walls, apart from an outer one which continued that of ii at right angles

towards the north-east, were built with timber and wattle. They were only about 6 inches in thick-

ness and had, like all other remains at this ruin, become quite rotten and soft through saturation

with subsoil moisture. Those to the south-east and north-west of what seems to have been the cella

broke down as soon as they were being cleared. That the paintings on the plaster surfaces of the

passage walls should have under such conditions retained their colours in relative freshness was

remarkable. The same may be said with regard to what survived of the stucco images set upon

a low platform along the outer walls of the passage i.

Of the colossal seated Buddha statue once occupying the south corner there remained little more

in situ than a broken lotus base over 5 feet across, with portions of the folded legs. But the colossal

Buddha head, partially broken (Fig. 323), which turned up on the floor of this corner of the passage,

may probably have belonged to it. It measured about 16 inches from the chin to the top of the

forehead in its present condition. The heavy piece of stucco was too soft and friable for transport,

but still retained its colouring on most parts of the surface. The dark blotches which the photograph

shows may mark places once covered by patches of leaf-gold. Tiny flakes of this were still found

to adhere here and there. The same explanation may perhaps apply to the numerous dark spots

displayed by the surviving fresco pieces, as seen in Figs. 325, 328.®

On the other side of the corner was found the stucco base with the legs of a second seated

Buddha over life-size, as seen in Fig. 324. The extant portion of his dress was of Pompeian red

colour with a blue edge. The whole front of the base, about a foot high, was painted, and this

I succeeded in removing, though with great difficulty owing to the extreme softness of the moist

stucco and the subsequent brittleness of the surface after drying (Ta. 009, Plate CXXVl). The upper

portion of the base represents the edge of a cushion, decorated with semicircular cartouches

imitating the pattern of a woven fabric and with tassels at the drooping ends. The round discs in

the circular border enclosing half-rosettes suggest imitation of a 1 Sassanian ’ pattern. On the panel

below there are painted, on either side of a vase with lotus-flowers, two groups of kneeling worshippers

obviously intended to represent the donor and his family. For a detailed description of the figures,

three male on the left and three female on the right, I must refer to the List below. The figures

are very carefully drawn, and their costume presents a good deal of interesting detail. The chief

donor in front wears the dark-red robe of a monk, and his hair is close-cut. 1 he two men behind

him carry, besides a sword, pen and tablets hanging from their belt. The chief lady on the opposite

side wears a richly embroidered jacket with elaborate sleeves, and below it voluminous trousers.

The scarcity of donor figures in the paintings that have come to light from Khotan sites makes it

difficult to draw chronological evidence from these features of the costume. An inscription in

Central-Asian Brahnn characters is painted over the right-hand portion of the panel. It has been

shown by Mr. Pargiter to contain a Sanskrit Sloka in honour of the painting (and image ?) ;
but the

initial portion, which may have contained the artist’s name, has suffered too much damage for

complete decipherment. 9a

Beyond the image base just described there was found the life-size statue of a richly dressed

8
Cf. Ancient Khotan, i. p. 488. to stucco images, cf. Ancient Khotan, i. p. 496.

8 Regarding the custom of applying leaf-gold in patches sa Cf. F. E. Pargiter, J.R.A .S., 1913, pp. 400 sq.
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male figure intact to the waist (Fig. 326). It collapsed almost as soon as it had been photographed.

It was dressed in a purple coat reaching to above the knees, decorated with large circles marking

embroidery or brocade, and an under-garment of brown with blue circlets. The feet were cased in

high boots of the ‘ Charuk ’ type and light red colour. At the foot of the wall behind this statue

there was found a Wtt-chu coin embedded in the plaster of the base. The stucco relief fragments,

Ta. i. 004-7, found detached, may have perhaps belonged to this figure.

The frescoed wall to the right of this figure still stood to a height of about 4 feet, and showed
interesting remains of painting (Fig. 326). The principal figure, preserved to the neck, was that of

a richly adorned Bodhisattva, carrying in his left hand a wreath and raising with the right hand
a badly drawn object which at the time of the first clearing appeared to me not unlike the Vajra

carried by the figure so frequently accompanying Gautama Buddha in the Gandhara relievos. The
plaster surface at this place peeled off before the clearing was finished. The figure, of remarkably
good design, was draped in a white robe with the folds painted dark pink and arranged in a manner
strikingly graceful and free. Elaborate bands ofjewels were shown round the neck and right arm. At
the feet, painted rather clumsily over the under-garment, there appeared the figure of a horned deer.

To the right of the Bodhisattva and below there was visible the poorly preserved small figure

of a worshipper with a large lotus bud above. To the left above was painted the haloed figure of

a white-robed Buddha, seated in meditation and about 7 inches high. A much-effaced object below,

looking like a white-haired head, could not be made out clearly. Below this again and reaching

down to the floor came the painting, about 16 inches high, of the grotesque warrior figure Ta. i. 009
(Plate XIl). Fig. 325 shows its upper partin better condition. The figure, which is fully described

in the List, is of interest on account of the curious animal-like features of the face and the details of

the armour. Below him a child-like worshipper is seen kneeling, while four lines in Cursive Central-

Asian Brahml are painted above the latter’s head. The significance of the grotesque warrior

remains to be determined as well as that of the deer, the head of which he faces.

The thin and extremely fragile inner wall of the passage Ta. i retained two remarkable paintings

in its lower portion, standing to a height of not more than 4 feet. On the left there appeared within

a vesica, and thus clearly marked as a deified being, the four-armed figure seen in Fig. 328. Ta. 008

(Plate XIl) is a fragment of it, necessarily in poor preservation. The animal head of the figure,

represented in profile, recalled to me at once the rat-headed divinity of the ancient Khotan legend,

preserved by Hstian-tsang, whom a painted tablet found at Dandan-oilik had first shown me.10 It

is true that the head has a rather dog-like muzzle, but the sharp teeth in the jaws and the rat-like

pointed ear point clearly to the deified king of the rats whose intercession had saved Khotan from an

attack of the Hsiung-nu, or Huns. 11 Over the pink tiara he carries what at the time looked to me
like a white human head or skull, a not unsuitable cognizance for the destroyer of the country’s for-

midable foe. The flowing hair of sandy red agrees well with the dark yellow skin shown by the

Dandan-oilik figure, and so does the drab or pale buff colour of head, neck, and hands. The right

upper hand was broken
; the right lower carried an indistinct object, perhaps a fruit or root. The

left upper hand grasped a white object which might be a bell, while the lower held a patera. The
five black bands, appearing on the forearms and perhaps meant for bracelets, are curious. Both this

fresco and the panel adjoining were covered with numerous small black spots, and in view ofthe sugges-

tion recorded above it is worth noting that tiny flakes of leaf-gold were found adhering to them both.

The panel just referred to, which occupied the wall immediately to the right, was also very

curious. It showed the standing four-armed figure of a richly dressed woman with halo and vesica,

10 See Ancient Khotan^ i. pp. 264 sq.; ii. PI. LXIII. about the destruction of Sennacherib’s Assyrian host, cf.

11
For the legend, a counterpart of that told by Herodotus Julien, Me’moires, ii. pp. 232 sq.
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facing the spectator, with eyes straight and fully open. The dress consisted of a tight-fitting pink

jacket or coat reaching up to the neck and well down over the hips. Below it there was seen in

front a blue vest between the turned-back lapels of the coat, leaving but little of decolletage below

the triple folds of the neck. The flat bust and low waist gave a curious Elizabethan look to the

strait-laced figure. The body of the jacket and the tight long sleeves showed elaborate patterns

mostly worked in small whitish dots, evidently meant for embroidery and perhaps also strings of

pearls. The head displayed well-proportioned youthful features, which but for the elongated lobes

of the ears had no hieratic look. Over the hair, dressed smoothly on the forehead and hanging

straight down behind, and by the side of the ears there appeared a yellow diadem closely resem-

bling that worn by the lady on the left of the Dandan-oilik panel D. x. 4 to be presently mentioned.

The portion of the diadem on the left proper was broken off; for the same reason the object held

up by the left upper arm and suggesting a flower could not be determined with certainty. The

right upper hand carried a round or foreshortened oval object of whitish-yellow with fine lines in

light pink radiating from the centre. The two lower arms were hanging down stiffly to below the

hips, where the painting was mostly effaced and the hands could no longer be made out. On the

right shoulder the deified lady carried four well-defined narrow and long leaves rising from what

looked like a small elliptical basket ;
between the first and second leaf to the left there appeared

a smaller oval object which might have been meant for another curled-up leaf, but might be inter-

preted otherwise.

It was in the first place the cognizance held in the upper right hand, suggesting a cocoon by its

shape, and the green leaves so strangely adorning the right shoulder which made me at the time

recognize in the figure a representation of the Chinese princess to whom the old Khotan legend re-

produced by Hsiian-tsang ascribed the introduction of sericulture into the kingdom. 12 The renewed

examination of the figure, made possible by the photographs taken before this portion of the wall

collapsed, has confirmed my belief in the correctness of this identification. The painted panel D. x. 4,

found in one of the Dandan-oilik shrines where it had been deposited as a votive offering,
13 con-

clusively proves the popularity of the legend, and also that the princess to whom Khotan owed the

introduction of its silk industry, so important to the present day, was honoured with worship. Con-

sidering the local character of this worship and the non-Indian origin of its recipient, it seems parti-

cularly appropriate that the deified lady, to whom Khotanese cultivators must have prayed for pro-

tection of their silkworm crops, should be represented by our fresco in secular costume, wholly

different from the conventions of the Buddhist Pantheon, and that she should have been given her

place by the side of another local divinity, the king of the sacred rats.14

Beyond the frescoes now described, the walls of the shrine Ta. i were found completely perished.

To search for further structural remains, which the high ridge to the north and east may well hide,

12 See Ancient Khotan, i. pp. 229 sq.
;

Julien, Me'moires,

ii. pp. 237 sqq.
;

Beal, Si-yu-ki
,

ii. pp. 318 sqq.
;
R^musat,

ViIk de Khotan
, pp. 55 sq.

18
Cf. Ancient Khotan, i. pp. 259 sq. ; ii. PI. LXIII.

14
It would be possible to think that our fresco panel

represented, not the beneficent princess herself, but the

‘Goddess of the Silkworms’ to whom, according to Julien’s

translation ofa passage in llsunn-lsung’s Hsiyit-chi (M/moires,

ii. p. 239), she had dedicated the Lu-she m Ijtj' convent

near the Khotan capital. R^musat’s and Beal’s translations

( I 'ilk de Ktnlan, p. 55 ;
Si-yu-ki, ii. p. 319) make no men-

tion of the goddess. [Dr. Giles confirms Julien’s rendering :

‘

is the usual designation of the Goddess of Seri-

culture, Lei Tsu.’J In any case, if there had been an officially

recognized cult of the ‘ Goddess of the Silkworms ' in Khotan,

popular worship was bound soon to mix up the goddess

and the princess in one ‘ Lady of the Silkworms ’.

Mr. Walters (Yuan Chivang, ii. p. 302) does not give

a translation of the passage
; but he points out that one

version of the text gives the name of the convent as Mo-she

which agrees better with the form Madza found

in the Tibetan record of the legend. [< The Kyoto edition of

the Tripitaka has the reading it# Ma-she, which agrees

better still with the Tibetan.’—L. Giles.]
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would have involved the shifting of huge masses of sand and a far greater expenditure of time than

any likely results would have justified. The abundant moisture permeating the lower sand strata

was bound to have affected any other structures at this site quite as much as those already laid bare.

The condition to which this moisture must have reduced any smaller relics of perishable substance

was illustrated by the small fragment of a wood-carving, Ta. i. 008, almost wholly rotten, showing

a seated Buddha. The other small finds made included decorated terra-cotta pieces, Ta. 004-5

;

i. 003, very closely resembling those from the Yotkan debris strata. Among other pottery remains

some fragments of a vase with green glaze, Ta. 003 ;
i. 001-2, may be specially mentioned.

In view of the interest attaching to the relics brought to light here of Khotanese pictorial art,

and also in view of the position of the site far away from the present limits of the oasis, any indica-

tions as to the' date of the latter would be specially welcome. The safest evidence at present

available is that of the coins. The two found at the ruin itself are the Wu-chu piece already men-

tioned and an uninscribed copper coin from the foot of the wall ii. In addition eight poorly preserved

Chinese coins were picked up on a small and completely eroded ‘ Tati ’ area to the south of the site.

They are either much worn Wu-chu pieces or else uninscribed. 15 The collective evidence of the

coins thus points to the site having been abandoned before T'ang times. In the present state of our

knowledge no closer date limits can be safely deduced either from the style of the paintings or from

the palaeographic character of the two inscriptions in cursive Central-Asian BrahmT found by their

side. But if my tentative reading of three characters on a small fragment of coloured wall-plaster

which was found in loose sand at the first trial excavation, Ta. 01, as written in KharosthI should

prove right, we should have to push back the upper date limit for the occupation of the site to about

the fifth century a.d. 16 In respect of the position of the site it should be noted that it lies almost

exactly in the same latitude as the northernmost of the Klne-tokmak ruins, about 13 miles away to

the east on the other side of the Yurung-kash. For these the probability of abandonment before

the T'ang period has been shown above, 17 and this lower date limit is certain in the case of the Rawak

Vihara, which lies only 3 miles or less further south. 13 In any case we have thus archaeological

proof that the area of the main Khotan oasis on either side of the Yurung-kash River must have

extended much further north than it does at present.

On April 11 I moved down by the river and by a long march reached the oasis of Islamabad

(Map No. 27. b. 2), the northernmost outlying settlement of the Khotan district. Even here there

was striking evidence of the rapid expansion which Khotan cultivation had been undergoing for

some time past
; for owing to the construction of a large new canal about 1 896 the seven to eight hold-

ings formerly cultivated by settlers from Tawakkel on the opposite bank of the river had grown into

a large colony consisting of about 400 households and capable of supporting many more. A da) s

halt at Islamabad was needed for drying and packing the fresco pieces brought away from Ma) aklik,

and also enabled me to secure welcome information about the ruins at the desert hill of Mazar-tagh

for which I was bound. What I had heard about them in 1 900-1 and also on my subsequent visits

to Khotan had sounded extremely vague. 19

But now ten narrow slips of wood, inscribed in Tibetan like those found in the Miran fort, were

brought to me by Tawakkel men who the year before had prospected for ‘ treasure ’ at a ruin on the

hill-top. Thirteen more were put into my hands by Kasim Akhun of Islamabad, the son of my old

guide Ahmad Merghen, 20 who had died a few months earlier. The old hunter had secured them from

15 See Appendix B. " Cf. Ancient Khotan, i. p. 450
. ,

16 The frescoed fragment showed unusual hardness at the
19 My doubts about the provenance of the com batch sa.d

time of discovery, its original provenance could not be to have come from Mazar-tagh and deta.led in Ancient

traced Khotan, i. p. 579. "ere fuli
-v justified.

'
17 See above, P . 131.
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Remains at
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a shepherd grazing along the Yurung-kash and left them as a sort of legacy for me, whose passage

this way he had been expecting. Here I may conveniently mention that three months later, after

my return to Khotan, Kasim Akhun brought me a stick (see p. 1283), about feet long, bearing

lengthways about six lines of writing, running from right to left and at first sight resembling Pah-

lavl. It had been found some time before along with two others, apparently uninscribed, on the top

of a tamarisk-cone in the jungle belt west of Islamabad
; it was placed vertically with one end stick-

ing out of the sand. The people had promptly acclaimed the hillock as a ‘ new Mazar ’ of some
unknown Muhammadan saint, and reburied the stick there. But Kasim Akhun, remembering my
desire of ‘ old things had made bold to abstract it from this spot of newly started local worship and

now offered it as a farewell gift. I have no special reason to doubt the substantial accuracy of his

report, but regret that the much-faded writing has not yet been deciphered. ' The weathering which

the surface has undergone where not protected by ink suffices to prove the genuine nature of the

relic.

On April 13 I set out from Islamabad, and on the day following visited, from my camp at Kiri-

gul-oghil, the remains of which Kasim Akhun and others knew near a grazing ground on the Kara-

kash River, and which are called Khitai-oilik, ‘ the Chinese dwellings’ (Map No. 27. b. i). I found

there about eight rude structures scattered over an area of bare drift-sand, circ. 140 yards across.

Their walls, made of Toghrak posts and vertically placed tamarisk branches, stood to a height of

3 or 4 feet where protected by sand or accumulations of dung. The abundance of the latter showed
that the place must have been occupied as a shepherd station

;
but how long ago it was impossible

to determine. Pottery debris covered the ground in plenty, but, as the specimens show, it was all

of coarse make and unlike in substance that found at datable ancient sites. Thus there was nothing

to detain me at this northernmost of Khotan kone-shahrs.

OBJECTS FOUND AT SITE SOUTH-WEST OF KARA-SAI

K.S. 001. Stucco relief. Standing fig. of Buddha in

abhaya-mudrd. Hair and usmsa ‘stippled
1

. Features well

modelled. Nimbus has inner border of lotus wreath
;
over

shoulders, points of flame-work; conventional drapery.

Bare feet rest on lotus pedestal. Fig. complete, only sides

of vesica (made separately) wanting. Good work. Very

hard white plaster of Paris stucco, the surface apparently

treated with a smoother engobage of same material
;

fused, and almost resembling a porcelain. For an analysis

of a similar piece of plaster from Kara-sai site, see App. D,
Fr. of background, full of fibre, is of same plaster. From
same mould, K.S. 002, 003. a-c, 0022, 0023, 0027.
S' x 3!'. PI. X.

K.S. 002. Stucco relief fr. Buddha from same mould
as K.S. 001. Feet and pedestal lost. Same porcelain-

like stucco. 7' x 2-f".

K.S. 003. a-c. Stucco relief frs. Three heads of

Buddha from same mould and of same material as K.S.

OOI. 2|"X2f.

K.S. 004. Stucco relief fr. Head of Buddha with

plain nimbus. Smaller scale than K.S. 001. Round
edge of vesica runs lotus wreath and outer flame border.

Hard white stucco, as K.S. 001. See K.S. 007.
2" x 2 1'.

K.S. 005. Stucco relief fr. Head and body to waist of

nude male fig. with nimbus. Upper arms lowered, and

forearms raised at angle with them, but broken off, the R.

at wrist, the L. in middle. In front of R. forearm is

portion of wreath. Two bands from corners of cloak on

back pass over either shoulder and are tied upon chest;

cf. K.S. oon. Very hard white stucco similar to that of

K.S. OOI. 2i'X2^”. PI. X.

K.S. 006. Stucco relief fr. Head of elephant from

front. Trunk curled up, broken
;
tusks have been separately

inserted, but are lost. Good work in low relief. Hard

white stucco. 4§' x 2f".

K.S. 007. Stucco relief fr. Fig. of Buddha exactly like

K.S. 001, and in same material, but smaller. Plain

nimbus
;
vesica round whole fig. has flame border outside

lotus wreath. Upper part of vesica gone. From behind

shoulders pointed flames rise (cf. Chal. 0027). No colour.

From same mould, K.S. 004, 0010, 0024. 5f"X32"-
PI. X.

K.S. 008. Stucco relief fr. of lotus wreath from large

vesica. Three bands of petals, a double fillet, and a bead

band, repeated. Same material as K.S. 001. No colour.

From same mould, K.S. 0020, 0021. 2f"x if*.

K.S. 009. Stucco relief fr. of jewelled band. Oval

surrounded by two mouldings and a row of beads. Traces

of red. Same material as K.S. 001. 2\" x 2". PI. X.
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K.S. 0010. Stucco relief fr. Lotus pedestal and feet of

Buddha. Same mould and material as K.S. 007.

i"xii'.

K.S. 0011. Stucco relief fr. Head of fig., nimbus and

R. shoulder with elbow preserved. Round brows a fillet

above which is crown-like head-dress with flat top and petal

border. Elongated ears. Nimbus plain. R. arm stretched

out from shoulder, and bent upwards. Same material as

K.S. 001 ; for fig., cf. K.S. 005. if"x if'.

K.S. 0012. Stucco relief fr. of chain-pattern. Curved

;

round links. 1f' x PI. X.

K.S. 0013. Stucco relief fr. of garland, curved in section,

decorated with appliqu6 six-petalled flowers on convex

side. Only five extant
;
one shows traces of blue paint.

Same material as K.S. 001. Cf. K.S. 0026. 3§"xi".

PI. X.

K.S. 0014. Stucco relief fr. Convex piece once backed

with canvas, and orn. with ripples of hair(?), showing

traces of blue paint. Same material as K.S. 001.

af'xif'.

K.S. 0015. Stucco relief fr. of flame-pattern from edge

of vesica (?). Three flames (beginning only). First has

orange paint, bordered by a red line
;
next shows traces of

mauve and green on white ;
while third is buff. Once

backed with canvas. Material same as K.S. 001.

zf'xij'.

K.S. 0016. Stucco relief fr. Circular flower with

pendent seed-vessel, resembling A. T. v. 0039, but surface

defaced. Same material as K.S. 001. x iff".

K.S. 0017. Stucco relief fr., possibly representing the

adoration of the Triratna by a Brahman. Lozenge-

shaped when complete, but R. half broken off. On R.

(centre, when complete), from lotus-flower, rises elongated

octagonal boss, faceted, and with deep depressions in the

facets; similar except for elongation to the boss Chal.

0033. From top and each side rises flame or streamer

(that on R. lost). Cf. Samp. 005 and Foucher, L’art du

Gandhara, i. Figs. 216-18, 220, which this recalls; see

also Fig. 221. On L. crouches male fig., nude except

for loin-cloth, body in profile, face front. Above his head

is object not clear, perhaps the Brahman’s top-knot of hair

or possibly the head of a snake, in which case the fig.

would represent a Naga. Border of beads between plain

OBJECTS EXCAVATED OR FOUND NEAR

Ta. 01. Fresco fr. showing traces of Kharosthi (?)

inscription in red on buff ground. 2%" X if".

Ta. 001. Pottery fr. of vase. Dark grey-brown clay,

wheel-made. Outer surface burnished smooth and deco-

rated with incised concentric circles. Part of two sets

seen. From ‘ Tati ’ south of Mayaklik site, if” x if" X •

Ta. 002. Pottery fr. of vase. Pink clay. On outside,

ring in relief and next to it a pattern of lines crossed

mouldings. Outside border, at top, fr. of leaf scroll. Good
work. Material as K.S. 00 r. 3' x 2^'. PI. X.

K.S. 0018. Stucco relief fr. Free spiral foliage projects

to L.
;

to R. what resembles human breast with part of

bead necklace. Part of fig., the foliage taking place of R.

arm
;
see K.S. 0029. Hard white stucco, as K.S. 001

li'xaf. PI. X.

K.S. 0020. Stucco relief fr. of lotus wreath from same

mould as K.S. 008. 2^' X if". PI. X.

K.S. 0021. Stucco relief fr. of lotus wreath from same

mould as K.S. 008. 3§" x if".

K.S. 0022. Stucco relief fr. Feet and lotus pedestal of

Buddha. Same mould and material as K.S. oox. if"

x 1".

K.S. 0023. Stucco relief fr. Pedestal, feet, and lower

part of drapery of Buddha. Same mould and material as

K.S. OOI. x 2i".

K.S. 0024. Stucco relief fr. Head of Buddha. Same

mould and material as K.S. 007. Part of halo preserved

on L. Gr. M. 2f".

K.S. 0026. Stucco relief fr. of wreath as K.S. 0013.

Traces of blue remain. 3!" x f'.

K.S. 0027. Stucco relief fr. Standing Buddha, from

same mould and material as K.S. 001. Complete as far

as middle of thighs. L. side of halo gone, oi" x 2§".

K.S. 0028. Stucco relief fr. Lower part of Gandharvi

in semi-profile to L., kneeling on L. knee on lotus. Below

waist, draped. Part of R. arm preserved bent with hand to

breast, but hand missing. Part of vesica with flame

border on L. Cf. Kha. i. n. 002. Plaster of Paris stucco.

3|'X2|". PI. X.

K.S. 0029. Stucco relief fr. Above to L. fine curling

foliage ;
below to L. a human hand (or foot) resting on a

twig, and rising out of smooth face of plaster to R.

Possibly lower part of body, floriate tail and flipper-like

foot of creature resembling Kimnari ;
cf. K.S. 0018.

Gr. M. 2i". PI. X.

K.S. 0030. Stucco relief fr. Lotus leaves arranged in

a canopy. Bordered below in centre by semicircular

raised bar. Traces of similar bar on R. end. At top the

base of further orn. Plaster of Paris stucco. 2§" x if".

RUINED TEMPLE ABOVE TARISHLAK

lozenge-wise, incised. Rough surface. Hand-made.

Provenance as Ta. 001. 2" X if X r
3
B •

Ta. 003. Pottery fr. of rim of bowl with upper and

lower flange, resembling Roman mortarium. Pinkish

clay covered with olive-green glaze much decayed ,
cf.

Nura. 003. Diam. at neck c. 6". 2" x if X f .

Ta. 004. Terra-cotta fr. of animal head from vase

handle. Cf. Yo. 0015. f, type a. Features defaced.

Gr. M. 1 1
".

8 A
1374
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Ta. 005. Terra-cotta applique fr., rosette om. Rude

and worn. Outer circle of dots, ring, and central dot.

Diam.

Ta. 008. Fresco fr. from fresco shown in situ in Fig. 328,

showing head and shoulders of rat-headed divinity. Head

in profile to L., rather dog-like muzzle, jaws open show-

ing tusks in both jaws; tongue resembling leaf-shaped

flame (?) protrudes. Ear human, elongated upwards, sug-

gesting rat’s, and downward with distended and pierced

lobe. Shoulders square to front; arms (upper pair of

two) upraised, with hands graspingobjects unrecognizable.

That in L. is perhaps a bell. Head, neck, and hands,

drab or pale buff, with traces of gilding on neck ;
nimbus

drab. Flowing hair, sandy red. Breast and arms robed

in close-fitting garment of light red covered with circular

pattern in white spots, and with dull grey band at neck.

Bracelets shown as black bands ;
head-dress lost. Borders

of nimbus and vesica very dark pink; field of vesica

light blue, inner border light red.

Much broken and covered with black spots. The whole

seems to have been on a curved surface. From passage

wall of shrine Ta. i.
2' x 1' 2". PI. XII.

Ta. 009. Frescoed base of colossal seated fig. from Ta. i

;

front panel in two pieces (joined). For base in situ
,
see

Fig. 324. Upper part to depth of 3* represents edge

of cushion in relief on which fig. was seated, finishing

off in drooping ends, orn. with tassels. It is decorated

along whole length in imitation of woven fabric with series

of semicircular cartouches applied alternately to upper and

lower margin and containing half-rosettes. Border of

cartouches is black with white discs as that of Ch. 009

;

petals of rosettes (from outside) white, yellow, grey, and

yellow.

In sunk panel below appears lotus in vase with three

kneeling figs, on each side. Lotus-flower in black outline,

with leaf on separate stem upon each side, rises from

mouth of wide-winged vase having holes pierced in

shoulders, as Yo. 00178. Light red with black outlines,

holes black.

Worshippers on L. are male. Chief donor nearest vase

has close-cut black hair, and is closely wrapped in dark-red

robe passing over L. and under R. shoulder; R. arm bare.

Wears black shoes and carries elaborate half-open bud.

Next (same scale) has long black hair cut square at neck

and small moustache, holds stem with three closed buds,

and wears long-sleeved loose coat drawn in by belt and
reaching to knees

;
below, black boots. Collar, cuffs, and

border of coat, bluish grey with white spots. On L. side

projects sword-hilt
;
on R. hang pen, tablets, and ink-

case (?). Third fig. resembles second, but is smaller and
less elaborately drawn, and stem has one bud only.

Worshippers on R. are female, similarly arranged.

Chief, donor’s wife (?), nearest vase, wears voluminous

trousers or skirt drawn in to ankles, and over it tight jacket

reaching to hips, with long sleeves ending in wide hanging
cuff. Collar, cuffs, and border of jacket are of em-

broidery represented in black outline. Hair is in small

knot at top of head, and tied up at neck with white bows

;

long lock before ear. Holds elaborate half-open bud

in joined hands. Second fig. similar, but smaller; sleeves

close to wrist, border of jacket grey, hair in pigtail
; holds

stem with single bud. Third fig. similar to second, but

still smaller; border of jacket pale brown; wears white

cap beneath which falls pigtail (or top of head shaven).

All figs, drawn in light red outline
;
hair black ; heads

round with long drooping noses, sloping foreheads, and

small chins ;
background buff.

Below cushion runs verse in Central-Asian Brahmi script

and Sanskrit language, evidently composed by some local

author in honour of the painting ;
but beginning, which

prob. contained painter’s name or dedication, is too much

obliterated to be intelligible. Cf. F. E. Parg i ter,J.R.A . S’.

,

1913, p. 400.

Technique of painting as in Ta. i. 009 ;
careful draw-

ing
;
condition very bad, surface brittle and covered with

black spots.

H. 1', length 3' 5'. PI. CXXVI.

Ta. i. 001. Pottery fr. Lower part of bowl of coarse

ware. Clay red and hard. Dark mottled green glaze on

both sides. Foot knocked off. H. (from ft.) 1^", thick-

ness j®g* to -?g’, diam., greatest 3A", least 2'.

Ta. i. 002. Pottery fr. Part of splayed rim of vase.

Coarse hard red clay. Pale green glaze with darker

mottlings on both sides. H. 1
', orig. diam. 4f*, thickness

I'- Gr. M. 3|'.

Ta. i. 003. Terra-cotta fr. Head of antelope with pair

of long curved horns (pair shown by deep groove).

Bosses on top of head surrounded by raised rings represent

eyes. Slit (only on one side and end) for mouth. Large

ears (broken) ; cf. hunted beast, F. n. i. 003. Coarse red

clay. Snout to tip of horns 2§ '.

Ta. i. 004. Stucco relief fr. Oval boss on background,

curved in section. Boss shows six pear-shaped leaves

radiating round central button, the whole surrounded by

bead moulding. Remains of gilding. Background shows

dark red paint and traces of blue, also series of dots in

thick white paint. Prob. orn. from arm of large fig-

Gr. M. 21", diam. of boss z”x 2\".

Ta. i. 005. Stucco relief fr. of drapery of large fig-

Traces of black and red paint, and of gilding. C\2.y,

unbumt. 2\’ x if' x f’g".

Ta. i. 006. Stucco relief fr. of hair from crown of

head of life-size fig. Concentric rings of crescent-shaped

curls. Plentiful remains of blue paint. Clay, unburnt.

4^x24".

Ta. i. 007. Stucco relief fr. of lotus crown of life-size

fig. Centre and stamens gilt (over green)
;

petals green

;

surrounding band gilt, rim below green. 4!* X 2\"

.

Ta. i. 008. Wooden disc with relief of seated Buddha

in attitude of meditation. Ray border to circular vesica.
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Traces of blue paint over white slip on hair, and gilding over

rest of fig. L. border and R. side of disc missing. Wood
very rotten. Diam. if". Present width 1

", thickness ^g".

Ta. i. 009. Fresco fr., much broken, outlined in black

and dull red on light buff ground, from wall surface seen

in Fig. 325. Only colours occasional grey and buff,

very pale. On L. is standing fig. of warrior, | R,; R.

shoulder and side of head missing, legs broken off across

calves. Wears full armour : close-fitting cuirass with

corslet over breast, and short mailed skirt to knees, repre-

sented in horizontal bands of light grey and buff, and belt

of circular discs. Below are breeches tucked into high

boots. Sleeves long and close-fitting to wrist. L. hand at

breast holds tazza with dome-shape contents (or cover),

thin stem and flat base
;
R. on hip seems to hold purse or

dagger. On head tiara of some kind surmounting close-

fitting head-dress, and circular halo behind. Features are

grotesque : wide mouth and jaw, with displayed tusk, chin

cleft, upper lip drawn into mouth in wrinkles, or perhaps

intended to be cleft. Lower line of upper eyelid sweeps

down by nose and out round cheek in wide curve, and

upper line of eyelid makes similar smaller curve to corner

of mouth, with grotesque effect.

On R. edge, facing him, appears head, neck, and fore-

leg of deer outlined in dark red. Below, between them,

appears upper part of small fig. holding three buds in

R. hand; prob. the donor, and kneeling. Childish

features
;
head semi-shaved, with hair in triangular fringe

over forehead, and in circular patch over ear with tail

falling behind; cf. small kneeling fig. in Mi. xiii. 12.

Head reaches below knee of deer, and above are four

lines of inscription in Central-Asian Brahmi.

Drawing bold and good ;
surface spattered with black

spots or stains as Ta~oo8, 009. 14" x 9". PI. XII.

OBJECT SAID TO HAVE BEEN FOUND NEAR ISLAMABAD

Islamabad. 001. Stick bearing lengthways about six and language doubtful. 3' 5?* x Ii
<
'• Extent of writing

lines of much-faded writing from right to left. Script 2 ' 2°

.

OBJECT SAID TO HAVE BEEN FOUND NEAR

Yangi-darya. 001. Amulet in case. The case consists

of two straight pieces of wood, semicircular in section, and

hollowed. At either end a raised flange left on outside

;

one end cut off straight while other is pointed. The two

pieces are fitted face to face and bound with string at ends.

SPECIMENS OF POTTERY

Khi. 001. Pottery fr. of rim of vessel, hand-made, of ill-

levigated red-burning clay, with haematite wash on surface.

Fired on an open hearth, if" x 1".

Khi. 002. Pottery fr., hand-made, of drab clay burning

to dull red, fired on an open hearth ;
inner face smoothed.

Gr. M. 2*.

Khi. 003-6. Pottery frs., hand-made, of very ill-

levigated grey clay, occasionally tending to flare to red ;

fired on an open hearth; all orn. with roughly incised

YANGI-DARYA, ON LOWER KHOTAN RIVER

Contains carefully folded snake-skin with head (with eyes)

on top. 4!" xij'x 1
".

Brought by Kasim Akhun, as coming from a ‘ Mazar
’

east of Yangi-darya.

FOUND AT KHITAI-OILIK

Vandyke. 006 is mottled black and red, perhaps due to

blending of two qualities of clay. Gr. M. average ij"-

Khi. 007. Pottery fr., hand-made, of ill-levigated grey-

burning clay very evenly fired on an open hearth. Incised

Vandyke orn. on concave side. Cf. Khi. 003-6. Gr. M.

i 1 "

Khi. 008. Pottery fr. from everted rim of bowl ;
neck

orn. with roughly incised zigzags. Hand-made, of poorly

levigated red-burning clay, fired on an open hearth.
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CHAPTER XXXII

FROM MAZAR-TAGH TO MARAL-BASHI

Section I.—THE RUINED FORT ON MAZAR-TAGH

Two marches sufficed to carry me from our camp at Miravit to the point where the Mazar-tagh hill

range abuts on the Khotan River. They took me past the confluence of the Yurung-kash and kara-

kash at the lonely ‘ Langar ’ of Koshlash, the ‘ Junction ’ (Map No. 26. b. 4), where a watch is supposed

to be kept on travellers following the caravan route to or from the Tarim, and thence down the wide

bed of the united rivers. Fully a mile or more across in most places, this bed was practically dry at that

season. What running water there was in a narrow winding channel did not reach further than

about 5 miles below Koshlash. Beyond this there was only a chain, growing thinner and thinner, of

pools with fresh water left behind by the last summer’s flood. During July and August, when the

glacier streams at the head-waters of the two rivers in the ice-crowned main K'un-lun ranges send

down their full quota, the enormous volume of water completely fills the bed, wide as it is. The

route then passes through the dune belt of riverine jungle on the left bank, and in places is difficult

to follow. But during the rest of the year the route lies along the open smooth expanse of the river-

bed, which makes excellent going. There is always sufficient subsoil water percolating in the bed

to keep fresh such water as is found at intervals in pools below the banks where the current of the

summer flood has set
;
or else it is obtainable by digging wells.

The route by the river provides the most direct line of communication between the Khotan

region and the northern half of the Tarim Basin, and on account of its shortness it must have claimed

considerable importance all through historical times. Yet there can be no doubt about its having

borne always the character of a desert route. The physical conditions implied by the constant

vagaries of the river, which the numerous dry branch beds and islands below Mazar-tagh attest, make

it very unlikely that permanent settlements of any size could ever have existed along the terminal

river-course. At the same time it is clear that the grazing to be found in the riverine belts of jungle,

confined as they are for the most part by the close approach of the high barren sands of the desert

on either side, must have greatly facilitated traffic and regular intercourse. Thus during Yaqub

Beg’s rule a line of postal stations was maintained here from Khotan to Ak-su. Now, too, shepherds

from both districts are in the habit of visiting the more attractive grazing-grounds by the river for

a great part of the year. These brief notes on the character of the route and of the ground along

which it leads will help to account for the finds that rewarded my exploration of the Mazar-tagh.

It came into view first on the morning of April 16 as a long-stretched bare ridge rising above

the left bank of the river and half hidden by the dust haze of the desert. On nearing it, the dark

pink colour of the sandstone in that portion which immediately overlooks the river (Fig. 335) showed

off vividly against the yellow sands enveloping most of the hill range and against the dark green of

any tamarisk and Toghrak jungle that is to be found at its foot by the river. I may note here that

the Mazar-tagh, as surveyed on this visit by R. B. Lai Singh, proved to extend as a narrow but con-

tinuous hill chain north-westwards for a distance of at least 24 miles. Though it rises nowhere to
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more than about 300 feet above the absolutely barren waste of high dunes on either side, its isolation

in the midst of the Taklamakan desert makes it a very striking and geographically interesting

feature. Its bearing and the similarity of its geological structure to that of the chain of rugged

isolated hills rising near Maral-bashi and Tumshuk on both sides of the Yarkand River justify the

belief that the Mazar-tagh of the Khotan-darya forms the last remnant of an ancient mountain system,

which jutted out south-eastwards into the Tarim Basin from the outermost chain of the T'ien-shan

subsequently visited on my way from Ak-su to Maral-bashi. That it is the never-ceasing wind-erosion

of countless ages which has reduced this remnant to its present insignificant dimensions appears to

me more than ever probable since the observations I was able to gather in 1913 on my attempt to

reach the Mazar-tagh from the side of Maral-bashi. 1

So striking a natural feature as this hill range rising abruptly in the midst of the desert was Fort

bound to attract local worship at all times, and this explains its modern designation as the ‘ Hill of
g

the sacred shrine ’. 2
I was, therefore, prepared for the conspicuous collection of poles bedecked with

rags and other ex-votos which crowns the end of the ridge where it falls off with precipitous cliffs

towards the left river-bank (Fig. 335 ;
see site-plan, Plate 59). But my satisfaction was greater

when, ascending to the crest of the ridge about a hundred feet higher, I found it occupied by the

ruins of a small and relatively well-preserved fort. Its high walls standing out clearly defined against

the sky had, when seen from below at a distance, looked almost like some rock formation ;
for the

total want of covering detritus or sand on the steep slopes has given the appearance of natural walls,

terraces, or steps to the denuded sandstone strata which crop out at a sharp tilt.
3

The crest of the ridge on which the ruins stand is very narrow where it approaches the river to Position of

the east, and even where it culminates in the small plateau bearing the detached watch-tower seen fort -

in Fig. 329 its width is only about 30 yards. To the south the ridge presents a very precipitous

face, practically unscalable near the fort. The slopes to the north are easier
;
but these too are

completely commanded by the fort and the tower. A second ridge shown in the site plan, which

runs parallel to the main one for a considerable distance, is both lower and beyond the range of bow-

shot. The position thus occupied by the fort was naturally very strong, altogether inaccessible to

attack from the south and east, and protected from the west by the tower already referred to. Apart Con-

from this outlying and very massive tower, the fort was defended on the north-west by a wall
o(

- wajj s an(j

stretching across the rocky crest and by two bastions 16 feet square, projecting at either end and towers,

built solid (Fig. 329). These bastions and the curtain between them were constructed of flat pieces

of clay set in mortar, with layers of tamarisk branches between the masonry courses at intervals of

10 inches. In addition, posts and beams of Toghrak wood inserted within served to strengthen the

masonry, both here and in the walls, fully 10 feet thick, which enclosed the fort proper on the south-

east and north-east. The latter walls, as well as those of the inner structures and the court v, were

built with coarse bricks, measuring 1
5" x 8" x 3§".

By filling up the space within the walls a level area was created over the naturally steep north Interior of

slope to serve for the interior of the fort. This comprised the inner court iv, measuring 50 feet

square, which was found covered with the debris of less substantial structures likely to have served

as quarters. Abundance of charred timber suggested that these may have been constructed mainly

1
See ThirdJourney of Exploration, Geogr. Journal, xlviii.

PP- 113 sq. The application of the name Mazar-tagh also

to the isolated rocky massif rising island-like to the south-east

of Maral-bashi (Map No. 15. c. 7) has, of course, no bearing

whatsoever on the orographical nexus above indicated ;
see

the next note.
2
Regarding the folk-lore beliefs which cause isolated hills

to be looked upon as sacred and chosen for the location of

shrines, or ‘Mazars', like the ‘ Svayambhu Tfrthas’ of India,

cf. Ancient Kholan, i. pp. 313 sq. ;
also below, pp. 1302, 1310.

» The photograph in Fig. 332, taken far away at a desert

hill rising from the plain near Maral-bashi, curiously illustrates

also the formation of the rock strata as they appear on the

north slopes immediately below the Mazar-tagh ruins.
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outer court.

Tower
crowning
hill-crest.

Excavation

of ‘ keep ’.

of wood. The outside wall on the south-west of iv had completely disappeared, except for remains

of layers of Toghrak branches at the south corner. Fallen timber strewed the slope some 150 feet

lower down in plenty. The fall of the wall was evidently due to the foundations here having slid

down the precipitous rock ledge. It was through a gate on this side that the keep-like main struc-

ture within the fort i (Fig. 330) was entered. This appeared to have been originally built with walls

of coarse brickwork, 4 feet thick, which were subsequently strengthened to a thickness of 8 feet on

the north, east, and south. The fact that the main west wall of the fort adjoining i was built of a

different material seems to indicate that i was the earliest structure occupying the site. It had con-

tained more than one story
;
for the square holes found in the walls, well below their top level in their

present broken condition, were obviously intended to carry a flooring. The interior space, 20 feet

square, was found filled with debris including burned timber to a height of some 7 feet.

On the north-east a narrow apartment, ii, 20 feet long and only 6 feet wide, had been spared

between the ‘keep ’and the fort wall (Fig. 331). -The latter was found here much broken, and

through it ii appeared to have communicated with the outer court v by means of a flight of

stairs. This court v, situated on a level more than 20 feet lower than the area of the fort

proper, was clearly marked as a later addition. Its walls, though also of considerable thickness and

built with sun-dried bricks of the same size as those of the fort, lacked the strengthening layers of

tamarisk brushwood and the timber reinforcing the latter, and consequently had suffered more
damage, especially at the north corner. The space enclosed by them, about 90 feet by 29, had

probably been roofed over ; for charred timber was abundant among the debris and refuse, and all

the brickwork was reddened by fire. The masses of horse-dung found on clearing the space along

the north-east wall and elsewhere showed plainly that this outer court, through which the fort was

entered, had served mainly for stabling. The gate led through the 10-feet thick wall on the south-

east.

The tower (Fig. 329) which crowned the crest, at an elevation of 225 feet above the top of the

clay banks by the river-bed and at a distance of over 60 yards from the west bastion of the fort, was

of remarkable solidity. In construction, size, and conical shape it curiously recalled the familiar

watch-towers of the Tun-huang Limes. It was built of flat and fairly regular pieces of hard clay, no

doubt brought from the banks lining the foot of the hill above the river, with layers of tamarisk

branches at intervals of 10 inches and Toghrak posts and beams inserted in the masonry. Its base

measured 25 feet on the south-west and north-east, and apparently 22 feet on the two other sides.

But, as the south-east face was badly broken, the apparent greater length of two sides cannot

be depended upon. The extant height was over 20 feet. Even without ascending to its top, the

view ranged far up and down the broad bed of the river and its jungle belt, and beyond to the

distant high ridges of bare sands.

The excavation of the remains within the fort was but the beginning of labours which were to

keep us busy for three long and hot days. Marks of recent burrowing within the ‘ keep ’
i clearly

showed where the Tibetan wooden slips brought to me at Islamabad had been obtained. But these

diggings had left the heavy debris lower down undisturbed, and on clearing this a number of Tibetan

documents on small tablets, exactly like those found in the Mlran fort, were recovered, besides rarer

fragments of Tibetan records on paper. More, of such relics, evidently left behind by the last occu-

pants of the fort, turned up among debris thrown into the recess iii outside the entrance of the

room i. Of miscellaneous small objects found in the latter I may mention a reed pen, M. Tagh. i.

006, cut with nib exactly as a pen found at Mlran
;
a wooden die, M. Tagh. i. 007, with numbers

arranged as in its ivory pendant from Mlran
; a wooden key of the Khadalik type, M. Tagh. i. 001 1 ;

and the well-made terra-cotta saucer in the form of a tortoise, M. Tagh. i. 0029 (Plate Li).
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A curious discovery in i was that of a large store-pit, sunk into the ground to a depth of over 5! feet

and about 6 feet square. It was carefully revetted with timber, and like the large planks which had

formed its covering, together with a small trap-door, had escaped the final conflagration. The pit

was found completely empty, to the great disappointment of the men, who confidently looked out

here for ' treasure That it had served for the keeping of stores is certain.

The finds made in the narrow room ii included, besides half a dozen Tibetan records, a Finds in

triangular mould in hard stucco, M. Tagh. ii. 0010, for casting seated Buddha relievos. It scarcely
room 1I-

needed this discovery to assure me that the ‘ Hill of the sacred shrine ’ must have already possessed

its sanctuary in Buddhist times. But it was not until my renewed visit in November, 1913, that

I actually traced its remains—under the very enclosure of one of the previously mentioned stacks of

ex-voto decked staffs which are now worshipped by wayfarers as the resting-places of anonymous

Muhammadan saints. The dozen or so of very' flat and roughly made pottery bowls about 5 inches

in diameter which were unearthed in a corner of room ii might possibly have served for sacrificial

purposes.

The clearing of the large area iv within the main fort walls yielded but scanty finds. The Clearing of

ground proved to be covered with burned brick fragments and charred timber to a height of 3 to 5
area lV'

feet. All relics of perishable material must have been destroyed here by a great conflagration. Two

large pottery jars were found embedded in the floor. One measured 2 feet 6 inches in height, with

a greatest width of 2 ft. 4 inches and a mouth 10 inches across. The other was but slightly smaller.

The low neck, only about i| inches high, suggested that these jars may have been used for storing

water. Within the larger one there turned up two copper coins bearing the nicn-hao Ch'ien-yiian Com finds.

(a. d. 758-60), and a third coin of the same date was found near the other jar. And here I may

conveniently mention that of the remaining six coins actually found by us on the ground in the

immediate vicinity of the ruins, or embedded in the refuse-layers below the fort, not less than four

were Ch'ien-yiian pieces, while one bore the nien-hao Ta-li (a. d. 766-80) and another the legend

K'ai-yiian in use throughout the T'ang period. 4 The valuable chronological evidence thus supplied

will be considered further on.

Far richer in relics of all kinds than the ruined fort itself proved the big layers of ancient refuse Big refuse-

which were discovered in the course of the first day’s work on the steep rock slope below it to the °n

east and north-east They extended from near the gate of the outer court v to beyond the north

corner of the latter for a distance of about 190 feet. Their greatest width over the slope was about

70 feet, and their depth, as seen in the photograph (Fig. 334), up to 4-5 feet m Places - These

masses of refuse, made up mainly of straw, dung, animal bones, and the like, from the first vivid y

recalled by their look and still pungent odours the huge rubbish deposits with all their unspeakable

dirt which those old Tibetans had left behind in the ruined fort of Mlran. Here, too, there could be

no doubt that the refuse accumulations owed their origin mainly to the presence of a Tibetan garri-

son
; for Tibetan records on wood and paper emerged in plenty as soon as the systematic clearing

was begun, and continued to preponderate throughout among the written remains of the thick con-

solidated layers. The conditions had been exceptionally favourable for the preservation of al t eir

*
See Appendix B. The Ta-li piece, together with

a Ch ien-ytian coin, was found stuck on a small stick, M. Tagh.

c- 005 (PI. li).

In view of the very definite chronological evidence

furnished by the coins actually found at the ruins, it is curious

to note that of the twelve coins brought to me at Islamabad

and said to have been obtained from Mazar-tagh eleven are

much-worn Wu-chu or ‘ goose-eye ’ pieces, while the twelfth,

with an inscription not otherwise known to me (PI. CXL,

No. 35), is described by Mr. J.
Allan as a liu-chu coin of

a.d. 581-604 ;
see Appendix B. Is it possible that these

pieces come from some ‘Tati’ above or near Mazar-tagh

the existence of which I heard mentioned in vague talk and

also by my old guide Turdi, but which I could not verify?

See also Ancient Khotan, i- P- f>79 -
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mixed contents. No moisture whatever could rise from the river below to the height of this rocky

ridge, absolutely clear of any vestige of vegetation. The elevated position and the outlying lower

ridge already referred to kept off dunes and prevented erosion by drift-sand.

The clearing of the rubbish deposits was started the first day on the slope just below the

approach to the outer gate of the fort. On the two following days it was extended westwards

to beyond the north corner of v, the sections cleared each day being marked a-c. In each section

the work was carried from the bottom of the slope upwards, and the written records as they emerged

were gathered into bags numbered consecutively with Roman figures, as it was impossible to keep

count of individual pieces, the number ofwhich in the end rose to close on a thousand. The uniform

distribution of the refuse along the whole length of the outer court proved plainly that it must have

been thrown indiscriminately over different portions of its north-east wall, and this makes it impossible

to determine any chronological sequence among the deposits. Before referring to their rich yield of

records I may briefly mention the more interesting among the miscellaneous objects recovered.

Modest finds in themselves, they all help to illustrate the conditions of life prevailing at this

forlorn little guard-station in the desert. The arms provided for its garrison are adequately

indicated by a number of arrow-shafts, M. Tagh. a. 0013-16; b. 007-1o (Plate Li), some unfinished

and one with a leaf-shaped sheet of bronze in the place of feathers
;
pieces of broken bows made of

tamarisk wood, M. Tagh. a. 0017-18 (Plate Li) ; wooden sheaths for short sword and dagger,

M. Tagh. a. 004-5. There are numerous cast-off shoes worked in various kinds of woollen and

felt materials and sometimes quilted in different patterns, M. Tagh. a. 0039, 0041-5, all suggesting by

their thickness and large size that rigorous cold had to be guarded against. String sandals, too, of

the type familiar from Lou-lan and the Tun-huang Limes were also represented, M. Tagh. a. 0040

being a specimen. By the side of numerous fabric remnants, evidently from clothing, made of wool

and mostly of purple or bright red colour, the absence of finer textiles, especially of silk, was

significant. Of the single silk brocade fragment, M. Tagh. a. iv. 00177, it should be noted that its

weaving closely resembles that of a piece found at the Tibetan fort of Mlran. Wooden eating-sticks

are represented by two pairs, M. Tagh. a. 0019 (Plate Li)
;

c. 002. Pieces of netting, M. Tagh. b.

005, 0017, show that the chances of fishing were used when the river brought down its flood-water.

Wooden dies, like M. Tagh. a. 003 1 ;
iv. 001 72, with holes or Inked circles arranged in the same way

as at the Mlran fort, point to what obviously was a prevalent pastime among these Tibetan soldiers.

The numerous wooden seal-cases, of a type closely corresponding to those found at the stations of

the Tun-huang Limes, M. Tagh. a. 0025-6; iv. 00173, etc., would suffice, even without the

abundance of ‘ miscellaneous papers ’, to prove the maintenance of regular communications with and

through this outlying post. The use of wooden keys and locks, similar to those found at the sites

round Domoko, is attested by a number of specimens, M. Tagh. b. 0012-15, etc.

It is, however, to the documents preserved in these deposits of rubbish that we must look chiefly

for data bearing on the character of the ruined fort and the time of its occupation. As regards the

latter the mere fact that the vast majority of the records recovered is Tibetan is a sufficiently clear

indication. 5 We know from our historical sources that the predominance of Tibetan power in

Eastern Turkestan commenced soon after the middle of the eighth century, that by a. d. 791 the

Chinese ‘ Protectorates ’ of An-hsi, i. e. Kucha and Pei-t'ing (near Guchen), finally succumbed to it,

and that Tibetan supremacy in these regions was maintained until the Uigurs established a great

kingdom about a. d. 860 in the northern territories and westernmost Kan-su. 6 The Khotan region

6 For reproduction of specimens of Tibetan records, see given in Ancient Khotan, i. p. 63 sqq., and for details about the

PI. CLXXII. end of Chinese control in the Tarim Basin, M. Chavannes’
6 For references, see the brief synopsis of this period Note additionelle, ibid., i. pp. 533 sqq.
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may have remained under Tibetan influence somewhat longer. That the great mass of the Tibetan

records found at Mazar-tagh, on wood and paper, must be assigned to this period cannot be sub-

ject to doubt ;
for the inference drawn from their language and contents is fully confirmed by the

evidence of the coin finds already set forth above, as well as by the exact date furnished by one of the

Chinese documents which will be presently mentioned. It is equally certain that the prevailing

character of the contents is that of short military reports, requisitions, statements about arms, supplies,

and the like, as might be expected at an advanced post controlling an important route. But the

inventory prepared by Dr. A. H. Francke from which this general information is derived is not at

present within my reach, and, as his published i^otes on the Tibetan documents of my collection 7 do

not distinguish between records from Mazar-tagh and Miran, I must leave the examination of any

data of antiquarian or topographical interest to be gathered from them until later.

Neither Tibetan nor preceding Chinese political control is likely to have interfered with Documents

the use of the Khotanese language for purposes of local administration and personal communication

in the Khotan region. This observation resulted already from previous finds of documents in language.

Brahml script (Cursive Gupta) and Khotanese language at Dandan-oilik and elsewhere, and

the considerable number of similar records found at Mazar-tagh, over seventy in all, has

fully confirmed it.
8 They are mostly on paper, but a few are on wood, and some in complete

preservation. On certain of the Brahml paper documents red seal impressions can be traced,

such as are frequent on Tibetan papers both from this site and the fort of Miran. A number of

bilingual records, with Khotanese text on one side and Tibetan or Chinese writing on the other, 9

deserve special notice. They attest the need which must have made itself felt in administrative

routine for the concurrent use of the local language along with that of the power in military and

political control.

Here it may conveniently be mentioned that the fragmentary papers found in the Mazar- Manuscript

tagh refuse-heaps include also two in Uigur and another small piece, M. Tagh. a. 0048, show- uigur

ing a script which seemed to me to be derived from Aramaic and possibly Early Sogdian. If the and other

much-effaced writing on the fragment of a wooden tablet, M. Tagh. a. hi. 0061,. is really scnPts -

KharosthI, as I thought at the time, it must obviously go back to a very early period of the

occupation of the site. On the other hand, a paper fragment bearing what seemed to me a

line of very cursive Arabic writing need not necessarily take us lower down than the Tibetan

period
;

for we know that the Tibetans were in contact with the Arabs west of the Pamirs

early in the eighth century, and that Arabs from Western Turkestan actually found their way

right into China by a. d. 75 7.
10

, . .

Notwithstanding the relative insignificance of their number, the Chinese documents from Chinese^

the rubbish-heaps, all on paper, are of particular value on account of the antiquarian information Tang

which they furnish, and which M. Chavannes’ learning and minute care have fortunately rendered times,

accessible. It is solely on the translation and comments of that lamented great scholar that the

following observations are based.- In the first place should be mentioned the web-preserved docu- Document

ment. Doc. No. 974 (Plate XXXVI), which bears a full date of a. d. 786. It is an official certificate
a d ^

whether a clean copy or a draft is not certain-issued by the chancellery of a high Chinese dignitary

bearing the title of Tufu shift. Owing to the uncertain reading of a character, repeatedly recurring

7 V tv / <• , . c . •
» rnllprtinn of Tibetan in Chavannes, Documents, Pi. XXXII, No. 963. For similar

documents from Chinese Turkestan, J.R.A.S., 1914, PP- 37 bilingual pieces from Balawaste and Mazar-toghrak, see ibid.,

sqq. ’ also above, PP . 467 sq.; below, Appendix
Chavannes,' W, pp. 290 sq., 299 J

Ancient
For specimens of such records, see PI. CLI, ct. aiso

below, Appendix F Khotan, 1. pp. 62 sq.

9
See'e.g. M. Tagh. c. 0020, PI. CLI ;

M. Tagh. b. 002, » Cf. Chavannes, Documents, pp. 20X-17.

1374
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in the text and important for its comprehension, M. Chavannes has with critical caution refrained

from translating the contents. Chiang Ssu-yeh thought that he could interpret the document
as a kind of passport or safe-conduct. To the time when the Chinese administration still maintained

its authority, at least over parts of the Tarim Basin, belongs undoubtedly also the fragmentary

document No. 951. It mentions a Chinese military officer of high grade as well as An-hsi, i. e.

Kucha, the seat of the ‘ Protectorate of An-hsi ’ from a. d. 658 to 787. The same observation

applies also to the fragments Nos. 962 and 967, the first containing the petition ofa certain village and

the other naming the servant of a Chinese official who bears a very exalted distinction of T'arig

times.

Accounts of a very humble description referring to food issues and the like are found in

Nos. 963, 968. Fragments of Buddhist Sutra texts, Nos. 955-61, the last with a Tibetan reverse,

and of a dictionary, No. 973, do not give any definite indication of their origin
;
nor does the writing

exercise, No. 965, offered by a certain pupil who states his family and its residence. But distinct

antiquarian interest attaches to the three large leaves and the portion of a fourth, Doc. Nos. 969-72
(Plates XXXIII-XXXV), which present us with the detailed and duly authenticated daily accounts of

the expenditure incurred by a Buddhist monastery during the last three months of a year and the

first of the next. Unfortunately no nien-hao is given, but M. Chavannes ascribed this very curious

record, no doubt with good reason, to the seventh or eighth century. The leaves, which measure
a trifle over 19 inches in length and over 11 inches across, were found folded up into one narrow
roll and secured by silk stitches, evidently for mere purposes of record after the accounts were
closed. Great care was taken about their verification

;
for after intervals of a few days the entries

were regularly signed by the monk acting as steward or bursar for the year, and in addition counter-

signed by the ‘ Karmadana General the Viharasvamin, and the Sthavira of the monastery.

There is no direct indication as to where the monastery was situated. But from the constant

references made to outlays on creature comforts and luxuries, unthinkable in a desert locality like

Mazar-tagh, it appears to me quite certain that this curious monastic account must have found its

way here from a distance. There is other evidence also to support this conclusion. The notes

concerning certain items show that the monastic establishment lay within a cultivated populous tract

and in the vicinity of other Buddhist Viharas. 12 That this locality belonged to the Khotan region

appears to me very probable in view of the position of Mazar-tagh and of the mention of a payment
which was made on behalf of a monastic servant to the tax-collector of a certain rural district in the
‘ Hsi-ho [JEj fg

-

region’. 13 In this ‘region of the Western River’ M. Chavannes has, I believe,

rightly recognized a reference to the cantons west of the Kara-kash. These are now, too, com-
monly comprised under the general designation of ‘ Kara-kash ’ taken from the name of the river.

The location of the monastery in the Khotan region agrees well with the repeated mention of pur-

chases of wine and of carpet and felt making. These are all local products for which Khotan was
already famous in early times. 14

That the exactly recorded prices for all kinds of food-stuffs, commodities, and labour are
of considerable interest for the economic history of the country does not require to be emphasized.

12 1 hus in No. 969 we read of payments made on behalf
of monastic dependants to tax-collectors of certain quarters of
‘the town’ (lines 12, 13); of payments on account of wine
purchased ‘ for the people ’ of certain localities at the request
of two shrines

(
11 . 16, 17). In No. 970 we find a record of

wine purchased for those engaged in agricultural labour on
account of a certain shrine (line 4); entries of payments
made to the tax-collector of a certain quarter of the capital

(line 12); a record of the remuneration paid for painting

dragons and phoenixes on banners, etc., to be used in a town

procession (line 17), etc.
13 See Chavannes, Documents

,
No. 971, line 13; p- 2 I 5 >

note 6.

14
Cf. Chavannes, Documents, No. 969, 11 . 5, 11, 16, 17 >

No. 970, 11 . 2, 6 ; Ancient Khotan, i. p. 134.
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But in the absence of any direct date record, special attention may be called to such incidental state-
ments as those of services held for the benefit of a Chinese army engaged on a difficult expedition

;

of fruits, etc., purchased for secretaries of the escort ’, attached to military headquarters, or of
presents sent for the funeral of a high Chinese commander. 15 All such references prove clearly that
these monastic accounts belong to a period when China still exercised effective military control
in these regions, and hence are not likely to date much later than the first half of the eighth century.

This brings us finally to the question of the character and history of the desert-post to the pro- Early

longed occupation of which we owe those extensive deposits of refuse and their varied documentary 'vat
.

c^'

contents. It is obvious that the solitary Mazar-tagh hill, by its height and commanding position, guarding
offers exceptional advantages for a watch-station to guard the route by the river and to control route -

traffic passing along it, and that these advantages must have been appreciated from an early period.
They were bound to suggest the site as a natural frontier station for Khotan on the only practicable
route leading northward. Under favourable atmospheric conditions, fire and smoke signals, lit on the
top of the isolated ridge rising relatively high above the flat desert plain, would be visible over very
great. distances. It may hence be safely assumed that the position was utilized in this way, at least

temporarily, long before the ruined fort was built. The outlying watch-tower on the hill crest, with
its very solid construction of distinctly ancient appearance, may well date back to such an earlier

occupation.

On the other hand, it is certain that the last occupants of the fort were Tibetans, and that the Tibetan oc-

masses of rubbish found below it were deposited during the prolonged stay of a Tibetan garrison.

All this points to the conclusion that the Mazar-tagh station had assumed increased importance and Mirtin.

during the troubled times of the latter half of the eighth century, when the Tibetans first overran

the oases in the south and west of the Tarim Basin and finally completed their conquest by-

taking Pei-t'ing (a. d. 790) and Kucha. We have seen above that the fort of Miran, placed in an
exactly corresponding position to command an important route leading eastwards, must have held its

Tibetan garrison during the same period.16 The close agreement in the nature and contents

of the Tibetan records found at both forts, which Dr. Francke’s preliminary analysis proves, is thus

wholly accounted for. The indications which their fuller study may be expected to yield hereafter

as to the character of the Tibetan domination in the Tarim Basin, the military and administrative

methods for maintaining it, etc., will possess all the more historical interest on account of the fact

that so great a distance, well over 700 miles by road, separates the two fortified posts guarding

routes through the desert.

OBJECTS EXCAVATED AT RUINED FORT OF MAZAR-TAGH

M. Tagh. i. 001. Six frs. of firm woollen (?) braid,

pinkish buff. Width gr. length 5§".

M. Tagh. i. 002. Disc of white stone, opaque, pierced

longitudinally. Diam. thickness A"-

Tagh. i. 003. Thin piece of bronze foil cut in form

of leaf. 2|» x xi" x c. t
Aq. PI. LI.

M. Tagh. i. 004. Clay spinning-whorl. Flat disc,

pierced. Diam. i -

r
7
6", thickness y

3
g
*.

M. Tagh. i, 005. Iron pin, lozenge-shaped in section.

Head an elongated four-sided point on round neck. Length
2t"> diam. // (head) to PI. LI.

•
15

Cf. Chavannes, Documents
,
No. 969, 11 . 2, 3, 19 sq.

M. Tagh. i. co6, Reed pen, cut with nib as M. 1. xlii.

003. Charred, and broken. Length 2^".

M. Tagh. i. 007. Wooden die, roughly cubical. Numbers

painted in ink circles, and arranged as in M. 1. iii. 004.

Cf. M. Tagh. a. 0031 ;
iv. 00172. §" x F sq.

M. Tagh. i. 008. Oval piece of brown leather with

dressed surface. Semicircular slit parallel to one side.

.'xf.

M. Tagh. i. 009. Fr. of glass from rim of vessel, bluish-

green, translucent. Edge thickened on each side, and

rounded. Gr. M. 2*, thickness to

16 See above, pp 474 sqq.
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M. Tagh. i. 0010. Horn comb, shaped as M. Tagh. a.

002. Teeth all broken. Width H. of handle ,

sixteen teeth to i'.

M. Tagh. i. oon. Wooden key for lock of type Kha. v.

006. Holes for six pegs (all missing) arranged : • : • Traces

of dark paint. Hard and well preserved. Length 4%”

(if' handle), width ff*, thickness y
M. Tagh. i. 0029. Fr. of terra-cotta saucer in form

of tortoise. Extant part shows head and forefeet. Eyes

shown by deep circular groove round central dot ;
two

indentations represent nostrils
;
broad slit for mouth, with

three cross-slits to indicate teeth. Body scored one side

with rough lozenge-pattern. Back hollowed out for bowl.

Clay on broken surface brick-red. Surface buff. Well-

made. 3*X3'xiT PI. LI.

M. Tagh. ii. 001. Fr. of horn comb like M. Tagh. i.

0010. Teeth broken, and one end lost. H. of handle y§',

width (orig.) c. 3”, thirty teeth to 1".

M. Tagh. ii, 009. Pottery jug with globular body, short

neck, and slightly spreading mouth; loop handle from

mouth rim to shoulder
;

flat base. Hand-made. Coarse red

clay. H. 31", diam. (with handle) 3^".

M. Tagh. ii. 0010. Triangular stucco mould for cast-

ing seated Buddha relief
;

triangular also in section, top

broken off. Mould on widest face shows Buddha seated

on lotus, hands in lap, circular vesica and halo. Hard red

stucco (plaster of Paris ?). 3' x 2|" x i|".

M. Tagh. iv. 001. Piece of calcined bone, tapering, and

squared to give oblong section. Cross-diagonal incisions

on narrow sides, and same on broad with straight incisions

between. 2' x to x to ¥'

M. Tagh. iv. 002. Wooden stick ending in turned knob

on narrow neck om. with mouldings. Other end broken.

Length 4|", diam. stick diam. neck T
s
5", diam. knob. f .

OBJECTS EXCAVATED FROM REFUSE-HEAPS BELOW MAZAR-TAGH FORT

M. Tagh. a. 001. Small ring of whitish felt for steadying

weights carried on head. Sewn with string. See M. Tagh.

a. 0034. Diam. outside 3-|", thickness f".

M. Tagh. a. 002. Wooden comb. Back flatter than

usual, but still curved, one end broken off. Cf. L.A. vi.ii.

0014. Width c. 4", H. 2§", length of teeth 1 ye’, twelve

teeth to 1".

M. Tagh. a. 003. Wooden knife-handle, straight,

elliptical in section, with socket from which blade is lost.

Hard, but split. 5^" xi"x f
" to §".

M. Tagh. a. 004. Wooden sheath for dagger or

straight sword, end of. Made of two hollowed strips of

wood placed face to face and covered with strip of leather

apparently glued, sf
" x 1" to §" to §".

M. Tagh. a. 005. Wooden sheath for dagger, end of;

as M. Tagh. a. 004, but longer. Here instead of a broad

strip of leather folded round, a narrow strip is wound
round. Chigan (?) wood. 6|" x i Y

%" to x ff" to Y
%".

M. Tagh. a. 006-007. Two wooden writing-slips,

blank
; each with string-hole. Length 5L" and 5".

M. Tagh. a. 008. Wooden pen; stick with bark on,

trimmed to point, as T. xn. 007. Length 71
".

M. Tagh. a. oog. Wooden weaving-stick (?), cut

down somewhat roughly to short end. in which is hole.

See L.B. 0011. Length 1' i|-'. diam. y to Y5
''.

M. Tagh. a. 0010. Wooden spatula with flat oblong

bowl. Roughly cut. Length of whole 6§'', of bowl 2 J'',

gr. width f|".

M. Tagh. a. 0011. Wooden spatula with flat oblong bowl,

as M. Tagh. a. 0010. Neatly cut. Handle ends in lozenge.

Length of whole 6T%", of bowl i |", gr. width f". PI. LI.

M. Tagh. a. 0012. Paper fr., thin, felted. Much torn;

has been used for carrying red-ink powder for seals.

n"x 3i"-

M. Tagh. a. 0013. Fr. ofwooden arrow-shaft ;
feather-

end complete, other end broken. Tapers slightly towards

intact end, but thickens again at tip to take notch. This

end for 1^" shows marks of lacquer and binding ;
below

remain traces of three feathers, c. 5' in length, arranged in

gradual spiral so that they do a quarter-tum of the shaft in

their length (the effect of this would be to impart a left-

hand spin). At their end is again a ring of lacquer round

shaft. Cf. T. xix. i. 006. Length io|', diam. f t0 1 •

PI. LI.

M. Tagh. a. 0014. Wooden arrow-shaft, like M. Tagh.

a. 0013, apparently complete in length, but never finished.

Notch cut, but no marks of lacquer or feathers. Tapering

towards both ends. Length io§', diam. §' to •

M. Tagh. a. 0015. Fr. of wooden arrow-shaft, like

M. Tagh. a. 0013. No marks left of feathers. 1 races of

red paint and lacquer. Length 5|", diam. Y
S
e’ to f

M. Tagh. a. 0016. Wooden stick broken at one end,

trimmed round. Prob. intended for arrow-shaft. Length

1 of', diam. §' to Ty.

M. Tagh. a. 0017. Upper end of recurved wooden

bow, triangular in section. At tip, hole for suspension

;

2-|' lower is notch for string, which has worn the sides.

For 5' from lower end wood is pared down to take binding,

now gone. Wood probably of tamarisk. Length

(straight) 1 2-J", gr. width gr. thickness Y
§'. PI- LI.

M. Tagh. a. 0018. Upper end of recurved wooden

bow, as M. Tagh. a. 0017. Remains of binding of bark

strips for 4!" at lower end. Length 11' (straight), width

to thickness to -§'. PI. LI.

M. Tagh. a. 0019. Pair of wooden eating-sticks (?),

trimmed round, ends bluntly bevelled off. Towards upper.
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end the stick is tapered gradually, but a knob of orig.

thickness is left at tip, beneath which string is tied join-

ing the two. Cf. M. Tagh. c. 002 ;
L.A. 1. iv. 006-7.

Length 8J", diam.
; length of string 4|*. PI. LI.

M. Tagh. a. 0020. Fr. of iron foil, flat, pierced with

eleven holes (diam. c. \") spaced irregularly
; has one

straight and one curved edge; others broken. Rusted.

Scale of armour (?). 2I-" x if" X

M. Tagh. a. 0021. Wooden key, for lock of type Kha.

v. 006. Six pegs, now broken, arranged : • : • Neatly cut.

Length of whole 5§", of handle 2-f"; width 1", thick-

ness I'.

M. T agh. a. 0022. Wooden bolt for lock of type Kha.

v. 006. Six peg-holes arranged • : • : near one end. Groove

is on upper surface, not side, so that check-pin in this case

must have been fixed in tumbler-block. Groove 3|"x

je” I ^ had a wooden peg driven into it from each end,

shortening it to exact length wanted; one broken off.

5t' X if" xi'.

M. Tagh. a. 0023. Wooden bolt as M. Tagh. a. 0022

;

but has socket on under side to guide key, and six peg-

holes, arranged • : • : Groove for check-pin on upper

surface (3"xf"x j^*); its side cut away to edge of block.

6f'X2"xf".

M. Tagh. a. 0024. Top of pottery water vessel with

round cap and small orifice. Coarse red clay. Top of cap

scored with rough wheel-pattern and edge crinkled like

pie-crust. Hand-made. Diam. 3", H. if". PI. LI.

Tagh. a. 0025-6. Two wooden seal-cases, cf.

T. viii. 5, type A, but with only one groove in sides.

0026 still keeps string and part of clay sealing; 0025 has

fr. of clay. Roughly cut. 002J,
2" x §' x f" ; 0026,

j 1
‘" y 3* w 5*

*5 Xj X, .

M. Tagh. a. 0027. Half of wooden comb, with slightly

arched back, as M. Tagh. a. 002. H. 2f", width (broken)

if", length of teeth if", twelve teeth to 1".

M. Tagh. a. 0026-9. Two cylindrical wooden
blocks, each with wide groove round middle, rope-worn (?).

Prob. ‘ toggles ’ for tightening knots. Length: 0028, if";

0029, 1'; gr. diam. if".

M. Tagh. a. 0030. Bronze rivet-plate from buckle, as

Kelpin. 0012. Oblong with oblong slit and pin-holes at

corners. i"xf", slit f" xf".

M. Tagh. a. 0031. Cubical wooden die, marked by

holes arranged in present-day way. See M. Tagh. i. 007 ;

a. iv. 00172 ; M. 1. iii, 004. f" cube.

Tagh. a- 0032. Thistle-shaped knob of white
stone. Stem broken off. Cf. M. Tagh. 0029. PI. §”,

gr. diam.
f".

M- Tagh. a. 0033. Tangle of stout hemp (?) string,

tWO-ply.

M. Tagh. a. 0034. Ring of felt sewn with string over
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leather (?) core. Cf. M. Tagh. a. ’001. Diam. outside

2f", thickness f".

M. Tagh. a. 0035. Strip of felted paper (?), doubled

and tied round with string in middle, andj painted on one

side with lozenge-pattern in red lines. Surface layer is

separating from back. 7"xf".

M. Tagh. a. 0036. Irregular strip of reddish-yellow
felt, s-r'xii"

M. Tagh. a. 0038. Two strips of buff felt sewn
together along their length. 8'' x 2-|'' to J".

M. Tagh. a. 0039. Shoe of strong buff woollen
fabric. The uppers foimed of one strip of this material

lined with thick buff and brown felt, and seamed up toe;

the sole of firm doubly interwoven hemp and goat’s-hair

string compacted with wear and sand. Fabric and lining

of uppers quilted together by parallel rows of stitching,

and attached to sole by over-heading with stout hemp
string. Heel strengthened by external patch of yellow

felt, worn through. Fastening apparently a draw-string

round opening. Length 1 r ", gr. width 5A''.

M. Tagh. a. 0040. String sandal, made in same fashion

as L.A. vi. ii. 0025 ; but short strings forming uppers and

continuous all round sole, thus forming complete shoe.

They are gathered into two groups, for heel and toe

respectively, by double draw-strings which terminate in

front of arch of foot ; draw-strings of back group ending in

loops, and those of front groups in loose strings which

were drawn through loops and knotted, thus securing

shoe. Length 1 2-|", gr. width 4|".

M. Tagh. a. 0041. Quilted buff felt shoe. Sole and

uppers made each in two longitudinal pieces joined respec-

tively along middle of sole, and up middle of front and

back of heel. Edges of sole turn up well at toe, heel, and

sides, so that seam of junction with uppers is saved friction

with ground. Comes up high round ankle, where are

signs of draw-string. Felt throughout is thick and quilted ;

the sole being run with close-set rows of strong hemp
string, and uppers orn. with stitching in imbricated scale

pattern. Rough leather patches have been applied to sole

at heel and toe, and on each edge of uppers. Length 10",

gr. width 4", H. at ankle 3|".

Inside two frs. of carmine woollen cloth, plain and

diagonal weave respectively. Gr. M. 1' 9".

M. Tagh. a. 0042. Shoe of buff woollen (?) fabric

lined with felt, of same type as M. Tagh. a. 0039, but

much worn. Felt gusset, covered with ornamental stitch-

ing, joins edges of uppers over front of foot. Felt

patch applied both to heel and toe. Length 10", gr.

width 4!".

M. Tagh. a. 0043. Shoe of dark brown woollen

fabric lined with felt. Uppers only remain, formed of one

strip of coarse fabric, lined with similar strip of buff felt,

and seamed up front of toe. Fabric and felt quilted

together by close-set parallel rows of stitching in dark
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brown woollen yarn. Above toe-seam, edges of uppers

further joined over front of foot by buff felt gusset, covered

with orn. open-work stitching in dark brown. Round

opening of shoe thus left is stitched an upstanding band of

same brown fabric, lined with dark blue woollen fabric of

herring-bone weave, forming a sort of half-boot and appa-

rently pinned at side of ankle, where it is finished off in

fringe. Length gj', gr. width (fiat) 6A"

M. Tagh. a. 0044. Quilted buff felt shoe, of same

make as M. Tagh. a. 0041. Only uppers and strip of sole

on each side remain. Small gusset inserted at top of seam

joining uppers in front. Insect-eaten. Length 11*, gr.

width (flat) 8*.

M. Tagh. a. 0045. Uppers of quilted buff felt shoe ;

similar in make to M. Tagh. a. 0041, but stitching in zig-

zag rows, not scale pattern. Opening round ankle

strengthened by addition of strip of felt. Draw-string

preserved. Insect-eaten. Length 10", gr. width (flat) 7 *.

M. Tagh. a. 0046. Half of octagonal cylinder of

white chalk-like stone, broken lengthways, pierced.

Length 1 A", diam.
1
%".

M. Tagh. a. 0047. Twigs and withered leaves of

tree.

M. Tagh. a. 1. 0047. Red-brown gum (?), now crumbling

to powder. Found in Brahml manuscript bearing mark

M. Tagh. a. 1.

M. Tagh. a. in. 0061. Fr. of wooden document,

broken each end
;
showing on obv. one line, on rev. several

chars., possibly of Khar. Much effaced. 3* x |*.

M. Tagh. a. iv. 00172. Cubical wooden die, marked in

present-day fashion with small circles in ink. Cf. M.

Tagh. i. 007 ;
a. 0031 ; M. 1. iii. 004. cube.

M. Tagh. a. iv. 00173. Wooden seal-case asM. Tagh.

a. 0025. Roughly cut. 2*xf"x§*.

M. Tagh. a. iv. 00174. Fr. of wooden writing-slip,

end with seal cav., slip blank and cut short to point.

,l'y3'yl' tn 1"
02 A 4 A 2 8 *

M. Tagh. a. iv. 00175. Wooden stay for well-

bucket. See M. Tagh. b. 001 and Kha. ix. 0015.

Length 3A".

M. Tagh. a. iv. 00176. Wooden amulet (?). Flat

oblong piece of wood with rounded ends. Groove cut in

thickness, all round edge. Once covered with dark leather,

of which plentiful remains are left on one side. String

passed twice round in groove, and knotted with ends for

attachment to necklace (?). Cf. L.A. in. i. 001.
,,3* v T 3 * w 3_*
- 8 A 1 8 * 8 ' *

M. Tagh. a. iv. 00177. Fr. of silk brocade, buff with

pattern in dark green, pink, and prob. other colours now
indistinguishable. Double cloth, woven in same fashion as

M. 1. viii. 0017, which it much resembles. Pattern too

fragmentary for reconstruction, but seems to have con-

sisted of elliptical cartouches perhaps containing birds,
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interspaced with lozenge-shaped spots. Cf. Ch. xlviii.

001. 4*X2^*.

M. Tagh. a. iv. 00178. Wooden disc chipped round,

and pierced with four holes (f
" diam.), slightly burnished

on convex side. Strainer (?). Diam. 1 *, thickness f
3
g
".

M. Tagh. a. iv. 00179. Ring of white quartz (?).

Outer diam. 1 inner diam. thickness f*.

M. Tagh. a. iv. 00180. Irregular fr. of green stone,

jade (?), similar to T. xiv. v. 007. Gr. M. A|".

M. Tagh, a. iv. 00181. Brown woollen cord knotted

throughout except for 2" at each end. Length T 9".

M. Tagh. a. iv. 00182. Small hollow ball of silver (?),

irregular. Diam. -|*.

M. Tagh. a. iv. 00183. Fr. of bronze applique orn.;

crescent-shaped, with stud behind. Length §*.

M. Tagh. a. rv. 00184. Fr. of crumpled leather

stained black, i^xl*-

M. Tagh. a. iv. 00185. Berry; black, round. Pierced

to serve as bead. Diam.

M. Tagh. a. iv. 00186. Fr. of bronze rivet-plate from

buckle, as Kelpin. 0012. Elliptical with oblong slit. Orig.

three pin-holes. Broken. ly3g
" x §*.

M. Tagh. a. Tv. 00187. Bronze ring, corroded, round

in section. Diam. Ire" x
1
", thickness TB*’

M. Tagh. a. iv. 00188. Fr. of buff woollen fabric,

loose diagonal weave. Soft anjl worn. 9" x 4'.

M. Tagh. b. oox. Wooden stay for well-bucket, as

M. Tagh. a. iv. 00175. Cord knotted round centre

attaching it to loop of stouter hemp rope. See Kha. ix.

0015. Length of stay 3J', length of cord and loop 10”.

M. Tagh. b. 003. Wooden comb; straight back with

rounded corners. Almost intact. H. 2%’, width 2^ ,

length of teeth if*, thirteen teeth to 1*.

M. Tagh. b. 004. Fr. of red woollen fabric. Much

torn
;
diagonal weave. Gr. M. 1' 8".

M. Tagh. b. 005. Part of string net. Meshes c.
1’ sq.

Gr. M. 2' 2*.

M. Tagh. b. 006. Iron knife, much corroded, set in

wooden handle as Ka. 1. 003. Length of whole 5-0-*. of

handle 3 ; width of blade c. §*.

M. Tagh. b. 007-10. Three wooden arrow-shafts and

pair of wooden pliers loosely tied together by two-

strand cord.

007. Shaft has leaf-shaped sheet of bronze, painted black,

inserted through end (split for the purpose) to take place

of feathers. Arrow bound tight with grass fibre at each

end of sheet to hold it tight and prevent further splitting.

Sheet shown by position of cord-groove to be perpendicular

during flight. Hole at other end of shaft retains iron tang

of head. This end also bound with fibre. Both ends with

binding painted black. Length iof", diam. pA".
.
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008 Arrow-shaft with deep cord-groove. Traces of

three feathers. End for head broken. Length i6§",

diam. x
5
fa
/.

009. Pair to 007. Metal sheet lost through loosening

of end binding. Tang hole empty. Length 11*",

diam. ±".

0010. Pliers. Stick with wide groove cut longitudinally

down half its length so that flat sides can easily be pinched

together. Handle end keeps bark and is decorated with

incised rings. Length 3I", diam. ŝ
". PI. LI.

M. Tagh. b. 0012-14. Three wooden keys, for locks

of type Kha. v. 006. Handles pierced for suspension

:

0013 retains string, and has groove cut also round other

end. There are respectively four, four, and seven pegs, of

which 0012 retains two, and 0014 six. Hard and well

preserved. 4* x 1 * X c.

M. Tagh. b. 0015. Wooden tumbler-block for lock of

type Kha. v. 006. Sides bevelled, but not ends. Five

peg-holes
;
pegs all lost. Semicircular notch cut out of

one side. 3§" x 1 §' X §".

M. Tagh. b. 0016. Piece of dried hide, inside-out from

skinning. Possibly of pig. i'xr. 8'.

M. Tagh. b. 0017. Mass of loose string netting.

Meshes about A' sq. Much decayed. C. i'x6'.

M. Tagh. c. 001. Wooden writing-slip (?) with string-

hole like M. Tagh. a. 006, hut large. Ink traces on one
side, ni'x.fx^to^.

M. Tagh. c. 002. Pair of wooden eating-sticks (?),

rounded on one side, flat on the other, tied together by
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stri ng fastened to each in a groove cut near one end. Cf.

M. Tagh. a. 0019. Length 7§", width T
5
g", thickness -

£
3
g
".

Length of string r|".

M. Tagh. c. 003. Bronze rivet-plate, with pins behind

each corner for attachment. Slit x yA" paiallel to one

edge. Prob. part of buckle, as Kelpin. 0012. iL"xi"

xk

M. Tagh. c. 004. Knob of soft white stucco. Cf. M.
Tagh. 0029 ;

a. 0032. H. xy, diam. l-|".

M. Tagh. c. 005. Tapering wooden stick, on which

were strung two Chin, coins. See Appendix B

;

also

above, p. 1287. 4'. PI. LI.

M. Tagh. c. 006. Yellow-brown pebble, smooth,

watei-worn. Gr. M. i|".

M. Tagh. c. 007. Piece of white quartz (?), ground to

rude disc. Diam. ) jf", thickness §".

M. Tagh. c. 008. Cone-shaped piece of horn hollowed

to make a funnel. Groove cut round point. Cf. Kha. ix.

0021 ;
but here there is no stopper. Depth 1", diam. 3 "

to |".

M. Tagh. c. 009-n. Three wooden seal-cases. Cf.

T. vm. 5, type A
;

but instead of three sewn string

grooves there is only one V-shaped notch in long sides.

009 and 0010 have hole through bottom
; 009 is flat, sq.-

cornered, and neatly bevelled at ends; well cut and

preserved ;
0010 and 0011 very roughly made and in bad

condition, with much of sides bioken away; 0010 almost

cylindrical in section. 009, if" x 1" X §*
;
ooro,

1

J" x i\"

x §"
;
0011

, if'xi'xf".

UIGUR AND SOGDIAN MANUSCRIPT FRAGMENTS FROM MAZAR-TAGH
M. Tagh. a. 0048. Fr. of Early Sogdian (?) MS., on

soft light buff paper. Remains of 2 11. writing, faint at one
end. Remainder blank. 4f'x2§".

M. Tagh. a. 0049. Scrap of Uigur (?) MS. on thin

buff paper. Torn chars, only, belonging to 3 11 . Gr.
M. r|\

OBJECTS SAID TO HAVE BEEN
M. Tagh. 0024. Fr. of pottery from side of rounded

vessel of soft red clay covered with creamy wash, with orn.

scratched with a point, wavy band and cross hatching.

Gr. M. 4tV.

M. Tagh. 0026. a-k. Nine beads
:

{a, b) Disc-shaped
and cylindrical, light green paste. Diam. xy. (c, </)

Spherical, dark blue glass, translucent. Diam. Xg*

(
e'f) Disc-shaped and spherical, black paste. Diam.

(g) Spherical, light blue glass, translucent. Diam. %"•

(b) Spherical, white glass, translucent. Diam. T
3
g'. (/)

Double disc-shaped, white glass covered with lustrous

M. Tagh. a. iv. 00x66. Fr. of Sogdian document.

See below, Appendix F.

M. Tagh. c. 1. 0071. Fr. of Uigur (?) MS. on soft buff

paper. Obv. 7 11 . almost obliterated. Rev. blank. 6"

x 3 IT-
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white paste. Length A". Also
(
K

)

ring of bronze buckle,

well preserved. Length f".

Said to have been found near Mazar-tagh (?) ;
bought

at Islamabad.

M. Tagh. 0028. Pendant of white stone, flat lozenge-

shaped, pierced at one end. 1
3" X 1 J" X f".

M. Tagh. 0029. Dome-shaped lump of chalk-like

stone, with hollowed top and flat narrow base. Diam.

to y, H. J".

M. Tagh. 0031. White glass bead, spherical, gilt inside.

Diam. A".
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Section II.—THROUGH AK-SU AND UCH-TURFAN

Delta of

Khotan-

daryd.

Route along

Ak-su R.

Dolan popu-

lation at

Ak-su.

The eight marches by which I covered the 150 odd miles from Mazar-tagh to the Tarim,

or Yarkand River, offered no opportunities for direct antiquarian observations. But as I passed

down the steadily widening course of the Khotan-darya, between the numerous branching beds

which the river from below Korla-ayaki (Map No. 25. c. 4) has formed at different times and in turn

deserted as they silted up, I had before my eyes the best possible illustration of what the ancient

deltas of the Keriya River and the Kuruk-darya in the Lop Desert must have looked like before

they finally dried up. 1

On April 28 we crossed the Tarim within a mile or so below the junction of the rivers of Yar-

kand and Ak-su. The former was almost dry at that season, whereas the latter filled a bed fully

300 yards wide and carried a considerable volume of water. The large size of the Ak-su River is

explained by the great extent and relative nearness of the high snow-bed portions of the T ien-shan

main range which it drains. Its headwaters stretch for a length of over four degrees of longitude

from the western slopes of the great peak of Khan-tengri to the Terek Pass north of Kashgar. But

with this abundance of water available for irrigation there contrasted in a very striking fashion the

scanty and careless cultivation which is carried on in the narrow village belt along the river s left

bank. I had ample opportunities to notice this on the three long marches which brought us to the

‘ New Town’ of Ak-su, and the recollections still fresh of the thriving lands of Khotan necessarily

deepened the impression.

That this undeveloped condition of what might become a large and flourishing tract could not

be due to an inadequate water-supply was here clear. In the end I was led to connect it with

a marked difference in the ethnic character of the population. This consists in the riverine parts of

the Ak-su district to a very large extent of settlers of genuine Turk extraction, known as
1 Dolans .

In speech, racial type, and original habits of life they appear to be closely allied to the Kirghiz who

occupy the grazing-grounds in the adjacent parts of the T'ien-shan and are to be found also

as cultivators in the valley of the Tushkan-darya above Uch-Turfan. That the Dolans who form

the bulk of the population along the Yarkand River from above Maral-bashi to Ak-su are different

in stock from the inhabitants of the oases to the south, east, and west is well known, and it is also

certain that their conversion from semi-nomadic ways to settled agricultural life is of relatively recent

date. 2 The wave of migration which brought them from across the true Turk territories north of

the T'ien-shan into the Tarim Basin is not likely to have been an old one. Yet, as we shall

presently see, the geographical factors which facilitated the Dolan immigration may help also

to explain certain historical observations about Ak-su.

1 Among various instructive features it will suffice to

mention one. On nearing the Tarim there was striking con-

firmation of what I had repeated occasion to note before

about the evidence afforded by lines of dead trees, or kotek, as

to the direction which ancient beds, no longer otherwise

traceable, must have followed. As we were striking across

from the actual bed of the Khotan-darya below Zil (Map
No. 24. c. 4) to the north-west towards the Tarim, I found

an old bed of the former known as Ghaz-kum, though dry for

many years past and further down completely choked by big

dunes, still lined by living Toghraks growing on what were

once its banks.

After passing about n miles from Camp 376 all

trace of the old river-bed was lost. Yet, in the broad

belt of bare drift-sand we had to cross further on, the lines of

dead trees emerging between the dunes still kept the same

direction from south-south-east to north-north-west as ob-

served along the Ghaz-kum, until we had come within a few

hundred yards of the belt of jungle lining the Yarkand River

branch known as KorUklik-akin. There the trees were all

living and ranged in rows invariably running from west to

east and thus parallel to the river, the water of which

accounted for their growth. The change of bearing was as

sharp and sudden as if the alignment had been due to the

hand of man.
2 Cf. Forsyth Mission Report, pp. 54 sq.
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The main objects which had brought me to Ak-su were attained during my five days’ stay at

the ‘New Town’, the headquarters of P'an Ta-jen. In the course of this long-planned reunion

I was able to thank that valued old Mandarin friend in person for all the effective help which,

as Tao-t'ai of Ak-su, he had extended to me in his division, ever since I first entered it at Charkhlik,

and far beyond its eastern limits, too. I could also satisfy his unfailing scholarly interest in the results

of my labours by showing him specimens of my finds of ancient Chinese records, etc. At the same

time P‘an Ta-jen’s powerful recommendation enabled me to assure all the local assistance which R. B.

Lai Singh needed for the continuous survey he was to carry through the outer T'ien-shan ranges as

far as the passes north of Kashgar. His friendly interest was secured also for Chiang Ssu-yeh,

whose devoted services had helped so much towards the success of my efforts.

The inquiries made during my stay at Ak-su failed to produce any information pointing to the

existence of old remains within the district. Nor do its early history and topography call for

prolonged comments since the essential data available in the Chinese records have already been

duly elucidated by MM. Chavannes and Grenard. It is the latter’s merit to have first correctly

demonstrated that the territory which in the Former Han Annals is described under the designation

of Ku-moMU and is mentioned by the same name also in the Later Han Annals and the Wei lio

is identical with the present Ak-su. 3 The Former Han Annals’ notice places it quite correctly to

the west of Kuei-tzu, or Kucha, at 670 li distance, and Khotan to the south ‘ at a distance of fifteen

days’ journey on horseback ’, the very number of marches which I counted between Khotan and

Ak-su. The population of 3,500 families indicated seems to bear an approximately correct propor-

tion to the 6,970 families recorded for Kuei-tzu (Kucha) or the 4,000 given for Yen-ch'i, or Kara-

shahr. 4 Of Wen-su which the same notice puts 270 li to the west of Ku-mo, and which

modern Chinese geographical texts and administrative nomenclature wrongly identify with Ak-su,

MM. Grenard and Chavannes have shown that it corresponds to Uch-Turfan (Map No. 19. a. 4).
5

A passage of the T'ang Annals clearly indicates the identity of the Ku-mo of Han times with

the ‘little kingdom of Po-lu-chia’ j$D which Hsiian-tsang reached from Kucha after having

crossed a small desert for 600 li westwards. 6 Another passage of the Tang shu, in recording a full

itinerary from Kucha westwards to Uch-Turfan (Wen-su) and beyond, mentions the town of Ak-su

by the names of Po-huan or Wei-jung$ or Ku-mo, and correctly describes its position. 7

To this string of varying names for the same place must be added the form Chi-mo jig
Jj|,

which the

first passage of the T'ang-shu records as a variant, and the forms Po-Iman ^ ')% or Pu-han
fjfj

whichWu-k'ung mentions in addition to Wei-jung.8 Hsiian-tsang s description of Po-lu-chia, which the

T'ang Annals reproduce without adding more than the identity of the ‘ little kingdom ’ with Ku-mo,

or Chi-mo, is brief. He states its extent as about 600 li from east to west by 300 li from north to

south, and the size of its capital as 5 to 6 li in circuit. ‘ In general characteristics this country and its

3
Cf. M. Grenard’s observations fully quoted in

M. Chavannes’ note, Les pays dOccident dapres le Wei lio,

T'oung-pao, 1905, pp. 553, note 1. For the Former Han
Annals’ notice, see Wylie, Notes on the Western Regions,

/ Anthrop. Inst., xi. pp. 93 sq. ;
for the mention in the

Later Han Annals, T'oung-pao, 1907, p. 208.

( f-/- Anthrop. Inst., xi. pp. 94, 10 1.

The maps Nos. 19, 23 show that here, too, the bearing

and distance indicated are perfectly correct, the latter being

about fifty-five miles by road measure from the ‘ Old Town ’

Ak-su and the direction due west to the town of Uch-
Turfan.

6 Cf. Chavannes, Turcs occid., p. 120; Julien, Memoires,

i. p. 10; Watters, Yuan Chuang, p. 64. The location of

Po-lu-chia at Ak-su was correctly recognized already by

V. de Saint-Martin; see Memoire analytique, in Julien,

Me’moires, ii. p. 265.
7 Cf. Chavannes, Turcs occid., p. 8.

8 See Chavannes-Levi, Lihne’raire dOu-kong, J. As/at.,

1895, sept.-oct., p. 363.

Wu-k'ung travelled to Ak-su from Khotan about a. d. 787,

on his way back to China. Obviously he had to make this

great detour because the direct route via Lop and Tun-huang

was blocked by the Tibetans.

8 C

Stay at P'an

Ta-jen’s
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quarters.

Ak-su the

Ku-mo of

Han Annals.

Ak-su in

T'ang times.
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people resembled Ch'iu-tzu (Kucha) and its people, but the spoken language differed a little. The
fine cloth and serge of the district were esteemed by the neighbouring countries. There were some
tens of monasteries with above a thousand Brethren.’

9

If we compare this short account of Ak-su with the detailed description which Hsiian-tsang

devotes to Kucha or Khotan, and its number of Buddhist monks with the five thousand he attributes

to either of these kingdoms, 19
it is easy to realize that Ak-su was in his time a territory of far less

importance and resources. With this accords what the Later Han Annals, the Wei lio, and the

T'ang Annals indicate about the dependence of Ku-mo on Kucha,11 and the same observation still

holds good at the present day. What importance Ak-su may claim nowadays as a commercial and
administrative centre is due, not to its local produce or industries, far inferior to those of Kucha,
but mainly to the advantages which are assured to the district and its ‘ Old Town’ by their geo-

graphical position. At Ak-su the great trade route through the northern oases of the Tarim Basin

from Kara-shahr to Kashgar is crossed by others almost as important leading to the great fertile

valleys north of the T'ien-shan. From Ak-su there leads due north the much-frequented route

across the Muz-art Pass, which connects the Tarim Basin with the Ili valley and the trade emporium
of Kulja. U p the valley of the Tushkan-darya and past Uch-Turfan lies the route which crosses the

Bedel Pass and thence gives access, on the one side to the valleys around Lake Issik-kul, and on
the other to the headwaters of the Yaxartes and to Farghana, always amongst the lands most
coveted by Central-Asian conquerors. The same factors which make Ak-su town nowadays a busy
place of trade exchange and caravan traffic must have been equally at work in Han times when the

great kingdom of the Wu-sun was established in the valleys northward, and later when all the

mountains and the plains beyond were held by the Western Turks, whose paramount Khan Hsiian-

tsang proceeded to visit near Tokmak after leaving Po-lu-chia, or Ak-su.12 It is scarcely necessary
to explain that the same geographical reasons must have always invested Ak-su with considerable
strategic and political importance. There can be little doubt about their having primarily determined
the selection of Ak-su as headquarters for the Tao-t‘ai whom the Chinese established here with
a (nominally) strong garrison after the reconquest of the New Dominion in 1877.13

The thought naturally suggests itself that geographical relations such as these could not have
remained without their influence also upon the ethnography of the district. Exposure to inroads
from the north may here, as in the parallel case of Kara-shahr, account both for the mixed character
of the population and for the inadequate cultivation in spite of ample irrigation resources. But
I lack the materials for following up this question here further. It must suffice to point out that
the manifold changes in the name of the district to which I had occasion to call attention above may
have, partly at least, had their origin in successive variations of the ethnic composition of the people.

9
Cf. Watters, Yuan Chwang, i. p. 64 ;

Julien, AIe'moires,
i. p. 10.

The reference to the ‘fine cloth and serge of the district’

is borne out by the fame which the woven rugs, horse-cloths,

etc., of Ak-su still enjoy throughout the Tarim Basin. They
are manufactured mainly by the Kirghiz in the mountains,
but the trade is centred in the ‘Old Town’ of Ak-su. For
cotton goods carried from Ak-su to Kulja, see the Russian
report of 1811 reproduced by Ritter, Aden, ii. p. 411.

10
Cf. Julien, Me'moires, i. 4 ;

ii. p. 224.
See Chavannes, T'oung-pao, 1905, p. 554; ib., 1906,

pp. 226, 231, 233, 252, 256; Turcs occid., p. 83, note 2.

Cf. Chavannes, Turcs occid., p. 264.

13
It was then that the Yangi-shahr or ‘New Town’ of

Ak-su was built as the Chinese headquarters and stronghold

seven miles to the south of the ‘ Old Town ’. Trade and
traffic have remained at the latter. It is likely that the

abundant water-supply of Ak-su and the consequent possibility

of extending cultivation for the maintenance of a garrison

were contributory reasons for the selection of Ak-su.
I may note here that on my way from the Tarim I passed

below Matan (Map No. 24. b. 3) the sadly neglected lands of

what was to have been a ‘military agricultural colony’,

apparently on the lines of the early Chinese model of Han
times.
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The present name Ak-su is obviously of Turkish derivation, and the earliest mention of it that I can

trace does not go back beyond the fourteenth century. 14

On May 6 I left the ‘ New Town’ of Ak-su in order to visit Uch-Turfan and the little-known

tract of Kelpin in the outer hills of the T'ien-shan to the south. I knew that the Kelpin region had

been but imperfectly surveyed, and information secured at Ak-su with P'an Ta-jen’s kind help

pointed to the existence of ruined sites near its small oasis and towards Maral-bashi. By visits to

these I wished to conclude my archaeological labours in the field before returning via Yarkand to

Khotan, where many tasks urgently called me. The seven-miles ride from the ‘ New’ to the ‘ Old

Town’ of Ak-su took me along the edge of the wide barren plateau which rises with precipitous

cliffs of loess from 60 to 100 feet above the two towns and the irrigated area adjoining them. Its

top is covered with large cemeteries, Mazars, and crumbling forts or
4 Karauls ’, manifestly of late

Muhammadan times. Of earlier remains, such as the presence of all the numerous modern shrines

might have suggested, I saw none. Yet plenty of quasi-troglodyte dwellings and tombs showed

what excellent sites for cave-temples these steep and easily worked walls of hard clay might have

furnished.

The two easy marches which brought me to the easternmost edge of the Uch-Turfan district

lay across fertile and easily irrigated ground showing the same neglected cultivation I had observed

on my way from the Tarim. It was ascribed here to scarcity of population and inadequate labour.

Both the river of Ak-su, or Kum-arik-darya as it is known here, and the Tushkan-darya which had

to be crossed en route, carried a considerable volume of water, far larger than is to be found in the

Khotan rivers at that season. The second, though filling then only a small portion of its flood-bed,

fully three-quarters of a mile wide, was barely fordable .
15 MM. Grenard and Chavannes have

already pointed out that these two rivers are correctly mentioned in the itinerary of the T ang

Annals where it describes the route from the town of Po-huan, i. e. Ak-su, to the town of Ta-shih

ft,
or Wen-su $9 i. e. Uch-Turfan .

16 The first is named as the ‘ river of Po-huan ’, and the

second as the ‘river Hu-lu ’
JF&.

17 The distance of the first river from the town of Po-huan is

not stated, but a distance of 40 li is indicated between it and the second river. This corresponds

fairly closely to the 1 2 miles or so passed by the present road between the marsh-bed, marking an

old western bed of the Kum-arik-darya (Map No. 19- d. 4)> an^ the village of Terek-bagh at the crossing

of the Tushkan-darya (Map No. 1 9. c. 4)- The ‘ town of Hsiao-shih ’ ^ ft,
which the itinerary places

half-way between the two rivers, may be looked for approximately near the present villages of Barun

and Chawarik.

A pleasant march on May 8 carried me from near the west bank of the Tushkan-darya 13 to

14
Cf. Elias-Ross, Tarikh-i-Rashidi, pp. 7 S(M- riaji

Muhammad, whose account Ramusio took down about i 55°>

also mentions Ak-su; see Yule-Cordier, Cathay, i. p. 293.

His reference to the journey thence to Kashgar lying through

the wildest desert’ is significant: it shows that either Uch-

Turfan or Maral-bashi or possibly both were uninhabited at

the time.

In the Kum-arik-darya, which feeds all the canals of

the main oasis of Ak-su to the east of the Tushkan-darya,

I measured a volume of about 1,640 cubic feet per second,

apart from the water caught in canals higher up. The lush-

kan-darya, then flowing in three main and three shallow

channels, had a total volume of over 6,800 cubic feet per

second. Later on in the season, when the melting of the

gieat glaciers lining the western slopes of the Khan-tengri

massif has begun, the volume of the Ak-su River, which they

feed, is far greater than that of the Tushkan-dar) 5
;

see

Hedin, Reisen in Z.-A., p. 253.

w Cf. Chavannes, Tuns occid., p. 9; T'oung-pao, 1905,

p. 553, note r.

17 The itinerary mentions the ‘ river Hu-lu ’ as of the \ ti-

t'ien
-J-*

territory; for Yiit'ien must be read lii-chu

jflE’
the name of Uch‘Turf5n >

see T'oung-pao, 1905,

p. 553, note 1.

13 This form of the river name is the one I heard from

my local guides belonging to the settled population. The

form Taushkan-darya found in Russian maps and elsewhere

may be the one used by the Kirghiz occupying the valley

above Uch-Turfan.

8 C 2

Start for

Uch-Tur-
fan.

T'ang itine-

rary from

Ak-su to

Uch-Tur-

fan.
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the town of Uch-Turfan. The way led mainly through a belt of fairly old cultivation skirting the

foot of a barren hill range to the south known as Kara-teke. The more careful appearance of the

fields and the frequency of fine arbours were explained when I learned later from the scholarly

Chinese magistrate at Uch-Turfan, Peng Ta-jen, an old acquaintance, that the population in this

tract was descended from colonists brought here from Kashgar and Khotan in the time of the

Emperor Ch'ien-lung after a rebellion which ended with the extermination of all previous settlers.181

That these were of Kirghiz or allied stock was suggested by a number of large domed tombs, or

‘Gumbaz’, in ruins which I passed near Sugetlik-mazar (Map No. 19. a. 4), and which local tradition

vaguely ascribed to Kipchak princes.

To the north, beyond the narrow belt of cultivated ground, there stretches a wide grassy plain

which receives abundant moisture from the Tushkan-darya, and which is bound to prove attractive

as a winter grazing-ground for the Kirghiz. These form the great majority of the population higher

up in the valley, where numbers of them appear to have taken to agriculture also. There were

plenty of Kirghiz to be seen at Uch-Turfan itself, and having established my quarters at the country

residence of their Beg, outside the flourishing little town, I was able also to use my two days’ stay

for anthropometrical work among them. 19 Most appeared to retain still the characteristics of true

Turk stock in their physical features. 20 But in others it was impossible to mistake evidence of inter-

mixture with ‘ Sarts ’, as the Kirghiz here call the settled Muhammadan population. The use of

this term, so common in Western Turkestan but heard by me here for the first time in the Tarim
Basin, was apt to recall the close vicinity of the Russian frontier and the Sir-darya headwaters.

1 he usual dust haze of the spring was hiding the view of the great snowy range of the T'ien-

shan northward. It was thus impossible to obtain even a distant glimpse of the Bedel Pass, by
which Hstian-tsang had once gained the Issik-kul region and thence Sogdiana. 21 But even without

that imposing background Uch-Turfan presented itself to me as the most picturesque and pleasant

of any district headquarters I had visited in Chinese Turkestan. The view of the fertile green

valley, set off vividly by the chain of barren grey hills which encircle the town from the south, was
particularly striking from the height of the Chinese citadel (Fig. 337). This crowns the top of

a precipitous rocky spur, which adjoins the west wall of the town and projects beyond it like a huge
natural ravelin, rising with its westernmost cliffs to a height of some 250 feet. The citadel and
the flanking defences joining it to the town walls are recent, having been built in the place of forti-

fications destroyed when Uch-Turfan was besieged and taken during the Muhammadan rebellion.

But this natural stronghold is bound to have been utilized since early times.
Its position may well be assumed to account for the name Ta-shih citing ^ ^ ‘ the Big

Stone Town
, by which the itinerary of the T'ang Annals previously referred to mentions Uch-

Turfan. 2
It adds :

‘ It is also called Yil-chu jjjjjf, or else the district town of IVin-su

* JH-’ As noted before, it is by the last name or its variant Win-su ^ ^ that the ‘ kingdom
’

and town are referred to in the Former Han Annals, the Hou Han shu, and the Wei Ho. 2 " The
I ormer Han Annals ascribe to it a population of 2,200 families, which seems proportionate, and
indicate its position quite correctly with reference to the Wu-sun capital which lay 610 li to the

1>a
ForsylhMissionRtport, p.42, gives the date asA.D. 1765.

9 See the photograph, Fig. 333.
" Regarding these cf. Joyce, J. Anlhrop. Inst., xlii.

PP- 453 sqq-; 462 ;
below, Appendix C.

21
Cf. Julien, Memoires, i. p. 1

1 ; Watteis, Yuan-Chwang,
i. p. 66. The Bedel Pass and not the Muz-art is clearly indi-
cated by the recorded direction to the north-west of Po-lu-
chia, or Ak-su

; cf. Chavannes, Turcs occid., p. 9. The

Bedel Pass is undoubtedly meant by the Po-ta-ling mountain

chain, the crossing of which the Tang itinerary mentions on

the route from Wen-su to the Issik-kul; see Chavannes,

loc. cit.

22 See Chavannes, Turcs occid., p. 9.
23 Cf. Wylie, Notes on the Western Regions, J. Anlhrop.

Inst
,
xi. p. 94; Chavannes, T'oung-pao, 1906, pp. 227, 231,

2 33 > 252. 256 ; 1905, PP- 553 sq.
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north, 24 to Ku-mo, or Ak-su, and to Wei-t'ou
Jpj

-

300 li westwards. The latter place is mentioned

by the Later Han Annals as on the road leading from Su-le or Kashgar north-eastwards to Wen-su,

Ku-mo, and Kucha,25 and may be located with much probability about Akche on the upper Tushkan-

darya (Map No. 14. A. 2). This place is passed by the much-frequented summer route between

Ak-su and Kashgar, and the adjoining area shows now a good deal of Kirghiz cultivation. 26

Section III.—THROUGH THE MOUNTAINS TO KELPIN

The inquiries made during my stay at Uch-Turfan had failed to produce any information about

old remains in the valley. But from villagers and Kirghiz alike I had heard vague stories about

ruins of some mysterious town or castle, which was said to be sighted on clear days far away in the

high mountains to the south, but to disappear whenever search for it was made. The statement

that all those who had set out to seek the ruined town and to find its treasures had failed to discover

it was enough to suggest that these stories were but the local reflex of that Kotek-shahr, Shahr-

i-barbar
,
etc., which popular imagination is ever eagerly looking for in the desert near most oases

round the Taklamakan. I was glad, all the same, when I found from what Akal-yolchi, an old

hunter, told me that there would be a chance of following up this piece of local folk-lore on my way

to Kelpin. Some ten years before, he with another Muhammadan had by the Amban’s order

accompanied a Chinaman, who was anxious to search for what he called ‘ the palace of the 1 'ang

chief’ and for some hidden inscription there, to the foot of certain peaks known as Kaka-jadc and

rising above the Kelpin route. The Chinaman after a three days’ absence in the mountains had

come back without revealing the result of his quest. Akal-yolchi himself had climbed up later on,

but he had found nothing except rocky crags and a grassy plateau beyond the crest of the range.

On May 11 I started from Uch-Turfan and after reaching the ruined watch-tower of Kong-

tai (Map No. 14. e. 2) ascended an open and at first very barren valley to the south-west. The

rugged range on our left rose higher and higher, and after a ride of over 20 miles there came into

view on its crest-line a long array of very precipitous and fantastically serrated peaks, retaining

small snow-beds in their gullies. These peaks, when viewed more closely from where the Kara-

shilwe glens debouch into the widening valley, curiously recalled the Dolomites, and seemed to rise

to heights over 13,000 feet. With their extremely bold pinnacles and almost vertical rock walls,

they bore a striking resemblance to ruined towers and castles. 1
I found that the few Kirghiz who

cling with their herds to any scanty grazing still to be found in the high valleys around, now

almost waterless through progressive desiccation, knew the line of these peaks by the name of

Kaka-jade and regarded them with superstitious awe. As I saw them now towering above me with

what looked like turrets, battlemented walls, and high mansions, I could not possibly feel in doubt

that in the remarkable appearance of this part of the range lay the origin of the legends related at

Uch-Turfan. From Mangush Beg, the Kirghiz headman, who accompanied me as guide, I heard

of dragons supposed to dwell among these peaks and to issue forth at times in the shape of clouds

raining hail and fire. His and other Kirghiz stories vividly brought back to my mind the legends

told by the old Chinese pilgrims of the dragons dwelling on the snowy heights of the Pamirs and

24
Evidently near Kara-kul or Prjevalsk, at the eastern

end of the Issik-kul.
2l

Cf. Chavannes, T'oung-pao, 1907, p. 207.
20 The distance of about 70 miles between Uch-Turfan

and Akche agrees well with the 300 li indicated by the

Former Han Annals between Wen-su and Wei-t'ou. Safar-

bai, which M. Grenard, Mission Duirenil de Rhins ,
ii. p. 61,

has suggested for the location of the latter place, is too near

;

see Map No. 14. c. 2. It is worth noting that Akche is the

first place with agricultural resources which the traveller by

this route reaches after leaving the Kashgar district.

1 Fig. 336 shows the Kaka-jade peaks as seen in the

distance from the elevated plateau near Moinak-kak (Map

No. 14. f. 2), to the south-east and on the other side of the

range.
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above the Hindukush passes. 2 This resemblance seems to bear striking proof to the tenacity with

which ancient folk-lore clings to the mountains, in Central Asia too as elsewhere, notwithstanding

all racial changes. 3

I became still more interested in this range, so unlike any I had seen on my Central-Asian

travels, when on arrival at Mangush Beg’s felt tents late that evening information reached me,

elicited with some difficulty through my keen-witted camel-man Hasan Akhun, about the existence

of a stone image to be found high up on the southern side of the range. Mangush Beg somewhat

reluctantly, as it seemed, admitted a knowledge of it and agreed to guide me to it. On the following

day a short but fairly difficult march took us across the range by the pass called Saghiz-kan-art

(Map No. 14. d. 2), at a height of about 8,600 feet above sea-level, and through the gloomy rock-bound

canon which forms the approach to it from the north. Some distance to the south of the pass

a natural rock-cistern, known by the name of Shait-kak, made it possible to fix camp. Thence

I proceeded on May 13 under Mangush Beg’s guidance in search of the reported image. It proved

a very interesting excursion, though its length and most of the ground were such that none but

Kirghiz ponies could have covered it in one day.

After climbing a succession of steep spurs along the south-east face of the range we found

a small Kirghiz encampment below the highest of them, the Sar-bel (about 10,000 feet above sea-

level). Here, too, as everywhere in this range, the scarcity of water was striking. The Kirghiz

were dependent solely on what scanty snow fell during the winter and remained on the ground for

three or four months, to a depth of never more than a span. For the rest of the year water could

be obtained only from ‘ Kaks ’, i. e. rock cisterns, and a few springs which issue below the small

snow-beds to be found high up in sheltered ravines between those frowning peaks. An intelligent

old Kirghiz whom I was able to examine at this camp asserted that in his youth rain and snow-fall

had been somewhat ampler, and these poor alps used then to be visited by more Kirghiz and

supported larger flocks than could subsist now on their stunted vegetation.

From below Sar-bel we rode along gradually widening uplands, skirting the foot of spurs

which descend from the Kaka-jade peaks sighted two days before (Fig. 336). Seen from this

side, too, they presented a very fantastic appearance. There was a strange fascination in those

towering rock pinnacles, and as many of them were manifestly unclimbable, it was easy to realize why

old legends placed among them enchanted strongholds full of treasures. I much regretted that

want of time did not permit of closer approach and of an attempt to ascertain the geological reasons

for these peculiar rock formations. I may add that the exposed rock in the gorges on both sides

of the range was mainly a reddish sandstone.

After a ride of over 10 miles from below Sarbel we reached the grazing-ground of Chalkoide,

at an elevation of circ. 6,700 feet, and there to my surprise I found a rustic
1 Ziarat ’ occupying the

top of a small rocky hillock. High above it on the crest-line of the range, the peaks of which

overlook here a pass leading to the Idak-jilga (Map No. 14. e. 2), there stood out a particularly bold

crag
;

in it pious Kirghiz eyes recognize the image of an ancient hero called Kaz-ata. But what

arrested my attention much more was the discovery of a real stone image in the centre of the

rough enclosure of unhewn stones, about 8 feet across, which marked the holy spot (Fig. 341). It

proved to be a stele-shaped slab, 2 feet 10 inches high and i2f inches wide, rudely carved in flat

relievo, and represented a male figure holding a curved sword with the hands crossed over the

breast. The head was disproportionately large
; the feet were not recognizable. The eyes and

Cf. Legge, Travels of Fd-hien, p. 24 ;
Julien, Me'moires

,, tradition from early times has attached to the Nagas dwelling

ii. p. 206 ; Chavannes, Voyage de Song Yun, p. 28. in mountain springs and lakes, cf. Rdjatarahgim, transl.
s For exactly corresponding legends which Kashmir Stein, i. 263-5, note.
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eyebrows bore traces of black paint. The carving, though too rude for any safe dating, was

manifestly old, the stone showing a great deal of weathering.

That the image, whatever it may have been intended to represent, had been an object of Stone taken

pre-Muhammadan cult seemed likely a priori. This was made still more probable by the discovery
t^Js'lapa.

at its side of what manifestly was to be taken for a miniature representation of a Stupa (Fig. 341

on right). The block of stone, 14 inches in height, showed on two faces what looked like a double

base of approximately square shape and, above a receding moulding, a roughly rounded top,

Suggesting a rudimentary dome. The material of the stone seemed to me granite. The back of

the stone was flat. At the time I took it for a rough carving meant to show a Stupa as it were

in relievo. But a subsequent observation, made seven years later and far away near the Pamirs,

has suggested to me that the peculiar shape of this stone was natural and due to erosive action.

At a much-frequented Mazar near Namadgut in Russian Wakhan, and facing the ancient fortress

of Kala-i-Ka'ka on the Oxus, I found collected a series oi exactly corresponding stone blocks,

differing in sizes but all showing the same curious resemblance to miniature Stupas. They were

clearly of natural origin, but had obviously been placed at the shrine out of lingering respect for

their shape. This, while Buddhism still prevailed along the uppermost Oxus, would certainly have

made them objects of -worship at svayambhu Stupas. 4

The most curious feature to me, however, at this strange ‘Ziarat’ of Chalkoide was the LocaWor-

enclosure around filled with the usual votive offerings of orthodox Muhammadan shrines in these
;mage

parts, horns of Ovis Poli or Ovis Ammon and wild goats, horse-skulls, rags fastened on staffs, etc.

There could be no doubt that worship at this shrine was very much a thing of the present, in spite

of the Uch-Turfan Mullahs’ protest against it, of which Mangush Beg told me. Until recent years

the cult of this queer ‘ Ziarat ’, he declared, was general among the Kirghiz of the neighbouring

grazing-grounds. Numbers of men used to come to it also from distant valleys, good Muhammadans

as all these Kirghiz herdsmen have been for long generations. It was said that at the present day

only the older men clung to the custom of praying at the shrine ;
but even thus nobody dares to

enter the enclosure. Curiously enough the carved figure was stated by Mangush Beg to represent

a female, Kuwaghiz by name, the wife of that ancient hero Kaz-ata, whose image is suppose to e

represented by the conspicuous rock pinnacle already referred to. A confused tradition, the detai s

of which I could not unravel, connects the two images. The nexus, however obscure, su ces to

show that the curious shrine here surviving must have owed its origin to that worship o a stri 1 &

natural feature, i.e. a svayambhu tlrtha, to use the Sanskrit terminology, which is so we no

from the folk-lore of India, ancient and modern, and for which Buddhist local cult has a ways

ready to find room. . , . , -

This interesting excursion from Shait-kak and the next two days’ marches to Kelpin served to Advice

acquaint me with the very arid conditions prevailing in these outer T'ien-shan ranges notwithstanding mountains .

their relatively great height. In the absence of records or datable remains of any antiquity, 1

impossible to trace here the changes which the climate may have undergone during the
,

histonca

period, though Kirghiz tradition seems distinctly to point towards progress of ‘ desiccation m rec
.

times. But, even without any definite data on this point, the stud) of the present
, , r

these hills, where springs are now extremely rare and all travel depends on an exact knowledge o

the water-supply obtainable from natural cisterns (hah) and varying in different seasons, wa

of historical interest
;
for they make it easier to realize conditions such as are hkely to have preva

in the now absolutely waterless desert ranges of the westernmost Pei-shan urmg t e perio

4
Regarding early and modern worship of ‘ svayambhu ’ images in India, cf. Rajatar., transl. Stein, i. 1 13; * 136, etc.
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bands of Hun raiders could still make their way through them from the Hami side towards the

great Chinese route west of Tun-huang, and when the Chinese opened their ‘ new Northern route
’

across those barren hills to Turfan and Guchen.

5

It was instructive to find that Kirghiz raids of

a corresponding character, made from the high T'ien-shan valleys upon the caravan road in the plains

connecting Ak-su with Kashgar, are still within living recollection both at Kelpin and Maral-bashi.

I have little doubt that they could yet be revived in practice if the hold of the Chinese administra-

tion or of the power northward were relaxed.

The route which was followed from Shait-kak down to Kelpin lay all the way through deep-cut

picturesque gorges. Their precipitous walls of sandstone and gneiss, rising in places to heights

of well over a thousand feet, bore striking evidence to the erosive force of the floods which had cut

through them in past ages. Yet only in the Korum-boguz gorge (Map No. 14. d. 3) was a tiny

stream met with, and this, too, disappeared soon in rubble beds after watering some twenty acres

of wheat-fields at the little ‘ Terelgha’ of Terek-abad cultivated from the Kelpin oasis. Below this

point the river-bed, completely dry at the time, cuts through the wall-like hill range overlooking

the broad open valley of Kelpin from the north. Then by an imposing rock-gate it debouches on

to a huge gravel glacis stretching down towards the oasis. Instead of taking the more direct track

to the latter, which strikes off at Terek-abad by a side valley to the south-west, I followed the

steadily widening dry flood-bed down to Sairam-mazar (Map No. 14. e. 3), where its subsoil

drainage gives rise to a lively spring. A Ziarat sacred to Sultan Owraz-ata in a fine shady arbour

marks this modest ‘ Su-bashi Whatever drainage is else carried down to this huge alluvial fan

does not come to light until some 15 miles lower at Bulak-bashi. There the flood-bed just

described meets the dry river-bed coming from Kelpin, and from the marshy springs rising near

their junction there forms a stream which carries its water to Achal and as far as the station of

Chilan on the present Ak-su-Kashgar high road.

The oasis of Kelpin (Map No. 14. d. 4), which I reached on May 15, proved to be a very

pleasant and instructive place, notwithstanding the poor reputation enjoyed by its people, whom
current belief at Ak-su and elsewhere has long represented as thieves and robbers. Perhaps in

the old days, when Kelpin may have served as a convenient base for Kirghiz raids upon the traffic

of the high road south or for the disposal of spoils, the reputation was not altogether undeserved.

Now the oasis presented a picture of intensive cultivation and relatively high rural comfort such as

I had seen nowhere surpassed within the Tarim Basin. Far off from all main routes and thrown

upon their own resources through the distances which separate Kelpin from the nearest markets,

its people seemed to have escaped most of the changes brought about by Chinese and other foreign

influences. 0 Isolation forced them at the same time to make the best possible use of traditional

methods. The utter barrenness of the hill ranges and bare gravel ‘ Sais ’ which surround the long

but narrow strips of cultivation on all sides made the result still more striking.

Of fertile loess soil adjoining the old village lands there was plenty to be seen to the west,

south, and north. But the water available for irrigation is so limited that the new fields opened to

meet the needs of a rapidly increasing population can be tilled only in turns of three or four years.

From reliable local information it was clear that since the establishment of settled conditions, which

followed the Chinese reconquest, the population of the twelve oimaks or hamlets into which Kelpin

is traditionally divided had steadily increased, the total at the time being estimated at about two

thousand homesteads. Yet according to the uniform statement of Kasim Beg, the intelligent local

5 See above, pp. 705 sqq. I examined anthropometrically, see Fig. 342. They show
6 For a group of some of the Kelpin people whom a striking absence of all Kirghiz features.
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head, and of the old villagers I examined, there had been no change in the water-supply in their

time, nor was any remembered by tradition. So it was clear in this case that any yangi-yer, or new
land, that has been opened since Yaqub Beg’s times—and its extent as ascertained by me in the

course of my survey is considerable—was the result solely of increased pressure of population and

not of a change in climatic conditions.

The evidence thus furnished by Kelpin has its obvious importance in dealing with questions

concerning ‘ desiccation ’ or climatic oscillations in the Tarim Basin and with the arguments for the

latter which may be derived from archaeological observations at abandoned sites, etc. It

demonstrates once again the need of caution in accepting the fact of extended cultivation in the

past as a definite proof for more abundant water, i. e. a moister climate. This evidence deserves

all the more attention because the question as to the conditions affecting Kelpin irrigation is

singularly free from such complications as we have noted in the case of the oases of the Domoko
tract, 7 or as must necessarily arise at oases dependent for their water-supply upon rivers the beds

of which are liable to silt up and shift. The whole of the Kelpin water is furnished by springs

which rise in a deep-cut gorge at a point known as Su-bashi and about 10 miles from the centre of

the oasis. This gorge resembles in character that of Korum-boguz, and debouches into the valley

plain from the north-west through the narrow defile of Chong-karaul. 8 It was interesting to note

that in spite of this limitation of the water-supply and the steady rise of the population, which the

irrigable land could no longer suffice to maintain, permanent emigration was unknown. Even
Ak-su and Korla, with their abundance of water and arable land, could not tempt the men of Kelpin

to extend the seasonal visits which many of them were accustomed to pay as labourers to these and

other northern oases.

In view of what has just been explained about the source of Kelpin irrigation it did not

surprise me to find the reported ruins in the immediate vicinity of, or rather within, the present

cultivation limits. Sayat-shahri proved to be a small oblong circumvallation situated to the west

of a deep-cut flood-bed known as Kuchak-yari and surrounded on the other sides by new fields

irrigated in rotation. The poorly built clay walls of the enclosure form a rectangle of about 1 66 yards

by 90 and rise in places from 6 to 10 feet. Their thickness appears to have been about 6 feet
;

a weak parapet, about if feet thick, crowned them at a height of circ. 6 feet above the present

ground-level. No structural remains could be traced within apart from a completely decayed low

earth mound
; outside the south-west corner were seen the low clay walls of two adjoining enclosures

measuring about 50 yards by 25, but they furnished no indication of their original character. No
finds of any sort were reported at this small site, and, as occasional flooding from canals prevents

wind-erosion, not even pottery debris could be traced on the surface. Hence the date of this small

fortification remained quite uncertain. The same was the case also at the site of Munjakche,

a small debris area only about a mile to the south of the little Bazar of Kelpin, most of which had

been recently laid out into fields. I noticed here only scanty potsherds and a shapeless clay mound

about 15 feet high, partly dug into for manuring earth. Years before small stone ornaments were

said to have been picked up near by.

These remains at Kelpin itself having proved of no archaeological profit, I was all the more

pleased with the lucky chance which caused my visit to coincide with the return of a party of

7 See above, pp. 202 sqq.
8 The name is derived from a ruined watch-post (

karaul

)

which with its flanking walls forms a chiusa across the

mouth of the defile. Want of time prevented me from

visiting it. But local information asserted its relatively

modern origin, and this was confirmed by the statement of

the local Chinese subdivisiona! officer who had found the

consti uction of this ch'ia-lzii in the Emperor Ch'ien-

lung’s time mentioned in a Chinese descriptive account of the

‘ New Dominion ’.
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Kelpin men who had just searched extensive debris areas of the ‘ Tati ’ type in the wide belt of

absolute desert between the arid outer hill chain of Kelpin and Tumshuk on the Ak-su-Kashgar

road. As with the ‘ Taklamakanchis ’ of Khotan, it was the spring season which had led them to

indulge in this treasure-hunt after a succession of ‘ Burans ’ had shifted the drift-sand and laid

previously hidden patches of hard soil bare. Of finds of small objects in precious metal and the

like, such as occasionally reward these ‘ treasure-seeking’ expeditions, the men had nothing to tell.

But the numerous copper coins which I acquired from them ranged from Han to T'ang times and

left no doubt about the antiquity of the settlements once occupying the area they had searched. 9

Further evidence of this was to be found in the character of the small objects of stone, metal, glass,

and paste which they had brought away, as described in the List at the end of section iv. Among
them it will suffice to mention the intaglio seal in cornelian, Kelpin. 003 (Plate V), with a poorly

worked female bust
;
the intaglio bronze-seals, Kelpin. 004-6 (Plate V), badly worn but showing

the influence of classical models; the open-work bronze pendants, Kelpin. 0014. a-c (Plate VI), in

the form of dancing men, and paste beads of the millefiori type, Kelpin. 009. a (Plate Vi), 0010. a, b

(Plate IV). The technique of the last calls for investigation. Another set of similar small objects

in metal and stone which were subsequently brought to me at Kelpin as having been found on

desert ground south of the Kudughun hill (Map No. 14. d. 5) came in all probability from the same
debris area. Three bronze seals from among them, Kud. 006-8, are reproduced in Plate VI and
include a satyr head in relief, recalling the grotesque heads in Khotan terra-cotta appliques.

Section IV.—DESERT SITES NORTH OF TUMSHUK AND MARAL-BASHI

On May 1 7 I set out from Kelpin with a party of ‘ treasure-seekers ’ and labourers for the old

sites in the desert on the south. The heat of the season, already far advanced, and the difficulty

of carrying an adequate supply of water—my brave camels had to be spared all work after Ak-su

and were no longer available for transport—made the three days’ exploration somewhat trying. On
the first day we were obliged to make a long detour skirting the eastern extremity of the outer hill

chain of Kelpin, which owing to the very rugged nature of its barren ridges could not be crossed

with laden animals. When turning the end of the range not far from Achal, the outlying colony of

Kelpin already mentioned, I sighted far away to the south-east a high mound known as the ‘ Tim ’

of Soksuk-shahn. It was impossible to visit it from the route for which we were bound. But the

Kelpin men talked of it as a very ancient tower, and let fall the shrewd guess that it might have

stood on the line of an old road leading from Ak-su towards Kashgar.
We camped at the foot of the range near the debouchure of a narrow gorge, in which was said

to lie higher up a kak, or rock-cistern, occasionally holding water. Next morning we left the desert

track which leads on towards Maral-bashi past the foot of the conspicuous Kudughun Peak, and struck

to the south-south-west. The bare clayey glacis of the hill chain gave way first to ground covered

with scanty tamarisk-cones and drift-sand, and further on to bare dunes rising up 10 feet or so. After

covering close on 14 miles, we arrived at the ruined site of which my Kelpin guides had spoken as

Chong-tim, ‘ the big tower’. About half a mile before reaching it, all the ground left bare between
the dunes became thickly covered with potsherds, slag, and similar ‘ Tati ’ ddbris, and this soon
proved to extend over an area of more than two square miles. Towards its northern end, and sur-

rounded by dead tamarisk-cones and dunes reaching to 1 5 feet or so in height, th6re rose the tower
which has given the site its name

; adjoining on the west was a square and approximately orientated

See Appendix B, below. One ot these coins, of T'ang type, shows four non-Chinese characters which have not been read
as )et; see PI. CXLI, No. 25.
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circumvallation (Fig. 338). The clay rampart enclosing it measured about no yards on each face,

and still rose on the w'est side, where it was best preserved, about 12 feet above the nearest bare

ground. But the close approach of dunes on all sides made it difficult to ascertain the original

ground-level. 1 he rampart, badly broken as it was in most places by wind-erosion, yet showed that

its stamped clay was strengthened by layers of brushwood. The watch-tower, though much decayed

too, stood to a height of about 35 feet from what seemed the ground-level, as marked by the eastern

rampart. From measurements at the east face of the tower, where its foot was less encumbered by

ddbris than elsewhere, the base appears to have been about 25 feet square. The tower was built of

sun-dried bricks measuring either 1
1" x 10" x 3" or 14" x 8" x 4". The masonry looked rough, with

layers of mud plaster but no brushwood or the like between the courses.

The general appearance of these remains and of the eroded ground all round left no doubt about Evidence of

the antiquity of the ruined fort, and the finds of small objects in its immediate vicinity fully confirmed

this. J ust outside the north face of the enclosure there were picked up eleven much-worn Wn-chu

and ‘ goose-eye ’ coins lying close together, evidently as they had dropped from a string. Among
other Chinese coins found near the circumvallation three are Wu-chu pieces and one a T'ang coin

with the legend K'ai-yiian. Their evidence, indicating occupation from an early period down
to T'ang times, was supported by that of the coins which were brought to me at Kelpin, avowedly

as having been found at the Chong-tim site on the ‘ treasure-seekers’ ’ latest visit. Of these, twelve

were T'ang pieces, the latest bearing the nien-hao Ta-li (a. d. 766-80), and one a Huo-diiian coin of

Wang Mang (a. d. 14-19). 1 The pottery fragments which lay thickly on all patches of eroded

ground about the ruined fort were mostly of fine red clay and, as seen from the specimens described

in the List below, bore a distinctly old look. One piece, Chong-tim. 002, with mottled green glaze,

is considered by Mr. Hobson to be of Chinese Han type
;
another, Chong-tim. 005, with floral orna-

ment in low relief under green glaze, is held to be akin to Near-Eastern, probably Persian, ware

dating from the second to the ninth century a. d. Among the miscellaneous small relics in bronze,

glass, paste, and wood (Chong-tim. 006-47) picked up at the site there is none that would necessi-

tate a lower chronological limit for the abandonment of the site than that of late T'ang times.

Within the circumvallation no structural remains of any sort survived. But inside the west Refuse-

rampart there stretched refuse-heaps, from 3 to 4 feet high, for a distance of some 25 yards. These
ruined

h~

I had completely cleared to the ground, but their yield was very scanty. Within the masses station,

of horse and cattle dung, straw, and brushwood, there turned up only a few rags of cotton fabrics

(Chong-tim. 0049. a, b), bits of felt, rope, and the like. I may note that not a single piece of paper

was unearthed. It was, however, significant to find numerous small pieces of sulphur scattered

at different points of the enclosure. They furnish conclusive proof that the sulphur mine on the

eastern slope of the Kudughun Peak (Map No. 14. d. 5), which is now regularly worked by Kelpin

people, or some similar deposit in the hills northward was already being exploited during the

occupation of the little fort. Its character, and particularly the high and solid watch-tower, seemed

to point distinctly to the ruin being that of a station on an ancient route line leading from Ak-su to

Kashgar. It appears only natural that such a roadside station, lying within xo miles or so of the

sulphur mine in a straight line, should have formed a regular place of transit for its products.

I may explain here at once that the Chong-tim site has proved to be situated on the most direct Line of

line connecting Chilan, where the present road from Ak-su leaves the foot of the hills, with what my
route>

explorations of October, 1913, have shown to be its ancient continuation leading north of Maral-

bashi and along the foot of the mountains to Kashgar. It would be impossible here to give the

reasons upon which this statement is based without fully discussing the results of my topographical

1 Cf. Appendix B for all numismatic details.
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and archaeological surveys of 1913, and these must necessarily await publication in the report on my

third journey and in the detailed maps which are being prepared for their illustration. Meanwhile

it must suffice to point out that this ancient route line kept throughout to the north of the present

Maral-bashi-Kashgar road and well away from the ground liable to floods from the Kashgar River.

The ruined site at the foot of the desert hill of Lal-tagh (Map No. 14. c. 5), to be referred to below,

probably represents the stage on it which lay nearest to Chong-tim on the south-west. In the oppo-

site direction the line of the ancient route is likely to be marked by the ‘ Tim’ of Soksuk-shahri to

the north-west of Chong-tim. Between the latter site and Soksuk-shahri my Kelpin guides declared

that they knew amidst the dunes two much-decayed mounds which they took for P ao-t ais, and

which they were ready to show me, had the difficulty about water allowed a prolonged stay in the

desert at this season. No ‘ Tati ’ debris or other remains were reported near them.

That Chong-tim marked the site not merely of a roadside station but also of a settlement of

some size became evident on a closer inspection of the neighbouring ground. Everywhere to the

south and south-east for a distance of over a mile there rose erosion terraces, usually about 8 to xo

feet in height, thickly covered with potsherds and obviously marking the position of completely

destroyed dwellings. At one point such a clay ‘ witness ’ still retained remains of large bricks

10" x 10" x 6", evidently from the foundations of a structure of some size. Here the ‘treasure-

seekers’ of Kelpin had been recently at work, and had in the course of their burrowing brought to

light a large earthen jar. To their disappointment, instead of the hoped-for treasure, it proved to

contain only a coagulated oily substance. Of the latter enough still adhered to the broken bottom

to secure a specimen. In several places I came upon the raised lines of small water channels,

all running from south-west to north-east. A reference to the map shows that the canal feeding

them must have come from the direction of Tumshuk and probably from a branch of the dying

Kashgar River, perhaps the same of which the end is now marked by the dry bed known as Gere-

akin (Map No. 14. d. 5). Elsewhere trunks of dead fruit-trees could be seen lying on the ground,

still showing the lines on which they were planted in the ancient orchards.

In view of the abundant and clear evidence proving the early abandonment of the site, I felt

much puzzled when three Chinese copper coins of quite modern issues were picked up close together

a short distance to the south-east of the ruined fort. Two were coins of the Emperor Ch'ien-lung

with a mint-mark later than a. d. 1759, the other a piece of Chia-ch'ing (a. d. 1796—1821). The
archaeological riddle thus presented was solved only after my arrival at the village of Tumshuk, on

the present high road, when the aged Karaul-bashi, in charge of the local police post, related

how about 1876 a force of the pretender Hakim Tora had been routed by Yaqub Beg’s son

Hakaullah in a fight near Yaide, two marches further on by the road to Ak-su. Many soldiers

of the defeated party had sought escape by turning into the sandy desert northward, and had
miserably perished there by thirst and exhaustion under the hot August sun. Kelpin people

subsequently searched the desert for the money and the valuables of the dead fugitives and buried

the corpses.

Smaller patches of debris-covered ground were also passed up to a distance of about 3

miles on the resumed march to the south-west of Chong-tim, and more traces of old canals

cropped out between the dunes. Finds of one Wu-chu and four K'ai-yiian pieces showed that

this ground, too, was occupied about the same period as Chong-tim. When after another desert

camping we moved on May 19 to the south-west, guided by the conspicuous bold hills above
Tumshuk, the dunes before long grew rare and low scrub became frequent. From about 2 miles

beyond Camp 389 (Map No. 14. d. 5) small patches of eroded ground with ‘ Tati ’ ddbris again made
their appearance. But the finds of coins soon showed that the area now reached must have
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continued in occupation considerably longer than Chong-tim, and well into the Muhammadan
period. Besides two T'ang pieces they comprised two Sung dynasty coins of a. d. 1034-8

and 1068-78 respectively, as well as a small silver coin of the Golden Horde struck at Khwarizm

in a. H. 743.

Within a mile or so of these little ‘ Tatis’ a belt of close-set tamarisk-cones was entered, such

as usually marks approach to an old river-bed, and a little beyond we struck the well-defined

dry bed of the Gore-akin, lined by big Toghraks, live as well as dead. It was known to my guides

as an old terminal branch of the Kashgar River which passes through the defile between the two

rocky hills west of Tumshuk (Map No. 15. d. i) and was said to be traceable far away eastwards.

Beyond this riverine belt, in all details recalling ground I had seen so often where the rivers

of Keriya, Niya, etc., die away in the Taklamakan, I came upon groups of ruined dwellings rising

on low mounds amidst tamarisk-cones of small size. But they were obviously not of any antiquity
;

they probably mark an attempt to reclaim this area from the jungle made during a period relatively

recent when the Gore-akin may for a time have again carried water. We had reached the northern

edge of the terminal delta of the Kashgar River, and the constant changes to which cultivation in

such areas is subject have been noted too often before to need more than a passing reference.

Arrived at the village of Tumshuk by the high road I found myself on ground close to ruins

which had repeatedly before received attention from European travellers and archaeologists.

Professor Pelliot in 1906 had devoted several months’ work to the extensive ruins of Buddhist

shrines found at the foot of the picturesque rocky hill which rises to the north-west of Tumshuk.

On the rapid visit I paid to them I had the satisfaction to see with what systematic care and

thoroughness his clearing had been carried out, even though it was obvious from the first that the

temples and monastic dwellings of the site had all suffered badly through burning. On the opposite

side of the hill chain and not far from the ancient circumvallation of Topa-shahr and the left bank of

the Gore-akin I inspected the scattered ruins of dwellings which are known as Tokuz-sarai. Coins

of Muhammad Arslan had been brought to me at Tumshuk as finds from the latter locality, and

suggested that the abandonment of this site could not have taken place earlier than the fourteenth

or fifteenth century. This dating has its special interest with reference to the previously noted

‘ Tati ’ remains lower down the Gore-akin, and a rapid examination of the ruins confirmed the

chronological evidence of the coins. A day’s halt at Tumshuk allowed me to visit also the

ruins to be found at both ends of the long-stretched ridge which continues the line of the pre-

viously mentioned hill to the south-east beyond the gap passed by the high road. Those at

the southern end manifestly belong to a pre-Muhammadan stronghold (Fig. 339) ancl might have

tempted exploration had it been possible for me to spare time for the protracted labours there

needed.

As it was, the necessity of keeping adequate time in hand for the manifold tasks of the summer

months now urged a return to Khotan as early as possible. A variety of considerations imposed

the route via Yarkand, and in order to cover the 350 odd miles which on it separated me from

Khotan without too great a sacrifice of time, a succession of forced marches became necessary. The

first of them, on May 21, carried me to Maral-bashi over ground which offered varied geographical

interest. Right through from Tumshuk the road leads transversely past the foot of a series

of rugged hill chains, all striking parallel to each other from north-west to south-east (Map No. 15.

c, d. 1). Each of them is now broken up by erosion into what looks like a line of isolated rock

islands cropping out from the flat plain. Yet uniform geographical formation shows clearly that they

are but the remnants of one ancient range which started at a sharp angle from the outermost d ien-

shan north of Maral-bashi and once had its continuation to the south-east far away into the

Terminal

delta of

Kashgar
River.

Ruins near

Tumshuk.

Remains of

Tokuz-sarai.

Hills near

Tumshuk.
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Local wor- Taklamakan.2 The strikingly bold appearance presented by a number of these rocky heights must

he!»hts

r°Cty have made them objects of local worship from the earliest times. The highest among them is the

conspicuous massif which rises to the east of Maral-bashi town to an elevation of over 7,000 feet

(Map No. 15. c. 1), and this peak appropriately enough is respected as the Mazar-tagh /car e^ovrje.

A shrine at its north foot, above the oasis of Char-bagh, is a much-frequented place of pilgrimage.

But others, too, of these hills are reverenced as the alleged resting-places of Muhammadan saints,

and, if of lesser height, deserve their distinction as ‘ Tlrthas ’ by the impressive ruggedness of their

cliffs as seen in the case of the Okur-mazar-tagh (Fig. 344).

Between the southern ends of these hill chains there extend wide stretches of low ground,

much of it still partly permanent marsh, partly liable to annual inundation by the summer
floods of both the Yarkand and the Kashgar Rivers. It is in this area, the complicated hydro-

graphic details of which could be elucidated only by a minute survey, that the Kashgar River may
be said to find at present its virtual termination. That this in earlier historical times lay further

east appears very probable, both in view of what has been shown above about the irrigation once
brought into the desert round Chong-tim and of what in November, 1913, I was able to ascertain as

to exceptional floods on occasion reaching old beds traceable far away towards the extreme south-

western edge of Ak-su cultivation.

of. highroad
Like every deltaic area, this ground between Tumshuk and Maral-bashi must be subject to

considerable surface changes, and this is illustrated by two facts which present some antiquarian

interest and hence may find brief record here. I ascertained that until the time of the Chinese
reconquest in 1877 the whole area between the Mazar-tagh and Okur-mazar-tagh, which now affords

room for the flourishing and relatively large oasis of Char-bagh (Map No. 15. c. 1), was unculti-

vable owing to annual inundations from the Kashgar River and extensive marshes. In consequence
the high road from Tumshuk did not pass by the line it now follows past the southern end of the

Okur-mazar-tagh and through Char-bagh, but struck from the gap between the Tumshuk hills across

drift-sand desert westwards to the hill chain of Bel-tagh. This it crossed through a similar gap,
and thence, skirting the northern edge of the marshes near the now abandoned hamlet of ‘ Old
Char-bagh

,
passed from the north-east to Maral-bashi on the terminal Kashgar River course.

The evidence here afforded of a considerable change in quite recent times, affecting both the
cultivated area of this tract and the line of an important high road, had its obvious bearing on the
question of the ancient Chinese route to Kashgar which my observations south of Kelpin had first

raised. So, when on arrival at Maral-bashi I learned of the existence of some ruins where the old
route passes through the Bel-tagh hills and of a ruined site beyond at the foot of Lal-tagh, I decided
to spare a day for a reconnaissance in that direction. It proved a long and hot day’s ride, close on

Older line

Reconnais

sance to

north-east

of Maral-

bashi.

2 Regarding the morphological connexion between the

Mazar-tagh hill chain on the Khotan River and this range,

see above, p. 1285; Geogr. Journal, xlviii. pp. 113 sq.

The growth of Maral-bashi into an agricultural settlement

ofconsequence seems to be of relatively recent date. The place

was formerly known as Barchuk (see Yule-Cordier, Cathay, iv.

p. 228) ;
but I cannot trace any mention of it in early Chinese

records. (The position of Wo-she-te, identified by M.Chavannes,
Turcs occid., p. 152, note, with Maral-bashi, cannot be fixed.)

The irrigation of Maral-bashi is principally derived from
a big artificial lake known as Chong-kol and constructed by
the Chinese after 1877. Its position is roughly marked on
Map No. 15. b. 2. It is filled each year By flood-water

obtained from the Yarkand River and to some extent also

from the Kashgar-darya. The bed of the latter lies so low

that its water during a large part of the year can be utilized

only for the irrigation of the lands reclaimed from the old

marshes about Char-bagh. Hence whatever new land north

of the river has been brought under cultivation during the ten to

fifteen years preceding my visit depends on three conduits, or

nor, roughly constructed in wood, which carry the available

canal water across the deep-cut river-bed.

I here are three of these conduits, called Ukat-ndr, Kara-
kol-ndr

,
and Topa-nor

,
and the new colonies opened by means

of them bear the same names. The last of them had been

established by P'an Ta-jen when in charge of the Yarkand dis-

trict, then including Maial-bashi, and it was pleasant here, too,

to find my old friend gratefully remembered by the settlers.
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40 miles, but brought its reward in a number of interesting indications, though I was not able to

follow these up until fully five years later. Guided by Ayib Mlrab, an observant old village head-

man in whose orchard I had camped, I rode first through the whole length of the main oasis to the

north-east. On the way there was plenty of evidence of the great extension which Maral-bashi

cultivation had undergone since the Chinese after the reconquest had set about to develop the agri-

cultural resources of this important route junction. At the same time it was easy to see how much

this development was hampered, just as at Ak-su, by the fact that the population consists almost

solely of Dolans, who until a generation or two ago still lived mainly as semi-nomadic herdsmen.

Beyond the edge of the fields watered from the Topa-nor we passed into an area covered with

luxuriant scrub and tamarisks which extends right away to the barren hills of the Bel-tagh and

Okur-mazar-tagh. The whole had obviously once formed a huge inundation basin of. the Kashgar

River, and must, in periods when the climate was moister and the river's flood volume larger than it

is now, have been quite impassable for traffic during a considerable portion of the year. In this fact

we may well have one of the reasons why the ancient route from Ak-su to Kashgar, as already sug-

gested, probably followed a line leading further north along the foot of the outermost T'ien-shan.

But this and kindred questions must be left for discussion in connexion with my surveys of 1913.

The growth of vegetation in this old marsh bed was so dense that it would have been difficult to

reach our goal through it in time but for expert guidance. This was supplied by young hunters

picked up at a small isolated holding which Talib Haji, an enterprising pioneer cultivator, had

reclaimed in the midst of the jungle.

Following winding tracks, with here and there almost wholly overgrown traces of what my
guides called the ‘old road’ from Tumshuk, we approached at last the north-western end of the

Okur-mazar-tagh, here known as Achal-tagh. Here I found dried-up pools marking a last remnant

of the northern extension of the great marsh now reclaimed for the most part by Char-bagh. What

from the distance had looked like a continuous ridge now proved to be broken by a narrow defile.

Through this passes to the south-east a still clearly recognizable flood-bed which at times of great

inundation was said to have carried water within living memory to the now utterly dry east foot of

the Okur-mazar-tagh.

An isolated and precipitous rocky ridge, about a mile long and over 200 feet high in the centre,

separates this gully from the wider defile at the foot of the Bel-tagh. This ridge (Fig. 332) is known

as Arach and bears at both its ends remains of manifestly ancient defences. That their purpose was

to close both gaps in the hill chain, so as to control any traffic which might pass through them from

the side of Tumshuk or vice versa, was made perfectly clear by the configuration of the ground.

The three hills of Okur-mazar-tagh (Achal-tagh), Arach, and Bel-tagh for a total distance of over

1 8 miles form a natural rock rampart which, except for the two gaps flanking Arach, can nowhere

be crossed except on foot and by difficult climbing, as can be seen from Figs. 332, 344. Considering

that the ground at the south-east end of the Okur-mazar-tagh is even now very marshy and in quite

recent times was impassable, the importance and natural strength of the defensive line thus furnished

by nature is obvious. The only points needing to be watched were the defiles on either side of

Arach. At the south-eastern end of this hill a low rocky spur was covered on its top for about

60 yards with foundations of walls built of sun-dried bricks, which are likely to mark a watch-station.

Burrowings of ‘ treasure-seekers ’ had badly injured them. High up on the same side there rose

a small square watch-tower, still more than 10 feet high, in a position very difficult of access over

precipitous and perfectly smooth rock faces.

Following the Arach ridge towards its north-west end I found its crest occupied by a solidly

built watch-tower, seen in Fig. 332, measuring 24 feet at its base and built ot bricks about 14 x 9 x 3

Marshes
near Achal-

tagh.

Ruined

watch-

stations of

Arach.
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Yarkand to

Khotan.

in size. Layers of thin tamarisk branches were inserted between the courses, a clear indication of

early date. The tower rested on a walled-up platform about io feet high on the north, and its

present height above this seemed about 15 feet more. From where the crest of the ridge running

down to the defile northward becomes less steep it is crowned by the remains of a solid

brick wall, which could be traced for about 120 yards. In places where drift-sand had offered

protection it still stood to a height of about 12 feet, with a thickness of 3I feet. Its material was

the same as in the tower just described. Seen from the level ground of the gap, the wall appeared

to turn first to the east and then to the south, ending below the tower. But owing to wind-erosion,

which had carved out small Yardangs, the exact line of the wall was here difficult to trace. I estimated

the irregular area thus enclosed at approximately 300 yards across. The level portion of the interior

was mostly covered with small dunes ; but on one of the erosion terraces rising above these the

foundations of a brick-built base, about 24 feet square, survived to a height of 5 to 6 feet. Potsherds

of a coarse kind were found on eroded patches both within and outside this little circumvallation.

On the opposite side of the defile which it was intended to guard a rugged foot-spur of the Bel-tagh

bore the remains of another watch-tower. This was built of solid stamped clay with tamarisk twigs

inserted in layers. The extant portion rose to a height of about 1 2 feet above the rock and measured

about 30 by 2 7 feet on the top. This tower or watch-post stood about 100 feet above the level

ground of the defile, in a position particularly easy of defence owing to its isolation and the steepness

of the rock ledges below it

The very extensive view enjoyed from this point embraced all the detached rugged hill chains,

from those first sighted at Chong-tim and Tumshuk to the big Mazar-tagh in the south and the long-

stretched Lahtagh ridge in the north (Map No. 14. c, d. 5). It was at the foot of the latter that my
guides pointed out to me in the distance the position occupied by what from their description I took

to be the ruins of a Buddhist shrine of some size. Between Bel-tagh and Lal-tagh there stretched

a wide belt of bare steppe partly covered with low dunes, and as the plane table indicated a distance

of some 7 miles I had to renounce all hope of reaching the site on this occasion. Stories of ‘ Kone-

shahrs ’ seemed to cling particularly to the Lal-tagh, and the Kelpin people, too, whose desert route

to Maral-bashi passes this hill chain on the north, had told me of ‘ Tati ’ remains to be found there

in places. The verification of all this had to be left for a chance in the future. Before my departure

from Khotan I received, however, some assurance that the Lal-tagh site was not altogether a creation

of the ‘ Kotek-shahr’ type ; for Ayib Mlrab then sent me through a trader the small collection of

stucco relievo fragments described in the List below which, as he declared, he had secured from the

‘ But-khana ’ of Lal-tagh. In October, 1913, I was able to make sure that the statement was correct—

and also that his experimental burrowing had not been the first.

From Maral-bashi five rapid marches, made trying by heat and violent sand-storms, carried me

to Yarkand. For archaeological observations they offered no scope. But in the course of survey

work I was able to acquaint myself with the physical conditions which affect irrigation along the

Yarkand River, and which must at ail times have caused considerable fluctuations in the cultivated

area of these straggling oases. At Yarkand a few days’ halt was necessitated by a variety of prac-

tical tasks preparatory to my return to India, including the disposal of my brave camels from Keriya,

which had rendered such valiant service on my desert travels. Then I set out for my base at Khotan

and reached it by eight marches done mainly at night and diversified by a succession of seasonal

‘ Burans’. The route was necessarily the same as I had first followed in 1900, and this enabled me
to supplement the collection of small antiques from the old sites near Moji, already fully described

in Ancient Khotan,

3 by some additional specimens.

3 See Ancient Khotan, i. pp. no sq. for Togujai; for the ‘Tati’ of Kakshal, ibid., i. pp. 106 sqq.
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OBJECTS BROUGHT FROM DEBRIS AREAS SOUTH OF KELPIN

Kelpin. 002. a-d. Four cowrie shells. Gr. length

Kelpin. 003. Elliptical cornelian intaglio, flat. Female

bust to L. Hair represented by two series of lines

;

combed down from top of head and forming heavy

bandeau over forehead and ears. Bust draped, features

rendered by grooves giving crude silhouettes. Poor work.

16 * 16 • 1 L -

Kelpin. 004. Circular bronze seal with pierced shank

behind. Intaglio design, very obscure. Prob. a horse,

advancing L. Diam. H. §". PL V.

Kelpin. 005. Elliptical bronze seal with pierced shank

behind. Intaglio design, indistinguishable. x§" X §'.

Kelpin. 006. Elliptical bronze seal with broken ring

behind. Intaglio design of bearded head looking L.

Badly worn. x §•*. PL V.

Kelpin. 007. Triangular bronze seal with pierced

shank at back. Intaglio design, indistinguishable, f' X f
'

".

Kelpin. 008. a-f. Six beads :
(a) cylindrical, cornelian.

Length A", diam. fig
"

;
(b) three-sided prism, pierced

through top, cornelian. Length A” > (
c
)
double-drum-

shaped, yellow stone. Length
;

(d) spherical, dark

blue paste. Diam.
;

(e) cylindrical, leaf-green paste.

Length A">
(fi) irregular, turquoise. Gr. M.

Kelpin. 009. a-q. Sixteen beads
:

(a) spherical (half

of), millefiori, yellow paste, one with black dots and circles.

Diam. fifi. PL VI
;

{b) cylindrical, green paste. Length

fig"; if) cylindrical, cornelian. Length f"; {d) spherical,

dark blue paste. Diam. ;
(e) spherical, light blue paste.

Diam. (At?) spherical and drum-shaped respectively,

yellow paste. Diam. A" and ;
(b) cylindrical, dark blue

glass, translucent. Length fig" ; (j) cylindrical, yellowish

white pebble. Length
;

(b) drum-shaped blue-green

paste. Diam. T
3
6
"

; (/) lentoid, white glass. Length ;

(
m

)

cylindrical, lemon-coloured paste. Length ;

(«) spherical, black and white paste in rings. Diam. fifi ;

(0) double-drum-shaped, yellow paste. Length fig
"

;

(/) spherical, black paste with zigzag line of white round

centre. Diam.
; (7) cylindrical (chipped), white stone.

Diam. §*.

Kelpin. 0010. a-k. Ten beads : (a) spherical, millefiori,

central rod of yellow paste surrounded by red, surface

outside foimed of alternate rods of black and white paste.

Diam. A*. PL IV
;

(b) spherical, millefiori, mixed rods,

red, green, and yellow paste. Eroded. Diam. § ;

(c) spherical, honey-coloured glass. Diam. fig ; (fi)
cylin-

drical, light blue paste. Length f* ; (e )
spherical, blue

paste. Diam. A"
; {/) cylindrical, part of ;

black paste

inlaid with white rings. Length
; (g) double-drum-

shaped, half of
;
yellow glass. Length fig" ;

(h) triangular

pendant, part of (?) ;
yellow glass. Gr. M. fig" ; (J) sphe-

rical, black berry (?). Diam. A"
;

(A) disc-shaped, white

pebble. Diam. §".

Kelpin. 0011. a-c. Misc. stone frs.
: (a) elliptical chalce-

dony (?) seal, flat, with bevelled edge. No design,

g" X §'
’ X

;
(b) heptagonal red cornelian with edges

bevelled on both sides. Pierced. §" x f' ;
(c) smooth

brown stone, cylindrical, one rounded end, one broken.
13 " v 1 "
16 A 2 •

Kelpin. 0012. a-m. Thirteen bronze riyet-plates,

whole or fragmentary, slit for passage of strap as Chong-

tim. 0032-3. Prob. parts of buckles. Three oblong

as Chong-tim. 0032; six semicircular as Chong-tim.

0033 (all with oblong slit)
;
one with elliptical opening

;

one (roughly) heart-shaped with circular opening
;

two

complete shape indeterminable. All with rivets or rivet

holes. Gr. M. i-|’.

Kelpin. 0013. a-e. Five bronze buckle-rings:
(
a-b

)

oblong
;

(<r-c) elliptical
;
(a) showing attachment to strap, by

means of doubled strip of bronze passed round hinge and

riveted to strap
; (

e

)

a buckle itself, with ring, tongue, and

attachment complete.

Kelpin. 0014. a-c. Three bronze open-work pen-

dants in form of dancing men, R. arm raised, L. arm

pointing down, knees bent. Suspension ring above head.

V-shaped support below feet broken off at end. Rude

work, {a) complete; (b) without head, R. hand, L. foot

or support;
(
c

)

only head and ring left. (<?) i|"x|".

(a) and {b) PL VI.

Kelpin. 0015. a-g. Seven ornamental bronze rivet-

plates :
(a) sq.

;
(b and c) shield-shaped

;
(d and e) heart-

shaped
; (/) quatrefoil

; ifi) two crescents back to back,

broken below. All solid with attachment pins piojecting

from under side. Gr. M. -§*.

Kelpin. 0016. Lead disc. Obv. convex with relief rosette

pattern. Rev. flat. Pierced in centre perhaps for use as

spinning-whorl. See Kud. 009. Diam. d".

Kelpin. 0017. a-b. Two frs. of bronze brooch{?)

:

(a) shows socket for circular jewel and half of socket

for lozenge-shaped jewel alongside
;

(b) shows socket

for circular jewel. Orig. edges outlined with row of bead

orn. on which traces of gilding remain. All jewels lost,

and much corroded. Prob. consisted, when complete, of

lozenge-shaped member in middle, with circular member

at each end. (a) |* X ,{b) fie" X fifi.

Kelpin. 0018. Crescent-shaped bronze orn., as Yo.

00176 and Khot. 007, but without projecting members.

Ring only for suspension in middle of convex side. Design

completely effaced and one horn broken. iA* x ijj".

8 E
1374
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Kelpin. 0019. Plain bronze ring. Third of circum-

ference missing. Diam. breadth A" to -g

Kelpin. 0020. Bronze fr. resembling hub of small wheel.

Flange at each end. At outside end is an additional wider

orn. flange with petalled edge. Length y, diam. A* to

tV- PI- VII.

Kelpin. 0021. Bronze pendant, crescent-shaped, the tips

being prolonged upwards by straight members joining

them at right angles. One of these is broken, the other

ends in a suspension ring. To lower side of crescent is

attached an oblong hollow socket, triangular in cross-

section, pierced at bottom, both ends, and sides for inser-

tion of paste orn. Length y. PI. VI (upside down).

Kelpin. 0022. Flat bronze rod with middle grooved,

orn., and pierced. Tapers towards ends, one of which

shows spoon-like depression
;
other broken. Length 2X

S
B

",

width A" to A", thickness y.

Kelpin. 0023. Fr. of bronze tubing, with flange at one
end. Length 1", diam.

Kelpin. 0024. Fr. of bronze pendant. Remainder

shows two converging bars, which each turn out in a volute

after point of junction. From between the volutes emerges

a ring for suspension. Lower ends of bars broken.

H. if'.

Kelpin. 0025. Fr. of bronze rod. In middle, flat ring,

with triangular member on either side; beyond which

plain knob projects either way. One end broken. Part of

orn. (?). Length i".

Kelpin. 0026. Fr. of bronze sickle-shaped orn. with

bevelled edges, hollowed on inside. Two rivet holes.

Broken at sq. end. Length y.

Kelpin. 0027. a-e. Five bronze frs. , including (a) portion

of elliptical buckle-ring
;

(i) fr. of ornamental plate
;

(c) half of 'doubled rivet-plate for attaching strap to buckle,

with ring forming part of hinge. Cf. Kelpin. 0013. e;

(d) hook; (e) end of pendant (?); three balls depending

from crescent as Kelpin. 0021 (?). Gr. M. 1".

OBJECTS SAID TO HAVE BEEN FOUND IN DESERT NEAR KUDUGHUN
Kud. 006 (W. of). Circular bronze seal with pierced

shank behind. Strung on red string with Kud. 007 and
008. Intaglio design of dragon rampant to R. Bad
condition. Diam. PI. VI.

Kud. 007 (W. of). Heart-shaped bronze seal with

pierced shank behind. Dotted border within which is

intaglio design of two geese (?) facing one another. Bad
condition. Received on string with Kud. 006 and 008.

Length I", gr. width §*. PI. VI.

Kud. 008 (\V. of). Circular bronze button with pierced

shank behind. Relief satyr face with prominent eyes,

broad nose, curling hair and beard, and pointed ears.

Diam. PI. VI.

Kud. 009-10 (W. of). Two leaden discs, plano-
convex

;
pierced

;
possibly spinning-whorls. Diam. aa'

H. A".

Kud. oon-13 (\V. of). Misc. stone orns.

:

0011. Pendant of dark red cornelian, v idening towards

lower end, which is bevelled. Top pierced transversely.

Elliptical in cross-section. Length a§', width T
9
g
" to ^y,

gr. thickness T
5
6
-'.

0012. Pendant of light red cornelian. Octagonal

cylinder with pointed ends, and traces on one side of

pierced projection. Cf. Chong-tim. 0030. 1" X §' X §"

ooij. Oblong piece of white shell (?). Pierced twice

lengthways. £§' X §' X A'.

Kud. 0014-16 (W. of). Misc. bronze frs.

:

0014. Circular bronze seal. Intaglio design indistinguish-

able. Shank behind, broken. Diam.

ooi}. Elliptical bronze seal. Back rising into high

straight shank with broken ring at apex. On one side of

base, projecting knob prob. from air-hole of mould.

Design never cut. H. §', gr. diam. A".

0016 (W. of). Fr. of bronze handle (?). 1 §" X f* X i"-

Kud. 0017. Circular bronze seal with pierced shank

behind. Intaglio design of two birds facing one another.

Rude work. Diam. Ag*.

OBJECTS FOUND AT CHONG-TIM SITE
Chong-tim. 001. Fr. of pottery, dark grey red-burning

clay, wheel-made
; hard fired, orn. outside with roughly

scratched bands of intersecting chevrons. Gr. M. 3A".

Chong-tim. 002. Fr. of pottery from side and bottom
of bowl with flat base ; hard red clay with mottled green
glaze inside and out, much worn. Chinese Han type
Gr. M. 3§'.

Chong-tim. 003. Fr. of pottery from neck and shoulder
of vase. Fine red clay. Plain, but outside of rim scored
for attachment of handle. H. i|".

Chong-tim. 004. Fr. of pottery from wall of vessel,

dark grey; orn. in low relief with band of chevron in which

are rosettes formed of round boss surrounded by dots filling

angles. Above and below, narrow band showing dot

rosettes separated by raised moulding. Beyond, scroll

(?) orn. Gr. M. 3|'. PI. iv.

Chong-tim. 005. Fr. of pottery from rim of bowl.

Coarse gritty red clay, orn. in low relief under green

glaze with band of dots and floral orn. Near-Eastern,
prob. Persian ware, previous to ninth century and perhaps

as early as second century a.d. if'x iy\'.

Chong-tim. 006-12. Seven frs. of glass, translucent
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green, early mediaeval; 006 shows rolled over rim; 0011

and 0012 frs. of applied orn. bands and leaf(?). Gr.

M. i|".

Chong-tim. 0021. a-c. Three frs. of sulphur. Gr.

M. i rV-
Chong-tim. 0022. a-e. Misc. bronze frs., corroded

:

(a-i) two plain rings. Diam. A'
; (c) wire bent into ring.

Diam. f" ;
(d) broken pendant (?), crescent with suspension

ring from centre. Gr. M. §"
;

(e) straight tapering bar

ending in ball and ring. Small tang below. Length 1".

Chong-tim. 0023. Fr. of rock-crystal, irregular hexagon,

pointed both ends. X §".

Chong-tim. 0024. Fr. of bronze slag. Gr. M. 1".

Chong-tim. 0025. a-b. Two irregular frs. of bronze
plate. Gr. M. 1".

Chong-tim. 0026. Spinning-whorl of grey clay

;

hemispherical, plain. Diam. H. f".

Chong-tim. 0027. Turned wooden reel (?) ;
has

central flange, besides flanges at ends, and short pin (of

same piece of wood) projecting from one end. Traces of

red lacquer (?) and white slip. Edges chipped. Length

if", diam. if"; length of pin f", diam. A".

Chong-tim. 0028-9. Two frs. of bronze orns.

0028. Pair of hollow bosses, joined side to side. Projecting

pin on inside of one. Part of brooch (?). i"xf". 0029.

Semicircular disc with bevelled edges on outside. Inside,

slightly hollowed, with remains of two projecting pins.

3" v 1"
4 *3 •

Chong-tim. 0030 (S. of). Pendant of black paste,

cylindrical, with a smaller cylinder, pierced, applied to one

side for suspension. The main cylinder is pierced from

one end, by narrowing hole, to Jg" from other end, and

orn. with inlaid decoration. Round centre, festooned line

of yellow paste, on each side of which is straight white line,

followed by festooned line of red. Beyond, at each end,

six straight lines of white. The small cylinder has three

waved white lines. iA" x T
7g" X £". PI. IV.

Chong-tim. 0031. a-b. Two frs. of sulphur, (a) Gr.

M. f"; (6) Gr. M.

Chong-tim. 0032-3. Two bronze rivet-plates,

fragmentary, slit for passage of strap
;

prob. parts of

buckles. See Kelpin. 0012. 0092, oblong, with pin at

each corner behind, oblong slit parallel to one edge,

1" X-ff"; 00jj, semicircular, with three pins behind, and

oblong slit parallel to straight side, f" x yg".

Chong-tim. 0034-6 (S. of). Three frs. of glass.

0094, end of rod of translucent greyish glass, swelling out

at one end to hold small applied bulb. Other end broken.

Length §", diam. •§". oojj, fr. of translucent 1 bubbly
’

green glass. Gr. M. iA'\ ooj6, half bead of translucent

yellow glass, spheroid. Diam. §", H. T
5g".

Chong-tim. 0037. Shell bead, roughly disc-shaped but

thicker at one edge. Faces hollowed and pierced. One
edge chipped. §' x X

Chong-tim. 0038 (S. of). Fr. of bronze buckle. Sq.

plate with two flat teeth projecting from one side and bent

over into hook. Two corners of plate and one tooth

broken off. Iron rivet through plate for attachment to

strap. Plate A' sq. Length with hook 1".

Chong-tim. 0039. Bronze disc, much corroded, possibly

coin. Diam. thickness A".

Chong-tim. 0040. Bronze tube, ending in hollow bulb,

other end and one side of tube and bulb broken away. On
intact side of tube a curved hook (broken) projects

towards bulb. Length of tube i-A" diam. al". Length of

bulb diam. 1
". PI. VII.

Chong-tim. 0041-4 (S. of). Misc. frs. of bronze

orns. 0041, 0042. Pair of oblong rings. Outer edges

rudely bevelled. 0041, £" x f". 0042, -|" x -g". 0049.

Part of heart-shaped (?) ring, with remains of ring and pin

at top. Diam. £", thickness g" X yg". 0044. Open-work

orn. Two figs, of eight, one on each side of middle bar,

and attached to it by additional bars. Prob. degenerate

form of twin-bird design. Cf. Ivhot. 04. c. f" x f".

Chong-tim. 0045 (S. of). Colouring root. Stump

covered with mauve bark. Found on ‘Tati’ S. of Chong-

tim. Length f", diam.

Chong-tim. 0046. Oil from jar found by ‘ treasure-

seekers ’ about 12. v. 1908.

Chong-tim. 0047. a-g. Eight paste beads
; (a)

half

spheroid, green and buff
; (

b

)

half disc, red, yellow, green,

and white
;

(c) cylinder, green
;

id-e) discs, blue
; {/)

disc, grass-green
; (g) triangular, green and yellow milk-

jiori with centre spot yellow and red. Gr. RI. §-".

Chong-tim. 0048. Kernel of nut (?). Diam. a".

Chong-tim. 0049. a-b. Fabric frs.
;

(a) piece of

checked cotton fabric
;
check printed in dark and light blue,

colour much lost
;
sewn to fr. of plain buff. Much torn.

C. 11* sq.
; (

b

)

band of faded brown cotton fabric, several

layers thick, patched with unfaded piece of same.

i3><3-

OBJECTS FOUND BELOW RUINED FORT AT SOUTH-EAST END OF HILL SPUR WEST OF TUMSHUK

Tumshuk. 0015. Fabric frs. comprising: fr. of fine Khakan-shahri. 001. Fr. of pottery, hand-made,

golden saffron-yellow felt, 3
" X ii", and fr. of dark red admirably potted, of bright brick-red burning clay, well

woollen (?) fabric, plain regular weave, 4|"xi". From levigated, kiln-fired, very hard. Outer surface smooth and

south-west foot of Tumshuk fort. "ell burnished. Gr. M. ig .

8 E 2
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LIST OF OBJECTS RECEIVED FROM MARAL-BASHI AS HAVING BEEN OBTAINED AT
LAL-TAGH SITE

Lal-tagh. 001. Stucco fr. L. foot broken across instep.

Upper surface moulded and applied to lump of clay.

Short big toe; nails marked. Red clay. 2" x i§*.

Lal-tagh. 002. Stucco fr. L. foot, broken ankle to

heel. Sole as well as upper surface modelled ; toes all of

a length
; nails not indicated. Red clay, burnt. 2§' X ij*.

Lal-tagh. 003. Stucco fr. Pair of hands, palm to palm

as in adoration, broken below wrists. Thumbs missing,

nails not shown. Red clay, burnt. Traces of writing.

2|" x i\".

Lal-tagh. 004. Stucco relief fr. Part of oval jewel

OBJECTS FOUND OR

Moji. a. Pottery fr. of coarse gritty ware, brownish grey

colour, with stirrup-shaped handle nowhere detached from

body of vessel; the two lower corners flattened out and

stamped with rude anthemion orn. On top of handle

a small round boss is applied, x 3 s PI- IV.

Moji. b. Pottery fr., red, gritty ware with pale yellow

outer face orn. by two horizontal bands of four sunk lines,

connected by short vertical bands
;

above is trace of other

similar decoration. 2^" x 2".

om. Plain ground, showing traces of blue, surrounded by
raised moulding, outside which is border of dots. Red
clay, burnt, ig'xij''.

Lal-tagh. 005. Stucco relief fr. Top-knot of hair or

drapery as in Mi. xi. 003, etc., showing faint traces of red

paint. Red clay, burnt, S^Xg^'.

Lal-tagh. 006. Stucco relief fr., part of orn. pr shield,

roughly circular. At centre, boss surrounded by two plain

mouldings, then ring of bosses, then two plain mouldings,

and outside ring of circles enclosing dots. No traces of

colour. Red clay, burnt. 3^" x 3". Diam., when com-
plete, c. 5%*.

ACQUIRED AT MOJI

Togu-jai. 001. Pottery fr. of neck and shoulder of

hard-fired dark red ware
;

junction of neck and shoulder

orn. by single band of irregular punch marks. 4^' x 2^’.

Togu-jai. 002-18. Seventeen glass frs., fine Arab;

mediaeval. Gr. M. ij". 0012, PI. VI.

Togu-jai. 0019. Glass rod splayed out at one end.

Greenish yellow'. i|'xf' to A'.

Togu-jai. 0021. Fr. of bead of dark paste, inset with white

ovals having dark blue centres. Gr. M. |'.



CHAPTER XXXIII

FROM KHOTAN TO LONDON

Section I.—PREPARATIONS AT KHOTAN

By June 9 I had regained Khotan and was once again installed at Niaz Hakim Begs garden

palace, Nar-bagh, my old quarters of 1901. I found the many cases deposited since the winter quite

safe in the keeping of Badruddln Khan, the Afghan Ak-sakal of Khotan and my devoted local friend.

Within a day or two they were joined from Kashgar by the cart-loads of antiques which Sir George

Macartney had taken care of since 1906-7 and by the big consignment of tin plates for packing

secured in good time through his help. So without delay I was able to start work on the sorting

and packing of my archaeological collections. In view of the risk involved in the long and difficult ^

journey before them, the task needed all possible care and attention, and it cost me six weeks of

constant toil before it could be safely completed. There were, indeed, dozens of men kept bus) in

the courtyard of Nar-bagh over the making and tinning of cases, no effort being spared to assure as

good a rate of progress as local ways and resources would allow. But the actual repacking of the

antiques in the tinned cases had to be done entirely by my own hands. Among all the manifold

tasks which thus kept me toiling day after day during the hottest season from daybreak till dusk,

I may mention as perhaps the most troublesome the strengthening ot all frescoes by a backing with

glued strips of cotton cloth and then their tight repacking between compressed layers of reeds.

Without the care and manual pains then taken, those ancient relics, composed often of most brittle

and friable materials, could not have made undamaged a total journey of some 8,000 mdes, including

transport through high mountain ranges and across glacier passes, on camels, yaks, and ponies, and

subsequent travel by cart, rail, and steamer.

These labours had not proceeded for more than a few days when there were added to their Tragedy^

burden the affliction and anxieties arising from a tragic and wholly unforeseen event. At the close
singh>

of March I had sent Naik Ram Singh from Chlra to Miran for a supplementary task of importance.

He was to photograph again the frescoes I had been obliged to leave behind, carefully reburied,

on the walls of the temple M. v, and then to effect their removal with all the care which the experience

since gained by similar operations elsewhere and an adequate allowance of time vou a o\\. e

had left me in what seemed good health and eager for the task. No news whatever had reached me

from him since he started for his distant goal eastwards, and the shock was great when my ‘ handy-man
,

once so stalwart and strong, was brought back to me hopelessly blind. While rapidly travel mg to

Charkhlik with Ibrahim Beg, the most reliable and efficient of my Turki followers, he was attacker

by severe pains in the head. Nothing before had suggested the approach of that fell disease,

glaucoma. But, when at Charkhlik, he felt his pains increasing and suddenly lost the sight of one

eye. With that heroic doggedness which is characteristic of his race, Naik Ram Singh clung to his

task and persisted in proceeding to Miran. There, while he was getting the temple cleared again

under Ibrahim Beg’s supervision, he was struck blind in his second eye also. Undismayed by this

catastrophe, he insisted on waiting for some days by the side of the Miran stream.hoping for an

improvement and a chance of doing his work. After another week spent at Charkhlik he at last

consented to return, Ibrahim Beg conducting him back with all possible care an expe ltion.
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I need not here relate the story, already fully told in my Personal Narrative, of the efforts

I made to obtain professional examination and help as early as possible. During his brief rest at

Khotan he bore himself most bravely, like the true soldier he was, and was full of hope for ultimate

recovery. But at Yarkand, where I hastened to send him with all due provision for his comfort,

the Rev. G. Raquette of the Swedish Medical Mission diagnosed the incurable disease. His

report received three weeks later caused me the deepest distress, but at least assured me that the

disease might have come on just as well if Naik Ram Singh had never volunteered for this journey.

Nothing but a timely operation could have offered a chance of saving his eyesight—if premonitory

symptoms which might remain unperceived even by the medical man had ever been rightly

diagnosed. In accordance with Mr. Raquette’s advice I arranged to have the poor sufferer

conveyed to Ladak as soon as the Kara-koram route opened, and thence to India. I spared no

efforts to make all possible provision for his comfort and safety on the way. He travelled to

Ladak without any mishap. Thence Captain (now Major) D. G. Oliver,, the British Joint

Commissioner, saw him safely through to Kashmir. When Dr. A. Neve, the distinguished head

of the Srinagar Church Mission Hospital and an old friend, could only confirm the sad verdict,

there was a brother at hand to take poor Ram Singh home to his native village near Firozpur in

the Punjab. Thence he came to meet me on my passage through Lahore in December, a meeting^

made doubly distressing by the signs of far-advanced mental decay I then noticed in the sufferer.

His substantial pay accumulations were entrusted by me to the safe keeping of his regimental

authorities, who showed the greatest solicitude in his case. During my visit to Calcutta I did my

utmost to urge the claims of this faithful companion to special consideration. H. E. the late Lord

Minto, then Viceroy, showed kind interest in his case, and soon after I learned to my relief that the

Government of India had generously granted him a special pension, fully adequate to his and his

family’s needs. When before the end of 1909 death had relieved him from all further suffering, the

greater part of the pension was continued to the widow and son as a well-deserved act of grace.

The strain thrown upon me by all these anxieties and exacting tasks was great. All the more

I appreciated the comfort of having Chiang Ssu-yeh by my side to share my cares and sorrow. He
himself was always hard at work on urgent scholarly tasks that I had set him : the preliminary

decipherment and transcription of the ancient Chinese records from the Tun-huang Limes and

elsewhere, and the preparation of a rough slip catalogue for at least a portion of the Chinese

manuscripts recovered from the ‘ Thousand Buddhas ’. The great value of his work on the former

task has been duly acknowledged by M. Chavannes, the most competent of judges. As regards

the latter, the mere fact that it has been impossible to secure the complete cataloguing of those

thousands of manuscripts, during the years passed since their safe deposition in London, makes me now

appreciate all the more what Chiang Ssu-yeh achieved for at least a third or so of their bulk during

those weary hot weeks at Khotan.

In addition to all labours of packing, much care and trouble were entailed by the preparations

for my long-planned expedition into the high K'un-lun ranges south of Khotan. My explorations

of 1900 and 1906 in the Karanghu-tagh mountains had proved the impossibility of reaching the

headwaters of the Yurung-kash through the deep gorges in which the river cuts its way westwards.

So I had decided long before upon a fresh effort to be made from the east where that as yet wholly

unexplored mountain region joins the extreme north-west of the high Tibetan plateaus. Thence

I proposed to make my way past the sources of the Keriya River and along the unsurveyed

southern slopes of that portion of the main K'un-lun range which with its glaciers feeds the

uppermost Yurung-kash. In the end this expedition was to bring R. B. Lai Singh and myself to

the south-eastern sources of the Kara-kash River. Descending this we were to gain the trade
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route to Ladak at the north foot of the Kara-koram passes, where the Kirghiz transport arranged

for my big convoy of antiques and all heavy baggage would await us.

I knew well the formidable obstacles which the difficulties of the ground in the great mountain

ranges, and even still more, perhaps, the utter barrenness of the inhospitable high plateaus, were

bound to present. For the success of this concluding expedition the utmost care in all arrange-

ments about transport and supplies was essential. The problem was made particularly serious by
the fact that from the time of leaving Polur, the last inhabited place at the foot of the K'un-lun,

until our arrival at the highest point on the Kara-kash where a depot of supplies could be sent up

by Satip-aldi, the Kirghiz Beg on the Kara-koram route, the maintenance of ourselves and of our

animals could be provided for only by means of supplies carried with us. The intended explorations

could not possibly be carried out in less than forty days
;
yet none of our available beasts of burden,

ponies and donkeys, would be able on such high ground to carry more than their own fodder-supply

for this period. For the complications introduced by this and other factors and for the efforts it

cost to meet them I may refer to my Personal Narrative.

To my great relief R. B. Lai Singh safely rejoined me on July 20 after a separation of nearly

three months, having successfully fulfilled all the tasks entrusted to him. He had first carried out

very useful surveys along the T'ien-shan from Ak-su to the watershed north of Kashgar (Maps
Nos. 1, 5, 6, 9, 14, 19, 23). Then, after reaching Guma in the south by a route not previously

surveyed by us, he had mapped the last portion of terra, incognita on the northern slopes of the K'un-

lun between the Kilian and Middle Kara-kash Rivers (Maps Nos. 16, 17, 21). A week later the

final completion of my packing labours enabled me to take a short respite by paying a farewell

visit to the site of the ancient Khotan at Yotkan. The annual washing for gold in the ‘culture

strata ’ buried below the great deposit of alluvial loess soil had already begun, and I was able to

add, by direct acquisitions from the villagers, to my collection of those terra-cotta grotesques and

similar small antiques which the buried ddbris layers still continue to yield after decennia of

exploitation. 1 I used the same occasion also for increasing my anthropometrical materials by

measuring a considerable number of typical Khotan folk. Short as this last excursion into rural

Khotan had to be, it helped to show me once again how rapidly the cultivation had been extending

in recent years, not merely on the desert edges of the oasis, but also by reclamation of much land

within, which in 1900-1 I had still seen as marshy or j/wr-covered waste, e.g. round the Aidin-kol

or at Shor-bagh west of Khotan town. 2

1
Cf. above, pp. 97 sqq.

2 In view of the geographical and antiquarian interest

attaching to such changes in the cultivated area which

only very large-scale maps would allow to be graphically

recorded, I may reproduce here, for whatever they are wrorth,

the statistical figures which Tokhta HajI, then Beg of the

Tosalla canton
(
minglik

)

and a man of considerable influence,

obtained for me in July, 1908, from Ya-men records. They

comprise not the whole of the Khotan oasis, but only the

portion west of the Yurung-kash, the rest, including the

large and fertile cantons of Yurung-kash, Sampula, Lop, etc.,

having been formed into the separate hsien of Lop between

1901 and 1906. My general impression is that the figures

for the population are, if anything, under-estimated. The

acreage is shown in Chinese mou
;

that of ‘ new cultivation
’

indicates additions assumed to have been made since 1902.

A comparison of these figures with the avowedly rough

estimates recorded in 1901 (see Ancient Khotan,
i. p. 132,

note 3) is not without interest.

Canton. Home- Souls.

Mou estimates of
Old culti- New culti-

Ilchi (Khotan

steads.

1947 6480

Tatio)i.

15616

ration.

553
Tow'n)

Tosalla 6610 29181 81640 1656
Borazan 3269 21732 78151 1205
Sipa 4213 i 958 3 80608 4466
Bahram-su 2034 1 18 1

1

55980 3612
Kayash 1306 8281 46141 1357
Makuya 2838 13054 559 8 i 2712
Kuya 2659 12261 70243 9607
Kara-sai 980 5433 46141 i> 3 iS
Bogar-ming (a) 320 3080 13684 1251
Tagh-ming (//) 3231 18743 40131 1556

29427

(
a
)
Regarding this new*

149641

colony,

o843 i 6

see above, p.

39293

1273 -

(i) This new canton was said to have been formed by
detaching the southernmost villages of Tosalla, Borazan,

and Sipa.

Difficulties

of ground
and trans-

port.

R. B. Lai

Singh’s

survej s.

Totkan

site re-

visited.
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On August i I had the satisfaction of seeing my heavy convoy of antiques filling ninety-three

cases started on its long journey. Tila Bai, in whose care I could trust, was to take it to Sanju, and

thence, when the subsiding of the summer flood would allow of further progress in safety, across

the glacier pass to Suget on the upper Kara-kash, where I hoped t8 rejoin it. Two days later

I left Khotan myself, and, after crossing by boat the Yurung-kash, which now rolled its huge summer
flood in numerous beds, proceeded through smiling fertile lands and across canals, overflowing with

water like rivers, to Kotaz-langar on the south-eastern edge of the oasis.

There next morning I bid farewell to Chiang Ssu-yeh and Badruddin Khan, who both had
helped me so manfully through those long hot weeks of trying labour. The services which
Badruddin Khan’s unfailing care had rendered for my work ever since my first expedition had
proved on many occasions very valuable, even when I was hundreds of miles away from his

cherished Khotan. So it was with great satisfaction that I learned later of their having helped to

secure for him the coveted title of ‘ Khan Sahib ’ awarded by the Indian Government. It was
harder still to part with my devoted Chinese Secretary, the most capable and efficient helper for

scholarly work in the field Asia had ever given me. But Sir George Macartney’s kindness had
secured for him the appointment of Chinese Munshi of the British Consulate General at Kashgar,
and I fondly cherished the hope of yet seeing him there again.

Section II.—ACROSS THE K'UN-LUN RANGES
The two long marches which followed took us across the barren gravel glacis of the massif of

the d ikelik-tagh (18,780 feet triangulated height), overlooking the plains like a huge bastion of the
K un-lun. Above one of the numerous deep ravines, all waterless even at this season, which
descend its slopes, I found a strange Mazar known as Kapak-aste (‘ where the gourd was dropped

;

’

Map No. 28. c. 2). Below the collection of staffs, here hung with hundreds of broken gourds
instead of the usual rags, there lies a large boulder covered on its flat top with twenty-two cup-marks
of varying sizes, from 5 inches diameter downwards. Within a few yards are found two smaller
flat-topped boulders, also bearing cup-marks. Local legend connects the stones with the

1 Four
Imams whose supposed resting-place is venerated at a much-frequented shrine to the north-west
of Polur to be presently mentioned. On their way they are said to have halted here and shaped
the stones for their drinking-cups. It is highly probable that these cup-marks are of prehistoric
origin, and also that we have here another case of local worship of earlier periods surviving in

Muhammadan guise.o
Cultivation was first met with again in the valley of the Kara-tash River, where a string of

hamlets, collectively known as Hasha, stretches down the narrow alluvial belt towards Chlra (Map
No. 28. c. 2). About a mile from the point where the route descends steeply from the stony
plateau to the river a narrow tongue of table-land between the Go-jilga ravine and the Kara-tash
River bears the remains of what is known as the ‘ Kone-shahr of Hasha’. It occupies a naturally
strong position, protected on all sides by steeply eroded conglomerate cliffs and curiously
resembling that of Yar-khoto, but smaller. At about 620 yards’ distance from the point where
the plateau tongue ends, falling off towards the river in an unscalable precipice, a massive wall runs
across it from ravine to ravine, cutting off access. This wall (Fig. 340) is about 120 yards long and
still rises to about 20 feet where best preserved. Though massive, it is but roughly built with
courses of water-worn stones from the river-bed, set in clay. Two bastions, at a distance of about
30 yards from either ravine, project from the wall to about 30 feet. Between them the ground has
been enclosed with a rough outer wall, about 10 feet thick, forming a kind of outwork about 60 yards
long and about 25 yards wide. Within it deep pits dug by Hasha villagers for manuring soil have
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laid bare layers of refuse intermixed with gravel to a depth of 10 to 12 feet. In a layer near the

top I found embedded remains of woollen fabrics (Hasha. 005).

Here and within the main wall the soil is made particularly valuable for manuring by the

abundance of bones which are found amidst the deposits of refuse. In consequence the whole of

the interior is covered with pits and burrows, much in the same way as ancient village and town

mounds in the Peshawar valley or at Akra, near Bannu, are exploited on the Indian North-West

Frontier. Of structural remains no trace survives on the surface apart from the wall already

mentioned and a second inner one, built across the plateau tongue where it narrows to about

60 yards, and similar in construction. Debris of coarse but remarkably hard-fired pottery can be

picked up all over the interior amidst clay and stones which once served in walls of dwellings, etc.
1

Finds of coins or of other antiques were stoutly denied by the Hasha people, and in their absence

it is difficult to form any opinion as to the time when the site was occupied. But the depth of the

refuse layers points to prolonged occupation and a population denser than that of the narrow

cultivated strips of the present Hasha.

The same day’s march brought me to Chakar (Map No. 28. d. 2). This relatively large

collection of hamlets stretches along the river which, joined by the Ulugh-sai from the east, carries

its water to Gulakhma on the high road. Here I found plenty of fertile loess soil left uncultivated,

not from any difficulty about water—of this there is plenty, not in the river-bed alone but also in

springs to the west of it—but solely through want of labour. Yet here, as elsewhere in this

submontane tract known as Tagh between the rivers of Chlra and Keriya, the increase in the

population since the Chinese reconquest was acknowledged on all sides to have been very large

indeed. 2 On August 6, after a long dreary march across bare stony slopes which eastwards were

overlain in part by dunes, I reached the fertile oasis of Nura (Map No. 32. a. 3). Here at an

elevation of over 7,000 feet there was at last cool air, and in the evening the dust-haze lifted, which

all through my stay at Khotan and since had completely hidden the view of the mountains. To

the south there rose a magnificent line of snowy peaks (Fig. 343). some over 21,000 feet in height,

as if to lighten my farewell to familiar oases and deserts by the prospect of fascinating travel in an

unexplored high mountain region.

1 The following are specimens of pottery fragments, etc.,

brought away from the site

:

Hasha. 001. Fr. of pottery, hand-made, of ill-levigated

dark grey-burning clay
;

fired on an open hearth. 3X2.
Hasha. 002. Fr. of pottery, hand-made, of peculiarly

ill-levigated clay, burning deep brick-red ;
very hard fired on

an open hearth. Considering the quality of the fabric, the

excellence of the firing in these specimens is remarkable.

2 y t 1 °
4 X

*
.

Hasha. 003. Fr. of pottery, hand-made, similar to

Hasha. 002 ;
blackish-grey clay burning to brick-red.

2b" x 2'.

Hasha. 004. Fr, of pottery, hand-made, of light red-

burning clay, similar to Hasha. 002,

Hasha. 005. Ragged frs. of woollen fabrics, buff,

sulphur, sienna, brownish-red, and crimson—with buff

woollen cord and small quantity of fine wool. Gr. M. of

fabrics, 11".
2 Muhammad Yusuf Beg, who was then in charge of the

Tagh subdivision of Keriya and whose help about supplies,

transport, etc., greatly facilitated my start into the high

mountains south, communicated to me from the local official

records the following as to the number of households reckoned

for assessment purposes at the resumption of Chinese rule

and in 1907 respectively :

Village tract (
kent). Households (1878). Households {1907).

Nura 53 277

Chakar 33 470

Hasha (or Ambar) 45 45°

Sai-bagh (inch 64 3 65

Tort-Imam)
90Polur 10

Ulugh-sai (Upper 16 150

Keriya River)

Total 221 1802

Not having seen more than the chief villages of these

tracts, which all, as the map shows, stretch in scattered

hamlets for considerable distances up the \ alley s, I cannot

vouch for the approximate accuracy of the above figures.

But judging from what I saw they appeared to be, if

anything, under-estimated.

8 F

Exploitation

of refuse

deposits.

Village

tract of

Chakar.

Oasis of

Nura.

1374
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This glorious view was still clear when next morning I proceeded northward to visit an old

site known as Tim
,
which had first been noticed by Professor Huntington. 3 The route led first

along a canal carrying ample water to the small outlying settlement of Yalghuz-bagh, and beyond

it through a sandy steppe in which a grass-covered Nullah clearly marked a former continuation

of this canal, but of larger size, towards the deserted site. This proved to be situated fully 8 miles

from the chief hamlet of Nura. The ‘ Tim ’ which has- given the site its name was found to be

a circular mound built of layers of rubble and stamped clay, measuring about 36 feet across at the

top, with a height of approximately 16 feet. Its interior had been completely dug up, no doubt for

‘ treasure ’

; its shape suggested that it represented the remains of a completely ruined Stupa.

About 250 yards to the north-east rose another mound of similar appearance, but smaller. This

showed a diameter of about 21 feet with a height of 6 feet, and was built of sun-dried bricks,

14" x 8" x 3". It, too, had been completely cut through.

Pottery debris was abundantly strewn over the ground for about half a mile south of the large

mound and was said to extend northward for a ‘ Pao-t'ai’s distance ’ (about 2 miles or so). The
potsherds, of which specimens are described below, 4 seemed all very hard arid to resemble in their

colouring, dark red or terra-cotta, and make those found at the Hanguya Tatis, Rawak, and Yotkan.
One small terra-cotta fragment, Nura. 005, appears to have belonged to some relievo. No coins

were found by us, nor were any heard of. I believe it may be taken for certain that the site was
occupied in Buddhist times, but there is nothing to show that it marks a large settlement. I saw
no pottery remains beyond the old canal, which still carries the surplus water of Yalghuz-bagh
at this season, and passes some 35 yards to the west of the larger mound ; to the east of the latter

they disappeared after about 500 yards. This makes it probable that the old settlement occupied,

just like the present Nura, a narrow strip of ground. A plain of fertile loess stretches as far as

the wide rubble bed of the river which descends from Sai-bagh and after heavy rain is said to carry

its flood-water down to the ‘ Sai ’ east of Domoko.
This was the last old site to "be visited by me on this journey

;
for the picturesque little oasis of

Tdrt-Imanfijar\, the ‘Four Imams’, to which that day’s march brought me, retains no traces of
antiquity in spite of its fame as a pilgrimage place and the legends which cluster around its sacred
tombs. 5 That these Muhammadan shrines owe their existence to some earlier local worship is all

the same very probable
;
but as the oasis lies far off from the high road, embedded between long

bare foot spurs of the mountains, it was not likely to attract the attention of those Buddhist pilgrims
to whom is due whatever w'e know of the ancient topographia sacra of Khotan.

However, our old Chinese sources do not fail us altogether about the geography of this region ;

? Cf. Huntington, Pulse of Asia, p. 165.
4 The following are specimens of ceramic fragments

found at the Tim site of Nura

:

Nura. 001. Pottery fr. from coarse hand-made vase
of reddish brown ill-levigated clay. From slightly bulging
shoulder projects stump of broken (probably horizontal)
handle. Here is scored horizontal line crossed by row of
short perpendicular lines. Below, small incised circles, three
rows, set in inverted triangle. Below again, raised horizontal
line, below which incised hatching. 3" x 2^" x 1

’~".

Nura. 002. Pottery fr. from rim and neck of vase.
Clay a light terra-cotta colour, ill-levigated. Flat edge with
flanged rim. Hand-made, no orn. 3A' X2'xf to (rim) §*.

Nura. 003. Pottery fr. of vase of very hard clay.

Inner surface drab, outer light terra-cotta coloured
;
no orn.

;

hand-made. Triangular, with 2" sides. Thickness ff.
Nura. 004. Pottery fr. of hand-made vase of light

red clay
;
no orn. 1 x iff.

^

Nura. 005. Terra-cotta fr. of reliefdrapery (?). ifx
8 x i

Nura. 006. Pottery fr. from vase of dark red clay.

Outer surface has light grey slip on which are painted black

bands, lfxifxf.
Nura. 007. Triangular fr. of mica-schist with

' intruding quartz (?). ifxi A" x §".
5 For these legends of the ‘ Four Imams ’ and their origin,

cf. the exhaustive comments of M. Grenard in Mission D.
de Rhins, iii. pp. 1 3 sqq.
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for the small territory of Cliii-li i|| which the Former Han Annals note to the south of Yii-mi

to
gg|,

6 can safely be identified with the present submontane tract known as Tagh and comprising,

as mentioned above,7 the various small settlements from the Keriya River to those on the river of

Chlra. Of Yii-mi I have made it certain, as I believe, that it comprised the whole of the oases

between Chlra and Keriya, 8 and the Tagh subdivision lies, as Maps Nos. 28, 32 show, exactly to the

south of these. Ch'ii-le is described as a very small territory with only 310 families. We have no

means of fixing the position of its ‘ capital . . . the city of Keen-too ’. The equally small territory of

Jung-lu jj|, which is mentioned as lying to the east of Ch'ii-le and off the high road, may safely be

located in the submontane tract east of the Keriya River, from Achchan to beyond Surghak. 9 The

Later Han Annals do not mention Ch'ii-le ; but in the Wei lio it appears along with Jung-lu, Han-mi,

and P'i-k'ang as a petty kingdom dependent on Yti-t'ien or Khotan. 10 The absorption by the latter

of all these little states is distinctly attested by a passage of the T'ang Annals where we meet with

the name of Ch'ii-le for the last time.

11

One march from Tort-Imam brought us to the village of Polur (Map No. 32. c. 4), some 8,500

feet above the sea. It nestles above a side stream of the Keriya River, at the very foot of high

snow-covered spurs which descend straight from the great wall of the K'un-lun Range southward.

It was the last inhabited place of Chinese Turkestan I was to see for long years, and the starting-

point for our expedition into a difficult and for the most part wholly unexplored mountain region.

Three busy days, which were needed fop final preparations, enabled me also to secure anthropological

measurements among these ‘ Taghliks ’

;
their type was of interest as it showed an unmistakable

difference from that of the people in the Khotan oases and suggested, perhaps, early Tibetan influence

from the south.113 Then on August 12 we set out for the long-planned explorations. Their objects

were purely geographical, and no detailed account of them is here needed
;
for the ample results

secured, as well as the efforts and sacrifices which they involved, have already been fully recorded

and illustrated in my Personal Narrative. 13 But a rapid synopsis may all the same fitly find a place

here, were it only to indicate the few points on this journey of more than 500 miles across barren

wastes of rock, ice, or detritus which can ever have been scenes of human endeavour since history

dawned for mankind.

The route through the terribly confined gorges above Polur, which brought us after four trying

marches to the northernmost high plateau adjoining the outer main K'un-lun Range at an elevation

of about 15,000 feet, has indeed been used about half a dozen times by European explorers since the

‘ Pandits’ of the Forsyth Mission traversed it in 1873. But important as it is by giving direct access

to the great uplands of westernmost Tibet, it can never have served for movements of any conse-

6
Cf. Wylie, Notes on the Western Regions, J. Anllirop.

Inst., x. p. 29.
7 See above, p. 1321, note 2.

s
Cf. Ancient Khotan, i. pp. 167, 467, where full

references will be found to the passages of the Wei ho and

T'ang Annals, translated by M. Chavannes, which mention

this territory under the graphically but slightly differing name

of Han-mi
‘|J-

For a fuller notice of the same territory

under the name Chii-minm in the Hou Han shu, see now

Chavannes, Young-pao, 1907, pp. i7osq. The identification

remains unaffected by the question as to the position of the

capital of Yii-mi (Han-mi), which Herrmann, Seidenslrassen, i.

pp. 96 sqq., has discussed before being in a position to make

adequate allowance for the evidence of archaeological facts

and recent surveys.

9 See Maps Nos. 32, 38. This location is made quite

certain by the mention of the Ch'ien Han shu, Wylie, loc. cit.,

p. 29, that Jung-lu lay four days’ journey to the south of Ching-

chiieh, i.e. the tract represented by the Niya Site ;
see above,

p. 219.
10 See Chavannes. Toung-pao, 1905, p. 538 ;

for P'i-k'ang

&JC or Hi-shan, corresponding to the present Guma

tract, cf. Ancient Khotan, i. pp. 97, 103.

11 See Chavannes, Turcs occid,, p. 125.

Ila See Joyce, Appendix C.

l
"

See Desert Cathay, ii. pp. 442-82, also Map 11 and

Panoramas xii, xm. The details of the surveys made are

to be found in Maps Nos. 22, 28, 29, 32, 33.

8
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quence, whether in peace or war. The difficulties presented by the precipitous rock slopes of the

deep-cut gorges, through which the watershed of the range is gained from the north, are exceptionally

great and make portions of the route practically impossible for laden animals. A still more serious

obstacle to the use of the route for trade or military movements is the utter barrenness of the wide

plateaus and valleys, lying at elevations of over 16,000-17,000 feet, which have to be crossed for

weeks before the nearest habitable ground on the Ladak side of the Lanak-la can be reached. For
a considerable number of marches there is practically no grazing of any sort, while the use of camels,

which might meet this serious difficulty as it largely does on the Kara-koram route, is rendered

impossible by the nature of the Polur gorges. It was for this reason that when Hablb-ullah, the rebel

‘king’ of Khotan during 1863-6, endeavoured to open up a line of communication with Ladak and
India safe from his enemies’ interference, his efforts had to be directed, as we shall see presently,

towards the shorter route through Karanghu-tagh and across the high glacier pass of the Yangi-

dawan, in spite of even more formidable physical obstacles.

In my Personal Narrative I have related how a fortunate chance, the encounter with a hunter

of wild yaks, less secretive than the wily people of Polur, enabled me, for our expedition to the

glacier headwaters of the Yurung-kash, to choose a track which led to the discovery of extensive

gold pits in the high valley of Zailik (Maps Nos. 29. d . i
; 33. a . 1). There is every reason to believe

that the gold-bearing layers of conglomerate overlying the gneiss in the bed of this tributary stream
and in the neighbouring portion of the Yurung-kash gorge itself, at elevations from 13,000 to 14,500
feet, have been worked for ages. But the hundreds of abandoned pits, often walled up to serve as

graves for those poor wretches who had toiled here under all the hardships of a semi-arctic climate
and practical slavery, could not tell their story. The output now is greatly reduced. But much of

the gold the lavish use of which in gilding Khotan temples was noted long ago by Fa-hsien, and
is still attested by the Yotkan strata,13 may well have come from these gorges

;
certain it is

that they are as forbidding as any of the desolate places to which auri sacra fames has ever
led men.

It was solely with the help of the human beasts of burden obtained from among the four dozens
or so of poor miners who are still brought to Zailik for the few summer months of this gloomy ravine
that we were able to penetrate by eight trying marches to the great glacier-girt basin where the

easternmost and largest branch of the Yurung-kash takes its rise. The tracks we followed across
precipitous side spurs and through almost impassable river gorges were those of wild yaks. By
climbing to heights between 18,000 and 19,000 feet for survey work, grand panoramic views were
obtained of this wonderful mountain region : human eyes are not likely to have ever rested before
upon them. Thus we traced the great river to its ice-bound head. It was of geographical and also of
quasi-antiquarian interest to find there evidence that the glaciers had in a relatively modern period
still spread over many square miles of what is now a huge rolling plateau covered with glacier-mud
and detritus (Map No. 33. b

,
c. 2). That the recession within historical times of alb these glacier

feeders of the Yurung-kash and of the more easterly K'un-lun rivers also must have directly affected
the fate of old settlements now abandoned to the desert, such as Dandan-oilik and the Niya Site,

appears very probable.

By September 3 easier ground was regained near the Ulugh-kol lake (Map No. 33. c. 2), where
a depot of spare transport and supplies awaited us. Then we marched, much hampered by a succes-
sion of snow-storms, along the Polur—Lanak-la route to the broad basin, about 17,200 feet above sea,
.where the Keriya River rises at the foot of a line of great glaciers (Map No. 33. c. 3). They proved
to descend the eastern slopes of the same ice-clad range which encircles the easternmost Yurung-kash

13
Cf. Ancient Khotan, i. p. 194,
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sources. After leaving behind the watershed of the Keriya River at an elevation of close on 1 8,000

feet, we turned westwards for the exploration of the ground which figured generally in atlases as

a high plain with the name of ‘ Ak-sai-chin but which the latest trans-frontier map of the Survey of

India rightly showed as a blank. Instead of a plain we found there high snow-covered spurs crowned

by peaks up to more than 23,000 feet, and between them broad barren valleys, descending from the

great range which overlooks the Yurung-kash headwaters from the south (Maps Nos. 22, 29, 33).

At the debouchure of these valleys there extends a series of large isolated basins, all at an elevation

between 15,000 and 16,000 feet, holding lakes mostly dry. It was fortunate that easy saddles lead-

ing over completely decomposed cross spurs facilitated progress over this dismal ground ;
for owing

to its utter barrenness, which after the first lake (Map No. 29. d. 4) was passed left no longer even

a pretence of grazing, our ponies and donkeys, in spite of all care, succumbed here in rapid succession.

After a week of long marches from where we had left the track to the Lanak-la a large salt lake

was reached which had been sighted from afar more than forty years before by a triangulation party

of the Survey of India, but which had now dried up for the most part (Map No. 22. d. 4). Its

approximate position was shown in the sketch-map intended to illustrate the route followed by

Mr. W. J. Johnson on his adventurous journey from Ladak to Khotan in 1865. This prepared me
to look out for that old route, and after three more marches to the north-west across absolutely

sterile basins, holding salt-encrusted dry lagoons and without animal or plant life of any sort, we
struck its traces to my great relief (Map No. 22. b. 3). Two small stone-heaps, half-buried under

coarse sand and gravel, found at the mouth of a valley leading northward, were the first trace left

by human hands since we had crossed the Baba-Hatim Pass to the Keriya River sources a fortnight

earlier.

The survival almost intact of these rough little cairns, of stacks of dead ‘ Burtse ’ roots found

higher up the valley, and of some other small relics left behind by those who followed this route

during the few years (1864-6) it was open, was characteristic of the dryness of the climate even at

this great elevation. To find them in perfect preservation seemed striking proof how little of human

presence the desolate high plateaus just traversed of the extreme north-west of Tibet could have

seen ever since history began.

The track still perfectly well defined in most places, though not trodden by man for over forty

years, led to the pass which in Johnson’s sketch-map was shown as ‘ Khitai-dawan and by the even-

ing of September 1 8 we emerged at last in the valley of the eastern feeder of the Kara-kash. 1 here

a shelter roughly built with unhewn stones marked the ‘ Haji-langar’ (Map No. 22. b. i) of which

Satip-aldi Beg, the old headman of the Kirghiz in the upper Kara-kash Valley, had told me as having

been built by Haji Habib-ullah’s order, when this ill-fated rebel ruler of Khotan (1863-6) opened

his own route across the high K'un-lun Range south of Karanghu-tagh to Ladak. Two days later

I was joined lower down in the Kara-kash Valley by a party of Satip-aldi Begs Kirghiz with the

supplies and transport arranged for from Khotan. So the difficult expedition through the K un-lun

ranges seemed now successfully ended.

But there still remained one exploratory task, all the more tempting to me because it offered

also a quasi-historical interest. It was to trace Haji Habib-ullah’s route up to the point where it

crossed the main K'un-lun Range above Karanghu-tagh by a high glacier pass, and thus to determine

the exact position of the ‘ Yangi-dawan ’ of Johnson which our surveys of 1900 and 1906, carried out

from the opposite side, had failed to reveal.14 For this purpose I marched back with the Kirghiz

and their yaks to below Haji-langar, where a line of cairns that obviously continued the one found

u Cf. Ruins of Khotan, pp. 202, 214; Desert Cathay, i. pp. 197 sqq-
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across and from Johnson’s ‘ Khitai-dawan ’ had been noticed by me before, running up a side valley

northward (Map No. 22. e. i). The route could be traced quite clearly up to about 7 miles from its

debouchure
;
beyond this its traces had become completely obliterated by fallen masses of snow and

rock-debris. A short distance further up the valley narrowed and branched into two steep ravines,

one coming from a glacier visible to the north, the other from a snow-filled side valley towards the

east. There was nothing to indicate on which side the approach to the pass lay. Yet an attempt

to reach the watershed was imperative in any case for finally linking up our surveys.

Reasons explained in my Personal Narrative induced me to make the ascent on September 22

by the glacier northward, accompanied by R. B. Lai Singh and some Kirghiz. The climb proved

very trying owing to the much-crevassed condition of the ice and, higher up on the neve beds,

to the softness of the snow. Thus it was not until after ten hours of exhausting toil that the crest

was gained, at a height of close on 20,000 feet. It proved to lie just below the shoulder of a great

snowy peak, for which triangulation had shown the height of 23,071 feet. I had realized before that

this difficult glacier climb could not lead to a pass practicable in modern times. But there was ample

reward in the exceptional opportunity which the magnificent views, opening on both sides of the

range from this commanding height, 15 offered for our survey work. The time remaining for it was

short and did not allow me to give adequate thought to the body after the exhausting fatigues.

Mapping and photographic work was done in bitter cold, the thermometer showing 16° F. below

freezing-point at 4 p.m. with the sun shining. The descent had to be made without the chance of

a halt, from fear of getting benighted on the glacier, and when late in the evening camp was reached,

I found that my feet had been severely injured by frost-bite. This day of hard-achieved^success had

brought for me long suffering
;
but there was the satisfaction of knowing that it had also seen the

last of our exploratory tasks accomplished.

Section III.—OVER THE KARA-KORAM TO ENGLAND

Severe pains in my frozen feet left no doubt about the serious results of this accident and the

urgency of surgical help. Unable to use my feet or even to sit in the saddle, I had myself carried

down the Kara-kash valley as well as I could in an improvised litter. Reaching Portash after four

days of dolorous progress, I had the relief of finding there my heavy caravan of antiques safely

arrived across the Sanju Pass. Arrangements for their further transport, the settling of accounts

with the Kirghiz and the Khotan ‘ Kirakash ’ who had shared our expedition in the K'un-lun, and

the discharge of old followers kept me hard at work on my camp bed for two days. The valuable

convoy was left in charge of R. B. Lai Singh, who with self-sacrificing devotion never failed to share

and lighten my burdens.

Recognizing that gangrene had begun in the toes of my right foot and apprehending that

it might spread further, I was anxious to move ahead towards Leh as rapidly as possible. Setting

out on September 30 from the Kara-kash Valley with the lightest possible baggage, I had myself

carried by forced marches along the Kara-koram trade route. Its unending line of skeletons

of transport animals bore sad witness to the inclement physical conditions on these terribly bleak

uplands. On October 3 my sorry little caravan crossed the Kara-koram Pass, 18,687 feet above

sea, and where after the next march the rocks of the Murghe defile made further progress on ponies

impossible for my improvised litter, I was fortunately met by a band of hardy Tibetan coolies.

Without this timely help which Captain (now Major) D. G. Oliver, British Joint Commissioner in

" The Panorama xn reproduced in Desert Cathay, vol ii, offers some record of them.
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Ladak, had provided, I could never have got myself carried over the difficult ground ahead and

across the troublesome Sasser glacier.

It was a great relief when after nine trying days of travel I was met at the highest Ladak Arrival and

village on the Nubra River by the Rev. S. Schmitt, in charge of the Moravian Mission Hospital at °P«ratIon at

Leh. Suffering himself from the after-effects of a severe illness, he had with kindest self-sacrifice

hurried up across the high Khardong Pass to bring help. Owing to my exhausted condition, due

largely to the exertions and hardships which had preceded the accident and, no doubt, predisposed

me for it, he was obliged to postpone the operation needed by my right foot until after we reached

Leh on October 12. There all its toes had to be amputated. His kindness and that of his fellow

missionaries provided me with much-needed comforts. But nearly three weeks passed before I was

considered strong enough to face the fatigues of the fortnight’s continuous travel down to Kashmir.

The wounds left after the amputation were very painful, and healed only with extreme slowness. So

another long halt was imposed at Srinagar by the advice of my old friend, Dr. A. Neve, the distin-

guished surgeon and mountaineer
;
but this was made quite refreshing by the hospitality and

attention I enjoyed on the part of the Assistant Residents, Captains D. G. Oliver and A. D.

Macpherson. Help received in the ever-cherished surroundings of Kashmir facilitated my multi-

farious labours.

At' last I could begin my first attempts at walking with crutches, and by December 1 start on To Lahore,

my way down to India. My wounds were still giving trouble. So the rest and care enjoyed
^{| t̂t̂

un
’

at Lahore under the hospitable roof of my old Punjab friend Sir Edward Maclagan was a great

boon, easing much work that final settlement of official accounts and the like still called for.

On my way to Calcutta, where the need of various official interviews and a kind invitation from

another old friend, Colonel Sir James Dunlop Smith, Private Secretary to H. E. the Viceroy, called

me, I paid a flying visit to Dehra Dun. There the friendly help of Colonel (now Sir Sidney) Burrard,

then Superintendent of the Trigonometrical Survey of India, enabled me to make adequate arrange-

ments for the publication of our topographical surveys. During my few days’ stay at Calcutta

Lord Minto gave fresh proof of the encouraging personal interest with which he had followed

my travels, and of his benevolent thought for my Indian assistants. It was due to Lord Minto's

personal interposition that poor Naik Ram Singh’s claims were promptly met by. the award of

the special pension already referred to. Rai Lai Singh, who under exceptional hardships had dis-

played devoted zeal and energy such as I had never seen equalled by any Indian, received richly

earned official recognition by the award of the title of Rai Bahadur in the Honours List of the New
Year, 1909, as well as departmental promotion. To Surveyor Rai Ram Singh the Royal

Geographical Society had before awarded a valuable prize in acknowledgement of his services

on successive expeditions. Through the kind attention of the Hon. Sir Harcourt Butler, then

at the head of the Indian Foreign Office, Chiang Ssu-yeh, my excellent Chinese Secretary, was

presented with a valuable gold watch as a special mark of the Indian Government’s gratitude.

On the day after Christmas, 1908, I was at last able to take ship at Bombay for Europe. Return to

Under the influence of the much-needed rest assured by the voyage the last of the wounds Eur°pe.

healed, and when I set foot for a brief halt in the city of Marco Polo, a short walk had just become

possible without pain. On January 20, 1909, I reached London, and there had the great

satisfaction of learning that all my cases with antiques had a few days before safely arrived at the

British Museum.
I knew well that the return from a long journey like mine could not mean rest, but only Fresh

the prelude to labours in some respects more arduous and important than the work in the field,

But fortunately encouragement from different sides enabled me to face them with good hope. On conclusion.
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the recommendation of the Government of India H.M.’s Secretary of State for India agreed

to sanction the proposals which were to secure me a period of deputation on special duty sufficient

for the arrangement ofmy Collection and for the first elaboration of the results of my expedition.

The preliminary account I was able to give of them before the Royal Geographical Society was
followed within two months of my return by the award of its Founder’s Gold Medal for the

geographical work accomplished. And last but not least, there was gratifying assurance that tried

friends and collaborators among the most competent scholars were willing to help me with the tasks

which, as far as it lay in me, have now been brought to an end.

FINIS



APPENDIX A

CHINESE INSCRIPTIONS AND RECORDS
TRANSLATED AND ANNOTATED

BY

EDOUARD CHAVANNES
MEMBRE DE L’lNSTITUT, PROFESSEUR AU COLLEGE DE FRANCE, ETC., ETC.

I

Transcript of text and annotated translation of Chinese documents found by

Mr. Tachibana at the Lou-lan Site.

[NOTE.—Transcript, translation, and notes were first received with a letter of M. Chavannes, dated October 6,

1910, having been prepared from a photograph of the originals which Count Otani had presented to me on

behalf of the discoverer. Transcript and annotated translation are reproduced here as revised by M. Chavannes

in April, 1913, together with a supplementary note then furnished. For the probable provenance of the

documents and the historical import of the draft letter of the Chang-shih Li Po found in the complete one,

cf. above, pp. 377, 409.—A. STEIN.]

Premier fragment

:
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Deuxieme fragment

:
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f Mr. Hopkins suggests that the character which appears here as (J|j 'hsi, ‘west’, was in the original document meant for JJlj

sstl. ' fourth
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Premier fragment, qui parait avoir appartenu a l’enveloppe de la lettre ci-apres :

‘ Le septidme jour du cinquieme mois, le tchang-che des pays d’Occident, ayant le title nobiliaire de Kouan
nei heou. Li Po 1

. .
.’

La lettre elle-meme est complete et est ainsi con^ue :

‘ Le septieme jour du cinquieme mois, moi, Li Po
,
tchang-che pacificateur (?) et stabilisateur des contrdes

d’occident, je me prosterne a deux reprises. (Depuis que je me suis sdpard de vous, votre souvenir 2
)
ne s’est

jamais dloignd de mon coeur. Maintenant, ayant re?u le titre de ddlegue imperial, je suis venu dans l’ouest
; le

deuxieme jour du (present) 2* mois, je suis arrivd ici

;

3

je n’ai point encore appris de nouvelles de vous, 6 roi
;
je

pense que dans votre royaume tout est tranquille. L’envoyd de Votre Majestd est retournd a Fou-lo
;

4
il a passd

par le pays des barbares du Nord et il est parti en compagnie du ts'an-che Yen
;

5
je pense qu’il est arrive.

Maintenant, je charge l’envoyd Fou-ta [?] de se rendre aupres de vous pour vous informer de cela. et pour prendre
de vos nouvelles. Cette lettre ne peut exprimer toute ma pensee. Moi, Lz Po,]ez me prosterne a deux reprises .

r

[Supplementary note received with M. Chavannes’ letter of April 17, 1913.]

La lettre de Li Po a ete publide en fac-simile par M. Haneda dans un article de Toyd gakuho (vol. I, fasc. 2,

P* 531* Dautie part, M, Naito a public dans le Osaka Asahi Shwibun des notes sur Ies d<£couvertes de
M. Tachibana. M. Peri a public dans le B.E.F.E.O., x, pp. 651-J4 une excellente analyse de ces notes.
Aprfcs avoir donnd, d’apres M. Naito, la transcription du brouillon de lettre de Li Po, qui, parait-il, existe en deux
exemplaires, il ajoute :

Dans plusieurs fragments trouves avec ces brouillons, on lit les expressions: (S IJT j||.

Cela permet de conjecturer que cette lettre fut adressee au roi de Yen-k'i ^
3E’ c est-a-dire au roi Long-hi

j||
EE qui gouvemait la region actuelle de Karachar. On y trouve aussi le nom

de Tchao Tchen
J=j (ou jp£) qui aurait 6t6 son adversaire et aurait combattu contre lui. Tous lcs

manuscrits ont etd recueillis sur les bords du Konte-daria, affluent du Tarim qui se jette dans le Lobnor, l’ancien
P ou-tch ang hai. Le hai t eou Bfi dont il est question dans un fragment, designe-t-il le Lobnor, ou le

Bakrakh koul. lac voisin de Karachar ? Rien ne permet encore de le decider . .

II

Translation of an itinerary from Sha-chou to Khotan, extracted from Tang shu,
Chap, xliii b, p. 15 obv.

[Note—The translation of this itinerary was communicated to me by M. Chavannes with his letter of

...

pn I7, 19 ‘3- Portions of it were published by M. Chavannes, Voyage de Sozzg Yurt

,

p. 13 (B.&.F.E.O.,

.

’ P 9)> and by M. Pelliot,y. Asiat., 1916, viii, pp. 116 sqq. In view of the importance of the itinerary
pp s tesiia e to leproduce here M. Chavannes complete translation. I have added in footnotes references

o pages in w ich particular sections of it have been discussed by me in the present work or before.— A. STEIN.]
1 Ce Id Po est mentionnd dans la Tsin chou (chap.

LXXXVI, p. 7 ro), qui n0U s apprend qu’il avail le titre de
tchang-che des pays d’Occident en l’annee 324 p.C. (cf. Stein,
Ancient Khotan, i. p. 538). Cette indication nous permet done
de dater approximativement la lettre de Li Po que nous
avons ici.

* Ce membre de phrase est rdtabli par hypothdse, car il

y a trois mots compldtement illisibles. Il est probable que
It Po dtait ddja venu une premidre fois dans les pays
d'Occident comme officier subalterne, et qu’il avait fait alors
la connaissance du roi de . . . ; maintenant, il revient de
nouveau en quality cette fois de tchang-che des pays d’Occi-
dent, et, cinq jours apres son arrivde, il dcrit au roi de
pour lui rappeler leurs anciennes relations.

3j [See note at foot of preceding page.]
s M. Tachibana lit 5

|J Jfc
‘ je suis arrivd ici Je Iirais

plutot je suis arrivd a 1’endroit ou est cantonnde la

garnison chinoise ’. A droite du mot qui donne lieu a cette

divergence de lectures, on discerne deux mots dont le second

parait etre ‘ teou ’

;

peut-etre dtait-ce le nom meme de

1 endroit ou se trouvait Li Po

;

il est done regrettable qu’on
ne puisse lire avec certitude ces deux mots, qui auraient pu
nous apprendre le nom de la localitd oh rdsidait le tchang-che
des pays d’Occident.

C est hypothdtiquement que je considdre les mots Fou-lo
comme ddsignant un nom de lieu.

5 Un officier chinois.
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1 y0ici encore une route :
partant de la sous-prefecture de Cheou-tch ang (qui est la ville) de 1 arrondissement

de Cha fp ^ ^ on arrive au bout de 10 li dans la direction de 1’ouest a l’ancien rempart de la passe

Yang % |fj ^jg.
1 Continuant vers l'ouest, on arrive au bout de 1,000 li au rivage meridional du P'ou-

tch'ang hai^ ^ '/$£ (Lop nor). Partant du rivage sud du P'ou-tch'ang hai et allant vers 1 ouest, on arrive

a la ville de Ts‘i-t'ouen -fc ^ (la ville des sept colonics militaires)
;

c’est la ville de Yi-sieou ffi

de I’epoque des Han.- 80 li plus a l’ouest, on arrive a la garnison de Che tch'eng^ 0a ville de prer^,3

qui n’est autre que le royaume de Leou-lan fj|
de l’dpoque des Han ;

on l’appelle aussi Chan-chan ^ ,

elle est a 3co li au sud du Fou-tch‘ang hai. C’est l’endroit oil K'ang Yen-tien ^ ^ fa commissure

de la garnison, et, en cette qualite, entra en communications avec les pays d’occident. aoo li plus a 1 ouest, on

arrive a Sin-tch‘eng qu’on appelle aussi ville de Nou-tche ^ ^ ^ !

4 elle a ete constrmte par (K ang)

Yen-tien. Pius a l’ouest, on passe par le puits T'd-lei $p fj # (le puits du tegin) * et on traverse la rmere

Tsiu-mo JL 5(r i
500 li plus loin on arrive a la garnison de Po-sien fll| #|t (garnison du rsi banm) qui est

l’ancienne ville de Tsiu-mo H. 7^ ;

6 c’est Kao tsong, qui pendant la periode chang-yuan (76°-761 )
en changea

le nom. Plus a l’ouest, on passe par le puits Si-li-tche ^ par le puits Yao ^
Wou-tcho S/J\ \Jtt Au bout de 500 li (on arrive) au poste militaire de la ville de Lan -rf •{?£’

qui est a l’est de Yu-t'ien gg ;
7 plus a l’ouest on passe par le fortin de Yi-tou# il> Par le fortm de

Fong-houai ^ fg% par le poste militaire de la ville de Ts’eu '/ft ^ % et
>
a» bout de 3°° lj

>
on arnve

a Yu-t'ien
j|§)

III

Text and annotated translation of Chinese inscription dated a.d. 851 from walled-up chapel

of cave-temple Ch. I at Ch'ien-fo-tung.

FNote A rubbing taken from the inscripdon has been reproduced in PI. CLXXV and a transcript prepared 1 y Chiaug

345 Regarding ,he original gosiiion and historical inieres, of Ihc mscnpnon, cf. above, pp. ** «q,

816 sq. A. Strut.]
Prem,ER REGISTRE.'

. . . brevet; en se conformant au teste on l'a gray* su, pierre dans lesperance qu'on fera ainsi que

pendant des myriades d’annees et des miliiers d automnes il ire s altdiera pas et ne se et 1 P
Ho-si

ltdit imperial = Hong-jen, 2 qui est directed general des momes pou, la religion bouddh que dan «o s,

et qui exerce les fonctions de chef de la religion d Cha-tcheou pour les tro.s sciences qu, sont
>'
f°rh""Z0

"

desLines, la doctrine et la discipline, a envoy* a la cou, des tones qu. sont le

maitre g«ral de la Loi pou, la science de, significations, Wou-tchen et se, cohegues. ^PP™ Vg
;

anc^tres sont sortis de Chine; recemment, paice qu o

sont donc
P

n .3 personnellement dans le terri-

tombds parmi les peuples qui tressent leurs cheveux en a
, moven de la

, T • Ur, nacser leurs sent ments au bouddhisme et lls ont pu, au mo>en oe
tone des (barbares) Jong; mais us out tait passei ieurs s

, , ;,^-r;hlp et violent

doctrine souveraine du Vide, changer les cceurs de fes (hommes jOja«-
les ordonnances de la Loi

;

a ete entierement supprin^ ;
le loyabsme et la drmtm ^ k cQur c61este et d(^ ils ont participe

au palais imp*rial et s°udain sortent de leurs

de sa vote de sagesse
,
partois us envoien

d-gtre 1q . leurs actes se sont donIjes beaucoup
passages d egarement. Les cceurs (de ces rehgieux d

et d
-

encourager en quelque mesure par des

de peine; il convient de payer de retour leur conduite i <^lui q a?siste aux autels au

recompenses leurs efforts dans la route de la sagesse, de eur o

1 See above, pp. 620 sqq-
5 Cf. above, pp. 327. 34 2 R

l-

5 See above, pp. 320 sq.
4 See above, pp. 306, 320.

5
Cf. above, p. 306.

* See above, pp. 298 sq., with note 34
a
,
concerning the

correct date, which is a.d. 674-676.
7

Cf. Ancient Khotan, i. p. 436, with note 14 ;
but see

also ib. i. p. 522, note 5.

1

L’inscription est divisee en trois registres ;
le registre

supSritui' reproduit l’ddit imperial adresse sous forme impel

-

sonnelle aux fonctionnaires charge's de le faire exceuter
;

le

second registre contient l’edit imperial adress^ sous forme

personnelle au moine Hong-jen; letroisieme registre renferme

la liste des cadeaux envoy<5 s par l'empereur a ce religieux.

= J’adopte la lecture a laquelle s’est arret^, hypothetique-

ment d’ailleurs, M. Pelliot (B.E.F.E.O., viii. p. 503).

3 Les peuplades tibetaines.

8 G 2
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dedans et an dehors de leur areorder !e nom de 'homme de grande vertu de la Chine’ et en outre de lesglorifier

par un vetement violet afin qu’ils resplendissent parmi les costumes noirs des barbares Jong. Hong-jen est

nomm^ homme de grande vertu (bhadanta) charge des offrandes, assistant aux autels au dedans et au dehors de
la capitale

;

* Wou-tchen est nomine homme de grande vertu assistant aux autels de la capitale. En outre, a tous

deux j'accorde le vetement violet
:
pour le reste, on se conformera en tout point aux pr^eddents.

La cinquieme ann^e ta-tchong, le vingt et unieme jour du cinquieme mois (23 juin 851).

(Suit une ligne de petits caracteres peu lisibles ou sont inscrits les noms et les litres de divers fonctionnaires du Tchong-
chou, e’est-k-dire de la chancellerie imp^riale.)

Nous avons reju l’edit imperial pr^citd; des qu’il est arriv£, nous l’avons mis a execution,— La cinquieme
annde ta-tchong, le jour du cinquieme mois.

(Deux lignes en petits caracteres peu lisibles contenant des noms des fonctionnaires.)

Hong-jen, ayant les titres de homme de grande vertu charge des offrandes, assistant aux autels au dedans et
au dehors de la capitale, en meme temps directeur g^ndral des moines pour la religion bouddhique dans le Ho-si,
exerijant les fonctions de chef de la religion a Cha-tcheou pour les trois sciences qui sont le gouvememeat des
moines, la doctrine et la discipline, gratifie du vetement violet, a requ I’ddit imperial prdcitd

;
d£s I’arriv^e, il l’a

mis & execution.

La cinquieme annee ta-tchong, le jour du cinquieme mois. Fin.

(Une ligne en petits caractferes peu lisibles renfermant des noms de fonctionnaires.)

UEUXIEME KEGISTRE.

Avec respect nous avons recti 1 edit imperial suivant : 6 maitre Hong-jen, nous avons enti&rement pris con-
naissance de 1 affaire que nous a exposee dans sa requete votre disciple que vous nous avez envoye, le religieux
Wou-tchen. Vous etes, 6 maitre, un excellent enfant de la Chine et un modele de la discipline pour la contree
occidentale.^ Vous tenez une conduite pure et vous n’avez pas perdu la perle des defenses

;
vous dirigez (les

hommes) d’une mamere harmonieuse et vous conservez au plus profond de votre etre l’£pee de l’intelligence.
Vous continuez au loin a cherir votre ancienne patrie et vous souhaitez la soumettre a l’influence imperiale. Vous
avez envoye specialement un religieux pour m’exposer votre desir intense. Maintenant vous avez fait pen&rer
es nouvelies authentiques dans votre pays d’origine et vous avez exprime les sujets de mdcontentement profond
e votre grand-pere et de votre pere

;
vous etes uniquement inspire par la pietd filiale et par le loyalisme ;

on
pent dire que vous reumssez deux vert us admirables. II faut que vous preniez la direction du parti de ceux qui

a ac s aux ang et en definitive vous ferez aboutir les sentiments qui ddsirent le retour a l’influence
ma rice ( e empereur). Efforcez-vous de suivre vos beaux projets afin de mener a bien votre glorieuse

entrepnse magmfique. Maintenant, 6 maitre, je vous con fere le litre d’assistant aux autels au dedans et au

ment vi L 1-

caPlta e> c a
JS

de faire les offrandes, homme de grande vertu
; je vous accorde en outre un vete-

ir •

’ omme P r c eminent, vous serez directeur general des moines pour la religion bouddhique dans le

gouvlmement TJT* *.**?*»? * ** * * reli
'

gi°n 4 Cha-tcheou Pour ,es trois ***» ^ sont ,e

Pour ce aui es t du v™*' vv
et la dlsclPHne. Je vous ddlivre en meme temps un dipldme officiel.—

deZandVle u
je ^ COnf*re aU$si te titre d

’

assistant -tab de la capitale, homme

Je

aCCOr

f

de en 0Utre Un V*temeilt violet
’ Jc ^ d°»"e en meme temps un dipldme officiel

jusqu’au bout de votre '

^ d
’

encourager votre loyalisme et vos efforts; il faut que vous alliezjusqu au bout de votre smefate absolue afin de repondre a ce traitement extraordinaire. 0 maitres, dans I’expos*

!,

Ce t,tr

f
les religieux qui ^taient admis 'a pr&ider

-urlautel ou se prat.quait 1’ordination des moines; cf Trip
Tokyo, xxxv. 5 , 34 6 ; fig

— — - -
'assistant sur I'autel ,1 c'onKra^rEt^n ffd
et au deC 1 T C '

eSt * rexPression ‘ dedans«au dehors de la capitale que parait correspondre celle de
les deux rues’ que nous trouvons dans le titre

Sw if A ?§ ‘bhadanta assistant aux autels pour h*
^
Trip. Tdlcyo, xxx, 9) p . ^ ou^

$§M ^ W. A % fa % ‘ assistant aux

autels, bhadanta pour les deux rues et les dix directions,

faisant les offrandes pour le palais ’ {ibid., xxxv. 5, p. 30*).

Un titre analogue existait chez les Tib&ains; une inscription

de 864 nous apprend que le btsanpo tib&ain conf^ra i

un religieux de Cha-tcheou le titre de eg ®
assistant aux autels, faisant les offrandes ’ (cf. Chavannes,
Dix inscriptions de l Asit centrale, p. 85 du tirage a part).
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Part iii] 1333CHINESE INSCRIPTION OF A.D. 851

que vous m’avcz fait de vos dispositions en ce qui concerne la demande que vous m’avez adress^e de faire

pratiquer grandement, suivant l’usage d’autrefois, la doctrine bouddhique, (je puis vous dire que) moi-meme je

suis attache de tout coeur a la religion bouddhique et je me garde d’en n^gliger la pratique constante
;
ce que

vous me racontez satisfait profondement mes propres idees
;
je donne mon approbation a votre requete. Quant

aux maitres qui sont Tch'ong-ngen et autres, il convient de leur souhaiter a tous le bonjour. Maintenant, je vous

donne, 6 maitre, ainsi qu’aux cinq personnes qui sont Tch'ong-ngen et autres, quelques menus cadeaux qui sont

enumeres dans une liste a part
;
en merae temps la reponse que vous aviez ^crite, 6 maitre, a une lettre de votre

famille, j’ai bien voulu la faire parvenir & destination
;

le reste des mesures qu’il fallait prendre en outre, je les ai

toutes prises. Quant aux decisions qui sont dans le decret accord^ par moi a (Tchang) Yi-tch'ao,5 j’estime qu’il

faut que vous en preniez connaissance. Je ne sais, 6 maitre, si vous supportez bien les chaleurs de l’et£. Je vous

envoie cette lettre sans avoir pu vous exprimer tout ce que j’avais a vous dire.

TROISlfeME REGISTRE.

(Liste des cadeaux accordes par l’empereur k Hong-jen ; ce sont principalement des pieces de soie et des vetements.)

Observations.

Apres avoir 6t£ au pouvoir des Tibetains pendant cent vingt ans, le territoire dont Cha-tcheou etait le centre

administratif avait fait en l’an 850 retour a la Chine, grace au gouverneur Tchang Yi-tch'ao qui s’etait decide

a se soumettre a l’empereur. Les moines bouddhiques d’origine chinoise qui r^sidaient a Cha-tcheou avaient £te

les principaux agents de cette evolution politique
;

c’est ce que reconnait officiellement le gouvernement imperial

dans le decret du 23 juin 851 que nous a conserve l’inscription relevde par Sir Aurel Stein; ce decret en effet

confere des distinctions exceptionnelles au chef des moines de Cha-tcheou et au religieux qui avait etc envoys par

lui comme emissaire a la cour de Chine
;

il les loue de Taction bienfaisante qu’ils ont exercde, par le moyen de la

religion bouddhique, sur l’esprit des populations tibdtaines, et il les encourage a perseverer dans leur oeuvre

civilisatrice
;
en outre, il fait allusion, en termes d’ailleurs obscurs, a un autre ddcret qui aurait ete accorde

a Tchang Yi-tch'ao lui-meme, ce qui prouve que les moines etaient etroitement associes aux demarches de la

diplomatic.

C’est par une autre inscription ^rig^e en 894 en l’honneur d’un gendre de Tchang Yi-tch'ao que nous avons

quelques renseignements complementaires sur ce personnage.6 Enfin le role de Tchang Yi-tch'ao comme
protecteur de la religion bouddhique nous est atteste par un passage de la biographie du religieux Tch'eng-ngen

ce moine chinois s’etait refugie a Kou-tsang ^ (aujourd’hui sous-pr£fecture de Wou-wei ^
dependant de Leang-tcheou-fou, dans le Kan-sou) vers 755 et y avait compose un commentaire du £astra intitule

Pofa lonen
|jjj} ;

plusieurs ann^es apres sa mort, ce fut le gouverneur Tchang Yi-tch'ao qui, en 863, se

chargea de presenter cet ouvrage a l’empereur.7

IV

Transcript and annotated translation of Chinese inscription shown by wall-painting in

cave-temple Ch. VIII at Ch'ien-fo-tung.

[Note.—The following annotated translation of the dedicatory inscription painted on the banner which

appears above the procession of princely ladies shown by panel xv in cave-temple Ch. VIII at the ‘ Thousand

Buddhas’ (see above, pp. 932 sq.) was communicated to me by M. Chavannes in a letter of May 14, 1911.

M. Chavannes’ translation was made from a photograph I took of the dado portion of the frescoed wall seen in

Fig. 217. I have added here a transcript of the inscription as it appears in a copy taken at the time of our visit

by Chiang Ssu-yeh.

The character left untranscribed in the third line to the right has been read by M. Pelliot
(
B.E.F.E.O .

,

viii, p.504) as/w This permits us to recognize, in the husband of the Khotan princess, Ts'ao Yen-lu, whom

6
Cf. Chavannes, Dix inscriptions de I'Asie centrale, p. 80,

note 1.

; Cf. Song Kao seng tchouan, dans Trip. Toky6, xxxv.

4, p. 9z<>.

5 Le nom personnel Yi-tch'ao est parfaitement lisible sur

l’estampage, mais le mot yi est dcrit
|j||,

au lieu de ;
en

outre, on ne s’explique pas bien pourquoi le nom de famille

Tchang a dtd omis.
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the notice of the Sung Annals extracted by M. Chavannes (see below, p. 1339) names as ruler of Khotan in

a d. 980-1001.

—

A. Stein.]

a % %
I? = it
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% &

L inscription sur 1’oriflamme dans le registre inferieur de la photographic me parait devoir 6tre traduite

comme suit (en lisant de gauche a droite)

:

‘ La Princesse celeste, qui a pour nom de famille Li, et qui est la troisieme fille du grand souverain,

empereur par brevet cdleste du grand royaume de Yu-t'ien (Khoten), fait cette offrancle parce qu’elle a recem-

ment obtenu de devenir l’epouse du grand prdcepteur Ts'ao Yen-Q.’

Je me borne a remarquer que dans le rdcit de Kao Kiu-houei (942 p. C.) le roi de Khoten est appelh Li

Cheng-t'ien, et a done bien le nom de famille Li. D’autre part, dans ce meme recit ( IVou tai che
,
ch. 74, p. 5 r°),

on nous dit que les salles du palais du roi de Khoten sont toutes tournees vers l’Est et sont appeldes salles du

brevet d’or^ JjJJ ;
peut-etre y a-t-il quelque rapport entre cette designation et le nom que porte ici le roi

de Khoten, ‘empereur par brevet celeste’ Peut-etre y a-t-il dans les deux cas une allusion aux

brevets accordes par l’empereur de Chine. Enfin, dans le Won tai che, ch. 24, p. 4 r°, il est dit que la femme

du Kagan des Ouigours porte le nom de Princesse celeste ^ ^ ;
si la troisieme fille du roi de Khoten porte

la meme denomination, cela prouve que le title de Princesse celeste etait d’un usage assez frequent chez les

peuples du Turkestan oriental.

V
Annotated translations of Chinese inscriptions on paintings from Ch'ien-fo-tung.

[Note.- The following translations and notes were furnished by M. Chavannes in his letters of June 11-16,

1917, to illustrate the materials which he proposed to treat, with the help of M. Petrucci’s preceding labours, in

the volume of the Mimoires concernant l'Asie orientate planned as a joint publication of the two lamented
scholars

;
see above, p. 835.—A. STEIN.]

A

Inscriptions on silk painting Ch. liv. 004 representing the Paradise of Sakyamuni or Amitabha
(see above, p. 888 ; Thousand Buddhas, PI. VI).

Le Ch. liv. 004 a des scenes marginales qui sont les suivantes

:

A. Bande de droite, en commen^ant par le haut
;

les inscriptions sont ainsi contjues :

1. ‘ En ce temps, le grand roi de P'o-lo-nai (Vairanasi) avait un grand ministre nomme Lo-leou. [Le grand
ministre Lo-leou] con^ut dans son coeur des projets pervers.’

2. ‘ Le grand ministre Lo-leou se disposait a envoyer les quatre sortes de soldats pour aller tuer le fils du
roi- (Scene representantj le moment ou un deva dans les airs vient averlir le fils du roi.’
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3. ‘Alois le roi, sa femme, ainsi que le prince hAitier, pour £viter le p£ril aussitot partirent et se mirent

en route.’

4.
‘ Le roi et sa femme penserent “ Nos provisions sont hpuisees, maintenant certes ou nous r£fugierons-nous ?

”

Le prince-heritier dit au roi : “ J’ai la nourriture qu’il faut
;
grand roi, dissipez votre anxiete

5. ‘ Alors le roi, sa femme et le prince-heritier Siu-cho-t‘i, se reposerent a la halte du chemin. Ils penserent

:

“ Des deux chemins il n’y en a plus aucun
;
nous nous sommes trompds

6. ‘ Alors le grand roi, voyant que la nourriture etait epuisee, aussitot tira son epee et voulut tuer sa femme.

Le prince-heritier, voyant l’attitude extraordinaire du roi, lui saisit la main
;

il se coupa lui-meme (de la chair de)

son corps.’

7. ‘Le roi et sa femme, apres avoir eu a manger, se mirent en route et s’en allerent. (Scene representant)

le moment ou . .
.’

8. Portrait d’une donatrice.

B. Bande de gauche en commen£ant par le haut
;

les inscriptions sont ainsi confues :

1. ‘ En ce temps il y avait un royaume nomme P'o-lo-nai
; il y avait une montagne appelee “ Lieu ou les

saints se prominent et resident”. Il y avait un rsi qui demeurait dans la grotte du Sud. (Sc£ne representant)

le moment oh le rsi, apres avoir suffisamment lave ses vetements sur cette pierre, revient a la grotte, sa residence.’

2. ‘ Apres que le rsi fut parti, une biche vint et. arrivee a cette pierre, elle but le liquide souille des vetements

;

puis tournant la tete et regardant en arriere, elle se lecha les parties genitales et a la suite de cela devint grosse.

Quand les mois furent rhsolus. cette biche, se tenant sur la pierre d’autrefois, trainant et se tordant de douleur,

mit bas une fille.’

3.
1 Alors le rsi, entendant les cris plaintifs de la biche, sortit pour aller voir

;
il aperijut la fille qu’avait

mise bas la biche
;
aussitot, en l’enveloppant d’herbes, (il l’emporta chez lui)

;
il recueillit toutes sortes de fruits et

la nourrit aux temps voulus.’

4. ‘Cette fille grandit et arriva a l’age de quatorze ans; son pere l’entourait de son affection et l’avait

chargee de veiller sur le feu ‘ -

(lc rsi) qui demeure dans la grotte du Nord a du feu
;

il vous faut y aller

pour en prendre.” Alors la fille de la biche . . .
.’

5. ‘ Le rsi de la grotte du Nord observa que grace a la vertu productrice du bonheur de cette fille sous ses

pieds poussaient des lotus
;

il lui r^pondit :
“ Si vous voulez avoir du feu, il vous faut tourner autour de ma grotte

en l’ayant a votre droite et en faire sept fois le tour.” (Scene representant) le moment ou partout poussent

les lotus.’

6. ‘ Alors Chan-yeou, ayant obtenu la perle precieuse, monta sur une tour elevee et, tenant en mains le

brflle-parfums, il fit un voeu. Par la vertu eminente de la perle, sur toute l’etendue du Jambudvlpa, il y eut une

pluie de sept joyaux. Pour ne dire que l’essentiel, tout se trouva fourni en abondance.’

7. ‘ Les vingt mille femmes du roi de P'o-lo-nai n’avaient aucun fils. Il adressa des prieres et des sacrifices

aux jnontagnes et aux fleuves. Apres que douze annees se furent ^coulees, la premiere epouse se trouva

enceinte. La seconde epouse elle aussi fut enceinte. A partir du moment ou la premiere epouse fut enceinte,

son caracthre devint harmonieux et excellent. Les divins, pour lui donner un nom, l appelhrent Chan-yeou.

Quant au prince, qu’avait enfante la seconde epouse, on l’appela Ngo-yeou.

8. ‘ Le prince-heritier Chan-yeou voulut obtenir du roi son pere l’exaucement dun vceu :
-‘ Je desire (dit-il)

aller sur la grande mer pour y recueillir des joyaux merveilleux.” Quand le roi eut entendu cette parole il

ne donna point son consentement. Chan-yeou se jeta alors de tout son long par terre, et pendant sept jours

il ne mangea pas. Craignant qu’il ne perdit la vie, la premiere Spouse fit des remontrances au roi. Le roi

donna aussitot son assentiment.’

9- ‘ Portrait d’une donatrice.’

Lorsque Petrucci me communiqua la lecture assez incomplete qu’il avait faite de ces inscriptions, je reconnus

dans celles qui se referent aux scenes B. 6, 7, 8 l’histoire de Kalyanamkara et Papamkara que j’avais traduite

dans le Toung pao d’octobre 1914. L’auteur de la peinture s’etait servi du texte indien du Ta fang pien fo pao
ngen king que j’avais traduit, et les phrases qu’il a ecrites sont tirees du texte de ce livre

;
par exemple

:

B. 6 n’est pas a sa place et devrait etre place a la suite de B. 8 ;
l’inscription correspond a Toung pao ,

I 9 I 4, p- 499. 1. 12-14, 22-23
; p. 500, 1. 1-3.
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B. 7. Cf. Toting pao, 1914, p. 472, I. 6-10
; p. 473, 1. 6-7, 15-16, 28.

B. 8. Cf. Toungpao, 1914, p. 477, 1. 29 ; p. 478, !. 1, 18-19 I P- 479. passim.

J’ai retrou de menie, dans les scenes A. 1-7, un conte que j’ai analyst d’apr£s une autre version dans

Cinq Cents Contes et Apologues
,
t. iii, p. 2, mais ici, c’est la version du Ta fang piett fo pao ttgen king dont s’est

servi 1’auteur
;
cette version n’a pas encore et^ traduite dans une langue europeenne.

Dans les scenes B. 1-5, on trouve l’histoire de 1’ascete et de la biche (cf. Cinq Cents Contes
,

t. i, p. 81-2).

Ici aussi la version est celle du Ta fang pien fo pao ngen king.

B

Inscriptions on silk paintings Ch. 00167 (PI. LXI) and Ch. lvii. 004 (PI. LXVU) representing

Avalokitesvara (see above, pp. 970 sq., 108a).

Ch. ooi&j (PI. LXI).

Au-dessous de la figure principale:
1 Adoration au Bodhisattva Kouan-yin.’

A droite

:

‘ Adoration au Bodhisattva qui fait une offrande.’

A gauche

:

‘ Adoration au Bodhisattva Parfum Pr^cieux qui fait une offrande.’

En bas de la planche, les lignes verticales de I’inscription centrale se lisent de gauche a droite et signifient:
‘ Le chef pur et croyant, chef de bataillon d’infanterie, Tchang K'ia-k'iao, a peint avec respect une

representation du Bodhisattva Kouan-chi-yin
; il souhaite que les ames de son p6re et de sa mere defunts

naissent dans la terrq pure (Sukhavati) et ne tombent pas dans les trois voies mauvaises, que tous les membres
de leur famille, grands et petits, rencontrent perpetuellement le bonheur. Je fais voeu que moi, le donateur, de
tout cceur je pr^senterai des ofifrandes, que je ne cesserai pas de briber des parfums, que j’allumerai perpdtuelle-

ment des lampes. Ceci me servira a me les rappeler dans les autres anndes.

La quatri£me ann^e k'ai-pao, annee jin-chin, le sixieme jour du neuvieme mois, j’ai inscrit cette notice

commemorative.’

Le 6e jour du 9® mois de la 4® ann^e k'ai-pao correspond au 27 octobre 971 ;
mais si on consid&re comme

exacte 1 indication cyclique de l’ann^e jin-chin (qui est la 5® ann£e k'ai-pao), la date est le 15 octobre 972. C’est

cette derniere date qui est la plus vraisemblable, car il est plus probable que le donateur se soit trompd sur le

comput du nien-hao que sur les caracteres cycliques.

A droite, devant le premier des hommes, on lit

:

‘ Le p£re ddfunt, le disciple du Buddha pur et d£vot, le sage du Mahayana, Tchang Yun-tchou.’
A gauche, devant la premiere des femmes, on lit

:

‘ La tendre m£re defunte, dame Li, de tout son cceur fait cette offrande.’

A droite, devant le second des hommes, on lit

:

‘ Le donateur, depuis longtemps(P) chef de bataillon d’infanterie a Toucn-houang. Tchang K'ia-k'iao, de tout
son cceur fait cette offrande.’

A droite, devant le troisieme des hommes, on lit

:

' Le donateur, le disciple fidele et d<Aot, Tchang Cheng-tchong, fait cette offrande.’
A gauche, devant la seconde des femmes, on lit

:

‘ La nouvelle Spouse, dame Song, de tout son cceur fait cette offrande.’
A gauche, devant la troisieme femme, on lit

:

La nouvelle epouse, dame Fan (?), de tout son cceur fait cette offrande.’
MB. Les donateurs sont done Tchang k ia-k iao et Tchang Cheng-tchong qui est vraisemblablement son

here, ou peut-etre son fils; ‘la nouvelle epouse,’ e’est-a-dire vraisemblablement la femme qui n’est pas defunte,
qu. est toujours en.vie, dame: Song, est, sans doute, Spouse de Tchang K'ia-k'iao; quant a dame Fan, elle doit
etre la femme de Tchang Cheng-tchong. Les beneficiaires sont le pere et la mere defunts de Tchang K'ia-k'iao
e. de cel ui qm est vraisemblablement son frere, Tchang Cheng-tchong

;
c’est par inadvertance que 1’auteur de la
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peinture a ajoutE au-dessous du nom de la mEre la formule ‘ de tout son cceur fait cette offrande ’
;
la mere

dEfunte ne peut etre considErEe comme une donatrice: elle est, au contraire, la bEnEficiaire de l’offrande.

Ch. hni. 004 . (PI. LXVI)

Image de Kouan-yin. En haut, a gauche, l’inscription :

‘ Adoration au Bodhisattva Kouan-chi-yin.’

Les deux assistants sont, l’un bon, l’autre mEchant
;
k gauche on lit

:

‘ Le jeune gar<;on bon fait I’offrande.'

A droite on lit :
* Le jeune gar^on mEchant, au moment ou il fait l’offrande.’

Les lignes verticales de l’inscription du bas se lisent de gauclie a droite ;
elles signifient

:

‘ Le donateur, disciple pur et devot du Buddha, Mi Tseu-to, fonctionnaire chargE de la surveillance des

jardins (?) a Touen-houang, en meme temps teneur de livres pour les champs (?) et les families de Ta-hing, a peint

avec respect une representation du Bodhisattva Kouan-chi-yin, la grande misericordieuse, la grande compatis-

sante, qui dElivre de peine. Que le royaume soit paisible et que les hommes soient contents
;
que la patrie soit

toujours florissante
;
que la population soit calme et heureuse

;
qu’on ne rencontre pas de calamitEs

;
que les

enfants et les petits-enfants soient abondants
;
que pendant des myriades et des milliers d annEes il y ait richesses,

dignitEs et prospEritE. Que par la fumee des parfums et par les lampes pures Eternellement on s’acquitte des

offrandes.

* En ce temps, le dix-septieme jour du septieme mois de la huitieme annee t’ai-ping hing-koua (27 aout 9^3)»

cette notice commemorative a ete ecrite.’

A droite et a gauche de cette inscription sont representes les donateurs et les donatrices.

A droite, devant le premier homme du premier registre, on lit

:

‘ Le donateur, Mi Tseu-to, Eternellement s’acquitte de faire l’offrande de tout son cceur.

A droite, devant le second homme du premier registre, on lit

:

‘ Le fils, (Mi) Yuan-tch'ang, de tout son cceur fait l’offrande.’

A droite, devant le troisieme homme du premier registre, on lit:

‘ Le fils, Mi 0-0 tout son CQeur fa** l’offrande.’

A droite, devant le quatrieme homme du premier registre, on lit

:

‘ Le fils, (Mi) Po-tchang, de tout son coeur fait l’offrande.’

A droite, devant le premier homme du second registre, on lit

:

‘ Le petit-fils, (Mi) Tch'ou-0> Eternellement s’acquitte de faire I’offrande de tout son cceur.’

A droite, devant le second homme du second registre, on lit

:

‘ Le petit-fils, (Mi) Tch'ou-ting, de tout son cceur fait l’offrande.’

A droite, devant les deux enfants du deuxiEme registre, on lit

:

‘Le petit-fils, (Mi) Tch'ou-Q, et le petit-fils, (Mi) Tch'ang-hing, font l’offrande.

A gauche, devant la premiere femme du premier registre, on lit

:

1 La nouvelle Epouse du donateur, dame Ts'ao, eternellement s’acquitte de faire 1 offrande de tout son cceui

.

A gauche, devant la seconde femme du premier registre, on lit

:

1 La fille, Ts'ing-pi, de tout son cceur fait l’offrande
;
marine dans la famille Li.’

A gauche, devant la troisiEme femme du premier registre, on lit

:

1 La nouvelle Epouse, dame Yin, de tout son cceur fait l’offrande.’

A gauche, devant la quatriEme femme du premier registre, on lit

:

1 La nouvelle Epouse, dame Wang, de tout son cceur fait l’offrande.’

A gauche, devant la premiere femme du second registre, on lit

:

‘ La nouvelle Epouse, dame K'ang, de tout son cceur fait l’offrande.’

A gauche, devant la seconde femme du second registre, on lit

:

1 La nouvelle Epouse du petit-fils, dame Tchang, de tout son coeur fait l’offrande.

A gauche, devant le premier enfant du second registre, on lit

:

’Le petit-fils, (Mi) Tch'ou-tseu, de tout son cceur fait l’offrande.’

A gauche, devant le second enfant du second registre, on lit

:

1 Le petit-fils, (Mi) Tchang-fa, de tout son coeur fait l’offrande.’

1374
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N.B. Les donateurs sont done Mi Tseu-to, ses trois fils et ses six petits-fils
;

les noms de quatre des petits-

fils commencent tous par le caractdre TcKou ;
les quatre petits-fils doivent done etre fr&res

;
les noms personnels

de deux autres petits-fils, qui sont sans doute freres, commencent par le caractdre Tch'ang. Quant aux femmes,

on voit representdes la femme du donateur, Mi Tseu-to, sa fille qui est mariee a un homme d’une autre famille,

puis ses trois brus qui doivent etre les femmes de ses trois fils, et enfin la femme d’un de ses petits-fils qui seul

est en age d’etre marid.

C

Inscriptions on paper sketch, Ch. 00207 (PI. XCVI; see above, p. 976).

Un cheval et un chameau conduits par deux serviteurs.

En tournant l’image sens dessus dessous, on lit une mention rdpdtde plusieurs fois d’une manure plus ou

moins complete
;

elle se lit corame suit

:

1 Sous les grands Song, la quatrieme annee k'in-to, annee ping-yin, le dix-neuvieme jour du cinqui&me mois

(10 juin 966), Ts'ao Yuan-tchong, ayant les titres de gouverneur militaire (tsie tou chi) du district militaire de
Kouei-yi nommd par decret imperial, specialement promu (t‘o tsin) contrdleur (kien-kiao), investi du titre de
grand roi, et celle qui a re^u par decret imperial le titre d’epouse (princesse) du royaume de Liang.'

N.B. Le cheval est vraisemblablement la monture du roi; le chameau celle de la princesse; cette esquisse

parait avoir ete un fragment d'une composition plus etendue dans laquelle le roi lui-meme et la princesse

devaient etre reprdsentds.

Sous la tete du chameau et, en sens inverse, sur la patte de derridre du chameau, on lit

:

‘ K ou-k'ou (onomatopde) on brule constamment les parfums precieux
;

les vapeurs parfumees remplissent les

avenues celestes.’

La premiere de ces notices s’accorde parfaitement avec la notice du Song chi (Chap. 490, p. 96) sur Cha-
tcheou

;
nous la traduisons intdgralement ci-dessous :

Cha-tcheou etait autrefois, sous les Han, l’ancien territoire de Touen-houang. Sous les T'ang, a la fin de
la periode t ien-pao (743_ 755)> *1 tomba en la possession des Jong de l’ouest. La cinquieme annee ta-tchong

Bchang Yi-tch ao 1
fit sa soumission avec tout son arrondissement

;

2 par un edit imperial Cha-tcheou
fut erige en district militaire de Kouei-yi, et 1 chang Yi-tch'ao en fut nomme gouverneur militaire (tsie-tou-chi)
avec autoiite sur les arrondissements de Ho, Cha, Kan, Sou, Yi et Si, surveillant-inspecteur (kouan-tch'a chi),

ddldgue aux campements et aux champs (ying-t'ien chi), ddlegue aux decisions judiciaires (tch'ou-tchi chi).’
3

Quand (Tchang) Yi-tch ao vint rendre hommage a la cour, il remit a son neveu (Tchang) Wei-chen
l’autorite sur l’arrondissement (de Cha).

A 1 epoque des Liang, dont le nom de famille etait Tchou (907-922), la postdritd de la famille Tchang s’inter-
rompit

;
les gens de l’arrondissement presentment pour chef le gouverneur (tchang chi) Ts'ao Yi-kin

;
a la mort

de Ts ao Yi-kin, son fils (Ts ao) Yuan-tchong 4
lui succeda. La deuxidme annee hien-to (955) de la dynastie

II existe, k Touen-houang, une inscription chinoise de
l’annee 894 compost par un membre de la famille impdriale
des T'ang, qui etait le gendre de Tchang Yi-tch'ao; elle

nous donne des renseignements sur ce dernier personnage.
Cf. Chavannes, Dix Inscriptions chinoises de lAsie centrals,

pp. 77 sqq.
2 La soumission aux Tibdtains avait durd 120 ans. Cf.

op- dl; p. 79, n. 5.
3 Dans 1’inscription de 894 (op. cii., p. 80) la titulature

de Tchang Yi-tch'ao est la suivante
: gouverneur militaire

(tsie-tou-chi) des onze arrondissements de la region du Ho-si
et du Long-yeou, kouan-nei-chi, surveillant-inspecteur (kouan-
tch'a chi), ddldgud aux decisions judiciaires (tch'ou-tchi chi),
ya-fan-lo chi, ddldgud aux campements et aux champs (ying-
t'ien chi), -tou-chi.

' 11 semble qu’entre Ts'ao Yi-kin et Ts'ao Yuan-tchong
1 histonen omet un regne intermddiaire, celui de Ts'ao Yuan-

chen qui, d’apres le premier caractere de son nom personnel,

doit avoir 616 le frkre athd de Ts'ao Yuan-tchong; dans le

rdcit que nous a laissd d’une ambassade k Khotan, de 938-

942, un adjoint a cette mission nommd Kao Kiu, e’est en

939 9ue 1’ambassade doit arriver a Koua-tcheou et k Cha-
tcheou. (Cf. Rdmusat, Histoire de la ville de Khotan, p. 7 6,

et Richthofen, China, i. p. 536 n.) Kao Kiu dit ceci

:

‘Dans ces deux arrondissements il y a beaucoup de Chinois;

quand ils apprirent qu’un envoyd des Tsin dtait arrivd, leur

prdfet Tsao Yuan-chen et sa suite vinrent k sa rencontre et

lui demandkrent des nouvelles du Fils du Ciel.’ Ainsi en

939, le personnage qui gouvernait k Koua-tcheou et a

Cha-tcheou dtait Ts'ao Yuan-chen, fils de Ts'ao Yi-kin;

des 955 >1 avait eu pour successeur son frkre cadet Ts'ao

Yuan-tchong qui exerfa l’autoritd jusqu’k sa mort survenue
en 980.
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Tcheou, il vint rendre hommage a la cour
;
on lui confdra les titles de gouverneur militaire (tsie-tou-chi) de son

district,5 de controleur (kien-kiao), de commandant (t'ai-wei), d’assimile aux tchong-chou men-hia, de p'ing-

tchang-chi
;
on fondit un sceau pour lui en faire present. La troisieme annee kien-long (962), on augmenta ses

titres en le nommant en meme temps tchong-chou-ling et son fils (Ts'ao) Yen-king devint ddldgue protecteur de

l’arrondissement de Koua.

La cinqui£me annde hing-kouo (980) (Ts'ao) Yuan-tchong mourut.

Son fils (Ts'ao) Yen-lou envoya des gens apporter tribut. On confera a titre posthume a (Ts'ao) Yuan-

tchong le titre de roi regional de Touen-houang
;
on donna a (Ts'ao) Yen-lou le titre de gouverneur militaire de

son district; son fr£re cadet (Ts'ao) Yen-cheng devint prdfet de Koua-tcheou et (un autre de ses fr&res cadets,

Ts'ao) Yen-jouei, fut nomme surveillant general dans le ya-men (de Cha-tcheou).

La quatrieme annee hsin-p'ing (ioox), (Ts'ao) Yen-lou et (Ts'ao) Yen-jouei furent mis a mort par leur neveu

(Ts'ao) Tsong-cheou. (Ts'ao) Tsong-cheou exerga provisoirement les fonctions de president' (lieou lieou) et il

prit son frere cadet (Ts'ao) Tsong-yun pour administrateur provisoire a Koua-tcheou
;

il adressa une requete

k l’empereur pour demander un insigne d’autoritd avec drapeau

;

6 alors on confera a (Ts'ao) Tsong-cheou le titre

de gouverneur militaire (tsie-tou-chi) et a (Ts'ao) Tsong-yun les titres de controleur (kien-kiao), chang-chou tso

p'ou-ye, administrateur de Koua-tcheou
;

(Ts'ao) Tsin-chouen, fils de (Ts'ao) Tsong-cheou, fut nomm( chef

d’etat-major dans l’interieur du ya(-men).

A la fin de la periode ta-tchong siang-fou (1008-1016), (Ts'ao) Tsong-cheou mourut. On donna a (Ts'ao)

Tsin-chouen le titre de gouverneur militaire de son district, et son frere cadet (Ts'ao) Yen-houei re$ut les titres

de contrdleur (kien-kiao), president du ministere de la justice, administrateur de Koua-tcheou. (Ts'ao) Tsin-

chouen adressa une requete au trone pour demander un exemplaire du Tripitaka ecrit en lettres dorees, ainsi que

du the, des medicaments et des feuilles d’or
;
un decret imperial lui fit don de cela. Puis, au debut de la

periode t'ien-cheng (1023-1024) il envoya une ambassade a la cour pour exprimer ses remerciments et pour

apporter en tribut de l’encens, du sel d’ammoniaque et des blocs de jade.

Depuis la periode king-yeou (1034-1037) jusqu a la periode houang-yeou (1049-1053) ce pays apporta en

tout sept fois des produits locaux en tribut.

5
C’est-a-dire tsie-tou-chi du district militaire de Kouei- promu (t'o tsin) et il est investi du titre de grand roi.

yi. Dans la note inscrite sur le dessin decouvert par Sir * Ces insignes sont ddjh. mentionn^s par le Tcheou h

A. Stein, en 966, Ts'ao Yuan-tchong porte effectivement (trad. Biot, t. i, p. 335) :
‘ Sur les routes et chemins on

les titres de tsie-tou-chi du district militaire de Kouei-yi, et emploie les tablettes au drapeau.’

de controleur (kien-kiao) ; il a aussi celui de specialement

8 II 2



APPENDIX B

INVENTORY LIST OF COINS FOUND OR OBTAINED

PREPARED FROM NOTES BY

J. ALLAN, M.A.

COIN DEPARTMENT, BRITISH MUSEUM.

I. COINS OBTAINED AT YARKAND.

(See above, p. 84.)

a. Coins presented by Pen Ta-jen, Amban of Yarkand,
from a local find. (See above, i. p. 84.)

1

Chinese coin, T'ang period, with legend K'ai-yiian.

1 Chinese coin of Shun-hua period (990-995 a.d.); see

PI. CXLI, No. 5.

1 Chinese coin of Pao-yiian period (1038-40 a.d.).

2 Chinese coins of Hsi-ning period (1068-78 a.d.); see

PI. CXLI, No. 12.

2 Chinese coins of Yiian-f6ng period (1078-86 a. d.).

1 Chinese coin of Yiian-yu period (1086-94 a.d.).

1 Chinese coin of Ch'ung-ning period (1102-7 a.d.); see

PI. CXLI, No. 18.

1 Chinese coin of Ta-kuan period (1107-11 a.d.); see

PI. CXLI, No. 16.

b. r Sino-Kharosthi coin, purchased at Yarkand
;
see PI. CXL,

No. 5.

II. COINS PURCHASED AT KARGHALIK.

(See Desert Cathay, i. p. 141.)

2 coins At. of Mithradates II. of Parthia; see Pi. CXL, 1 coin At. of Constantine II. (337-340 a.d.) ;
see PI. CXL,

No. 11. No. 12.

1 coin At. of Hermaeus of India; see PI. CXL, No. 8. 1 coin At. of Constans (337-350 a.d.); see Pi. CXL,
No. 13.

III. COINS COLLECTED FROM TOGUJAI, MOJI.

31 Muhammadan copper coins of types referred to Ancient Kholan, i. p. 575 ; see PI. CXLI, No. 30.

IV. COINS COLLECTED WITHIN KHOTAN OASIS.

(See above, pp. 101 sq.)

A. COINS OBTAINED AT YOTKAN SITE.

a. Copper coins purchased, August n, 1906, batch
Yo. 3. a, b.

8 Sino-Kharosthi coins.

14 Chinese coins, with legend Wu-chu.

26 Chinese coins of Ch'ien-yiian period (758-760 a. d.).

15 frs. of Chinese coins of which all legible pieces are of

Ch'ien-jiian period (758-760 a. d.).

8 Chinese coins of Ta-li period (766-780 a. d.).

b. Copper coins purchased September 12, 1906, batch
Yo. 012. e.

3

Chinese coins of Ch'ien-yiian period (758-760 a.d.).

3 Chinese coins of Ta-li period (766-780 a. d.).

c. Copper coins presented by Khuda-berdi, Yiiz-b&shi

of Yotkan, batch Yo. 0095.

4

coins of Ch'ien-yiian period (758-760 a. d.).

d. Copper coins bought July 29, 1908, batch Yo. 00134.

1 coin of Kaniska (Rev. Mithra); see PI. CXL, No. xo.

7 Chinese coins of Ch'ien-yiian period (758-760 a. d.).

2 Muhammadan coins of Yarkand, modern.

e. Specimens from a hoard of copper coins found at

Yotkan, batch Yo. 00136.

48 Chinese coins, with legend Wu-chu

,

much worn and

clipped.

*
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B. COINS PURCHASED AT KHOTAN, MOST OF THEM PROBABLY BROUGHT FROM YOTKAN.

a. Copper coins, batches Yo. 03, 04.

4 Chinese coins, much worn, probably with legend Wu-chu.

3 uncertain local pieces. The specimen, PI. CXL, No. 38,

much clipped, is of lead, and in shape and type recalls the coin

shown in Ancient Khotan, ii, PI. LXXXIX, No. 5, regarding

which see ibid. i. p. 205. Cf. also Hoernle, Report on C.-A.

An/., i. p. 18, PI. II, fig. 3.

7 Chinese coins of Ch'ien-yiian period (758-760 a. d.).

1

Chinese coin of Ta-li period (766-780 a. d.).

b. Copper coins, batch Yo. 06. g.

6 Sino-Kharosthi coins.

I Chinese T'ang coin, with legend K'ai-yUan.

3 Chinese coins of Ch'ien-yiian period (758-760 a. d.).

c. Copper coins, batch Yo. 010.

5 Sino-Kharosthi coins.

22 Chinese coins, with legend Wu-chu; see PI. CXL, No. 31.

II Chinese coins of Ch'ien-yiian period (758-760 a. d.).

1 Chinese coin of Ta-li period (766-780 a. d.).

12 small Muhammadan coins, local issues.

d. Copper coins, batch Yo. 0080,

14 Sino-Kharosthi coins; see PI. CXL, No. 4, 7.

1

Chinese T'ang coin, with legend K'ai-yUan; see PI. CXL,

No. 39.

1 Chinese coin of Ch'ien-yiian period (758-760 a. d.).

3 Chinese coins of Ta-li period (766-780 a. d.).

1 Chinese coin of Chih-tao period (995-998 a. d.).

1 Chinese coin of Yiian-feng period (1078-86 a. d.).

2 Muhammadan coins, mediaeval.

e. Copper coins, batches Yo. 0085, 0086.

1 Sino-Kharosthi coin, much corroded.

5 Chinese coins of Ch'ien-yiian period (758-760 a. d.).

1 Chinese T'ang coin, with legend K'ai-yUan.

1 Chinese ten-cash token of Kulja (1851-62 a. d.).

f. Copper coins, batches Yo. 0010a, 00103.

3

Chinese coins, clipped, with legend Wu-chu.

2 Chinese coins of Ch'ien-yiian period (758-760 a. d.).

2 Muhammadan coins, of Muhammad Arslan.

g. Copper coins, batch Yo. 00106.

1 Sino-Kharosthi coin fr.

3 Chinese coins, with legend Wu-chu.

2 1 Chinese coins, inch frs. of Ch'ien-yiian period (758-760

A. D.).

3 Chinese coins of Ta-li period (766-780 a. d.).

1 Chinese coin of T'ien-hsi period (1017-22 a. d.).

h. Copper coins, batches Yo. 00108, 00123, 00128.

3 Sino-Kharosthi coins; see PI. CXL, No. 6.

1 Chinese coin of Ch'ien-yiian period (758-760 a. d.).

1 Chinese coin of Ta-li period (766-780 a. d.).

i.
.
Copper coins, batch Yo. 00131.

1 Sino-Kharosthi coin.

I Kusanacoinof Kaniska, Rev. Nanaia; see PI. CXL, No. 9.

I I Chinese coins, with legend Wu-chu.

1 Chinese coin, with legend Wu-chu, late type; see PI.

CXL, NO. 37.

1 Chinese T'ang coin, with legend K'ai-yUan.

19 Chinese coins of Ch'ien-yiian period (758-760 a. d.).

1 Chinese coin of Ta-li period (766-780 a. d.); see PI.

CXL, No. 47.

5 Muhammadan mediaeval coins, illegible.

2 ten-cash tokens of Kulja (1851-62 a. d.); see PI. CXLI,

No. 25.

j. Copper coins, batches Yo. 00132, 00137, 00155.

6 Sino-Kharosthi coins.

2 Chinese coins, with legend Wu-chu.

7 Chinese coins of Ch'ien-yiian period (758-760 a. d.).

6 Chinese coins of Ta-li period (766-780 a.d.).

C. COINS OF MISCELLANEOUS ORIGIN PURCHASED AT KHOTAN.

a. Copper -coins, batch Khotan. 01. y.

1 Chinese T'ang coin, with legend KaiyUan.

9 Chinese coins of Ch'ien-yiian period (758-760 a.d.); see

PI. CXL, No. 45.

1 Chinese coin of Ta-li period (766-780 a.d.); see PI.

CXL, fto. 46.

1 Chinese coin of Chih-tao period (991-998 a.d.).

1 Chinese coin of Chih-p'ing period (1064-68 a.d.).

1 Chinese coin of Sheng-sung period (1101-2 a. d.).

b. Copper coins, batch Khotan. 04. a.

3 Chinese coins of Ch'ien-yiian period (758-760 a.d.) ;
see

PI. CXL, No. 42.

1 Chinese coin of Hsien-p'ing period (998-1004 a.d.).

1 Chinese coin of Ching-t6 period (1004-8 a. d.).

1 Chinese coin of Chih-p'ing period (1064-68 a.d.) ;
see PI.

CXLI, No. 10.

4 Chinese coins of Hsi-ning period (1068-78 a.d.).

6 Chinese coins of Yiian-feng period (1078-86 a.d.).

i Chinese coin of Yiian-yu period (1086-94 a. d.).

i Chinese coin of Yiian-fu period (1098-1 ioi a.d.).

1 Chinese coin of ShSng-sung period (no 1-2 a.d.).

1 Chinese coin of Cheng-ho period (hi 1-18 a. d.).

1 Chinese coin of Shao-hsing period (1131-63 a.d.); see

PI. CXLI, No. 21.

1 Chinese coin of Shao-hsi pe'riod (n 90-95 a. d.).

c. Copper coins, batches Khotan. 001, 002.

2 Sino-Kharosthi coins.

1 Chinese coin of Ch'ien-yiian period (758-760 a.d.).

1 Muhammadan coin of Muhammad Arslan.

2 coins of Yarkand, modern
;

see PI. CXLI, No. 33.

d. Copper coins, batches Khotan. 0026, 0029-0031.

8

Sino-Kharosthi coins; see PI. CXL, No. 2.

11 Chinese coins, with legend Wu-chu; see PI. CXL
No. 21.

2 Chinese coins of Ch'ien-yiian period (758-760 a.d.).

1 Chinese coin of Ta-li period (766-780 a.d.).
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4 Muhammadan coins of ‘Sulaiman Khaqan’ (?); see PI.

CXLI, No. 29.

e. Silver and copper coins, batches Khotan. 0074,

0084.

1

JR. Muhammadan coin, circ. 14th cent., almost illegible,

1

JE. Muhammadan coin, 14-15111 cent., illegible.

f. Copper coins, batch Khotan. 0098.

1

Chinese coin of Yiian-feng period (1078-86 a.d.).

1

Chinese coin of Ch'ien-yen period (t 127-31 a.d.); see

PI. CXLT, No. 20.

g. Gold Dinar, Badruddin. 003, much clipped, probably of

D. COPPER COINS BROUGHT TO KHOTAN

(See abovi

a. Coins collected by ‘ treasure-seekers ’ of Tam-
oghil, batches Khotan. 01. z, 02, 06. 1, m, 0027, 0028,

0032-35, 0045.

9 Sino-KharosthI coins; see PI. CXL, Nos. 1, 3.

1 Chinese coin, with legend Huo-ch'Uan-, see PI. CXL,
No. 14.

34 Chinese coins, with legend Wu-chu, many clipped and
of late issues.

1 Chinese T'ang coin, with legend Kai-yuan.

16 Chinese coins of Ch'ien-yuan period (758-760 a.d.)
;
see

PI. CXL, No. 43.

2 Chinese coins of Ta-li period (766-780 a.d.).

1 Chinese coin of T'ai-p'ing period (976-984 a.d.).

x Chinese coin of Hsien-p'ing period (998-1004 a. d.).

1 Chinese coin of Hsiang-fu period (1008-17 a.d.).

1 Chinese coin of T'ien-sh6ng period (1023-32 a.d.).

1 Chinese coin of Ching-yu period (1034-38 a. d.).

1 Chinese coin of Pao-yiian period (1038-40 a . d.).

2 Chinese coins of Hsi-ning period (1068-78 a. d.).

1 Chinese coin of Yiian-feng period (1078-86 a.d.).

1 Chinese coin of Yuan-yu period (1086-94 a.d.).

2 Chinese coins of Yuan-fu period (1098-1101 a.d.).

1 Chinese coin of Hsiian-ho period (1119-26 a . d.).

3 Chinese coins of Ch'Sng-ho, Ch'ung-ho or Hsiian-ho
periods (1111-26 a.d.

; only -ho legible).

1 Chinese coin of Shao-hsing period (1 131-63 a . d.).

1 Chinese coin of Sung dynasty, date doubtful.

3

Muhammadan coins of Muhammad Arslan; also 15
illegible coins, probably of same.

'Ala-ud-din Khwarizm-shah, 1x99-1220 a.d.
;
see PI. CXLI,

No. 31.

h. Copper coins from find at Halal-bagh.

36 Chinese coins, with legend Wu-chu.

i. Copper coins, batch Ku. a-i, from hoard found at

Kum-bagh, Tosalla canton.

10 Chinese coins of Ch'ien-yuan period (758-760 a.d.).

k. Copper coins, batch Khotan. 0097, said to have been

found south of Tar-bogaz, Zawa canton.

36 Muhammadan coins, of types illustrated in Hoernle,

Report on C.-A. An/., PI. I, figs. 30-35 ;
see PI. CXLI, No. 28.

FROM ‘TATI’ SITES E. OF YURUNG-KASH.

, p. 102.)

3 Muhammadan coins of • Sulaiman Khaqan ’ (?) ;
see PI.

CXLI, No. 27.

1 Muhammadan coin of Samanide dynasty (circ. 10th

cent.).

2 Muhammadan coins, illegible (14th cent.).

b. Coins said to have been found N. of Jiya and Suya.

5 Chinese coins, with legend Wu-chu.

2

Chinese coins of Sung (5th century, uncertain).

5 Chinese coins of Ch'ien-yiian period (758-760 a.d.).

1 Chinese coin of Ta-li period (766-780 a . d.).

2 Chinese coins of Hsi-ning period (1068-78 a . d .).

1 Chinese coin of Ch'ung-ning period (1 102-7 a. d.).

c. Coin from site S. of Sampula.
1 Chinese coin, with legend Wu-chu, of late date.

d. Coins said to have been found at, or near, Kine-

tokmak.

4 Sino-Kharosthi coins.

1 Chinese coin, with legend Wu-chu.

3 Chinese coins of Ch'ien-yiian period (758-760 a. d.).

2 Chinese coins of Ch'ung-ning period (1102-7 a.d.).

5 Muhammadan coins, mediaeval, illegible.

e. Coins said to have come from 4 Tatis ’ of Ak-terek.

15 Chinese coins, with legend Wu-chu.

25 Chinese coins of Ch'ien-yiian period (758-760 a. p )-

4 Chinese coins of Ta-li period (766-780 a.d.).

7 Muhammadan coins, much worn and illegible.

V. COPPER COINS FOUND AT DESERT SITES N. OF JIYA.'

(See above, pp. 129, 131.)

a. Coins found at Kok-kum-arish.
b. Coins found at Kine-tokmak.

3

Chinese coins, umnscnbed, probably of 5th cent. 2 Chinese coins, uninscribed, probably of gth cent.

counlefastinr^
* C°inS^ * *** fragmentS °f Coins

’ when to distinct specimens, have been
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VI. COPPER COINS FOUND AT AK-TEREK SITE.

(See above, p. 1 40.)

a. Coin picked up between Ak-terek and Siyelik.

1

Chinese coin of Pao-yuan period (1038-40 a. d.).

b. Coins collected from ‘ Tatis ’ of Ak-terek.

13 Chinese coins, uninscribed or illegible, prob. of 5th

cent.

1 Chinese T'ang coin, with legend K'ai-yuan.

1 Chinese coin of Ch'ien-yuan period (758-760 a.d.).

1 Chinese coin of Hsiang-fu period (1008-17 a . d.); see

PI. CXLI, No. 7.

1 Chinese coin of Yiian-fu period (1098-1101 a.d.).

12 frs. of Chinese Sung and Muhammadan coins (13-14*

cent.).

VII. COPPER COINS FOUND AT KHADALIK AND NEIGHBOURING SITES.

(See above, p. 159-)

a. Two strings of ‘ cash ’ pieces found in N.W. corner of cella

Kha. ii.

First string (including 1 3 pieces found detached) :

2

Chinese coins, with legend Wtt-chu.

1 Chinese T'ang coin, with legend Kai-ytian.

25 Chinese coins of Ch'ien-yiian period (758-760 a.d.);

see PL CXL, No. 44-

g Chinese coins of Ta-li period (766-780 a.d.); see PL

CXLI, No. 2.

Second string :

2 Chinese coins, with legend Wu-chu.

2 Chinese T'ang coins, with legend K'ai-yuan.

42 Chinese coins of Ch'ien-yiian period (758-760 a.d.).

8 Chinese coins of Ta-li period (766-780 a. d.); see PL

CXLI, No. 1.

b. Coins found outside W. wall of cella Kha. ii.

1 Chinese coin, illegible, probably Wu-chu piece.

9 Chinese coins of Ch'ien-yiian period (758-760 a. d.).

3

Chinese coins of Ta-li period (766-780 a. d.).

c. Coin found in shrine Kha. vi.

1 Chinese T'ang coin, with legend K'ai-yuan.

d. Coins found at Kighillik, E. of Khadalik.

1 Chinese coin, uninscribed.

1 Chinese coin of Ch'ien-yuan period (758-760 a . d.).

e Coins received from Mullah Khwaja as found near Khadalik.

1 Chinese coin, with legend Wu-chu.

1 Chinese coin of Ch'ien-yuan period (758-760 a.d.).

i Chinese coin of Chien-chung period (780-784 a.d.);

see PL CXLI, No. 3.

f. Coin found at Balawaste.

1 Chinese coin, illegible, but probably with legend Wu-chu.

g. Coin found at Mazar-toghrak.

1 Chinese coin, probably late Pan-liang ‘cash (latter hall

of and cent. b. c.).

VIII. COPPER COINS FOUND AT NIYA SITE.

(See above, p. 242.)

a. Coins found near ruin N. xii.

1 Chinese coin, with legend Huo-ch'iian ;
see PL CXL,

No. 15.

1 Chinese coin, with legend Wu-chu, of type ascribed to

Kuang Wu-ti (25-58 a. d.).

b. 1 Chinese coin, with legend Huo-ch'iian, found near ruin

N. xiv.

c. Coins found near ruin N. xxiv.

2 Chinese coins, with legend Wu-chu, of type ascribed to

Kuang Wu-ti (25-58 a. d.).

1 Chinese coin, with legend Wu-chu, dipped, of type

ascribed to Hsien-ti (190-220 a.d.).

d. 3 Chinese coins, with legend Wu-chu, of early type, found

in N. portion of site.

e. 2 Chinese coins, apparently clipped Wu-chu pieces, found

near S.E. ruins of site.

IX. COPPER COINS FOUND AT ENDERE SITE.

a. Coins found near Stupa.

4 Chinese coins, with legend Wu-chu.

1 Chinese coin, uninscribed.

b Coins found between Stupa and T'ang fort.

2 Chinese coins, with legend Wu<hu.

(See above, p. 282.)

r Chinese coin, ‘ goose-eye uninscribed.

c. 1 Chinese coin found W. of ruin E. vii
,

clipped, with

legend Wu-chu.

d. Miscell. frs. of Chinese coins, with legend Wu-chu, found

near T'ang fort.
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X. COPPER COINS COLLECTED AT VASH-SHAHRI SITE.

(See above,

3 Chinese T'ang coins, with legend K'ai-yiian.

i Chinese coin of T‘ien-sheng period (1023-32 a . d.).

1

Chinese coin of Yiian-feng period (1078-86 a.c.); see

PI. CXLI, No. 13.

307 -)

1

Chinese coin of Yiian-yu period (1086-94 a . d .) ; see

PI. CXLI, No. 14.

1 Chinese coin of Sheng-sung period (1101-2 a . d.); see PI.

CXLI, No. 15.

1 Chinese coin of T'ang type, illegible.

XI. COPPER COINS FOUND AT LOU-LAN SITES.

A. COINS FROM LOU-LAN STATION, L. A.

(See above, pp. 361 sq., 373, 385.)

a. 1 Chinese coin, fr., clipped, with legend ]Vu-chu, found

9 miles N. of Camp 122.

b. Coins picked up W. of L. A. site, December 17, 1906.

1 Chinese coin, with legend Huo-cKiian ; see PI. CXL,
No. 17.

2 Chinese coins, uninscribed, small.

c. Coins collected from wind-eroded ground near ruined

station L. A.

1 Chinese coin, with legend Hsiao ch'iian chih i, of Wang
Mang (issued 7 a. d.).

3 Chinese coins, with legend Huo-cKiian; see PI. CXL,
No. 18.

48 Chinese coins, with legend IVu-chu.

25 Chinese coins, clipped, with legend Wu-chu; see PI.

CXL, No. 29.

35 Chinese coins, small, uninscribed (‘ goose-eye ’ pieces)

;

see PI. CXL, Nos. 32-34.

d. Coins found at ruin L. A. 1.

7 Chinese coins, with legend Wu-chu.

e. Coins found within, or close to, ruin L. A. 11.

7 Chinese coins, clipped, with legend Wu-chu; gee PI.

CXL, No. 26.

f. 1 Chinese coin, with legend Wu-chu, found in ruin L. A.

hi. ii.

g. Coins found within, or close to, ruins L. A. iv-vi.

1 Chinese coin, with legend Huo-cKiian

;

see PI. CXL.

No. 19.

9 Chinese coins, with legend Wu-chu
;

see PI. CXL,

No. 27.

19 Chinese coins, much clipped or small, of Wu-chu type.

h. Coins excavated from refuse-heap L. A. vi. ii.

1 Chinese coin, with legend Wu-chu.

2 Chinese coins, Wu-chu type, much clipped.

i. Coins found at ruin L. A. vn.

1 Chinese coin, with legend Huo-cKiian
;

see PI. CXL,

No. 20.

3 Chinese coins, with legend Wu-chu ; see PI. CXL,

No. 28.

1 6 Chinese coins, of clipped Wu-chu or 1 goose-eye ’ type.

j. Coins found near ruins L. A. vm-ix.

7 Chinese coins, with legend Wu-chu.

10 Chinese coins, of clipped Wu-chu type.

B. COINS FROM- RUINED SITE L. B.

(See above, pp. 395, 451.)

a. Coins found in vicinity of L. B.

2 Chinese coins, with legend Wu-chu
; see PI. CXL,

No. 22. c.

1 Chinese coin of clipped Wu-chu type; see PI. CXL,
No. 30.

b. Coins found at, or near, ruins L. B. i-m. <3.

i Chinese coin, with legend Huo-cKiian.

1 Chinese coin, with legend Wu-chu.

4 Chinese coins of clipped Wu-chu type, or uninscribed.

Coins found at ruins L. B. iv-v.

4 Chinese coins, with -legend Wu-chu.

1 Chinese coin of clipped Wu-chu type.

1 Chinese coin, with legend Wu-chu, found 1 mile W.S.W.

of Camp 126.

XII. COPPER COINS FOUND AT MERDEK-TIM SITE.

(See above, p. 453.)

4 Chinese coins of clipped Wu-chu type.
Coins found on rampait of ancient fort.

2 Chinese coins, with legend Huo-cKiian.
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XIII. COPPER COINS FOUND AT MlRAN SITE.

(See above, p. 474.)

a. 1 Chinese coin, with legend Wu-chu, found to N. of mined c.

shrine M. hi.

b. 7 Chinese T'ang coins, with legend K'ai-yiian, found on

eroded ground N. of ruined fort
; see PI. CXL. No. 40.

Coins found on surface within mined fort, M. 1.

1 Chinese coin of Ch'eng-ho period (1111-18 a. d.); see

PI. CXLI, No. 19.

1 Chinese ten-1 cash’ piece of Turkestan, of Kuang-hsii

(i875- j 9°8).

XIV. COPPER COINS FOUND OR COLLECTED AT NAN-HU.

(See above, pp. 616 sq., 627.)

a. Coins excavated within ruined town. c.

1

Chinese coin, with legend Wu-chu.

1 Chinese coin of clipped Wu-chu type, illegible.

2 Chinese coin frs., of T'ang period (?).

b. Coins found on eroded site E. and N.E. of ruined

town.

1 Chinese coin, with legend Pan-Hang.

3 Chinese coins, with legend Huo-ch'iian ;
see PI. CXL,

No. 1 6.

3 Chinese coins, with legend Wu-chu
; see PI. CXL, No. 25.

4 Chinese coins of Wu-chu type, clipped or uncertain.

9 Chinese T'ang coins, with legend K'ai-yiian.

1 Chinese coin of Huang-sung period (1038-40 a. d.) ;
see

PI. CXLI, No. 9.

Coins collected at Nan-hu from vicinity of ruined

town.

8 Chinese coins, with legend Wu-chu.

3 Chinese coins of clipped Wu-chu type.

1 Chinese coin of Chih-tao period (995-998 a . d.).

1 Chinese coin of Ch'ien-lung period (1736-96 a. d.); see

PI. CXLI, No. 23.

d. Coins found at abandoned settlement of Kuan-tsou.

1 Chinese coin of Hsien-p'ing period (998-1004 a. d.)
;
see

PI. CXLI, No. 6.

1 Chinese coin of Iv'ang-hsi period (1662-1723 a. d.).

4 Chinese coins of Ch'ien-lung period (1736-96 a. d.).

ft

XV. COPPER COINS FOUND ALONG ANCIENT LIMES OF TUN-HUANG.

(See above, pp. 575,

a. 1 Chinese coin, much clipped, of Wu-chu type, found at

watch-tower T. iv. c.

b. 1 Chinese coin, with legend Wu-chu, found near watch-

station T. vi. b.

C. 1 Chinese coin, with legend Wu-chu, found on top of

watch-tower T. vi. c. ; see PI. CXL, No. 23.

d. 1 Chinese coin, uninscribed, found at ruin T. xi. iii.

e. 2 Chinese coins, with legend Wu-chu, found in refuse on

slopes of T. xiv.

f. Coins found in bowl below floor of ruined shrine T. xiv. v.

2 Chinese coins, with legend Wu-chu.

78 Chinese coins of T'ang period, with legend K'ai-yiian

;

see PI. CXL, No. 41.

g. 1 Chinese coin, with legend Wu-chu, found at ruined

magazine T. xvm. iii.

592, 635, 687, etc.)

h. 1 Chinese coin, with legend Wu-chu, of early type, found

on slope below watch-tower T. xx.

i. 2 Chinese coins of clipped Wu-chu type, found W. of

watch-tower T. xxvi.

j. 1 Chinese coin, with legend Wu-chu, found between watch-

towers T. xxvii-xxviii; see PI. CXL, No. 24.

k. 2 Chinese coins, with legend Wu-chu, found in refuse-heap

of watch-tower T. xxviii.

l. Coins found on eroded ground near watch-tower T.

XXVIII.

z Chinese coin frs., probably of Wu-chu type.

1 Chinese coin of Ch'ien-lung period (1736-96 a. d.).

m. 1 Chinese coin, with legend Wu-chu, found near watch-

tower T. xxxiv.

n. 1 Chinese coin of Ch'ien-lung period (1736-96 a. d.),

found at graziers’ hut near Camp 171.

XVI. COPPER COINS FOUND AT SO-YANG-CH'ENG SITE.

(See above, p. 1 106.)

6 Chinese coins, with legend Wu-chu; see PI. CXL,
No. 36.

4 Chinese coins, of late Wu-chu type.

25 Chinese coins of T'ang period, with legend K'ai-yiian.

1 Chinese coin of Ch'ien-yiian period (758-760 a. d.).

1374

1 Chinese coin of T'ai-p'ing period (976-984 a.d.); see

PI. CXLI, No. 4-

1 Chinese coin of Cheng-lung period (1156-61 a.d.); see

PI. CXLI. No. 22.

8 I

«

s

1
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XVII. COPPER COIN FOUND AT HEI-SHUI-KUO SITE. W. OF KAN-CHOU.

(See above, p. 1133.)

1

Chinese coin of T'ang period, with legend K'ai-yiian.

XVIII. COPPER COIN FOUND E. OF CHONG-HASSAR, TURFAN.

1 Chinese coin of T'ang period, with legend K'ai-yiian.

XIX. COPPER COINS FOUND AT YAR-KHOTO. TURFAN.

(See above, p.

Coins found in ruined dwelling Y.K. i. b.

1 Chinese, coin, with legend Wu-chu.

91 Chinese coins of T'ang period, with legend Kai-yiian.

2 Chinese coins of Ch'ien-yiian period (758-760 a. d.). c.

1168.)

Coins found in ruined shrine Y.K. iii.

1 Chinese coin of T'ang period, with legend Kai-yiian.

1 Chinese coin of Ch'ien-chung period (780-784 a . d.).

1 Chinese coin of Ch'ien-yiian period (758-760 a . d.).

XX. COPPER COIN FOUND ON RAMPART OF RUINED FORT NEAR USHAK-TAL, KARA-SHAHR.
(See above, p. 1181.)

1 Chinese coin of Ch'ien-yiian period (758-760 a.d.).

XXI. COPPER COIN FOUND AT BAGHDAD-SHAHRI SITE, KARA-SHAHR.
(See above, p. 1182.)

1 Chinese coin of Ch'ien-chung period (780-784 a. d.)

XXII. COPPER COINS EXCAVATED AT ‘MING-OI’ SITE, N. OF SIlOR-CHUK.

(See above, pp. 1187, 1189, 1191, 1194.)

Coins found before image base in shrine Mi. i.

2 Chinese coins of T'ang period, with legend Kai-yiian.

2 Chinese coins of Ta-li period (766-780 a . d.).

Coins found in antechapel Mi. x.

4 Chinese coins, with legend Wu-chu. much worn.

2 Chinese coins of T'ang period, with legend Kai-yiian.
1 Chinese coin of Ta-li period (766-780 a . d .).

7 Chinese coins of Ch'ien-chung period (780-784 a.d.).

Coins found in temple cella Mi. xi.

1 Chinese coin of T ang period, \iith legend Kaiyiian.
2 Chinese coins of Ch'ien-chung period (780-784 a. d.).

Coins found at image bases in temple passage Mi. xii,

1 Chinese coin with legend Huo-chiian.

1 Chinese coin of T'ang period, with legend Kai-yiian.

3

Chinese coins of Ta-li period (766-780 a.d.).

2 Chinese coins of Ch'ien-chung period (780-784 a.d).

e. Coins found in shrine Mi. xiv.

1 Chinese coin of T'ang period, with legend Kaiyiian.

1 Chinese coin of Ch'ien-chung period (780-784 a . d .).

f. 1 Chinese coin of Ch'ien-chung period (780—784 a.d.),

found before entrance to shrine Mi. xvii.

g. Coins found among S.E. group of ruins.

1 Chinese coin of T'ang period, with legend Kai-yiian.

1 Chinese coin of Ch'ien-chung period (780-784 a. d.).

XXIII. COPPER COINS FOUND NEAR RUIN KA. 1, KARA-DONG.
(See above, p. 1242.)

2 Chinese coins, with legend Wu-chu.

XXIV. COPPER COINS FOUND AT FARHAD-BEG-YAILAKI SITE.

(See above, p. 1254 sq.)

4

Chinese coins with legend Wu-chu, found near ruin F. 1. c. 1 Chinese coin, with legend Wu-chu, found in cella F. m. i.

3 Chinese coins of ‘ goose-eye ’ type, found near ruin F. n. d. 1 Chinese coin, with legend Wu-chu, found near ruin F. v.

XXV. COPPER COIN FOUND IN RUINED SHRINE, KARA-YANTAK.
(See above, p. 1262.)

1 Chinese coin of Ch'ien-yiian period (758-760 a.d.).
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XXVI. COPPER COINS FOUND AT, OR BROUGHT FROM. ‘TATI’ SITES, N.W. OF DOMOKO.

(See above, p,

a. Coins found at sites near Ulugh-mazar.

1

Sino-Kharosthi coin (uncertain).

4 Chinese coins, probably of Wu-chu type or uninscribed.

1

Chinese coin of Ch'ung-ning period (1102-7 A - d.).

b. Coins received as from sites N.W. of Domoko,
batches Do. 0012-0016.

5 Chinese coins, with legend Wu-chu.

1264.)

2 Chinese T'ang coins, with legend Kai-yiian.

3 Chinese coins of Ch'ien-yiian period (758-760 a. d.).

1 Chinese coin of T'ien-hsi period (1017-22 a. d.).

1 Chinese coin of Yiian-feng period (1078-86 a . d.).

1 Chinese coin of Ch'unsr-ning period (1 102-7 a. d.) ;

see PI. CXLI, No. 1 7.

1 Muhammadan coin, mediaeval.

XXVII. COPPER COINS BROUGHT AS FROM CHALMA-KAZAN SITE.

(See above, p. 1267.)

6

Sino-Kharosthi coins. 2 Chinese coins of Ta-li period (766-780 a.d.).

2

Chinese coins, with legend Wu-chu. 1 Chinese coin, illegible, of T'ang period or later.

6 Chinese coins of Ch'ien-yiian period (758-760 a.d.).

XXVIII. COPPER COIN FOUND AT KARA-SAI SITE.

(See above, p. 1273.)

1 Chinese coin, uninscribed or illegible.

a.

XXIX. COINS FOUND AT, OR NEAR, TARISHLAK SITE.

fSee above, p. 1279.)

Coins found within ruin Ta. i, ii. b. Coins collected from ‘ Tati S. of site,

t Chinese coin, with legend Wu-chu. 8 Chinese coins, illegible, probably of late Wu-chu type,

i Chinese coin, uninscribed.

XXX. COPPER COINS FOUND AT, OR BROUGHT FROM, MAZAR-TAGII SITE.

(See above, p. 1287.)

a. Coins found within ruined fort.

3

Chinese coins of Ch'ien-yiian period (758-760 a.d.).

b. i Chinese coin of Ch'ien-yiian period (758-760 a.d.),

found on path leading to fort.

c. Coins found in refuse layers below fort.

1 Chinese T'ang coin, with legend Kai-yiian.

3 Chinese coins of Ch'ien-yiian period (758-760 a. d.).

1 Chinese coin of Ta-li period (766-780 a . d .).

d. Coins brought from Mazar-tagh Site.

4 Chinese coin:., with legend Wu-chu, much worn.

i Chinese coin, of uncertain type, with four characters, two

apparently meant for Wu-chu; see PI. CXL, No. 35.

7

Chinese coins of ‘ goose-eye ' type.

XXXI. COPPER COINS FOUND AT, OR BROUGHT FROM, DESERT SITES SOUTH OF KELPIN.

(See above, pp. 1306 sqq.)

a. Coins found at Chong-tim Site.

1 1 Chinese coins, of Wu-chu and ‘ goose-eye ’ types, much

worn, found together close to fort.

3 Chinese coins, with legend Wu-chu.

1 Chinese T'ang coin, with legend Kai-yiian.

2 Chinese coins of Ch'ien-lung period (1736-96 a.d.);

see PI. CXLI, No. 24.

1 Chinese coin of Chia-ch'ing period (1796-1821 a. d.).

b. Coins found on * Tati ’ S. of Chong-tim.
1 Chinese coin, w ith legend Wu-chu.

. 4 Chinese T'ang coins, with legend Kai-yiian.

c. Coins purchased at Kelpin as brought from Chong-tim

Site.

1 Chinese coin, with legend Huo-ch'iian.

7 Chinese T'ang coins, with legend K'aiyiian.

5 Chinese coins of Ta-li period (766-780 a. d.).

d. Coins purchased at Kelpin as brought from different

sites, also from W. of Kudughun.

6 Chinese coins, with legend Wu-chu.

18 Chinese coins, of ‘goose-eye' type.

1 coin, of Chinese type, but with non-Chinese (Mongol?)

legend; see PI. CXLI, No. 26.

6 Chinese T'ang coins, with legend Kai-yiian.

Chinese coin of Ta-li period (766-780 a.d.).

8

I 2

I
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XXXII. COPPER AND SILVER COINS FOUND ON ‘TATIS’ N. OF TUMSHUK.

(See above, p. 1309.)

2 Chinese T'ang coins, with legend Kai-yitan. 1 Chinese coin of Hsi-ning period (1068-78 a. d.)
; see

i Chinese coin of Ching-yu period (1034-38 a. n.) ;
see PI. CXLI, No. 11.

PI. CXLI, No. 8. 1 silver coin of Jani Beg Khan (1340-57 a.d.), struck at

Khwarizm, 743 a.h. ;
see PI. CXLI, No. 32.

XXXIII. COPPER COINS BROUGHT FROM TOKUZ-SARAI RUINS, TUMSHUK.

(See above, p. 1309.)

16 Muhammadan coins of Muhammad Arslan.
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TABLE OF COIN SPECIMENS REPRODUCED IN PLATES CXL AND CXLI

PLATE CXL.

1Y0. Description. Deign, period
,
or legend.

1

i Weight.

!

. Place offind or purchase.

I Khotanese Sino-Ivharosthl 242-1 gr. Khotan
2 do. do. 6i-8 do.

3 do. do. 63-1 do.

4 do. do. 48-7 Yotkan

5 do. do. 1 67-8 Yarkand
6 do. do. 54 ,

, Yotkan

7 do. do. 46-8 do.

8 Indo-Greek Hermaeus At. i2i-8 Karghalik

9 Indo-Scythian Kaniska 52 Yotkan
IO do. do. y 2 • 2 do.

I I Parthian Mithradates I .it. 52-8 Karghalik

I 2 Byzantine Constantine II At. 42-5 do.

13 do. Constans At. 30 do.

14 Chinese Huo-ch'iian 35 Khotan

15 do. do. 72 Niya Site

16 do. do. 37-5 Nan-hu
17 do. do. 21-6 Lou-lan area

18 do. do. 41-8 Lou-lan Site L.A.

19 do. do. 20 do. do.

20 do. do. 25-5 do. do.

21 do. Wu-chu 47-5 Khotan
22 do. do. 41-2 Lou-lan Site L.B.

23 do. do. 56 Tun-huang Limes

24 do. do. 54-4 do. do.

2 5 do. do. 45 Nan-hu
26 • do. do. 36-4 Lou-lan Site L.A.

2 7* do. do. 44 -

5 do. do.

28 do. do. 43-3 do. do.

29 do. Late dipped Wu-chu 19-1 do. do.

3° do. do. do. 23-5 Lou-lan Site L.B.

3 1 do. do. do. 1 5 Yotkan

32 do. do. do. 8-5 Lou-lan Site L.A.

33 do. do. do. 5’ 2 do. do.

34 do. do. do. 2-8 do. do.

35 do. Uncertain Wu-chu type 27-4 Mazar-tagh

3 6 do. Late Wu-chu type 35-7 So-yang-ch'eng

37 do. do. 2 4’4 Yotkan

38 do. Local, uncertain, lead 19-4 do.

39 do. T'ang, Kai-yuan 58-2
!

do.

40 do. do. 65 Mlran

41 do. do. 59'5 Tun-huang Limes

42 do. Ch'ien-yiian (758-760 a.d.) 109 Khotan

43 do. do. 63-6 do.

44 do. do. 62-1 Khadalik

45 do. do. I 12*4 Khotan

46 do. Ta-li (766-7S0 a. u.) 44 do.

47 do. do. 32-2

,

Yotkan

*

J

i

(

i
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PLATE CXLI.

A'o. Description. Riign, period
,
or legend. Weight. Place 0/find or purchase.

I Chinese Ta-li (766-780 a.p.) 63-3 Ivhadalik

2 do. do. 36-5 do.

3 do. Ch'ien-chung (780-784 a.d.) 339 do.

4 do. T'ai-p'ing (976-984 a.d.) 52.6
i

So-yang-cheng

5 do. Shun-hua (990-995 a.d.) 52-1 ^ arkand

6 do. Hsien-p'ing (988-1004 a. d.'i 59
' 8 Nan-hu

7 do. Hsiang-fu (1008-17 a.d.) 62 1
Ak-terek

8 do. Ching-yu (1034-38 a.d.) 75-8
|

Tumshuk

9 do. Huang-sung (1038-40 a. d.) 59-4 Nan-hu
10 do. Chih-p‘ing (1064-68 a.d.) 67 Khotan
II do. Hsi-ning (1068-78 a.d.) 64-7 Tumshuk
12 do. do. do. 5^'o Yarkand

13 do. Yiian-feng (1078-86 a.d.) 108-7 1 Vash-shahri

14 do. Yuan-yu (1086-94 a.d.) 63-2 do.

15 do. Sheng-sung (no 1-2 a.d.) 62-5 do.

l6 do. Ta-kuan (1107-11 a.d.) 55 Yarkand

17 do. Ch'ung-ning (1 102-7 a.d.) 188-4 Domoko
18 do. do. do. 166-2 ! Yarkand

19 do. Cheng-ho (1 1 1 1— 1 8 a.d.)

Ch'ien-yen (1 127-31 a.d.)

95 Miran
20 do. II2-5 ! Khotan
2 I do. Shao-hsing (1131-63 a.d.) 95 do.
0 2 do. Cheng-lung (1156-61 a.d.) 57-7 So-yang-ch'eng

-3 do. Ch'ien-lung (1736-96 a.d.)

(Shensi mint)

64-6 Nan-hu

24 do. Ch'ien-lung (1736-96 a.d.)

(Ushi mint)

67-8 Chong-tim *

25 do. Hsien-feng (1851-62 a.d.) 21 1-5 Yotkan
26 Mongol Mongol? 86 Kelpin

27 Muhammadan Sulaiman Khaqan 57-2
|

Khotan
28 do. do. 69-2 do.

29 do. do. 8i-8 do.

30 do. Muhammad Arslan 99 T ogujai

3 < do. Khwarizm-shah, 'Ala-al-Din

(1199-1220 A.D.)

A'- 45-5 Khotan

32 do. Jani Beg Khan (1340-57 a.d.) ill. 25*5 Tumshuk
33 do. Modern, of Yarkand 117-1 Khotan



APPENDIX C

NOTES ON THE PHYSICAL ANTHROPOLOGY
OF CHINESE TURKESTAN AND THE PAMIRS

BY

T. A. JOYCE, M.A.

(Reprinted from the Journal of the Royal Anthropological Institute
,
vol. xlii, July-Decembcr, 1912)

In the Journal of the Royal Anthropological Institute
,
vol. xxxiii, 1903, p. 305, I was permitted by the

kindness of Dr. M. A. (now Sir Aurel) Stein to publish the physical measurements which he had made in the

villages of Khotan and Keriya during his first archaeological expedition in the Taklamakan desert in 1900-1.

During his more recent expedition, in 1906-8, he secured a far more extensive series, which includes most of

the towns and villages around the desert, and also certain tribes of the mountainous country to the west and

south-west. The preliminary account of this second journey has already appeared
(Ruins of Desert Cathay

,

1912, London), and the extent and value of the archaeological discoveries made by him are admirably

foreshadowed therein. When we consider the archaeological and geographical results alone, we cannot but be

amazed at the energy and pertinacity of the man who accomplished so much in comparatively so short a time.

But even these results do not represent the sum total of Sir Aurel’s activities. In the midst of all his other work

he found time to collect the measurements of over 600 individuals (ten separate measurements being taken on

each subject) and to record their
1 descriptive characters ’ as well. The deductions from these measurements he

had kindly permitted me to examine and to publish with the accompanying notes in the Journal of the Royal

Anthropological Institute
,
vol. xlii. pp. 450 sqq. They are now offered here in a final form, with the addition

of the complete list of individual measurements, Table 1.

Method.

The following measurements were taken on practically all individuals, in accordance with the instructions

published in the third edition of Notes and Queries on Anthropology.—(1) head-length; (2) head-breadth;

(3) nose-length
; (4) nose-breadth

; (9) bizygomatic breadth
;
(9a) total facial length

; (16) standing height
;
and

(20) span of arms. In addition, two other measurements were noted
:
(U.F.L.) upper facial length, from nasion to

alveolar point, and (H. Cir.) horizontal circumference of head, passing over glabella and occipital point. Besides these

measurements, the following descriptive characters were recorded, also in accordance with Notes and Queries :—
Colour of skin and eyes, presence or absence of the ‘ Mongolian fold ’, colour, character, and amount of hair,

shape of face, shape of nose, and profession of the subject. From the measurements taken, the following indices

have been calculated :—Cephalic, Nasal, Total Facial, Upper Facial, Stature-Span. In the facial indices the total

facial length and upper facial length respectively are expressed as percentages of the bizygomatic breadth,

according to a method frequently adopted, which, however, is not that given in Notes and Queries, where the

converse is recommended. The stature-span index is obtained by reducing the span to a percentage of the

stature. The absolutes and indices have been grouped according to tribe and village, and for each group

the Means, Standard Deviations, Coefficients of Variability, and their probable errors have been calculated. In

the subjoined paper these will be symbolized as follows

M

= mean ;
EM = probable error of M

;
a = standard

deviation
;

Ecr = probable error of <r
;
C = coefficient of variability

;
EC = probable error of C. 1 The various

means, together with their probable errors and variabilities, are shown in Tables 2 to 8.

1
S being the sum of each group of absolutes or indices, difference of each individual from the mean, SD the sum of

N the number of individuals composing the group, D the these differences, and SD 2 the sum of the squares of the
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Tn dealin CT with .o lar-e a number of means of absolutes and indices (fifteen in all) it is very difficult to

estimate the extent to which one tribe may be related to another, especially as more than two elements appear

Jo enter into the composition of the population as a whole. An attempt has therefore been made to assess the

difference between each pair of tribes in the following manner. A patr of tribes is taken, and from the means

and standard deviations of corresponding absolutes or indices (symbolized as and *v and M, and <r
2 ,

respec-

tively, is Obtained the fraction • This fraction we will call A, and when A has been found for each

absolute and index for every pair of tribes, the various A’s expressing the difference between each pair are added

together. The total, which we will symbolize as 2A, may be termed the ‘ Differential Index
,
and expresses in

a single term the sum of the differences existing between each pair of tribes. The SA for all pairs of tribes are

shown in Table 8, and it may be added that where a 2A contains among its factors a A which amounts to i or

over, that 2A is printed in italics. „ _ . ,

In this connexion I must acknowledge the valuable assistance of Mr. H. E. Soper, of the Biometric

Laboratory, University College, London. He is responsible for the calculations which have given M, «r, and L,

and their errors, for all absolutes and indices except those relating to head-length, head-breadth, and the cephalic

index ;
and has calculated all iffdices except the cephalic. Further, he has prepared the Tables 6 and 7 ,

and it

was he who suggested to me the formula for obtaining 2A. For the values excepted above, and for the calcula-

tions which have given 2A for every pair of tribes, I must confess the responsibility, as well as for the handling

of all data not obtained by Sir Aurel Stein.

Distribution of the People.

Furthest west are the Kafirs of Kafiristan (Fig. S-io), of whom the greater number measured are cultivators,

although nearly a third are herdsmen. North-east of the Kafirs are the people of Faizabad in Badakhshan, and

a number of individuals from this locality were measured in Yarkand, whither they had travelled for purposes

of trade. Between the Kafirs and Tashkurghan, almost in a straight line, are situated the Chitrali, the Mastuji

(Figs. 7, 2 x), the Wakhi, and, around Tashkurghan itself, the Sarikoli (Figs. 22, 24). Practically all these are

cultivators, and all, as well as the Kafirs, are mountain people. East of the Wakhi, in the mountains which fringe

the south-western portion of the Taklamakan desert, are the Pakhpu (Fig. 23), practically all herdsmen
;
further

east, still keeping to the high country, are the people of Nissa and Karanghu-tagh, inhabitants of penal settlements

and therefore of very mixed composition. They are herdsmen in the main, but a fair number are cultivators. P ast

of them, still in the high ground, are the people of Polur, purer than the last, and cultivators in the main. Descending

to the edge of the desert, we find, to the north-east of the Pakhpu, the people of Kok-yar, mainly cultivators

;

north of Karanghu-tagh is Khotan, peopled chiefly by cultivators, with a sprinkling of artisans ;
north of Polur

is Keriya, mainly herdsmen with a smaller number of cultivators; and, east of the last, Niya, entirely cultivators.

Returning to Kok-yar and proceeding north round the western edge of the desert, we find the people of

Bagh-jigda, an outlying settlement of Yarkand, cultivators. Turning eastward along the northern edge of the

desert we have the Dolans of Tumshuk, now agriculturists, but, until quite recently, herdsmen. North of them,

and off the trade-route, are the people of Kelpin (Fig. 342), chiefly cultivators. Further north, in Uch-turfan, are

the Kirghiz (Fig. 333), mainly herdsmen, and now little exposed to external influences. East of the last is Ak-su,

situated on the main route, and often recolonized, agricultural in the main, but with a certain number of traders.

Some way further east is the people of Korla, mainly agricultural, and, north-east of the last, Turfan (Fig. 264)-

The population here, principally agricultural, is probably rather mixed, since the dress is Chinese, though the

people themselves have spoken Turki since the sixth century. Chinese influence is even more marked in Hami

(Fig. 263), eastward of Turfan, since it is on the Chinese military route; the measurements are chiefly of culti-

vators. To the south are the cultivators of Tun-huang and Nan-hu, Chinese immigrants, to whom allusion

L made below simply as ‘ Chinese Finally, west of the last, immediately west of Lop-nor, on the southern edge

of the desert, are the Loplik and Charkhlik (Figs. 90, 91), the former being the remains of an old fishing population

differences ; then M :

'6745X0-

TT'
IJI =

-7i
r

-6745 X <r <r X IOO
Er = - 7===

. C = rr , EC
•6745 x C

With
y/ 2X M V* 2N

regard to EC, however, it should be added that in all cases except

the cephalic measurements and index, the fraction given above

has been multiplied by
/\J

1 4- 2 x
( l(

~) •
The difference

produced is inessential.
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who practised practically no agriculture, the latter a mixture of agricultural colonists, coming mainly from Khotan.

It should perhaps be noted that the professions given above are those of the individuals measured and not

necessarily those of the different settlements as a whole.

Head-length.

Tables 3 and 7.-— If the means of absolute head-length are seriated, it will be seen that extremes are

constituted by the Ak-su (M = 174) and the Loplik (M = 194). Close to the Ak-su, at the lower end of the scale,

come their geographical neighbours, the Kelpin, Kirghiz, and Dolan, together with the people of Faizabad? At
the other end, the Chinese follow the Loplik, and the Charkhlik are not far off. The Kafirs are grouped among
the longest heads, and the mountaineers generally show a tendency to long-headedness, the Pakhpu, Chitrali, and

Mastuji falling all in a bunch. The Sarikoli, however, come lower down. The people of Khotan, Turfan, Korla,

and the Wakhi fall close together about the centre.

Head-breadth.

Tables 2 and 7.—As regards this absolute, the extremes are the Chinese (146) and the Kirghiz (161). Near

the Kirghiz are the Dolan, Kelpin, Faizabad, and Ak-su, somewhat overlapped by the Wakhi, Turfan, and Korla,

who also fell together in the last table
;

in this case Khotan is lower down the scale. Among the lowest means

are the mountaineers (except the Wakhi), the Kafir following upon the Chinese
;
in fact, in this case the Kafir

separate the last from the Loplik. The rest fall in the middle of the scale.

Cephalic Index.

Tables 3 and 7.—In this the extremes are the Chinese (77) and Ak-su (89). With the latter are grouped the

Kirghiz and Kelpin as the most brachycephalic, followed at a little distance by the Dolan and Faizabad.

Towards this end of the scale also fall the people of Niya, Keriya, Korla, and Kbk-yar. At the more

dolichocephalic extremity the Chinese are followed by the Kafirs and other mountaineers except the Sarikoli,

whose absolute head-length is rather low, and the Wakhi. who, as in their absolutes, fall nearer Turfan. Khotan,

and Korla. Near the Chinese, among the most dolichocephalic, are the Loplik.

Having regard to the two absolute measurements of length and breadth, and the index, a propensity can be

seen for the Kirghiz, Kelpin, Dolan. Ak-su, and Faizabad to fall to one end of the scale, and for the Chinese,

Loplik, and mountaineers to fall at the other (except the Wakhi and Sarikoli). The rest, including the Sarikoli

and the Wakhi, fall in the middle, with a tendency to overlap the first group, except in respect of absolute

head-length, in which they are distributed fairly evenly along the whole scale. It must be remembered that the

people of Karanghu-tagh and Nissa, though reckoned as
: mountaineers’, are very mixed.

Nasal Length.

Tables 3 and 7.—The extremes are the Chinese (45) and Faizabad (54). Close to the latter come the Ak-su

and Dolan, the Kirghiz and Kelpin falling this time about the middle of the scale. The mountaineers show great

divergence
;
on the one hand, the Kafir and Mastuji have short noses, the Karanghu-tagh, Chitrali, Wakhi. and

Nissa long noses. In the same way the people of Keriya and Niya show very low nasal lengths, and those

of Kok-yar are high up the scale. The Loplik again approximate to the Chinese.

Nasal Breadth.

Tables 3 and 7.—Extremes, Chitrali (32), Dolan (40). This time the grouping, with one or two important

exceptions, supports the general conclusions formed from the head-measurements. The mountaineeis are at one

end of the scale, the Dolan, Kelpin, and Kirghiz at the other. With the first are reckoned the Chinese, followed

closely by the Loplik. The exceptions are as follows Ak-su and Faizabad fall in the middle instead of with

the Dolan, etc.
;
Nissa and Karanghu-tagh fall at some distance from the hillmcn of the Pamirs, and are grouped

with Khotan, Kok-yar, Turfan, and Keriya
;

while the Wakhi and Sarikoli show the narrow noses characteristic

of the neighbouring hill tribes. The position of the Bagh-jigda at this end of the scale should be noted.

Nasal Index.

Tables 3 and 7.—Extremes, Chitrali (64) and Niya (82). Again the Kelpin, Dolan, and Kiighiz fall near

together, among the most platyrrhine, though this time Ak-su and Faizabad are at the other end of the scale,

8 K1374
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near the mountaineers. It is interesting to note the rather high index of the Chinese, due almost entirely to the
extreme shortness of their noses. Near them, though less platyrrhine, owing to their superior nasal length, are
the Loplik. The Wakhi and Karanghu-tagh fall next one to another, both with a high degree of leptorrhinity.
Turfan, Hami, and the Charkhlik hold a corresponding position among the platyrrhines.

On the whole the nasal measurements support the conclusions inferred from the head-measurements. The
Kirghiz, Kelpin, and Dolan remain as members of a distinct group, though it is now seen that Ak-su and
Faizabad differ from them in some respects. It should be noted, however, that their leptorrhinity is due to the
great length of their noses, while that of the Chitrali, Sarikoli, and Kafir is the result of relatively extreme
narrowness of nostril. The Wakhi show a belated tendency to group themselves in certain respects with their
geographical neighbours, while Karanghu-tagh and Nissa display occasional affinities with the peoples of the
desert fringe, Kok-yar, Polur, Khotan, Korla, etc. On the whole the Chinese and Loplik appear still to fall nearer
each to the other than to the rest. Bagh-jigda displays occasional similarities. to the mountaineers.

Facial Breadth.

Tables 4 and 8.— Extremes, Kafirs (116), Dolan (146). This is one of the most valuable characters of all,
since the variation between people and people is very great, while the variability of the respective means
is comparatively small. It is all the more pleasing, therefore, to find that the evidence of the head-measurements,
as modified by that afforded by the nose-measurements, receives additional support. The mountaineer tribes,
Mastuji, Chitrali, Pakhpu, Sarikoli, follow immediately upon the Kafir. At the other end Faizabad, Kirghiz.
Kelpin, and Ak-su (with Polur intervening between the two last) follow the Dolan. Additional evidence of the
relationship of Bagh-jigda with the Pamir mountaineers is afforded by their position between the Chitrali and
Pakhpu while the tendency of Nissa and Karanghu-tagh to approximate to the desert folk is exhibited by their
position in the middle of the scale. The place of the Wakhi, between the most euryprosooic of the Pamir peoples
and the most leptoprosop.c of the desert population, is equally illuminating; and the Loplik take the position we
mig t expect, about midway between the Chinese, with whom they have so often been related, and their neigh-
bour the Charkhlik, who, in their turn, stand very near the people of Khotan, their principal mother-village.
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the fact tha^the extremes are constituted by two members of the desert population. As in the case of the total

facial length, the Pamir peoples on the whole mass themselves towards the lower end of the scale, while the

Kelpin, Kirghiz, Ak-su, Faizabad, and Dolan are distributed in ascending order about the central portion. An
important difference is constituted by the fact that the Chinese and Loplik in this case lie next one to another
each with a high figure.

Upper Facial Index.

Tables 5 and 8.—Extremes, Kirghiz and Dolan (46), Chitrali (56). This index gives a verdict very similar

to the total facial, with one very important difference, viz. : that the Chinese and Loplik are again brought closely

together. This shows that the difference existing between them lies solely in the superior length of the chin

among the Chinese. Again the Kirghiz, Dolan, Kelpin, Faizabad, and Ak-su form the most euryprosopic group,

the Pamir people the most leptoprosopic, though the Sarikoli stand a little apart. Bagh-jigda also has a low
index, and the Chinese an even lower. The desert folk occupy the centre of the scale, Polu extending into the

euryprosopic portion, Kok-yar into the leptoprosopic. Nissa and Karanghu-tagh are on the leptoprosopic side

of the centre, as is also Hami, doubtless, as regards the latter, owing to the influence of the Chinese.

Head- Circumference.

Tables 5 and 7.—Extremes, Kok-yar (537), Loplik (576). Here M shows great variation, which unfortunately

is obviated by an almost more than proportional variability. The Chinese and Loplik fall together, but the

Pamir peoples are divided into two, the Mastuji, Kafir, and Chitrali showing a high figure, the Pakhpu and
Sarikoli a low. The members of the Kirghiz group are distributed at intervals about the central portion.

Owing, however, to the great variability, due possibly in part to the difficulty of making accurate measurements,

the evidence afforded by these figures is not of great value.

Stature.

Tables 6 and 8.—Extremes, Nissa (160), Loplik (170). Also a measurement of no great value, owing to the

slight variation of M and its great individual variability. The Ak-su, Kirghiz, Dolan, and Kelpin form a group

on the short side of tne centre. The Pamir peoples and the desert folk are distributed fairly equally along the

whole line. All that can be said is that the former tend to mass towards the tall end, the latter towards the short.

Span.

Tables 6 and 8.—Extremes, Nissa (160), Faizabad (173). Again the Pamir mountaineers show a wide

distribution, with a tendency to mass towards the higher end of the scale. This tendency is even more marked
among the Kirghiz group, while the desert peoples are nearly all at the other end. The Chinese and Loplik

show considerable divergence.

Stature-Span Index.

Tables 6 and 8.—Extremes, Keiiya (99), Kelpin (104). This shows a result more in accordance with the

more important measurements. With the Kelpin are grouped Faizabad, Kirghiz, Ak-su. and Dolan, all having

a high index. This group is overlapped by Bagh-jigda, which is followed by the Pamir peoples, Kafir, Mastuji,

Chitrali, Sarikoli, Wakhi, and Pakhpu, in their turn overlapped by Kok-yar, Charkhlik, and Niya. The Loplik

and Chinese fall towards the other end, and beyond them come Karanghu-tagh and Nissa.

The Differential Index.

Table 9 shows the 2A for each pair of tribes, obtained as described on p. 135-- Any 21A which contains

among its factors a A amounting to 1, or over, is printed in italics, unless the A which reaches a whole number is

that derived from the head-circumference. An exception has been made in this case owing to the great individual

variability of this measurement. Another exception is furnished by the 2A for Keriya and Niya. In this

case A for the stature-span index is i-oo, yet the M for Keriya is calculated from only five individuals, and the

variability of this measurement is great in proportion to the small difference which exists between the extremes.

Moreover the population respectively of Keriya and Niya show remarkably little difference in other respects

8 K 2
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(since the AA, in spite of the fact that one of its fifteen factors is a whole number, is only 3-64)
;
^nsequently

their AA has been printed in ordinary type, and it may be allowed that a close relationship exists between

them.

Let us first regard the table from the point of view of similarity. TheJowest A A is that for Turfan and Korla,

which, though it contains fifteen factors, amounts only to 2-03. This remarkably low figure shows clearly that

the populations of the two localities are not merely closely related but practically identical. Two other AA fall

below 3. viz. Turfan and Khotan (2-98) and Kirghiz and Dolan (2-1S4), and indicate nearly as close a relationship

between these pairs of tribes relatively. (See Table jo, which shows more clearly the inter-relation of the various

tribes; names in italics indicate that the AA contains a A as factor which amounts to i-oo or over with the

exceptions noted above.) If the AA is raised to 4, we find that the Dolan. Kelpin, and Kirghiz form a closely-

related group of three, that the Wakhi are related to Turfan, that Keriya pairs with Niya, and Bagh-jigda with

the Sarikoli. To anticipate, therefore, we have the nuclei of three groups, the Kirghiz group, the Turfan group,

to which one mountain people, the Wakhi, are closely related, and the Pamir group, with an outlying branch

at Bagh-iigda. If the AA be raised to 5 - these groups materialize more distinctly. It is now seen that Turfan,

Korla, Khotan. and Wakhi are all inter-related by AA under 3 ;
and that Turfan, Korla, and Hami stand in similar

relationship. Further that Sarikoli, Bagh-jigda. and Pakhpu constitute a similar group; while the Kirghiz-

Kelpin-Dolan group remains unchanged. For convenience the first group will be called the Desert group

(although it includes the Wakhi)
;
the group containing the Sarikoli, the Pamir group

;
and the last, the Kirghiz

group. Now if we look at the Mastuji we sec that they are related to the Pamir group through the Sarikoli, and

have, besides, affinities with the Kafir and Chitrali
;
again, it is apparent that the Pamir group is brought into

contact with the Desert group owing to a relationship existing between the Pakhpu and Hami, while Kok-yar

and Polur show a connexion with the Desert group through Khotan, and Karanghu-tagh through Hami. Other

close relationships arc those between Karanghu-tagh and Xissa, and between Loplik and Charkhlik.

If the limit of the AA be raised to 6, we find that the Mastuji can be related with the Bagh-jigda as

well as the Sarikoli, and though their A A as regards the Pakhpu is over 6, being in fact 6-27, yet the excess

is so small that we may fairly regard them as belonging to the Pamir group. The AA for the Kafir and

Chitrali falls below 6. being 3-92. but the A for the nasal length is i, and the relationship cannot, therefore,

be regarded as so close as that existing between each and the Mastuji. As regards the Desert group, we find

this now constituted by Turfan, Korla, Wakhi. Charkhlik, and Khotan, or by the first four and Hami. The AA
for Hami and Khotan is 6-62, and the factor which brings it above 6 is that for the facial index, 1-33, due to the

fact that the people of Khotan are considerably more curyprosopic. Further connexion between the Pamir and

Desert groups is seen in the relation of the Mastuji with the Wakhi and of the Sarikoli with Turfan. Kok-yar,

which has already been shown to possess affinities with Khotan, now becomes related to the Wakhi, and also

with the Pamir group through the Sarikoli; Keriya becomes attached to the Desert group through Khotan
and Turfan. while similar relationships are seen to exist between Xissa and Hami, between Karanghu-tagh and
the Loplik, and between the latter and the Chinese. 1 he Kirghiz group also receive an addition in the Ak-su,
who become related to the Kelpin and Dolan, their A A as regards the Kirghiz themselves being only just over 6,

viz. 6'2 g. This excess is due solely to head-circumference, which, as has been shown, docs not afford trustworthy
evidence. As yet this group has shown no relationship to either of the others, but, as a matter of fact, it lies far

nearei to the Deseit group than to the Pamir group. The AA of Ak-su and Kelpin only just misses inclusion in

the picsent limit, being 6 - 2C, and containing no factor over O'qo : AA for Keriya and Kelpin, too, is only 6'82,

though in this case A fot the stature-span index amounts to 1*67. Other affinities, besides those already mentioned,
appeal between the I amii and Deseit gioups, though in each case the AA contains a A of 1 or over ; they are the

following, the words in brackets indicating the particular in which A attains or exceeds unity: Pakhpu and
Karanghu-tagh (facial breadth), Pakhpu and Polur facial breadth), Pakhpu and Xissa (facial breadth and stature-
span index), Sarikoli and Hami (nasal breadth), Sarikoli and Khotan (facial breadth). It is obvious from this that

the main particular in which the two groups differ is facial breadth, but that in the case of the Wakhi this

difference does not occur. It is interesting to note that the average of the AA of the Wakhi is the lowest, and
never attains 10.

has

One people, that of Faizabad, has not been related at present to any other, and it is a fact that in
it a AA which does not contain a factor under 1. Its lowest A A arc with Khotan (6-39, A for s

no case

span and
stature-span index being over 1) and with Ak-su (6-73, A for facial breadth and head-circumference being over 1).
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Its position is perhaps midway between the Desert and Kirghiz groups, with a slight leaning towards the latter,

owing to the great variability of head-circumference.

Table 1 1 shows the inverse order of relationship of the various peoples, and perhaps the differential index

affords a better indication of remoteness than of affinity. The highest A A exists between the Kafir and Dolan,

viz. 16-28
;
and, as far as AA of 13 and over are concerned, the antithesis between the Pamir group and the

Kirghiz group, and between the latter and the Chinese, alone appears. It is true that the names of

Karanghu-tagh and Nissa occur, but these, as we have seen, have a very mixed population, and it is evident

that the population contains a large Pamir element. With regard to AA of 12 and over, we find certain of the

Desert group, viz. Khotan, Keriya, and Korla, opposed to the Kafir. As we have seen that the Pamir group

have a certain relationship with the Desert group, we may take it that the Kafir, who are after all only related

with the former through the Mastuji, constitute an extreme, and bear a certain relationship to some people whose

influence does not extend as far as the desert. The Loplik, too, appear as widely divergent from the Kirghiz

group, as might be expected owing to their relationship with the Chinese. The difference, which tends to

separate the people of Faizabad from the Pamir peoples and the Chinese, accentuates the traces of relationship

which have already been found for them with the Kirghiz group. It is unnecessary to pursue the investigation

further in great detail, but attention may be called to one or two points. When A A of 10 and over are considered,

it is seen that the Chinese, who have already shown a divergence from Niya, are differentiated from Kenya, and,

what is more important, from Korla, one of the Desert group. Among the Pamir group the Chitrah must be

regarded as influenced by some extraneous element, probably that which enters into the composition of the Kafir,

since they are brought into opposition with Turfan and Korla. Kok-yar, which has been related most closely

with Khotan, and next with the Sarikoli, is differentiated from the Kafir, Kirghiz, and Loplik. the last being,

as we know, closely related to the Chinese. To establish the position of the last named and of the Wakhi, it is

necessary to consider the AA of 9 and over. We then find that the Chinese are widely separated from the

Kirghiz and Desert groups
;
that they are not related to the Pamir peoples is evident from the Let that their -

for the Chitrali and Sarikoli are over 8. They, therefore, constitute an extreme.
^
As for the Wakhi they are

shown to have no relationship with the Kirghiz group by being opposed to the Kirghiz themselves, while their

AA for the Kafir is over 8. The position of Keriya and Niya is interesting. T hey show the greatest divergence

from the Pamir group and the Chinese, but differ, though in a lesser degree, from Faizabad and the Doan.

Keriya, however, has been shown to bear some sort of relationship to Kclpin, while its AA for the Chaikh 1 '.

one of the Desert group, is over 8. Keriya probably, therefore, occupies an intermediate position, or together

with Niya, which is further removed frofn the Kirghiz group, contains some extraneous element. e- o

Faizabad and the Kirghiz, which is over 8, shows that the former cannot be definitely included in the Rirguz

group, and, therefore, probably stands half-way between the lattei and the Deseit gioup, especia y as

some slight affinity with Khotan.

Conclusions from the Measurements.

The foregoing examination would seem to establish the fact that the various peoples with which this paper

deals may be divided into four groups. First, a group of mountain folk, all closely allied, m the extreme west o

the area under consideration. The nucleus of the group is formed by the bankoh, Mastuji, and 1 akhpu. with a

easterly extension into the Desert area in the shape of the Bagh-jigda. osc > a -in to t rein ait. e 1

and Kafir, who, nevertheless, exhibit certain differences without approaching any of the other peoples, and,

therefore, probably contain some element foreign to this district. Second, a group of desert peoples, the nucleus

of which is composed of Turfan, Khotan, Korla, and Charkhlik. This group has a westerly extension into the

mountains in the shape of the Wakhi ;
it possesses certain affinities with the peoples forming the nucleus of

the former group, and the inhabitants of some localities, such as Kok-yar and the mixed populations 0 ^r. g

tagh and Nissa, appear to stand half-way between the two. With the Desert group should be classed he peep e

of Polu and the rather mixed population of Hami ;
Niya and Keriya also have some affinity with ce, am of

members, but seem to contain some other element also. However, their apparent aloofness may be due to the

small number of measurements available. The third group, one which is very distinct, is formed of he Kir hiz,

Kelpin, Dolan, and Ak-su. Traces of relationship with the Desert group, however, are not wanting though thebe

are slight, and the people of Faizabad may represent a mixture of the two elements, or, indeed^ a three I am,,

Desert and < Turki’ The fouith group, the Chinese, seems to stand practically alone, though the Lophk aie
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evidently related to them, and so form a connecting link with the De-wrt peoples. I he most interesting point

about the Chinese is their obvious differentiation from the Kirghiz, who have been said to be the nearest related

to the Mongolians of all Turki peoples. A possible explanation is not very far to seek, however
;

if the

measurements given by Deniker in The Races of Man be considered, it will be seen that the data collected

among the people of Xan-hu and Tun-huang correspond very closely with those quoted by him for the Northern

Chinese, while the measurements of the Kirghiz and Dolan approximate very closely to those given for various

Southern Mongolian peoples, with the exception of the stature. It may well be that the Kirghiz group represent

a blend of the Southern Mongolian with the ‘ Turkish ’ stock.

Descriptive Characters.

It will be as well to survey' shortly the descriptive characters of the peoples here studied, though material of

this nature is less exact and more difficult to handle than actual measurements. In the first place, the eye of the

observer must be influenced by an unconscious tendency' to make comparisons with the last people studied :

in the second, the reduction of data to percentages, the only method which renders comparison possible, is apt to

be misleading when the number of observations is few, as in the case of Faizabad, Korla, Bagh-jigda, Ak-su,

and Nissa.

Skin-colour . Table 12.— In all cases, with two exceptions, the bulk of the population falls under the head

of “ white-rosy ’. The exceptions are the Dolan, of whom 73 per cent, are
1 brownish-white ’, and the Chinese,

with 65 per cent. ‘ yellow ’. The Kirghiz, Kelpin, Faizabad, and Ak-su have respectively 42 per cent.. 26 per cent.,

-5 Per cent., and 23 per cent. ‘ brownish-white.’ and the Kelpin and Ak-su 7 per cent, and 13 per cent. ‘ y'ellowish-

white’ also. The only peoples who contain a definitely' ‘brown’ element are the Kafir, 22 per cent.;

Karanghu-tagh. 8 per cent.; and Mastuji, 4 per cent, (with another 4 per cent, ‘brownish-yellow
'
), two of

them being classed by r their measurements as belonging to a definite group, and one as having affinities with that

group. The other tribes are either entirely ‘ white-rosy ’ (the rest of the mountain folk belong to this category)

or ‘ white-rosy ’ in the main with varying percentages of ‘ brownish-white ' and ‘yellowish-white’. Korla and

1 urfan, both of which have been subjected to -Chinese influences, have small percentages of ‘ yellow's ’.

Hair-colour. Tabic 13.—The individuals have been grouped under three headings : (a

)

black, (b) dark-brown,

ic) medium and fair. In six cases the bulk of the population is black-haired
;
the Chinese (73 per cent.), Kirghiz

15° per cent.), Kelpin (47 per cent.), Korla (46 per cent.), Nissa (44 per cent.), and Loplik (40 per cent.). The
Dolan have an equal percentage (44 per cent.) of blacks and dark-browns. The Chinese, therefore, and

the members of the Kirghiz group show' a tendency, most marked in the case of the first, towards nigrescence

;

the Loplik naturally' have been affected by' the Chinese. The small number of Nissa observations (9) invalidates

the figure for this people. One people only, that of Niya. has the bulk of its population medium (47 per cent.)

;

other tribes which show a tendency towards fairness are : Pakhpu (32 per cent, medium or fair and no blacks).

Wakhi (32 per cent.), Karanghu-tagh (31 per cent, and no blacks), Sarikoli (30 per cent.), Kafir (28 per cent.),

Kok-yar (26 per cent.), and Loplik (26 per cent., though here, as we have seen, the bulk of the population is

black-haired). As regards the rest generally, the other members of the Pamir group have a very high percentage

of dark-browns
;
the Desert folk a lower percentage of dark-browns, with a higher percentage of blacks, and

in a few cases, of mediums.

Hair-quality. Tabic 13.— I hree categories, straight, wavy, and curly. This gives interesting results; the

Chinese show 95 per cent, straight. The Kafir, in the matter of skin- and hair-colour so far removed from them,

alone of the rest display a straight-haired clement (28 per cent.), for the one straight-haired individual at Khotan
may be regarded as negligible. Ak-su, Kelpin, Dolan, and Kirghiz are entirely wavy-haired, and Faizabad shows

83 per cent, wavy, the rest curly'. With the exception of a single w'avy-haircd individual at Keriya, the

remaining Desert and Pamir peoples are entirely curly. This result gives strong support to the measurements,
and implies the isolation of the Chinese, the approximation of the Pamir and Desert groups, the presence in the

Kafir of some foreign element, probably derived from the west, the specialized character of the Kirghiz group,

with the people of Faizabad standing betw-een them, on the one side, and the Desert and Pamir populations
on the other.

Hair amount (face). Table 13.—Two categories
:
(a) abundant and moderate, (b) scanty and nil. Shaven

individuals are, of course, not included. In this respect the mountain peoples fall in the first category, with
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the exception of the Pakhpu, who show 8 per cent, scanty. Again the Chinese constitute an extreme
with 70 per cent, in the second category (50 per cent, being ‘nil’)- The Kirghiz stand near them with 71 per
cent, in the second category (11 per cent, being ‘ nil ’ ). The hair-growth of the rest of the Kirghiz group appears
to have been affected by the neighbourhood of the Desert population, the figures being: Ak-su, 46 per cent.

(
5), Dolan, 25 pci cent. (b)\ Kelpin, 14 per cent {b)\ Faizabad, 8 per cent. (b). However, the Desert people
themselves display an occasional glabrous tendency, which is accentuated in such places as Hami (47 per cent.)

and Turfan (54 per cent.), where Chinese influence appears in the ethnography, and it is possible that the
comparative hairiness of Faizabad is due to some affinity, of which traces have been seen before, with the Pamir
peoples. The Loplik stand near the Chinese with 63 per cent, of individuals with glabrous tendencies, but
the position of the Charkhlik, with 67 per cent, of such individuals, is rather surprising; also that of Kok-yar
(31 per cent.), who have hitherto been regarded as a Desert people with a tendency to approximate in some
particulars to the mountain folk.

Eye-colour. Table 14.—Three categories, dark, medium, and light (including blue). On the whole the
Desert peoples seem to have the most deeply pigmented eyes, though the light hair seen at Niya is accompanied
by 30 per cent, of light eyes. At Ak-su, Polur, Hami. Korla, and among the Charkhlik and Dolan, no light eyes
are found, and, except in the last case, 50 per cent, or more of the population is dark-eyed. On the other hand
among the Pamir peoples, the Chitrali and Bagh-jigda have no dark eyes, and the highest percentage of the
latter, occurring among the Mastuji, is only 14 per cent. Among the Kirghiz and Kelpin the bulk of the population
is medium-eyed, with a large percentage of dark eyes and a small percentage of light. The Chinese are mainly
dark-eyed (45 per cent.), but a fair sprinkling (15 per cent.) of blue eyes is found. At Nissa and Turfan the
great majority of individuals are dark-eyed, but, as regards the rest of the Desert population (except Niya
and the places already mentioned), medium eyes are in the majority, though a heavy percentage of dark eyes
and a small percentage of light are observable.

1 Mongolian fold.' Table 14.— As regards the fold over the caruncle, the Chinese lead the way with 44 per
cent., and Turfan, long exposed to Chinese influence, is second (19 per cent.). Korla, otherwise closely related

to Turfan, is third (15 per cent). The Loplik show a percentage of 10, in which the fold or traces of it have been
observed

;
and traces also occur at Hami and Keriya. With regard to the Kirghiz, though the fold itself is said

to be absent, yet 37 per cent of the individuals measured were said to have ‘ Mongolian eyes’. This character is

interesting as showing the limited extent of Chinese influence in the area under consideration.

The other ' descriptive characters ’, shape of face and nose, give practically no results.

Comparison zvith Other Peoples.

In order to attempt to fix more definitely the racial affinities of the peoples under discussion, it will be well
to consider the physical characteristics of one or two peoples to the west and south. For this purpose I have
calculated 2A between all tribes mentioned above and the following (see Tables 15, 16): 58 Galcha,- a primitive
Iranian people inhabiting the mountain district of Karateghin

;
80 I’athans,3 representatives of the Indo-Afghan

race
;
60 Biloch,3 also Indo-Afghans, with a strong affinity with the Iranians (Deniker)

: 44 Dards 4 (Yeshkuns and
Chins of Dardistan), whose root-stock is Indo-Afghan (Deniker), though the Yeshkun language has affinities

with Turki (Biddulph)

;

s
31 Ladakhi.4 on the Tibetan border; and 38 Tibetans of Tibet. 3 The AA have been

calculated from the following measurements and indices: head-length, head-breadth, cephalic index, nasal length,
nasal breadth, nasal index, stature. As regards the Galcha, however, Ujfalvy docs not give the nasal breadths,
and consequently this measurement and the nasal index cannot be included.

The Galcha.—Table 16 shows the 2A for the Galcha and all other tribes mentioned; Table 17 the degree
of relationship between the Galcha and other tribes. Names and figures in italics signify that the 2A contains
a A reaching 1 or over. It can be seen at once that, as far as the measurements available are concerned,
the Galcha seem closely allied to two very distinct groups, the Wakhi and Desert folk on the one side and the

Kirghiz group on the other. Unfortunately, Ujfalvy does not give the bizygomatic breadths of the individuals

Ujfalvy, Mission scnntifique en Russic, Sibe'rie. ct dans k '

It is worth noting that the languages respectively of

Turkestan, vol. i. Kafirs, Chitrali, and the Dard group as a whole display con-
Risley, Tribes and Castes of Bengal siderable affinity.

Ujfalvy, A us don westlichen Himalaja.
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whom he measured, but from indications afforded by hair- and eye-colour it is obvious that the Galcha arc verv
closely allied to the Wakhi. and stand in closer relation to the Pamir peoples than to the Kirghiz group. Their
percentages are as follows, and can be compared with Tables 15 and 14. Hair : black, 9-4 per cent.

; dark brown
50-3 per cent. ; red. 19 per cent, (one individual); medium and fair, 377 per cent. Eyes-, dark, n per cent. •

medium, 607 per cent.
; light, 207 per cent. The AA shows that the Galcha are definitely opposed to the

Chinese, the Ladakhi, and the Indo-Afghans. The fact that the AA for the Kafir is 4-97 indicates that
the element which differentiates the latter people from the Pamir folk proper is evidently not Iranian.

Pathans.— Phe affinities ot the Pathan.-. in terms of AA are shown in Tables 16, 18, and 19. As regards
resemblances, the connexion of the three Indo-Afghan peoples is at once obvious

; moreover, the fact that the
AA for the Kafir falls under 3-50, taken with the further fact that Table iS shows the Pathan to be far
removed from the Kirghiz group and from several important tribes of the Desert group, leads us inevitably
to the conclusion that the clement which differentiates the Kafir from the Pamir and Desert peoples is

Indo-Afghan.
1

BiIolIi. The same three tables show the affinities of the Biloch, whose higher degree of brachycephaly
brings them into relation with the Sarikoli and Mastuji. It has been shown that the Mastuji are closely related
to the Kafir, and the Sarikoli to the Mastuji. We may conclude, therefore, that the Biloch contain an appreciable
Iranian element, and, possibly, that the Mastuji and Sarikoli may possess a slight, but very slight, Indo-Afghan
strain. The latter supposition is problematical, but receives a little support from the fact that these two tribes
ha\e on the whole darker hair than the Wakhi. who seem to stand nearest to the comparatively pure Iranian as
exemplified in the Galcha.

D‘°d~The most interesting point with regard to this people is that they appear closely related to the
Chitrali, while their comparatively low A A for the Kafir, y 10, is invalidated by a A of 1-40 for the nasal length.
Xov, it will be remembered that the AA for the Kafir and Chitrali was only 5'92, but that A for the nasal
Lngth was 1 co. We find, theiefore, that the Dards differ from the Kafir in the very same respect as the Chitrali,
though to a greater degree. The averages for the absolutes are: Dards, 53 ;

Chitrali, 31 ;
Pathan, 50; and

atii, 4 *5 . It is evident that some strain of Indo-Afghan blood enters into the composition of the Chitrali,
and it is difficult to account for the shortness of nose among the Kafirs, a characteristic which is shared, though
to a less degree, by the Sarikoli and Mastuji. This shortness of nose cannot be due to Galcha influence, since
the average of that people is 52. Measurements of more of the surrounding tribes are necessary before this point
can be elucidated.

.

The Dards show a considerable dissimilarity to the Kirghiz and Desert groups.
Lcidaklu. It is clear that we are badly in need of the facial measurements to define accurately the relation of

the Ladakhi to the tribes under discusssion. As far as the measurements obtainable go, this people show
a nities with certain of the Pamir group, of the Desert group, and the Chinese and Loplik. At the same time
icy isp ay a c nitc divergence fiom the Kirghiz group. They are probably a very mixed people, and contain

Indo-Afghan, Tibetan, and possibly Pamir elements.
Tibetans.—The most noticeable point about the Tibetans is that their AA in relation to all tribes is very low.

t ls stra"ge that the highest should be that expressing their relation with Niya, one of the villages of the
ein esert, w^ ic appears to be an abeirant member of the Desert group, and which might be supposed

to owe its peculiarities to Tibetan influence. On the other hand, there seems to be some kinship between the
closely inter-related members of the Desert group and the Tibetans, as was suggested, with respect to Khotan, inmy previous paper, to which allusion has been made above.

‘ 1

j i/icii conclusions.

s tm up. the measurements show that the majority of the peoples surrounding the Taklamakan desert

TthslY S,TT T r"' ,h." - thi“ «* *»»> » -seen in its purest form in the Wakhi. The
‘

I

J- ? .

COSC a relationship with the Galcha proves that the basis of the Taklamakan

Semhledfrorn’r'l
"° rtl™crn edge of the desert an intrusive element, which can be sharply

dincientiated from the Ininian, makes its cippearance fhp T’nrVt t> t ,

* 1 , ,, .
^ ce Aurki element. Besides this there seems to be some

has

1

penetrated to ZZ ta^T. ^ dCSC,t ^ °f Tibet * This Probably "leans that the Iranian element

exercised to a shZt T r,

§
‘tV"

U"likely that Tibetan Rifled Mongolian) influence has been
’ g “g/ir

’ upon thc D csert peoples. In any case the relationship with Tibet requires
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confirmation by more measurements taken in the latter country. In the Pamirs is a series of tribes, who, though

chiefly of Iranian stock, begin to exhibit slight traces of Indo-Afghan blood. In at least one tribe, the Kafir,

these traces are considerably more than slight. The Chitrali also seem to stand in closer relationship to an

Indo-Afghan people (but a rather specialized Indo-Afghan people) than the other Pamir tribes. Some admixture

has taken place between the Turki and Desert folk. In the case of Ak-su the Turki element predominates.

In the cases of Niya and Keriya, who should be classed as rather aberrant members of the Desert group, it seems

probable that their departure from the norm is due to Turki admixture. Faizabad appears to be a mixture

of all three groups, Pamir, Turki, and Desert ; and this is what might be expected. The root-stock of the population

would thus be Iranian, though it has been exposed to Turki influences since Indo-Scythian times, and has thus

become somewhat modified. In the East, Chinese influence begins to make itself felt, but only over a very

restricted area. Hami, Turfan, and Korla have been thus affected, and it is not unlikely that the Desert people

have had some corresponding though perhaps slight effect upon the population of Nan-hu and Tun-huang.

The position of the Loplik is a little difficult to fix. I am inclined to regard them as a very early Mongolian

offshoot, w ho found their way into the Loplik marshes long before Nan-hu and Tun-huang were colonized

by Chinese of kindred stock. Owing to long residence they have become affected by contact with the Desert

folk. The other alternative is to regard them as a Desert people affected by contact with the Chinese, but,

having regard to the slight effect which Chinese influence has had upon Hami and Turfan, in spite of long

contact (w'hich has greatly modified their ethnography), I think this is not nearly so probable. The great

differentiation of the Chinese and Turki groups is interesting, since both are regarded as ‘Mongolian’. It is

evident that they belong to widely different branches of the Mongolian race, and it must be concluded that

the Turki are allied to the Southern Mongolian, the Chinese of Nan-hu and Tun-huang (and also probably the

Tibetans whose measurements are given) to the Northern Mongolian stock. If this is so, and the Turki peoples

do, in fact, contain a large Southern Mongolian element, their stature has been greatly increased in the course of

their wanderings, by contact, probably, with Iranian peoples. This leads us to the question to what extent we

may regard the Turki as a distinct branch of Mongolians, and whether it would not be more correct to look upon

the various tribes which fall under this heading as being originally mixtures, in varying proportions, of Mongolian

and Iranian elements, which time has reduced to comparative homogeneity. Finally, the point which emerges

most clearly from the welter of measurements and descriptive data contained in this paper is this : that the

original inhabitant of the Pamirs and Taklamakan Desert, including the cities now buried beneath the sand,

is that type of man described by Lapouge as Homo Alpinus
,
with, in the w'est, traces of the Indo-Afghan

;

and that the Mongolian has had very little influence upon the population. In using the term Homo Alpinus,

I wish it to be understood that I employ it merely as the name of a certain type already described, and do not

necessarily imply that the actual population of the Alps is closely allied to the population of Chinese Turkestan.

In conclusion, I will quote from my previous paper (already cited) the description of these types

‘ 1. A white-rosy race, very brachycephalic, stature above the average, with thin, prominent nose,

varying from aquiline to straight, long, oval face, hair brown, usually dark, always abundant and wavy (I think

this should now be altered to curly), eyes medium in the main. This is Lapouge s Homo Alpinus
.

.

‘ 2. A race, also white, but with a slight tendency to brownish, also very brachycephalic and with statute^

above the average, nose broader and usually straight, cheek-bones broad, hair straightei, darkei, and less

abundant, eyes dark. The “ Turkish” race.

‘3. A brown, mesaticephalic, tall type, thin, prominent, and aquiline nose, long, oval face, black, wavy

hair, dark eyes. This race may be termed the Indo-Afghan.
1

4- A brownish, brachycephalic race, stature under the average, nose straight, thick, and broad, black,

wavy hair, little on face, brown eyes. The Tibetans.’ (I now doubt whether the Tibetans can be said to

constitute a race
;
there seems to be a great difference between the inhabitants of Northein and Southern Tibet

respectively, a difference which corresponds in the main to that between the Northern and Southern

Mongolian. Possibly the population of Tibet consists of both the latter elements, with an infiltiation from

the desert of modified Iranian in the north. More information, however, is necessary before we can speak of

Tibet as a whole.)
. .

‘fi. A yellowish, brachycephalic, short race, short, flattened nose, with broadish nostuls, stiatght 01

concave, short, broad face, straight, black hair, scanty on face, dark, oblique eyes, with fold covenng the

carunciila. The (Southern) Mongolian race.’
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TABLE 1. LIST OF

No. Name.

2 2, Samer
23 Kunmin
24 Koli

25 Chandlu
26 Barmokh
27 Matong
28 Marak
29 Shash

30 Mahki
31 Faush
32 Razek

33 Maghyai
34 Sashar

35 Unis
3b Chundunvek
33 Dawan
39 Khan
45 Kaular Jan.

.

3 Muggaddas
4 Nur Ahmad
4a GhuLun
5 Muhd. Kabir Kha
() Niyat Shah.

.

7 Shau rs Panah
8 Bilwar
0 Gnl Azam Khan
iu Ji ..

1

1

Shahdoni Khan
12 Mil. Yusuf Khan
1 3 Mir Salam Khan
14 Ashraf
15 Md. Sharif Khan
10 Mir Atyum Khan
17 Motahir Shah
18 Musanif Khan
IQ Mirya
zn Kannl
21 Khan
7 - Qurban
73 Taighun
44^ Shirman
45 a, Nur Akbar Shah
4^ Khuila Nazar Beg
47 Sayad Yahya
48 Sahib Imran
49 Mulakat Shah
5° Mairam Beg
31 Nurulla Khan
52 F'asil Khan
53 Halawat Shah
54 Munawar Khan
55 Faul Khan
5 b Niyat Shah . .

57 Khuila Madad
58 Jana
59 Shokar Murad
60 Durdana Shah
61 Shapir
62 Ghulanr Jan
fi 3 Bindocln
64 Momin Hayat
6] Jan Shukri
66 Masnavi
r >7 Rushmat Kabul
7

1

Turghel
74 Gul

75 C'hirmali

7'> Ourban Mohammed

Age. Locality. 1

30 Padamuk 1S3

2 y Shudgol.

.

196

33 Ludde .

.

195

50 ,, 195
3s Bombrad 199
20 Ludde .

.

192

35 ,, 194

47 »i • • • 195

45 >j 191

45 Rumbtir 1S5

49 -Bombrad 1 86

43 ,, '95

45 Rumbur 195

,, . 196

44 Bombrad 191

50 Rumbur 186

Bom brail 1 80
26 Ashreth 1S2

46 Yami '94
3° Chitral . . 1S7

42 Ayum .

.

194

35 Kusht . . 180
60 Ayum .

.

189

37 Kusht . . '94
25 Chitral . . 187
25 Mulklio .

.

187
3'-> Sart 182

37 Shagram 199
17 Yaghur 185

50 Barog . . '74
fjO Kurkashan 184
17 Drosh . . '83

37 Uyhuni . . 200
18 Drosh .

.

1S2
22 »> '77
43 Kori 184
48 Ayum . . 190

37 ,, 186
48 Kushum 181
22 Rukut . . 1S7

44 A \V1 198
25 Mastuj .

.

190
3S Chum] .

.

187
22 Ghoru .

.

181

-5 Parkusap 1S7

36 Kurgh .

.

'7'
22 Chinar .

.

1 So
48 ,, '73
35 Parkusap 187
36 Ghoru .

.

188

44 Parkusap 190
35 Nissur . . 172
44 Chinar . . - 192
5° Chuinj .

.

196
34 Chinar . . 188
36 Chuinj . . '9'
50 Ghoru .

.

187
2 5 Sonoglior 18

1

46 Mastuj . . 186
22 Sonoghor 1S9
5 5 Chinar . . '93
-4 Sonoglior 181

45 Chinar .

.

182

33 Mastuj .. 185
S () Shukhar 185
45 Shusht . . 181

43 Yo Shusht 185
39 Kagdeli 192

2 3 4 9 9a

'43 42 34 99 102

'S' 5° 3 ' "9 "9
'55 52 29 ”4 120

'59 50 30 123 120

'48 54 36 "4 Il8

'49 38 33 1 1

1

101

45 45 2S 1 12 96
'54 5 ' 36 123 1 1

6

'52 49 34 "3 104
142 44 34 "5 108

'45 44 33 "7 "4
'44 46 37 121 1 16

'55 4b 39 120 109
'47 45 33 12S 128

'32 44 34 "5 "7
'44 45 39 "7 "7
142 42 34 1 16 "4
132 44 3 ' 1 12 1 10

'55 43 3b 122 "3
141 48 30 124 "3
1 56 55 32 124 131

152 52 33 129 "3
'47 49 3-2 1 16 1 16

1O2 52 3 ' 127 120

1 j i 56 32 "4 121
128 49 36 122 120
15

1

5 ' 3 ' I 2 I 122
150 52 34 124 132
1 50 48 33 108 108
1 '7 5 ' 33 I 16 "4
'49 52 34 I I 5 '25
'47 50 25 I 18 1 1

S

150 53 3 ' 124 "3
150 49 33 105 102
14S 49 3 ' 124 I I 2

'49 52 35 128 "3
'53 5° 3b 129 IO9
' 5 ' 48 33 126 109
1 50 51 37 '39 123
'45 5° 30 I 2 I 123
'59 44 39 125 1 I I

158 48 28 "4 IO7
'52 42 33 118 106
1 56 44 34 "3 IO9
'47 48 34 121 I I I

141 44 32 1 1

1

103
'43 42 33 '23 99
'44 4b 34 106 1 '4
'45 45 3b 1 16 "9
'37 42 33 "5 99
'59 48 33 122 1 iS
'47 35 32 "9 96
'43 5 ' 33 121 1 '7
'49 43 29 1 1

8

109
'49 53 29 "9 109
'54 48 33 126 "3
140 45 38 I I 2 109
'49 42 33 I IO 101
1 5 i 44 34 125 109
'45 44 34 I08 108
'57 1 1 33 '33 128
1 5

1

48 3 ’ 122 109
152 50 29 I 16 121
'43 54 30 120 I I 2
' 5 ' to 37 '33 128
'53 58 39 129 12]
'54 5 r 41 '39 128
'54 50 3b 126 121

U.F.L. ll.Cir. 16 2u

58 54b 1580 I 0JO
60 59° 1700 *790
69 585 1750 I7OU
b 5 560 1O70 '746
7 ' 55 S 1700 1710
60 556 1680 '746
02 560 1670 1800

69 590 1640 1750
61 570 1730 1/46
t>3 540 1010 1620
61 540 1610 1620

69 552 1820 1840

58 5
r,
5 1750 1 7 So

b7 550 1650 1bbu

59 5 'o 1610 1630
b>3 530 1660 1 040
b>3 526 1590 1620

06 526 1600 1650
04 5O0 1040 '726

69 535 1710 w>

76 570 1580 1080

70 550 1740 1730

bS 545 1670 1720

72 580 '796 1840

72 5O0 '736 1770
68 550 1670 1630

69 570 1760 IS50

7 5 576 1710 1 74"

06 540 1736 1710

06 540 1710 1740

68 536 1630 16911

7 ' 560 1680 1060

b>7 57b 1670 1 000

57 543 1570 1010

08 545 1 040 1 670

02 530 1700 I S' 10

63 545 1760 I S in

64 500 1620 1590

67 533 1670 1700

09 547 1620 1020

b] 590 1740 l8lO

66 570 1630 1730

02 580 1640 I6S0

60 ]68 1610 idio

b7 578 1680 1 7OO

64 550 1530 1700

59 543 1 590 l6lO

64 543 1650 1620

69 502 1710 I SOO

54 550 ' 55 ° I 5
do

70 575 1640 I /do

3 > 560 1050 10S0

68 588 1090 1040

68 562 1560 1710

( >7 572 1 080 1720

69 ]88 1740 1 8110

or 528 16O0 I d20

02 550 1700 ID]')

69 581 1620 1630

65 572 1610 10S0

72 57b 1770 1750

08 575 1840 1800

68 552 1690 ldSo

08
5 /b 1 060 1700

72 542 1O50 idno

7' 563 16O0 idQO

f >7 550 1690 1750

67 55b 1810 1/86

1

Oj. butiered iiom small-pox.
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INDIVIDUAL MEASUREMENTS

J3 6 3

Indices. Eyes. Hair. Face.

c. N. F. U.F. s.s. Skin. Col. P. of F. Col. Ch. Am. Full. Pro. N.S. Profession.

78 81 103 59 104 Rosy Med. Abs. Ch. br. Curly Ab. L.O. Cx. St. Cultivator.

62 IOO 55 105 ,, ,, D. br. , f Goatherd.

79 56 105 6 1 IOI Bl. ,, t r Aq. Cultivator.

8.? 60 98 53 IO4 Med. , ,
Str. s.o. St.

74 56 104 62 IOI ,, Bl. ,, , , ,, L.O.
,

,

, , ,,

/'8 87 9 i 54 104 ,, (J , f ,

,

Cone. . f

75 62 86 55 108 Med. ,, ,

,

,, S.O. Aq. , t

70 59 94 56 107 Br.-W. ,, ,, Bl. ,, L.O. „ St.
,

80 69 93 54 IOI ,, , , ,, „ Curly
, , u 1 »

77 77 94 55 IOI Rosy Bl. ,, L. br.
, ,

S.O. ,, Cultivator and shepherd

/8 7 5 97 53 IOI
,

,

, , ,, ,, ,, ,, Cultivator and goatherd

74 80 96 57 IOI Med. t Dk. br. L.O. Cultivator.

79 85 9 i 48 102 Bl.br L. br. W.
j f

75 73 IOO 52 IOI Med

.

. L O. , ,

69 77 102 51 IOI Br. „ Blk. w.
, ,

77 87 IOO 54 99 Rosy Dk.br. ,, L. br. ,, ,, s.o. ,, ,, ,,

79 81 98 54 102 Med. * »» Dk. br. ,, ,, ,, ,,

73 70 98 59 103 Br.-W.
, , , , , , ,, w.

,

,

,

,

Cultivator and goatherd.

80 84 93 53 IO; Rosy j ,
Blk. ,, ,, L.O.

,

,

Soldier.

75 63 91 56 105 ,, Dk. br. „ >f ,, ,

,

, ,

80 58 106 61 106 f , Servant.

84 64 88 54 99 * > ,, lf Landowner.
78 65 IOO 5 <s 103 ,, t > ,, ,, Aq. Cultivator.

84 60 95 57 103 (| ,, ,, St. , ,

81 57 106 63 102 f ,
Servant.

68 61 98 56 98 ,, „ ,, ,, ,, ,, ,, ,, Cultivator.

83 61 IOI 57 105 , , , , ,, ,, ,, ,>

75 65 106 60 102 ,, ,, » » ,,

si 69 IOO 61 99 ,, ,, ,, ,, » » ,,

90 65 98 57 102 ,, , , ,, ,, ,, ,, l> >>

81 65 109 59 104 »» ,, ,, ,, ,,

80 50 IOO 60 99 ,, Br. „ 1 » ,,

75 56 91 54 99 ,, , f
Dk. br. ,, »» ,, ,, >»

82 67 97 54 103 » > ,, ,, 1, S.O. .1 >>

84 63 90 55 102 ,, I » ,, » » ,, ,, >.

81 67 88 48 102 ,, » * ,, L.O. ,, 1,

81 72 84 49 103 Bl. ,, ,, ,, ,, >»

Si 69 86 5 i 98 Med. 99 If ,, y t

83 73 88 48 102 |f , , ,, Jamailar.

78 60 102 57 IOO Bl. f 9 f f M ,, > *
Cultivator.

80 89 89 50 IO4 Med. f 9 ,, ,, S.O. ,, ,, y t

83 58 94 58 106 f , , ,
Grey ,, L.O. ,, y.

81 79 90 52 102 ,, ,, »

1

S.O. ,, >,

86 77 97 53 IOO ,, ,

,

,, »!

L.O.
>y

79 71 92 55 105 »» 1 y , , ,, ». *1 ,y •>

82 73 93 58 I I I ,, ,,

\v.
,, yy

79 79 80 48 IOI ,, » » y y ,, .y

83 74 108 60 98 f 9 ,, ,, »! s.s. It ,, >>

7s 80 94 59 105 ,

,

r » ,, ,, » »

r!
y y >’

73 79 86 47 IOI Dk.br. ,, ,, y y ,, y>

84 69 97 57 107 Med

.

,, ,, ,, L.O.
y t

Aq.
85 9 i 81 46 102 Dk. br. Dk. Blk. ,, ,, S.O. Cone. .

74 65 97 56 97 Rosy Med

.

Dk. br. ,, M L.O. St. ».

76 67 92 58 1 10 Dk. y. b. Blk. , ,
Blk. ,, 1 , l> 1. If

79 55 92 56 102 Rosy Med. Med. ,, ,,

Ob.
1, >>

81 69 90 55 104 Dk. br. > > >,

75 84 97 54 98 ,, 1 f
S.O. ,, .* ..

83 79 92 56 07 |# ,, ,, >|
L.O. y.

Sin.
» »

*

81 77 89 56 IOI Blk. ,, s 0.

77 77 IOO 60 104 Dk. br. ,, L.O. ,, St. »»

81 65 96 54 99 Bl. ,,

s’.o.

>, *»

83 67 89 56 IOI Med. ,, ,, ,y >>

84

77
58

56
104

93
59
57

99
102

•> - •• •• >»

\v. Aq.
"

82 74 96 54 97 Blk. ,, L.O. >> St.

85 67 93 55 102 Dk. br. ,, .. If >>

83 80 92 48 104 Bl. ,, ,, ,, w. »»

80 72 96 53 97 ,, Dk.br. ,, -•
L.O. *• -

S b 2
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TABLE i. LIST OF

Xo.

.1 i

ri

C/2

ss

89
90
9 !

9 -

93
94
9;

96

97

95

99
100

101

102

103

104

10;

106

107

105

I OQ
I 10

I I I

I 12

U 3

114
1 15
1 K>

1 17
1 iS

119
120

121

122

123
t24
123

126
' l2 7

12S

129

130

331

132

133
t 34

335

1.36

'37

138
3 39
140

343

142

143

344

‘45

146

147
148

149
3 jl>

i 5

1

152

‘53

‘54

Name Age. Locality. I

Mulabai . . 32 Tash-kurghan .

.

102

Jesaul 3 f > ,,
l8l

Kulan . . 28 Tung iS$

Kajab 30 Balchr 1 S

1

Aziz 3 2 Tung 1 86

Dushembe .

.

5 r> Waclia 1S3

Mil. Qurban • • - 3 Armaligh 1 So

Shaik Bai .

.

46 Tash-kurghan .

.

178

Junta 20 Koghushlak iSc)

Baba 63 Armaligh 182

Akbar Aman .
. 36 Tash-kurghan .

.

‘73

Xiaz Akhun 2 5 Waclia .

.

1S4

Md . Alim . . 66 Koghushlak 176

Xiaz Md. 23 Wacha 1 S3

Qadir Kul .

.

. . 23 Tash-kurghan . . 1 S6

Kuz Md. . . 23 ,, • • t;8

Rustam 4 a Tiznaf .

.

184

Hashur Bai . . • * “7 „ . • » . 1S9

Charik Bai .

.

.
. 38 Armaligh 1S1

Md. Ashur .

.

. • 2 3 Chushman is;
Tabaldi • • 5 - Tiznaf 180

Samak . . 23 Armaligh 1 So

Md. Tukhta . . 23 Baldir 1 77
Md. Xiaz 2S Tash-kurghan .

.

182

Md. Shah .

.

40 Kuzghan 1 9 1

Pansad 28 ,, . , ‘93
Bai Hassan.

.

. . 3

;

Tiznaf .

.

1 8S

Dalim Bai .

.

• • 43 ,, . , ‘S 3
Palik 34 Kuzghan '77
Khwaja 31 Tash-kurghan .

.

185

Ramzan • * 55 Kuzghan 190

Mufti 35 Baldir .

.

1S6

Kashik 60 Tash-kurghan .

.

182

Takik • • 35 Kuzghan 182

Baba .
. 50 Tar 180

Tukhta . . 22 ,, . . ‘73
Md. Gharib.

.

.
. 40 Tiznaf .

.

1 89
Kurban Qul

.
. . 20 Kuzghan - 186

Tahir Qul . . 25 Wacha .

.

184
Sharif 17 t> • * 180
Rahim Akhun Bagh-jigda 182

Hushim 39 >1 184
Sayudun 17 Karghalik i;8
Hosho 33 Bagh-jigda 181

Khuharvai * • 45 »» 188

Musa Akhun . . 25 >» • • '94
Metim 18 »> • . '74
Roza Akhun 23 188
Tokhta . • 23 > * • « 189
Md. Saut 79 »» • • ' 9 ‘

Yusuf
3s 1 » . . '74

Turda Akhun 28 190
Musa Akhun 43 Kukda .

.

1 86
Md. Hussain 42 Kishloghuz 184
Mullah Akhun • • 32 Bck-y.tilak 187
Kamal 38 Sarik-aglnz 1 Si

Md. Tokhta 39 A’inchigliiz 184
Ahmad 34 Otman-yagach 178
Hafiz .

.
40 Sarik-aghiz 188

Supiighe 30 Sugetlik 1 8q
Turdakhun . . 25 Kawaklik 181

Md. Sayit .

.

2; Yagho 181

Baba T’za .

.

• 47 Pakhpu .

.

181

Kiichak 30 , ,
1 . 105

Isa .. 3r' ,, . . . . ' 7 s
Hassain 44 ,, . . '93
Kurvan 25 ,, 184

2 3 4 0 9A \ ML. 11 Cir. 16

162 5 ~ 30 15s I 2 3 7 2 575 1750

' 4 ' 40 3 ' I 22 114 5 o 5 3 <> I 620

148 4 ' 4 ' I 20 106 50 5 5 1610

'43 ' 48 34 12$ 1 12 7 2 52(1 1640

' 4 - 4'> 3" I 2; 1 16 70 53° 1 Goo

150 5 3 38 I 27 1 1

1

50 533 I (>uo

14S 43 32 I 30 1 1

1

63 54 ^ 1700

155 46 39 105 60 544 1620

'35 48 32 122 108 64 520 1630

1 50 46 38 125 106 6

1

530 1620

'52 46 3 3
I 2 I 103 56 510 1650

146 50 35 I 2 I 1 1 5 69 543 1600

14S 40 20 123 121 72 5"5 1620

136 5
° 2S ll6 105 67 540 1630

152 ;6 3; 125 1 12 7 1 5 5 5 177°

'47 45 36 I 2 I 1 16 61 1

3

5 1720

' 5° 42 39 I 25 104 59 5 50 1630

140 46 3r> 120 113 73 540 16S0

162 47 3 S i 3
rJ 10S 63 554 1720

'47 44 3 * 1 ~4 120 69 533 1600

'49 49 35 I 3° 114 66 540 1600

' 5 ' 44 3 _) 1 3 l 105 57 554 1680

153 50 32 121 119 ** ->

/ ~ 534 154°

'55 48 34 130 121 74 550 1620

'54 53 37 133 121 65 560 1600

'54 ;2 3 ' 135 132 79 557 1760

1 50 45 35 125 “7 69 550 1600

'54 50 34 129 124 7° 545 1660

152 46 34 124 108 65 5 34 1650

160 45 .32 123 1 12 b 3 550 15;°

155 49 32 127 1 1

1

65 560 153°

140 51 33 121 1 1
5 60 540 1700

150 57 35 126 114 7 ' 535 1760

'44 to 34 125 113 65 53° 1700

'54 46 35 126 1 16 68 540 1640

'57 45 34 125 1 16 70 525 1630

'74 51 33 129 108 66 55° 1550

150 40 30 121 hi 62 545 1620

1 so 46 32 123 99 64 536 1560

138 44 3 ° 126 107 66 545 ‘ 55°

146 46 28 124 120 62 54° 1660

' 5° 46 37 125 97 67 55° 1630

'39 45 3 ' 120 104 68 53° ‘ 59°

146 45 3 ' 130 1 10 63 54° 1700

'53 49 3(8 126 117 69 54° 1610

140 42 35 124 114 64 533 1700

'45 43 37 1 16 108 65 510 ' 59°

' 4 ' 47 37 1 18 1 10 70 5=4 1590

148 40 34 123 108 59 540 1570

152 45 38 13^ 128 70 565 ‘ 73°

150 5° 37 125 122 68 520 1580

150 47 38 134 1 10 69 560 1820

38 5° 3 ' 126 1 14 7 - 55° 1560

153 44 32 128 104 62 535 1540

'52 40 37 124 1 12 60 55° 1650

'44 47 37 123 1 18 63 5=7 1 590

'49 47 40 126 1 1

1

66 54° 1670

' 5 ' 47 37 122 1 10 62 533 1610

146 45 3b J 23 1 10 61 S 48 1 560

’47 49 38 130 1 15 69 5 38 1 OOO

5 1 50 33 131 r 10 f >4 53° 1570

142 45 3 ( > 122 106 60 53° 1520

'47 5 1 33 I 22 1 12 69 53° 1630

‘49 50- 37 128 1 10 O 560 1670

148 5

1

35
' 133 117 67 526 1610

148 59 33 122 122 66 555 160Q

146 45 34 T 2 I 1 10 65 526 1550

20

17911

I ~()l )

1040

I LOO

IO}U

iCuo

i6qo

IO40

I Ooo

1030

I fV»0

l600

iboo

1640

1S30

1750

1630

1710

1720

1940

1640

1650

1550
1640

1630

1S00

1640

16S0

1710

1570
1600

1730
17S0

1/ to

IC60

1660

1(240

1660

r;6o

1580

1740

1670

1660

1 ; 10

1640

1S00

1 580

1600

1670

175°

r690
IQ 10

l600
1600

1650

1660
1660

1640

1570
1040

rfiio

1 49°

1650
1700

1(130

1620

1610

89. Suffered from small-pox.
99. Ancestors came from Shighnan.

92. Suffered from small-pox.

10S. Suffered from small-pox.
98. Lame in the left leg.

1 3 1, Suffered from small-p°x-



Indices. Eyes. Hair. Face.

c. N. F. U.F. S.S. Skin. Col. P. of F. Col. Ch. Am. Full. Pro. N.S. Profession.

34 53 89 52 101 Rosy Med. Abs. Dk. br. Curly Ab. SO. Cx. St. Cultivator.

;S 67 93 4S io 5 Bl. Fair , y , , , , ,

,

, , ,,

79 100 84 44 102 Med. Dk. br.
, ,

I-.O.
, ,

Cone. ,,

79 71 S8 56 101 , , ,, ,, St.
, ,

-6 63 93 56 102 Dk.br. Fair
, ,

s 0. ,, ,,

82 f- -i

/ " 87 46 100 Med. ,, Dk. br.
, ,

I..O. , ,

82 71 85 48 99 ,, , ,
s.o. ,, ,, ,,

87 83 83 49 IOI , , t , , , , , ,, ,, ,,

-3 67 89 52 102 ,, LO. ,,

82 83 83 49 IOI
, , ,, , , ,, ,, ,,

88 76 85 46 IOI SO. ,, ,,

79 70 95 57 IOO ,, Fair L.O. ,, ,,

34 63 98 59 102 Dk. br. ,, ,, , , , , ,,

74 36 9 i 58 IOI ,, , ,
s 0. ,, ,, ,,

82 66 90 57 IO3 Bl. Fair L.O. ,,

83 80 92 5° 102 Med. Dk. br. ,, ,, ,, ,,

82 93 83 47 IOO ,, Blk. ,, s 0. ,, ,, ,,

74 ;8 94 61 102 ,
Dk. br. ,, ,, ,9

90 81 79 46 IOO ,, Fair ,, ,

,

>> >.

79 79 97 56 102 f , ,, , , ,, ,, ,,

83 71 88 51 102 Blk. ,, L.O.
, , ,, , ,

80 80 80 43 9S ” Dr. br. , , , ,
S.O. ,, ,,

86 64 98 59 IOI Fair , , ,, ,, Aq. ,,

83 71 93 57 IOI Bl. , , Dk. br. ,, ,, L.O. ,, St. ,,

81 7 ° 90 48 102 Med. ,, ,,
S.O. ,, ,, ,,

80 60 98 59 102 Bl. Fair LO. ,, ,, ,,

80 78 94 55 102 Med. Dk. br. ,, ,, >, ,,

84 68 96 54 IOI Bl. ,

,

,

,

,, ,, 1.

86 74 87 52 IO4 , ,
Fair S.O. ,, ft

86 71 9 i 51 IOI Dk br. » > ,, ,, 9 ,

82 63 87 51 104 Med. ,, ft

L.O.
9 , 9 ,

75 fis 95 57 102 „ ,, 1 t ,, t. >t

82 61 90 56 IOI Bl. , , ,, 9 , 99

79 68 90 52 IOI t> ,, ,, S.O. 9 , 9 ,

86 76 92 54 IOI Med. M ,

,

,, w. ,, ,9

Q I 76 93 36 102 Bl. t f
Fair ,, L.O. 9 , ft

02 75 84 5 1 106 Med. Dk. br. S.O. 9 , >> 9 ,

8l 7 5 92 51 102 Bl. 9 »
Fair ,, L.O. 9 , ,, t,

82 70 80 52 IOO Med. ft Dk. br. ,, 9 , ,, ft

/ / 68 8.5 5 2 102 > t
Fair ft ,, ,, f

SO 61 97 5 ° I °5 Dk. br. ft ,, ,, >, 9,

82 80 78 54 102 » » , ,
w. ,, Cone. Tailor.

78 69 87 57 IO4 [[ f > ,, s 0 . ,, St. Cultivator.

8l 69 85 48 IOI 1 1
Mod. s s. 9, Cone. >>

8l 73 93 5 5 102 1

1

,, Ab. \v. 9, St. ..

72 83 92 52 106 ,, ,, L.O. ,,

Cone.
»»

83 86 93 56 09 Blk.’ ,, S.O. 9, >>

75 79 93 59 IOI ,, Dk. br. ,, L.O. 9, St. *»

78 85 88 48 106 ,, ,,
S.O. >9 « 9 *»

so 84 98 54 IOI ,, Blk. ,,
L.O. >t >*

86 74 98 54 IO7 Bl. , , Dk. br. ,, 9, S.O.

79 Si 8.3 5 T IO; Med. 1

1

, ,
L.O. ,,

Cultivator and shepherd.85 62 91 57 10 X L. Fair f ,
S.O. , ,

Aq.

8.3 73 81 4S IO_l Dk. br. ,, I. O.
t ,

St. Headman.
81 92 90 48 IOO Med. f f , , ,,

Cultivator and herdsman.

80 79 96 $1 IO4 L. ,, ,, --
Herdsman.

81 8.5 88 5 2 90 Med. ,, t. .. .. »•

8; 79 go 51 102 Ch br. 9, .. **

78 80 89 5° IOI Dk. br. ,,

s’.o.

**

78 78 89 53 90 ,, ,, «*

83 66 84 40 103 L.’ 1

1

Ch. br. ,, >> L.O. •• »»

78 80 87 40 98 Fair ,,
S.O. »»

81 75 92 57 IOI Dk. br. 9 9 >• L.O. »»

76 74 86 5 2 102 Med. Ch. br. ,, .. »*

8.3 69 88 5° 102 Dk. br. ,, >> .. •»

77 66 100 54 IOI Dk. ,, 9, »» » »*

79 76 9 i 54 IO4 Med. ,, Ch. br. ” ’ »•

i

i

1

133. Suffered from small-pox.
154. Suffered from small-pox.

136. Suffered from small-pox. 140. Suffered from small-pox.



haranghu-tagh

Kok-yar
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TABLE i. LIST OF

3
CL
.3

t,

No. Name.

155 Muhammad
1 3

f) Sultan

1 57 Ah
1 58 Aman Soli .

.

159 Kisht
if,o Oadir
161 Kepek
162 Abdul Rasul
1 6} Shashim
164 Zaid
202 Ahp-shah .

.

205 Baida Akhun
204 Almusa Akhun
205 Mamat Akhun
206 Md. Xu re .

.

208 Hasan Md. .

.

209 Khuda-berde
210 Supe
21

1

Akhun
1 6; Heisil Akhun
166 Said
167 Sitakhun
16S Supe
169 Azim Bai .

.

170 Daud
L-t Abdul Rasul
172 Aisa

173 Kuwan
174 Ahmad
175 Amin
1 76 Kurban
177 Osman
178 Khizakhun
179 Daulat
180 Osman
1 Si Almasu
182 Mohman
185 Mollim Bai
185 Hazrat
186 Said
187 Xauroz
188 Ahmad
189 Muhammad
190 Yusuf
19 1 Tudakhun ..

19- Kadir
193 Musa
1 94 Chuwar
195 Tokhtakhun
196 Kadir
197 Yirek
198 Knwan
199 Yusuf
200 Tukhta
201 Bai Ghuja ..

1 84 Aziz

207 Iman Akhun
212 Abdul Karim
213 Azim Bai
214 Sayit

215 Yusuf
J 216 Mil. Yusuf .

.

217 Abdul Ghafur
2 1 8 Turdi Bai , .

219a Islam Xiaz
219 Azim
220 Paiza

Age.

30
50

3 —

41

40
2(1

46
38

56
40
30

-5

40
24
.18

7 5

70

3 3

4S

30
38

53
24

57
30

38
26

40

44
41

20

38

36

30
48
51 '

44
39
50

24
26

36

27

30
.36

27
20
20

40

54
30

38

43

5°

30

50

40
50
60

50

54
51

45
.36

38

Locality

Pakhpu

Kok-var

Karanghu-tagh

157. Moderate beard.
I 7 I - Looks like a Taghlik.

160.

* 74 .

1 2 3 4 9

184 1 30 45 33 130
1 88 I 30 54 35 129
200 I 50 47 41 133
1 77 147 44 37 1 27
185 143 49 33 125
1 86 r 45 51 34 123
196 45 30 38 1 20
189 1 30 53 35 124
191 148 55 37 ' 2.3

1 06 1
5 5 52 35 126

1 S3 144 5 ' 31 '25
187 1 50 5 5 40 '36
192 '44 45 36 127
1S9 14S 47 37 120
184 '49 5 ° 36 '34
>93 ' 5 ' 54 41 '35
iS9 148 44 36 129

1 5 5

150

200
187

‘75
16;

176
180

178

174
1 75
1 89
175

‘75

173
180

194
1S2

172

170

179

L"9
178

193
183
180
188

181

186

185

182

185

183

'77
176
1 77
172

178

178

179
1 86
200

183

198

189
190
18S

181

188

185

194
188

Scanty beard.
Head shaved.

4rt

38
3 s

38
140
122

9a

108

125

123

I '4

'23

"4
'23

1 2

1

122

1 1 3
1 1 3

1 18

I

I

5

1 16

1 10

114

103

"5
114

U.F.L. H.Cir. iC

'53 50 38 130 1 22
'
5 ° 5 ' 38 '33 - 122

'55 56 39 126 121
' 55 5 ' 37 '33 "7
'45 49 34 ‘25 108
160 53 38 '33 "7
'53 53 43 '35 '24
146 53 36 130 "3
142 5 ° 37 129 "5
' 5 ' 53 34 128 130
'59 5 ° 38 132 "7
158 5 ' 39 '30 1 18

'S' 47 33 129 "5
'55 53 40 130 120
'59 45 36 124 “5
'49 47 36 118 1 10
150 49 37 128 "3
165 5 2 4 ' 138 123
160 49 37 ‘32 “3
148 53 30 123 121
160

5° 38 '34 120
'45 4 ' 36 '35 108
141 48 37 >27 120
'57 5 1 35 '25 1 16
'55 44 33 125 1 1

2

141 53 38 122 '25
'55 47 35 '33 1 10
‘55 5 5 36 130 121
152 49 40 '33 ‘‘5
'47 48 38 120 1 16
148 32 40 '32 1 16
160 56 40 '39 121
'53 5.1 37 '35 "3
'59 54 34 ‘35 126
165 53 33 ' 3° 132
148 52 37 '35 '23
146 53 37 132 "3
146 5° 37 128 "5
150 53 36 '32 108
152 55 36 127 121
152 55 33 '33 125
160 53 37 132 "9
'47 56 36 ‘30 107
'53 5° 38 130 "3
150 45 4 ' 131 118
'49 45 38 '33 1 16

67
<>7

74
04

/ A

69

7 7

Oy

70

7 3

67
7

1

64
70
t>i

62
68
66

7

73
7 '

fi

72
64

7 ‘

69
67
68

78
68

7 1

70
/i

68
69
<33

69
70
69
71
62

72

7 1

63

75

70
«7
68

73
505

74
75
7 5

68

67
63
69

75
6 5

67
70
71

69

170. Head shaved.

537

533
567
521

531

535

54 s

542

5 3 5

552

542

550
545

5 52

542

558
550

5 So

535
524
510

53 1

328

538
320

518

565

532

524

505

543
565

I64O 1 „>

I 58(> IM id

1710 I 73 >>

1020

1700
ifL’o I f > I u

1 5 So If>30

1 5 Jo 1550
1 59u 15 5 °

1630 1050
1540 1 5 IU

1610 1 010

1590 1500

1 590 1580

1590 1 5 90
I050 1 5go
1 >4*^ 1 53°

1650 if >70

1600 it"190

1 5 So

1C50
1620
1600

1580
1 640
1530
1610
1600

1740
1640

1630
1610

1640

1640

1670

1630

1650

1710

1620

1600

1650
iSt.o

1770

1750
1630

5 5° 1660 1670

525 1 590 1600

525 1630 1730

545 1600 1620

526 1640 1670

522 1 5 50 1530

580 1780 1S50

558 1610 1620

528 1780 17S0

561 1680 16S0

529 1670 1710

538 1580 1C20

550 1610 1540

537 1580 1580

537 1690 1720

541 1580 1620

540 1640 1630

533 1700 1710

520 1550 1520

s ' 5 ' 55° 1520

540 1700 ' 75°

535
’ 1570 1 590

545 1650 1690

563 1660 1700

569 1720 1690

530 1660 1670

555 1670 1580

545 1660 1650

554 1640 1640

546 1590 1560

558 1630 1600

545 1650 1650

541 1660 1670

554 1620 1610

550 1680 1700

ed by skin disease.
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INDIVIDUAL MEASUREMENTS {continued)

Indices. Eyes. Hair. Face.

c. N. F. U.F. S.'S. Skin. Col. P. of F'. Col. Ch. Am. Full. Pro. N.S. Profesbion.

82 73 83 52 IOI Rosy Med. Abs. Ch. br. Curly Ab. L.O. Cx. St. Herdsman.
80 65 95 53 IOI ,, ,, Dk. br. ,, >

»

,

,

,, , ,

79 87 92 56 IOI
, t ,, ,, ,, ,, ,, ,, ,,

83 84 90 50 103 ,, ,, ,, ,, , ,

77 67 98 56 102 ,, , , ,, ,, ,, ,, ,, ,, , ,

78 67 93 54 99 ,, ,, ,, Mod. y. ,, , ,

74 68 102 6l 103 Ch. br. ,, Ab. , , , ,,

79 66 98 56 102 L. Dk. br. ,, y, y , , f

77 67 99 63 97 ,, t3 ,

,

Grey ,, ,, ,

,

Aq. yy

79 67 90 55 IOI ,, } f , ,
Dk. br.

, , , , ,, St. y,

78 6l 90 56 98 Dk. Blk. ,y y ,
Cultivator.

So 73 87 54 IOO Dk. br. , S.O. y Goatherd.

7 5 80 91 53 100 Med. Fair , j 1

1

,

,

yy Cultivator.

78 79 97 59 IOI Dk. Blk. t ) > y y Goatherd.
81 71 82 48 IOO Dk. br. . y

. Cultivator.

78 76 84 52 96 fJ L.O. , ,
Goatherd.

78 82 80 47 99 Blk. S.O.
, , ,y

78 83 Si 44 IOI Bl. Fair - f Ob. Cone.
y ,

80 66 93 56 IOO Dk. Blk. , L.O.
t ,

St. Labourer.

90 80 93 54 104 R. br. ,, ,, ,

,

w. ,, ,, Cultivator.

93 54 102 62 99
87 76 94 56 103 Rosy Med. Abs. Blk. Curly Mod. L.O. Cx. St. Cultivator.

83 75 92 53 103 ff
Dk. br. ,, Ab. W. ,, , , , ,

87 7U 96 5<5 104 , f ,, ,, s.s. ,, ,,

89 73 88 54 104 ,, f f
Blk. Sc. S.O. ,, ,, ,,

S 3 69 86 5 i 106 Bl. Ch. br. ,, Ab. ,, , , ,, , ,

81 7 - S8 53 103 Med. , , 1 f Sc. L.O.
, , ,, ,,

87 81 92 5 i 103 L. > ,, ,, Ab. \V.
, , , , ,,

83 68 87 52 107 Dk. Blk. St. Sc. S.O. Sin. ,,

82 74 89 53 108 , ,
Curly ,, » t ,, St. ,,

«4 64 102 6l 106 Med. Ab. Sq.
, ,

Sin. Trader.

82 76 89 52 IOI Ch. br. S.O. St. Cultivator.

87 76 91 55 IOI
88 70 89 54 IOI Rosy Med. Abs. Dk. br. Curly Ab. \v. Cx. St. Cultivator.

9 i 75 93 55 106 Dk. ,, ,, Mod. ,, ,, ,, ,,

89 80 93 55 IOI Med. ,, ,, Sc. ,, ,, ,, 1 1

83 ' 77 93 58 102 Grey ,, Ab. tt ,, ,, ,»

84 76 ,88 49 99 Dk. Dk. br. ,, ,, L.O. ,, »

t

85 79 89 50 104 ,, ,, ,, tt 1

1

1

1

tt

87 76 S6 53 IOI (Med. Ch. br. ,, ,, S.O. »

t

,t t,

83 57 98 56 IOO Yell. wh. Blk. ,, ,, L.O. ,, ,, ,,

85 76 90 53 IOO Rosy Dk. br. ,, Sc. S.O. ,, 1

1

1

1

80 88 80 46 102 Dk. Blk. ,, ,, \v. ,, »

»

1

1

7 b 77 94 57 103 Med. Dk.br. ,, Ab. S.O. ,, 1 t

8 5 69 93 57 102 Dk. ,, ,, w.
85 75 90 50 IOO Med. Ch. br. ,, ,, S.O.

> » ,t

70 72 102 6l 102 Dk. Blk. ,, ,, L.O. > * * 1 1

1

s 5 74 83 53 103 Med. Ch. br. ,, Sc. Sq. ,, »

1

88 65 93 58 99 Blk. ,, ,, W. ,, *»

86 82 86 53 IOI Dk. y y ,, ,, R. ,, 1 1 >>

83 79 97 5 b 98 Med. Ch. br. ,, Ab. L.O. >t

86 77 88 51 98 Dk. Dk. br. ,, \V. .. t.

90 7 i 87 52 103 Med. Ch. br. ,, Sc. SO. tt

86 73 84 48 IOI Dk. br. ,, Ab. \v. ,, ,,

89 63 93 55 102 Dk. ,, ,, L.O. ,, >>

89 62 IOI 58 102 Med. Grey ,, ,, Sin.

Yuz-baslii.74 7 i 91 56 98 Dk. Fair ,,
w. ,, St.

80
7° 86 51 IOI L.O.

74 74 90 53 95
79 68 82 48

i99 »» »»

80 65 95 54 IOO
Aq.81 60 94 5b 98 S.O.

88 7 i 90 49 98 L.O. St.

7 8 64 82 51 IOO ,»

Aq.83 /6 87 54 IOI ,,

Goatherd.
Goatherd and cultivator

77

79
9 i

84
90
87

54
53

99
IOI

Rosy Med.
It

Abs. Fair

L. br.

Curly Ab. S.O. Cx. St.

185. Projecting cheek-bones. 19c. Very fair complexion. ' 93 - Head compressed at temples.

194- Small, receding chin. 196. No moustache or beard, and head shaved. 197. Head compressed at temples.

199. Very lair.
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TABLE i. LIST OF

ISO.

221

4"4*

/ 405 a
406a

' 407a
40 Sa

I 4°94

/
4'oa

I 4 ' 3 a

416a
4 1 / a
4iSa
419a
440a
404a

• 68

69
;o

77

;y
50
51

Sa
s 3

S4
S;

S6

87
40
41

42
43
44
323
3-’4

32 5

326

327
329

33 'J

3 3 '

332

333

334

3 ’7

|

3 3*

|

3 39

34r'

341

342

345
34r’

347

|

348

349

410a.

323.

Name.

Aisa

Sipsuk
Tahp Akhun
Hayat Akliun
Imid
Tumur Akhun
Fabu Xiaz .

.

Shamshudulah
Bake
Avim Shall

Khuda-berdi
Sawud
Yakub
Turdi
Tokhta
Ela ..

Ismail

Sarib

Ahmad
Roza Akhun
Asim
Roza Akhun
Abaile
Hakim
Shabdul Qadir
Jalib Shah .

.

Rajah Mil. .

.

Talnnsli Khan
Moghot Beg
Ayim Khan
Hainani
Maksud
Khan
Halawat
Safar Ali

liai Md.
Halif
Amir Shah .

.

Hasanek
Yaqin Shall

Charshambe
Khairullah .

.

Azam
Baka X'iaz .

.

Yam bar

Melimed
Tayir

Hayat Akhun
Roze
Abdullah
X'aniat

Tokhtaklmn

1 okhte
Roze Akliun
Md. Tadul . .

Ahmed
Koshur
Sayad X'iaz.

.

Tachuwak . .

Tokhta Niaz

Age. Locality. I 2 3 4

43 Karanghu-tagh 202 '52 S () 34
dj I98 149 53 35
49 204 148 57 37
jS 198 152 5° 3'<

42 1S1 140 55 jo
26 200 147 53 36
23 19 7 144 48 42
4S IS 5 144 44 45
42 190 I 5 t 56 35
IS 186 150 42 33
38 Korla 190 160 48 39
26 .. 190 '53 to 40
38 ,, 175 156 38 39
39 ,, IS4 '57 48 35
2 5 IS3 161 46 36
30 ' s 3 162 2 “ 42
3‘J ,, 18S '59 53 40
3° ,, [ 75 156 49 37
23 ,, >77 164 43 3d
32 >> 1S6 152 49 35
iS >, 1S8 156 47 35
40 ,, 1S6 155 54 35
22 ,, 189 161 43 40
35 ,, 184 163 48 36
3r> Kala Paiyan .

.

'93 1 59 52 35
45 >1 178 165 56 38
42 Nirs 186 159 51 40
30 Chihilkand i;6 149 5 ' 35
ir> Tang .

.

187 '59 5 ' 36
37 Fsht 1 So 156 48 34
3r> Hiur 1S1 '57 5 ' 3d

55 Sarhad 176 '57 47 3d
33 Kirat 1 So 148 49 33
28 Rahcliao 175 '54 54 34
34 Kizgat 187 165 5 ' 40
44 Patkhu 187 '59 47 3 S

40 Osht 181 1 5 1 50 33
35 Chilkand 180 5 ' 54 33
60 Lutcho .

.

181 164 47 3 '

62 ,, 190 ' 5 ' 49 43
32 1S9 '54 48 32
35 ,, 199 '54 55 3d

54 >t • • • • 1S5 146' 47 3d
5 2 Turian .

.

1S2 161 44 44
51 ,, '79 168 5 2 40
3° r, 1S9 154 47 35
35 ,, 1S8 '53 47 38
3° >» 1S0 146 43 38
37 ,, 180 '53 44 35
25 1, •93 150 4 ' 39
2 1 ,, 198 '65 50 38
5 5 ,, 1S9 160 53 37
30 iSr 165 54 3d
20 iSS '55 42 34
18 175 Ur> 46 33
10 ,, 194 '55 45 34
2 5 ,, 185 160 4S 35
20 185 5° 48 39
- 3 189 150 48 33
28 >> 178 '53 46 35
^ 1 190 165 48 40
** 194 '53 49 39
4° »» 18; ' r,3 5 ' 40
3° 185 '59 48 40
24 184 1 ;8 45 38
45 ,, 180 158 48 33
25 1 76 '57 46 40

9 9a U.F.L. H.Cir. K> 20

128 2S 7 ' 572 1710 I 800

'35 22 70 564 1 7 3° K$<>
132 '35 So 5 So 1 080 1710
138 "4 08 57 ' 1 700 1700
125 121 76 520 1590 1 5 So
132 1 18 62 562 1 800 1S30

'32 "3 02 540 1670 16S0
132 100 6 3 53 S 1650 1630
'32 "5 70 556 1 5 So 1620
124 1 12 62 542 1580 1 560

137 '23 7 ' 560 1670 1720
' 3d 1 "5 64 561 1070 1720
126 105 56 540 * 73“ 1710

'33 124 69 553 *730 17S0
121 "3 65 555 1740 1 7 5*2

129 123 67 556 1770 1700
140 '32 7d 5 d 5 175° 1800
' 3 ' 1 1

1

70 540 1630 'djO

'39 1 1

1

61 547 'SSo 1530
131 "4 7 3 555 1700 1690
'27 "4 65 530 1650 1620

'33 '33 7 5 555 ' 55 ° 1 500

136 "3 6 5 5G5 ' 55° 1520
126 118 ~o 552 1630 1650
123 ”3 72 564 1660 1700
129 114 1 263 1700 1720
'34 "4 7 5 55° '730 1S00
128 123 72 545 1820 1750
'23 105 62 550 1700 1720
1 1

8

109 63 530 1630 1640
'34 "7 7 ' 540 1720 ' 75 °
'27 121 Gy 522 1670 1650
128 "7 70 525 1660 1710
126 120 73 524 1700 1710
'44 "3 65 5 dj

‘ 1820 1 820
140 108 d 3 5 d 5 1700 1720
124 "8 69 540 1 660 1730
'30 119 7 2 533 1630 1620
128 105 62 5do 1 5 So 1650
122 1 1

8

78 570 1670 1690
125 I 13 62 5 d 5 1610 1640
122 122 7 3 574 1620 1650
127 "7 61 555 1630 1660
127 106 5 d 553 1540 1620
125 124 d7 5 36 1560 1600
142 114 65 550 1650 1640
126 "9 69 553 1690 1700
'38 118 60 ?-/ 1710 1650
130 1 1

1

60 540 1620 1600
130 1 10 61 558 1610 1620
142 1 23 68 572 1820 1800

130 126 67 5 d 5 1820 1600

'37 121 73 553 1620 1600

'34 1 10 d 5 555 ' 75° 1720
126 1 1

1

66 5 '4 1650 1670
131 122 7 1 570 i 73 <) 1750
' 3d 120 G3 553 1 800 1870
132 121 7 <> 544 1730 1800
129 1 1

8

68 55° 1640 1 720
129 "4 62 535 1540 ' 1510
138 1 10 62

5
r'3 1660 1 700

138 12

1

68 564 1C90 1 75°
'35 122 68 560 1740 1700
32 120 65 548 i/ 3o 1 746
130 120 66 560 1640 1630
129 112 d 5 543 1720 1710
'34 1 1

1

70 545 1620 1000

Beard fair.

Emigrated to Haim ; would not open eyes fullv.

40. Father from Badakhshan.
324. Emigrated to IJumi; would not open eyes fully.
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INDIVIDUAL MEASUREMENTS
(
continued

)

Indices. Eyes.

c. N. F. U.F. s.s. Skin. Col. P. of F. Col.

75 61 100 5 5 105 Rosy 131. Abs. L. br.

75 66 90 5 *' lot Med.

73 65 102 61 102 , , ,, ..

/ “ 83 49 100 ,, ,, Fair

7 1 55 97 61 99 .. I., br.

74 68 SO 47 102 ,, ,,

Ch. br.
73 87 86 47 IOI .. ,,

78 102 • So 48 99 Dk. red br. Elk. ,, ,,

79 62 87 53 103 Rosy Med. „ L. br.

81 79 90 5° 99 ,, Bl. ,, Fair

84 63 9° 52 103 Med. ,, Ch. br.

81 go 85 47 103 ,,

Pres.

Dk. br.

89 103 S3 44 99 Yell, rosy Dk.
Blk!85 73 93 53 io 3 Rosy br. Abs.

88 78 89 15 IOI Yell, rosy ,, ,, Dk br.

89 81 95 52 96 Rosy br. ,, ,1 ..

84 76 94 54 103 Rosy » ..

S9 76 85 53 100 ,, Med. ,i

Blk!
93 84 So 44 97 Yell. Dk. .1

S2 7i 87 56 99
Blk.83 74 90 ji 98 Rosy Med. Abs.

S3 65 100 56 97 Rosy br. Dk. Pres. 11

85 93 83 4S 98 Rosy Med. Abs. 11

89 75 94 56 IOI ,, Dk. ,,

Dk.br.82 67 92 59 102 ,, Med. tt

93 68 88 55 IOI ,, ,, ft II

85 78 85 56 104 ll >1 1 >

Blk!85 69 96 56 96 Dk. yell. br. ,, 1

1

85 7' 85 50 IOI Rosy Dk. 11 Fair

87 7i 92 53 IOI Med. ,, ,,

8/ 7

1

87 53 102 II 1 i»
Dk. br.

89 77 95 54 99 ,, 1 >

82 67 91 55 103 ,, ,, ,, Fair

88 6.3 95 58 IOI »

1

,, ..

88 78 78 45 100 1

i

rsi.

Dk.br.
Fair

85

83

Si

66
77
95

45
56

IOI

104
1

*

#»

Med. 1

1

1

1

84 61 92 55 99 ,, 1

1

Dk. br.

9i 66 82 48 104 II ,, 1 »

79 92 97 64 IOI i » ,, 1 > ..

81 67 90 50 102 * » ,, ..

77 65 100 60 102 l» ,, ..

79 77 92 48 102 t , ,

,

,, »
88 100 83 44 105 Rosy br. Dk. ? ,,

94 77 99 54 103 Med. Pres.
81 74 80 46 99
81 Si 94 55 IOI

Blk.81 88 86 43 96 Rosy yell. Dk. SI. f.

85 80 85 46 99 Rosy Med. Abs. Fair

78 95 85 47 IOI
83 76 87 48 99
85 70 97 52 99
91 §7 88 53 99

Blk.82 81 82 48 98 Rosy Med. Abs.
83 72 88 52 IOI Dk. , ,

Dk. br.

80 76 93 54 IOI • 1 ,,

86 73 88 46 104 1

1

,,

81 81 93 53 104 „ # 1 ,,

79
86

69
76

9i

88
53
48

105

98 Rosy yell.

”

87 83 80 45 102 Rosy ,,

Bik!79 80 88 49 104 Yell, rosy ,,

88 78 90 50 98 Yellow ? Dk. br.

86 8.3 9i 49 IOI Rosy Abs.
86 84 92 51 99 Med. ,

,

Blk!
88 69 87 50 99 Yell, rosy Dk. ,,

Dk.br.89 87 83 52 99 Rosy ,, 11

Hair. Face.

Ch.
—

s

Am. Full. Pro. N.S. Profession.

Curly Ab. W. Cx. St. Shepherd

.

L.O. Cultivator.

..
Goatherd.

,, W. Goatherd and cultivator.

’
L.O. Goatherd.
S.O. Cultivator.

Ab. \V. ,,

S.O. >•

1 ’

L.O.
Ob. St” ft. ,,

Sc” L O. Cone. , ,

Ab. Sin.

• •
St. >

**

s’.o.

"
;;

sc! w. - »

Curly Ab. S.O. Cx. St. Blacksmith.

L.O. Sin. Cultivator.

Sc. S.O. 1

1

Cone. •I

Ab.
L.O.

• 1 St.

Cultivator and shepherd.

1

1

1

1

>. 1

»

1

1

Cultivator.

If 1

1

” 1 1

1 >

1

1

• •
Cultivator.

1 1 fl s’.o. »» >.

If

II II
L.O.

11

II

1

1

11

1 f

II **

s’.o.

II

II * 1 >

L.O. II 11 1 1

S.O. II Sin. ii

1

1

Cone. 11

LO. 1

1

St. »>

l» - s 0. Cone.
St.

I 1

I

I

L.O. • 1 1

1

S.O. 11 1

1

L.O. II 1

1

S.O. 1

1

• •

\Y. 11 1

1

1

1

- L.O. 1 •

Curly Sc. SO. Cx. St. Cultivator.

Ab. L.O. ,, ,, 1

1

Curly Sc. S.O. Cx. St. Cultivator.

?

?

» L.O. 1

1

Blacksmith

? «J
Cultivator.

Curly Ab. ,, 11

? Sc. Sq. ••

? L.O. .»

Curly Mod.
Sc. \V. Sin, Wear er.

Ab. LO. St. Cultivator.

Sc. L.O. ..

- Ab. ” 11

II

*•

1 *

329. Head shaved.
338. Head shaved.

1 314

1536. Head shaved.

340. Head shaved.

337. Head shaved.

341. Head shaved.

S M



Knot

an

Turf

an

1370 NOTES ON THE PHYSICAL ANTHROPOLOGY OF [Appendix C

TABLE 1. LIST OF

No. Name.

' 350 Xiaz Akhun
35 i Musa
353 Sawut

354 Metake

3 5 5
Khilakhun . .

360 Kayid
361 Tokhta Xiaz

362 Barat

363 Muhd. Akhun
5<>4 Mukayid
365 Tokhtang .

.

366 Osman
36/ Sadir

368 Kurban
369 Isup..

370 Choruk

37 i Kabul

37 2 Adil

37 3 Mahid

374 Tokhta Xiaz

375 Xiaz..

376 Muhammad
377 Yakub
378 Muhammad
379 Khalil

380 Muhammad
381 Kurban Xiaz
382 Hoshur
383 Arib

384 Hamdut
383 Talib

386 Haja
387 Muhd. Zait .

.

388 Xiaz Akhun
389 Ghazil

390 Habil

391 Abdul Majid
392 Matiaz

393 Hashim
394 Xait.

.

395 Mutub
396 Super

397 Tokhta Xiaz

39S Karim Xiaz

399 Muhammad
400 Yusuf
401a Hussain
402a Pazil
2 3 ' Ahmad Akhun
232 Xiaz
333 Latif

234 Kliuda-berdi

235 Roze
236 Muhd. Sharif

237 Tokhta
23S

239 Muhammad
240
241 Khudakhun
321 Tursun
412a Tursun
414a Bake
506 Khuda-berdi
507 Kabul
50S Xiaz. .

509 Habibullah
510 Abdullah

Age. Locality. 1 2 3 4 9 pa IT.F.L. H Cir. 16 20

26 Turfan .

.

1 So 158 42 33 126 I I \ 65 545 1670 1650

3 5 ,, 1

7

3 160 49 37 '30 I 15 61 540 1700 1720
40 ' s 3 103 49 3 '27 1 1

1

68 557 1640 1 640
20 185 I 52 45 3d '37 I 12 67 55 ' 1630 1650
2 5 1S1 158 4 ' 35 132 113 64 55° 1 580 1580
20 190 1 59 49 35 132 1 10 68 560 1650 1700
24 1S4 150 47 39 131 122 7 - 54 ' 1710 1650
30 1 S3 155 5 ' 34 127 121 73 544 1690 1730
25 >> iSs 156 49 34 '34 120 r

v" 553 1670 1660
20 187 157 49 38 142 1 14 67 560 1690 1730
37 ,, 185 14s 54 35 '39 1 16 73 544 1720 1720
30 ,, 190 159 49 35 '35 121 71 565 1720 1720
18 182 152 46 39 130 1 12 r.3 540 1700 1690
25 180 156 53 36 '33 126 74 543 1620 1640
19 >> 1 S3 139 47 38 '33 i ~3 71 560 1640 1670
23 >> 1S2 145 46 37 128 123 67 526 1690 1700
iS >> [S4 '51 44 35 124 106 63 54 ' 1690 1720
35 1 88 1 54 49 30 136 1 16 64 548 1660 1690
37 ,, 1 85 153 4S 34 129 120 70 545 1710 1750
46 ,, 180 161 54 37 127 120 70 560 1770 1720
3S 187 152 53 37 1 1

S

1 17 69 553 1660 1710
'9 ,, 180 155 47 43 '32 1 1

1

65 537 1700 17S0
35 180 162 50 34 131 128 "b 548 1600 1630
20 »i • • 178 1 58 47 38 '30 ”3 68 550 1660 1700
23 »» * • 179 166 48 35 ' 4 ' 123 /' 561 1720 1700
26 »» '

'

186 '55 46 40 '35 12S 7 ' 550 1740 1730
22 u • • '79 156 43 34 128 11 3 63 542 1640 1680
20 1 88 '55 43 39 132 124 69 555 1690 1700
37 190 157 5 ' 42 140 127 70 562 1640 1660
22 18; 155 46 40 '37 1 2 '*

69 550 1660 1720
2S 187 ' 5 43 39 125 126 7 ' 535 1660 1680
40 1 So I/O 50 42 '37 120 66 555 1630 1600

5 ° 180 160 54 37 130 124 73 540 1660 1710
36 >» * • 185 157 44 35 ' 3 ' 121 66 5 57 1630 1600
38 187 162 5 ' 40 130 124 73 555 1600 1630
30 184 ' 5 2 45 38 128 124 68 540 1640 1610
20 »» • • 175 '53 45 36 128 "5 66 533 1600 1590
55 >1 • • 1 88 148 5 ' 38 126 '23 70 550 1780 1780
26 ,, 188 160 47 39 130 122 70 568 1680 1700
20 ,, 176 '45 48 35 124 II I 64 520 1560 1550
20 ,, 176 146 47 32 124 "7 66 529 1720 1820
21 ,, 174 165 43 36 '35 "4 64 545 1620 1650
23 1 77 160 49 35 '35 '25 7 1 540 1620 1650
28 179 161 47 35 '37 ”5 70 550 1610 1630
20 ,, 176 '53 48 35 '35 1 12 66 536 1 5 So 1590
22 185 '53 43 40 '35 109 60 554 1620 1690
25 188 158 49 49 '37 12

1

72 5b 3 1680 1760
38 ,, 187 '55 49 36 '33 120 68 554 1580 1630
40 Lop 192 '55 53 4 ' '34 129 75 5 r>4 '740 1730
24 » »

• • 1S4 150 45 40 128 125 72 552 1670 1660
5<5 » > • * 187 '55 50 40 132 "7 67 557 1670 1710
24 185 '53 47 42 '34 108 65 547 1610 1750
32 >t • • 195 ' 5 ' 44 39 124 "3 65 560 1640 1650
25 173 161 44 40 '33 "5 b 3 533 1640 1650
43 »# • • 1S7 152 53 38 130 "7 72 560 1740 1750
36 »* • • 187 '58 48 33 125 122 72 555 1680 1690
42 » » • • 185 146 50 38 130 118 69 535 1710 1770
29 » • • • 190 158 47 37 130 "5 69 557 1650 1720
38 »

»

'72 166 48 3b '55 "5 69 537 1730 1680
32 Khotan 176 '57 49 .38 '35 124 51 5.33 1680 1700
44 *> 188 jjS 43 37 141 120 66 560 1720 1730
37 .8; '55 46 36 126 1 16 67 548 1700 t68o
42 Allama .

.

183 '59 5 ' 40 '35 1 12 b7 595 1730 1830
35 Yotkan iS; '59 5 ' 3 5 1 37 "3 70 550 1650 1640
32 »» 187 '54 5 ' 28 141 122 69 550 '755 1750
45 »» 189 '57 55 39 '55 127 72 560 '730 1810
5° 189 '56 55 39 '37 "3 64 555 1630 1690

382. Bulging lips. 386. Beard and moustache fair.

39 2 - Head curiously pointed.
39 1 Thick underlip. European features.



Appendix C] CHINESE TURKESTAN AND THE PAMIRS

INDIVIDUAL MEASUREMENTS {continued)

1 37 '

‘7

Indices.

0. N.
~
V. U.F. S.S. Skin.

ss 79 88 5 99 Rosy

9-1 76 SS 47 - IOI Yell, rosy

S9 7

1

87 54 100 Rosy
S2 So Sc 49 IOI Yell, rosy

S; 8; 86 4b 100 Rosy
S4 71 SS 5- 103 ,»

8c 83 93 5 5 96
S5 67 95 60 1 02

84 69 90 50 99 ,,

84 78 So 47 102 Rosy br.

So 63 83 52 100 ,,

S4 7i 90 53 100 Rosy
84 85 86 50 99
87 68 95 56 IOI Rosy
s- Si 9- 5 3 102 Rosy br.

So So 06 =!2 IOI

82 So S5 51 102 Rosy
Sc 73 85 47 102 ,,

83 71 93 54 102 „
89 68 94 55 103 ,,

Si 70 99 ss 103 Yell, rosy
So Sy 84 49 105 Rosy
90 68 98 58 102 Rosy br.

S9 Si «7 5 - 102 Rosy
93 73 87 50 99 Rosy br.

Sr S; 95 53 99 ,,

8; 79 S8 5° 102 Rosy
82 9 i 94 5 2 IOI it

8.3 Sc 01 50 IOI tt

S3 87 s9 5° 104 it

81 9 i 10

1

IOI

94 «4 88 4S 98
Sy 68 95 5 b 103 H
S 3 So 9 - 50 98 »*

87 78 95 5b 102 tt

82 84 97 53 98
87 So 90 S-i 99
79 74 98 5b IOO

85 83 94 54 IOI it

82 73 90 52 99
83 68 94 53 106
95 84 84 47 102
90 7 i 93 53 102
90 74 84 5 i 301 Rosy br.
s7 73 83 49 IOI Rosy
S3 91 81 44 104
S4 loo 88 53 105
83 7"3 90 51 IO4
Si 77 96 5 b 99 Fair
82 s9 9S 5 b 99
83 So 89 5 i 102
83 89 81 4s IO9 Rosy
77 89 9 i 52 IOI

93 91 86 47 101 Rosy
St 72 90 101
84 69 98 58 IOI
79 76 9 i 53 104
S3 79 88 53 104
97 / } 74 44 97
89 78 yc ^1 IOI Rosy
S4 S7> 83 47 IOI
S3 78 OC 53 99
S7 78 83 5 ° 106
S/ 69 8c

5 1 99
Sj

5 5 87 49 IOO
S3 71 8c 46 105
S3 71 8c 47 104

, ,

Eyes. Hair.

Col. P. of F~! Col. Ch. Am.

Dk. Abs. Blk. Curly Sc.

tt Dk. br. Ab.

li 1

1

Mod.
tt Blk! Sc.

it tt f ,

L. > 1 Dk. br.

Med. Blk.

Dk. >1 Ch. br. Ab.

» »
Dk. br.

Blk. tt Blk. Sc.

Dk. 1

1

Dk. br. Ab.

.. Pres.
i 1

Sc.

Med. Abs. Dk. br. Curly Sc.

• * Blk. -

Dk. Abs. Dk. br. Curly
Ab.

Bl. Fair 1 >

Med. Dk. br. >> tt

Blk. 1

1

,,

Dk. Pres. Dk. br. Sc.

tl Abs. , t 11 Ab
II ,, 11 Sc.

. Blk. >t *

»»

Pres.
" it

it

Med. Abs. Dk'.'br. tt

Dk. ,, ,, 1 >
Ab.

Pres. Sc.

Abs. L. br. Ab.

Bl. Dk. br. Mod.
Dk. Pres. tt » f Ab.

Med. Abs. •• tt •*

Dk.
tt

it

** tt

>1 Sc.

Med. it tt

Ch. br. it Ab.

t » Dk. br. tl ,,

Dk. «» ” tt

It

Sc.

Pres. it

tt

tt

*>

1 1
Ab.

»» Abs. tt tt Sc.

Pres. It tt

Med. f
Blk. tl ,,

Dk. br. 1

1

Ab.

„ Abs.

Dk. Pres. •• >*

Med. Ch. br. Curly Ab.

Dk. Ch. br. Curly Ab.

Med. ,, „ -

Med. Abs. Dk br. Curly Ab
Dk.

- Ch br.

Dk.br.
Blk.

Fair Dk. br.

Dk. ,

,

,,

Med. f f ,,

Face.

Full. Pro. x.s. Profession.

L.O. Cx. St. Cultivator.

s’.o. it

\v.

s.o.

L.O. Smith.

” Cultivator.

s’.o.
- ” •>

\v.

s.o. .. it ..

s.o. Cx.

11

St.

It

Cultivator.

s.o. Cx. St. Cultivator.

L.O.

tl ,,

tt

,,

tt

s.o.
••

1

»

tt

>1

ft

L.O. tt

s.o. •• tt tt

L.O.
tt It

it

\Y. it tt

L.O. It

S.O. it It it

L.O. tt It

»

»

\v.
tt

1

1

>»

L.O. it

1 1 *1 Aq. tl

\Y.
t*

• t

11

it

L.O. a St.

• » Aq. ..

,, it tt

S.O. t» It

LO. tt It It

R. a *t It

\V. tt St. 1 1

S.O. tt tt

W. it tt

S.O. Aq. it

\v. tt St. 1

1

It »« tt

L.O. Leathervorker.

It ’ Darogha.

L.O. Cx, St. Cultivator.

L.O. Cx. St. Darogha.

M Sin. Cultivator.

LO. Cx. St. Cultivator.

,,
Yuzbashi.

,,
Cultivator.

\V.

s.o

. Prominent cheek-bones
3- 1 * Emigrated to Hami.
510. Prominent cheek-bones.

508. Has goitre, 509,

8 M 2



Lophk

Charkhlik

Harm

Khotan

NOTES ON THE PHYSICAL ANTHROPOLOGY OF [Appendix C

TABLE i. LIST OF

No. Name. Age. Locality. 1 2 3 4 9 9a U.F.L. H.Cir. 16 20

Kurban 55 Yotkan 190 152 54 4b 141 118 60 560 1690 *

! 512 Kasim 50 >83 148 48 39 ' 3 ' "5 68 535 1620 Kj6o
5 '3 Mamatiz 55 ,, >75 '53 5 b 37 140 118 69 535 1590 T 59o
514 Roze -4 '75 156 45 37 '33 93 55 528 1630 1580

5 1 5 Sope 5 1 182 '45 5° 4 ' '35 1 12 66 540 1630 1660
51b Kasim 3 - iSj 136 42 30 138 105 64 55° 1610 1630
5 '7 Sadik 40 ,, 182 '57 57 35 136 '37 75 550 1660 1710
51S Sadik 22 ,, '74 '45 52 36 '39 120 70 535 1620 1630
5 '9 Aziz 06 187 l6l 52 34 '44 124 7 1 -550 1740 1790
520 Ziyauddin .

.

45 ,, 184 '55 5 ' 36 '45 107 67 540 1610 1610

5 -' Tokhtak ^5 ,, 184 I40 50 4 ' '30 "3 58? 5 2 5 1640 1605

5 -- Aziz 7 * 183 148 5 ' 39 132 118 5
'* 540 1540 1530

5-3 Turdi 55 192 146 49 4 ' '36 1 10 57 555 1620 1580
5-4 Turfan 25 191 160 SO 37 132 "7 68 555 1685 1710
5-5 Tokhta 54 ,, 176 156 53 40 '43 118 66 540 1640 1 080
526 Khoja Ahmad 20 165 '59 46 35 136 1 16 68 5-8 1 73° 1700
5-7 Aisa 2 ? ,, 185 148 55 36 136 117 69? 53° 1600 15C0
528 Aisa 45 ,, '73 160 5 ' 36 132 120 65 540 1650 1650
5-9 Hassan 5 5 178 15b 49 40 '39 "4 66? 535 1640 1700
53° Malimud 45 ,y 184 ' 5 ' 52 40 142 I 12 66 545 1700 1740
53 1 Hamdullah 20 ,, 172 t'52 45 40 136 110 66 535 1610 1630
53 - Buliauddin 32 '75 ' 5 ' 5 ' 36 '34 "7 65 540 1620 1G10
533 Alim 35 ,, 178 140 t t 131 "3 60 530 1620 1620
534 Niaz . . 40 ,, 187 '47 45 39 140 106 60 540 1570 1620
535 Ramatulla .

.

26 ,, 180 152 54 3 ' '34 122 74 525 1700 1710
.301 Sibir 50 Hand '95 '53 50 37 126 120 67 564 1530 1530
30- Muhd. Niaz 5b »l • • 190 '53 50 37 '34 128 67 560 1610 1650
303 60

11 • • 192 142 50 3b '30 120 70 553 1670 1660
304 28

11 • • '79 '55 50 39 1 18 120 70 537 1650 1700
303 Yolbash 18 >1 '79 '59 46 34 127 I l8 73 544 1640 1730
3°b t'sman Shah 30 Khomali 188 158 42 40 '37 1*5 58 5 b3 1660 1630
3°7 Tokhte Md. 38 Hami 192 '57 49 3b 125 120 67 560 1590 1650
308 Khwaja Nizah 38 189 '6 3 54 3b 120 12 2 70 550 1640 1570
3°9 Sharif 56 Tashara 189 '49 50 39 122 I 15 67 550 1520 1530
3'0 Md. Sharif 60 ,, 183 160 54 4 ' 123 120 70 547 1630 1640
3 " Yar Muhammad 3 i ,, 192 '43 47 38 I2 5 120 67 548 1650 1680
3>2 Abdul Md. .

.

45 ,, 196 146 45 3b 126 106 56 362 1650 1690
3'3 Sham she 53 ? Hami 186 '55 4b 42 132 I 10 64 55 S 1630 1620
3'4 Roze Md. .

.

3b Tashara 192 '47 47 39 '33 120 69 552 1590 1600
3 1 5 Rashiuddin.

.

47 tt 184 'S' 49 39 ' 29 I 13 68 544 1600 r6io
3 'b Arshiuddin .

.

2 5 ,, 184 '55 49 37 124 Il6 70 548 1720 1780
3'7 Gul Md. 28 188 151 45 35 127 104 67 557 1570 1540
3 'S Md. Nur 3b ,, 190 142 53 35 126 I l6 7 1 544 1640 1640
310 Abdul Khalik 0 2 ,, '79 55 45 3b 126 I IO 61 545 1650 1 690
3 30 Tokhta Niaz 37 ,, '93 150 49 42 4 ' I 16 68 562 1710 1730
4" Ismail 22 Hann 189 160 48 40 129 I 2 I 69 558 1680 1700

' 260 Aziz 2 5 Charkhlik 161 73 52 40 142 I 16 7 ' 574 1740 1750
26

1

Allakulla 29 ,, '97 '59 47 39 '37 I l8 67 580 '/SO 1870
263 Islam 38 199 160 5 ' 37 '35 120 73 583 1760 1800
-r’3 Iman 3 'J 200 '55 52 44 140 129 77 581 1750 '730
2 <S4 Islam 3 r>

11 198 '53 54 40 '33 125 7 5 570 1720 1730
' 265 Islam 3 § 200 '56 43 39 '34 I I I 68 581 1690 1C90
26') Roze 18 ,, 191 150 43 3 ? '35 122 70 555 1720 ' 75 °
26; Tulam kulla do 190 13d 47 44 '34 1 1 I 69 560 1 580 1600
208 Ata Md. 40 ,, 194 156 5

1

37 '37 122 7 5 561 Ifilo 1650
269 Sultan 30 .. 190 '55 49 39 '43 ! -3 74 • 568 1690 '750
333 d Khalpak 45 '79 14O 40 3b "9 90 56 540 1530 1540

' 334a Kepek 55 178 42 4b 3 ' 1 22 102 63 540 1600 1030

j
3"<> Amer 4" Aixial .

.

'83 '55 51 3 f ’ 127 9r> b? 560 '730 '740
3" la Suldik 46 199 '53 59 3b 132 126 76 59b 1760 1790

1 3 '>3a Yakhan 35 198 '45 4 ' 3" 126 109 b-7 575 1690 1660
3°4d Abdullah 20 ,, JOO 160 4 ' 34 '33 1 16 69 59° 1760 1760
305a Baki 20 ,1 181 '45 50 34 1 26 106 r>3 540 1670 1690
3oba Otbaskan . . 37 1 89 '44 5o 35 1 2b 108 73 560 1720 1750

| 3°7 a Niaz .

.

25 I9'S '59 44 37 148 IU 64 600 1800 1780
308a (Lilian 3<-> ,1 190 ' 5 ' 4b 3r> '33 1 1

1

61 57° 1740 1760

5 1 x "Left aim broken chin sunken
;
nose prominent

, lar^e goitre.

515. Head curion ,Iy pointed. 521. Toothless.
525. Head peaked at back. 529. Toothless.

Piominent cheek-bone.,. ^14. Narrow lower face.

522. *Donbtiul. No teeth.

532. Semitic features.
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INDIVIDUAL MEASUREMENTS (
continued

)

CHINESE TURKESTAN AND THE PAMIRS 1 37 j>

C. N.

So
81

87

89
So

86
86

83
56
82

77
So

76
S4

89

90
80

02
S8
82

S3

86

79
79
84

78
81

74
87

89
84
81

86

79
57

74
75

83

77
82

84
50

74
87

78
85

94
51

8n

78

77
78

79
82

80

82

87
80

8 ;

78

73
80
80

76
80

79

74
81

74
82

82

7i

61

69
65

71

82

78
84

74

7 5

76
65
7

1

S2

77
89

S7

57

74

,74

74

95

74
f>7

78
76
Si

So

91

S 3

So

7*

78
66
50

85

83

77
83

73
S5

74

9 i

51

94
73
So

7 5

C’7

7i

61

73
83
68

70
84

78

Indices.

F.

84
88

84
70
83

76
101

86
86

74
87

89
81

89
83

85

86

9 i

82

79
81

8/

86

76

9 1

95
96
9-
102

93
84
96
102

9S

9S

oS
84
S3

90
88

94
82

92
87
82

94
82

86
S9
9-

94
83

91

83

89
86

76
84
76

95
86
S7
84
86

77
83

U.F. S.S.

43
5-

49
4i

49
46

55

50

49
46
45?
39*

44
5-

46
50
5i?

49
47?

46

49
49
46

43
55

53

5°

54

59

57
44

54
58

55

57

54

44
48
54

53
5*3

53

56

48
48

53
50

49
54

55

5«

51

54
5i

55

54

47
54

51

58

53

54

50

58

43
46

?

102

100

97
102

101

103
IOI

103
100

98

99
98
101

102

98

97
100

104
102

101

99
100

103
101

100
102

99
103

105

98
104

96
101

101

102

102

99
IOI

101

104
•98

100

102

101

IOI

101

107
102

99
101

100
102

101

102

IO4
101

102

101

102

98
100
101

102

99
IOI

Skin.

Rosy

Rosy br.

Rosy

Rosy br.

Rosy

Rosy br.

Rosy

Rosy

Rosy

Rosy
Rosy yell.

Rosy

Col.

Lt.

Med.
Dk.

Med.
Dk.
Med.
Dk.
Med.
Dk.

Med.
Dk.

Med.
Dk.

Med.
Dk.
L.
Dk.

Dk.

Med.
Dk.
Med.

Abs.

Rosy br. Dk.

Abs.

Abs.

Med.
Dk.
Med.
Dk.

Med.

Dk.
Med.
Dk.

Med.

Pres.

Abs.

53 5. fNose dwarfed by disease.
303a. No beard, scanty moustache.

Hair. Face.— — Js ^

Col. Ch. Am. Full. Pro. N.S. Profession.

Grey Curly Ab. L.O. Cx. St. Cultivator.

,, ,, ,, ,, Aq. ,,

Ch. br. lr . .
, t

St. ,,

Dk. br. Sc. s.o. , , ,,

Grey Ab. L.O. ,,

Dk. br. \v. Aq. ,,

I( ,, L.O. , ,

Nil St”

,, Curly Ab. ,, ,, M ,,

Mod. \v.

'

, ,

Grey
,

,

Ab. Sq. Sin. ,,

Wh.
t , , ,

S.O. ,

,

Aq. ,,

Grey ,, ,, ,, ,

,

,, ,,

131k. L.O. Sin. ,,

Ob. St. , ,

? Nil R. , ,

Grey Curly Ab. L.O. , ,
Cultivator.

Ch. br. ,

,

, , ,

,

Grey ,, Ob. ,, Aq. ,,

Dk. br. f t
L.O. ,, St. Yuz-baslu.

Blk. Mod. S.O. M , ,

Ab. L.O. n Aq. Cultivator.

Dk'.'br. f
Ob. t> t

Blk. Sc. \Y. St. Cultivator.

Dk. br. Ab. L.O. Aq.
St. Mu 11a.

•> •• ” >> ” Bootmaker.

Dk. br. Curly Sc. S.O. Cx. St. Trader.

Dk. br. Curly Ab. L.O. Cx. St. Cultivator.

Blk. Sc. f ,
Cone. ,,

Dk br. Ab. St. Iman.

.. >> •• Cultivator.

”
NY.

”

Sc. , , ,

,

,y ,,

’’
Ob. Cone. ,,

Ch. br. Ab. \Y. St. ..

Blk. Sc. s 0. >

»

Dk’.’br.

” ” 1 *

1 *
Sin. ,,

f ,
St. ,,

»» E.L. •> ”

’
Ab. L.O'. ,,

Sc. ,, ,, ,, ,,

Cone. ,,

S.O. St. , ,

Grey , ,
Ob. ,, ,, ..

Bile Ab. L O. Sin.

Dk br. Sc. R. St. ..

Blk. Ab. S.O.
,

,

,, >>

Wca\ cr
” * *

Sc. Cultivator and shepherd

Pk. br. Ab. L'.’o. Cultivator and hunter.

Blk. Sc. NY. ,, Cultivator and fisher.

S.O. ,

,

>> *»
”

Servant.

Dk. br. l”o. , , ,, Cultivator.

Blk. ,,
S.O.

Dk. br. •• - ” ”

Mongolian type in No beard, >cantv moustache

No beard. scanty moustache 3‘ >,
_
a. No beard.
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TABLE i. LIST OF

Xo. Name.

|

309a Asan
I 310a Abek
1
3na Sahib
312a Xiaz . .

313a Mohammad . .

314a Mnlla
315a Ataullah
316a Musa
317a Xurullah
3 > 8a Xiaz Khoji

3 i 9a Ataullah
520a Tokhtasun . .

321a Tapalde. . ..

322a Mohammad .

.

- 323a Md. Tokhta
324a Atekelgan . .

325a Kechikula .

.

326a Kurban
327a L'se .

,

328a Aghebergen
329a Kasim
33oa Tannr Akhun
33 >a Ataullah
332a Xiaz

335 a Xnuat Beg .

.

336a Mulla Shah
337a Tokhtasun .

.

338a Xiaz Baki .

.

339a Tukhti Akhun
v 540a Islam
' 347a Hsmg-ling .

.

348a Hsing-vung
349a Lo-yeh
35 fJa Hsing-fang .

.

35 >a ITsmg-fang .

.

352a Hsing-fang .

.

353 a Wang-chiang
354a Sha-suan
355a Hsing-Iang .

.

356a Hsing-nuing
357 a Hsing-huang
3 5 8a Hsing-fu

34 ia Wu -cluing .

.

342 a Tang-shuan
343 a Sliang-ti-fu .

.

344a Tu-fu-huang
345a Shu-shu-h .

.

346.1 Kua-yu-cliang
359a Li-clii-hsing

360a Hsing-sun .

.

408b Islam
409b Rustam
410b Roza Akhun
41 ib Kurban
412b Ibrahim
242 Xiaz. .

245 Tiiinur

244 Pasa. .

245 Abdullah
240 Hasan
247 Tokhta
24S Islam

249 Rustam
250 i okhtush . .

25 1 Pasa .

.

232 Roze Md. . .

253 Ibrahim Akhun

Age. Locality.

30 Abdal

35 ..

40
3o

39

45
40

43
18

45
40

35

39
-3

43

33
40
40

45
68

56
-5
68

47
30

Xan-hu

54 ,,

36

3 / n *

.

40 „

4 1 ..

45

4 i

28 Tun-huang
45 a

34
44
46
18

48

35
-7

-5

55
“ 5

28

Xan-hu
Kenya .

Xiya

18

30
36

36

36

50

36

1 2 3 4 9 ya

202 > 5 > 43 37 124 94
95 >44 42 4 > 124 1 >5
201 >54 4S 39 >36 >>9
188 148 44 39 123 1 IS
190 >54 43 33 127 109
95 >54 46 3 > 126 1 1

8

201 > 5 > 48 34 > 3 > 105
207 >53 44 35 >33 1 >7
180 152 45 37 124 >>5
200 156 42 38 >37 107
>94 148 5 *' 38 >34 122
>95 >55 45 45 >30 1 2 I

181 148 49 36 >24 102
1S4 140 42 33 >23 10S
192 149 46 34 >32 11S
200 146 49 37 >32 1 1

8

196 >41 49 29 >32 1 1

1

>95 152 55 3<

5

127 114
194 >49 45 32 >33 102
>93 149 47 32 > 3 > 117
1S9 160 39 38 126 96
190 > 5 > 5 “ 37 128 1 10
19S >53 45 37 1 36 122
>95 152 47 35 >35 104
162 207 49 36 144 109
151 >94 50 35 > 3 > I 12
146 186 49 3 » 126 9b
>54 205 52 36 131 107
>55 >95 52 34 1 3*5 109
152 >94 49 35 >43 122
187 >43 41 44 >>7 109
1S8 >45 45 35 >30 1 16
186 >44 44 3 > 122 >>3
>92 >45 40 37 134 1 12
187 148 48 33 118 1 >5
>92 140 50 3 > >32 124
200 >43 43 3 > 128 1 >4
>83 >43 52 37 126 >27
202 >47 47 27 >32 >27
189 153 4 > 29 1 18 > > 3
192 >53 47 42 127 1 18
196 152 47 40 >37 lib
196 >52 40 39 >34 >>9
194 149 5 > 32 124 >35
190 > 4 > 42 39 >23 107
194 152 45 32 127 ny
190 142 5° 4 > 122 > 3 >

189 146 47 38 126 > >7
189 148 35 32 122 98
200 150 43 32 >34 >>4
>77 >55 46 39 128 10;
188 >55 48 40 >32 1 16
>79 150 49 35 > 3 > 120
> 9 > 162 48 43 >35 1 12
188 > 5 > 47 37 >25 1 16
182 158 5 ° 37 >37 12 2
>7 > 156 4 > 37 >33 108
180 >54 40 36 128 1 12
185 160 44 4 > 138 109
>73 156 5° 33 >35 112
>79 >57 43 39 12S IOO
182 162 45 40 140 1 >7
183 >52 53 39 >30 120
>75 156 45 34 >32 > *3
>79 145 45 30 123 I >3
178 160 50 42 > 3 > 1 1

S

>74 > 5 > 50 38 12 2 109

U.F.L. H Cir 16 20

01 57° 1710 1730
73 57° l6lO IOOo

7 > 590 1700 1720

77 550 1720 1700
63 5 5 » 1550 >570
60 570 1600 1690
rv 580 1670 iCyu

67 610 1630 1660
68 560 1640 1660

7 > 575 1690 1G90

73 590 1770 1S00

7 5 570 1650 1630
64 57 <J 1610 1610
62 540 1670 1690

7 3 580 1700 1730

79 5^5 1850 1850
72 570 1650 1690

7 > 580 1710 1 73o
66 570 1540 1560

7 3 570 1650 1670
61 570 1G10 1640

7 i 560 1790 1810

77 57 5 1640 1 660

74 560 1780 17S0

7 3 610 1620 1620

67 550 1780 1S10
64 550 1770 1750
64 590 1770 1700
68 570 1640 1650

74 570 1760 1 800
62 565 1590 1640
68 580 1640 1740
•0 580 1640 1640
67 590 1620 1650
68 55° 1690 1650
72 570 1670 1720
68 610 1700 1680
72 550 1630 1640
69 590 1750 1740
59 570 1C60 1680
64 580 1600 1550
72 570 >730 1720
7 5 590 1780 1700
72 570 1710 1690
69 550 1 5 80 1580
72 570 1650 1640
So 550 1720 > 75 °

77 570 1660 1640
57 53» 1650 1670
64 570 1670 1670
58 533 1620 1660

A 55° 1630 1610
67 537 1680 1680
63 57 > 1770 1700
67 540 1710 1710
68 543 1550 1530
59 529 1600 1630
64 544 1630 1690
62 562 1680 > 73°

7 1 536 > 53° 1590

59 545 1640 I 580
r>7 559 1620 10 IO

62 543 1690 1720
On 540 x 570 1650
'•3 534 1620 1660
60 55° 1630 1650

58 528 1600 16IO

3 1 -’a. Xo beard.
317a. Xo beard.

515a. Xo beard. 314a. Xo beard.
318a. Large beard. 320a. Scanty moustache.

315a. Xo beard.

321a. Xo beard.
316a. Xo beard.

323a. No beard.
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INDIVIDUAL MEASUREMENTS
(continued

)

1375

Indices. Eyes. Hair. Face.

c. N. F. U.F. s.s. Skin. Col. P. of F. Col. Ch.~ Am. Full. Pro. N.S

7 5
sr, 76 49 IOI Rosy yell. Med Abs. Fair Curly Sc. S.O. Cx. St.

74 os 03 59 103 Rosv ,, , , Dk. br ,, Ab. Aq.
77 81 87 5 - IOI ,, ,, ,, ,, St.
79 89 o6 t>3 102 Blk. Sc’.’

81 77 86 50 IOI , , s’.o.

78 (1- 94 48 102 ,, ,, , , Dk. br. L O.
75 71 80 51 IOI , , ,, ,, Fair s 0.
74 80 88 59 102

, , , , r f Blk.

84 82 93 5 5 IOI
, , Dk. br.

7§ 90 78 5 2 100 ,, ,

,

„ Ab. l’.’o.

76 73 91 54 102
, , f ,

79 100 93 58 99 , ,
Bl. Pres. Fair fi s’.o. Aq.

82 7 3 82
5 2 100 Med. Abs. Blk. Sc’.’ St.

76 79 88 50 IOI ,, Nil l’.’o.

78 74 89 55 102 Dk. br. Sc. S.O.
7 3 75 89 60 100 M f> L.O.
71 59 84 55 102 Trace Fair
78 65 90 =6 IOI Abs. Ab.
/ / /i 77 50 IOI

f Dk. br. Sc. S.O.
77 08 89 56 IOI Trace Fair L.O.
8$ 97 70 48 IOI Abs. SO.
79 7i 86 55 IOI

, f ,, Dk'.’br. Ab. L.O.
77 82 90 57 IOI t ( Fair
7 8 74 77 5 5 100 ,, Dk. br. \V.
78 73 70 5 1 100 >f L.O.
77 70 83

5
1 102

, , , 9 „ Sc. S.O.
78 61 76 51 99 » > M f ,

Blk.
75 69 82 49 96 1 »

Bl. Pres. Fair l’.’o.

79 O5 80 50 IOI
> 1 Med. Abs. Dk. br. S.O.

78 7 i
'

85 5 2 102
» > Dk. , ( Fair

76 10; 93 53 103 Yell. wh. f > ( Blk. St. Nil L.O. Aq.
7 8 7S 89 52 106

t > Pres. „ S.O. St.
70 93 57 100 Rosy Med. „ „ L.O.

76 93 84 50 102 Yell. wh. Abs. Sc. fJ

79 69 97 58 98 t f Dk. Pres. Dk! br. ,, Mod.
t

73 62 94 55 103 f f Med. Abs. Blk. Nil
1 >

7 2
** 't
/ “ 89 53 99 Rosv Bl. Pres.

7 8 71 ior 57 IOI Yell. wh. Med. Abs. , t Mod.
73 57 96 52 99 >

»

Dk. Pres. »

>

Sc.
81 7i 96 50 IOI Abs. Dk’.’br.
77 89 93 50 97 Med. ,, Blk. »

»

so. ,, Aq.
7 8 s 5 85 53 93 Rosy Dk. Pres. Fair Curly Mod. L.O. f St.
78 8 5 89 56 96 Yell. wh. ,, Abs. Blk. St. Sc. j t

77 <53 109 58 99 Rosy Med. Dk. br. , f ,,

74 93 s7 56 100
f t Bl. Pres. „ Nil S.O. ^ (

7 8 7i 94 57 99 Yell. wh. Dk. Blk. f , Aq.
75 82 107 66 102 M L.O. (

(

/ / Sr 93 61 99 Rosy bl Pres. - „ Ab. S.O. ,

,

St’.’
80 91 80 47 IOI Med. Abs. „ Nil ,, „

88
74
85

85
82

48

45

100
102

Yell, wh

.

Rosy Dk.
>

Dk. br. Cu rly

Mod.
Sc.

L.O.
S.O.

Aq.
St.

82 83 88 49 99 „ LO. (

84 7

1

92 51 100 ,, S.O.
8 5
oA

90 83 47 96 Rosy dk. Med. , , ,, Ab. L.O. ,

,

, ,

00
0 _

79 93 54 100 Rosy ft Sc. , , ,

,

07 74 89 50 99 ,, Ab. S.O. ,,

9 r 90 81 44 102 Blk. ,,

S6 90 88 50 104 Fair Dk. br. , , , , „
86 93 79 45 103 Fair Mod. Sq.
00
QQ

66 83 53 104
OO
O.

91 83 46 96 Rosy Med. Abs. Dk. br. Curly Ab. \v. Cx. St
«9
O

89 84 48 99 Dk. L. br. t , , ,
S.O. Sin.

83 74 92 48 102 Med. Ch. br. ,, L.O. j ( St.
89 76 86 45 io5 Dk. br. ,, \V.
St 80 92 5i 102 L. br. Mod. L.O.
93 84 90 53 IOI ” bV. Ch. br. Ab. „ ,, Sin.
87 76 89 48 IOI Med. Dk. br. ,, ,, ,, ,,

Profession.

Cultivator and fisher.

Cultivator.

Shepherd

.

Cultivator.

Cultivator and shepherd.
Fisher.

Cultivator.

Cultivator and hunter.

Cultivator.

Beg.

Cultivator and hunter.

Fisher and hunter.

Beg.
Fisher and hunter.

Fisher and weaver.
Cnltiv ator.

Soldier.

Yamen peon.
Soldier.

Yamen peon.

Soldier.

Cultivator.

Shepherd.

Cultivator.

Shepherd.
Cultivator.

Cultivator.

Cultivator and mill-owner.

329a. No beard.

4 [ ib. Grey-haired.
336a. No beard.

245. Jaws very broad and square.

337a. No beard.



Kelpin

J'aizabad

Ak-su

NOTES ON THE PHYSICAL ANTHROPOLOGY OF [Appendix C

TABLE i. LIST OF

No. Name

/ 254 Sale Mullah
255 Tursun

J 256 Kurban
1 2 v Khuda-berdi

258 Yusuf
V 259 Niaz
556 Tare..

/
5 -' Yusuf
538 Sayid

539 Ahmad
540 Tokhta
54i Fasa .

.

542 Md. Shah. .

.

543 Tursun
544 Kasim
545 Karim
54r> Yusuf
547 Saiyid

548 Tursun
549 Kurban
S59 Ibrahim

55 i Yunus
55-’ Tokhta Rozc
553 Pasa Niaz .

.

554 Muhammad
5 5 5 Isman
55r> Aman

557 Tursun
558 Roze
559 Tokhtash .

.

560 Timir Shah
561 Kanm
5<52 Kurban
5(5 3 Roze
564 Muhammad
5(55 Md. Sope
566 Niaz
414b Nurullah
415b Mullah Tatlik
41Gb Saiyid
417b Islam
418b Muhammad
419b Kasim
420b Tumiir
421b Sidik
422b Sipurghe
423b Md. Aziz
424b Sabir
425b Ibrahim

457 Hussain
322 Kurban
496 Safar Md. .

.

497 Rajab Bai .

.

498 Shah Md. .

.

499 Md. Ghafur
500 Harkesh Bai

5 °i Mulid. Karim
502 Ashur Muhd.
503 Sang Muhd.
504 Barat Muhd.
505 Ibrahim Khan
413b Tokhta
465 Ibrahim
46G Tokhta
4(5

- Tokhta
468 Osman

Age. Locality. 1 2 3 4

3° Xiva 186 47 48 37
l8 .. S3 44 45 3b
16 . 170 44 40 34
2Q 181 55 41 40
20 1S1 55 49 37
1

6

,, 7° 152 44 36
2 S Polnr 1S9 44 54 4i
3- »» 74 1G1 46 37
22 rSG 149 5° 39
26 >> 94 47 40 3i
3- 97 5- 47 39
5 2 tj 187 45 62 42
2S ,, 184 146 5° 33
2S ,, S3 156 5 5 37
•> —
“/ >> 94 158 5 2 37
40 71 53 5° 36
2J 190 45 48 40
33 >> 84 57 60 32
34 » 190 47 51 34
49 187 5° 49 36
47 182 152 52 44
2S 85 47 4 S 33
45 92 146 50 4i
40 ** 78 53 52 34
2 5 184 39 51 39
20 178 45 43 35
40 »» 171 150 5’ 39
26 181 55 45 30
40 »» 180 44 50 32
60 »» 192 44 5i 40
60 85 152 53 39
40 187 150 46 35
50 »* 77 150 50 3i
2 5 »» 189 47 5° 33
2 5 *> 190 150 44 39
45 »» 198 156 5° 35
3*5 190 161 47 37
42 Ak-su .

.

189 164 64 33
40 75 1 66 58 33
2 5 >» 63 152 50 33
48 74 148 52 35
35 71 44 49 38
47 74 54 56 33
36 •> 75 54 49 39
40 n 75 165 45 44
56 (57 55 55 37
47 » 182 58 49 4i
5° 162 150 54 32
43 172 148 50 4i
27 ,, 182 57 5 (> 3b
20 Faizabad 79 164 47 35
56 185 45 54 37
45 77 55 56 44
35 ,, 176 158 5(5 31
34 Badakhshan 93 55 57 34
42 176 58 58 38
38 172 152 55 33
35 »» 190 58 49 35
36 >» 78 54 51 40
36 18S 5- 5° 36
42 >» 87 54 62 35
20 Kashgar 182 55 49 36
45 Kelpin . 182 161 52 37
35 75 45 47 33
45 79 55 54 39
58 73 150 42 39

9 9a U.F.L. H.Cir 16 20

32 I 16 7 3 555 1680 I7I0
30 I 10 ()4 5 37 1690 I7O0
19 10S 5 # 520 IOIO IO50

I 21

)

1119 61 543 I O91 > icon
128 lUy f>5 5 5° 1670 1G50
I 20 IOQ 50 5 29 5 5° 1 0 1 1 >

43 I I 2 05 542 1690 1GS0
140 I 26 r.o 545 1670 1 690
3b 102 r,4 540 1720 1725
33 I TO 61 565 1710 1670
35 10S 72 57 5 1710 1740
35 I 10 7 1 550 16S0 1700
39 IOS 72 540 1630 1^40
35 I2 5 74 540 1700 1 690
150 119 / 5 57° 1720 1770
32 1 1 5 62 525 1540 1 520
32 1 1

1

0 530 1680 1640
39 .129 78 560 1700 1690
44 120 61 560 1610 1590
13S 129 71 550 1590 1610
41 “7 67 550 1680 1670
42 1 1

1

6S 55 5 1630 1630
39 126 69 55° 1670 1660
136 119 73 545 1 575 15 So
130 1 15 66 530 1580 15S0
129 119 b 3 530 1560 1560
35 1 19 67 525 1530 1530
142 105 67 55° 1660 1660
33 hi 64 525 1580 1540
13S 1

1

5 54 550 1650 1640
38 106 64 5 '4 1563 1540
142 114 <53 550 1700 1660
146 US 70 520 1630 1690
140 ”7 72 505 1690 1690
140 109 67 555 1650 1650
38 ii/ <55 570 1710 1710
45 1 1

1

67 570 1570 1620
39 131 72 57 5 1680 1650
45 125 78 560 1720 1770
140 109 67 533 1700 1710
35 109 67 533 1640 1710
141 1 14 62 540 1630 1710
39 1 10 64 535 1520 1580
127 104 7 i 550 1630 1680
53 102 66 550 1630 1740
140 1 10 65? 545 1650 730
142 1 12 7 i 550 1620 1640
32 io5 63 525 1380 1650
138 103 62 530 1670 1750
37 118 69 550 1620 1670
3(5 108 <55 553 1580 1640
37 126 72 5 C 5 730 1770
45 1 18 O 535 1670 1700
140 122 78 540 1670 1680
140 128 72 5 65 1670 1780
47 1 1

6

69 540 1600 1720
140 • 1 14 61? 515 1620 1730
146 126 70 5 b 5 1670 1760
140 125 60 535 1700 1770
53 1 r9 55 55 b 1660 1680
45 136 78 550 1760 1840
34 120 70 55b 1700 1720
35 120 70 570 1670 73°
25 no 62 525 1625 1650
47 1 12 71 550 1640 1740
43 101 55 ? 540 1650 745

258. Galcha type 546. Pointed head. 547. Arched nose.
555- Ancestors said to have come from Ladak or Baltistan.

554. Type Kashmiri or Dard.
559. No teeth.
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INDIVIDUAL MEASUREMENTS (
continued

)

Indices.

c. N. F. U.F. s.s. Skin.

79 77 88 55 102 Rosy

79 80 90 49 104 ••

83 85 91 53 102

86 98 87 48 98

86 76 84 5 1 99

89 82 9 1 49 104

76 76 78 45 99

93 80 90 49 101

80 78 75 47 100 *»

76 77 83 46 98

77 83 80 53 102 >*

78 68 88 53 IOI »»

79 67 78 52 IOI »»

8; 67 93 55 99

81 7 i 79 50 103

89 72 87 47 98

7<5 83 84 49 98 »»

85 53 93 56 99 *»

67 83 42 99
Rosy br.80 73 93 5 i IOI

84 85 83 48 99 Rosy

79 69 78 48 100 >•

76 82 9 i 5° 99 »»

86 65 87 54 100
Rosy br.76 77 88 5 i 100

81 81 92 49 100 >•

88 76 88 50 100

86 67 74 47 100
Rosy80 64 83 48 97

75 78 83 39 99 .»

82 74 77 46 98 I*

80 76 80 44 98
Rosy br.

85 62 79 48 104

78 66 84 5 i 100 Rosy

79 89 78 48 100
Rosy br.79 70 85 47 100

85 79 77 46 103 Rosy

87 52 94 52 98 Rosy br.

95 57 86 54 103 Rosy

93 66 78 48 IOI ..

85 67 81 50 104
Yell, rosy84 78 81 44 105

89 59 80 46 104 Rosy
88 80 82 56 103 ,,

94 98 f>7 43 107 Rosy br.

93 67 79 46 105 Rosy
87 84 79 50 IOI Yell, rosy

93 59 80 49 104 Rosy br.

86 82 75 45 105 Rosy
86 64 86 5° 103 ,,

92 74 80 48 104 Rosy br.

78 69 92 53 102 Rosy
88 79 81 45 102 ,,

90 55 87 56 IOI

80 60 91 5 i 107 ,,

90 66 79 47 IO7 Rosy br.

88 60 81 44 IO7 Rosy
83 7 i 86 48 105 Rosy br.

87 78 89 43 104 Rosy
81 72 78 36 IOI ,,

82 57 94 54 105 V. florid

85 73 90 52 IOI Rosy
88 69 89 52 104 ,,

83 7° 88 50 102 ,,

87 72 76 48 106 ,,

87 93 7 i 38 106

Eyes. Hair.

cm! pToTf! Col. Ch. Am.

Dk. Abs. Ch. br. Curly Ab.

Med. Dk. br. ,, Mod.

Dk. Blk. ,,

Ab.
Bl. L. br. ,,

Med.

Fair

Dk. br.

”
Sc’.’

Ch. br. ,, Ab.

Dk. Dk. br. Sc.

..

Ch.br.
* 1

Ab.
”

Dk. br. Mod.
”

. Ab.

..
Blk!

Dk. br.

”
Mod.

>>

,, ,,
Sc’.’

..
"

Ab.

Fair

Dk. br.

» *

Mod.

..
Ch.br.
Blk.

Ab.

11 »i V V. sc.

- Curly Ab.

Med. Dk "br.

*’

Dk. Blk! ,,

Med. Dk. br.
Sc’.’

Nil
Dk. Blk. »»

Med.
Ab.

Dk.
Dk'.'br. \Y. Sc’.’

Med.
Mod.

Ch.br. ,,
Sc.

Dk. Blk. ”
Ab.

Med. ,,
Dk’.’br. ..

Sc’.’

Ab.
Dk. Fair

Dk. br.

**

I.

Blk! ||

Dk'. br. Sc’.’

Ab.

Med. ,,
Curly

Dk.
Med

.

Dk.

C.rev

Ch.br.
Dk br.

\V.

-

Blk
Ch. br.

” ”

Bl’

Med.
Dk.

Dk. br.

Blk!

Dk. br.

Curly
\V.

Sc’.’

Ab.

Fair Ch. br. »» •>

Bl. Dk. br.

Face.

Full. Pro. N.S. Profession.

L.O. Cx. St. Cultivator.

SO. ,,

R.
L.O. Cone. .»

SO. St.

w. „ ..

L.O. ,, ,,

Ob. Sin. Carpenter.

S.O. St. Cultivator.

L.O. , # »

W. Sin.

Ob. ,,

A. ,, •>

L.O. St. ,,

W. Tailor.

S.O. Sin. Cultivator.

Loz. St.

L.O. Aq. >>

S.O. St.

Ob. Cone. >>

L.O. St.

S.O. ,, »»

L.O. Sin. Herdsman.

S.O. St. Cultivator.

r! st! »»

S.O. Sin.

St.

“

L.O.
”

Aq.

Herdsman.

s’.o. St. Cultivator.

L.O. ,i

w. ,1 >

L.O. ,, .1

S.O. Herdsman.

L.O. Cultivator.

R. Sin. Ming-bashi.

L.O. Aq.
St.

Mullah.

W. >(
Cultivator.

Ob. Pedlar.

L.O. »<
Cobbler.

Ob. Cultivator.

\V. ,, .1

S.O. Cone.

L.O. Sin. Cobbler.

S.O. St. Darogha.

L.O. ff Darogha and cultivator

\V. ,, Cultivator.

L.O. ,$ ..

S.O. ,, "

L.O. -•
Trader.

11 *•

Aq.
St.

Sin.

\v. St.

L.O. ”

s’.o. ;;

L.O. Aq.
St.

Soldier.

Cultivator.
”

Sin. ,,

Ob. St.

L.O.
Sin.

"

42 :b. Very dark complexion.

322. Emigrated to Hami.

457. High head; deep-set eyes of Mongolian shape.

505, European look.

1974



Kirghiz

Dolaa

Kelpin
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TABLE i. LIST OF

No. Name. Age. Locality. 1 2 3 4 9 9a U.F.L. H.Cir. 16 20

' 469 Kurban 18 Kelpin .

.

173 164 46 38 138 1 16 60 540 1620 1700

470 Alakele 36 n . • 183 158 5° 35 146 1 16 65 545 1700 1800

47 i Kadir >9 »» 170 156 46 35 139 98 59 545 1550 1580

472 Abdulla 49 >1 198 157 52 43 155 1 29 74 585 1740 1770

473 Kasim 25 „ 189 1

5

47 40 >37 >>7 67 535 1690 1700

474 Yolboldi 45 *» 184 157 5 > 44 >45 109 70 560 1640 1700

473 Muhd Kule 59 it 192 167 45 42 1 5 127 72 580 1660 > 73°

1

476 Yunus 46 11 178 164 48 40 134 1 >5 67 545 1630 1670

477 Hakul 45 it . • 177 178 5 > 4 i 141 106 64 530 1680 1740

478 Niaz.. 39 73 152 46 38 142 1 1

1

64 530 1670 1760

. 479 Khuda-berdi 37 181 160 52 36 145 >>5 69 550 1590 1710

/
480 Moshur 52 Tumshuk 182 150 48 38 138 1 >9 72 535 1570 1640

481 Niaz 60 192 159 57 44 149 1 1 5 78 570 1640 1650

482 Niaz.. 55 176 162 53 44 150 1 16 62 57° 1600 1640

483 Muhammad 30 181 161 50 4 > 141 109 61 55° 1620 1680

484 Mahmad 35 196 156 50 42 >49 120 67 57° > 73° > 75°

485 Kanje 58 178 155 5 1 40 >47 1 12 55 54° 1610 >

486 Mahmud 33 181 161 52 44 148 123 69 55° 1590 1620

487 Barat 50 186 146 50 39 140 >>7 7 1 53° 1630 1760
488 Bakhtiyar .

.

62 178 155 55 38 143 >>3 70 535 1620 1650

489 Aziz 3 i 185 151 47 37 >37 >>5 65 545 1620 1700

490 Muhd. Said .

.

18 197 148 50 38 140 1 >7 56 } 1690 > 75°

491 Iman 50 180 161 46 33 >43 105 63 54° 1700 1710

492 Yoldash 22 181 160 47 40 >47 114 67 57° 1660 > 73°

493 Yunus 17 ? 1 So 161 52 37 >45 128 77 55° 1660 1760

494 Abdul Hussain 62 180 161 55 45 1 53 127 69 555 1600 1660

495 Daulat Beg.

.

42 Charbagh 212 154 56 39 160 124 67 595 1720 1830

/ 426 Kusup-aldi 50 Kulan-sarik 187 160 52 42 >39 >25 67 580 1675 1750
427 Umur 45 Kara-bulak 181 168 53 33 141 129 75 560 1670 1700
428 Mu 11a Kurban 36 Soma-tash 182 167 53 40 >47 112 61 55° 1670 > 7 > 5

429 Mulla Yakub 24 Akchik . . 189 164 48 35 >56 > > 3 65 555 1760 1760

43 ° Tilab-aldi .

.

27 183 156 55 34 > 3° 122 75 5 5° 1610 1730

43 1 Satbargish .

.

56 Kulan-sarik 83 165 55 43 156 122 70 57° 1630 1670

432 Mambet 37 Kizil-gumbaz 189 161 57 42 136 >>5 7 > 57° 1640 1710

433 Kuchuk 40 Kulan-sarik 183 165 53 39 138 119 7 > 57° 1690 1780

434 Khoja Bai .

.

60 Akchik .

.

>73 16S 47 4 > >37 1 12 66 570 1800 1880

435 Kadir Ali .

.

26 ,, . . 178 >57 46 37 >37 108 67 55° 1615 1630
436 Choman 33 ,, 18; 157 58 38 147 122 68 580 > 55° 1570
437 Sayid 63 Kulan-sarik 18; 161 44 40 >35 106 67? 565 1630 1680
438 Kalabeg 45 Kungrach 180 >57 5 > 33 >47 1 16 69 560 1630 1700

439 Suranche
5 5 Yalanche 187 164 44 40 >49 106 66 580 1625 1690

440 Ibrahim 27 Akchik . . 186 158 53 36 >49 1 >5 74 57° 1675 1680

44 i Alim Beg . . 59 Aktala .

.

>74 164 5 > 34 > 5
° >>5 65 565 1520 1550

442 Turdah 28 Safarbai 183 166 49 40 1 40 108 64 565 > 59° 1630
443 Tu rdakhun 27 Kurban-sarik 184 >57 42 36 >57 118 65 57° > 59° 1670
444 Turde-ala . . 27 Kara-bulak 181 165 54 40 >47 120 63 560 1620 1700

445 Yusunali 23 Safarbai 188 160 52 40 >49 121 65 57° 1630 1660
44^5 Borbash 2 6 Akchik .

.

180 161 45 36 149 1 1

1

67 555 1690 1765
447 Karabeg

7 3 Kizil-gumbaz 198 163 48 4 i 152 >>5 64? 595 1690 1770
448 Topbash 40 Akchik . . 190 162 58 40 156 122 72 580 1700 1850
449 Jmali 25 Hasabai .

.

167 161 47 40 140 >>3 65 532 1620 1720
450 Mangush Bai 38 Kongtai . . 180 161 43 36 >47 103 65 560 1700 1790
451 Moman Bai 65 ti • ’ 180 164 49 42 >47 1 1

1

7 > 565 1580 > 73°

452 Ata Asam . . 39 >> • • 180 154 46 32 146 105 61 55 ° > 57° 1710
453 Nurbeg 67 .» • • 182 158 52 47 146 124 72 55° 1660 1770
454 H.tji 2.3 11 >75 *53 40 35 144 95 50 545 1590 1655
455 Chiranna 26 11 >73 161 46 33 >45 IOI 60 545 1520 1550
456 Ruwat 27 11 189 156 44 35 > 4 > 120 55 55° 1550 1630
458 Taw aide 29 Sarbel . . 184 160 46 39 >47 107 69 57° 1680 1720
459 Tungatur . . 52 11 • ’ 194 161 43 34 129 > >5 68 565 1680 1710
460 Shalpak 22 11 180 159 45 40 >53 1 10 65 55° 1700 1780
461 Kolaki 27 II 186 >54 49 43 >53 1 12 57 57° 1760 1810
462 Kider 24 11 187 165 52 40 >47 126 7 > 580 1720 175°
463 Tokhtasun . . 22 11 182 >55 52 37 141 109 68 55° > 55° 1620
494 Musa 20 „ >75 161 5° 39 140 116 70 555 1610 1600

472.

4S5.

426.

430.

Galcha or Dard type.
Hair turning grey.

Seems to have Sart blood.
Mongolian eyes.

478. Looks like a cross with Kirghiz. 480. Nose bone lost through disease.

494. Grey-haired. 495. Eyes slightly Mongolian ; unlike other Dolans.
427. Mongolian eyes. 428. Mongolian eyes. 429. Mongolian eyes.

435. Mongolian eyes. 438. Seems to have Galcha blood. 443. Mongolian eyes.



Appendix C] CHINESE TURKESTAN AND THE PAMIRS

INDIVIDUAL MEASUREMENTS
(
continued

)

Indices. Eyes. Hair. Face.

c. N. F. U.F. s.s. Skin. Col.

95 83 84 43 105 Rosy br. Dk.

86 70 79 45 106 Yell, rosy ,,

92 76 71 42 102 Rosy br. ,,

79 83 83 48 102 [Rosy Med.
80 85 85 49 IOI ,, ,,

85 86 75 48 IO4 ,, ,,

87 93 84 48 IO4 ,, ,,

92 83 86 50 102 Rosy br. ,,

84 80 75 45 IO4 ,, ,

,

88 83 78 45 105 Rosy Dk.
88 69 79 48 108 Med.
82 80 86 52 IO4 Rosy br. „
83 77 77 52 IOI ,, ,,

92 83 77 4 t 102 Rosy Dk.
89 82 77 43 IO4 ,, ,,

80 84 81 45 IOI Rosy br. ,,

87 78 76 37 Rosy Med
89 85 83 47 102 ,, Dk.
78 78 I84 5 i 102 Rosy br. Med.
87 69 79 49 102 ,, ,,

82 79 84 47 105 ,,

75 76 84 40 104 „ Dk.
89 72 73 44 IOI Med.
88 85 78 46 I O4 , ,

Dk.
89 7 i 88 53 106

, ,

89 82 83 45 IO4 I
Med.

73 70 78 42 106 ( ,

86 81 90 48 IO4 11 „
93 62 9 i 53 102 ,, ,,

92 76 76 41 103 ,, Dk.
87 73 72 42 IOO it ,,

85 62 94 58 IO7 M ,

,

90 78 78 45 102 Rosy Med.
85 74 85 52 IO4 II Dk.
90 74 86 5 i 105 Rosy br. ,,

97 87 82 48 IO4 Rosy Med.
88 80 79 49 IOI

,

,

Dk.
85 66 83 46 IOI Rosy br. ,,

87 9 i 79 50? 103 Rosy Med.
87 65 79 47 104 Fair
88 9 i 7 i 44 104 Med.
85 68 77 50 IOO Rosy br. Dk.
94 67 77 43 102 tr Med.
9 i 82 77 46 103 Rosy ,,

85 86 75 41 105 Rosy br. Dk.
9 i 74 82 43 105 Rosy Med.
8
5 77 8i 44 102 Rosy br. ,,

89 80 75 45 IO4 Rosy Dk.
82 85 76 42 105 Med.
83 69 78 46 IO9

,

,

,,

96 85 81 46 106 Rosy br. Dk.
89 84 70 44 105 Rosy ,,

9 i 86 75 48 I 10 Rosy br. ,,

86 70 72 42 109 f ,

87 90 85 49 IOI (f ,,

87 87 66 35 103 Rosy Med.
93 72 70 41 - 102 Rosy br. f ,

83 80 85 39 I °5 Rosy Dk.
87 85 73 47 102 Med.
83 79 89 53 102
88 89 72 42 105
83 88 73 37 103 ,,

88 77 86 48 102 , ,

85 7 t 77 48 105 , ,

92 78 83 50 99 ,,

446 - Head shaved
; no beard or moustache.

452. Mongolian eyes.
459 - Seems to have Sart blood.
463. Mongolian eyes and type.

. of F. Col. Ch. Am. Full. Pro. N.S.

Abs. Blk. W. Mod. SO. Cx. St.

. Ab. L.O. tt

Sc. S.O.

Dk. br. Ab. L.O.
. Mod. W.

Ab. L.O.
Ch. br. „ Aq
Blk. „ W. Sin.

Sc. Ob. St.

Ab. SO.
Dk. br. L.O. Cone.
\Vh. S.O. ?

Grey ,,
• L.O. St.

Ch. br. Mod. SO. lf , t

Dk. br. Ab. ,, Sm.
Blk. tl w. St.

Dk. br. It R.
Blk. Mod. L.O. l# , ,

Grey ,
. Ab. ,, Sm.

It St.

Blk. Sc. S 0. # ,

L.O.

Dk. br.
1 1 Ab. S.O.

* 1 ,,

Blk. II Sc.
• 1

Sin.

Dk. br. II L.O.
1

1

Ch. br. II Ab. f f > 1
St.

Dk. br. II \V.
»

»

,,

1

1

L.O. a Cone.

II So. , , a Aq
S.O.

1

1

St.

Blk! Sc. w.
1

1

Cone.

II St.

Dk.br. Mod. L.O. n Sin.

Blk. II Ab. S.O. a ,,

II Sc. L.O. a St.

Dk!’br. Mod. S.O. a ,,

Blk. II Pc. ,, ,, ,,

Dk. br. II Sc. \v. a ,,

1

1

Blk. II , f L.O. • 1 ,,

Fair Mod. S 0. a ,,

Blk. Ab. L.O. a Sin.

Dk. br. Sc. f , a St.

Blk. tt II
\v. a Sin.

Dk. br. It • • L.O. a St.

it Blk. •• S.O.

**

Dk'.'br.

' ’

Mod. ;;

a

1

1

,,

? Nil r! ,, ,,

Grey , ,
Sc. w. ,, ..

Dk. br. ff Mod. L 0.

Blk. Nil Ob. Cone.

Dk. br. Sc. S.O. St.

? Sc. \v. Sin.

Blk. , t
Cone.

Dk. br. L.O. ,,
p

Blk. Nil R. ,, Sin.

Sc. W.
f

. St.

Dk’.’br. Mod. L O.
,

,

,,

W. , ,

Ab. L O. ,, ,,

Sc. R. Aq.
Cone.

Blk! !! l”o. Sin.

Nil W. St.

” Sc. S.O. -

447 No teeth Mongolian eyes.

453. Grey-haired ;
nose broken.

461. Mongolian eyes.

464. Mongolian eyes.

1379

Profession.

Cultivator.

Bazaar policeman.
Cultivator.

Darogha.
Cultivator.

Village headman.
Beg.
Headman.

Herdsman.

Cultivator and servant.

Herdsman.

Headman.
Herdsman.

449. Mongolian eyes.

455. Mongolian eyes.

462. Mongolian eyes.

8 x 2
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TABLE 2

Tribe. No.

1 . Kafir 18

2. Chitrali 22

3. Mastuji 28

4. Sarikoli 40
5. Bagh-jigda .. 12

6. Pakhpu 23

7. Nissa 9
8. Kok-yar 37
9. Karanghu-tagh 21

to. Korla.

.

14
1 1 . Wakhi 19

12. Turfan 72
13. Khotan 67
14. Hami. . 21

1 5 . Charkhlik 12

16. Loplik 38

17. Chinese 20
1 8 . Keriya 21

19. Niya .

.

18

20. Polur 3i

21. Ak-su.

.

13

22. Faizabad 12

23. Kelpin 15

24. Dolan 16

23. Kirghiz 38

Head Length.

-M. EM. (X. Eo-.

190-72 •87 5-48 •62

1 86-64 •92 6-42 •65

185-64 •83 6-50 •59

183-23 52 4-85 •37

184-42 1-24 6-38 •88

t86-88 75 5-72 •53

189-56 1-04 4-62 •73

I79'I9 •63 5-69 •45

191-67 1-07 8-72 •91

184-21 •91 5-06 •65

18474 •95 6-15 •67

18364 •41 5-13 •29

182-50 •52 6-24 •37

187-70 •72 4*80 •5i

190-67 178 9-1

1

1-25

193-97 '74 6-78 •52

192-45 •78 5-18 "35

179-95 1-07 7-25 75
178-44 79 4-96 •56

185-45 83 6-83 •59

I73-92 1-35 7-25 •96

181-92 1-23 6-30 •87

1 80-47 1-32 7-58 •93
182-20 I-I2 6-24 •79
180-50 •70 6-48 50

;c. EC. M. EM.

2-87 •32 146-61 1 • 1 3

3-51 •36 149-64 •91

3-5° •32 149-39 •75

2-65 •20 149-95 •79

3-46 •48 146-67 •88

3-06 •29 148-56 •49

2-44 •39 148-78 •72

3" 1 8 •25 153-22 •67

4-55 47 149-00 •59

2-74 •35 158-21 •65

3-33 •36 155-68 •91

2-79 •16 156-15 •44

3-42 •20 153-47 •45

2-56 •38 152-85 •88

478 •66 154-08 1-05

3-50 •27 151-11 •55

2-17 •23 145*55 •57

4-03 •42 154-81 •88

278 •3i I53-83 •94

3-14 •28 150-00 •64

4-17 •55 155-00 1-24

3*46 •48 155-08 •85

4-20 •52 156-33 1-06

3-52 •44 156-47 •91

3-59 •28 160-84 •42

Head Breadth.

cr. E<r. C. EC.

7- 10 •80 4-84 •54

6-33 •64 4-23 •43

5-89 •53 3-88 •35

7-44 •56 4-96 •37

4-50 •62 3-07 •42

3-60 •34 2-42 •23

3-22 •51 2-16 •34

6-o8 •48 3-97 •3i

4-02 •42 2-70 •28

3-61 •46 2-28 •29

5-44 •60 3-49 •38

5-50 •3i 3-52 •20

5-41 •32 3-53 •21

5-84 •62 3-82 •41

5-39 •74 3-50 •48

5-00 39 3-3i •26

3V7 •40 2-59 •28

5-97 •62 3-86 •40

5-90 •66 3-84 •43

5-25 45 3-50 •3°

6-62 •88 4-27 •56

4-25 •60 2-81 •39

6-io •75 3-90 •48

5-23 •64 3-34 •41

3-86 •30 2 *40 •19

Cephalic Index.

M. EM. cr. Eir.

76-88 •49 yoS ‘35

80-26 •60 4-20 •43

80-57 •43 3-39 •31

81 -88 •46 4-32 •33

79-62 •68 3-50 48
79-88 •37 275 •26

78-44 •37 1-64 26
85-44 •39 3-56 •28

77-85 •54 3-69 •35

85-96 •60 3
-

3 i •42

84-81 •60 3-90 •43

85-07 •31 3-92 •22

84-21 •36 4-38 •26

85-01 •68 4-51 48
81-42 •87 4-46 •61

77-92 •32 2-91 •23

76-54 •36 2-38 25
86-13 •65 4-58 •46

86-30 •61 3-86 •43

8 1 -02 •54 4-43 •38

89-20 •68 3-65 48

85-37 •80 4-12 •3/

8673 •72 4-13 •51

85-39 •84 4-83 •59

88-18 •39 3-59 •28

TABLE 3

Tribe.

1. Kafir

2. Chitrali

3. Mastuji

4 - Sarikoli

5. Bagh-jigda ..

6. Pakhpu
7. Nissa
8. Kok-yar
9. Karanghu-tagh

:o. Korla.

.

11. Wakhi
12. Turfan
13. Khotan
14 Hami.

.

15. Charkhlik
16. Loplik
17. Chinese
18. Keriya
19 Niya .

.

20. Polur
- 1 • Ak-su . .

22. Faizabad
23. Kelpin
24. Dolan
25. Kirghiz

Nose Length.

No. M. EM. (T. E<r.

18 46-17 •59 3-94 41
22 SO'55 •53 2-74 •38
28 4679 47 4-62 •33

40 47-60 •39 3-67 •28
12 45'42 72 2-68 •5i

25 48-68 •50 3-78 •35

9 50-00 •83 4-61 •59

37 50-59 •4 i 3-53 •29
21 51-43 •54 4-28 •38
14 4771 •67 4-10 •47
19 50-42 •57 2-74 •40
72 47-43 29 2-99 •21

67 49-91 •3i 3"8 i •22

21 48-48 •54 2-99 •38
12 47-92 •72 4-14 '51

38 47-n •40 4-18 •29
20 45-20 •56 4-08 •39
21 4571 •43 2-92 •30
18 45-72 •59 3-84 •4i
3i 49-90 •45 4-31 •32

13 52-85 •69 479 49
>2 53-67 •72 4-28 •5i

15 48-60 •64 3-25 •45
>6 51-19 •62 3-23 •44
38 49-26 •40 4 56 •29

Nose Breadth.

C. EC. M. EM. (7. Eo\

8-5 •9 32-94 •48 3-05 •34
5'4 •8 32-36 •43 2-52 •30
9-9 •7 33-6i •38 3-12 •27
7’7 •6 34-02 •32 3-04 •23

5’9 I-I 34-92 •61 3-n •4i
7-8 7 35-68 •40 2-40 •29
9-2 1-2 37-oo •67 2-69 •48
7-0 •6 36-73 •33 2-59 •23
8-3 •8 36-76 •44 3-07 •3i
8-6 1-0 37-5° •54 2-30 •38
5'4 •8 35-84 •46 3-22 •33
8-1 •4 36-99 •24 3-31 •17
7-6 •4 36-89 •25 3-08 •18
6-2 •8 37-8 i •44 2-26 •3i
8-5 i-i 37-92 •58 4-14 •4i
8-9 •6 35-45 •33 3-03 •23
9-0 •8 35-10 •45 4'62 •32
6-4 •7 37-oo 39 2-62 •27
8-4 •9 37-39 •48 2-38 ’34
8-6 7 36-45 •37 373 •26
9-1 1-0 36-54 •56 3-68 •40
8-o i-i 36-17 •58 3-22 •4i

67 •9 38-67 •52 3-oi •37
6-3 9 39-94 •5i 3-14 •36
9-3 •6 38-21 •33 3"40 '23

Nasal Index.

C. EC. M. EM. cr. Ecr.

9-3 *9 72-06 1-34 10-38 •94

7-8 •8 64-27 1*21 678 •85

9-3 7 72-54 1-07 9-10 76

8-9 6 71-95 •90 8-70 •63

8-9 l-l 77-25 1-63 7-40 1 - 16

67 •8 73-80 i-i3 7*82 •80

7-3 i-3 74-67 1-89 7*02 i -34

7-i •6 73-oo •93 6*81 •66

8-3 •9 71-95 1-24 11*10 -8;

6-1 1-0 78-00 1-51 10*00 1-07

9-0 •9 71-32 1-30 7*44 •92

7-0 •5 78-29 •67 7-84 •47

8-4 •5 74-70 •64 7-83 •46

6-0 •9 78-90 1-24 6-22 •87

10-9 i-i 79-42 1-63 7-55 x - 16

8-5 •6 7576 •92 9-84 •65

i3‘i •9 78-20 1-27 12-18 •90

7-1 7 81-24 •98 6-64 •69

6-4 •9 82-28 i-34 8-o6 91

97 7 73-39 1-03 7-72 •73

io-i i-i 70-23 1-57 12-68 i-i 1

8-9 i-i 67-83 1-63 779 I-l6

7-8 1-0 79-67 1-46 7-98 ro3

7-9 1-0 78-19 1-42 5-18 1 -on

8-9 •6 78-13 •92 8-22 •65
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TABLE 4

Tnbe. No. M. EM.

Face Length.

a. E<r. C. EC. M.

Face Breadth.

EM. tr. Ecr. C. EC. M.

Facial Index.

EM. <r. Eo.

3
'

i '

.

1 . Kafir 18 112-72 1-06 7-88 •75 7-1 •7 1 16-06 •92 6-04 •65 5-2 •5 97-17 •92 4-94 65
2. Cliitrail 22 116-92 •96 7-27 •68 6-2 6 121-95 •84 6-47 •59 5-3 "5 96-23 •83 7-12 •59 1*

3. Mastuji 28 112-04 •85 8-65 •60 7-7 "5 H 9-93 •74 7-65 •52 6-4 •4 93-25 •74 574 52
4. Sarikoli 40 112-67 •71 6-58 •50 5-8 •4 125-75 •62 4-65 •44 3-7 •3 89-62 •62 5-oi •44

5. Bagh-jigda .. 12 112-33 1-30 8-o6 •92 7-2 •8 124-58 i -«3 4-92 •80 3-9 •6 90-42 1-12 6-os •79 *

6. Pakhpu 25 1 14-60 •90 5-71 •64 5-0 •6 125-64 •78 3-68 •55 2-9 •4 91-28 •78 5-26 55
7. Nissa 9 113-11 1-50 4-11 1-06 3-6 •9 129-78 1 * 3 1 6-45 •92 5-0 •7 87-33 I

-

30 5-45 •92 J»

8. Kdk-var 37 117-97 •74 5-61 •52 4-8 •5 129-38 •64 4-94 •46 3-8 •4 92'70 •64 5-22 •45

9. Karanghu-tagh 21 117-24 •98 6-89 •70 5-9 •6 131-20 •86 3-21 •61 2-4 "5 89*48 •85 5-66 •60

10. Korla. . H 1 1 8-oo 1-21 8-12 •85 6-9 •7 I 3 I -79 1-05 5-34 •74 4 -i •6 89-14 1-04 5-43 •74

1 1 . Wakhi 19 115-00 1-04 5-24 73 4-6 •6 128-00 90 6-19 •64 4-8 •5 89-47 89 5-98 •63
‘t*

12. Turfan 72 H 7-93 •53 5-56 •38 4‘7 •3 131-89 •46 4-90 •33 3‘7 •3 89-47 •46 5-04 •32

1 3 . Khotan 67 117-45 •51 6-20 •36 5"3 •3 1 36-00 •57 6-96 •

4 ' 5 -i •3 86-31 •53 6-48 38
14. Hami.

.

21 116-67 •98 5
*

5 1 •70 4-7 •6 127-62 •85 5-37 •61 4-2 5 91-71 •85 6-o8 60
1 5 . Charkhlik 12 H 5-75 1-30 10-45 •92 9-0 -8 134-25 I

' t 3 6-89 •80 5 -i •6 86-25 1-12 4-82 •79

16. Loplik 38 111-13 •73 7-94 •52 7-1 "5 130-79 •64 5-82 "45 4-4 •3 85-00 •63 6-oi •45 >
17. Chinese 20 117-20 1-01 8-31 •

7 1 7 -i •6 127-35 88 5-77 •62 4-5 5 92-70 •87 7 -n •(>2

t8. Kenya 21 112-48 •90 6-io •63 5‘4 •6 134-43 •94 6-37 •66 4-7 "5 83-60 •78 5-46 •55
!

19. Niya .

.

18 112-44 1-06 4-61 75 4-i •7 129-56 •92 5-84 •65 4‘5 •5 87-05 •92 3-80 •65
1<f

20. Polur 3 i 115-45 •82 6-78 •58 5-9 •5 139-77 •72 4-74 •
5 1 3-4 •4 83-58 •71 5’57 •50

21. Ak-su 13 111-69 1-25 8-26 88 7-4 8 139-08 1-08 5-95 •77 4-3 •6 80-62 1-08 6-oo -76

22, Faizabad 12 121-50 1-30 7-04 •92 5-8 •8 141-92 •13 5-16 -80 3-6 •6 85-67 1-12 5-38 •79

23. Kelpin 15 H 3-47 1-16 8-i 1 •82 7-1 •7 Ui -53 I-OI 7-it •72 5-0 •6 80-20 I-OI 5-65 •71

24. Dolan 16 117-12 1-13 6-04 •80 6-9 •7 145-62 •98 5-82 •69 4-0 "5 80-50 •97 4-05 •69

IJ2;. Kirghiz 38 114-18 •73 7-38 •52 6-5 •5 145-00 •64 6-89 •45 4-8 •3 78-95 •63 6-38 •45

TABLE 5

Upper Face Length. Upper Facial Index. Horizontal Circumference.

Tribe. No. M. EM. <r . E (T . c. EC. -M. EM. <r. Eo. M. EM. <T. Eo-. C. EC

1 . Kafir 18 63-89 '74 3'93 *

5 2 6-2 •8 55-06 •63 3N 3 •44 555-6 2-20 22-0 i -55 4-0 •3

2. Chitrali 22 67-64 •67 4*21 *48 6-2 *7 55-68 •57 4-n •40 555-0 1-99 1 5 * 1 i-4 i 2-7 •3

3 - Mastuji 28 65-54 *60 4*55 *42 6-9 •0 54-64 •50 3-80 •36 566-4 f/6 15-5 1-25 2-7

4 - Sarikoli 40 66-05 •50 5
*

3 - •35 S-i *5 52-45 •42 4-48 •30 543*0 1-48 12-4 1-04 2-3 •2 1

5 Bagh-jigda .

.

12 66-17 •91 3*37 •64 5
" 1 i*i 53-17 *77 3-30 •54 542-7 2-69 14-6 1-90 2-7 •4

;

6. Pakhpu 25 66-80 •63 4*27 *45 6-4 *7 53-20 "53 3 '73 •38 540-6 1-87 u -3 1-32 2-1 •3 !

7 - Nissa 9 67-33 1*05 3*93 *74 5-8 1*1 52-11 •89 4-60 •63 552-8 3 -ii 12-8 2-20 2-3 4
8 - Kok-yar

37 69-86 *

5 “ 3*66 *37 S’ 2 •6 54’OS •44 3H8 •
3 i 537-4 1-53 16-9 1-08 3-2 2 '

9. Karanghu-tagh 21 68-7

1

69 4 *S 5 *49 7-1 */ 52-62 •58 3’89 •41 553-6 2-04 13-9 1-44 2-5 3
10. Korla.

.

14 67-64 *84 5*28 •60 7-8 *9 51 -I 4 •71 3-90 •50 554-3 2* sO 8-4 176 1-5 3
1 1 • Wakhi 19 68-58 •72 5*02 •51 7'3 •8 53-68 •61 4-90 •43 551-8 2-14 1 6-0 1-51 2-9 •3

12- Turfan 72 67-35 '37 3*95 •26 5-9 4 5 i- 3 i •31 3-48 •22 550-6 I-IO ii-7 •78 2-1 •1

1 3 • Khotan 44 66-86 *46 4 *

5° *33 6-7 *5 49-47 •44 4-28 •31 544-2 1*12 1 t-o •79 2-0 • 1

: 4- Kami. . 21 67-10 69 4*09 *49 6-1 *7 52-57 •58 4-36 4 i 553-6 2-04 8-4 1-44 1-5 •3

' 5 - Charkhlik .. 12 69-83 •91 5*88 •64 8-4 1*0 52*00 "77 2-53 •54 569-2 2-70 14-1 1-90 2-5 •4

16. Lophk 38 68-87 •51 5*17 •36 7'5 *5 527 r 43 3-98 •
3 i 576-1 1-51 16-3 1-07 2-8 -2

I7 - Chinese 20 68-85 •70 5*54 •50 8-1 54*45 •59 4-47 •42 575-5 2-09 18-3 1-47 3-2 •3

18. Keriya
5 64-00 *68 3*35 •48 5-2 i-i 49*20 •94 3’94 •67 546-2 4-10 13-6 2-95 2-6 •5

r 9 - Niya .

.

18 64-56 '74 4*44 *
5-2 6-9 •S 40*22 •6 } 3-00 •44 542-2 2-20 1 8-o 1-55 3-3 •3

20. Polur. .

3 l 67-74 •58 4*19 41 6-2 •6 48*68 •49 3
’

58 •34 55°"5 1-70 14-7 1-20 2-7 •2

21 • Ak-su . . 1 3 67-62 •87 4*33 •62 6-4 •0 48-69 •74 3V 2 •52 547-3 2-59 13-4 1-83 2-5 •4

22. Faizabad 12 67-92 •91 6*71 •64 9-0 1*0 48-o8 •77 5-35 •54 549-2 2-70 14-1 I-90 2-6 •4

23- Kelpin
15 65-93 •81 5*15 •58 7-8 •9 46-60 •69 3-49 •49 551-0 2-41 17-8 I-70 3-2 •3

24- Dolan 16 68-06 *79 5*73 •56 8-4 •8 45-87 •66 4-53 •47 557 -o* 2 -

4 I 17-3 1-70 3-1 •3

25 . Kirghiz 38 66-42 *Si 5 *i 9 *36 7-8 *5 45-87 •43 4-61 •
3° 566-5 1-51 12-8 1-07 2-3 •1

15 measures only.
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TABLE 6.

Tribe.

1 . Kafir
2. Chitrah
3- Mastuji
4- Sarikoli

5- Bagh-jigda ..

6. Pakhpu
7- Nissa
8. Kok-yar
9 Karanghu-tagh

io. Korla. .

1 1 • Wakhi
12. Turfan
1 3' Khotan
M- Hami.

.

> 5 Charkhlik
1 6. Loplik
i7- Chinese
1 8. Kenya
19- Niya .

.

20. Polur
2

1

. Ak-su
22. Faizabad
23- Kelpin
24. Dolan
25 Kirghiz

0 M. EM.

18 16678 •90
22

1

168-45 •81

28
1

166-61 72
40

I

'6377 •60

12
1
16475 I-IO

25 : 160-40 76
9 1 60*22 1-27

37 162-92 •63
21 166-05 83
'4 166-79 1-02

9 168-00 •88

72 . 166-26 •4 5
67 165-52 •46
21 163-00 •83

12 167-83 I-IO

38 169-50 •62

20 166-70 •85

21 161-25 •93
18 162-50 •90

3 i 164-42 •70

13 16377 1-06

12 166-92 I-IO

15 165-00 •98
16 164-12 •95

38 164-08 •62

* 43 measures only.

Stature. Span. Index.

a . Ecr. C. EC.
! M. EM. or.

6-33 •64 3-8 4 17078 1-00 7-00
5-93 •58 3’5 •3

;
171-50 •90 777

7-04 •51 4-2 •3 169-93 •80 7-29
4'43 •43 27 •3 166-40 •67 6-2 5
7-32 78 4'4 •5 168-33 1-22 5-94
4-95 •54 3-i •3

|

162-60 •85 5-05
4-95 •90 3‘i •5

:

159-56 >-4> 5’43
5-89 •44 3'6 •3

i

166-30 •70 7-89
5-29 •59 3-2 •4

1

166-10 •92 7-09
7-06 72 4-2 •4 167-29 •73 8-39
6- 1

8

•62 37 •4 170-16 •97 5
-

35570 •32 3‘4 •2
|

168-00 •50 6-58
5 ‘5 5 •32 3-4 •2 167-81* 68 6-59
4‘95 •59 3-o •4 >64-57 •92 6-6

1

7-46 78 4-4 •5 17075 1-22 8-69
7

-03 •44 4-1 •3 170-89 •69 6-8i
5-17 •60 37 •4 166-95 •95 5-02
6-29 •65 3-9 •3 i67-20f 1-07 3‘54
5-04 •64 37 •4 164-94 1-00 5-61
5'83 49 3-5 •3 >64-39 •77 6-15
5-85 75 3-6 •5 169-15 177 5-07
4-92 78 3-o •5 1 >73-25 1-22 5-22
4-46 •70 27 •4

I >71-47 1-09 5744*61 •67 2-8 4
i 170-20 J 1-09 5-89

0*40 •44 3’9 •3 t >70-34 •69 7-52

Eff. C. EC. M. EM. a - H <r.

•
7 > 4-> •4 102*56 •34 2-27 •24
•64 4-2 •4 101*82 •

3 > 2-33 22
•57 4-3 •3 102-00 •27 3-66 7 9
•47 3-8 •3 ioi*55 •23 1-42 •l6
•86 3-5 •3 103*25 •42 2*44 •29
•60 3 -i •4 101-32 •29 i-8o •20

i-oo 3-4 •6 99-44 •48 >•47 •34

•49 4*8 •3 102-22 •24 2-35 •>7

•65 4-3 •4 100-05 •

3 > 2-04 22
•80

5 -o •5 9986 •39 2*40 •27

•69 37 *4 IOI-32 •33 I
*87 •23

•35 3-9 •2 100*99 •>7 2-17 •12

48 3‘9 •3 101*05* •25 2-47 •l8

•56 4*o •4 100*95 •
3 > 2-II •22

*86
5
-> 5 101*83 •42 >•93 •29

•49 40 •3 100*82 •23 1*28 •>7

•67 3-o •4 100*20 •32 2-21 •23

•76 2*1 •4 99"4°t •59 I-96 •42

•71 3-4 •4 101-50 •34 2-37 24
•35 3-7 •3 99-87 •26 >•55 •>9

•83 3 0 •5 103*31 •40 2- 1

8

•28

•86 3 -o •5 103*83 •42 2-29 •29

•77 30 5 104*07 •37 1-89 •26

77 3-5 4 >03-20 J 35 1-66 •26

•49 4*4 •3
1
103-63 •23 2-40 •17

f 5 measures only.
J 1 5 measures only.

1
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;r

•'I
’

i

fj
1

i

i. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8. 9. 10. ti. 12. 13. 14. 15. 16. 17. 18. 19. 20. 21. 22. 23. 24. 25.

1. 2. 3. 4- 5- r'- 7- 8. 9. 10. 11. 12. 13. 14. 15. 16. 17. 18. jg. 20. 21. 22. 23. 24- 2 5-

1 Kafir. 6. Pakhpu. 11. Wakhi. 16. Loplik. 21. Ak-su.
2 Chitrali. 7- Nissa. 12. Turfan. 17. Chinese. 24. Faizahad.
3. Mastuji. 8. Kuk-yar. 13. Khotan. 18. Kenya. 23. Kelpin.
4. Sarikuh. 9. Karanghu-tagh. 14. Hami. 19. Niya. 24. Dolan.

5 Bagh-jigtla 10. Korla. 15. Charkhlik. 20. Polur. 25. Kirghiz.
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TABLE 10

Tribe. 2A under ; 2A under 4 2A under

Kafir Mastuji

Chitrali -Mastuji

Mastuji Kafir, Chitrali, Sarikoli . .

Sarikoli Bagh-]t£tl<i Mastuji, Pakhpu . .

Bagh-jigda .

.

Sarikoli Pakhpu
Pakhpu Sarikoli, Bagh-jigda, Hami
Nissa Karanghu-tagh
Kok-var Khotan
Karanghu-t.u'h .

.

Nissa, Hami, Chinese’

Korla Turf.in Wakhi, Khotan, Haim

Wakhi furl.in Khotan, Korla

Turfan . . .

,

Khotan, Korla . Wakhi Hami
Khotan Turfan Wakhi, Polur, Kok-var, Korlr

Hami f Pakhpu, Karanghu-tagh .

.

' \ Turfan, Charklilik, Korla
Charkhhk .

.

Loplik, Hami
Loplik Charkhhk
Chinese Karanghu-tagh
Keriva Niva
Niva Keriva
Polur Khotan
Ak-su
Faizabad
Kelpin Kirghiz Dolan
Dolan Kelpin, Kirdnz .

Kirghiz Kelpin 1 >olan

2A under ft.

Chiivali

.

Kafir.

Wakhi, Bagh-jigda.
Ttirfan, Kok-yar, Khotan, Kami.
Mastuji.

Kuranghu-tngh, Xissu, Pain.

Hami, Pakhpu, Pain
Sarikoli, Wakhi.
I.oplik, Pakhfiu, Wakht

, Khatan.

Charkhhk.
Mastuji, Charkhhk, Hami.
Kok-yar, Karanghu-tagh.
Sarikoli, Charklilik, Keriya, A’iya.
Charkhhk, Keriya, Sarikoli, Karanghu-tagh

Nissa, Wakhi, Sarikoli.

Wakhi, Turfan, Khotan, Korla.
Karanghu-tagh, Chinese.

Loplik.

Turfan, Khotan.
Turfan.
Pakhpu, Xissa.
Kelpin, Dolan.

Ak-su

.

Ak-su

.

Tribe.

Kafir

Chitrali .

.

Mastuji .

.

2A over 15. 2A over 14.

Dolan, Kirghiz Faizabad, Kel-

pin
Kirghiz . . Keriva

2A over 1 r.

Xiya, Ak-su

Niya, Kelpin,

Dolan

Sarikoli .

.

Bagh-jigclu

Pakhpu . .

Nissa

Kok-yar . .

Kirghiz
Kirghiz, Dolan
Faizabad, Kel-
pin, Dolan

Karanghu-
tagh

Korla
Wakhi
Turfan
Khotan

Hami

Kirghiz

Charklilik ...
Loplik ......
Chinese .. Kirghiz, Ak-su Kelpin, Dolan

|

Faizabad ..

Kenya . . .
, Chitrali .

.

"',T l
•

. . , Kafir, Chitrali

Polur
Ak-su . . Chinese

Faizabad .

.

Kelpin

Kafir

Kafir . . Chinese, Nissa

Kafir, Chinese Chitrali, Nissa

Dolan . . Kafir
. . Chinese

Kirghiz .. Kafir, Chitrali, Nissa
Chinese

Chitrali, Pakhpu,
Nissa

Pakhpu, Karan-
ghu-tagh

TABLE 11

2A over 1 z . 2A over 1 1. 2A over 10. 2A over 0.

Khotan, Kenya
,

Polur, Kokvar Nissa.

.

Pakhpu, Turfan,

Korla Charkhhk, Hami.
Ak-sn Nissa, Faizabad Turfan, Korla P0I11, Khotan.

Kirghiz Faizabad, Ak-su, Niva, Keriya
Kelpin, Dolan

Kirghiz, Dolan Kelpin Faizabad, Ak-su.
Kirghiz, Dolan Faizabad , . Ak-su, Kelpin Nissa.
Faizabad, Kelpin Ak-su Loplik Kafir, Keriya, Xiya.

Chitrali, Ak-sn Kafir Bagh-jigda, Kok-

Kafir, Kirghiz Loplik, Kelpin
yar, Xiya.

Chinese, Nissa, Do-

Kelpin Faizabad, Ak-su,

lan.

Keriya, Niva.

Kafir
Dolan

Chitrali, Chinese Loplik.

Kirghiz.

Chitrali Kafir, Chinese.
Kafir Chitrali, Chinese,

Faizabad .

,

Ak-su, Kirghiz,

Kirghiz.

Kafir.

Kelpin, Dolan
Kafir, Ak-su.

Ak-su, Kirghiz Faizabad, Dolan Pakhpu, Kok-var, Korla, Niva.

Niva Keriya
Kelpin, Keriya

Korla Turfan, Polur, Kho-

Kafir Chinese Mastuji, Loplik,

tan, Kok-yar.

Karanghu - tagh,

Chinese
Fai zabail

Mastuji, Faizabad
Dolan, Pakhpu.

Pakhpu, Loplik,

Kafir Kirghiz

Kirghiz, Nis-a,

Karanghu - tagh,

Dolan
Chitrali, Chinese.

Chitrali, Loplik Mastuji, Pakhpu, Karanghu - tagh. Sarikoli, Charklilik.

Pakhpu
Nissa

Chitrali, Bugh-
Bagh-jigda,Hand

Karanghu - tagh, Sari koli.

Pakhpu

jigda, Mastuji,
Loplik, Hami

Mastuji, Karan-

Niva, Keriya

Sarikoli, Bagh-

Bagh-jigda

ghu -tagh

Sarikoli, Mastuji,

jigda, Loplik,
Hami, Kok-yar

Karanghu - tagh. Kok-yar, Niva,

Mastuji, Loplik,

Loplik Hami Keriva.
Sarikoli, Kok-yar Polur, Hami . . Wakhi, Khotan,

Bagh-jigda Niya.
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TABLE 12

|

Skin-colour. Per cent.

Rosy-
Broun. Brown.

Kafir

Clntrali

Mastu]i
Sankoli
Bagh-jigda
Pakhpu
Xissa
Kok-yar
Karanghu-
Korla
Wakhi
I’u rfan
Khotan
Haim
Charkhlik
Loplik
Chinese
Keriya
X’iya

Polur
Ak-su
Faizabad
Kelpin
Dolan
Kirghiz

Rosy.
Rosy-
Yellow. Yellow.

Brown-
Yellow

7*
100 — —
93 — — 4
ICO — —
100 — —
100 — —
IOU — —
9- — — —
9- — — —
54 15 s —
95 — —

5

73 1

1

2 —
94 3 — —
So 7 —
100 — —
97 3 — —
35 — —
95 — — —
100 — — .

—

74 3
— —

62 — —
7 5

— —
67 7 — —
-5 — — —

- — —
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TABLE 13

[ I

H air-amount.

Hair-colour. Per cent.
j

Hair-quality. Per cent.
|

Per cent.

Black.
Dark-
Brown.

Fair and
Medium. Straight. Wavy. Curly.

Abundant,
Moderate.

Scanty
Nil/

Kafir
1

7

56 aS jS / " IOU
Chitrali 91 3

— — IOO IOO —
Mastuji U Sj 4 — — IOO K 10 —
Sankoli iS 53 3 (J — —

.

IOO IOO —
Bagh-jigda 2 5 7 5

— — — IOO IOO —
Pakhpu <SS 3- — — 1 00 92 8

Xissa . . 44 A > jj — — IOO IOO —
Kok-yar

3 5 3^ j(> — — IOO 09 o 1

Karanghu-tagh 09 — — IOO IOO —
Korla 40 46 8 — — IOO 77 2 5

Wakhi 93 3 2
— — IOO IOO —

Turfan - 3 70 3
— — IOO 49 54

Khotan -4 5^ JO j — 98 94 n

Hami JO 7 1

- — — I no 53 47
Charkhlik j- — — 1 00 3 3 07
Loplik 40 34 JO — — loo 37 93
Chinese JO 5 05 —

3 yO 7U

Keriya
3 3 ;7 10 — 10 90 0 2 38

Xiva 1 2 4i 47 — — 1 00 04 0

Polur 52 13 — — 1 00 Si 10

Ak-su 31 54 ID — ICO — 54 4 r >

Faizabad 10 19 — «3 17 92 8

Kelpin 47 40 I >
— 100 — So 14

Dolan 44 44 n — 100 — 7 5 25

Kirghiz 50 47 3 — 100 — 29 7 i

S O 2
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TABLE 14

Eyes. Per cent.

I’ark. Medium. Light. lold. Fold (trace).

Kafir I I 01

""O

28
Cintrah 9 1 9
Mas tu 11 .. 14 79 7 —
>arikoh .

.

> 70 28
Bagh-jigda — 92 8

Pakhpu .

.

4 ^8 2 S
Xissa 73 1

1

I I

Kok-yar .

.

.54 Oo 6
Karanghu-tagh . . -3 OQ S .

Korla t',2 3S
1

5

Wakhi §9 Jt

lurfan *7 28 5 19
Khotan . . 44 49 7
Haim > »-

8 3 „ 7
Chaikhhk 50 50
Loplik 16 79

- - -

Chinese 45 40 15 44
Keriva .

.

-Q -

Niva .. .... IS 53 3°
Polur 08
Ak-;ll 2 y

Faizabad 53 8
Kelpin 40 47 14
Polan 44 56
Kirghiz . . 43 5 5 3 * —

* 37 per -ent. of the Kii^hiz are 'lescnbeil hdMng ‘ Mongolian cyep ’

.

1 nbc.

Galclia

l’atlian

Biloch

Dard
Ladakhi
Tibetans

No HL *r. 1 1 13. ir.

^ 8 id; '»*U '58 5 [>'>

80 185 G*~ ; H- 4* 1 -

00 7*30 'H4 4'W
-++ i<j<) ’*/ / 145 5-14

i'H 4*20 148 4-74
38 > s9 0*2 5 >5 3 5-92

TABLE 15

CL (T- NL. IT. NB.

89 4 ‘i I 5- 3 *0y :

7 O V20 50 J*8o 34
80 4*51 49 273

’

34
75 3*00

5 ; 3-56 34
7 7 2*99 49 3-3i 37
So 3*7 5 52 3-82 39

<7 . N

I

IT- St. <r.

i '.’7 577
1

*8; 08 5 -I 7 169 0*04

2*25 69 4-85 1 frfi 5-05

8*3 1 94 7-05 164 8*oS

4*10 76 n -43 163 4-57

2*90 75 8 -o6 164 6*22

Kafir

Chitrali . .

Mistuji
Sankoli
Bagh-jigda
Paklipu .

NTs^a
Kok-yar . .

Karanghu-tagh
Korla
Wakhi
Turfan
Khotan
Hami
Charkhlik.

.

Loplik

Chinese .

.

Kenya
Niva
Polur

Ak-stf

Faizabad . .

Kelpin
Dolan
Kirghiz

Pathan
Biloch
Bard
Ladakhi . .

Tibetans .

.

TABLE 16

Galclia.* Pathan. Biloch.

4'97 19 3-6/
-’•37 3'5 (> 3

-b3
V"7 J-O'i 2*4*7

- 95 i'S.5 2*23
4'5 r> 4-27 3'2J
4- IS 5-26 3*80
4S7 4-6S 4*SS
2*12 6-24 4-33
7" 55 JS6 3-76
0-70 7-23 r>~43
c 1-98 4-76 4-37
-'77 6-91 5*797 1 5*55 4-20
;

-
i

;

fr74 5'84
2-hh 57* 4'93
VI4 4*.59 4-88
5‘9I .377 4‘49
274 8-34 8-33
J' 5-7 ')<') 6'35
~’54 3S2 3*02
J'5$ 7-34 5*7 7
1 *26 5-*5 4-75
177 7-98 5-18
1 -S 4 7-64 r>-33
2*1 1 S-77 f>'54

4~94 — i*87
4-24 1-87
4-68 1-87 37°
5-20 4\59 4-45
2-44 5'7J V57

* £4 compiled irom 94 only

Dard. Ladakhi. Tibetans

J*7o 2*71 4-78

2*91 4-86 3-67

3-97 3-63 3’ 53

4-jO 4-3i j-68

5-34 3-70 3-99

4-66 2*69 2*76

3-46 2*17 2*28

6-17 5*00 3-24

2*90 1*65 2*38

8-55 6-38 4-02

5-8S 5-74 3-78

7-35 5-14 4-02

7*07 4-19 2*48

6-oj 3-n 2*37

6-04 3-09 2*10

4-90 2-27 3-68

4-01 2*44 4-67

8-90 5*62 4-78

9-H 6-44 5-7(>

4-111 2*77 2*02

6-72 6-94 4-42

5-40 6-24 4*09
8-19 5*57 3-58
7-02 5 -13 374
8-90 6-48 4-83

1*87 4-59 5-15
3-70 4‘45 3-57— 3*6

1

4-37
3*6i — 3-05

4-37 3-05 —
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t*

}

TABLE 17
1

Tribe. 2 A under 1. 2A under 1-50. 2A under 2. 2A under 2*50.

Gaiclia . . Korla, Wakiu Luizabad, Dolan .

.

Khotan, Kelpm . . Kuk-yar, Kirghiz, Chi trail,

Tibetans. k

Tribe. Over 5-50. Over 5. Over 4-50.

Galcha Chinese Ladakln Katir, Bagh-jigda, Xissa, Dard, Pathan.

n

/

TABLE 18

Tribe. 2A under 2A -1-50 and under. 2A j and under. SA 3-50 and under.
*

1

Pd.thd.11

Bilocli

Dard
Ladakhi
Tibetans

Biloch, 1 lard

Pathan
Pathan
Karangliu-Lagli . .

Sankoli, Mastuji .

.

Loplik, Chine-c, Xi.-sa ..

Karanghu-tngh, Charkhhk,
Polar, Harai, Khotan, Xissa

Chitrah, Karanglm-lagh. .

Kalir, Polar, Paklipu

Pakhpu

Kaiu

.

l’olur, Uagh-jtgdu.

Kafir ,
Xusit.

Uiarklilik, 'libct.ni->, llumi.

Ladakhi, Kuk-yar.

V

TABLE 19

i

i nbe. 2A ovei 9. 2 A 8 and over. 2 A 7 and over. 2 A 0 and o\er.
u

r

i

i

Pathan
Biloch

Dard

Ladakhi

Tibetan.-,

. . Xiya

. . Xiya

Kenya, Kirghiz

Korla, Kirghiz, Keriya,

Kelpm

Kelpm, Ak-.-ui ,
Dolan, Koila

Turlan, Dolan, Khotan ..

Khghiz, Keriya, Korla,

Xiva, Dolan
Ak-su, Charklilik, Hanu,
Ivok-yai.

Ak-bii, Korla, Kirghiz, Luiza

bad, Xiya.

(Xiya 5-76.)



APPENDIX D

EXAMINATION OF CERTAIN SPECIMENS OF
MURAL PAINTING AND PLASTER

FROM AK-TERBK. KARA-SAI, KHADALIK, MlRAX, ‘MIXG-OI

AND TUX-HUAXG

1;V

SIR ARTHUR CHURCH

Two .piemansfirm Miran. now nmnbacJ i and ii.

On a backing of loess strengthened by means of the leaves and stems of the common reed (Pfintgniihs

tominunisj, there was spread, and that very skilfully, a thin flat coating of impure burnt gypsum which had been

made into a cream with water. Over the whole of this nearly white ground a layer of a pale pinkish pigment

had been distributed. The pink colour is due, not to any organic substance, but to ferric oxide (1A\0J. There

is a little calcium sulphate in this pink layer, but this has been derived from the wet plaster on which the pigment

had been spread, and not, as I imagined at first, from an admixture of plaster of Paris with the pigment. Nor

can I find definite evidence of the use of any organic binding material, such as gum or size, in the coloured layer.

What organic matter is present in the painted plaster is probably derived from the reeds used in the backing, and

is accidental.

Upon the uniform pink layer just described, designs were painted in these three colours—pale green, pale

yellowish brown, and grey. The green colour is derived from malachite, a basic copper carbonate; the yellowish

brown is due to an impure ochreous earth
;
the grey to carbon in the form of what may be called Chinese ink.

As Chinese ink is composed of soot and size, it is quite possible that the other pigments may have once contained

some size, so that the method of painting used at Mlran would have resembled ordinary tempera, but the

chemical evidence on this point is far from decisive. In any case this painted fragment differs from all Puropean

frescoes in that its ground was planter of Paris, and the attachment of the pigments to the surface was not due to

the production of a binding film of calcium carbonate.

One specimen from K/tadalik, now numbered. Hi.

L pun a backing of a rather clayey loess admixed with fibre is a thin smooth layer of plaster of Paris,

superficially tinted with a pinkish ferruginous pigment. The white layer dissolves in acids without effervescence,

also in pure water : the solution b one ot calcium sulphate. The .painting has not been executed upon a ground

of slaked lime and sand as in true fresco. The vegetable fibrous material here consists of the leaves and stems of

the common reed. There is no distinct evidence of the use, as a binding material, of any gum or size. The
backing contains a little sulphate of lime, but not enough to indicate an intentional addition of plaster—-in fact,

not more than would have penetrated the backing from the wet plaster laid thereon.

One specimen from Khadalik
,
now numbered iv (labelled * found with Kha. i. frescoes, case -]

’ ).

dhis is modelled in loess with fibre, but has originally been coated with plaster of Paris.
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One specimen from Khadalik, nozv numbered v (labelled ‘plaster stucco’, while No. iv is labelled ‘fibie stucco’).

This is plaster of Paris
;
and, though hard, does not contain, as some of the burnt plaster from Khotan did,

any calcium oxysulphide produced by a reducing process from the sulphate.

One specimenfrom Khadalik
,
nozv numbered vi (labelled ‘soft red’).

This seems to be loess which has been slightly burnt.

One specimen from Kara-sai, nozv numbered vii I labelled ‘ plaster stucco ’1.

An extremely hard specimen of plaster of Paris. It contains no calcium oxysulphide, while the percentage

of water present is quite normal, namely 12-21 per cent, lost at ioo° with a total percentage of 21-78. This

specimen of hard stucco from Kara-sai presents some features of peculiar interest. It is difficult to explain how

it has come to be so much harder than ordinary plaster casts of to-day. The analytical figures do not account

for this phenomenon. I here compare the results of an examination of the Kara-sai plaster with the theoretical

percentages of normal plaster of Paris :

—

Lime (CaO)

Sulphur trioxide SO.)

Water (H.
2
0 ) .

Silica, Iron oxide

Kara-sai.

32-16

45 -

2,5

21-78

0-71

Gypsum.

52-56

46-50

20-95

The only difference between these numbers lies in this, that there is a slight deficiency of sulphuric acid

in the Kara-sai specimens, which therefore contain about one per cent, of lime-salts other than the sulphate.

The traces of silica and iron oxide present are quite negligible. The only explanation which I can otter of the

peculiar hardness of the Kara-sai plaster is that it has been gently burnt after having been fashioned into form.

I his burning must have been intentional, not accidental, for there is a coating of pure white plaster of Paris,

quite soft, upon the grey surfaces of the little six-petalled flowers which decorate the specimen. I take it that the

maker of the ornament, not being satisfied with the dull greyish hue of his work after burning, painted it over

with a cream of pure plaster of Paris, in order to restore the whiteness of its aspect.

One specimen from Ak-terek
,
nozv numbered viii (labelled ‘ hard red [burnt?] stucco ').

This specimen closely resembles a sound red terra-cotta. It is in reality a burnt clay, and contains practically

no calcium sulphate and very little lime in any form, but much ferric oxide (Fe
20 ;

i.

One specimen from Ming-oi
,
nozv numbered ix (labelled ‘ fibre-stucco, unburnt ’).

This specimen contains no notable amount of calcium sulphate and no calcium oxysulphide
;

in fact there

are little more than traces of sulphuric acid, but some calcium carbonate is present. This resembles some sort'-- of

calcareous plaster more nearly than any other specimen of this series, but it contained much clayey loess.

One specimen from Ming-oi, nozv numbered x (labelled ‘ fibre-stucco, partially burnt ’).

Rather fine loess, partially burnt.

One specimen from Rhng-oi
,
nozv numbered xi (labelled ‘ fibre-stucco, burnt hard ).

This is essentially burnt loess. If the sulphuric acid in it is all present as calcium sulphate and the rest

of the calcium be regarded as in the form of carbonate, then it contains :

—

Calcium sulphate 1-8
5
per cent.

Calcium carbonate 0-62 per cent.

Part of the calcium carbonate occurs in the form of minute crystals.

One specimen offibre-stuccofrom Jun-huany nozv numbered xii.

This is a clayey loess, commixed with animal hairs as well as with vegetable fibres.



APPENDIX E

ESSAYS ON THE BUDDHIST PAINTINGS FROM
THE CAVES OF THE THOUSAND BUDDHAS

TUN-HUANG
' BY

RAPHAEL PETRUCa
A.\ I >

LAURENCE PINYON '

ASSISTANT KEFPFR. DFPAR1MENT OF PRINTS AND PRAY. I" US BRI i I^-H Ml’SI I'M

I

PRELIMINARY SCHEME FOR THE PUBLICATION PROPOSED
BY

RAPHAEL PETRUCCI,
as drawn up in his letter of November 16, 1911 (see above, p. 834)

Je viens vous exposer ici le resultat du travail que j’ai accompli et l’indication de ce qu’il y a a tirer des

documents iconographiques de votre Mission. Nous pouvons dire des a present que nous sommes en possession

de materiaux dont 1 importance est considerable. Convenablement classes, coordonnes suivant un plan bien

etabli, ils permettront He fixer beaucoup d elements nouveaux et de resoudre bien des points douteux. Afin d’en

donner brievement une idee, je vais vous exposer le plan de travail qu’il y aurait a accomplir.
!• ia') premiere partie devra porter sur la transcription et la lecture des inscriptions. Ces inscriptions

devront se subdiviser en deux parties. II conviendra d’etudier d’un cote ce que les inscriptions votives nous

apprennent des donateurs. Lcs noms dc famille et la composition .de la famille sont. dans une certaine mesure,

lisibles. De plus, dans certains cas, nous voyons que nous avons affaire a des fonctionnaires chinois. Ces

U6ments epigraphiques nous donneront des renseignements sur le developpement du bouddhisme dans les milieux

officiels chinois a l’epoque des peintures.

ip) Les inscriptions devront etre etudiees ensuite non plus au point de vuc du milieu lai'que qu’elles nous

revelent, mais au point de vue de leur valeur religieuse. II y aura a degager leur caractere general et a rctirer

ensuite des renseignements precieux des indications qu’ellcs nous donnent relativenrent aux divinites. Grace
a ces inscriptions, nous serons en mesure d’etablir d’une fai^on certaine les identifications des Bodhisattvas et des

Buddhas. De plus, au moyen de ces pieces de comparaison, nous pourrons determiner des types qui echappe
raient a present, parmi les peintures, a toute interpretation certaine.

(c) II y aura, enfin, a rassernbler les diverses dates que nous livrent les inscriptions, et a les utiliser aussi bien

au point de vue de l’histoire generale du bouddhisme en Chine et au Turkestan chinois. qu'au point de vue de
1 histoire de l’art bouddhique.
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Ces preliminaires etablis, nous serons en mesure de commencer l’etude des peintures au point de vue de

l’iconographie bouddhique. Le classement s’impose de lui-meme. Nous aurons d’abord a etudier

:

(i) Les Buddhas— et, pour commencer, a etudier les bannieres qui retracent les divers episodes de laviedu

Buddha (Jakvamuni. Grace aux inscriptions que portent les scenes, qui sont precisement les plus difficiles

a interpreter, j’ai pu m’assurer des a present que les bannieres nous livrent toute une serie de scenes qui ne
d <~£i
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IV

Peut-etre sera-t-il aussi necessaire, afin de retirer des documents tout ce qu iis peuvent donner, de traiter en

appendice certains sujets speciaux.

(r) Les xylographes qui nous fournissent au point de vue de l’histoire de la gravure sur bois en Extreme-

Orient des documents nouveaux.

(2) Une etude du traite magique sur le nom des mille Buddhas qui existe dans vos collections a deux

exemplaires, dont l’un a miniatures est mutile. et l’autre complet. J’ai releve sur ce dernier la date de 920. 11 y

a a retirer de ce traite des renseignemcnts piecis sur ces innombrables Buddhas qui figurent dans les frise-

decoratives ou qui assistent les grandes figures centrales, aussi bien dans les fresques du Turkestan que dans

la Chine septentrionale, a Yun-kang, a Long-men, ou au Japon.

(3) Grace a un dessin, donnant la valeur cosmologique et mystique des differentes parties de la main, puis,

aux deux rouleaux de dessins donnant la serie des positions mystiques des mains, il sera possible de fixer d’une

maniere extremement precise la signification des differents gestes des mains dans Part bouddhique.

(4) Enfin, un manuscrit fort endommage, mais tres precieux, nous donne un traite de la figure humaine

a l’usage des peintres. C’est le plus ancien que nous ayons. II conviendra de monter soigneusement ce manuscrit et

de l'etudier de pres. II constituera une source de premier ordre pour l’histoire de l’esthetique et de Part chinois.

Tel est l’ensemble du travail dont, apses une etude preliminaire, je puis tracer le plan. Naturellement

je me reserve de pouvoir le modifier en cours d’execution, mais je crois que, dans ses grandes lignes, il restera tel

quel, et que, au point de vue des resultats nouveaux que Pon peut escompter, il ne nous donnera des surprises que

dans un sens favorable.

II

LES PEINTURES DE TOUEN-HOUANG

:

LES DONATEURS
PAR

RAPHAEL PETRUCCI

[VOTE.—This chapter, originally intended to take its place in the initial portion of the publication sketched

in the above preliminary scheme, was received in 1913 from M. Petrucci in the form of a rough draft. The

careful revision of which it stood in need with special regard to the inscriptional readings and their interpretation

could, owing to circumstances connected with the War, not be carried out until after M. Petrucci’s death.

Mr. A. D. Waley, of the Department of Prints and Drawings, British Museum, was kind enough to charge

himself in 1917 with this difficult task, devoting much painstaking labour to the verification from the originals

of all dedicatory records, &c., referred to. The numerous rectifications proposed by him, having received

M. Chavannes assent, have been embodied in the text now presented.—A. Stein.]

L etude des peintures qui ent ete rapportees de Touen-houang par Sir Aurel Stein souleve des problemes
divers. Extremement precieuses au point de vue de l’art et de l'iconographie bouddhiques, elles ne le sont pas

moins au point de vue de 1 histoire du bouddhisme dans cette region lointaine de l’empire. Les inscriptions

votives nous livrent des renseignements precis sur l’epoque de ces documents, car elles fournissent des dates qui

se icpartissent entre 864 et 983 de notre ere
;
elles nous informent sur les donateurs dont les images acconipagnent

cclles des Buddhas et des Bodhisattvas
;

elles nous indiquent leur qualite et les mobiles qui les ont fait agir ;
elles

nous permettent de reconstituer certains aspects de leur vie dans ces pdriodes difficiles et nous montrent comment
la ferveur du sentiment religieux se melait aux preoccupations de tous les jours. Aussi m’a-t-il semble

necessaire, avant d’entrer dans l’etude artistique et iconographique de ces precieux documents, de tirer parti

de leur etude epigraphique pour reconstituer ce milieu disparu. C’est a Touen-houang, en effet, a l’extreme

oucst du Kan-sou, que les influences diverses venues du Turkestan prenaient contact avec la grande civilisation

chinoise
;

c est la aussi que l’Extreme-Asie entendit les premieres rumeurs du mouvement islamique ;
c’est la

qu’on put prevoir 1’invasion prochaine et les conditions d’une lutte tragique. C’est la enfin que s’etait constitue

ce milieu ou la Chine, dominee par le bouddhisme, vouait aux dieux de la doctrine indienne ces images dont
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je cherche aujourd’hui a restituer le sens veritable. Toutes ces raisons paraitront suffisantes, sans doute, pour

justifier l’etude preliminaire dans laquelle je vais m’engager tout d’abord.

A tout seigneur, tout honneur. Le dix-septieme jour de la septieme lune de la huitieme annee de T’ai-p'ing

hing-kouo un fonctionnaire de Touen-houang voue une peinture (Ch. lvii. 004, PL LXVi) a

Kouan-che-yin P‘ou-sa. Les voeux qu’il forme portent aussi bien sur les destinees futures de son ame que sur la

prosperite de ses enfants et de ses petits-enfants. II souhaite qu’ils vivent dix mille fois mille ans, qu’ils croissent

en richesse, en honneur, en bonheur, en abondance
; s’il pense a l’avenir, il n’oublie pas le passe et il souhaite que

les sacrifices se perpetuent sans limite sur bautel des ancetres. Enfin, apres avoir songe a sa famille, il se

prdoccupe de l'empire. Il demande a Kouan-yin la tranquillite du territoire, la prosperite non seulement de ceux

qui lui sont chers, mais de son pays. A lire l’inscription votive, on le sent preoccupe tout autant de ses

administres que de sa famille.

La tradition chinoise s’y mele a l'inspiration bouddhique. Sans doute, fame doit etre conduite dans le bon

chemin
;
mais ces voeux pour la perpetuation des sacrifices aux ancetres, pour une posterite nombreuse et

florissante repondent a un ideal purement chinois, forme longtemps avant l’intervention du bouddhisme, et qui

correspond a la conception chinoise du bonheur.

Les inscriptions votives nous ont conserve des renseignements prdcieux sur ce fonctionnaire de Touen-houang

et sur sa famille. Il s’appelait Mi Tseu(?)-te S (?) & H est figure sur la peinture dans l'acte de

1’adoration, tenant dans ses mains une cassolette a encens d’ou s’eleve la fumee du parfum sacte. Il est

accompagne de trois fils et de deux petits-fils, tous vetus comme lui du costume de fonctionnaire. Trois autrcs

petits-fils et un arriere-petit-fils, encore enfants, l'accompagnent ainsi que sa femme, sa fille et ses belles-filles.

La famille entiere, telle qu’elle est representee, est composee comme suit: Le prefet Mi Tseu(?)-te et son

epouse dont le nom de famille est Ts'ao T||i, leur fils Yuan-tch'ang
Jjp( |||

et sa femme dont le nom de famille

est Yin
;
leur second fils (?)-yingQ et sa femme dont le nom de famille est Wang ;

leur troisieme fils

Po-tch'ang Wit et sa femme dont le nom de famille est K'ang ||£. A cote de la donatrice on voit leur fille.

L’inscription qui la concerne nous dit expressement qu’elle a quitte sa famille pour entrer dans la famille Li

Puis nous trouvons le petit-fils Tch'eou-t'a
jj|j^

sa femme, du nom de famille 1 chang I Is ont un

enfant, figurd debout, a cote de sa mere. Enfin les petits-fils Tch'eou-ting j§jij3 et Tch'eou-eul jrj* ,
en

vetements de jeunes gallons, le petit-fils Tch'ang-tien et 1’arriere-petit-fils portant tous deux la robe des

enfants, completent ce groupe deja nombreux.

Nous rencontrons ensuite (Ch. coiot) un personuage charge de nombreux titres. Il est tsie-tou-ya-ya

;

^J’ yin-ts'ing- kouang-lou ta-fou ^ ^ !j^ c
’ieou tsono-ts'icn niu-zvci iclwng-lang tsiang ^

iH Hi $f> kien-kiao kouo-tseu tsi-tsieou ^ ^ |lj ^ ypj et en meme temps tien tchong chat

yu-cheu m * # m & Malgre leur abondance, ces titres ne permettent guere de preciser quelles etaient les

fonctions de ce fonctionnaire subalterne. Nous savons par l’inscription votive qu’il s’appelait Tchang Ho-yong

que sa femme etait de la famille P'eng et qu’il invoque la protection de Bhaishajyaguru, le

Buddha de medecine, afin de rentrer dans son pays natal rapidement et sans eprouver aucun malheur. Autant

par le caractere de la peinture que par les vetements des donateurs, la donation semble avoir ete faite sous la

dynastic des T'ang. Cependant le district de Touen-houang etait si frequemment coupe, des cette epoque, du

reste de l’empire, que le fonctionnaire, rentrant dans sa patrie apres avoir accompli les devoiis de sa charge, avait

d’abondantes raisons de craindre les dangers du retour.

Une autre peinture (Ch. 00167, PL LXI) appartient a la categorie des vceux faits pour les rnorts. Pile est

offerte a la gloire de Kouan-che-yin par un membre de la famille Tchang iji|| qui se glorifie de brfder sans cesse

des parfums et d’entretenir une lampe perpetuelle en souvenir des parents rnorts. Ceux-ci figurent a la place

des donateurs. C’est d’abord le pere mort Tchang Yuan-tchou ijr|| ^ puis 1 un de ses fils, capitaine d une

compagnie d’infanterie a Touen-houang
;

puis un troisieme personnage, frere ou cousin de celui-ci, portant,

comme les autres, le costume de fonctionnaire. De 1’autre cote, se trouvent leurs femmes respectives. La

mere a pour nom de famille Li les belles-filles ont pour nom de famille : 1 une Sung yjq, 1 autre Fan
'Jgj.

1
C’est-a-dire le 27 aofit 983, sous la dynastie des Song.

2
[‘ Ugly Otter’, a depreciatory name, such as given to children in order to avert the influence of evil spirits.-A D. W.]

8 P 2
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La peinture est datee de la quatrieme an nee jen e/ten de K'ai-pao; mais il y a tine erreur dans Jes lettres da

cycle car c’est a la cinquicme annee K'ai-pao que s applique la designation cyclique jen c/un
; la peinture doit

ctre datee du 2 7 septembre 971.
3

In offiaer Yang Tong-yu ^ a fait graver un fort mauvais xylographe (Ch. 0020 «) de
Samantabhadra. 11 portait le titre de tsie-tou-ya-ya

gjf ^ dans l’armee konei-yi, en garnison a Toucn-
ouang. Les motifs de son vceu sont clairement indiques dans l’inscription. II demande que les frontiere.-

soient tranquules, que tous les homines, occupes de leurs affaires, ne s’adonnent ni aux complots ni aux troubles.eman e que les giands leux, qu on allumait dans les postes Boles des fronticres pour annoncer quelque dangerimminent et avertir de proche en proche les gardiens du limes chinois, garantissent la securite la plus parfaite
; quenpire soit en paix, que son chef, le T ai-pao du district, jouisse d’une vie longue comme celle de la grue. Sion tent compte de ce que les hommes demandent aux dieux de les garantir precisement contre les souffrances

es p us communes, on se rendra compte que le sejour de Touen-houang manquait de securite et que la vie de cesomciers et de ces magistrats devait etre incertaine, traversee de beaucoup d’alarnies.
n en aura une confirmation eclatante dans 1 ’inscription d’un xylographe (Ch. 00185 ;

PI. cm) execute sur
intervention d un autre officier. II est tsie-tou w & de l’armee konei-yi

;

il est commissairem ,
inspecteur^ -sj||

’

eb

'd'

1

't

nCt:

wTt’
Ch?l

’

*,

C
‘ ^ ^ ;

commissaire prepose aux champs des camps militaires dans'sa

\ ^ j.
^ ® D Isa ffl ’

commissaire ya-fan-lo ^ ; inspecteur specialement promu

iT.c
’

maUre^ ^ ’ marqu ’s *naugurateur du royaume pour la prefecture de Ts'iaoM PJ HTj &
C S a° 1 uan 'tchong- If 7C et a fait graver une planche representant Kouan-yin. Le graveur

a signe son ceuvre
;

,1 s appclait Lei Yen-mei % fe % Le donateur invoque Kouan-yin afin qu’elle assure la
dU geme P, °teCteUr des vlIies Urtifiees ^ ;

afin que le district soit prospere, que les hommes

Chine"

d

7rn,~ ,

qU
m
d
?

Ch°SeS heureuses
’
que les epidemics se dissipent, que les routes de l’Est, vers la

c^mleuL dSw’r ’Tm °UVertC
f

£t libreS; ^’au Xord
> Tartares, au Sud les Tibetains

tion du troisieme inur'd

03 C reV
°.teS ’

que Ies signaux d’aiarmes ne retentissent plus. Il date cette invoca-

Or a ce moment len ' ^

Sept
.

1Cnae ™ 0,s de la quatr|eme annee K'ai-yun
; cette date correspond au 2 aout 947.

fou’ et redu it en’st t d T* * de ** ™me ann " e> un chef 'dcs Tartares K'i-tan avait saccage K'ai-fong-

palfs ilt ial et JW 1
* * ** ” 1Valt cxi* dans ]e * Moukdcn, il avait occupe le

“ tU£ Ct PllIC 1C P?tyS "tait dCVenU ddsert Chasses par le peuple en revoke, les KTtan

a K ai o S „ Ta iTtllT *
'^ Puis

’ 10 947 , i’empereur Kao-tsou, des Han, etait proclaim*

111" bln le d mind ’l C T ,7
.**"“”“* les de Touen-houang, en abut 947 ,

ne savaient ricn.

C’est encoleTch I",
M,^nC°^ieUse ^^ture ^ ^ tranquillities routes!

medecine annarah tena M
fonctlorina,re qui voue une peinture a Bhaishajyaguru. 4 Le Buddha de

duSXmS I"
°U/>d/ra Ct flanqU6

'
^ " dr°ite

’
du BoUhisattva Samantabhadra

; a sa gauche,

fenmle e t lTvie d u “"IT ^ BeUr de ,otus
> d accompagne de deux fils en bas age. Sa

pou^u on eTpuisse lirer de
"T "" r°UlCaU de S°ie

’ - d«n L’inscription est trop mutilee

de la quatrieme annee T'ien f
'

Catl°ns es
’ mais on y peut lire la date; le huitieme jour de la troisieme lune

le rctablLsement dil iue
1 LXV“

5

•

P1 ‘ XXV) C
’

CSt Un malade qui s’adresse a Kshitigarbha pour demander

'STT* SiT' "^ O-voyageurs su, ,afe te. le Lon d„ moine

, i
ma'" dans la mam gauche. Deux Bedhisattvas I’assietent. Le fidele

Frription « r°
uche “mrai— - «*•

Wai,re des Six Monties de legaeriret de Je'f i - ^
une longue et douloureuse maladie. Il demande au

dans la roue des transmigrations. C’est , e ft 'V'"
Cmq voles {Calt) par lesquelles l'homme est enferme

de la vie Ccpendant irn’onhli .

iiequi s adresse au Bodhisattva regnant stir les cycles douloureux

leeaug ref„me de a
'

o.e

T

ProChe
hCt ''' S°“ hai,e qlK paten,, pa, alliance on parents par

aentes-'sur la peKur Cd’l 1

*« ***”" *«*>*. «• ««. au moins en part in, reprd-

Vi„ «* Ces morts n , , 1 ,

P °» *'«’*• d *»*" Pa«, la mere morte, du nom de lamille,« pour lesquels la pemture a etc voude son, accompagnds de deux personnages dont l’un cs,

[For the correct date, see Chavannes, Appendix A, V. b .1
|_For this identification, cf. below, p. 1409.]
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designe corame etant le fils Hing-t'ong j{|j, l’autre comme etant la deuxieme (?) fille. Le donateur vivant ne

figurant nulle part et etant seulement rappele par l’inscription, il s’ensuit qne ce fils et cette fille doivent etre, eux

aussi, ranges au nombre des parents morts. Xul doute que faction meritoire du vivant vis-a-vis des morts ne lui

assure la guerison dans cette vie, et, dans l’autre, l’affranchissement du desir et le repos dans le Paradis

d'Amitabha.

La dedicace est datee du vingt-deuxieme jour du cinquieme mois de la quatrieme annee K'ien-long, annee

marquee des caracteies cycliques kttei-hai. Cette date correspond au 26 juin 963. Mais il est a remarquer que.

a partir du 3 decembre 963 (cf. Song che, chap. i. p. 7 1, le nom de la periode d’annee fut change en K'ien-te et

l’annee 963 fut done comptee comme la premiere annee K'ien-te, mais dans ses derniers jours seulement
;
au

26 juin, e’etait encore la quatrieme annee K'ien-long.

Une peinture non datee (Ch. lvii. 001, PI. LXVIII). vouee a Kouan-yin, nous montre un donateur dont

le nom est malheureusement indechiffrable. Il est accompagne de sa sixieme fille et de son fils. Celui-ci porte

un title de fonctionnaire dont on ne peut lire que le dernier caractere j£- Il a pour nom de famille Tchang jjr||.

ce qui nous livre en meme temps le nom de famille du pere. Il se designe aussi sous le nom de ‘ esclave du

Buddha ’
;

le pere est borgne de l’oeil gauche et cela montre qu’un certain realisme se fait jour dans ces

portraits de donateurs. D’autre part, l’indication que la mere est morte semble indiquer que son mari et ses

enfants sont intervenus aupres de Kouan-yin misericordieuse en faveur de son ame.

Ailleurs (Ch. 00102, PI. LX), on voit toute une famille groupee au bas d’un paradis de Kouan-yin a large

ordonnance. Le pere, capitaine de compagnie dans farmee kouang-ngan un au tre parent et un fils;

la mere et deux belles-filles sont reparties de part et d autre du cartouche central. Les hommes portent tous le

costume de fonctionnaire. Il en est de meme sur la peinture numerotee Ch. xxxiii. 001, ou figurent un fonction-

naire, sa femme et leurs deux fils aux pieds d’Amitabha. On retrouve encore deux fonctionnaires assistes de

leur femme sur une peinture vouee a Kouan-yin (Ch. xxi. 001) en octobre 963.

Une autre peinture (Ch. xlvi. 008) se range dans cette classe des veeux faits pour les morts. Elle represente

Amitabha. Dans la partie reservee aux donateurs, on voit d’une part un fonctionnaire, le pere mort Leang

Tsin-t'ong
jg}, tenant la cassolette a encens et assiste d’un enfant portant un eventail

;
de l’autre. une

femme, la belle-mere morte, du nom de famille Ling-hou ^ Elle tient une fleur; elle est assistee, elle

aussi, d’une enfant portant une offrande. Les inscriptions nous indiquent ici que la donation est faite par le

fils et la femme du fils des personnages representes. C’est une donation faite pour le benefice des parents morts.

L'inscription du cartouche central est a peu pres completement detruite. On y devine plus qu’on n’y lit

encore des caracteres qui permettent de la dater de la septieme lune de la deuxieme annee K’ien-te, e’est-a-dire

d’aout 964/

Une autre peinture (Ch. liv. 006, PI. LXIX
;
Th. II., PI. XXII) nous fait quitter le monde des fonctionnaires de

Touen-honang. Elle represente une Kouan-yin au flacon et, les inscriptions de la face et du revers de la peinture

nous ayant ete conservees, nous sommes abondaminent renseignes sur les motifs des donateurs.

La peinture semble avoir ete executee sur l’intervention de la nonne Fa-liu qui loffie en souvenir dune
ceremonie accomplie par elle ou pour elle. Elle associe a sa donation son frere cadet mort. Celui-ci, qui porte un titre

de surveillant charge des verifications dans le palais imperial 1j£ ix 4* est reP r<5sente, cependant, sous les

formes d’un enfant. Deux invocations, lune en phrases rythmees de quatre caracteres, l’autre en phrases

rythmees de sept caracteres, chantcnt les louanges de Kouan-yin. Les veeux exprimes sont, comme il convient,

d une nature plus purement religieuse. La bonzesse Fa-liu associe a son acte pieux son frere mort Tchang

eou-tch eng. Elle demande pour les parents morts les felicites du paradis d Occident
:

pour les parents vivants,

la longevite la plus extreme. Quant a Tchang Yeou-tch'eng, dans une dedicace vraisemblablement anterieure

a celle de la bonzesse, il intervient aussi pour le venerable moine, instructeur de sa sceur ainee et qui, ayant

cu la mission de la preparer a la vie religieuse, devient son patron spiritucl. Cependant, malgre ces preoccu-

pations tout intimes, le veeu constant de la malheureuse population de Touen-houang se trouve encore repetf :

‘ Pour que l etnpire soit en paix.’

Cette peinture est datee de la dixieme annee T'ien-fou ^ fj?,
annee kang-zvou

,
le quinzieme jour du septieme

mois. Cette date correspond au 22 aout 910. Cependant le ?iicn-htzo T ien-fou avait ete abandonne depuis

5 [But see above, p. 1047, for date as read by Mr. \\ alev, a.d. 9

5

2 -]
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le 27 mai 904: en outre, Je premier juin 907 !a dynastie T'ang avait abdique. Ici encore, la region de Touen-

houang parait avoir ete peu au courant des tenements qui setaient passes en Chine.

Des moines ont aussi participe a ces donations. Sur une pcinture (Ch. xx. 005) qui, avec une erreur d un

an dans la denomination du nkn-hao, porte la date du 25 deccmbre 892, on voit de.s religieux figurer a litre de

donateurs. Le cramana Tche-kang
fjfj

et la nonne Cheng-ming (?) ^ (?) sent toils deux designes l’un

dans le cartouche central, 1 ’autre dans lenumeration des personnages comme des ‘petit-fils
;

ils doivent done

etre frere et sceur. Seuis nommes dans l inscription principale. ils rappellent qu’ds ont fait l’offrande de cette

peinture pour le benefice des nonnes defuntes et des acaryas maitres de la discipline religieuse. Cependant ils

ont associe a leur acte religieux des menibres de leur famille. Tche-kang et Cheng-ming figurent de part et

d’autre du cartouche central. Mais a cote d’eux on trouve le moine P ou-tsing it m --- Lan- tsins

une femme i\Iiao-tchen j[p j|L, et un jeune homme Ho-tseu ^0
II nest pas facile de demeler le lien de parente de ces divers personnages. On ne sait si Miao-tchen est la

grand’mere, la mere ou la sceur des deux principaux donateurs, ni si Ho-tseu est leur frere, leur fils ou leur

neveu. Peu importe, il est certain, en tout cas, qu’ils font partie d une nieme famille dans laquelle, sur s,x

membres intervenant a la donation, quatre sont entres dans les ordres et portent le costume de moine.

Ailleurs (Ch. xx. ocq) une image de Kouan-che-yin a six bras et onze tetes, assistee des Bodhisattvas de la

lune et du soleil, a etc offerte par le bonze Yuan-houei I|j assiste de son novice Lieou-t ong ^ iM’
Tons

deux sont figures a la place reservee aux donateurs
;
mais, chose exceptionnelle, on voit en face d eux, de 1 autre

cote de 1’inscription votive, une figure de Maitreya.

On voit aussi des laiques meles a des bonzes. C’est le cas d’une autre peinture (Ch. xlvi. 0013) representant

Kouan-yin. Un bonze et une nonne aupres de laquelle se trouve un enfant sont accompagnes de deux fonc

tionnaires. L’etat de l’inscription ne laisse entrevoir que les formules courantes de ces donations pieuses. P us

loin, c’est un Vajrapani au pied duquel figurent comme donateurs un bonze Yuan-tch eng Jpf tenant une

cassolette a encens et un laique egrenant un chapelet; ou bien encore un Kshitigaibha (Ch. i. 0012, PI. LXII) aux

pieds duquel on voit un bonze assistant un laique en costume de fonctionnaire et une bonzesse precedant une

femme aux riches atours.

Dans une peinture a tres large ordonnar.ee (Ch. lv. 0023 ;
Th. PL XVI), on voit encore intervenir des moines

et des nonnes. Samantabhadra et Manjmjri s’avancent, l’un sur le lion, 1’autre sur 1 elephant a six detenses, as-

sisted chactin de deux Bodhisattvas portant un parasol a trois etages. Au-dessus d eux, quatre Kouan-jin aux

epithetes diverses dominent
;

et. au-dessous, figurent les donateurs. Le ?iien-hao que ^inscription centrale permet

dc dechififrer est exacte. C’est la cinquieme annee de la periode Hien-t'ong ;
e’est-a-dire lan 864.

On voit, d’un cote, le peie, le bonze Chen-vvei
)!•$ ^ avec tro 's ses : T'ang-cheng T ang-siao-

cheng yj\ et T'ang? f-If Q. De 1 ’autre cote, la bonzesse mendiante designee comme la sceur ainee (?)

ct la bonzesse Fou tfg. Puis, deux femmes, epouses des deux freres T'ang designes d’autre part, et dont 1 une

est indiquee comme etant la treizieme belle-fille.
a , ,

Nous avons done devant nous le pere et la mere, entres tous deux dans les ordres, le terme de ‘sceur ainee

qui designe la mere, devenue religieuse mendiante, etant un terme respectueux et qu’il ne faut pas prendre a a

lettre. Une fiile semble avoir suivi l’exemple de ses parents, c’est la bonzesse Fou. Trois fils demeurent dans

la vie profane, dont deux maries.

D’autrcs inscriptions nous font penetrer plus intimement dans lame des donateurs de Touen-houang. V, e

se rapportent toutes a des laiques, petites gens dont la vie plus simple et la foi plus naive se sont exprimees aussi

d une maniere plus realiste et plus touchante.

Tels sont les fragments que I on peut dechififrer sur une peinture mutilee (Ch. Ixi. cc8), qui n’est que le

fragment de gauche de la peinture Ch. lii. 004 (PI. LXII) :

‘. . . ensemble ils conversent et se divertissent
:
quoique leurs parents soient avances en age et naient

qu’une vigueur affaiblie et chancelante, depuis le matin jusqu’au soir ils ne viennent point demander de leurs

nouvelles
;

ils recherchent pour eux des epouses
;

ils se procurent des fils et des filles d une autre (generation)

,

leurs parents en retour sont negliges: ils pensent egoistiquement a leurs femmes et a leurs enfants.’

Nous avons ici la satire des jeunes qui negligent ieurs parents.

L’autre fragment, quoique tres mutile, montre quels sentiments touchants ont guide ces donateurs de Touen-

houang. Ici, on peut dcchiffrer le sujet : c’est un Paradis d’Amitabha de formule assez reduite. La partie
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inferieure ne nous renseigne que fort peu sur Ies personnages a [’intervention desquels le tableau fut execute. On

y voit la ‘bonne mere’ du nom de famille Lieou et une insciiption indique qu’on devait y trouver aussi la

troisieme fille, la plus igee des sceurs cadettes du donateur. Mais deux inscriptions, dont 1 ’une est incomplete,

nous disent avec quel sentiment de reconnaissance et d’amour le donateur songeait a ses parents morts. ‘ I Is

ont eleve les enfants et sont partis dans la Voiture Parfumee,’ dit-il, ‘ la bienveillance de la mere est pareille

au grand ciel qui n’a pas de faite
;
comment la payer de retour? Le pere et la mere entourent (l’enfant) de leurs

bras et, tres doucement, il gazouille : il a le sourire aux ievres, mais 11'a pas encore parle. Ouand il a faim et

qu’il faut lui donner a manger, si ce netait sa mere, personne ne lui passerait a la bouche sa nourriture
;
quand

il a soif et qu’il faut lui donner a boire, si ce n’etait sa mere, personne ne lui donnerait son lait !

’ Et, puisqu'il ne

peut rien faire dans ce monde pour les parents morts, pieusement et le cceur plein de souvenir, le donateur fait

un vceu au Buddha tout puissant du Paradis d’Occident pour que ceux qui l’ont tantaime renaissent affranchis des

miseres de la vie, dans la Terre de Purete.

Les injures des siecles ont detruit la date sur la soie rong<fo et reduite en poussiere: c’est un symbole.

Le sentiment profond qui fit agir, voici un millier d’annees, ce fidele bouddhiste, nest-il pas de tous les temps?

Un autre xylographe (Ch. xliii. 004, PI. CII) nous a conserve, avec le nom du donateur Li Tche-chouen

ceiui du graveur Wang Wen-tchao J ^ Il est date du 8 aout 980. Il ne nous donne aucune

indication relativement aux donateurs, mais il nous montre le role magique que prenaient certaines de ces

images. L’inscription nous dit, en effet, que, si 1’on porte 1 image, entouree de sa formule sanscrite, sur la tete

ou sur les bras, on est protege par les Rois-dragons, on reussit en tout, on nest jamais oublie par les Buddhas,

on est exempt de fievres et d’autres maladies, on ne peut etre victime d un sort. Meme les crimes commis

dans les existences anterieures seront pardonnes. Ce n est done plus une image votive executee pour ‘ gagner

des nforites' en vue des reincarnations futures: c’est un veritable talisman.

Kouan-yin n’est pas seulement celle qui montre le chemin de la vie bienheureuse. Une peinture sur papier

(Ch. Ixvi. 002) voufo a la Kouan-che-yin aux onze tetes, donneuse de la longue vie, met en scene une femme,

l’epouse Hing laquelle remercie le Bodhisattva de lui avoir donne une fille. La peinture a ete enjolivee

de fleurs de papier decoupe peint et dore et en face de la donatrice. on a dessine un enfant agenouille jouant de la

guitare. II est represente sous la forme de ces enfants divins qui jouent de la musique ou dansent dans les

peintures a large ordonnance d’Amitabha ou d’Avalokite9vara. H parait du reste avoir etc decoupe dans

un tableau de ce genre et colle ensuite, pour satisfaire la donatrice, sur la peinture vouee pai elle.

Une peinture assez grossiere, sur papier (Ch. 00184). representant Kouan-yin a six bras et a onze tetes.

a ete vouee par un enfant du nom de Tsai-eul (pj. JrjL II voue cette image * pour que ie royaume soit tranquille

et vertueux La date ne porte que des signes cycliques. On peut 1 ’attribuer avec assez de probability a 1 an 9 ,55 -

11 semble que ce soit l’enfant que Ton aper^oivc a la gauche de Kouan-yin, a genoux et en piiere. Il est

represente sous la forme des times renaissantes au Paradis d Amitabha conime un petit enfant nu dansant dans

1 eternelie joie de la Terre de Purete.

Une image de Kshitigaibha (sans inscription), en patron de voyageurs (Ch. 0084, PI. LXX; Th. B., PI. XL), a aussi

et4 vouee par un enfant. Le portrait du donateur ne laisse pas de prise au doute. Il est figure a mi-corps,

les mains jointes, entre deux tiges de fleurs. Il est interessant de voir Kshitigaibha, protecteur au japon

des ames enfantines, lie ici a une tffigie d’enfant. Ailleurs, sur une peinture plus grossiere encore (Ch. liv. oori),

veritable et naive enluminure, un homme du peuple, un artisan, le coidonnier Souo Tchang-san 9^. 2^2

a signe aussi son offrande a Kouan-che-yin P'ou-sa.

Certaines des inscriptions votives ont montre que de vieilles croyances se melaient au bouddhisme tel qu il

etait pratique a Touen-houang. Ici (Ch. 00205) le donateur souhaite que son chtf, le t'ai-pao du distiict, ait une

vie longue comme celle de la grue et qu’il obtienne la drogue d immortahte. Ailleurs (Ch. 00185; Pl.CIII) un

officier demande l’intercession de Kouan-yin pour lui assurer la bienveillance du genie protecteur des places Lutes
;

ailleurs, enfin, un xylographe (Ch. xliii. 004, PI. Cl It) representant !e Bodhisattva au milieu d’une p lere sanscrite

devient, comme nous 1’avons vu, un veritable talisman. La valeur purement magique de l’image picuse est ici

evidente. Des charmes de ce genre sont devenus innombrables dans le bouddhisme tibetain.

On voit comment, a Touen-houang, de vieilles idees purement chinoiscs comme celles qui touchent a des

genies locaux, a l’elixir de longue vie cherche avec tant d’ardcur par les ermites taoistes de 1 epoque des T ang,

se melaient a des superstitions populaires pour envahir le bouddhisme chinois et lui donner la physiononrie sous
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laquelle nous le connaissons. Des documents non-bouddhiques. trouves par Sir Aurel Stein dans la cachette de

Touen-houang, viennent nous confirmer dans cette fa$on de voir. I Is consistent en manuscrits magiques ou

astrologiques. L'un (Ch. 00214, PI. XCVIII) comprend des dessins bizarres, chimeres ou tetes d’hommes, qui

doivent mettre celui qui les trace a l’abri des accidents et des maladies.

J’ai trouve aussi parmi ces materiaux divers un manuscrit astrologique (Ch. 00206) ainsi qu’un fragment de

calendrier astrologique (Ch. 00164, PI. C) et, enfin, un fragment de manuscrit constituant un veritable traite des

Points de Beaute (Ch. 00209, H. XCVI) et indiquant leur valeur faste ou nei'aste suivant les positions qu’ils

occupent sur le visage ou sur le corps.

On a la les debris de croyances qui, a des titres divers, sont etrangeres au bouddhisme. Les unes, comme la

croyance a l’elixir de la longue vie, au genie protecteur des places fortes, aux genies des etoiles, sont plus

proprement taolstes
; il en est de meme pour les pratiques astrologiques dont on retrouve la trace. Les autres,

comme la deesse a tete de chat ou d’oiseau, comme la croyance a la valeur faste ou nefaste des points de beaute,

a la valeur de talisman que peuvent prendre les images bouddhiques, dependent de ce sentiment populaire ou les

impulsions primitives continuent a agir et qui s’affirment sous des formes semblables dans les milieux les

plus divers. On voit que la foi bouddhique de nos donateurs n’etait pas exempte de melanges impurs. Les
pretres des grottes accueillaient avec indulgence ces manifestations diverses d’un monde auquel ils appartenaient

;

ils en partageaient sans aucun doute les reveries incertaines et les superstitions.

\ oila done sous quel aspect se piesente ce milieu ou vivaient les personnages,— fonctionnaires, moines,
nonnes, laiques ou artisans,— a 1 intervention dcsquels nous dev’ons nos peintures. A choisir parmi ceiles-ci les

exemplaires assez complets pour que, par les representations des donateurs ou par les inscriptions qui les

accompagnent, nous ayons retire de leur etude quelques renseignements sur ce milieu, nous avons pu determiner
avec exactitude quelles etaient ses preoccupations et les pensees qui le dirigeaient.

Ill

ESSAI SUR LES PEINTURES BOUDDHIQUES DE TOUEN-HOUANG:
LES MANDALAS

PAR

RAPHAEL PETRUCCI

[No IE. This essay was originally intended by its author for separate publication in a periodical, an
arrangement which the outbreak of the War in 1914 rendered impracticable. It was revised for print in 1

9

1 "

after M. Petrucci’s death by MM. Chavannes, Foucher, and Sylvain Levi, and is published here in accordance
wit t e wishes of Madame Petrucci and M. Chavannes

;
cf. above, pp. 834 sq. Access to the original materials

was not possible at the time for those scholar friends of M. Petrucci. Hence their revision could not be made as
complete as he himself might have wished it.

following Remarque preliminaire was prefixed to the revised copy of the essay as received from
the fellow-scholars above named.—A. Stei.V]

[Remarque preliminaire.]
[Au cours du present travail 3VT. R. Petrucci n’a cesse d employer lc mot mandala dans une acception speciale

qu importe e preciser. II n entend pas en effet par la, au sens propre du mot, des figures geometriques
dc forme circulate et subdivisee en casiers symetriques oil nombre de divinites se repartissent autour de l’image
placee au centre. Pour lui mandala signifie simplement, de meme qu’au Japon,° une peinture disposant
svmetuquement, mais en dehors de tout diagramme, un ensemble d’assistants autour d’un personnage central.
Le tj pe le plus connu de ces groupes cycliques est celui qui constitue le paradis d’Amitabha.]

Cf. M. Anesaki, Buddhist Art, Boston, 1915, p. 15, etc.
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LES MANDALAS

Introduction

Les peintures bouddhiques rapportees de Touen-houang par Sir Aurel Stein constituent 1’un des ensembles

le plus nombreux et le plus divers que nous ayons a cc jour pour etudier la constitution de 1’iconographie du

bouddhisme du Nord dans l’Asie centrale. Les peintures, provenant de la meme source et rapportees par la

Mission Pelliot
;

les peintures, les fragments de fresques ou les fresques rapportees par les Missions allemande«,

russes ou japonaises, la plupart anterieures aux peintures de Touen-houang, offrent aujourd’hui a celui que

ces questions interessent, un amas de materiaux d’une richesse exceptionnelle. II faudra sans doute des annees

pour en tirer tous les renseignements qu'ils peuvent livrer, resoudre tous les problemes qu’ils soulevent. On
aperfoit deja cependant l’interet qu'il y aurait pour l’histoire de l’art et de la religion bouddhiques a en

poursuivre une etude comparative et a rassembler dans un cadre historique ces elements epars. Non seulemcnt

ils montrent a un observateur averti le lien qui les rattache les uns aux autres, les influences mutuelles et le

developpement commun
;

mais encore ils revelent des origines lointaines qui, a travers la Bactriane, la Perse

sassanide et l’lnde, rappellent des civilisations plus proches de notre histoire, et devoilent la lointaine extension

du monde antique dont l’inspiration vient mourir au seuil des terres chinoises.

II serait premature, cependant, de s’engager des a present dans une aussi vaste etude. Si les materiaux

existent, s’ils semblent prets a livrer leur secret et si l’enthousiasme de la decouverte les anime d’une vie cachee,

Pesprit critique n’en reprend pas moins ses droits. II rnontre combien serait ephemere un effort qui, fonde sur

des ressemblances superficielles et une etude insuffisante, conduirait a une construction ou la chimere et la fantaisie

des hypotheses prendrait la place de l’analyse reflechie et d’une sure explication. Quelque tente que l’on puissc

etre de tracer des a present une esquisse de cette histoire ensevelie sous les sables, prodigieusement nouvelle parce

qu’elle revele un monde et une civilisation il y a peu d’annees encore inconnus, il faut se resigner a remcttre

a plus tard cette oeuvre brillante. Pour le moment, les monographies s’imposent. Il nous faut des analyses

piecises et sures des documents decouverts. Ceux qui ont la bonne fortune d etre les premiers a les etudier

se doivent de construire, des le premier abord, des fondations durables a l’edifice futur. Il leur appartient de

preparer les materiaux d’une oeuvre qui renouvellera l'histoire. Il faut que cette etude preliminairc soit faite

dans des conditions telles que les conclusions les plus irnportantes soient definitives. Plus modeste, leur effort

sera plus durable. Quand on a l’honneur de manipuler les sources de l'histoire, on peut bien faire le sacrifice des

briilantes constructions qui n’ont que trop occupe le passe aux exigences de la science moderne qui comporte la

collectivity de l’effort.

Telles sont les raisons qui m’ont conduit a ecrire le present travail. Charge par Sir Aurel Stein et le

Ministere anglais des Indes de l’etude des peintures bouddhiques de Touen-houang, j’ai ete amene, apres trois

ans de travail, a juger la question si complexe que cette etude monographique devait elle-meme se trouver divisee

en monographies diverses. C’est par une serie de travaux d’approximation qu’on en pouvait saisir l’ensemble.

Aussi ai-je essaye de me plier a cette discipline que je me suis permis d’exposer plus haut. Le resultat de cet

effort est l’essai que je presente aujourd’hui sur les mandalas de Touen-houang.

I

La Date et les Origines des Mandalas.

Parmi les peintures bouddhiques rapportees de Touen-houang par la Mission Stein, les in itidalas forment un

groupe a part. Du moins, est-il bien facile de les determiner lorsqu ils apparaissent sous une foime latgement

developpee, avec la nombreuse figuration qu ils comportent. Si 1 on parcourt la collection des photographies des

fresques de Touen-houang systematiquement relevees par la Mission Pelliot,' il est facile de voir que le sujet dun

grand nombre de ces fresques n’est autre qu’un ensemble d’images groupees autour d’un personnage central et qui

constitue en quelque sorte le Paradis d’un Buddha. Les peintures ne font que repeter, en les reduisant quelquefois,

ces ordonnances fastueuses. Tandis qua Chotscho les grandes fresques rapportees par M. von Le Coq nous

1314
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montrent une preference marquee pour la representation de scenes de Pranidhi,8 Touen-houang nous revele

au contraire le gout des representations paradisiaques et un envahissement plus marque dans l’iconographie des

Bouddhas fabuleux.

II n’en faudrait pas conclure cependant que la representation des mandalas n’etait pas usitee dans le

Turkestan oriental et a Chotscho meme. Les hautes fresques ont ete detruites en grande partie. Seules,

les portions les plus basses ont ete preservees par le sable sous lequel elles etaient ensevelies. Le reste des

peintures a du etre vite efface par le vent furieux qui, soulevant des ouragans de sable, les usait sans remede
en mitraillant le mur de parcelles de silice qui le passaient a l’emeri. Cependant, les parties basses de certaines

fresques suffisent pour que l’on puisse y determiner la representation d’un mandala. C’est le cas par exemple
pour les fragments de fresques reproduits dans les planches 8, 32,° 45 (fragments e et ^r)

;

10
46 (fragment/). 11

L’etude de ces fragments et leur comparaison avec les mandalas bien determines de Touen-houang mettent ces

conclusions hors de doute.

II est possible de fixer d’une maniere assez precise 1’epoque a laquelle les mandalas de Touen-houang furent

executes. Certaines de ces peintures portent la date a laquelle elles furent vouees au temple par de pieux
donateurs. On releve sur un mandala de Bhaishajyaguru (Ch. 00224) la date de 939 : c’est la plus ancienne. Un
mandala, de Kouan-yin (xlvi. 0013), porte la date de 957 ;

un autre.de Kouan-yin (xxi. 001), 963 ;
deux autres.de

Kshitigarbha (lviii. 003), 963 ;
un autre, d’Amitabha (xlvi. co8), 952 ;

enfin un autre, de Kouan-yin (00167), 972.
12

D’autre part, sur l’ensemble des peintures de Touen-houang, on releve les dates extremes de 864 a 983 ;
on peut

done conclure avec certitude que les representations de mandalas a Touen-houang remontent au plus tot a la

deuxieme moitie du ix e siecle et ne sont pas posterieures a la fin du xe
. Devons-nous conclure de ces donnees

que nous avons ici les premieres representations peintes des mandalas a large ordonnance, constitues sous
leur forme definitive ? Ce que j’ai dit plus haut a propos de la representation de mandalas dans les fresques de
Chotscho infirmerait cette maniere de voir car, quelle que soit l’opinion que Ton puisse professer sur la date
de ces fresques, il parait bien difficile de pouvoir les considerer en tout etat de cause comme posterieures au vm e

Mede. Sans doute, nous n avons pas a Chotscho le mandala dans son integrite, mais comme on le verra par
la suite, les figures representees sur les parties inferieures des fresques prouvent a toute evidence que le mandala
disparu en partie comportait le plus large developpement possible.

II est done evident que la representation des mandalas etait deja une habitude acquise avant les figurations
que nous rencontrons a Touen-houang au ixe siecle. Elle remonte sans aucun doute au VII 8 et au VIII 8 siecle.

Pouvons-nous la faire remonter plus haut encore et chercher au dela du Turkestan oriental son lieu d’origine?
Un document, tres difficile a interpreter, tendrait a me faire donner a cette question une reponse affirmative.

II s agit d une peinture (Ch. xxii. 0023, PI. LXX
;

Th. B., PI XIV) malheureusement en lambeaux et qui
constitue 1’un des documents figures les plus interessants de tous ceux qui sont venus de Touen-houang. Elle
rassemble des figures de Buddhas et de Bodhisattvas dont le caractere gandharien frappe des le premier abord.
Sur la soie vieillie et brulee par le temps, certaines inscriptions ont subsiste par endroits. Des fragments que j’ai

pu hre, fi resulte que la peinture represente un assemblage d’images adorees dans l'lnde. Soit que le peintre ait

tiavaille d apres des documents rapportes de l’lnde, soit qu’il ait lui-meme, au cours d’un pelerinage, copie sur
place ses modules, le caractere indo-grec s’est conserve a travers le dessin chinois de telle maniere que sa fidelite
ne peut faire l’ombre d’un doute.

A cote de certaines des figures, l’inscription a, au moins en partie, subsiste
;
elle permet d'identifier le lieu

dans lequel etait adoree 1 image sacree. Mais d’autres restent sans inscription et sont meme en partie detruites.
Parmi ces dermeres. il est une composition dans laquelle un assistant seul a subsiste. C’est le Bodhisattva
c!u soled. Il devait avoir pour compagnon le Bodhisattva de la lune et tous deux se trouvaient de part et d’autre
d une figure centrale. A cote du Bodhisattva du soleil, il en subsiste assez pour demontrer la presence de la

figure centrale. Or, si nous en croyons les peintures de Touen-houang, cette figure centrale ne pourrait etre autre
qu Avalokitefvara et nous aurions ici un mandala du Bodhisattva de Misericorde.

, ^
e,a peut faIre remonter jusqu’en Inde l’origine des mandalas dans ses dispositions caracteristiques, telles

qu elles nous apparaissent sous une forme definitive a Touen-houang. Ce n’est plus en effet les representations

e On c'.ebgne ainsi le veeu initial qui ouvre la carriere d’un
Eodliisattva.

Fragment d un Paradis d’Avalokitefvara.

10 Fragments d’un Paradis d'Avalokiteipvara aux onze tetes

et aux niille bras. n Idem.
*’ [^ee above, p. 1336, for correct date.]
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que Ton trouve sur les bas-reliefs gandhariens 13
,
mais bien le mandala dans ce qu’il a d’essentiel. Pourtant, il est

difficile sur un document unique et mutile d’appuyer sans reserves une semblable conclusion. On ne peut que

signaler son interet et attendre de l’avenir une confirmation necessaire.

Pourtant, a y regarder de pres, d’autres documents, qui remontent au Ve siccle, nous montrent que

l'ordonnance du mandala etait deja fixee a cette epoque : ce sont certaines des sculptures des grottes de

Yun-kang et de Long-men ainsi que ccs sortes de steles sculptees sur leurs quatre faces, si frequentes a l’epoque

des Wei et des T'ang et qui ont garde en Chine et au Japon l’appellation bien caracteristique de |7Cj

1 Images a quatre faces.’ Je me permets de renvoyer le lecteur au dernier chapitre de ce travail ou je reprendrai

la question d’une maniere plus utile, les comparaisons necessaires ne pouvant logiquement se faire qu’apres l’etude

detaillee des mandalas de Touen-houang. II doit suffire de retenir ici les elements de fait relatifs a la date et

l’on peut voir des a present quils doivent nous conduire a placer tres pres des dernieres manifestations de

l’art gandharien le developpement iconographique des mandalas. II n’est pas aventure d’y reconnaitre l’effet des

influences de l’Asie anterieure, des traditions eparses dans la Perse sassanide et la Bactriane conduisant le

bouddhisme en marche vers ses hautes destinees asiatiques a se constituer un pantheon qui semble avoir

surgi sur les memes donnees que le Pantheon chretien et en meme temps que lui.

II

Caractcrcs gendraux des Mandalas.

Tous ceux qui se sont quelque peu occupes d’art bouddhique connaissent ces representations fastueuses de la

Sukhavatl ou l’on voit Amitabha tronant dans son Paradis d’occident, entoure de Bodhisattvas et regardant

eclore dans le coeur des fleurs de lotus les ames liberties, les ames toutes blanches qui ont obtenu de renaitre

dans la Terre de Purete.

Le prototype de cette composition derive d’une peinture introduite au Japon vers le milieu du VIII® siccle ;

copiee a plusieurs reprises, elle nous est connue par l’original meme, conserve au temple de Taima ainsi que par

de nombreuses repliques dont les plus anciennes paraissent pouvoir remonter au xe ou au Xl e siecle, tandis que

les plus recentes appartiennent au xvil0 et au XVHIe
. Dans la partie centrale, on voit se developper la

representation du Paradis d’occident, tandis que sur les deux bandes marginales, de part et d’autre de la peinture,

on apenjoit une serie de scenes qui, sur certaines repliques, sont accompagnees descriptions. Elies traitent de

l’histoire d’Ajata5atru et de Bimbisara.

Cette vieille peinture nous montre une ordonnance que nous retrouvons toute pareille aussi bien sur les

fresques de Touen-houang que dans les peintures rapportees par la Mission Stein. Nous navons pas lieu de

nous en etonner, car nous y avions constate deja cette abondance d’invention et ce melange d ’influences

caracteristiques de l’art bouddhique dans le Turkestan oriental. Le motif, sans doute constitue en plcin

Turkestan, a gagne la Chine et le Japon ou il s’est maintenu fidelement. Mais quand, dans cette meme

13
Certaines figurations gandhariennes pi^sentent, en eflet, Foucher, ibid., fig. Z43> P- 4 s 5)- Ei, E Buddha, assis sur

la disposition caractdristique des mandalas. Je laisse de un trone, siege sous un de ces arbres paradisiaques qui

cote l’usage de placer k cotd du Buddha £akyamuni des representent, dans les peintuies, les cdlestes bosquets de Ia

assistants qui, a droite et a gauche, interviennent pour equili- tradition septentrionale. Il siege entre Indra et Brahma,

brer la composition et exprimer le detail d’une scene tandis Au-dessus deux, on voit, a sa droite, un 4 ajrapani, a sa

que, parfois, apparaissent en haut du bas-relief des devas gauche un deva. En haut, enfin, de chaque cold du feuillage

jetant des fleurs. Ce n’est pas a une ressemblance super- de Tarbre precieux
,
des devas jettent des fleurs. On a ici,

ficielle qu’il faut s’arrgter. Mais je retiendrai plus speciale- plus dtroite encore, l’ordonnance essentielle des mandalas

ment les figurations du Bodhisattva mdditant dans le ciel des du bouddhisme du Nord. Si ces evocations des Paradis

Tushitas ou la Predication aux dieux Trayastriir^as. La, en bouddhiques n’ont pns place dans les bas-reliefs gandhariens

effet, on a, dans la sculpture gandharienne, revocation d’un qu’a la faveur de la vie du Buddha fakyamum, dont elles

paradis. Dans un bas-relief du MusA de Lahore (M. representent des Episodes, au moms pouvons-nous y voir

Foucher, \Art gr/co-bouddhinue du Gandhdra, fig. 145. comment, des le premier abord, se sont fixdes des ordon-

P- 286) on voit le futur Buddha mdditer sur un trone loti- nances que l’ecole du Nord a ensuite ddveloppees dune

forme, entouid de dieux distributes sur deux rangees suivant L?on somptueuse. Il n’en reste pas moms que ce sont,

un systeme qui rappelle les Paradis a ordonnance rdduite de pour ainsi dire, des mandalas de rencontre. Toute autre

Touen-houang. Ailleurs, dans la predication aux dieux serait la question si le mandala suppose d Avalokite?vara

Trayastriipsas on a aussi 1’evocation d’un garadis (M. (Ch. xxii. ooz 3 . PI. LXX) nous avail ete entierement conserve.

8 Q 2
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composition grandiose, les peintures de Touen-houang nous montrent des Buddhas et des Bodhisattvas que nous

n’avions point jusqu’a present aperqus dans cette magnificence, nous devons constater qu’au cours de ce long voyage

bien des legcndes, bien des images se sont perdues. Touen-houang nous livre l’iconographie bouddhique

precisement au moment oil elle etait la plus abondante et la plus somptueuse.

Nous voyons done des le premier abord les elements nouveaux que nous aurons a determiner. L’icono-

graphie bouddhique nous apparait aussi plus riche, plus variee, plus etendue qu’on ne le pouvait croire. Des

divinites diverses surgissent tour a tour offrant a 1’imagination de leurs fideles une image egalement somptueuse

d’un pouvoir egal. Historiques ou fabuleux Buddhas et Bodhisattvas rivalisent en faste et en magnificence. Si

Amitabha, tout rayonnant de ces influences lointaines qui melerent au dieu perse du soleil la poesie des croyances

bouddhiques, devait vaincre ces rivatix d’une heure, il n’en est pas moins vrai qu’un jour fut ou ceux-ci l’egalerent.

Avant de les etudier separement, il convient de determiner les caracteres de leurs Paradis, tels qu’ils nous

apparaissent dans les peintures. Communs ou divers, ils definissent le cadre dans lequel nous aurons a rechercher

des determinations iconographiques. Avant dc regarder les statues qui se dressent dans ce temple, il convient

d etudier 1’edifice dans lequel elles sont enfermees.

L’ordonnance generale est a peu pres la meme. Le Buddha ou le Bodhisattva figure dans la partie centrale

de la peinture, entoure de deux Bodhisattvas assistants qui se tiennent de part et d’autre. La figure centrale est

parfois accompagnee de deux figures de pretres a crane rase. Les Bodhisattvas assistants peuvent eux-memes

etre assistes de deux figures de pretres ou de deux Bodhisattvas assistants. Au-dessus des figures centrales se

deploient les parasols a plusieurs etages, les dais precieux, les arbres precieux autour desquels volent des figures

d’apsaras. Dans certains viandalas a la composition la plus large, les coins du haut sont occupes par des figures

dc Buddhas ou de Bodhisattvas, tandis qu’aux coins du bas gesticulent parfois des figures de Kin-kang

(Yajrapani). La scene qui se developpe dans le corps de la peinture obeit a peu pr£s toujours aux memes regies,

fa et la sont epars les edifices qui represented les palais paradisiaques. Ce sont des edifices construits sur le

plan des palais chinois, avec une ornementation chinoise. Tandis que le costume des Buddhas, des Bodhisattvas

ct de leurs assistants est reste purement indien, 1’architecture de leurs paradis est devenue purement chinoise. Et

cola seul suffirait a montrer sous quelles influences vigoureuses et diverses s’est constitute cette large iconographie

bouddhique qui a donne a I 'art religieux de {’Extreme-Orient un aspect si particulier.

Tous ces edifices s’elevent sur des plateformes de bois construites sur pilotis. Un fleuve d’or coule dans les

Paradis bouddhiques, parseme de fleurs de lotus dans lesquelles renaissent les ames purifiees qui ont echappe au

cycle des renaissances. Souvent, sur une large plateforme menagee devant la figure centrale, une apsaras danse,

accompagnee par des anges musiciens ranges en ligne de part et d’autre.

De part et d’autre du tableau, deux bandes marginales se developpent parfois. Elies sont decoupees en une

serie de carres, dans lesquels sont figurees des scenes accompagnees descriptions. Souvent l’espace amenage

pour 1’inscription n’a pas ete rempli. Ouelquefois la peinture a ete achevee jusqu’au bout y compris les

inscriptions. Comme les scenes sont toujours les memes, il suffit heureusement de tomber sur un exemplaire de

ce genre pour pouvoir identifier tous les autres. Ces scenes marginales se rapportent toujours a l’illustration d’un

sutra ou le Buddha ou le Bodhisattva representes jouent un role predominant.

Parfois, cependant, le peintre a neglige de diviser ainsi le tableau en compartiments divers. Les scenes

marginales rentrent dans la composition meme. Elles sont eparpillees aux endroits les moins charges, sur les

cotes, en haut et en bas. Au premier abord, elles semblent faire corps avec elle
;

parfois des inscriptions les

accompagnent. C’est ainsi que Ton peut determiner leur valeur et leur signification la ou les inscriptions

font defaut.

Tels sont les caracteres generaux des viandalas de Touen-houang. Il convient d’ajouter qu’ils sont les

memes pour toutes les representations de Paradis, depuis le Turkestan oriental jusqu’au Japon. Le type de

la composition a done bien ete fixe une fois pour toutes dans I’histoire de l’art bouddhique.
Cette ordonnance subit parfois des reductions. Les donateurs n’ttaient pas toujours assez riches, les

peintres religieux n etaient pas toujours assez habiles ou assez instruits pour commander ou pour executer

des tableaux de cette importance. On voit alors, suivant les circonstances, les Paradis diminuer d’ampleur. Les

edifices fabuleux disparaissent en grande partie; les riches balustrades construites sur les fleuves mythiques
ne sont plus qu un simple ornement

;
les Bodhisattvas assistants nc sont plus en si grand nombre, les apsaras

et les devas jouant de la musique et dansant disparaissent, ainsi que les scenes marginales. L’economie s’intro-

duit partout et elle en arrive a la fin a ne plus laisscr qu’une representation d'un Buddha ou d’un Bodhisattva
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flanqu^ de deux assistants. A ce moment, ce n’est plus un mandala. Nous aurons a suivre pas a pas les

divers degres de cette simplification jusqu’au moment ou le type de la peinture n’appartient plus qu a la repre-

sentation d’une divinite isolee et sort du cadre de la presente etude.

Nous ne pouvons cependant terminer cette sorte d’introduction aux differents types de mandalas sans

insister sur un fait digne de remarque. Ce qui est vrai pour les Paradis des divers Buddhas ou Bodhisattvas

ne l’est plus toujours pour certains d’entre eux. Certains mandalas d’Avalokitetjvara et ceux de Kshitigarbha

prennent, en efifet, un aspect tout particulier. On ne saurait les confondre a aucun point de vue avec les repre-

sentations des autres Paradis bouddhiques. Leur individuality est tellement accusee qu’ils meritent de demeurer

a part. Afin de ne point recommencer deux fois un expose qui sera a sa place lorsque je traiterai des mandalas
des Bodhisattvas, il me suffira d’indiquer ici ce cas particulier et de renvoyer le lecteur a 1’un des suivants

chapitres pour y trouvcr de plus amples eclaircissements.

III

Caractives particitliers des Mandalas.

Nous abordons maintenant l’etude particuliere des mandalas. Elle sera divisee, comrne le commande la

conception bouddhique elle-meme, en deux parties, l’une consacree aux Buddhas, l’autre consacree aux Bo-

dhisattvas. Nous commencerons tout d’abord par le mandala le plus connu, tout au moins sous son aspect

general, car il n’a pas ete, que je sache, jusqu’a ce jour, l’objet d’une etude particuliere : e’est le mandala
d’Amitabha ou la representation du Paradis d’Occident. Nous aurons ensuite a etudicr trois autres types de

Paradis : ceux de Maitreya, de Bhaishajyaguru et de Cakyamuni. Le premier et le dernier se presentent sous

un aspect nouveau pour nous, et leur decouverte apparaitra comme tout a fait inattendue a ceux qui croyaient

posseder avec l’iconographie japonaise, chinoise et tibetaine, l’entierete des representations bouddhiques. Quant
au Paradis de Bhaishajyaguru, s’il apparait au Tibet, e’est dans une forme plus simple et en tout cas fort differente,

car il s’y surcharge de figurations tantriques. On voit done que l'etude de nos materiaux doit nous conduire

a nombre de conclusions nouvelles.

Quant aux Bodhisattvas en cause, ce sont Kshitigarbha et Avalokitc^vara. Kshitigarbha, sous la forme
du pretre au cr&ne rase, portant le sistre et le mani, parfois la tete recouverte du chale des pclerins, ne nous
etait connu qu’au Japon. Il deviendra Evident que, sous la forme japonaise, nous ne connaissions qu’un

debris d’une divinite qui eut, dans le Turkestan oriental, son heure de magnificence. Quant a Kouan-yin,

nombreuses sont les formes sous lesquelles elle nous apparait aussi bien au Tibet qu’en Chine et au Japon.

Cependant, malgre la grande variete de ses types et la richesse de son iconographie, ce Bodhisattva rayonne
a Touen-houang d’une telle gloire qu’il surpasse de beaucoup tout ce que nous en pouvions connaitre. Il rivalise

avec Amitabha lui-meme dans la faveur du culte, et, dans l’eclat de ses apparences, il a pris une forme materielle

plus riche et plus sure que son propre Dhyani-Buddha. Quand j’ajouterai enfin que les documents de Touen-
houang nous livrent la source des representations tibetaines du Paradis d’Avalokitefvara, j’aurai indique la

derniere, mais non pas la moins interessante, des conclusions auxquelles nous conduira notre etude.

IV

Les Mandalas d'Amitabha.

Les mandalas d’Amitabha sont ceux qui correspondent le plus etroitement aux indications que nous avons

donnees ci-dessus sur les caracteres generaux des representations des Paradis bouddhiques. Le tresor de Touen-
houang contient trois peintures importantes representant un mandala d’Amitabha dans sa plus large ordonnance.

Toutes trois sont accompagnees des deux bandes marginales dans lesquelles sont representees les scenes de
la vie d’Ajata^atru et de Bimbisara. Aucune des trois ne comporte les inscriptions relatives. Nous serons done
ob) ige, pour determiner ces scenes, d’avoir recours aux documents japonais. Ces trois peintures portent dans
1 inventaire de Sir Aurel Stein les cotes suivantes: Ch. v. oot

;
lv. 0033; lvi. coi8. Chacune piesente des

\ariantes interessances, je les signalerai en passant.

L ordonnance generale est celle que j’ai indiquee plus haut ;
des palais a architecture purement chinoise

garnissent la partie superieure du tableau
;
personnages et edifices sont places sur une plateforme montee sur

pdotis et au-dessous de laquelle coule le fleuve d’or du Paradis d’Occident. Amitabha siege au milieu, sur un
trone en forme de fieurs de lotus. Il est assists de deux Bodhisattvas qui sont comme on le sait Mahasthama
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a droite ct Avalokitefvara a gauche, 14 les Ktvannon et Seichi de la Triade japonaise. Ces deux Bodhisattvas

sont eux memes flanques a droite et a gauche de deux Bodhisattvas qui restent indetcrmines. Sur la peinture

lv. C033, un autel est place devant Amitabha. Des Bodhisattvas se tiennent de part et d’autre de 1 ’autel et,

sur un espacc libre, une apsaras danse, accompagnee par des anges musiciens. Tout cn bas de la peinture on

voit, a droite ct a gauche, derriere un autci dresse devant eux, Amitabha assiste d’Avalokitefvara et de RIaha-

sthama, dans des actcs divers de sa predication.

Ces dcrnieres figurations se retrouvent sur tous les viandalas a large ordonnance de Touen-houang. Elies

prouvent a toute evidence qu'il faut renonccr a ce principe generalement accepte en iconographie bouddhique

qu'un Buddha n’est jamais repute dans la meme peinture. J’ignore, du reste, sur quelle source, probablement

tardive, on s’est fonde pour une scmblable affirmation. Loin d’etre une exception, cette adjonction d’une repre-

sentation symetrique du Buddha principal dans la partie inferieure de la peinture est presque une regie. On la

rctrouve en effet, comme on le verra plus loin, sur des viandalas consacres a d'autres Buddhas. J’ajoute enfin

que ces figures de Buddhas se repetant, associees a elles-memes, ne sont pas inconnues en Inde. Je n’en veux

pour preuve que l’exemple cite par M. A. Foucher oil, par deux fois, on retrouve un Buddha enseignant flanque,

en guise d’assistants, de deux autres lui-meme.15

De part et d’autre de la figure centrale d’Amitabha et derriere lui deux assistants au crane rase portent le

costume du pretre. Un plan de mandala provenant de Touen-houang et classifie sous la cote Ch. 00186 nous

permet de les identifier. Car, s’il n’indique la figure centrale que par le caractere en nous donnant comme

assistants RIahasthama et Avalokitefvara, il nous permet d'identifier le Buddha central et de reconnaitre dans ce

croquis le plan d’un mandala d’Amitabha. Or, les deux figures qui se trouvent derriere le Buddha central sont

designees comme Bhaishajyasamudgata a sa droite et Bhaishajyaraja a sa gauche, reincarnations respectives de

Yimalanetra et de Yimalagarhha. II faut noter en outre que ce precieux plan de mandala comporte aussi les

quatre Rois des quatre points cardinaux
;
nous ne les retrouvons pas dans ces peintures. Ces pretres au crane

rase se retrouvent dans les autres viandalas d’Amitabha, aussi bien dans la peinture lvi. 0018, en plus mauvais

etat que la precedente, mais mieux peinte. Tandis que la peinture lv. 0033 a tous les caracteres de la peinture

bouddhique chinoise des Tang, celle-ci comporte une composition plus aisee. Les figures sont moins figees dans

leurs attitudes, les deux Bodhisattvas assistants s’inclinent dans un geste gracieux et le caractere plus indien des

chignons, des vetements et des bijoux donne a ce mandala une valeur artistique toute dififerente. II est, mal-

heureusement, en assez mauvais etat. La peinture Ch. v. 001 presente cette particularite que Mahasthama et

Avalokite5vara ne sont point accompagnes de Bodhisattvas assistants. Bhaishajyasamudgata et Bhaishajyaraja

figurent tous deux a la droite et a la gauche d’Amitabha. Mais tous, pretres ou Bodhisattvas, presentent ce

caractere particulier aux peintures a inscriptions sino-tibetaines de Touen-houang. Elies revelent un style et des

tendances bien diverses des deux autres viandalas etudies en premier lieu.

Nous arrivons maintenant a d’autres peintures qui nous montrent des compositions plus rdduites. L’une

d’clles (Ch. cojij est encore munie, comme les precedentes, de ces scenes marginales. On voit se dresser a la

partie superieure du tableau les palais paradisiaques
;
dans la partie inferieure, incomplete, on voit se repeter deux

fois Amitabha accompagne de ses deux assistants. Sur la plateforme, devant l’autel que domine Amitabha, une

apsaras danse, mais elle est accompagnee de quatre musiciens seulement. Deux Bodhisattvas sont en adoration

de part et d’autre de l’autel
;
quatre autres sont ranges le long de la balustrade

;
enfin, dans la partie centrale, les

grandes figures d’Amitabha, de RIahasthama et d’Avalokitefvara apparaissent. Amitabha est flanque de deux

pretres dans lesquels nous reconnaissons Bhaishajyasamudgata et Bhaishajyaraja; mais aucun des deux grands

Bodhisattvas qui accompagnent Amitabha n’a d’assistants. II y a une reduction tres notable dans le nombre

des personnages
;
tout a quelque chose de plus serre et de plus concis, quoique, cepcndant, les elements essentiels

qui animaient les larges compositions precedentes s’y retrouvent tous. D’autre part, cette peinture presente ce

caractere particulier et ce style propre aux tableaux a inscriptions sino-tibetaines de Touen-houang.
Une autre (xlvii. 001

;
Th. £., PI. XI) a, au contraire, le style propre a l’epoque des T'ang. Les figures sont

arrondies, plus lourdes, le modele des chairs est obtenu au moyen d’un lavis rouge. La peinture est depourvue de

11 Cette disposition n’est pas toujours respective. II arrive RIahasthama a droite.

que, dans la triade d’Amitabha, Mahasthama et Avalokitrf- 16 A. Foucher
,
Etude sur TIconographie louddhique de l Inde,

vara, la position des assistants soit intervertie. Cependant i. 161-2, et fig. 28 et 29.

leur place correcte est pour Avalokitefvara a gauche, pour
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scenes marginales. Les palais paradisiaques ont disparu. Amitabha se dresse parmi Ies arbres aux fruits precieux

qui jaillissent de son trone de lotus, mais il n’est pas assiste par Bhaishajyaraja et Bhaishajj^asamudgata. Seuls

aupres de lui Mahasthama et Axvalokitefvara sont assis sur le lotus, entre deux assistants debout. Sur la plate-

forme ou dansait l’apsaras, il ne reste plus que l’autel avec ses deux orants
;
deux Bodhisattvas en avant de la

balustrade planent assis sur des fleurs de lotus, accompagnes de deux assistants et suivis d’un troisieme. Des

petits enfants en priere represented les ames qui renaissent dans le Paradis d’Occident. Elies sont accompagnees

d’inscriptions qui precisent chacune des trois classes a laquelle ils appartiennent. Tout en bas, une porte indique

l’entree du Paradis et, parmi des enfants jouants, une petite figure de donatrice apparait, agenouillee sur un tapis

tandis que deux donateurs lui font face.

Enfin, chose nouvelle pour nous, mais que nous retrouverons dans d'autres mandates, tout en haut, dans les

coins de droite et de gauche, un petit Buddha apparait, symbolisant, comme nous le verrons plus loin, tous les

Buddhas des trois mondes et des dix directions.

On a des reductions plus marquees encore des grandes compositions originales. J’en reproduis une (Ch. Iii.

ocq) qui vaut d’etre retenue parce que, dans sa reduction meme, elle presente des caracteres originaux. Amitabha

est accompagne des deux pretres, Bhaishajyasamudgata et Bhaishajyaraja. Mais l’un d’entre cux a des chairs

rouge vif tandis que l’autre a des chairs roses et blanches. L’un a l’expression terrible, l’autre l'cxpression

benigne. A ce moment, a leur qualite particuliere, ils ajoutent cette qualite generate de representer l’esprit

terrible et l’esprit benin des manifestations de la figure centrale. Je reprendrai dans un chapitre special l’etude de

ce point special. Je me contente de le signaler ici en passant.

Amitabha est assiste de Mahasthama et d’Avalokite^vara ;
ceux-ci sont seuls, sans assistants

;
au-devant

dAmitabha se trouve un autel flanque des deux Bodhisattvas orants. En bas deux Bodhisattvas qui de part et

d’autre completed la figuration, faisant d’une main la mudra de l’enseignemcnt, tenant de l’autre une fleur

de lotus, semblent bien etre la Kouan-yin au lotus. Ceci nous permet d’identifier sous le meme nom les deux

Bodhisattvas, munis d’assistants, qui se trouvent au bas du mandala a ordonnance reduite decrit plus haut

et classifie sous la cote xlvii. 001. Quant aux mandalas a large ordonnance, la figuration y est trop nombreuse et

trop variee pour qu’il soit possible d’identifier les Bodhisattvas qui entourent les figures principales.

Cependant, la peinture que nous etudions en ce moment a aussi quelque chose de plus. Tout au bord,

derriere Mahasthama et Avalokite^vara, on voit la representation de deux des quatre rois. Au fond, une ligne

de montagnes surmontdes d’arbres vied marquer la limite qui separe les regions paradisiaques des continents

terrestres et ou s’exerce Taction protectrice des Catur-Maharajas. Si nous recourons une fois de plus au petit

plan manuscrit de mandala (Ch. 00186) dont j’ai deja fait usage plus haut, nous verrons que, a la droite

d’Amitabha, derriere Mahasthama, se trouve Virudhaka, Roi du Sud, et a sa gauche, derriere Avalokiteijvara,

Vaifravana, Roi du Nord. Ainsi done, tandis que les mandalas a large ordonnance de Touen-houang ne nous

offraient aucun exemple de la presence des quatre Rois des quatre points cardinaux, indiques par le plan

manuscrit, voici un mandala a ordonnance reduite qui vient, au moins en partie, combler cette Iacune et confiimei

1 ordonnance complete du plan manuscrit auquel nous devons l’identification de Bhaishajyasamudgata et de

Bhaishajyaraja.

Nous retrouvons du reste les quatre Rois des quatre points cardinaux au grand complet sui un mandala

a composition reduite (xlvi. 008) ou Amitabha est entoure seulement de Mahasthama, d’Avalokite^vara et deux

orants. La distribution de notre plan manuscrit se trouve done pleinement confirmee par les documents

iconographiques.

J’ai parle plus haut, a propos de la peinture Ch. Iii. 004 (PI. LXII), de la transformation de Bhaishajyaraja ct de

Bhaishajyasamudgata en genies benin et terrible d’Amitabha. Il est une peinture, mandala a ordonnance plus

reduite encore et de caractere particulier, qui souleve a nouveau cette question. Elle est cotee au Biitish Museum

sous le chiffre Ch. liii. coi (Th. £., PI. x).

Au centre, sur un trone de fleur de lotus, figure Amitabha. Le dais est soutenu par des arbres paradisiaques

aux fruits precieux. Il est assiste de Mahasthama, d’Avalokite^vara et de deux orants. Au bas, on voit la

porte du Paradis. Dans le coin de droite une donatrice portant un costume a la mode du debut des Tang

;

le coin de gauche qui devait porter les donateurs est detruit. Mais la particulaiite de cette peinture lesidt en ce

fait que, si Amitabha est assiste de ses deux figures de pretres, Mahasthama et Avalokite^vaia ont les memos

assistants.

Comment interpreter dans ce cas, en dehors de Bhaishajyaraja et de Bhaishajyasamudgata, les autres figures
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de pretres? Je n’y vois d’autre explication que celle-ci : Avalokitegvara et Mahasthama sont aussi accompagne.s

de leurs genies benins et terribles. Pour Avalokitegvara cependant, on peut aller plus loin dans l’idcntificatiun. car,

dans un mandala sur lequel je reviendrai plus loin (Ch. ooro2, PI. LX) nous retrouvons ces personnages designes,

celui de gauche sous le nom de & m m. (pariputra, et celui de droite sous le nom de ^ Subhuti

(v. inf., 44-46). Le premier a la forme benigne, le second, la forme terrible, qui se traduit dans la coulcur du

visage peint en rouge.

Nous avons eu dans cette peinture l’une des formes les plus reduites du mandala. Unc autre, Ch. i. coiq.de

la classification de Sir Aurel Stein, nous en montre la forme la plus simple. Amitabha siege au centre, entie

Mahasthama a droite et Avalokitegvara a gauche. Devant lui un autel flanque de deux Bodhisattvas orants

;

dans la partie inferieure de la peinture sont les donateurs. II n’y a pas de forme plus reduitede mandala. Si Ton

supprime l’autel et les deux orants, on n’a plus que la fameuse triade japonaise d’Amida, de Kwannon et de

Seichi. A ce moment, le Buddha n’apparait plus flanque de ses deux assistants, que comme une representation

isolee
;

plus rien ne rappelle la composition des mandalas a large ordonnance
;

et les peintures de ce genre,

outre qu’elles comportent des elements bien connus et facilement determinables, echappent a notre sujet.

[Indication pour l’introduction d'un long developpement dont la redaction est restee en suspens.]

V
Le Mandala de Maitreya.

II n’y a qu’un seul mandala de Maitreya (Ch. Iviii. coi, PI. LVIII
;
Th. B., PI. IX) parmi toutes les peintures

rapportees de Touen-houang par Sir Aurel Stein. D'autre part, le fait qu’une seule peinture de Buddha isole

apparait, par sa vtudra tres caracteristique, toute pareille a celle du mandala
,
comme un Maitreya, demontreque

son role est reste limits. Dans les deux cas, ii se presente du reste, non sous la forme du Bodhisattva, mais sous

celle du Buddha. C’est pourquoi je l’etudie ici, parmi les mandalas des Buddhas, suivant en cela les

indications singulieres, mais peremptoires, des documents.

La representation de Maitreya sous la forme d’un Buddha n’est pas inconnue, mais elle est assez rare. Je

crois bien au surplus, que Pon a ici la premiere representation de son mandala. Maitreya, sous Paspect du Buddha,

ne se presente que deux fois dans Pensemble de plus de quatre cents peintures que comporte la collection de la

Mission Stein. Dans une autre occasion oil il est nommement designe, sur la peinture xx. 004 ou figure aussi

une Kouan-yin, il est represente sous la forme d’un Bodhisattva. II a fallu probablement toute 1’heterodoxie du

Turkestan oriental pour nous livrer des peintures ou le Buddha futur est represente sous la forme d’un Buddha

parfait et ou il regne, sous cette forme, dans son Paradis qui, si nous en croyons les donnees du bouddhisme, ne

pent etre que le ciel des Tushitas. Si cette representation est rarissime, il n’en est pas moins vrai qu’elle existe.

C est encore un des principes sacro-saints de Piconographie bouddhique qui disparait.

Le mandala de Maitreya (Ch. Iviii. coi) se presente sous le ineme aspect general que celui d’Amitabha. Au

centre, sous la forme d’un Buddha au corps jaune d or siege le Buddha futur. De la main droite, il fait le geste

de l’enseignement. Il est accompagne de deux Bodhisattvas assistants. Il a, a droite, un genie benin ;
a sa

gauche, un genie terrible. Tous deux nous apparaissent sous la forme du pretre
;

le benin a une figure jeune,

ronde et pleine
;

le terrible une figure vieillie et grimagante et un teint rouge vif. Devant Maitreya se dresse un

autel, avec, de part et d’autre, deux Bodhisattvas porteurs d offrandes. Sur la plateforme, au-devant de l’autel,

une apsaras danse, accompagnee d’anges musiciens. Dans l’eau, debout sur des lotus, deux enfants aux mains

jointes represented les ames renaissantes. Puis, toujours sur la plateforme a la riche balustrade, au-dessous de

laquelle coulent les eaux du fleuve paradisiaque, de part et d’autre du tableau, nous retrouvons Maitreya,

toujours sous la forme du Buddha, faisant de la main droite le geste de l’enseignement
;

il siege derriere un autel

et il est accompagne de deux Bodhisattvas aux mains jointes. Nous aurions a repeter ici ce que nous avons dit a

propos du mandala d’Amitabha sur l habitude qu’avaient les peintres bouddhiques du Turkestan oriental de

repeter la figure du Buddha central dans les compositions a large ordonnance des mandalas.
Mais, outre les genies benins ct terribles, quatre autres figures garnissent la partie superieure du tableau.

C’est: a la gauche de Maitreya, le Roi du Nord, Vaigravana; a sa droite, le Roi du Sud, Virudhaka ;
chacun

d’eux est accompagne non pas des deux autres rois des points cardinaux, mais d’un porteur du foudre, d’un de

ces Vajrapani que, sous la forme des Mio-o, on retrouve comme gardiens des porces a 1’entree des temples

japonais. Ce sont le
Up? [ffj, Na-lo-yen-kien-kou (Narayana-sara) et le

fjjjjjj

Mi-tcho
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kin-kang (Guhya-pratishedha-vajra ?) de l’ancienne tradition chinoise des T'ang, recueillie par K6b5-Daishi.M

Us apparaissent ici comme les assistants et les subordonnes des rois des quatre points cardinaux.

Telle est la partie essentielle du mandala de Maitreya
;
on voit que la composition suit d’assez pres les regies

generates des tableaux de ce genre. Mais, en haut et en bas du tableau se developpent ces scenes qui sur les

mandalas d’Amitabha etaient rejetees sur les marges. Nous avons ici un exemple de leur incorporation a la

peinture meme. Elies sont accompagnees des inscriptions qui permettent de les determiner et qui mettent hors

de doute la determination de cette peinture et son attribution a Maitreya. Les inscriptions, en effet, sont

empruntees au Maitreya-vyakarana-sutra. [Le developpement s’arrete court.]

VI

Le Mandala de Bhaishajyaguru.

Le mandala de Bhaishajyaguru (Ch. Iii. 003 ,
PI. LYII

;
Th. B., PI. I, II, et Ch. liii. 002, PI. LYl) se trouve a deux

exemplaires dans la serie des peintures de Touen-houang
;
l’une de ces peintures constitue une ceuvre d’une grande

finesse, comportant une composition variee et originale. C’est a celle-ci que je m’attacherai. Le Buddha de

Medecine occupe la partie centrale, il porte une robe rouge, il a le teint couleur d’or et il tient le patra pose sur la

main etendue dans son giron. Il n’est pas necessaire de sortir des documents de Touen-houang pour identifier ses

Bodhisattvas assistants. Une peinture a inscription (Ch. C0224) nous apprend que ce sont : a la gauche de la figure

centrale, Manju^rl
;
a sa droite, Samantabhadra. Dcvant Bhaishajyaguru, nous retrouvons l’autel flanque des deux

Bodhisattvas porteurs d’offrandes. Derriere lui, parmi les nombreux Bodhisattvas qui l’accompagnent, pourrait-on

reconnaitre le genie benin et le genie terrible? Aucun signe exterieur ne permet de les designer .
17 Cependant,

sur la peinture Ch. liii. 002, ces quatre assistants sont des pretres. Comme dans tous les mandalas que nous

avons vus jusqu’a present, devant 1’autel, sur une plateforme qui s’avance au-dessus des eaux, une apsaras danse

parmi des anges musiciens. Sur les deux cotes de la peinture (Ch. Iii. 003), on voit aussi, comme sur les mandalas

d’Amitabha et de Maitreya, se repeter la figure du Buddha central. Mais ici, Bhaishajyaguru est debout entre deux

Bodhisattvas porteurs d’offrandes. De nombreux Bodhisattvas aux attitudes varides, aux gestes souples et au

corps fin sont assis <ja et la. Les palais et les arbres se groupent en un equilibre harmonieux; mais sur deux

plateformes qui s’avancent sur les deux cotes de la composition et a la partie inferieure du tableau, on voit deux

groupes de six personnages guerriers qui ne sont autres que les douze generaux de Bhaishajyaguru. Us

president, comme on sait, aux douze intervalles horaires. J’en donne ici la liste avec les diverses equivalences

qu’indique la tradition :

18

& m 1 correspond a une incarnation de Qakyamuni rat *
mttB: » if ft de Vajrapani bceuf *

ff ff ft de Samantabhadra tigre

H /M fi ft de Bhaishajyaguru lievre w
ff >> ft de Manjufri dragon m

mm » f~ ft de Kshitigarbha serpent B
mm ff ff ft

d’Akiujagarbha cheval
ft-

mu 3) ff ft
de Marlci belier ft:

%m 3} 3 f
•> d’Avalokite^ara singe $

ff ff ff
d’Amitabha coq m

ft ff ft
de Mahasthama chien &

ft Pit ff ft ft de Maitreya pore 3
S’

Ces douze heros divins representent les douze grands veeux du Buddha Bhaishajyaguru. Chacun d eux

gouverne sept mille Yakshas
;
ce sont des protccteurs de la Religion. Leur presence ici nous montre Bhaisha-

jyaguru dans son role de president des genies des heures. Des lors, nous pouvons identifier les deux Bodhisattvas

assistants qui se trouvent a sa droite et a sa gauche. Ce sont Suryaprabha et Candraprabha qui, dans son

“ Voir le Bulsuzo-zui, iv. 3
vo.

17 Voir au chap, x l’examen ddtaille de cette question.

18 Voir le Bulsuzo-zui
,
iv. 1.
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Paradis d’Orient, viennent tenir aupres de lui !a place que Mahasthama et Avalokitefvara occupent a cdte
d’Amitabha dans le Paradis d’Occident.

Mais ces figures n’epuisent pas les caracteres nouveaux que presente le mandala de Bhaishajyaguru. En
bas, a droite et a gauche se trouvaient des representations de Bodhisattvas accompagnes d’assistants, malheu-
reusement trop mutilees pour que l’on puisse avancer la moindre identification. Mais, en haut de la peinture
(Ch. Hi. 003), deux Bodhisattvas qui en garnissent les coins superieurs sont facilement reconnaissables. Ce sont, a
gauche de la figure centrale, Manjuf rl, reconnaissable a ses mille bras et aux mille bols qn’il tient dans ses mains
innombrables et de chacun desquels surgit un Buddha

;
a droite Avalokite9vara aux mille bras, portant, parmi

ses nombreux attributs. le soleil et la lune et tel qu’il nous apparaitra tout a l'heure sur ses propres mandalas.
11 nest pas etonnant que le Paradis de Bhaishajyaguru-Buddha ressemble a celui d’Amitabha. Les descrip-

tions du Tripitaka repetent les memes termes. L’un est situd a l’Ouest, l’autre a 1 ’Est. Les nuirs du Paradis et
ses palais sont faits des sept sortes de gemmes, le sol est d’or, la lumiere qui y rayonne est d’or. Bhaishajyaguru
iui-meme a le corps couleur d’or.

Sur deux bandes marginales sont groupees diverses scenes illustrant la legende de Bhaishajyaguru. Certaines
d’entre elles portent des inscriptions. Sur d’autres le cartouche reserve a 1 ecriturc n’a pas 6te rempli. Sur
dautres il a ete detruit en tout ou en partie. II en rcste assez cependant pour reconnaitre que le texte appartient
au H firii 1$ ha A^ H Pi fl

Les scenes se rapportent toutes aux douze grands voeux de Bhaishajyaguru dans sa derniere reincarnation
comme Bodhisattva. [Ici encore le developpement semble ecourte.]

VII

Les Mandalas dc Qakyamuni.

-es mandalas de (jakj amuni ne sont pas aussi inattendus que ceux de Maitreya, car si nous n’avions de lui aucun
P

.

Clnt
’ " ^ mandalas sculptes, qui, tous deux, datent de 1’epoque des Wei.”

1 ?
OUCI1 °Ua"a nous °pent deux mandalas a large ordonnance, et un autre de la formule

/. j-

U 1 C '
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S

> ,
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• °e
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I
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11 Centre dc Ia Peinture >
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a
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es ames renatssantes. En bas, des groupes de Bodhisattvas; en haut, au-dessus des

RurMh a r’
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/
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’
qU3tre Petits Buddhas comme on 1’a deja vu, represented les

iiuddhas des trots mondes et des dix cotes.
J ^

m”" J
U0 * n

v
St P°-nt ldpdtd dans H Part *e inferieure de la peinture et, quoiqu’elle soit mutilee, il ne semble

central

0

est^-HT
‘°n ^ ?°mp0rt

f
ccttc duP> 'cation qui, jusqu’ici, avait ete la regie. D’autre part, le Bouddha

heureusement mnni rP

-11 P°lnt
.

C eux> mais de r
l
uatre pretres. Le mandala a ordonnance reduite qui est

d eauche ct Alm k 1T™*'™
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sur la foi de nomh •

^ ^ 3na
-

3 Q ua
^
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^ reP r“entatl0ns figUIecs etrangeres a Touen-houang, les images d’Ananda et de Ka9yapa.
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Ce
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?
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,

^ deu* Pliers se confondent aussi avec les genies Benin et terrible du
ouddha cential. Je revicndrai plus loin sur ce point.

peinture est cornnEt^
XXXWi)

'

°^4 ’ J PI ' Vlt
) Presente une ordonnance beaucoup plus originale. La

centre dc la n Z Z V AA lu
wf6ricure ou sont grouPds les donateurs. gakyamuni siege au

dc ses deux fit A
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lt,gaibha a ^auchc et Aka?agarbha a droite. Devant lui se dresse l’autel flanquedc ses deux figures orantes. Unc apsaras danse parmi des anges musiciens et e’est toutL ordonnance generale est done plus reduite que dans la peinture prdeedente et la figuration y est

15
Traduction c]e Iliuan-tsang, Tripitaka de Tdkyo, xxv

,

5. 38 et feuiv. [La traduction en a et6 prdpake par Petrucci].
L un a dte publid par M. S. Taki dans le Kokka, n" 270,

1912; 1 ’autre a dte kcemment dtudid par M. Chavannes
dans Ars Asia/iia, 11. chap. iii. Le premier date de 551, le

second de 543.
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1

certainement moins nombrcuse. 'Au-dcssus des palais paradisiaqucs on rctrouve lcs quatre petits Buddhas
planant sur des nuages. Mais ce qu il y a de tout a fait imprevu, c’est la forme sous laquelle (pakyamuni se
lepete dans la partie inferieure de la composition. II est assis sur une plateforme isolee, au milieu des eaux,
il est assiste de deux Bodhisattvas, Akafagarbha a sa droite. a sa gauche Kshitigarbha, non point sous la forme
d un Bodhisattva a chignon, mais sous sa forme si partieuliere de pretre au crane rase, (^akyamuni porte une
lepresentation de la lune sur 1 epaulc droite, du soleil sur l’epaule gauche ct du mont Meru sur le ventre. Des
animaux fabuleux surgissent de part et d’autre, sur des lies qui se dressent au milieu de l’ocean. Cette figuration
du Buddha historique, sous une forme qui semble en faire lincarnation meme de la montagne fabuleuse qui
supporte les cieux bouddhiques, meritait d’etre particulierement signalee. Elle a une valeur symbolique qui fait
de (pakyamuni le liberateur des ames et celui qui relie les Paradis mythiques a la terre. C’est jusqu’ici le seul
document iconographique qui nous le revele sous cet aspect.

J ai deja parle a plusieurs reprises d’une peinture qui representait un mandala a ordonnance reduite de
Qakyamuni. Elle porte la cote Ch. xxxiii. ooi. Dans la partie inferieure sont representes des donateurs. Les
caiacteres du cartouche central sont a peu pres entierement effaces. Cependant, on peut y lire encore Jpp (A

• muni
;
ce qui met hors de doute l’identification du mandala .

Heureusement les assistants du Buddha central sont clairement designes. £akyamuni est assis au-dessus
d’un autel flanque de deux orants. Il est assiste a droite d’Ak^agarbha ^ a gauche de Kshitigarbha

f*§]-
A droite, une figure de pretre a l’aspect benin est designee sous le nom de Qariputra

;
a gauche, la

figure de pretre a 1 aspect terrible, la chair rouge vif, et elle est designee sous le nom de Maudgalyayana. Cette
peinture nous montre comment le caractere des esprits benin et terrible du Buddha peut recouvrir des figures
d assistants derives de personnages historiques et qui n’ont rien a voir avec ces tendances tantriques.

Nous devons revenir maintenant sur le premier mandala etudie pour en determiner les scenes marginales.
Les inscriptions et les scenes qui les accompagnent sont empruntees a trois histoires distinctes qui se retrouvent
avec lemploi des memes termes, mais sous une forme beaucoup plus developpde dans le;^£

lH! $$ )§>
[fci le developpement tourne court.]

VIII

Les Bodhisattvas. Les Mandalas dc Kouan-yin.

Les mandalas de Kouan-yin, aussi bien, du reste, que ceux de Kshitigarbha vont se presenter sous une forme
toute differente. Kouan-yin surtout se distingue des Buddhas aussi bien par l’ordonnance de ses mandalas que
pai leur variete. IIs sont tels que le Bodhisattva de Pitie ct de Misericorde semble avoir joui aupres des Boud-
dhistes de la Chine occidentale et du Turkestan oriental d’une faveur toute speciale. Pour les mandalas commc
pour les representations isolees, les peintures consacrees a Kouan-yin, dans le Tresor de Touen-houang, pre-
dominent d une fa9on ecrasante. Son individualite d’autre part s’accuse nettement. Elle rivalise, sans conteste,
avec les Buddhas du bouddhisme du Nord

;
elle les ecrase de son pouvoir redcmpteur, elle les surpasse de toute

a grandeur des sentiments qu’elle evoque.
L etude attentive des mandalas de Kouan-yin m’a conduit a les diviser en quatre categories. D’abord, les

mandalas de la Kouan-yin a onze tetcs et a mille bras. Ce sont ceux qui, malgre leur individualite, se rap-
pi ochent le plus, par certains caractercs de leur ordonnance generale, des mandalas des Buddhas. Ensuite
viennent les mandalas ou Kouan-yin, se repetant elle-meme, nous apparait en meme temps sous diverses formes.
Ensuite viennent les mandalas d’Avalokite9vara que je designe sous le nom de ‘ la Kouan-yin aux miracles

’

et rci nous verrons les scenes marginales penetrer dans le corps meme de la peinture
;
enfin la derniere section

comprend les mandalas sino-tibetains de Kouan-yin qui prennent un aspect tout special. Ce sont ces quatre
categories que nous allons passer en revue.

1 .

Le mandala d’Avalokite9vara aux onze tetes et aux mille bras comporte de nombreuses representations.
B commence sur les fresques des grottes de Touen-houang pour finir sur un xylographe signe d’un nom de
graveur, Wang Wen-tchao, ^ yg, et date dc ySo. Cela montre qu’il a connu les representations les plus

21
Tradueteur inconnu. Kpoque des Han oiientaux. Tripitaka <h Tokyo, vi. 5. 4'' et suivantes.
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solennelles comme les plus populates et que tous les rangs des fideles ont porte a cette forme souveraine

d’Avalokite^vara la devotion la plus entiere.

Unepeinture qui porte la coteCh. lvi. 0019 (PI. LXIII; 77/. />., PI. XVII) nous montre un exemple d’un mandala

de ce genre a large ordonnance. Les identifications des personnages y sont facilities par des inscriptions dont la

plupart sont lisibles.

Au milieu, sur une fleur de lotus, portee par le chen de la terre et par le chen de l’eau,2 - siege le Bodhisattva. .

Autour et au-dessus de la tete principale, les dix autres tetes s'echafaudent en pyramide. Les innombrables bras

du Bodhisattva rayonnent autour de lui, portant divers attributs parmi lesquels Tepee, la conque, le flacon

d’ambroisie, le line, le chapelet, la cloche, la roue, la pagode, le Buddha, et, parmi les paires de bras levees

a hauteur de la tete, le globe de la lune a droite, avec le lievre qui pile du riz, et, a gauche, celui du soleil, avcc

la corneille a trois pattes. Toutes les mains portent, ouvert dans la paume, l'ceil de sagesse qui se repete encore

sur une masse innombrable de mains formant une aureole ronde et de couleur rouge autour de la figure centrale.

Un dais la surmonte et, au-dessus du dais, a gauche de la figure centrale, on voit le globe rouge du soleil

;

a droite, le globe blanc de la lune. Dans le globe du soleil un Bodhisattva monte sur un char tire par des oies

est accompagne de l’inscription £} ^ ^ ||| ;
dans le globe de la lune, un Bodhisattva monte sur un char tire

par des chevaux est accompagne de Tinscription ^ |||. Ce sont, non a proprement parler, Siirya et

Candra, mais les Bodhisattvas de la lumiere du soleil et de la lune, Suryaprabha et Candraprabha. Dans les

coins de gauche et de droite. des Buddhas assis sur des fleurs de lotus et portes sur un nuage, comme dans les

mandalas d Amitabha (xlvii. coi
; 77/. 7?., PI. XI) et de Qakyamuni (liv. 004 ;

77/. B., PI. VI), sont designes comme
‘ceux qui ont le pouvoir de se manifcster en tous lieux’ Ce sont les Buddhas des dix regions

et des trois mondes.

fsous avons ainsi identifie les personnages de la partie superieure de la peinture. Au-dessous de cette ligne,

de part et d autre du dais et de l’aureole, on voit quatre figures de Bodhisattvas. Les deux personnages

extremes sont, a gauche ‘celui qui verse les parfums’ a droite ‘celui qui jette des fleurs’ Ce

sont deux figurations impersonnelles, deux comparses des larges ordonnances bouddhiques. Mais les deux
figures qui se trouvent immediatement placees de part et d’autre de l’aureole sont plus interessantes

;
elles ne

representent pas autre chose que deux formes d’Avalokitefvara. Celle de gauche, toujours relativement a la

figuie centrale, est designee comme Tou-yi-lonn p'ou-sa
;

23 celle de droite, yjv |||
Pou-kong-lo-sono, Amoghapaqa.24

Au-dessous de ces figures, on trouve, a la gauche du Bodhisattva central, un personnage accompagne de

trois assistants. Tous trois sont agenouilles et joignent les mains. II est designe par l’inscription ^ Q,
1 ien-ti-. Cet empereur celeste n est autre qu’Indra. 11 a pour pendant, a droite, un autre personnage, vetu a la

chinoise, accompagne de deux assistants et portant une ofifrande. II est designe par l’inscription : -f .

Fan-t'ien-wang, c’est-a-dire Brahma.

Les deux figures qui sont au-dessous sont des figures d’ordre tantrique. C’est a gauche j§>| (?) ^ (?)^
% I Mahe^vara, bien facilement reconnaissable, du reste, au buffle blanc sur lequel il est monte

;
a droite

Mahakala : en guise d’ornement, il a des tetes de mort. II est debout, il a trois tetes et six bras
;

la premiere paire de mains tient Tepee horizontalement, la seconde tient un lacet avec lequel il a attrape a gauche
un homrae, a droite une femme. La troisieme soutient derriere son dos la draperie avec laquelle il doit eteindre
le soleil. Maheipaia et Mahakala ne sont autre chose que des formes de (Java. On voit ici un premier couple
de divinites tantriques entrer franchemcnt dans le mandala d’Avalokitefvara. Au-dessous de ces figures, on voit

deux forts groupes de personnages. A gauche de la figure centrale. un Bodhisattva monte sur le ph^nix, a droite,

un Bodhisattva monte sur le paon. Us sont accompagnes chacun de deux Bodhisattvas. Aucune inscription ne
permet de les identifier directement. Cependant, on peut y reconnaitre : a droite Mahamayurl, sur le paon

25 et,

Aucune inscription n accompagne ces deux personnages
secondaires, le cartouche qui leur dtait reserve n’ayant pas cite

Templi. Cette identification est mise cependant hors de
doute par une inscription de la peinture lvi. 0014 dont je
parlerai tout a Theure. Le chen de la terre est a la gauche
de Kouan-yin

; le chen de Teau a sa droite.

23

[
Jou-yi-loun fait pendant a Amoghapa^a dans Bntsuzo-zut

,

ch. ii. p. 1

3

1
. Sa dharani se trouve dans la TripHaka ,

-XXVI. 5. I
a
.]

24 [Amoghaptuja-dharani, xxvii. 10 . 4
a
.]

15
L’inscription plac£e au-dessous du cou du paon porte

Kong-tsio wang (roi-paon).
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a gauche, Marie! montee sur l’oiseau .solaire, lc phenix

; chacune d’elles est suivie de deux assistants. Ces deux

divinites sont les assistantes regulieres de la Tara vertc dans l’iconograpliie tibetaine.

En avant de ces deux Bodhisattvas, on voit deux figures miserables, levant les mains vers Avalokitetjvara qui

laisse tomber vers eux l’ambroisie. L’inscription sur les cartouches est presque indechiffrable. Cependant on

peut y lire encore avec certitude les mots 1|§[. Or, cette 1 douce rosee ’ et l’attitude des malheureux qui la

retjoivent sufifisent pour identifier la scene tout entiere. En efifet, les vieillards represented ici les preta qui se

desalterent a la source miraculeuse du Bodhisattva de Misericordc.
20

Quant aux quatre personnages qui se trouvent deux par deux, de part et d’autre de la figure centrale, au-

dessous de Mahamayuri et Martel, il n’est pas difficile d’y reconnaitre, des lc premier abord, une figuration des

quatre Rois. Le premier d’entre eux, a droite de la figure centrale, semble etre Vaicravana, le Roi du Norcl.

Des lors, nous pouvons identifier tous les autres. Celui des Catur-Maharajas qui se trouve en face de lui, portant,

comme lui, l’epee, n’est autre que le Roi du Sud, Virudhaka. Celui qui porte la lance, derriere Vaifravana,

a droite de la figure centrale, est Virupaksha, Roi de l’Ouest, et le dernier enfin, derriere Virudhaka, n’est autre

que Dhritarashtra, Roi de l’Est.

II reste enfin en bas de la peinture, en dehors d’assistants anonymes, porteurs d’offrandes, deux figures

tantriques. Sur une autre peinture, ils sont designes comme les porteurs du fondre ,
d la tete de fat. Ce sont des

Vajrapani. Nous allons les retrouver, plus lisibles et moins mutiles, sur la peinture suivante.

Celle-ci (Ch. xxviii. 006
,
PI. LXIV; Ik. B., PI. XLII) n’est autre qu’une reduction du 1namiala a large ordonnance

que nous venons d’etudier. Si Kouan-yin a toujours scs mille bras et son aureole de mains avec l’ceil ouvert dans

la paume, elle n’a plus onze tetes, mais une seule, coiffee d’une tiare dans laquelle on voit son Dhyani-Buddha

Amitabha. Toute la figuration de la partie superieure est reduite a la representation des Bodhisattvas de la lumierc

du soleil et de la lane, chacun dans leur globe respectif. Seulement, le peintre s’est trompe
;

il a interverti les

figures et au lieu de mettre le Bodhisattva du soleil dont le char est traine par l’oiseau solaire, 1 oie, dans le globe

rouge du soleil, a la gauche de Kouan-yin, il l’a mis dans le globe de la lune, a droite. Naturellement, lc Bodhi-

sattva de la lune, traine par des chevaux, a pris place dans le globe du soleil.
2,

A droite dc la figure centrale, on voit un Bodhisattva porteur d’oftrande, a gauche un brahmane qui, la main

droite levee, semble se garantir les yeux. Les caracteres semblent evoquer la lumierc rayonnantc de

Kouan-yin qui vient eblouir le saint homme .

23

Enfin, en bas, en retrouve les genies de la terre ct dc l’cau, le corps surgissant de 1 ocean, soutenant le globe

dans lequel apparait Kouan-yin, puis dans les coins de droite et de gauche, les deux Kin-kang (Vajrapani) aux

formes terribles. Cependant, comme les Bodhisattvas dc la lune et du soleil, leur place est intervertie. Celui qui

devait etre a gauche est a droite et vice versa.

Quant aux inscriptions elles sont, elles aussi, assez embrouillees. 1 outes deux remplissent deux cartouches

au-dessus du Vajrapani de gauche tandis que, evidemment, elles sont l’une relative au Vajrapani de gauche, 1 autie

relative au Vajrapani de droite. Elles portent les indications suivantes : i'S' O et 'K sM

!$( Q Q. Ce sont deux Vajrapanis; ils appartiennent a ces divinites terribles, qui soumettent les

demons et qui sont specialement evoques dans les exorcismcs et les incantations magiques dc 1 ecole \ ogacarya.

Cependant, ces figures enigmatiques meritent un examen approfondi, d autant plus necessaire que nous

avons a nous expliquer la presence a leur pied de deux genies, l’un a la tete de udga,’" l’autre a la tete d elephant.

Ces Vajrapani figurent dans le Butsuzo-rju. Nous y retrouvons precisement celui qui est mis en rapport

avec Kouan-yin. Il regne sur les regions du sud et il y est designe sous le nom de jj| ^ ^lj, Kiun-tch a li.

C est Kundali ‘ qui brise et renverse tous les Asuras et les mauvais genies ,
31

20 On en a des representations en Inde. Cf. Foucher,

Iconographie bouddhique, I, planche IV, fig. 4 et p. 102-3.

Dans la sculpture reproduite par A. Foucher (fig. 12), p. 101,

je crois qu on a une representation analogue a celle de la

peinture que j’dtudie ensuite ‘ la lumiere du brahmane ’.

Ces interversions et ces erreurs sont encore plus fre-

quentes dans les sculptures que dans les peintures.

C est une representation analogue que semble comporter
la sculpture reproduite par A. Foucher dans son Iconographie

bouddhique
, tome I, fig. 12. [En fait, ces trois caracteres

signifient ‘ l’eclat de Yasu ’
;

le rishi Yasu a sauvd les coupables

des enters. Butsuzo-ziii, chap. iv. p. 3
1
’.]

29 Probablement ^||.

5,1 [The head is that of a boar; see above, p. 1036.—

F. Lorimer.]

But uzd-zui
,
chap. ii. p. 20’'. L’image porte a la gauche

:

pen ti Kouan-yin gfc
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De meme que ce porteur du foudre est associe avec Kouan-yin, il en est un autre qui est mis en rapport

avec Cakyamuni. Cc dernier regne sur ies regions du Nord. II est design** dans le Butsuzd-zui sous le nom de

Jfs jtfjlj ^ 3C’ Kin-kang- Yaksha, ‘qui bri.se ct renverse tous les Yakshas redoutables.’ :;2

La question qui se pose tout d’abord est de savoir si, dans le mandala de Kouan-yin, nous avons Jes deux

Vajrapani, ceiui du Nord et cciui du Sud et, par consequent, celui qui est specialement consacre a Avalokitecvara

a cote de celui qui est consacre a Cakyamuni, ou bien si nous avons seulement, par amour de la symetrie, deux

exemplaires du Yajrapani consacre a Avalokitecvara.

Je ne crois pas a la duplication d’un seul Yajrapani. Le fait que l’un preside aux regions du Nord, l’autre

aux regions du Sud. me fait penser que le Yajrapani, incarnation de Cakyamuni, vient assister celui de Kouan-yin

dans le mandala d'Avalokitefvara. Son action bienfaisante s’exerce en effet dans toutes les regions de l’cspacc

et c’est une des particularites essentielles du mandala que de les evoquer toutes. De quatre, elles se reduisent

a deux dans les mandalas peints. C’est ainsi qu’ailleurs (peintures Ch. lii. 004, PI. LX1I ; lviii. 001, PI. LYIII

;

J/t.B., PI. IX) nous avons vu les quatre Rois des quatre points cardinaux se reduire a deux seulement. Mais je

ne connais pas d'exemple ou 1 ’evocation de Paction bienfaisante d un Buddha ou d’un Bodhisattva dans l’espace

soit limitee a l'une seulement des quatre directions. Des lors, ou bien il faut accepter tel quel le groupe que le Butsuzo-

zu'i nous donne comme un groupe complet et le reporter sur la peinture
;
ou bien, il faut considerer qu’un autre

Yajrapani. incarnation de Kouan-yin, est venu sejoindre au premier. La premiere de ces solutions est de beaucoup

la plus probable et il n’y a rien que de tres ordinaire a voir un Yajrapani, incarnation de Cakyamuni, venir faire

pendant, dans un mandala d’Avalokiteqvara, a un Vajrapani, incarnation du Bodhisattva de Misericorde.

11 nous reste maintenant a identifier les genies agenouilles aux pieds des deux 1 porteurs du foudre’ a la tete

de feu. Le texte du Butsuzd-zui' doit deja nous faire penser qu’il s’agit de demons et de chcn malfaisants soumis

par la force universelle des Vajrapanis. Si nous rapprochons de notre peinture une stele a inscriptions rdcemment

etudiee par M. Chavannes, nous pourrons mettre ce fait hors de doute. 33

La stele represente, en somme, un mandala que Pinscription dit etre consacre a Cakyamuni. 34 Sur le

piedestal, et au-dessous des deux Vajrapani, on trouve une serie de dix personnages. Ce sont les Rois-Esprits

des nagas, des vents, des perles, du feu, des arbres, des montagnes, des poissons, des elephants, des oiseaux, des

lions. A comparer les personnages de notre peinture a ceux de la stele, on voit que, dans le mandala peint

d’Avalokite^vara, le Roi-Esprit des Elephants,
jjj||j

Y££, se trouve a genoux devant le Vajrapani a la droite de

la figure centrale, et que le Roi-Esprit des nagas, i II I- se trouve a genoux devant le Vajrapani de gauche.

Nous avons done bien devant nous, comme le supposait M. Chavannes, des divinites populaires soumises par la

religion universelle et devenues des Yakshas. Ce sont les personnifications des genies malfaisants ecrases et

convertis par les porteurs du foudre. I Is sont si bien subjugues par les Vajrapanis qu’ils les assistent dans les

peintures, a genoux et les mains jointes.

Un autre mandala de Kouan-yin (Ch. h i. 0014). dont l’ordonnance est cette fois tres developpee, va nous per-

mettre de determiner encore certains elements nouveaux. On y retrouve, au centre, Avalokitet^vara aux onze

tetes et aux mille bras, dans son aureole de mains innombrables munies de l’ceil de sagesse dans la paume

ouverte. En haut, a droite et a gauche,
(jj $||, le Bodhisattva Suryagarbha (du soleil)

et le Bodhisattva Candragarbha (de la lune)
; au-dessous, a droite et a gauche, deux groupes de Buddhas, avec

1 ’inscription fj* + ^ f# f$, represented tous les Buddhas des trois t;poques et des dix

cotes. Puis, au-dessous encore, a la gauche et a la droite de la figure centrale, on voit les Catur-Maharajas.

Des inscriptions qui les accompagnent les identified d’une maniere tout a fait precise. On lit, a gauche:

it If 4* Wi X H I n|-

A III mVi-WW ^ ifc X E image

porte a gauche: pai-ti che kia
yfx fp j/W.

Ars Asiatua, 11. ‘Six itfonuments de la Peinture
chinoise,’ par Ed. Chavannes, chap. iii. ‘ Une sculpture

bouddhique de 1’annee 543,’ p. 15 (PI- XXV et

XXIX).
’
4

Je serai portd a croire qu’au moins les figures centrales,

par suite d’une erreur du sculpteur, viennent d’un mandala

d’Amitabha et non de £akyamuni.
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c’est-a-dire : le moment oil (se manifeste) le Roi celeste du Sud, Virudhaka
;

le moment ou (se manifeste) le Roi

celeste de l’Ouest, Virupaksha.

On lit a droite :

jc if t® sm * n n i a#

* is ft ft pi a 1 bi

Le moment ou (se manifeste) le Roi celeste de l’Est, Dhritarashtra.

Le moment ou (se manifeste) le Roi celeste du Nord, Vai^ravana.

Mais au-dessous du groupe des quatre Rois se trouvent encore quatre personnages en costume guerrier,

distribues deux a deux de part et d’autre de la figure centrale.

Le premier de ces personnages, a la gauche d’Avalokitecjvara, porte l’indication :

‘ le moment ou

(se manifeste) le chen de la terre.’ Son vis-a-vis, a droite, porte 1’indication
: jfljl Brf>

1

le moment ou (se

manifeste) le chen de l’eau.’ Ce sont les esprits de la terre et de l’eau qui, dans les mandalas precedents, le corps

a demi plonge dans l’eau, soutenaient le trone de Kouan-yin. Ici ils ont passe au grade d’assistant sans cesser de

jouer cependant leur role de cariatide, car on les retrouve, au bas de la peinture, portant le globe dans lequel

apparait Kouan-yin et designes par l’inscription
: ±1$ h# et & m b#. Cela seul suffirait a indiquer qu'il

y a une difference entre ces esprits de la terre et de l’eau et ceux qui soutiennent le halo de Kouan-yin. Mais

il y a plus. Ici ils ne sont point au nombre de deux, mais de quatre. II s’agit de determiner quels sont ces

deux autres genies qui les accompagnent. L’un d’eux est designe par une inscription malheureusement illisible;

il a les mains jointes et se trouve a gauche d’Avalokitec^vara. L’autre, a droite, porte dans la main une sorte dc

mani, une boule de feu. Si leurs partenaires sont les genies de la terre et de 1’eau, il n’est pas difficile

d’y reconnaitre les genies de fair et du feu. Les genies sont done directement associes ici aux genies des

quatre points cardinaux, aux Catur-Maharajas qui regnent respectivement sur les regions du Sud, de l’Est, du

Xord et de 1’Ouest. Aux quatre Rois des quatre points cardinaux viennent s’adjoindrc les genies des quatre

elements.

Au-dessous encore, deux personnages en costume laique chinois, accompagnes chacun de deux assistants.

L’un d’eux seulement, a la droite de la figure centrale, porte une inscription
: ^ 3& Bvf >

‘
1 ° moment 011

(
se

manifeste) Maha-Brahma.’ D’oii nous pouvons conclure que le second personnage a gauche, qui porte comme

celui-ci l’habit princier, ne peut etre autre qu’Indra. (Ce qui nous est du recte confirme par 1 inscription de la

peinture Ch. lvi. 0019, PI. LXIII; Th.B., PI. XVII.) Cela nous amene a cette constatation singuliere, mais qui

ne m’en semble pas moins inevitable, qu’Indra et Brahma, assistants constants de Cakyamuni dans les bas-reliefs

gandhariens, sont venus jouer le meme role a cote d’Avalokite9vara.

En bas de la peinture, au-dessous d’Avalokite^vara, on voit un autel. De part et d autre se tiennent debout

deux personnages qui n’ont plus cet aspect deja vu de Bodhisattvas anonymes, porteurs d’offrandes, mais qui

pr^sentent, au contraire, un caractere assez individualise. Une inscription les accompagne. C est, a gauche :

^ ^ ‘ le moment oil (se manifeste) le saint homme (Vasu)’; a droite. ^inscription est illisible.

Cependant, si le groupement traditionnel signifie quelque chose en iconographie bouddhique, nous devons

voir dans cette autre figure Asaiiga, le frere de Vasubandhu, qui precha comme lui la doctrine du Paradis

d’Amitabha, le Dhyani-Buddha d’Avalokite^ara. Leur presence dans le mandahi du Bodhisattva de Miseri-

corde s explique done parfaitement.
,

Enfin, dans les coins de droite et de gauche, on retrouve les deux ‘porteurs du foudre a la tete de feu
,
les

Vajrapanis ddja etudies sur les deux mandalas precedents. Ils sont accompagnes de 1 inscription flfl (^|j

B^f. Mais ils ne sont pas accompagnes ici des images des Rois-Esprits des Elephants et des Dragons sur

lesquels nous avons eu a nous arreter plus haut.

Cette peinture, notablement inferieure aux deux peintures precedentes au point de vue artistique, est

cependant, comme on le voit, precieuse pour les indications precises et diverses qu elle nous livre sur les

mandalas a large ordonnance d’Avalokite9vara. Une autre peinture, mandala a ordonnance restreinte (Ch. 00102,

PI. LX), va cependant nous apporter encore un element nouveau.

^ ^

[Mr. Yabuki reads
: ^ ^ ^ but the j)) is what is written, even if intended.—A. D.
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Kouan-yin aux huit bras et aux onze tetes siege sur un lotus, derriere un autel. Par derogation a la

coutume, elle tient le soleil a droite et la lune a gauche
;
on voit en haut, dans les coins, les Buddhas des dix

directions du monde qui viennent 1 ’assister. Puis, a droite et a gauche, deux figures de pretres sur lesquels je

reviendrai tout a l’heure, deux des quatre Rois designes respectivcment par 1’inscription 'jj & & W) X
jjj,a gauche d’Avalokitefvara, et sM. PE 3E’ ^ droite. Ce sont done Virudhaka, Roi celeste

du Sud et Dhritarashtra, Roi celeste de l’Est. Ensuite, viennent quatre Bodhisattvas, distributes a droite et a

gauche d’Avalokite^vara. Les inscriptions portent a gauche
: 0 ^ M 9? mt et $} '$.

‘adoration au Bodhisattva qui prolongc la vie; adoration au Bodhisattva Nityavirya (Constante

Energie).’ Les inscriptions portent a droite: et ^ ^ ^ ^
‘ adoration au Bodhisattva a la roue conforme a la pensee, adoration au Bodhisattva (qui tend) sa main toujours

secourablc.’ Ces quatre Bodhisattvas ne sont autre chose que des formes de Kouan-yin. Deux d’entre eux

entrent dans des groupes determines. Le premier est le quatorzieme de la serie des trente-trois Kouan-yin

;

le troisieme est le cinquieme de la serie des sept Kouan-yin.'5
' II faut done conclure que Kouan-yin est ici

assistee par elle-meme
;
je reviendrai sur cette observation a propos d'un type de mandala dont je parlerai tout

a l’heure.

Enfin, en bas de la peinture, deux Vajrapani sont designes par les inscriptions
: I§ Hi $F &

a gauche de la figure centrale, et it s m & m -k n m a droite. Dans cette derniere

inscription les deux derniers caracteres sont certainement intervertis. ‘ Le grand saint Guhyapadavajra ;
— le saint

(a la grande force), protectcur de la Loi, Mahabalavajra.’ Nous avons vu dejadans les trois precedents mandalas

figurer ces porteurs du foudre. Je ne puis que renvoyer a ce que j’en ai dit a propos de la peinture

Ch. xxviii. 006 (PI. LXIV
;
Tlt.B., PI. XLIl).

J’ai signale en passant les deux assistants pretres, a gauche et a droite de Kouan-yin. II est temps d y

revenir a nouveau. I Is sont designes, celtii de gauche, par l’inscription
: ^ M % £p M M — celui de

droite par l’inscription
: ^ ^ —

•. II est done hors de doute que le premier est £ariputra e t

le second est Subhuti. Les epithetes qu'ils portent evoquent ici leurs primautes respectives. (jlariputra est le

premier par la sagesse (prajna) et Subhuti le premier pour l’explication du vide (Prajna-paramita).

J’ai deja ete amene a signaler, pour le mandala classe sous la cote Ch. xxviii. 006, l’intervention dans un

mandala de Kouan-yiu d’une forme de Vajrapani, incarnation de (jlakyamuni. Ici, nous voyons deux disciples

fameux du Buddha historique venir se ranger aux cot^s d’Avalokite^vara. C'est toujours le meme mouvement

d’absorption qui se poursuit. Le Bodhisattva de Misericorde et de Pitie prend un tel developpement, une telle

influence, il personnifie d’une faijon si etendue les aspirations des fideles qu’il tend a annexer, dans son Paradis,

des elements qui lui etaient etrangers et que, dans sa magnificence, il surpasse les Buddhas eux-memes. Nous

l’avons vu jusqu’ici emprunter a la figuration qui accompagne Qakyamuni : un Vajrapani, Brahma et Indra, enfin

Subhuti et ^ariputra. Nous allons voir, avec la peinture suivante, que le mandala d’Avalokiteijvara devient plus

riche encore.

La peinture que nous venons d etudier nous montrait une grande Kouan-yin aux mille bras et aux onze

tetes assistee de quatre autres Kouan-yin r^duites au role de comparses. Dans un mandala (Ch. lv. 0023 ,

Th. />’., PL XVI) d’une formule toute differente, date de 864, nous allons voir diverses formes d’Avalokite^vara

jouer ensemble, et sans ceder le pas l’une a 1’autre, un role predominant.

Ce mandala
,
que je designerai sous le nom de mandala des quatre Kouan-yin, nous montre, en haut, quatre

hautes figures, debout sur le lotus et de grandeur egale. Chacune est accompagnee d'un cartouche a inscription.

Ce sont, de droite a gauche

:

37

It ^

J0 Buisuzo-zui, chap. li. p. 1

2

1,—
1

3

a el 1

3

b—
1
7“. Du spectateur.
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La grande Misericordieuse qui secourt de peine, Kouan-che-yin P'ou-sa.
La grande Sainte qui secourt de peine, Kouan-che-yin P'ou-sa.
La grande Misericordieuse aux onze tetes, Kouan-che-yin P'ou-sa.
La grande Sainte dont la roue est conforme a la pensee, Kouan-che-yin P'ou-sa.

Toutes ont Ie Dhyani-Buddha Amitabha dans la tiare. La Kouan-yin aux onze tetes n’a qu’une tete dans
image et ll faut se contenter a cet egard de son epithete, du reste ties explicite; elles rcpctent deux a deux

le raeme geste.

Au-dessous, on voit apparaxtre de nouveaux figurants que Ion rctrouvera du reste dans les mandalas sino-
tibetains de Kouan-yin. Ce ne sont autres que les Bodhisattvas Samantabhadra et Manjucn. Manjucrl est
monte sur le lion rugissant, Samantabhadra sur l’elephant blanc a six defenses. Les animaux fabulcux sont
conduits par leur comae indien et chacun des deux grands Bodhisattvas est assiste de deux Bodhisattvas porteurs
de parasols a trois etages. Pour qu'aucun doute ne reste quant a cette identification, d’aillc-urs evidente on lit
sur un cartouche a inscription, au centre de la peinture

:

* s £ s* » m m

Le grand Saint VVen-tchou-che-li P'ou-sa (ManjugrI).

Le grand Saint Wen-tchou-po-hien P'ou-sa (Manju-Samantabhadra).

Ainsi done, ict encore, deux assistants de Qakyamuni viennent prendre place dans le mandala cl’Avalokitei;-
vara. Rien ne saurait montrer avec plus d’evidence le caractere universel et envahissant du grand Bodhisattva
de Misericorde.

I els sont les grands mandalas d’AvalokitC9vara que nous pouvons isoler cn un premier groupe. Celui que
nous venons d’etudier, malgre sa composition tres particuliere, se relic malgre tout aux autres. car nous y avions
trouve deja Avalokite^vara assiste par certaines dc ses propres formes. II ne fait en somtnc que projeter toutes
ensemble et au premier rang des personnifications d’Avalokitcpara qui, ailleurs, demeuraient subordonnees a I’unc
d entre elles.

Si nous suivons maintenant les pcintures du meme ordrc, nous assistons aux memos reductions dc l’ordon-
nancc generale et de la composition deja signalees plus haut. Tantot la Kouan-yin aux millc bras et aux onze
tetes gaide les quatre Rois et divers Bodhisattvas assistants, tantot elle n’est plus assistee que dc deux formes
d elle-meme ‘la Kouan-yin a la roue conforme a la pensee’ gT ^ ^ Tantot. tine simple Kouan-yin
au flacon (Ch. 00167, Ll- LXI) siegeant sur un lotus, derriere l’autel flanque des deux Bodhisattvas porteurs
d offrandes, nest plus assistee que de quatre Bodhisattvas aux mains jointes. Lc mecanisme de ces reductions,
conduisant jusquau Bodhisattva accompagne de deux assistants, reste le meme ct j’ai donne a cc stijct, dans le

chapitre consacre aux Buddhas, des precisions suffisantes pour n’y plus revenir.

3.

On a vu dans les mandalas consacres aux Buddhas l'importancc que prenaient les scenes marginales dan>
cci tains d’entre eux. On a vu aussi comment a l’occasion ces scenes, echappant a cet isolement dans les marges,
venaient se meler a l’ordonnance meme du mandala. Si le type du mandala de Kouan-yin s’est singularise
de maniere a prendre un caractere tout particulier, a ce dernier point de vue, cependant il sc rapproche de ces
mandalas ou les scenes marginales sont venues se grouper autour de la figure centrale. A cet egard, il prend un
aspect special. Je le designerai sous le nom du ‘ mandala de la Kouan-yin aux miracles’. L’un d’entre eux, le

plus simple, se recommande non pour ses merites artistiques qui sont nuls. mais pour la clarte et la facilite de
sa lecture.

Un premier mandala de la Kouan-yin aux miracles (Ch. xxi. 001), date de 963, nous montre, au centre
de la peinture, une Kouan-yin debout sur le lotus, cn padmacintamani, portant le bijou fabuleux. Des donateurs
sont debout, au bas de la peinture

;
en haut, un dais soutenu par des figures volantcs ; dc part et d’autre de la

figute centrale, la representation des miracles du Bodhisattva de Misericorde. Un second mandala du meme
l-‘ 8 s
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ordre (Ch. lvii. ooi, PI. LX VI 1

1

)
nous montrc unc Kouan-yin a quatre bras, portant comme attribut le flacon, lcs

globes du soleil et de la lune, et faisant de la quatrieme main libre la mudrd de l’absence de crainte. EUe est assise

sur un haut trone portant le lotus. Au-devant un autel et, dc chaquc cote, deux figures d’assistants. Dans I'cspacc

reserve dc part et d’autre de la figure ccntrale, on voit la representation des miracles de Kouan-yin.

Enfin, une troisieme peinture, Ch. xl. oo<S
(
Th. />., PI. XXII), nous montre une Kouan-yin a six bras faisant des

viudras et portant le flacon ainsi que les globes du soleil et de la lune. Elle siege sur un lotus, derriere un autel

degarni d assistants. II ne reste plus autour d’elle que la representation de ses miracles. II s’agit maintenant

de voir quels sont ces miracles. Aucune de ces peintures ne comportc d’inscriptions qui pourraient les expliquer.

Les cartouches ont bien ete reserves, mais ils sont rcstes vides. Tour eclairer ce mystere, il faudra done avoir

recours a d’autres documents.

Heureusement, le culte de Kouan-yin a ete tellement populaire que, ce que lcs vieilles peintures de Touen-

houang ne peuvent nous reveler, des images chinoises vont nous le dire.

On connait ces editions chinoises de siitras accompagnees d une gravure occupant plusieurs pages et repre-

sentant precisement un mandala du Buddha ou du Bodhisattva auquel se rapporte le livre sacre. M. Puini

a publie en 1X73, dans XAtsumc-gusa de Turettini, une de ces ceuvrettes sous le titre ‘Avalokite^vara-sOtra ’. Ce

n’est autre chose que le 3j
e chapitre du Saddharmapundarlka-sutra traduit du sanserif par Burnouf sous le titre

1

le Lotus de la bonne Loi’. Puini a reproduit la planche qui accompagne le texte dans le livre chinois. Cette

planche est precisement un mandala de la Kouan-yin aux miracles; les diverses scenes qui y sont groupees sont

identiques a celles des peintures de Touen-houang; elles sont accompagnees d’une breve inscription qui permet

de recourir au texte du sutra et de se rendre un compte exact de 1’episode que le peintre bouddhiste a entendu

illustrer. C’est en me servant de ces divers elements que je vais identifier les scenes de la peinture de Touen-

houang.

On voit en haut, a la gauche de la figure centrale, un condamne a mort entre deux hommes dont Pun le

maintient par les liens qui entravent ses mains, tandis que 1’autre, tirant les cheveux, le force a tendre le cou au

bourreau brandissant une epee. Dans la gravure publiee par Puini, la meme scene est accompagnee de l’inscrip-

tion
: 77 2# Wl Wl *i> ce qui correspond au passage suivant du Saddharinapundarika-sutra

:

S il t arrivait d’encourir la colere du Roi,— que tu sois sur le point de subir le dernier supplice et que tu

ales le desir de vivre ta vie tout entiere,— si tu invoques la puissance de Kouan-yin,— l’epee soudain tombera cn

poussiere.’

Au-dessous de cettc premiere scene, un second episode demeurerait difficilement comprehensible si nous

n’avions a notre disposition la gravure reproduite dans XAtsume-gtisa.
Sur la peinture de Touqn-houang, nous voyons simplement une nuee de laquelle on voit tomber soit de la

grele, soit de la pluie, representees par des petits points. Sur la gravure, au contraire, on voit un homme
tia\ ersant un pont, ouvrant un parasol et, au-dessus de lui, une nuee sur laquelle apparait le dieu du tonnerre

et de laquelle surgit un dragon crachant la pluie. Le cartouche grave porte l’inscription Jfg Bqf # /(§
11

n est done pas difficile de se reporter au passage suivant du Sadd/iarmapundarika-sutra

:

t II It St M S it k Mi
‘Quand les nuees au tonnerre grondant et sillonnees d’eclairs— projettent la grele et deversent une grande

pluie, — si tu invoques la puissance de Kouan-yin. — necessairement a ce moment tu obtiendras leur dispersion.’

La scene suivante au-dessous dc celle-ci montre deux hommes; 1’un poursuivi par l’autre est jete au bas des

montagnes. Une scene analogue de la gravure reproduite dans XAtsmne-gusa porte cette inscription: ^ ff|>

c
l
u ‘ nous renvoie au passage suivant du Saddharmapundarika-sutra :

,*#sas a®4r»iiuj
‘ Si tu etais poursuivi par des brigands,— qu’ils te renversaient et te jetaient au bas du mont Kin-kang (la

montagne de diamant) — et si tu invoques la puissance dc Kouan-yin, — ils ne pourront nuire a un seul de
tes cheveux.’

Enfin, la dernicre scene, au bas de ce cote, represente un homme debout et tranquillc au milieu des flammes,
tandis qu’un autre semble s’etonner de lui voir subir sans dommages ce supplice. La meme scene dans la

gravure porte 1 inscription : jfc tfb ^ ^ ce qui nous reporte au passage suivant du Saddharmapundarika :
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‘A supposer que (naisse) en quelqu’un l’idee de (te) nuire— et qu’il te jctte dans une fosse de feu,— si tu

invoques la puissance de Kouan-yin,— la fosse de feu se changera en un etang d’eau.’

Si maintenant on se reporte aux scenes representees a droite de Kouan-yin, on voit d’abord, en haut, deux

hommes qui en ont jete un troisieme du sommet d’une montagne. Celui-ci, au lieu de tomber, est supporte par

un nuage sur lequel il se tient a genoux et joignant les mains. La scene equivalente de la gravure reproduite

dans YAtsume-gusa porte l’inscription
: 0 M ce qui evoque le texte suivant du Saddharma-

pundarika-sutra :

sR a * 5» 1 SA«I1 & « S # in 0 jfi ,£ ft
1 Si etant au sommet du Siu-mi (Sumeru) — un homme te pousse et te renverse,— si tu invoques la puissance

de Kouan-yin, — tu resteras suspendu dans l’espace comme le soleil.

Au-dessous de cette scene, on voit un homme enchaine et portant la cangue. A ses pieds, des entraves de

fer sont deja detachees. La scene correspondante de la gravure porte 1 inscription
:

fyk -f|j:
fijlf ce 9U '

nous reporte au texte suivant du Saddharmapundarika-sutra :

£ 0 * #1 m ^ w 4 « & m n mm n mm
< Si tu es prisonnier, enferme dans la cangue et dans les chames,— et que tes mains et tes pieds sont serres

dans les ceps,— si tu invoques la puissance de Kouan-yin,— tu seras libre et delivre de tes liens.’

Enfin la derniere scene represente un homme debout, entoure d’un serpent, d’un scorpion et d’un tigre. La

scene correspondante de la gravure reproduite dans YAtsume-gusa porte 1 inscription
: |=J 5{hJ ce

qui nous reporte au passage suivant du Saddharmapundarika-sutra :

•Me frfc ^W It H 'X B & WL m 1) H I* i £
‘

Si des reptiles, des serpents venimeux ou des scorpions (te menagent) de leur souffle empoisonne pareil au

feu fumant, — si tu invoques la puissance de Kouan-yin, — soudain, au son de ta voix. ils s enfuiiont.

Tels sont les miracles identifies sur le mandala de Kouan-yin. D’autres versets du Saddharmapundarika-

sutra pourraient etre illustres de meme, et l’on trouve. par exemple, sur la peinture Ch. lvii.coi (PI. L.\VHl),deux

scenes de plus. Elies ont trait l’une aux brigands qui, poursuivant un fidele, sont brusquement envahis d’un

sentiment de misericorde a l’appel du nom de Kouan-yin, 1 autre aux demons, qui a 1 invocation de Kouan-yin

abandonnent 1c fidele qu’ils voulaient tourmenter. On peut dire que, quelles que soient les vaiiantcs, on les

retrouvera toujours dans le texte du Saddharmapundarika-sutra.

Ceci nous montre des lors que la fagon dont a ete compose le mandala de la Kouan-yin aux miracles est

identique a celle qui a regi la composition des mandalas d’Amitabha, de Maitreya, de Bhaishajyaguiu ou de

Qakyamuni. C’est dans un sfitra consacre a la divinite qui figure dans la partie centrale de la peinture que sont

empruntees scenes et inscriptions, soit qu’elles restent enfermees dans un espace marginal, soit qu elles viennent

s’incorporer a la peinture meme, comme nous en avons vu un exemple avec le mandala du Buddha Maitre> a

(Ch. lviii. 001
,
PI. LVIII

;
Th. B., PL IX). Nous retrouvons pour Kouan-yin les memes regies, les memes procedes

d’inspiration, la meme composition.

1.

Nous passons maintenant a une autre categorie de peintures relatives a Kouan-yin. Elles se distinguent

par leur caractere tms particulier aussi bicn que par leur ordonnance; elles sont accompagnees parfois de doubles

inscriptions chinoises et tibetaines, malhcureusement presque completement effacees. Ces elements particulars

m’ont conduit a cn faire un groupe a part. Le style n est plus le style chinois de^ T ang, mais un p us

fin qui rappelle plutot les sculptures bouddhiques de Pepoque des Wei du Nord et qui, d’autre part, rejoint e

style tibetain. Ces peintures sont tres interessantes a des points de vue divers. Je les ai groupees sous la

denomination de sino-tibetaines.
, .,

La plus interessante de toutes au point de vue artistique (Ch. xxxvii. 004
,
PL LIX

;
fh.B., 1 1 III) nc lest pas

moins au point de vue iconographique. C’est une grande peinture, malheureusemcnt mutilee, car elle a ete dechiree

ou coupee a peu pres en son milieu. On voit encore le buste de la figure centrale et c’est assez pour y decouvr.r sans

conteste une representation d’Avalokitegvara aux mille bras. On retrouve parmi ses attnbuts le soleil et la lune

;

elle n’a qu’une seule tete, mais elle porte son Dhyani-Buddha Amitabha dans la tiare. Elle est assistee de deux

8 s 2
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Bodhisattvas
;
on apercoit la tete et la partie superieure du bustc de celui qui siege a sa droite. La soie est

completement rongee a gauche et la figure qu’elle portait a disparu. Si nous nous en rapportons aux donnecs du

premier mandala do Kouan-vin que nous a\'ons etudic (Ch. lvi, 0019, I 1 - LXIII
\
Th . />., PI. XVII) nous devons

y reconnaitre deux formes d’Avalokitegvara clle-meme. Ce sont #R ^ fjffl
ct ^ jj?> Amoghapuca.

Jusqu ici, nous ne trouvons rien que de tres habituel. Cependant, si nous considerons la partie superieure

de la peinture, nous verrons aussitnt qu’ellc sc signale par une figuration nombreuse et line composition tics

developpee.

Tout en haut, un Buddha preside au mandala de Kouan-yin. On s’attendrait, naturellement, a y reconnaitre

son Dhyani-Buddha Amitabha; point: e’est le Buddha de Medecine, Bhaishajyaguru. II est assiste de deux

Bodhisattvas assis. une jambe pendante, stir 1 c lotus. La forme de leur tiare, leur costume plus indien, leurs

jambes nues, leurs membres greles, la gracilite des gestes, l’expression reveuse et calme d’un visage aux traits

fins, tout nous montrc ici un art d’un caractere nouveau. II a precisement cette inspiration melancolique et

ce raffinement particulier a l’art des Wei du Xord et il s’oppose au caractere ramasse, vigoureux et un peu lourd

des figures de lepoque des T'ang. Si nous nous reportons aux inscriptions du mandala de Bhaishajyaguru

etudie plus haut (Ch. lii. o03, PI. LVII ; TJi.B., PI. I. II), ces cleux Bodhisattvas sont, a sa gauche, Manjugri,

a sa droite, Samantabhadra. Comme cette identification s’est trouvee confirmee par la peinture a inscriptions

representant un mandala a ordonnance reduite de Bhaishajyaguru, cotee sous Ie chififre (Ch. 00224), il n’y a aucune

raison de nc pas tenir compte de cette double indication ici et dhesiter a identifier les deux Bodhisattvas

assistants autrement que par la regie.

Autour du Buddha de Medecine, nous trouvons des personnages divers, quatre figures de pretres, dont trois

parfaitement vi.-ibles, ct six Bodhisattvas. Ici, les elements d identification nous manquent
;

mais devant le

Buddha, nous rctrouvons l’autel flanque des deux Bodhisattvas porteurs d’offrande ou orants que nous avons

rencontres deja ct signales comme une partie es.sentielle des mandalas.

Bhaishajyaguru nous apparait done ici presidant au mandala de Kouan-yin avec une telle ordonnance qu il

apporte, en somme, au Bodhisattva de Misericorde son propre mandala. Au-dessous de lui, on voit un grand

cartouche dans lequel il y cut jadis unc inscription. On y devine encore les traces d’une inscription tibetaine et

d’une inscription chinoise. J’ai pu y dechiffrer les noms de Bhaishajyagura et de Samantabhadra. Si ces

elements sont maigres, ils n’en mettent pas moins hors de doute l’identite du Buddha qui preside au mandala

de Kouan-yin.

De part et d’autre de ce cartouche, on voit a la gauche de Bhaishajyaguru et de la figure centrale de Kouan-

yin, ManjugrI monte sur le lion et a leur droite Samantabhadra monte sur lelephant. Tous deux sont

accompagnes d’une suite nombreuse. Un cornac indien guide le lion ou 1’elephant a six defenses, un Indien au

corps noir precede chaque Bodhisattva, portant un vase precieux ou une corbeille d’offrandes, des anges les

precedent/8 des Bodhisattvas les suivent et derriere ce cortege, deux a droite et deux a gauche, on voit apparaitre

les Catur-Maharajas, les quatre Rois qui president aux quatre points de I’espace. Enfin, au-dessus de chacun de

ces groupes, accroupis sur des nuages flottants, on voit une multitude de petits Bodhisattvas jouant le meme role

que, dans d’autres mandalas
,
les groupes qui representaient les Buddhas des dix directions de I’espace.

Nous avons deja vu dans le mandala des quatre Kouan-yin (Ch. lv. 0023; Th.B., PI. XVI) ManjugrI

et Samantabhadra apparaitre dans le meme appareil, montes sur le lion ou sur lelephant a six defenses. Ces deux

Bodhisattvas sont done lies aussi bien a Bhaishajyaguru qua Avalokite^vara. Il n’est pas etonnant, par consequent,

de les voir si somptueusement evoques dans un mandala ou le Buddha de Medecine vient presider a la gloire du

Bodhisattva de Misericorde. Ils constituent un lien entre 1 ’un et l’autre que rapproche deja leur caractere

redemptcur. Mais tous les renseignements que peut nous donner la peinture s’arretent la. La grave mutilation qui

l’a frappee nous prive de toute la partie inferieure ou nous aurions trouve, sans aucun doute, une figuration impor-

tante. Peut-etre les photographies des fresques de Toucn-houang dont M. Pelliot a annonce la publication

nous livreront-elles toute entiere l’ordonnance somptucuse dc ce mandala d’Avalokite9vara.

Une autre peinture (Ch. 0074) rappclle, par son style, celle que je viens d’etudier. Les figures ont ce meme

' Ils sont vetus a la chinoise, les cheveux pendants sur le

dos ct non noues a la mode de F^poque des T'ang. Le

Butsuz'j-zui a une serie de seize assistants de ce genre, les

W!i K 17 . m. T Sarasvatl-Kumara. Le cinquieme

[le Kumara au rizj est une incarnation de

Mafijugri et le deuxieme 'gif -^p- [Ie Kumara a la

ceinture de fonctionnaire] de Samantabhadra (
Bidsuzd-zia

,

vol. nr. 9).
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caractere assez different du style chinois de l’epoque des T'ang, et cette meme expression du visage qui rappelle

l’art des Wei du Nord. Elle constitue un mandala a ordonnance reduite d’un Avalokite9vara en Padmacintamani.

A droite et a gauche, les uns au-dessus des autres, siegent huit Bodhisattvas. Des inscriptions tibetaines sont

lisibles seulcment pour les quatre Bodhisattvas de la partie centrale de la peinture. Elies nous permettent

d’identifier, a gauche de la figure centrale, Sarvanivaranavishkambhi
;
comme pendant, a sa droite, Kshitigarbha.

Puis, au-dessous, a gauche, Samantabhadra ;
a droite, Manjupa. Les deux Bodhisattvas du haut et les deux

Bodhisattvas du bas restent indetermines. Nous retrouvons, en tout cas, Manju$rl et Samantabhadra comme

assistants d’Avalokite9vara et les peintures sino-tibetaines viennent done confirmer les donnees de la peinture

chinoise Ch. lv. 0033 {Th. B., PI. XVI). Elies identifient, d’autre part, deux autres assistants parmi lesquels il

est interessant de trouver un Kshitigarbha sous son apparence traditionnelle, tibetaine ou chinoise, la tiare cn

tete, et non sous I’aspect du moine, comme nous le verrons tout a l’heure, dans ses mandalas.

Enfin, une demiere peinture (Ch. Iii. 001 ;
Th. B., PI. XXXI) franchement tibetaine, au moins si l‘on s’en

rapporte a son style, inerite d’etre rapprochee du grand mandala dans lequel on voyait Bhaishajyaguru presider au

Paradis d'Avalokite^vara. C’est une peinture montee a la tibetaine, de style purement lamaique, et, du reste, peinte

comme les peintures tibetaines modernes, a la detrempe, sur toile. Les figures n'ont pas encore ces dehanchements

violents, la composition n’a pas cette surcharge barbare des peintures tibetaines telles que nous les avons connues

jusqu’ici. Elies sont cependant bien peu chinoises, et sont surtout indiennes de style. Deja on y voit apparaitve

des mouvements accuses et, surtout, cette tendance a contourner les formes secondaires en ornements flexueux,

qui est le propre de Part tibetain tout entier. Au melange de style indien et de style chinois que nous oftraient

ces peintures designees par moi sous l’epithete sino-tibetaine, celle-ci oppose une tradition plus indienne-— je dirai

meme hindouiste dans laquelle on voit s’annoncer cette danse echevelee des corps, cette deformation systeniatique

qui vont devenir la marque de fabrique des poncifs religieux de la peinture tibetaine.

Le mandala est consacre a Avalokite^vara, ou plutot a cette forme du Bodhisattva de Misericorde

a laquelle on a donne le nom de Padmapani. Au milieu d’une aureole divisee transversalement par des

bandes de couleurs vives, un nimbe circulaire derriere la tete, siege Padmapani, un lotus jaillissant de chaque

main. Tout en haut, nous retrouvons le Buddha de Medecine, Bhaishajyaguru, entre deux lamas a bonnet

jaune. A la gauche de la figure centrale, on voit, du haut en bas, Avalokite^vara blanc au fiacon
;
Avalokiteijvara

jaune au fiacon et a la fleur de lotus
;
Avalokite5vara noir a la fteur de lotus

;
Avalokite9vara brun au fiacon

et a la fleur de lotus.

A gauche on voit, du haut en bas : un Avalokite9vara bleu au fiacon et a la fleur de lotus
,
un

Avalokite9vara jaune au fiacon et a la fleur de lotus
;
un Avalokite9vara rouge au fiacon et a la fleur de lotus

;

un Avalokite9vara au fiacon et a la fleur de lotus.

Enfin, au milieu et en bas, une figure tantrique : la (JridevI bleue sur le cheval selle de peau humaine.

Dans l’intervalle reserve entre chacun des Avalokite9vara qui assistent Padmapani, on voit la representation

d’un des miracles de Kouan-yin. Nous avons vu a propos de la peinture Ch. xl. 00k (Th. B., PI. XXII) que

toutes ces scenes se rapporteut a des passages du Saddharniapundarika-sutra. II est done inutile de revenir sur

ce sujet. Mais ces scenes nous permettent de definir le mandala d’une fa90n plus precise : c est un mandala de

la Kouan-yin aux miracles.

Si cette peinture vient nous confirmer le lien etabli dans 1’iconographie entre Bhaishajyaguru et

Avalokite9vara, si elle vient meler a cette figuration la representation des miracles du Bodhisattva de

Misericorde; si, enfin, elle confirme les donnees precedemment acquises en nous montiant Avalokite9vara-

Padmapani assiste par lui-meme, elle vient ajouter quelque chose de plus a tout ce que notie etude nous

a appris jusqu’ici.

De la description faite, le lecteur aura deja conclu a failure purement tibetaine de cette peinture. Comme

j’ai deja eu l’occasion de le dire a- propos des peintures de Touen-houang, cclles-ci ne sont pas posterieures au

Xe
siecle. Des lors, je pense bien que le mandala tibetain de Padmapani, avec sa CrldevI si caractdristique et ses

deux lamas a bonnet jaune, assistants de Bhaishajyaguru, represente la premiere manifestation iconographique

aujourd’hui connue du bouddhisme lamaique. Autre chose est une inscription tibetaine a cote dune inscription

chinoise, sur une peinture de style tres particulier et desormais aboli
;
autre chose est une composition aussi

precise, repetee jusqu’a notre epoque, avec un caractere si tranche et si franchement tibetain. On a ici un

monument incontestable et incontestablcment le plus ancien de I’art proprement dit lamaique.
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IX

Les Alandalas de Kshitigarhha.

On connait ces figurations japonaiscs de Kshitigarbha oil il apparait sous la forme du pretre, le crane rase,

le sistre et la boule mani a la main. On le retrouve sous le meme aspect a Touen-houang et cela seul suffit

a demontrer que cette forme singuliere s’est elaboree en plein Turkestan.

C'est sous l’apparence du pretre qu’il apparait dans ses mandalas. Ceux-ci sont plus particuliers encore que

ceux d’Avalokitegvara. On pent les diviser en deux sortes : la premiere oil Kshitigarbha est represente comme

le maitre des si% gatis
;

la seconde ou il regne au milieu des dix rois infernaux.

La peinture cataloguee sous la cote Ch. Iviii. 003 (PI. LXVII
;
Th. B., PI. XXV) et datee de 963, nous montre un

Kshitigarbha en Maitre des six gatis. Il est assis sur le lotus, il tientle khakkJiara (sistre) du bhikshu dans la main

droite, la boule mani dans la main gauche. Au-devant de lui, un autel de forme particuliere, constitue par un

rocher a vives aretes
;
a droite et a gauche, deux Bodhisattvas aux mains jointes sont designes par l’inscription

:

De part et d'autre de Kshitigarbha, trois bandes se deroulent dans lesquelles des figurations permettent

d’identifier chacune des six gatis. A sa gauche on voit, de bas en haut, le monde des pretas,
le monde des

dieux, le monde des hommes
;
a sa droite et de bas en haut, le monde des enfers, le monde des animaux, le

monde des Asuras.

Au viandala des six. gatis s’ajoute celui des dix rois. Une peinture (Ch. 0021, PI. LXVII) nous montre Kshi-

tigarbha, le sistre dans la main gauche, le mani dans la main droite, siegeant sur le lotus. A ses pieds un moineen

priere et un lion rugissant. On les retrouve sur une autre peinture (Ch. xxviii. 003) ou ils se trouvent de part et

d’autre d’un autel charge d’offrandes. erige devant le lotus sur lequel siege le Bodhisattva. A droite et a gauche

sont ranges les dix Rois. On reconnait en bas, a gauche, le tribunal de Yama avec le miroir magique dans

lequel un damne regarde revocation de ses crimes.

Ces dix Rois sont

:

1° msi Ts'in-kouang. Correspond a Pou-tong (Fud5).

2° Vis Tch'ou-kiang. Correspond a ^akyamuni.

3° * fr Song-ti. Correspond a Manju^rl.

4° X-

1

Wou-kouan. Correspond a Samantabhadra.

.5° mm Yen-mo. Correspond a Kshitigarbha.

6° ® it Pien-tch'eng. Correspond a Maitreya.

-0
/ ic iff

T'ai-chan. Correspond a Bhaishajyaguru.

8° T# P'ing-teng. Correspond a Avalokitefvara.

9° ** Tou-che. Correspond a Mahasthama.

10° x M ft ft Tchouan-loucn des Correspond a Amitabha. 40

cinq chemins.

De ces dix Rois, deux seulement ont un nom Sanscrit; c'est le cinquieme, Yama, et le dixieme, Cakravarti.

Les autres portent des noras purement chinois. On remarquera que tous portent, sur la peinture, le vetement

chinois. C’est sous cet aspect qu’ils se sont perpetues aussi bien en Chine qu’au Japon. Cela semble bien

indiquer 1’origine purement chinoise de la plupart d’entrc eux.

Il existe au Japon au moins un viandala de Kshitigarbha assiste des dix Rois
;

il est conserve au temple

Myoo-in, m 3E^. mais il ajoute un element nouveau a la composition que je viens de decrire, car on y voit

[Samantamukha Bodhisattva (cf. Tok. ii. 8).]
40

J’ai suivi ici les indications du traite d’iconograpbie

bouddhique japonais connu sous le nom de Butsuzo-zu'i

(ch. iii. p. 24 n
), et attribu^ a Kobo Daishi, h I®

(.774—835), qui en aurait rapporte les elements de Chine d’ou

il revint en 806. La liste que M. Chavannes a relerde en

Chine et publiee dans le T'ai-chan (Paris, Annales du Mus£e

Guimet, 1910) comporte quelques differences. Le nom du

second roi s’ecrit le quatrieme etif
(a Moukden), le cinquibme

j|||,
Yen-lo; le dixieme

sans epithete. Il ne semble pas que les correspondances

indiquees par le Butsuzo-zu'i aient ete jusqu’ici relevees en

Chine.
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figurer aussi en haut une rangee de Rodhisattvas, puis, au-dessous des dix Rois, une rangee de Kumaras et, enfin.

une rangee de demons.

Cette peinture, fort ancienne, n est du reste pas japonaise. Les critiques japonais la croient coreenne, peut-

etre chinoise. Elle rappelle etrangement, en tout cas, les peintures du Turkestan oriental.

La composition de Kshitigarbha presidant aux six gaiis n’a pas toujours ete exclusive de celle qui represente

Kshitigarbha au milieu des Rois infernaux. Sur une peinture de Touen-houang (Ch. lxi. 009 ;
Th. B„ PI. XXXIX)

on voit Kshitigarbha sieger sur le lotus, portant lesistre et la boule mani
;

les bandes dans lesquelles sont figurees

les sixgatis se developpent de part etd’ autre de l’aureole; en bas.par rangee de cinq, a droite et a gauche, en costume
chinois, siegent les dix Rois. Au-devant de l’autel, on retrouve l’orant et le lion que nous avons deja signales. Ici

les deux formes aujourd’hui connues des mandalas de Kshitigarbha s’entremelent pour n’en plus former qu’une.

Avec les mandates de Kshitigarbha nous avons acheve de passer en revue les mandalas de Bodhisattvas. Ils

nous sont apparus ici avec un caractere, une ordonnance et un developpement qui ne le cedent en rien aux
mandalas des Buddhas. Avalokite^vara et Kshitigarbha s’y sont presentes dans une ordonnance telle qu’ils y
surpassent le caractere et 1’importance qu'on pouvait leur attribuer. Ainsi ils nous demontrent qu’il fut un temps
oil ils regnaient plus entierement qu’aujourd’hui sur les anrcs ;

dans toute I'autorite de leur passe, ils evoquent une

ferveur disparue.

X
Les Mandalas : les Comparscs.

On a vu au chapitre II quels etaient les caracteres generaux des mandalas. Ils se distribuent suivant un plan

d’ensemble a peu pres invariable dans son ordonnance generate. Au milieu, la figure centrale, Buddha ou

Bodhisattva, flanque de ses assistants qui, eux-memes, peuvent etre accompagnes de leurs propres assistants. Tout
autour sont distribues des Bodhisattvas anonymes

;
les palais celestes se developpent dans la partie superieure de

la peinture
;
les eaux du fleuve cdleste coulent sous les plateformes richement ornees qu’occupent les dieux.

Mais on a vu aussi que, dans ce personnel secondaire, certains assistants presentaient des particularites tres

interessantes et se retrouvaient dans des mandalas divers. C’est sur ce point qu’il y a lieu de revenir. Nous
avons a rapprocher ces peintures les unes des autres et a tirer de ce rapprochement des conclusions que leur etude

successive ne nous avait pas permis d’etablir.

Nous pouvons constater tout d’abord la generalite de certaines figurations. Les Buddhas des trois epoques

et des dix directions de l’espace figurent aussi bien dans les mandalas de Buddhas comrne Amitabha (Ch. xlvii.

001) et £akyamuni (Ch. liv. 004) que dans le mandala d’un Bodhisattva comme Avalokitejvara (Ch. lvi. 0019

et Ch. lvi. 0014). II est vrai que, dans le grand mandala sino-tibetain (Ch. xxxvii. 004. Ph LIX
;
Th. />., PI. Ill)

d Avalokite^vara preside par Bhaishajyaraja, tous les Buddhas des dix directions sont remplaces par des Bodhi-

sattvas, ce qui est plus conforme a la nature de la divinite evoquee, II n’en reste pas moins que nous avons, contre

cet exemple unique, deux exemples formels oil nous voyons le Bodhisattva de Wisericorde appelant par son

rayonnement divin les etres superieurs de l’espace qu’il n’a pas encore egales.

D autres divinites dont Revocation est, pour ainsi dire, generate et qui figurent presque obligatoirement dans

les mandalas, sont les Catur-Maharajas, Les quatre Rois des quatre points cardinaux sont parfois au complet.

Paifois ils sont reduits a deux seulement. Dans ce cas, e’est Vai<jravana et \ irudhaka qui sont choisis dc prefe-

rence. Ils evoquent toujours, en tout cas, la presence des deux autres. On les trouve au complet dans un

mandala d Amitabha (Ch. xlvi. co8) et dans deux mandalas d’Avalokite^vara (Ch. lvi. C019 et lvi. 00x4). On les

trouve au nombre de deux et, dans les deux cas, il s’agit de Vai<jravana et de \ irudhaka, dans un mandala

d Amitabha (Ch. Iii. 004, PI. LXII) et dans un mandala de Maitreya (Ch. Iviii. 001, PI. Lt 111). Dans ce dernier,

cependant, ils sont assistes chacun d’un Vajrapani. On les retrouve encore au nombre de deux dans un mandala

d Avalokite^vara (Ch. 00103, PI. LX). Mais il faut noter encore que dans un mandala du Bodhisattva de Misericoide,

ou ils figurent au complet et que j’ai deja cite (Ch. lvi. 0014), ils sont accompagnes aussi des cheu des quatre elements.

Passons maintenant aux Bodhisattvas assistants. Avalok iteq:vara et Mahasthama sont les acolj tes bien definis

d Amitabha. Aucune inscription ne nous permet dc determiner les Bodhisattvas assistants de Maitieja dans le

mandala ou celui-ci apparaxt sous la forme d’un Buddha. Aux cotes de Bhaishajyaguru, le Buddha de

Medecine, nous trouvons Samantabhadra et Manjufn (Ch. Iii. cog, PI. LY11, et Ch. liii. oox PI. L\ I)
;
ce sont aussi

des assistants d’Avalokitefvara (Ch.0074; xxxvii.oc4; IV.C033). Nous trouvons Ak^agarbha en quahte d’assistant

de Qakyamuni et il est probable que son partenaire n’est autre que Kshitigarbha. Suryapiabha et Candraprabha
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figurent dans les mandates de Bhaishajyaguru aussi bien que dans un mandala d’Avalokite^vara (Ch. Ivi. 0019) ct,

enfin, Brahma et Indra que Ion se serait attendu a trouver aux cotes de (jlakyamuni, figurent, au contraiie, sous

l’aspect non plus d’un prince indien, comnie dans les sculptures gandhariennes, mais d un empereur chinois, dans

deux mandalas d’Avalokite^vara (Ch. Ivi. 0014 ; 0019).

Enfin, le lecteur aura sans doute etc frappe de ces figures de pretres qui se tiennent a droite et a gauche des

Buddhas et des Bodhisattvas et que les inscriptions nous ont permis d’ identifier de fafons tres diverses. Nous

savons desormais que, dans les mandalas d'Amitabha, ils representent Bhaishajyarajn et Bhaishajyasamudgata,

incarnations respectives de Vimalagarbha ct de Vimalanetra
;

que, dans ceux de Qakyamuni et d Avalokitejvaia,

ils representent Subhuti et (jlariputra ou Ananda et Ka^yapa; mais nous les retrouvons aussi dans les mandalas

d’Avalokitefvara et de Bhaishajyaguru.

Si ces figures de pretres incarnent des personnages divers, ils prennent cependant un aspect d’ordre tantrique,

car l’un apparait comme un genie benin, l autre comme un genie terrible, et Ion voit que ces deux symboles de

l’activite redemptrice, pitoyable ou redoutable des Buddhas et des Bodhisattvas viennent revetir des personnages

historiques ou mythiques completement etrangers quant a Ieur origine a ces idees tantriques.

Mais il y a plus. Cette figuration du genie benin et du genie malin peut consister en deux assistants qui,

sous une forme egalement benigne, prennent i’aspect de ces devas, peuplant les mandalas. J ai signale plus haut,

dans un mandala de Bhaishajyaguru (Ch. lii. 004, PI. LVII), des assistants de ce genre. J ai fonde cette identifica-

tion sur une peinture de Touen-houang (Ch. Ivi i. 004, PI. LXVl) ou l’onvoit seulement Avalokitefvara entre deux

assistants : ce n’est done pas un matidala. Ces deux assistants apparaissent sous la meme forme benigne, mais

ils sont designes chacun par une inscription tres explicite.

ilfi
[f)jp], le bon Kumara, au moment ou il adore.

le mauvais Kumara, au moment ou il adore.

Ce sont done ces assistants que les Japonais appellent des Dojin et qui incarnent l’activite benigne ou terrible

du Bodhisattva auquel ils sont attaches. Ce sont des figures proprement tantriques. Il cst curieux de voir ici

l'inscription evoquer des idees tantriques que la representation plastique n’exprime pas encore. On peut se

rendre compte maintenant de la double signification des assistants-pretres des Buddhas et des Bodhisattvas.

A leur personnalite historique ou legendaire est venue s’en ajouter une autre, toute mystique et qui derive de

ces idees desordonnees et monstrueuses de l’hindouisme, dont la fortune devait etre si grande au Tibet. Files

avaient cependant a vaincre une telle resistance dans le Turkestan oriental et en Chine que la figuration

demoniaque n’est pas arrivee a deformer les types plastiques et que, meme, on peut les voir demeurer humams et

purs sous l’inscription qui les designe comme les proches parents des monstres tibetains.

Ce n’est pas, du reste, la seule manifestation tantrique dans les peintures de Touen-houang. Nous en avons vu

des exemples dans les mandalas d’Avalokiteijvara (Ch. Ivi. 0019) avec les figures de Mah vara et de Mahakala

ou bien avec les formes terribles de Vajrapani (Ch. 00102
;

xxviii. 006
;

lvi. 0014 ;
lvi. 00x9). Dans 1 une de ces

peintures (Ch. xxviii. 006), nous avons meme vu, aux pieds des Vajrapani, le Roi-Esprit des Elephants et le R01-

Esprit des Nagas, agenouilles et domptes par la puissance de ces ‘ Protecteurs de la Religion On a vu que leur

identification avait etc possible grace a une stele etudiee par M. Chavannes et que celui-ci avait rapprochee de

certaines figurations des grottes de Kong-hien. 41
Il est interessant de remarquer ici qu’on retrouve ces memes

Rois-Esprits des Elephants et des Nagas a Chotscho dans un fragment de fresque de Bazaklik qui representait

certainement un mandala d’Avalokite^vara.4* Les elements qui subsistent montrent meme que la composition

en devait etre fort developpee.

XI

Les Mandalas sun les steles et les sculptures.

L’ordonnance generale des mandalas nous apparait done maintenant comme determinee dans ses elements

con.-.tituants. Leur figuration abondante, en dehors des figurants de troisieme ordre qui se perdent dans la

foulc paradisiaque, est nettement determinee. Ces peintures de Touen-houang nous ont livre maintenant tout ce

qu’cllcs pouvaient donner de renseignements certains sur l’iconographie bouddhique. Il nous reste encore

11 Chavannes, Six Monuments de la Sculpture chinoisc, Planche CCI.XXI, fig. 406.

Acs Asialica, 11. 15, et Mission areheologique ui Chine, 42 A. von Le Coq, Chotscho, Planche XXXII.
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a montrer que les mandates de Touen-houang ne sont pas des elements isoles, mais qu’ils se relient aux plus

anciens monuments qui nous soient accessibles dans l’histoire et dans la constitution du pantheon somptueux du

bouddhisme du Nord.

Les fresques de Chotscho constituent un premier lien. Nous y trouvons surtout des traces de mandates de

Kouan-yin. Dans sa Planche XLY, en c et c
,
M. von Le Coq a rcproduit des fragments de peintures sur soie

dans lesquels on reconnait sans peine la figuration d'un Avalokite^vara aux onze tetes et aux mille bras. Dans

la Planche XLYI, en f, c’est encore un fragment d’un Avalokite^vara aux mille bras qui se trouve reproduit.

Parmi les figures d’assistants qui ont ete conservees, on reconnait un Vajrapani portant le foudre et la massue;

derriere lui, un personnage portant une tiare a la maniere sassanide, flanquee de deux ailes ouvertes, pourrait

etre un Vai^ravana. Cela suffirait a faire deviner un mandate d’Avalokite^vara a grande ordonnance, mais un

fragment de fresque reproduit dans la Planche XXXII sera bien plus demonstratif encore.

L’on y voit, dans les coins de droite et de gauche, deux Vajrapani, 1’un noir, l’autre blanc, brandissant leurs

huit bras dans une aureole de flammes. Aux pieds de 1’un. le Roi-Esprit des Elephants, aux pieds de 1 ’autre, le

Roi-Esprit des Nagas nous permettent d’y retrouver les Vajrapanis des mandates d’Avalokitccvara. De l'autrc

cote, un assistant porteur d’offrandes. Au-dessus, on peut reconnaitre encore Mahe^ara monte sur un buffle

blanc et MarlcT montee sur le phenix. D’un bassin central surgissent des Nagas qui soutiennent le trone de

lotus sur lequel devait sieger sans aucun doute Avalokitegvara. Tous les autres elements sont en si etroite

correspondance avec les mandates de Touen-houang que l’on ne pourrait avoir a cet egard la moindre hesitation.

Mais, avec les elements de Chotscho, ni dans l’espace, ni dans le temps, nous ne sommes bien eloignes de

Touen-houang et la comparaison la plus interessante sera sans aucun doute celle qui nous transportera a Yun-

kang et a Long-men. Or, sans sortir de Touen-houang, nous trouvons le trait d’union entre les sculptures et les

peintures bouddhiques. On trouve, en effet, dans les chapelles creusees a la meme roche, de veritables mandates

mi-partie peints, mi-partie sculptes. Sir Aurel Stein a reproduit plusieurs photographies de ces groupes dans son

ouvrage Ruins of Desert Cathay ,

43 Dans sa fig. x6i, on voit un (^akyamuni sculpte. appuye contre le mur.

Au plafond, au-dessus de lui, est peinte toute la partie superieure du mandate. A cote de lui, de part et d autre,

viennent ensuite : deux Bodhisattvas assistants peints sur le mur
;
deux pretres sculptes en ronde-bosse, puis

deux Bodhisattvas sculptes, puis deux Bodhisattvas peints. puis deux Lokapalas sculptes. C’est toute l’ordonnance

centrale du mandate qui se trouve ainsi reproduite. On en trouvera un nouvel exemple dans la fig. 200 (p. 222)

ou la partie peinte est plus abondante que la partie sculptee, et un autre, a la fig. 201 (p. 224) ou, derriere le

Buddha central, sont peints les arbres paradisiaques. II importe peu que certaines figures de stuc soient

refaites et modernes : c’est la fa$on de composer le mandate qui importe ici et elle va nous aider a comprendre

certaines representations des grottes sculptees de Yun-kang et de Long-men.

Les steles dites: ‘Images a quatre faces’, contemporaines des sculptures des grottes, nous montrent des

mandates dont la composition est plus facilement lisible. Je retiendrai ici deux exemples seulement appartenant

tous deux a l’epoque des Wei.

L’un a ete etudie et publie par M. Chavannes.44
II en a ddja etc question. C’est une stele a inscription de

I’annee 543. Elle represcnte un mandate de (jlakyamuni. Le Buddha est debout entre Ananda et Ka5yapa et

deux Bodhisattvas qui restent indetermines. Je serais bien tente d’y reconnaitre deux formes d Avalokite^vaia.

En bas, aux deux coins du piedestal, on voit deux Vajrapani. Sur les trois autres faces du piedestal, se

developpe la representation des dix Rois-Esprits, dont nous avons deja parle et que nous avons vus repiesentes

par le Roi-Esprit des Nagas et le Roi-Esprit des Elephants dans les mandates d’Avalokitefvara. Nous les

voyons ici soumis aux deux Vajrapanis dans un mandate de (jlakyamuni, ce qui ne fait que confirmer ces liens

etroits dans la figuration des mandates de (pakyamuni et d’Avalokitefvara dont on a eu deja tant d exemples.

Sur les tranches du monument sont sculptees deux figures de Buddhas. C est ce qui me fait cioiie que

l’inscription relative aux deux Kouan-yin, rapportee par M. Chavannes a la tranche de la stele, devrait 6tre

rapportee aux deux Bodhisattvas assistants de £akyamuni.4 ’’ Sur la partie posterieure de la st Ale, on voit

43
Aurel Stein, Ruins' of Desert Cathay

,
ii. London,

1912.
44

-drs Asiatica, ii. Chavannes, ‘Six Monuments de la

Peinture chinoise/ 1917.
45 Bt cela malgre qu’une inscription :

‘ Le donateur des deux

Bodhisattvas ’ leur ait deja 6te, fort raisonnablement, du

reste, attribuee par M. Chavannes. L’inscription relative aux

deux Kouan-yin est tres embarrassante, car d’apres sa place

dans 1 inscription, elle devrait etre appliquee a la tranche de

la stble et l'on trouve sur cette tranche non deux Bodhi-

sattvas, mais deux Buddhas. La conclusion me sernble

€tre qu’il y a qudque desordre dans 1’inscription.

S T
1314
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Prabhutaratna et Qakyamuni. La description et l’examen de la stele montrent done que la partie anterieure, les

deux tranches et les quatre faces du piedestal constituent, ensemble, un mandala de (pakyamuni dont l’ordon-

nance est analogue a celle des peintures de Touen-houang.

Le second monument auquel j’ai fait allusion est une stele de l’annee 551. Elle proviendrait de Si-ngan-fou

dans le Chensi et se trouve actuellement a l'Universite de Kyoto. Elle a ete publiee par M. Taki dans le

Kokka (n° 2-0, 1912). Elle represente, elle aussi, un mandala de fakyamuni. Sur la face anterieure on

voit (j’akyamuni entre ses deux assistants-pretres et ses deux assistants-Bodhisattvas. Deux lions sont accroupis

de part et d’autre du trone de lotus. Sur le piedestal, on voit deux porteurs d’offrandes de part et d’autre du

bride- parfum, puis deux Vajrapanis. Une face seule etant reproduite, et le texte etant muet a ce sujet, on ne

pent savoir si les trois autres faces du piedestal portent la representation des dix Rois-Esprits. La tranche de

droite de la stele porte l’image de Samantabhadra, celle de gauche, l’image de Maitreya
;
sur la face posterieure,

on voit les trois Dlpahkaras. De nouveau les trois faces anterieures et laterales portent tous les elements dun

mandala
;

il est meme probable que, s’il avait ete peint au lieu d’etre sculpte, les trois Dlpahkaras seraient venus

prendre place a la partie superieure du mandala.™ Des lors, nous pouvons nous demander s’il n’en devrait pas

etre de meme pour la representation de Prabhutaratna et de £akyamuni dans la stele precedemment etudiee.

Les sculptures de Yun-kang et de Long-men vont nous repondre a cet egard.

La comparaison des sculptures de Yun-kang et de Long-men avec les mandalas peints n’est pas toujours

tres facile. Le style, en effet, en est extremement different. On est tres proche ici des donnees des bas-reliefs

gandhariens; le profil des Viharas se retrouve plus ou moins transforme dans les motifs d’encadrements des

figures et, d’autre part, les elements du mandala se developpant parfois sur les quatre parois d’une chambre, les

photographies prises par M. Chavannes, quelque systematiquement classees qu’elles aient pu £tre, ne permettent

pas toujours dc saisir un ensemble. Quoi qu’il en soit, et si Ton surmonte les difficultes d’un changement d’aspect

assez radical, les identites de composition apparaissent.

L’ensemble qui rappelle de plus pres 1’ordonnance des mandalas peints de Touen-houang est a Long-men,

grottc S, paroi sud (Chavannes, Mission
,
n03 240, 241 et 243). On y voit, comme figure centrale, un

Cakyamuni assiste de deux £ramanas, de deux Bodhisattvas et de deux Vajrapanis. Au-dessus de la niche dans

laquelle siege le Buddha, on a sculpte, sur quatre rangees, les Buddhas et les Bodhisattvas des regions

paradisiaques. Dans deux losanges formant ornement, on decouvre des figures volantes d’apsaras et, enfin, sur

les bords dc droite et de gauche, dans des series d’encadrements delimitant bien nettement les scenes, on voit,

sculptecs en bas-reliefs, des scenes de Jatakas ou de la vie du Buddha (Jakyamuni. La paroi nord de la meme

grottc S (Chavannes, Mission, n08
342 et 344) comporte une composition exactement semblable. Nous avons

done ici deux mandalas sculptes de (jlakyamuni auxquels il ne manque rien, pas meme les scenes marginales

tellcs qu’on les trouvait dans les peintures.

La demonstration serait done suffisante. Elle est assez interessante cependant pour qu’a la lueur de cette

premiere identification, nous poursuivions un examen rapide des grottes de Yun-kang et de Long-men.

A Yun-kang (Chavannes, Mission, n° 219) nous trouvons un mandala de la predication de £akyamuni dans

le ciel des Tushitas. Le Buddha est assis sur le trone des lions, dans une niche formee du profil d’un Vihara.

De chaque cote, a l’interieur de la niche, quatre Bodhisattvas l’assistent. Dans l’aureole meme, trois Buddhas

de chaque cote viennent ecouter la bonne parole. Dans le fronton, les deux premiers Buddhas de la rangec

sont meme agenouilles sur deux lignes de nuages qui s’echappent de la tiare de (jlakyamuni et qui rappellent ces

deux lignes symetriques de nuages sur lesquelles, dans les peintures, figurent les Buddhas des dix directions de

1’cspace ;
sur la facade meme du Vihara sont sculptees des figures volantes d’apsaras. A Yun-kang encore

(n° 247) on voit un (jiakyamuni entre Samantabhadra a sa droite et ManjufrI a sa gauche, tandis qu’au-dessus

un Bodhisattva assis entre deux Buddhas pourrait bien etre Maitreya. Les parois de la niche de £akya-

muni sont chargees d’un grand nombre de figures de Buddhas et de Bodhisattvas, figurants ordinaires des

mandalas. Il semble qu’on ait ici une composition analogue a celle de la stele etudide par M. Chavannes dans

Ars A siatica.

48 Une stele de 570-571, reproduite par M. Chavannes

(Mission , n" 427), nous montre un mandala de fakyainuni

dans lequel on voit les deux lions de part et d’autre du
brule-parfum et deux Vajrapanis, en has; fakyamuni a

comme assistants deux framanas et quatre Bodhisattvas.

Au-dessus de lui on voit deux figures volantes d’apsaras.

A la partie superieure de la stele, on trouve la representation

de la predication de Qakyamuni.
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Quant a des mandalas qui associent la representation du groupe de Prabhutaratna et de Qakyamuni a celle

de Qakyamuni lui-meme, nous en avons de nombreux exemples dans les grottes. 47 Dans la grotte n° XII de

Yun-kang (n° 249) et la grotte XX (n° 262), on en voit deux excellents exemples. Prabhutaratna et Qakyamuni

siegent en bas, dans une niche autour de laquelle sont sculptees les images des nombreux Buddhas et

Bodhisattvas, qui les ecoutent. Dans une representation du meme sujet (n° 203) ils sont meme asdstes de

deux Bodhisattvas. II semble en etre de meme dans la grotte XX. Au-dessus d’eux, dans une niche, on voit

Qakyamuni, accroupi dans la grotte XII, assis sur Ie trone des lions dans la grotte XX. II est accompagne dans

toutes deux de Buddhas et de Bodhisattvas. Dans la grotte XX le fronton du Vihara, qui lui sert de niche, est

orne de figures volantes d’apsaras. La stele dont nous avons parle plus haut forme done bien un tout complet

et les figures de sa face posterieure doivent etre associees a celles de sa face anterieure.

Les mandates sculptes de Qakyamuni sont encore nombreux. Dans l’une des grottes de Kong-hien, et

precisement dans celle ou M. Chavannes a releve la presence des dix Rois-Lsprits (n° 406), on trouve un

mandate de Qakyamuni (Mission, n° 415) accompagne de deux lions, de deux Qramanas, de deux Bodhisattvas

et de deux Lokapalas. A Long-men on en retrouve de nombreux exemples (Chavannes, Mission
,
n0 ' 298 et

300). Dans une niche de Long-men, au bord de la route (Mission, n“ 339), on voit un Qakyamuni sur ie trone

des lions, assiste de deux Bodhisattvas. Dans les cercles de l’aureole, on voit des Buddhas et des Bodhisattvas

;

au-dessus, des anges musiciens
;

tout cet ensemble rappelle de tres pres les elements ct la composition des

peintures. II en est de meme ailleurs (Mission, n° 308) ou, sur le trone meme du Buddha, figurent deux petites

figures d’orants et ou, entre les Qramanas et les Bodhisattvas assistants, on voit deux Kumaras portcurs

d’offrandes.
T

On a l’impression, du reste, que des grottes entieres devaient former un mandate. Dans la grotte Y dc Long-

men, la paroi du fond (Mission, n° 312) est occupee par un grand Buddha Qakyamuni assis sur le trone de a

predication. Sur les parois de droite et de gauche (n03
395 et 396) on voit deux (^ramanas, deux o nsattvas et

deux des quatre Rois. L’ordonnance generate du mandate n’y est pas douteuse. II en est de meme a a O ro e

Pin-yang de Long-men. La paroi du fond (n° 28 6) est occupee par un Qakyamuni colossal paiei

mandates de Touen-houang.
A .

Sur la paroi meridionale on voit un Qramana et un Bodhisattva (n° 287). De meme sui a paroi sep en

trionale (n° 289). Puis, si Ton revient a la paroi meridionale, on trouve un Buddha (n° 288) assiste dc c eux

Bodhisattvas.48
II en est de meme en face sur la paroi septentrionale (n° 8 289 ct 290). Ce sont a ces

1

symetriques du Buddha central avec ses propres assistants dont nous avons deja vu des cxemp es caiac q

sur les mandates peints de Touen-houang. „ .
T

11 est inutile de pousser plus loin l’examen des planches publiees par M. Chavannes. ous cn avons

dit pour prouver en toute evidence l’etroite parente des mandates sculptes de Yun-kan^ et e ^

mandates peints de Touen-houang. Cela nous reporte done sans conteste au v et au M sice e et noi

deja fixee a cette epoque 1’ordonnance generate des mandates.
.

.. -i

Cependant, il nous reste une remarque i faire. On aura observe quo, so,, qu ,1 s ag.sse de s.ete o.t qu

s’agisse des grottes, nous rencontrons toujours des m,mdalas de gakyamun,. Cela sig.ufie tout au mo s q

Buddha historique jouissai. dans le culte a cette epoque dto predominance ecrasame Les Buddha

fabuleux, les Bodhisattvas mythiques, tiennen. au eon.rairc la plus large p ace dans les m„.l. tad Toucn

houang. Du V et du vr au ix- ct ,« X” siecle, 1 evolution qui Vest produne dans 1 tconog.aplne bouddh qtm

a porte au premier plan des personnages divins sur I evangile desqucls, a la meme epoque, se onda.cn precr c

men. les sectes nouvelles. Telle es. la conclusion a laquelle nous condmsen. les rapprochements qu, nous

permis d'acheve, notre tdche Ldtude des— * '*"

^

nous a done revele l’appareil des figurations bouddh.ques dans^ es pemture^q^

^ ^ ,e Tantrisme
anciennes qui nous soient accessibles, soit pour la Chine, soit p neintures sino-

s’exprimer discretement dans les peintures purement chinotses, d une apon p us acc“s

j,e rapproche-
tibetaines et, daus ces dernieres, d'une manier. qui faisait presage, son developpemen. pos.er.eur•

°f
ments avec les monuments anterieurs de Yun-kang e. de Long-men nous on. mon.re comment ies mandalas

47 Voir encore les nOB 247, 249, 262.

4* Le Bodhisattva a la gauche de ce Buddha se trouve sur

la phoio reproduite n'> 287, le photographe ayant decoup

Ie groupe.
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somptueux de Touen-houang etaicnt Taboutissement d un mouvement qui, partant des donnees gandhariennes oil

le Buddha historique prcdomine, pousse de plus en plus au premier plan les Buddhas et les Bodhisattvas

mythiques du Mahayana. Nous avons done pu non seulcment retirer des mandalas de Touen-houang leurs

donnees intrinseques, nous avons pu les fairc rentier dans une histoirc qui recouvre les hautes periodes du

bouddhisme septentrional, durant lcsquelles se constituent les types iconographiques de son pantheon.

IV

ESSAY ON THE ART OF THE TUN-HUANG PAINTINGS

BY

LAURENCE BINYON
ASSISTANT KF.F.PIR, IN CH M.ijt OF THE SUB-DEPARTMENT OF ORIENTAL PRINTS AND DRAWINGS, BRITISH MUSEl

M

The paintings found at the Caves of the Thousand Buddhas are distinguished from the various other

pictorial works (chiefly frescoes) which have been found in Eastern Turkestan, by the fact that among them

are a certain number of examples of the central tradition of Chinese Buddhist painting. Khotan, Tuifan, and

other sites have yielded remains of pictorial art which are of fascinating interest and of extreme importance

to the archaeologist and the student of religion. The style of art which these remains represent has its own

merit and attractiveness
;
yet it is always of a provincial character.

But at Tun-huang we are within the borders of China
;
and the art of China during the T ang period (to the

latter part of which the great mass of the paintings discovered at the Caves may be referred) was at its grandest.

Could the masterpieces of Wu Tao-tzu and his compeers be restored to us, vve should probably rank this perio

with the greatest periods of creative art in the world's history. Unfortunately we have but meagre vestiges, anc

copies from renowned works, with which to eke out the glowing descriptions of Chinese historians of art. Hence

the Tun-huang paintings are not only illuminating documents for the study of Mahayana Buddhism, but of yet

greater—and indeed inestimable—value for the study of art, including as they do precious fragments of a perio

of great art, the productions of which have been almost entirely lost. It is true that only two or three of the

paintings are fine enough in handling and workmanship to warrant our presuming them to be from the brush

of a master. Most of them resemble, in quality, the kind of work produced in the workshop, say, of an artist

like Botticelli—inferior in power but still redolent of the master’s atmosphere and pervaded by reminiscence

of his design, even when not actually painted from his cartoons. At any rate they suggest the greater work be: m

them in conception and design. We can get from these paintings an idea, probably not inadequate on the vv o e,

of what Chinese Buddhist art was like in the ninth and tenth centuries.

Tun-huang is so remote, lying on the extreme western frontier of China, that it might have

reasonable to suppose the paintings found there to be the products of a local school. But on the other an w

position of the place on the great highway stretching across Asia from China to the Mediterranean, where i

intersected the main route from Mongolia in the north to Tibet in the south, made it peculiarly accessi e

to influences both from east and west
;
and, in fact, the paintings found at the Caves, despite a monotony o

subject-matter, exhibit a considerable variety of styles.

On the one hand we find purely Indian art represented by a group of small paintings which are probably

Nepalese; on the other, a certain number of paintings which are entirely Chinese. Between these extiemes

there are pictures of an intermediate style which vve may safely presume to be productions of the local schools

of Turkestan, or in some cases a provincial Chinese school. Again, there are a few works which are Tibetan.

The Nepalese paintings are ten in number, and form a single series, each representing a Bodhisattva or

divinity. The workmanship is rather coarse and clumsy
;

but they are of interest because, apart from the

frescoes at Ajanta and a few other sites, there is almost nothing remaining of early Indian painting.
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The art of Eastern Turkestan, founded on the style matured in Gandhara and containing both Hellenistic

and Indian elements, is now familiar to us through the discoveries of Sir Aurel Stein at Khotan and other sites,

of Griimvedel and Von le Coq at Turfan, and of other explorers in these regions. The Tun-huang pictures are

a further illustration of the mixed influences prevailing there. The large painting reproduced (PI. LXIV) is an

example. Within a vast orb of fire a vision is disclosed of Avalokitesvara seated on the lotus, with an infinite

number of eyes and hands, symbolizing the infinity of his compassion. Above are the deities of Sun and Moon
;

below, two Demon Kings wreathed in flame. Around the picture is a border on which are painted blossoms

of flowers. Flowers also are dropping through the air
;
a favourite motive in Buddhist art. The colours are

glowing, and the whole design has a half-barbaric grandeur.

Place this beside the Avalokitesvara conducting a soul (PI. LXXI), and a difference of mood, style, genius,

is at once apparent. In place of a rather heavy symmetry in the composition and a kind of solid hardness in the

drawing, we have a sense of suavity and flexile movement. Flowers seem really to be floating down the air,

and the cloud on which the votaress follows the Bodhisattva coils up with a wavering motion. We feel the

presence of the Chinese genius, with its instinct for living movement, and its love of sinuous line, and its reticent

spacing. Nothing could be less Chinese than the disposition of the flowers on the border of the Turkestan

picture (PI. LXIV)
;
there is something static in the design of them that reminds us rather of western art. And

yet there is a Chinese element in the painting too
;
and this mixture of more or less of one ingredient or another

is characteristic of most of the Tun-huang paintings. Some of the large paintings seem to be repetitions on silk

of the broad style which is seen in the frescoes found at Tun-huang and other sites. We note in these, as in the

picture just discussed, a system of modelling in two tones of colour to suggest relief and roundness in the figures.

This surely denotes a western influence, for Indian, Chinese, and Japanese artists all instinctively eschew this

emphasis. Yet so strong is the power of hieratic tradition, that this feature is found occasionally, not always, in

Buddhist paintings both of China and Japan, and in the Indian frescoes at Ajanta. We have to realize that during

the T'ang period there was a great general curiosity in China about the lands lying to the west, which had newly been

again brought under the effective dominion of the Empire ; there was also a great enthusiasm for Buddhism, and

therefore anything which came from India brought with it a high prestige, and Indian models of Buddhist art were

closely followed.

A most interesting testimony to this feeling is supplied by one of the Tun-huang silks (PI. LXX
;
Thousand

Buddhas
, PI. XIV). It is very large, though it is mutilated and was once still larger. On it are drawn with

a brush a whole series of Indian statues of Buddhas and Bodhisattvas. This unique and precious document
makes us think of the great Chinese pilgrims like Hsiian-tsang, who doubtless brought back from their

pilgrimages to the holy places all that could serve for models to Chinese painters and sculptors of Buddhist

faith. Indian imagery and symbolism, Indian ideals of form, were taken over by the Chinese masters
;
and

therefore their Buddhist pictures show a striking contrast with their secular pictures: but, as the Tun-huang
examples show, the Indian material was fused in the Chinese style, and a really new phase of Buddhist art

was the result. Little, indeed, remains of Chinese painting which can be ascribed with any certainty' to the

T'ang period : but the T'ang masters were closely followed by the early painters of Japan, and the treasures

preserved in Japanese temples give us a clue to the glories of T'ang religious art. Tun-huang has now given

us another clue: and every one familiar with the Japanese Buddhist paintings must be struck with the closeness

of resemblance in the style of these to the style of a group of the Tun-huang pictures, a resemblance so close as

to prove that this group of pictures belongs to the central tradition of Chinese Buddhist art which passed over

to Japan. It is true that in the Japanese Butsu-yi of early times we recognize the presence or influence of

individual masters, who give the general style a certain impress of their own : and were an equally large number
of Chinese Buddhist paintings extant, we should doubtless feel at once the power that masters of great genius

like Wu Tao-tzu had exerted on the Buddhist tradition of art, especially in the manner of conceiving and

designing certain typical subjects. Wu Tao-tzu’s
1 Death of Buddha ’, for instance, set the model for later

painters in Japan as in China, who undertook to paint the same theme. All this makes for an elasticity and

variety, very different from the hieratic stiffness and monotony characterizing the provincial schools of Turkestan.

It is of interest to note that, as M. Petrucci was the first to point out. certain motives which were thought to

have originated with the Japanese appear in the Tun-huang pictures. For instance, the representation of

Ksitigarbha (Ti-tsang or Jizo) in the guise of a pilgrim with a shaven head and with a ringed staff in his hand
is, we see from these pictures, already traditional in China. In Japanese Butsu-yi of quite modern times we
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find just the same treatment of the subject of the Western Paradise as in the ninth- and tenth-century pictures

of Tun-huang, where it was so favourite a theme.

The main point to grasp is that the tradition of Buddhist art which we first find formulated in Gandhara,

after assimilating certain minor elements (chiefly Iranian) in its passage across Eastern Turkestan, was transformed

in China by the genius of that country’s art, and was so transmitted to Japan. Those who fix their attention

solely on the Indian and Hellenistic ingredients in this art may be inclined to conceive of the Buddhist pictorial

tradition in China and Japan as merely a continuation of the art of Gandhara. But, apart from the frescoes

of Ajanta, it is only in China and Japan that Buddhist painting rises to greatness; and all that derives from

Gandhara in subject-matter and formula is subdued to the creative instinct of design by which the Chinese genius

makes them its own.

For, before Buddhism was ever heard of in the empire, China had an original and powerful art, chiefly

occupied with secular subjects. And the Tun-huang paintings, Buddhist as they are, throw light even on

Chinese secular art. Look, for instance, at the three banners reproduced on PI. LXXIV. The central one

represents the Seven Treasures; and below are scenes of women washing the infant Buddha, and the Buddha’s

first steps. The two banners at the sides represent equally scenes from the Buddha legend ;
his conception,

birth, etc. Is it not remarkable that everything here is translated into Chinese terms : types, dress, architecture,

landscape? It is the same with all the Jataka scenes which are painted as borders to the large pictures of

Paradise, as in PI. LVI. That these sacred scenes should be given a character so entirely Chinese testifies

to the confident healthy vigour of Chinese art. And here, too, we have a precious indication of the style of T'ang

painting in secular subjects.

This we hardly know from other sources. There are numberless descriptions of great pictures recorded,

but of actual works which can be attributed to this period with any confidence, how very few have survived the

succession of wars which have devastated China ! Among those few, moreover, how little that shows us what

figure-painting in secular subjects was like! The scenes from the Jataka stories, therefore, which border many

of the Tun-huang pictures, and the banners portraying similar subjects, are of extraordinary interest: and besides

these we have a whole series of portraits of donors, painted under votive pictures, just as in early European art.

Here are slight materials, it is true; but still they form a clue, and give 'us a kind of distant glimpse of the

secular art of T’ang. The fact that a few of the pictures bear dates adds immensely to their value as documents.

The Buddha attended by Planetary Divinities (PI. LXXl) bears a date corresponding to A.D. 897 ;
the Pour

Forms of Avalokitesvara
(Desert Cathay, ii. PI. VIII) a date corresponding to A.D. 864. Other dates found

are of the ninth or beginning of the tenth century ; and comparison with the undated work leads us to the

conclusion that the great majority of the paintings belong to the ninth century, though a few may possibly be

earlier, and a few are later.

Of pre-T’ang painting we know nothing except the picture by Ku K’ai-chih, ‘ Admonitions of the Instructress

in the Palace’, now in the British Museum, and the ‘Lo-shen fu’ in the Freer collection in America, attributed to

the same master. Even if these paintings be not allowed to be actually originals of the fourth century, they are

demonstrably in the style and design of that time. The figures in the banner reproduced in the centre of

PI. LXXIV remind us, not altogether remotely, of Ku K’ai-chih’s women with their stately yet gracious

carriage and buoyant flexile movement. But the T’ang ideal of form is different
;

it is massive rather than

slender, the lines are not attenuated. Of complex figure-design the Jataka scenes, with their simple motives,

indicate little, but we note in the best of them that beautiful use of spacing which is the peculiar idiom of Chinese

art in its maturity. In the landscape backgrounds, slight as they are, we seem to see the kind of treatment on

which the landscape of the old art of Japan, as shown in the scrolls of the Tosa School, was founded. And this

is interesting, because it tends to show that even in this tradition, claimed to be exclusively Japanese, Chinese

prototypes counted for much.

Returning now to the Buddhist element in these paintings, we may single out for particular mention the

magnificent embroidery-picture reproduced on PI. CIV. The reproduction gives inevitably a quite inadequate

idea of the impressiveness of the original. In grandeur of design and beauty of colour this ranks as one of the

very finest of the series
;
and we can imagine how splendid must have been the painting which it copied.

The large picture of ‘ Two Forms of Avalokitesvara’
(
Thousand Buddhas, PI. XV) has similar qualities of design,

though the actual workmanship of the painting is rather callous and heavy. But in two or three of the Mandalas

(sec especially Thousand Buddhas, PI. Ill, and ibid. PI. I, II), the workmanship, in its subtle modulation of line and

l
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sensitive expressiveness, matches the wonderful complex harmonies of the design. A small Avalokitesvara with

willow-spray ( Thousand Buddhas
,
PI. XX) is gem-like in its vivid orange and jade-green, burning from a sombre

background. Two fragments of an immense arched composition [Thousand Buddhas, PI. IV) have a splendid

breadth and vigour allied to a deep religious sentiment, reminding us of early Italian frescoes. The little picture

of Vai^ravana crossing the Ocean (PI. LXXII) is on the other hand in a miniature style, rich in fluid rhythms

and glowing in colour. Such paintings as these make us feel how glorious must have been the Buddhist art of

T’ang in the hands of its mightiest masters
;
while of its secular art also, as we have seen, theTun-huang pictures

give us precious glimpses.

Finally, we must notice the light which the collection throws on the mysterious art of Tibet. Among the

paintings is one, painted on linen in distemper ( Thousand Buddhas, PI. XXXI), which is of the well-defined type

familiar to us from examples brought from Tibet itself. As Tibetan power was dominant in the Tun-huang region

from the middle of the eighth to the middle of the ninth century, wre may suppose it to belong to that period

:

in that case it would certainly be one of the oldest, if not the oldest Tibetan painting known to us. Whether

any of the other pictures represents the Tibetan style in a phase not yet matured and fixed we cannot say.

There are, however, also a few outline drawings on paper ( Thousand Buddhas, PI. XXXII); and these add to

our examples of early Tibetan art.
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I.—MANUSCRIPT REMAINS RECOVERED FROM KHADALlk
(See above, pp. 154 sqq.)

A.—SANSKRIT TEXTS AND FRAGMENTS

MANUSCRIPT REMAINS, ALSO BLOCKPRINT, BROUGHT BY MULLAH KHWAJA AND OTHERS

Kha. 0011. Pothl. Nearly complete fol., about 1" broken

off either end, causing loss of fol. number. Full size probably

was i6i"x,nj". 10 lb Skr. and Upright Gupta. Text

identified by Prof. Barnett as from Saddharma-pundarika
;

corresponds to Kern ed., chap. xv. p. 319, 1. 5 to p. 327, 1. 9;

but differs from it considerably. No. 515, Hoernle Reg.

,.1'y ci»1 4^ x 5 4 *

Kha. 0012. b. Pothl. Five frs. of 5 consecutive fols.,

Skr. and Upright Gupta, on thin, soft, whitish paper
;
much

damaged. They measure about 6* x 3", being about middle

J of complete fob; full width must have been 3', with 6

11. small script.

Skr. version of Suita Xipata, comprising Sutta 7-9, verses

814-47 of Atthatm Vagga

;

pp. irto-6 of PTS. (new ed.).

No. 517. Hoernle Reg.

Kha. 0012. c. Pothl. F'r. from R. end of a fob, 1 1 H-

Skr. and Upright Gupta; much damaged. Text not deter

mined; but interlocutor is Subhuti. No. 518, Hoernle Reg-

52" x 5".

Kha. 0013. a. Eleven frs. of Pothl, three being large

script, and eight smaller script
;

all from middle of fols. ;
two

show string-hole
;
none show* fol. number. They are obviousl)

from a number (at least 4) of different Pothls. Some badl)

damaged, and almost illegible. Purchased from Badruddin,

Sept. 1906. All appear to contain portions of a Pra]»a~

paramita text. No. 519, Hoernle Reg.

Kha. 0013. b. Parts of 4 Pothls, Skr. and Upright Gupta :

(1) A complete, though slightly damaged, fol., i6£ X Z2 >

with r, 11. ;
fol. number broken off

;
but as the text shows, it

must be the 2nd fol. Text practically commencement of
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Saddharma-pundarika, and corresponds to Kern ed., chap. i.

p. 1, 1. 8 to p. 2, 1. 8.

(2) A small fr., 3%* X 4§", with 8 11 ., from L. of a tol. of

another Pothi of the Saddharma-pundarika
,
corresp. to Kern

ed., xxi. pp. 261-2. No. 520, Hoernle Reg.

Kha. 0013. c. Two frs. of PSthi, Skr. and Upright Gupta

:

(1) about -§ fob, g-§' x fol. no. it
; 4 11.; portion of

Aparimitayuh (?) Sutra.

(2) About | fol., ( X 2%", 4 11 . ;
remains of a text,

consisting of list of Buddhist terms. No. 521, Hoernle Reg.

Kha. 0014. a, b. Nineteen frs. of Pothi

:

(1) Kha. 001 4. a, eight smallfrs.. badly legible; not identified.

(2) Kha. 0014. b, eight small frs. of Prajiid-pdramitd .

( 3) Kha. 0014. b, one small fr. of Saddharma-pundarika

,

'>• PP- 29- 3 I-

(4) Kha. 0014. b, one fr., 7"x 3^*, with 7 11 . on full width,

bom middle of fol., of unidentified text, perhaps Ratnarasi-

sulra
;

treats of contrast between the Viraya of Mara and of

Buddha.

(5) Kha. 0014. b, one fr., with fol. No. 111, and string-

hole; almost illegible. No. 524, Hoernle Reg.

Kha. 0015. a, b. Four frs. of 3 Pothis, Skr. and Upright

Gupta

:

(1) Two frs. of large script Pothi, with 11 11 . on full

width of 8-|*. Apparently from a Prajiid-pdramitd.

(2) Kha. 0015. b, small script fr., 3%" x 2 ¥'< "hh 6 II.

Text not identified.

(3) Kha. 0015. b, small-script fr.
: af'x 2", with 5 11 ., from

L. end offol. 104. Text not identified. No. 525, Hoernle Reg.

Kha. 0015. c. Sixty-nine small and numerous minute

frs. of a number of Potlus, Skr. and Upright Gupta. No. 526,

Hoernle Reg.

Kha. 0042. a, b, c. Fourteen frs. from 3 Pothis, pur-

chased from Badruddtn, Sept. 1906; all in Skr. and Upright

Gupta, of Prajhd-pdramiid :

(1) Two large, and two very small frs. of large script

Pothi. One larger fr. shows double concentric circle

indicating end of section. Circle preceded and followed by
reading 69 ||

Ddmnapatti A llucasya : s Athdyusmdm Subhuti.

It indicates ending of 69th section and name of patron at

whose cost the Pothi was written; the latter in Kholanese

language.

(2) One large fr., from L. half of fol., showing string-hole

but not fol. number; with 13 11. of small wiiting on full

width of 9’. Existing length 1 35*, full length probably was

about 24'. No. 527, Hoernle Reg.

Kha. 0043. Mass of rotten frs. of a Pothi. Partly

legible; in Skr. and Upright Gupta. No. 528, Hoernle Reg.

Badr. 0044. Block-printed sheet covered with

4 charms and Buddhist creed in Skr. and Upright Gupta

;

nearly illegible; also with 3 figs., appat^ntly one male and

two females nearly invisible. Identified by Dr. Barnett.

Purchased from Badiuddln, Sept. 1906. No. 529, Hoernle

Reg. 15^x11'.

POTHI LEAVES AND FRAGMENTS EXCAVATED AT RUINED SHRINE KHA. I

Kha. i. i. Four minute fts. of Pothi. Remains of 2-4 11 .

;

Skr. anil Upright Gupta characters. No. i6r. Ploernle Reg.

Kha. i. 2. Nine fis. of Potln. One 2’ x 3*, with remains

of 4 11.; Skr. and Upright Gupta; rest minute frs., also cf

another Pothi. No. 162, Hoernle Reg.

Kha. i. 3. Four small frs. of Pdthi. About 2" or 2 JC

square, with 2-4 11 . ; Skr .and Upright Gupta. Also ten minute

frs.; all from a Buddhist canonical text. No. 163, Hoernle Reg.

Kha. i. 5. Three complete, and one fragmentary, fols. of

a Pothi. Former numbered (on obv.) 126, 127, 128 (6, 7,

8 being uncertain); fr. has distinctly the number 129. 9 11. on

page, Skr. and Upright Gupta. Letters in paits very much
rubbed, and difficult to read. Pothi appears to contain some
version of the Prajhd-pdramita

;
complete fols. expound

doctrine of sunyatd in detail, as in Mahdiyutpatti, No. 37, on
fol. 126 6, II. 3-7. No. 165, Hoernle Reg.

Kha. i. 6. Eight small frs. of several Potlus; Skr. and

Upright Gupta. No. 166, Hoernle Reg.
Kha. i. 7. Two small and five minute frs. of several Pothis,

Skr. and Upright Gupta. One of the former, c. 2
’
x 3", with

remains of g 11., has the number 131, and must have belonged
to an extensive manuscript of some Buddhist canonical work.

No. 167, Hoernle Reg.
Kha. i. 11, a. Four minute frs. of 4 Podns, Skr. in

different hands of Upright Gupta. No. 168, Hoernle Rig.

Kha. i. 11. b. Two small frs. of 2 Tothis, Skr. and

Upright Gupta. No. 169, Hoernle Reg.

Kha. i. 14; Nine minute frs. of 2 Putins, Skr and

lTpiight Gupta. No. 1 71, Hoernle Reg.

Kha. i. 15. Nine minute frs. of several Potlus, Skr. and

Upiight Gupta. No. 172, Hoernle Reg.

Kha. i. 17. Sixteen minute frs. of several Pothis. On
three kinds of paper, in diffetent hands

;
Skr. and Upright

Gupta. No. 173. Hoeinle Reg.

Kha. i. 19. Two small frs. of 2 Potlus, Skr. and

Upiight Gupta: (1) Whitish paper, i\" large lelteis;

lemains of 3 11 . of some Prajiid-pdramitd. (2) Soft whitish

paper, 2" x 21C, small letters
;
remains of 3 11. of some

Buddhist work. No. 174, Hoernle Reg.

Kha. i. 21. Twenty-three minute frs. of several Pothis,

Skr. and Upiight Gupta
;

in various hands, and on different

kinds of paper. No. 176, Hoernle Reg.

Kha. i. 24, 33, 35, 36. Two, practically complete, fols.

of Pothi, Nos. 4 and 5 ; 11 11 . on the page
;
aho four minute

frs. of Pothi of Saddharma-pundarika, in Skr. and Upright

Gupta scr.pt of a small but good hand. The text, fol. 4,

begins in Kein ed. on p. 12, 1 . 15, and text, Tol. 5, ibid. p. 17,

1 . 11. No. 178, Hoernle Reg. 1 7 s' x F>i*

Kha. i. 26. Four frs. of Pothi, Yajreuchtdikd, in Skr. and

Upright Gupta: (1) One laige fr. fiom R. side of fol.,

x 4!', width complete, with 8 II. small writing. Its text

corresponds to Anecdota Ox. ed., p. 42, 11 . 14—19 ff. (a)

Three minute frs. No. 1 79, Hoernle Reg.

Kha. i. 27. b. Two frs. of Pothi, 3}' x i£*, in Skr. and

8 u1271
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Upright Gupta, from upper R. corner, and»2'xi|' from

lower R. corner, of a fol. of whitish paper, showing remains

of 4 and 2 11 . from text of some Buddhist story. No. 1 8 1

,

Hoernle Reg.

Kha. i. 27. c. Seven very small frs. of different Pothis

;

Skr. and Upright Gupta. No. 182, Hoernle Reg.

Kha. i. 28. Seven frs. of Puthi, on thin soft dun-coloured

paper, bearing remains of 4 or 5 11 ., in Skr. and large Upright

Gupta chars., of Pothi containing some Buddhist text. One
fr. shows full width of fol. to have been 5A". The length of

another, from middle of fob, is io^'. showing full length to

have been not less than 20". No. 183, Hoernle Reg.

Kha. i. 32. Twenty-four minute frs. of several Pothis,

Skr. and Upright Gupta. No. 184, Hoernle Reg.

Kha. i. 36. Five minute frs. of several Pothis; Skr. and
Upright Gupta. No. 185. Hoernle Reg.

Kha. i. 39. Large fr. of Pothi, from L. lower corner of

frh, of coarse, dun-coloured paper; 7 11 . in Skr. and Upright

Gupta, of some Buddhist religious text. Also two minute frs.,

of soft, whitish paper, in Skr. and Upright Gupta. No. 187,

Hoernle Reg.

Kha. i. 39. Small fr. of Pothi, bearing remains of 8 11 .

of writing in Skr. and Upright Gupta. Text is from Vajra-

cchedika, corresponding to Atucd. Oxon. ed., p. 42, 1 . 14, Hi . .

.

lad ucya/e, down to p. 44, 1 . 17, sa ced. No. 187, Hoernle Reg.
Kha. i. 40. Two small frs. of Pothi, of irregular shape;

6 and 4 II. in Skr. and Upright Gupta. Also six minute frs.

apparently of same Pothi. Some Buddhist (canonical ?) work.
No. 1 88, Hoernle Reg.

Kha. i. 41. Thirteen minute frs. of Pothi, Skr. and Up-
right Gupta. No. 189, Hoernle Reg.

Kha. i, 45. a. hr. of a fol. of Pothi, probably one-third,
R. end, bearing remains of 6 11 . in Skr. and Upright Gupta.
Text consists of verses 11-18 from ch. xiv of Suvarna-
bhosottama-sutra : see BTS. ed., pp. 65-6. No. 190,
Hoernle Reg.

Kha. i. 45. b. Two small frs. of 2 Pothis, Skr. and Up-
right Gupta. One, 3'x i|', of coarse thick paper of small,

narrow oblong Pothi of 1^" width, bears remains of 3 II.,

with names of Tathagata. No. 190 (cont.), Hoernle Reg.
Kha. i. 46. a. Thirty-five minute frs. of Pothi, Skr. and

Upright Gupta. No. 191, Hoernle Reg.
Kha. i. 48. b. About thirty-three minute frs. of several

Pothis, Skr. and Upright Gupta. No. 194, Hoernle Reg.
Kha. i. 49. b. Two frs. of 2 Pothis, also six minute

frs., in Skr. and Upright Gupta, from Buddhist text. No. 196.
Hoernle Reg.

Kha. i. 52. b. Seventeen minute frs. of several Pothis,
Skr. and Upright Gupta. No. 198, Hoernle Reg.
Kha. i. 54. Small fr. of Pothi. Remains of 4 11., in Skr.

and l pright Gupta, of a Prajnd-pdramitu. Also two minute
frs. of a different Pothi, written in larger hand. No. 200,
Hoernle Reg.

Kha. i. 55. Numerous minute frs. of several Pothis, Skr.
and Upright Gupta. No. 201, Hoernle Reg.
Kha. i. 57. Two frs. of 2 Pothis, Skr. and Upright

Gupta. No. 203, Hoernle Reg.

Kha. t. 58. b. Six frs. of two or more fols. of a very

large Pothi, Skr. and Upright Gupta. The fols. had the

shape of long, narrow oblongs, whose width is preserved as

3§*> " Ui 5 N- of writing. 1 wo, from L. side, bear the numbers

148 and 344 resp. Text some Buddhist canonical work. Also

seven minute frs. of another Pothi. No. 205, Hoernle Reg.

Kha. i. 59. a. F.leven small frs. of 4 Pothis, Skr. and

Upright Gupta. Fr. of one 2$” +3*, with 5 11 ., shows No.

104 ; fr. of another, with very large writing, shows No. 200 (?).

No. 206, Hoernle Reg.

Kha. i. 60. Nine frs. btdonging to 4 Pothis, on varying

paper, and in various Upright Gupta hands, in Skr. One fr.,

6 " x f,Ti shows 8 11. large chars,, from a Prajiid-paramitd

work. No. 207, Hoernle Reg.

Kha. i. 61. Numerous minute frs. of several Pothis, Skr.

and Upright Gupta. No. 208, Hoernle Reg.

Kha. i. 62. One small fr. of Pothi, 3 11 . of large Upright

Gupta chars, in Skr. of a Prajna-pCiramitd work
;
possibly

belonging to Kha. i. 60. No. 209, Hoernle Reg.
Kha. i. 64. Numerous minute frs., probably of several

Pothis, Skr. and Upright Gupta. No. 21 1, Hoernle Reg.

Kha. i. 66. Three large and four small frs. of 6 different

Pothi', Skr. and Upright Gupta : (1) One large, 6^" x
from R. side, with 4 11 .; interlocutor Manjusri

;
appaiently

from Saddhiirma-pundarika, (2) One large, 55" X 2 3” ;
from

middle of fob, with remains of 5 11. ; from a Prajmi-pdramitd.

(3) One large, 5" X 2*
;

completing text not determined.

No. 212, Hoernle Reg.

Kha. i. 67. Two frs. belonging to two different Pothis;

one in large, other in small Uptight Gupta script; both Skr.

The large script one bears on lower margin a line in small

Cursive Gupta: perhaps in Khotanese. No. 2 13, Hoernle Reg.

Kha. i. 69. b. Numerous minute frs. of several Pothis,

Skr. and Upright Gupta. No. 215, Hoernle Reg.

Kha. i, 73. a. Numerous small and minute frs. of 3

Pothis, Skr. and Upright Gupta
;

also small piece of wooden

board to which are sticking minute pieces of first Pothi, con-

taining Buddhist text. No. 217, Hoernle Reg.
Kha. i. 74. b. Two frs, of 2 Pothis, Skr. and Upright

Gupta: (1) Fr. of a very large fob, with 7 lb of large

script, w ith remains of string-hole, indicating full width as 9*

Probably some Prajnd-paramitd. See Kha. i. 75 - (
2)

kr., 2* x 4", with remains of 9 II. in small script; with

numbers indicating verses
;

perhaps Saddharma-pundarika-
No. 219, Hoernle Reg.

Kha. i. 74. c. Twenty-nine minute frs. of several Pothis,

Skr. and Upright Gupta. No. 221, Hoernle Reg.
Kha. i. 75. Large fr. of Pothi. Fob in large script, with

remains of 1 2 11., from middle. Possibly belongs to same

Pothi as Kha. i. 74. b. (No. 220); for script and size identical.

Text some Prajiia-pdramita. No. 222, Hoernle Reg.
Kha. i. 76. Five frs. of 3 Pothis, Skr. and Upright

Gupta. Three small frs., in a script similar to, but rather

larger than Pothi Kha. i. 75 ;
probably a P'rajHd-pdraniitd.-

No. 223, IJoernle Reg.

Kha. i. 77. Twenty-six minute frs. of several Pothis,

Skr. and Upright Gupta. No. 224, Hoernle Reg.
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Kha. i. 78. a. Fr. of a fol. Remains of 6 11 . in Skr. and

Upright Gupta, showing remains of string-hole
;

full width

probably 3^*. No. 225, Hoernle Reg.

Kha. i. 78. b. Sixteen minute frs. of several Pothls, Skr.

and Upright Gupta. No. 225, Hoernle Reg.

Kha. i. 79. b. Five minute frs. of Pothi
;

Prajiid-

pdramitd in Skr. and Upright Gupta. No. 228, Hoernle

Reg.

Kha. i. 79. c., Kha. i. 131. One complete fol. (5),

and three small frs. of another fol. of a P5thT. Written

in curiously corrupt Skr., and in Upright Gupta; e.g., nom.

sing, in .//, as eku, utpalu
,
&c.

;
aghi and aghni for agni

;

patuma for padma
;
praturbhavanti for prddur0 ; titlasya for

tirthasya
,
&c.

Text is a story of King of Campa Nagarland the Rsi Susila

or Silavanta. No. 229, Hoernle Reg.

Kha. i. 80. a. Numerous minute frs. of several Pothls,

Skr. and Upright Gupta. No. 230, Hoernle Reg.

Kha. i. 80. b. Eleven frs. of several Pothis, Skr. and
Upright Gupta. No. 231, Hoernle Reg.

Kha. i. 81. a. Fr. of Pothi (full width), 4* x 3]g". From
middle of a fol. in Skr. and Upright Gupta, much like that of

Kha. i. 199. a (Nos. 232, 242, 356). 8 11 . Text from some
Mahayana Sutra (M. de la Valine Poussin); name Yasomati
occurs in it. No. 232, Hoernle Reg.
Kha. i. 81. b. Ten frs. of Pothi, three large, seven very

small, from one or more fols. of same Pothi of large size and
script

; largest fr. 6%" x 3", with remains of 9 11 ., in Skr.

and Upright Gupta. Paper excessively thin. Text probably
from a Prajnd-pdramitd (IM.de la Vallde Poussin). No. 233,
Hoernle Reg.

Kha. I. 81. c. Small fr. of Pothi. Fiom middle of a

fol., with remains of 3 11 . in Skr. and Upright Gupta, of some
Ruddhist text. No. 234, Hoernle Reg.
Kha. i. 81. d. Three frs. of Pothi. Coarse, flimsy paper,

5 H. of writing in Skr. and Upright Gupta
;

practically

illegible
; from some Buddhist work. One fr. x 3!',

with string-hole
; width complete

;
full length probably r 4'.

No. 234 (cont.), Hoernle Reg.
Kha. i. 82. b. Numerous minute frs. of several Putins,

Skr. and Upright Gupta. No. 236, Hoernle Reg.
Kha. i. 85. d wenty-three frs. of Pothi, from one or two

laige-sized fols.; Skr. and Upright Gupta. None show the
full width

; but one, 5" x 81-', has 1 1 11., so that the full width
''as probably 10*. Another shows a portion of the left-hand

margin with the No. 394, which points to a very extensive
Pothi, piobably containing the Satasdhasnkd Prajiia-pdra-
mita. No. 237, Hoernle Reg.
Kha. i. 86. b. 'l'en fr>. of three Pothis. Skr. and Upright

Gupta. No. 239, Hoernle Reg.
Kha. i. 88. Two frs. of Pothi, of very irregular shape,

horn two fols. in Skr. and Upright Gupta, both showing por-
tions of left-hand margin, with the Nos. 3(9)4 and [3 9] 5.

Fols. possibly belonged to two different Putins. No. 240,
Hoernle Reg.

Kha. i. 89. b. Fr. of Pothi. From R. end of a fol.,

W1
* i II. of writing in Skr. and Upright Gupta, closely re-

sembling that of Kha. i. 81. a and Kha. i. 199. a. In point
of size and script very like Kha. i. 206. b. Text some
Mahayana Sutra; names occur: Aw^trr/V/a-pramukhah,
Hiranyavati, Kusinagari, &c. No. 242, Hoernle Reg.
,l» v -.5*
42 X 38 •

Kha. i. 89. c. Seven frs. belonging to 4 Pothis, Skr.

and Upright Gupta. Four frs. of a very large-sized Pothi.

The largest, 6" x 3*, 7 11 ., indicates full width of fol. to have
been about 10' with 11 or 12 11 . The fol. No. mutilated,

2—
,
points to a very extensive Pothi, probably a Prajfid-

pdramitd. Name Saradiatifutra occms. No. 243, Hoernle
Reg.

Kha. i. go. Eleven fis. of 4 Pothis, Skr. and Upright

Gupta. Three frs. of a large-sized Pothi (the largest, iof'x
from middle of fol., but without trace of string-hole

;

and with remains of 5 11 .) belong to a Prajnd-pdramitd.

Coarse, dark paper. No. 244, Hoernle Reg.

Kha.i. 91. b. Numerous small and minute frs. of numerous
Pothis, Skr. and Upright Gupta. No. 246, Hoernle Reg.

Kha. i. 92. b. Fr. of Pothi. From L. side of fob, with

No. 6 on obv., 3-I* full breadth, with 5 11 . in Skr. and Up-
right Gupta. The text is from Saddharma-pundarika

,
and

corresponds to Kern ed., p. 22, 11 . 2-12 (M. de la Vallee

Poussin). No. 248, Hoernle Reg.

Kha. i. 93. a. Numerous small or minute frs. of

several Pothls, Skr. and Upright Guptn. No. 249, Hoernle

Reg.

Kha. i. 93. b. Triangular fr. of Pothi, fiom middle of

fol., with remains of 6 II. of writing in Skr. and Upiight Gupta
;

some Buddhist religious text. No. 250, Hoernle Reg. 3J"

xjU-
Kha. i. 94. a. Twenty-three frs. of several Pothis, in

Skr. and Upright Gupta. No. 251, Hoernle Reg.

Kha. i. 94. b. Four small, very irregular-shaped, frs. of

2 Pothis, Skr and Upright Gupta. No. 232, Hoernle Reg.

Kha. i. 94. c. Four small frs. of Pothi, from middle, with

remains of 4 11 . in Skr. and Upright Gupta. No. 253,

Hoernle Reg.

Kha. i. 94. d. Five small frs. of Pothi, inch one from

Suvaniabhdsotlama-siitra, chap, v
;

Skr. and Upright Gupta.

No. 254, Hoernle Reg.

Kha. i. 95. b. Five frs. of 3 Pothis
;
written on very-

coarse, stiff paper, in Skr. and Upright Gupta. All three

appear to b: portions of dharanis. Full width 2". 3', 4^",

resp. No. 256, Hoernle Reg.

Kha. i. 95. c. Five very iriegular-shaped frs. from 3

Pothis, Skr. and Upright Gupta. Three frs. from a Prajiid-

pdramitd work. No. 257, Hoernle Reg.

Kha. i. 96. Five small frs. from five different Pothis,

Skr. and Upright Gupta. One small fr., 2 x z\"

,

remains

of 6 11., from the Surahgamasamddhi-siilra, giving the name

of Drdhamati Bodhisattva. No. 258, Hoernle Reg.

Kha. i. 97. b. Three frs. of two different Pothis. Skr.

and Upright Gupta ;
both containing portions of a Prajnd-

pdramitd. No. 260, Hoernle Reg.

Kha. i. 97. c. Ten frs. of 6 Pothis, Skr. and Upright

Gupta. No. 261, Hoernle Reg.
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Kha. i. 98. Nine frs. of 4 Poihls, Skr. and Upright

Gupta. No. 262, Hoernle Reg.

Kha. i. 100. b or 180. b. Twenty-nine small fis. of

7 Pothis, Skr. and Upright Gupta. No. 265, Hoernle Reg.

Kha. i. 102. Thiee frs. of 3 Putins, Skr. and Upright

Gupta. One fr., 4!" x 3", from R. end of fol., with 5 11 . from

Haddharma-pundarika, corresponding to Kern ed., pp. 52-4 ;

with remains of verses 51-70, which, however, are numbered

98-107 in Kern ed. No. 267, Hoernle Reg.

Kha. i. 105. b. Fifteen small or minute fis. of 8 Pothis,

Skr. and Upright Gupta. No. 270, Hoernle Reg.

Kha. i. 106. Twelve minute frs. of a birch-bark Pothi,

Skr. and Upright Gupta. No. 271, Hoernle Reg.

Kha. i. 108. b. Six frs. from 2 Pothls, Skr. and Up-
tight Gupta. One large (8J" X 4 >

from L. corner) and four

small frs. fiont a large Pothi, in large script, of a Prajnd-

pdramitd. No. 274, Hoernle Reg.

Kha. i. 109. b. Very small fr. of roll, in Upright Gupta
chars, of two different sizes. No. 276, Hoernle Reg. z\" x i§".

Kha. i. 112. Six frs. of 4 Pothls, Skr. and Upright Gupta.

No. 279, Ploernle Reg.

Kha. i. 116. Fifteen frs. of five different Pothls, Skr.

and Upright Gupta. No. 281, Hoernle Reg.

Kha. i. 117. b. Twelve small frs. of large Pothi, Skr.

and Lpright Gupta. No. 283. Hoernle Reg.

Kha. i. 118. Eight frs. of 2 Pothls, Skr. and Upright

Gupta
; some scorched. No. 284, Hoernle Reg.

Kha. i. 120, 121, a. Five small frs. of 2 Pothls, Skr.

and Lpright Gupta. No. 286, Hoernle Reg.
Kha. i. 121. b. Eighteen small frs. of 5 Pothis, Skr. and

Uptight Gupta. No.- 287, Hoernle Reg.

Kha. i. 122. Three frs. of 2 Pothis, Skr. and Upright
Gupta. No. 288, Hoernle Reg.

Kha. i. 123. Six minute frs., 3, 2, 1, respectively, of 3
Pothis, Skr. and LT

pright Gupta. No. 289, Hoernle Reg.
Kha. i. 125. Small fr. of large fol. of a large Pothi, Skr.

and Upright Gupta. Fr. is a narrow slip, from upper corner
of L. end of fol., numbered 351 ; surviving width 5*; full

width would be 8" or 8%", bearing 10 11 . Probably from a

Prajna-pdramita. No. 291, Hoernle Reg.
Kha. i. 127. b. Right-side half-length frs. of Pothi.

Badly damaged, on coarse, dark, stiff paper; from nine fols.,

with remains of 4 11., Skr. and Upright Gupta. One fol.

shows the verse numbers on obv. 34, 35, 36, on rev. 37, 38 ;

another has Nos. 54, 55, 63, 64, 65; apparently a medical
or semi-medical treatise. No. 293, Hoernle Reg. 4^* X *4*-

Kha. i. 127. c. Seven frs. o
r

3 Pothis, Skr. and LT
pright

Gupta. Live frs. in large writing from a text of Prajhd-
param/td. No. 294, Hoernle Reg.

Kha. i. 128. a. four frs. of 3 Pothis, Skr, and Upright
Gupta. No. 295, Hoernle Reg.

Kha. i. 128. b. Six frs. of Pothi, on very flimsy, whitish
paper, Skr. and Lpright Gupta. The largest, 5' x 6', shows
them to h ive belonged to a large fol.

;
probably of a Prajna-

pdramita (Prof, de Li Valtee Poussin). No. 296, Hoernle Reg.
Kha.i. 129. b. Fr. of Pothi, | of fol. 22, with 9 11 ., in Skr.

and L plight Gupta. On obv., 11. 4-9, there are remains

of 5 Tristubh verses, showing that full length of the fol. must

have been 15', with about 45 Ak^aras per line. The rev.

refers to an address by Cunda-kumara-putra to Buddha.

Perhaps from a Prajna-paramita
;

cf. Kha. i. 206. b
;
abo

Nos. 232, 242. 356. No. 298, Hoernle Reg. ii|"x42*.

Kha. i. 130. Fr. of a large Pothi
;
about £ of a large

fol. of a Prajna-paramita in Skr. and LTpright Gupta. It

measures about 9' sq
,
to the string-hole, with 12 11. on its

full width; the full length probably was 24'. No. 299,

Hoernle Reg.

Kha. i. 131. b. Five minute frs. of 3 Pothls, Skr. and

Upright Gupta
;
one scorched. No. 301, Hoernle Reg.

Kha. i. 131. C. Six minute frs. of Pothi, Skr. and Upright

Gupta script. No. 302, Hoernle Reg.

Kha. i. 131. d. Four minute frs. of Pothi, Skr. and Up-

right Gupta. No. 303, Hoernle Reg.

Kha. i. 132. Fr. of Pothi
;
from middle of large fol., with

rent tins of 9 11 ., in Skr. and Upright Gupta. Perhaps from

a Prajna-paramita. No. 304, Hoernle Reg. 5*X5-|".

Kha. i. 13 j. a. dUght half of a Pothi fol., with 5 11.,

much damaged, in Skr. and L'pright Gupta. Also, five small

frs of 3 other Pothis, in Skr. and Upright Gupta. No. 306,

Hoernle Reg.

Kha. i. 134. b. One complete fol. and six frs. of 2

Pothis, Skr. and Uptight Gupta:

(1) A complete fol., No. 54, 20§* x sf", with 7 11 .; con-

tains Saddharma-pundarika, ch. ii. vv. 84^ -94-7, which, how-

ever, correspond to Kern ed., ii, 1203-12912 (pp. 55
xiv-57 iT

e

1 here are, also, other textual differences, e.g. v. 93 is missing

in Kern ed.

(2) R. quarter of a fol., i2j'x6', with remains of 7 11.;

full w idth might have been 10*, with 10 or 11 11., large script.

Also five minute frs. probably of same fol. Much damaged

by numerous holes due to action of ink ;
badly legible

;

possibly also from Saddharma-pundarika. No. 307, Hoernle

Reg.

Kha. i. 135. b. Three frs. of Pothi, from large fol., in

Skr. and Upright Gupta. Largest fr. from upper middle,

8-g* x 54", with remains of 8 11 . Some Buddhist religious

text. No. 309, Hoernle Reg.

Kha. i. 136. Numerous (about thirty-four) small, and

minute, frs. of five or more Pothis, Skr. and varying Upright

Gupta scripts. No. 310, Hoernle Reg.
Kha. i. 137. a., 138. a. Pothi. About forty-four minute

frs. of a’ out 8 Pothis, Skr. and Upright Gupta. One small fr.

No. 311, Hoernle Reg.

Kha. i. 150. Sixteen small or minute frs. of 5 Pothis,

Skr. and Lpright Gupta. No. 314, Hoernle Reg.

Kha. i. 151. Pothi. Two small frs. from fol. of a Pothi,

Skr. and Upright Gupta. Text from a Prajna-pdramita.

No. 3 r 5. Hoernle Reg.

Kha. i. 152. Set of six frs., about z\" x 2§', from middle

of 6 apparently consecutive fols. of Pothi in Skr. and Upright

Gupta
; with remains of 5 or 6 11 .

Text metrical, and belongs to a Buddha-stotra, probably

of Matrceta
; but it is too scrappy to read with confidence.

No. 316, Hoernle Reg.
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Kha. i. 153- Eighteen minute frs. of 7 Pothis, Skr. and

Upright Gupta. No. 317, Hoernle Reg.

Kha. i. 154. Twelve minute frs. of 3 Pothis, Skr. and

Upright Gupta. One, of eight frs., written on very thin, soft,

whitish paper. No. 318, Hoernle Reg.

Kha. i. 155. Four small frs. of 3 Pothis, Skr. and Upright

Gupta. No. 319, Hoernle Reg.

Kha. i. 156. One complete fol., No. 4, measuring 9^' x

i|"; also one small fr. from L. of fol. No. 8 ;
and two small

frs. from midtlle of certain foist; in Skr. and Upright Gupta.

Text fiom Mahapratyahgira-dharanl. No. 320, Hoernle Reg.

Kha. i. 157. Small fr. of irregular shape, from upper L.

side of a fol., with remains of 5 11 ., Skr. and Upright Gupta.

From some Buddhist text. No. 321, Hoernle Reg.

Kha. i. 159. Fifteen minute frs. of several Pothis, Skr.

and Upright Gupta. No. 323. Hoernle Reg.

Kha. i. 16 1. Twenty-seven small and minute frs., one

with No. 437, of about 10 Pothis, in Skr. and Upright Gupta.

No. 325, Hoernle Reg.

Kha. i. 169. Three f s., in large script, of large-sized Pothl

in Skr. and Upright Gupta; with 12 11 . on page. The

largest fr., very much torn, perhaps ^ from R. side of fol.,

measures 1 4U X 9', showing no string-hole. Text belongs

to a Prajha-pdramiia. No. 326, Hoernle Reg.

Kha. i. 171. b. Four frs. of 3 Pothis in Skr. and Upright

Gupta
;
three frs. probably belong to Saddharma-pundanka.

No. 3 -’9, Hoernle Reg.

Kha. i. 174. b. Small fr., with remains of 2 11 . from Pothl

in Skr. and Upright Gupta. No. 331, Hoernle Reg. 2§'x
.1'
*2

Kha. i. 174. c. Large fr., without string-hole, with 8 11 .

on full width, of a P5thl in Skr. and Upright Gupta. Text,

as identified by Prof. Barnett, is from Saddharma-putidarika,

chap, ii, corresponding to pp. 56-7 of Kent's ed. No. 332,

Hoernle Reg.

Kha. i. 175. Two frs., with large script, of a large-sized

Potld, in Skr. and Upright Gupta, with 12 11 . on page. The

larger fr., horn the middle, measures 1' 2|" X 9%'- Text

belongs to a Prajha-paramita, and perhaps to the same Pothl

as Kha. i. 169 (No. 326). No. 333. Hoernle Reg.

Kha. i. 176. b. Twenty-two small frs. of about 5 Pothis

in Skr. and Upright Gupta. No. 335, Hoernle Reg.

Kha. i. 177. Two frs., ft om middle, w ith string-hole, of 2 fols.,

with 8 11 . on page, of Pothl in Skr. and Upright Gupta. T ext,

identified by Prof, de la Valine Poussin, is ft om Saddharma-puti-

darika, ch. xxiv, sq., corresponding to Kern’s ed., pp. 444** 1-

446 s
, and pp. 456'—458^, with end of ch. xxiv on obv. 1. 5.

See No. 405. No. 336, Hoernle Reg. 6' x 4|".

Kha. i. 178. A number of frs. of a Pothl in Skr. and

Lpright Gupta. Paper very dark ;
writing is visible, but

very difficult to read, and owing to fragiliy of paper, it is

impossible to detach and number the frs. There are remains

of 8 11. to the page, in large script, pointing to a large- sized

Pothl. No. 337, Hoernle Reg.
Kha. i. 179. Ten f, s Gf 5 Pothis in Skr. and Upright

viupta. No. 338, Hoernle Reg.
Kha. i. 180. Small irregular-shaped fr. from Pothl in

Ho7

Skr. and Upright Gupta, with remains of 6 11 . No. 339,
Hoernle Reg.

Kha. i. 182. b. Twenty-one small frs. of 5 Pothis in

Skr. and Upright Gupta. No. 341, Hoernle Reg.

Kha. i. 183. Two separate frs., from the middle and R. end,

of same fol. of Pothl in Skr. and Upright Gupta. Remains

of 7 11. are preseived.

Text identified bv Prof, de la Valine Poussin as from

Buddhacarita. SeeJ.R.A.S., 191 1, p. 770. The 7th 1 . on rev.

o r R.-end fr. contains end of 9th Sarga; 5th 1 .- has verse number

84. No. 342, Hoernle Reg.

Kha. i. 185. Thirty-nine small frs. from R. end of fols. of

Pothl in Skr. and Upright Gupta. They measure no more than

2' x 2f", with remains of 4 11 . of 6 Aks.iras. The text seems

to be a combination of prose and verse. Consecutive

verse numbers in two fis. prove that full width of fol. can

have been no more than 3", with 4 11. upon it
;

loss, therefore,

not in width, but in length, which may have been about 12".

The frs. are much smudged owing to damp, and hence rather

illegible. Identity of text not determined. No. 344, Hoernle

Reg.

Kha. i. 185. C, 186. Three frs. of PodiT in Skr. and Upright

Gupta. Two of them, measuring 6£" x 2$*, are horn the

middle of two consecutive fols.
;
one of the two preserving

portion of string-hole and its circle, facing II. 3 and 4. Both

preserve portions or traces of 6 11., which, as text shows, was

full number of 11 . on page. Full width of the fol., accordingly,

must have been 2^', and full length probably 11* or 12'.

The text is from -an early recension of Saddharma-pundarika,

which differs considerably fiom ordinary text as in Kern's

ed., ch. x, pp. 224-6. See No. 405. No. 345. Hoernle Reg.

Kha. i. 187. b. Forty small frs. of 4 Pothis in Skr. and

Upright Gr.pta. No. 347, Hoernle Reg.

Kha. i. 188. Packet of rotten fis. of Pfnlu in Skr. (?) and

Upright Gupta. No. 348, Hoernle Reg.

Kha. i. 189. Twenty-seven ft s. of 8 Putins in Skr. and

Upright Gupta. Among them (1) three frs. of Surahgama-

samadhi (L)rdhamatt). (2) Eight fis. of a Prajha-p iramitd.

No. 349, Hoernle Reg.

Kha. i. 191. Large triangular fr., with remains of 9 11 .,

fiom middle of fob, of a I’othi in Skr. and Upright Gupta.

. Perhaps Prajha-paramita. See No. 351. No. 350, Hoernle,

Reg. S'X 5i".

Kha. i. 192. Latge ft. of Putin in Skr. and Upright

Gupta ;
with remains of 11 11 ., and in.-er on one si le only,

cither final or initial fol. Probably of tame Pothl as No. 330.

No. 35 1 ,
Hoernle Reg. 5§" x 6".

Kha. i. 196, 199. C. Two large fis. of a Prajha-paramita ,

in Skr and Upright Gupta, measuiing 8* x 9" and si" X 55',

from middle of fob, with remains of 13 lb of large script on

full width of y". No. 353, Hoernle Reg-.

Kha. i. 197. A number of broken lotten fr>. of about

10 fols. of a Pothl in Skr. and Upright Gupta. They aie

sticking together, but might be read if separated with care.

No. 354. Hoernle Reg.

Kha. i. 199. a. Complete leaf, No. 242, <?f Pothl in Skr.

and Upright Gupta, wi’h 8 11 . Also a small slip, 4|"x 1",
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from lower R. corner of another fol. of same Putin. Script

very like that of Kha. i. 8r. a; different Pothi, 3^
g" wide.

See also Nos. 232, 242.

Final leaf of Pothi, with only 2 11 . on rev. marked by

rosette. Name of text is Sarravaifulyasarngha-sittra ;
inter-

locutor Maimyuiiri (sic). No. 356, Hoernle Reg. PI. CXf.IV.

Kha. i. 199. b. Two frs., L. end 6A" x 2
§" and R. end

x 2fA °f of Pothi in Skr. and Upright Gupta, with

fol. No. 12, and 4 11 . on page, in sikharinl verses, which

shows that about 9 or 10 Aksaras are lost between the two

portions, the whole fol. being about 1' long.

According to Prof, de la Yallee Poussin, from Gunapar-

ynn/a-s/11/ra
; see J.R.A.S., 1911, p. 1064 (in obv. I. 4 read

°klessaka for °kleisalda ). No. 357, Hoernle Reg.

Kha. i. 199. c. Two frs., from middle, possibly of same fob,

of large Pothi in Skr. and Upright Gupta, preserving remains

of 6 11 ., and numeral g in topmost 1 . No. 358, Floernle Reg.

Kha. i. 200. a. Four small frs. of 3 Pothis in Skr. and

Upright Gupta. No. 360, Hoernle Reg.

Kha. i. 200. b. Three frs., one large, ig" x 55*, two minute,

of a very large Pothi in Skr. and very large Upright Gupta

;

with remains of 7 11. The text belongs to Prajha-pdramila

.

No. 361, Hoernle Reg.

Kha. i. 200. c. Fr., g*X3f", from L end of fob, with

string-hole, No. 4, and 7 11 . of writing, of a Pothi in Skr.

and L pright Gupta. On its text, Prof, de la Yallde Poussin

remai ks, ‘ Buddha and Ananda [in converse] on giving of food

and viharasvamin No. 362, Hoernle Reg.

Kha. i. 201. Four small fis., from middle of large fob, with

large script, with remains of 3 or 4 11. ; on one a portion of

containing circle of string-hole. Stiff, brown, brittle paper.

No. 363, Hoernle Reg.

Kha. i. 202. Large fr., dun-coloured, of very thin, flimsy

paper, font L. side of fob, with string-hole, but without
margin and number; measuring 7i' X 3§" (full width)

; with

6 11. of writing in Skr. and Upright Gupta.

Text is in verses, none of which are complete
;
but the Nos.

44 , 47 ,
and 5° occur. No. 364, Hoernle Reg.

Kha. i. 203. b. F our small frs., from middle of fol. (2 with
portion of string-hole circle), of 4 different Pothis in Skr.

and Upright Gupta.

Also six minute frs., of hard, brittle, brown paper, with
remains of 3 11 . in Skr., writing of an earlier type, and from
an earlier canonical work. No. 366, Hoernle Reg.
Kha. i. 203. c. Two small frs., in Skr. and UprightGupta;

one belonging to a fol. 732, probably of a Praj/iu-pdramita.
I his may be final fol. of work, as it has an apparently con-
cluding remark beginning with siddham. No. 367 Hoernle
Reg.

Kha.i. 204. 1 wenty-five small frs., apparently belonging to

3 Pothis, in Skr. and Upright Gupta. No 368, Hoernle Reg.
Kha. i. 205. b. Nine frs. of 3 Pothis in Skr. and Upright

Gupta: (1) Six small frs. of large Pothi, in large script, of
Prajiii-pdramitd. One, 3A" x 3', with g 11., has the number
2 58 . (2) 1 wo minute frs., with remains of 2 11

. (3) A fr.,

4i x 3

1

> from L. end, with string-hole and No. 10, with
6 11 . of a syllabary. Size of the entire fol. was apparently

9!' or 10' x 3A"; the string-hole as usual being in the middle

of the L. half. No. 370, Hoernle Reg.

Kha. i. 206. b. Thirty-four frs. of 4 Pothis, in Skr. and Up-

right Gupta, inch
:

( 1 )
Six frs. of 2 fols. The largest, 6|* x 2 A",

about | fol. from L. end, with string-hole and fol. No. 169,

shows that it belonged to a very extensive Pothi, with 7 11 .

on page, as shown by another fr., r^
,
X3|'' (full width).

These two frs. contain story of Cunda, the Kumdraputra
,
in

conversation with Buddha ; cf. Kha. i. 89. b; 129. b. (2)

Sixteen frs. of a large {Prajhd-fdramihi) Pothi in large script.

No. 372, Hoernle Reg.

Kha.i. 207. Two minute frs., apparently of a roll, inscr. on

one side with traces of 2 11 . in Skr., in large Upright Gupta

chars., and on other with remains of two columns of Chinese

chars. There is a similar fr. in Kha. i. 305. a
;
but theie

Gupta script is smaller, and language Khotanese. No. 373,

Hoernle Reg.

Kha. i. 209. Sixteen frs. of 7 Pothis in Skr. and Upright

Gupta; inch seven frs. in large script, with name of Piiina-

maitret ani-putra, perhaps from Prajhd-pdramita. No. 375,

Hoernle Reg.

Kha. i.210. Two small frs. of large Pothi in large script,

in Skr. and Upright Gupta
;
portion of a Prajna-pdramita.

No. 376, Hoernle Reg.

Kha. i. an. b. Eight minute frs., six and two respectively,

of 2 Pothis in Skr. and Upright Gupta. No. 378, Hoernle Reg.

Kha. i. 212. Four frs. of 2 Pothis in Skr. and Upright

Gupta, incl. two large frs., 6A',

x6|'', with 10 11 . much eaten

by acid ink, and 7" X 5' with 7 11 . of large script; probably

from a Prajnd-paramild, with the names of Subhuti and

Saradvatiputra. No. 379, Hoernle Reg.

Kha. i. 213. Forty-five small or minute frs. of 9 Pothis in

Skr. and Upright Gupta, incl. four large script frs. of Prajiid-

pdramita, and eleven frs., mostly triangular, of as many con-

secutive fols., perhaps of Saddharma-pundarika. No. 380,

Hoernle Reg.

Kha. i. 214. b. Complete fol., numbered 39 on obv.,

with 5 beautifully written 11., from the beginning of chap, ii

of Saddharma-pundarika, corresponding to Kern ed., p. 30,

1 . 3 to p. 31, 1 . 5, but with many variant readings. No. 382,

Hoernle Reg. i6|" X 35".

Kha. i. 215. a. Fr. from R. end of a fol., with 9 11 ., of

Pothi of Saddharma-pundarika
,
in Skr. and Upright Gupta.

The surviving text commences in Kern ed., ch. xviii, p. 36 1
.

1. 13, and ends on p. 364, 1. 12; but the verses in our text

are numbered 1-20, not 22—40, as in the Kern ed. The

figures 4, 3 stand on obv. 11. g, 6, and the figs. 10 and 16 on

rev. 11 . 1 and 6 ; the corresponding figs, in Kern ed. are 25,

26, 36, 37. The text contains some striking variants.

The existing Aksaras on the average are 20 ;
the lost

Aksaras, 57 ; total 77 on full 1 . Existing length of 1 . is about

g", full length must have been about 1
'
7*, and the full fol.

T 7*x 5"; hence the surviving fr. is about No. 383,

Hoernle Reg. gA'x 4§\
Kha. i. 215. b, 216, 217. Numerous minute frs. of several

Pothis in Skr. and Upright Gupta. No. 384, Hoernle Reg.

Kha.i. 219. Eight small frs. of 5 Pothis in Skr.and Upright
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Gupta, incl. (i) fr., 5§* X from middle of lower margin,

of a fol.
;

with remains of 3 11., from beginning of chap,

xxi of Saddharma-pundarlka, corresponding to Kern ed.,

p. 395, 1. 2. (2) Two frs. in very large script, perhaps from a

Prajhd-pdramitd. No. 388, Hoernle Reg.

Kha. i. 222. a. Twenty-three frs. of 6 Pothis in Skr. and

Upright Gupta, incl. (1) seven large script frs. of Prajhd-

pdramitd
; (2) eight frs., apparently from the Ratnadhvaja-

sutra. No. 390, Hoernle Reg.

Kha. i. 222. b. About i of a Pothi fol., from its L. end,

with string-hole, fol. No. 2, with 5 11 . writing in Skr. and
Upright Gupta. Apparently a dhdrani. No. 391, Hoernle

R-g. 5"X 2i".

Kha. i. 223. b. Forty minute frs. of about 7 Pothis in

Skr. and Upright Gupta. No. 392, Hoernle Reg.
Kha. i. 223. b. Four frs., about 1 A' x 3', from the R. end

corner of 4 fols. of Pothi in Skr. and Upright Gupta
; with

remains of 5 11 ., in good, black, thick writing. Two of them,

along the margin, show the numerals 2, 4, 6, 8, each facing

a 1 . Also a minute fr., possibly from the same Pothi.

No. 393, Hoernle Reg.

Kha. i. 224. Seven small frs. of 5 Pothis in Skr. and
Upright Gupia. No. 394, Hoernle Reg.
Kha. i. 300. b. Thirteen small frs. of 3 Pothis in Skr.

and Upright Gupta, incl. fr. with the name Vimalajdmbunada
,

a future Taihagata
;
apparently a story about that Tathagata.

No. 396, Hoernle Reg.

Kha. i. 301. b. About ^ of Pothi fol., X35", from
R. end, with string-hole, and 6 11 . writing in Skr. and Up-
right Gupta. I ext from Suvarnabhdsottama-sutra, which is

named on the 5th 1 . Sec Kha. i. 306. c. Also four minute
frs. of another Pothi, in larger script. No. 398, Hoernie Reg.
Kha. i. 302. b. Small fr. of Pothi, with remains of 8 11 .

writing in Skr. and Upright Gupta. From Prajhd-pdramitd.
No. 400, Hoernle Reg. 5|* x 4".

Kha. i. 303. b. Ten frs. of 6 Pothis in Skr. and Upright
Gupta, incl. (1) small fr., 3^” x 2^', with string-hole, fol.

k°. 55, and 6 11., of Surangamasamadhi-sutra, showing
name of Drdhamati

; (2) fr. 4^' x 4^', on stiff paper, with
8 II., perhaps ofSaddharma-pundarlka. No. 402, Hoernle Reg.
Kha. i. 304. Three frs. of 3 Pothis in Skr. and Upright

Gupta. Also numerous minute, large script frs., sticking
together. Among former (1) small fr., 3' x with 5 11 .,

from text of Ratnarasi-siitra. (2) A large script fr. from
middle of a broad fol., with string-hole, showing remains of

9 11 . of a Prajhd-pdramitd. No. 403, Hoernle Reg.
Kha. i. 305. b. Fourteen frs. of 5 Pothis in Skr. and Up-

right Gupta
: (1) 6, 3, 3, 1 frs. respectively of 4 Pothis. (2)

ne small fr., 3
A
* x 2^*, from the upper L. corner of a fol., with

remains of 3 II., and the fol. No. 209 on the rev. and facing
tic space between the 4th and 3th II. The complete width
0 die fol. must have been 5', with 8 11., involving probably
a complete length of about 1 '3'. Surviving text from end of
2T and beginning of the 25th chap, of the Saddharma-punda-
" a, corresponding to Kern ed., p. 456, 1. 8 to p. 457. 1 . 9,
rom which, however, it considerably differs. See No. 336, where

two texts of same two chaps, agree
;
on the other hand,

see No. 343, where the two texts similarly differ. No. 405,
Hoernle Reg.

Kha. i. 306. C. Two large fis. of 2 Pothis in Skr. and
L pl ight Gupta script

: (1) a large script fr., from I.. half of

a fob, preserving full width of 9' with 12 11.
;
probably belong-

ing to a Prajhd-pdramitd. (2) about
f, fiom R. end of a fob,

II5*X 3§". with 5 11. of laudations of the Suvarnabhdsotla-
masfitrendrard/a, being apparently the final leaf of a Pothi of
that Sutra. For another Pothi of 6 11 . see No. 398. No. 408,
Hoernle Reg.

Kha. i. 306. d. Fr. of brittle brown paper, with remains
of 6 lb, in Skr. and Upright Gupta

;
contains jargon of

a dhdrani. No. 409, Hoernle Reg. 6A" x (full width).

Kha. i. 307. a. Complete fol., with No. 31 on obv. mar-
gin, and 6 11 . of writing in Skr. and Upright Gupta; covered
with jargon of a dhdrani

.

commencing wilh : 1 . 1, Siddham
Samo buddha-dharma-samghdya syddyathedam dumirc bhiira-

mire, &c. and ending on rev. 1. 3, puruui-gdthani purwta-
bale pimgale nahgdldyane hili hili hilinipigalP

,
&c.

Kha. i. 307* *•) h 1 wo frs. of Pothi in Skr. and
Upright Gupta

;
one being a nearly complete fob No. 5, 1 2A"

X2i", with 4 lb; the total length being about 14". The
other is L. end. 45" x z\ '. of fob No. 17, including the circle

of the string-hole. The text is some dhdrani, apparently

ending on fob 17. On fob 5 are salutations to a series of

Tathagatas; Vajraratnanabhi
; Samghabaladharin ; Dharma-

dhatuprabhasa, &c. No. 410, Hoernle Reg.

Kha. i. 307. b. Eight frs. of 4 Pothis in Skr. and Upright

Gupta, inch a large script fr., I2*X9*, and some minute

pieces of fob No. 230. with 12 11 .; containing a disquisi-

tion on various kinds of satnadlii
;

apparently belonging

to a Prajhd-pdramitd. See No. 423. No. 41 1, Hoernle

Reg.

Kha. i. 309. a. 2. Three small frs. of large script Pothi in

Skr. and Upright Gupta. They may belong to a Prajha-

pdramita. No. 413, Hoernle Reg.

Kha. i. 309. b. 2. Two frs. of fob, showing remains of 7

small script 11 . of Pothi in Skr. and Upright Gupta. In one

of them Kasyapa is addressed as in the Ratnardsi-sutra.

No. 415, Hoernle Reg.

Kha. i. 309. b, 3. Four fis. of 3 Pothis in Skr. and Up-

right Gupia, incl. two fis. of a Pothi of Prajhd-pdramitd.

No. 416, Hoernle Reg.

Kha. i. 311. a. Two frs. of 2 Pothis in Skr. and Upright

Gupta, incl. a large fr., io|"x 5
", put together of 3 separate

pieces, from middle of a large fob, show ing portions of string-

hole circle, and of 8 11 . of writing. The text is from end of

19th and beginning of 20th chap, of the Saddharma-pun-

darlka corresponding to Kern ed., p. 383, 1 . 5 to p. 386, 1 . 4.

From a comparison with the latter it is seen that a full I.

must have held 48-50 Aksatas, and the full size of fol. must

have been about \ 10" x 5'. No. 418, Hoernle Reg.

Kha. i. 311. b. Three small frs. from middle of 2 fols. of

2 different Pothis in Skr. and Upright Gupta. No. 419,

Hoernle Reg.

Kha. i. 314. Seven large script frs. of 1 or 2 fols. of a Pothi

in Skr. and Uptight Gupta. One of them preserves fob
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No. 390 ;
probably from a Prajha-pdramitd

.

No. 4 20,

Hoernle Reg.

Kha. i. 315. Five frs. of 3 Pothis in Skr. and Upright

Gupta. No. 421, Hoernle Reg.

Kha. i. 316. a. Two small and three minute frs.of 4 Pothis

in Skr. and Upright Gupta, inch 1 small fr. in good small script

fiom middle of foh, with remains of 6 II., apparently verse.

Name of Rahula occurs in I. 6; asamkhyeya-kalpa-koti in 1 . 5.

No. 422, Hoernle Reg.

Kha. i. 316. b, 317. a. Two frs., about 4'x 7" (full width),

from L. and middle of foh, with No. 352, 11 11 . on page, and

showing end of 55th chap, of a Prajnd-paramila. See

No. 41 r. No. 423, Hoernle Reg.

Kha. i. 317. b. Two frs., about gi'x 3f", of exactly the

same shape, from middle of 2 consecutive fols. of a Pothi in

Skr. and Upright Gupta. Both show encircled string-hole,

and remains of 5 11. Thin, very soft paper; writing in places

difficult to read. Text is from 19th chap, of Saddharma-

pundaitka, and corrcs; omls to Kern ed., p. 380, 1 . 3 to

p. 381

,

1 . 12; but shows very considerable differences. A much

shorter, and clearly a much earlier, recension of text ; similar

to that of No. 345. No. 424, Hoernle Reg.

Kha. i. 319. c. Pothi. Ten small frs.of 6 Pothis in Skr.

and Upright Gupta :

(1) Four frs., fiom the (upper) middle of 4 (apparently)

consecutive fo's., with remains of 4 11 . References to Mdrah.

pa/lmdm lydkrlo
,
and 2 11. above, mari na papimala ; in

another fr., 1. 3, sarvajna-ralnadripe.

(2) Two latge script frs., with Subhuti inteilocutor.

(3) One fr., apparently medical, with dadhi-ghrtcm.

(4) Three frs. of 3 fols. of 3 Pothis. No. 427, Hoernle

Reg.

Kha. i. 0033. Six minute frs., apparently of 1 Pothi, in

Skr. and Upright Gupta
;

illegible. No. 428, Hoernle Reg.

LEAVES AND FRAGMENTS OF PAPER AND BIRCH-BARK POTHIS EXCAVATED FROM RUINED
SHRINE KHA. II

Kha. ii. i. Small triangular fr., with remains of 5 11 .,

from middle of fol. of Pothi in Skr. and Upright Gupta.

No. 430, Hoernle Reg.

Kha. ii. 8. Numerous small charred frs. of Pothi

;

illegible, but probably in Skr. and Upright Gupta.

Kha. ii. 9. Packet of muddy rotten Pothi frs., sticking

together, and illegible, but probably in Skr. and Upright

Gupta. No. 433, Hoernle Reg.

Kha. ii. 10. Minute fr. from middle of a fol. of brown
paper, with remains of 4 11 ., of Pothi in Skr. and Upright

Gupta. No. 434, Hoernle Reg.

Kha. ii. 13. b, 18. a. A small and a minute fr. of large

script Pothi in Skr. and Upright Gupta. No. 436, Hoernle
Reg.

Kha. ii. 20, 25. Four small, and numerous minute frs. of

birch-bark Pothi in Skr. and Upright Gupta. No. 438,

Hoernle Reg.

Kha. ii. 26. Pothi. Rotten frs. of several fols. of Pothi

in Skr. and Upright Gupta; illegible. No. 439, Hoernle

Reg.

Kha. ii. 28. Two frs., one small, the other minute, of Pothi

in Skr. and Upright Gupta
;
too sand-rubbed to be legible.

No. 440. Hoernle Reg.

Kha. ii. 30. a. Five small fi s. of Pothi in Skr. and Upright

Gupta, on whitish, flimsy paper. No. 442, Hoernle Reg.

Kha. ii. 30. b. Five small frs. of 1 Pothi in Skr. and

Upright Gupta, on thin, brownish paper. No. 443, Hoernle

Reg.

Kha. ii. 30. c. Seven small frs. of 2 or more Pothis in

Skr. and Upright Gupta. No. 444, Hoernle Reg.

POTHI LEAVES AND FRAGMENTS EXCAVATED FROM MINOR RUINS OF KHADALIK
Kha. iv. x. Three naircnv frs., fiom L. end of 3 consecutive

large script fols. of Pothi in Skr. and Upiight Gupta. No.
446, Hoernle Reg.

Kha. vi. 1. a. Two small frs., one inscr. only on one side,

of Pothi in Skr. and Upright Gupta; apparently a dharani.
No. 447, Hoernle Reg.

Kha. vi. 1. b. Six small and numerous minute frs. of 3
Pothis in Skr. and Upiight Gupta. No. 448, Hoernle Reg.
Kha. vi. 2. Four frs. of 3 Pothis in Skr. and Upright Gupta,

inch 2 frs., one of fol. 28, with string-hole, measuring 6^" x
.1

-

8
"

; the other, from middle of foh, possibly belonging to R.
half of foh 28; with 5 11 . Full width is 5V", and total length

mav have been about 14". Writing sand-rubbed, and barely
legible. Foh 28 treats of civara. No. 450, Hoernle Reg.
Kha. vi. 3. 13 small, or minute, frs. of 7 Pothis in Skr.

and Upright Gupta, inch 3 frs., from middle of foh, with 5 II.

on full width of 2^', containing apparently regulations for

Bhihsus; on 1 . 2, section-number 3. No. 451, Hoernle Reg.

Kha. vi. 1, 4. Half foh, and a minute fr., possibly of its

other half, of Pothi in Skr. and Upright Gupta. The half

fol. measures 7'x 2^", with foh No. 4, string-hole, and 5 !h

of fancifully ornate writing, in verses from which can be seen

that about 6" are missing, full length having been about 12.
The text, not identified, begins with a ^ardulavikridita verse

14 on obv, 11 . 1, 2, followed by Vasantatilaka verses 15-2°;

though 15 is inadvertently missed out on obv. 1 . 4. Read by

Dr. Barnett. No. 452, Hoernle Reg.

Kha. vi, 12 and 13. Twelve very small frs., with remains of

only 2 or 3 11
., of apparently 3 Pothis in Skr. and Upright

Gupta. No. 454, Hoernle Reg.

Kha. vi. 15. One large fr. of Pothi, apparently one half,

(fuli width), from L. end of foh, with 7 II. of writing

in barbarous Skr. and very coarse Upright Gupta; hard, stift

paper. Apparently some dharant. No. 455, Hoernle

Reg.

Kha. vi. 19. Fr. of another Pothi with purport similar
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to Kha. vi. 15, and in similar writing, but on soft paper.

No. 456, Hoernle Reg.

Kha. vi. 00a; viii. a. Four packets of rotten, mud-

embedded frs. of Pdthis in Skr. and Upright Gupta. Writing

in places still legible. Three packets transferred from

Kha. viii. 2. No. 457, Hoernle Reg.

Kha. viii. a. a. Fragmentary fols. of this as well as of

two following numbers (9 in all) belong to same Pothi in

Skr. and Upright Gupta
;
they are written by same hand, and

on paper of same size and quality. Text appears to be from

Aryaratnaketu Mahayana-sutra (see No. 461). The extant

frs. measure from 8f
* to 9!' in length, and from 4^" to 6§" in

width, and contain from 9 to 13 II. The string-hole and fol.

No. are lost. The full width probably was 7*, with 13 11 .

;

accordingly the extant length is probably about \ of the

whole, and the full length was probably about 2' 1". Paper

very thin, soft, and fragile. Identification made by Prof, de la

Vallee Poussin.

The four frs. contain text of Ratnakelu-dharani, the end of

which occurs on bottom 1 . of rev. of 4th fol. : imam Ralna-

ketu-dharani hhdyli sma
[|

No. 460, Hoernle Reg.

Kha. viii. 2. b. See initial Note on No. 460. The

three frs. of No. 46 1 measure about 9^* X 4|" from the R. end

of the fols. and contain 10 or 11 11 . They contain portions

of 2nd Sarga which deals with pitrva-yoga or ‘ ancient history ’.

Name occurs in bottom 1 . of rev. of 3rd fol. : idath Raina-

keto (for °tau) mahdydne siitre dviliya-punayoga-sarga {°gah)

saviaplah
||

The Skr. in places is barbarous
;
the interlocutor

is Subhuti. No. 461, Hoernle Reg.

Kha. viii. 2. c. The two frs. of No. 462 measure 93' x
63' from middle of fol., omitting string-holes and the R.

ends, and are inscr. with 13 II. The interlocutor is Subhuti,

and the subject is sunyata. No. 462, Hoernle Reg.

Kha. viii. 2. d. Eight large and five small frs. of 6 fols., of

probably the same Pothi in Skr. and Upright Gupta, to which

Nos. 460-2 belong. The large pieces measure in

length and 3f'-5' in width, with 8-10 11 . Paper and hand-

writing the same
;

interlocutor also Subhuti. The Skr. is

anomalous
; e.g. parigrsnati apparently for parigrhnah.

No. 463, Hoernle Reg.

Kha. viii. 3. a. Fourteen minute frs. of a Pothi in Skr. and

very large Upright Gupta script (average height of Aksaras

|"). No. 464, Hoernle Reg.

Kha. viii. 4. Two minute frs. of 2 Pdthis in Skr. and Up-

right Gupta. One bears very large script, and may belong

to same Pothi as preceding.

Minute fr. of fol. No. 37 of another Pothi, with remains of

2 11 . of Cursive Gupta writing on rev. No. 465, Hoernle Reg.

Kha. viii. 6. R. half, about 5^' x 2 of a Pothi fol.,

with 4 11. of Skr. and good Upright Gupta ;
apparently from

a dhdrani. No. 467, Hoernle Reg.
Kha. viii. 7. Small fr. of a large script Pothi in Skr. and

Upright Gupta
; with remains of 2 11., and traces of a third,

on coarse, dirty-coloured paper. No. 468, Hoernle Reg.

4|*X 2j\
Kha. viii. 8. Fr. of a large script Pothi in Skr. and

Upright Gupta; bears the No. 248, and remains of 7 H.

1441

Text might be from one of Prajhd-pdramiid redactions.

No. 469, Hoernle Reg.

Kha. ix. 1, 3. Three frs. of 1 large script Pothi in Skr.

and Upright Gupta. Two larger frs., about 5' x 3J', with 4 and

3 11. respectively, are from middle of 2 consecutive fols.

Text from Saddharma-pundarika
;
that of the two larger frs.

corresponds to Kern ed., ch. xviii, p. 360; that of the 3rd

fr. to ch. xxiii, p. 430. It belongs to an early redaction of

that work
;
similar to Nos. 345, 403. No. 470, Hoernle Reg.

Kha. ix. 2. Seven frs. (two small, five minute) of a

Pothi in Skr. and Upright Gupta. No. 471, Hoernle Reg.

Kha. ix. 4. Four minute frs. of 2 large script fols. in

Skr. and Upright Gupta. No. 472, Hoernle Reg.

Kha. ix. 5. Five minute frs. from large script Pothi in

Skr. and Upright Gupta. No. 473, Hoernle Reg.

Kha. ix. 6. Twelve small frs. of large script Pothi in

Skr. and Upright Gupta. No. 474, Hoernle Reg.

Kha. ix. 12. Small fr. of fol., bearing remains of 4 11. in

Skr.and Upright Gupta; barely legible. No. 476, Hoernle Reg.

Kha. ix. 13. b. Fr., with remains of 6 11 ., from middle of

fob, mutilated all round, written in Skr. and Upright Gupta.

Text from a Prajhd-pdramiid. No. 478, Hoernle Reg.

6yx 3r-
Kha. ix. 15. Nearly complete fol., mutilated on the I..,

but containing string-hole, with 5 11 . in Skr. and Upright

Gupta. Full length of fol. was 1' 43".

Text is from Saddharma-pundarika, ch. xxiii, as identified

by Prof, de la Vallee Poussin
;

but it differs considerably

from the text printed in the Kern ed., p. 427, 11 . 4-15.

No. 479, Hoernle Reg. i' 1" X 3|". PI. CXLIV.

Kha.ix.i6.a,b. Twolarge and five small frs. of large script

Pothi of Saddharma-pundarika, in Skr. and Upright Gupta,

the full measurement of which is 1' 93" x 8£", with 8 11 . See

No. 485.

(1) Two mutilated consecutive fols., with their Nos. lost, but

bearing portion of text in Kern’s ed., p. 320, 1 . 12 to p. 322,

1 . 7, in ch. xv. (2) Small fr., about 6" X from lower

middle of fol., without No., showing portions of 3 11 . of text,

corresponding to Kern ed., p. 319, 1 . 3 to I. 7, in ch. xv.

(3) Small, narrow slip, 2" x 4^", from L. side of fol. 307,

with only 2 Aksaras ; not identified. (4) Three minute frs., with

remnants of 2 11 . of text, not identified. No. 480, Hoernle Reg.

Kha. ix. 17. Thirteen frs. (one small and twelve minute)

of the same Pothi of Saddharma-pundarika, as in preceding.

No. 481, Hoernle Reg.

Kha. ix. 18. Two large pieces of fol. 332, measuring, in

combination, i'3
" X 8|", much damaged, but preserving portion

ofL. margin with fol. No. 332 and of stting-hole circle; butR.

end broken off about 6§\ The fol. belongs to large script

Pothi of Saddharma-pundarika ,
described in Nos. 480, 481.

Its text corresponds to Kern ed., ch. xvii, p. 347 >
1 ft*

No. 482, Hoernle Reg.

Kha. ix. 20. Two small and one minute frs. of large sciipt

Pothi in Skr. and Upright Gupta
;
not identifiable, but pos-

sibly the same as in No. 485. No. 484, Hoernle Reg.

Kha. ix. 21. Two frs. of large script Pothi in Skr. and Up-

iHit Gupta : viz. a damaged fr. of fol. 401, measuring about

8 X
1374
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-Y x 5", showing string-hole and remains of 5 11 . The total

number of 11. would have been 7, and the total width about

7". Frs. cannot have belonged to PothI of No. 480 ;
but they

may belong 10 another PothI of the Saddharma-pundarika,

perhaps No. 506. Another fr. shows only fol. No. 471 and

traces of a few letters. No. 485, Hoernle Reg.

Kha. ix. 32. Seventeen frs., including 15 minute ones, of

PothI in Skr. and Upright Gupta ; on soft, thin, whitish paper.

A larger fr., 8" x 3^', shows remains of 4 11 . as well as upper

portion of string-hole circle, interrupting 4th 1. ;
accordingly

the full width of the fol. should be about 7^" with 7 11 . Fol.

No. 145 stands on the top L. corner, scribbled in fine cursive.

Text in verses (Slokas), but not identified. No. 486,

Hoernle Reg.

Kha. ix. 23. Mutilated fol., 1' 7^” showing circle

of string-hole, but no L. mat gin with fol. No. It has 8 11 .,

and belongs to same large script PothI of Saddharma-

pundarika
,

as described in Nos. 480-2. Its text corre-

sponds to Kern ed., ch. i, p. 21, 1 . 19 to p. 22, 1 . 9. No. 487,

Hoernle Reg.

Kha. ix. 24. Two frs. in Skr. and Upright Gupta, both

from same Saddharma-pundarika, as in Nos. 480-2, 487.

(1) a fr., about 6" X from middle of fol., with text corre-

sponding to Kern ed., ch. xvi, pp. 330, 331. {2) a small

fr., 3" x from lower part of middle of a fol., with remains

of 4 11 ., corresponding to Kern ed., ch. viii, p. 203. No. 488,

Hoernle Reg.

Kha. ix. 26. Two frs. of a large script PothI in Skr. and

Upright Gupta. Probably belonging to PothI in No. 480,

or to that in No. 485. No. 490, Hoernle Reg.

Kha. ix. 27. Thirteen frs. (including 6 minute) of large

script PothI in Skr. and Upright Gupta, much sand-rubbed,

and ‘ originally found folded ’. Verse Nos. found on three frs.

seem to show that all thirteen frs. probably belong to one

fol. Verses cannot be traced in Saddharma-pundarika. No.

491, Hoernle Reg.

Kha. ix. 28. Three frs. in Skr. and Upright Gupta, pro-

bably from Saddharma-pundarika
;
one being from same PothI

as in Nos. 480 ff. ;
the other from same PothI as in No. 485.

No. 492, Hoernle Reg.

Kha. ix. 29. Ten very small frs. of PothI in Skr. and

Upright Gupta. Cf. No. 486. No. 493, Hoernle Reg.

Kha. ix. 30. b. Five small and eight minute frs. of

large script PothI in Skr. and Upright Gupta. They probably

belong to PothI in No. 480, or to that in No. 485. See No.

492. No. 495, Hoernle Reg.

Kha. ix. 31. Numerous minute frs. of large script PothI

apparently, in Skr. and Upright Gupta. No. 496, Hoernle Reg.

Kha. ix. 32. Seven frs. of large script PothI in Skr. and

Upright Gupta
;
probably portions of Saddharma-pundarika

in No. 480, but not identified. No. 497, Hoernle Reg.

Kha. ix. 33. Numerous minute frs. of several fols., caked

together and inseparable, belonging to large script PothI in

Skr. and Upright Gupta. No. 498, Hoernle Reg.

Kha. ix. 34. Twelve minute frs. of a large script PothI in

Skr. and Upright Gupta, probably the same as in No. 480,
or in No. 485. No. 499, Hoernle Reg.

Kha. ix. 35. Numerous minute frs. of large script PothI

in Skr. and Upright Gupta; probably of PothI in No. 480,

or in No. 485. No. 500, Hoernle Reg.

Kha. ix. 36. Five frs. of PothI of the Saddharma-pun-

darika in Skr. and Upright Gupta. Two of them are the L.and

R. ends of fol. 33 of PothI described in No. 480. • A third is

portion of L. end of fol. 65 ;
and the fourth and fifth are

minute frs. from same PothI. Text of fol. 33 corresponds to

Kern ed., ch. i, pp. 24, 25; but numbering of verses differs.

No. 501, Hoernle Reg.

Kha. ix. 37. Many minute frs., embedded in mud; in

Skr. and Upright Gupta. No. 502, Hoernle Reg.

Kha. ix. 38, 42. A number of large frs. in Skr. and

Upright Gupta from large script PothI of Saddharma-pun-

darika
,
apparently all from chaps, xvii-xxiii. They are of

thin, dun-coloured paper, rather rotten, and sticking together.

Among them are some large pieces of fols., cftrresponding to

Kern ed.
: (1) ch. xvii, p. 345, 1 . 19 to p. 349, 1 . 7 ! (

2
)
ch -

xviii, p. 367, 11. 1 to 10; (3) ch. xix, p. 377, 1. 6 top. 378,1. 5;

(4) ch. xix, p. 378, 1. 6 to p. 379, 1. 4; (5) ch. xix, p. 379;

(6) ch. xix, p. 379, 11. 5-13; (7) ch. xix, p. 380, 11. 1-10;

(8) ch xix, p.380, 1 . 11 to p. 381, 1 . 10; (9) ch. xxi, p. 397 j

1. 9 to p. 399, 1. 4; (10) ch. xxiii, p. 435, I. 9 to p. 436 .
*- 6 l

(1 1— 1 9) nine frs., not yet identified. Also numerous minute frs.

The largest piece measures 1' 8'x 7', and is a nearly

complete fol. The full size probably was 1
' 10'x

All these frs. probably belong to same PothI as described

in No. 485. See also Nos. 492, 499, 500, 504, 506, 507.

No. 503, Hoernle Reg.

Kha. ix. 39. Thirteen minute frs. of large script PothI in

Skr. and Upright Gupta, perhaps belonging to PothI in No.

480, or to that in Ro. 485. No. 504, Hoernle Reg.

Kha. ix. 41. Four minute frs. of large script PothI in Skr.

and Upright Gupta, probably belonging to the PothI in No.

480, or to that in No. 485. No. 506, Hoernle Reg.

Kha. ix. 47. Numerous minute frs. of a PothI, probably

in Skr. and Upright Gupta; on stiff, brittle paper; illegible.

No. 507, Hoernle Reg.

Kha. ix. 48. Numerous minute frs., some sticking

together, of a PothI in Skr. and Upright Gupta, apparently

belonging to PothI in No. 507. No, 508, Hoernle Reg.

Kha. ix. 57. a. Tw enty-four frs. of several Pothls in Skr.

and Upright Gupta. Twenty frs. belong to a Prajha-pCiramitd

,

inch of two nearly complete, but damaged. Found folded up

in a bundle; cf. above, p. 161. No. 509, Hoernle Reg.

Kha. ix. 57. b. A practically complete fob, in places

damaged, and illegible
; 9 11 . of writing in Skr. and Upright

Gupta. Fol. marked No. 2— and containing apparently

a portion of the Bodhisatlva-pitaka
;

see obv. 1 . 4. Found

in bundle of folded up papers of Kha. ix. 57. a- No- 5 I0 >

Hoernle Reg. 91' x 2?'.

Kha. ix. 57. c. Seven small frs., damaged, nearly illegible,

in Skr. and Upright Gupta. No. 511, Hoernle Reg.

Dar. 001. [From Darabzan-dong
; see above, p. 1 99-1

Mass of decayed frs. of PothI, apparently in Skr. and Upright

Gupta. Large script, legible in parts. No. 543, Hoernle

Reg,



Parti] MANUSCRIPT REMAINS RECOVERED FROM KHADALIK

- B.—KHOTANESE TEXTS AND DOCUMENTS
MANUSCRIPT REMAINS BROUGHT

Kha. 0012. a. PothI fol., complete, with fol. No. 135,

slightly damaged at upper R. corner. Text written in

Khotanese and Upright Gupta, distributed on either side in

three columns, each column in 6 11 ., and with 9 or 10 Aksaras

in each line. It is interspersed with Skr. words. Sand-

rubbed and difficult to read. 15^* x 4".

Also small fr. from R. end, with remains of 5 11 . on full

width of 3§", showing No. 10 on fifth 1 .
4A* x 3§". No. 516,

Hoernle Reg.

Kha. 0013. d. Fifteen frs. of 10 Pothis in Khotanese and

Upright Gupta, incl. :

(1) Half fol., with fol. No. 18, string-hole, and 3 11 . writing;

8J' X 2-g*. (2) Quarter fol, with string-hole, and g 11 . writing ;

but fol. No. rubbed out and illegible
;
5" x 3^". (3) Quarter

BY MULLAH KHWAJA AND OTHERS

fol., with fol. No. 9, and g 11 . writing : on obv. 1 . 5 reads

salve drai-mdstii,
‘ annually, three-monthly ’

;
3* x 2f". (4) Fr.

from middle of fol., with 4 11 . writing ;
6" x i\"

.

(g) Damaged
half fol... with string-hole, and 3 11 . writing

; but fol. No. broken

off; showing numeral 4 on obv. 1. 2, and numeral 6 on rev.

1 - 2
; 5|* X 2A". &c. No. 322, Hoernle Reg.

Kha. 0013. e. Four frs. of documents, paper, written in

Khotanese language and Cursive Gupta, incl.
: (1) R. upper

corner, with remains of g 11. on obv. and 3 11. on rev.
;
ending

with gatisi byaudd kiisa 13; 6" x 3 ; (2) with beginning

and 2 11. writing, ending on 2nd 1. with naladd bhaga 4 ||

hide bhaga 4 ||
Rev. blank; 7|* x Q". No. 523, Hoernle

Reg.

POTHI AND DOCUMENT REMAINS EXCAVATED AT RUINED SHRINE KHA. I

Kha. i. 4. Fr. of fol., R. lower corner, with remains 4 11 .

writing in Khotanese and Upright Gupta. No. 164, Hoernle

Reg.

Kha. i. 13. Fourteen complete and one fragmentary fol.

in Khotanese and Upright Gupta. The former are numbered

1 34_47 l
the latter has lost L. side up to string-hole, and is

prob. 148 ;
it is the final fol. of PothI. All fols. more or less

damaged along upper and R. edges
;
and writing in places

rubbed and almost illegible. Fol. no. on L. margin of obv.

Contents : transl. into Khotanese from Skr. Surahgama-

samadhi-su/ra

;

based on a much more expanded version

than that preserved in Hoernle MS. No. 144, and apparently

agreeing with the Tib. transl. in the Kangyur : see Manu-

script Remains of Buddhist Literature
,
p. 123.

The name Surahgama occurs on fols. 144^*3“. 143^“,

1 i6alvb'. The interlocutors are: Drdhamala, fol. 134A
I 35«

t
; sthavira or asivi Ananda, fol. 1 3 6Z- 111

,
i37<rIV

;
Sasi-

vimalagarbha, fol. 1 36aiii -v
, 137^. Manyusri. or Mamhuiri ,

fol. I44aiii<$ii; Sariputra, fol. 140//', 1 4 I43<;
iv/A

No. 170, Hoernle Reg. 1 x j-V-

Kha. i. 20. Three small frs. of 2 Pothis in Khotanese

language and Upright Gupta.

(1) Soft, brown paper; narrow strip, 75" X 2', shoeing

upper edge and string-hole
;
with remains of 3 11. of writing

;

full leaf must have been 4" wide, with 3 11.

(2) White, soft paper; 2%” xf, with fol. No. 19, and 2"x

1 4*. No. 175, Hoernle Reg.

Kha. i. 22. Fr. of large PothI in Khotanese and Upright

Gupta. Thin, dun-coloured paper; full width of L. side

with fol. No. 457 on obv.
;
apparently final fol.; 8 II. on

page; large letters.

Remains of some Buddhist Sutra
;
possibly the Surahgama-

samddhi. No. 177, Hoernle Reg. if* X 5-4*.

Kha. i. 27. a. Two frs. of PothI, on very thin, soft paper,

in Khotanese and Upright Gupta.

(1) One fol., with remains of 3 11 . writing from some

Buddhist canonical text, c. 6" x 3'
; (2) another fr. with

remains of 3 11 ., i"xi|*. No. 180, Hoernle Reg.

Kha. i. 38. Fourteen minute frs., apparently the same

PdthI, in Khotanese and Upright Gupta (large size). Some

Buddhist religious work. No. 186, Hoernle Reg.

Kha. i. 45. a. Two small frs. of PothI in Khotanese and

Upright Gupta
;

coarse, brownish paper. Larger fr., with

3 11 ., appears to be final fol., being blank on rev. No. 193,

Hoernle Reg. Gr. fr. 4" x 2-J*
(full width).

Kha. i. 49. a. Small fr. of PothI fob, showing R. half of

circle round string-hole
; 4 11 . witting in Khotanese and

Upright Gupta. Perhaps containing a dharani. No. 193,

Hoernle Reg. 3'x 2' (full width).

Kha. i. 52. a. Fr. of PothI fol. (R. edge), with 4 11 .

in Khotanese and Upright Gupta. Alto another minute fr.

in same hand, and possibly of same fol. No. 197, Hoernle

Reg. 3V x 2f'.

Kha. i. 53, 66, 91. Three frs. of paper documents, jj

inscr. on obv. with remains of 8 11 . writing in Cuisive Gupta

and Khotanese language ;
rev. blank. 66 bearing on obv.

remains of 3 similar 11 . ;
rev. blank. 9/ with remains of Chin,

on rev. No. 199, Hoernle Reg. Gr. M. 2^ X 54 •

Kha. i. 56. Two laige frs. of PSthl fols. showing string-

holes; 4 11 . vviiting in Khotanese and Upright Gupta
;
from

some Buddhist religious work.

Two Bodhisattvas are named : 2nd fol., obv. 1 . 4, subha-

dhimuktd bodhisalrii tta hate) 1st fol., obv. 1. 3, sam nhS

bodhisatvii tta hvate. No. 202, Hoernle Reg. (Each) 7)' X 3'.

Kha. i. 58. a. P'rs. of 2 Pothis, two large and four

minute, in Khotanese and Upright Gupta.

(1) Fol., practically complete, but much damaged : fol. No.

missing; 3 11 . writing. 7' X 3". (2) Fr. from middle of fol.

;

4 11
;

handwiiting similar to PothI 1. No. 204, Hoernle

Reg.

S x z
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Kha. i. 63. Two frs. of Pothi fols., both in Khotanese

and Upright Gupta, but of different Pothis and in different

hands : (1) large, much damaged fr., with remains of string-

hole, and 5 11 . large writing. Text unknown, 8^x2^'.

(2) minute fr., with remains of 4 11 . if' X if*. No. 210,

Hoernle Reg.

Kha. i. 69. a. Fr. of Pothi fol. in Khotanese and Upright

Gupta; remains of 5 11 . writing. Text unknown. No. 214,

Hoeinle Reg. 3"X2f".
Kha. i. 70. Twelve minute frs. of Pothi in Khotanese

and Upright Gupta. Paper soft and somewhat rotten. No.

216, Hoernle Reg.

Kha. i. 73. b. Four frs. of Pothi in Khotanese and Up-

right Gupta; small, narrow oblong, with 3 11 . writing; all

from L. side, with fol. Nos. 15, 40 (or 60?), and a third

illegible (10 ?). No. 218, Hoernle Reg. Width if*.

Kha. i. 73. b. Fr. of inscr. wood, apparently from covering

board of Pothi, found with fr. in No. 217. Frs. of large

script Pothi still stick to it. No. 218, Hoernle Reg.

Kha. i. 74. a. Four small frs. of 4 Pothis, with writing

in four different sizes, in Khotanese and Upright Gupta.

No. 219, Hoernle Reg.

Kha. i. 79. a. Thirteen frs. of 5 Pothis in Khotanese

and in different-sized Upright Gupta scripts. No. 226,

Hoernle Reg.

Kha. i. 82. a. Thirteen frs. of 6 Pothis in Khotanese

and Upright Gupta. Paper of each of six is of a different

colour and texture. Seven frs. minute. No. 235, Hoernle

Reg.

Kha. i. 86. a. Two frs. of fols. of two Pothis in Khotan-

ese and Upright Gupta. (1) From bottom of fol., with

remains of 3 11 . showing the verse Nos. 6 and 8. 3^* x
1 A*. (2) With remains of 2 II., also from bottom of fol.,

paper of different colour and texture. 2*xi*. No. 238,

Hoernle Reg.

Kha. i. 89. a. Initial fol. of Pothi, practically complete,

with 6 11 . writing in Skr. and Upright Gupta
;
the blank rev.

inscr. with 5 11. writing in Khotanese language and Cursive

Gupta script. Much of writing washed out by damp and

illegible
;
paper coarse, hard, and stiff.

Skr. text refers to Parinirvana. No. 241, Hoernle Reg.

Kha. i. 91. a. Five frs. of Pothi fols.
; from L. side of

leaf, with the consecutive Nos. 427, 428, 429, 430, 431 ; and
two minute frs. from middle of leaf; with 5 11 . writing in Kho-
tanese and Upright Gupta. The existing width being 3A*,

the full width must have been 7* with 8 II. writing. Paper

very coarse and thin. Also fr. from middle of fol. of another

Pothi, on coarse but thicker paper; with remains of 4 11 .

No. 245, Hoernle Reg.

Kha. i. 92. a. Five frs. of 3 Pothis in Khotanese and
Upnght Gupta, inch fr. from L. end, with No. 88, and 5 II.

writing
; on dark, coarse, thick paper. 3* x 3f* (full width).

No. 247, Hoernle Reg.

Kha. i. g5- a. Six frs. of 3 Pothis in Khotanese and
Upright Gupta, different sizes, and on different paper. No.

255, Hoernle Reg.

Kha. 1 . 97, a. Fr. of Pothi fol., flimsy paper, with 6 11 .

large writing in Khotanese and Upright Gupta; only one or

two Aksaras in each line. No. 259, Hoernle Reg. if* X 4J*.

Kha. i. 99. Two small frs. of fols. of 2 Pothis in

Khotanese and Upright Gupta. No. 263, Hoernle Reg.

Kha. i. 100. a, 105. a, 180. Four small frs. of fols. of

2 Pothis in Khotanese and Upright Gupta. No. 264,

Hoernle Reg.

Kha. i. 101. Two small frs. of Pothi fols. in Khotanese

and Upright Gupta. No. 266, Hoernle Reg.

Kha. i. 103. Five small frs. of fols. of 2 Pothis in

Khotanese and Upright Gupta. No. 268, Hoernle Reg.

Kha. i. 103-4. Large fr. of Pothi fol. (2 pieces joined),

with remains of 7 11 . writing in Khotanese and Upright

Gupta
;

very coarse, stiff, dirty paper. No. 269, Hoernle

Reg. 6i* x 6\".

Kha. i. 107. Two small frs. from Pothi fol. in Khotanese

and Upright Gupta. Large script and widely spaced lines.

One fr. from L. end with remains of 4 11 ., the other from

lower side, with remains of 5 11 . The two pieces stitched to-

gether, though they do not really adjoin, or give a consecutive

text. No. 272, Hoernle Reg.

Kha. i. 108. a. Two frs. of fols. of large Pothi in Kho-

tanese and Upright Gupta ;
both from L. end. One with

fol. No. 1 3, string-hole, and remains of 5 11 . writing ;
the other

with fol. No. 77 (much faded) and remains of 4 11 . No. 273,

Hoernle Reg. 8f* x 3f
* and 3I* x 2f

*.

Kha. i. 109. a. Sixteen frs. of 2 Pothis in Khotanese

and Upright Gupta
: (1) 15 frs. on very flimsy, coarse paper,

much damaged and almost illegible
; (2) one fr. on thicker

paper, of another Pothi. No. 275, Hoernle Reg.

Kha. i. no. Fr. of Pothi fol., R. end; with 4 U- writinS

iii Khotanese and Upright Gupta. Large piece torn out.

No. 277, Hoernle Reg. 5f*X2f*.
Kha. i. iii, na. a. Three frs. of documents, paper, in

Khoianese and Cursive Gupta: remains on obv. (1) of 3 H->

(2) of 6 11 ., (3) of 1 1 . Rev. blank. No. 278, Hoernle Reg.

Gr. M. 5
-
1
" x 3'

,

Kha. i. 115. Four frs. of 3 Pothis in Khotanese ana

Upright Gupta, inch two frs. from middle of two fols., with

remains of 5 11. ;
string-hole lost

;
hence full length about 12

of* X 3i" (fall width). No. 280, Hoernle Reg.

Kha. i. 117. a. Minute fr. of PdthI fol., R. lower comer

,

preserving only the Nos. 4 and 5 on obv., and 6, 7 on reV- ’
as

finals of respective lines. No. 282, Hoernle Reg.

Kha. i. 119. One complete Pothi fol. and four frs. in

Khotanese and Upright Gupta, inch :

(1) Complete fol., No. 29, with 5 11 . writing; on obv. 11 .

2-4, name a series of 8gyasta (orjasta) ; 1 if’ X zf"•
(
2 )

nearly complete, slightly mutilated at both ends, with loss o

fol. No.
;

coarse brown paper, with 5 11 . much rubbed an

almost illegible; i2*X3f'". (3) L. side of fol. with No. 7 1

and string-hole, with 6 11 . ; 4%* x 2^*. (4) L. half of foh 33,

with string-hole and 5 11 . large writing
;
8" X 35". (5)

Minute

fr. of flimsy paper, with 2 11. large, almost illegible writing.

No. 285, Hoernle Reg.

Kha. i. 124. Four small frs. of 2 or 3 Pothis in Kho-
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tanese and Upright Gupta, inch two frs. with one side

blank, and both with g II. writing on the other. No. 290,

Hoernle Reg.

Kha. i. 137. a. Fr. of Pothi fob, R. end; with 6 11. large

writing in Khotanese and Upright Gupta. Also minute fr.,

with remains of 2 H. Both much damaged. No. 292,

Hoernle Reg. Gr. fr. 4^".

'Kha. i- 129. a. Small fr. of PSthI fol., middle, with

remains of circle round string- hole, and 6 11. small writing in

Khotanese and Upright Gupta. Also minute fr. from another

Pothi. No. 297, Hoernle Reg.

Kha. i. 131. a. Two small frs. of 2 Pothls in Khotanese

and Upright Gupta. No. 300, Hoernle Reg.

Kha. i. 133. a-f. Six frs. of very large Pothi fob, in large

script. From upper middle of fob, very thin, whitish paper,

with remains of 6-8 11 . in Khotanese and Upright Gupta.

Text apparently from some Buddhist work. No. 303,

Hoernle Reg.

Kha. i. 135. a. Four frs. of 4 Pothis, in Khotanese

and Upright Gupta, measuring resp. n* X 4
#
> 7 a’ X 3 Y' x

3', 2" x 4". All four from Buddhist sacred books. No. 308,

Hoernle Reg.

Kha. i. 137. b. Two small frs. of Pothi fols., E. end,

numbered 44 and 48, in Khotanese and Upright Gupta.

No. 312, Hoernle Reg. 2^" X Y •

Kha. i. 138. b. Eighteen minute frs. of Pothls in Khotan-

ese and Upright Gupta. No. 3r3, Ploernle Reg.

Kha. i. 158. Short roll, apparently complete, on coarse,

brownish paper ; damaged at top ;
inscr., on obv., with some

Chinese text, and 2 marginal Tibetan notes; on rev., with

a dharani in very faded and badly legible Cursive Gupta and in

Khotanese language. No. 322, Hoernle Reg. i2§" x 10F •

Kha. i. 160. Five small frs. of Pothi fols. with remains of

5 11 . in Khotanese and Upright Gupta
;

soft, yellowish paper.

No. 324, Hoernle Reg.

Kha. i. 170. Fr. of Pothi fob, middle, without string-hole
;

brown, stiff paper
;
remains of 5 11 . writing in Khotanese and

Upright Gupta from some Buddhist text. No. 327, Hoernle

Reg- 8"X 3|".

Kha. i. 171. a. Fr. of Pothi fob in Khotanese and Upright

Gupta. One side blank, showing that fr. belongs to initial

or final fob Remains of 5 11 . rather large writing, from some

Buddhist text. No. 328, Hoernle Reg. Gr. fr. af-* (full

width).

Kha. i. 173, 174, 174. a, 175, 176. Five small frs. of 4 Pothls

in Khotanese and Upright Gupta. No. 330, Hoernle Reg.

Kha. i. 176. a. Fr. of document, paper, with remains on

obv. of crude writing in Cursive Gupta and Khotanese

language
; also, apparently, with some sort of signature. No.

334 . Hoernle Reg. 6\
m
x .

Kha. i. 18a. a. Eleven frs. of 5 Pothls in Khotanese

and Upright Gupta. Gr. fr. with string-hole and remains of

4 lb writing. 8"x 2%’. No. 340, Hoernle Reg.

Kha. i. 184. Four frs. of Pothi in Khotanese and ornate

Upright Gupta
; very dark semi-rotten paper. Gr. fr. from

middle of fob with string-hole
;
remains of 5 II. hardly legible.

N°- 343 . Hoernle Reg. Gr. fr. x 4?"-

Kha. i. 185. a. Four frs. of 2 Pothls in Khotanese and

Upright Gupta
;
three of 1 Pothi, and one (discoloured) of

another. Gr. fr. of former, with 6 11 ., is from L. of fob and with-

out string-hole. No. 343, Hoernle Reg. Gr. fr. ii"x 3$'.

Kha. i. 187. a. Twelve small frs. of 7 Pothls in Khotan-

ese and Upright Gupta. Five frs. of dark brown paper,

half burnt. No. 346, Hoernle Reg.

Kha. i. 193. Two fragmentary fols. of 2 Pothls in

Khotanese and Upright Gupta, (r) L. end of a fob up to

string-hole, with 4 lb, 4° X 2%*

;

(2) from middle of fob, with

remains of 5 lb, c. 3" sq. No. 352, Hoernle Reg.

Kha. i. 198, Twelve frs. of Pothi in Khotanese and

Upright Gupta
;

brownish, soft, semi-rotten paper. Gr. fr.

a nearly complete fob, from L. end, with string-hole but

illegible No.; 5 11 . writing rather faded ;
contains apparently

a metrical text. Other frs. small. See also i. 160, 171, 173.

No. 355, Hoernle Reg. Gr. fr. i2|"X3|".

Kha. i. 199. d. and 200. Three small frs. of 3 Pothis

in Khotanese and Upright Gupta, 4I" x 4"
; 3g*X3'; 2’

x

1V, resp. No. 359, Hoernle Reg.

Kha. i. 203. a. Fr. of Pothi fob, middle of top, with

remains of 4 11 . in Khotanese and Upright Gupta. No. 365,

Hoernle Reg.

Kha. i. 205. a. Six frs. of 3 Pothls in Khotanese and

Upright Gupta, inch large fr. (about half) of fob 35, with string-

hole, and 6 11 . writing. No. 369, Hoernle Reg.

Kha. i. 206. a. Five frs. of 3 Pothls in Khotanese

and Upright Gupta, incl. two frs. from middle of 2 fols., with

6 11 . of large script. Gr. fr. 7'x 4'. No 371, Hoernle Reg.

Kha. i. 208. One small fr. each of 4 Pothis in Khotan-

ese and Upright Gupta. No. 374, Hoernle Reg.

Kha. i. 211. a. Five frs. of Pothls in Khotanese and

Upright Gupta, incl. half fob with string-hole, No. 113, and

4 lb writing, and small fr. with remains of 5 11 ., Skr. on obv..

and Khotanese on rev. No. 377, Hoernle Reg.

Kha. i. 214. a. Six frs. of 2 Pothls in Khotanese and

Upright Gupta, incl. fr. from middle of fob, with remains of

g 11 . writing, being apparently translation of Suvarnabhdsotta-

ma-sulra. See No. 425. No. 38 K Hoernle Reg.

Kha. i. 215. Small fr. of Pothi fob in Khotanese and

Upright Gupta, double circle, marking end of 24th chap.

No. 385, Hoernle Reg.

Kha. i. 217. Two small frs. of 2 Pothi fols. in Khotan-

ese and Upright Gupta. No. 386, Hoernle Keg.

Kha. i. 218, 219. a. Six frs. of various Pothls in

Khotanese and Upright Gupta, incl. half fob with fob No.

2
[ 7 ]7 - 9V x 3f No. 387. Hoernle Reg.

Kha. i. 221. Roll, practically complete, on stiff, deep-

brown paper. Inscr., on obv,, with Chinese; on rev., with

38 lb of unidentified Buddhist text, in Cursive Gupta and

Khotanese language. No. 389, Hoernle Reg.

Kha. i. 223. a. Eleven small frs. of 8 Pothls in

Khotanese and Upright Gupta. No. 392, Hoernle Reg.

Kha. i. 300. a. Six fis. of 5 Pothls in Khotanese and

Upright Gupta, incl. two frs. of syllabary. No. 395, Hoernle

R
Kha. i. 301. a. Two frs. of 2 Pothis in Khotanese and
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Upright Gupta, inch one fr. from L. of fol. 44, with 4 11 .

writing. 6" x 2\"

.

No. 397, Hoernle Reg.

Kha. i. 302. a. Two frs. of Pothi fol. with 4 11 . in

Khotanese and Upright Gupta. No. 399, Hoernle Reg.

Gr. fr. 3* x 2".

Kha. i. 303. a. Four small frs. of 2 Pothis in Khotanese

and Upright Gupta. No. 401, Hoernle Reg.

Kha. i. 305. a. Small fr. of roll inscr. on one side with

Khotanese text in Upright Gupta
;
on other with Chinese.

Possibly another fr. of roll described in J.R.A.S., 1906.

p. 696. No. 404, Hoernle Reg.

Kha. i. 306. a. Pothi fol., complete with fol. No, 5. and

g 11 . writing in Khotanese language and Upright Gupta

script. On obv. 1 . 4 occurs updya-kausalya, and rev, 1. 2,

hrasti patea dharma-samgiltii-sulrii Pin'/, ‘ well established

again in the Dharma-samglti-sutra ’. These are names of

two Buddhist Sutras, see Mahavyutpatti,
Nos. 63, 20, and 21

;

also Siksdsamuccaya (ed. Bendall), Index. On obv. 1 . 5,

baudhisaira-carya-haskdmi ttina, ‘ by this whole sum of

Bodhisattvahood ’.

This perhaps indicates work to be transl. of Bodhicaryava-

tara of ^antideva. It must be some compendium of doctrine,

like the Siksdsamuccaya
;
but in this the text of our fol. does

not seem to occur. Below' last 1., on bottom margin, 10

letters in Cursive Gupta, apparently supplying a textual

omission, marked by a cross. No. 406, Hoernle Reg.

T ' ,» v >!'.
* . > A ~ 2

Kha. i. 306. b. Fr. of Pothi fol., § complete from R.

side; with 6 11. writing in Khotanese and Upright Gupta;

interspersed with Skr. phrases.

KHOTANESE, AND KUCHEAN [App.F

Orig. Skr. work, of which this is a transl., not identifiable

;

Sariputra is interlocutor, as in Saddharma-pundanka. No.

407, Hoernle Reg. 1' 2
,
X3|'’.

Kha. i. 309. a. Pothi fob nearly complete, slightly

defective on R. side ; with fol. No. 43, and 4 11 . writing in

Khotanese and Upright Gupta. The text contains a long

series of queries
;
orig. Skr. not identified. No. 412, Hoernle

Reg. X3".

Kha. i. 309. b. 1 . Fourteen frs. of 13 Pothis in Khotanese

and Upright Gupta. No. 414, Hoernle Reg.

Kha. i. 310. Two frs. of documents written in Cursive

Gupta script and Khotanese language. (1) Soft, dark, coarse

paper; obv. 14 11., rev. to 11 .; 9^'X3'. (2) Stiff, coarse

paper
;
obv. remains of 5 II.

;
rev.blank; 4|"X2§". N0.417,

Hoernle Reg.

Kha. i. 318, 319. a. Three Pothi fols., nearly complete,

with Nos. 2 1 1, 214, and 226, and also minute fr. of a 4th

fol.
;

with 5 11 . writing in Khotanese and Upright Gupta.

Strip of about 2' lost on R. Surviving portions much

damaged and sand-rubbed. Obv. of fol. 214 contains series

of salutations, with mention of Suvarnabhasotlama-sittra, to

a transl. of which the fols. prob. belonged.

Fol. 226 has a series of verses, numbered 2, 3, 4 on obv.,

and 5, 6, 7, [8, 9], 20 on rev. No. 425, Hoernle Reg.

t 3
3/x 3 }/.

Kha. i. 3ig. b. Two small frs. of 2 Pothis in Khotanese

and Upright Gupta. No. 426, Hoernle Reg.

Kha. i. 0034. Minute fr. of Pothi fob, thin paper; traces

of 3
•11. writing in Khotanese and Upright Gupta. No. 429,

Hoernle Reg.

REMAINS OF POTHIS AND DOCUMENTS FROM SHRINE KHA. II AND MINOR RUINS, KHADALIK

Kha. ii. x, a. Three small frs. of Pothi in Khotanese

and Upright Gupta. No. 43 1, Hoernle Reg. Gr. fr. 3' x 3'.

Kha. ii. 3. Wooden tablet damaged at R. end
;

inscr.

in Khotanese and Cursive Gupta, on both sides. On obv.,

4 11. running parallel to long side.

On rev. are three statements. First, on L., of 5 short 11 .

parallel to long side. Second and third statements, on R., of

6 short 11. each, run parallel with short side. No. 432, Hoernle

Reg. 10' x 11
'.

Kha. ii. 12, 13. a. Two lots of Pothi frs., muddy and

rotten, in Khotanese and Upright Gupta; nearly illegible.

No. 435, Hoernle Reg.

Kha. ii. 18. b. Two frs. of Pothi fols., consecutive,

Nos. 15 and 16, with 5 11 . in Khotanese and Upright Gupta.

Paper soft, thick, dark brown, much resembling fr. in No. 426.

No. 437, Hoernle Reg. 4
# x 3!'.

Kha. ii. 29. Three fols. of Pothi in Khotanese and Up-
right Gupta. Two, nearly complete, numbered 8 and 9

;

3rd, about ^ complete, is prob. No. 10, as it seems to con-

tinue final salutations. Inscr. wfith 5 II. writing much inter-

mixed with Skr. words or phrases. Very thin, soft paper,

sand-rubbed. Writing in many places barely legible. No.

441 , Hoernle Reg. I2^'X2§*.

Kha. ii. 31. Three frs. of Pothi fols., two small, one

minute; with 4 11 ., on full width of about 4§*, in Khotanese

and Upright Gupta
;
much damaged and barely legible

;

possibly belonging to same fol. No. 445, Hoernle Reg.

Kha. vi. x. c. Seven small frs. of Pothis in Skr., with

Khotanese intermixed, and in Upright Gupta. They are

from I.., and of 7 fols., three of which show portions of

circle of string-hole with fol. Nos. 8, 9, 10; 4 11. writing.

No. 449, Hoernle Reg.

Kha. vi. 12. b, 13. Pothi frs., three large and many

minute, of a number of Pothis in Khotanese and Upright

Gupta, inch fr. from R. of fob, with 6 11 .,
apparently in verse,

6' X 35'
; (2) fr. badly damaged, from R. end of fob, with

5 11 . in verses numbered 5-7, 5^' X 3"
; (3) fr. with 5 lb in

verse, 3' x 2-|\ No. 453, Hoernle Reg.

Kha. vi. 14. b. Nine frs. of document on coarse, thin,

brownish paper, inscr. on both sides with writing in Khotan-

ese and Cursive Gupta. (1) Lower portion of doc. inscr. on

obv. with statement of apparently medical import. On rev.,

series of statements in about 10 paragraphs, barely legible.

1 2" x £>A",
(2) Eight small pieces, almost illegible, apparently

belonging to upper portion of doc. No. 455, Hoernle Reg.

Kha. vii. 1. Half of Pothi fob, numbered 43, with 6 barely
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legible ll. in Khotanese and Upright Gupta. Hard, stiff paper.

No. 458, Hoernle Reg. 8" x 3".

Kha. viii. I. Pothi fol., nearly complete, mutilated at R.

end, with 5 11 . writing in Khotanese and Upright Gupta. In

places illegible. Soft, thin, whitish paper. No folio No.

visible. Text seems to treat of various kinds of sila. No.

459, Hoernle Reg. 9J* x 2I/.

Kha. viii. 5. Small fr. of Pothi fol., inscr. with 3 11 .

writing in Khotanese and Upright Gupta. Thin, whitish

paper. No. 466, Hoernle Reg.

Kha. ix. 8. Wooden splinter, fr. from middle of tablet,

with faint inscr. in Khotanese and Cursive Gupta, on one

side only
;

illegible. No. 475, Hoernle Reg. 3" x ;

Kha. ix. 13. a. Six frs. of 2 Pothis in Khotanese and

Upright Gupta, inch two large frs. possibly of same fol.,

with 6 11 . writing. Also two minute frs. found in bundle with

No. 512. Gr. fr. 7'x 4". No. 477, Hoernle Reg.

Kha. ix. 19. Fr. of inscr. wooden stick, sq. in section,

both ends broken ; inscr. on all four sides, in Khotanese and

Cursive Gupta; only partially legible. No. 483, Hoernle Reg.

Kha. ix. 25* Fr. of document on whitish, soft paper, with

remains on obv. of 1 I. in Khotanese and Cursive Gupta.
No. 489, Hoernle Reg.

Kha. ix. 30. a. Six frs. of two Pothis in Khotanese and
Upright Gupta. Found in bundle with No. 51 2. No. 494,’

Hoernle Reg.

Kha. ix. 40. Wooden splinter, from L. end of tablet

;

inscr. on both sides with remains of statement in Khotanese
and Cursive Gupta. No. 505, Hoernle Reg. 3^" ,x ±".

Kha. ix. 57. d. Fr. of document, paper, inscr. on obv.

in Tib. with signature and two red impressions of round seal.

Rev. blank. Found in bundle with No. 509. No. 512,

Hoernle Reg. ; " x 4

Kha. ix. 67. Wooden splinter from L. end of tablet,

inscr. w ilh 2 11 . Khotanese and Upright Gupta
;

illegible.

No. 513, Hoernle Reg. 2'xf.
Kha. ix. 75. Fr. of Pothi fob, R. half, with remains of

4 11 . in Khotanese and Upright Gupta; verse Nos. t, 4. 5,

being visible. No. 51 1, Hoernle Reg. O^'xr^".

II.—DOCUMENTS ON WOOD AND PAPER, IN KHOTANESE, FROM
MAZAR-TOGHRAK SITE

(See above, pp. 205 sq. The documents M. T. i. 1-0028 were first shown with the erroneous ‘ site-mark’ M. tagh.)

M. T. 30. Three stick-like wooden tablets, inscr. in

Khotanese and Upright Gupta.

(1) Stick split, perforated at one end, and with 3 holes (not

perforations)
; inscr. on the holed side with 1 1 . ;

1
1

J" X 1

(2) Stick with loose bark on one side, and on other side

short illegible legend, 7" x

(3) Stick, perforated at one end; inscr. on one side with

a faded legend, apparently in Gupta chars. No. 542, Hoernle
Re» , 1" v a"

4 2 x 4- •

M. T. i. 1. Fr. ofwooden tablet
;

inscr. with 3 Aksaras in

Cursive Gupta and probably Khotanese language. No. 76,

Hoernle Reg. 1 * x |*.

T. i. 2. Fr. of wooden tablet, very small, uninscr.

No. 77, Hoernle Reg. ij'x>',
M. T. i. 3. Fr. of wooden tablet, oblong, pointed at R.

end
; inscr. on one side with 3 11., on other side 2 11., in

Khotanese and Cursive Gupta. No. 78, Hoernle Reg. 3* x 1*.

M. T. i, 5. Fr- 0f wooden tablet
;
pointed at R. end

;

inscr. on one side with 2 11 ., on other with 1 1 . in Khotanese
and Cursive Gupta. No. 79, Hoernle Reg. <" X 1*.

M, T. i. 7, Fr. of document on thin, buff paper, inscr. on
obv. with remains of date: ij myiksamni a . . . i.e., ‘in the 15th

period
, in Cursive Gupta. Rev. blank. Also five minute frs.

with traces of Chin, writing and signature scrawl. No. 80,

Hoernle Reg.

M. T. i. 8. Two frs. of document on thin, buff' paper,

inscr. on obv, with 7 and 3 11. resp. in Khotanese and
Cursive Gupta. Rev. blank. No. 81, Hoernle Reg. 3)" x
82" and 2A*x i¥* 4 1

M. T, i. 10. . Fr. of paper document
;

inscr. on obv. with

2 initial li. of record in Khotanese and Cursive Gupta. Rev.

blank. No. 82, Hoernle Reg. 4^" x 2^".

M. T. i. 13. Fr. of document on coarse paper, inscr. on

obv. with 1 1 ., containing remains of date, in Khotanese and

Cursive Gupta. Rev. blank. No. 83, Hoernle Reg. io"x

M. T. i. 15. Fr. of document pn thin, whitish paper; inscr.

on obv. with 16 11 . in Khotanese and Cursive Gupta. Rev.

blank. No. 84, Hoernle Reg. 15'

x

2.’'.

M. T. i. 16. Six frs. of document on extremely thin buff

paper, on obv. with 2-4 II. Khotanese and Cursive Gupta.

Rev. blank. No. 85, Hoernle Reg.

M. T. i. 17. Fr. from middle of document on thin, buff

paper, with portions of two signed statements, of 4 11. each, in

Khotanese and Cursive Gupta. Rev. blank. Also live small

frs. of another document on thin, whitish paper, with traces of

writing in Cursive Gupta. No. 86. Hoernle Reg. 6-*-' x 8'.

M. T. i. 17. a. Fr. of document on thin, whitish paper

;

on obv. one l. in Khotanese and Cursive Gupta. Rev. blank.

No. 86, Hoernle Reg. f x 2'.

M. T. i. 20. Five frs. of document on thin, whitish paper;

from blank bottom margin of sheet with traces of illeg. signa-

tory scrawl of large size, and Chinese counter-signature of

small size. No. 87, Hoernle Reg.

M. T. i. 0038. Small document, apparently complete, on

oblong strip of coarse, brownish paper, inscr. with 2-$ 11. in

Khotanese and Cursive Gupta, also signatory scrawl. Rev.

blank. No. 88, Hoernle Reg. 10' y
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IU MANUSCRIPT REMAINS IN SANSKRIT, KUCHEAN, KHOTANESE
FROM SITES OF MiRAN, YAR-KHOTO, SHORCHUK, KHORA

(See above, pp. 489,

Mi. 11. 0011. Remains of palm-leaf PothI, one mutilated

fol. and fr. of another, in Skr. and Upright Gupta. Writing

of rather early Indian Gupta type
; 5 each side on large

fr., 2 11 . on small. Large fr. mutilated on L. and top, with

string-hole from R. end. Text apparently grammatical

;

see e.g. 1 . 4. No. 530, Hoernle Reg. Gr. fr. 6%" x 2*.

PI. CXLIII.

Y.K. 009. Nine frs. of PothI in Kuchean language and

Slanting Gupta chars.
;
not yet read, or identified. Four frs.

large, five minute. No. 338, Hoernle Reg.

Mi. ii. a. Fourteen frs. of P5thT in Skr. and Upright

Gupta. Four larger frs. belong to same fob, which, as com-

plete, must have measured about 20f x 3§" ; it retains

damaged fol. No. 51 and shows 7 11 . on full width of 3§*.

Three smaller frs. belong to another fol., possibly No. 52.

The other seven fragments may belong to a third fol.

All frs. described, and transcribed by Prof, de la Vallde

Poussin in J.R.A.S. . 1913, pp. 850 ff. They belong to the

Samghabhedavastu, and relate episode of Buddha’s meeting

with the two merchants Trapusa and Bhallika. No. 332,

Hoernle Reg.

Mi. xiii. 006. Three frs. of PothI fol. in Kuchean lan-

guage and Slanting Gupta ; not yet read or identified. Small

and badly damaged
;

stiff whitish paper. No. 533, Hoernle

Reg.

Mi. xiv. 1. Fr. of PothI fol., L. end with fol. No. 939,

and 6 11 . in Skr. and Slanting Gupta. Read and transcribed

by Prof, de la Vallde Poussin in J.R.A.S., 1913, p. 855.

No. 334 .
Hoernle Reg. 4|' x 3'.

ML E. 001. Three minute frs. of PothI in Kuchean lan-

guage and Slanting Gupta. One from L. end of fol. showing

fol. No. 8 (?). No. 535, Hoernle Reg.

167, 1 187 sqq., 1224)

Mi. vii. 1. Fr. of painted and inscr. wood, apparently

from base of panel painted with figs, of Bodhisattvas
; show-

ing remains of six lotus pedestals of those figs., and below

them one 1 . writing in clear Kuchean script, divided in five

compartments, corresponding to the five lotuses above them,

and giving apparently the names of the figures. 1 wo

syllables in first compartment illegible. No. 536, Hoernle

Reg. I'oJ'xa'.

Mi. xxi. 002. Inscribed wooden post, octagonal in

section, pointed at one end
;
much worm-eaten and fissured.

Inscr. with (apparently) 8 11 . writing in large Upright Gupta

chars, and Khotanese language, running parallel along length

from head to point; mostly illegible from faintness and

fissures. No. 537. Hoernle Reg. H. 2' 5V1 diam. 4 .

Khora. 005. a, b. Two frs. of two Pothls of stiff, whitish

paper, much damaged, in Skr. and Slanting Gupta, contain-

ing hymns of Matrceta.

(1) Fr. of the Catuhsataka-stolra, containing portions of

chap, i, verses 1-1 2 ; 5 11 . on page ;
9!' X 2f"

;

full length

about 15'. (2) Small fr., 4§" X if", of the Satapahcd'salika-

stotra, containing portions of verses 1 46-50, or, as numbered

in our MS., verses 10-14. The full size of fol. must have

been about 9* x tj".

Both frs. described and transcribed in Hoernle, Buddhist

Literature from Eastern Turkestan, i. pp. 73-80. No. 540,

Hoernle Reg.

Khora. 005. C. Small fr. of PothI fol. ;
from middle of

upper edge, stiff, whitish paper, with remains of 2 11-

writing and traces of 3rd 1 . on either page, in Kuchean

language, Slanting Gupta chars. Fol. No. lost. Purport

unknown. No. 541, Hoernle Reg.

IV.—MANUSCRIPTS IN SANSKRIT, KHOTANESE, AND KUCHEAN FROM
WALLED-UP CHAPEL OF CH'IEN-FO-TUNG, TUN-HUANG

(See above, pp. 913 sqq.)

Ch. 0041. Roll, complete
;

dun-coloured paper, slightly

damaged along edges. Inscr. on rev. with 13

1

11 ., in corrupt

Skr. and Cursive Gupta
;
on obv. Chin, language.

Contents : combination of two dharanis
;
for first, ending

in middle of iothl., the Usnisa-vijaya, see Anecdota Oxoti.,

i. pt. iii, pp. 9, 22, 35, 36 : for second, the Talhdgalosnisa-

sitatapatranamd Aparijild Mahapratyahgird, see J.R.A.S.,

1911, pp. 460-61. Valuable on account of the light thrown

by its Skr. corruptions on phonetics of Khotanese. No. 1,

Hoernle Reg. 10' io*x io|". PI. CXLVII.

Ch. 0042. Roll, complete ;
dun-coloured paper, slightly

damaged along edges. Inscr. on obv. with Chin.
; on rev.

with series of separate entries in Khotanese and Cursive

Gupta script; which, however, are to be read in opposite

directions from the two ends of roll.

Contents
: (1) to be read from top end, 3 or 6 short

entries, giving fragments of Khotanese alphabet; (2) from

the bottom end, 6 or 7 very short entries, containing the

date asa salya hadyaja maste ksausimya hade, i. e.
‘ The

Horse (Skr. asva) year, in the Hadyaja month, on the sixth

day '
; and seal. No. 2, Hoernle Reg. 6' 3' X 10'.

Ch. 0043. Roll, complete
;

dun-coloured papier, dam-

aged at upper edge. Inscr. on obv. with Chin. ;
on rev. with

about 48 11 . of writing in very rude Cursive Gupta and
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Khotanese language. Contents not identified. No. 3,

Hoernle Reg. 4' o" x 10'. PL CXLVII.

Ch. 0044. Roll, practically complete
;

dirty dun-coloured

paper, much damaged in the upper portion (e. 10 ft.) and

along middle and R. edge. Inscr. on obv. with Chin., on

rev. with 70 11. in Cursive Gupta chars, and bad Skr. lan-

guage
;
remaining space, c. 18 ft., blank.

Contents: Kausakl-prajha-pdramitd. See J.R.A. S., iyu,

p. 473. No. 4, Hoernle Reg. 23' 10" x 10". PI. CXLVII.

Ch. 0045. Roll, incomplete ; on dun-coloured paper; fr.

torn off a roll. On rev. portions of 12 11. in Cursive Gupta

chars, and Khotanese language. No. 5, Hoernle Reg. 15^"

X 4|"-

Ch. 0046. Roll, three sets of small frs. apparently from

three different rolls. (1) Three torn frs. of dirty brown

colour, inscr. on rev. with Cursive Gupta chars., in Khotanese.

(2) Three torn frs. of dun-coloured paper; each inscr. on

rev. with identical remarks in Khotanese and Cursive Gupta.

(3) One large and one small fr. inscr. on tev. with Cursive

Gupta alphabetic table, but not in usual order. Quoted in

J.R.A.S., 1911, p. 458, and shown, ib., PI. IV. No. 5 (con.),

Hoernle Reg.

Ch. 0047. Roll, practically complete but lower end dam-

aged. Inscr. on rev. with 35 11. in fair Cursive Gupta script,

partly in Khotanese, partly in corrupt Skr.

Contents : text commences with 1 4 11. in Khotanese, not

identified. Then follow 10 verses in corrupt Skr., and finally,

short sentence in Khotanese. No. 6, Hoernle Reg. 2' 3j" x
1 2L".

Ch. 0048. Roll, complete
;

dun-coloured paper, slightly

damaged along L. edge
;

inscr. on obv. with Chin.
;
on rev.,

upper portion, with 71 11. in crude Cursive Gupta and Kho-

tanese language; bottom, about 15", blank. Along top line

of writing is faint impression of two seals, apparently Chinese.

Contents : Khotanese text commencing with a date, quoted

in J.R.A.S., 1911, p. 470. Then follows Buddhist story

with introduction
;
both quoted, ibid., p. 474. No. 7. Hoernle

Reg. 7' 1 1" x 1 2
1".

Ch. 0049. Roll, shapeless fr. torn off larger roll
;

at

bottom, a pasted-on strip, 9f" xi|'. Inscr. with 7 11. in

Khotanese and Cursive Gupta. In top line tiaces of a date.

Also another small fr. No. 8, Hoernle Reg. 8|" X 5" to 6".

Ch. 0079. a. Palm-leaf Pothl, on 69 fols. R. anti L.

margins of fols. bounded by inked lines. String-hole at 6%"

from L. end (or at a of whole leaf), and between two inked

lines crossing from upper to lower edge of leaf; the space

between these two lines divides the surface of the fol. into two

inscr. areas, the lines of which are, however, continuous.

Fol. No. on L. margin of obv. Leaves on the whole well

preserved, except some which are mutilated, e.g. fol. 62,

which has lost about 6" at R. end
;

in five fols. L. margin is

gone, together with fol. numbers. Six 11. wiiting on page.

Script an early form of Nepalese, rather than a late form

of Upright Indian Gupta. A marked peculiarity is the ex-

aggerated knot attached to foot, and R. side of top of such

letters as ga, sa, dha, /ha, etc. (cf. Nos. 1702 and 1049 of

the I able of Letters in Bendall, Catalogue of Buddhist Sans-

crit dl/SS.). 1 his points to the eighth or ninth century as

date of Pothl.

The preserved fob Nos., arranged in centuries, are as

follows :

—

1st cent. 12, 25, 41, 57, 60, 62, 63. 82, 85.

Total.

94 . 97 1 1 fols.

2nd cent. IOI, 102, 120, 124, 129, I40, l60,

167, 169, l80, 182, I95 1 2 ,,

3rd cent. 205, 221, 242, 273, 279, 284, 29I,

295 8 ,.

4th cent. 3 io i 3*7) 343 > 3^4> 373. 395 6 „
5th cent. 404- 4°5> 4°7- 460. 46'. 4^3’ 46.7.

468, 492. 493 10 ,,

6th cent. 524, 533> 5^°, 5^4. 373) 599 6 ,,

7 th cent. None. 0 ,.

8th cent. 72 i. Til 2 .,

9th cent. 81 1, 813, 860, 865, 866, 893, 804.

895 8 .,

10th cent. 9 i 3 1 .,

Total 64

In four of existing fols. (310 b", 395 bvi
, 895 a'. t' v)

there

occui numeral figures, marking the end of a section, but

without mentioning the name of the work.

From the non-consecutive order of figures (28, 77, 63) it

is clear that they do not indicate sections or chapter >, but

either subsections or the number of verses in the subsections.

Bendall (Joe. at., p. 2, 1. 21) says with reference to the A ta-

sdhasrikd that the figures refer to the number of verses in

each chapter; and that, no doubt, is correct with regard to

the AUasdhasrikd redaction
;

for the total of figures amounts

to 8.164. All the redactions of the Prajha-pdramitd aie

written in prose; and the Indian method of estimating the

extent of prose writing is to count the number of Slukas

(aggregate of 32 Aksaras) contained within it. On the other

hand, a similar remark of Bendall (loc. cit., p. 146. 1. 6) leaves

it doubtful whether he took the figures to refer to ‘ sub-

divisions ’ or to the verses contained in a ‘ subdivision '.

This doubt can be set at rest only by referring to an actual

complete MS. of the Satasahasrika, such as is not accessible

to raei

From colophon of unnumbered fol. (civ)
it is seen that the

surviving fols. belong to one of the redactions of the Frajria-

pdramitd. This may be seen also from many other passages:

e.g. on fol. 25 (Z
1
.

Seeing that the last extant fol. is numbered 913, and that

there are 12 Ikon each fol., with about 96 Aksaras (or 3

Slokas) on each line, i.e. 36 Slokas on each fob. it follows

that 913 fols. yield a total of 32,868 Slokas. Now there are

five redactions of the Prajna-pdramita, of 125,000, 100,000,

25.000, 10,000, and 8,000 Slokas respectively. The total ol

32,868 excludes the last three redactions. It can belong only

to either the redaction of 1 25,000 or to that of 100,000. I he

latter is the better known redaction, and our MS. probably be-

longed to it. On that premise, about two-thirds of the Pothl arc

missing; for three times 32,868 comes to 98,604 Slokas. Now.

8 V
1374
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according to Rajendralala Mitra’s Nepalese Buddhist Litera-

ture
, p. 177. the Salasdhasrika comprises 72 chapteis, divided

into 4 Khandas. Seeing that our extant Pothi is about one-

third of the whole, it should contain the first and a portion of

the second Khanda. And this conclusion is supported by

the figures above quoted (28, 77, 18, 65). For the fact that

we have on fol. 310 the figure 28, and on fol. 395 the figure

77, while on fol. 6** (or 7**) there occurs the figure 18, and

on fol. 895 the figure 65, suggests that the figures 28 and 77

belong to subsections of the first Khanda. while the figures 18

and 65 belong to subsections of the second Khanda. This

reasoning, of course, is based on the assumption that these

figures do refer to subsections, not to verses in them : and

this assumption is far more probable, for the numbers are too

small to be referable to £lokas. No. 9, Hoernle Reg.

I'X'xa". PI. CXLII.

Ch. 0079. b. Pothi. one palm-leaf fol. of Buddhist text,

complete, slightly damaged along top margin, with No. 292

on obv. and 7 11 . on page, written in Skr. and Upright Gupta.

Published by Prof, de la Yaliee Poussin in J.R.A.S..

1911, p. 1077. No. 10, Hoernle Reg. i6|*Xi|".

PI. CXLII.

Ch. 0092. Roll. Complete; thin, tough, yellowish

paper
;

inscr. on obv. with 79 11 ., alternately in early Nagari

and Sogdian script
;

last 1 . in faint red ink. The inscr.

portion takes up 3' 9" of roll
;

remainder blank. Rev. blank.

Contents : Skr. text of the Nilakantha-dhdram, with

interlinear Sogdian transcript. For detailed description see

Article xix, by MM. de la Yaliee Poussin and Gauthiot,

J.R.A.S., 1912, p. 629 ff. The last 1 ., in red, contains the

abrupt commencement of the Prajhd-pdramita.

Date about 700 a.d., as shown by Prof. S. L^vi in J.R.A.S.

,

1912, p. 1066. Confirmed by the fact that throughout the

modern form of ya ('tj) is used, which shows that the script

falls after 600 a.d. and is post-Gupta or early Nagari.

No. 11, Hoernle Reg. 4' 3'x

Ch. 00120. Roll, practically complete, only one half of

4 11 . at top torn away
;

dun-coloured paper. Inscr. on obv.

with Chin.
;
on rev. with 93 11 . Cursive Gupta, in Khotanese.

Purport not intelligible. Certain groups of letters or

syllables are marked off from one another by the sign for the

numeral one (—) at irregular intervals. Within each group,

smaller groups of syllables are marked by the sign of visarga

(:). See roll Ch. 00265. No. 1 2, Hoernle Reg. 7' 10" x to".

Ch. 00262. a-c. Pothis ;
three different, of different sizes,

and written in three different hands
;
but all three in Skr. and

Slanting Gupta chars.
;

published by Prof, de la Yaliee

Poussin, J. R.A .S., 1913, pp. 843-50:

(1) Two portions of Pothi, damaged along upper margin

and L. end ;
with 4 11 . writing on each fol. (a) consists of 6

fols. with legible Nos. 44, 45, 93, and illegible 90, 91, 92,

containing a series of Siksas, numbered 1-15 and 14-41.

(h) consists of 3 fols. numbered 123-5, ai'd contains the

Karmavaca.

(2) Two portions of another Pothi, damaged along lower

margin
; 4 11 . writing on each fol. (<7) consists of one fol.

numbered 25, apparently on obv., and contains, on rev. I. 4,

KHOTANESE, AND KUCHEAN [App. F

the end of Cailya-eatir ka-siilra, and beginning of another

Sutra, (i) also consists of one fol., with no number, being

apparently a fly-leaf, inscr. on both sides in a crude hand

with a short dhdrani. 6J'x 2'.

(3) Three fols. of the third Pothi, damaged along upper

margin. Fol. No. 6 is legible on one; on the two others it

is illegible
; 5 11 . writing on each fol. They contain, accord-

ing to Prof, de la Vallce Poussin, an Anthology. No. 13,

Hoernle Reg. 7’ X 2\"

.

Ch. 00263. Roll, complete
;

thick stiff’ dun-coloured

paper. Inscr. on obv. with Chin.; on rev. with 25 11 .

good Cursive Gupta in Khotanese language; last 8 11 . en-

closed between straight, black ink, guiding lines.

Purport and spelling apparently similar to that in Ch.

00267. N°- M, Hoernle Reg. 3' 4'x io£"-

Ch. 00264. Roll. Complete, except a slight damage at

lower end; inscr. on obv. with Chinese. Rev. blank, except

about 9" at the lower end, which are covered with 3 11. of

faded cursive writing and 5 11. of well-preserved writing in

Upright Gupta chars. These 11 . contain incomplete tables

(
siddham

)

of the alphabetical and numeral radicals and

syllables. No. 15, Hoernle Reg. . 15' 2* x 10^”.

Ch. 00265. Roll, incomplete
;

portions of unknown

length lost at lop and bottom. Inscr. on obv. with Chin.

;

on rev. with Khotanese text in 42 extant 11 ., in Cursive

Gupta chars., but in fine calligraphic hand.

Contents : series of medical formulae, divided from one

another by the sign :: (4 dots); the ingredients and direc-

tions within each formula, divided by one dot (.). No. 16,

Hoernle Reg. 3' i"x 10^'.

Ch. 00266. Roll, complete ;
of thin yellowish paper,

upper edge damaged, lower edge torn off. Inscr. on obv.

with Chin.
;
on rev. with Cursive Gupta, slovenly writing, in

Khotanese, in three divisions :

—

First division
: 43 11 . followed by blank space of about 2 ft.

Second division : 44-223 11 . followed by blank space of about

6 inches. Third division : 224-382 II.

Second division, apparently some Buddhist story. Third

division, some Buddhist Sutra. No. 17, Hoernle Reg.

26' 4'xio'.

Ch. 00267. Roll, complete
;
yellowish paper. Inscr. on

obv. with Chin.
;
on rev. with 65 11 . in Cursive Gupta chars,

and Khotanese language.

Contains some Buddhist text in verses. Five stanzas

marked on 11 . 14, 26, 43, 50. Numerous Sanskritic words

are interspersed.

The second stanza mentions a numberofBodhisattvas. Text

spells regularly jasla-beysa for the usual gyasla-baysa ;
and

mimsla (1. 1) or maista (11. 35, 39) or mesla (
11 . 47 > 5 1 )

^or

the usual mistii, great. No. 18, Hoernle Reg. 7' 5' x 10 '

Ch. 00268. Roll, practically complete ;
of rather brittle

paper, damaged at upper edge. Inscr. on obv. with Chin.

;

on rev. with good Cursive Gupta, beginning at
1'

~l"
from

upper edge and ending n^'from lower edge, in Khotanese;

in 228 lines, divided into two portions:

—

First portion. 11 . 1-131, a text very similar to that in the

Gigantic Roll, Ch. c. 001, commencing with salutations to
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the several kula of superior beings, such as Ratnotiama,

Ratnavabhdsa
,
etc., down to 1 . 40; then follows a series of

formulas, down to 11. 70, 81, 126, respectively.

Second portion, beginning on 1 . 132 and ending on !. 228

in middle of a sentence, unfinished, and leaving blank space

of 11^" ruled with guide lines in faint red ink; contains

a portion (53 verses and a half) of the same religious poem
which is preserved in PothI, Ch. 00277, and which may be

the Khotanese version of the Pkr. Satapaiicdsatika-sto/ra of

Malrceta. It may be noted that the usual semicircular sign,

as in laysa, is in this roll made angular, baysa. No. 19,

Hoernle Reg. 27' 6' x 10".

Ch. oo26g. Roll, practically complete, but damaged at

upper end, about 6*
;

stiff dun-coloured paper. Covered, on

obv., with Chin.; on rev. about 8' 4" covered with 120 11 .

(counting from below the damage) of Cursive Gupta writing

in Khotanese, divided into several paragraphs, marked off by

two dots (. .). The longest comprises 11 . 24-108, but four

11
. (66-9) are crossed through. The last paragraph, from

1 . 1 it, treating of haudi rispiira or ‘seven Rajaputra
’,

is

written with a different pen and lighter ink than the rest.

In the long paragraphs several rispiiri are spoken of, e.g.

1 . 25, 1. 40, etc. No. 20, Hoernle Reg. 30' 9" x 1 o|".

Ch. 00270. Roll, fr. only, on dun-coloured paper.

Inscr. on obv. with Chin.'; on rev. with 14 11 . Cursive Gupta
in Khotanese

;
much faded, hardly legible, and not in-

telligible. No. 21, Hoernle Reg. 1' 4-f'x 10".

Ch. 00271. Roll, fr. only
;
of tough, thick, dun-coloured

paper, defective at top and bottom. Writing in Cursive

Gupta, frequently faded and mostly very bad.

Begins with mere scrawls. Then in good black writing

table of numeral radicals, from 1 to 100,000. Then a date,

only partially legible, lye Cvataji masti 24mye hadai—below

it 2jmye hadai; i.e. ‘year?, Cvataji month, 24th day, and
25th day'. Then, in a pupil’s hand, incomplete series of

numeral radicals, omitting 1, 2, 3, 9. Finally, to 11. writing,

partly illegible; cf. Ch. c. 002. No. 22, Hoernle Reg.
3' n"x 10*.

Ch. 00272. Roll, complete; .on thin yellowish paper,

mended at upper end and mounted on wooden spindle.

Covered on obv. with Chin.; on rev., Khotanese script in

Cursive Gupta. In part, alphabetic and syllabic tables; in

part, some Buddhist text. In some places disfigured by most

disorderly writing, as of a child or illiterate person.

H, 1-5, detached remarks in faded ink; 11. 6-10, table of

alphabetical and numeral ladicals, with dissociated g-h.j-h,

d-h, h-h, and omitting cerebrals as well as dental s ;
11. 11,

l 1 < 34 . and 33, unintelligible scrawls; 11 . 12-16, repetition

of above table
;

11. 18-33, syllabary in three divisions; 11. 36-62,

long statement, beginning and ending with a date : 1. 37,

ntartja mdstai dasamye hadai, ‘ in the Marija month, tenth

flay ’
; 1. 60, caulasamyi ksauna pvaisa salya kaja mdstai

har/a-heslanyi hadai, i.e. ‘in the fourteenth period, pvaisa

year, kaja month, twenty-eighth day ’
;

11. 63-7, remarks in

faded ink; 11. 68-78, ordinary table of alphabetical and

numerical radicals and syllabary, the latter incomplete

;

11. 79~S6, another statement, but without any date, followed

1451

by some lines of unintelligible scrawls. No. 23, Hoernle
Reg. 10' 2'xio".
Ch. 00273. Roll, complete; thick tough yellowish

paper. Covered on obv. with Chin, writing; on rev. with
Cursive Gupta, 19 11., covering only 1' 10", the remainder
being blank. Begins with table of alphabetical and numeral
radicals in 5 11. followed by syllabary in 14 11.

The alphabetical scheme is the special one which dis-

sociates the sonant aspirates, g-ha, j-ha, as in roll Ch. 0046
and 00272. The syllabary is incomplete, only extending to

the da. da series. Also siddham is repeated with each Varga,
or class. No. 24, Hoernle Reg. 25' 3" x 10'.

Ch. 00274. PothI, apparently complete, on thick tough pajier;

clean and well preserved
; 4 11. on page, marginal and guiding

linesalso in black; and small circle, |"diam.,and33'ofTL. edge.

Fol. Nos. in L. margin, obv. Total of fols. 39, all preserved.

The whole in Khotanese and Upright Gupta
;
but on last

fol. 39, 2 11 . of obv.. and all 4 11 . rev. are in Cursive Gupta.

Contents, some Buddhist text, not yet identified. No. 23,

Hoernle Reg.
14-J-" x 2|". Pb Cl..

Ch. 00275 and xlvi. 0012. a. PothI, complete, in

Khotanese and Upright Gupta; on coarse, thick, tough

paper
; 4 11. black ink writing on p. ;

marginal and guiding

lines in faint red ink
;
small circle, f

' diam., off L. edge,

in black ink. Soiled and damaged by water. Fols. 33, viz.

Nos. i— 10, 15, 20-38, 40, 42, 44, in Ch. 00275; and 8

fols., viz. 15-19, 39, 41, 43, in Ch. xlvi. 0012. a. Fol. Nos.

on L. margin, obv.

Obv. of first fol. covered with disorderly scrawls in Cursive

Gupta chars., among which occurs the title Vajracchedika

Prajiia-pdramitd
;

in L. lower corner, ink impression of

oblong seal. In centre of rev. of first fol. large fig. of sitting

Buddha in outline, within two concentric circles; and L.

upper coiner, an ornamental, coloured, small circle or wheel.

On rev. of 3rd fob, facing 2nd 1 . of writing, the same circle

or wheel, indicating end of Introduction and beginning of

sacred text. On obv. of 42nd fob, in centre, two large con-

centric circles with blank interior space, intended for fig. of

Buddha, but left vacant. On rev. of last (44th) fob, in centre,

a similar large circle, enclosing fully drawn fig. of sitting

Buddha
;
also in L. lower corner, small ornamental circle (as

on 1st fob) enclosing small fig. of sitting Buddha.

Contents: Text of Vajracchedika, with introduction and

conclusion in verse; ed. by Prof. Sten Konow in \ol. i of

MS. Remains of Buddhist Literature.

No. 26, Hoernle Reg. iof-' x 2-|". Ph CXI.IX.

Ch. 00276. PothI
;

in Upright Gupta, containing mere

series of salutations to Bodhisattvas. Incomplete, on coarse

thick paper
;
somewhat soiled by water

;
2 II. of large, black

ink w riting on page. No guiding lines, nor interior small circle.

On L. side, broad margin, c. if' wide, orn. with pair of

finelv drawn figs, of Buddha, sitting on simhdsana, on both

obv. and rev. oi fols. 3, 4 > 9 >
But left blank on fob. 11, 12,

14. On fob 18, L. margin is the ordinary one of with fob

No. On fob 1 2 rev., and fob 14 obv., there are floral designs

between the two 11 . Total No. of surviving fols., 7 : viz. Nos.

3. 4, 9, ii, i2. 14, 18; missing: Nos. 1-2, 5-8, 10, 15,

8 v 2
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15-17. Rev. of fol. 18 is bl.ink, and concludes PocliT. No. 27,

Hoernle Reg. io-|"xeA". PI. CI.II.

Ch. 00277. Pothi, incomplete, in Khotanese and Cursive

Gupta script. Good strong paper, dean and well preserved.

Three 11 . black ink writing on page, but marginal and guiding

lines in faint red ink; so also interior small circle, diam..

si" off L. edge, and numbering of verses of text. At begin-

ning of Putin (rev. of 1st fol.), two small concentric circles ;

inner red, outer black. The word baysn, where it occurs, also

in red ink. Total no. of surviving fols., 12 ;
viz. Nos. 1-11 and

a cancelled fol. 10. The fols. numbering 12 ff. are missing.

Contents : Some Buddhist Stotra not vet identified, pos-

sibly a translation of one of Matrceta. In stanzas of four

faifits each, beginning : Siddham
j

Drabadva namasii bqysa •

avarusyi baysau da: the word bay c<z being in ted ink. Fol.

1 1 doses with the first 3 Aksaras
(
karma lai

)
of the 3rd pada

of the 39th stanza. On fol. 10 the scribe had omitted the

4th pada of the 32nd and the two first padas of the 33rd

stanzas
;
hence that fol. was cancelled (its rev. is blank), and

the scribe commenced a fresh fol. 10, with the omitted padas ,

but the cancelled fol. 10 was not destroyed. Stanzas num-

bered in red ink from 1 to 38. MS. possibly never com-

pleted. Another copy of this Stotra occurs in the fr. Ch. xlvi.

0013. a. (No. 51) and another fuller copy in roll Ch. 00268

(No. 19). The two last-mentioned agree more closely in

their text, while they differ slightly from the text in the

present Pothi. Moreover, a comparison ofour text with that

of the roll shows blunders in the numbering of the verses in

our Pothi. The number 1 1 occurs twice and 15 is omitted.

Again, the two numbers 28 and 29 are omitted. In fact, our

Pothi contains only 37 verses, not 39. The text of the roll

extends to 53 verses and a half. No. 28, Hoernle Reg.

7i-

v X21”. PI. CUI.

Ch. 00316. a. Pothi, one complete fol. and three-foui ths

of another, numbered 22 and 99 respectively, on rev. within

blank square surrounding string-hole
;
with 6 11 . in Kuchean

language and Slanting Gupta script; containing a medical

text, in the complete fol. on different kinds of food, and in

the incomplete on tumours, their signs and remedies.

Identified by Prof. Sylvain Lfvi. No. 29, Hoernle Reg.

Hclii.
Ch. 00316. b. Pothi, one fol. practically complete,

damaged at both ends, fol. No. lost
;
with 6 11 . writing in

Kuchean language and Slanting Gupta script
;

part of
‘ a short poem, expressing wishes in reference to each section

of the Udana (Dhammapada). Identified by Prof. Sylvain
I4vi ’ No. 30, Hoernle Reg. 1' r'xjf. PI CLII.

Ch. 00327. Roll, incomplete
; stiff yellowish paper

;

upper portion of unknown length missing. Inscr. on obv.
with some Chin, text; on rev. with mutilated text, 10 11 .

in Khotanese and Cursive Gupta. No. 31, Hoernle Reg
3'61'xi 2-y.

Ch. 00328, 00329. Two frs. of rolls. (1) Inscr. on obv.
with Chin.

;
on rev. with 5 11. of Buddhist text in Khotanese

and Cursive Gupta
; apparently forming top of roll.

5r*io".

(2) Inscr. on obv. with 5 11., in Khotanese and Cursive

Gupta. Some Buddhist text. Rev. blank. No. 32, Hoernle

Reg. 7" x 10".

Ch. 00330. Roll, incomplete; good stiff light-yellow

paper; folded up [concertina fashion] into 18 folds of about

3J* each : but two folds (one at either end) missing.

Inscr. on obv. with some Chin, text
; on rev. with the

Prajna-pdrami/d-hrdaya-sutra
, together with Chin, translitera-

tion, arranged in alternate perpendicular columns, to be read

from R. to L. : similar to that in the Horiuzi MS. (Anted.

O.voii., ii. pt. iii, table iv. 1, 2, 3), which, however, is

arranged in alternate horizontal lines. The extant text

commences with mita-caryam caramano, and ends with svahd
;

1 olophon missing. Theie are occasional slight variations,

but in the main the text ami transliteration are identical in

the two MSS.

The script of the Skr. text in our roll is a beautiful

Upright Gupta of the Tibetan tvpe, of a date not earlier than

the late seventh century a. n. ; for it uses the modern form of

ya (*j) throughout. As a peculiarity it may be noted that it

occasionally writes nit for //, and men for /; as in cintla for

al/a. and pdraminltd for paramita. No. 33, Hoernle Reg.

4' 4' X ioi".

Ch. 00331. Roll, very small fr. of irregular shape.

Inscr. on obv. with remains of 4 II. in Khotanese and Cursive

Gupta; rev. blank. No. 34, Hoernle Reg. y\"xhy’.
Ch. 00456. Pothi, small fr. from across middle of fol.

with remains of 5 11 . in Sanskrit and Slanting Gupta.

Prob. from some Buddhist work
; read by Prof. S. L6 \i.

No. 59, Hoernle Reg. i-J’ x 2|".

Ch. j. ooig. Roll, incomplete; thin dun-colourcd paper

;

upper portion of unknown size missing. Covered on obv.

with Chin, writing, on rev. with 38 II. Cursive Gupta in

Khotanese; (1) Cuisive table ofalphabet, 10 11 . ;
incomplete;

(2) dharam. 23 11 .
; (3) Incomplete Buddhist text, not identi-

fied, 5 11 . No. 35, Hoernle Reg. 3' 4)'' x 9

Ch. i. 0021. a. Roll, large incomplete
;
on coarse thick

buff paper, consisting of two portions of differing sizes,

which are sewn together along narrow edge :

—

(1) Upper portion, incomplete at top, inscr. on one side

with three Chinese records of 3, 8, and 4 columns respec-

tively, separated from one another by blank spaces of 6" and

9", and referring to accounts of corn, etc.
;
other side blank.

At low'er end sewn to

(2) Lower portion, incomplete at end, and of lesser width ;

inscr., on both sides, with unidentified Buddhist text, in

Khotanese and Cursive Gupta
;
with exception of space of

6* at top, where it is sewn on to the upper portion, and

inscr. with 11 columns of large Chin, writing. No. 36,

Hoernle Reg. 5' 1G12' (upper), io^ (lower half).

Ch. i. 0021. b. Roll, complete except for small blank

piece torn off at top. Covered on both sides with writing

in Khotanese and Cursive Gupta. Consists of two

unidentified Buddhist texts, written in opposite directions

;

one text covering whole of one side and half of other, while

other text covers other half, beginning at bottom of that

side, so that the endings of the two texts meet in its middle.

No. 36, Hoernle Reg. 3' x fit".
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Ch. i. 0021. C. Roll, incomplete. Inscr. on obv. with

unidentified Buddhist text
;
on rev. with detached remarks

in different handwritings of different sizes; also with large

sq. red seal
;

the whole in Cursive Gupta.

The text in corrupt Skr. and in verses (Indravajra), of

which 14 are extant. The first in correct Skr. would be as

follows :
—

Devdsurd yaksabhujamgasiddhas lakyisupjarnakatapidaiids-

ca
|

gandharvayaksa grahajdtayaica tv ka i(</) bhumim niva-

saviti daivah
||.

No. 36, Hoernle Reg. 1'
1
A" x <4 ".

Ch. ii. 001. Roll, incomplete at top and bottom
;
coarse

brittle brownish paper, much damaged in middle and along

R. edge. Inscr. on both sides, obv. with 24, rev. with 10 11 .

of unidentified Buddhist text, in Khotanese and Cursive

Gupta. No. 37, Hoernle Reg. 1' 6|"x 12".

Ch. ii. 002 . Pothl
;
incomplete, in 136 lols. on coarse

tough paper; with 5 11 . on page, in Khotanese language and

Upright Gupta, suspended from inked guiding lines, and

marked off from R. and L. margin by inked lines. Fob

Nos. on obv., within inked circle for stiing-hole. There is no

stiing-hole, but only very minute perforation made by leg of

paii of compasses.

Total of surviving fols. 63. Their numbers are 1-20,

100-108, 121-56 (but 154 is missing), amounting to 64.

Of these No. 1 is blank on obv., excepting the following

shot t remark 5° patra sedasdram, written in Cursive Gupta.

On its rev., the text commences with Saddham Aurga

(salutation) /sum ram/tam drrim vii
(
/rira/ua

)
sadi-jsa (srad-

dha
)

bodya, preceded by double circle, and followed (on 1. 2)

by name of work, Siddhasdrii sdslr/i. In addition to these

64 fols. there is one marked as fob No. 1, but containing the

• end of the work, and followed on rev. lb 3-5 by the following

colophon : hi (ill) dvamgye vije ukrre hii'i Simd/iasdra ndmnan

Sdstrd)
||

etc.
||
haya.

There occur short remarks in a Semitic script (Uigur ?), in

black ink along L. margin of rev. of fob 156, and in red

ink along L. margin of obv. of fols. 100 and 101, as well as

across the 5th 1 . of rev. of fob 135. These throw light on the

nationality of the scribe or copyist ;
so also the circumstance

that the colophon (on the extra fob No. 1) ends with the word

haya, indicating in Semitic fashion (fag/) the end of the work ;

so further the absence of a string-hole, which shows that the

fols. were not meant to be strung upon a stiing in the

ordinary Indian fashion of a Pothl.

The MS. contains a medical work on Therapeutics, the

Siddhasdrasastra by Ravigupta. The chapters (pifala)

12-26 appear to be the best preserved, treating of arias,

bhagandara, pdmlu-roga, hikkd. svdsa, kdsa, mu/ra-krcchra,

udavarla, ttnmada, apasmdra
,

vdtavyddhi\ visarfa ,
krinu,

netra -roga.

On blank obv. of 1st fob is the record y6 patra Sedasdrant,

i.e. 56 fols. of Siddhasara
;
which shows that the Pothl was

already in the present fragmentary condition when the record

wars inscribed. Possibly it was the original MS., from which

the present MS. was transcribed, which was defective. In

a.ny case there is a clerical blunder in the record of ‘56 folios’;

in all probability it should be ‘ 156 folios’, for that is the

actual number of fols., barring the extra fob with colophon.

No. 38, Hoernle Reg. 19J," x 4". PI. CXLIX.

Ch. ii. 003. Pothl. incomplete, 71 fols., in Khotanese

and Cursive Gupta
;

good tough paper, clean and well

preset ved. Five lb on page
;

also marginal and guiding lines

in faint black ink; so also inteiior small circle, 1" diam., 3"

oft L. edge. The fols. are liumbeied by four different

systems :

—

(1) The otdinary system, by numbers on L. margin

of obv.; beginning with 44, and running up to 115.

The last fob has no number; it should be 116, but as it is

marked with 3 in the interior circle, while fob 115 is similarly

rnaiked with 1, it would seem that the unnumbered fob is

really 117, and that fob n6 is missing;

(2) by numbers in the interior ciicle. beginning with 1 on

fob 4 4, and running to 54 on fob 99 ;
whence, on fob 100, it

recommences with 1, followed by 2 on fob 101
;

aftei which

this system of numbeting ceases
;

ji

(3) by a series of dots on edge of L. upper coiner of obv. 4

This commences with one dot on fob 100 and runs as far as I

the last unnumbered fob; hence fob 101 has 2 dots and fob

109 has 10 dots. Here commences an error: fob no has

again 10 dots, and fob in has 11 dots instead of 1 2 ; fob

1 12 has coirectly 13 dots; but fob 113 is again wrong with
11

13 dots; so also fols. 114, 115 with 14 and 15 dots instead

of 15, 16. The last unnumbered fob has 17 dots, which i

suggested the conclusion that there is really one fob missing,

and that the unnumbered fob is 117;

(4) by strokes in the interior circle. This begins with one

stroke on fob 115, and is continued on the last unnumbered

folio, with 3 strokes.

There is an eiror in the otdinary numbering on I.,

margin. Fob 69 has two Nos., 69 and 71 ;
the No. 70 is ’

omitted, but there is no fob 70 missing, as the other system

of numbering shows. There has been simply a blunder on

the part of the scribe, which he corrected. In the top of L.

rev. margin of fob 86, there stands the No. 3. Similarly

on fols. 87 and 93, there are the Nos. 7 and 17, 8 and 18
|

respectively.

Contents: medical formulary, similar to the Xaram/aka

formulary in the Bower MS.
;

the surviving fols. contain

formulae for ghrla (medicated claiified butter) and for curno.
,

(compound powdei). So far two or three have been identi-

fied in the Caraka-samhitd, and one in the Bheda-samhitd,

No. 39, Hoernle Reg. 1 1|' X 3J". PI. Cl..

Ch. ii. 004. Pothl, 'mall, complete, in Cursive Gupta,

well written in the text, but veiy badly in the interlinear

portions, and Khotanese language
:

good strong paper.

4 lb, in black ink, on page; with marginal and guid-

ing lines in faint red ink ;
small interior circle, also in

red ink, diam., off I- edge. Much interlinear writing

on rev. of 1st fob, obv. of 2nd, and rev. of 3rd fob Total

No. of fols. 4 ;
fob Nos. being on L. margin of obv.

;
in the

case of 1st fob it is within the interior circlet. Rev. of fob 4

is blank of text, but inscr. with 2 11 . very large Tib. seal-

writing, in black ink.

<
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Contents : some dharani. not vet identified. No. 40,

Hoernle Reg. T :’'x2j*. PI. Cl.II.

Ch. vii. 001. a. Pdthi, 1 2 detached fols., more or less

damaged at both end-. ; fob Nos. wanting; 6 II. writing in

Skr. and Slanting Gupta, size and hand the same as in fob.

of Nos. 42, 43, 44.

Contains portions of the Udimararga : viz. (1) vv. 24-42

of AniUavarga (1st chap.) on fob 1 and 2 h; (2) vv. 1-19

of Kamavaiga (2nd chap.) on fols. 2 h and 3; (3) vv. 18-

20 of Margavarga (12th chap.) on fob 412; (4) vv. 1-12 of

Satkaravarga (13th chap.) on fob 4 ; (3) w. S-18 of Tatlia-

gatavarga (21st chap.) on fob 5 ; (6) vv. 1 and 2 of Srutavarga

(22nd chap.) on fob 3 b
; (7) vv. 39-34 of Yugavarga (29th

chap.) on fob 6 ; (8) vv. 26-39 Sukhavarga (30th chap.)

on fols. 7, 8, 9 a ; (9) vv. 1-38 of Cittavarga (31st chap.) on

fob'. 9 .'7. 10. ir
; (io; vv. 14-28 of Bhiksuvarga (32nd chap.)

on fob 1 2.

Published by Prof, de la Yallee Poussin, J.R A.S., 1912.

pp. 353 ff. Cf. PRchel, Turfan Recension des DhammapaJa.

S.B.A. IP., Berlin, 1908, p. 968, and Rock], ill, Orig. of Dhar-

malrdta’s Uddnaiarga , /runs!, from the Tibetan , London.

1S83. No. 41, Hoernle Reg. 1 '2J x 3)" PI. CXI.TIT.

Ch.vii. 001. b. Putin, incomplete, in Sanskiit and Slanting

Gupta; 3 fols. practically complete, but two slightly damaged

on R. and third on L. Fob Nos. of former -eem to be 6 and

7 ;
that of latter lost. Apparently of same size and hand as

No. 41; 6 11 . to page.

Contain verses 48-74 and r 17-31 of the inlapaheasatika-

s/o/ra by Matrccta. Identified and publishe I by Piof. de la

Yallee Pousdn in J.R.A.S, 191 r, pp. 762 ff. See abo

.I/A Remains of Buddhist Literature, vol. i. pp. 64-73. No.

42, Hoernle Reg. i' 2A"X 3 a
b

Ch. vii. 001. c. Potlii
;

1 fob practically complete, though

slightly damaged at both end«. Contains verses 41-51 of an

unidentified Stotra, in Sanskrit and Slanting Gupta ; 6 lb, in

same hand and size as No. 41. Identified by Prof, de la

Valine Poussin. . No. 43, Hoernle Reg. \
r2\" x 3P".

Ch. vii. 001. d. Pothl
;

1 fob complete, same hand and

size as fols. of Nos. 41-43; with 6 11 . in Sanskrit and

Slanting Gupta
;
fob No. 108 (faint) on rev.

Belongs to the Dasalala-sutra and describes the first six

of the ten balas. Final fob of this Sutra is in Pelliot

Collection, as stated by Prof. Sylvain Levi in J. As., S. x,

vol. xvi, p. 440. See Ahguttara Nikaya, v. p. 33. Identified

and published by Prof.de la Valfoe Poussin, J.R.A.S., 1911,

p. 1063. No. 44, Hoernle Reg. i'2A"X3§".

Ch. xviii. 001. Pothl, in Khotanese and Upright Gupta.

Small fr. of large fob, with 5 surviving 11. Contents
:
probably

Buddhist canonical text. No. 45, Hoernle Reg. r. 4"x6';
height of Ak saras

Ch. xl. 002. Roll, complete
;
dun-coloured paper with one

long and two short rents
;

inscr. on obv. with Chin, writing

and long line of Cursive Gupta, in Khotanese, along L. margin;

on rev. 65 11 . Cursive Gupta.

Contents : 11 . 1-53, alphabetic and syllabic tables
;

11 . 54-

65, a paragraph (apparently) of instructions or explanations.

The commencement of the fust, incomplete, svllabary

suggests that this roll is the continuation of another, appa-

rently roll Ch. Iviii. 007. See J.R.A.S., 1911, p. 452.

PI. II. No. 46, Hoernle Reg. 6'Jx 10

Ch. xl.003. Roll, complete; dun-coloured paper, clean and

well preserved. Entirely covered on obv. with Chin, writing;

rev. blank excepting 4 or 5' at lower end, inscr. with alpha-

betic and numeral table, quoted in J.R.A.S., 1911, p.455.

No. 47, Hoernle Reg. 22'1'x 10’.

Ch. xliii. 001. Pothl; three complete fols., but damaged

by water at both ends, though preserving-fob Nos. 130, 131,

132 (unit figures uncertain), with 6 11 . writing in Sanskrit and

Slanting Gupta. Size and hand same as in Nos. 41—44 ;

hence all these seem to constitute one single Pothl, containing

a collection of several Sutras.

Contains end of Ndgaropama-sutra (or °vvdkarand) and

beginning of charm against serpents; cf. Cullavagga, v 6. 1,

etc. Identified and published by Prof, de la Yallee Poussin

in J.R.A.S., 1911, pp. 772 ff. No. 48, Hoernle Reg.

rSl' x 1 1 *
1 -4 A J2 '

Ch. xlvi. 0012. b. Fr. of Pothi
;

cmly one fob, in Kho-

tane-e and Upright Gupta; 3 11 . large black ink writing, without

interior circlet or fob No. Contents not identified. No. 49,

Hoernle Reg. (^'x:^'. PI. CLII.

Ch. xlvi. 0012. c. Fr. of Pothi, in Khotanese and Lp-

right Gupta : onl) one fol
,
on good thick paper ; 3 lb, in red

ink, on page ;
marginal and guiding lines also in faint red

ink
;
so also interior circlet, 1* diam., 2 off L. edge. Fol.

No. on L. margin, 3.

Contents not identified ;
apparently some Prajhd-pdramitd.

No. 50, Hoernle Reg. 9'x2|'. PI. Cl. II.

Ch. xlvi. 0013. a. Fr. of Pothl, in Khotanese and Cursive

Gupta, being first fob only, inscr. on obv. and then discarded

,

good thin yellowish paper, the same as in Ch. xlvi. 0013. b;

3 11. large black ink writing; marginal and guiding lines in

faint black ink; so also interior circlet, diam., 3^ off L.

edge.

Contents: some Buddhist Stotra; commences exactly as

in Pothl, Ch. 00277. No. 51, Hoernle Reg. io| X 2^ .

Ch. xlvi. 0013. b. Fr. of Pothl, in Khotanese and Cur-

sive Gupta; one fob; blank on rev.; good thin yellowish

paper
; 4 11. large black ink writing on obv. ;

marginal and

guide-lines in faint black ink
;
no interior circlet, nor am

fob No. Rev. blank, but has similar marginal gnd guide-

lines, showing that writing on it was intended.

Contents: portion of Aparimitavuh-sulra. The text is

exactly identical with that on obv. of fol. 7 of Pothl Ch. xlvi.

0015. That Pothi is written in Uprght Gupta ;
but its fob-

7 and 8
,
being lost, were replaced by fresh fols. 7

ant ' ®

written in Cursive Gupta. It may be suggested that possibly

the present fol. was begun to serve as substitute, but for

some reason discarded. No. 52, Hoernle Reg. 12 X2 a •

PI. CI.II.

Ch. xlvi. 0015. Pothl, complete, in Khotanese and b p-

right Gupta; on coarse tough paper; 4 II., in black ink, on page-

Side margins, wide, marked off by vertical lines in light

red ink; small circle, diam., 3' from L. edge, as well as guid-

ing lines, also in light red ink. Fol. Nos. on L. margin, obv.
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No. of fols. 20. All, except fols. 7 and 8, written in Up-

right Gupta chars.; fols. 7 and 8, in Cursive Gupta, added

later to compensate loss of two orig. leaves, measure only

1
2' X 2.1,". In upper L. corner, a small red and green

coloured fig. of sitting Buddha, within a black ink circle.

Contents : Aparimitayuh-sutra
,
ed. by Prof. Sten Konow

in MS. Remains of Buddhist Literature, pp. 289-329. No.

53, Hoernle Reg. I3f"x . PI. CL.

Ch. lviii. 007. Roll, complete
;
of hard dun-coloured

paper mended at lower end. Inscr. on obv. with Chin, writing;

on rev. with 71 11 . of fine Cursive Gupta, showing a series of

syllabaries, as explained in J.R.A.S., x 9 1 r, pp. 452 ff. and

PI. 1. No. 54, Hoernle Reg. 10' 9" x io§*. PI. CXLV.

Ch. lxviii. 001. Pothl, incomplete, in Khotanese and

Upright Gupta. Only one complete fol.
;
on coarse yellowish

paper; 12 11. black ink writing on page; letters, from to f.
Marginal and guiding lines in faint black ink

;
so also inner

circlet, 2§* diam., 9" off L. edge. A small piece torn out of

upper side. Fol. No. 255 on L. margin of rev.

Contents : some Buddhist canonical text, not identified.

No. 55, Hoernle Reg. 3oJ'x 12J". PI. CXLVIII.

Ch. C. OOI. Roll, complete, of gigantic size
;
thick tough

dun-coloured paper; small portion, perhaps 3" or 4', torn off

top. Inside, wholly covered with writing, mostly in Upright,

exceptionally in Cursive Gupta chars, and in corrupt Sans-

krit or in Khotanese language. Outside, blank, except for

parti-coloured figure at top, representing two geese facing

each other, standing on two lotuses intertwined, and holding

budding stalks in their bills.

Contents : three Buddhist texts, in Upright Gupta and

corrupt Sanskrit
;

also three statements, in Cursive Gupta

script and Khotanese language ;
finally, short series of saluta-

tions, in Upright Gupta and corrupt Sanskrit
;

for details, see

J.R.A.S.
, 1911, pp. 471 ff. No. 56, Hoernle Reg. 70' 10"

X 10$' PI. CXLVI.

Ch. c. 002. Roll, complete
;

ordinary dun-coloured

paper damaged at top and elsewhere. Inscr. on obv. with

Chin, writing
; on rev. with alphabetic and syllabic tables in

Gupta chars.

The interest of this roll is that it shows the procedure in

a Buddhist monastic school An old Chinese roll was used

as a sort of ‘ Exercise book ’ for beginners in writing.

There are altogether 113 lines of writing. The initial 35

lines begin with illegible scrawls ; then very disorderly

seiies of alphabetical radicals, omitting the cerebrals, but

gradually improving. Now comes, on 11
. 36-40, a com-

plete so-called ‘ Siddham ’ or table of alphabetical and

numeral radicals, followed on 11. 41-9 bv a syllabary, though

not complete, but only from ka. ka, etc., down to jha, jha.

etc. The whole very carefully and calligraphically written

without guiding lines, evidently as a pattern, by the master,

to be copied by the pupil.

Then, on 11 . 50-92, come 17 copies wiitten by the pupil

with guide-lines, and showing piogresstve skill
;

at fust more

or less disorderly, afterwards (from 1. 64) in good order.

These copies, however, include only the alphabetical tadicals,

from ka to kha. Then, on 11 . 92, 93. comes the date ol the

exercise : thye ni hvl ji naumu kcanna (9th period) asa sa/va

(horse-year) ntain Jara mash (Jata month) dasamyc hade

(tenth day). Then, on 11 . 93-104, comes another scrie- of

five copies, less well done, perhaps by another pupil. Next,

11. 105-109, a copy of the full table of alphabetical and

numeral radicals, but in mote or less disotder. Finally, on

1. 1 to, comes the master’s calligraphic pattern of the statement:

Sidharn ntanta majsa va pyii'ti, i. e. ‘ thus it has been heard

by me’, followed, on 11. 1 10-13, by four copies of that

statement, done by the pupil.

That an old Chinese roll was used in this way is shown

by the circumstance that the roll was already damaged by

holes which the pupil had to avoid in copying ;
cf. 11. 60, 63,

70, etc. No. 57, Hoernle Reg. 9'9'xio'’.

Ch. cvi. 001. Document, complete, on coarse thick

yellowish paper. Inscr. on obv. with 31 11 . Cursive Gupta

;

on rev. with 8 11. of same, followed by 15 II. large I lb. w litmg,

running in opposite diiection
;
and again followed by 9 H. ol

slightly smaller Tib. writing, but running reversely, i. e. m

the same direction as the Cursive Gupta at top of pag 1 '.

Cursive Gupta writing careless and difficult to decipher, e.g.

m much like p; language Khotanese. Begins with a date .

madala salya Cvdvaja mdste bestimye hadai, ‘ in the Madala

year, the Cvavaja month, the twentieth day .

On 1 . 8 from bottom, a phrase is deleted, another substi-

tuted in Tib. chars., showing that the Cursive Gupta and I lb.

portions are contemporaneous. No. 29, Hoernle Reg.

JoVxif. PI. CXLVIII.

V.—REMAINS OF POTHlS AND DOCUMENTS IN SANSKRIT

KHOTANESE, FROM SITES OF FARHAD-BEG-YAILAKI AND KAR

(See above, pp. 1247 sqq., 1253 sq.. 1262)

F. 1. a. 1. Wooden tablet, inscr. on both sides with Skr.

charm {mantra), in £lokas, and in large Upright Gupta chars.

5 II. each side
;
part almost illegible. The mantra is in faulty

language and metre. No. 60, Hoernle Reg. 1 xq'xj .

PI. CI.I.

F. 11. i. 1. Wooden tablet, complete, oblong with one

end pointed
; inscr. on either side with 3 11 . writing in Kho-

tanese and Upright Gupta. Apparently a list of names.

No. 61, Hoernle Reg.

F. u. i. 006. Wooden tablet, complete, but broken into

numerous small pieces; inscr. on one side only with 7 11-

writing in Khotanese and Upright Gupta.
^

Purport not

determined. No. 62, Hoernle Reg. fxff.

F. 11. i. 007. Wooden tablet, apparently complete, but
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broken into numerous small pieces; inscr. on one side only

with 5 11. writing in Khotanese and Upright Gupta. Purport

not determined. No. 63, Hoernle Reg. 7
,

'x2f".
F. hi. ii. 001. Wooden tablet, practically complete, but

broken into numerous pieces and somewhat rotten
;

inscr..

apparently on one side only, with 3 11. faded and nearly

illegible wiiting in Upright Gupta and apparently in Kho-
tancse. No. 65, Hoernle Reg. i' 3' x 3*

F. hi. i. 001. Pothi. Fr. of fob, inscr. with remains of

3 11 . wiiting in Sanskrit and Upright Gupta
;
much damaged;

pui; ort not determined. No. 64. Hoernle Reg. 1-3" sq.

F. x. 1. Pothi. Fr. of small fob, L. end up to string-

hole of prob. initial fob; inscr. with remains of 5 11. in

Sanskrit and Upright Gupta. Perhaps a dharatti. No. 66,

Hoernle Reg. i|"xi|*.
F. xii. 1. Pothi fob, complete, slightly damaged, con-

sisting of two pieces joined : inscr. with 9 11 . in Sanskrit and
L pl ight Gupta. Fob No. on obv., but illegible. Belongs to

Pothi of the Suvarnaprabhasottama-stotra
, of which it might

be the final fob No. 67, Hoernle Reg. 1' 3§"x4§".
F. xii. 2. Pothi. Three frs. of fob, one large, two

small; prob. belonging to each other; inscr. with 9 lb, in

Sanskrit and Upright Gupta, of some Buddhist canonical
work.

The large fr,, L. side, contains end of 10th chap.
( pari

-

Tiirttn inwia dasamah samdplah
), but the name itself is broken

awa_\
; nth chap, commences namas tasya bhagavalo Rntna-

kusumaynua (remainder lost). No. 68, Hoernle Re^ Gr
r srx-ir

F. xii. 3. Pothi. hr. of fob with 9 II., in Sanskrit
and L plight Gupta, of some Buddhist canonical work
( .S (?ddharma-pun/larika ?).

The writing has some peculiarities: Aksaras mn and a of
a rather early type

; bha in bhagara/ always written ba, etc.

A fr. with the same peculiarities in F. xii. 9 (No. 75). No.
69. Hoernle Reg. 4±"x|".

r. xii. 4. 1 otni. six Irs. ot small fols., triangular
shaped, sticking together; inscr. with remains of 2 11. ir

Sanskrit and Upright Gupta chars. Purport not determin
able. No. 70, Hoernle Reg. ii"xi|”.

F. xii. 5. Pothi. Strip of fob, inscr. with 3 11 ., in San
skrit and Upright Gupta chars., of some Buddhist canonica
work. No. 71, Ploernle Reg. 6"x 1^".

F. xii. 6. Pothi. Six frs. of the Suvarnaprabhasa
;

4 larger, 2 minute, in Sanskrit and Upright Gupta. They
measure about 4§" in breadth and 5^'', 2a", 3', i|" jn length,

with 10 11 . on the page. One bears the fol. No. 47 ;
another

has the end of 13th chap, and the verse No. 73; another

(the largest) has the end of the 1 5 th chap.
; another (apparently

of the 1 ith chap.) has tw ice the mutilated name
[
Suvarnapra

-

bhdso\itaviasya suIrendra-rdja
[

. No. 72, Hoernle Reg.

F. XII. 7. Pothi. 35 fols. of Saddhanna-pundartka, in

Sanskrit and Upright Gupta. 33 fols., numbered 5-37 com-
plete; fols. 38 and 39 very considerably damaged; writing

on all fols., especially near string-holes, often badly damaged.

Fol. Nos. in L. upper corner of obv.

The text on fol. 5 commences in the nth chap, with k
ca sanasatlva on p. 247, 1. 6, of Kern’s printed ed., and it

ends on fol. 37 3 viii with bodhim abhisambuddhd on p. 316,

1
. 4, of Kern’s printed text. But the text differs considerably

in places from the printed ed. Specimens of the former have

been published by Prof, de la Valkte Poussin in J.R.A.S..

1911, pp. 1067 IT.

The paper appears to consist of two very thin sheets

coarse, dun-coloured, pasted together
; 8 11. writing on each

page. No. 73, Hoernle Reg. PI. CXLIV.

F. xn. 8. Pothi. Four small frs., from upper right-hand

corner of fairly large fob
;
with remains of 3 11 ., in Sanskrit

and Upright Gupta, of some Buddhist canonical work. Also

a minute fr. of another fob, showing part of string-hole and

surrounding circle, but no writing. No. 74, Hoernle Reg.

5" X 2".

F. xii. 9 . Pothi. Three frs. of two fols., in Sanskrit

and Upright Gupta, of Buddhist canonical works. A large

fr., 4}/ x 4^'', from L. side of a fob, but fol. No. missing;

apparently belongs to Saddharma-pimdarika, and is written

with all peculiarities of the frs. of F. xii. 3 (No. 69), e.g.

bagavdn.

Two very small frs., 2^" x 1" and i"xi|", are written

in different hand, and belong to a fob of a different Pothi.

No. 75, Hoernle Reg.

K.Y. i. 1 . Wooden cover of Pothi ; very light wood,

with string-hole at 3^" from L. end. Prob. the upper board,

because it is inscr. with siddhath a a i, being the beginning

of the alphabetic table, in Upright Gupta chars. No. 531,

Hoernle Reg. 9^x1’'.

VI.—REMAINS OF POTHlS AND DOCUMENTS, MAINLY IN KHOTANESE,
FROM RUINED FORT ON MAZAR-TAGH

M. Tagh. ii. 004. Wooden tablet, small fr.
; inscr. with

remains of alphabetic and numeric radicals. No. 89 Hoernle
Reg. 2^'xii".

>

M. Tagh. iv. 001. Fr. of wooden tablet, with hole at
R. end for suspension; inscr. on one side only with one h
wilting in Khotanese and Cursive Gupta. No. 90, Hoernle
Re£- 3a" x a*.

M. Tagh. a. 8. Strip from middle of document on coarse

paper, bearing on obv. remains of 2 lb of Cursive Gupta in

Khotanese language. Rev. blank. No. 91, Hoernle Reg.

7" x 1".

M. Tagh. a. 1. 0033. Document on coarse buff paper,

complete, but damaged by holes in middle
;
inscr. on obv. with

13 11 . Cursive Gupta in Khotanese. Purport perhaps medical.
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REMAINS FROM RUINED FORT ON MAZAR-TACH
On last 1 . the date, mdnlji mask i6m\ e hadai, i.e. * in the

month Manija, on the 1 6th day’, followed by signature.

Rev. blank. No. 92, Hoernle Reg. i4i"xiof". PI. C'l.I.

M. Tagh. a. 1. 0034. Fr. from bottom of document on

thin whitish paper, inscr. on obv. with portion of date and
signatory scrawl. Rev. blank. No. 93, Hoernle Reg.

34'* 2'

M. Tagh. a. 1. 0035. Fr. of document on very coarse

thin brownish paper, inscr. on both sides with (apparently)

a series of names, signatory to a record, of which only a por-

tion of the conclusion is extant. The whole in Ivhotanese

and Cursive Gupta. No. 94, Hoernle Reg. 1 1" x io|".

M. Tagh. a. 1. 0036. Fr. from top of document on very

thin damaged paper, inscr. on obv. with 4 11. mutilated

writing in Khotanese and Cursive Gupta, beginning with

partially legible date. Rev. blank. No. 95, Hoernle Reg.

4^X1 of'- Ph CLI.

M. Tagh. a 1. 0037. Fr. of document on coarse thin

buff paper, covered on obv. with portions of 7 11. writing

in Khotanese and Cursive Gupta. Rev. blank. No. 96,
Hoernle Reg. 4 x 6".

M. Tagh. a. 1. 0038. Fr. of document on coarse thin

brownish paper, bearing on obv. remains of 3 11. writing

in Khotanese and Cursive Gupta. Rev. blank. No. 97,
Hoernle Reg. 2" sq.

M. Tagh, a. 1. 0039. Fr. from R. side of document on
coarse thin brownish paper, bearing on obv. portions of

5 11 . writing in Khotanese and Cursive Gupta. Rev. blank.

No. 98, Hoernle Reg. 3!" x 5".

Tagh. a. x. 0040. Fr. from L. side of document on
coarse very thin buff paper, bearing on obv. portion of two

statements, consisting of 4 and 3 11 . respectively, in Kho-
tanese and Cursive Gupta. Rev. blank. No. 99, Hoernle
Reg. 4" x 7".

Tagh. a. 1. 0041. Fr. from R. side of document on
thin buff paper, bearing on obv. remains of 4 11. writing in

Khotanese and Cursive Gupta. Large blot of ink, washed
out. Rev. blank. No. 100, Hoernle Reg. 4' x 4\".

“L Tagh. a. 1. 004a. Fr. of document on coarse thin

buff paper, bearing on obv. remains of 5 11 . writing in Kho-
tanese and Cursive Gupta. No. 101, Hoernle Reg. 4j" x 3§*.

M. Tagh. a. 1. 0043. Fr. from L. side of document on
coarse thin buff paper, bearing on obv. remains of 5 11.

writing in Khotanese and Cursive Gupta. Rev. blank. No-
102, Hoernle Reg. 5" sq.

Tagh. a. I. 0044. Document nearly complete, on
coarse thin brownish paper, covered on both sides with 2 11.

rather illegible writing in Khotanese and Cursive Gupta.
On first 1 . of obv. is distinguishable name of dsiri-Prajihndra-

bhadra, i.e. ‘ Acharya Prajnendra-bhadra’. No. 103, Hoernle
Reg. 8$" x 2'.

RR Tagh. a. 1. 0045. Fr. from R. side of document on
coarse thin buff paper, inscr. on obv. with remains of 8 11.

writing in Khotanese and Cursive Gupta; also on rev. with

one 1 . large Tib. writing. No. 104, Hoernle Reg. 7" x 3".

Tagh. a. 1. 0046. Fr. from L. side of document on
coarse thin soiled paper, bearing on obv. remains of 3 11.

writing in Khotanese and Cursive Gupta, and on re\. remains
of 9 11 . crowded writing in small Tib. chars. For another fr.

apparently of same doc., see M. Tagh. b. 11. 0066. No. 107,
Hoernle Reg. 3J" X 3^".

Tagh. a. it. 0094. Fr. of document on coarse
paper, badly damaged; with remains of 6 11. in Khotanese
and Cursive Gupta. Rev. blank. No. 106, Hoernle Rem
«°rx4".

Tagh. a. 11. 00106. Fr. of document on thin whitish

paper, bearing remains on obv. of 2 11. waiting m Khotanese
and Cursive Gupta. Rev. blank. No. 107, Hoernle Reg.

5' xi'.

M. Tagh. a. 11. 00110. Fr. of document on coarse
paper, with remains on obv. of 2 11. writing in Khotanese
and Cursive Gupta. Rev. blank. No. 108, Hoernle Reg.

2
3"XI S "

8 * 1
R

•

M- Tagh. a. 11. 00112. Fr. of document on thin coarse

paper, much torn; witli remains on obv. of one 1. wiiting in

Khotanese and Cuisive Gupta. Rev. blank. No. 109,

Hoernle Reg. ~ n
X2\".

M. Tagh. a. 11. 00117. Fr. of document, with remains

on obv. (only 2 Aksaias) of one 1 . writing in Cursive Gupta
and Khotanese. Rev. blank. No. 110, Hoernle Reg.

2 2 A. 2 .

M. Tagh. a. 111. 0080. Fr. of document on coarse

paper, with remains on obv. (only 3 aksaras) of one 1. writing

in Cursive Gupta and Khotanese. Rev. blank. No. in,
Hoernle Reg. i%"x 1 -}"•

M. Tagh. a. hi. 0084. Fr. of document, paper, with

remains on obv. (5 akuiras) of one I. writing in Cursive

Gupta and Khotanese. Rev. blank. No. 1 12, Hoernle Reg.

3 x ‘a

M. Tagh. a. iv. 00157. F'r. of document on coarse

damaged paper, inset, on obv. with 4 (apparently complete)

11 . writing in Cursive Gupta and Khotanese. Rev. blank.

No. 1 13, Hoernle Reg. 4-}"’x4i''-

M. Tagh. a. iv. 00162. F'r. or document on coarse

paper, with remains on obv. (6 a&taras) of one 1. wri.tng in

Cursive Gupta and Khotanese. Rev. blank. No. 114,

Floernle Reg. 2|*xi-j'.

M. Tagh. a. iv. 00163. Strip from bottom of paper

document, with lemains on obv. of one 1 . writing in Cur-ive

Gupta and Khotanese. Rev., traces of writing. No. 113,

Hoernle Reg. ii"xj".

M. Tagh. a. iv. 00165. Fr. of document on coarse

paper, bearing on either side remains of 2 11. writing in

Cursive Gupta and Khotanese. No. 116, Hoernle Reg.

ii" v ->1"
1 2 " 4 ’

M. Tagh. a. iv. 00166. F'r. of document on coarse

paper, bearing remains and traces of 5 11. writing, app.uently

in Sogdian script and hnguage. No. 117, Floernle Reg.

1 4 A •>
•

M. Tagh. a. iv. 00167. Fr. of document, paper, Ix-aring

remains on obv. of 3 11. writing in Cursive Gupta and Kho-

tanese. Rev. blank. No. 1 18, Hoernle Reg. 3^' x 2 1*.

M. Tagh. a. iv. 00168. Fr. of document on coarse

thin whitish paper, inscr. on obv. with 6 or 8 very disorderly

8 Z1374
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11 . writing in Cursive Gupta and Khotanese. Rev. blank.

No. 1
1 9, Hoernle Reg. x 4*".

M. Tagh. a. IV. 00169. Fr. front R. side of document

on coarse thin buff paper, inscr. on obv. with remains of 4 11.

writing in Cursive Gupta and Khotanese. Rev. blank.

No. 120, Hoernle Reg. 3*sq.

M. Tagh. a. iv. 00170. Fr. from middle of document

on very thin whitish paper, bearing on obv. remains of large

writing in Cursive Gupta and Khotanese. Rev. blank.

No. 12 1, Hoernle Reg. 10^" X 4^"-

M. Tagh. a. v. 0026. Larger portion of document on
coarse buff paper, upper L. corner torn off

;
bearing on obv.

6 11 . writing in Cursive Gupta and Khotanese, ending with

date Jere lomyt hadai
,

i. e. 'in the (month) Jera, on the 10th

day ’, and with large signatory scrawl. Rev. blank. No. 122,

Hoernle Reg.

M. Tagh. a. v. 0027. Fr. from upper L. corner of

document, possibly part of torn-off piece of the preceding
;

bearing remains or traces on obv. of 3 or 4 11. writing in

Cursive Gupta and Khotanese. Rev. blank. No. 123,

Hoernle Reg. 3" sq.

M. Tagh. a. vi. 0081. c. Fr. of document on soft buff

paper, w ith remains on obv. of a few Cursive Gupta letters in

Khotanese. Rev. blank. No. 124, Hoernle Reg.

M. Tagh. a. vi. 0083. Uppier portion of document on
coarse thin paper, covered on obv. with 5 11. rather faded

writing in Cursive Gupta and Khotanese. Rev. blank. Two
large holes. No. 125, Hoernle Reg. iol^xfi".

Tagh. a. vi, 0084. Fr. from L. upper side of docu-
ment on coarse thin buff paper, bearing on obv. remains of

7 11 . writing in Cursive Gupta and Khotanese ; on rev. of 2 11.

similar writing containing a date Kaji masti . . , 26mve
(/Wur), i. e. ‘in the month Kaja, on the 26th (day)’.

No. 126, Hoernle Reg. 6|"x5^".
M. Tagh. b. 1. 00105. Fr. of document, paper, with

(apparent) date on obv., in Cursive Gupta and Khotanese.
Rev. blank. No. 127, Hoernle Reg. 5A"x
M. Tagh. b. 1. 00114. Fr. from middle of roll (?) on

buff paper, with remains of 2 11. very large writing, contain-
ing portion of series of numeral radicals. No. 128, Hoernle
Reg. 3!" x 3'.

M. Tagh. b. 1. 00122. Fr. of document on soft felt-

like paper, with faded remains of 5 11. in Khotanese
and Cuisive Gupta. Rev. blank. No. 120, Hoernle Retr.
2" x 3|".

Tagh. b. 1. 00125. Five frs. from four docu-
ments on paper, written in Cursive Gupta and Khotanese

;

largest fr. 6" x 3|". No. 130, Hoernle Reg.
Tagh. b. 11. 0057. Fr. of document, paper, with

remains on obv. of 2 11 . in Cursive Gupta and Khotanese.
Rev. blank. No. 131, Hoernle Reg. x 2

Tagh. b. 11. 0061. Fr. of document, paper, dam-
aged, dirty, with remains on each side of three badly legible

11 . writing in Cursive Gupta and Khotanese. No. 132,
Hoernle Reg. 4” x 2^'.

Tagh. b. 11. 0063. b. Two frs. of document on
flimsy paper, with remains on both sides of 2 II. writing in

Cursive Gupta and Khotanese. No. 133, Hoernle Re",

a'xii*.

M. Tagh. b. 11. 0064. Fr. of document on coarse

paper, with remains on obv. of one 1 . writing in Cursive

Gupta and Khotanese, containing a mutilated date. Rev.

blank. No. 134, Hoernle Reg. 7j*xi§".

M. Tagh. b. 11. 0065. Complete document on oblong

strip of coarse thin buff paper; inscr. on obv. with 5 II.

Cursive Gupta in Khotanese
; consisting of five verses not

identified. Rev. blank. No. 135, Hoernle Reg. 4|"xii".

PI. CLI.

M. Tagh. b. II. 0066. Fr. from middle of document

on coarse stiff buff paper, very dirty, bearing on obv. 3 11.

writing in Cursive Gupta and Khotanese, and on rev. 7 11 .

crowded small Tib. writing. The whole closely resembles

M. Tagh. a. 1. 0046, and possibly belongs to same document.

No. 136, Hoernle Reg. 8"x 3’.

M. Tagh. b. n. 0067. Two frs. of document on coarse

stiff dirty paper, bearing on obv. remains of 3 II. rather faded

writing in Cursive Gupta and Khotanese. Rev. blank.

No. 137, Hoernle Reg. 8"X4'.

M. Tagh. b. 11. 0068. a-b. Two small frs. of Pothi;

stiff, buff paper
;
with remains of 2 or 3 11. black ink writing

in calligraphic Upright Gupta and Khotanese.

Contents : some Buddhist religious text, not identified.

No. 138, Ploernle Reg. i|" sq. and ig'x
1 JA

M. Tagh. b. n. 0068. Two frs. from L. upper corner

of document on coarse discoloured paper, with portions of

3 11 . writing in Cursive Gupta and Khotanese. Rev. blank.

No. 138, Hoernle Reg. 5' x 3^'.

M. Tagh. c. 0013. Fr. from L. side of document on

hard stiff buff paper, bearing on obv. 6 11 . writing in Cursive

Gupta and Khotanese. Rev. blank. No. 139, Hoernle Reg.

54' x 7'.

M. Tagh. c. 0014. Fr. from R. side of document on

stiff buff paper, with portions on obv. of 6 11. writing in

Cursive Gupta and Khotanese. Rev. blank. No.

Hoernle Reg. 4*X5^A
M. Tagh. c. 0015. Fr. of document on stiff buff paper,

inscr. on obv. with 2 complete 11. between traces of others,

above and below, of Cuisive Gupta in Khotanese. Rev.

blank. No. 141, Hoernle Reg. 7|-*X2".

M. Tagh. c. 0016. Fr. from top of document on stiff

buff paper, with portions on obv. of rather faded writing in

Cursive Gupta and Khotanese. Rev. blank. No. i 4 2 >

Hoernle Reg. 8A' x 3^'.

M. Tagh. c. 0017. Fr. from top of document on stiff

thin buff paper, w ith 1 complete and 4 mutilated 11. rather

faded writing in Cursive Gupta and Khotanese. Rev. blank.

No. 143, Hoernle Reg. 3-*' x 11".

M. Tagh. c. 0018. Fr. of document on thin hard dis-

coloured paper, inscr. on obv. with 2 11 . writing in Cursive

Gupta and Khotanese, beginning with imperfectly legible

date. No. 144, Hoernle Reg. 2’x 11'. PI. CLI.

M. Tagh. c. 0019. Fr. from L. side of document on

thin stiff buff paper, with portions on obv. of 7 11. good
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writing in Cursive Gupta and Ivhotanese. Rev. blank. No.

145, Hoernle Reg. 6|* sq.

M. Tagh. c. 0020. Fr. of document on stiff hard paper,

inscr. on obv. with 4 mutilated 11 . writing in Cursive Gupta

and Khotanese
;
on rev. with 5 11 . mutilated Tib. writing.

No. 146, Hoernle Reg. 3"-2^" X n". PI. CL1.

M. Tagh. c. 0021. Fr. from R. upper corner of document

on dirty stiff buff paper, inscr. on obv. with 5 mutilated II.

badly legible writing in Cursive Gupta and Khotanese, and

on rev. with 3 mutilated 11 . Tib. writing. No. 147, Hoernle

Reg. 6' sq.

M. Tagh. c. 0022. Fr. from R. upper corner of docu-

ment on stiff thin buff paper, inscr. on obv. with portions

of 5 11 . writing in Cursive Gupta and Khotanese. Rev.

blank. No. 148, Hoernle Reg. 5^" sq.

M. Tagh. C. 0023. Two frs. of document on dirty stiff

buff paper, inscr. on obv. with remains of 8 11. writing in

Cursive Gupta and Khotanese. Rev. blank. Much damaged.

No. 149, Hoernle Reg. Gr. M. 6|" x 4*.

M. Tagh. c. 0024. Fr. of document on thin whitish

paper, inscr. on obv. with remains or traces of 2-3 11. writing

in Cursive Gupta and Khotanese. Rev. blank. No. 130,

Hoernle Reg. 6" x 2|".

M. Tagh. c. 0025. Fr. from top of document on thin

whitish paper, inscr. on obv. with one 1. fine black writing in

Cursive Gupta and Khotanese. Rev. blank. No. ijr,

Hoernle Reg. 6^*X i£".

M. Tagh. c. 0026. Fr. from L. upper corner of docu-

ment on stiff buff paper, with slight traces of one 1. writing

in Cursive Gupta and Khotanete. Rev. blank. Much

damaged. No. 152, Hoernle Reg. ,'£-"x 1".

M. Tagh. c. 1. 0064. Fr. of document, paper, with

faded remains of 3 11 . writing on both sides in Cursive Gupta

and Khotanese. No. 133, Hoernle Reg.

M. Tagh. c. 1. 0074. Five frs. of documents on very

coarse flimsy paper, bearing on obv. from 1 to 5 11. writing in

Cursive Gupta and Khotanese. Rev. blank. No. 134,

Hoernle Reg. Gr. M. 42'

X

2".

M. Tagh. c. 11. 0066. Fr. of document on soft thin

dun-coloured paper, with remains on obv. of 6 11. good

writing in Cursive Gupta and Khotanese. Rev. blank.

No. 153, Hoernle Reg. 4
1/ x 4 J-'-

M. Tagh. c. II. 0068. Fr. of document on flimsy dirty

paper, with rather illegible remains on obv. of 2 11. writing

in Cursive Gupta and Khotanese. Rev. blank. No. 136,

Hoernle Reg. 6 }/' x 3-J'.

M. Tagh. c. ill. 0079. Fr, of document on thin whitish

paper, with remains on obv. of 3 11 . writing in Cursive Gupta

and Khotanese. No. 157, Hoernle Reg. 4" x 2 ".

M. Tagh. c. hi. 0081. Strip from top of paper docu-

ment, bearing on ob\. remains of 2 11 . writing in Khotanese,

which begin in Upright Gupta, but change to Cuisivc Gupta

in second 1 . On rev. indistinct traces of writing in Cursive

Gupta. No. 138. Hoernle Reg. 4"x^*.

M. Tagh. c. hi. 0083. Fr. of document on thin coarse

paper, bearing on obv. remains of 3 11 . writing in Cursive

Gupta and Khotanese. Rev. blank. No. 1 39, Hoernle Reg.

i-i'* T-
M. Tagh. c. hi. 0094. h. Three minute fis. of docu-

ment on coarse paper, with remains on obv. of 2 or 3 II.

writing in Cursive Gupta and Khotanese. Rev. blank.

No. 1 ho, Hoernle Reg.

8 Z 2



APPENDIX G

NOTES ON SIR AUREL STEIN'S
COLLECTION OF TIBETAN DOCUMENTS FROM

CHINESE TURKESTAN
BY THE

REV. A. H. FRANCKE, Pii.D.

[Extracted from Dr. Francke's paper publi.-hed in the Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society
, 1914, pp. 37-59 ; see above,

pp. 467 sq. Notes and references added are shown within brackets.— A. Stein.]

This collection of ancient Tibetan documents, of which I have been engaged in preparing an inventory

under an arrangement sanctioned by the India Office, contains close on two thousand pieces, none of them

probably of a later date than the ninth century A. D., and is certain to shed a flood of new light on Tibetan

archaeology, history, grammar, culture, religion, and folklore. Most of the documents were found at two sites>

viz. Miran and Mazartagh. . . .

The documents were in both localities found scattered among the abundant deposits of refuse resulting from

prolonged occupation by a Tibetan garrison. In part they may represent the last remains of ancient archives.

That the Tibetans of the seventh and eighth centuries kept archives is made probable by the word yig-dkar-cag
‘ register of letters which occurs in the documents. The word ‘ register of debts ’ is also found in one of the

documents.

Although many of the documents, especially the wooden ones, are in good preservation, the number of those

which contain a fuller connected text is rather small. Of most of the documents on paper one-half only has been

pieseived. As Dr. Barnett, of the British Museum, observes, this fact reminds one of a custom in ancient Europe,

accoiding to which tallies were cut in two and each party received one half of the stick. Most of the wooden

documents are labels containing addresses. These labels were probably* tied to the various packages on

transpoit of provisions or other articles. Other short wooden documents which were apparently used by tax-

collectors on their journeys to the taxpayers are of a similar character, viz. they do not contain much besides

personal and local names. All these documents, however, yield a very rich harvest of ancient Tibetan names,

local as well as personal, and it will take us a long time before all the local names have been identified or all the

personal names have been properly grouped. In a number of cases, of course, we cannot yet decide whether

a now unknown name is of local or personal character.

At first sight the names give the impression that Tibet must have undergone great changes since the time

when they were recorded. The Tibetan names of the present day are mostly Buddhist, and may in almost every

case be understood at first sight as regards their meaning. It is surprising to find that a great number of the names
contained in the Stein Collection do not show their significance so readily. They consist partly of syllables

which have been lost to the Tibetan language during the last twelve hundred years. . . .

Although not a single royal name has as yet been found among the names of the Stein Collection ,

1 several

' Mu-khri occurs as a minister’s name.
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of the names are of historical interest, as they agree with ministers’ names given in the old stone-edicts of lHasa.

(See Lieut.-Col. Waddell’s edition in the J.R.A.S., 1910-11.) Thus the names of the famous ministers rjc-blas

and sTag-sgra, of the Potala inscription of A.D. 730, are repeatedly mentioned on documents of the Stein

Collection. The same may be said with regard to the ministers Khri-bslier and sTag-bsher of the Potala

inscription of A.D. 764, and several names of ministers occurring in the inscription of A.D. 783. As regards the

names on the stone-edicts, they are generally compounds of personal names and clan-names. The Stein

documents, on the other hand, generally give only the personal names, at any rate in all those cases when

a famous and well-known minister is addressed. For this reason the identification of the names found in the

Stein Collection and on the stone pillars at lHasa cannot yet be called perfect, but it is quite probable that both

authorities treat of the same personages.

Although royal names are not found in the documents of the Stein Collection, several of them seem to refer

to kings, either of the whole of Tibet or of vassal states. The wish ‘ May your helmet remain firm !
’ was

addressed to royalty in those days as well as in quite recent times.

As regards the religious side of the question, a good number of the names are of Bonpo charactei . I may

mention the names which contain the word Ilia, god (of the pre- Buddhist pantheon), and A lu (Nuga), gSas, A lira,

as one of their compound parts. The principal part of the name of the founder of the Bon religion, viz.

gShen-rab, is found in several personal names; for instance, in gShend-sinu-bn, sKu-gshcn, gSheu-p/tau-legs, etc.

A few names remind us also of names occurring in the Kesar-saga, the old epic of Tibet. . . .

Names of women are extremely rare in the documents. rGya-1110 is the name of a female slave
;
w.\ d-via

occurs once as the writer of a letter, but the word means 1 daughter-in-law ’.

Buddhist names are also of rare occurrence. On entering a monastery a man received a new Buddhist name.

Thus we read that a man who was formerly called ’ U-tung-gsas-chimg received the name Byang-chub-bkra-shis

when he entered a monastery. Other Buddhist names are: gZhon-nit-dpal-grub
,
sPyan-ras (piobably), lyang-

clmb, Yon-tan-seng-ge ,
dGe-bsnyen (Upasaka), Sha-n-bu (Sariputra), IHa-sbyin (Dcvadatta), rDo-rje (\ ajra),

rDo-rje-dgyangs
,

'ajatn-dpal (Manjusri), Covi-ldan- adas (Bhagavan), dGc-mthso.

Several names are of interest as having been observed also in documents of Ladakh 01 othci literature.

Thus the name g Yu-sgra is found in the Stein Collection, and the same name is also given in the bTsun-mo-bhai-

thang-yig, which professes to date from Padmasambhava's time, edited by Dr. B. Laufer. I he syllables

sMer-zhang form part of one of the names in the Stein Collection, and several names containing the same

syllables are found on the boulders near the bridge of Khalatse.- ...

In many cases the personal names are found in connexion with titles. The most ordinary title of the

documents is perhaps that of a minister, or blon-po, abridged blon. There arc, however, various kinds of ministers,

as, for instance, rje-blon
,
a high minister ;

The-blon
,
minister of seals; dGra-blon, minister of enemies probably

‘minister of war’; So-blon, minister of guards; Khri-blou, thronc-ministei
,

I hji-b/on, minister o out wait

affairs; and Zhang-blon, uncle minister. ...

Other titles are : Nang-rje-po ,
the great man of the inside, which I have usually translated by Minister o

Inner Affairs ’
;
Kha-ga (modern Ga-ga), nobleman : Jo-cho or Jo-io (modem Jo-bo), look I maj note t lat in

modern West-Tibetan the form Jo-jo is generally used for noble ladies, but in the Stein Collection the tit e Jo-co

seems to refer to men; rTse-rje, high summit (the sphere ofuoik of this official has not >ct ecumo.
j’
a ' n>

perhaps he was a magistrate); Yi'ge-pa
%
secretary; sPyii-yi~g£'pn> geneial secretary, yt ?, stew ar

,

head of a tribe; Mir.pa, head of a castle ;
KImm-lji-dba,^ scams to have been the .die of the

dews who played such an important part in old Tibet. This title is given to m«H-rgyal.sS,uMr. the royal

minister gSum-bzher. r ,,
. ... c ,,

Another group of titles consists of compounds with the word df»,.master The Idhow.ng k.nds of df,„

have been noticed in the Stein Collection ; AW/Wl perhaps ' master of a clan [msy Og-dpo", owci office
,

subaltern officer ; Ztmg-dfm, master of the fields (this title is still used nowadays ; a
"‘‘’'f'g

'

thc ma"

has ,0 regulate ti.e irrigation of the fields! ;
•«** <* #««“*; c° !

V. Z
dnuHbdto„. master of the host; aih-dfen, master of the horse

;
A hral-dpoil, ux-officer ;

TAgn

perhaps • frontier officer •
; the title Thsugs-dpm cannot yet be exactly explained ; ,t may be the of

a magistrate. Also the title Khong-ta cannot yet be translated.

! Francke, ‘ Historiscbe Dokumente von Khalatse ’
: Z.D.M.G.. Bd. lxi. pp. 5 8 j 5 <M'
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As regards local names, we find a great number of them. The greater part seem to refer to districts or

settlements in Turkestan and Tibet. Other countries do not seem to be referred to so often. The word rgya, in

connexion with weights, may refer to India as well as China. We read of Bod-bye and rGya-brc in the documents.

Whilst the word Bod-bre certainly refers to Tibetan weights, we do not yet know whether rGya-brc means

‘weights of China ’ (rGya-tiag ) or ‘weights of India’
(
rGya-gar). Other foreign countries mentioned in the

documents are the following : Hirad may be Herat in Persia
;
sXa-nam is the name of Samarkand, according to

Jaschke; Sog-po would refer to Mongolia; Ho-pcng may be in China; Mon is the Tibetan name of the

Himalayan districts of India. The latter name is found in several personal names, as, for instance, Mon-chung
,

Mon-khyi-gu-chung.

Looking at names referring to Turkestan, the most important identification has been that by Dr. Stein of

Nob with Lob or Lop. He says in his letter of October 19, 1910: ‘ Nob-chen, “ Great Nob ”, was probably the

name of the Tibetan station at Mlran. Topographical and archaeological reasons compel me to believe that Nob

is the Tibetan attempt at reproducing an ancient local name. The same name is spelt Na-fu-po by Hsiian-tsang,

while Marco Polo writes Lop. Nob-chung, “ Little Nob", may be identical with Charkhlik (about fifty miles W.S.W.

of Mlran).’ 4
. . . Let me add that still another name referring to Nob is found in the documents ; it is the name

Nob-shod, or ‘Lower Nob’. ‘Three castles of Nob’ are occasionally mentioned, and the name of a castle

situated in Little Nob was Nob-chung-ngu-gYung-drung-rtse.

Another local name which may be connected with Turkestan is Li. According to the dictionaries, Li is the

Tibetan name of Khotan. I suppose that in the documents it refers to a larger tract of country. This name is

not often found singly
;

in most cases we find it connected with other, probably often personal names. Such

compound names are : IJ-snang, L i-mngan, Li-bu-god
,
Li-gos-dc , Li-shir-de, Li-hir-bod

,
Li-gchig-chad, Li-rje >

Li-sa-bdad. The Tibetan name Hor, for Turkestan, is also found in the Stein Collection.

Tibetan local names which have become known from Tibetan geography occur also among the documents.

The following may be mentioned : rGod-tsang, IHo-brag, Nag-shod, Kkatns, 'aBrom, dBtts, Chog-ro, Bu-srang-

gi-sdc (perhaps identical with Bu-hrangs
,
modern Purang), Nang-gong (Baltistan), sTong-sde (perhaps in Zangs-

dkar), Gle (very probably the capital of Ladakh, Leh—in the old chapters of the chronicles the spelling Gle as

well as Sle is used for Leh). mNgaris seems to be used as a name of the western parts of Tibet. In the old

parts of the chronicles it is used as a name of the West Tibetan Empire. Byang-po is the name of the llla-sa

district. ’A-zha, a name found often in the Padmasambhava literature, is supposed to be identical with the

present Gar-zha or Ga-zha
,
Lahul. In the Stein documents ’A-zha is once called rGya-la-gtogs-pa, belonging to

rGya. The village of rGya seems to have been the capital of Western Tibet
(
rGya-sde) in ancient times. . • •

Fairly often local and personal names are found combined, and experience has shown me that in such cases

the first name is always the local, and the second the personal name. The first local name is to be taken as the

birth-place of the person mentioned thereafter. Lang-myi-sde-zhims-stag means ‘ Zhims-stag of the province of

Lang-myi ’. 'A-zha-yang-bre means ‘ Yang-bre of
’

A-zha'

.

Lakes and rivers do not often seem to be mentioned. I have noticed the following : viKhar-athso probably

stands for mKhar-mthso, lake of the castle
;
Mye-long, mirror, is apparently the name of a lake, also sPml-gyi-

mye-long, enchanting mirror
;
Khyung-byi-tsa-mthso-gong means ‘ upper lake of Khyung-byi-tsa The expression

Sho-rtsang- agram-du means ‘ on the shore (bank) of Sho-rtsang ’.

The documents of the Stein Collection contain a great number of dates. Although they generally give the

numbers of days and months and the name of the year, they arc not of much use to the historian, for

the names of the year invariably refer to the cycle of twelve years only. All the same, the documents furnish us

with material to prove the veracity of the Tibetan (Ladakhi) chronicles, where we find a statement to the effect

that the Chinese calendar was introduced into Tibet under Srong-btsan-sgam-po (seventh century). The cycle of

twelve years was apparently all that became _known to the Tibetans of those days, and we cannot help feeling

suspicious when a Tibetan chronicle, in describing the times between A D. 600 and loco, makes use of the cycle

of sixty years. This is the case in particular in the chronicles of Central Tibet, whilst the chronicles of Ladakh

use the twelve years’ cycle down to the fifteenth century. It is well known that the dates of reigns given in the

sixty years’ cycles of Central Tibetan chronicles are not in agreement with the dates given by Chinese historians

4 [For a rectification of this view, which was formed at a time when the materials available were not complete, see now

above, pp. 468 sq.—

S

tein.]
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for the corresponding reigns. Nobody would ever doubt the accuracy of the Chinese statements. Thus we are

driven to believe that the dates in the sixty years’ cycle, referring to early times and given in Central Tibetan

chronicles, are fabrications of a later time, when the sixty years’ cycle had become known in Tibet. The Ladakhi

chronicles, which are free from such erroneous dates, may be far more reliable works than the Central Tibetan

works.

The Tibetans of those times had a system of twelve months, which were called after the four seasons : dpyid,

spring
;

dbyar, summer
;

ston, autumn
; and dgun, winter. Each season had three months, called the first, the

middle one, and the last. . . .

How many days each of these months was given we do not yet know-.

There are a few passages in the documents which seem to point to a different, perhaps more ancient,

calendar, as follows : gYui-lo, turquoise-year
;
gShol- abor-bai-sla, month of putting aside the plough

;

’aTron-kong

•

gi-sla, month of diligence
;
sKyald-gyi-sla, month of sending.

Among the complete documents we find a great number which apparently originated with tax-collectors.

They are of two styles. One of them consists of tablets of a length of about 30-40 cm., square in section. They show

notches at their edges, evidently intended to mark the number of bushels of grain contributed by various

taxpayers. In writing, we find such words as ‘ barley ’, ‘ wheat ’, ‘ millet ‘ grass ’,
‘ horse-fodder ’, written close

to the notches, whilst the names of peasants and notes regarding their payments are found at the other end of

the tablet. The other kind of tax-collector’s documents consists of short wooden tablets, coloured red on the

surface. The right lower corner is generally cut out purposely, apparently to mark them specially. They also

show notches and short notes in writing, like the other kind of documents. Thus we read :
‘ Six bre of barley

were not received ’, and then ‘ Received later on ’, or ‘ Four bre of barley were received afterwards ’. Sometimes

we find the two words, bab, taxes, and thar, free, and nothing else, on the same piece of wood. Then we may

suppose that the person who held the document was free from taxes.

There is another kind of document, marked by a broad stroke of red colour, running round the middle.

I have not yet been able to discover what these may have in common. To say that they are messages from

Government would not mean much, considering that most of the documents are of an official character. On one

of these documents the red stroke was apparently painted with blood.

As regards the general character of the contents of the better-preserved documents on paper and wood, we

find there lawsuits, inventories, distribution-lists of provisions or presents, demands for military assistance or for

more provisions, arrangements for the service of the guards or sentinels, complaints that wages or rewards were

not given, reports of illness, prayers for medicine, accounts of debts, appointments to some post, lists of transports

of arms, etc. In the latter lists we read of shields, bows and arrows, arrow-blades, arrow-flags, helmets, swords,

coats of arms. There are a few documents which contain something like records of battles. These notes aic,

however, not of much use to the historian, as they are very meagre, and cannot be dated. A note like The

Roug-lings country was seized ’ does not help us at all at the present stage of Tibetan historical research.

An interesting lawsuit is that about the sale of a slave called rGyal-phu-tsab [see M. I. xliv. "]. The price

amounted to eight weights of dMar (
= dmar-gro, red wheat?). In case the slave should run away, the oimcr

owner was bound to provide another servant (slave) of the same capacity. Underneath this document, as \ve as

underneath many others, the names or the seals of the forty-four chief witnesses (
dpang-rgya)

aie given. esc

forty-four formed a court of witnesses, and it is of interest that the number forty-four is also found as

certain officials in the account ofgNya-kliri-btsan-po, in the Ladakhi chronicles.
.

A considerable number of documents refer to the so-pa (watch, spy, sentinel), i.e. to those so
'^

rs "

had to do military service on the frontier or (probably) in unreliable distiicts. This service a e

in turns, and it was not only a round of service among individuals, but among tribes. Whenever t e

of service’ refers to an individual, we may be sure that the same is an officer. In one document vve

two officers, who had exchanged their turns of service and done service for one anot er uring P

turns. . ,

Besides the so-pa, the documents mention the
’

adrnl-ba (= agrul-ba), runners, very often,

that these ‘runners’ were postal runners. Ancient Tibet and Turkestan seem to ave een in

j

institution similar to that of present-day India, where the post-runners still have to o a grea
, •

work. Passages like the following occur repeatedly among the documents : « As the runners re just

^

leaving,

I take the opportunity to write you the following words.’ Besides the ai ru - a, e ang <
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swift messengers, are occasionally mentioned. One document which speaks of a pho-nya. or ‘ messenger

is impressed with a seal showing a rider galloping. It looks almost like a stamp ensuring quick service.

Several letters are of an entirely intimate and familiar character, and there is hardly a single piece where the

personal tone is altogether wanting. Inquiries after health are found continually, and joy is expressed at good

news or at the expectation to see the other’s ‘ good face ’ (once ‘ his face which looks like sun and moon ’) again.

Good wishes for health or long life generally conclude the letters. We get the impression that many of these

phrases have become conventional. There are some letters which contain nothing besides such conventional

phrases. We must not forget, however, that in most of these letters we have before us the correspondence of

a number of high officials who may have been closely related to one another, besides being related to the royal

family. In Ladakh we know for certain that the royal family intermarried with the families of high ministers.

In Ladakh the title or name btsan
,
btsan-po

,
would indicate that a certain person was descended from the royal

family. I suspect that all those ministers mentioned in the documents whose names show the syllable btsan

were related to royalty. But on the whole we get the impression that not only the high officials, but a great

part of the population, knew reading and writing. A cook as well as a baker are found among the addressed

persons, and peasants write letters to the court when they wish to accuse a certain person.

Special terms of civility found in the documents are the following : the writer speaks of himself as ‘ I, a bad

one ’
(<bdag-ngan-pa ) ;

he places his letter before the feet of the addressed person
(
z/ta-sngar seems to be an

abbreviation of zhabs-sngar)
;
a ruler is greeted with the wish, ‘ may your helmet remain firm !

’

It is of interest that a number of documents contain fragments of the Tibetan alphabet. They may
represent portions of copy-books used by beginners in the art of reading and writing. They are, of course, of

great importance, because they belong to times not long after the alleged invention of the Tibetan alphabet by

Thon-misambhota. From the fragments we learn that the old alphabet was hardly different from the alphabet

of thirty letters as used nowadays. . . . Two of the documents of the Stein Collection seem to be a fragment of

a syllabary. They contain repetitions of the same consonant, furnished with all four vowel-signs and the

Anusvara.

A particular class of documents seems to refer to the distribution of fields, probably after the conquest of

a new district. There we find personal names or titles followed by a numeral referring to ‘ dor of field The

word dor is not known from other Tibetan literature, but it is evident that in the documents of the Stein Collection

it is the name of a measure of area. As regards agriculture, the documents mention the following occupations :

zlung-pa seems to be an ordinary field-labourer, chun-pa is the person who irrigates the fields. Ploughing of the

fields and threshing of the grain is repeatedly mentioned. Punishment is announced for all who let the water

dry up
(ihab-rkam-bgyid-pa). The most remarkable discovery is, however, that ‘maps of the fields’ {piling-

agod = zhing-bkod) are referred to in one of the documents [cf. M. I. iv. 93].
A certain number of wooden documents are furnished with a carefully cut socket at one end of the tablet.

As we know from a few better-preserved specimens, this deepening was filled with clay, and a seal was probably

impressed on the latter. As regards the writing found on these documents furnished with seals, it never contains

much beyond addresses. This leads me to believe that what remains now is never the complete document.

The wooden boards may represent only the cover of the paper document which was originally packed between

them. As, however, writing-material was rare in Turkestan, the wooden documents were used several times,

the old writing being scratched off to make room for a new text. Thus the documents furnished with deepenings

for seals may also have been used again for less important documents, and several of them appear like ordinary

labels.

Paper must have been a rather rare article, for we find it occasionally mentioned as a little present offered to

the addressee, if the latter was in a high position. The custom not to approach a person in a high position

without a little present was apparently in vogue in those early days. Most of the paper documents contain

different letters on their two sides, and there are a few palimpsests in the collection.
Regarding measures, the following may be gathered from the documents : a khal is a horse-load ;

a srang

6

Judging from the shape of these small tablets and the
analogy of many Chinese documents of the Ilan period
found along the ancient Tun-huang Limes, it seems more
probable that missives of this kind were meant merely to

authenticate verbal messages and orders which the person

carrying the tablets was to deliver. [Cf. M. 1. vii. 76.]

Stein.
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seems to be a smaller weight, but it is probably more than an ounce, as we find it described in Jaschke’s
Dictionary. A bre is a still smaller weight, four pints according to Jaschke. As stated above, there are two
kinds of bre, the bod-bre and rgya-bre

, viz. the Tibetan and the Indian (or Chinese) bre. Also the word rdo-gram
seems to signify a weight. Silver was probably counted by dbyam or bars, whilst for gold and jewels the word
zho (= ounce) is used. Of great interest is the following equation, found in one of the documents: \ zho of

gold = 3 zho of silver.6

Among the articles forwarded in trade, or taken as taxes or as spoil of war, we find the following mentioned .

kinds of grain are, gro,- wheat
;
nas, barley; khre and chi-thse

, two kinds of millet; rta-bra-bo, horse-buck-

wheat ; 'abras may stand for ‘ rice ’, although it may as well be translated by ‘ fruit ’
; 'abras-skam would be

‘ dry rice ’ or ‘ dry fruit ’
; rtsa, grass or fodder, is also repeatedly mentioned. The words ‘ black ’, ‘ white ’, or

1 red ’, in connexion with kinds of grain, may refer to black or white barley or wheat, or to red rice, etc.

favourite products of the garden were: la-phug
,
radishes; rgitn, grapes; khain ,

dried apricots; perhaps even

carrots. Products of the flocks were* mar, butter; thud, cheese; zhun-mar, melted butter, probably the Indian

ghl
;
dried yak-meat. I may mention that great stores of ‘ old meat ’ and ‘ old butter ’ play an important part

in the Kesar-saga. sPod, spices, were required for the preparation of dishes. sKyems, beverage, is probably the

name of the ordinary Tibetan beer prepared of green barley. It was required for weddings and for the New
Year’s festival, and kept in thul

(
skyems-thul), leather bags. A particular kind of beer may have been the

sog-skyems, Mongolian beer. Of fabrics we hear at least of two kinds, viz. snam
,
the ordinary woollen cloth

of Tibet, and men-thri, a kind of cloth which has not yet been specified. Pha-thsa seems to stand for phad-thsa,

coarse sackcloth. Thsos-bal is probably dyed wool
;
gtan are carpets, perhaps the felt-carpets of Turkestan. 7

Of mineral articles the following are mentioned: soda, copper (at any rate zang-bu, copper kettles), gold, silver,

turquoises, pearls, corals. rDzeu seem to be clay-pots
;
but what skyogs are cannot yet be decided

;
they may be

cups or ladles.

Looking at the animal world, we notice that practically all the animals mentioned in the documents are used

for transport. Of horses, a particular breed, that of Amdo, is mentioned in one of the fragments. This is of

particular interest, because this breed is of great fame even nowadays. Mules and donkeys were hired out, and

quarrels arose about the latter. Goats, and probably sheep also, had to carry loads— in particular, wool. Camels,

yaks, and oxen are not so often mentioned. It looks as if yaks, as well as horses, were occasionally used for

sacrifices. As regards horses, the local name mcliibs-yon-gyi-sde, province of the horse-sacrifice, would point in

that direction. From some documents we learn that horses suffered occasionally from epidemics.

Although the documents containing Buddhist literature are not included in the collection with which my
inventory deals, we get a few glimpses at the religious state of Tibet in the eighth century. Judging from

personal names, Buddhism was not yet powerful at the time of the documents. Buddhist priests are mentioned

occasionally, but the title bla-ma (with the feminine article »ia) is never found. Titles like rje-bla or sku-bla may

refer to priests, but we are not certain. The most common title used for priests is ban-de, but also dge- adun and

btsund-pa are found. Nuns are called ban-de-mo or btsnn-mo. Other titles used for higher ranks of Buddhist

priests are mkhan-po, abbot, and chos-rje, prince of religion. A Buddhist temple is called gIsag-lag-

1

hang.

Theg-kkatig-rnyitig, old house of the vehicle, seems to be the name of a monastery.

The Bonpo priests were apparently known as Bon-po, lha-tnyi ,
mngan (sorcerer); perhaps also as g I on-lcn,

‘taking the left’. The latter name may refer to their custom to keep the honoured person or object on their

left when circumambulating him or it. Also the Bonpo form of the Svastika is repeatedly found among the

documents.

Although a few religious charms occur in the collection, the dm mani padme hum formula has not yet been

discovered. Om a hum was apparently popular, and vadzrtx paniphat can also be traced.

Religious ceremonies are referred to, but we do not yet know whether they were in every case performed by

Buddhist or Bonpo priests. The word sku-rim (a religious ceremony in time of illness, practically the exorcising

of the spirits in the illness) is found several times. A sman-yon seems to be an offering to a smau or evil spirit

;

chab-yon is a ‘ water offering ’. As stated above, yaks were apparently offered according to one document, and

a local name makes horse-sacrifices probable. Before starting on a journey an astrologer was apparent y as
-e

6 Marco Polo records exactly the same relative value of
7 Carpet-weaving was an ancient art of Khotan

,

gold and silver for Western YUnnan at the close of the thir- cunt Khotan, i. p. 134.—Stein.

teenth century; cf. Yule, Marco Polo
,

ii. pp. 79, 95.—Stein.

9 A
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to look out for a good day. A few documents seem to treat of religious persecution. They may refer to the

struggle between the Buddhist and the Bonpo religions in the eighth century.

The title sMan-pa may be that of a doctor. In one of the documents a recipe is given regarding a medicine

to be ‘smeared on a corpse’, probably to preserve it. It consists of sheep-dung boiled with a little water ‘ until

it melts butter, barley, etc. A few names of diseases occur, but we do not yet know what their nature was.

Such names are : yams, grains, going, \xbring-nad.

The style of the letters and secular documents is absolutely different from that of the classical language as

it has become known from Buddhist religious literature. The language of the latter has practically remained

stationary; for the fragments of Buddhist literature as found in the ancient sites of Turkestan show the same

language as the present editions of the bKa-agyur and the bsTan- agyur. The language of the secular documents

of the eighth century, on the other hand, is full of constructions with the auxiliary mehis, which is very rarely

used in classical essays. From this it becomes probable that the language of Buddhist literature was already

a sacred language when it was used for the first translations. It may have been the sacred language of Bonpo

literature which had been handed down orally. The secular documents of the Stein Collection, on the other

hand, may represent the language of daily life of the eighth century.

As regards the orthography of the documents, it is anything but settled. The nowadays silent prefixes are

written or not according to the pleasure of the writer
; thus we read gzigs or zigs, dgra or gra, mchod or chad,

bka or kd, mkhar or k\Ji\ar, etc. Aspirated tenues are continually mixed up with unaspirated ones. . . .

W e must not forget, however, that most of the documents were written in a foreign country, and this

circumstance may account for a great number of orthographical mistakes. But one observation may be of

importance : although the prefixes are not written in a great number of cases, we hardly ever find the wrong

prefixes used. In this respect the old documents differ from Tibetan letter-writing by ordinary people as we

find it nowadays. . . .

There are many words the meaning of which is still quite uncertain. To mention only one instance, we do

not yet know how to explain the local names Bod, Tibet, and Li, Khotan, when they are connected with

numerals

—

bod-gnyis, li-bzhi
, etc.—as is often the case. . . .



APPENDIX H

NOTES ON MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS

REPRESENTED IN THE STEIN COLLECTION

BY

KATHARINE SCHLESINGER

I. MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS REPRESENTED IN PAINTINGS FROM THE
‘CAVES OF THE THOUSAND BUDDHAS’, TUN-HUANG

A.—Large Silk Paintings

Ch. lii. 003. Orchestra, grouped right and left. On L.

of picture, commencing from the top, a drum, a harp, a lute,

a psaltery, a lute
;
on R., large clappers, transverse flute,

cheng or Chin, mouth-organ, pipe with whistle-head or reed,

more probably the former.

Drum. In the shape of two cups reversed and joined

at their bases. Over the aperture at each end is stretched

a piece of vellum or skin, which is being struck with great

vigour by the performer with his hands
;
the sound produced

would be of indefinite musical pitch. (For a different use

of this instrument, see below, Yo. 02. b.)

Harp. Similar to that in Ch. lv. 0011. Sound-holes are

visible in the side of the sound-chest ; the tension rod shows

the system of ring attachment used.

Lutes. The two lutes are identical
;
handsomely decorated

with inlay, carving, and paintings. There are four strings

fastened to a bridge tail-piece, on the sound-board, at one

end, and stretched over a carved and inlaid finger-board

ending in a fleur-de-lis or leaf where the pear-shaped body

joins the neck. The scroll peg-box has a very modern

appearance, the pegs being fastened through the sides.

There are two C-shaped sound-holes. A large plectrum,

fan-shaped at one end, is held by the performer, who in one

case seems to be giving the note, while the second performer

is tuning up and fixing a peg.

Psaltery. Is of a long rectangular shape, composed of

a sound-chest over which are stretched longitudinally some

eight to twelve strings (eight may be discerned), supported

on rows of movable bridges. Performer is using both hands

to twang the strings. There are small round sound-holes in

the sound-board. A similar type of instrument, if played by

striking the strings with small hammers, would be called

a dulcimer. The former, when provided with keyboard, gave

us the harpsichord type ; the latter the pianoforte.

Clappers. An instiument of this type is referred to above,

p. 1051 (Ch. xlix. 005). Drawing in this case more elaborate.

Shows five or perhaps six thin plates of some dark wood cut

in the shape of a sail.

Transverse Flute. A cylindrical flute, apparently built

with three or four joints. The embouchure is visible at the

side, and the position of the lips in blowing is correctly-

indicated. The flute is held towards the right, the R. hand

fingering the lower notes (cf. flute in Yo. 02. a).

Clung. Chinese mouth-organ, the progenitor of our

harmonium. The instrument is shaped like a teapot, filled

with reed pipes of different lengths, and consists of a wind

reservoir, generally a gourd, of an insufflation tube (the spout

of the teapot), and of the pipes which act as resonators,

reinforcing the note of the free reed inserted just above the

foot of each pipe. A few dummy ones without reeds are

generally inserted to add to the symmetry. The free reed

consists of a flap of reed, leather, or fine thin brass, fixed

over an aperture, into which it fits so that it works freely,

responding to the stream of compressed air and swinging

with elasticity to and fro through the aperture. The distinc-
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tive feature of this principle, compared with that of beating

reeds with which our reed-organs are provided, is that, given

a fixed mouthpiece in both, increased wind pressure pro-

duces a dynamic variation in sound in the case of the free

reed, and the next possible harmonic of the series in the case

of the beating reed or single reed. Performer is shown stop-

ping the vent-holes of the pipes which he desires to sound.

Whistle-pipe. Pipe very similar to our so-called penny

whistle, an instrument considerably easier to play than the

transverse flute. In the latter the player learns to compress

his breath in an even stream and to direct it against the

sharp edge of the embouchure
;

in the whistle mouthpiece

this is mechanically done for him, by means of the narrow
channel through which he blows.

Castanets (f). It is probable that the small figure directly

above the musician with the clappers, and opposite the

similar figure of the drummer, is playing the castanets.

Ch. lv. 0033. Similar orchestra to that of Ch. lii. 003 is

grouped L. and R. of a dancer. On L. of picture, com-
mencing from top, is a lute of exactly the same type, having

the same structural features and ornamentation
;
a whistle-

pipe, more roughly drawn than that in Ch. lii. 003; and
clappers of the same kind. On R., at the top, a harp of
same kind showing no strings, a cheng more roughly drawn,
and a transverse flute held to the L. with the L. hand cover-

ing the lower holes. This flute is provided with a hook fixed

above the embouchure, on under side, for hanging to belt.

Ch. xxxviii. 004. Orchestra grouped R. and L., con-
sisting on L. of a cheng and a lute

;
on R. of a long psaltery

and clappers
;

all similar to those already described. The
lute, which is played by means of a vermilion plectrum,
has also the head bent back at right angles in rersiati style

(see Ch. lii. 003 ;
liv. 007 ;

lv. 0033).

Ch. 0051. Musicians on R. and L. of dancer. To L.

are playing a set of four clappers and a whistle-pipe; on
R., a transverse flute held towards the L. and a cheng with

large wind reservoir and comparatively short pipes (see same
paintings as Ch. 0051).

Ch. liv. 007. Single musician playing upon • large lute,

with a very long plectrum expanding at the striking end in

shape of fan. The lute, a tenor or bass, is similar to those

represented on the other silks described above, except that

the head is bent back at right angles in the Persian style

(which increased the tension of the strings) and that there

are three small bridges probably misplaced by the artist very

near the end of the finger-board, and possibly used for

sympathetic strings. A man at the head of the chariot is

playing upon a sistrum.

B.— Silk Banners

Ch. xlix. 005. Two musicians in the upper part of

picture, one playing on instrument of flageolet type, with

whistle mouthpiece, 01 possibly with a reed placed inside

a capsule and set in vibration by the breath through a slit or

opening in the top of the capsule ; the second playing a set

of large wooden clappers strung on a gut or thong passing

through holes at the top of the clappers, which are pulled out

and struck together at the base.

Ch. lv. oon. One musician with pillarless harp, usually

supported on the ground by means of a spike. The curved

wooden sound-chest to the L. of the instrument serves also

as string-plate, the sound-board being pierced with holes

through which the strings are threaded and fixed by means

of a knot on the inside. The tension is regulated round the

horizontal bamboo rod by means of various devices.

II. MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS REPRESENTED IN TERRA-COTTA FIGURINES
Yo. 02. Two musicians: (a) the one on R. playing

a transverse flute, blown from an embouchure at the side as
at the present day. The modeller has retained the beard of
the musician and sacrificed realism in playing the instru-
ment

;
for the beard covers the embouchure. The flute has

a cylindrical bore, and appears to have had at least eight
holes from the position of the hands, which are correctly
placed, the R. governing the lower holes, the L. the upper.
Cf. similar instrument on the relievo slabs from Amaravati
Brit. Mus.

C) The musician to I.. is playing a pair of bell-shaped
cymbals held together by a ribbon or thong. These cymbals,
known as the ancient cymbals, give a sound of definite
musical pitch, and with this object are sounded by striking one
against the other, not by clashing them with a sweeping
frictional movement, as is the case with the modern plate”
shaped cymbals, which are incapable of producing any musical
sound of definite pitch.

Yo. 0021. Musician dancing, and playing upon a stringed

instrument having an almost oval body, connected by a short

neck to an oval head. This type of instrument, familiar in

Europe from the eleventh century, has affinities with the oval

Nefer of the Egyptians and with a certain type of oval Persian

tambour introduced into Europe by the Moors. The three

or four strings were' plucked by the fingers.

Yo. 003. 1 . Monkey playing on the large pear-shaped

lute or Rabab, with three strings, similar to those found on

the risers (?) of the steps from a Gandhara shrine (Brit. Mus.)

and on a Sassanian silver dish (Brit. Mus.). This instru-

ment was of high antiquity, the earliest known example

being shown on a terra-cotta statuette of Greek post-Mycenean

work found on the site of Goshen (in Egypt ?),
assigned to

1000 b .c
.
(Flinders Petrie). It was the archetype of the lute,

which, when the bow was applied to it, became known as

the Rabab.

Yo. 003. m. Monkey holding lute similar to that in

above.

Yo. 003. d. Musician playing syrinx of eight pipes
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ap] parently covering a range of an octave, the lowest notes

being placed to the R., as was the case with the flute in

Yo. 02.

Yo. 003. c. Monkey playing upon a primitively designed

and modelled syrinx of four or six notes, possibly played by

means of a free reed, like the harmonica or mouth-organ of

the present day.

Yo. 003. e. Monkey playing upon an archetype of our

kettle-drum, having only one parchment head stretched over

the aperture of a hollow vessel. The drummer was not

beating the drum, but obtaining delicate rhythmical effects of

varying dynamic intensity, by stroking the head and drum-

ming with the fingers upon it.

Yo. 0032. e. Monkey playing four pipes, apparently

of the same length and set in a case, possibly a syrinx, but

more probably a primitive mouth-organ, fitted with free reeds

(see also Yo. 003. c and Yo. 0032. b).

Yo. 0032. b. Monkey playing upon a set of syrinx or

free-reed pipes, arranged in a case in a double row as in the

mouth-organs of the present day.

Yo. 0035. u. Monkey playing upon very roughly

modelled pipes, as in Yo. 0032. e.

Yo. 0032. a. Monkey playing primitive lute, twanging

strings with R. hand; elongated pear-shaped type (see Yo.

003. 1). Tail end of lute resting under chin.

Yo. 01. b. Monkey playing primitive lute of older type

than the preceding--squat pear-shaped type with little or no

neck. Head of instrument not indicated. Held obliquely

with neck towards L. shoulder.

Yo. 0047. a. Monkey playing primitive lute, held in

horizontal position
; R. hand twanging strings, L. hand

stopping strings near neck.

Yo. 0032. d. Monkey playing or tuning lute, held in

horizontal position.

Yo. 0047. b. Monkev carrying large bass lute, with three

strings (broken).

Khot. 0089. Musician playing drum, consisting of

cylinder narrow in centre and widening out at each end, over

which vellum is stretched. There are indications of thongs

used to tighten the heads. The drum was played with the

knuckles or the fingers, by gentle rhythmical taps or by

a stroking motion performed with the finger-tips. Innumer-

able delicate and subtle variations in tone and effect were

thus obtainable.

Khot. 01. b. Monkey playing primitive lute of sqyat

type, similar to that in Yo. or. b.

Khot. 01. e. Monkey playing primitive lute, in hori-

zontal position.

Khot. 01. d. Monkey playing primitive syrinx ormouih-

organ (see Yo. 003. c, 0032. e, 0035. u).

III. REMAINS OF MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS

N. xxii. 003. Fr. of wooden tail-piece of stringed instru-

ment with five strings.

L. B. iv. 0010. Small stick with mallet head used probably

to sound small metal bell or some instrument composed of

thin keys of wood or metal, resembling the modern xylophone.

M. 1. iv. 0026. Bone plectwim for twanging the strings

of instruments of lute and tambour types in order to obtain

greater brilliancy of tone in melody. The use of the plectrum

with strings from which more than one note was obtained by

stopping generally indicates a melody instrument.

M. 1. viii. 0013. Fr. of wooden bridge, for supporting

the fine wire sympathetic strings of some instrument, of which

the suit!” may have been either bowed or twanged.



APPENDIX I

NOTES ON SPECIMENS OF TIBETAN MANU-
SCRIPTS FROM CHTEN-FO-TUNG,

REPRODUCED IN PLATES CLXXIII, CLXXIV'

BY

F. W. THOMAS, M.A., Ph.D.

. J.IBRARIAN OF THE INDIA OFFICE

FROM THE CATALOGUE PREPARED BY

L. DE LA VALLEE POUSSIN
PROFESSOR AT THE l N1VERSITY OF GHENT

PLATE CLXXIII

Ch. oi. a, b (pp. 94, g5). Pothi. Ch. oi. a.: Dbu-can
\

foil, 52, 73 c. x 20-40., 11 . 12. &atasahasrika

Prajna-paramita
,
Vol. 1, foil. 507-34, containing 2nd Kanda (Dum-bu), 66th~7oth Khanda (Bam-po). Each

Khanda is, as a rule, followed by a colophon giving the name of the scribe.

Ch. 01. b : Dbu-can
; foil. 146 unnumbered, 73 c. x 20-40., 11 . 12. Satasahasrika Prajna-paramita. First

Kanda, 5ist-7oth Khanda
;
8th and 9th Parivartas. Names of scribes in colophons.

Ch. 05 (p. 310). Roll. Dbu-can
;

foil. 6 or 7, 30-70. x 22 c., 11 . 19; or foil. 6, 31c. X 24-80, 11 . 21.

Aparimitayur-nama-mahayanasutra (Kanjur, Rgyud, Csoma XIV, fol. 320 ;
Beckh XV, fol. 337).

Ch. oil (part of bundle 86. 1-4
; p. 99). Collection of rolls, containing ^atasdhasrikd Prajha-pdramitd.

PLATE CLXXIV

Ch. 03. a (p. 121). Pothi. Dbu-can (capital letters)
;
42-8 c. x 8-2 c., II. 2 ;

interlinear commentary
dbn-mcd (cursive writing). A collection of leaves, of which the first is Bnddha-annsmrti, a list of the qualities

iguna) of Bhagavat expressed in his titles.

The work is found in the Kanjur {Mdo, Csoma XXII. 79-80 ;
Beckh XXIV. 7 1 -72) and Tanjur {Mdo, XXXIII-

(.foil. Cordicr, p. 349). Author deest. This text is a sfitra

;

the vrtti {Mdo, XXXIV. 2, foil. 14^0
is nt ti i butcd to Asanga, not to Vasubandhu (Dbyig-gnen), as stated in our interlinear commentary.

Ch. 03. b (p. 203). Pothi. Dbu-mcd
;

foil. 3, 46-3 c. x 1 1-8 c., about 32-35 11. [.Hdzaiis blun pa/ii vide]

‘Sutra of the V ise Man and the Fool ’. Extracts and summaries
;
the second extract is from chapter xxiii-

Ch. 04 (p. 73). Booklet. Dbu-can\ foil. 1-64 unnumbered, 21-90. x 15-30., II. 8. Described on the cover

as Scs rab kyi fka rol tu phyin. Contents :

(
1 ) [Arya-Jinapuirasiddhi-sutra-nama prat/iamah k/iandah\. Title in colophon (fol. 45a). The work is found

in the Kanjur {Mdo, Csoma XXX. 85 [Tibetan title only]
; Beckh XXXII. 71 (finaputrasiddhi). Ends

with the identification of the characters.

See above, pp. 919 sq.
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(2) \Pradipapranidhand\. Title in colophon (foil. 45^-45^). Another hand.

(3) [.Avalokitesvarabodhisattvacintdcakra-stotra]. Title and colophon (foil. 460-48^). Contains 13^ Slokas.

(4) Lokaprajna
;

foil. 48^-630.

(5)
\Mantroddhrtandmdni? ] Another hand; dbu-med to some extent. A vocabulary of Tantric words:

begins without title
;
ends abruptly fol. 63^, 1. 2.

(6) Beginning of a Sutra : Evam inaya srutam

;

fol. 64b (cover).

Ch. 08 (p. 579 a). Pothl. Dbu-med; foil. 3, numbered (letters) 1-5 ; 45-5 c. x 7-5 c., 11. 6. Kamsadeslyar-

hadvyakarana. ‘The legendary religious history of Khotan.’ (Found in Tanjur, Mdo XCIV. 44.)

Ch. oil (part of bundle Ch. 86. iv, p. 99). Roll on Stick, containing portion of Satasahasrikd

Prajnd-paramitd.

Ch. 07 (p. 549). Roll. Dbu-med; 139 c. X 3,5 c., 11 . 80 recto; 11
. 30 verso. A ritual of offering

(
bali),

aksaras
(
blja),

charms, and other orthodox Mahayanist formulas of homage and of ‘ application erf merit ’ to

universal enlightenment and happiness. Some parts damaged.

Ch. OIO (p. 507). Pothl. Dbu-can-med
;

foil. 9, numbered 3—1

1

; 19 c. xd-jc, 11 . 7; Tantric treatise;

begins with a description of the Jnanasattvakaya ; apparently complete at end.

Ch. 02 (p. 201). Pothl. Dbu-can
;

23-40. x 4 c., 11 . 3 ;
foil. 11, numbered (letters and numerals) 3-12.

Htsho ba mam par dag pa, ‘ Pure Food Sutra.’ The complete title seems to be Zas kyi htsho ba . . . (Kanjur,

Mdo, Csoma XVI. 153-5; Beckh XVIII. 123-5 ;
no Sanskrit title). Defective at beginning; colophon has title

only. Bhagavat gives instruction to Maudgalyayana concerning the former actions of certain Pretas.

Ch. 09 (p. 75). Pothl. Dbu-med; foil. 66, 32-20. x 11c., 11 . 9; 30 foil, unnumbered; 31 foil, numbered

(letters and numerals); 5 foil, unnumbered. Arya-dasabhumaka. Incomplete. (Kanjur, Phal-chcu, Csoma,

No. 31 ;
Nanjio 105, no.)



APPENDIX K

NOTES ON TIBETAN INSCRI PTIONS OF BUDDHIST
PAINTINGS FROM CH'IEN-FO-TUNG, TUN-HUANG

BY

L. D, BARNETT, M.A., D.Litt.

KEf PER OF ORIENTAL BOOKS AND MA.MSCRIPTS IN THE BRITISH ML'SELM

Paper painting, Ch. 00376
(See above, p. 993, and Thousand Buddhas, Plate XXXII)

1 he space under the figure of the saint is divided by two perpendicular lines into three fields, in each of

which is written a short Tibetan sentence, in fair dbn-can script. In the space on the left are the following

words, which are preceded by the usual symbol for om
°P'ags pa nan t'o[s] e'en po° 1

Dus ldan 11 °kor ston c'ig brgya
The honourable great Disciple

(mahd-sravaka) Kalika. Retinue (i.e. of disciples) one thousand one

hundred.’

Kalika is urell known as one of the apostles of the faith in Buddhist records, in which he is usually placed

fourth in the succession.2
It is noteworthy that he is here represented w'ith a bowl in his right hand (another of

the Sthaviras, Pindola Bharadvaja, also has a bowl, but in his left), whereas in the more modern pictures of the

Sthaviras he is regularly depicted with two ear-rings in his hands. 3

At the bottom of the central space are two syllables, before which one or two letters may have been
obliterated. They are go bzi. If the first syllable is to be emended to mgo

,
the meaning would be 1 four heads ,

and the reference would be to some detail of iconography or legend which is not evident. It is however possible

that the syllable is complete in itself, and that the meaning is ‘ four ranks’. This would be equally obscure,

as it seems hardly possible to strain these words to mean ‘ fourth rank namely in the order of apostolic

succession.

In the right-hand space is the artist’s subscription, in somewhat larger script :

—

Do k'on legs kyis

bris 11

1

Do-k'on-legs made the drawing.’

1 Written Cf. Ancient Kholan, i. p. 74a f 3 c, , „
. , , , , ,. »

•

" 04 ote Pander, ut supra, p. 85; Grunwedel, ut supra, p. /
•

- See E. Pander, Das Panthton dts In hang/scha Huluklu, S. Oldenburg, Shorn,k Izohrazhntu joo Burkhanov (
Bibiio

-

p. 84 f.
; A. Grunwedel, Mythol. d. Buddhismus, pp. 7, 37 , 204 ,

theca Buddhka, V), pi. 66, No. 196.
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Paper painting, Ch. 00377
(See above, pp. 993 sq., and Thousand Buddhas, Plate XXXII)

The space below the figure of the deity is divided into three fields by two perpendicular lines, each of which

contains writing in tolerably good dbu-can Tibetan. The words in the space on the left side begin with the

ligature st, which has been struck out by a perpendicular line drawn through it, and then proceeds: Bla ma
P yogs kyi mgon po steh. This means literally: ‘the Lord of the upper region (is) on top’, and apparently

refers to the well-known Indian division of space into ten regions. The ‘ top’ in the cosmic system is the zenith,

in Sanskrit termed brahinl dik, and ‘the Lord of the upper region’ is its tutelary deity, who is usuallv identified

with the lower Brahma.4 Accordingly it would seem that the two medallions in the picture were intended to

bear the symbols of the sun and the moon, which in Indian astronomy arc imagined to be always revolving

in the upper region, their setting and rising being only apparent. The figure in the right-hand medallion shows

the same type as usually appears as the attribute of the sun; that in the left medallion, if it was ever drawn,

has been obliterated, but we may conjecture that it was meant to be the symbol of the moon.

Immediately below these words are the syllables gi ham t'sags t'ams cad (sic). This is obscure
;
possibly

gi ham has some connexion with the fabulous gt-wah (see Jaschke and Sarat Chandra Das, s. v.), which is also

called gi-han.

In the central space are the syllables k'a so brgyad. It would be most natural to translate this as ‘thirty-

eight k'

a

taking so brgyad together as
1

thirty-eight ’ and leaving k'a uncertain, as it may have several meanings

besides its primary one of ‘ mouth’. But it is also possible to join k'a so, with the meaning of ‘ mouth and teeth
’

(see Jaschke, p. 36), so that it may be translated ‘ eight mouths of teeth’. In either case the reference, like

that of the preceding sentence, is to some obscure and unimportant detail in (he attributes of the deity.

In the right-hand space is written, in somewhat larger characters the subscription of the artist :

—

T‘e god za leg

5

mos bris.

‘ T'c-god-za the good man
(
sadhit

)

made the drawing.’

Drawing on silk, Ch. xxii. 0015

(See above, p. 1023)

The Tibetan inscription runs round the central panel, not in concentric circles, but in a spiral, which

begins in the inside and ends at the outer edge. The characters arc fairly well shaped dbu-can
,
and on the

whole resemble those of the MS. of the Salistamba-sutra found in the First Expedition (see Ancient Khotan
,

vol. i. p. 348 fif., vol. ii. plate CXVII). The archaic drag or final d does not occur; but the letter ^ is regularly

written with a small ear on the right side, and myi is used instead of the modern mu 1 he vowel 1 is written in

three ways, viz. the ordinary modern manner, a variety of this with a double curve, and a form like the ordinarv

modern vowel but turned in the reverse direction (see Ancient Khotan, vol. i. p. 349 ) I
this last form is

certainly used by preference in certain connexions, e.g. in Sanskrit words such as amrita (for amrta). biina/t ,

bilokim, though even here the use is not uniform, and I have denoted it by a double dot over the letter.'
1

The text is as follows :

—

Om 7
11 bcom ldan °das ma °p'ags pa spyan ras gzigs dbari la p'yag 'Tsai lo 11 bcom ldan °das ma °p'ags

pa so sor °brari ba e'en mo la p'yag °t'sal lo 11 °p'ags Pai bugs r
J
ci b>''M SY [ Babskyis ll an lha skyes la bsruh zih

byin gyis brlab [t]u gsol 1 bcom ldan °das ma glan po e'ei
s lha sta*s “ kyis gzigs ma tarns cad du kun nas

4 Cf. Sarat Chandra Das, TU.-Ettglish Dictionary, s. v.

tsuits-pa, p. 1021.
“ Correct to legs.

e The utter inconsistency with which the two signs for the

vowel i, (he rightward and the leftward curves, are used is

well shown in the MS. Ch. 00183, no'v Drit. Mus. Or. 8212

(T 7 )> which contains a Tibetan version of the Prajhd-pdra-

mita-hrdaya written by a worthy who gives his name as

I.ing-hi Lha-°dus, and spells the syllable Ling with the right-

ward curve and hi with the leftward, which would be in

1374

direct opposition to the rules of Chinese phonetics if he

meant to denote by the former a long vowel. The first five

lines of his text contain gyi twice with rightward curve, tw ice

with lefiward; gy/s once with rightward curve; hid thrice

with rightward, once with leftward curve; myi once with

richtwaid, thrice with leftw-.rd curve. Evidently here tlx:

two forms were used indifferently.

7 Denoted by the u-ual symbol.

* Written dirisim in two syllables, with a dot between them.

3 Possible starts.

9 B
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p'yogs t'ams cad bci[n] * [da]n i rdo rjei zags pas bcih bas I bdag °jigs pa e'en po brgyad las bsgral du gsol n

badzra dzvala bisuddha l [ka]ra kara i b[h]u[r]i bhuri l bhagabati l garbhabati garbhabati I garbha-blSodhani

I kuksi-sampurani
10

1 dzvala dzvala l tsala tsala i dzvalani tl lhai c'u sa kun tu c'ar dbab tu gsol u amrita-barlani 11
i

debata i abatarani n bde bar gsegs pai gsufi rab bdud rtsi mt'so ** sku dan Idan ba n lha skyes la dban bskur du

gsol i Tab pa dan i tab mo 12 dan I rtsod pa dan i °gycd [pa da]n I rmyi lam nan pa dan i ltas nan pa dan I bkra

myi sis pa dan I sdig pa t'ams cad rnam par sbyon ba I gnod sbyin dan i srin po dan l klu t'ams cad °jom ba i

. bs 13 °jigs skrag pa l lha skyes “jigs pa t'ams cad dan I gnod pa t'ams cad dan I nad °go ba t'a[m]s cad dan i

nad t'ams ca

&

d las t'ams cad tu rtag par bsrun du gsol l bsruii du gsol 14 H [ba]la bala i balabati dzaya dzaya il om

amnte 13
1 amrfta*ne bara prabara 18 [bjisuddhe huum 17 phat phat svaha u amnta-bdokini I garba-sarirakksani 14

i akarsani 19 huum huum phat svaha li ora 10 bimale dzaya bare I amrite huum huum -1 phat phat svaha il om

bhara bhara l sambhara sambhara i indriya-bisodhani huum huum phat phat ruru tsala svaha n om manidhari . . ,

hum phat svaha tl

This may be approximately translated as follows:—

Reverence to the Bhagavati Arya-Avalokitesvarl

!

23 reverence to the Bhagavati Maha-pratisara ! By means

of the blessing of the Honourable One’s grace, I pray that she may bestow blessing in protection of gods and

men. I pray that the Bhagavati who gazes in the manner (?) of the great elephant god, completely confining all

regions of space everywhere and binding them with the fetter of the thunderbolt, may give protection from

her own eight great terrors. 2 ’’ J ajra jvala visuddhci
,
kara kara

,
bhuri bhuri, bhagavati

,
gai bhavati garbhcu ati,

garbha-visodhani, kuksi-sampitrani, jvala jvala, cala cala jvalani. I pray that she may cause to rain the god s

water-soil (?) everywhere. Amrta-varsini, devata, avatarani. I pray that she who has the form of a . . . lake

of the nectar of the Sugata’s holy teaching may give power to gods and men. I pray that she who complete]}

removes strife and battle and war and discord and evil dreams and evil omens and misfortune and practice

of all sins, who overcomes all Yaksas, Raksasas, and Nagas, who fears . . . ,
may always wholly guard gods

and men from all terror and all harm and all pestilence and all disease. Bala bala, balavati jaya jaya. Om

amrte, amrta**ne bhara prabhara, visuddhe huum phat phat svaha
,
amrta-vilokini, garbha-saviraksini, dkarsun

huum huum phat svaha. Om vimalejaya vare, amrte huum huum phatphat svaha. Om bhara bhara, sambliaia

sambhara, indriya-visodhani huum huum phatphat ruru cala svaha. Om manidhari . . . hum phat svaha.

It is noteworthy that the above prayer is addressed to the goddess Avalokitesvarl, the Chinese Kuan-} in,

who is the female counterpart of the Bodhisattva Avalokitesvara,24 whereas it is the latter who is depicted

in the central medallion. This drawing with its inscription is a document of some importance in the history

of the cult of these two deities.

Silk banner, Ch. lvi. 002

(See above, p. 1074, Plate LXXXVIl)

Above the head is written in Tibetan characters the word gccn. In Tibetan this word generally means

‘ cider brother’
;
but it is not clear how this sense applies to the present case. Down the left side of the painting

(the right proper) is written in a rude Tibetan hand, apparently different from that of the other inscription,

ba-ca-ra-bah-ne, which seems to be a barbarous attempt to reproduce the name Vajrapani. The sound-shifting

here is interesting, and suggests Mongol influence.

10 Read kuksi-sampurani.

" For the Sanskrit amrta-varsini.

The dictionaries give °fab mo. 1J Very uncertain.

14 Possibly the repetition of bsrun du gsol is due to error.

n The spelling of this word here and elsewhere should be

amrte, etc.

The ne and prabara are somewhat uncertain.

17 Written here and elsewhere (except in the last clause)

19 Read garbha-samraksim. 19 Read akarsim.
20

Written here and in the following two cases with long

vowel, the length being denoted by a subscript A
' The ^ here is written without a tick on the right side.

22 Literally, ‘ the Mistress, the Honourable One who has

the power of glances of the eye ’.

23 The Dharma-sahgraha lxxi enumerates five terrors.

It seems, however, more likely that the ‘ terrors ’ (°/igs) kere

mentioned signify the Eight Bhairavas or something corre

sponding to them in Buddhist myth, though the proper

Tibetan term for Bhairava is jigs byed. If this is so, it

helps to make more clear the derivation of the cult o

Avalokiteivara and his female counterpart from that of biva

(cf. Griinw'edel, Myth. d. Buddhismus, p. 132 f.), for the eight

Bhairavas belong to the circle of §iva and are forms of him.

24 See, inter alia. Das Pantheon des Tschangtscha Huluktu

,

pp. 75 ff.
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A.T. iii. 0090. 142

•A.T. iv. x, 2. 137) 149

•A.T. iv. 3. 137;

•A.T. iv. 108. \
•A.T. iv. 001.

A.T. iv. 002-005. 142

A.T. iv. 006-008. 143

A.T. iv. 009. 139, M4> 15°

600—

1

143

A.T. iv. 0011. 147

A.T. iv. 0012. 138 n., 150

•A.T. iv. 0013. I43

A.T. iv. 0014. a-e. I43

•A.T. iv. 00x4. f. 143

A.T. iv. 0014. g-k. 143

A.T. iv. 0015. a-k. 143

A.T. iv. 0016. a, b. 143

A.T. iv. 0017. i47

A.T. iv. 0018, 0019. 144

A.T. iv. 0020. 150 sq.

A.T. iv. 0021. 15°

A.T. iv. 0022. a. 144

•A.T. iv. 0022. b. 144

A.T. iv. 0022. c-o. 144

A.T. iv. 0023. a. 144

•A.T. iv. 0023. b. 144

•A.T. iv. 0024. T5°
A.T. iv. 0025. 149

A.T. iv. 0026. 143

•A.T. iv. 0027. 143

A.T. iv. 0028, 0029. a
>
E 143

A.T. iv. 0030. a.

•A.T. iv. 0030. b. *5 2

A.T. iv. 0031. 143

A.T. iv. 0032. 13°

A.T. iv. 0033. 143
A.T. iv. 0034. 15°

•A.T. iv. 0035. 143
A.T. iv. 0036. 143

A.T. iv. 0037. 146, 149 sq.

A.T. iv. 0038-0040. 146

A.T. iv. 0041. *5°

A.T. iv. 0042, 0043. 146

A.T. iv. 0044. i5°

A.T. iv. 0045. i47

A.T. iv. 0046, 0047. 44b

•A.T. iv. 0048. i5°

A.T. iv, 0049. 138) J48, 150
A.T. iv. 0050. 147
A.T. iv. 0051. 138 11., 150
A.T. iv, 0052. 149
A T. iv. 0053, 0054. 147
A.T. iv. 0055, 0056. i43

A.T. iv. 0057. 142
A.T. iv. 0058, 0059. i43

A.T. iv. 0060, 0061. 146
•A.T. iv. 0062. 443
A.T. iv. 0063. 143
A.T. iv. 0064. 138 n., 150
A.T. iv. 0065. 146

OBJECT. PAGES*

A.T. iv. 0066. 139, 15°
A.T. iv. 0067-0070. 143
A.T. iv. 0071, 0072. 144
A.T. iv. 0073. 143
•A.T. iv. 0074. 143) I S I

A.T. iv. 0075. i43

A.T. iv. 0076. 146

A.T- iv. 0077. 138 n., 146, 150

•A.T. iv. 0078. i43

A.T. iv. 0079, 0080. M3
A.T. iv. 0081, 0082. 148

A.T. iv. 0083. a, b, 0084. M3
A.T. iv. 0085. 144

A.T. iv. 0086. 150

A.T. iv. 0087. 144

A.T, iv. 0088, 0089. 146

A.T. iv. 0090. 144

A.T. iv. 0091. 144, 15°

A.T. iv. 0092. a, 0093. 146

A.T. iv. 0094. M3) 146

A.T. iv. 0095. i5°

•A.T. iv. 0096. 144, 15°

A.T. iv. 0097, 0098. 143

A.T. iv. 0099. M3, I 5°

A.T. iv. 00100. i44

A.T. iv. ooxoi. 146

A.T. iv. 00102. J 5°

A.T. iv. 00103. 146

A.T. iv. 00104. i43

A.T. iv. 00105. 146

A.T. iv. 00106. 143

A.T. iv. 00107-00111. 142

A.T. iv. 001x2. 141

•A.T. iv. 00x13. a. 143

A.T. iv. 001 13. b-d, 001 14. i43

A.T. iv. 00115. 142

A.T. iv. 001 16. 144

A.T. iv. 001 17. i5°

A.T. iv. ooxx8. 144

A.T. iv. 00119, 00120. i47

A.T. iv. 00121, 00122. i43

•A.T. iv. 00123. i43

A.T. iv. 00124-00126. i43

A.T. iv. 00127. i5°

A.T. iv. 00128. 138 11., 150

A.T. iv. 00129, 00150. 143

A.T. iv. 00131. i49

A.T. iv. 00132. 158 n., 150

A.T. iv. 00135-00135. 146

A.T. iv. 00136. 144) i5°

A.T. iv. 00137-00139. 144

A.T. iv. 00x40, 00141. 145

A.T. iv. 00142-00144. 143

A.T. iv. 00145.
l 5 2

A.T. Iv. 00146. 15°

A.T. iv. 00147. 152

A.T. iv. 00x48. 15°

A.T. iv. 00149.
i5 2

146
•A.T. iv. 00150.

A.T. iv. 00151.
146

•A.T. iv. 00152. '5°

•A.T. iv. 00153.
i44

•A.T. iv. 00154. a, b.

A.T. iv. 00155. a, b.

144

146

OBJECT. PAGES.

A.T. iv. 00156. M9
A.T. iv. 00157. i47

A.T. iv. 00158. 144

A.T. iv. 00159, 00160. 15°

A.T. iv. 00161. i39, I 5 I

A.T. iv. 00x62. * 151

A.T. iv. 00163. a-i. 143

A.T. iv. 00x64. i37> 15 1

A.T. iv. 00165. 151

A.T. v. 1,2. J 37) 1 5 I

•A.T. v . OOI. i3« »•) M3) !5° ST
A.T. v. 002, 138 n., 151

A.T. v. OO3. 151

•A.T. v . OO4. 138 11., 151

A.T. v. 005. a. M3
•A.T. v 00 143

A.T. v. 005. c-h. 143

•A.T. v . 006. a-d. 143

A.T. v. 007. M3
A.T. v. 008. 147; *5°

A.T. v. 009. i44

A.T. v. 0010. 147

A.T. v. 0011. Ml
A.T. v. 0012. 14b

A.T. v. 0013. 149

A.T. v. 0014-0016. M3
A.T. v. 0017. a. )43; J 5i

•A.T. 1/. 001 7. b. 143-

A.T. v.,
0018. 143

A.T. v,
, 0019. 145

A.T. v.
,
0020. 15 1

A.T. v..
0021. 145

A.T. v. C4OO 147 sq.. 150 sq.

•A.T. i 0023. 151

A.T. v . 0024. M4. '5 1

A.T. v . 0025. 139- I5 1

A.T. v . 0026. 149; I 5 1

A.T. v . 0027. 146

A.T. v . 0028. 145

A.T. v . 0029. 146, 151 sq.

A.T. v . 0030. 143

A.T. v 0031. 147

•A.T. v. 0032. 145: I 5*i i268

A.T. v • °°33- 143

A.T. v 0034, 0035. J5 1

•AT. v. 0036. 146, 1S 1

•A.T. v. 0037. 149 ) 151

A.T. v . 0038. 149

•A.T. V. 0039. 149 ,
151 . 1268, 1281

*A.T. v. 0040.

A.T. v. 0041, 0042.

A.T. v. 0043.

A.T. v. 0044.

A.T. v. 0045.

A.T. v. 0046.

A.T. v. 0047.

•A.T. \ . 0048.

A.T. v. 0049.

*A.T. v. 0050.

A.T. v. 0051, 003-'.

A.T. v. 0053.

•A.T. v. 0054.

A.T. v. 0055.

A.T. v. 003b.

143

M3
14b

ij'S I 5 I

144
14b

i47

Mi
*43; *5*

13s . 144. 1 50~-

15-

M5
144

146

143. *5-



'478 INDEX OF OBJECTS FOUND, ACQUIRED, ETC.

OBJECT.

A.T. v. 0057.

A.T. v. 0058.

A.T. v. 0059.

A.T. v. 0061.

A.T. v. 0062.

A.T. v. 0063. a, b.

*A.T. v. 0064. a.

A.T. v. 0064. b. c.

A.T. v. 0065.

A.T. v. 0066.

A.T. v. 0067.

A.T. v. 0068, 0069.

A.T. v. 0070.

A.T. v. 0071.

A.T. v. 0072.

A.T. v. 0074.

A.T. v. 0075.

A.T. \ . 0076.

A.T. v. 0077.

A.T. v. 0078. 0079.
A.T. v. 0080.

A.T. v. 0081.

A.T. v. 0082, 0083.

A.T. v. 0084.

A.T. v. 0085, 0086.

A.T. v. 0087.

A.T. v. 0088.

A.T. v. 0089.

A.T. v. 0090.

A.T. v. 0091.

A.T. v. 0092.

A.T. v. 0093.
A.T. v. 0094, 0095. a, b.

*A.T. v. 0096.

A.T. v. 0097.

*A.T.S. 001-005.

A.T.S. 006, 007.
*A.T.S. 008-0010.

A.T.S. 0011.

A.T.S. 0013. a, b.

An-hsi. 001.

An-hsi. 002.

Badr. 001, 002.

Badr. 003.

Badr. 0044.

Bal. 001-006.

Bal. 007. u-c.

Brep. 001, 002.

C. 121

.

*C. 121

C. 121.

*C. 121

C. 121.

*C. 121

*C. 121

C. 121.

*c. 12I

C. 121.

*C. 121

C. 121.
¥C. 121

ooi-ooy.

. 0010, 0011.

0012-0027.

. 0028.

0029-0031.

• o°j2.

• °°33 -

0034 )
°°35 -

. 0036.

0037-004 (.

• °°45 -

0046.

. 0047.

i 43

M4
143 ;

* 4^

152

M4, 152

143

143

143

M4- 152

144

M9 , 147 - M 2

139 - 152

138 n.. 149.. 152

147

M3

148

143

M 1

146

M5

M3
152

142

152

M 7

143 sq.

M3
M5

M2
Mo, 153
MO, 153
MO, 153

M3

M3
xxiv, 1094, n. 4

1094, n. 4

1342

M33
200

197, 200

363

35C 363

363
357- 363

363
357, 363

363

363
3^4

3^4
-VMI

, 357, 3^4

3rM
364

OBJECT.

C. 121. OO48.

12 I. OO49 .

C. 1 21. OO5O.

C. I2I-I22. 00!.

*C. 1 2 1—122, 002.

(A 1 2

1

— I 22. OOj-OOJ.
(A 122. 001. a.

*C. 122. 002.

C. 122. 002. .1.

C. 122. 003.

C. 122. 003. a.

C. 122. 004.

C. 122. 004. a.

C. 122. 005.

(A 122. 005. a.

*C. 122. 006.

*(A 122. 006. a.

(A 122. 007.

(A 122. 007. a.

*(A 122. 008.

(A 122. 008. a.

(A 122. 009.

C. 122. 009. a.

C. 122. 0010, 0010. a.

C. 122. 0011, 0011. a.

*(A 122. 0012.

(A 122. 0012. a.

(A 122. 0013-0020.

C. 122. 0021.

(A 122. 0022.

*(A 122. 0023.

(A 122. 0024-0026.

*C. 122. 0027,

(A 122. 0028, 0029.
C. 122. 0030-0040.
*C. 122. 0041.

C. 122. 0042-0048.
*C. 122. 0049, 0050.
C. 122. 0051.

*C. 122. 0052.

*C. 122. 0054.
C. 122-123. 001-008.
*CA 1 22-1 23. 009.

C. 122-123. 0010-0015.
C. 123. 001.

PAGES.

564

,C'4

864

3 f>4

357, 364

364

361 , 364

357, 364
361 n., 364

364
.61 n., 364, 365

364
361 , 364

364

361, 364

357, 364

357, 365

365
561 n., 365

357, 365

361 n.. 365

365

36 i n., 365

365

365

365

365

365
361, 365

365

357, 365

365

357, 365
365
366
366
366
366

366

357, 366

357, 366
366

357, 367
367

(• 1 23. 002, 003.
C. 123. 004, 005.

tC. 123. 006.

C. 125. a, L>.

C. 125. 001.

C. 125-126. 001.

C. 125-128. 001.

C. 1 25-129. a-c.

*C. 126. 001.

C. 126. 002.

C. 126. 003, 004.

fC. 126. 005.

(A 127-128. a-d.
4 . 127-128. 001.
*(

. r 27— 1 28. 002.

*<A 127-128. 005.
( . 127-128. 004-00O.
C. 128. 001.

2 52 , 358 , 364, 367,428,

440, 767

358, 36 7

367
361, 1344

367

367

367

367

367

367, 45 i

367,451

367

45M M44

367

367
368, 451

357, 368, 451

368

368, 451

object. pages.

<A 323. 001. 1240 n.

('ll. 6. 672 n., 91S
('b. 79 - 672 n., 918
Cb. 365. 819, 918
Ch. 401. 672 n., 918
Ch. 478. 672 n., 918
Ch. 480. 672 n.

Ch. 759. 918
Ch. 905. 918
Ch. 916. 918
Ch. 917. 327 , 9M sq.

Ch. 922. 821, 917 sq.

Ch. 935 , 936 . 918
Ch. 1024. 918
Ch. 1073. 917 n., 918
Ch. 1080. 918
Ch. 1181. 672 n., 918
Ch. 1283. 819, 918
Ch. 01. a, b. 1470
Ch. 02. 1471

Ch. 03. a, b. 919 n., 1470

Ch. 04. 1470

Ch. 05. S10, 816, 919 n., 1470

Ch. 06. 810, 816

Ch. 07. 810, 816, 1471

Ch. 08-010. M 7 i

Ch. on. 810, 1470 sq.

Ch. 0180. 993
*Ch. 001. 937
Ch. 002. 864, 937

Ch. 003. 938

*Ch. 004. 93s

Ch. 005] 006. 938

Ch. 007. 894 , 938

*Cli. 008. 939

*Ch. 009. 481 , 898, 908 sq., 939, 117c
1282

*Ch. 0010. xxiii, 465, 939, 1218 sq.

Ch. 0011. 937 , 94 i

Ch. 0013. 923, 925

Ch. 0013. a. 925

Ch. 0014. a-f. 819, 922, 924

Ch. 0015. 922, 925

Ch. 0016. 942

*Ch. 0017. 942, 12x4

*Ch. 0018. 181, S42 n., 874, 942

Ch. 0019. 943

*Ch. 0020. 943

*Ch. 0021. 169, 866, 943, 1422

Ch. 0021. a. 894 n., 943

Ch. 0022. 943

Ch. 0023. 944

*Ch. 0024. 843 n -> 944

*Ch. 0025. 864, 944

*Ch. 0026. 909, 944

Ch. 0028. 945 -

Ch. 0029. 869, 945

Ch. 0030. 856, 945
Ch. 0031. 945

Ch. 0032. 946

Ch. 0033. 921 924

"Ch. 0035. 946, 1261

*Ch. 0036. 946

*Ch. 0037. a-d. 891, 947



INDEX OF OBJECTS FOUND, ACQUIRED, ETC.

OBJECT. PAGES.

*Ch. 0039. 852, 855,947
I'h. 0040. 948
*Ch. 0041. 814 n., 1448
Ch. 0042, 0043. 1448
Ch. 0044. 1449
Ch. 0045, 0046. 914 n., 1449
Ch. 0047, 0048. r449
Ch. 0049. 914 n., 1449
Ch. 0050. 920, 924
Ch. 0051. 930 n., 948, 1406, 1468
Ch. 0052. 867, 949
Ch. 0053. 925
Ch. 0054. 868, 950
Ch. 0055-0057. 9 50
*Ch. 0058. 9°5 .- 95°

*Ch. 0059. 878, 879. 895. 951
Ch. 0060. 952
*Ch. 0061. 95 2

Ch. 0061. a, 0062 . a, b. 952
Ch. 0063. 9°9 , Do 2

Ch. 0064. 95 2

Ch. 0065. xxiii, 898, 952
Ch. 0066. 952
Ch. 0067. 374 n., 537 n., 882, 952
*Ch. 0068. 953
*Ch. 0069. 875 - 953
Ch. 0070. a-q. 953
Ch. 0071. 847 n., 850 n., 853, 953
Ch. 0072. 953
Ch. 0073. 954
*Ch. 0074. 882, 954 ) U20

) 1423
Ch. 0075. 954
Ch. 0076. 906, 928 n., 954
Ch. 0077, 0078. 954
Ch. 0079. a. 814 n., 914, 1449
Ch. 0079. b. 814 n., 914, 1450
Ch. 0080. a-c 0081. QS4
*Ch. 0083. 955
*Ch. 0084. 865, 955. 1399
Ch. 0085.

Ch. 0086.
955

907)955
871.. 875, 956*Ch. 0087.

*Ch. 0088. 867,. 956
Ch. 0089. 843 n.. 957
*Ch. 0091. 867, 957
*Ch. 0092.
/''I- 1

914, 920, 924, X450
Ch. 0093. a, b. 920 n., 924
*Ch. 0095.
Ch. 0096.

957

957
Ch. 0097. 958
Ch. 0098. 875 ) 958 , 1170
Ch. 0099. 958
Ch. 00100. 896, 897 n., 958
*Ch. ooxox. 838 n., 860, 959, 1395
*Ch. 00102.

Ch. 00x03, 00104.

837 n., 868, 959, 1397,
1408, 1415. 1423 sq.

960
Ch. 00105. 961
*Ch. 00106. 961
Ch. 00x07—001x3.
*Ch. 001x4.
Ch. OOH3.

962
85 2) 855 sq., 962

963
«-h. ooix6.
Ch. 001 17.

xxiii, 963

963

OBJECT. PAGES.

*Ch. 001 18, 704 re, 720, 783, 897, 91 1,

912, 963
Cl). 00119. 964
Ch. 00120. 145°
Ch. 00121. 868, 964
*Cll. 00X22. 964
( h. 00124. 868, 964
Ch. 00123-00127. 965
*('h. 00128. *

965
Ch. OOI 2Q-OOI 3 X 965
Ch. 00132. 882 n.. 960
Ch. 00135. 966
*Ch. 00134, 00155. 966
Ch. 00136-00142. 966
*Ch. 00143. 00x44. 892 ,

966
*C'h. 00145. 891. 967
Ch. 00146. 892, 967
*Ch. 00147. 891, 967
*Ch. 00148, 0014Q. a-f. 967
Ch. 00150. 891. 967
*Ch. 00150. a.

' 968
Ch. 00150. b-d. 968
*Ch. 00151. a. 968
Ch. 00151. b-t. 968
*Ch. 00152. 893 n., 968
Ch. 00x53. 892, 968

Ch. 001 54, 00155. 968
H'h. 00156. 876, 968

Ch. 00157. 867
,
968

Ch. 00158. 893. 91S n., 969
*Ch. 00159. S92, 969
*Ch. 00160. 969
Ch. 00161. 969
*Ch. 00162. 865, 969
Ch. 00x65. 865, 970
*Ch. 00164. 802. 970. 1400

Ch. 00165. a. 970
*Ch. 00165. b. 905. 970
*Ch. 00166. 898, 905, 970
*C,h. 00167. xxiii, 838 n., 867,970, 1336,

1395) 1402. 1417

*Ch. 00168. 97 i

Ch. 00169. 97 i

Ch. 00170. 898. 971

*Ch. 00171-00173. 972

*Ch. 00174. a. xxiii, 973

*Ch. 00175. 972

Ch. 00176. a, b. 972

*Ch. 00177. a - 972

Ch. 00177. b. 972

*Ch. 00178. 906, 973
*Ch. 00179. 9°5 < 973

*Ch. 00180. 973

Ch. 00181. 9°6 ) 973

*Ch. 00182. 9 i i) 973

Ch. 00183. 922, 925. 1473 n -

Ch. 00184. 973 )
J399

Ch. 00185. 838 n., 918 n., 974,

1396 . 1399

*Ch. 00185. a. 838 n., 893, 918 n.,

974

*Ch. 00185. b-d. 893 ; 974

Ch. 00185. c, f. 893- 974

*Ch. 00186. 974 ;
1406 sq-

OBJECT. PAGES.

*Ch. 00187. 974
*Ch. ooxSS. a, b. 891, 974
*Ch. 00189. 974
*Ch. 00 x i)o. 975
*Ch. ooigx. 860, 975
C h. 00192-0019S. 860, 975
Ch. 00

1
99-0020 1. 860, 976

*Ch. 00202. 860, 976
Ch. 00203. a-t-. 976
*Ch. 00204. 976

h. 00205. 754 n., S37 n., 976. 1396,

I 39 ‘>

*Ch. 00206. 976, 1400
-* 00 0 892, 970
* Ch. 0020X. a. h. 97O
*Ch. 00209. 892. 976, 1400
* OO lv* 0 891. 976
*Ch. 0021 1. 865, 976
*Ch. 00212, 002x3. 977
*Ch. 00214. 892, 977 .-

Moo
Ch. 00215. 977
*Ch. 00216. 930 n„ 977
*Ch. OO217. a~C. 891, 978
*Ch. 002x8, 00219. 97 ‘)

*Ch. 00221

.

S67, 979
Ch. 00222. 882, 970
( h. 00223. 869, 9S0

*Ch. 00224. 3 74 n., 882. 981, 13x96,

1402. 1409, 1420

Ch. 00225. 981

*Ch. 00226. 89 1
,
981

*Ch. 00227. > 906, 98

1

*Ch. 00228. S9S, 905, 981

*Ch. 00229. 898, 906, 981

*Ch. 00230. 898, 910, 982

*Ch. 00231. a. 982

Ch. 00231. b. 982

*Ch. 00232. 898, 982

*Ch. 00233. 982

Ch. 00234. a-d. 982

Ch. 00234. c. xxiii. 982

*Ch. 00235, 00236. '982

Ch. 00237. 982

*Ch. 00238-00240. 982

Ch. 00241. 982

*Ch. 00242-00244. 983
Ch. 00245. 00246. 983

*Ch. 00247. 983

Ch. 00248-00259. 983

*Ch. 00260. 85 t
,
S78, S85, S95. 896 n..

983

Ch. 00262-00268. J 45 °

( h. 00269. 00270. 1 45 1

Ch. 00271. 8x4 n., 914 n., 1451

Ch. 00272. 00275. 1451

*Ch. 00274. 915. 1451

*Ch. 00275. S14 n., 8x5, 145 x

*Ch. oo27<>. I45 1

Ch. 00277. J 45 2

Ch. 00278. 899, 900, 906, 984

*Ch. 00279. 899, 900, 985

Ch. 00280. 985

Ch. 00281. 986

Ch. 00282, 00282. a, 925



1480 INDEX OF OBJECTS FOUND, ACQUIRED, ETC.

OBJECT.

Ch. 00283, 00284.

Ch. 00285, 00286.

Ch. 00287.

Ch. 00288.

Ch. 00289.

Ch. 00290.

*Ch. 00291.

*Ch. 00292.

*Ch. 00293. a.

Ch. 00293. b.

Ch. 00294-00296.
*Ch. 00297-00299.
*Ch. 00300. 00301.
Ch 00302.

*Ch. 00303.
*Ch. 00304. a, h.

Ch. 00305.

*Ch. 00306.

*Ch. 00307. 0030S.
*Ch. 00309.
*Ch. 00310.

Ch. 00311.

PACES.

’Ch. 00312, 00313
Ch. 00314, 00315.
Ch. 00316. a, b.

Ch. 00318, 00319.
*Ch. 00320.

Ch. 00321, 00322.
Th. 00323, 00324,
Ch. 00325, 00326.
Ch. 00327-00329.
*Ch. 00330.
Ch. 00331.
Ch. 00332, 00333.
Ch. 00334, 00335.
*Ch. 00336.
Ch. 00337-00339.
*Ch. 00340, 00341.
Ch. 00342.
*Ch. 00343, 00344.
Ch. 00345. a. b.

*( h. 00346.
*Ch. 00347.
Ch. 00548.
Ch. 00349.
*Ch. 00550.
Ch. 00351,
Ch. 00352.
*
( ‘h. 00353.

Ch. 00354.
Cli. 00355, °°356 -

*Ch. 00357.
Ch. 00358.
*Ch. 00359. a.

*Ch. 00359. b.

*Ch, 00560. a.

Ch. 00360. b-g, 00
*< h. 00363, 00364.
Ch. 00365-00568.
*Ch. 00369.
Ch. 00370. a, b.

Ch. 00371.
*Ch. 00572, 00473,
Ch. 00374.

'

925

924
xxiii, 925

925

924

925
910. 925, 986

910, 986

898, 986

986

986

986

905, 987

987
91 r n., 987
910 sq., 987

9°5. 987

9°5 j 987

988

905, 988

988

897. 988

988

988

915.. 1452

988

988

988

988

988

1452

914, 1452
914 n., 1452

988

924
478, 989

989
989

989
989

989

899, 989

989

989
924

8 r 1, 832 n., 890, 989
907 n., 991

924
924

924

991
910, 991

991

908, 939
9°9, 939

a
992

1361, 00362, 992

992

992
910, 992

992

,

993
a, b. 993

993

OBJECT.

*Ch. 00375.
*Ch. 00376.

Ch. 00376. a.

*Ch. 00377.
Ch. 00378, 00579.
*Ch. 00380.

Ch. 00381.

Ch. 00382.

Ch. 00383. a-c.

Ch. 00384.

Ch. 00385.

*Ch. 00386, 00387.
Ch. 00388-00390.
*Ch. 00391-00393.
Ch. 00394. a, b.

Ch. 00395.
Ch. 00396. a-d.

*Ch. 00396. e-h.

Ch. 00396. i.

Ch. 00397.
Ch. 00398.
Ch. 00399.
*Ch. 00400. a-c.

*Ch. 00401.

Ch. 00402, 00403.
*Ch. 00404.

Ch. 00405.

*Ch. 00406-00408.
Ch. 00409.

*Ch. 00410.

Ch. 00411.

Ch. 00412.

*Ch. 00413.
Ch. 00414, 00415. a.

*Ch. 00415. b.

Ch. 00416. a, b.

*Ch. 00417.
*Ch. 00418.

Ch. 00419.

Ch. 00420.

*Ch. 00421, 00422.
Ch. 00423.
Ch. 00424, 00425.
*Ch. 00426.

Ch. 00427.

*Ch. 00428.

*Ch. 00429, 00430. a, b,

Ch. 00431-00436.
*Ch. 00437.
*Ch. 00438.

Ch. 00439-00441.
Ch. 00442.
Ch. 00443. a-c, 00444.
*Ch. 00445.
Ch. 00446.
Ch. 00447-00450. a, b.

Ch. 00450. c.

Ch. 00451.
Ch. 00452.
*Ch. 00453.
Ch. 00454, 00455.
Ch. 00456.

*Ch. 00457.
Ch. 00458.

PAGES. ' OBJECT.

993 *Ch. 00459.
891, 993, 1472 Ch. 00460.

993 *Ch. 00461.

993 *Ch. 00462.

994 Ch. 00463-00466.
891 *Ch. 00467.

897, 994 *Ch. 00468.

994 *Ch. 00469, 00470.
865, 995 Ch. 00471.

995 *Ch. 00472.
868, 995 Ch. 00473. a-e -

995 *Ch. 00474, 00475.
996 *Ch. 00476.

996 Ch. 00477-00479.
996 *Ch. 00480-00483.

868, 996 Ch. 00484-00486.

996 Ch. 00487-00494.

996 *Ch. 00495.

996 Ch. 00496.

868, 997
|

*Ch. 00497.

997
891, 997

997
891, 997

997

997

998

998

998
891 n., 998

998
891 n., 998

998

998

998

999

999
999
999

894, 999

999
999

892, 999
s93, 999

999

999
1000

1000

1000

900, 1000

1000

900, 1000

1000

1000

1000

1001

897 n., 1001

867, 1001

1001

1001

1001

1452
1001

1002

Ch. 00498. a, b.

*Ch. 00499, 00500.
*Ch. 00501. a.

Ch. 00501. b.

Ch. 00502, 00503.
Ch. 00504-00509.
*Ch. 00510. a.

Ch. 00510. b.

Ch. 0051 1, 00512. a-e
*Ch. 00513.
Ch. 00514-00517.
*Ch. 00518.

*Ch. 00519, 00520.

*Ch. 00521.

Ch. 00522.

Ch. i. 001.

Ch. i. 002.

*Ch. i. 003.

Ch. i. 004.

*Ch. i. 005.

Ch. i. 006-008.

*Ch. i. 009.

Ch. i. 0010.

*Ch. i. 0011.

Ch. i. 0012.

Ch. i. 0013.

*Ch. i. 0014.

Ch. i. 00 r5.

*Ch. i. 0016.

Ch. i. 0017.

*Ch. i. 0018.

Ch. i. 0019.

*Ch. i. 0020.

Ch. i. 0021. a, b.

Ch. i. 0021. c.

Ch. i. 0022.

*Ch. i. 0023.
Ch. ii. 001.

*Ch. ii. 002.

Ch. ii. 003.

Ch. ii. 004.

Ch. iii. 001,

Ch. iii. 002.

Ch. jii. 003.

PACES.

1002

1002

868, 1005

1003

1003

1003

xxiii, 1005

1004

852, 856, 1004

1004

1004

1004

1005

1005

1005

1005

1006

1006

100O

1006

1006

1006

1006

1006

1006

1007

xxiii, 1007

xxiii, 1007

1007

1007

1007

858, 1007

1007

891 n., 1008

868. 1008

860. 1008

864, 1008

1008

1009

1009

1009

867, 1010

1010

1010

8£5, 1010, 1398

864, 1010

884 n., ioji, 1408

ion
1011

1011

1012

Sio, 1452

1012

810, 1452

810, 1453

905, 1012

876, 1012

914 n., 1453

915 ,
I 453

11, 815, 915, 1453

1453
1012

86a. 1012



INDEX OF OBJECTS FOUND, ACQUIRED, ETC.

OBJECT.

*Ch. iii. 004.

Ch. iii. 006.

*Ch. iii. 001 r.

Ch. iii. 0012. a, b.

Ch. iii. 0013.

Ch. iii. 0015-0018.

Ch. iv. 001.

*Ch. iv. 002.

Ch. v. 001.

Ch. vii. 001. a.

Ch. vii. 001. b-d.

*Ch. xi. 001, 002, 003
Ch. xi. 004, 009.

Ch. xvii. 001.

*Ch. xvii. 002.

Ch. xvii. 003.

Ch. xviii. 001.

Ch. xviii. 002.

*Ch. xviii. 003.

Ch. xix. 001, 002
Ch. xix. 003.

Ch. xx. 001, 002.

Ch. xx. 003.

*Ch. xx. 004.

*Ch. xx. 005.

PAGES,

a, b.

*Ch. xx. 006.

*Ch. xx. 008.

Ch. xx. 009.

Ch. xx. 0010.

Ch. xx. 0011.

Ch. xx. 0011 . a.

*Ch. xx. 0012, 0013
Ch. xx. 0014, 0015
*Ch. xxi. 001.

*Ch. xxi. 002.

*Ch. xxi. 003.
Ch. xxi. 005.

*Ch. xxi. 006, 007
Ch. xxi. 008-00x4
*Ch. xxi. 0015.
Ch. xxii. oox.

*Ch. xxii. 002.

Ch. xxii. 003.
Ch. xxii. 004.
Ch. xxii. 005-007.
*Ch. xxii. 008.
Ch. xxii. 009.
*Ch. xxii. 0010.
*Ch. xxii. 0015.
Ch. xxii. oox6.
*Ch. xxii. 00x7.
*Ch. xxii. 0019.
Ch. xxii. 0021.
Ch. xxii. 0023.

Ch. xxii. 0024, 0025.
*Ch. xxii. 0026.
Ch. xxii. 0030.
Ch. xxii. 0032.
Ch. xxii. 0033.
Ch. xxii. 0034.
*Ch. xxii. 0035.

1371

1013

881, 1013

867, 1013

1014

868, 1014

1014

1014

778, 897 n., 1014

1014, 1405 sq.

81 5.. r454
I 554

891, 1015

10x5

1015

865, 1016

1016

1454

871, 1016

842 n., 867, 1016

923j 925
xxiii, 828, 923, 925

1017

882, 1017

868, 1017, 1398, 1408

867, 885 n., 888, 1018,

i398

900, 907, 1018

852, 859, IOl8

867, 1019

1019

1019, I26l

1019

1019

1019

867, 1020, I397, 1402,

1417

882, 1020

1020

868, 1020

1021

1021

882, 1021

1021

1022

864, 1022

1022

1023

852, 856, 1023

1023

868, 1023

1023, 1473
868, 1023

882 n., 1023

900, 905, 1024

1024
877> 879, 895, i°24 ,

1402, 1403 n.

1026

1026

1026

1027

865, 1027

1027

85*, 855, 856, 1027

PAGES.

IO27

xxiii, 1027

1027

1027

1027

102S

1029

852. 1030

905. 1030

1030

1030

1031

OBJECT.

Ch. xxii. 0036.

Ch. xxiii. oor.

*Ch. xxiii. 002, 003.
Ch. xxiii. 004.

*Ch. xxiii. 006, 007.
Ch. xxiv. 001.

*Ch. xxiv. 002, 002. a, 005, 004. 1028
Ch. xxiv. 005. 860, 1028
Ch. xxiv. 006. S64, 1028
*Ch. xxiv. 008. X02Q
*Ch. xxiv. 009. 1029
Ch. xxv. 001.

*Ch. xxvi. 001.

Ch. xxvi. 002.

*Ch. xxvi. 003.

Ch. xxvi. a. 001.

Ch. xxvi. a. 002.

*Ch. xxvi. a. 003. 852, 858 sq., 1031
*Ch. xxvi. a. 004. 848 n., 852, 856, 1032
*Ch. xxvi. a. 005, 006. "

1032
*Ch. xxvi. a. 007. 863, 1033
Ch. xxvi. a. 008. 1033
*Ch. xxvi. a. 009. 1034
Ch. xxvi. a. 0010. 863, 1034
Ch. xxvi. a. 0011. 894 n., 1034
Ch. xxvi. a. 0012. 1034
*Ch. x.xvii. 001. 847, 850, 852, 854,

..
S59, 1034

Ch. xxvu. 002. 923, 925
Ch. xxvii. 003, 004. 1035
Ch. xxviii. 002. 881, 1035
Ch. xxviii. 003. 866, 1035, I422

Ch. xxviii. 004. 1035
Ch. xxviii. 005. 1036
Ch. xxviii. 006. 869, 1036, 1413, 1416,

I424
*Ch. xxviii. 007. 907, 1036
Ch. xxx. 001. 1037
*Ch. xxx. 002. 1037
Ch. xxxii. oot. a. xxiii, 894 n., 1022

*Ch. xxxiii. 001. 888, 1037, 1397, 1411

*Ch. xxxiii. 002. 869, 1037

*Ch. xxxiii. 003. 1037

Ch. xxxiii. 0011. 1038

*Ch. xxxiv. 001. 1038

Ch. xxxiv. 003. 1039

Ch. xxxiv. 004. xxiii, 1039

*Ch. xxxiv. 005. 1039

*Ch. xxxvi. 001. 867, 1039

Ch. xxxvi. 002. 1039

Ch. xxxvii. 001. 1039

*Ch. xxxvii. 002. 875, 1040

*Ch. xxxvii. 003. 843, 881, 1040

*Ch. xxxvii. 004. 881, 1041, 1419, 1423

*Ch. xxxvii. 005. 843, 881, 1041

Ch. xxxviii. 001, 002. 1042

*Ch. xxxviii. 004. 888, 1042, 1410, 1468

*Ch. xxxviii. 005. 880, 1043

Ch. xxxviii. 006. 1043

*Ch. xxxviii. 007. i°43

Ch. xl. 001. 859, 1043

Ch. xl. 002, 003. 1454

Ch. xl. 004-006. i°43

*Ch. xl. 007. 869. 1044

OBJECT.

*Ch. xl. 008.

Ch. xl. 009.

Ch. xli. 001,

*Ch. xli. 002-004.
*Ch. xliii. oor.

*Ch. xliii. 003.

*Ch. xliii. 004.

*Ch. xlvi. 001.

Ch. xlvi. 002, 003.
*Ch. xlvi. 004.

*Ch. xlvi. 005.

*Ch. xlvi. 006.

Ch. xlvi. 007.

Ch. xlvi. 008.

148 1

PAGES.

868, 1044, 1418, 1421

1044

892, io4
t

892, 1044

1454
1044

893, 894, 1044, 1399
1045

1045
847 n., 853, 859, 1045

847 n -> 853 j
I04 fj

1046

847 n., 851, 852, 858,

859, 1046

884, 1047, 1397, 1402,

1407. 1423

860, 1047

1047

1048
104S

815, 1451

1454

*Ch. xlvi. 009.

Ch. xlvi. 0010.

Ch. xlvi. 0011, 0011. a.

Ch. xlvi. 0012.

*Ch. xlvi. 0012. a.

*Ch. xlvi. 0012. b, c.

*Ch. xlvi. 0013. 1048, 1398, 1402, 1454
Ch. xlvi. 0014. 868, 1048
*Ch. xlvi. 0015. 1454
Ch. xlvii. 001. 851, 884, 885, 896, 930,

OnO 1406, 1407, 1412, 1425
*Ch. xlvm. 001. 898, 900, 905, 908,

1049, 1294,
*Ch. xlix. 001. 1050
*Ch. xlix. 005. 847 nv 857, 858, 1051,

1467 SCI.

*Ch. xlix. 006. 850, 852, 854. 856 sq.,

1051
*Ch. xlix. 007. 1052
*Ch. Iii. 001. 846, 865, 1052, 1421

*Ch. Iii. 003. 889, i°53> n6 9. ii7 2
,

1409 sq., 1420, 1423 sq.,

1467 sq.

*Ch. I11. 004. 884, i°55
>

j 398, 1407,

1414.- 1423
*Ch. liii. 001, 839, 842 n., 851, 884,

885, 896, 928 n., 984, 1049,

i°54 sq., 1407

Ch. liii. 002. 846, 889, 1056, 1409, 1423

Ch. liii. 003. I057
*Ch. liii. 005. 867, 1057

Ch. liv. 001. 869, 1057

Ch. liv. 002. 1058

*Ch. liv. 003. 875, 1058

*Ch. liv. 004. 888, 1058, 1334, 1410,

1412, 1423

*Ch. liv. 005. xxiii, 1059

*Ch. liv. 006. 838 n., 867, 1059, 1397

*Ch. liv. 007. 861, 1059, 1468

*Ch. liv. 008. 1060

Ch. liv. 009. 1060

*Ch. liv. 0010. 1060

*Ch. liv. 0011. 1060, 1399

*Ch. Iv. 002. 890, 1060

Ch. Iv. 002. a. 1060

*Ch. Iv. 003. 1060

*Ch. Iv. 004, 005. 1061

Ch. Iv. 006, 1062

9 c
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OBJECT.

*Ch. lv. 007.

Ch. lv. 008.

*Ch. lv. 009.

Ch. lv. 0010.

Ch. lv. oori.

*Ch. lv. 0012.

Ch. lv. 0013, 0014.

Ch. lv. 0013.

INDEX OF OBJECTS FOUND. ACQUIRED. ETC

*Ch. lv. 0016.

*Ch. lv. 0017.

*Ch. lv. 001,8.

Ch. lv. 0019, 0020.

Ch. lv. 0021.

Ch. lv. 0022.

*Ch. lv. 0023.

PAGES.

1062, 1202

1062

850, 852. 854 s,,.. 857,
1062

852, 855. 1063
686 n., 847 n., 852 sq.,

858. 1064. 1467 sq.

847 n., 852 sq., 858 sq.,

1064

1065
S59, 1065

*Ch. lv. 0024.

Ch. lv. 0025.

*Ch. lv. 0026.

*Ch. lv. 0028.

Ch. lv. 0029, 0030.

*Ch. lv. 0031.

*Ch. lv. 0032.
Ch. lv. 0033.
Ch. lv. 0034.
*Ch. lv. 0035,
Ch. lv. 0036.

*Ch. lv. 0037.
Ch. lv. 0038-0046
Ch. lv. 0047.
Ch. lvi. 001.

*Ch. lvi. 002.

*Ch. lvi. 003.

Ch. lvi. 004-006.
Ch. lvi. 007.

*Ch. lvi. 008.

Ch. lvi. 009, 0010.

*Ch. lvi. 001 r.

Ch. Ivi. 0012.

Ch. lvi. 0014.

850 n.. 853. .857, 1065

1066

1066. 1261

1066

852, 1067

850, 852, 1067

839 n., 880. 885 & n.,

888, 1068, 1398, 1416,

1420, 1421. 1423

865. 1068

1068

1069

823, 900. 905. 906, 1069

*Ch. lvi. 0015.
*Ch. lvi. 0016.

*Ch. lvi. 0017.
Ch. lvi. 0018.

*Ch. lvi. 0019.

Ch. lvi. 0020—0023.
*Ch. lvi. 0024-0026.
Ch. lvi. 0027.

Ch. lvi. 0028-0031.
Ch. Ivi. 0032.
*C'h. lvi. 0033.
*Ch. lvi. 0034.
*Ch. lvii. 001.

*Ch. lvii. 002.
Ch. lvii. 003.

1070

1071

1071, 1405, 1406, 1468

863, 898. 905, 1071

1072

1072

863, 1072

1072

1073

862; X073 sch
862, 1074, 1474

862, 1074
862, 1074
862, 1075

862, 1075

862, 1073

894, 1075

894, 1075
869, 1075, 1412 n., 1414,

1423 sq.

867, 1076

1076

865, 1076
888, 1077, 1405 sq.

869, 1077, 1412, 1415,

1420, 1423 sq.

1079

1079

1079 sq.

1079

857, 1080

1080, 1214

888, 1080
838 n., 839, 868, 1081,

1397, 1418 sq.

842 n., 867, 1081

*r . 1
•• ~ „

86 7, 1082
Ch.lv 11. 004. 838 n., 868, 1082, 1336 sq.,

1395, 1424

OBJECT.

*Ch. Iviii. 001.

Ch. Iviii. 002.

*Ch. Iviii. 003.

Ch. Iviii. 004.

Ch. Iviii. 005.

Ch. Iviii. 006.

Ch. Iviii. 007.

*Ch. Iviii. 008.

*Ch. Iviii. 009.

Ch. Iviii. 0011.

Ch. Iviii, 0012. a-f

Ch. lxi. 001.

*Ch. lxi. 002.

*Ch. lxi. 004.

Ch. lxi. 005-007.

*Ch. lxi. 008.

*Ch. lxi. 009.

Ch. lxi. 0010.

Ch. Ixii. 001.

Ch. lxiii. 002.

Ch. Lxiv. 001, 002.

*Ch. lxiv. 003, 004
Ch. lxiv. 005.

Ch. lxvi. 002.

Ch. lxviii. 001.

Ch. c. 001.

Ch. c. 002.

Ch. ci. 001.

*Ch. cii. 001.

*Ch. ciii. 0014.

Ch. cv. 001.

Ch. cvi. 001.

Chal. 001. a-21.

*ChaI. 001. a.

*Chal. 001. b, 002.

*ChaI. 003.

Chal. 0022-0024.
*Chal. 0025.

Chal. 0026.

*Chal. 0027.

Chal. 0028.

*Chal. 0029.

Chal. 0030-0032.
*Chal. 0033.
Chal. 0034, 0035.
*Chal. 0036.

*ChaI, 0037.
Chal. 0038.

Chal. 0039-0041.
*Chal. 0042.

Chal. 0043.
*Chal. 0045, 0046.
Chal. 0047.
*Chal. 0048.
Chal. 0049, 0050.
*ChaI. 0051.
Chal. 0052.

*Chal. 0053.
Chal. 0054.

*Chal. 0055, 0056.
*Chal. 0057, 0038.
*Chal. 0059.

TACES.

890, 1082, 1408, 1414,

1419, 1423
1083

866, 1083, 1396, 1402,

1422

864, 1083

1083

832 n., 1083

815 n., 1455
1083

863, 1084

1084

925
1084

852, 858, 1085

1085

1085
io55, 1398

866. 1083, 1423

880, 1086

1086

1086

1086
• 1086

1086

x°87, 1399

H55
815, 911 n., 914, 1455

9i4 n., 1455
920 sq., 924

866, 1087

822, 893, 918, 1088
810 n., 822, 918

914 n., 1455
1267 n., 1270 sq.

1267 n., 1270 sq.

1268

1267 n., 1270 sq.

1271

1271

1271
1267 n., 1271, 1280

1271

1271

1271

1271, 1281

1271

1271

1267 n., 1271
1267 n., 1271 sq.

1267 n., 1271

1267 n., 1271

1271

1271

1271

1271

1272
1267 n., 1272

1272

1272

1272
1267 n., 1272

1272
1267 n,

; 1272

OBJECT.

Chal. 0060-0062.
Chal. 0063, 0064.

*Chal. 0065, 0066.

Chal. 0067.

|

Chal. 0069, 0070.
Char. 001-007.

*Char. 008.

Char. 009, 0010.

Char. 0011.

Char. 0012-0017.
Char. 0018.

Char. 0019.

Char. 0020.

Char. 0021-0023.
Chong-tim. 001.

Chong-tim. 002.

Chong-tim. 003, 004.
Chong-tim. 005-0012.
Chong-tim. 0013-0020.
Chong-tim. 0021-0029.
*Chong-tim. 0030.

Chong-tim. 0031, a, b.

Chong-tim. 0032, 0033.
Chong-tim. 0034-0046.
Chong-tim. 0047. a-g.

Chong-tim. 0048.

Chong-tim. 0049. a, b.

Dar. 001.

Dar. 002. a-d.
Dar. 003, 004.
Dar. 005. a, b.

Dar. 006, 007.

*Dar. 008, 009.

Do. 01-06.

Do. ooi-ooii.

Do. 0012-0016.

E. 001.

*E. 002.

E. 003, 004.

*E. 005.

E. 006-0010.

E. 0011-0022.

E. 0024.

E. 0026-0031.
*E. 0032.

E. 0033-0035.
E. vi. oox-ooS.

E. tr. 0010. a^ b.

*E. vi. 0010. c.

E. vi. 0012, 0013.
E. vi. 00x4. a-c.

*E. vi. 0015.
E. vi. 0016.

E. vi. i. 2.

E. vi. i. 001.

E. vi. ii. 1, 2.

E. vi. iii. 1, 2.

E. vi. iv. 1.

*E. vn. 001.

E. vn. 002.

E. vn. i. 1, 2.

E. vn. ii. 001. a, b.

PAGFS.

I272

1271 sq.

1271 SI).

1272

1272

303.

3

X <

315

315

302, 315

315

315 ; 429

3*5

otS- r,3°

3i5

1314

1307 ..
t3i4

I3 X4
t3°7; t3H

I3°7

t3°7i t3t5

t3°7; 13*4 sq.

I3°7> t3i5

t3°7; t3i3, t3t5

i3°7; I3 I 5

i3°7, 1315
i3 x5

I3°7> t3t5

200
, 1442

200

199, 200

200

200

201

201

201

1347

282, 289

282, 289

282, 289

x.xii, 289

289

290

290

290

290

290

290

290

290

290

282, 290 sq.

290

290

291

277, 291

276, 291

291

291

291

291

291

291



INDEX OF OBJECTS FOUND, ACQUIRED, ETC. j 48 3

OBJECT. PAGES. OBJECT. PAGES.

E. Fort. 001. a. xxii, 291 F. ix. 001. 1260

E. Fort. 001. b, c. 291 *F. IX. 002, 003. 1260

*E. Fort. 002. 291 F. ix. 004-006. 1260

E. Fort. 003. 282, 291 *F. ix. i. 001. 1260

E. Fort. 004, 005, 006 . a-c. 291 F. x. 1. I45b

E. Fort. 007. 282, 290 sq. ! F. x. 001. 1251, 1260

E. Fort. 008, 009. 291 i F. xi. a. 1260

*E. Fort. 0010. 291 F. xi. 001. 1260

*E. Fort. 0011. 283, 291 F. xi. i. 001. 1251, 1260

E. Fort. 0012-001S. 279, 292 F. xii. 1, 2. *456

E. Fort. 0019. 292
;

*F. xii. 3. US6

E. Fort. 0020, 0021. 282, 292 F. xii. 4-6. *4S6

*E. Fort. 0022. 292 F. xii. 7. 1254 n., 1456
E. Fort. 0023-0027. 292 F. xii. 8. r456

E. Stupa. 001, 002. 282, 292 *F. xii. 9. 1456
E. Stupa. 003-008. 292 F. xii. 001. 1260

E. Stupa. 0010-0012. 292 *F. xii. 002. 1260
F. xii. 003, 004. 1260

F. 001. 1256 *F. xii. 005. 1252, 1261

F. 005. 1256 F. xii. 006-009. 1252, 1261

F..I. 001. 1247, 1256, 1260 F. xii. 0010. 1252, 1262

*F. 1. 002. 1247; I256

F. 1. 003-008. 1247; I256 *Gumbaz Korla. 001. 1235 n.

F. 1. 009. a-c. 1256 Gumbaz Korla. 002-004. I235 n -

F. 1. 0010. a-e. 1256
F. 1. a. 1. *247; *455 H.A. 001-003. 1168

F. 1. b. 001-004. 1256 H.A. 004. 1168 sq.. 1170 sq.

F. 1. b. 005. 1357 H.A. 004. 1169
F. 1. b. 006-008. 1247, *257 H.A. 006. 1162, 1169
*F. 11. 001. 316, 1248, 1257 H.A. 008. 1169

n00
.! 1257 H.A. 009. 1162. 1169

b. 11. 1. 1. 1257, 1455 H.A. 0010-0015. 1169

F. 11. i. 2-5. I257 H.A. 0016. 1162, 1169

F. 11. i. 6. 1247; 1257 H.A. 0017-0023. 1169
F. 11. i. 001. 1247; *257 H.A. 0024, 0025. 1170
*F. 11. i. 002. 1247, 1257 H.A. i. 3. 1171

*F. ii 4 i. 003. *247; 1257, 1282 H.A. i. 4* 1162, 1 1 7

1

*F. 11. i. 004. 1247,1257 H.A. i. 001, 002. 1169
F. 11. i. 005. 1347; 1257 H.A. i. 003. 1169 sq.

3 OO ON OO "
I

125s
• H.A. i. 004, 005. 1169

_ a
- H:

01
- 48 ii*; 491; 1248, 1257 H.A. i. 006. 1170

T. II. 111. 1. 1248, 1258 H.A. i. 007. 1169
*F. 11. iii, 2. 1248, 1258 H.A. i. 008-0014. 1170

F. 11. iii. 4. 1258 H.A. i. 0015. 1162 n., 1170

F. 11. iii. 5, 6. 1248, 1258 *H.A. i. 0016. 1170

*F. 11. iii. 001. a. 1248, 1258 H.A. i. 0017-0020. 1 1
70

I’. 11. iii. ooi. b, c. 1258 H.A. i. 0021. 1162, 1170

b . 11. iii. 002. 1248, 1258 H.A. i. 0022. 1170

b. 11. iii. 003, 004. 1259 H.A. i. 0025. 1162, 1170

F. iii. i. 001. *456 H.A. i. 0024-0029. 1
1
70

*F. iii. i. 003. 1249, *259 H.A. i. 0030. 1171

b. ill. ii. 001. 1456 H.A. i. 0031. 4
s

f, u(>2. 1171

b. iii. iii. 001. 1249, *259 H.A. i. pass. 001 . 002. 1169

F. iv. 001. 1259 H.A. i. E. 001. 1 170

F. iv. 002. 1249; J259 II.A. i. E. pass. 001. 1 169

F. iv. 003. 1259 H.A. i. E. pass. 002. 1 170

b. iv. 004. 234 n., 1249, 1259 H.A. ii. i-S. 1 171

b. iv. 005. 1259 II.A. ii. 10-18. 1 171

b. vi. 001. *259 H.B. 001-005. 11O5 11., 1171

b’. vn. a. 1259 II. B. 006-00 io. 1165, 1172

F. vn. b, c. 1260 H.B. i. 001. 1172

b. vu, 001. 1260 H.B. i. 002. 1165 n., 1172

‘b. vn. 002. 1250, 1260 H.B. i. 003. 1166. 1172

1 • vin. 001. 1250, 1260 H.B. ii 1. a-c. ii74

OBJECT.

H.B. ii. 001-007.

H.B. ii. 006.

H.B. ii. 007. 008.

H.B. ii. 009-0014.

H.B. iii. 1 . 2.

H.B. iii. 001.

H.B. iv. 2. a.

H.B. iv. 001-009.

H.B. v. 001-003.

H.B. v. 004. 005.

H.B. v. 006.

H.B. v. 007, 008. •

Hasha. 001-005.

Islamabad. 001.

*Jiya. 003.

Jiya. 004.

*Jiya. 005.

Jiya. 006, 007.

*K.S. 001.

K.S. 002.

K.S. 003. a.

*K.S. 003. b.

K.S. 003. 0, 004.

*K.$. 005.

*K.S. 00O.

*K.S. 007.

K.S. 008.

*K.S. 009.

K.S. 0010, 0011.

K.S. 0012.

*K.S. 0013.

K.S. 0014, 0015.

K.S. 0016.

*K.S. 0017.

*K.S. 0018.

K.S. 0020.

*K.S. 0021, 0022.

K.S. 0023.

*K.S. 0024.

K.S. 0026.

K.S. 0027.

K.S. 002S.

*K.S. 0029.

*K.S. 0030.

K.Y. 002, 005.

K.Y. i. 1.

*K.Y. 1. 001.

K.Y. 1. 002.

K.Y. j. 003-009.

K.Y. j. 0010.

*K.Y. 1. ooi 1

.

K.Y. 1. 0012.

*K.Y. 1. 0013, 0014.

K.Y. 1. 0015.

*K.Y. 1. 0016.

K.Y. 1. 001 7.

K.Y. 1. ooj8.

K.Y. 1. 0019.

*K.Y. 1. 0020.

K.Y. 1. 0021.

K.Y. 11. 001.

PAGES.

1172

1172 Si].

]1 72

11 73
1 1 74

1166, 1173
H 74
11 73
1 *73

11 65, 1173

1165 n., 1174

1172

1321 n.

1283

126

126

126 sq.

126 sq.

1273, 12S0 sq.

1 280

1 280

1280

1250

1273, 1280 sq.

1280

1273. I2So 5<
l*

1280 sq.

1273 n " *280

I 280 sq.

1281

1273 1281

1274 n., 128]

1281

1270 sq., 1273. 1281

1273, 12S1

12S0 S<|.

12S0 sq.

1280 sq.

1280 sq.

1273 n -> 12S1

1280 sq.

1273; 1281

127 3. 1281

1251

1262, 1267

1458

1262, 1267 sq.

1262, 1 2O8

1 268

1 262. 12(18

1 2O8

1 2O8

1 2! >8

1 208

12O2, 1 208

1208

1 202 . I 2! 18

1 208

I2()2. 12(18

1262. 1209

1202. I2(>9

y i- -



HH INDEX OF OBJECTS FOUND, ACQUIRED, ETC.

OBJECT.

fKa. ooi.

Ka. 002, 003.

*Ka. 1. 001.

Ka. 1. 002.

Ka. 1. 002. a, b.

Ka. 1. 003.

Ka. 1. 004.

*Ka. 1. 005-007.

*Ka. 1. 008.

*Ka. 1. 0010.

Ka. 1. 0011.

*Ka. 1. 0012, 0013.
Ka. 1. 0014-0016.
Ka. 1. 0017.

Ka. 1. 0018.

Ka. 1. 0019.

Ka. 1. i. 001.

Ka. hi. 001, 002.

Kan-chou. 001.

Kan-chou. 002-005.

Kan-chou. 006.
* Kan-chou. 007.

Kan-chou. 008.

Kan-chou. 009.

Kan-chou. 0010-002 ^

Kan-chou. 0026.

Kan-chou. 0027, 0028
Kara-khoja. 001.

Kasim. 001.

Kelpin. 002. a-d.

Kelpin. 003-006.
Kelpin. 007.

Kelpin. 008 a-f.

Kelpin. 009. a.

* Kelpin. 009. a-q.
Kelpin. 0010. a-b.
Kelpin. 0010. a-k.
Kelpin. 0011. a-c.

Kelpin. 0012. 1295, „„
Kelpin. 0012. a-m, 0013. a-e
Kelpin. 0013. e -

Kelpin. 0014. a-c.

Kelpin. 0015-0018.
Kelpin. 0019-0027.
Kha. 05.

Kha. 001.

Kha. 002.

Kha. 003, 004, 004
* Kha. 005.

Kha. 006.

Kha. 007-0010.
Kha. 0011.

Kha. 0012 a.

Kha. 0012. b, c.

Kha. 0013. a
, b.

Kha. 0013. c-e.

Kha. 0014. a, b, 001
Kha. 0016.

Kha. 0017,

Kha. 0018.

Kha. 0019.
iKha. 0020. c.

Kha. 0023.
Kha. 0024.

PAGES.

1243

1243

478, 480, 1242 sq.

1242

1243
1242 sq., 1294

440, 1243

1243

374, 433, 1243

1243

1243

1243
1242 sq.

1243

1244

1242, 1244

1242, 1244

1244

1133 n., 1135

”33 nv ”35
”35

”33 ”35
”35

”33 n., 1135

”35
”35
”35
1176

120

1318

i3°C 1313

1313

2313

1306
I3 I3
1306

1313

1313
”93, ”94, 1295, 1315

13 13
1314

l3°6, 1313

1313
1 3 14

164 sq., 167

167

167, 172, 187

168

168

165, 168

168

1432
J 443
J432
1432

2433

1433

-5, 168

168

166, 168

168

168

168

15. a-c.

16

OBJECT.

Kha. 0025. a, b.

Kha. 0026.

Kha. 0027.

Kha. 0028, 0029.
Kha. 0030.

Kha. 0031.

Kha. 0032-0037.
Kha. 0038.

Kha. 0039.

Kha. 0040, 0041.

i *Kha. 0042. a-c.

j

Kha. 0043.

j

*Kha. i. 1.

' Kha. i. 1. a.

*Kha. i. 2.

Kha. i. 3, 4.

•Kha. i. 5.

Kha. i. 6, 7.

Kha. i. 9.

Kha. i. 11. a, b.

Kha. i. 13-15.

Kha. i. 16.

*Kha. i. 17.

Kha. i. 18.

Kha. i. 184- Kha. i

Kha. i. 19.

Kha. i. 20—22.

Kha. i. 24.

Kha. i. 26.

Kha. i. 27. a.

Kha. i. 27. b.

Kha. i. 27. c.

Kha. i. 28.

Kha. i. 29.

Kha. i. 30.

Kha. i. 31.

Kha, i. 32.

Kha. i. 33.
Kha. i. 33.

Kha. i. 36.

Kha. i. 38.

Kha. i. 39.
Kha. i. 40, 41.

Kha. i. 42.

Kha. i. 45. a.

Kha. i. 45. b.

Kha. i. 46. a.

*Kha. i. 46. b.

Kha. i. 48. b,

Kha. i. 49. a.

Kha. i. 49. b.

Kha. i. 50.

Kha. i. 51.

Kha. i. 52. a.

Kha. i. 52. b.

Kha. i. 53.
Kha. i. 54, 55-
Kha. 1. 56.

Kha. i. 57.
Kha. i. 58. a.

Kha. i. 58. b.

Kha. i. 59.
Kha. i. 59. a.

*Khu. i. Go.

See Kha. i. 18.

1. a.

PAGES.

168

OBJECT.

Kha. i. 61.

PAGES.

1434

1434

2444

167 sq.

168

*Kha. i. 62.

Kha. i. 63.

169 Kha. i. 64. 2434
169 Kha. i. 66. 1434, 2443

169, 178 Kha. i. 67. 1434
169 Kha. i. 69. a. 2444
170 Kha. i. 69. b. 1434

170, 178 Kha. i. 70. 2444
170 Kha. i. 73. a. 2434

J 433 Kha. i. 73. b. 1444
1433 Kha. i. 74. a. 2444
J 433 Kha. i. 74. b.

Kha. i. 74. c.

2434

2434

H33 Kha. i. 75, 76. 1434

1443 Kha. i. 77. 2434
J433 Kha. i. 78. a, b. 2435

1433 Kha. i. 79. a. 2444
166, 170 Kha. i. 79. b. 2435

M33 Kha. i. 79. c. 2435
1443 Kha. i. 80. a, b. 2435

165, 170 Kha. i. 81. a. 1435

2433 Kha. i. 81. b. 163, 1435
165 Kha. i. 81. c, d. 2435
170 Kha. i. 82. a. 2444

2433 Kha. i. 82. b. 2 435

2443 Kha. i. 85. 2435

1433 Kha. i. 86. a. 1444

2433 Kha. i. 86. b. 2435

1443 Kha. i. 87. 167, 171

2 7°, 2433 Kha. i. 88. 1435

2434 Kha. i. 89. a. 1444

2434 Kha. i. 89. b. 2435

5, 270, 172 Kha. i. 89. c. 2435

165, 170 Kha. i. 90. 2435

167, 170 Kha. i. 91. 2443

2434 Kha. i. 91. a. 1444

2433 Kha. i. 91. b. 2435

2433 Kha. i. 92. 163

2433 sq. Kha. i. 92. a. 1444

2443 Kha. i. 92. b. 2435

2434 Kha. i. 93. 163

2434 Kha. i. 93. a, b, 94. a-d. 1435

170 Kha. i. 95. a. 1444

2434, 1443 Kha. i. 95. b. 2435

2434 Kha. i. 95. c, 96. 1435

2434 Kha. i. 97. 163— Kha. i. 97. a. 1444

2 434 Kha. i. 97. b. 2435

1443 Kha. i. 97. c. 1435

2434 Kha. i. 98. I436

xxii Kha. i. 99. 1444

165, 170 Kha. i: 100. a. 1+44

2443 Kha. i. 100. b. 1436

2434 Kha. i. loi. 2+44

2443 Kha. i. 102. 243*2

2434 Kha. i. 103, 104. 2444

2443 Kha. i. 105. a. 2444

2434 Kha. i. 105. b. 243*2

2443 Kha. i. 106. 143*2

2434 Kha. i. 107. 2444— Kha. i. 108. a. 2444

2434 Kha. i. 108. b. 243*2

271, 24.34 Kha. i. 109. a. 2 444



INDEX OF OBJECTS FOUND, ACQUIRED, ETC. 1485

OBJECT.

Kha. i. 109- b.

Kha. i. 1x0, hi.

Kha. i. 1 12.

Kha. i. 112, a.

Kha. i. 1x5.

Kha. i. 116.

Kha. i. 117. a.

Kha. i. 117. b.

Kha. i. 1 18.

Kha. i. 1 19.

Kha. i. 120-123.

Kha. i. 124.

Kha. i. 125.

Kha. i. 127. a.

Kha. i. 127. b, c.

Kha. i. 128.

Kha. i. 128. a.

Kha. i. 128. b.

Kha. i 129. a.

Kha. i. 129. b.

Kha. i. 130.

Kha. i. 131.

Kha. i. 131. a.

Kha. i. 131. b-d.

*Kha. i. 132.

Kha. i. 133. a-f.

Kha. i. 134. a, b.

Kha. i. 135. a.

Kha. i. 135. b.

Kha. i. 136, 137. a.

Kha. i. 137. b.

Kha. i. 138. a.

Kha. i. 138. b.

Kha. i. 150.

Kha. i. 151.

Kha. i. 152-155.

Kha. i. 156.

Kha. i. 157.

Kha. i. 158.

Kha. i. 159.

Kha. i. 160.

Kha. i. 161.

Kha. i. 169.

Kha. i. 170.

Kha. i. 171, a.

Kha. i. 171. b.

Kha. i. 173,

1

74j I74 . a .

Kha. 1. 174. b, c.

Kha. i. 175.
Kha. i. 176, 176. a.

Kha. i. 176. b.

Kha. i. 177.
Kha. i. 178, 179.
Kha. i. 180.

Kha. i. 180. b.

Kha. i. 182. a.

Kha. i. 182. b.

Kha. i. 183.
Kha. i. 184.

Kha. i. 185.
Kha. i. 185. a.

Kha. i. 185. c.

*Kha. i. !«6.

Kha. i. 187. a.

PAGES.

U36

1444
I436

1444

1444

1436

1444
I436

I436

J444

I436

1444

U36

1445
1436
163

H36

1436

1445
I436

I436

1435

1445

1436

I436

1445

H36

1445
I436

i43h

1444
I436

H45
*436

1436

1437

1437

1437

1445

H37
H45
1437

H37
1445

1445

1437

1445

1437

1437, 1445

1445

1437

163, 1437

1437

1437 , 1444

1436

1445

1437

164, 1437

1445

1437

1445

1437

166, 17 1, 1437

1445

OBJECT. PAGES.

Kha. i. 187. b, 188. H37
Kha. i. 189. 1437
*Kha. i. 191, 1437
Kha. i. 192. H37
Kha. i. 193. 1445
Kha. i. 194. 165, 171
Kha. i. 194. a. 171

Kha. i. 195. 171, 184
Kha. i. 196. 163. 1437
Kha. i. 197. M37
Kha. i. 198. M45
Kha. i. 199. a. *437
Kha. i. 199. b. 164, 1438
Kha. i. 199. c. 163, 1437, M38

Kha. i. 199. d, 200. 1445
Kha. i. 200. a. 143s

Kha. i. 200. b. i438

Kha. i. 200. c, 2oi, 202. 1438

Kha. i. 203. a. M45
Kha. i. 203. b. 1438

*Kha. i. 203. c. 143S

Kha. i. 204. 1438

Kha. i. 205. a. 1445

Kha. i. 205 b. i438

Kha. i. 206. a. 1445

Kha. i. 206. b. I438

*Kha. i. 207. M3 8

Kha. i. 208. 1445

Kha. i. 209, 210. 1438

Kha. i. 211. a. 165, 171, 1445

Kha. i. 21 1. b. M38

Kha. i. 212, 213. 1438

Kha. i. 214. a. 1445

Kha. i. 214. b. 1438

Kha. i. 215. 1445

Kha. i. 215. a, b, 21b. 1438

Kha. i. 217. 1438, 1445

Kha. i. 218. 1445

Kha. i. 219. 1438

Kha. i. 219. a. 1445

Kha. i. 221. 164, 1445

Kha. i. 222. a, b. 1439

Kha. i. 223. a. 1439, J445

Kha. i. 223. b, 224. 1439

Kha. i. 300. a. 1445

Kha. i. 300. b. 1439

Kha. i. 301. a. 1445

Kha. i. 301. b. 1439

Kha. i. 302. a. 1446

*Kha. i. 302. b. 1439

Kha. i. 303. a. 1446

*Kha. i. 303. b, 304. 1439

Kha. i. 305. a. 1446

Kha. i. 305. b. 1439

Kha. i. 306. a, b. 1446

Kha. i. 306. c, d. 1439

Kha. i. 307. a. 1439

*Kha. i. 307. b. 1439

Kha. i. 309. a. 1446

Kha. i. 309. a. 2. 1439

Kha. i. 309. b. 1. 1446

Kha. i. 309. b. 2. 1439

*Kha. i. 309. b. 3.
1439

Kha. i. 310.
1446

OBJECT. PAGES.

Kha. i. 31 1. 165, 171
Kha. i. 311. a, b. J439
Kha. i. 312. 171

*Kha. i. 314. H39
Kha. i. 315. 1440
Kha. i. 316. 1439
Kha. i. 316. a. 1440
*Kha. i. 3x6. b, 317. a. 1440
Kha. i. 317. b. 1440
Kha. i. 318, 319. a, b. 1446
Kha. i. 319. c. 1440
Kha. i. 001. 164,171, J 74> 179, 187, 190
Kha. i. 002-004. 171

Kha. i. 005. 165, 171, 1270
Kha. i. 006. 171

Kha. i. 007. 172, 187, 1173
Kha. i. 008. 172

Kha. i. 009. 184, 186

Kha. i. 0094- i. C. 0012 172

Kha. i. 0010. 171

Kha. i. 0011, 0011. a, 0012. 172

Kha. i. 0013. 172. 200, 1271

Kha. i. 0014. 172

Kha. i. 0015. 164, 172, 186 sq.

Kha. i. ooiO>. 165, 172

Kha. i. 0017. 167, 172

Kha. i. 0018-0020. 172

Kha. i. 0022. 172, 1 8b

Kha. i. 0023, 0024. 165, 172

Kha. i. 0025. 167, 171

Kha. i. 0025. a, b. J 7-

Kha. i. 0026. 167, 172

Kha. i. 0027. 172

Kha. i. 0028. 16S, 172

*Kha. i. 0029. 165, 172, 179

Kha. i. 0030-0032. 172

Kha. i. 0033. 165, 172, 1440

Kha. i. 0034. i73, 1446

Kha. i. 0035. x 73

Kha. i. 0036. 166, 173, 1260

Kha. i. 0036. a. 173

Kha. i. 0037, 0038. 173

Kha. i. 0038. a. i73

Kha. i. 0039-0046. 173

Kha. i. 0048-0053. 173

Kha. i. 0054. 173

Kha. i. 005;, 0056. 173

Kha. i. 0058. i73

Kha. i. 0059. 167, i?3, 181

Kha. i. C. 001-005. 174

Kha. i. C. 004. 180

Kha. i. C. 005. 174

Kha. i. C. 006. 171

Kha. i. C. 007. 171

Kha. i. 008. 164,171

Kha. i. C. 008 ;
1. E. ooxo ;

i. \V. 006 (joined). 174

Kha. i. C. 009, 0010. i74

Kha. i. C. 0011. 179, 201

Kha. i. C. ooxi. a. i74

Kha. i. C. 0011. b. 174

Kha. i. C. 0012. See Kha. 1. 009.

Kha. i. C. 0015, 0014. 174

Kha. i. C. 0015. 165



INDEX OF OBJECTS FOUND, ACQUIRED, ETC.

OBJECT.

Kha. i. 0015 ;
is. 0019

1. E. 0035. ‘74

Kha. i. C. 0016. ‘74

Kha. i. C. 0017. 1 7 ‘ • ‘74

Kha. i. C. 0018-0026. ‘75

Kha. i. C. 0027. 165. 175
Kha. i. C. 0028-0035. ‘75
Kha. i. C'. 00364-0036. a. ‘75

Kha. i. C. 0037, 0038. ‘75

Kha. i. C. 0039. 175, 180, 184, 126S

Kha. i. C. 0040. 172, 175
Kha. i. C. 0041. ‘75
Kha. i. C. 0042. 171

Kha. i. C. 0043. 180

Kha. i. C. 0044. ‘ 7 ‘

Kha. i. C. 0045. 172

Kha. i. C. 0046. 165. 172, 175
Kha. i. C. 0047-0050. ‘71

Kha. i. C. 0051-0053. ‘7 5
Kha. i. C. 0054. 167, ‘75
Kha. i. C. 0055. a-c. 1 75
Kha. i. C. 0056-0073. 176
*Kha. i. C. 0074.

Kha. i. C. 0075-0079.

*Kha. i. C. 0080.

Kha. i. C. 0081-0094.

*Kha. i. C. 0095.

Kha. i. C. 0096.

i;0, 185

i<> 7 ,
i 77

1 74

‘79> 184

‘79
180, 193

171

‘ 7 i

‘7‘

‘7‘

PAGES. OBJECT. TAOX'.S,

See Kha. 1. (\ ooi v Kha. i. W. oox6. 17-’

i<So Kha. i. W. 0017-0020. ‘84

1 75 Kha. i. W. 0021, 0022. ‘
7 ‘

164 . ‘75 Klia. i. W. 0023-0026. 184

ii. 0019 (joined). x8o :
Kha. i. W. 0027-0036. ‘85

164. 180 Kha. ii. i. 1440

174

!

Kha. ii. 1-3. 1446

xSo Kha. ii. f. 185

*Kha. i. C. 0097. 1 66, 177, 1025, 1267
Kha. i. C. 0098-00x06. 1 78

Kha. i. C. 00x07. ‘78,972
Kha. i. C. 00108-00118. 178
Kha. i. (.'. 00119. 182. 972, 1252 n.

Kha. i. C. 00x19. a-f. ‘79
Kha. i. C. 00x20-00126. 179
Kha. i. E. 001. 171
Kha. i. E. 002. 194
Kha. i. E. 002. a, b. 179
Kha. i. E. 003. 172, 179, 184, 187 sq.

Kha. i. E. 003+ Kha. ii. 008
(joined). 179

Kha. i. E. 004, 005. x 74
*Kha. i. E. 006. 175
Kha. i. E. 007. 171
Kha. i. E. 008, 009. 179
Kha. i. E. ooxo. 171
Kha. i. E. 0010. See Kha. i. C. 00S.

Kha. i. E. ooxx. [79
Kha. i. E. oox2, 0013. ‘7‘
Kha. i. E. 0014. 15-9

Kha. i. E. 0015. 17

1

:!!Kha. i. E. 0016. 174
*Kha. i. E. 00x7. 179,184
Kha. i. E. 0018, 0019, J79
Kha. i. E. 0020. 180, 193
Kha. i, E. oo2x. 171
*Kha. i. E. 0022. 171
Kha. i. E. 0023, 0024. 171
Kha. i. E. 0026, 0027. 171
Kha. i. E. 0028. 1 75, 180, 191. 1268,

1270
Kha. i. E. 0029, 0030. 171
Kha. i. E. 0031-0033. 180
Kha. i. E. 0034. 165, 1S0

OBJECT.

Kha. i. E. 0035.

Kha. i. E. 0036.

Kha. i. E. 0038.

*Kha. i. E. 0039.

Kha. i. E. 0040. 165, 180

Kha. i. E. 0041. 174
Kha. i. E. 0042. xSo

*Kha. i. E. 0043, °°44- 166, 180

*Kha. i. E. 0045, 0046. 180 i

Kha. i. E. 0047. 169, 180 sq.

*Kha. i. E. 0048. 181, 183
* Kha. i. E. 0049. 167,181 !

Kha. i. E. 0050. 167, 181, 1268 I

*Kha. i. E. 0051. 173,181 t

Kha. i. E. 0052-0057, 0058. a, b. 182

*Kha. i. E. 0058. c. 182

Kha. i. E. 0058. d, e. 182

Kha. i. E. 0059-0064. 182

*Kha. i. E. 0065. 182

Kha. i. E. 0066. 182

Kha. i. E. 0067. a. 183
*Kha. i. E. 0067. b. 183
Kha. i. E. 0067. c. 1S3

*Kha. i. E. 0067. d. 183
Kha. i. E. 0068-0077. 183
Klia. i. X. oox. 183, 190
Kha. i. X’. 002. 164, 183, 188. 191. 194,

x 28 x

Kha. i. X. 003. 183
Kha. i. X. of c. base. 001. 165, 175, 183
Kha. i. X. of c. base. 002. 183
Kha. i. X. of c. base. 003. joined

with Kha. i. X'. of c. base. 005. 183
Kha. i. X. of c. base. 004.

Kha. i. X. of c. base. 005. See

Kha. i. X'. of c. base. 003.
Kha. i. X. of c. base. 006.

Kha. i. X. of c. base. 007 (now
joined to Kha. ii. 0079).

165, 183

165, 184,

‘87
Kha. 1. S.W.001. 186
Kha. i. S.W. 001, 004 (joined). 184
Kha. i. S.W. 002. 184
*Kha. i. S.W. 003. 184
Kha. i. S.W . 004. See Kha. i. S.W. 001.

Kha. i. S.W. 005. 172,179
*Kha. i. S.W. 005-007 (joined). 184
Kha. i. S.W. 008, 009. 184
*Kha. i. S.W. ooxo. 164, 184
Kha. i. S.W. 0011. 184,1271
Kha. i. S.W. 0012. 172
Kha. i. S.W. 0013. 184
Kha. i. W. 001, 002. 184
Kha. i. W. 003-006. 171
Kha. i. W. 006. See Kha. i. C. 008.

Kha. i. W. 007. 174
*Kha. i. W. 008. 172, 184, 200
Kha. i. W. 009, ooxo. 184
Kha. i. W. 0011. 171
*Kha. i. \V. 0012. 171,179,184
Kha. i. \V. 00x3. 184
Kha. i, W. 0014. 165,184
Kha. i. W.0015. 184

Kha. ii. 8-10. 1440

Kha. ii. 12, 13. a. 1446

Kha. ii. 13. b. 1440

Kha. ii. 18. a. 1440

Kha. ii. 18. b. 1446

*Kha. ii. 20. 144°

Kha. ii. 22, 23. 185

Kha. ii. 25, 26. i44°

Kha. ii. 28. i44°

Kha. ii. 29. 1446

Kha. ii. 30. a-c. i44°

Kha. ii. 31. ‘446

Kha. ii. 001. 164, 172, 185, 186 sq.

Kha. ii. 002. 115, 164, 172, 174, 186,

1 93 > ‘ 95 > 44 ‘

Kha. ii. 003. 172,186

Kha. ii. 004, 005. a. ‘86

Kha. ii. 006. ‘86 sq.

Kha. ii. 007. ‘86

Kha. ii. 008. See *Kha. i. E. 003.

Kha. ii. 008, 009. 1 79

Kha. ii. ooxo. ‘86, 194

Kha. ii. oox 1. ‘86

Kha. ii. 0012. ‘79

Kha. ii. 0013, 0014, ‘86

Kha. ii. 00x5, 0016. ‘ 7 ->
‘86

Kha. ii! 0017, 0018. ‘86

Kha. ii. 0019. ‘75

Kha. ii. 00x9. See Kha. i. E. 0039.

Kha. ii. 0020, 0021. 165, 186 =<)•

Kha. ii. 0022, 0023. ‘86

Kixa. ii. 0024, 0025. 172,186

Kha. ii. 0026. 172,183,186

Kha. ii. 0027-0030. ‘8°

*Kha. ii. 0031. 165. 187, 189 sq.

*Kha. ii. 0031, 0062 (joined). ‘86

*Kha. ii. 0032, 0033. ‘CX

Kha. ii. 0034. ‘ 65 >
‘°o

*Kha. ii. 0035. ‘CX

Kha. ii. 0036. ‘^5 >

*Kha. ii. 0037. ‘ 65 ,
‘86

*Khu. ii. 0038. x6o, x86, 192

Klia. ii. 0039.
1

,

J

Kha. ii. 0043-0045. ‘ 7 *7
‘89

Kha. ii. 0046. 16 1,
x ‘86 b ‘l-

Kha. ii. 0047-0049. ‘ 72 .<

‘‘ J

*Kha. ii. 0050. ‘ 7 2 ;
*86

Kha. ii. 0051. ‘ 7 *

Klia. ii. 0051. a, l>.

Kha. ii. 0042, 0043. ‘79

Khxx. ii. 0054. ‘ 79 )
‘87

Kha. ii, 0055. ‘79

Kha. ii. 0056-0058. ‘79

Klia. ii. 0059, 0060. ‘87

Kha. ii. 0061. 186,187

*Kha. ii. 0062. See *Kha. ii. 0031.



INDEX OF OBJECTS FOUND, ACQUIRED, ETC. H8 7

PAGES.

165, 187
'

186

187

183. 187

172. 187, H76
IS?

186 sq.

186 sq.

187

158, 164, 179, 187, 194

158, 164, 172, 186

i8 7

187

187

158, 165, 186 sq.

158, 165, 187
1S7

OBJECT.

*Kha. ii. 0063.

Kha. ii. 0064.

Kha. ii. 0065.

Kha. ii. 0066,

Kha. ii. 0067.

Kha. ii. 0068.

Kha. ii. 0069. a-c.

Kha. ii. 0069. cl.

Kha. ii. 0071, 0072

Kha. ii. 0074.

Kha. ii. 0075.

Kha. ii. 0075. a.

Kha. ii. 0075. b.

*Kha. ii. 0075. c.

Kha. ii. 0076.

Kha. ii. 0077.

Kha. ii. 0078.

Kha. ii. 0079 (now joined to

Kha. i. N. of c. base. 007).

Kha. ii. 0080-0082.

Kha. ii. 0083.

Kha. ii. 0087-0089.

Kha. ii. 0090.

Kha. ii. 0091.

Kha. ii. 0092.

Kha. ii. 0094-0097.

fKha. ii. 0098.

Kha. ii. 0099.

Kha. ii. C. 001.

Kha. ii. C. 002.

Kha. ii. C. 003.

Kha. ii. C. 004.

Kha. ii. C. 005.

*Kha. ii. C. 006.

Kha. ii. C. 007, 008.

Kha. ii. C. 009.

Kha. ii. C. 0010, 0011.

Kha. ii. E, 6.

Kha. ii. E. 001, 002.

Kha. ii. E. 003.

Kha. ii. E. 004.

Kha. ii. E. 005.

Kha. ii. E. 006-0012.

*Kha. ii. E. 0013.

Kha. ii. E. 0013. a, 0014.
Kha. ii. E. 0015.

Kha. ii. E. 0016.

Kha. ii. E. 0018. a-1.

Kha. ii. N. 19.

*Kha. ii. N. 001.

Kha. ii. N. 002-005.
Kha. ii. N. 006.

Kha. ii. >7. 007.

Kha. ii. N. 008.

Kha. ii. N. 009.
*Kha. ii. N. ooto.

184, 187

187

166. 168, 187

187

186

187

188

188

OBJECT.

Kha. ii. N.W. 001. 002.

Kha. ii. N.W. 003.

Kha. ii. X.W. 004.

Kha. ii. X.W. 005.

*Kha. ii. X.W. 00O.

Kha. ii. X.W. 007.

Kha. ii. S.W. 001.

Kha. ii. W. 001.

Kha. ii. W. 002. 003

Kha. iii. oot-ooj.

Kha. iv. 1.

Kha. v. 4.

Kha. v. 001.

*Klui. v. 002.

*Kha. v. 003. a.

PAGES.

159 1343
188

186 sq.,

15Kha. ii. N. 0011, 0012.
Kha. ii. N. 0013.
Kha. ii. X. 0014.
Kha. ii. N. 0015.
Kha. ii. N. 0016.
Kha. ii. N. 0017, 0018.
"Kha. ii. X. 0019, 0020.

158, 188, 1108

158. 188

183. 188

164, 179, 188

188

186

158. 188

r58, 188

188

158. 188

188

188

165. 188

165. 189

189

165. 189

189

189

189

189

167. 189

165. 189
l86, I89

190

190

158. 190

190

190, 1256,
1260

190

165. 190
i 58 ?

l6 5> T9°

165, 190
l66, 190

190

190

Kha. v. 00*. b.

Kha. v. 004.

Kha. v. 005.

190

164. 183. 190

164. 183. 191

164, 175. 184, 191

183, 191

191

i 7 i

164, t8o, 191

183, 191

19 1

1440

191

160, 191, 209

191, 1256

160, 191, 491, 1248 n.

160, 191, 491

191

160, 1 91

Kha. v. 006. 160, 186, 191 sq., 193—5,

209, 1168 n., 1175, 1243,

1260. 1292 sq.. 1295

1440

160, 193, 1440
Kha. vi. 1.

Kha. vi. 1. a.

Kha. vi. 1 . b.

Kha. vi. 1. c.

Kha. vi. 2, 3.

Kha. vi. 3. b.

1440

1446

1440

193

1440

193
160. 193

193 ,

-

IO

1440

1446

1440. 1446
160

1446

1440

160. 193

>93

1440

>93

1441

187

1446

161. 193

193

164, 179 sq.. 184, 186,

195, 1268

Kha. vii. 001. 004 (joined). >93

Kha. vii. 002. 164. 186. 193, 194

Kha. vii. 003. _Q4- l8(S >94

Kha. vii. 004. See Kha. vii. 001.

Kha. vii. 007. 1 79, >94 S(
1

Kha. vi. 4.

Kha. vi. 5.

*Kha. vi. 6.

Kha. vi. 8.

Kha. vi. 12.

Kha. vi. i2. h.

Kha. vi. 13.

Kha. vi. 14.

Kha. vi. 14. b.

Kha. vi. 15.

*Kha. vi. 17.

Kha. vi. 18.

Kha. vi. 19.

Kha. vi. 001.

Kha. vi. 002.

Kha. vi. 006.

Kha. vii. 1.

Kha. vii. 2.

Kha. vii. 3.

*Kha. vii. 001.

Kha. vii. 006.

Kha. vii. 007, 008.

Kha. vii. 009.

Kha. vii. 0010.

Kha. viii. 1.

Kha. viii. 2.

Kha. viii. 2. a-d.

Kha. viii. 3. a.

Kha. viii. 4.

Kha. viii. 5.

Kha. viii. 6-8.

OBJECT. PAGES.

Kha. viii. oox. 194

Kha. viii. 002. 194, 196

Kha. viii. 003, 00 (. 194

Kha. ix. 1-6. 1441

Kha. ix. 7. 162

Kha. ix. 8. 1447
Kha. ix. 10. >62, 194
Kha. ix. 11. 194 sq.

Kha. ix. 12. 1441

Kha. ix. 13. 195
Kha. ix. 13. a. 1447

Kha. ix. 13. h. 1441

Kha. ix. 14. 162, 195

Kha. ix. 15. 163, H>5, 1441

Kha. ix. 16. 162. 195. 1441

Kha. ix. 17, 18. 1441

Kha. ix. 19. 1447

Kha. ix. 20, 21. 1441

Kha. ix. 22-4. 1442

Kha. ix. 25. 1447

Kha. ix. 26-9. 1442

Kha. ix. 30. a. 1447

Kha. ix. 30. It. 144-

Kha. ix. 31-0. 144a

Kha. ix. 40. >447

Kha. ix. 41, 42. 1442

Kha. ix. 47, 48. 1442

Kha. ix. 57. a. 1442

Kha. ix. 57. b, c. 1442

Kha. ix. 57. d. > 447

Kha. ix. 58, 58. a. >95

Kha. ix. 60. 195

Kha. ix. 67. >447

Kha. ix. 75. >447

Kha. ix. 001. 162, 195

Kha. ix. 002. >95

Kha. ix. 003. >93- ->95

Kha. ix. 004. 1 64, 193. 195

Kha. ix. 005. 195

Kha. ix. 006. i/i

1 Kha. ix. 007. 162, 195

|

*Kha. ix. 008. 160. 162. 192, 195

Kha. ix. 009. >95

Kha. ix. 0010. 179. 194 sq.

Kha. ix. 0011-00 1
3. 162, 195

Kha. ix. 0014. >95

Kha. ix. 0015. >95-477, I294

Kha. ix. 0016. 186. 193, 195

Kha. ix. 0017. >93, 293

Kha. ix. 0018. 162. 195

Kha. ix. 0019. See Kha. i. ('. 0015.

Kha. ix. 0020. 195

187. 194
194

161. 194

xxii, 161, 194- 1108

1447

1441

1441

1441

1441

1447
X44I

Kha. ix. 0021.

Kha. ix. 0022.

Kha. ix. 0023.

Kha. ix. 0024-0020

Kha. ix. 0027.

Kha. ix. 0028-00

Kha. ix. 0031.

*Kha. ix. 0032.

Kha. ix. 0033.

Kha. x. 1.

Kha. xi. 001.

Kha. W. 001.

196, 1295

162, 196

toe). 162. 196

196

162, 196

196

162. 196

162. 196

196

196

196

184

i/

V5



INDEX OF OBJECTS FOUND, ACQUIRED, ETC14SS

OBJECT.

Khakan-Shahri. 001.

Khi. 001-008.

Khora. 001

.

Khora. 002.

Khora. 003.

Khora. 004.

Khora. 005. a-c.

Khora. 1. i. 001-008,

*Khora. 1. ii. 001.

Khora. 11. i. 001, 002, oo_

*Khora. iv. i. 001, 002.

Khora. iv. i. 003, 004.

Khora. iv. ii. oox. 002.

Khot. ox. a.

*Khot. 01. b.

Khot. ox. c.

*Khot. 01. d.

Khot. 01. e.

Khot. 01. f, g.

Khot. 01. h.

Khot. 01. i, k.

Khot. 01. 1,

Khot. 01. m-r.

Khot. 01. s.

Khot. 01. t.

Khot. 01. u.

Khot. 01. v.

Khot. or. w.

Khot. 01. x.

fKhot. 01. y.

fKhot. 01. z.

Khot. 01. aa.

Khot. 02.

*fKhot. 02. a.

Khot. 02. c.

Khot. 02. d-g.

*Khot. 02. h.

Khot. 02. j.

*Khot. 02. k.

Khot. 02. 1.

Khot. 02. m, n.

*Khot. 02. 0.

Khot. 02. p.

Khot. 02. q.

*Khot. 02. r.

fKhot. 04. a.

*Khot. 04. b.

*Khot. 04. c.

*Khot. 04. d.

"'Khot. 04. e, f.

Khot. 04. g.

Khot. 04. h.

*Khot. 04. j.

*Khot. 04. k.

Khot. 04. 1, nrii

*Khot. 06. a, b.

Khot. 06. c-j.

Khot. 06. k.

Khot. 06.
1, m.

Khot. 06. n-q.

*Khot. 06. r.

Khot. 06. s.

Khot. oox, 002.

*Khot. 003.

PAGES.

I 3 I 5

i -’S3

104. 1224,-1228

1224. 1228

1224. 1228 Sq.

1224. 1228

1448

1229

1224. 1229

;. 1223, 1229

1225. 1229

1225, 1229

1223. 1229
120

120. 1469
120

120. 1469
120

, 1469
121

1 21 sq.

121

121, 123
121

izr, 1271

121

121, 124

121

12 1
, 145
121

134 1

1342

121

!342

1342
IOO, 12

1

121

IOO, 1 21

121

121

121

122

100, 122

122

100, 122,315

100, 122,315

1341
122

2 22, 1315
122

100. 122

X22

101, 122, 125

101, 122

122

X22

122

122

123

1342

123

123

123

1341
100. 123

TAGES.

ior, 123

123

IOO, 123
1 19. 123 sq., 1202, 1313

IOO, 123

IOO, 123

«3

OBJECT.

*Khot. 004. a, b.

Khot. 004. c.

*Khot. 005, oof>.

*Khot. 007.

*Khot. 008.

Khot. 009.

Khot. 0010-0013.

Khot. 0014.

Khot. 0015, 0016.

*Khot. 0017.

Khot. 0018, 0019.

Khot. 0020.

Khot. 0021-0024.

Khot. 0025.

fKhot. 0026.

Khot. 0027, 0028.

Khot. 0029-0031.

Khot. 0032.

fKhot. 0033-0035.
*Khot. 0036, 0037.

Khot. 0038-0044.

fKhot. 0045.

Khot. 0046-0048.

Khot. 0049.

*Khot. 0050.

Khot. 0051-0054.
Khot. 0056-0060.

Khot. 0061.

Khot. 0062-0068.

Khot. 0069.

Khot. 0070, 0071.

*Khot. 0072.

Khot. 0073.

Khot. 0074.

Khot. 0075, 0076.
*Khot. 0077.
*Khot. 0078.
*Khot. 0079,
Khot. 0080.

Khot. 0081, 0082.

*Khot. 0083.

Khot. 0084.

*Khot. 0085.

Khot. 0086, 0087.
*Khot. 0088.

*Khot. 0089.

*Khot. 0090-0092.
*Khot. 0093, 0094-
Khot. 0095, 0096.

fKhot. 0097.

Khot. 0098.

*Khot. 0099, 00100.

Khot. 00101, 00102.
*Ki. 01. a-c.

Ki. 03.

Ki. 03. (b).

*Ki. 04.

Ki. 06-012.

*Ki. 013,014.
Ki. 015.

Ki. 017-0x9.
Ki. 001-003,
Ki. 004.

Ki. 005.

99, 123

223

100, 124

124

IOO, 12 I, 124

124

100, 124

1341

1342

1341

1342

1342

124

124

1342

100. 124
124

100, 124, 248

124

124

100. 125

125

100, 125

125

100. 125

125

1342
IOI, 120, 122, 1 25

101, 125

125
IOI, 120, 122, 125

101. 125

125

12 5
1342

!25

!25

101, 125

126, 1469
IOI, 126

126

126

1342

1342
126

98, 126

13 1 sq.

131 sq.

133
*31-3

131 sq.

131 sq.

131 sq.

233
I33

132 sq.

133

object. paces.

Ki. 006. 132 sq.

Ki. 007. I3 ,

Ki. 008, 009. 132 sq.

Ki. 0010-0014. 135
Ki. 0016. 133
Ki. 0017. 131,131
Ki. 0018. '

I33

Ki. 0020-0028. i 33
Kok-kum. 001-007. 132
Kok-kum. 008. 132, 31a

Ku. a-i. 1342
fKud. 003. 1347
*Kud. 006-008. 1306, 1314
Kud. 009. 1313 sq.

Kud. 0010-0017. 1314

Kushuk-aste. oox. 200

fL.A. 001.

L.A. 002.

L.A. 003.

L.A. 004.

L.A. 005.

*L.A. 006.

L.A. 007. a-b.

*L.A. 008.

*L.A. 009, 0010.

L.A. 0011.

*L.A. 0012.

*L.A. 0013.

L.A. 0014.

L.A. 0015.

*L.A. 0016.

L.A. 0017.

L.A. 0018, 0019.

*L.A. 0020.

L.A. 0021-0023.

L.A. 0024.

L.A. 0025.

L.A. 0026.

L.A. 0027.

L.A. 0028.

L.A. 0029.

L.A. 0030.

fL.A. 0031.

L.A. 0038.

L.A. 0039.

L.A. 0040, 0041.

L.A. 0042.

L.A. 0043-0045.
L.A. 0046.

L.A. 0047.
L.A. 0048.

L.A. 0049.

*L.A. 0050.

*L.A. 0051.
L.A. 0052.

L.A. 0053.
L.A. 0054-0061.
L.A. 0062.

L.A. 0063.

L.A. 0064, 0065.

*L.A. 0066.

L.A. 0067.

392, 427

392, 427, 432, 437, 446

392, 42;

427

375) 427

392.427, 429, 435

392. 427

428

392. 428

428

428

393) 42S

393) 42S

42S

428

358) 392, 428-3°) "67

428

393, 42S

428

xxii, 386, 428

xxii, 428,431

428 sq., 431

367, 392, 428, 430, 432

392. 428

392. 428, 430, 441

428

1344

428

428 sq., 43 1

428

393. 428

429

429 sq., 44 1

429

428 sq.

429

393. 429

315)393)429

429, 439, 449

393 ,
429

429

393 n -, 429

429, 439

429

429

429



OBJF.CT.

L.A. 0068,

L.A. 0069.

L.A. 0070-0075.
L.A. 0076.

L.A. 0077.
L.A. 0078.

L.A. 0079-0081.

L.A. 0082.

L.A. 0085.

L.A. 0084.

L.A. 0085-0088.
L.A. 0089-0094.
L.A. 0095, 0096,
L.A. 0097, 0098.

L.A. 0099.
*L.A. 00100.

L.A. 00101, 00102.

L.A. 00105.

L.A. 00104?
L.A. 00105, 00106.
*L.A. 00107.

L.A. 00108, 00109.
L.A. oorxo.

L.A. 001 1 1.

L.A. 00x12.

L.A. 001x5.

L.A. 001 14.

L.A. 00115, 001 16.

L.A. 00117.
L.A. 001 18.

L.A. 001 19.

L.A. 00120.
L.A. 00121-00x25.
L.A. 00126, 00127.
L.A. 00x28.
L.A. 00129-00x51.
*L.A. 00152.
L.A. 00155, 00x54.
L.A. 00155.
L.A. 00136.
L.A. 00x57.
L.A. 0013S.
L.A. 00x39. a-e.
L.A. 00x40, 00141.
L.A. 00x42—00144.
L.A. 00145.
L.A. 00146.
L.A. 00147.
L.A. 00x48, 00149.
L.A. 00153-00159.
*L.A. 00160.
L.A. 00161-00163.
L.A. 00164.
L.A. 00165. a-e.
L.A. 00166-00170.
L.A. 00171.

L.A. 00x72.
L.A. 00173. a-c.
L.A. 00174. a-f.

L.A. 00177. a-h.
fL.A. 00181, 00182.
tL.Af 00185.

INDEX OF OBJECTS FOUND, ACQUIRED, ETC
PAGES.

893> 429-31, 449
358, 392. 42S sq., 432,

44i, 444
393 n., 429

429

393,429 sq.

392, 43°

43°
35 s , 392, 428, 430

430
392, 430

43°

393, 43°

43°

393, 430

43°

392, 430

43°

393, 43°, 436
393- 43°, 432, 1203

393, 43°
361 n., 393, 430

429 sq.

43°

393, 43°

43°
392, 43°, 449

429, 43i

43i

429, 43 1

393, 43i

43i

428, 431

43 1

393 n -, 43 1

393 and n„ 431

43 1

393, 43i

43 1

393, 43i

393 n., 431

429. 431

43 1

393 and n., 431

393 n.,431

431

357, 393, 43 1

384, 392,427,432

432, 435
432

393 and n., 432

393 and n., 432

432

393, 43 2

393 and n., 432

393 n.,432

393 and n., 432,

779

393 n., 432

393. 432

xxiii, 432

432

044
044

i
OBJFCT.

;

*L.A. I. 001.

,

*L.A. r. 002.

I
L.A. i. i. i.

i L.A. 1. ii. i, 2.

j

L.A. 1. ii. oor.

I

L.A. 1. iii. 1.

I L.A. 1. iii. oor.

j

L.A. 1. iv. 2, 3.

i
L.A. 1. iv. 5-7.

j

L.A. 1. iv. xi. a, b.

I
*L.A. 1. iv. 001, 002.

L.A. 1. iv. 003-005.
*L.A. 1. iv. 006, 007.
L.A. 1. iv. 008.

L.A. i. iv. 009. 248,

L.A. 1. iv. 0010.

L.A. 1. iv. 001 1.

L.A. 1 . iv. 0012-0014.
L.A. 1. iv. 0015.
L.A. 1. iv. 0016.

L.A. 1. v. 1.

fL.A. 1—11. 001.

L.A. ir. 001.

L.A. ir. 002.

L.A. n. i. 1.

L.A. 11. i. 001.

L.A. 11. ii. 001. a, b.

L.A. 11. ii. 002.

L.A. 11. ii. 003.

L.A. 11. v. 3.

L.A. 11. x
r

. 5.

*L.A. 11. v. 001.

L.A. 11. v. 002.

*L.A. 11. vi. 001.

L.A. in. 001.

L.A. in. 002.

L.A. hi. 003.

L.A. in. 004.

L.A. m. 005-007.

L.A. iii. i. 16.

L.A. in. i. 001.

L.A. in. i. 002.

L.A. iii. i. 003.

L.A. in. ii. 3.

L.A. iv. 001.

L.A. iv. 002.

L.A. iv. 003.

L.A. iv. 004.

L.A. iv. ii—v. 006.

L.A. iv. ii. 1-3.

L.A. iv. ii. 001.

*L.A. iv. iii. 001.

L. iv. iv. 1.

L.A. iv. v. 1, 2.

L.A. iv. v. 3.

L.A. iv. v. 5-8.

L.A. iv. v. 9.

L.A. iv. v. 10, 11.

L.A. iv. v. 12.

L.A. iv. v. 001, 00:

fL.A. iv-vi. oox.

L.A. v. 001.

L.A. v. i. 5-7.

PAGES.

432

373,374, 432,701

371

37 L 433
372, 384,433, 1243

3 7 i

433, 435
372

372. 433
374, 433
375, 433

433
374, 433, 2293

374. 433
374, 433, 437.445,

1243

433
373. 433

433
374. 433

433

372

044
427, 429, 433

433
376, 700

434

434

434
375. 434

377

377. 434
377,434

377.434
374,378,434, 77i

358, 378, 428, 434
378. 434
434, 437

378, 434, 439
434

40
434, 1294

378, 434

434

434
379, 434

434
25°, 434, 437,442

379, 434
427

379, 40, 435
432. 435
433, 435

379, 435

435
380, 435

435

380,

435

435

38°, 435

3So, 435

044
436
436

OBJ F.Cl

.

*L.A. v. ii. 1.

L.A. v. ii. 2.

L.A. v. ii. 4.

*L.A. vi. 001.

L.A. vi. 002.

L.A. vi. 003.

fL.A. vi. 004.
L.A. vi. 006.

*L.A. vi. 007.

L.A. vi. i. x.

*L.A. vi. ii. x.

L.A. vi. ii. 09.

L.A. vi. ii. 010.

L.A. vi. ii. 061, 062.
L.A. vi. ii. 064.
L.A. vi. ii. 0102, 0103.
L.A. vi. ii. 0104.

1489

PAGES.

234 n., 263, 266, 290, 380,
436, 774, 787, 790, 1259

380, 436

L.A. vi. ii. 0141.

L.A. vi. ii. 0173.
L.A. vi. ii. 0200.

L.A. vi. ii. 0230.
L.A. vi. ii. 0234.
L.A. vi. ii. 0235.
L.A. vi. ii. 0236.
L.A. vi. ii. 001. a.

*L.A. vj. ii. 001. b.

*L.A. vi. ii. 002.

L.A. vi. ii. 003.

*L.A. vi. ii. 004.

L.A. vi. ii. 005-007.
L.A. vi. ii. 008, 009.

L.A. vi. ii. 0010.

L.A. vi. ii. 0011.

L.A. vi. ii. 0012.

L.A. vi. ii. 0013.

*L.A. vi. ii. 0014.

*L.A. vi. ii. 0015.

L.A. vi. ii. 0016.

L.A. vi. ii. 0017.

L.A. vi. ii. 0018, 0019
L.A. vi. ii. 0020.

380, 436
384, 436
384, 43(*

436

044
436
436
436

384, 436
382

436
436
436

383, 436
383, 436, 652, 675,

77°, 776
382

382

382, 766 n.

674

383,40, 436

3g3, 436, 677 n.

436

384, 436

3S4, 436

384, 436

437
384, 437

437

434, 437
43°, 437, 44

°

437

384, 437

437, 782

437, 439, 769, 772,

788, 1292

437,439
437, 445

384, 433, 437

384,437
xxm, 384, 437, 445

L.A. vi. ii. 0021-0023. 437
L.A. vi. ii. 0024. xxiii, 384, 427, 437
L.A. vi. ii. 0025
L.A. vi. ii. 0026.

L.A. vi. ii. 0027.

L.A. vi. ii. 0028.

L.A. vi. ii. 0029.

L.A. vi. ii. 0030. a-b, 0031.

384, 437,94L 1293

437
25°, 384, 437

384, 438

L.A. vi. ii. 0032, 0033.
L.A. vi. ii. 0034-0038.

L.A. vi. ii. 0039.

L.A. vi. ii. 0040.

L.A. vi. ii. 0041, 0042.

L.A. vi. ii. 0043.

L.A. vi. ii. 0044, 0045.

L.A. vi. ii. 0045. b.

*L.A. vi. ii. 0046.

fL.A. vi. ii. 0047.

L.A. vi. ii. 0050. a-g.

384, 43°

438

384, 438
a , b. 438

384, 438

43 s

,8

438

384, 438 sq., 480
, a. 438

384, 438
2 5°, 373, 384,433,

438, 445

044
438

9D\ 3U



1 49° INDEX OF OBJECTS FOUND, ACQUIRED, ETC.

OBJECT.

L.A. vi. ii. 0051.

L.A. vi. ii. 0052.

L.A. vi. ii. 0055, 0054.
L.A. vi. ii. 0056.

L.A. \ 1. ii. 0057, 003S.

L.A. vi. ii. 0059.
L.A. vi. ii. 0060.

fL.A. vii. 001.

L.A. vii. 002. a-d.

L.A. vii. 002. e.

L.A. vii. i. 1.

*L.A. viii. 001.

PAGES.

439

384, 439

439

43 c)

384. 439

383, 439
384, 438 sq.

*344

439

385.

- 439
385. 439

J 33, 256,265-7.439,

r ,
479, 779, 787, 1243

L.A. viii. 002. 434, 439
L.A. viii. 003, 004. a-c. 439
fL.A. viii. 0026. 1344
*L.A. viii—ix. 001. 386, 439
L.A. vm-ix. 002. 437,439
ij-A. \ ur.—ix. 003* 439
L.A. vm-ix. 004. 429. 439
L.A. viii—ix. 005. 35

8' 4 ,

9

L.A. vm-ix. 006. 429. 439
L.A. vm-ix. 007. '

439
L.A. vm-ix. 008. 386, 439
L.A. vm-ix. 009-0014. 439
L.A. vm-ix. 0015, 0016. 440
L.A. vm-ix. 0017-0020. 386. 440
L.A. vm-ix. 0021-0023. 440
L.A. vm-ix. 0024. 386, 440
L.A. vm-ix. 0025. 440
L.A.ix.i. j. ‘

386,440
JL.JJ. 001-005. 440
!<
L.B. 006. 440

L.B. 007-0010. 440
L.B.oou. 440,445,447,480, 1243,

1292
L.B. 0012. 440
*L-B. 0013. 440
*L.B. 0014. xxiii, 48 n., 398, 440
*L.B. 0015.

tL.B. 0016. x 744
L.B. 0018. 404,441
L.B. 0019. a, b. 405,441
L. 13. 0020.

L. 15. 1—in. 001-004. 441
*L.B. i—hi. 005. 44I
L.B. 1—in. 006-008. ,11
L -B - ”• 2, 3- 399
L.B. ,1. 4.

{''n'"-
6,7 ' 396,441

L.B. ii. 001. a, b.
44 j

L.B. 11. 002. 398,441,444,446,

T D 1222
L.B. 11. 004-006. 398, 44!

397,44i
L.B. 11. 008. 44

j

*L.B. n. 009. 396,441
L.B. ii. 0010. 396,441-3,449
L.B. 11. 001 r. 0012. 398,442,44

3

UB. 11. 0013. xxn, 398, 442, 443A I."’ °014
-

,
48 n., 514

*T T>
'

,

4- a, b. xxiii, 442

in,,
015

;;'
1

:,
397,442

1

L.B. 11. 0015. b-d. 397,442 I

OBJECT.

*L.B. ii. 0016, 0017.

L.B. 11. 0018. 0019,

L.B. 11. 0020.

L.B. 11. 0021.

L. B. 11. 0022.

L.B. 11. 0023.

L.B. 11. 0024. 398, 404, 441 sq., 444
L.B. 11. 0025-0027. 397, 44

PAGES.

48 n., 398, 404,

442 sq., 449
399. 442

442
398, 442

442

398, 404, 442

L.B. 11. 0028.

L.B. 11. 0029.

L.B. 11. 0030.

L.B. 11. 0031.

L.B. 11. 0032.

*L.B. 11. 0033.
L.B. 11. 0034.
L.B. 11. 0035. a, b.

L.B. 11. 0036.

*L.B. 11. 0037.
L.B. 11. 0038-0045

398, 404, 443, 449
443

398, 442 sq.

441

397,443
396, 443
396, 443

397, 443
397, 404, 443, 449

396, 397, 443
396, 44i, 443

L.B. 11. 0039, 0040, 0044. 442
L B. 11. 0046. 396, 442 sq., 449
*L.B. 11. 0047.
L.B. 11. 0048-0051
L.B. 11. 0052.

L.B. 11. 0053.
*L.B. 11. 0054.
L.B. in. 001.

*L.B. in. 002.

L.B. hi. 003.

L.B. in. 004.

L.B. in. 007. a-c.

*L.B. in. i. a-h.
L.B. iv. 001.

L.B. iv. 002-004.
*L.B. iv. 005.

L.B. iv. 006, 007.
L.B. iv. 0010.

L.B. iv. 0011.

L.B. iv. i. 2.

L.B. iv. i. 6, 7.

L.B. iv. i. 001.

L.B. iv. i. 002.

*L.B. iv. i. 003.
L.B. iv. i. 004.

*L.B. iv. i. 005.
L.B. iv. i. 006.

L.B. iv. i. 007.
L.B. iv. ii. 1.

L.B. iv. ii, 001—003.
L.B. iv. ii. 004.
*L.B. iv. ii. 003.
L.B. iv. ii. 006.
L . iv. ii. 007, 008.
L.B. iv. ii. 009.

L.B. iv. ii. 0010.
*L.B. iv. ii. 0011.
L.B. iv. ii. 0012.
L.B. iv. ii. 0013. 0014.
L.B. iv. ii. 001

4

*L.B. iv. ii. ooj6.
L.B. iv. ii—v. 001.

396, 442 sq., 449
396, 442 sq., 449

396, 443
398, 443
398, 443

444

444
444

25L 265, 395, 444

395, 444

395, 443
401,444

444
4°i, 444 sq., 447, 775

444
444, 1469

444
398, 400, 444, 447

400.415,444
400, 442, 444 sq.,

448 sq.

400, 444, 445
4oi, 445

445
400, 445, 448 sq.

401,440, 445, 447
443

401, 445
401, 445

445
401, 444 sq.

4oi, 445
445

248, 252, 374, 401,

433, 445
xxui, 445, 448, 771

xxiii, 445, 448
xxiii, 445, 448

445
401, 446
401.446

446.447 i

OBJECT.

L.B. iv. ii—v. 002.

L.B. iv. ii—v. 003.
L.B. iv. ii—v. 004, 005.
L.B. iv. ii-v, 006.

L.B. iv. iii. 001-003.
L.B. iv. iv. 001-002.

L.B. iv. iv. 002.

L.B. iv. iv. 003, 004.

L.B. iv. v. 1.

L.B. iv. v. 3.

L.B. iv. v. 001.

L.B. iv. v. 002.

L.B. iv—v. 002. a, b.

L.B. iv. v. 003.
1 L.B. iv. v. 004.

L.B. iv. v. 005.
L.B. iv. v. 006.

L.B. iv. v. 007.

L.B. iv. v. 008, 009.
L.B. iv. v. 0010.

L.B. iv. v. 0011.

L.B. iv. v. 0012.

L.B. iv. v. 0013.

L.B. iv. v. 0014-0016.
L.B. iv. v. 0017, 0018.

L.B. iv. v. 0019.

*L.B. iv. v. 0020, oo2r.

L.B. iv. v. 0022.

L.B. iv. v. 0023.

L.B. iv. v. 0024, 0025.
L.B. iv. v. 0026.

L.B. iv. v. 0027.

*L.B. iv. v. 0028.

L.B. iv. v. 0029.

*L.B. iv. v. 0030. 403, 444, 448 sq

*L.B. iv. v. 0031. 404, 448
L.B. iv. v. 0032, 0033. 404, 448
*L.B. iv. v. 0034. 403, 448

L.B. iv. vi. 1. 402,415,448
L.B. iv. vii. 001. 400, 444, 448

*L.B. iv. vii. 002. 253,448
*L.B. iv. vii. 003. 400, 404, 445, 448 sq.

L.B. iv. vii. 004. 400, 444, 448

L.B. iv. viii. 001. 400, 404, 444 sq.,

448 sq.

L.B. iv. viii. 002. 404, 449
L.B. v. 001-007. 449
L.B. v. 008. 404, 442, 448 sq.

L.B. v. 009. 404, 442, 449
L.B. v. 0010. 404, 449
*L.B. v. 0012. 404, 449
*L.B. v. 0013. xxii. 397, 404, 443, 449
L.B. v. 0014-0016. 404, 449
*L.B. v. 0017, 0018. 404, 449
*L.B. v. 0019. 404,449
L.B. vi. 001. 405, 449, 514
L.B. vi. 002. 405, 449

*Lach. 001-003. i269

Lach. 004-006. 1269

Lal-tagh. 001-006. 13*6

PACES.

446

248, 446

446

384, 401, 446

449

398, 402, 444,

446, 1229

398, 4°2, 444, 446

402, 446

415 , 446

446

446

403, 446 scj.

449

447

4°3, 447

447

401, 444, 447

4°4, 447

4<>3, 447
398. 444, 447

447

403, 447
402, 447

4°3, 447

447

44°, 447
448

4°3, 448

403, 447 sq.

448

404, 448, 539

403, 44S

448

403, 448

M. 001.

+M. 004,

461 n., 47f



INDEX OF OBJECTS FOUND, ACQUIRED, ETC. 1491

OBJECT. PAGES.

M. 007, 008. 476

M. 009-0013. 477

M. 0017. 466, 477

M. 0018. 477
*M. 0019. 466, 477

M. 1. 001. 462

M. 1. 006. a-c. 484

M. 1. 008-0010. 481

M. 1. 0028. 468 n.

*11. 1. 0056. 465; 477
M. r. 0057, 0058. 477
*11. 1. 0059. 465, 477
11. 1. 0060. 461 n., 477
11. 1. 0063-0067. 477
11. 1. 0068. 463, 477 .- 481, 483
*11. 1. 0069. 463, 477 , 48i-3 , 940
11. 1. 0070, 0071. 463, 477
11. 1. 0072, 0073. 477
*11. 1. 0074. 483 , 477 , 479
11. 1. 0075. 477
*11. 1. 0076. 466, 478
11. 1. 0080. 478
M. 1. 0081. 465, 478
11. 1. 0082, 0083. a. 478
*M. 1. 0083. b. 478, 481
*11. 1. 0083. c, 0084. 478
M. 1. 0085. 478
H. 1. 0086-0088. 478, 482
11. 1. 0089. 478
*11. 1. 0090. 466, 478
11. 1. 0093. 478
11. 1. 0094. 466, 478
11. 1. 0095. 478
11. 1. i. 4. 478
M. 1. i. 12. 469
11. 1. i. 13, 14. 468 n., 469
11. 1. i. 27. 468
11. 1. i. 41. 470
M. 1. i. 002. 463 , 478
11. 1. i. 003. 464, 478
11. 1. i. 004. 466, 478
11. 1. i. 005-008. 478
11. 1. i. 009. 466, 478
11. 1. i. 0010. 478
*11. 1. i. 0011. 466, 478, 479 sq.

11. 1. i. 0012. a-c. 479
11. 1. i. 0014. 466, 479
11. 1. i. 0015. 479
11. 1. ii. 28. 468
11. 1. ii. 40. 4^3 , 469
11. 1. ii. 003. 479
11. 1. ii. 005. 468 n.

*M. i. ii. 0025. 466, 479, 941
It. 1. ii. 0026. 465, 479
11. 1. ii. 0027, 0028. 479
11. 1. ii. 0029. 466, 479
It. 1. ii. 0030-0035. 479
M. 1. 11. 0035. 466, 479
M. r. ii. 0036, 0037. 479
*11. 1. ii. 0038. 466, 479
11. 1. ii. 0039. 4O6
M. 1. ii. 0039. a-d. 479
It. 1. ii. 0040, 0041. 479
M. 1. iii. 7. 322 n., 468 n.

OBJECT. PAGES.

M. 1. iii. 002. 479
M. 1. iii. 003. 466, 479
*M. 1. iii. 004. 479, 1291, 1293 sq-

11. 1. iv. 3. 468 n.

M. 1. iv. 4, 71, 89. a. 47°
11. 1. iv. 93. 1464
11. 1. iv. 93 b. 468 n.. 469
11. 1. iv. ior. 468 n.

M. 1. iv, 106. 468 n., 469
11. 1. iv. 132. 322 n., 468 n., 469
11. 1. iv. 138. 468 and n.

11. 1. iv. 006. 480
*11. 1. iv. 007. 480

OO CO 480
11. 1. iv. 009. 465, 480
11. 1. iv. 0010. 466, 480
11. 1. iv. 0011. 464, 480
11. 1. iv. 0012, 0013. 465, 480
11. 1. iv. 0014. 478, 480
11. i. iv. 0015-0017. 480
11. 1. iv. 0020-0023. 480
*11. 1. iv. 0026. 466, 480, 1469
*11. 1. iv. 0027. 466, 480
11. 1. iv. 0028, 0029. 466, 480

11. 1. iv. 0030. 466, 479 sq., 482

11. 1. vi. 001. 464 sq.. 480

11. 1. vii. 27.
'468

11. 1. vii. 30. 468 n., 469
*11. 1. vii. 31. 465 .

480

It. 1. vii. 32. 468 n.

11. 1. vii. 35. 461

M. 1. vii. 76. 46S and n.. 1464 n.

11. 1. vii. 99. 468 and n.

11. 1. vii. 001. 47°

*11. 1. vii. 003, 004. 465 and n., 480

*11. 1. vii. 005. 440

11. 1. vii. 005. a. 465, 480 sq., 483

11. 1. vii. 005. b. 465, 480

11. 1. viii. 10. 322 n., 469

11. 1. viii. iS. 468 n.

It. 1. viii. 22. 461

It. 1. viii. 49. 468 n.

M. 1. viii. 63. b. 4O8 n. . 469

*11. 1. viii. 001. 465, 480

11. 1. viii. 005. 46O. 480

M. 1. viii. 006. 480

11. 1. viii. 007. 466, 480

11. 1. viii. 008-0010. 440. 465, 4S1

11. 1. \ iii. 0011. 48 i

11. 1. viii. 0012. xxiii, 465, 481

11. 1. viii. 0013. 466. 481. 1469

11. 1. viii. 0014. 466. 481

11. 1. viii. 0015. 0016. 481

11. 1. viii. 0017. 406, 481, 1294

M. 1. viii. 0018-0020. 481

M. 1. ix. 1. 462

M. 1. ix. 9.
462

11. 1. ix. 10. 468 n.

*11. 1. ix. 002. 4O4, 477 sq., 480-2, 1210

*11. 1. ix. 005. 41.4,478, 481

M. 1. ix. 004. 4 '-'4 ,
481

*11. 1, ix. 008. 481

11. i.ix. 009. .465,481

11. 1. x. 2. 468 n.

OBJECT. PAGES.

M. 1. x. 3. 468 n., 470
11. 1. x. 6. 468 n.

M. 1. x. 7. 468 n., 469
M. 1. x. 9. 322 n
*M. 1. x. 002. —
M. 1. x. 006. 464, 481

11. 1. xii. 002-004. 481
11. 1. xii. 005. 466, 482

11. 1. xii. 006. 482
11. 1. xii. 007. 466, 482

11. 1. xii. 008. 482
11. 1. xiii. 6. 462
11. 1. xiii. 11. 462
11. 1. xiii. 12. 468 n., 469
11. 1. xiii. 13. 462
*11. 1. xiii. 001. a. 466, 482, 967
11. 1. xiii. 001. b. 487
11. 1. xiii. 001. c. 464, 482
11. 1. xiv. 7. 470
11. 1. xiv. 62. b. 468 n.

It. 1. xiv. 77. 468 n.

11. 1. xiv. 108. d. 468 n.

11. 1. xiv. 108. f. 469
It. 1. xiv. 109. 470
11. 1. xiv. 0027. 468 n.

11. 1. xiv. 0043. 468

11. 1. xiv. 0073. 466, 482
*11. 1. xiv. 0074. 464, 482

11. 1. xv-xvi. 001-005. 482

It. 1. xv-xvi. 004. 464, 482

11. 1. xvi. 3. 462

It. 1. xvi. 22. 468 n.

11. 1. xvi. 001. 482

11. 1. xvi. 0014. 482

11. 1. xix. 7, 8. 462

11. 1. xix. 9. 468 n.

11. 1. xix. 10, 11, 13. 462

11. 1. xix. 001. 46S n., 469

11. 1, xix. 002. 468

11. 1. xix. 005. 467,482
*11. 1. xx-xxi. 001. 482

11. 1. xx-xxi. 002, 005. 482

11. 1. xx-xxi. 004. 46(1, 482

11. 1. xx-xxi. 005. 482

*11. 1. xx-xxi. 006. 482

11. 1. xx-xxi. 007. 482

*11. 1. xxi. 1. 465, 4S2

11. 1. xxi. 9. 468 n.. 170

M. 1. xxi. 10. 468

11. 1. xxi. 001. 4O6, |82

11. 1. xxi. 004. 482, 485

11. 1. xxi. 005. 482

11. 1. xxi. 006. 478, 482

11. 1. xxi. 007. 483

11. 1. xxiii. 009. 470

*11. 1. xxiii. 0022. 483

11. 1. xxiv. 001. 483

11. 1. xxiv. 005. 46S, 483

11. 1. xxiv. 006. 483

11. 1. xxiv. 009, 0057. 46S -483

*11. 1. xxiv. 0040. 464, 477, 481-3, 946

11. 1. xxvi. 13. 468 and n.

*11. 1. xxvi. 001. 466, 483, 898

11. 1. xxvi. 002. 466, 483

9 D 2



INDEX OE OBJECTS FOUND, ACQUIRED, ETC.

OBJECT.

M. i. xxvi. 003.

*AI. 1. xxvi. 004.

M. 1. xxvii. 8.

AI. 1. xxvii. 18.

ill. 1. xxvii. 19.

ill. 1. xxvii. 001.

*AI. 1. xxvii. 009.

AI. 1. xxvii. and xxviii. 001.

ill. 1. xxviii. 2.

ill. 1. xxviii. 6.

AI. 1. xxviii. 002.

ill. 1. xxviii. 004.

AI. 1. xxviii. 005.

ill. 1. xxviii. 006.

i'll. 1. xxviii. 0036.

AI. 1. xxx. 8.

AI. 1. xxxi. 001.

M. 1. xxxii. 13.

At. 1. xxxii. 005.

AI. 1. xxxii. 006. a-c.

AI. 1. xxxiii. 5.

AI. 1. xl. 001.

AI. 1. xl. 0014.

AI. 1. xlii. 1.

AI. 1. xlii. 003. 4
AI. 1. xliv. 2.

AI. 1. xliv. 4.

AI. 1. xliv. 6.

AI. 1. xliv. 7.

AI. 1. xliv. 1 09.

AI. 1. xliv. 005.

AI. 1. xliv. ooio.

AI. 1. xliv. 0013.
AI. 1. xliv. 0014.
AI. 1. Iviii. 002.

AI. 11. a, b.

*AI. 11. c.

AI. 11. d, e.

*AI. 11. 001.

AI. 11. 002.

AI. 11. 002, a, b.

AI. 11. 004.

AI. 11. 005.

AI. 11. 006.

*AI. 11. 007.

AI. 11. 009.

AI. 11. 0010.

*AI. 11. 0011.

AI. 11. 0012, 0013.
AI. hi. i-iii.

AI. hi. iv, v.

AI. in. vi.

AI. in. vii.

AI. hi. viii.

AI. in. ix.

AI. hi. 002. 491

AI. hi. 003. 4t

AI. hi. 004.

AI. hi. 005.
AI. hi. 006.

AI. hi. 007.
AI. hi. 008.

°3- 483
004. 483
i.

'

462
[8. 468 and n.

[ 9- 47°
301. 466, 483
009. 466, 484
md xxviii. 001. 461 n., 484
2

- 323 n
> 4?o

5. 462
302. 462, 468
304. 462
305. 470
306

. 462
>036. 468 n.

469
.1. 470
3. 468 and n.

°5- 484
36. a-c. 471

i- 462

468 n.

465, 484
468 n.

465,484,1291
46S

468 n., 469
462, 468 n.

468 n., 469
>• 468 n.

• 468 n., 469
o. 484
3- 468
4- 462

484

538

538
538

538, 785
486

3- 538

489, 538

538
145, 486, 489, 538 sq.

489, 538, 539
448, 489, 539

489, 539
489, 539

!I3- 489, 539
5°4, 539; 54i

5°4, 539; 540-2, 544
504, 541 sq., 544

5°4

504, 54°

504, 54°, 542

499, 501 , 5°4, 5 l8
, 54° sq.,

543-6
498-502, 504, 519, 540-2,

1261

499, 54i sq.

5oi,54i

501, 504 and n., 541
506 »., 541, 544
504 n., 505, 541

OBJECT.

AI. hi. 009, 0010.

Al/m. 0011.

AI. in. 0012.

AI. hi. 0013.

AI. in. 0014.

AI. hi. 0015.

AI. in. 0016, 0017.

AI. hi. 0018.

AI. hi. 0019.

AI. in. 0020.

*AI. III. 0021.

AI. hi. 0024, 0025. a-c.

*A1. in. 0026.

M. hi. 0027.

*AI. 111. 0028.

AI. hi. 0030.

AI. in. 0031, 0032.

M. hi. 0033. 501,504
AI. hi. 0034.

AI. hi. 0035. 50.

AI. 111. 0036.

At. hi. 0037.
AI. in. 0038.

AI. hi. 0039.

AI. hi. 0040.

AI. in. 0041, 0042.

AI. in. 0044-0051.
AI. in. 0052.

AI. hi. 0053, 0054.
AI. in. 0055.
AI. hi. 0056.

AI. in. 0057.
AI. ni. 0058.

AI. hi. 0059, 0060.

AI. 111. 0061.

AI. in. 0062.

AI. hi. 0065.

AI. hi. 0064, 0065.
AI. v. vi. 524,
AI. v. x. -

AI. v. 001.

AI. v. 002.

AI. v. 003.

AI. v. 004.

AI. v. 005.

AI. v. 006.

*AI. v. 007.

AI. v. 008.

*AI. v. 009.

AI. v. 0010, 001 1.

*AI. v. 0012. 48 n.. no

AI. v. 0013.

AI. v. 0014.

AI. v. 0015, 0016.
AI. v. 0017.

AI. v. 0018. a-f, 0019.
AI. v. 0020-0023.
AI. x. 001-003.
ALT. 11. a, b.

ALT. 30.

'

AI/1. 52, 11,47,48.
ALT. 58. ii—in, bo, 02, 64

PAGES.

o. 501,504^,505,541,

543
541.543

542

496, 542 sq.

542

495, 542, 677 n.

,z 7- 542

498, 542

505, 525, 542

542

49C 542
>25. a-c. 496, 543

496, 542 sq.

496, 543
496, 543

543
32. 501, 543
501,50411., 505, 541,543

50I » 5°5, 543
504 and n., 505, 543

498, 542, 543
501.543

5°4 n., 543
504 n., 505, 543

505, 543
l
2

- 544
i
1 - 544

505, 544
>4* 544

506, 544

501 , 544

544
506, 542, 544

l0
- 544

545
506, 545
505, 545

’5- 496, 545
524, 527, 532, 545 sq.

524,527, 532, 545
48 n., 513, 545

545
5i3, 545

5 Z 5, 546

546

513, 546

5 Z 4, 546

514, 546

5 Z 4, 546

5 Z4, 546
48 n.,398, 405, 442, 514,

5 Z 8; 546

OBJECT. PAGES.

ALT. 66-69. 209
ALT. 71, 72, 75, 76, 78, 79. 209
AI. 1 . 81. 210
ALT. 001. 193,205,210
ALT. 002. 210
*M.T. 003. 205, 210
•'ALT. 005-007. 205,210
ALT. 008. a-d, 009, 0010. 210
ALT. i. 1. 210. Ida:
ALT. i. 2, 3.

ALT. i. 5.

ALT. i. 7, 8, 10.

*AI.T. i. 12.

ALT. i. 13.

ALT. i. 13. a.

ALT. i. 15-17.

ALT. i. 17. a.

ALT. i. 20.

ALT. i. 001.

*AI.T. i. 002.

ALT. i. 0028.

ALT. E. 001.

*AI.Tagh. 0024.

AI.Tagh. 0026. a-k.

fAI. Tagh. 0027.
AI. Tagh. 0028.

AI. Tagh. 0029.
AI. Tagh. 0031.
AI. Tagh. i. 001-005.

*AI. Tagh. i. 006.

AI. Tagh. i. 007.

210

205, 210

205, 210

o. 210

210, 1447

1447
xxii, 205, 1447

1447
210

200, 205, 1447
210

1447

1447

1447
210

205, 210

1447
210

1295

1295

1347

1295

1293, 1295
1295

1291

1286, 1291

479, 1286, 1291,

546

5 Z 7, 546

546

5 Z 7, 546

546

547

556, 547
209

xxii, 209, 1447
20Q

209

AI. Tagh. i. 008, 009.

1293 sq.

1291

*M. Tagh. i. 0010. 1292

*AI. Tagh. i. oon. 1286, 1292

*AI. Tagh. i. 0029. 1286, 1292

AI. Tagh. ii. 001. 1292

AI. Tagh. ii. 004. 1456
AI. Tagh. ii. 009. 1292

*AI. Tagh. ii. 0010. 1287, 1292

AI. Tagh. iv. ooj. 1292, 1456
AI. Tagh. iv. 002. 1292

AI. Tagh. a. 8. 1457
*M. Tagh. a. 001, 002. 1292 sq.

M. Tagh. a. 003. 1293

*AI. Tagh. a. 004, 005. 1288, 1292

AI. Tagh. a. 006. 1292, 1295
AI. Tagh. a. 007, 008. 1292

AI. Tagh. a. 009. 440, 1292

AI. Tagh. a. ooio. 1292

*AI. Tagh. a. 0011. 1292

AI. Tagh. a. 0012. 1292

*AI. Tagh. a. 0013. 1288, 1292

AI. Tagh. a. 0014-0017. 1288, 1292

AI. Tagh. a. 0018. 1288. 1292

AI. Tagh. a. 0019. 433 ,
1288, 1292, 1295

AI. Tagh. a. 0020-0023. 1293
*AL Tagli. a. 0024. 1293
AI. Tagh. a. 0025. 1288, 1293, 1394
*M. Tagh. a. 0026. 1288, 1293
AI. l'agh. a. 0027-0030. 1293
AI. l'agh. a. 0031. 479, 1288, 1291,

AI. lagh. a. 0032.

1293 sq.

1293, 1295



INDEX OF OBJECTS FOUND, ACQUIRED, ETC. 1 493

OBJECT.

M.Tagh. a. 0033.

M. Tagh. a. 0034.

M. Tagh. a. 0035, 0036.

M. Tagh. a. 0038.

M. Tagh. a. 0039.

*M. Tagh. a. 0040.

*M. Tagh. a. 0041.

*M. Tagh. a. 0042, 0043.

M. Tagh. a. 0044, 0045.

M. Tagh. a. 0046, 0047.

M. Tagh. a. 0048.

M. Tagh. a. 0049.

M. Tagh. a. 1. 0033.

M. Tagh. a. 1. 0034-0046.

M. Tagh. a. 1. 0047.

M. Tagh. a. 11. 0094.

M. Tagh. a. 11. 00106.

M. Tagh. a. 11. 001 10.

M. Tagh. a. 11. 001 12.

M. Tagh. a. 11. 001 1 7.

M. Tagh. a. 111. 0061.

M. Tagh. a. in. 0080.

M. Tagh. a. in. 0084.

M. Tagh. a. iv. 00157.

M. Tagh. a. iv. 00162. 00163.

M. Tagh. a. iv. 00165.

M. Tagh. a. iv. 00166.

*M. Tagh. a. iv. 00167.

M. Tagh. a. iv. 00168.

M. Tagh. a. iv. 00169, 00170.

*M. Tagh. a. iv. 00172. 479, 1288, 1291,

1293; I294
*M. Tagh. a. iv. 00173.
*M. Tagh. a. iv. 00174.
M. Tagh. a. iv. 00175.
M. Tagh. a. rv. 00176.
M. Tagh. a. iv. 00177.

PAGES.

1293

1292. 1293

1293

1293
1288. 1293

1223, 1288, 1293

1288, 1293 sq.

1288, 1293

1288, 1294

1294

1289, 1295
1295

*456

1457

1294

1457

*457

1457

1457

1457

1289, 1295

1457

1457

1457

*457

1457

*295; *457

*457

H57
*458

l

M. Tagh. a. iv. 00178-00188.
M. Tagh. a. v. 0026, 0027.
M. Tagh. a. vi. 0081. c.

M. Tagh. a. vi. 0083, 0084.
M. Tagh. b. 001

.

M. Tagh. b. 002.

*M. Tagh. b. 003.
M. Tagh. b. 004.
M. Tagh. b. 005.
*.41. Tagh. b. 00O.
*M. Tagh. b. 007.

* M. Tagh. b. 008.
M. Tagh. b. 009.
*M. Tagh. b. 0010.
M. Tagh. b. 0012, 0013.
*-U

;

Tagh.b . 0014, 0015.
-^1- Tagh. b. 0016.
M. Tagh. b. 0017.

Tagh. b. 1. 00105.
Tagh. b. 1. 00114.
1 agh. b. 1. 00122.

ftl. lagli. b. 1. 00125. ;l_t

lagli. b. n. 0057.
lagli. b. n. 0061.
Tagh. b. 11. 0063.

1288, 1294

1294

1294

434; 1294

466, 481, 1288,

1294

1294

*458

* 45s

*45 8

477, 1294

1289 n.

1294

1294

1288, 1294

1294

481, 1051, 1066,

1288, 1294 sq.

1288, 1294 sq.

1288, 1294 sq.

1288, 1294 sq.

1288, 1295

1288, 1295

1295

1288, 1295

145s

*458

*458

1458

1458

*45s

i45 lS

OBJECT. PAGES.

M. Tagh. b. 11. 0064-0068. 1458
M. Tagh. b. 11. 0068. a, b. 1458
M. Tagh. c. 001. 1295
M. Tagh. c. 002. 1288, 1293, 1295
M. Tagh. c. 003, 004. 1295
M. Tagh. c. 005. 1287 11., 1295
M. Tagh. c. 006-008. 1295
*M. Tagh. c. 009, 0010. 1295
M. Tagh. c. 0011. 1295
M. Tagh. c. 0013-0019. 1458
M. Tagh. c. 0020. 1289 n., 1459
M. Tagh. c. 0021-0026. 1459
M. Tagh. c. 1. 0064. *459
M. Tagh. c. 1. 0071. 1295
M. Tagh. c. 1. 0074. *459
M. Tagh. c. 11. 0066. *459
M. Tagh. c. 11. 0068. *459
M. Tagh. c. in. 0079. *459
M. Tagh. c. 111. 0081. *459
M. Tagh. c. hi. 0083. *459
M. Tagh, c. hi. 0094. h. 1459
Maira. 001-005. 1270

*Mi. i. 001. H89, 1200, 1201

Mi. i. 002. 1200

Mi. i. 003. 1200, 1221

*Mi. i. 004. a. g. H89, 1200

Mi. i. 004. b- 1. h. H89. 1200

*Mi. ii. a. 1448

*Mi. ii. 001. 1189, 1200

Mi. ii. 002. 1200, 1221

Mi. ii. 003-005, 006. ; t, 1;. 1200

*Mi. ii. 007. 1189, 1200

Mi. ii. 008. 1200

Mi. ii. 009. 1189, 1200

Mi. ii. 0011. 1448

*Mi. iv. 001. 1190, 1200

Mi. v. 001. 1200, 1205

Mi. v. 002. 1201

*Mi. v. 003. 1188, 1201, 1222

Mi. v. 004. 1201, 1222

Mi. v. 005. 1201

Mi. v. 006. Il88, 1201, 1202

Mi. v. 007. 1201

Mi. v. 00S. 000. 1 188, 1201

Mi. \ . 0010. 1 188, 1201 sq.

Mi. vii. 1. 1201. 1448

Mi. \'ii. 001 . 002. 1188. 1201

Mi. i ii. 003. 1 188. 1200 sq.

Mi. vii. 004. 005. Il88, J20I

*Mi. i ii. 006-008. 1 188, 1201

*Mi. vii. 009. 1 188, 1201 sq.

*Mi. vii. 0010-0015. 1188, 1202

Mi. vii. 0014. 1 188, 1202

Mi. \ ii. 0015. 1201, 1202

Mi. vii. 001O-0024. ii88, 1202

*Mi. i ii. 0025. 1202

*Mi. ix. 001. 1 189, 1202

r»OO.'d 1 189. 1203

00 1203, 1205

*Mi. n. 002. 1203, 1205

Mi. .\. 005-0- q. 1203, 1205

Mi. x. 008. 1205

Mi. x. 009. 0010. 1205, 1205

Mi. x. 0011. 1205, 1223

OBJECT. PAGES.

Mi. x. 0012. 1203, 12 1 1 , 1223
Mi. x. 0013, 0014. 1203, 1205
*Mi. x. 0015-0017. 1203
Mi. x. 0018. H9 5.* I203; 1212

*Mi. x. 0019. 1195, 1203
Mi. x. 0020, 0021. 1203
Mi. x. 0022, 0023. 1204, 1208

Mi. x. 0024, 0025. 1204
Mi. x. 0026. 1204, 1210, 1223

Mi. x. 0027. 1204, 1217
Mi. x. 0028. 1204, 1 2 1

1

*Mi. x. 0029. 1204, 1211

Mi. x. 0030, 0031. 1204, 1211

*Mi. x. 0032. 0033. 1204, 1 2 1

1

Mi. x-xi. 001. II90, 1204

*Mi. x-xi. 002. 003. II90, 1204

Mi. x-xi. 004. I IQO, 1204

*Mi. xi. 3. 1194 . 1204, 1206-8, 1217

Mi. xi. 00. 1194, i2'00 sq., 1203-9, 1211,

1217 sq., 1221

*Mi. xi. 001. 1204-6, 1208

*Mi. xi. 002. 201, 1204 sq.

*Mi. xi. 003. 1158 , 1204-7, I2l8, 1316

*Mi. xi. 004. 1204 sq., 1208

Mi. xi. 005. 1203 , 1205-8, *2*7, *223

*Mi. xi. 006-0012. 1205

Mi. xi. 0013. 1205, 1229

Mi. xi. 0014. 1205, 1207

Mi. xi. 0015, 0016. 1204 sq.

Mi. xi. 0017. 1205

Mi. xi. 0018-0020. • 1205 sq.

*Mi. xi. 0021. ‘1 204-6

Mi. xi. 0022-0027. 1205 sq.

*Mi. xi. 0028. 1205 sq., 1206

Mi. xi. 002Q, 0050. 1205 sq., 1206

Mi. xi. 0031. 1206

Mi. xi. 0032-0041. 1205 sq.

*Mi. xi. 0042. 1205 Sq.

Mi. xi. 0043-0050. 1205 sq.

Mi. xi. 0051. 1194. 1204, 1206

Mi. xi. 0052-0055. 1204, 1206

Mi. xi. 0056. 1195. 1206, 1209 sq.

Mi. xi. 0057. 789, 1207

*Mi. xi. 0058. i*95, I2°7

Mi. xi. 0059. 1205, 1207

Mi. xi. 0060. 1205, 1207 sq.

*Mi. xi. 0061. 1205, 1207, 1209

-Mi. xi. 0062. 1 205, 1207

*Mi. xi. 0065. 1195, 1207

*Mi. xi. 0064. **94, 1-05, 1207 sq.

Mi. xi. 0065, 006O. 1205, 1207

Mi. xi. 0067. 1207, 1223

*Mi. xi. 0068. 1207, 1223

Mi. xi. 0069. 1194, 1207, 1223

*Mi. xi. 0070. 0071. 1205, 1207

*Mi. xi. 0072. 1194, 1204, 1207

Mi. xi. 0073. 1204, 1207

Mi . xi. 0074. 1204, 1208 sq.

*Mi. xi. 0075. 1203, 1208

*Mi. xi. 007O. a. 1208

Mi. xi. 0076. b. 1208

Mi. xi. 0077-0081. 1205, 1208

Mi. xi. 0082. 1204, 1208

*Mi. xi. 0085. 1194. 1205, 120S
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Mi. xi. 0084.

Mi. xi. 0085.

Mi. xi. 0086.

*Mi. xi. 0087.

Mi. xi. 008S, 0089.

*Mi. xi. 0090.

Mi. xi. 0091.

Mi. xi. 0092.

Mi. xi. 0093.

Mi. xi. 0094.

*Mi. xi. 0095.

*Mi. xi. 0096, 0097.

Mi. xi. 0098.

*Mi. xi. 0099.

*Mi. xi. 00100.

*Mi. xi. 00101.

*Mi. xi. 00102.

Mi. xi. 00103.

*Mi. xi. 00104.

Mi. xi. 00105, 00100.

*Mi. xi. 00107.

Mi. xi. 00108.

Mi. xi. 00109.

Mi. xi. 001 10.

*Mi. xi. ooiii. 00U2.
Mi. xi. 001 13.

Mi. xi. 001x4, 00 1 15.

*Mi. xi. 00116.

Mi. xi. 00117.

Mi. xi. 00118. 00119.

Mi. xi. 00120.

Mi. xi. 00X21.

*Mi. xi. 00122, 00123.

Mi. xi. 00124.

Mi. xi. 00125.

Mi. xi. 00126.

Mi. xi. 00127.

Mi. xi. 00x28, 10029.

*Mi. xi. 00130-00135,
Mi. xi. 00x34.

Mi. xi. 00135, 00136.

fMi. xi. 00137.

Mi. xi. 00138, 00159.
Mi. xii. 001.

Mi. xii. 002.

*Mi. xii. 005.

Mi. xii. 004.

Mi. xii. 005.

Mi. xii. 006, 007.

Mi. xii. 008.

Mi. xii. 009.

Mi. xii. 0010.

Mi. xii. ooxx, 0012.

*.Mi. xii. 0013.

Mi. xii. 0014.

Mi. xii. 0015.

Mi. xii. 0016.

Mi. xii. 0017.
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1205, 1208

1X94, 1208, 1223

1205, 1208

1208

1208

I20S
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I20S

1205, 1208

1208

190. 1195, I208

1194, 1208

19°; 11 95j 1208

1195, 1209

1195, 1208-10

1207, 1209 sq.

1194, 1209

1194, 1209

H94, 1209, 1257

1209

1195, 1200, 1207,

1209 sq.

1209

1193 n., 1209 sq., 12X2,

12x7, 1219

1209 sq.

1209 sq.

1209 sq.

1210

1x95, 1203, 1210

X195, I200,' 1210

12X0

1195, 12X0

12X0, 1221

1207, 12X0

1210, 1223

1195, 1209 sq.

xxn, 49 n., 1195, x 2 1 x

,

1212

1195, 1204, 1211,

1212 sq.

1211

1211

I2X I, 1216

121 X

1546
1X95, X 2 1 X Sq.

II93, 1205, 121 I, 12X7

1205, 12 1 I, 12X8

1203, 1211 sq., 122J
1211

H93, 12 1

1

1X93, 12X2

II93, 12X0, 1212

1209, 1212

ii93) 12°9) I2 i 2

X209, 12 12
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OBJECT. PAGES. OBJECT. PAGES.

*Mi. xii. 0018. II93, 1210, 1212 Mi. xvi. 008. II98,
I 2 l8

, 1221

Mi. xii. 0019. 1210, 1212
j

Mi. xvi. 009-0017. 12 X8
, 1221

Mi. xii. 0020. 1193, 1209 sq., 1212 Mi. xvn. ooi. 1205 ,
1211

, I 2 l 8

Mi. xii. 0021. 1210, 1212 Mi. xvii. 002. I 2 l 8

Mi. xii. 0022. 1210. 1212 Mi. xvii. 003,

1

004. II98, 1218

OOW 04 1193, 1211 sq. Mi. xvii. 005. II98, I219

*Mi. xii. 0024. 1193, 1211 sq. Mi. xvii. 006. 12X9

Mi. xii. 0025. 1193, 1212 Mi. xvii. 007. 12X0, 1219

Mi. xii. 0026. 1212 Mi. xvii. 0010. —
Mi. xii. 0027. 1193, 1212 Mi. xviii. ooi. 002. 1199, 1219

Mi. xii. 0028. a-c xx ii; 49 n., 1193, Mi. xviii. 003. Il88, II99, 1219

1211 Sqq. Mi. xviii. 004. 1219

*Mi. xii. 0028. b, C. 1212 Mi. xviii. 005. 1199 )
I2I 9

Mi. xii. 0029. 1213 Mi. xviii. 006. 1199, 1220

Mi. xii. 0030. 1193 ;
I2I 3 Mi. xviii. 007, 008. 1220

Mi. xii. 0031. 1193, 1204, 1211, 1213 Mi. xviii. 009, OOIO. 1199, 1220

Mi. xii. 0032. 1211, 1213 Mi. xviii. 0011. 1220

*Mi. xii. 0033. 1211, 1213 Mi. xviii. 0012. 1198, 1220

fMi. xii. 0034. 1346 Mi. xviii. 0013. 1220

Mi. xiii. 1, 2. 1196, 1213-15 Mi. xviii. 0014 1196, 1199, 1220

Mi. xiii. 3, 4. 1196, 1213 sq. Mi. xx. 001. 1221

Mi. xiii. 5-9. 1196, 1214 Mi. xx. 002. 1198, 1221

Mi. xiii. 10. 11 95)
IJ97 ,

I2I 5 Mi. xx. 008. 1198, 1221

Mi. xiii. 11. 1196, 1215 Mi. xxi. 001. 1221

Mi. xiii. 12.

Mi. xiii. 001.

Mi. xiii. 002, 003.

Mi. xiii. 004.

Mi. xiii. 004. a, b.

Mi. xiii. 004. c.

Mi. xiii. 005.

Mi. xiii. 006.

Mi. xiv. 1.

Mi. xiv. 00 x.

Mi. xiv. 002.

*Mi. xiv. 003.

*Mi. xv. 001.

*Mi. xv. 002.

Mi. xv. 003. a-c.

Mi. xv. 004.

*Mi. xv. 005.

Mi. xv. 006.

Mi. xv. 007-009.

Mi. xv. 0010.

Mi. xv. 0011.

Mi. xv. 0012.

Mi. xv. 0013.

Mi. xv. 0014.

Mi. xv. 0015-0017.

Mi. xv. 0018.

Mi. xv. 00x9.

Mi. xv. 0020.

Mi. xv. 0021.

*Mi. xv. 0022.

Mi. xv. 0023.

Mi. xv. 0024, 0025.

Mi. xv. 0026-0028.

1196) 1215, 1283

1195, 1216

1195, 1216

180, 1195
1216

1216

1195, I2II, I2l6

1448

1448
1216

1197, 1216

1197, 1216

1205, 1217

1217

1217

1217

1197 n., 12x7

1205, 1211, 1217

1217

1197, 1217

1217

1217

1197 n., 1217

1197 n., 1217

1197 n., 1217

1209, 121 7

1197 n., 1217

1197 ») 1217

1217, 1223
12X7) 1223
12x7, 1223

1217, 1223

1217, x:

Mi. xxi. 002.

Mi. xxii. 001.

Mi. xxiii. 1.

Mi. xxiii. 2. a-d.

Mi. xxiii. 001-007.

Mi. xxiii. 008.

Mi. xxiii. 009.

Mi. xxiii. 0010.

Mi. xxiii. 0011.

Mi. xxiii. 0012.

Mi. xxiii. 0013.

Mi. xxiii. 0014.

Mi. xxiii. 0015.

Mi. xxiii. 0016-0018.

Mi. xxiii. 0019-0020.

Mi. xxiii. 0021, 0022.

1209, 1212 Mi. xv . 0029. u'> 7 ,

f 1 0
I2X 7, 1222

I209. 1212 Mi. xv. OO
O,
O 1211, 1217

l
(,5 *

1 1 f
>3 * 1209 Mi. xv • 0051. 942. 1 197, I2lS

1212 *Mi. xvi. 001. I204 ) 1218, 1221
1209, 1212 Mi. xvi. 002

, OOJ. 1218, 1221
4O5, 1 193, 1209, 1210, Mi. \\ i. OO4. 1198, 1218, 1221

1212 Mi. xvi. OO5-OO7. 12 X 8
, 1221

Mi. xxiii. 0023-0025
Mi. xxiii. 0026.

Mi. xxiv. 001.

Mi. xxiv. 002.

Mi. xxv. 001-002.

Mi. xxv. 003-005.
Mi. xxv. 006, 007.

Mi. xxvi. 001.

Mi. xxvi. 002.

1221, 1448

1221

1189, 1x98, 1200, 1210,

1218, 1221 sq.

1221 sq.

1221

1189, 1221 sq.

1189, 1221, 1222

1189, 1221, 1222

1189, 1221

1189, 1222

xxiii, 1189, 1201, 1222

1221
,
1222

1189, 1222

1222

xxiii, 1188, 1201,

1222

xxiii, 1189, 1201,

1222

1 222

H 90 ,
1222

1190, 1222

1222

1187, 1218, 1222

Mi. xxvi. 003.

Mi. xxvi. 004.

Mi. xxvi. 005.

Mi. xxvi. 006.

Mi. xxv i. 007. a, b.

Mi. xxvi. 008-009.

*Mi. xxv i. ooxo.

Mi. Cave A.

Mi. E. 001.

Moji. a.

Moji. b.

1190, 1203, 1205, 1223

1190, 1203, 1207, 1208,

1223

1223

1190,
I 22j

1225

1210,
1217 ,

1223

1225

1190,
1223

1190, 1223

1223

1448

1310

1316



OBJECT.

N. 002.

N. 004.

*N. 005.

*N. 006.

N. 007-009.

N. 0010.

N. 0011.

*N. 0012.

N. 0013, 0014.

*N. 0015.

N. 0016-0026.

N. 0027.

N. 0030, 0031, 0036,

N. v. xv. 001-003.

N. v. xv. 004-006.

N. v. xv. 007-0010.

*X. v. xv. 0011.

*N. v. xvi. 001.

N. x. 001.

X. xii. 01.

N. xii. 001, 002.

N. xii. 003.

N. xii. 004-009.

N. xii. 0010.

N. xii. 0011, 0012.

X. xii. 0013.

N. xii. 0014-0017.

*N. xii. 0018.

|N. xii. 0019.

N. xii. i. 1.

N. xii. i. 2.

N. xii-xxvi. 001.

N. xii-xxvii. 001.

*N. xii-xxvii. 002.

N. xii-xxvii. 003.

*N. xn-xxxv. 001.

X. xiii. 001.

*N. xiii. 002.

N. xiii. i. 1.

N. xiii. i. 2.

N. xiii. i. 001.

N. xiii. i. 002.

N. xiii. i. 003-005.
N. xiii. ii. 1, 2.

N. xiii. ii. 3, 4.

N. xiii. ii. 5.

N. xiii. ii. 6, 7.

N. xiii. ii. 8, 9.

N. xiii. ii. 10.

N. xiii. ii. 11.

X. xiii. ii. 12.

X. xiii. ii. 001. a.

*X. xiii. ii. 001. b.

N. xiii. ii. 001. c.

N. xiii. ii. 002.
X. xiii. iii. i_6.

*X. xiii. iii. 001.
*X. xiii. iii. 002.
N. xiii. iii. 005.
*X. xiii. v. 1.

N. xiii. v'. 001.
*N. xiv. 001.
X. xiv. 002, 003.
X. xiv. 004.

INDEX OF OBJECTS FOUND, ACQUIRED, ETC. H95
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267

267
268

268

268

268, 593 n., 430
268

268

268

268

268

210

268

246

236, 246, 463 n.

246

236, 246

236, 246, 396
236. 247

247

247

247 , 257
24/

247 ? 393 n.

247

247, 253

247

247) 439
J 343

234, 24“

48 n., 247, 1248 n.

248

248

248

248

248

248

248

216, 248, 249
248

xxii, 216, 348

248, 374, 433, I243
216, 248

217, 248

248

249

216, 249

249
V4, 216, 249

216, 249

249

249

249

249

249

249

217, 249, 263

217, 249

249

48 n., 217, 249

249
250

250

221, 250

OBJECT. PAGES.

N. xiv. 005. 21 8, 250
*X. xiv. 006. 250
N. xiv. 007. 2.50

*X. xiv. 008. 221, 250, 317, 630
N. xiv. 009. 2211, 247, 250, 439
X. xiv. 0010. 0011. 221, 247, 25°

N. xiv. iii. 10. 218, 296

N. xiv. iii. 001. 2l8, 221, 250
N. xiv. iii. 002. 2 5°

N. xiv. iii. 003. 221, 250

*N. xiv. iii. 004. 25° sq.

X. xiv. iii. 005. 250

X. xiv. iii. 006. a-c. 250

*N. xiv. iii. 006. d. 250

X. xiv. iii. 006. e. 250 sq., 547
X. xiv. iii. 006. f. 250

X. xiv. iii. 007. 221

X. xiv. iii. 007. a, b. 25 1

X. xiv. iii. 007. c. 25 1
, 547

N. xiv. iii. 007. d-f. 251

*X. xiv. iii. 007. 25 1

*N. xiv. iii. 007. h. 251, 255

X. xiv. iii. 007. i—1 . 251

X. xiv. iii. 008, 009. 25 1

X. xiv. iii. 0010. 221, 251

*X. xiv. iii. 0011-0015. 25 1

*X. xiv. iii. 0016. 25 1

X. xiv. iii. 0017. 221, 251

*X. xiv. iii. 0018, 0019. 251

X. xiv. iii. 0020, 0021. 221, 251

y * 00 10 251

N. xiv. iii. 0023. 252

X. xiv. iii. 0024. 248, 252

*X. xiv. iii. 0025. 221, 252

X. xiv. iii. 0026. 252

X. xiv. iii. 0027. xxii. 252

X. xiv. iii. 0028-0031. 252

X. xiv. iii. 0032, 0033. 221, 253

X. xiv. iii. 0034. 252

*X. xiv. iii. 0035, 0036. 221 . 252

X. xiv. iii. 0037. 221, 252. 446

X. xv. i. 2. 252

X. xv. i. 2. a, b. 252

X. xv. i. 3-5. 252

X. xvi. i. 1. 252

X. xvi. i. 001. 252, 44°

X. xvi. i. 002. 222, 2^2

X. xvi. i. 003. 252

X. xvh. i. 001. 252

*N. xvm. 001. 222, 252. 255

N. xvm. i. 1. 252

X. xix. 001. 222, 249, 252

X. xix. 002. 222, 249, 253

*N. xix. 003. 222, 253

N. xix. i. 1. 253

N. xix. iii. r-4 - 253

X. xix. iii. 001. 253

N. xx. 001. 224 , 253

N. xx. iv. 1. 253

X. xxi. 1.* 253

N. xxi. 2. 247 , 253

*N. xxi. 001. 224, 253

X. xxii. 001, 002. 253

*N. xxii. 003. xxii, 253, 1469

OBJECT. PAGES.

N. xxii. i. 1-7. 253
*X. xxii. i. 001. 224, 249, 253, 448

*X. xxii. i. 002. 224, 254
X. xxii. ii. 1, 2. 254
X. xxii. iii. 1—

1
5. 254

X. xxii. iii. 16. 224, 254
X. xxii. iii. 17. 254
X. xxii. iii. 18. 224, 254
X. xxii. iii. 19-21. 254
X. xxii. iii. 22, 23. 255
X. xxii. iii. 001. 002. 255

X. xxiii. 001. 225, 251, 255
X. xxiii. 002. 225. 252, 255
X. xxiii. 003. 225, 255

N. xxiii. i. 1-16. 255

N. xxiii. i. 001, 002. 255

N. xxiii. ii. 1-7. 255

X. xxiii. ii. 8. 216, 225, 256

X. xxiii. ii. 9. 216, 256

X. xxiii. ii. 10-15. 256

X. xxiii. ii. 001-003. 256

X. xxiii. ii. 004. 252, 256

X. xxiii. ii. 005. 225, 256, 267

X. xxiii. iii. 1, 2. 256

X. xxiv. 002. 256, 266

X. xxiv. 003. 256

X. xxiv. 005. 256

X. xxiv. 006. 256, 259, 263

X. xxiv. 007-0012. 256

X. xxiv. 0013-0015. 257

X. xxiv. i. 1-4. 257

X'. xxiv. ii. 1-3. 257

*X. xxiv. ii. 001. 257

X. xxiv. iii. 1. 257

X. xxiv. iv. 1. 257

X. xxiv. iv. 2. 226, 257

*X. xxiv. iv. 001 . 00:2. 257

X. xxiv. v. 1. 232 ) 257

X. xxiv. vi. 1. 226, 257

X. xxiv. vi. 2-4. 257

X. xxiv. vi. 001. 257

X. xxiv. vii. 1. 257

X. xxiv. \ iii. 1. 257

X. xxiv. viii. 2-5. 258

X. xxiv. viii. 6. 254 , 258

X. xxiv. viii. 7, S. 258

X. xxiv. viii. 9. 232, 258

X. xxiv. viii. 10-27. 258

X. xxiv. viii. 28-36. 259

X. xxiv. viii. 38-43. 259

X. xxiv. viii. 44. a. 259

X. xxiv. viii. 44. b. 226, 259

X. xxiv. viii. 45-50. 259

X. xxiv. viii. 51 + 64. 259

X. xxiv. \ iii. 52-54. 259

X. xxiv. viii. 55-61. 260

X. xxiv. viii. 62. 260, 263

N. xxiv. viii. 63. 260

N. xxiv. viii. 65-70. 227, 260

X. xxiv. viii. 71. 227-9, 23 1
,
260-2

X. xxiv. viii. 72. 228, 231, 260-2

X. xxiv, viii. 73. 229 sq., 260 sq.

X. xxiv. viii. 74. 228, 230, 232, 260,

266, 329

i

\



1496 INDEX OF OBJECTS FOUND, ACQUIRED, ETC.

OBJECT. PAGES.

X. xxiv. viii. 75 229, 231, 260 sq.

X. xxiv. viii. 76. 228, 251, 260-2

X: xxiv. viii. 77. 228, 230 sq., 261

X. xxiv. viii. 7.8. 228-30
X. xxiv. viii. 70. 22S ->q., 231, 261

X. xxiv. viii. 80. 228 sq., 261

X. xxiv. viii. 81. 228-30, 260 sq.

X. xxiv. viii. 82. * 22S, 231, 261 sq.

X. xxiv. viii. 83. 228. 231, 260 sq.

X. xxiv. viii. 84. 228, 261

X. xxiv. \ iii. 85. 22S-30, 261

X. xxiv. viii. 86. 229, 231, 261
X. xxiv. viii. 87. 227, 229 sq.

X. xxiv. viii. 88. 227-9, 262
N. xxiv. viii. 89. 227-9, 262
X. xxiv. viii. 90. SSJ, 229 y

262
X. xxiv. viii. 91. 227 sq., 262
X. xxiv. viii. 92. 227-31, 262
X. xxiv. viii. 93. 227 sq., 230, 262,

266, 329
X. xxiv. viii. 94-96. 227 sq., 231, 262
X. xxiv. viii. 001-005. 232, 262
X. xxiv. viii. 004, 005. 232, 263
X. xxiv. viii. 006. 2 32.- 263, 267
N. xxiv. viii. 007, 008. 232, 263, 440
X. xxiv. viii. 009. 232, 263
X. xxiv. viii. 0010. 232, 263, 267, 440

xxiv. vm. ooii, 0012. 232, 263
X. xxiv. vm. 0013. 232, 249, 263
X". xxiv. viii. 0014. 232, 263
X. xxiv. viii. 0015. 263
X. xxiv. ix. 1. 263
X. xxiv. x. 1. 263
*N. xxiv. x. 001. 233, 263 sq.

X. xxvi. i. 1-4. 263
X. xxvi. i. 4. 234 , 263
X. xxvi. i. 5-8. 263
*N. xxvi. i. 001. 234 .. 263
X. xxvi. ii. 1. 264
X. xxvi. iii. 1. 48 n., 239, 264,

X. xxvi. vi. 1-12.
1248 n.

235> 264
X. xxvi. vi. 13-18, 264
N. xxvi. vi. 001. 235 ; 265
X. xxvi. vi. 002. 235, 265, 291
X. xxvi. vii. 1. 265
X. xxvii. 001. 251 ; 265
X. xxvii. i. 001. 265
*N. xxix. 001. a. 238 ; 265, 266
X. xxix. 001. b. 265, 266
X. xxix. 001. c, d. 251 , 265, 444
X. xxix. 002. 238, 265
X. xxix. 003. 265
*X. xxix. 004. 265
*N. xxix. 005. I03; 238, 265
*X. xxix. 006. 238, 265
X. xxix. 007. 238; 265
X. xxix. i. 1-14. 265
X. xxix. i. 15, 16. 266
X. xxix. ii. 1, 2. 266
X. xxix. ii. 001. a. 233, 266
X. xxix. ii. 001. b. 238; 253, 256,

266 sq., 779, 786
X. xxix. iv. 1, 2. 266

OBJECT.

N. xxx-xxxii. ooi.

X. xxx-xxxii. 002, 005.

*N. xxx-xxxii. 004.

N. xxx. i. 1.

X. xxx. ii. 1.

*N. xxxv. 001.

N. xxxv. 002, 004.

X. xxxv. 004.

N. xxxv. 005.

X. xxxv. 006.

X. xxxv. i. 1. a. b.

X. xxxvii. i. 1.

X. xxxvii. i. 2.

X. xxxvii. i. 3.

X. xxxvii. i. 3. a.

X. xxxvii. i. 4, 5.

X. xxxvii. ii. 001.

X'. xxxvii. ii. 002, 003.

*X. xxxvii. ii. 004.

X. xxxvii. iii. i, 2.

X. xxxviii. 001, 002.

X. xxxviii. i. 001.

N. xxxix. 001. a, b.

N. xxxix. 002.

X. xu. 1.

X. XLI. 2 .

N. xu. 3.

N. xu. 4, 5.

X. xu. 001-004.

N. xu. 005.

N. XLI. 006.

N. xu. 007.

N. xu. 008.

N. Ibr. 1.

N. Ibr. ooi, 002.

N. Ibr. 003+ 008.

N. Ibr. 004.

N. Ibr. 005. a, b.

X. Ibr. 006, 007.

X. Ibr. 009-0016.

Xagh. 001-004.

Xan. Ft. 001.

Xan. Ft. 002, 003.

Xan. Ft. 004, 005.

Xan. Ft. 006.

Xan. Ft. 007.

Xan. K. 001-009.

Xan. K.T. 001.

Xan. K.T. 002-005.

Xan. K.T. 006.

Xan. K.T. 007-0013.
(Xan. K.T. 0020.

Xan. K.T. 0023.

Xan. T. 001-004.

Nan. T. 005-007.
Nan. T. 008-0010.

Nan. T. 0011.

Nan. T. 0012, 0013.
Nan. T. 0014-0016.
Nan. T. 0017-0023.
Nan. T. 0025.
Nan. T. 0026.

Nan. T. 0027.
Xan. T. 0028-0037.

PAGES. OBJECT. PAGES.

248, 266 Xnra. 001 , 002. 15 22 n.

260 Ngra. 003. 1281
; M 22 n.

206 Xura. 004-007. 13 22 n.

266

266 *Puski. 001. 91 n.

266 Puski. 002-007. 91 n.

266 Puski. 008. 9 i n 630
266, 768 Puski. 009-001 1. 91 n.

266

239 ;
266 Rawak. 001, 002, 13 2

266 *Rawak. 003. 132
266 Raivak. 004. a, h 132

266), 329
266 Samp. 001-004. 1270
266 Samp. 005. 1270 : 1281

267 Sanoghar. ooi. xx ii

2*3 ; 267 Sassik-bulak. 001
,
002 1176

267 Shah-tokhtaning--koli. 001-00?. 456

239 ; 267 Shah-tokhtaning-•koli. 004. 455 sq.

267 Shah-tokhtaning--koli. 005. 45*

267 Shah-tokhtaning--koli. 006. 45;5 sq-

267, 440 Si. 001, 002. 140; 152

267 *Si. 003. 139 n.
; 152

267 Si. 004-007. 152'

213 ; 267 *Si. 008. 152

267 Si. i. 001-003. 152

213 ; 267 Si. i. 005. 139 n.
; 152

267 Si. i. 006, 007. 152

267 Si. i. 008. 153

240, 267 Si. i. 009. 39 n.
;

J 53

25*. 267 Si. i. 0010-0012. 153

267 Si. i. 0013. IS2

240, 267 *Si. i. 0014 (?). IS2

2 37 ; 268 *Si. i. 0016. 139'; 153

237 ;
268 Si. i. 0017, 0018. 153

237 ;
268 Si. ii. 001. 152

237 ;
268 Si. ii. 002. 152

237 ; 268 Si. ii. 003. 153

= 37 ; 269 Si. ii. 004. 152

2 37 ; 269 Si. ii. 005. 139'; 153

94 n. *Si. ii. 006. 1343

616, 629 Si. ii. 007. 153

629 Si. ii. 008. IS 2

616, 629 So. 009. 1104; II06

629 fSo. 0011. 1345

*15 ; 629 *So. 0014. II06

627, *31 So. 0015. II06

616, 630 *So. 0016-0019. II06

630 *So. 0020. II06

616, 630 So. 0022. 1103 n., II06

630 *So. 0023. 1103 n., II06

] 345 So. 0024. II06

630 *So. 0025. 1103 nv 1106

616, 629 So. 0026. 1103 n., 1106 sq.

616, 630 So. 0027, 0028. II06

630 *So. 0029. II06

616, 630 So. 0030. II06

616 So. 0031, 0032. 1107

616, 630 *So. 0033. 1107

630 So. 0034. 1103 n., 1107

616, 630 So. 0035. 1107

630 *So. 0036. 1107

616, 630 So. 0037. 1103 n., 1107

630 *So. 0038, 0039. 1103 n., II07



INDEX OF OBJECTS FOUND, ACQUIRED, ETC. H97

OBJECT.

So. 0040, 0041.

*So. 0042.

So. 0043.

So, 0044, 0045.

So. 0046.

*So. 0047.

So. 0048-0050.

So. 0051.

So. 0052-0055.

So. a. 001-005.

*So. a. 006. 128

*So. a. 007.

So. a. 008.

So. a. 009.

So. a. 0010.

Suya, N. of. 00 r

PAGES.

II07

1107
1106 sq.

1103 n., 1107

1107

1107

1107

1103 n., 1107

1107

1105, 1108

n., 1105, 1108, 1173 sq.,

1250 n.

xxii, 1105, 1108

1105, 1108

1105, 1108, 1174

1105, 1108

T. 002. 649, 767, 769, 776, 779,

783 sq., 787 sq.

T. 004, 006. 767
*T. 007. 428. 767 sq., 774, 776 sq.,

780 sq., 783 sq., 788
T. 008-001 1, 0014, 0015. 767
T. 0016.

T. 0018.

T. 0022.

T. 0023-0026.

T. 0027.

T. 0028.

T. n. 001. a, b.

T. 11. 001. c, d.

T. hi. 001.

T. hi. 002, 003.

T. hi. 004.

T. hi. i. 1.

T. hi. i. 001-005.

T. iv. a. 001.

T. iv. a. 002. a-c.

*T. iv. b. 001.

T. iv. b. 002.

T. iv. b. i. 6.

T. iv. b. i. 10.

T. iv. b. i. 001.

T. iv. b. ii. 1.

T. iv. b. iii. 1.

T. iv. c. 002, 003.
T. iv—vi. 001-004.
T. v. 2.

*T. v. 001-002.
T. v. 003-004.
T. v. 005, 006.

T. vi. a. ii. 1-4.

T. vi. a. ii. 7, 8.

T. vi. b. 001.

T. vi. b. 002.

*T. vi. b. 003.
T. vi. b. 004. a, b.

T. vi. b. i. 1-18.

T. vi. b. i. 19.

T. vi. b. i. 20-61.
T. vi. b. i. 64.

T. vi. b. i. 65-90.
T. vi. b. i. 91.

767, 768

767, 782

767, 768

767

767; 773

767

640, 767, 768

640, 768

768, 771

768

767-9, 774
760

569, 768

634, 768

634, 768

767, 768

768

752

636

768, 771

636, 694 n.

636 n.

768

769

647
641, 769, 772

641, 769, 772

769

671

671
645, 759 n., 769

769

645 , 769, 770 sq.

645, 758 , 769

646

646, 648

646

646, 748
646

646, 648

OBJECT. PAGES. OBJECT. PAGES.
T. vi. b. i. 92-101. 646 T. vm. 005, 006. 660, 772
T. vi. b. i. 102. 646, 649 T. vm. 007. 660

• 771 sq., 777
T. vi. b. i. 103-141. 646 *T. viii. 008. 660, 772
T. vi. b. i. 142. 646, 746 n. T. vm. 009. 660, 772
T. vi. b. i. 143-161. 646 *T. vm. 0010. 661, 772

771 sq.T. vi. b. i. 152. 648 T. vm. 0011-0017.
T. vi. b. i. 162. 646, 648 T. vm. 0018. M,o, 772, 775
T. vi. b. i. 163-167. 646 T. vm. 0019-002 1

.

772
T. vi. b. i. 168. 646, 760 T. vm. 0022. 660, 772

772
T. vi. b. i. 169-188. 646 T. vm. 0023. 0024.
T. vi. b. i. 235. 648 T. vm. 0025. 66

1 , 772, 775
T. vi. b. i. 250. 648 n. T. vm. 0026, 0027. 661, 772

772T. vi. b. i. 289. 677 n.
; 740 T. vm. 0028.

T. vi. b. i. 296. 648 n. T. vm. 0029-0033. 660, 772
T. vi. b. i. 31 1-320. 646 T. vm. 0034. 772
T. vi. b. i. 001. f>49 , 767.- 769 T. vm. 0035-0037. 773
*T. vi. b. i. 002-004. ( >49, 76 7 , 769 T. vm. 0038. 661, 773
T. vi. b. i. 005. 769 *T. vm. 0039. 661, 773
T. vi. b. i. 006. 769, 77 i T. vm. 0040. 773
T. vi. b. i. 007, 008. 769 T. vm. 0041-0046. 661, 773
T. vi. b. i. 009. 649 , 767, 769, 7s6 *T. vm. 0047. 772 , 773
T. vi. b. i. 0010. 770 T. vm. i. 9. 659
T. vi. b. i. 0011. 649 , 77°, 784 T. vm. ii. 2. 659, 694
T. vi. b. i. 0012. 770 *T. xi. 001. 667, 773
T. vi. b. i. 0013. 650, 770, 784, 785 T. xi. 002. 667, 767, 773
T. vi. b. i. 0014. 77° T. xi. 005, 004. 667, 773
T. vi. h. ii. 1. 645 n. *T. xi. 006. 007.

T. vi. b. ii. 6. 694 n. *T. xi. 008. 667, 773
T. vi. b. ii. 7. 649 T. xi. 009. 667, 773
*T. vi. b. ii. 001. 253 - 255, 448, 645, T. xi. 0010. 667. 767, •73. 784. 1107

77 °; 774 ,
778-80, *T. xi. 0011. 667, 773

782 sq., 7S5 T. xi. 0012. 773 ,
1 10 7

T. vi. b. iii. 001. 645, 77 °, 772 T. xi. ii. 1. 668

T. vi. b. iii. 002. 770 T. xi. ii. 6. t)b 7, 672, 694 n.

T. vi. b. iv. 1. 646, 751 T. xi. ii. 8. 667, 694 n.

T. vi. b. iv. 2. 646 : T. xi. ii. 15. 374. 660, 6(bS. 771, 775
T. vi. b. iv. 3. 645 n. i T. xi. ii. 001. 773
T. vi. b. iv. 001. 646. 770. 7S8 T. xi. iii. 001. 773
T. vi. b. iv. 002. 646. 770 *T. xi. iii. C02. 547 * 773

fT. vi. c. 002. 1345 T. xi. iv. 001, C02. / 74

T. vi. c. i. 3. 647 *T. xii. 1, 2. 680, 768, 774

T. vi. c. i. 001. 77° T. xn. 3. 6S0. 767 sq., 774

T. vi. c. ii. 1. 652, 654. 770, 776 T. xii. 10. 660

T. vi. c. ii. 001. 002. 652, 77° *T. xn. 12. 6S0. 771, 774

T. vi. c. iii. 001. 654 , 652, 769, 770 sq. T. xn. 13. 680, 771, 774

*T. vi. c. iii. 002. 652, 77°, 772 T. xii. ooi. 774

*T. vi. c. iii. 003. 652, 771 sq. T. xii. 002. 221 n., 25 1

,

6S0, 771, 774

T. vi. d. 001. 771 T. xii. 005. 774

T. vii. 001. 658, 77 i 1 *T. xii. 004. 774

T. viii. 1. 645 and n., 660, 769, ;

T. xii. 005. 774

770 sq. T. xn. 006. 680, 774

T. viii. 2. a. b. 660, 771 T. xn. 007. 774, 1292

T. vm. 3. 77 1 T. xn. ooS-ooi 1

.

774

*T. viii. 4. 374- 660, 668, 771. 773 T. xn. 0012. 774, 787

T. viii. 5. 216. 221 n., 599, 659, T. xn. 0013, 0014. 774

661, 761. 768, 769. 77 i sq., T. xii. 0015. 774, 781, 7S6, 7S7

774 : 775 ; 777“85, 787, 1293, *T. xii. 0016 -0019. 774

1295 *T. xii. 0020. ico. 125. 124. 6S0, 774,

T. vm. 6. 659 767

*T. vm. 001 661, 771 T. xn. 0021-0025. / 74

T. viii, 002. 661, 771 T. xii. 0024. 2US, 680, 774

T. vm. 003. 77 1 T. xn. 0025-0020. 775

T. viii. 004. 641 660. 769-73* 775 , 1

T. xii. 0030. 680, 775

777 , 79°
i T. xn. ii. 2-5. 676

9 E1.S74



1 +9 ^ INDEX OF OBJECTS FOUND, ACQUIRED, ETC.

OBJECT. PAGES.
j

OBJECT.

T. xii. a. i. 669 T. xiv. 001.

T. xii. a. 3. 670, 694 n., 746 I T. XIV. 002 .

*T. xii. a. 001. 669, 112, 775, 777 1 *T. xiv. 003.

T. xii. a. 002, 003. 669, 112, 775 !
*T. xiv. 004. a-e.

*T. xii. a. 004. 669, 678, 775, 776 T. xiv. 006.

T. xii. a. 005, 007. 669, 771, 775 ! T. xiv. i. 7.

*T. xii. a. 008, 009. 669, 771, 775 T. xiv. i. 9.

T. xii. a. 0010, ooii

.

669.. 77 b 775 T. xiv. i. 10.

T. xii. a. 0012, 0013. 669. 772, 775 T. xiv. i. 19.

T. xii. a. 0014. 669, 775 !
T. xiv. i. 23.

*T. xii. a. 0015. 669, 77b 775 T. xiv. i. 001-004.

T. xii. a. 0016, 0017. 669, 771, 775
1 *T. xiv. i. 005.

T. xii. a. 0018. 669, 77 b 775 ]
782 T. xiv. i. 006.

T. xii. a. 0019, 0020. 669, Hi, 775 T. xiv. ii. 1.

T. xii. a. 0021. 669, H2, 115 T. xiv. ii. 2.

T. xii. a. 0022-0024. 669, 775 T. xiv. ii. 20.

T. xii. a. 0025. 669, ns, in *T. xiv. ii. 001.

T. xii. a. 0026. 669 , 768 sq., US, 784 ,
T. xiv. ii. 002-004.

788 T. xiv. ii. 005.

T. xii. a. 0027-0030. 669, 775 *T. xiv. iii. 17.

*T. xii. a. 0031. 669,. 774 , 775 T. xiv. iii. 26, 27.

T. xii. a. 0032. 0033. 669, 776 T. xiv. iii. 58.

T. xii. a. 0034-0036. 774 , 776 T. xiv. iii. 64.

T. xii. a. 0037, 0038. 669,678, 776 T. xiv. iii. 67.

T. xii. a. 0039. 669 T. xiv. iii. 001.

T. xii. a. 0040. 669, 6 77 , 776 T. xiv. iii. 002, 003.

T xii. a. 0041. 669, 678, 776 T. xiv. iii. 004, 005.

T. xii. a. i. 001. 669, 767, 776 T. xiv. iii. 006.

T xii. a. i. 002-004. 669, 776 T. xiv. iii. 007-0014,

*T. xii. a. i. 005. 669, 767, 776 T. xiv. iii. 0015.

*T. xii. a. i. 006. 669, 776 T. xiv. iii. 0016.

T. xii. a. ii. 1. 669, 671 and n., 675, T. xiv. iii. 0017.

770, 776 sq. T. xiv. iii. 0018.
T. xii. a. ii. 1. a. 673 , 776 T. xiv. iii. 0020.

T. xii. a. ii. 2. 3. 669, 671, 675, 770, 776 *T. xiv. v. 001.

T. xi:. a. ii. 4. 669, 671, 675 and n., *T. xiv. v. 002.

77 °, 776 T. xiv. v. 003.
T. xii. a. 11. 5. 669, 671, 675, 770. 776 T. xiv. v. 004.
T. xii. a. ii. 6. 669, 671 and n., 675, T. xiv. v. 005, 006.

77 °, 776 T. xiv. v. 007.
T. xii. a. 11. 7. 669, 671 and nv 770, 776 T. xiv. v. 008.

T. xii. a. ii. 8. 669, 671,770,777 fT. xiv. v. 0010.
T. xii. a. ii. 8. a-g. 777 T. xiv. v. 0011. a, b.

T. xii. a. ii. 9. 670 T. xiv. v. 0011. c.

T. xii. a. ii. 20. 67°, 677, 777 T. xiv. v. a, b.

*T. xii. a. ii. 001. 760, 771, 777 T. xiv. vi. 001.

T. xii. a. ii. 002-004. 777 T. xiv. vii. 001-003.
T. xii. a. ii. 005. 777 , 780, 786 T. xiv. vii. 004.
T. xii. a. ii. 006, 007. 777 T. xiv. vii. 005.
T. xiii. 001. 772, 777 T. xiv. vii. 006, 007.
T. xiii. 002-004. 777 T. xiv. viii. 001.
T. xiii. 005. 681, 777 *T. xiv. a. 001.
T. xiii. 006-007. 767, 777 *T. xiv. a. 002.
T. xiii. 008, 009. 777 T. xiv. a. 003.
T. xiii. i. 3. 668 I T. xiv. a. 004.
*T. xiii. i. 001. 681, 772 , 777 T. xiv. a. 005, 006.
T. xiii. i. 002. 77 b 777 *T. xiv. a. 007.
*T. xiii. i. 003. 762, 777 T. xiv. a. 008.
T. xiii. i. 003. a. 677,681, 777 T. xiv. a. i. 1.

*T. xiii. i-ii. 001 a, b. 777 *T. xiv. a. i. 001.
T. xiii. ii. 001. 772 , 777 T. xiv. a. i. 002.
T. xiii. ii. 002. 77 b 778 *T. xiv. a. ii. 001.
*T. xiii. ii. 003. 68 i, 77b 778 *T. xv. 1.

*T. xiii. iii. 001, 398 , 443 , 681, 778 T. xv. 001-003.

PAGES, OBJECT. PAGES.

688, 778 *T. xv. 004. 711,781,788

778 *T. xv. 005. 711,781

688, 778 T. xv. 006, 007. 711.781

778 T. xv. 008. 767, 7 81 sq., 785,788,790
778 T. xv. 009. 599,711,781
690 *T. xv. 0010. 711,781

756 n. T. xv. 0011. 781

756 *T. xv. a. 001. 7°4, 77b 78 i

756 n. *T. xv. a. 002. 7°4
686 T. xv. a. 002. a, 003. 781

778 T. xv. a. i. 3. 373, 374, 700, 702 sq., 781

688, 778 T. xv. a. i. 6. 672 n., 694 n., 733

775 , 778 T. xv. a. i. 16. 7°9

685, 778 T. xv. a. i. 001. 7°4 ,
782

685 T. xv. a. i. 002. 7°4 , 77b 782

690 n. T. xv. a. i. 003. 782

688, 778. 783 *T. xv. a. i. 004. 782

778 T. xv. a. i. 005, 006. 704, 782

77 b- 778 *T. xv. a. i. 007. 782

686, 778 T. xv. a. i. 008. 782

690 *T. xv. a. i. 009. 704, 767, 778 ,
782

767, 779 T. xv. a. ii. 4. 763

691 T. xv. a. ii. 6. 752

636 T. xv. a. ii. 9. 699,717

779 T. xv. a. ii. 22. 699

688, 779 T. xv. a. ii. 69. 700 n.

779 *T. xv. a. ii. 001. 704, 782

779 sq. T. xv. a. ii. 002. 782

779 T. xv. a. ii. 003, 004. 704, 782

779 , 785 *T. xv. a. ii. 005. 704,771,775, 782

688, 779 T. xv. a. ii. 006, 007. 7°4 ,
782

779 T. xv. a. iii. 22. 7°9

686, 761, 779 T. xv. a. iii. 24. 709

688, 779 T. xv. a. iii. 31. 763 n.

687 , 119 T. xv. a. iii. 42. 700 n

77b 779 T. xv. a. iii. 43. 699, 7i°

687, 779 T. xv. a. iii. 44. 709

779 T. xv. a. iii. 57. 6 76 n., 701, 703, 710,

687, 779

779 , 1294 *T. xv. a. iii. 001.

782

704, 778, 783

779 T. xv. a. iii. 002. 7°4 , 77 b 783

687 n. T. xv. a. iii. 003. 7 °4, 783

687, 779 , 99 i T. xv. a. iii. 004-006. 783

687 , 119 *T. xv. a. iii. 007. 767, 783

687 *T. xv. a. iii. 008. 7°4, 783

780 T. xv. a. iii. 009. 7°4, 783

780 *T. xv. a. iii. 0010. a. 704 and n., 783,

77b 78°

688, 780

912 ,
904

T. xv. a. iii. 0010. b-d. 783

780 T. xv. a. v. 4. 709

780 T. xv. a. v. 9. 709

698, 780 T. xv. a. v. 001-003. 783

698, 777, 780, 941 T. xv. a. v. 004. 7°4, 783

780, 786 T. xv. a. v. 005. 704, 7 7 r
, 783

779 , 780, 1243 T. xv. a. v. 006. 783

780 *T. xv. a. vi. 001. 704, 760, 783

767, 780 T. xvi. 1. 781, 783

780 T. xvi. 2. in
694 n. T. xvi. 001. 788

697 , 780, 786 *T. xvi. ii. 001. 77b 783

780 T. xvn. 2. 750 n.

697 ,
781 *T. xvn. 001. 784

781, 783 T. xvn. 002-004. 77b 784

774, 781 T. xvn. 005. 784



INDEX OF OBJECTS FOUND, ACQUIRED, ETC.

OBJECT.

T. XVII. 006.

T. xvii. 007.

*T. xvii. a. 001.

*T. xviii. 001.

T. xviii. 002.

T. xviii. 003.

*T. xviii. 003. b.

T. xviii. i. 10, 12.

T. xviii. i. 40.

T. xviii. i. 001.

T. xviii. i, 002.

T. xviii. ii. 9. a.

T. xviii. ii. 9. b.

T. xviii. ii. 10.

T. xviii. iii. 10, 12.

T. xviii. iii. 001.

*T. xviii. iii. 001. d
*T. xviii. iii. 002.

*T. xviii. iii. 003.

T. xviii. iii. 004.

T. xix. 001.

T. xix. 002-004.
T. xix. i. 6.

T. xix. i. 8.

T. xix. i. 001.

T. xix. i. 002.

*T. xix. i. 003.
T. xix. i. 004.

*T. xix. i. 003.
*T. xix. i. 006.

*T. xix. i. 007.
*T. xix. ii. 001.

T. xx. 002.

*T. xx. i. 001.

*T. xx. i. 002.

T. xx. i. 003.
T. xx. ii. 2.

T. xxi. 001, 002.
T. xxn. a. 001.

T. xxn. a. i. 1.

T. xxn. b. 6.

T. xxn. b. 9, 10.

T. xxn. b. 001.

T. xxn. c. 22.

T. xxn. c. 001.
T. xxn. c. 002.
T. xxn, c. 003.
T. xxn. c. 004.
T. xxn. c. 005-008.
T. xxn. c. 009.
*T. xxn. c. 0010. a.

T. xxn. c. 0010. b.
T. xxiii. a. 001.
T. xxiii. a. 002.
T. xxvi. 001.
T. xxvi. 002.
T. xxvi. 1.

T. xxvi. 3.
T. xxvi—xxviii. 001.
*T. xxvii. 1.

*T. xxvii. 2.

T. xxvii. 3.

*T. xxvii. 4.

PAGES.

770, 784

784

784

784

784

773, 784

I34S
716 n.

714 sq.

767, 784

784

784

775, 784

784
716 n.

781, 784

781, 784

776, 784

716, 784, 787

767, 784

784, 788

784

699, 7i7, 784

717
77i, 784

784

717, 785
77i, 785

121, 717, 785

538, 717, 783-5, I292

717, 785

771.785
785

78S
718. 785

785

763 n.

7 18
, 785

785
7i9

753
719

785

719,720

785

720. 785

785

720, 785

785

720, 785
720, 782, 785,912,

964
786

786

721, 786

592, 774, 786

592, 786

592, 764

592
786

593, 596, 786

593- 594, 59C 786

593, 594, 786

786

OBJECT.

T. XXVII. 5.

T. xxvii. 13, 14,

*T. xxvii. 15. 595
T. xxvii. 16-19.

T. xxvii. ooi, 002.

T. xxvii. 003.

T. xxvii. 004.

T. xxvii. 005, 006.

T. xxvii. 007, 008.

*T. xxvii. 009.

*T. xxvii. 0010.

*T. xxvii. 0011.

T. xxvii. 0012.

T. xxvii. 0013.

T. xxvii. 0014.

T. xxvii. 0015.

T. xxvii. 0016.

T. xxvii. 0017-0019.

T. xxvii. 0020.

T. xxvii. 0021.

T. xxvii, 0022.

*T. xxvii. 0023.

T. xxvii. 0024.

fT. xxvii. 0025.

T. xxvm. a, b.

*T. xxvm. c.

*T. xxvm. d, e.

T. xxvm. f. g.

PAGES.

593, 596, 767, 786

595
sq., 779 sq., 786-8

595
786

596, 786

786

596, 786 sq.

597,777,787

774, 787

597, 767, 787

597, 787

787

774, 787

59C 787

597, 787

787

597, 787

787

597, 787

787

597, 768, 787

596, 787

1345

599, 771, 787

599, 784, 787

599, 780, 786 sq.

OBJECT.

T. xxix. 1, 2.

*T. xxix. 3.

T. xxix. 4.

T. xxix. 5-1 1.

*T. xxix. 12.

*T. xxix. 001.

*T. xxix. 002.

T. xxix. 003, 004.

T. xxix. 005-008.

T. xxix. 009.

T. xxix. 0010, 0011.

T. xxix. 0012. a, b.

*T. xxix. 0013.

T. xxxi. 001.

T. xxxii. 001.

T. xxxii. 002.

T. xxxii. 003-008.

T. xxxii. 009.

T. xxxii. 0010.

T. xxxiv. 001.

T. xxxiv. 002.

T. xxxiv. 003.

T. xxxiv. 004.

*T. xxxiv. 005.

T. xxxiv. 006.

T.W. 001.

T.W. 002-004.

T.W. 001.

X499

PAGES.

789

789

767, 789

789
6oi, 789

789
601, 789

601, 789, 790

601, 790
600, 601, 790

6oi, 790

601, 790
600, 790

604, 788, 790

790

605, 790

790

605, 790

790

254 n., 605, 790

790

605, 790

790

790

790

767

767

T. xxvm. i. 780 T.W. 007. 249, 76S, 775
T. xxvm. j. 599, 780, 786 sq. T.W. 008, 009. 768
*T. xxvm. k. 599, 777, 78o, 787 Ta. 01. 1279, 1281

T. xxvm. 1-n. 599, 777, 780, 787

780, 788

Ta. 001, 002. 1281

T. xxvm. 0, p. Ta. 003, 004. 1279, I2 Si

*T. xxvm. q. 599, 780, 786, 788 Ta. 005. 1279, 1282

T. xxvm. r, s. 788 Ta. 008. 1277, 1282 sq.

T. xxvm. 1. 597- 599, 788 Ta. 009. 1276, 1282 sq.

*T. xxvm. 2. 599, 788 Ta. i. 001-003. 1279, 1282

T. xxvm. 3. 599, 788 Ta. i. 004-007. 1277, 12S2

T. xxvm. 10. 764 Ta. i. 008. 1279, 1282

T. xxvm. 35. 77°, 784, 787 sq. Ta. i. 009. 127 7, 1282 sq.,1283

T. xxvm. 37. 74611. Tallik-bulak. 001. 1 176

T. xxvm. 54. 597 Tam. 001. 100, 126

T. xxvm. 001, 002. 788 Tam. oo2, 003. 100, 126

*T. xxvm. 003. 788 Tam. 004. 100, 126

T. xxvm. 004-008. 788 Tam. 005. 126

T. xxviii. 009. 599, 767, 788 Togu-jai. 001-0019, 0021. 13 16

*T. xxviii. 0010. 599, 767, 788 Toyuk. 001-004. 1176

T. xxviii. 0011. 599, 788 Tumshuk. 009, 0011. 1348

*T. xxviii. 0012.

T. xxviii. 0013-0015.
599, 781, 788

788
Tumshuk. 0015. 1315

T. xxviii. 0018. 599, 788 U.M. 001-0019. 1269

*T. xxviii. 0019. 775, 788 U.M. 0021, 0022. 1269

*T. xxviii. 0020.

T. xxviii. 0021.

599, 788

600, 788

U.M. 0023-002O. 1270

*T. xxix. a, b. 600, 788 *V.S. 001, 002. 3*5

T. xxix. c. 600, 788 V.S. 003, 004, 005. a. 3*5

*T. xxix. d. 600, 789 *V.S. 005. b. 3i5

T. xxix. e-b. 600, 789 V.S. 005. c-i, 006. a, b. 3 r 5

T. xxix. i, j.

T. xxix. k.

600, 601, 789 V.S. 007. a, b, 008-0010. 316

boo
, 601, 789 *V.S. 0011-0013. 3°7,3 I &

T. xxix. 1. 600, 789 V.S. 0014. 3°7,3 i6

*T. xxix. m, 600, 789 *V.S. 0015. 3°7, 3 i(5

T. xxix. n. 789 V.S. 0016, 0017. 3°7,3 I(>

9 E 2



1500

DEJECT.

*V.S. 0018, 0019.

V.S. 0020.

*V.S. 0021.

V.S. 0022.

*V.S. 0023.

V.S. 0024-0030
V.S. 0032, 0034.

V.S. 0035.

V.S. 0036-0042.

V.S. 0043. a-m.
V.S. 0044-0053.
V.S. 0060. 0061.

*Wang. 001.

Wang. 002-004.

*Wang. 005.

Wang. 006, 007.

Y.K. 001-003.

Y.K. 005.

*Y.K. 006, 007.
Y.K. 008.

Y.K. 009.

Y.K. ooio-ooro.

Y.K. 0013. a.

Y.K. 0013. b.

Y.K. 0014.

Y.K. 0015-0018.
Y.K. 0019. a-d.

Y.K. i. 001.

*Y.K. iii. 001.

Y.K. iii. 002.

V.K. iii. 003.

Y.K. iv. 001.

Y.K. iv. 002-005.
Y.K. iv. 006. a-f.

Y.K. iv. 007.

Yangi-darya. 001.

fYarkand. 002.

Yart. 001-007.

*Yo. 1.

*Yo. 2.

Yo. 3. a, b.

*Yo. 01. a.

Yo. 01. b.

*Yo. 01. c.

Yo. 02. xxii, 98 sq.

|Yo. 03,04.
Yo. 04. a.

Yo. 05. a-c.

*Yo. 05. d.

*Yo. 05. e.

Yo. o'), a.

Yo. 06. b.

Yo. o'j. c.

Yo. 06. d.

*Yo. 06. e.

Yo. 06. f.

Yo. 06. g.

Yo. 06. h.

Yo. 06. k, 1 .

*Yo. 07.

|Yo. 010.

INDEX OF OBJECTS FOUND, ACQUIRED, ETC.

PAGES.

3°7,3 l6

3°7,3 l6

3°7, 3 l6

3°7, 316

3°7, 3 l6

3 l6

316

316, 429

3l6

316

3 J 7

3 r 7

1107. 1112 n.

1107, 1 1 12 n.

1107, 1112 n.

1107, 1112 n.

ii 74
1167 n., 1174
1167 n., 1174

1174

1448

1175
ii 75
1174
11 75
1176

1176
11 68, 1175
1168, 1175
1168, 1175

ii75

1168, 1175
H75

1 168, 1175
;

1168, 1175 !

1283

1340 :

271

99, X02 :

99, 102, 107, 120

1340

98, 102

99, 102, 1469
xxii, 98, 102

to3) 115, 1211 sq-,

1467 sqq.

1341

103, 110

100, 103
1 00, 1 03
101, 103

100, 103
103

io3, JI 9
103
i°3

100, 103
I 34 I

i°3

103

101, 103
J 34 i -

! OBJECT.

Yo. 010. c-e.

*Yo. on. a. b.

Yo. on. c.

Yo. on. d.

*Yo. on. e.

*Yo. 012. a.

Yo. 012. b.

Yo. 012. c, d.

Yo. 012. e.

Yo. 001. a-v.

Yo. 001. a, b.

Yo. 001. c.

Yo. 001. d.

Yo. 001. e.

*Yo. 001. f.

Yo. 001. g.

Yo. 001. h.

*Yo. 001. i.

Yo. 001. k-m.
Yo. 001. n.

*Yo. 001. 0.

Yo. 001. p, q.

*Yo. 001. r.

Yo. 001. s, t.

*Yo. 001. u.

*Yo. 001. u . 1.

Yo. 001. v.

Yo. 002. a-d.

Yo. 002. e-n.

Yo. 003.

*Yo. 003. a.

Yo. 003. b.

Yo. 003. c.

*Yo. 003. d.

Yo. 003. e.

Yo. 003. f.

*Yo. 003. g.

Yo. 003. g. x.

Yo. 003. h, i.

Yo. 003. i. 1.

Yo. 003. k.

Yo. 003. 1.

*Yo. 003. m.
*Yo. 003. n.

Yo. 003. o.

Yo. 003. o. 1.

Yo. 003. p.

Yo. 003. q.

Yo. 004.

Yo. 004. a.

*Yo. 004. b.

Yo. 005. a, b.

Yo. 006.

Yo. 006. a, a. i,

Yo. 007.

Yo. 007. a, b.

*Yo. 007. c.

Yo. 007. d, e.

*Yo. 007. f.

Yo. 008. a, b.

*Yo. 008. c.

*Yo. 008. d.

Yo. 008. e.

Yo. 009.

h.

PAGES.

103
103, 106 sq.

99, i°3

99, i°4

99, i°4

104

101, 104

104

1340
104, 109, 113, 121

98, 104

98, 104, 109

98, X 02, 104, 109, 113

98, 104

98, 104, IO9, 1 13

98, 104, I09

98, 104

98, 104

98, I04

98, IO4, I09

98, 104

98, I04

98, 104, 121

98, I04

98. IO4, 1 21

98, 104, 109

98, I04

99, 104, 1 13

99, I04 sq., 1 13

99
J05, no sq., 113 sq.

105, no sq.

99, 105, 1469

99, r468

99, i°5, 1469
105
105
I05
I05
105
105

99. 105, 113, 1468, 1469

99, 105, 1468
I05

99, 105
105
105

99, 105, 12°

99
I05
105
ios

99
io5

99
105
105
106

103, 106

106

99,
106

106

121

f.

a, b.

|

OBJECT.

*Yo. 009. a.

Yo. 009. b.

*Yo. 009. c.

Yo. 009. c. 1, 2

*Yo. 009. c. 3.

Yo. 009. c. 4.

*Yo. 009. d.

*Yo. 009. d. 1.

j

*Yo. 009. d. 2.

Yo. 009. d. 3-7
Yo. 009. e.

Yo. 009. e. 1,

Yo. 009. g.

Yo. 009. h.

Yo. 009. h. 1.

Yo. 009. h. 2.

Yo. 009. h. 3,
Yo. 009. h. 4.

*Yo. 009. h. 5.

Yo. 009. h. 6-9.

*Yo. 009. h. 10.

Yo. 009. h. n, 12.

*Yo. 009. h. 13, 14,

*Yo. 0010. a.

Yo. 0010. b.

Yo. oon.
*Yo. 0012. a.

*Yo. 0012. b.

*Yo. 0012. c.

Yo. 0012. d, e.

*Yo. 0012. f, g.

Yo. 0012. h.

Yo. 0012. i.

Yo. 0012. 1 .

*Yo. 0012. m.
Yo. 00 [3. a.

Yo. 0013. b.

Yo. 0014. a, b.

*Yo. 0014. c.

Yo. 0015. a.

Yo. 0015. b.

Yo. 0015. c.

*Yo. 0015. d.

Yo. 00x5 e.

Yo. 0015. f.

Yo. 0015. f. type (a).

Yo. 0015. f. type
(
b).

Yo. 0015. f. 1.

*Yo. 00x5. g.

Yo. 0015. h-1 .

Yo. 0016. a.

*Yo. 0016. b.

Yo. 0016. c.

*Yo. oox6. d.

Yo. 0016. e, f.

*Yo. 0016. g.

Yo. 0017. a, b.

Yo. 0017. c, d.

Yo. 0018.

Yo. 0018. a, b.

*Yo. 0018. c.

*Yo. 0019.
*Yo. 0020.

Yo. 0021.

PAGES.

98, 106, 121

98. 106

98, 106

106

106

106

99. 106

106, 107, 112, 121

106, 1 12

106. 112

107

99, i°6 sq.

99, i°7

103. 107

x°7

107, 121

107

107

107

107

107

107

107

99, 107, in, 119

108, in
104. 108

98, 104, 108

98, 108, no
98, 108

98, 108

98, 108

98, 108

104

98, 108

108

108

108. 113

98. 108

98. 108

108

99. 108

108

108

99. 108

98, 108, no, 1281

108, 109, 113

108, no, 113, 1257

108

98. 108

98, 108

108

108. 109

108

108

109

109

108 sq.

109

121

98, 109, 112, 113

98, 109, 112 sq.

xxii, 109

98. 109

98, 109, 1468



INDEX OF OBJECTS FOUND, ACQUIRED, ETC.

OBJECT. PAGES. OBJECT* PAGES. OBJECT. PAGES.

Yo. 0022. 109 Yo. 0038. c. 99 , 107, no sq. Yo. 0055. b. 114

Yo. 0023. a. 98, 109 1 Yo. 0038. d. 99 ; 107 ;
Yo. 0055. c, d. 98, 114

Yo. 0023. a. 1. IO9
1 *Yo. 0039. a. 1 1

2

Yo. 0055. e-h. 114

Y'o. 0023. a. 2, a. 3, b. IO9
!

*Yo. 0039. b. 98, 112 Yo. 0056. 99 ,
n 4

Yo. 0023. c, d. 98, 109 Yo. 0039. c. 98, 112 Yo. 0057, 0058. 98, n 4

Yo. 0023. e. 109 : *Yo. 0039. d. 98, 112, 120 Yo. 0059. 98, 109, 1 14

Y’o. 0024. IO4
!
Yo. 0039. e. 112 Yo. 0060. 98, 114

Yo. 0024. a. 98, 109
;

*Y0. OO39. f. 98, 112 Yo. 0061. 99, 114, 1 15

Yo. 0024. b, c. 98, 104, 109 Y’o. 0039. g, h. 112 Y’o. 0061. a. 114

Yo. 0024. d. 98, 109 Yo. 0039. i. 98, 112 Y’o. 0062. 99, 115

Yo. 0024. e, f. 98, 104, 109 Yo. 0039. k. 112 Yo. 0063, 0064. 99 ,
xl 5

Yo. 0024. g. 98, 109 , Yo. 0039. 1 . 98, 112 Yo. 0065. 1271

Yo. 0024. h. 98, 104, 109, 113 Yo. 0040. 98
, 109, 112 sq. Yo. 0065. a. XI 5

Yo. 0024. i. 98, 109, 1259 Y’o. 0041. 121 Yo. 0065. b. XI 5

Yo. 0024. k-m. 98, 109 Yo. 0041. a. 99 ,
i° 7 ,

H2 Y’o. 0065. c-e. nS
Yo. 0024. n. 98, 104, 109 Y’o. 0041. b. 99 ,

i° 7 ,
ns Y’o. 0065. f. 1 15

Yo. 0024. o-q. 109 Yo. 0041. c, d. 99, io 7, 112 Y’o. 0065. g. nS
Yo. 0025. 98 Yo. 0041. e. 99. 107, 112, 121 Y’o. 0066, 0067. 99 , ns
Yo. 0025. a. 109, no, 113 Y’o. 0041. f. 106, 112 Y’o. 0068. —
Y’o. 0025. b, c, d. no *Yo. 0041. g, h. 106, 112 Yo. 0069. 98, n 5

Y’o. 0025. e-g. no Yo. 0041. i, k. 112 Y’o. 0070. 99 ,
114 ?q.

Yo, 0025. h, i. no Y’o. 0041. 1 . 106, 112 Y’o. 0071. 99 , ns
Y’o. 0026. 99, no *Yo. 0041. m. 106, 112 Y’o. 0072. n j

Y’o. 0027. a. no Yo. 0041. n. 112 Y’o. 0073. 99, 115

Y’o. 0027. b. 98. 108, no, 1 13 Y’o. 0042. a. 98, 109, 112 Y’o. 0074-0079. Us
*Yo. 0028. a. no Yo. 0042. b. ”3 fY’o. 0080. 1341

Yo. 0028. b. no Yo. 0043. a. 98, n3 Y’o. 0081. 100, n 5

Yo. 0028. c. 99, no Y’o. 0043. b. 98, no, 113 Y’o. 0082. 100, 1 15

Yo. 0029. 99, no Y’o. 0043. c. 98, 109, 113 Y’o. 0083. 1 15

*Yo. 0030. a. 99. 103, 108, no, 113 Y’o. 0043. d. 98, no, 113 Y’o. 0084. 1
1

5

Yo. 0030. b. 108, no Yo. 0043. e. 98, 99 ,
nj Y’o. 0085, 00S6. 134 '

Yo. 0030. c. 99, no Y’o. 0043. f. 98 , 113 Y’o. 0088. 115. 117

*Yo. 0030. d. 108, no Yo. 0044. 104 Y’o. 0089. 115, 118, 201

Y’o. 0030. e-i. 108, no *Yo. 0044. a. 98, 104, 113 Y'o. 0091. a. 100, 1 16

Yo. 0030. k. no Yo. 0044. b. 98; 113 Y’o. 0091. b. 1 16

Yo. 0031. a. 99 ,
110 *Y’o. 0044. c. 98, 109, 113 Y'o. 0092, 0093. 1 16

*Yo. 0031. b. 103, 105, no Yo. 0044. d. 98, 104. 113 Y’o. 0094. 1 16

Yo. 0031. c. io?, no, 120 Yo. 0044. e. 98. 104, 109, 113 Y’o. 0095. 1340

*Yo. 0031. d. 99,
no Yo. 0044. f. 98, 113 Y’o. 0096. a. 101, 116

Yo. 0031. e. 99, no Yo. 0045. a. 99, 113 Y’o. 0096. b, c. I if,

Yo. 0031. f. no Yo. 0045. b. 108, 113 Y’o. 0098. 116

Yo. 0032. a. 99, no, 1469 Yo. 0045. c. d. 108, 113 Y'o. 0099. 101, no
Yo. 0032. b. 99, in, 1469 Y'o. 0045. e. 98, 113 Y’o. 00100. 116

*Yo. 0032. c. 99, ni Y’o. 0045. f. JI 3 Y’o. 00101. a. 116

Yo. 0032. d. 99, 103, hi 1 19 1469 Y’o. 0045. g. 98. 108, 113 Y’o. 00101. b. 116

Yo. 0032. e. in, 1469 Y’o. 0046. a. 113 Y’o. 00102, 00103. 1341

*Yo. 0033. a. III Yo. 0046. b. 113 Y’o. 00104. 116

Yo. 0033. b. III Y’o. 0046. c. 113 Y’o. 00105. 100, 1 16

Yo. 0033. c. III Yo. 0047. a. 99. 113, 1469 Yo. 00106. x 34 i

Yo. 0034. a, b. 10$, III Yo. 0047. b. 99, 113, 1469 Y’o. 00107. 1 16

Y’o. 0034. c. 105 ,
III Yo. 0048. a-f. 99 ,

I04 ,
n 3 fY’o. 00108. 1341

*Yo. 0034. d. 99, in Yo. 0049. a. 99 ,
n3 Y’o. 00109. a. 116

Yo. 0035. 99 Yo. 0049. b. 99 ,
JI3 Y’o. 00109. b. 117

Y'o. 0035. a-1 . in Yo. 0049. c. 113 Y’o. oono. 115,117

*Yo. 0035. m. in Yo. 0050. 99 ,
io5 ,

IJ 3 Y’o. 00113. 117

Y’o. 0035. n. HI Yo. 0051. a. 99 ,
io 5 ,

IX3 Y’o. 00n 4. ico, 1
1 7, 125

*Yo. 0035. 0, p. in Yo. 0051. b, c. 1 05, 114 Y’o. 00115-001 j 7. 117

Yo. 0035. q-t. in Yo. 0052. 99 Y’o. 00118. 100, 1 17

Y’o. 0035. u. in, 1469 Yo. 0052. a-d. 114 Y’o. 00119. 117

Yo. 0035. v. in Y’o. 0052. e-f. 114 Y’o. 00120. 100, 1 17

*Y°. 0035. vv. in Yo. 0052. g-p. nj Y’o. 00121. 1 co, 117. 396

Yo. 0036, 0037. a. in Yo. 0053. 99 , 114 Y’o. 00122. 117

Y’o. 0037. b, c. 105, in Cj
)

4
1
\
r
.

OOO*> 114 Y o. 00123. 1341

Yo. 0038. a, b. 99 ;
I0 7 ;

111 Yo. 0055. a. 98, 114 fY’o. 00124. 1340



*
K*

1502 INDEX OF OBJECTS FOUND, ACQUIRED, ETC.

OBJECT.

*Yo. 00125. 1 °° ,
n

j

*Yo. 00126. a.

Yo. 00126. b,

Yo. 00127.

Yo. 00128.

Yo. 00129.

Yo. 00130.

fYo. 00131,

Yo. 00132.

Yo. 00133.
* Yo. 00134.

Yo. 00135.

Yo. 00136.

Yo. 00137.

Yo. 00138.

Yo. 00139.
Yo. 00140.

*Yo. 00141.
r

o. 000142.

Yo. 00143.

PAGES.

sq.. 122, 127, 3i5

117

117

100, 1 17
i34i

98, 117

118

i34i

1341
118

100, 1 18

118

1340

1341

100, 118, 122

100, 1 18

118

118

ii 8, 123

1 18

I
OBJECT.

Yo. 00144.

I

*Yo. 00145.

*Yo. 00146.

Yo. 00147.

Yo. 00148.

Yo. 00149.

Yo. 00150.

Yo. 00151.

Yo. 00152.

Yo. 00153, 00154.
Yo. 00155.

Yo. 00156.

Yo. 00157, 00158.

*Yo. 00159.

*Yo. 00160.

Yo. 00161.

*Yo. 00162.

*Yo. 00163.

Yo. 00164.

*Yo. 00165, 00166.

PAGES.

1 18, 123

Il8

ll8, 126

Il8

118 sq.

118

n8, 123
118

ioo
; 1 18

118

118, 1341

118

1 18

118, 121

118

”9
1
1
9. 122

”9
119

100, 119

OBJECT. PAGES.

Yo. 00167-00172. 119
*Yo. 00173, 00174. 100, 1 19
Yo. 00175. 119
Yo. 00176. 119. 123 sq., 1202, 1313
Yo. 00177. 98, 1 19
*Yo. 00178. 98, 103

, 119, 1282

Yo. 00179, 00180. 119
*Yo. 00181. 119
*Yo. 00182. 99) 1 19
Yo. 00183. 119
*Yo. 00184. 98, 1 19
*Yo. 00185. 120

Yo. 00186-00193. 120

*Yo. 00194. 98, 120

*Yo. 00195. 120

Yo. 00196-00200. 120

*Yo. 00201-00203. 120

Yo. 00204-00205. 120

*Yo. 00206. IOI, 120

Yo. 00207-00209, 120



PLATES, DESCRIBED, OR REFERRED TO, IN THE TEXT

PLATES.

I.

II.

III.

IV.

V.

VI.

VII.

VIII.

IX.

X.
XI.

XII.

XIII.

XIV.

XV.
XVI.

XVII.

XVIII.

XIX.

XX.
XXI.
XXII.
XXIII.
XXIV.
XXV.
XXVI.
XXVII.
XXVIII.

XXIX.

XXX.
XXXI.
XXXII.

XXXIII.
XXXIV.

OBJECTS
PAGES.

22, 98 sq., 107-10, 112-15, 119.

98 sq., 102, 106, 109 sq., 112-14, 513 n.

98 sq., 102, 104-13, 115, JI 9-

98, 102 sq., 112-14, n6sq., 119, 122, 125-7,

141 sq., 149, 152, 315, 361, 364, 367, 375, I

433, 596, 600, 680, 773 sq., 786, 790, 1105-8,
i

1135, 1183, 1191, 1204, 1222, 1242, 1244,

1269 sq., 1306, 1313-16.

100, 101, 103 sq., 1 16-18, 120-3, 12 5 sq., 231,

1247, 1250, 1257, 1260, 1306, 1313.

38, 100, 103, 116-20, 122-4, 126 sq., 396,

1167 n., 1168, 1174 sq., 1306, 1313 sq., 1316.

100, 115-17, 119, 121, 123 sq., 631, 1167 n.,

1168, 1174-6, 1314 sq.

138 sq., 141, 143 sq., 146, 148-52, 164.

13811., 141 sq., 144 sq., 147 sq-, 150-2, 161,

194.

1267 n., 1271-3, 1280 sq.

166-9, i73, 177 sq., 180 sq., 185, 188.

xxiv, 166 sq., 169, 174 sq., 178, 181 sq., 1162,

1165 n., 1169 sq., 1172, 1202, 1277, 1282 sq.

1252, 1261.
'

160, 162, 165, 171, 17 5, 185, 189 sq., 193-5,

257, 1225, 1229.
i

158, 164, 167, 171, 174, 180, 184, 191, 193, 373- i

158, 164 sq., 167, 172, 174, 184, 186, 187-90,

195-

48 n., 4911., 160, 162, 166, 168, 170, 180, 187,

191 sq., 194-6, 491, 1247, 1248 and n.,

1257 sq.

48 n., 49 n., 226, 234, 235, 239, 248, 257, 263 sq., i

395 n -, 49L 1248 n.

48 n., 49 n., 216 sq., 222, 224 sq., 238 sq.,
j

248 sq., 252 sq., 255, 265, 267, 393 n., 395 n.

216, 230 sq., 234, 249, 258, 260-2.

228-30, 261.

261.

228-30, 234, 239, 254, 260-3, 266 sq. i

216, 232, 249, 258.

226, 254, 257-60.
235, 237, 253 sq., 258, 260, 264, 269.

216, 235, 237, 249, 258 sq., 264 sq., 269, 380.

221 sq., 224, 233, 237 sq., 247 sq., 251-4, I

256 sq., 265-8, 276, 279, 290 sq., 439.

221, 231, 234, 238 sq., 247 sq., 250, 252, 257,

263, 265 sq., 268 sq., 289-92, 358, 361 n.,

372, 378, 384-6, 392 sq., 428-32, 434, 437, !

439-41, 444, 446, 449, 777-

356 sq., 363-8, 372, 393, 431 sq., 451.

48 n., 49 n., 396, 397 sq., 404, 440, 442 sq., 449-

38 and n., 48 n., 396-8, 404 sq., 44i“3, 449,

494 n., 514.

378, 396-8, 402, 404 sq., 441-3, 446, 449-

48 n., 396, 398, 400, 403 sq., 441 sqq., 513, 545-

plates.

XXXV.

XXXVI.

XXXVII.

XXXVIII.

XXXIX.

XL.
XLI.
XLII.
XLIII.
XLIV.

XLV.

XLVI.
XLVII.

XLVIII.
XLIX.

L.

LI.

LII.

LIII.

LIV.

LV.

LVI.

LVII.

LVIII.

LIX.
LX.

LXI.
LXII.

LXIII.

PAGES.

234 n-, 374, 378, 380, 384, 396, 398, 401 sq.,

433-8 , 44L 444-6.

224, 235, 247-50, 253, 265, 267, 283, 289,

291 sq., 377, 384, 392 sq., 401, 403 sq.,

427-9, 432-4, 436 sq., 439 sq., 444-9, 477-

372-4, 379 sq., 384, 386, 401, 433-5, 437 sq-,

44°, 445 sq-, 7°i-

276, 278, 291, 379 sq., 383, 400, 414 sq. 435 sq.,

444-

383, 4i5, 436, 495, 542, 670, 677 and n., 701,

783-

494, 497, 5°4, 5°6, 5°9, 539 sq.,

494, 497, 5°6 , 5°9, 5 10 and n -> 539 sq-

498-502, 504, 541.

498, 5°L 5°4, 5 x 8, 520, 54°-

498, 501 , 5°4 n -, 5°5, 5 l8 , S 2! sq-, 527, 532,

541-3, 545 sq.

498, 501, 504 and n., 505, 510, 515, 517, 541,

543, 546.

488, 539-

48 n., 49 n., 160, 162, 193, 195 sq., 395, 4°5,

442, 444, 496, 513, 518, 543, 546, 894,

938 sq., 1075, 1104, 1106, 1221 sq., 1224 sq.,

1229, 1260.

466, 478, 481-3, 496, 543, 547, 778.

49 n., 238, 265, 380, 435, 466, 482 sq., 711, 781,

897 sq., 988.

463-6, 477-83, 946.

465 and n., 466, 477“82, 484, 538, 1286, 1287 n.,

1288, 1291-3, 1295.

234 n., 398, 443, 597, 599, 6o 5, 645 and n ->

649, 660 sq., 678, 686 sq., 697, 717, 769-72,

775, 758 n., 760, 761 and n., 779, 781, 7S5,

788, 790.

100, 221 n., 358, 596, 599, 604, 658, 661, 669,

680 sq., 686, 697, 704, 712, 716 sq., 759

and n., 760, 767, 771, 773"9°-

597, 605, 641, 645, 649, 652, 660 sq., 669, 681,

688, 698, 704, 711, 769-72, 775, 759 and n -,

760 n., 768, 777-82, 787, 79°-

704 and n., 720, 781, 783, 786, 898, 912, 964,

971,972.
81 1, 832 n., 837 n., 846, 889, 1057, 1409, 1423.

811, 831 n., 832 n., 837 n., 1055, 1409, 1420,

1423 sq.

811, 832 n., 890, 1083, 1408, 1414, 1423-

811, 832 n., 837 n., 1042, 1419, 1423-

811, 831 n., 832 n., 838 n., 868, 960, 1397,

1408, 1415, 1422.

811, 832 n., 838 n., 867, 984, 1336, 1395, 1417-

811, 832 n., 865, 884, 1010, 1055, 1398, i4°7,

1414, 1423.

811, 83m., 832 n., 837 n., 869, 1079, 1412,

1415, 1420.



1 5°4 PLATES, DESCRIBED, OR REFERRED TO, IN THE TEXT

PLATES. PAGES. PLATES. PAGES.

LXIV.
LXY.
LXYI.

LXYII.
LXVIII.

LXIX.
LXX.

LXXI.

LXXIT.
LXXIII.
LXXIV.

LXXV.

LXXVI.

LXXVII.

LXXVIII.

LXXIX.
LXXX.
LXXXI.
LXXXII.
LXXXIII.
LXXXIV.
LXXXV.
LXXXVI.
LXXXVII.

LXXXVIII.
LXXXIX.

xc.
XCI.
XCII.
XCI II .

XCIV.
XCV.
XCVI.
XCVII.
XCVIII.
XCIX.

c.

CL
CII.

cm.
CIV.

cv.
CVI.

evil.

CVI II.

CIX.
ex.

CXI.

CXII.

8n, 832 n„ S69, 1036, 1413. 1416, 1429. CXIII.
189, 832 n., 1021, 1079. CXIV.
832 n.. 838 n., 868, 1082, 1337, 1395, 1424. CXV.

i43°- CXVI.

832, 866, 943 sq.. 1083, 1356, 1396, 1427. CXVI A.

831 n„ 832 n., 83S n., 839, 867 sq., 1039, 1081, CXVII.
1397, 1418 sq. CXVIII.

832 n., 838 n., 867, 957, 1059. 1397. CXIX.
831 n.. 832 n., 865, 867, 877 n., 955, 1017. 1026, CXX.

1399, 1402, 1403 n., 1429. CXXI.
837 n.. 842 n., 861, 867, 934, 1060, 1082. 1429, CXXII.

i43°. CXXIII.
842 n., 874, 943, 1431. CXXIV.
S32 n., 875, 942, 1040. CXXV.
832 n„ 850 and n., 852, 854, 855-7, 963,

1063 sq., 1430. CXXVI.
847 n., 848 n., 851 sq., 856, 85S sq., 1032, 1047, CXXVII.

1064. CXXYIII.
8n, 832 n., 856, 881, 945, 991, 1023, 1035,

1085. CXXIX.
811, 847 and n., 850, 852, 854, 859, 863 sq., CXXX.

938) 1035. CXXXI.
811 n., 863 sq., 1008, ion, 1029. CXXXII.
863, 86 7, 937. 939, i°io.

8ii and n., 863, 1016, 1062, 1072. CXXX III.

811, 863 sq., 966. 1042 sq., 1066, 1083. CXXXIV.
811, 863 sq., 938, 954, 1017. exxxv.
8n, 859, 860, 863, 957, 1009, 1029, 1065.

465 n., 811, 941, 1067, 1073. CXXXVI.
465 n., 811, 948, 962 sq.. 1031, 1066. CXXXVII.
81 1, 938, 1028, 105S,

8n, 862 sq., 1033 sq., 1074 sq., 1075, 1474-
8 1 1 , 863, 867, 1019. 1060, 1072. CXXXVIII.
811, 863, 867 sq., 950, ion, 1013, 1020, 1079.

465 n., 822, 942, 1016. CXXXIX.
822, 865, 869, 970, 1012, 1044.

822, 891, 967, 969, 1015, 1026, 1080.

822, 866, 1087.

822, 891, 892, 969, 981. CXL.
822, 892, 967.

822, 891 sq., 976, 979, 1400. CXLI.
822, 891 sq.. 967. CXLII.
822, 876, 892, 966, 968, 977, 1400. CXLIII.
822, 892, 893 n., 968, 1019. CXLIV.
822, 892 sq., 918 and n., 969, 970, 1060, 1088, CXLV.

1400. CXLVI.
822, 968. CXLVII.
822, 893 sq., 1045, 1399. CXLVIII.
838 n., 866, 893, 918 n., 974, 1087, 1396, 1399. CXLIX.
823, 8 5i, 885, 895, 984, 1430. CL.
896 and n., 958. '

CLI.
897 n., 898, 900. 905, 907, 908, 910, 950 sq.,

I CLII.
97°, 981 sq., 1014, 1018, 1024, 1030, 1050, CLIII.
1059, 1071. CLIV.

823, 841 n., 900, 905, 906, 1070. CLV.
823, 841 n., 900, 905, 1069, 1070. CLVI.
841 n., 897, 899, 900, 906, 985. CLVII.
466, 477, 652, 770, 841 n., 899 sq., 905 sq., 946, CLVIII.

983, 985, 989, 1010, 1012. CL1X.
384, 438, 466, 481, 720, 783, 897, 900, 905 sq., CLX.

908, 91 1, 928 n., 939, 954, 964, 972 sq., 1030, CLXI.
i°5 °. CLXII.

484, 898, 905 sq., 910, 945, 970, 982, 986 sq.. CLXIII.
1162, 1171. CLXIV.

9°5, 9i°, 9 1

1

and n., 986-8, 1005, 1012, 1029.

9 iosq., 987.

898, 9°5, 908, 939; 973) 992-

898, 908, 1050.

906, 910 sq., 972 sq., 973, 986, 991, 1252 n.

687, 780, 898, 907, 956, 985, 991.

720, 7S6, 898, 910-12, 964, 971, 973, 982, 986.

906, 985.

49 n -> 899, 9°7, 988 sq.

466, 478, 898, 907, 982 sq., 986, 989, 1059.

9°5) 9°7) i°37, 1069 sq.

200, 903, 991 sq.

n88, 1195-7, 1202, 1215.

1165 n., 1174, 1196, 1215, 1248, 1252, 1258 sq.,

1261.

1199, 1214, 1216, 1221, 1276, 1282.

1189, 1196 sq., 1203, 1218.

1187-8, 1193, 1197 sq., 1201, 1203. 1216,

1217 sq., 1221 sq.

1189, 1197, 1199, 1217 sq., 1221.

1198, 1218 sq.

1198, 1199, 1219 sq.

601, 1189, 1193-5, 1200, 1203, 1207, 1209 sq.,

1212, 1220, 1223.

601, 1194 sq., 1197 n., 1204, 1207, 1208-10.

H93 sq., 1205-7, i2ir.

465, 1193 sq., 1197 n., 1199, 1203, 1206-8,

1210-12, 1217, 1220.

XI 93) U95) i J 97 n -> 1210-13, 1217, 1223.

49 n., 158, 166, 190, 201, 942, 1189 sq., 1195.

1195, 1199 sq., 1208, 1210-13, 1219 sq..

1222 sq.

199, 1166, 1173, 1188, 1199, 1212, 1219 sq.,

1262, 1269.

128 n., 601, 789, 894, 1075, 1105, 1108,

ni2n., 1152 n., 1158, 1162 and n., 1170,

1173 sq., 1176, 1189, 1200, 1216, 1248,

1250 n., 1258, 1262, 1267 n., 1268, 1272.

101 sq., 385, 687 n., 1287 n., 1306 n., 1340-5*

1347) 1349-

1340-5, 1347-5°-

814, 1450-

489) 539) 815, 1448, 1454.
1254 n., 1438, 1441, 1456.
8 i 5 n., 1455-

815 and n., 1455.
1448 sq.

9i4) 1455-
8i5) 9i4) I45L 1453-

811,815,914, 1451, 1453, I455 .

1247, 1289 n., 1455, 1457, 1458 sq.

914 sq., 1452, 1454.

383, 436 , 669, 671 and n., 675 sq., 776 sq.

669, 671, 676, 776 sq.

669, 671 and n., 676, 776.
669, 671 and n., 676, 776 sq.

652 , 654, 669, 671, 676, 770, 776 sq.

920 n., 924.
484.

819, 925.

819, 924 sq.

819, 925.

818, 828, 923, 925.
818, 828, 923, 925.



PLATES, DESCRIBED, OR REFERRED TO, IN THE TEXT 1 5°5

PLATES. PAGES. PLATES. PAGES.

CLXV. 8i8, 828, 923, 925. CLXXI. 162, 461, 462 sq., 469.

CLXVI. 810, 821 and n., 917 and n., 918. CLXXII. 162, 1288 n.

CLXVII. 810 and n., 822, 917 sq. i CLXXIII. 810, 816, 919 and n., 1470.

CLXVIII. 810, 819, 821, 917 sq. CLXXIV. 810, 816, 919 and n., 1470.

CLXIX. 917 and n., 918. CLXXV. i33 i-

CLXX. 462, 468 sq.

PLANS
1. 48. 3 1 - 485, 488, 490.

2. 37, 38 and n., 40, 494 n. 32 - 493 sq-, 497, 5°6 n., 512 sq.

3 - 73 - 33 - 556, 566 n., 567, 572, 621 n., 628 and n., 6

4 - 135 - 635, 638 and n., 640 sq., 661-3, 666, 668

5 - 162. 679, 683 n., 692 and n., 707, 717, 737 n.

6. 156 and n., 157, 161, 371 n. 34 - 590, 593 sq., 600, 738 n., 739 n.

6 a 156, 159 - 35 - 615.

6 b 156, 158. 36. 568, 635, 641, 656, 717, 738 n.

7 - 2I3_I 5, 236, 241. 37 - 738 n., 739 n.

8. 48 n., 222, 234, 37S n. 38 . 658, 678, 680, 681, 738 n., 739 n.

9 - 217, 220. 39 - 669, 677,679, 697,711, 738 n.

10. 48 n., 215, 221. 40. 574, 684, 685 n., 692, 698, 699.

11. 222, 224, 395 n. 41- 712 sq.

12. 223, 225, 234. 42. 792, 798 sq., 801, 927 n.,

13 - 224 sq. 43 - 793 sq-, 801, 804, 808, S21, 927.

14. 48 n., 225, 226, 378 n. 44 - 793 sq., 93° and n., 931 n.

i 5 - 48 n., 234, 378 n. 45 - 793 sq-, 934 -

16. 237 - 46. 1100, 1102-4.

17 - 238 sq-, 378 n- 47 - 1119 and n., 1152 sq.

18. 213, 240. 48. 1151-4.

19. 272 sq. 49. A. 1167, n68.

20. 2 75, 278 sq. 49 - B. 1156.

21. 276, 278 sq., 283, 307. 5 °- Jl6l, H63-5.

22. 391, 392 sq., 405. 51 - H84, II99.

23 - 370, 375 , 385 , 387 n. 52 - H85-7.

24. 370 sq., 378, 385. 53 - 1185 sq., 1191, 1195, 1196 n.
; 1213. 1215.

25 - 375 sq-, 378, 380 sq. 54 - 1224-6.

26. 389, 394 - 55 - 1241, 1242 and n.

27. 394
-6

, 399. 56 . 1246, 1254.

28. 399 n., 402. 57 - 1247, 1249.

29. 347 , 456, 512 . 533 sq-, 537 - 58 . 1250 sq.

3°- 347 , 348, 456, 459 sq- 59 - 1285.

9 i

1374



GENERAL INDEX

The system followed in the transcription of Sanskrit, Piakrit, Persian, Turk!, and Arabic words closely agrees with that

approved of by the International Congress of Orientalists in 1894. In the case of local names, no attempt has been made to

restore the original forms of any Persian and Arabic elements contained in them or to systematize the spelling of such TurkI words

as enter into their composition, but the actual forms heard on the spot have been reproduced in phonetic transcription. The
spelling of Chinese names and terms conforms to Wade's system of transliteration (as adopted in Professor A. H. Giles’s

Chinese-English Dictionary), except in Appendices A and E, where MM. Chavannes and Petrucci have followed the system

adopted by the £cole Fran^aise d Extreme-Orient. Where discrepancies have occurred in transcription, the Index is to be

taken as a final criterion.

The first occasion on which a Chinese word is given in the original characters is indicated in the Index by printing the

number of the page in italics. Page numbers in heavy type indicate the principal passages where subjects frequently referred

to in connexion with Buddhist art remains, especially paintings, have been discussed.

a, Chinese initial, phonetic value of 71 n.

A. = Ara-tam, q. v.

A. T. = Ak-terek, q. v.

A-ch'i-ni, Hstian-tsang’s name for Kara-

shahr, 1178.

A-fu, miraculous spring of, 1178.

A-nou-ta
, 297; see Charchan River.

A -nuyiieh : occupied by Kao Hsien-chih

(q. v.) 56 ;
reproduces name Arniya

of Gilgit Valley, 58.

A-she-yu-shih-to, capital of Chii-zvei or

.Sbang-mi, identified with Shmist, 18,

. 42 ,//•

Ab-i-Panja : Oxus branch, 53 ;
upper

valley of, 54 n., 60 ;
beyond Sarhad,

60 sq. See also Oxus, P'o-le.

Aba Bakr, of Yarkand, tyrant, 84.

abacus: on double brackets, 248, 1257;
on stucco pilasters, 486.

abandonment of settlements : simultane-

ous, 199, 207 sqq., 1262; periodic,

202, 207, 627; successive, 286;
gradual abandonment ofNiya Site not

proved, 244.

climatic changes affecting, 207 sq. ;

Prof. Huntington’s ‘ climatic pulsa-

tions ’, ib.

physical changes affecting, 204,

208, 246,274,426; inundation affect-

ing, 608, 614 ; whether due to desicca-

tion, 130, 200, 202, 207, 233, 243,
2 75> 286, 306, 427, 1134, 1148, 1160,

1164, 1226; conflagration connected
with, 274, 1095, 1103; whether af-

fected by recession of glaciers, 1324.

human factors affcctmg. 204, 208 sq.,

246, 286, 426, 588, 614, 626, 1096,
1122, 1126, 1134, 1138, 1180.

dates of, indicated, 130, 140, 159,

199 sq., 207 sq., 244. 274, 408, 426,
588, 608, 627, 647, 659, 668, 672,
6 74 i 694 . 696, 1245, 1254 sqq,
1262, 1279, 1308 sq.

See also cultivation
;

‘ Domoko,
Old.’

1

1

1

Abdal: hamlet near Lop marshes, 310 sq.

;

settlement described, 350; distance

and route to Tun-huang, 334 n.,

549 sqq. See Lopliks.

Abdul Karim Akhun, of Yar-tungaz Ta-
rim, 271, 291.

Abdulla, guide, 243 n.

Abdullah Khan, the Tuik, 32 sq. ;
deri-

j

vation cf his name, 72 n.
;
his intended

fort near Shuyist, 50 sq.

Abdullah-Khdn Lasht \‘ Plain of Abdullah
j

Khan ’), 50 sq.

abhaya-rnt/dra, gesture of Protection :

Bodhisattva figs, in, 974, 999, 1038,
j

I049 i
lo6z - i °74 tq-, 1275;

Buddha figs, in, 164, 1 7 1 , 173, 179, i

184, 190, 193, 195, 502, 540, 878,
,

93 °, 974 , 99 °, 999 ,
I02 5 >

1 2 58 , I2 7 °

1273, 1275, 1 280 sq.
; Dhyani-buddha

in, 1027.

Abhidharmakosa of Vasubandhu, Uigur
MS. commentary on, 923, 925.

A bhiniskramana-sutra, xxiii.

acanthus, see designs,

accounts, monastic, see monastery.

Achal, water-supply of, 1304.

Achal-tagh (NAV. end of Okur-mazar-
tagh): marshes near, 1311; natural

rock rampart, ib.

Acharya Prajnendra-bhadra, named in

Khotanese doc., 1457.
Achchan, locality, 219, 296.

Achchik-bulak, see Donglik.

Achchik-kuduk, wells
,
of : Mesas near,

423 n.; Tun-huang route near, I

550 sq.
|

Achilles, story of his fight with River !

Xanthus, 326, 422.

Achma oasis, 199; visit to, 211; !

‘ opening ’ of colony at, tb.
;

irrigation

of, 1 246. I

acroteria, stucco relief frs., 1211 sq.

adamantine pose of Buddha figs., 975, |

. 998, 1017, 1053.
I

Adh-t-Samudh, hill fastness, 75.

Adinzai, valley : Hsiian-tsang’s Shan-

ni-lo-shih valley identified with, 1 6

;

sacred sites in, 16 sq. ;
Buddhist ruins

in, 21.

administration, see Chinese administra-

tion.

adoration: figs, in attitude of, 171, 183,

186-8, 190-1, 505, 540, 542 ;
draw-

ing of hands in, 967.
adze(?)-handle, wooden, 779.
Afrazgul, Surveyor, 358, 387 n.

agate objects, see beads, rings, seals.

agger (ancient embankment), see Limes,

Nan-hu, rampart.

agricultural colonies: Hami, 1150; near

Konche-darya, 1231; Kara-dong,

1242 ;
Chong-tim, 1308. See also mili-

tary agricultural colonies.

agricultural implements, inventories of,

in Chinese docs., 41 1.

agricultuial operations: ordered in

Chinese docs., 410; Tibetan docs,

relating to, 1464.

agricultural settlement, difficulties of, on

Tarim, 335 n.

Agror (Skr. Atyugrapura, Ptol. ’idiiyovpos):

prob. identical with Marco Polo’s

Ariora, 1 1 ;
etymology of name, xxu,

1 1 n.

Ahmad, treasure-seeker, 131.

Ahmad Merghen, guide, 1279.
Aiding-kul, marsh identified with Hsiian-

tsang’s • drum-lake ’, 94.

\ai\sfasya, term in Brahml record on silk,

7°3 -

aiwdn, hall lit from roof : at Dawawish,

36; Miragram, 48; Niya, 234;
Bagh-jigda, ib.

Ajatasatru, legend of, represented in

paintings, 883, 886, 930, 949, 960, 967,

977 sq., iooi, 1014 sq., 1038, 1057,

1071, 1073, 1077, 1080.

Ak-kol, hamlet near Domoko, 202.

Ak-kol, lagoon of Tarim, 351.
Ak-kul. resumed cultivation at, 135.
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k-oi (felt tents) : in I’akhpu, 88 ;
Stupa-

like monuments resembling, 1190.
‘ Ak-sai-chin plateau, 1325.

Ak-sipil, ‘ Tati coins said to have come
from, 102.

ak-su, ‘ white water flood from melting

snow's, 16 n., 202, 204, 275, 1246,

i263Sq. See also kara-su.

Ak-su, district of, 1297 sqq.
;

Chi-mo,

Kn-mo, Po-huan
,

and Wei-jung of

Pang shit, 1297; Ku-mo of Han
Annals and Wei Ho, ib.

;
\Vu-k'ung's

Po-huan, Pu-han, or Wei-jung, ib.
;

Wen-sit wrongly identified with, ib.

;

Hsiian-tsang’s account of, as Po-lu-

chia, 1297 sq.
;
A. mentioned by Haji

Muhammad, 12990. 4.

ethnography of, 1298, 1352 sqq.;

Dolan population in, 1296; Hsuan-
tsang’s account of population, 1298.

postal stations between Khotan and
Ak-su, 1284; distance to A. from

Kucha, 1297; from Uch-Turfan, ib.

Ak-su, town of : importance due to geo-

graphical position, 1298 ; scanty culti-

vation near, due to ethnic charactei of

population, 1296 ;
routes through,

1298 ;
T'ang itinerary to Uch-Turfan,

1 299.
‘ New Town’ of, 1297 sq.

Muhammadan remains between Old
and New Town, 1299.

Ak-su River : route along, 1296 ;
its

volume and its head-waters, ib. See

also Kum-arik-darya.

Ak-tam, near Tash-kurghan, ruins at, 76.

Ak-taz, see Balawaste.

Ak-terek : ancient site, 133 sqq.
;
chrono-

logical indications, 137; contemporary
with Rawak Stupa, ib.

;

date of aban-

donment, 140.

remains : method of indicating pro-

venance of, 134 n.; compared with

remains from Rawak and Dandan-oilik,

1 34 sqq., 164; gilt appliqu6 relievos,

135; hard stucco, 135 sq.; analysis

of, 1391 ;
terra-cotta figurines, 137 ;

small frs. of stucco relievo decoration,

138; chief types of stucco relievos, ib.

;

decorative motifs, differences of style in,

139; frescoes, 139, 145; human bones
abundant, 140; Chinese coins found at,

137, 140, 145, 1343, 1350; coins

(Chinese and Muhammadan) said to

have come from ‘ Tatis’ of, 102, 1342 ;

date of coin finds, 140; list of objects,

14 1 sqq.
; list of objects found on

‘Tati’ near, 133. See also Siyelik.

Buddhist shrine : structural remains
of, 135 ;

shrine suffered from confla-

gration, 136; finds affected by fire

and wind-ero.-ion, ib.

Ak-terek, village, 139.
Akal-yolchi, hunter, 1301.
Akaiagarbha (Visvapani), Bodhisattva, in

paintings, 888 n. 31, 1037. 1409, /<///.

Akche (Wei-loii), locality, distance from
Uch-Tuifan, 1301.

Akchik Valley, fir forest found in, 89.

Akchik-karaul, watch-tower near Hami,
1151.

aksaras, Brahml, on pottery fr., 1 7 1 ;
on

silk strip, 701 sqq. See alphabetical

tab'es.

Aksobhya, Buddha, drawing of. in magic
diagram, 999.

Ala-shan, hill chain, 724.

Alam-khSja-kol, lagoon, 351.

AlberunI, mentions ‘white water’, 16 n.

Alexander, in Swat territory, 2 sqq.

Alexander type of head, on garnet in-

taglio, 101. 120; ‘Alexander’s hunt’

type in seal, 1247, 1257.

Alexander III Range, valleys of, 1128.

Allan, Mr. J. : help given bp, xx, xxi

;

notes on coins, 101 sq., 129, 159, 206,

1340 sqq.

almond shell, fr., 444.
alms-bowl: stucco model, 190; of Buddha,

98, 1 1 2, 882.

Alpataka-mazar, near Kalka, 1228.

alphabetical tables : Khotanese, 815.915,

1448-52,1454-6; Tibetan 1464.

Alpine vegetation, 1116.

Alpinus. see Homo Al/anus.

altar, mod., at Clnen-fo-tung, 931 ; in

paintings, 948. 961, 977, 1038, 1053,

&c. See also valances.

Altin-tagh (-Fore-mountains’), E. ex-

tension of main K'un-lun, 549.

Altmish-bulak, salt springs of, 346.

Amalaka ornaments, 23.

Aman-ul-mulk, ruler of Chitral, 42 n.

Ambar, see Hasha.

Amdo breed of horses, mentioned in

Tibetan docs., 1465.

Amedroz, Mr. H., on date of Ch'ien-fo-

tung MSS., 829 n.

amethyst bead, see beads.

Amitabha, Dhyani-buddha :
paintings of,

860, 866, 882, 886 sq.; on paper,

975 , 996, 1036; on silk, 952, 959.

1017, 1028, 1037, 1055; in magic

diagram, 999 ; in form of Amitayus,

888, 949, 961, 1077, 1080 ;
as one of

ten Kings. 1422 ;
Feirucci on, 1393.

A.’s paradise
:
paintings of, 857, 859.

883 sqq., 929 sq., 934 - 94$ sq., 953 .

960 sq.. 977, 001. 1011, 1014. 1023,

1037, 1042, 1047. 1049, 1057 sq.,

1071, 1073, 1077. tc8r, 1084: in

side-scenes, 978, 1014 sq., 1038, 1042,

1077 : Turkestan wall-paintings of.

883 n. 5 ;
Sukhavatl lake in, 857, 859,

885, 887 ;
Japanese paintings of, their

Chinese original, 883 ;
Central-Asian

development of scheme, tb. ;
Wei-clnh

Po-chili-na’s fresco, ib.
;
scenes based

on Amitliyurdhyana-sutra. 883, 886,

930, 948, 1049 ; simplified represen-

tations, 884. See Sukhavatl.
1 Mandalas ’ of, 1 405 sqq.

paper pounce of, 892, 969.
triad of, in paintings, 886 sq., 1055,

1077, 1080 ;
Petrucci on, 1406 n.

woodcuts of, 893 n. 15, 968,976,
1044.

See also Sakyamuni.
A milayurdhydna-sulra, painted paradise

scenes based on, 883, 886, 930, 948,
1049.

ammunition, mentioned in Chinese doc.,

659. See also arrow-heads, stones.

Amoghapasa (?), Bodhisattva, painting

of, 1078.

Amoghasiddhi, Buddha, drawing of, in

magic diagram, 999.
amorini, on Miran frescoes, 510, 524sqq.
amphorae

:
(Ydtkan) 1 1 2 ;

(So-yang-

cheng) 1107; (Kara-dong) 1242,

1 2 44 -_

Amnadana-preta, silk painting of, 1078.
amulets: (Miragram) 49, 133; (Kine-

tokmak) 133; (Yangi-dar) a) 1283;
(Mazar-tagh) 1294.

An, king of Shan-shan, jjo.

An-han

,

military compan) of Tun-huang
Limes, 596.

An-hsi (Kua-chou), oasis : location of,

581 ;
Limes line from Tun-huang to,

604, 1093 sqq.; from Yti-men-hsien,

1
1
36 sqq.; limited extent and resources,

1091
;
population, 1092; Kao Chii-hui

at, 817. Are’ also Kua-chou.

An-hsi, mod. chief ‘ town ’ of, 1091
;
de-

structive winds of, 388, 1 095 sqq.; wind-

erosion at, 388, 1096; name coupled

with winds of Su-lo Ho basin, 643

;

cart-track from, 606 ;
route from Tun-

huang, 1089; importance due to geo-

graphical situation, 1091 ;
ruins of

walled town near, 1095; second stay

at An-hsi. 1141.

An-hsi, old name for Kucha, q. v.

An-hsi-Hami route : in Later Han Annals,

329, 563, 581 ;
importance of route,

1093, 1 14 1 sqq. ;
Hsiiang-tsang’s desert

journey along, 1097 sqq., 1142 sqq.
;

scarcity of fuel, &c., on route, 710,

1142; desiccation on, 1142; topo-

graphical features of, 1143 >
route not

opened by Former Han, 1150. See

also Hami, route of the north.

An-hsi-Lop-n.br road, 590 sq.

An-Iu-shan, rebellion of, mentioned, 32

An-fien, military company of Tun-
huang Limes, 596.

Anambar (Khanambal). locality, 623.

Ananda, disciple of Gautama Buddha,

paintings of: mural, 502 ;
on silk,

1038 ;
A. named in MS. frs., 1438,

1443 -

Andan-dheri, mound, 17.

AndijanTs, Muhammadan traders, 676.

Andrews, Mr. F. H., Director of Tech-
nical Institute at Kashmir : help given

by, xiv
;
on wooden loiks and keys,

160, 1 9 1—3; on ancient ‘stationery’

9 F 2
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arranged into books, 766 : on figured

silk, from Limes, 720, 785 sq.
;
on

Ch'ien-fo-tung pictorial remains, 836,

846 ;
on textile fabrics, 897 sqq., 902.

angel-like figures, winged busts of, see

Miran painted dado.

animal-headed demons, paintings of, 891,

943 . 979 . 994 sq-. 1087.

animal-headed (rat ?) divinity : on painted

panel, 165, 174; on fresco fr., 1277,

1282.

animals : hones of, found, 481, 600, 684 ;

a. mentioned in Tibetan docs., 1465.

figures of : on frescoes, 506, 520

;

on seals, 231, 439 ;
on stucco pilasters,

487; stucco relief frs., naturalistic,

1193; on textiles, 466, 483, 904 sqq.,

908 sqq., 912 ; of Cretan type, 483 ;

confronting, 908 sqq., 912; on wooden
beam, 397, 443.

heads : appliqud relief on pottery fr.,

1107 ; terra-cotta, 1279, 1281 sq.

pain'ings of, 852, 1 077 ;
on paper,

967; on wooden panel, 1202.

World of Animals, horse as emblem
for, in silk painting, 1077.

See also grotesques, masks, antelopes,

camels, lions, &c.

ankus, on fresco fr., 177, 1087.

antechapels
:

(Ch'ien-
ro-tung) 793 sqq.,

927; (Wan-fo-hsia) 1110; (Kichik-

hassar) 1164; ( Ming-oi ’) 1187,

1190, 1198.

antelopes: paintings of, 8470. 4, 854,

854 n. 44, 859.
heads: stucco relievo frs., 1267 n.12,

1272; terra-cotta, 1282.

anterooms: (Lapchuk) 1156; (Khora)

1225.

anthemion, see designs,

anthology, Skr. MS. fr. of, 1450.
Anthony, supposed Tibetan rendering of
name on ink-seal, 465, 480.

anthropology
:
(Kalani) 24 ;

(Chitral) 26 ;

(Wakhan) 64; (Pakhpu) 87.

anthropometricalwork. 1 168, 1300, 1304,
i 3 r 9 >

I 3 2 3 -

T. A. Joyce on physical anthro-
pology of Chinese Turkestan and the

Pamirs, 1351 sqq.
; method of dealing

with measurements, 1351 ; distribution

of people, 1352; measurements dis-

cussed, 1353 sqq.
; head-length, head-

breadth, cephalic index, nasal length,

nasal breadih. nasal index, 1353, 1380,

1383; facial breadth, total facial

length, total facial index, upper facial

length, 1354, 1381, 1384; upper facial

index, 1353, 1381, 1384; head cir-

cumference, 1355, 1381, 1383; stature,

span, stature-span index, 1355, 1382,

1384; differential index, 1355; con-
clusions from measurements, 1357 ;

descriptive characters of people, 1358,
i 3 8 7 -q J skin-colour, 1358, 1362 sqq.,

1387; hair (colour, quantity, &c.), 1358,

1362 sqq., 1387; eye-colour, 1359,

1 362 sqq., 1388; ‘Mongolian fold’,

r 359, 1362 sqq, 1388; comparison

with other peoples, 1359, 1388; final

conclusions. 1360.

antiques, careful packing of, at Khotan,

1317. See a/so separate Index of objects

found.

Aornos, rock fortress of, 2, 4.

Apa-luk, name of pa-sat head ofBashgol
Valley, nn.

A j.alula, Naga, 13.

Aparimitdyuh-su/ra
,
MS. fis. of : Skr.,

1433 (?) 7 Khotanese, 914, 1454-5-
Aparimitayur-ndma-mahayanasutra. T i-

b_*tan MS. fi. of, 1470.

Apastdn ’a/yezdin, reading of Pahlavi

chaiacters on intaglio, 123.

Apollo (?), figure of, on ruby intaglio, 1 1 6.

appliqtid, see pottery, stucco, terra-cotta,

apiicot leaf found, 478.

apricot (?) wood, log of, from Niya, 267.

apricots, dried, mentioned in Tibetan

docs., 1465
Apsaras : in paintings, 881) 885 n. 11,

887, 1049, I053- ioo 6 ;
in embioidery

picture, 896, 984 ;
on fresco panel,

929. See Gandharvl.

Aptaba, 49; ‘ Aptaba’-like jugs, in w.ill-

I
aiming, 1 1 1 2.

Ara-tam: position of, 1151; irrigation

near, 1152; small snow-fall at, 1153.
Buddhist temple ruins at, 1152 sqq.

;

stucco relief frs. found, 1152, 1158;
destructive effects of fire, atmospheric

conditions at, 1152; cave-shrines cut

into clay ridge, 1153; colossal Buddha
statues in, id.

; remains of mural
paintings, ib. ; date of shrines, 1154.

Arab paper, early manufacture of, 673.
arabesques, see designs.

Arabian Limes, 729.
Arabic, sgraffito in, on cave wall, mi

;

Arabic writing on wooden tablet, 1235;
paper fr. in cursive Arabic, 1289.

Arabs in China, 1289. See also Ta-shih.

Arach, ruins of watch-stations guarding
defile of, 13 1 1 sq.

Aralchi ‘ Mahalla’, at Charchan, 302.
Aramaic-looking script (Early Sogdian),

see Sogdian.

arbours: remains of, (Niya) 237 sq.,

240; (Shui-i) 626; (Farhad - Beg-
yailaki) 1250.

arcade, on painted wood-carving, 1197,
1216.

archaistic Zeus, see classical designs.

Archalik, locality near Kiz-kurghan, 750.
arches: on bronze fr., (Yotkan) 118;

decorated wooden, (Khadalik) 195;
(‘Ming-oi’) 1187 sq., 1197, 1201,
1216 sq., 1222; Indian horseshoe
arches, 1197, 1216; in architecture, on
fresco fr., (Miran) 506, 544 ; inter-

lacing, on bronze mirror fr., (Khotan)
1 2 1 ;

trefoil, in Gumbat porch, 23 ;

on relievos, (Yiin-kang) 849 n. 16.

See a/so designs.

architectural decoration
:

(Miran) 483
sqq.; chronology of, 491 ;

frs. found,

(Ak-terek) 139, 147, 152; (Khadalik)

190; (Niya) 235; (Lou-lan) 378,

396, 402; (‘Ming-oi’) 1 193-5, 1204,

1211-13
;
(Farhad-Beg-yailaki) 1257;

stucco lehcf fis., 139, 147, 152, 1193.

1195, 1204, 1211-13; wood caiving,

I 9°> 235, 378, 396, 402. 1257;
wooden pins for, see pins. See a/so

designs.

architectural features: of Gumbat ruin,

23 ;
of Rawak, 128; of Miran struc-

tures, 486 sq., 493 sq- 5 1 2 sq., 534 sqq.
;

of Limes magazine, 712 sq.; of Ch'ien-

fo-tung shrines, 793 ;
of Turfan ruins,

1161 sqq.; of ‘Ming-oi shrines,

1185 sq.

architectural setting, Chinese, in paintings,

851, 887, 1054.

architectural tiles, stucco relief frs. of,

1189, 1198, 1200, 1210, 1218, 1221 sq.

architrave, on carved wooden cantilever,

I2 57 -

Arghai-bulak, spring identified with

Hsiian-tsang’s miraculous ‘spring of

the Master A-fu 1178.

Arhats : Hsiian-tsang as canonized Arhat,

935 i
legends of A., 63, 77, 89, 95

;

paintings of, 882, 983 ;
stucco relief fr.

of, 1173.
aridity of climate : accounts for abun-

dance and condition of remains along

Tun-huang Limes, 721, 741; and of

Ch'ien-fo-tung MSS. and art relics,

794, 8x1; a. in Sarikol, 75; in outer

T'ien-shan ranges, 1303; in K'un-lun

ranges, 1325.
Ariora, see Agror.

Ariora-Keshemur, mentioned by Marco

Polo, 11.

Aristophanes, on patent Laconian key,

192.

Arka-kuduk Tim, 134; Stupa of, ib.,

1266.

Arka-tagh, gold mines in, 300.

Arkalik, remains of, 134.

armlets represented: on frescoes, 169,

1 75 sqq., 519 ;
on painted panel, 185 ;

on stucco relievo, 790; in paintings,

937, 1061, 1065, 1074.

armour: bronze, see s.v.; armour scale(r).

iron fr., 1293 ;
wooden, 374, 433.

representations of : on frescoes, 184, -

520 sq.
; on stucco relievos, 190, 465,

1193, 1209 sq-, 1277, 1283; in paint-

ings, 464 sq., 853 n. 37, 873, 940;
on pottery, 465, 477.

scale-armour, leather
:
(Niya) 225,

236, 2 16, 463 ;
(Miran) 463 sqq-

477 sqq.; (Tun-huang) 759; shape

and size, 463 sqq., 477, 481, 873;
lacing and fastening, 463 sq., 481, 483

;

overlapping of scales, 464 sq., 481,
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483; lacquer and ornamentation, 348,

464, 481, 483.

arms, Chinese records of
:
(Lou-lan) 4 1 1 :

(Tun-huang) 758 sqq. ;
remains of,

(Miran), 465.

Arniya
,
see A-nu-yiieh.

Arrian, his account of the Assakenoi, 4.

arrow-heads: regular type in use by Chi-

nese troops, 358 ;
stored separately

from arrows, 758 sq.
;
records of, 717,

759-
bronze, 46; (Khotan) 100, 121,

123 sq.; (Ak-terek) 145; (Niya) 221,

250 ;
(Endere) 289 ;

(Vash-shahri)

317 ;
(N. of Lop-nor) 358, 364, 367 ;

(Lou-lan) 358, 378, 392, 395, 428-30,

434, 440 sq., 444 J
(Nan-hu) 616, 630;

Han type, (Tun-huang) 599, 604 sq.,

636, 640, 659, 680, 681, 704, 759,

767 sq., 774, 7/6 sq., 780-4, 788,

790; barbed, with iron tang, (Tun-

huang) 7 1 7, 785.

iron, (Khotan) 12 1; (Niya) 221,

252; (Lnu-lan) 386, 439; (Miran)

477; (Nan-hu) 630
;

^(Tun-huang)

640, 768; (So-yang-ch eng) 1106.

jasper, 357, 365, 366.

metal, at Noghoro-dok (Brep), 47.

wooden (?), (Tun-huang) 704, 783.

See also designs.

arrow-shafts : feathered, wooden (Muzar-

tagh) 1288, 1292, 1294; iron, for

cross-bow, (Tun-huang) 369, 768

;

lacquered reed, (Miran) 338; (Tun-

huang) 717, 783-3.
arrows: frs., (Miran) 463, 479, 481;

(Tun-huang) two types in use, 758;
broken arrows ‘ returned into store ’,

704, 760, 783; cross-bow- arrows, 758 ;

feathered reed, broken, 704, 783;
in paintings, 1016, 1031, 1058 ;

wooden model (Farhad-Beg-yailaki)

1259. See also bird-arrows, bow-s.

' Apcra
,
see Urasa.

arsenic, yellow (orpiment), in Shang-mi,

' 44-

art influences, see Buddhist, Chinese,

classical, &c.

art relics, see Ch'ien-fo-tung, paintings, &c.

‘artistic penei ration’ from the West,

907 sqq.

Artush, road to, 82.

Arya-dasabhumaka, Tibetan MS. fr. of,

_ I 47 I -

Aryajinapulrasiddhi-sutra, Tibetan MS.
fr. of, 1470.

Aryaratnaketu MahayCvia-sulra, Skr. MS.
fr. of, 1441.

Asagosa, (Skr. Asvaghosa), name in

KharosthI inscription, 495.
ascetics : on fresco, 520 ;

stucco relief frs.

of(?), 1194, 1208; legend of, in

painting, 1335 sq. See also sage.

Asghan-sal, valley, 87.

ash trees, 614.

gshes found, 645, 684, 699.

Asmaka, see Assakenoi.

Aspasioi, see Assakenoi.

Aspasians, Alexander’s campaign against,

3-

‘aspiration’, atmospheric movement, 643.

Assakenoi, tribe: territory of, 3 sq.

;

Aspasioi and Assakenoi correspond to

Skr. Asmaka, 3.

ass’s head in walbpainting, 176.

Astlne (Chinese Erh-p'ti), oasis of, 1155.

astrological chart (?), Chinese, 97.

astrological MSS., Petrucci on, 1400.

astrology : in Chinese docs., 764 ;
in

Tibetan docs., 1463.

Asuras (?), in silk painting, 1060.

Asvaghosa, see Asagosa.

Athene, see classical designs.

atmospheric conditions : at An-hsi, 1097 ;

at Ara-tam, 1152; at ‘ Ming-oi ’,

1 186.

Atthaka Vagga. Skr. MS. fr. of, 1432.

Atyugrapura, see Agror.

aureole, see nimbus.
1 Austerities, the ’, see Buddha.

Austrian military border territory (
Mill

-

tar-Grenze), ’ on Danube, purpose

and organization of, 743 sq.

auxiliaries, see foreign auxiliaries.

Avalokitesvara, Bodhisattva : emblems of,

967, 980; general notes on paintings

of, 980, 1061 ;
tradition of Sung

Emperor's dream of, 867.

attendants of, 867 sq., 869, 959,

960, 961, 964, 965, 970, 980, 995.

1001-3,1008, ion, 1013 sq., 1018,

1020-3, 1030, 1036, 1040, 1048,

1061, 1068, 1076 sq., 1081 sq., 1086;

four- and six- armed, 959.

banner paintings: on linen, 952,

966, ion, 1014, 1019, 1035, 1043,

1060, 1072, 1079, 1086; silk, 942,

930, 962, 1009 sq., 1034, 1043.

1061 sq., 1066, 1070-2, 1074 sq.

paintings other than banners : on

canvas, 1166, 1172; linen, 965,

1013, 1019-21, 1023, 1048, 1068,

1072, 1086; paper, 950, 993, 997.

998, 1016, 1036; silk, 945> 954: 96o >

964, 1001 sq., 1004, ioi3sq., 1017 sq*

1020, 1023 sq., 103°’ IC3^ S<L>

1041 sq., 1055-7. 1060. 1068, 1077,

1081, 1083.

in paradise paintings, 884, 886,

949, 952> 954- 977 sq-, i°M, I0 4 2 >

1049, 1053 sq., io7r, 1084.

saves from Calamities, 867 sq.,

1020, 1044, 1081.

‘ Mandalas ’ of, 1041 ;
Petrucci on,

1411 sqq.

in triad of Amitabha, 886.

forms and types represented in

paintings, 861, 864 sq., 866 sq.,

880 sq., 899; 2-armed, 964, 970,

979, 1023, 1048; 4-armed 868,

996 sq., 1008, 1081; 6-armed, 868,

949, 960 sq., 965, 973, 995~7> IOOZ
>

ion sq., 1016 sq., 1020-2, 1030,

1036, 1030, 1044, 1048, 1060, 1083,

1086 sq.; 8-armed, 959, 1023, 1083:

iooo-atmed, 869, 881, 945, 980,

995 sq., 1001 sq., 1013, 1020, i036sq.,

1041 sq., 1044, 1053 sq.. 1037. 1073.

1077, 1166, 1172: 9-headed, 995:
r 1 -headed, 868, 949, 959,961,973,

996, 1002, 1020 sq., 1023, 1026,

1036, 1039, 1048, 1057, 1075, 1077,

1086 sq. ;
standing tigs., unaccom-

panied, 867, 956, 963. 1027 ; figs, in

pairs and rows ol four, 880, 1043,

1068 ;
in human form, with attendants,

867, 1020, 1082; ‘Chinese' t\ pe.

867, 949 sq, 952, 937, 962, 965, 997,

1009, ion, 1027, 1035, 1043, 1072,

1086; Indian’ type, 866 sq., 949,

954. 956. 959> 960-2, 964. 968. 970,

974, 980, 995 sq., 1003, 1009-n.

ioi3sq., 1016, 1018. 1020, 1022 sq.,

1025 sq., 1030, 1034, 1036. 1044.

1048, 1060—2, 1068, 1070 sq., 1081.

1268; mixed type, 867, 1039. 1037:

in ‘Nepalese’ st)le, 862, 869 n. 2.

1073; Tantric (?), 1016; in Tibetan

st\ le, 865, 1068; as Civet of Long

Life. 1039 ;
as Kuan-ytn, see s. v.

in silk embroidery hanging, 984.

in frescoes, 880, 1252, 1261.

in magic diagram
(
mandala

)

draw-

ing. 1023.

"clay votive impression (?), 1268.

paper pounce of, 892, 969.

sketch on paper, 1008.

statuettes, gilt bronze, 1174.

on stele, 800.

studies for hands of, 967.

woodcuts of, 893, 968, 974, 1060.

1079.

See also Kuan-ytn.

Avalokitesvarabodhisatlvacintdeakra-sto-

Ira. Tibetan MS. fr. of, 147 r -

Avalokitesvarl, 1474- .Sir Kuan -yin.

Awi, village, 45.

axe blade, see iron.

Ayak-tar, stream, 302 sq.

Ayib Mirab, village headman, 1311.

Baba-Hatim Pass, 1325.

background: of frescoes. 173. 182 sqq..

188, 200, 539 sqq., 1275; on painted

panels, 185 sqq.. 194 sqq.; on stucco

relievos, .172, 188, 190.

Bactria: captured by the Tochari, 286;

by the Yiieh-chth, 287, 289 ;
silk

trade of, 407 ;
art influences in, 505,

Badakhshan : communication with Chi-

tral, 26, 28 ;
Marco Polo in, 65; old

capital of. ib.
;
form of government of,

ib. See also Tokharistan, Tu-huo-lo.

Badakhshls, 26.

Badr. = Badruddin Khan, q. v.

Badruddln Khan, of Khotan, headman

97, 127, 154, 197: I2 3 8 -
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bag, of leopard's skin. 1247, 1256. See

also silk, woollen.

Bagh-jigda : village, 84, 225; ‘ Aiwan’

at, 234 ;
anthropometric records of

people of. 1332 sqq.

Baghdad-shahri : lemains of walled town.

1182 ;
site of ancient capital of Kara-

shahr, 16.: Chinese coin from, 1182,

1346; other objects found, 1183;
distance from Bash-eghin, 1228 n. 4.

Baghrasb Lake, 1179. 1183; mists from,

1186 ;
a natural reservoir, 1230.

Bahadur Khan, ruler of Yaikhun Valiev,

46.

Baharak, old capital of Badakhshan, 65.

Bahman, early king of Chitral, 28.

Bahram-su, population and cultivation,

statistics of, 1319 n. 2.

Bahram-su-iistang, ancient canal, 1273.

laipash (‘state room’), at Mira cram, 48.

Bajaur : Alexander in, 3 ;
Pa than traders

of, 26.

Bal. — Balawaste. q. v.

Balamas-kum, 1 Tati ’ o r
, 93.

B ilawaste : small ‘ Tati ’ near Domoko,
called before Ak-taz. 197; remains
found, ib . ; Chinese coin found, 197,

1343; other objects found, 198, 200;
abandonment of settlement at. 207.

balls: on wooden sticks, (Niya) 251;
on wooden staves, (Lou-lan) 398,402,

44 C. 444 . 446 eq.

balusters, wooden : (Khadalik) 166, 168,

1 7 T
»

1 73 >
1 S 7 , 194, 196; (Lou-lan)

378, 396, 404, 441, 443, 448 sq.

;

(Mlran) 489, 539; (Khora) 1224,
1228 sq.

;
(Farhad-Beg yailaki) 12I0 :

paintings of, 848 n. 9.

bamboo : slips used for writing, 598, 667,

700, 712, 714, 761; measurements
of, 672 ;

thin slips used as ‘strainers’

for silk banners, 844 ; used for manu-
sciipt-roll cover, 900, 907, 10 14,

10 18; finds: frs.. (Lou-lan) 403;
basket-work. (Niya) 225, 255.

Ilandobene, locality, 2 n. 2.

bangles represented: on frescoes, 168,

175 . 177 .
r 79 * 18A 5 2I > 54 ® 7

on
painted panel, 171 ;

on painted wood,
f 68

;
on ruby intaglio, 116; in

Ch'ien-fo-tung paintings, 937 sqq. See
also bracelets.

Banj, Mount, ruins on identified. 13.

banners : represented on painted panel.

168
;
as votive offerings, 167, 495. 687,

899 ; ment oned in Chinese docs ,

739 ; Sung Yiin’s record of temple
banners, 838 n. 7, 841.

arrangement, materials, Szc., of

Ch'ien-fo-tung banners, 843 sqq.
;

subject painted both sides, 844, 830 n.

22; obverse properly finished, 844;
scenes from legendary life of Buddha
(q. v.), 847 sqq. See also Bodhisattvas,
Buddha, Lokapaia, &c.

cartouches on, 848.

head-pieces of : in damask, em-

broidery and figured and printed

silks, 899 n. 10, 911, 939, 954, 963.

970. 972. 9S3, 986 sq., 991 sq., 1000,

1030; detached borders in figured

silk ami tapestry, 899 n. 10, 950, 971.

1 000.

inscribed, see Chinese, Kharosthi,

Khotane-e, &c.

linen, painted, 81 1. 8621a. 11, 952,

934, 966. ioii, 1014, 1019, 1021,

1027 sq., 1035, 1043. i°6 °- 1 °7--

1079, 1086.

miniature, 687, 779. 950. 957,
1 1 70.

paper, painted, 1019, 1027.

silk: painted, (Khadnlik) 167. i7isq..

189; (Mlran) 495 ;
(Tun-huangi 687;

(Ch'ien-fo-tung) 899, 937-9. 94 1-8,

95 °' 953-8 > 961-3- 966, 996, ioo3sq..

1007-10, 1012 sq., 1015. 1017-19,
1021-4. 1026-35. 1037-9, 1042 sq.,

1045-8, 1051 sq.. 1058, 1061-73,

1080, 1083-5; plain, 899 n. 8, 957,
986. 988 sq., 99 i sq., 1001, 1007,

1010, 1012
;

printed, 899 n. 8, 991,

993, 1001.

stencilled, 957.
streamers and 1

strainers ’ of, 844 ;

method of attaching streamers, 953;
triangular tops 844, 860; streamers

or frs. found, 988 sq.. 993, 1000 sq.,

1006.

suspension loops of, 889 n. 10;
decoration of, 91 1 ; finds, 970, 973,

983, 986, 1005.

tops of: ‘ Sassanian ’ fabrics used

for. 908, 910 sq., 939, 952. 991,

993; finds, 939, 944, 952, 954, 988,

991, 993, 1021. See also fabrics

(decoration of;.

wall-paintings of, 933.
weighting boards for, 953.
See also Bodhisattvas. Buddha, &c.

Barchuk, former name of Maral-bashi

(q. v.', 1310 n.

Bartlash, rainfall and snow-fall at, 1153.
Bardash stream, 1131.
Barhut, 855.
Barikfit Stupa, 13.

bark: used in paper-making, 674; on
wooden (ablets, (Niya) 264 ;

flexible

strip of bark, inscribed (Endere) 276.

291. See also Bhuria.

barley : mentioned in Tibetan docs.,

1465; ears and sheaves of. from Mlran,

461
,
484.

Bar.nett, Dr. L. D. : help given by,

xvii, xviii, xx
;
reads Brahml and other

characters on intaglios and horn-seals,

103, 123, 465, 480; Tibetan inscrip-

tion on silk banner, 962 ;
identifies or

Rads Skr. IMS. frs., 1437, 1440; notes

on Tibetan inscriptions of Ch'ien-fo-

tung paintings by, 1472 sqq.

Baroghil Pass: Mughul Beg’s Pass of

Palpi Sang, jr, 55 sqq. See ah.,

Darkot Pass.

barrage (Turk! high), see dam.
barriers, see Chinese administration,

chiusa
,
kuan. Limes, Vang kuan, }'ii-

nnn kuan.

Baiun, village, 1299.

Blsh-eghin : mud fort, erected by Yaqub
Beg, 1228; distance from Baghdad-
shahri, 1228 n. 4.

Bash-engiz, canal of. 1230 n. r.

Bash-Koyumal, site, 314 n.

Bash-kurghan, locali y, 476.

Bashgol Valley, in Kafiristan, rr.

basin, on ruby intaglio. 1 16.

basket-work frs., (Niya) 217, 225. 255;
(Tun-huang) 784. See also cane.

Bayir-kol. marsh, 452.

Bayirqus (Pa-yeh-ku), Turkish tribe, 475.

Bazar Masjid ’, mosque in Chitral, 35.

Bazar-dasht, remains of houses at, 76.

Bazira, position of, uncertain, 4.

bead ornaments, see designs.

beads found: agate, (Yotkan) 117:

(Khotan) 100, 122; (Charchan) 315 ;

(Lou-lan) 440 ;
amethyst, (Ulugh-

mazar) 1269 ;
berries used as, (Mazar-

tagh) 1294; (Kelpin) 1313; bone,

(Niya) 247 ;
bronze, (Niya) 256

;

chalcedony, (Lou-lan) 432 ;
cornelian,

(Yotkan) 100, 1 1 7 sq.
;
(Khotan) 100,

122, 125; (Jiy a) 127
;
(Ak-terek) 145 ;

(Niya) 256, 268; (Endere) 290-2;

(Charchan) 302, 315; (Lou-lan)

431 sq.. 440; (Miran) 477; (Kelpin)

1

3

1 3 ;
crystal, (Lou-lan) 432; glass,

(Yotkan) 100. 117, n 9 sq.; (Khotan)

100, i24sq.
;

(Kine-tokmak) 133;

(Ak-terek) 145: (Niya) 247, 256, 266,

268
;

(Endere) 282, 290-2
;

(Vash-

shahri) 316; (Lou-lan) 386, 393;

431 sq.. 440, 444; (Nan-hu) 630;

(Tun-huang) 779; (So-yang-ch'eng)

1106; (Ulugh-mazar) 1269 ;
(Lachin-

ata-mazar) 1269 ;
(Mazar-tagh) 1293 ;

(Kelpin) 1313; (Chong-tim) 1.315;

glass, gilded (Niya) 247; (Lou-lan)393,

432; glazed, (Lachin-ata-mazar) 1269;

gold (half-bead), (Yotkan) 117; hae-

matite, (Niya) 257; ivory, (Nan-hu)

630; jade, (Ak-terek) 145; (Char-

chan) 315; malachite, (Khotan) 125 ;

metal, (Noghoro-dok) 47 ;
millefion,

(Khotan) 100, 125; (Lou-lan) 431,

444; (Kelpin) 1306, 1313; mother-

of-pearl, (Khotan) T25; ‘ nasturiium-

seed (Ulugh-mazar) 1270; paste,

(Khotan) 125 ;
(Domoko) 201 ;

(Niya)

238, 257, 265; (Endere) 290, 292;

(Vash-shahri) 316; (Lou-lan) 431 sq.,

437; (M ran) 477; (Nan-hu) 630;

(Farliad-Beg-yailaki) 1256, 1260;

(Lachin-ata-mazar; 1269; (Ulugh-

mazar) 1269 sq.; (Mazar-tagh) 1295;

(Kelpin) 1306, 1313; (Chong-tim)

1315; (Togu-jai) 1316; pebble, (Tun-
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huang) 777; (Helpin') 1313; rljby,

(Lou-lan) 432 ;
serpentine (Bowenite),

(N. of Lop-nor) 368 ;
shell, (Chong-

tim) 1315; steatite, (Yotkan) 103,

1 18; (Lou-lan) 431 ;
stone, (Khotan)

125; (Kine-tokmak) 133; (Niya);

247,256, 268; (Lou-lan) 438; (Ulugh-

mazar) 1269; (Kelpin) 1313; tur-

quoise, (Khotan) 125; (Kelpin) 1313;

wood, charred, (Lachin-ata-mazar)

1269.

beams, wooden
:

(Lou-lan) 306 sq.,

404 sq., 440-3. 449 ;
(Minin) 487 ;

(Tun-huang) 641, 654, 784 ;
(Khora)

1225, 1229; carved, 396 sq., 404,

440-3, 449; painted, 1225, 1229.

See also Toghrak.

beans, in Chieh-shih, 31.

bear (?), on terra-cotta handle, 112; in

painting, 1025.

beating stick, Chinese, wooden, (Tun-

huang) 686, 761, 779.

Bedel Pass, 1300; Po-la-ling of T'ang

itinerary, 1300 n. 21.

‘ beehive ’ ornaments, 23.

beer, mentioned in Tibetan docs.,

1465.

beggai’s staff : symbol of, in rock-carving

of Stupa, 37 ;
represented in fresco,

169 ;
in Ch'ien-fo-tung paintings,

937 sqq-

Bejan-tura, tower, 11630.

Bel-tagh, hill, 1311.

bell-clapper, lead, 1269.

bells, see bronze.

belt, represented on stucco relievos, 190;

tongue of belt found, 251.

berries used as beads, 1294, 1313. See

also designs.

Bes-like terra-cotta applique mask. 109.

Besh-balik, Protectoiate of Pei-l'ing

identified with, 706 n.

Besh-kant, ‘ the five villages’, 88.

Besh-tam, desiccation near, 1160.

Besh-toghrak : desert valley of, 550 ;
sand

ridges E. of, 556 ;
wells of, 551.

• Three Ridges Sands ' located near,

425; Lop desert route near, 550 sq..

553 sqq* > Su-lo Ho terminal basin

near, 55 2
. 639 ;

‘ Chii-lu granary-

located at, 557, 730.

Bezeklik, grottoes of, 1167.

bezel, on bronze rings: (Yotkan) 103;

(Ak-terek) 145; (Niya) 247sq., 265 sq„

268 sq.; (Endere) 292.

Bhaisajya-buddha, paintings of, 860,

959, 1021.

Bhaisajyaguru, Buddha: painting of. 882,

98 1 ;
paintings of his paradise, 889 sq.,

948, 1053, 1056; Petrucei on ‘Man-

dalas ’ of, 1409 sq.

Bhaisajyaraja, disciple :
paintings of, 887

;

Petrucei on, 1393; painting of one of

his generals (?), 1066.

Bhaisajyasamudgata, disciple of Buddha,

in paintings, 887.

Bhallika, merchant, named in MS. fr.,

1448.
Bhiksus, MS. fr. containing regulations

for, 1440.

bhumisparsa-mudra
,
gesture of ‘ witness

’

or ‘ earth-touching ', in paintings, &c.,

877 > 949 . 968 - 990 . 999 .
ioo 3 . 101 9 .

1022, 1025, 1026.

Bhurja (birch-barki: painted frs., (Minin)

467, 482 ;
uninscribed fr., (Tun-

huang) 677, 776: IMS. frs. on,

(Khadalik) 158, 1440.

Biddulph, Col: on Chitral and its people,

26, 32 sqq., 42 n. 2 ;
on Dard lan-

guage, 27 n. 8 ;
on Islam in Gilgit,

28 11. 14.

bifurcation of drainage, 1136.

Bilaur, Raverty's spelling of ‘Bolor 330.

Bileklik, lake, 294.

Bilel-konghan : ruins of, 270-5; search

for site, 271 ;
position of ruins, 272 ;

construction of dwellings, ib.
;
circum-

vallation, ib. ;
indications of late date,

ib.
;
no signs of prolonged occupation,

273 ;
physical conditions, ib.

;
remains

of mosque, 274 n.
;
attempt at agricul-

tural colony, 274 ;
possible causes of

abandonment, ib.
;

irrigation troubles

and projects, 275.

bilingual MSS. (Ch'ien-fo-tung) 914 sq..

920, 924; (Mazar-tagh) i289sq.

billets, see designs.

Biloch.anthropometric records of, 1 359 sq-,

138S sq.

Bimbisara, King, legends of, represented

in paintings, 883, 886, 930, 948 sq..

961, 978.' 1002, 1015, 1038. 1057,

1071, 1073, 1077, 1080.

Binyon. Mr. Laurence: help ghen by,

xviii, x-x; on Ch'ien-fo-tung pictorial

remains. 832 sq., 835, 837, 848, 865,

1428 sqq.

birch-bark, see Bhurja.

bird-arrows, wooden. 401. 444, 445 -

447 - fl . , ,

birds, part of veitebrae ol bird, 461.

figs, of: on brass amulet, 133; in

bronze, 100, 117; on bronze pendant

(two-headed bird), 119; on bronze

ring (twin-bird design) 1315; on

bronze seals, 122, 1

3

1 4 t on clay

seals, 231, 261 sq. ;
on frescoes, 169;

on intaglios, 103, 122; jade figs., 100,

122, 126; on miniature Stupa, 100.

1 17’; on painted jug. 9S0 ;
on painted

panels, 180, 1248, 1258; paper picture

of, 967 ;

soap-stone fr., 1 19 ;
stucco fr.

1

(colossal foot), 931 ;
stucco lelieco

!

(living bird?). 1202, 1217: terra-cotta,

108 sq., 1 1 4 sq-> 122 : three-legged,

!

see Sun
;

applique fr. of buds tail,

1 1256; in textile decoration, 720, 786,

! 904 sqq. ; ' Sassaman ’ style, 908 sqq.

!
See also eagle, geese, phoenix, &c.

j

Bizil. locality. 1266.

I
block-printing, 822, 845, 893, 918, 1 4 33 -

iS”

blossoms represented : on frescoes, 181 ;

trumpet-shaped, on wall-painting, 176.

blown glass frs., see glass.

boar, figures of : on intaglios. 104, 1 16 ;

terra-cotta, 99, 1 15.

boar-headed demon, painting of, 995,

1036, 1079.

boar-headed divinity, on frescoes, 177.

boards, wooden, (Niya) 217; (Farhad-

Beg-yailaki) 1248.

inscribed, (Niya) 226,257; (Tun-

huang) 660. 771-3. See also tablets.

Pf.thi boards, (Khadaiik) 158 ;

(Kara-yantak) 1262.

Bod (Tibet), in Tibetan docs., 1466.

Bodh-Gaya, image of Buddha at, repre-

sented in Ch'ien-fo-tung painting, 877.

Bodhi tree, represented on Stupa, 494.

Budhit aryazalara, su Santtved.i.

Bodhisattva of the Moon (Candraprabha),

painting-- of, 868 sq., 961. 980, 1013,

1017, 1021, 1025. 1036 sq., 1058,

1076, 1078. 1412. 1414-

Bodhisatua of the Sun (Suryagarbha),

paintings of, 864 n. 17, 865, 868 sq.,

961, 977, 980, 987, 1002. 1015. 1017,

io2i, 1023, 1036 sq.. 1058, 1076,

1078, 1412, 1414-
‘ Bodhisaitva who anoints with incense’,

painting of, 1078, 1412.
‘ Bodhisativa who joins the hands

,
paint-

ing of, 864, 1022.

Bodhisaitva who knows no obstacle-

painting of, 864, 1013.
• Bodhisaitva who scatters flowers ’. paint-

ing of, 1078, 1412.

Bodhisattvas : remains of images at Ak-

terek, 138.

architectural tiles, frs. of, 1 190, 1
1
98,

1 200, 1210. 1218. 1 22 1 sq.

assemblage of. in paintings, 880 sqq.;

in drawing. 999.

banner painting-. 1393; •Chinese’

npe, 863 sq., 866 sq., 880, 882;

‘Indian’ type, 862; mixture of ‘In-

dian ' and 1 Chinese ’ types. 863 ;

Nepalese ’ type, 839, 862 banners

of artistic merit. 864 ;
identification of

Bodhisattvas, 864; unidentified B..

864 n. 17, 865 ;
leplica-, 865 n. 18 :

linen banner-. 862 n. 11, 996, 1014.

1027 sq., 1060, 1079- 1086: mmiatute,

1170; paper. 862 n. xi, 1019, 1027,

1086 ;
silk. 862 n. 11, 864 n - 17 > 3 7 9 >

942, 944. 954 sq., 957 , 9 r> 2 bCl> 9 66 -

1003. 1007-9, 1012 sq.. 1015, 1029,

1033-5. 1037. 1042 sq.. i°45 - io 4 8 -

1062. 1065, 1067, 1069. 1072, 1083.

1085; feminine type. 1034.

classification of paintings, 861 sqq.

;

pieponderance of Bodhisatua over

Buddha figs.. 861 : B. other than

Avalokitesvara (q. v.), 862 sqq., 865;

B. in groups, 876 sqq.

1 lav. votive impression on, (Kaia-

;

yaiuuk) 1262. 1268.
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colossal paintings, 931, 1275.

emblem for World of Gods, in

painting, 1077, 1083, 1087.

embroidery picture of, 823, 895 sq.,

983 sq.

heads : stucco relievo fr„ 1 199,1220;

terra-cotta. 1267 n. 12, 1271; on tiles,

1198.

Indian statues represented in silk

painting, 877 sq.. 1024.

magic diagrams
(
mandala ), 979,

999.

mural paintings, 166 sqq., 173, 175,

177, 182 sq., 183, 183, 188, 794, 809,

928 sqq., 931. 934 sqq., 1110-12,

1162, 1 169 sq., 1196, 1213 sqq., 1224,
1

2

75 )
! 277 -

paintings other than banners, 865
sqq., 1393 ;

hieratic tradition of, 850,
880, 882

;
iconographic types, 865 sqq.;

Tibetan style, 865 ; Indian style, 867,

891; paintings on linen, 966, 1170;
on paper, 966-8, 976, 993, 995; on
silk, 961, 1002, 1013, 1020, 1024, 1038,

1041, 1043, 10 5°, 1055, 1061
;
on silk

hanging, 1029.

paintings on wood, 165, 168, 174 sq.,

183, 188 sq., 1188, 1202, 1229.

paradise paintings, 884, 887 sqq.,

948. 960, 977 sq., 990, 1038.

sculptures: modern. 927, 930; re-

stored, 930.

stencils used for reproduction of,

863 n. 13, 893, 999.
stucco relievo frs., (‘ Ming-oi ’)

1 r 88. H93sq., 1197, 1199, 1200 sqq.,

1219 sq., 1270; head, 1199, 1220;
general note on frs.. 1204; (Farhad-
Beg-yailaki) 1231.

traced figures, too4sq., 1036.

terra-cotta heads, 1267 n - 12, 1271.

Tso-mo statue mentioned by Sung
Yiin, 297 sq.

woodcuts of, 893 sq., 998 sq., 1044.
See also Akasagarbha (Visvapani),

Amoghapasa, Avalokitesvara, Ksiti-

garbha, Mahasthama, Manjusri, Sa-

mantabhadra, Samantamukha, Sarvani-

varanavis-kambhin.

Bodhisaltva-pitaka, Skr. MS. fr. of, 1442.
Bcehmeria nivea (Chinese hemp), used

for making paper, 673.
Bogar-ming: new canton, 1273; wrongly

spelt ‘Mogo-ming’ on map, 1273 n.

;

new canal, 1273; population, 1273,

1319 n. 2; cultivation, 1319 n. 2.

bogs, salt-covered, 664. See marshes.

Bolor : territory, 33 ;
Raverty’s Bilaur.

33 n.
;
etymology, 61.

bolts, bronze, see bronze,

bolts for locks, wooden, (Mazar-toghrak)

205, 209; (Mazar-tagh) 1293, 1295.
See also keys.

bone, calcined, incised. 1292.
bone objects found, 116, ii9sq.. 145.

29 1
, 777. Ste also beads, chrysan-

themum rosette, combs, dice, knife-

handles, plectrum, seals,

bones: animal, 481, 600, 684; human,

140, 236. 301, 1104, 1191, 1321.

Bonin, M. C.-E. : on Lop desert route

and ruins near Tun-huang, 566;
secures estampagts of Ch'ien-fo-tung

inscriptions, 798.
Bonpo priests, in Tibetan docs., 1 465.

Bonpo Svastika, in Tibetan docs., 1465.

book
:

(roll), represented in paintings,

947.994, 1087; in drawing, 967.
book-binding, silk fabrics used for, 900

n. 17.

books, anc. Chinese, made up of bamboo
slips, 764 sqq.

boot-lasts, wooden, 196, 217, 222, 249,
252 sq.

Borazan, population and cultivation,

statistics of, 1319 n. 2.

border commands, from Liang-chou to

Tun-huang, 724, 1092.

border control, see Chinese administration,

border-wall, see Limes.

Boro-budur, sculptures of, 855.
bosses : on bronze buttons or discs, 265,

266, 630, 634 (see also bronze); on
shield in stucco relief, 1193, 1209.

1212; on turquoise disc, 630.
Bowenite, see serpentine.

Bower Manuscript’, find of, 1238.
bow Is : clay fr., (Lou-lan) 377, 434; in

draw ings and paintings,(Ch'ien-fo-tung)

967, 1053 sq.
;
on fresco, (Khadalik)

178; wooden,(Khotan)i2o;(Khadalik)
I 9 ,

J
(N’iya) 224 sq., 24 9 sq.,253, 255;

(Endere) 291; (Lou-lan) 439, 448;
(Miran) 466 ;

(Tun-huang) 687. 779 ;

coin deposit in, 687, 779. See also

glazed stoneware, lacquered wooden
bowls.

bows : wooden bow or small drill, (Tun-
huang) 669, 775 ;

curved bow (?), on
seal impression, (Niya) 262 ;

in paint-

ings, (Ch'ien-fo-tung) 942, 967, 980,
1016, &c. ; tamarisk wood frs., (Mazar-
tagh) 1 288, 1292; toy bow and arrow,

wooden, (Farhad-Beg-yailaki) 1247,
1256. See also cross-bows,

boxes, wooden: (Niya) 216,248; (Miran)

466, 480 ;
lacquered, 480-2

; cinerary,

1221 ; lids of, for wooden docs., 382 ;

for medicine case, 659.
Bover, M. A.-M. : help given by, xvii

;

deciphers Kharosthi inscriptions, (Mi-
ran) 231, 495, 53c, 531 ;

Brahmi in-

scription, (Tun-huang) 702 sq.

Bozai-gumbaz, locality, 72 n.

bracelets: black stone fr., 1269; represen-
tations of: on frescoes, 169,519,527 ;

on painted panels, 185, 195; on pot-
tery frs., 1 19, 126; on slatestone
figure, 122 ;

on soapstone fr., 122
; on

stucco relievos, 138 n., 145, 150 sq.,

194; on terra-cottas, 105, 113, 119.
See also bangles.

b ackets, wooden: carved, (Tun-huang)

775 ;
(‘Ming-oi

) 1189,1203, 1221 sq.;

carved and painted, for hanging clothes,

&c., (Tun-huang) 641, 645, 652, 660,

669, 681, 769-73, 775, 777, 790.

double brackets, or camilevers : dia-

grams of, 239, 486; development of,

487, 491 ; finds
:
(Khadalik) 160, 191,

491; (l)arabzan-dong)20o
;
(Niya)a 14,

221, 226, 234-6, 247 sq., 257, 264,

491; (Lou-lan) 378, 402, 487, 491;
(Farhad-Beg-yailaki) 491, 1248, 1257;
on stucco pilasters, (Miran) 486 sq.,

491 -

Brahma, in paintings, 870, 1076, 1078.

Brahman, as 1 Giver of Life ’
(?), painting

of, 969.
ISrahmi script : on block-printed charm,

893, 1044; on clay model Stupa, 1 108;

on frescoes, 173, i76sq., 179, 182,

185, 200, 1276 sq., i282sq.; on in-

taglios, 1 01, 103, 126 ;
on painted silk

banner, 862, 1074 ;
on paper frs., 188;

on printed silk, 905 n. 9 ; in rock-

inscriptions, 39 sq. ;
on seal, 201

;
on

stucco, 183, 185 sq.
;
on wooden panels.

1188, 1259; on wooden post, 1190,

1221 ;
on wooden tablets, 158 sq.. 162,

197, 205 sq., 209, 217, 248, 1247,

1249.

gloss, on Uigur MS. fr., 1166, 1174.

languages, contents, and origin of

Ch'ien-fo-tung MSS., 814, 913 sqq.;

texts on reverse of Chinese rolls, 810,

815,914. See Khotanese, Kuchean,

Sanskrit.

MSS. in, 1432 sqq.; (Khadalik)

1 54 sq., 158, 160 sq., 163 sq.; (Endere)

275 sq.; (Miran) 489, 539; (Ch'ien-

fo-tung) 810 sq., 814 sq., 913 sqq.,

978; (Kichik-hassar) 1166, U 74 J

(‘Ming-oi’) 1190, 1197; (Khora)

1224; (Farhad-Beg-yailaki). 1247,

1249, 1251,1253,1257; MSS. repre-

senting votive offerings, 163.

record on silk, (Tun-huang) 383,

701 sqq., 782 ;
M. Boyer’s decipher-

ment, 702 sqq.
;
record notes length of

silk roll, 702 sq. ;
language proves

early Chinese trade with the West,

7°3 sq-

sgraffito in, (Wan-fo-hsia) 1113-

types of writing: Cursive, 158-

i6osq., 163 sq., 200, 810 sq., 8i5 >

905 n. 9, 914 sqq., 1262, 1276 sq.,

i282sq.
;
always used on reverse of

Chinese rolls, 815; Nepalese, 815;

Slanting, 815, 1452; Upright, 155, 1 5^>

1 63 sq., 489, 539, 815, 9i4 SQ-» I2
.

53 i

type of Saka or early Kusana period,

702 ; Cursive ‘ ductus ’ recalled by

Kharosthi tablet, 276.

biaid, see silk.

branches, see sticks.

brass: amulet, 133 ;
wire, 248

;

hairpins,

687, 779.



Brep, old fort of (
Noghoro-dok ), 46 sq.

;

pottery found at, xxii.

brick-kiln, ancient, 405 ;
rarity of brick-

kilns in Tarim Basin, 406.

bricks: burnt, 307, 615, 629, 1133.

sun-dried, measurements of : in

Tun-huang Limes watch-towers, 737

n, 14 :
elsewhere, (Noghoro-dok) 47 ;

(Kansir) 69; (Pisling) 76; (Khakan-

ning-shahri) 81; (Puski) 91; (Lan-

ghru) 96; (Rawak) 129 ;
(Niya) 239;

(Endere) 278, 281, 2«3sq.
;

(Char-

chan) 301; (Tatran) 304; (Yalghuz-

dong) 305 ;
(Vash-shahri) 307 ;

(Lou-

lan) 376, 390 sq., 399, 405 ;
(Merdek-

tim) 453; (Miran) 457, 493, 5i2sq..

533
-
5 , 537 ;

(Kuan-tsou) 627 ;
(Turfan

sites) 1156, 1 163 sq.
;

(‘Ming-oi’)

1185; (near ‘Ming-oi’) 1226; (near

Inchike River) 1235 ;
(nearWaiskaram-

mazar) 1265; (Mazar-tagh) 1285 sq.;

(C'hong-tim) 1307 sq.; (Arach) 1311 ;

(Nura Tim) 1322.

record of manufacture by soldiers on

Limes, 639; 'fatigue’ statements re-

lating to, 755.
See also wall-construction.

brickwork, mod. Chinese, 1121 n.

bridge over Gilgit River, 58 ;
indications

of, in Tangi-tar gorge, 79 ;
rope

bridges, 56 n.

bridge of musical instrument, fr. of, 1469.

British Museum, portion of collection

allotted to, xv.

British Museum staff, help of, xx.

British Museum Trustees, co-operation

of, viii.

brocade, see silk.

bronze objects found : armour (?), frs.,

(Niya) 221, 247, 250, 237 ;
arrow-

heads, see s. v. ; bands, ornamented

frs., (‘Ming-oi’) 1198, 1221; bars,

(Lou-lan) 428, 437: (Nan-hu) 630;

(Tun-huang) 767 ;
(Chong-timj 1315 ;

beads, see s. v. ;
bell, decorated, (Shth-

pan-tung) 588 ;
belt-catch, cast, ( I un-

huang) 784; birds, see s. v.; bolt,

(Lou-lan) 377, 434; bosses, (\ ash-

shahri) 316; (Lou-lan) 393, 428 sq.,

(see also bosses); bronze-covered lump,

(?) lead, (Khotan) 12 1; brooch (?)

frs.,(Kelpin) 1313; (Chong-tim) 1315;

buckles, or frs., (Yotkan) 118; (Kho-

tan) 100, 124; (Niya) 248; (Endere)

292: (Charchan) 315; (\ ash-shahri)

317; (Lou-lan) 393, 428sq., 439 .

441 ;
(Tun-huang) 399, 77 1

. 7 88 !

(Nan-hu) 630; (Mazar-tagh) 1293-5;

(Kelpin) 1313 sq.
;
(Chong-tim) 1315;

Buddha figs., see s. v.
;
buttons, (\ 5 t-

kan) 118
;
(Khotan) 100, 121 ;

(Ni;a)

266
;

(Lou-lan) 393, 43° j
(Tun-

huang) 634, 768 ;
(Kudughun) 1314;

camel, (Khotan) 123; cast bronze

frs., (Kuan-tsou) 631 ;
cast bronze

open-work, (Lou-lan) 393, 4 2 9 >

1374
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chip, (N. of Lop-nor) 367 : chisel,
j

(Niya) 213; cup, fr., (Lou-lan) 404, i

448 ;
dagger fr., (Lou-lan) 393,

428 ;
dagger-blade binding, (Endere)

290; discs, (Khotan) 1 24 ;
(Domoko)

201
;
(Niya) 221, 250, 265; (Endere)

290, 292 ;
(Miran) 476 ;

(Nan-hu)

630; (Ulugh-mazar) 1269; (Chong-

tim) 1315; dish fr., (Lou-lan) 433:
dome-shaped piece, (?) mace-head or

button, (Khotan) 124; ear-iings, see

s. v. ;
flower rosette, (So-yang-cheng)

1106; foil, leaf-shaped, (Mazar-tagh)

1291; gold-plated cast object, (Yot-

kan) 100, 1
1 9 ;

‘ goose-eje ’ coins,

(Lou-lan) 432; ‘ grelot’ bells, (Niya)

257, 268; (Endere) 292; (Lou-lan)

393, 430, 432; ( Kuan-t-ou) 631;

hait-pins, (Vash-shahri) 317 ;
handle.

(Kine-tokmak) 133; handle, fr., (?)

(Kudughun) 1314; harnes-' frs., (Lou-

lan) 384, 393. 429 sq., 437; (Nan-

hu) 630; holder wi ll silk tassel.

(Ch'ien-fo-tung) 946 ;
holdfast, (Niya)

268: hook, (Lou-lan) 428; hook and

eve, (Lou-lan) 429 ;
hoop, (Niya) 257 ;

Janus head, (\6tkan) 100, 119;

knife (?)-btade, (N. of Lop-nor) 367;

knife-handle, (Yar-khoto) 1168, 1175;

loop-handle, (Lou-lan) 429
; ^

loops.

(Lou-lan) 393, 43° ;
lump. (Khotan)

121
;
(Lou-lan) 431 ;

male fig.. (Kho-

tan) 100, 123; miniature (? Tib. tea-

pot), (Domoko) 201 ;
mirror frs.,

(Khotan) 12 1; (Kine-tokmak) 133:

(N. of Lop-nor) 367, 451 ;
(Lou-lan)

392, 428. 430-2, 441, 449 1
(Tun-

huang) 767, 780: (So-yang-cheng)

1106; misc. frs., (Yotkan and Khotan)

100, 124; (Ak-terek) 145; (Niya)

252 :
(Endere) 282, 290. 292 ;

(Char-

chan and Vash-shahri) 315 S(M' >

(Lou-lan) 393, 432. 437 , 444 , 449 J

(Nan-hu) 631; (Kuan-tsou) 631;

(Tun-huang) 640, 768; (Lachin-ata-

mazar) 1269; (Ulugh-mazar) 1269;

(Kelpin) 1313 sq.
:
(Kudughun) 1314 :

(Chong-tim) 1315; nail-head, (Kho-

tan) 124; (Lou-lan) 439, 44 6
5

na,1& >

(Ak-terek) 145 5
(Niya) 268

;
(Endere)

290 ;
(Lou-lan) 428, 432 ;

(‘ Ming-oi ’)

1189; (Ulugh-mazar) 1269; orna-

ments, or frs., (Yotkan) 115 ST,

1 1 8 sq.
;
(Khotan) too, 121, 123 sq.

;

(Ak-terek) 145; (Niya) 268
;

(Lou-

lan) 384, 429, 437 , 44o; (Kelpin)

1313 sq.; (Chong-tim) 1315; orna-

ments, applique, (V otkan and Khotan)

1 16, 122; (Endere) 290; (Mazar-

tagh) 1294; ornaments, open-work,

(Nan-hu) 630; (Yar-khoto) 1168,

1175; pendants, see s. v.
;
pins, (Do-

moko) 201 ;
(Lou-lan) 449; plaques,

(Lou-lan) 429, 439 1 P*ate
bronze fis.,

(Niya) 268; (Endere) 290; (N. of

Lop-nor) 3 6 7 >
(Lou-lan) 43 °, 449 )

I 5 1 3

(Tun-huang) 769 ;
plates, or frs.,

(Khotan) 124; (Niya) 256; (Endere)

290, 292; (Lou-lan) 429, 440 ;
(Miran)

476 sq., 479 sq., 482 ;
(Nan-hu) 630 ;

(Chong-tim) 1315; rings, see s. v.

;

rivet-head, (Lou-lan) 428, 431 ;
rivet-

plates or frs., (Lou-lan) 428-31, 449;
(Mazar-tagh) 1293-5; (Kelpin)

1313 sq.; (Chong-tim) 1315 ;
rivets,

(Niya) 247, 256; (Endere) 290; (Lou-

lan), 428, 431, 434, 437 ;
(So-yang-

ch'eng) 1106; rivets, on leather ar-

mour scales. (Miran) 464. 482 ;
rivets,

on plates, (Miran) 476 sq., 479 sq.;

rods, or frs., (Domoko) 201
;
(Niya)

247, 266 sq.
;
(Lou-lan) 428, 430-2 ;

(Nan-hu) 630; (Tun-huang) 788;

(Kelpin) 1314; seal-, (Yotkan) 118,

120; (Khotan) 121-4; (Jiya) 127;

(Kine-tokmak) 133; (Khadalik) 168;

(Niya) 248, 268sq. ;
(Kelpin) 1306,

1313 ;
(Kudughun) 1306. 1314; sheet

bronze, (Endere) 291 ;
(Tun-huang)

767 ;
sheet of, in place of feathers, on

arrow-shaft, (Mazar-tagh) 1288, 1294 ;

slag, see s. v. ;
spatulas, see s. v.

;
spear-

head, (N. of Lop-n5 r) 367 :
spear-point.

(N. of Lop-nor) 368, 451 ;
spoons, or

frs., (Khotan) 100, 124; (Niya) 213,

267; (Miran) 477; (Nan-hu) 630;

statuettes, (Yar-khoto) 1174; (Kara-

khoja) 1176 ;
gilt bronze, (Yar-khoto)

1174; stiletto (?). (Lou-lan) 440;

strap-link (?),
(Charchan) 315; strap-

loops, (Lou-lan) 384, 393, 43°- 437 ,

440; strap-rings, (Lou-lan) 384, 393,

429 sq., 437 ;
strips, (Lou-lan) 429 sq.,

441; (Tun-huang) 788; (Farhad-

Beg-yailaki) 1256; (Ulugh-mazar)

1270; studs, or frs., (Khotan) 122,

124; (Endere) 290, 292; (Lou-lan)

432; tang, (Endere) 290; terminal,

(Lou-lan) 384, 436; tongue, (Lou-

lan) 449 ;
tongue, narrow pointed,

(Lou-lan) 439 ;
tubing, frs., (Kuan-

tsou) 631; (Kelpin) 1314; (Chong-

tim) 1315; washer-shaped object,

(Khotan) 121 ;
weights, rees. v.

;
wire,

(Ak-terek) 145; (Domoko) 201;

(Niya) 247, 256 sq., 266, 268; (En-

dere) 289, 292; (Vash-shahri) 317;

(Lou-lan) 429 sq., 43 2
, 44°; (Kara-

dong) 1243; (Farhad-Beg-yailaki)

1256; (Ulugh-mazar) 1269; (Chong-

tim) 1315 ;
wire chain, (Lou-lan) 439.

brooch (?), see bronze.^

brooms: grass, (Khadalik) 160, 191;

(Niya) 252, 265; (Lou-lan) 398, 4431

(Tun-huang) 597, 787 J
(Farhad-Beg-

yailaki) 1247, 1256, 1260; split cane,

handle, (Tun-huang) 681, 778.

Broussonetia papyrifera, or paper mul-

berry-tree : fibres of, in fabric fis.,

(Tun-huang) 650, 712, 720, 770,

784 sq.; bark used in early Chinese

paper, 650.

9 G
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Bruce, Col., follows Lop desert route,

566.

brush, for writing representation of, 1080.

1214.

brushwood layers, see wall-construction.

bucket, 1 Niva) 217; well-bucket stars,

(Mlran) 477, 479, 483; (Mazar-tagh)

1294 -

buckles: bronze, see s. v.
;

jade, 118;
leather ‘buckle' and thong, 478:
wooden, 268.

Buddha

:

applique relief figs., 1162.

bronze figures, 103, 121, 123 ;
cast

bronze statuette, 1176; gilded fig.

on open-work bronze orn„ 1 168, 1
1 75.

clay figs., votive offerings, 1165,

1173, 1

1

76 -

disciples of: on frescoes, 501-3,

540 sq.
;

in embroidery pictures, 823,

851, 878, 895 sq., 984; in paintings,

1037, 1042, 1215; sculptures of,

927 sq., 930. See also Bhaisajya-

raja. Bhaisajyasamudgata, Maudgalya,
Maudgalyayana, ^ariputra, &c.

embroidery figs, of, 823, 851, 878,
895 s q-. 95 8

. 983. 1014-

glazed stoneware figure (?) moulded,
fr., 1108.

legendary life of Gautama B., repre-

sented in paintings, &c.
(
see also paint-

ings it low): (Miran) 500, 517 sqq
,
521

sq.; (Ch'ien-fo-tung) 847 sqq., 853
SQ-. 857. 858 nil., 943 sqq.; hieratic

tradition retained in, 849, 850, 860;
archaeological indications from objects

represented, 851 ; diversity of com-
position and treatment, 852; banners
form series of small groups and pairs,

852 sq.
;
scenes from Gautama’s secular

life prevail, 853 ;
scenes represented

compared with scenes on Gandhara
sculptures. 853 sqq.

; scenes preceding
Gautama’s birth, 855 ;

Ajatasatru,

Bimbi-ara, and Vaidehi, 883, 886,

93 °. 948 sq.
;
Announcement of Illu-

mination, 853 n. 39. 854, 859, 1034;
Archery contest, 854 n. 44, 857, 1031 ;

Austerities, 853 n. 39, 854 n. 44, 859,
1034, 1064; Bath in tiie Lumbini
Garden, 963, ro27; Bath in the

Nairafijana stream, 853 n. 39, 854 n.

44 . 855, 859, 1034; Bnth in Lum-
bini Garden,854 n. 44. 855,947, 1063;
Casting out of the Elephant slain b\

Devadatta, 854 n 44, 945 ; Cu.ting of
the Hair 854 n. 44. 858, 1064; De-
paiture of Chandaka. 1085 >

‘ Descent
’

8 5 o- 943 - 947, 1063; Dipankara
jataka, 853 n. 39, 854 sq., 854 n. 44,
1062, 1189, 1202: Divinities (?) ador-
ing the unborn Buddha (?), 1063 ;

baiewell o! Kanthaka anti Chandaka,
854 n. 44. 858. 953, 1031, ro64, 1085;
First Meditation not represented, 857 ;

hirst Sermon at Benares, 847 n. 4, 854
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andn. 44,859, 878, 953, 1025; Flight

from the Palace. 854 n. 44, 857, 1007,

1046, 1051, 1064; Four Encounters,

849 sq- 853 n. 39, 854 n. 45, 857,
1062, 1065; Gautama Bodhisattva and
Dipankara Buddha, 1062

;
Gautama’s

thiVlhood and youth, 856 sq ;
G. as

child di-coursing on his anterior lives,

1051 ;
G. shooting at the Drums, 857,

1080; Jaiaka storyof white rabbit, 886,

978, 1002, 1073; Kalyanamkara and
Papamkara, 888

;
Kanthaka’s return to

ihe Palace, 858, 1019, 1052; Life in

Seraglio, 851.854 n. 44, 857 sq., 1051

;

Maya's Dream, 853 n. 39, 854 n. 44,

855; Ma;a on her way to Lumbini
Garden, 1063 ;

Maya’s return to her

father's palace, 1063; Miracle of

SravastI, 878, 1025; Sakyamuni on
Grdhrakuta, 878 sqq., 886, 895 sq.,

95 G 983. 1025, 1038, 1071: Saky-
amuni as a white rabbit, in paradise

paintings, 978, 1002; Seven Jewels,

856, 962, 1004, 1032; Seven Steps,

854 n. 44, 855, 963, 1027, 1063;
Siddhartha preaching the Law to Five
Ministers, 859, 1045 >

Simultaneous
Births, 8540.44, 856, 1023; SJeep
of the women, 851, 857, 1007; Sud-
dbodhana examines musicians, guards,
&c., 858. 1046 (?), 1064; Suddho-
dhana’s messengers searching for

Prince, 854 n. 45, 858, 953, 1018 sq.,

1031, i045sq., 1085; Suddhodhana’s
messengers’ report to the king, 1047 ;

Suddhodhana and MahaprajSpati after

the Prince’s flight (?), 1046 ;
Triratna

(?), 1067 ; unidentified scenes, 852 sq.,

8 o9 n. 79, 1029, 1045, io46 , 1067;
Vessanlara Jataka, 517 sqq., 521 sq.;

Weight-lifting contest, 856, 945;
Wrestling competition, 854 n. 44, 856,

945; Writing competition, 854 n. 44,
856 , 945 -

legends of : ransoms dove with piece

of his own flesh, 9, 16 ;
uses his

skin for paper and one of his bones
for pen, 13; sacrifices his body to feed

famished tigress, lb.
;

delivers himself

to king to benefit poor Brahman, 16;
gives up his life for the hearing of

half-stanza of doctrine, ib . ;
as king of

peacocks, pecks open healing spring.

17 ; changed into serpent saves people
from famine and pestilence, ib. ; B.

statues miraculously carried through
the air, 880 n. 19. See also be/cav,

miracles.

MS. remains, B. fig. in, 891 l
q. ;

dedication of statue of Sakyamuni
ref-rred to in Buddhist MS. fr., 688;
Chinese Buddhist verses on £akya-
muni, 924 ;

treatises on names of the

Thousand Buddhas, 891, 974, 976,
I0I 5 . 1394 -

miracles of : miraculous footprints, 1

and impress of drying clothes, 8, 13,

16; moving gilt copper canopy at

Hun-t‘o-to, 63.

moulds for B. figs.
:

plaster of Paris,

158, 165, 190, 1190, 1200, 1287,

1292.

mural paintings of: (Och-meruan)

82; (Khadalik) 166-70, 185, 188;

(Darabzan-dong) 199 sq.; (Mlran)

501 sq.. 504 sq., 517 sqq., 521 sqq.,

540 ;
(Ch‘ien-fo-tung) 794. 928-36 ;

(Wan-fo-hsia) n 10-12; (Ara-tam)

n 53; (Lapchuk) 1156; (Kichik-

hassar) 1165, 1172 sq.; (‘Ming-oi’)

1202; (Khora) 1225; (Kara-yantak)

1262, 1267 sq.; (Farhad-Beg-yailaki)

1252, 1261
;
(Tarishlak) 1275, 1277.

paintings or drawings of
(
see also

legendary life of, above)

:

Ch’ien-fo-

tung paintings, 860 sqq., 876 sqq.,

895 ; different Buddhas represented,

860
;
Indian type preserved, ib.; solitary-

figures, ib. ; seated figures, 860 n. 2;

standing figures, 860 n. 2
;

in divine

groups, 876 sqq.
;
painting with votive

purpose, 879 n. 17; paradise paint-

ings, 888, 948 sq., 960, 978, 979, 990,

1002, 1071; paintings of, with plane-

tary divinities, 934; paintings on linen

banners, 1019, 1021, 1079; on minia-

ture paper banner, 950; on silk banners,

953 sq-, 963, 1003, 1017, 1034; on

painted linen bannei-tops, 954 ;
on

linen painting, 966 ;
miniature figs, in

illuminated Chinese MSS., 891 sq.,

974. 976, 1015; rough drawing of

series of B., 979; illuminated fig. on

Poihi leaf, 981; miniature painting

on canvas, 1166, 1172; miniature

linen canopy painting, 1079; paintings

on paper, 860, 964, 969, 975, 99 r
>

994-8,1015; drawing on paper, 967 ;

paintings on silk, 950, 956, 1017,

1026; paintings on wood, 157, i 65 >

168, 170 sq., 187, 189, 894, 1022,

1188, 1197, 1202, 1216 sq., 1222,

1248, 1258 sq., 1269.

paper pounces of, 892, 1044.

relics of : alms-bowl, depicted on

terra-cotta fr., 98, 112.

relief medallion, fig. on, 1199, 1219.

sculptures of : at Ch’ien-fo-tung,

796 ;
reproductions in paintings, &c.,

877 sqq., 886, 895 sq., 951, 9 8 3 >

1024 sqq; figs, on steatite miniature

Stupa, 100, 1 17; Tso-mo (Charchan)

image mentioned by Sung Yifn, 297 sq-i

restored statues, 927 sqq., 1110, 1112,

1
1
32 n.; colossal statues,488 sq. , 793 SCD

796, 929 sq., 934, 1153, 1251, 1276;

colossal fig. recumbent in Nirvana,

1 1 10, 1132; colossal heads, 488 sq.,

538 sq. See also above, legendary life-

seated figs, of, 488, 501, 504. 53 8 i

540, 794, 796, 860 n. 2, 894, 896 n. 6,

917-1007 passim, 1110, 1112, H 53 >
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1162, 1166, 1170 sq., 1173, 1188,

1197, 1202 (?), 1216, 1218, 1222,

1224, 1228 sq., 1248, 1252, 1257 sq.,

1261 sq., 1267-9, 1271, 1279, 1282.

standing figs, of, 160, 193, 486,

501 sq., 540, 860 n. 2, 894, 897 n. 6,

934, 994, 1 r 54, 1176, 1188, 1202,

1251, 1258 sq., 1268, 1270 sq.. 1273,

1280 sq.

statuettes of: bronze, 1176; wooden,

1075, mo, 1112, 1166, 1173, 1224,

1229, 1262, 1268.

stencilled figs. : in wall-decoration,

156, 928, 930 sq.

stucco relievos :
(Rawak) 132 ;

(Ak-

terek) 138 sq., 141, 143 «!•> i 47- [ 53 :

(Khadalik) 158, 164, 17 1 sqq., 186-8,

190 sq., 195; (Balawaste) 198, 200;

(Darabzan-dong) 201 ;
(Mlran) 349,

486, 488 sq., 538 sq.
;
(Ch'ien-fo-tung)

794; (Chong-hassar) 1162, 1168,

1
1
70 sq.

;
(Yar-khoto) 1168, 1175;

(‘ Ming-oi’) n88sq., 1192, r 199-1201,

1220 ;
(Khora) 1224, 1228; (Farhad-

Beg-yailaki) 1248, 1257 sq.
;
(Chalma-

kazan) 12670.12, i27osq.; (Kara-

yantak) 1268; (INIaira-tati) 1270; (S.

of Sampula) 1270; (Kara-sai) 1273,

1280 sq.
;
B. as child (?), 1199, 1220 ;

stucco relief plaques, 1112, 1222,

!271.

terra-cotta figs., 123 sq. ;
relief

plaques, 894, 1075, 1107.

traced figures on silk rolls, 1003.

wood-carvings of, 158, 165, 190,

1187, 1279, 1282.

woodcuts of, 893, 968, 998 sq

,

1088.

wooden figures, 160, 193, 894. 1075,

1166, 1173, 1224, 1229, 1262, 1268.

See also Aksobhya, Amoghasiddhi.

Amitabha, Bhaisajya, Bhaisajyaguru,

Buddhism, Buddhist, Ch'ien-fo-tung,

Dlpankara, Gautama, Graeco-Buddhist

art, Sakyamuni, Tejahprabha, Vaj-

rasana.

Baddha-anusmrti, Tibetan MS. fr. of,

1470 -

Buddhacarila, Skr. MS. fr. of, 163 sq.,

1437 -

‘ Buddhas, Caves of the Thousand ’, see

Ch'ien-fo-tung.

‘Buddhas, Valley of the M)riad’, ste

Wan-fo-hsia.

Buddhas of Ten Quarters of Three

Worlds, in painting, 1076.

Buddhas or Bodhisattvas (?), figures of

:

on wooden beam, 397, 442 ;
in wall-

painting, 936 ;
in magic diagram,

974 -

Buddhavatavisaka-sulra, Chinese MS. fr.

of, 918.

Buddhism: in Ud)ana, 8, 12, i4sq. ;
in

Wakhan, 63; in Shan-shan, 324;
under the Uigurs, 818 ;

at Tun-huang,

Marco Polo on, 797; links with Khotan

and Tibet, Sijsqq. ; conditions during

Tibetan period. 816 sq.; in Tibetan

docs., 1465 ;
absence of, in She-mi, 1 1.

See also Buddhist.

Buddhist

:

art: Petiucci on, 1393: influence

of painted fabrics in, 841 n. 24; in-

fluence of B. ait of Khotan on Chinese

art, 166, 872; four-petalkd flower motif

in. 48 ;
influence of art of Tarim Basin

on Ch'ien-fo-tung paintings, 872. St

e

also Central Asia, Gandhara, Graeco-

Buddhist ait.

canonical texts, MS. frs. of, 163,

1433 sqq-

charm, wot dcut of, 999.
convents: in Swat, 13; in Slung-

mi. 44 ;
in Wakhan, 63 ;

in Shan-

shan, 324 ;
in Ivara-shahr, 1181. Set

also monaster)'.

divinities, paintings of, 81 1. 84.7,

867 sqq.

heavens, paintings of, 795, 882 sqq.,

1 1 1 1, m3. See also Amitabha.

hell, paintings of scenes fiom, 845,

866, 1087 Utv also Ksitigarbba)
;

Petrucci on, 1393.

iconography in pictorial remains,

833 .
8 37 .

839 . 847 *>qq.

influence in the \ artm Basin, 243.

local worship, sa s. v.

Madonna, goddess Harili, on fresco,

1252 sq., 1260.

magic diagrams, see mandalas.

magic formula, 1165.

monks, in Shan-shan, 324 ;
quarters

of, at Ch'ien-fo-tung. 792 ;
influence

ofChinese monks of Tun-huang among

Tibetans, 817; monks of Iranian

origin at Tun-huang, 819; familiar

with Khotanese, 915 ;
paintings of, on

fresco panels, iiphsq., 1213 sq.

names, in Tibetan docs., 1461.

pilgrims, sec Chine-e pilgnms.

portable pictures, 840.

priests, in Tibetan dots.. 1465.

rails, rev s. v.

rock-carvings, 37 sqq.. 40 sq.

sacred images at Charchan, 297 sq.

shrines: (Ak-terek) i35sq.; (Siyelik)

139; (Khadalik) 156 sq., 160; (Da-

labzan-dong) 199; (Nna)236; (Mitan)

740, 485 sqq.; (Lou-lan)39i. 393 sqfl"

400. 404 sq.
;
(Ying-p'an) 420 ;

(Sh,h-

pan-tung) 588 ;
(Tun-huang) 601 sq.,

687 sqq.
;

(Ch'ien-fo-tur.g, q.v.) 72 11

379. 585 sq., 79i sqq.; (mar An-hsi)

1095: (Hsiao Ch'ien-fo-tung) 1108;

(Wan-fo-hsia) 1 109 sqq. ; (
l'a-fo-ssu)

1132: (Ara-tam) 1151 sqq.; (Ihkul)

1155; (Toghucha) 1 135 ;
(Lapchuk)

1 156; (Chong-hassar) 1161
;
(Kicliik-

hassar) 1164; (Yar-khoto) 1168;

(* Ming - oi ’) 1183 sqq.; (Khora)

1224 "sqq. ;
(Farhad - Beg - yaiiaki)

1246 sqq.; (Kara - )
antak) 1262,

(Maira-tati) 1265; (Sampula) 1266

n. 9 ;
(Chalma-kazan) 1267; (Kara-sai)

1273 ;
(Tarishlak) 1274; (Lal-tagh)

1312; (Tumshuk) 1309. See also

local worship; below, Vibaras.

Stupas, see s. v.

symbolism, drawings illustrating,

968, 976.

texts : Sanskrit, in MSS. from

Khadalik, 163, 1433 sqq.; Chinese,

(Khadalik) 163 sq.
;

(Tun-huang)

674 11.. 687 sq.
;
(Ch'ien-fo-tung) 802,

807, 918. 924,979, 999, 1044, 1060;
(Kicbik-hassar) 1166; (Toyuk)n67
n. 18; (Yai-khoto) 1167m 19, 1175;
(Mazar-tagh) 1290; fiom Ch'ien-fo-

tung: Skr., 815, 9 1 3 sqq., 1432 sqq.;

Sogdian, 675 sq., 920; Tibetan, 919,

925, 1470 sq.; Uigur, 828, 923, 925.

Vibaras, 71 sq., 487 m, 490.

Bugur, oaM', agiicultura! military colony

of Lun-tai
(
Wu-hi

)

located at, 345 n.,

730 11., 1236; Korla-Kuciia route

through. 1235.

Bi'hi.er, Prof. G., on inset ibed rock near

Tlrath, 8.

builder’s float, wooden, 238. 265.

buildings, represented in paintings, 851.

See paradise paintings.

Bujhami, name in Khaiosthi inscription,

53 1 -

Bukhari, Jalal Baba, ziarat of, 21.

Bulak-bashi, water-supply of, 1304.

bullock-cart, painting of, 998.

bulls: figures of, on Persepolitanbrackets,

487; on woollen fabrics. 483 ;
head (?),

terra-cotta applique orn., 141 ;
muzzle

(?), on stucco relief fr., 139, 149;

winged, on intaglio, 123.

Bulung, valley of, 88.

Bulungir (Bulunjir, Pu-Iung-cht): forti-

fied station, 727, 1138; name also

applied to Su-lo Ho by Mongols,

727 n., 1098 n.; irrigation near, 1138;

route to, 1
1
38.

Bulunjir, see Bulungir.

Buner, Fa-hsien’s Su-ko-to, 9; Hstiin-

tsang’s account of, 16; sacred rites

identified, 13, 16.

Bunins, sand-storms, 294, 1312.

burial-chambers, see tombs.

burial-places, see cemetery,

burnisher (?), wood and bone, 718, 785.

Burrard, Sir Sidney, Survevor-General,

help given by, ix, 1327.

BurushaskI language,of Hunza-Nagar, 27.

Busbeq, GKleti d , ambassador of Charles

Y, his account of Chia-yii kuan , 1125.

|

bush, on figured silk. 786.

i

‘But-khana’, temple, 134. 137, 139 1267.

Butler, Hon. Sir Harcourt, help of,

!
1327-

‘Buts’ (idol-), of Bamian, 796.

butter, mentioned in Tibetan docs., 1465.

button (?), iron, 1
1 9 ;

paste, 221, 252.

Ste also bronze, clay moulds.
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1 Buzurg’ (holy man), legends of, 41, 46.

Byen-glmg, place-name in Tibetan docs ,

xxiii, 470.

Byzantine art, 398, 535 ;
adornment of

Christian churches during B. period,

841 n. 24; B. type of carving, 398,

403, 440; B. capital on fresco, 181.

Byzantine coins from Karghahk, 1340,

1349 -

C. = Camp.
cable pattern, sa designs,

cairns, 611, 619, 707. 708 n., 1325 sq.

Caitya-catuska-si/tra. Skr. MS. fr. of,

145°.

Caityas, figs, of, on stucco relief plaques,

mi; (?), on terra-cotta relief plaque,

1107.
‘ Calamities ’, represented in paintings,

867 sq., 1020, 1044. 1055, 1057.
1081.

Calcutta, stay at, 1327.
calegon, on painted panel, 196.
calendars : Chinese, on silk, 700 : on

wood, 641, 647, 667, 672, 762 ;
illus-

trated Chinese calendrical MS. fr.,

970.

Cahnadana
,
see Charchan.

caltrop-like object, terra-cotta, 142.
camel skin (?), used for scale armour,

464.

camels: wild, 319,565, 7 1 1 ;
transport

by camels mentioned in Chinese docs.,

412, 699, 710; posts and rope for

tethering camels found, 661; local

instinct of camels, 1146; camels
mentioned in Tibetan docs., 1465.

figs, of: bronze cast, 100, 123; on
fresco frs., 544 ;

on garnet intaglio,

104; lead figurine, x 1 8 ;
paintings

and sketches on paper of two-humped
camels, 892, 976,996; inscription on,
translated, 1338; painting of camel on
wood, 1259; stucco relief fr. of camel’s
head, 1193, 1212; terra-cotta figs.,

99 ' I0 3j io 4 > 106, 108, no, 1
1 3, 137,

14 1 ; drawing on watch-tower wall,

658 ; on wooden disc, 196.
camp, entrenched, traced on Limes,

636 sqq.

Campa Xagari, king of, named in MS.
fr-, 1435 -

Campichu, Marco I’olo’s name for Kan-
chou (q. v.), 1132.

Cantu!, Goez’s name for Hami (q. v.V

1125.
.

canals : used for irrigation, (Ak-tam) 76 ;

(Ak-kul) 135 ;
(Tun-huang) 582 sq.

;

(Nan-hu) 612 sqq., 626 sq.
;
(Wan-fc-

hsia) 1109; (Chm-t'a) 1134; (Hjim)
1

1

4 8 ; (Lukchun) 1160; (Kara-shahr)
1179; (Khaidu-gol Valley) 1224;
(Korla) 1230 n. 1

;
(Kara-dong) 1241

;

(Donroko) 1263: (Jamada) 1266;
(L. of Yurung-kash River) 1266;
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(Kara-sai) 1273 :
(B5gar-ming) 1273;

(Islamabad) 1279; (Xura)i322
;

in-

adequate drainage of canal-ends in

Tang Ho delta, 582 n.
;

marshes
between An-hsi and Tun-huang fed

by, 603 ;
canalized streams at Kara-

dobe and Lapehuk, 1156; projected

new canal from Yurung-kash R., 1265.

remains of ancient canals: (Rawak)

129; (Xija) 240 sq.; (Emlere) 285;
(Charchan, ‘ Yangi-iistang ') 300-2 :

(Kone-tamlik) 305 ;
(Yash-shahri)

309; (Miran) 347, 534; (Kosh-
kuduk) 554 n.

;
(Tun-huang) 587;

(So-yang-ch'eng) 1101
;
(Farhad-Beg-

yailaki) 1249; (Chong-tim) 1308.

Cancel/, see Kan-chou.

Candraprabha, minister, paintings of,

949, 1077. See also Bodhisattva of

the Moon.
cane frs., (Tun-huang) 774,779: basket

fr., 680. 775. See also broom, mat-
l

.

ino-
Caiikuna, minister in Kashmir, 1090.
Cannax, Mr. C., help given by, xx.

canopies: silk and linen, 894 n. 22. 966.

994 ; canopy on stucco sculpture,

928; in wall-paintings. 928, 931;
in paintings, 937-1087 passim

;
dome-

shaped canopy on painted wood, 172;
miniature painted canopies, 1000, 1079.
See also screen and canopy,

cantilevers, or double brackets, see

brackets.

canvas : as backing for stuccos, (Kha-
dalik) 165, 170, 172, 174 sq.; (Lou-
lan) 399, 442; canvas bag, (Endere)
276, 290 ;

canvas on woven string

shoes, (Tun-huang) 771; canvas
wrappers round MS. bundles,

(Ch'ien-fo-tung) 823; paintings on
canvas, see paintings. See also cotton,
linen.

capitals : carved wooden, (Lou-lan) 398,
440; (Miran) 496, 513, 542, 545;
(‘Ming-01’) 1198, 1221; stucco, 486;
on fresco fr., 506, 544.

caravans, through Lop Desert, 312,
560 sq., 566 n. 22; through Pei-shan,
11 25, 1126 n. 26; near Kan-chou,
ii 34 -

carcanet and bells, on painted panel, 1 74.
Caroka, (Skr. Cdraka), name in Khaios-

thi inscription, 495.
carpenters’ chippings, see drippings,
carpet industry of Khotan, 373.
carpet-weaver’s needles, wooden, (Lou-

lan) 401, 440, 445, 447. See also

weavers’ instruments, weaving slick,

carpets : mentioned in Tibetan docs..

1465; woollen pile, frs. found
:
(Xiya)

250; (Lou-lan) 372 sq., 384, 401,

433 - 43 8
, 445 ; (Tun-huang) 71 1,

781; (Kara-dong) 1 243.
carrots (?), mentioned in Tibetan docs.,

1465.

cart-road, ancient, traces of, (Farhad-Beg-
yailaki) 1250.

cart-tracks: near T. Limes, 568, 574,
606, 657 ;

near Kuan-tsou, 628, 629 ;

near Korla, 1228; traces of, retained

for long periods by bare gravel soil,

628, 657.

cart traffic : on ‘ Lou-lan route ’, 554,

55 6 . 633 ;
near Tun-huang, 649,

756 -

cart-wheel, solid wooden, (Lou-lan) 37S.

cartouches : on silk banners, often left

blank, 848; ornamental in textiles,

see medallions
; in painting of textile.

1276, 1282.

Cdruka, see Caroka.

carving, see wood-carving.

Cascar, Goez’s name for Kashgar (q. v,),

7 8 -

casemate.-, in ruined fort, 1161.

castanets (?), in silk painting, 1468.

castle, in Mastuj, 46; legendary mountain

castle S. of Uch-Turfan, 1301.

castra or praesidia promovere, 729.

cat, terra-cotta head of. 111.

cat-headed demon, painting of, 979.

catapult (?), frs., 645, 758, 769.

Cathay, Goez’s search for, 1126 ;
Dtsert

Cathay, xiv, xxviii.

cattle, numbers in Chinese army in Han
times, 728.

cattle-sheds, 238, 402. See also sheep-

pens.

cattle-trough, 402.

Catuhsataka-stotra
,
Skr. MS. fr. of, 1448.

Court, see Yak-tail fan.

cave, near Chong-kbl, 1182.
‘ Cave of Mafijusri’, 801 n.

‘Cave of unequalled height’, 798, 800.

cave - shrines
:

(Ch'ien-fo-tung, q. v.)

791 sqq.; (Hsiao Ch'ien-fo-tung)

1108; (Ara-tam) 1153; (‘Ming-oi’)

1184; (Kucha) 1238.

cavetto, on carved wooden cantilever,

1257 -

ceiling decoration, (Ch'ien-fo-tung) 931-

celadon, frs. found, 238.

celestial attendants: stucco relief figs, of,

(‘ Ming:oi
’) 1205-8, 1217; heads,

1203, I22 3- See also divine assem-

blages, divinities.

‘celestial fields, delimitation of’, 754 sq.

celestial music, dancing, and mansions,

in paradise paintings, 887.

cellas
:

(Karwan-balasi) 70 ;
(Kok-kti-

marish) 1 29; (Klne-tokmak) 131 ;
(Ak-

kul) 135; (Siyelik) 139; (Khadalik)

156 sq., 161
;

(Miran) 492 sqq.,

5 < 2 sqq.
;

(T. xxv) 590 ;
(Ch'ien-fo-

tung) 793, 927 sqq.
;

(Wan-fo-hsia)

1 1 10 ;
(Ara-tam) 1152 sqq. ; (

To-

ghucha) 1155; (Lapehuk) 1156;

(Chong-hassar) 1161
;
(Kichik-hassar)

1164 sq.; (‘Ming-oi’) 1188, 119L

1195, 1 197 sqq., 1 200 sqq.
;
(Khora)

1224 sq.; (Eaihad-Beg-yailaki) 1247
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sq., 1251 ;
(Kara-yantak) 1262; (Ta-

rishlak) 1276; rock-carved, (Och-

merwan) 82 ;
circular, in Western Asia,

535 sq-. 536 n.
;
vaulted, 1185; type

with enclosing passages, n 86.

celts, see jade.

cemeteries (or burial-places), remains of

:

Buddhist, (Niya) 236 ;
(Endere) 285 ;

(Charchan) 301 ;
(Tun-huang) 609 sq.;

(Nan-hu) 61 1, 619; (So-yang-ch'eng)

1104; (Lapchuk) 1157; Muham-
madan, (Kone-tamlik) 305 ;

(near

Inchike River) 1235; (Ulugh-mazar)

1263; evidence of interment by-

Buddhists, 236; cairns and enclosures,

6 11,619; arrangement of tombs, 609

;

figured silks from Lou-lan cemeteries,

912. See also graves.

censer, representations of: on fresco,

1221 ; on stucco relief, 152; on wall-

painting, 176.

census : MS. roll recording census of

Tun-huang, 821, 917 sq.

Central-Asian Buddhist art, influence of

:

in paintings, &c., 839, 84T, 848,

861 sq., 870, 872, 875, 879, 896;
development of Amitabha’s ' Paradise

’

in, 883; composite monsters in, 235.

Central-Asian expedition, third, of 1 9 1
3—

1916, xv.

Central-Asian geography, fr. of Chinese

MS. treatise on, 917 sq.

‘ central route ', in Wei lio. see Lou-lan

route.

Cer-cen, see Charchan.

cereals: in Chli-wei, 42; in Chti-ino.

297 ;
at Charkhlik, 312. See also

barley, wheat.

Ch. = Ch'ien-fo-tung, ‘ Caves of the

Thousand Buddhas q. v.

Cha-ho River, 1129.
Chadir, oasis: position of, 296; Wu-lei

located at, 3450.; suggested location

of Chieh-chih at, 1236 n. 8.

Chagan - tungi, locality, erroneously-

identified with Han Wei-hsii, 1231 n. 2.

Chah bek, see Shfih Beg.

chain : represented on stucco relief frs.,

148, 152 ;
on terra-cotta female head,

107.

chain mail : in paintings, 873 ;
in Chinese

records, 873 n. 28 ;
Persian origin

assigned to, by Dr. Laufer, ib.

chain-stitch : used for embroidery pictures,

778. 896, 897 n. 6 ;
for design on

silk bag, 466, 477.
Chainut-kol, lagoon, 351 sq. ;

drying up

of. 353 -

chairs, wooden, frs.: (Khadalik) 180;

(Niya) 216, 248; (Lou-lan) 402 sq.,

447 sq.

Chakar, village tract of, 1321 ;
statistics

of population, ib.

Chakar-kuch, former cultivation at, 51.

Chakdara fort, strategical importance of, 4.

Chakhou Chained, see Shah Khush-amed.

cakra : on frescoes. 48 ;
on painted

panel, 185.

Chal. = Cbalma-kazan, q. v.

chalcedony: in K'un-lun Range, 101 ;

mentioned by Marco Polo in Pein ’

and Charchan, roin., 299, 357 n.
; j

‘knife-blade’ of, 368, 451. See alsn

beads, seals.

Chalkoide Ziarat, stone image at, 1302 ;

local worship of. 1303.

Chalma-kazan, ancient site, 93, 1266;
ruined temple at. 1 266 ;

stucco re-
!

lievos, and terra-cottas from, 1266,
j

r2 7osqq.
;
prob. location of Tsan-mo

j

temple at, 1267 n. ri
;
Sino-Kharosthi

and Chinese coins said lo have come
from, 1267, 1347.

Cbamalik Sai, locality, 8r.

Chamberlain, Right Hon. Mr. Austen,

help given by, xvi.

Chandaka. represented in paintings, 854
n. 44, S58, 953, 1031, 1046.

Chang, family name, (Tun-huang) 409.

8j8. 840.

Chang, ihang-shih, 382, 409.

Cliang-an, see Llsi-an-fit.

Chang Chhen: in Ssu-ma Gwen's histoiy . j

his Central-Asian mission under Wu-ti,
\

336, 553 - 5 8°. 72 .3 : reports on Lou-
j

lan and Ku-shih, 338 sqq., 4x3; on

route to Central Asia, 723. See alse>

Ssu-ma Ch'ien.

Chang Chun, local ruler of western Kan-

su, 1092.

Chang J-ch'ao, Tun-huang chief of Thing

times : submits to Chinese empire, 799,

816 sq., 839 n. 11, 1333, 1338 ;
his

grandson mentioned in inscription,

1092.

Chang-liu-shiu. springs of, 1143.

Ch'ang-ma, oasis of, j8r, 1 1 1.7.

Chang-san-mieh, military station, in Thing

Annals. npS : location of, >b.

Chenig-shih, Chinese official title: ’Ch.

of the Western countries', 382,

408 sq., 413. 41b- 745 n. ; his seat at

I. iu-chung (Lukchun), 1160; Chang-

shih of Tun-huang, 690, 79/.

ch'ang shon, inscription on ink-seal, 686,

77s-

chang ts'ao, Chinese script, derivation of

name, 76) n.

Chang Yen-yuan, his Li Tai ming him

ehi, 883 n. 6.

Changyi,
Plan bolder command (pres.

Kan-chou, q.v.), xxiii, 380 sq., 72/,

1092 n.. 1132.

chang yin, iiisciiption on bionze seal,

248.

Chao A-chung, letter from, found at

Lou-lan, 382.

Chao P'o-nu, Chinese general, his ex-

peditions against Lou-lan, 336, 339.

chap, ste ‘ Sai h

c Impels :
(Ch'ien-fo-tung) raised chapels

containing images, 794; walled-up

chapel containing art relics and MSS.,

808 sqq., 820 sq. (see also Wang Tao-

shih)
;
(Kara-yantak) 1262.

Chapman, Mr. R. W., help given by, xx.

Char. = Charchan. q.v.

Char-bagh, oasis of, 1310; Old Char-

bagh, ib.

Charchak-darya, 1233 sq.

Charchan: Chinese Che-mo-fo-na, 277,

288, 297 sq. ;
Chti-mo. 219, 288, 293,

295 sqq-. 3° 2
. 3 °<>- 328 sqq; tcm-

mo (by graphic error), 298 ;
Po-hsicn

,

293. 299, 306, 1331 ; Ta-thun or Ta-

llin (doubtful), 25911., 320; Tso-mo,

297, 298; Kharosthi Calmadana. 296,

298, 414; Marco Polo’s Pein, ioi n.,

294, 299: Mirza Haidai’s Chdnhan or

Jurjan , 300; Tibetan C< r-ceu. 3 2 3, 470.

description of oasis, 294 sqq.; water-

supply of, 294 sq., 301; development

and colonization of, 293. 301 ; re-

settled as penal station, 300 ; distance

from Endere, 277 m: from Charkhlik,

3°9 -

eaily accounts : in Former Han
Annals, 293 sqq., 333, 418; in Lrtw
Han Annals, 296, 329. 330; in H\i
lio, 296, 328. 418 ; notice by Li 'lhio-

jiian, 297; by Sung Ytin, ib.; by

Hstian-tsang, 298 sq.; by Marco Polo,

299 : by Mirza Haidar, 299 sq. : in

ihe T'ang shit, 29^-9; T'u-yu-hun,

conquest of, 298.

population, 335.
remains: ancient canal, now i’angi-

iistang ‘ the new canal 300 sq.

;

ruined wall (‘Tam ’), 301 ;

‘ Tati' of

Kbm-shahr, ib. ; mound (burial-place)

known as Kalag/iah-dong, ib.
;
vaiious

‘ Tatis 302 tip : oldest part of Ch.

lies E. of river, 302; list of objeUs

found. 315.

routes through : T'ang Annals

itineraiy, 293 ; of Hsiian-tsang,
;
of

Marco Polo, 294 ;
route from Niya,

294 ;
river route to Charkhlik, 304 sqq.

sacred images at, Buddhist, 297 sq.

Charchan River: Chinese A -nat-ia, 297,

325; Chii-mo, 306; Li Tao-y fun’s

notice. 297. 302, 325; course of river

described, 297 ;
joins Chit-pin river,

297- 3 2 5> 4 2 r
> 45 1

J
present water-

supply of, 294 sq.; early settlement

by piesent course, 304; irrigation

possibilities, 303 : route to Charkhlik,

304 sqq. See 1 River of the South ’.

Charchi, oasis, 1234: suggested location

of Chieh-chih at, 1237 n. 8.

Chargalyk, see Charkhlik.

chariot, represented on fresco, 5x8 sq..

521 sq.

Charkhlik (Charklik) : oasis and town,

the Shih-ch'eng (‘Stone Town’) of

T'ang Annals. 306, 320, 327 ; Marco
Polo’s Lop, 308. 3 1 1 , 3 1 8 sq. ; T ibetan

Xob-ched, 322, 469; Pa-hsieu’s Shan-
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s/iati, 323 sq. ; I-hsiin identified with

Ch., 322, 32511. 326, 343; T'u-tii-

hun occupation of, 323 : unthiopo-

metric records of people of, 1352 sqq.

description of oasis: antiquity, 313 :

traditional derivation of name, 318 n.

;

pres, settlement occupies ancient area.

314; growth of pres, settlement.

3itsq.
;

population and importance

of, 312, 475 n.; water-supply of,

312 sq.

distances : to Charchan, 309 ;
from

Vash-shahri, 310 ;
to Kara-shahr, 324.

remains : ancient Siptl and Stupa

ruins, 313 sq. ;
mound known as Tvra,

prob. remains of Buddhist Stupa, 314,

321 ;
Prejevalsky's Ottcgush-shan

,

JM-
routes through : of Sung Yiin. 323 ;

of Jinagupta, 323 ; of Fa-hsien, 558 sq.;

desert toutefrom Tun-huang, 340, 555.
See also Lou-lan, Ka-fu-po ,

Yti-ni.

charms
: painted wooden stick, (?) charm,

661, 773; white stone. (?)charm, 440 ;

paper charm, 994, 1080 : charms on
block-printed sheet, 1433; charms

mentioned in Tibetan docs., 1465;
Skr. MS. fr. of charm against serpents,

1454; charm
(
mantra

)

on wooden
tablet, 1455; "oodcuts, 894. 999.
Stc also Mandates.

Charrun, Buddhist rock-carving at, 40 sq.

‘ Charuk ’ type of boots, on stucco

statue, 1277.

Chatiboi Glacier, 52.

Chattras (umbrellas), see Stupas.

Chaugans, in metal, 49.

Chavannes, M. Edouard: help given by,

v, xvi, xix
;

his Documents chinois

,

406, 722 ;
on identification of Chith-

cHa, 5; of Chit-wei, 18 11. ; on Chieh,

30 n.
;
on Kao Hsien-Chih’s expedi-

tion. 53; on Lien-j tin and the river

P'o-le or So-le, 53, 55; on location

of Lien-j tin, 67; contributions to

Kashgar and Yarkand history, 80, 83 ;

Chinese docs.. (Khadalik. Niya) 197,

218, 230; translation of Li Tao-

} flan's commentary 011 the Shut ching

quoted, 297, 302, 324-7, 419 sqq. ; on
inaccuracies of Hsiian-t-ang’s dis-

tance^ 298: translates itinerary of

T'ang Annals (Sha-chou to Khotan),
2 9

3

>
-’ 9 y >

r
3o6 > 3 2 °- I 33° sq.

;
on Fa-

hsien's Wu-i, 32411.; on I-hsun and
Yii-ni, 325 n. ; on locations of town of
Shan- -hail, 336 n., 343; on Ssu-roa

Ch'ien’s notice of Lou-lan and Ku-
shih, 338; on Chinese inscription on
silk, 373, 700 sq.; elucidates Chinese
docs, from Lou-lan Site, 406 sqq. ; on
Chinese records from Tun-huang,

595 bqq-. 646 sqq., 667, &c.; on his-

tory and records of T. Limes, 722 ;

onCh'ien-fo-tunginscriptions, 798 sqq.;
prepares publication on Ch'ien-fo-tung

painting-, 835, 837, 1400 ; on Chinese

docs, from Mazar-tagh, i289 sq. ;
bis

Appendix on Chinese inscriptions and

records, 1329 sqq.

Chawal-kol, old river bed, 245.

Chawank, village, 1299.

Che-chii-Jua, see Karghahk.

Che-hsuh-mo-sun, pp ; later equivalent of

Shuang-mi, ib.

Chi liu, name for Korla defile in Chin

shit. 122S.

Che-mo-t'o-na, 2gS. Set Charchan.

cheese, mentioned in Tibetan docs.,

1465 -

cheetah (?), fig. of, on onyx intaglio. 1 18.

Chen-fan-hsien. ruins of. 608.

Che'n-k'an
, 6j. See Wakhan.

cheng (Chinese mouth-organ), in silk

paintings, 1467 sq.

ch’e'ng, Chin, term for ‘walled town’,

28611., 297. 749.
ch'e'ng, assistant of a ihang-shih (q. v.),

745-
Cheng Chi, forms military encampment

in CKii-li. 1 237 ; made first ' Protector-

General ’
( Tu-hti), ib.

Cheng-ho, see Chinese coins.

Cheng-lung, see Chinese coins,

chequer pattern, see designs.

Cher-chen, 323. See Charchan.

cherry (?) wood fr., 263.

cherry-like fruit, on fresco fr., 1220.

chert flakes, 365, 366; ‘knife-blade ’ of,

364 -

cherubim, late classical representations

of, suggested by Mlran dado, 494,
511 n.

chess-board pattern, see designs,

chevrons, ste designs.

Chi chiu chang, Chinese lexicographical

text, frs. found, 647 sq., 667 sq., 694 n.,

763.

Ch'i-ku-ching, locality, 1154 n.

Chi-mo (Ak-su, q. v.), 7297.
Chi-ning chou, see Jen-c/ieng.

Chi-pin: visited by Wu-k'ung, 19 ;
located

in Kabul region, 19, 877 n. 6; meant
by Kapisa, 877 11.6, 878.

Ch'i-sha, Chih-meng’s name for Kashgar,

3 i-

Ch'i-tao-kou, village of, 1 138.

cilia, armour 779.
Chia-pi-shih (Kapisa), named by Hsiian-

tsang, 877 n. 6.

Ch'ia-sha, name for Kashgar in Hsiyii-

chi, 3t.

Chia-shih. name for Kashgar in T ang
Annals, 31.

tfiia-lzu. Chin, term for ‘chiusa’, 1pop n.

Chia-yii kuan, mod. equivalent of Yii-

men kuan (q. v.), 602, 679, 696,

77/7 ;
Goez’s Chiaicuon, 1125; mean-

ing of name, 1 1 18; physical divisions

of Asia meet near, 1 1 1 6 ;
early notices

of, 1124; Shah Rukh’s embassy at,

ti24sq.
; C. referred to by William

Finch, ii26n. 26; de Busbeq’s ac-

count, 1 125.

fortress and walls of, 1 1
1 7 sqq.; ad-

vantages of position, for defence. 1117,

1119; used as border guard-station,

1 1 18; construction of existing gate-

fortress ascribed to Cht’en-lung, 1 1 18 ;

itis/rum-like plan of fortress, 1118;

origin and military advantages of wall,

1123; puzzling alignment of border

walls, 1 1 17; double walls closing

IIao-shan-k‘ou valley, 1 1 19 sq., 1124;

construction of walls and towers,

1 1 19 sqq. ;
line of flanking wall, and

end of NW. section, ib. ;
NE. line

of wall, 1 120 sq.
;
continuation of wall

through Yeh-ma-wan to Su-chou and

Kan-chou, 1x21; distinct from Han

Limes, 1121 sq.
;
marks Ming policy

of seclusion, 1 122 sq.

Chiaicuon, Goez’s name for Chia-Yii

kuan (q. v. ). 1 1 25.

Ch'iang (Tibetan tribes), historical refer-

ences to, upo.
ckiang-chun, Chinese, logo n.

Chiang Hsiao-} iian, see Chiang Ssu-)th.

‘ Chiang-huan ’,
Nan-hu villager, 626,

628.

Chiang Lai, legendary resident of ‘Dragon

Town’, 424.
Chiang SsC-yeh (Chiang Hsiao-yttan)

:

Chinese secretary, engaged, 80 ;
help

at Mazar-toghrak, 206 ;
at Xi}a, 218,

230; at Endere, 276 ;
at Tun-huang,

569, 578, 588 n„ 592-5, 597 .
609.

636, 645 n., 646, 669, 685 sq., 088,

714, 727 n. ;
at Nan-hu, 615. 617;

at Ch'ien-fo-tung, 801 sqq., 933, tjpi

at Chia-yii kuan, 1 1 18; at Wan-fo-hsia,

hi 1, 1 1 13; at Kara-shahr, 1185 i

at Kucha, 1238; at Mazar-tagh,

1290; his scholarly help at Khotan,

1318; appointed Munshi at Kashgar,

1320; reward of Indian Government,

1327.

Chiang T'ai-chin, prefect of Kara-shahr,

help from, 1185.

Chiao-ho, ancient Chinese designation 01

Yar-khoto (q. v.), 7767.

Ch'iao-tzu, oasis: ruins of, 128 n., 637,

ruined site near, 1 100-6 ;
position o

village, 1099; population of, noo,

irrigation and water-supply of, ii°°-

1101 n. 6 ;
grazing grounds in 'alle)

of, 1100; desiccation near, 1 102. Sit

also So-yang-ch'eng.

Ch'iao-wan-ch'cng, abandoned frontier

station : erected under Ch ien-lung,

1138; wrecked in last Tungan re-

bellion, 627 n. ;
mod. temple at, 602 n.

chiaroscuro, use of, 504, 508.

Chichiklik, Goez’s Ciecialith, 78.

Chichiklik plateau, account of, 77 >

Hsiian-tsang’s punyasdld located on,

ib.

;

time of his crossing, 80 n. ;
extent

from north to south, xxii.
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Chieh, in T'ang Annals, abbreviation of

Chieh-shih (q. v.), 30.

Chieh-ch'a, Fa-hsien’s name forjxashgar,

31
Chieh-chih, military colony at, 1236 n. 8.

Chieh-li-fa, Turkish title given to king
of Wakhan, 62.

Chieh-p’an-f0 (Sarikol), Hsiian-tsang’s

legend about royal family of, 72. See

Kiz-kurghan.

Ch'ieh-pi, Chinese name for Wakhan,
60.

Chieh-shih, or Chieh-shuai, identified

with Chitral, 9 n. 19, 30; in Chinese
Annals, 30 ; Chinese rendering of
Kashkar, 31.

Chieh-shuai, 29 ; imperial brevet to king
of, 29. AVe Chieh-shih.

Chieh-fing
,
signal-station on Tun-huang

Limes, 334 ;
location of, 735.

Chien, nien-hao, on Chinese wooden slip,

594 -

Chien-chung period, see Chinese coins.

Ch'ien-fo-tung, the ‘ Caves of the Thou-
sand Buddhas ’, near Tun-huang, 72 n.,

579. 791 sqq-; first visit to, 585 sq.

;

departure from, 825; physical features

of site, 791 sq.
; archaeological interest

of, 791 ; tenacity of Buddhist traditions

at
> 797 absence of mod. monastic

community at, 797; old name. San-
chieh - ssii

,
‘ Convent of the Three

Regions’, 822; remains compared
with Khadalik finds, 163 sq., 166 sq.

caves of: lower groups of giottoes
served as quarters for Buddhist monks,
792 ; southern main group of caves,

792 sq.; number of caves, 79211.;
porchesand approachesof cave-shrines,

793 J cave-temples at foot of cliffs,

793 T'ang tradition about first caves,

798 ; Lo-tsun and Fa-liang’s caves, ib.;

restorations recorded, 8co sqq„ 927;
oldest extant grotto, 936 ;

shrines i-xii,

927-34; xiv, xvi, 935; ‘Cave of un-
equalled height ’, 798, 800 ;

‘ Cave of
Manjusri’, 801 n.

decorative art in some of the shrines,

926 sqq.

inscriptions (q. v.), 798 sqq., 808 sq ,

816 sq., 818 n., 821, 839 n. 11,880.
882, 888 sq., 918, 933.

‘ library ’of, 822 sq.

manuscripts : date of deposit, 809,
820, 827 sq.

; Chinese rolls fust

examined, 809 sq.
;
reason for perfect

preservation of MSS., 81 1; ‘miscel-
laneous bundles’, 81 1, 822 ; value of,

814 ; votive deposits collected in, 820
;

hasty search of, 821; secret removal
of‘ selections ’, 813 ; monastic records,

&c., 819; sacred ‘waste’, 820;
earliest dated record, 821; Mibraiy’
bundles, 822 sq.

;
sewn up in canvas

wrappers, 823; inferior writing and
paper of later MSS., 827.

painted wooden panels, 894.

_

paintings (q. v.), 81 1 sq., 823,
8 3 J sqq., 937 sqq- 1392 sqq., 1428
sqq., 1467 sqq.

pounces, 845, 846 n. 29. 892, 969,
1044.

printed remains: Hsi-hsia, 828;
Uigur, 828 sq ; oldest printed book
(a.d. 868), 822, 845, 893, 918. 1088;
mod. Taoist treatise, 828

; block-
printed prayers in Chinese and T ibetan,
845 > 893, 943 , 968 sq., 976, 1079.

sculptural remains, 794-C. 928-31 ;

character of, 795 sq.
;

gilding on,

796 ; mod. restoration, ib
; colossal

Buddhas, ib.

silk embroidery, see s. v.

textile remains, 893 sqq. See a/so
fabrics.

wall-paintings (q.v.), 794 <q., 809,
928 sq., 931-5; true fresco, 935;
‘ wind scene ’, 935 sq.

Wang Tao-shih, priest, 801 sqq.

;

see also s. v.

woodcuts, see s. v.

See also Hsiao Ch'ien-fo-tung. Wan-
fo-hsia.

C/iien Ban s/111, see I Ian Annals, Pointer.
ch'icn jen. ’chief of a thousand men’,

691, 346.
Ch'ien-lung, Emperor : conquest of E.

I urkestan by, 564 ; construction of
mod. Chia-yu kuan (q. v.) ascribed to.

1 1 18; Dzungars defeated by, 1138;
accounts of I urkestan compiled under.
1148 n. 5.

C/iien-f-o-lo, see Gandhara.
Chien-tu

,
see Ta-chicn-tu.

Chien II u, title adopted by Emperor
Kuang Wu-ti,/?./, 595.

Ch’ien-yen period, sr e Chinese coins.

Ch’ien-yiian period, see Chinese coins.

Chigillik-y ar. earlier bed of Domoko-
jar, 203.

chi/r. name for silk fabrics used for

writing, 636 ;
early Chinese term for

paper, 677.
Chih-cheng period, Chinese sgraffiti of,

at Wan-fo-hsia. 1 1 1 1, n 13.

Ch’ih-chin, stream of. 1136.

Chih-fo-fang, -the hall (or chapel) of

the led Buddha’, 54. S,c Karwan-
balasi.

Chih-na-ii-p'n-ch'ii-tan-ln, title of Sarikol

kings, 72.

Cliih-ni. set Shignan.

Chih-p'ing period, see Chinese coins.

Chih-shun period, Chinese sgraffiti of.

at Wan-fo-hsia, 1 1 1 1

.

Chih-'.ao period, see Chinese coins.

Chik-tam : routes to, from Shona-nOr.

707; routes from Plami, H54n.
Chilan, water-supply of, 1304.

Chilan-Kashgar route, 1307 sq.

Chilapchis, metal hand-basins, 49.

children : as donors of paintings, 965 sq.

;

represented amongst donors, 947, 953,
957 >

96f>> 970, 981, 984. 1020, 1037,
io39 >

i°43>>4-, 1047 sq., 1059, 1076,
1082. See a/so infants.

Chimen-tagb. mountains, 324, 476.
chimera (?), figure of, on intaglio, 116.
chimneys, lack of, to fire-places, 280.
Chin Annals, Chin shir. Shan-shan in,

328; on Central-Asian embassies, 408;
Emperor Wu-ti in, 408 ; Ei Po men-
tioned, 409 ;

/’ ten-men kuan and Che'
lilt in, 1228 ;

]
'en-ih'i (Kara-shahr) in,

1 180, 1232.

C bin Annals, Posterior, on embassies
from Kho an, 320, 560.

Chin-ch'ang
,
location of, 32311., 1099 n.

;

YU-men located at. in T'ang Annals,'
I099 -

Chin-iHeng, military command, 711.
Chin-chou. Chinese stoneware from :

(Vash-shahri) 307 sq
. 316; (So-

yaiig-ch'eug) 1106.

Ch'in-su, t'ing of, 748 11.

Chin-ia, oasis. 1122, 1134 ; remained
outside Ming wall, 1 134

•

irrigation of,

ib.; abandoned cultivation bevond, th.

China, see Great Wall.

China rs : in Talash, 22 ; in Mastflj, 45.
Cliindailik, salt spring of, 549.
Chinese administration, influence, or

policy : in Chitial. 27 sqq.
; at Chaikh-

hk. 312; at Lou-lan, 332, 336, 339,
380; at Tun-huang. 380, 622 sq.,

839 ! hi Tarim Basin in 1st cent, ii.c.,

73 ° > 1 st cent, a.d., 8 '>, 330 sq.,

407. 4 1 -; at Chia-Ui kuan. 1118;
evidence of Chinese occupation at

\ ash-shahri, 308 ; extension to Turfan,
340; Turkish relations, 472. 474 ;

embassies, to Khotan. 320; at Tun-
huang, 622 sq.; to Western Regions’,
690 : references in repurt of Khotan
mission. 623. 1124; power in Western
Regions under Pan Chao. 696 ;

natural
difficulties preferred to enemy risks,

585; foreign auxiliaries employed. 633.
defen-i\e policy in Western Regions:

a. i). 9-73. 694 sq.. 731 sq.; after

death of Wang Mang. 695; Cti'in Shill

Huang-ti’s border wall. 723: -strict

seclusion ’ towards Cc-mial Asia. 733 ;

defensive position of Chia-ui kuan.
1 1 17; policy of seclusion in Ming
times, 1122; nomads kept out from
high Xan-shan valleys. 1 128.

foi ward policy in Western Regions:
under Wu-ti. 336. 339. 408. 533.
558. 580, 621. 723 sqq.. 741 ;

under
Pan Ch'ao (q. v.), 83. 329 sqq.. 65311..

69311., 696, 732; under Pan Yung
(q.v.). 732; under K'ang-hsi, 1118,

1123; policy seived bs W. extension
of’ Cheat W all '. 725. 728; see Limes.

Chinese architectuie, rcpiesented in

paintings, 887, 947, 990. 1046 sq.

1054 sq., 1065.
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Chinese army and military organization

in Han times, 728 sqq. See a/so

Limes. Lou-lan. military. Tun-huang.

Chinese art (sti a/s“ Chinese style

;

paintings): influence of Buddhist Kho-
tan art on. 166 ;

interchange of art

influences ihrough textiles. 902.

influence of : in Taiim Basin. 298 ;

on Ch'ien-fo-tung paintings. &c., 833.

8311 S48, 861 ;
on Turkestan wall-

paintings. 883 n. 3 ;
on art of Ch'ien-

fo-tung paintings. 1428 sqq.

Chinese astrological chart (?). 976; docs,

relating to astrology. 764. 1400. 1465.

Chinese border wall. Limes.

Chinese books, anc. arrangement of.

764 sqq.

Chinese Buddhist texts, see Buddhist.

Chinese calendars: on wood. 641. 647,
667. 672. 762 ;

fr. of illustrated

calendrical MS.. 970.
Chinese characters : on bronze grelot

bell, 631 ; on clay sealing. 697. 780;
on porcelain fr., 1135: on seal im-
pressions, 2)0, 239, 260, 262, 266 ; on
seals, 11S. 123 sq. . 133. 248, 268 sq..

380 ; on stele, 800 ;
on stoneware fr..

1107; on Uigur MSS.. 1176; on
wooden frs., 645. 652, 660, 771; on
wooden ink-seals. 596. 599, 686. 778,

780. 786-8; on wooden post. 769.
See also Chinese documents, inscribed

paintings, inscriptions.

Chinese charm or invocation, 1080.

Chinese coins: absence of, at ‘Tatis ’,30 2;

rare along Limes W. of Tun-huang,
687 n.

coins found or purchased: (Yarkand)

84, 1340, 1 349 sq.
;

(Yoikan) ioisq.,

i340sq., 1349; (Khotan)io2, i34isq„
I 349sq.; (‘Badruddln

’) 1342; (Halal-

bagh) 1342; (Kum-bagh) 1342; (Jiva

and Suva) 102, 1342
;

(Sampula)

1342 :
(Kine-tokmak) 102, 131, 1342;

(Ak-terek) 102,137, 140145. '342Sq.,

1350; (Kok-kum-arLh) 129, 1342;
(Khadalik) 159, 1343, 1349 sq.; (Bala-

waste) 197, 1343; (Kighillik) 1343;
(Mazar-toghrak) 206,1343; (Niya)242,

1343 , 1349 ;
(Lndere) 278, 282, 1343;

(Vash-shahri) 307, 1344, 1350; (N.
of Lop-nor) 361, 1344; (Lou-lan)

375 . 380. 395 . 45 L 1344 . 1349;
(Merdek-tim) 453, 1344; (Miran) 474,
1 345 .

x 349 sq J
(Tun-huang Limes)

575 - 59 2
.
6o5 . 635, 687. 700 n„ 716,

7' 8
, >345. 1 349 ;

(Nan-hu) 616, 1345,
1 .349 sq- J

(Kuan-tsou) 627, 1345;
(So-yang-cheng) 1103, 1106, 1345,
1349 sq.; (Hei-shui-kuo) 1133, 1346;
(Chong-hassar) 1346; (Yar-khoto)
n68, 1346; (Ushak-tal) 1 181, 1346 ;

(Chong-kol) 1181, 1346; (Baghdad-
shahri) 1x82, 1346

;
(‘ Ming-oi ’) 1187,

1189, 1191 sq., 1194. 1198, 1346;
(Kara-dong) 1242, 1346; (Farhad-

Beg-taihiki), 1249. 1254, 1346;
Kai.t-i antak) 1262, 1346; (Ulugh-

mazar) 1264, 1347; (Domoko) 1264,

1 34

7

- 1350; (Chalma kazan) 1267,
j

1547; (Kara-sai) 1273, 1347; (Tarish-
,

lak) 1277, 1279, 1347; (Mazar-tagh)

1 -87, r 3 4 7 •
> 349 :

(Kelpin . 1306 sqq..
j

1347; (Choi.g-tim) 1307 sq., 1347.
1 35° ;

(S. of Chong-tim) 1309, 1347 ;
j

(X. of Tuni'huk) 1309, 1348. 1350. I

dating from coins, 140. 307, 426,

474, 593. 6i6sq., 627, 687, 7 18, 1 106,

1168, 1267. 1287, 1307-9, 1 340 sqq.

legends, &c., of coins: Clieng-ho,

474 . ' 34 '— 2
>

1 345 . 1
.35°; Cheng-

lung, 1345, 1350; Chia-ch'ing. 1308.

1347: Ch'ien-chung, 139. 1 168, 1 182.

1187 n„ 1194. 1343. 1346, 1350;
Cii'ien-Iung, 627, 1308, 1345, 1347.

1350; Ch'ien-\ en, 1342, 1330; Ch'ien-

\ iian, 102, 14011., 139, 1106, 1168. I

1181. 1262. 1287, 1340-9; Chili- I

p'ing. 1341, 1350: Chih-tao, 102,
[

1 34 1 • '3451 Chin. 1103; Ching-te,

1341 ; Ching-yu, 1342, 1348, 1350;
Ch'ung-ho, 1342: Ch'ung-ning, 1340,

1342, 1347 .
' 35°: Han, 102, 242,

282. 361, 362, 395, 453, 575, 592,

616, 1242, 1255, 1306: Hsi-ning,

1340-2, 1348, 1350: Hsiang-fu,

1342-3. J350: H.-iao ch'iian ch.h i,

1344: Hsien-feng, 1350; Hsien-
p'ing, 627. 1341-2, 1343, 1350;
Hs;en-ti, 242 n., 1343: Hsiian-ho,

1342; Huang-sung, 1345, 1350;
Huo-ch'iian, 242 n., 385,453, 1187 11.,

" 94 ,
1 3° 7 - 1342-7, 1349; K'ai-yuan,

102, 159, 307. 474, 617, 687, 1009,
1 106, 1133, 1168, 1 182, 1 187 n., 1189,

1194, 1198, 1264 n. 5. 1287, 1307 sq.,

1340-9: K'ang-nsi, 627, 1345; Kao-
tsu. 474, 1106; Kuang Hsii, 474;
Kuang Wu-ti, 242 n., 375, 1343;
Liang, 197; Pan-liang, 206, 617:
'343, 1345 ; Pao-yuan, 1340, 1342-3,
pre-T'ang, 617; Shao-bsi, 1341;
Shao-hsing, 1341-2, 1350 ;

Shen-sung,
' 34 ', ' 344 , '35°,' Shun-hua. 1340,
1350; Sui, 102. 1 1 06 : Sung. 84, 101,

102, 140, 140 n., 282, 307, 617, 1 106,

1264, 1309, 1342-3; Ta-kuan, 1340,
' 35°; Ta-li, 1187 n., 1189, 1194,
1267, 1287. 1307, 1341-3, 1346-7,
' 349 -

5o: T'ai-ping. 1342, 1345,
1350; Tang, 84, 102, 140 11., 159,
3°7- 474, 616. 617, 687, 1009, 1103,
1 106, 1 133, 1 168. 1 182, 1 187 n.. 1 189,
1 191 sq

,
1 194, 1198, 1255, 1264 n. 5,

1267, 1287, 1307-9, 1340-9; T'ien-
hsi, 102, 1341, 1347; T'len-shcng,

'34 2
, '344; Wang Mang, 242 n.,

453 - 617, 700 n., 1 194, 1307, 1344 ;

\\ u-chu, 1 o 1 , 102, 159, 197, 242 n.,

278, 282, 362, 375, 385, 451, 453,
575, 592, 605, 616, 617, 635, 687,
716, 718, 1106, 1168, 1187 n„ 1191,

1242, 1249, 1254, 1264, 1267. 1277,

1279. 1307 sq., 1340-7, 1349; Yu in -

feng. 102, 1340-2, 1347, 1350; Yuan-
I"- '341-3; Yiian-y u, 1340-2, 1344,
' 350 .

t\ pes,&c.,of coins: clipped, 385, 616.

635, 1255- 1340-9; ‘goose-eye’, 385,

43-’. >287, 1307, 1343. 1344, 1346-7 ;

illegible, i342sq., 1347; knife-shaped.

700 n.; unmscribed, 1279, 1342-5,

'347 ,‘ stringed, 159, 1295.

representations of coins : in paint-

ings, 891. 953, 960, 967 sq., 980,

1040.

Chinese designs in textile decoration,

901 sqq. Sis fabrics.

Chinese documents [see a/so Chinese

manuscripts) : materials used before in-

vention of paper, 676 ;
docs, translated

by M. Chavannes, 1329 sqq.

cloth label, 636, 760.

paper documents: (Khadalik) 164;
(Lou-lan) 242, 372, 375-7, 379, 382,

399 , 409 , 439 !
(Tun-huang) 674, 684,

700.

wooden labels: (X’iya) 218 sqq.
;

(Tun-huang) 569, 592, 596, 605, 659,

685 sq., 689 sqq., 717, 721, 753, 758,

760.

wooden tablets or slips': (Balawaste)

197; (Mazar-toghrak) 205 sq.. 209;

(Niya) 218, 242; (Lou-lan) 209, 253,

37', 377 sq-, 3 8°sqq-, 402; (Tun-

huang) 592-8,604, 634, 636, 639, 641,

645sqq., 652sq., 659sq., 667 sqq., 680

sq.. 685 sq., 689 sqq
, 698 sqq., 7 1 1 sq.,

714 sq., 717 sqq., 753, 761, 763 sq.,

77 °, 776 , 778 sq-, 783 sq-, 787 sq.

;

(Wan-shan-tzu) 1139; ‘shavings’ from

tablets used for wi iting exercises, (Lou-

lan) 375; (Tun-huang) 398, 598,

646, 685, 763; measurements of slips,

3 8 2
, 593 , 597 ,

66o
>
6 7 2 -

See also letter cases, letters, Limes,

Lou-lan. tablets. Yii-men kuan.

Chinese hemp, see Boehmeria nivea.

Chinese historical records : accuracy of,

691, 728; road records in, 2191'.,

220 n.. 1231. See a/so Han Annals,

T'ang Annals, &c.

Chinese ink found, 129. 132, 316.

Chinese inscriptions (see above, charac-

ters, documents ;
also inscriptions) :

near Barkul, commemoiating victory

over Hsiung-nu king, 733; on charm,

894 ;
in Ch'ien-fo-tung caves, 798 sqq.,

808 sq., 816 sq., 818 n.. 821, 839 n.

11, 918, 1331; on medicine case

lid. 569 ;
on painted wooden panel,

1022
; on silk (see also inscribed paint-

ings, below), 373 sq., 681, 700 sqq.,

781. 1004. 1029. 1036 ;
on wedge-

shaped wooden blocks, 7 70 sq.
;
modern,

on wooden stC-lc at Donglik ;
on wood-

cuts, 893, 976; inscriptions translated

by M. Chavannes, 1329 sqq.
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inscribed paintings, drawings, and

woodcuts: linen paintings, 965, ion,

1039, 1048, 1072 ;
linen banners, 952,

966, 1011, 1019, 1027. 1035, 1072,

1079; magic diagrams (mandalas),

paper and silk, 974 sq.. 979, 999;
paper paintings and drawing--, 892,

968, 970, 973, 975, 996, 1012. 1021,

1060, 1080, 1084, 1087 ;
paper wood-

cuts, 893 sq., 968 sq., 974, 976, 1037,

1039, 1044, 1060, 1079: paiadise

paintings, silk and linen, 888 sq., 977,

ioii, 1049, 1053, 1055, 1058, 1073,

1082 ;
other silk paintings, 880, 882,

943, 959, 970, 981, 1001, 1016-18,

1024, 1026, 1036-8, 1040-1. 1043,

1047-8, 1057, 1059-60, 1068. IC75-

1077, 1081-3, 1086, 1336 ;
silk ban-

ners, 943, 953, 987, 1003, 1012,

1022, 1039, 1045 sq., 1051. 1063.

1065, 1072, 1083, 1085.

Chinese manuscripts (see also manu-

scripts): fromCh'ien-fo-tung: rolls first

examined, 809 sq.
;
arrangements for

cataloguing, 916; number of MSS.
estimated, 827 n, 917; quality of

paper, 810, 816, 818, 827; dated

MSS., 820, 828, 916, 918, 976, 1016
;

Brahml and other texts on revet se of

tolls, 810, 815, 818 sq., 914 sq.;

Chinese Manichaean texts, 922; Skr.

text with Chinese transliteration, 914 ;

local records, lay texts, and canonical

literature, 916; MSS. of antiquarian

interest, 917; illuminated tolls, 974.

976 sq., 1015; miniature MS. book,

977; illustrated MSS., 977, 1015 sq.,

1026; -concertina’ arrangement of

MSS., 920 n. 5; list of MSS. repro-

duced, 918.

M. Pelliot on Ch'ien-fo-tung MSS.,

826, 827 n., 917 sq.; Dr. Giles on,

917 sq.

MSS. from Chong-hassar, 1162,

1 1 7 1 ;
from Yar-khoto (Chinese-Uigur

MSS.), 1175 sq. ;
fromToyuk (Chinese-

Sogdian?). 1176; from Mazar-tagh,

1289.

See also Chinese documents.

Chinese measures: of silk roll, 373 sc
l--

701 sq.

foot and inch measures: Chin, 374.

660 n.
;
Han, 660, 668. 672, 734, 771,

773; finds: (Lou-lan) 374, 378,

434; (Tun-huang) 374, 660, 668, 771,

773 -
,

,

pint measure
(
sheng ). in Chinese

documents, (Tun-huang) 757.

Chinese mouth-organ, see clieug.

Chinese nomenclature, 344 n. (see also

local names).

Chinese paper, see paper.

Chinese pilgrims, see Fa-hsien, Fa-liang,

Hstian-tsang, Hui-sheng, Lo-tsun,

Sung YUn, Wu-k'ung.

Chinese poetry : hardships of border

service reflected in. 748 n., 751, 756,
j

765; MS. frs. of, from Ch‘ien-fo-tung,
j

918.

Chinese porcelain, see porcelain.

Chinese pottery, see pottery.

Chinese printed remains : oldest printed

roll (a.d. 868), 822, 845, 893, 918,
j

1088; block-printed pravers, 845, 893,

943, 968 sq., 974, 976, 1079: ‘concer- 1

tina ’ arrangement of books, 802.

Chinese religion, see Buddhism
;

local

worship.

Chinese sgraffiti, 276, mi sqq.

Chinese silk trade, 373, 383, 407, 676.
j

701 sqq. See also silk trade.

Chinese stationery, anc. wooden, 382,

597 - 639 . 764 sq.

Chinese stonew are
:

(Vash-shuhri) 307 sq.,

316; (Nan-hu) 616, 629sq.
;
(Tun-

|

huang) 600 sq., 788 sq.; (So-yang-

ch'eng) 1 106 sq.; (Hei-shui-kuo) 1 135.

See also glazed stoneware.

Chinese style in frescoes, paintings, &c.

(see also Chinese art) : of designs, 449,

466, 483 sq., 720, 786, 903 sqq.,

910 sq. ;
of figures, 863 sq., 866 -qq.,

873, 875, 880, 882, 887, 890, 895,

897, 937 sqq.; of head-dress (su also

s.v.), 178; of landscape-, 852; of

legendary scenes (see Buddha), 793,

848 sq., 886 ;
of ornaments, 440, 767.

Chinese temples, see Buddhist shrines.

Chinese textile art, antiquity of, 901 sq. ;

designs of, 903 sqq.
;
eatly textile art

in Lou-lan finds, 912; influence of, on

Persian art, 913. Su also fabrics.

clung, Chinese term applied to sacred

texts, 823.

Ching-chueh, territory and city of : named

in Chinese Annab, 219, 230, 242;

identified with Niva Site, 219 sq.,

329; named in MVf lio, 219, 296,

328 sq., 414 n., 418; in Han Annals.

219, 296, 297, 329 sq.; dependent on

Shan-shan, 230. See also Niva.

Ch'ing-shui-k'eng-tzu, locality, 590.

Ching-te period, see Chinese coins.

Ch'ing-tui, military company, 719, 747 n.

Ching-yu period, see Chinese coins.

Chingelik, 294 ;
well of, 306 ;

identified

with T e-lei wells, 306. See also

Yaka-toghrak.

Chingiz Khan, 72411. 7.

chippings, carpenters’, 157. 161.

Chira, oasis of, 154, 1264; population

of, 1264 ;
irrigation of, 207 ;

extension

of irrigated area at, 1 264 sq. ;

‘ Mirab

Beg ’ of Chira canals, 475 n.

Chira-Keriya tract, Chinese Chii-mi (also

spelt Yii-nu ot Hail-mi), 219. 8

-

9

1 3 2 3 n. 8.

chiragh, on fresco. 178.

Chirak-saldi, valley, 88.

chisels: bronze, (Niya) 213; iron frs.,

(Lou-lan) 393- 4^9- 43° i
wrought

iron. (Tun-huang) 768.

1521

chi/an. kind of rope, (Lou-lan) 445.

chitan-lam. name for style of fence-con-

struction, 162.

Chitisar, locality, 50.

Chitral (Kashkar) : identified with Chieh-

shaai
(
Chieh-shih ), 19, JO ;

term

Kashkar still current, 25 n. 2 ;
Chinese

influence in Chitral. 27 sqq.
;

political

importance and organization, 25, 27,

31 sq.
;

main routes through, 25;
communication with Badakhshan and

the Oxus regions, 26, 28; ethnography

and anthropology of, 26, 1352 sqq.;

languages spoken, 27; material civili-

zation, 28; histoiical traditions, ib. ;

Ch. in Chinese Annals, 28 sqq.
;
im-

poitance of Ch. capital, 36; remains

in: old forts. 34, 36; absence of

foitified villages, 34 ;
castle of Chitral,

35 ;
decorative wood-carving, 35 sq.

Chitial or Yatkhun River, route along, 36.

Chitifil rugs. 49.

Chitral Scouts, 45.

Chiti all language, su Khowar.

Chitrali tiibe, anthropometric records of,

1352 sqq.

chiu ih'fng ( old city’), term applied in

Kan-su marches to ancient ruins. 717.

chiu ih'iang, Chinese name for Limes

wall. 591.

Chiu-c/iiian : Chines border command,

in position of mod. Su-chou (q.v ). 580,

7 1 5, 724. 1092 n. 1 1 , 1126; imperial

order to governoi of, 740 sqq. ;
spring

of (‘ Fountain of Wine ’). 7/27 ;
temple

and garden near. 1127.

chiu jen. tenant ’. 7/7 11. ji.

Chiu Yang shti, see T'ang Annals.

Ch'iu-tzu (Kucha, q.v.). 41 S.

‘chiusa’: in T'a-shih over gorge. 1109;

closing Ilao-shan-k'ou valley (q. v.),

1 120.

Choaspes. see Guraios.

Chokkur. ruined enclosure at, 1182.

Chol-kol. lagoon. 351.

Chong-h.’.ssar ('Big Castle’): mins of.

1160; also locally know 11 as //rm.r[/J-

shahri, ib.; site descr.bed. 1161;

commands distant view. 1163 n. 8;

desiccation at. 1164 ;
mined keep for

guarding routes. 1163; its constiuction,

ib.
;

later walled enclosuies near, ib.

ruined Buddhist shrine. 1161 ;
deco-

rative remains and Ligur MS. frs.

from. 1 162. 1 168 sqq.

Chinese coin fiom h. of. 1346.

Cliong-karaul : defile of. 1305; ruined

watch-post at, 1305 n. 8.

Chong-kol (Ta-lao-pa). ruined ciicum-

vallation, 1181; Chinese coins from,

1 1 81. 1346; other objects. 1183.

Chong-kol. lake, Maral-bashi irrigated

from. 1310 n. 2.

Chong-kul, marsh near Charchan, 305.

Chong-tim : ruined site of. 1 306 ;
walled

enclosure at, 1307 ;
retuse-heaps, ib.

;

9 H
1374
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chronology of site. il. ;
Chinese coins

from. 1307 sq., 1347. 135° : from S. of

Chong-tim. 1309. 1347 ;
position on

line of ancient route. il>.
;
marks site

of ancient agricultural settlement.

1308 ;
relics of modern fighting near,

il>.

;

list of objects found, 1314 sq.

Chong-tokai, shepherd hut. 1235.

Chop, \ alley, 88.

chop-sticks, wooden, 221, 251, 439. See

also eating-sticks.

Chorchuk, see Shdrchuk.

Christian churches, figured fabrics for

adornment of, 841 n. 24.

chrysanthemum rosette, bone, 1 20.

chrysanthemum-like flowers : on canopy

in wall-paintings, 928, 931.

ch'ii, ' sub-section ’ of Limes, 346.

chit, ‘flash ’ or 'torch', 733; note on, by-

Mr. Hopkins, xxiii.

Chii-chih
,
error for Chii-mo, 296 n. 77.

Chu-chit-pan, set Karghalik.

Chu-chii-po, identified in T'ang Annals

with Han Tzii-ho, 85, 87. See Kar-

ghalik.

Chu-chiieh
,

military company of P’ing-

wang, 699, 717, 747 n - 2 7 -

chit Into, ‘flash-signals’, lit. ‘torch-fire’,

753'

Ch'ii-lc

\

Han name for Tagh tract, 1323 ;

in Wei lio, 1323.

Ch'ii-It: military agricultural colony at,

730, 330 11. 34, 1236 ;
in Former Han

Annals, 1236; location of, il.; popula-

tion of, il.
;
Chinese military base at,

1237 ;
military advantages of posi-

tion, il.
;
replaced by Wu-lei

,
il.

Chii-lu gianary: in Wei lio, 418, 419,

555. 73° ;
location of, 557.

Chii-mt, Han name for Pit-mi (q. v,),

1323 71. 8. See also Chlra-Keriya tract.

Chti-7/io, Chin, name of Charchan, 219,

1331 ;
city of, 296. See Charchan.

Chit-7710, river of, in T'a7ig shu, 1331.

Chu-pin, united course of Tarim and
Charchan Rivers), Li Tao-Yiian’s no-

tices of, 293, 325, 421, 454 ;
So Man’s

barrage across, 421 sq.; doubtful iden-

tity of river, 421. Arc Charchan River.

Chu-pin, town of, 420. See Ying-p'an.

Chii-shih, see Turfan.

Chii-shih
, Anterior, see Turfan.

Chii-shih, Posterior, see Guchen.
Chii-tse (‘ winding lake ’), signal-station :

on Tun-huang Limes, 334-, location,

735 -

Chii-ivei, or Shang-mi (pres. Mastuj), 18 ;

in T'ang Annals, 42, 51; etymology, 43.
Ch'iian Tsu-wang, Chinese editor of the

Shui ching, 421 sq.

Chukshu, valley, 88.

chuluk, wooden implement for tying up
lambs, 248, 374, 401, 433, 445.

Ch'un, ‘princess of Ching-chiieh, 218.

Ch'ung-ho period, see Chinese coins.

Ch'ung-ning period, see Chinese coins.

Chung-ssu, mod. name for division of

Ch'ien-fo-tung site, 822.

Chung-y tin, nomadic tribe, 623. 1130.

( 'hurch. late Piof. Sir Arthur: help given

by, xix
;

analyses stucco and plaster

remains. 136. 165 sq.. 499. 1273,

1 390 sq.

churn-spindle, stay of (?), 433.

Cieiialith. Goez’s name for Chichiklik, 78.

Cina-drca-gotra, title of Sarikol kings. 72.

cinerary boxes, wooden, 1191, 1221.

cinerary jars, pottery. 285, 1191.

cinerary urn. 1190.

Circassian type of face on fresco, 526.

circles, set designs.

circumambulatory passages, see passages,

circuimallations, ancient, 272, 280 sq..

283 sq.. 313. 45 2 sq.. 1156, 1181,

1309. 1312. See also enclosures.

tivara. MS. fr. treating of. 1440.

clappers: in silk paintings, 947-50, 961,

1054, 1056, 1058, 1073, 1467 sq.; in

banners. 1019, 1051, 1468.

classical art : its influence on art of

Tarim Basin, in decorative wood-

carving, 400, 403. 448; in frescoes,

494, 496, 503 sq.. 512 sqq., 517 sq.,

523 sqq.
;

in ornamentation and tech-

nique of glass ware, 282; in relievos.

1 193 sqq., 1209; in seals, 1255, 1306,

1313; in seal impressions. 1247, 1257.

its influence on Gandhara art. 503,

504. 516.

classical designs : on intaglios, 103. 120,

125 sq.; on pottery frs., 142; in seal

impressions, 230, 260 sq. acanthus, on

wooden pillars, 48. anthemion. on terra-

cotta handle, 114. anthetnion. double,

on pottery handle, 126. Apollo (?). on

intaglio. 1 16. archaic Corinthia7i horse

type of wing, in wood-carving. 264.

Athene Pro7nachos. on seal impres-

sion, 258. billeted mouldings , on

wooden beams, 397. 443. • egg and
t07igue ’ moulding, recalled by stucco

relievo, 194. Eros (P), on clay seal

impression, 216, 225; in frescoes. 510,

51 1 n. 7, 524. floral scroll-work, on

carved beams, 396. 397, 443. Gany-
mede. on seal impression, 1250. Genius

populiRomaniXy^z.on seal impressions,

216. 225. 249, 256. Gorgon head.

on terra-cotta applique masks. 108.

1 13; on stucco shields, 1210, 1212;
in painting, 1036. Greek Sphinx
wings, 403. 448. Medusa type, on clay-

seal, 230. Pallas Athene, on seal im-

pression, 224. 254. rosettes, in frescoes.

524. 545; on relievos. 849 n. 16.

Silenus type of head, on terra-cotta fr..

1257. threefaces in one head, on seal

impressions, 230. 261 sq. longuepattern

.

on wood-carving. 194. winged Victory.

on intaglio, 101, 104. Zeus, archaistic,

on seal impression, 230. 260 sq. Sie

also designs.

classical names used in India. 530.

clay moulds. 100, 126, 1268. Set also

moulds.

mounds, by Kndere Stupa ruin. 280.

See also Mesas, Yardangs.

pestle. 1260.

pots, 285 ; in Tibetan docs., 146.5.

rampart, 386, 615, 662, 1095; see

stamped clay.

ridges: watch-towers on, 595, 597,

600, 633, 635, 641 sq., 644, 697;

formed by action of running water,

642 ;
cave-shrines cut into, at Ara-tam,

1153. See also Mesas, Yardangs.

seal impressions, see seals,

sealing with Chinesechars., 697, 780.

seals, see seals,

stucco, see stucco.

Stupa models, see Stupas,

terraces, formed by wind erosion, see

Mesas, Yardangs.

tower, prob. remains of small Stupa,

280.

vase frs., 140, 153, 316.

votive impressions, see votive,

wedge, inscribed, 1169.

climatic pulsations, 207 sq. See also de-

siccation.

cloth label, 636, 760.

clothing, supplied for soldiers, 760.

clouds : representations of, on painted

wood, 1 7 1, 175. 196; in paintings,

937-1088 passim
;
on stucco relievos,

138, > 43 - 1 5 2 >
l6 4 . *75> i8 4 J

cloud-

scrolls, in frescoes, 546, 1170; on

stucco relievos, 928 sq. ;
in textile de-

sign, 783.

coat (?), frs., 1243.

cock-headed demon, paintings of, 979 -

995 *

1 cocoon ’ incident, on painted panel, 190.

1278.

coffer, in ceiling decoration, 931.

coffins, remains of, 236, 305.

coinage, debasement of, 385-

coins : non-Chinese characters on, (Kel-

pin) 1306 n. See also Chinese coins,

Indo- Scythian coins, Kusana coins, lead

coins, Sino-Kharosthi coins.

Cojhbo Somjaka, letters addressed to, 228.

colonization: at Bilel-konghan, 274 sq.,

difficulties of, in Charchan oasis, 2951

on Tarim, 335 n. 8. See also agri-

cultural colonies, military colonies,

colophons, dated, on MSS., 816, 821.

828, 916, 918, 921, 923. 925.

colouring root, 1315.

columns, see pillars.

Colvin. Sir Sidney, help given by, xx,

832 -

combs : bone. 1 19. 122; horn, 466, 477 -

1292; wooden. (Kine-tokmak) 133 >

(Khadalik) 162, 195; (Mazar-toghrak)

205, 210; (Niya) 217, 224, 237, 249,

251, 253, 256 sq., 265-7; (Vash-

shahri) 316; (Lou-lan) 385, 436 sq.,
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439' 448; (Tun-huang) 599, 769, 772,

779, 782, 787 sq.; (Kara-dong) 1243;
(Farhad - Beg -yailaki) 1248, 1257;
(Mazar-tagh) 1292-4.

comma-shaped figures, on scale armour,

477, 481.

‘concertina’ arrangement of ancient

wooden ‘stationery 764 sqq.; of Chi-

nese printed books, 802 ;
of Chinese

and Tibetan MSS., 920.

conduits (
nor), for canals, 1310 n. 2.

cones, see designs.

conifer, wood of, used for documents,

714.

Conrady, Prof. A., 370.

Constans. coin of, purchased at Karghalik.

I 34°i 1349-
Constantine II, coin of. purchased at

Karghalik, 1340, 1349.
continuity of local worship, ste local

worship.
' Convent of the Three Regions’, S22.

convents, see Buddhist convents,

convicts, see
' garrison soldiers ’.

copper kettles, mentioned in Tibetan

docs.. 1465.
copper plate, ornamented bands, frs..

H98, 1221.
' Coptic ’ decorative : motifs recalling de-

signs in wood-carving, 162, 3950. 3.

397, 496, 342 ;
on woven slipper. 401 ;

in stucco relief frs , 1235.
copy-books, Tibetan, 1464.
‘copy-writing’ on wood, (Lou-lan) 375;
(Tun-huang) 398, 598. 646, 683. 763.

coral, orn., 1 2 36 (?) ;
mentioned in Ti-

betan docs.. 1463 ; Naga tree, in paint-

ings. 974, 1008. 1040, 1054.
cord, 175, 200. 265, 478, 1321. Ste

also string.

cord tassel (?). on stucco relievo, 150.

I 200.

‘cords’, in weaving, technique of. 897.
Corinthian type, see classical designs,

corn-stalks, rope of, 268.

cornelian, plentiful in K'un-lun Range,

101 ;
frs., 123, 316, 429, 1269 ;

beads.

see s. v.
;
on bronze ring. 133; flake,

364 ;
intaglios, see seals

;
orns., 1314 ;

ring, fr., 125.

cornice, in Stupas, 37, 40; caived and
painted wooden fr., 1225, 1229.

coronets: on fresco, 182; on painted

panels, 174 sq., 194.
costume, see dress.

cotton: none found at Niya, 221; or

Endere fort, 279.

apparatus for reeling (?), 661, 771.

cloth, as ground for artificial flowers,

496, 543-
fabric frs. found. (Khadalik) 160,

191
;
(Mazar-toghrak) 205, 210

;
(Lou-

lan) 379- 399- 43 2 sq., 435- 442. 448

;

(Miran) 466. 478, 542; (Tun-huang)
j

720 sq., 769, 775. 777, 783. 783 sq.. 1

790; (Kara-dong) (?) 1243 ;
(Farhad-

Beg-yailaki) (?) 1256; (Chong-tim)

1315; used as backing for plaster

stucco, 201, 542; in Chinese MS.
book-cover (?), 976.

gauze, woven. 466, 482.

See also canvas, Hanausek. shoes,

counters, ste dice, discs.

Cowley. Dr. A., help with Early Sogdian
documents, xviii, 652, 671. 675.

cowrie shells, 268, 290. 431, 1313.
* Cow’s head,’ stt Kdhmarl hill.

‘ Cow’s horn.’ see Kohmail hill.

cows : fig. of cow on wooden stamp. 222.

252, 255 ; with calf, in painting, 1023.
cradles, terra-cotta. 107 sq., no sq.. 115.

119.

cranes, in paint.ngs. 948, 1013, 1048, etc.;

in textile decoration. 903, 1012; on
soapstone teal (?). 1 1 S.

crescents, see designs.

Cretan type of animal figures. 483.

criminals, impressment of. 751.

cross-bows: (Tun-huang) 643. 758. 769;
supply of. strengths, and varieties of.

j

758 sq.; strings for. 603. 758. Su
j

also arrow-shafts, arrows,

crosses, set designs.

‘cryptograms’, in F.aily Sogdian docs.,
j

675-
i

crystal fr., 429. 439. Ste also beads, seals,
j

crystals, hexagonal, 103.

cuffs: on painted panels, 1S5, 196; in

frescoes, 1259, 1261, 1282.

cultivation : causes obliteration of ancient

sites, 94, 96 ;
effect on gold-washing

operations at Yotkan, 94; at Miran.

346 ;
signs of old cultivation at Tun-

huang, 588 ;
impossible along Limes W.

of Tun-huang, 641 ;
below Khora site.

1224; in Nan-shan valleys, 1127 sqq.,

1
1 33 sq. ;

near Konche-dan a, 1231;

near Ucli-Turfan, 1300; shift of area

of c., 202 sqq., 207, 628; possibilities

of, at Korla, 1230: along Inchike and

Tarim rivers, 1 236.

Khotan statistics of, 13190. 2.

abandonment of, near Raw ak, 1 30.

intermittent, near Tarim R.. 1233,

1239 n. 3.

extension of, 628, 1265. 1310 sq..

1319; its causes, 1279, 1304 sq.

neglect of, 1299; its causes. 1179.

1296, 1311. 1321.

resumed cult.: (Ak-tam) 70 :
(Ak-

kul) 135, 154; (Domoko) 202. 207,

627, 1263; (near Malak-alagan)

1 243 sq.
;

(Chira) 1264: (Hanguya)

1266; (Kara-sai) 1273; (Maral-basln)

1310 sq.: (Yotkan) 1319.

S<e also abandonment of settlements,

culture-strata: (Nussia) 96; (Yotkan) 97.

1319; (Tam-dgbil) 100.

Cunda, see Kumaraputra.

Cunningham. General, on DarOl, 6 ;
on

trefoil arch, 23 : on Pakhtdrldmi in-

suiption, 39 : on Ibiun-lsang’s Shang-

1523

mi, 44 ;
on Hsiian-tsang’s Ta-ma-hsi-

fie-ti, 62.

cupboards, wooden
:
(Xiya) 224, 226, 235,

249 ;
(Lou-lan) 393, 402, 443, 446.

cup-marks, on boulders, 1320.

Cupids, winged, ‘angels’ of Miran dado
derived from, 51 1.

cups: horn, fr., 479; wooden, fr.. 479;
turned wood, (Khora) (?) 1225, 1229.

curls, see human figures,

curves, see designs.

Curzon. Lord, help given by, viii.

cushion, on stucco image base, 1276,
1282.

cymbals, on terra-cotta figurine, 99, 103,

1468; in painting, 1053.

d>I, phonetic change of, son.
dados, painted

:
(Ch'ien-fo-tung) 794. 931

sqq.. 934 ;
(Farhad-Beg-yailaki) 1249.

See also Milan
;
panels,

dagger-sheaths, wooden, 447, 780, 1288.

1292. See also knife-sheaths.

Dalai-kurghan, see Yii-ling.

dam (barrage, TurkI /ugh): necessaiy

for irrigation. 203 sq., 422, 1 263 : con-

struction of, 422, 61 2 sq. Ste also Do-
moko-\ar, Xan-hu, So Man, Taiim
River. Yarkand River,

damask (?). fr.. (Khadalik) 17 1. Set also

silk damask.

dancers, in paradise paintings. 887, 889,

948. 961. 1013. 1038, 1053 sq.. &c.

Dandan-oilik. ruined site. 130; remains

compared with those from Ak-terek.

133; from Kha lalik. 153 sq.. 159-62,

164-6; irrigation of. 207 sq.; evidence

for abandonment of. 208 sq. Su also

decorative motifs.

Danzil. roadside station near Kara-shahr.

1182.

Daphne plant, used for paper-making,

462, 919.
Dar. = Darabzan-dong. q. v.

*Dar-i-Mastuj. supposed name for Wa-
khan, 62 11. 12.

Darabzan-dong. site: remains at, 199 sqq.;

Skr. MS. fr. from. 1442.

Darband. defile, importance of. 49.

Darbatshali-mghor , ruin in Mastuj. 46.
‘ Dard ’ languages, reasons for use of

term. 27 n. 8.

Dard’ race, in Upper Swat. 24.

Dards. anthropometiic records of,

1359 sq.. 1388 sq. : Dards of Astor and

Gurez. 27.

Darel (
Ta-h-Io , T'o-li). territoiy on

Indus, visited by Chinese pilgrims, 6 sq.

Darkot Glacier, 52. 56 sq.

Darkot Pass : mod. importance of route,

7 ;
crossed by Fa-hsien, id.

;
by Kao

Hsien-chih, 52 sqq.; altitude of. 56 ;

glacier-routes across, id. ; routes to

Sarhad compared. 57. See T'an-chii,

Mount.

9112
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dirri. xug, 262. 435, 445, 478. 482-4.
‘ dart ’. see designs.

Dasabala-sutra, Skr. MS. fr. of. 1454-

dashes, see designs.

dasht, see Lasht.

Dasht-i-Baroghil

.

57.

Da.ud Beg. guide. 154 n. 1.

‘ Dawans high ridges of, 241. 654 ;
run i

parallel to river-beds. 241 11. 2, 451 sq..
J

1239. See also dunes. .

Daw Swish. old * Kafir ’ house at. 35 sq.
,

‘dead-eyes' (primitive pulleys), wooden:
;

(Niya) 222, 238, 256, 266 sq.; (Tun-
huang) 776, 779 sq.. 786; (Kara-

j

dong) 1243.

dead trees, rows of, mark ancient river
i

be(ls. 355, 392, 452, 1239.
Deane, Sir Harold : help gi\en by, viii, 1

;

on sacred spots, &c.. near Tirath, 8 ;
on

outcasting, 12 n. 49 ;
on sacred sites in

Adlnzai Valley, i6sq.
;
on Gumbat

ruin, 2 1 sq. ;
on Kohistanis. 24.

decorative bands, stucco relief frs. of,

1190, 1223.

decorative motifs : in stucco relievos of

Khotan sites. 139 ;
style of in Ch'ien-

fo-tung paintings. 794 sq., 851.

decorativewood-carving, wood-carving,
deed of sale, on wooden tablet. 232.
deer, figs, of: on bronze seal, r 1 8 ; on

clay moulds, 100, 126; in fiesco fr..

1215, 1277, 1283; on intaglios. 117.

125; in paintings. 847 n. 4, 854, 854 n.

44,859, 1034, 1040, 1060; in textile

decoration, 906, 909 sq., 939, 984-6,
1031. Sec also antelope, gazelle, stag,

deer-skin, fr., 251.

Deghar, route to. from Shona-noq 707.

”55 n.

Dehra Dun, visit to. 1327.
deity, representing fertility, or the earth,

on fresco, 181.
‘ delimitation of celestial fields’, 755.
demons or spirits : haunting deserts, 293,

323, 424, 425, 560. 562, 563, r 234 ;

demons as emblem for World of
Demons, in paintings, 1077, ro83,
1087.

legends of demons and sand-buried
‘ old towns 1 234 ;

1 demon mother
of the children ’ (Haritl), 1253.

in paintings and drawings, 860 n.8o,
875, 889 n. 37

a
, 891, 941, 943 sq.,

946- 948, 950, 959, 961 sqq.
, 967.

977 s<fq- 993-5. 998-1000, 1004.
1012, 1016, 1030-3, 1036, 1039 sq.,

1052 sqq,, 1057, 1066, 1072. 1079,
1084-8; fieseoes, 177, 1165, 1174;
"oodcut, 969.

See also grotesques, Lokapalas,
masks, stucco relievo frs., Vajrapanis,
Yaksas.

dentil, on carved wooden cantilever, 1 257.
Deo, see Kalamdar.
Deodar, carved pillars, Vc., of in Chitial.

35 sq.

depressions, see marsh.

Descriptive Lists, arrangement of entries

in, xv n. 16.

desiccation: at Niya Site. 233, 241. 243;
on Endere River, 275 ; at Endere
Site, 286 ; on Charchan River, 306

;

atCharkhlik. 313 ;
near Lop-nor. 425 ;

j

near Ch'iao-tzu, 1102; near Shui-

ch'ii-kou Pass, 1115; about Besh-tam
(Turfan basin), 1160; at ‘ Ming-oi

’

Site, 1226; at Kucha. 1239; below

Kaka-jade peaks, 1301; in outer

T'ien-shan ranges. 1303; not, by itself,

an adequate explanation of changes in

extent of cultivated areas. 130, 200.

202, 207. 275; abandonment of settle-

ment followed by. 627. 1160, 1164;
changes brought about by drying-up of

Kuruk-darya. 427, 1148; extent of,

since construction of Tun-huangLimes,

573* 7°8 1 causes no perceptible

change in Su-lo Ho basin. 665 sq.

;

closes ‘ new route of the north '.

707 sq., 1142. See also abandonment
of settlements.

design, distortion of, in weaving, 898.
Designs : on leather armour scales, 464 ;

on wooden brackets, 772 ; in textile

decoration, 901 sqq.
; textile designs

on stucco robe frs. 1251 ;
angularized,

in weaving, 898; stencilled, on min.
silk banner, 957. See also Descriptive
List, pp. 937-1088 passim.

acanthus : on carved wood, 48, 170,

*95. 398, 44°. 513. 545' ”98, 1221
;

in fresco, 200. 515, 518; on intaglio,

122; on pottery, 1
1 4 ; on stucco re-

lievos, 144, 151, 188, 849 n. 16,

12670.12, 1272; on stucco pedestal,

1199, 1219. anthemion : on fresco.

179; on pottery, 137, 142, 1316,1320;
stucco relief fr., 1272; on terra-cotta, 98,
109, 1 14, 140, 152. anthemion, double'.

on pottery, 126. arabesques, in fresco,

517. arched pattern : on mirror, 121 ;

on porcelain, 631. architectural
designs: in frescoes, 181, 188, 506.

544; on s'jjcco, 1213; on terra-cotta,
i°3

1 on wood, 1202, 1216. arrow-
head pattern : on stucco relievos, 148,
1 5 1. bead ornament: on bone disc,

120; on carved wood, 194, 195, 248,
264; in frescoes, 168; on miniature
btupa, 1

1 7 ;
on painted panel, 196;

on seal, 1 18 ; on soapstone relief 1 18 ;

on stucco relievos, 126, 138, 142-4,
M6, 150, 153. 1

7

1
. 184 190, 194.

1270; on teira-cotta, 103, 107,
1 1 2 sq. bead setting : on stucco re-

lievo, 1 91 ; on terra-cotta, 132. bead
and lotus-petal : stucco moulds for, 158,
164, 187, J94; on stucco relievos,

164, 172, 174, 179, 187 sq., 195.
‘

beehive ornaments
, 23, berries: on

frescoes. 1 69. 181, 1 220 ; on terra-cotta,
\

109. billets : on bronze stud, 116
;
on i

figured silk, 781 ;
on miniature StQpa,

1 17; on wooden beams, 397, 443;
on wooden brackets, 248, 257, 264.

bud-shaped objects : on painted panel,

174. cable pattern: on bone stamp,

145 ; on bronze ring, 432 ;
on pottery,

112,1257; on seal impression, 260 sq.;

on stucco relief 152. chain-pattern:

on pottery, 123, 367 ; on stucco relief

fr., 1281. chequer border : on porcelain,

631. chequer pattern: on fabric, 265.

1315 ;
on frescoes, 177,183; on glass

bead, 444; on painted panel, 1 70. chess-

board pattern : on carved wood, 447 ;

on painted panel, 171. chevrons: on

carved wood, 195, 249, 1229, 1257;
on fabrics. 265. 445. 478, 90411.6,

970-1070 passim
;
on fresco, 184; on

painted panel, 170; on pottery, 1270,

1314 ;
on rug. 263 ; on soapstone,

ii 8, 122; on stucco relievos, 145,

15 1, 167, 193; on terra-cotta, 114,

142 ;
see also vandyke, zigzag, circle,

sunk : on cantilever, 264. circle and

crescent: on intaglio. 125. circle and

dot: on beads, 1313; on bone, 119.

122; on pottery, 1260; on stucco

relievo, 1316; on terra-cotta, 114;

on wooden bowls, 778, 783. circles

(see also rings): on bronze orns..

124, 268. 289, 1256; on bronze seal,

123; on carved wood, 267; on clay

spindle-whorl, 210 : on cornelian bead,

117 ;
in frescoes, 169. 170. 177. 178.

179; on lapis lazuli ring, 116; on

painted wood, 189; on paste inlay,

252 ;
on pottery, 102, 253, 31,5, 4 2 7-

436 ;
on stucco relievos, 146, 152 ;

on

terra-cotta, 108, 1 1 4 ; on wooden

sticks, 251, 253. circles between lines :

on pottery, 315. circles, concentric :

on frescoes, 176 ;
on pottery fr., 1281 ;

on spinning whorl, 480. circles, hang-

ing : on wooden beams, 397, 44 2 -

circles , incised: on bronze, 289; on

mother of pearl. 1 1 6 ;
on terra-cotta.

103, 1 14, 123, circles, repeating, see

medallions. circles and rings : on

stucco relief fr,, 1229. classicaldesigns,

see s. v. clematis-like flower, q-pelalled

:

on relic of wood-carved statue, 1104,

1106. cones: on wooden sticks, 251.

crescent and star: on intaglio, 125.

crescents: on bronze orns., 119. 1 2 .3-

124; in fresco, 181 ;
on intaglio,

1 1 7 ; on painted stucco, 1 200 ;
on

stucco relievos, 138, 143 sq., 146-8.

150-3. 184. crosses: on carved wood,

49; in fresco, 177; on pottery, 142.

crosses, diagonal : on seal, 118. cruci-

form arms: on bronze object, 121.

cruciform pattern : on silk, 200.

curves: on mirror, 367; on pottery,

1 4 x , 291, 315; on stucco relievos.

148; on terra-cotta. 114. 'dart : on

stucco relievo, 194. dashes

:

on
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fresco, 184. dashes, incised', on terra-

cotta, 103, 456. diamond pattern : on

carved wood, 190 ;
on seal impression,

261. diamond and dot

:

on seal, 123;

on rug, 262. dice-pattern : in fresco,

178. discs : on paste inlay. 252 ;
on

stucco relievo. 187 ; in ‘ Sassanian

textile decoration, gio sq. dog-tooth

orn.

:

on wooden beam, 449 ; on

wooden board, 237; on wooden canti-

lever, 264. dot-flower : on terra-cotta.

114. dots : on bead agate, 122; on

bronze seal, 168; on clay mould.

126; on clay spindle-whorl, 210. 1243,

1256; on cornelian bead. 122; on

frescoes, 170, 175, 177, 17 9- >84;

on painted panels, 174, 194- 1 96 5

on pottery, 141. 142, 1260, 1269,

1314; on seal impressions, 262; on

terra-cotta, 102, 106, 1147 on wall-

painting, 176; on wooden disc, 196;

on wooden pedestal. 193. double-aided

Y : on seal, 168. double leaf orn.

:

on

terra-cotta. 120. double ring : on

stucco relievo, 142. drop shapes', in

fresco, 185. ellipse and crescent

:

on

scale armour, 481. elliptical rings : on

scale armour. 481. feathers-, on in-

taglio, 123; on painted panel, 174;

see also imbricated feathers (below).

feathers
,
icing: on carved wood, 190;

in frescoes, 139, 145. festoons: on

beads, 117, 1315; on glass. 133 ;
on

pottery, 137, 142. 149, 27111.5, 315,

477. filltt: on carved wood. 195; on

stucco relievos, 115. 126, 138, 142.

144 sq., 148. 150-2. 167. 172. 174.

184, 193, 195, 1272, 1280; on wooden

balusters, 446. 539 ;
on wooden

brackets, 248, 264; on wooden pillars,

492. fillet and dot-border : on terra-

cotta, 1 1 4. fivefold ‘ plume : on

bronze orn., 122. flame border: on

stucco relievo. 396, 441. flame

scrolls: in stucco sculptures. 928.

flames, see tongues of flame (below).

fleur-de-lis: on seal, 1 1 8 ;
on stucco

relievos, 142. 151. 1173. 1272. floral

designs: on Bodhisattv a figure. 1199;

on bronze orn.. 440 ;
on embroidery.

900 sq.
;
on felt, 404, 448 ;

in trescoes.

170 , 175, 177 sq., 181, 188, 928,

1252, 1261 sq.
;
on lacquered wood.

447; on painted wood, 1188; on

porcelain, 631, 767, 773, 1106, 1135:

on pottery, 433, 1314 ;
on silk paint-

ings, 778, 843, 848, 8630.13; on stone-

ware, 1107, 1135; on stucco frs.,

1252 ;
on stucco pedestal, 1199, 1219

;

on stucco relief frs., 1158, 1173, 1248,

1258, 1272; in wall-paintings, 794,

1153; on wood-carvmg, 234, 236,

395. 514, 1189, 1222. floral scroll-

work: on bronze knife-handle, 1168,

1175; on bronze open-work, 393,

429 ;
in ceiling decoration, 931 ;

in

frescoes, 547, 1158; in wall-paintings.

794 ;
on wooden beams, 396 sq., 404,

442 sq., 449. floral wreath design: on

wood, 253. floriate design

:

on stucco

relief frs, 1271. flower, boss-like

:

on

stucco relievo, 115. flower, cinquefoil:

on stucco mould, 194. flower, cruci-

form: on seal, 121. flower ,
star-

shaped: silk gauze, 1000. flower

stems (?) : on porcelain, 773. flowers:

on bone stamp, 145; on clay seals,

230 sq. ; in frescoes, 169, 173, 524.

1169; on painted fabric. 172; on

painted panel. 173; on painted wood,

168; on seal impression, 263; on

stucco relievos, 175, 1200. 1202.

1281; inwall-painting. 176. flowers,

applique': on stucco relief fr--., 1190.

1223, 1281. flowers, bulleri up-shaped

:

on fresco, 179. flowers, p-petalled

:

on

bronze button. 121 ;
on carved wood,

36. 48. 4911.. 239. 248. 267, 1258 ;

in frescoes, 169. 178; on wooden

capital, 545 flowu's, 4-pelailed

clematis-like

:

on carved wood, 35:

in frescoes. 48, 129. 130. flowers,

j-p, tailed: on stucco relievo, 142.

flowers, 6-petalled: on bronze 01 n..

124; on wooden beams, 397. 443 -

flowers, y-pelal/ed

:

on stucco relievo,

146. flowers. 8-petalled: on bionze

button. 1 2
r ;

on stucco relievos, 138

144, 146-8, 1 5 1 sq. ;
on wooden

beams. 397. 442. foliage : on pottery,

112; on stucco ielievos. 164. 184.

186. 1208, 1213. foliaU border: on

stucco relievo. 142. foliate wreath or

canopy: on fresco. 181. frets: on

carved wood. 48 sq.
;
on pebble seal,

n 5. frets and spots: on fabric. 483.

fruit: on carved wooden pillar. 239 ;

in lead, 124; on terra-cotta. 114.

geometrical designs: on bronze orn.,

1 15; on felt. 404. 448:00 miiror. 449:

on rug, 210
;
on seal. 201 ;

on stucco

relief frs.. 12350.; in textile decora-

tion, 904 sqq., 907. 1018; on woven

slipper, 401
,
446. hatching: on pottery.

428, 1281, 1295; on terra-cotta. 123.

heart, double: on terra-cotta applique

orn.. 1272. hearts: on stucco relievo.

143; in textile decoration. 904 n. 6,

906 ;
on wall-painting. 1 76. herring-

bone pattern: on pottery. 361. 364;

on terra-cotta. 122. hexagonal ear-

touches: on brocade. 481. hexagons:

on fabrics. 478. 482. 904 n. 6. horst-

shoe orn.: on spinning-whorl. 118.

horseshoe uilh dot: on miiror. 767.

imbricated feathers: on fresco. 181;

on painted panel. 170. imbricated

leaves : on fresco. 1 83. imbricated lotus

petals: on stucco relievo, 19-. imbri-

cations: in frescoes, t6o. 177. 182, 506,

544; on painted panel. tf>«: <>n

painted wood, 17°- *87 189. i/itci-

lacing bands and wheels : on open-

work wooden panels, 400, 444 sq.,

448. interlacing ribbons : on wooden

beams, 397. 442. jauddna pattern:

on door-jambs, 222. jewel orn.: in

frescoes, 173. 17b x 79- 1 8 1 , 183 sq..

188, 5x9; on painted panel. i84Sq.;

on pottery, 102. 141, 1257 ;
on stucco

relievos. 143, 143 sq.. iS 1^- i 7 2 sq--

1158, 1272. 1316 ;
on terra-cotta, 107,

112,119.121. keypattern : on fabrics,

478, 482 sq.. 904 n. 6. L : on pot-

terv. 142. lattice-work: on fabrics.

904 n. 6; in fresco, 540; on quilted

cloth shoe, 479 ;
on painted plank,

1188, 1201; on wooden cupboard,

443. leaf(?) pattern, applique': on

pottery, 1183. leaf scroll: on ivory,

779, leaf and circle: on wooden

panel, 1221. leaf-and-flower-like spots :

on silk, 438. leaves: on bronze orn.,

1 19; on carved wood, 48, 180, 239,

446, 496, 542 ;
in frescoes, 168-70,

173. J 75’ 1 7 7> 181 sq., 185, 515:

(?) on glass fr., 1315: on intaglio.

125; on painted fabric. 172; on

painted panel, 185; on painted silk,

189; on painted wood. 170 sq., 184;

on pottery, 1 1 4 ;
on stucco relievos,

142 sq.. 145, 148, 130-3, 186. 1282
;

on terra-cotta, 102, 105, 109, 112;

on wooden cantilever, 264 ;
on wooden

panel. 447. leaves, arrow-head: on

wooden bracket, 1222. leaves, double

:

on terra-cotta, 14 1; on wood, 180.

leaves, triangular

:

on woven slipper,

446. leiives with scalloped edges : in

fresco, 405. 449. leaves, lily-like

:

on

wooden panel, 447. leaves and berries :

on open-work wooden panels, 400,

404, 445, 4 48 sq. leaves and tendrils :

on wooden beam, 397, 441. lily

pattern : on frescoes, 1 79, 182. lily-like

forms : on fresco, 544. linear designs :

on bronze rings, 248. lines and dots :

on pottery fr., 1260. loops : on fresco,

173. lozenge: on beads, 122, 127;

on bronze orn., 1
1 5 ;

on fabrics, 265,

292, 434 sq., 478 sq.. 904 n. 6, 1294 ;

in frescoes, 177, 54°; on glass
>

439- 473 • on painted stucco band,

1200; on pottery, 142; on stucco

relievos. 146, 148, 150; on terra-

cotta, 1292: on wood-carvings, 180,

191, 248, 25isq.. 397. 442 sq., 449 j

on woven slipper, 446. Maltese cross :

on bead. 122. medallions, see s. v.

nail-head ornament

:

on carved wood.

249 ;
on wooden panel. 447. octagons :

on fabrics, 781, 904 n. 6. oetofoil

:

on carved wooden capital, 398, 440.

ogee curves : on carved w ood, 170 ; on

fabric, 780; in fresco, 178. ovals:

on glass, 290. 429; on mirror, 767.

palm brant h

:

on soapstone, 124; on

wooden beam, 440. palm-leaf: on
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seal impression, 263 ; on pottery, 142 ;

on soapstone, 118. palmetto: on

frescoes. 182, 515, 518. 545 ;
on open-

work wooden panels, 400, 404, 445,
448 sq.

;
on pottery', 14 r sq., 444 ;

on
silk fabrics, 780, 905, 908 sq., 986,

1007; on stucco frs., 1252; on stucco

relievos, 148, 1158,1173, 1217, r26o,

1267 m 12, 1272; on terra-cotta, 98,

102, H3Sq., tar, 141 sq. palmeltt,

five-leaved : on painted wood, 1 70 ; on
stucco relievos, t46, 147. palmeltt

leaves: on cloth shoe, 467, 479. pear-
shaped cm.: on stucco relievo. 143.
pearl orn.: on caived wood, 195; in

frescoes. 175. 177; on intaglio, 120;
on painted panel, 170. pentagon, in-

tised: on seal impression, 261. plaited

braid in spiral: on terra-cotta, 179.
quadrangular pattern : in fresco, 177.
quatre/oil: on bronze boss, 428; on
bronze rivet, 290 ;

on bronze seal, 1 18;
on carved wooden block, 246; in

frescoes, 1 77 sq., 185, 1 1 69 ;
on stucco

relievos, 149-51, 1 2 1 1 ;
in textile

decoration, 9 1 1 : on woven slipper,

446. quatre/oil lozenge: on damask,
478. quilted ornament: in frescoes,

173, 182. rayed glory: on stucco
relievo, 152. rayed orn.: in fresco,

1 8 1 ; on miirors. 428, 430, 432.
ru /angular pattern: in fresco, r72.
rectilinear design : on horn sea], 252.
rectilinear quartering : on seal. 268.
ring ornament

:

on stucco relievo, 150.
rings, toncentric: on clay Stupa models,
1S8

;
on stucco relievo, 188 ; see also

circles (above), rope ornament: on
bronze hoop. 257 ; on carved wood,
235 ; on pottery. 137. 148. rosettes :

bone. 120; lead. 120. 1313: terra-

cotta fr.. 1282; see also classical

designs, rosettes

:

on carved wood.
x 94 - 5 [ 4 - 546; in ceiling decoration.

931; in frescoes, 181 sq.. 185. 188.

5o6 > 5 [ 5 - 54 1 • 544 sq.. 928; on
intaglio, 1 20 ;

on painted stucco band.
1200; on porcelain, 767; on pottery
fr.. 1 3t 4 ; on relievos, 849 n. r6; on
stucco relievos. 146, T50. 190. 790.
I20I ~3- 1206-8, 1 2 1 1 , 1217. 1272;
on terra-cotta. 103, 109. 112. 132.
1282; in textile decoration. 435.
481 sq., 904 n. 6, 905, 908, 9 1 1.

937_ i °88 passim
; on wooden beams,

397 ' 44 °) 44 2 sq.
; on wooden panel,

1221. rostttos, dot

:

on printed fabric,

1243. rosettes, half: on frescoed
image base, 1276, 1282. roselta.
4-pctalhd

:

on carved cupboard, 395,
443. rosetlts, y-pettilit

d

; in embroi-
dery. 896 n. 5 ;

in fresco, 519. resell, r,

6-pe/alled: in frescoes, 524, 545;
stucco relief fis., 1201—3, 1217.
rosettes, y-petallcd

:

in frescoes, 524.
545 - rostl/cs, S-petalltd

:

on wooden

cantilever, 257. rosettes, 12-petalled:

267. rosettes, whorl: on terra-cotta,

1 13. rosettes with bent leaves: on
stucco fr., 428. S, reversed : on scale

armour, 482. S-curves: on woven
slipper, 446. saw-tooth ornament:
on cantilever. 248, 264 ;

on carved
wood, 234 : on pottery, 137, 149 sq.;
on terra-cotta, 122. scale pattern:
on carved wood, 449 ; on cotton
and felt shoes, 1168, 1175, 1293; on
stucco relief fr.. 1158. scallop: on
bronze button, 1 2 1 ;

on bronze orns.,

ti6. 1 18; on carved wood, 1170; on
pottery, 142; on stucco relievo, 186;
on terra-cotta, 1 05. scroll

:

on bronze
orn., 1 16 ;

on carved wood, 1221 ; in

frescoes, 130. 1 69, 1 78 sqq., 1 1 69 sq.

;

on painted panel. 185; on painted
wood, 190; on porcelain, 1135; on
rug, 210; in textile decoration, 720,
780, 786, 905, 907 ; in wall paint-
ing. 1 153 i

on wooden bowls, 645,
770, 779 sq.

; on wool felt, 250.
scroll incised: on pottery, 375, 433.
scrolls, trefoil: in fresco fr., 1173.
semicircles, interlinking: on pottery,
1 23. serrated pattern: on fabric, 478.
spirals: on seal, 118. spirals, sym-
metrical: on seal, 431. ‘spots': in

frescoes, 169, 177, 185, 188, 906; on
painted panel, 196; in textile decora-
tion, 904 sqq. squares : on bead,
122; on clay mould, 126; in fresco,

177; on steatite Stupa, 117 ;
on stucco

relievo, 115. squares, incised: on
cantilever, 264. squares with diagonal
hatching, incised: on pottery, *

428.
star-like ornament: in fresco, 185.
star, 8-rayed: on carved wood, 249.
stars

:

on paste inlay, 252. stars, gold

:

on stucco relievo, 180. striped orna-
ment: in fresco, 173; on paste inlay,

252. Svastika: on carved wood, 49;
on seals, 1 18, 1 21, r 23, 127, 431, 480 ;

on wooden bowl. 250; in paintings,

95°. 99 1 drawing of, on paper, 967 ;

in textile decoration, 907, 989 ;
on

wooden, tablets, 266. Svastika, St.
Andrews cross type: on soapstone,
124. T-shapedforms: on fabric, 483.
tendril-like ornament: on seal, 121.
tendrils: in fresco, 177; on stucco
relievo. 7 90. tendrils with flowers

:

on bronze orn., 630. longue pattern:
on carved wood, 194. tongues of
flame: on carved wood, 1201; on
clay votive impression, 1268

;
in

frescoes, 177, 181, 183; glazed tile

representing, 1 1 08 ; on painted wood,
1 75 .

1 84 ; on plaster of Paris moulds,
172; Stucco mould, 158, 164, 187;
on stucco relievos, 131-3, 138, 142,
!46sq., 152. 164, 168, 172. 174 sq..

179 - 1 '53_5 ' 193 s>q- 201. 1172,
1204. 1208, 1272, 1280 sq. tooth-

pattern: on pottery, 428. trefoil: on
bronze orn., 432; on fabric, 780;
in frescoes, 178, 1169; on seal, 123.
trellis-pattern: in fresco, 178. trellis-

work : on open-work panels, 398, 404,

443 . 449 ; trellis-work with wheels:

on open-work panels, 398, 404 sq.,

441 sq., 445. triangle, incised: on
terra-cotta, 253. triangle and circle

:

in fresco, 179. triangle and crescent:

on stucco relievo, 138, 143. triangles:

on carved wood, 248 ; in frescoes,

177; on stucco relievos, 1390., 145,
i47sq., 152 sq. triangles, pendent

:

on
painted wood, 172. triangles, reversed:

on pottery, 1270. triangles and circles,

incised: on terra-cotta, 456. triangles

with dots: on bone fr., 120. true

lovers' knots : in frescoes, 181 sq. twig

pattern : on porcelain, 773. V-shaptd

haf orn. : on wooden cantilever, 257.

V-shaped pattern, incised

:

on pottery,

428. Vandyke bands: on carved

wood, 180, 1257; on pottery, 1283;
on stucco relievos, 138, 143-6, 148-

153; inwall-painting, 176; on wooden
cantilever, 264. Vandyke pattern:

silk braid plaited in, 986. vegetable

pattern

:

on mirror, 449. vine-leap

tracery : on relievos, 849 n. 16. volutes:

bronze finial orn., 118; from canti-

levers, 191, 200, 378; on carved

wood, 36 ;
on pottery, 112; on stucco

pilasters, 486 sq., 491; on stucco

relievos, 143, 148, 151 sq.
;
on terra-

cotta, 1 1 2, 1 14; on wooden capitals,

398, 440, 545 ;
on wooden double

brackets, 486 sq., 491. wavepattern: on

pottery, 91 n., 285, 315, 436, 629 sq.,

776,789, 1 168, iz69sq.; on stoneware,

1x83; on woven slipper, 446; see also

festoons {above), wave-scroll: in textile

decoration, 720, 786, 912. X’s, incut:

on carved wood, 132. zigzag: on

beads. 125, 201, 1313; on painted

panel, 200; on pottery, 285, 547, 1269,

1283; on wooden brackets, 248, 264.

Devadatta, Prince Siddhartha’s cousin,

in painting, 857.
Devanagari script, on stele, 800.

Dhammapada, verse from, on wooden
tablet, 232, 243.

dharams, MS. frs. of: Skr., 1435, 1437 '

1439-4 I' 1448, 145°. 1456; Khotan-

ese, 1443, 1445 . M 5 2
' M54 ;

Sogdian,

1450.

Dharma-samgiti-sutra, mentioned in MS.
fr., 1446.

dharmacakra-mudra : Buddha figs, in

gesture of, 969, 998 sq.. 1080; not

portrayed in painting of Maitreya

Buddha, 890.

Dharmadhatuprabhasa,Tathagata, named
in MS. fr., 1439.

Dharmapalas, forms of Vajrapani, q. v.

Dharmatrata, lay saint, leaves of his
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Udanavarga in Brahml script. 914;

represented (?) in painting, 994.

dhoti: in frescoes, 169. 177. 179. 181,

185, 5 18 sqq. ;
on painted panels, 171,

175, 185; in paintings, 948, &.C.,passim,

1x70.

Dhrtarastra, Lokapala : identified by his

bow and arrow, 871: paintings and

drawings of, xxiii, 871 n. 5, 873 n. 28.

875 n. 41, 959, 1000. 1004, 1016.

1026, 1031, 1033, 1041, 1058, 1061.

1066, 1076, 1415.

Dhyani-Bodhisattva, on stele, 800. See

also Mahasthama.
Dhyani-Buddhas : in frescoes, 167. 173.

175, 929 ;
in paintings, 860, 860 n. 3,

866, 868, and passim. See also

Amitabha.

dhvana-mudrd. pose of meditation, Bud-

dhas in, 174, 188, 488, 860 n. 2, ilia.

See also Buddha (seated figs. of),

diamond club, see Yajra.

diamond pattern, see designs,

diapers, in textile decoration, 904 n. 6.

dice, or counters: bone. (MTran) 4791
ivory, (Lou-lan) 403, 448 ;

wooden,

(Tun-huang) 596. 599. 716, 777. 784,

787; (Mazar-tagh) 1286. 1288, 1291,

i293sq.

dice pattern, see designs.

Dickie, Major-General J.
E., help given

by, x.

Diocletian, coins of, 216, 249, 254.

Dipankara Jataka, paintings of, 853 n. 39.

854 sq„ 854 n. 44, 1062; repre-

sentation (?) on carved wooden panel,

1189, 1202.

Dir: absence of ruins in, 23, 24 n.;

coins from, 24 ;
people and language

of, ib.

Diri, language, 4 n., 24.

disciples : fresco panels representing

Buddhist disciples and monks, (‘ Ming-

oi’) 1196, 1213 sqq. See also Bhai-

B' ' i\
’ " ’ "

' >b '
; 1 .

' 1

o - -

discs: bone, (Endere) 291 ;
bronze, (Ln-

dere) 292, (Nan-hu) 630; horn, (Lou-

lan) 431; iron, (‘Ming-oi') 1223; lead,

(Kelpin) 1313, (Kudughun) 1314;
leather, (Niya) 252, (Tun-huang) 787 ;

malachite, (Khotan) 122, (Khadalik)

19 1 ;
pottery, see spinning whorls;

soapstone, (Lou-lan) 437, 439; steatite,

(Nan-hu) 630; stone, (Lou-lan) 431,

(Nan-hu) 630, (Mazar-tagh) 1291;

turquoise paste, (Nan-hu) 630; wooden,

(Khadalik) 162, 195 sq., (Endere) 276,

291, (Vash-shahri) 317, (Tun-huang)

772, (Tarishlak) 1282. (Mazar-tagh)

1294. See also designs,

diseases, mentioned in Tib. docs., 1466.

divination : in Chinese documents, 764 ;

book on, in Turkish - Runic’ script,

819, 921, 924. See also mandalas.

divine assemblages and groups, paintings

of, 876 sqq., 932. See also celestial

attendants.

Do. = Domoko. q. v.

documents, see Chinese, Kharosthi. &c.

;

manuscripts, paper, silk, tablets,

dog (?). figure of. on intaglio, 1 16.

dog-headed demon, in painting. 979.

dog-tooth orn.. see designs.

Dojin, divine attendants, 868 n. 36, 1424.

Dolan population : at Ak-su. closely allied

to Kirghiz, 1296; ai Maral-bashi,

1 3 1 1 ;
anthropometric records of.

i35 2 sqq-

d’Oldenbourg, Prof. Serge, his expedition

to Ch'ien-fo-tung. 927.

dolphin-like head, in fresco, 179.

doll, wooden, 224, 234.

d'ombel. earth-cone, 129.

dome, see Stupas.

Domoko, oasis of : ruined sites near,

154 sqq.
;
physical changes at, 197 sq..

202; vidts to. 201, 203. 1245; irriga-

tion and shift-’ of cultivation, 202 sqq..

207, 1246; abandonment ot sites near,

207 ,627,1 245; geographical parallelism

with Nan-hu oasis, 612, 614 sq.; de-

ceptive ground N. of. 1245: expanding

cultivation about, 1263; Chinese coins

from vicinity of, 1264, 1347, ^o0 -

Domoko, Old. shift of cultivation from,

202, 204, 244. 614 n„ 1245.

Domoko-yar, stream of, 155, 200, 1245

;

earlier bed of stream, 202
;
dam across,

lor irrigation, 203 sq.
;

irrigation from,

1246.

Donglik (Achchik-bulak), 475 sq. ;
salt

spring near, 549 ;
Chinese inscription

at, 565.

donkeys: in Chinese docs.. 412. 690;

in Tibetan docs., 1465.

donors of paintings. &c. : names point to

local production of t h ien-fo-tung

paintings, 838 ;
figures sometimes sub-

stituted for those of original donors.

847; list of dated paintings showing

donor figures, 850 n. 23 ; featuies of

dress, &c., of figures. 8go n. 23. 885,

888. 896 sq., 932. 934- 960
;,
984 ,

1111 '•

paintings of donors, (Cb ien-fo-tung)

884-7. 932, 934 - 943 - 943 - 947 . 95°.

954 sq-, 957 - 959-6 i, 964-6, 969 sq..

981, 984, 991, 996 sq-, toIO
>
1017-20,

1022 sq., 1037, 1039 sq.. 1043 sq.,

1047-9, 1055-9, 1068, 1076 1081-7,

(Wan-fo-hsia) mi sq„ ('Ming-01)

1221, (Farhad-Beg-yailaki) 1248.1259,

(Kara-yantak) 1262, (Tarishlak) 1276

sq 1 282 sq.; figures on carved wooden

panel, (• Ming-oi )
1 189. 1202 ;

stucco

figurines representing donors(?),(' Ming*

of’) 1192; donors named in inscriptions.

1337.
Petrucci on. 1392. 1394 sqq.

See also human figures, images,

door-frame, wooden, ornamented, 234.

door-posts, wooden. 645-

Dorah Pass (
Kotal-i Do-Riihah) 10, 26.

See also Dufferin. Lake.

Doru-sukte. well and shepherd-station.

1233 -

dots. see designs.

- double wedges see tablets.

doves, figures of. on intaglio. 116.

dowels: on carved wood. 267; on turned

wood. 194 : on wooden balusters, 196 ;

on wooden chair, 248.

dragon(?)-headed demon, in painting,

994 -

- dragon lake ',
of Hstian-tsang. in Udyana.

17 -

dragons. 5 n. ;
in Po-ssu, 10.

figures of : embroidered, 988 ;
in

paintings, 856, 950, 963. 975, 998,

1000,1041. 1054, 1220; on porcelain,

1107; on pottery, ib.) in textile

decoration, 720, 786, 912 ;
on wood-

carvings, 1188, 1201, 1222
;
grotesque

dragon-heads, on carved wooden

bracket-, 1189, 1221; on bronze grelot

bell. 631; horned dragon, on seal, 120;

horse-dragon, in painting, 967 sq.

leonine, on intaglio, ioi, 103; rampant,

on seal, 1314; winged, on mirror fr
.,

392, 430; in relief moulding on tiles,

1 105, 1 108.

legends of, 14, 1301.

See also
‘ dragon lake ’, gryphons.

Town of the Dragon,

drainage, see irrigation,

drapery represented: on bronze orn., 1 16;

on carved wood, 190, 1218, 1222; in

frescoes, 168 sq., 176, 178 sq., 184 sq.,

504 sq„ 1169-72; on intaglio, 120,

122, 125; on painted panels, 168,

1 7 1 , 173 sq., 176; on painted wood.

175, 189, 1218, 1222; in paintings,

937-1088 passim ;
on seal impression,

260 sq.; stucco mould for, 158, 165,

187; onstuccoimages,486, 488; stucco

relievo frs„ 131-3, 138, 141, 143-52,

165, 167, 175, I79sq-. >83 sq., 186 sq.,

189-91. 194 sq., 200. 538, 601, 790,

1158, 1172 sq.. 1175, 1194, 1204,

I 206-9, I 21 l
. 1217. I22 3> 1229. 1268,

1270. 1280-2; in wall-painting, 176;

on wooden panel. 189; on wooden

statuettes, 1260; Gandhara type, in

paintings, 860. S62.

Dras, rock-carving near, 38.

drawings: on linen banner. 966; on

paper, 210, 891 sq., 967 sq., 974, 979,

999. 1015; on paper rolls, 892, 966 sq.,

976 ;
on silk, 1023 ;

mystic poses. &c.,

represented, 892. 966-8, 976, 999. See

a/so paintings, sketches.

Drdhamati, Bodhisattva, named in MS.

frs., 1435 .
1 443 -

dress : fashion on figurines, 99 ;
chrono-

logical evidence from dress in Ch'ien-

fo-tung paintings, 850 sq., 885; style

of dress, in paintings of donors, 885,

888,896sq.,932, 934,960, 1 1 1 1 ;
inem-
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broidery picture?, 897. 984; in paradise

painting?. 948 ?q ;
note on dress of

Lokapala figuies in paintings, 940;
dress of Bodhisattva.on painted wooden

panel. 1202; of Buddha figures, on

painted wood-carvings, 1218, 1222;

of HaritI, on fresco panel, 1253, 1261
;

of wairior figures, on stucco relief

friezes. 1209 ;
on colossal fresco paint-

ings. 1275 ;
on painted wooden panel.

1259. Set a/so hair, head-dress.

drift sand, tee sand.

drinking(r)-t up.held by terra-cotta monkey,

1 1 1.

Droot. Mr. |. P., help given In. xiv, 498,

500 n.

Drdsh. strongholds at, 34.
‘ Drum-lake ’ convent, mentioned by

Hsiian-t«ang, 94.

drums : in paintings, 9O1. 977, 99S-10S0
passim

,

1467; on terra-cotta figures,

99, 105, rii, 126, 1469. Stt also
I

Thunder-god.O
_ j

ducks, figures of : confronting in textile

design, 90,7. 909. 97 t. 973. 992; in

paintings. 91 1 n. i6 a
. 948. 954, 961,

1040, 1049, I0 77 i
J080. 1084 : in

textile designs, 9,51. 972; w. odeii

silhouette fig., 237.

Dulferin, Lake (
Hanz-i-Dorah), to; men-

tioned by Sung Yiin, il>.

Dugaka, name in Khar, document, 380.

Duldur-akhur, temple ruins of, 1238.

dunes: (Rawak) 127 sq.
;

(Xi\ a) 237,

241 : (Endere) 281
;

(Lop desert)

3541 (Besh-toghrak) 551, 556 ;
(Tun-

huang) 593, 610. 654 sq.; (Xan-hu)

623; (Cti'ten-Io-tung) 791; (Chong-
lim) 1306; (Hei-shui-kuo) 1

1 32 ;
(Tur-

fan basin) 1161. See also dawans.

dungeon, underground, 686, 761.

Dunlop-Smith, Col. Sir James, at Dehra
Dun, 1327.

Durga, goddess, figure of (?), on intaglio,

101, 103.

Dutrei'il de Rhixs, M. ]. L., 219 n. ;

Dhammapada MS., 243 ;
its suggested

find-place, 95.

Duwa, oasis of, 90 ;
mounds near, 92.

Dvarapalas, see Lokapalas.

dyke, see embankment.
Dyrta, see Ora.

Dzungars, tribe, 1x23; fought by K'ang-

hsi and Ch'ien-lung, 1138. See also

Zungars.

E. = Endere, q. v.

E-tun, see I-hsiin.

eagles : claw of, 2,71 ;
figures of, on seal

impressions, 260-2, 1250, 1260; in

stucco, 1217.

ear-rings, 49; bronze, 247, 385, 432,439,

444 ;
represented in fresco, 519, 541 ;

on grotesque figure, 122 ;
on intaglios,

125 sq.
;
on painted panels, 174. 194 ;

in paintings, 937-1088 passim
;

on

stucco relievo, 201 ;
on terra-cotta,

1 19.

eaithen pots, fiom burial-place, 283.

Eastern Iranian (Eastern Turkestan!) lan-

guage, now named • Khotanese ’, q.v.

eating sticks, wooden, 374, 433, 1288.

1292, 1295. See also chop-sticks,

economic history, importance for, of record

of monastic accounts from Mazai-tagh,

1 290.

egg-like object, on painted panel, 174.

Egyptian style of pottery ornament, 112.

Eleagnus-trees, see Jigda.

elephant-headed demon, in paintings,

974 . 994 sq.

elephants, figures of : on seal impression,

231, 262; stucco relievo fis., 1193,

1203. 1210; terra-cotta, 103, 114.

heads .’carved wooden, 1188, 1201;

on intaglio, 101, 126
;

stucco relievo

fr., 1195, 1210. 1280.

in fresco, 5x9: in paintings and draw-

ings, 943, 945, 947. 95 L 979 - IOO°-

1017, 1024 sq.. 1060, 1063, 1067 :

elephant-skin cloak, 1078.

See also Samantabhadra, Saptaratna.

Eleuths, see Kalmaks.

ellipse, see designs,

elm trees, 587, 613 sq., 748 n., 792.

embankment, ancient, set Xan-hu.

embroidery, represented (?) on painted

wood, 175. See also silk embroidery.

En T'ai-chin, district magistrate of An-
hsi, 1095.

enclosures : rough enclosures built with

salt-impregnated clay, 602, 605; en-

closures of burial-grounds, 61 1; re-

mains marking enclosures, 644; ur-

cular enclosure near Korla, 1233.

fenced, 1247.

walled: (Ak-tanx) 76; (Lou-Ian)

385 sqq
:

(Tun-huang) 575, 600,

609. 662, 667, 712 sq.
;

(Xan-hu)

6x5; (near Ai.-hsi) 1093; (near So-

yang-ch'eng) 1 100. 1102, 1104; (Chia-

yii kuan) 1119
;
(Hei-shui-kuo) 1133 :

(near Hsiao-wan) 1139; (Sumkagho
and Astlne) 1155; (Chong-hassar)

1163; (Chokkur and Baghdad-shahri)

1182; (near Korla) 1232; (Gumbaz
Korla) 1235; (Mazar-tagh) 1286;

(near Kelpin) 1305; (near Chong tim)

1307; (Kone-shahr of Hasha) 1320.

See also circumvaliation.

Endere : Hsxian-tsang’s Tn-huo-lo (q. v.),

2 77, 286 sqq.; ancient sites of, 2 7osqq.;

two periods of occupation, 286 ;
suc-

cessive abandonments of site, 246, 286

;

evidence for reoccupation of earlier site,

277 ;
dating of periods of occupation,

282 ;
numismatic evidence for dating

site, 278; previous explorations, 275;
distance to Charchan, 277 n.

remains: Stiipa ruins, 275, 278,

280,286; Sadak’s ruin, 276sq.; tablet

found at, 270, 276, 290 ;
mounds, 278,

280; pre-Tang remains, 280 sqq.; de-

struction by wind-erosion, 281
; ancient

circumvaliation, 281, 286; its construc-

tion compared with 'Fang foit (see

below), 281 ;
remains of earlier town,

281 ;
• Tati ’ areas, 282 : ruined post

(
Yalghuz-oi

)
at S. end of site, 283 sq.,

286 ;
ancient rivei-bed S. of T'ang fort,

284; old water-mill, 285; ancient

burial-place, 283 ;
dwelling W. of

Endere River, ib.
;
date of ruins, 287 ;

coin and glass finds, 282
;

Chinese

coins found at, 278, 282, 1343 ; list of

objects found, 289 sqq.

T'ang fort: identified with Lan, 293

;

dating of, 276 sqq., 492; KharosthI

doc. from, 278; wooden pillars, 279,

492 ;
ancient rubbish in rampart, 279 ;

absence of cotton, ib.
;

underground

apaitmenis with fire-places, ib.
;

re-

mains of timber, 280.

See also Charchan.

Endere River, 241 n.. 274 sq.,284sq., 294.

Endere Tarim, colony of, 275.

envelopes, Chinese origin of sealed

wooden ‘envelopes’, 382, 639.

‘Epoch of the Three Kingdoms ’,408,417.

Ephthaiites, see Hephthalites.

equipment, military: records of, from

Limes, xxiii, 660, 758 sqq. ;
‘return

to store ’ of damaged equipment, 689,

704, 760, 783.

Erh-p'u, Chinese name for Astine oasts,

*
lI o5-

‘Erh-shih general’, title, 421 sq., 1089.

Erh-shih spiing’, legend of: in Tun-

huang lu. 1089 ;
in Sha chon chill ,

1090 n. 4; location of spring, 1090.

Erh-shih temple, ruins of. mentioned in

Tun-huang lu. 1090.

Eros, see classical designs.

erosion: by water: damages w'alls, 452,

1094. 1138; damages remains, U 54 >

1187, 1192. 1225. 1275 ;
causes rapid

decay of ruins, 1181 sq. ;
forms ravine,

612; forms depressions, 628, 663;

foims ridges, 576, 642, 1224; forms

gorges, 1304; undercutting, 792.

by wind-driven sand : forms depres-

sions, 215, 217, 237, 347. 354. 39 ’

•

iioi, 1250; ridges. 354, 603. 1101;

• witnesses'. 140. 197sqq.,2i2, 237sqq..

280, 285, 303, 308, 354. 455 - 537 '

552 n., 1308; Mesas, Nullahs, and

Fardangs, see s.vv.; lowers surface. 130.

140, 301, 359, 390, 458, 534. 537 .

572, 639sq., 662, 1 101, 1249. damages

or destroys walls, 129, 131, 278, 281,

387 sq., 457 sq, 569 sq., 59 2 ’ 599 .

606, 615, 637, 643, 684, 735, 1094

sqq., 1102, 1242, 1307,1312; scoops

out ground. 198, 400, 1100; breaks

up hill chains. 1285, 1309; crumbles

rock-face, 792; other destructive effects.

238, 280, 303, 399. 458, 595 - I094 >

1273, 1275; follows abandonment 01



settlements, 130, 198 sq.
;
exposes re-

mains, 137, 212; its action watched,

360, 457 ;
effect on potsherds, 303

;

progress and effects of, at An-hsi,

1094 sqq.; at ‘Old Domoko’, 1245;
near Rawak ruins, 1265; resistance

of gravel to, 91, 572; of fence and rush

walls, 162
;
of refuse-heaps, 205, 276,

381, 458 sq., 715; of close-set tama-

risk-cones, 284 ;
of tamarisk and reed

wattle walls, 379; of reed fascines, 570.

592, 605; of salt-impregnated masonry,

589, 661 ;
of materials used in Limes

wall, 606
;

of vegetation, &c., 655,

1100; of scrub, 1096; of floods, 1305;

erosion most striking feature of northern

portion of Lop desert, 353; prevalence

and peculiar erosive force of E. and

NE. winds, 360, 369, 374, 387 sq.,

457, 59 2
>
6o5> 662, i°95sq., 1101;

effect less on walls built parallel to

wind-direction, 643 ;
absence of erosion

at Bilel-konghan, 273; at Charkhlik,

314; near Korla, 1233; slight near

Kan-chou, 1133.
terraces, trenches, see Nullahs, 17Ir-

dangs.

Eshin, priest, 886 n. 18.

Estrangelo script, see Turkish MSS.
ethnography: of Chitral, 26 ;

of Pakhpu,

87; of Nan-shan, 1129; of Ak-su

(q. v.), 1298.

Evelyn-White, Mr. H. G. : help given

by, xiv; supplies model ofwooden lock,

160 n.

Evil Genius, in paintings, 868, 952, 959.

965, 973, 984, ion, 1048, 1081 sq.,

1424 -

ewers, from Miragram, 49.

ex-votos, see votive offerings.

exorcising of spirits (in illness), mentioned

in Tibetan docs., 1465.
eyes : on painted panel, 176 ;

expression

of, on fresco panels, 539 sqq.
;
blue,

of Bodhisattvas, in paintings, xxiv,

1017, 1040, 1050; green or blue, of

Lokapalas, 872 n. 19. See also anthro-

pology.

Fa-hsien, Chinese Buddhist pilgrim, visits

Udyana, 5 sqq., 8 ;
route to Darel,

6 sq.
; his itinerary, 7 ;

account of

Indus gorges, 7 sq.
;
sacred sites men-

tioned in Udyana, 8 ; in Buner, 9, 16;
account of Su-ho-to (mod. Buner), 9

;

his route from Karghalik to Sarlkol,

87 n. 10; description of Shan-shan,

i. e. Charkhlik, 323; on Lop desert

route from Tun-huang to Shan-shan,

3 2 3 sq-, 334 n - 4 , 558 sq. ;
does not

mention ‘Jade Gate’, 733; account
of ff«-i(i. e. Yen-cKt), 1 181 ;

his route

to Khotan suggested, 1241.
Fa-liang, Buddhist pilgrim, 798.
fabrics

:
(Ch'ien-fo-tung) predominance

1S7<
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of silk, 897 ;
notes, by F. II. Andrews,

on technique of silk textiles, 8g7 sqq.
decoration of : methods, 900 sq.

Chinese designs : 901 sqq., 987 ;

points of archaeological interest,

902 ; comparison with specimens of

Early Chinese textile art, 903 sq.

;

naturalistic floral designs in embroi-

deties, 904 ; main types of designs, ib.
;

designs in printed or stencilled

fabrics, and in tapestry work, 905 ;

in polychrome figured silks, 905 sq.

;

geometric designs in monochrome
fabrics, 904 n. 6, 907 ;

figured silk

resembling frs. from Han Limes,

91 1 sq., 963; from Lou-lan ceme-
teries, 912.

‘Sassanian’ designs: 841 n. 24,

900 sq., 903, 906, 907 sqq., 943, 932,

955, 973, 9 8 6 sq., 991, 993, 1050 ;
in

figured silk of manuscript-roll cover,

908; in other fabtics of Western
origin, 908 sq.

;
motifs, 908 sq., 911;

fabrics of Western type prob. produced

in Sogdian region, 909 ;
designs

on brocades from Astana, Turfan,

909 n. 13 ;
interrelation of Persian

and Chinese styles, 910; printed silks

with designs from ‘ Sassanian ’ models,

910 sq.

finds: (Ivhadalik) 170; (Niya) 238,

246, 250, 252 sq., 262, 265, 267; I

(Endere) 278 sq., 291 sq.; (Lou-lan)

373 - 380, 384, 399, 401, 404, 433 , 435 ,

445 sq.,912 sq.; (Miran) 466,478 sqq.,

536, 542, 5471 (Tun-huang) 569,

600, 636, 650, 653, 661, 670, 700 sqq.,

719 sqq., 768 sqq.
;

(Ch'ien-fo-tung)

81 1, 823, 837 sqq., 878 sqq., 886,

895 sqq-, 937 sqq.
;

(Chong-hassar)

1170 ;
(‘ Ming-oi ’) 1198, 1220, 1223 ;

(Kara-dong) i242 sq.
;
(Farhad-Beg-

yailaki) 1247, i2s6sq.
;
(Mazar-tagh)

1288, 1291 sqq.; (Chong-tim) 1315;
(Tumshuk) 1315; (Hasha) 1321;

fabrics mentioned in Tibetan docs.,

1463.

See also banners, Broussonetiapapyri-

fera, carpets, cotton, embroidery,

hemp, linen, paintings, silk fabrics,

woollen fabrics.

faces, human and animal, in appliqud

ornamentation of vases, see masks.

faggots (?), on terra-cotta, 115.

Faizabad, Khotan: Tim at, 96; rock-

cut tomb near, ib., 1267.

Faizabad, in Badakhshan, anthropometric

records from, 1352 sqq.

fan (?), fr., 688, 779.

Far Eastern art. affects Central-Asian,

1198.

Farghana, see Ta-jiian.

Farhad-B^-yailaki Site: account of

remains, 1246 sqq.; origin of name,

1246 ;
chronology of site, 1254 sqq.

;

evidence of coin finds for. 1254; of

I5 29

' clay sealings, &c.. 1255; growth of

j

tamarisk-cones at, 199.

finds: fire-stick, 234; wooden double

bracket, 491 ; Chinese coins from,

1249, 1254, 1346; Skr. docs, and
Khotanese MSS. from, 1455 sq.

;

other finds, 1247 sqq., 1256 sqq. See

also decorative motifs.

remains : first survey of ruins, 1246;
ruins on erosion terraces, ib. ;

con-

struction of dwellings, &c., ib. ;
remains

of shrines, 1246 sqq.
;

Terek wood
used for timber, 1248; disposition of

quarters, 1249 ;
shrine xii, 1251 sqq.;

its date and position, 1254; similar

position of Mazars, 1254; ‘Buddhist

Madonna’ and other frescoes from,

1252 sq., 1260 sqq.; Rawak type of

Stupa found, 1250.

Farhad Begning ilesi, tamarisk-cone,

1246.

fasces, on stucco relievo, 186, 193; on
jade slab, 116.

fascines in Limes wall: measurements,

568, 570, 605 sq., 678, 733 sq.;

materials, 736. See also reed fascines
;

wall-construction.
‘ fatigues ’, military, in Chinese docs.,

754 sq.

Faustina, Younger, hair in style of, on
intaglio, 122.

Fayyfim portraits, compared with Miran
angels, 508.

feathers, see designs.

Fei-ti, Emperor, attribution of clipped

Chinese coins to his reign misleading,

385 -

felt : conical head-gear, Phrygian type,

221, 250 ;
misc. frs., (Khadaiik) 196 ;

(Balawaste) 200
;

(Mazar-toghrak)

205, 210 ;
(Niya) 221, 246, 248, 250,

252; (Endere) 290, 292; (Lou-lan)

373 - 384. 395 - 404 - 433 - 435 - 438 sq.,

444, 446-8. 547 ;
(Miian) 466, 478,

482; (Tun-huang) 770, 779, 781;
(Kara-dong) 1243; (Mazar-tagh)

1293; (Tumshuk) 1315; rings of

felt (Mazar-tagh) 1292 sq. See also

shoes, slipper, woollen fabrics,

felt tents, see ak-oi.

felted paper frs., 1292 sq.

fence, ancient rush, 162, 237, 240, 1251.

fence-const! uction (
Chitan-tam), 162.

fenced enclosures, 381, 399, 404. See

also enclosures.

fe'ng : term orig. applied to day-time

‘smoke signals', 749 n. 37, 754;
afterw. applied to any signal-fire, 753 ;

also used to designate watch-tower,

749 - 753 -

feng type of cross-bow string, yj8 n.

fe'ng ch'iang, ‘wind wall’, name applied

to ancient embankment, 618.

feng hou, designation of watch-tower,

749 • 753 -

festoons, see designs.

9 1
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fibre suing matting, jw matting,

fields :
' delimitation of celestial fields

7 55 ;
distribution of, referred to in

Tibetan docs., 1464.

figurines, see human figures, terra-cotta,

fillet, see designs.

Finch, William, refers to Chia-yU kuan,

1126 n. 26.

finials, wooden: (Khadalik) 162, r 94 sqq.;

(Tun-huang) 669, 775, 777; (‘Ming-
oi’) 1193, 1197, 1212, 1216

;
(Khora)

1224, 1228 sq.

fir forest, in Akchik Valley, 89 ;
in Nan-

shan, 1 1 29.

fir wood, used for documents, 598.
fire: hardens decorative stucco, 136,

601, 1191 sq.
;

possible contribu-

tory cause of abandonment of settle-

ments. 274, 1095, 1103; evidence of
destruction by, 378,390,453,680, 698,
1165, 1185, 1188, 1190, 1225, 1287,

1309; no signs of, at Miran ruined
shrine (M. 11), 489 ;

shrines elsewhere
destroyed by, 1152, 1187, 1195, 1266.

fire-blocks, see fire-sticks,

fire-drills, 238, 240, 253, 267 ;
handle

of thong for, 193, 222, 253, 266,

445 -

fire-places
: (Khadalik) 159, 279 ;

(Niya)
2 35 > 239, 279, (Endere) 279; (Lou-
lan) 378 ;

(Miran) 459 ;
(Tun-huang)

645 ;
(Chong-hassar) 1162; (Farhad-

Beg-yailaki) 1247 sq.; (Hanguya Tati)

1266
;
lack of chimneys, 280.

fire-signals, records of, in Limes docs.,

636, 650, 679, 719. 749 n., 752 sqq.

;

stacks of reed fascines for, see reed
fascines

; observation of signals facili-

tated by positions of Limes watch-
towers, 604, 635, 638, 641, 737;
structures heightened to improve visi-

bility of, 1227; early use of, as a
system of optic telegraphy, 650, 752,
II2 5J importance of signal service,

752 sq.
;
use of flash-signals

(
chiihuo

),

xxiii, 753 • feng (day) and stti (night)
signals, 753 ; signals to stations within
cultivated area, 754 ; traces of fires on
towers, 754 ;

use of signals, recorded
by de Busbeq in i6lh cent., 1125.

fire-sticks: evidence of early use of, !

2 33 sq., 380; finds: (Ni)a) 233’ 1

2 35 > 238, 263 sq., 266; (Endere) 276,
29°;(Lou-Ian) 380, 436; (Tun-huang)
597,605, 680. 774 - 787-790 ;

(Farhad-
Beg-yailaki,- 1249, 1259.

fire-worshippers (Guebers), 66.
Firina

, name in KharosthI inscr.,

495 -

fi-h, figures of: in fresco, 179; on :

porcelain, 631 ; as emblem in paint- :

ings, 1000, 1068.
fish-hook, wooden, 784. j

fish-tailed monster, in drawing, 974.
fishing in Miran stream, 466.
fishing-nets: finds, (Miran) 465, 480, j

482; (Mazar-tagh) 1288, 1 294 sq.

;

used in paper-making, 674.
flageolet type of musical instrument, in

silk banner painting, 1468.

flames, emblem of, rising from shoulders,

in paintings, 874, 942,956, 994, 1052,
1213. See also designs, haloes,

flask, as emblem, in frescoes and paint-

ings, 169, 177, 180 sq., 937 sqq.

passim
,
1260 sq.

flax fibres, in 'canvas ’ of paintings, 846.

flaying-knife, in fresco, 168.

fleur-de-lis, see designs,

flint flakes, 631, 1240. See also ‘ knife-

blades ’, stone implements,

floods: erosion by, 452, 612, 628, 642,

663; destruction by, 614; cultivation

damaged by, 1310; close route near
Maral-bashi, 1 3 1 1

.

floral designs, see designs,

floral motifs in textile decoration. 904 sqq.

See also designs,

florets, see saff ron,

flower-vase (?), pottery, 1
1 9.

flowers: abundance of, in Lower Swat, 1 3

;

ailificial, 496, 542 sq., 894, 954, 967,
1000, 1087. See also designs,

flute, transverse: in silk paintings, 949,
961, 977, 998, &c., passim, 1467 sq.

;

on terra-cotta figurine, 99, 103, 1468.
flute-player, on terra-cotta, 103.
fluting, on terra-cotta, 112, 1 2 1 , 123.
fly-whisk, on seal impression, 261.

fodder, in Tibetan docs., 1465.
foliage, see designs,

foliate designs, see designs,

folklore : of ancient Khotan, 165 ; about
sand-buried ‘old towns’, 1234; in

Uch-Turfan district, 1301 ; tenacity of,

1302.

food-supply, record of, in Limes docs.,

690, 756 sqq., 1290.
foot-bridge, remains of ancient, 240.
foot-holds, on Limes watch-towers, 571,

651- 654 . 738 , 1119 -

foot measures, see Chinese measures,
footprints : traces of patrols' footprints

along Limes wall, 656 sq., 682, 692 ;

own footprints traced after seven years,

63911. 17,657.
foreign auxiliaries employed by Chinese,

653 -

forts, mentioned: (Chitral) 34-6; (Wa-
khan) 64, 66

;
(Taghash) 76 ;

(Endere)
270; (N. of Lop-nor) 358; (Tun-
huang) 283 ; described

: (Sanoghar)

45 i (Noghoro-dok) 46 sq.
;
(Shuyist)

50 sq.
;
(Kansir) 68-70

;
(Pisling^) 76

;

(Khakanning-shahri) 81; (Langhruj

96; (Endere, q.v.) 272, 275; (Miran,

T v-) 347 sq., 456 sqq.
;

(Merdek-
tlrn

) 35 2
7 (Tun-huang, q.v.) 574;

(Shih-erh-tun) 726, 1137; (Shih-pao-
ch'eng) 1 1 15; (Chong-hassar) 1 1 61 ;

(Oi-tam) 1177; (Chong-kol) 1181;
(Chokkur) 1182; (Bash-eghin) 1228;

(Chong-lim) 1307. See also Chia-yU
kuan, Mazar-tagh, Ulugh-mazar.

Foster, Mr. William, help given by, xx.

Fou-ch'ang, military company, 747 n.

Fou-lo. place-name (?), 1330.
Foicher, M. A.: help given by, xviii sq.;

on identity of Hi-lo mountain, 16;
on Apalala legend and • white water ’,

i6n.
;
on trefoil arch, 23; types of

Stupa mentioned by, 37, 380.; his
• clocheton d’ombrelles 38; on Bud-
dhist Yiharas, 71; on architectural

decoration in Graeco-Buddhist sculp-

ture, 486 ; on Miran wall-paintings,

498, 502, 521; help with Ch'ien-fo-

tung paintings, 833, 835 sq., 840, 848 ;

on blanks in MSS. in place of minia-

tures, 842 n. 28 ;
revises Petrucci’s

essay on ‘ Mandalas 1400.
• Four Books’, the Chinese, MS. fr. of,

918.
‘ Four Encounters ’, paintings of, 849 sq.,

853 n- 39- 854 n. 45, 857, 1062, 1065.

four-footed beast, shank of bronze seal

in form of. 269.
‘ Four Garrisons ', Yen-ch‘i one of, 1181.

F'our Imams, legend of, at Kapak-aste,

1320. See also Tort-Imam[lar].

Francke. Rev. Dr. A. H. : help given

by, xviii; on Tibetan docs., 162, 460,

462, 467 sqq., 1289, 1460 sqq.; on

the term cheng , 286 n.

Franke, Prof. O. on the Tochaii, 287 n. 3.

Fravashis, Zoroastrian doctrine of, 511.

Freeman, Mr. C. E., help given by, xx sq.

frescoes : method of mounting cut

panels, 499 n. 9 ;
term used in special

sense, 166, 794; difficulties of ‘ fresco

cutting’ at Ch’ien-fo-tung, 927 n. 3;

finds
:

(Mlragram) 48 ;
(Ak-terek)

139. 145 ;
(Khadalik. q.v.) 155 sqq.,

166 sqq., 175 sqq., 188; (Darabzan-

dong) 200
;

(Domoko) 201
;

(Lou-

lan, q.v.) 405, 449; (Miran, q.v.)

499 sqq.
;

(Ch'ien-fo-tung) 926 sqq. ;

(Ara-tam) 1152, 1158; (Ilikul) 1 155 ;

(Chong-hassar) 1162, 1 169 sqq. ;
(Ki-

chik-hassar) 1165, 1172-4; (Yar-

khoto) 1168, 1175; (‘ Ming-oi ’) 1195-

1202, 1213 sqq.. 1220
;
(Khora) 1224

;

(Farhad-Beg-yailaki) 1247, 1249,

1252 sq., 1257, 1 260 sqq.
;
(Kara-yan-

tak) 1262, 1267 sqq.; (Tarishlak)

1275. also animal figures, Buddha,

human figures, &c. ;
mural decora-

tion, panels,

frets, see designs.

friezes: carved wooden, (Khadalik) 166,

180; stucco (‘Ming-oi ’) 1190 sqq.,

1 21
1 ; mode of fixing, 1192. See also

Gandhara, Miran.
Friyana, name in KharosthI inscr.,

495 -

frontier territories, see border commands,
frontiers, police control of,679sq., 693sq.

frost-bite, injury from, 1326 sq.
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fruit, mentioned in Tibetan docs. (?),

1465. See also designs.

fruit stones, 191.

Fu Chieh-tzii, Chinese officer, his ex-

pedition to Lou-lan, 342.
Fu-ch’u, River (Oxus), in Hsi-yii-chi, 64.

Fu-hsi, Emperor, painting possibly re-

presenting, 891, 967.
Fu-kuei, canton ofTun-huang command,

in Limes docs.. 7//, 712.

Fu-lin (Syria), submission of. recorded

in Tatig shu. 59.
Fudo, painting of, in ‘ Matrdala ’ of Ksiti-

garbha, 1422.
furniture : wooden, frs.

:
(Kine-tokmak)

133; (Khadalik) 180; (Niya) 267;
(Lou-lan) 384,403, 436, 446-9; (Tun-
huang) 660, 770, 772 sq. ;

designs on.

(Mlragram) 49.

Gabar-bati (Naristi), Kafir dialect, spoken
in Chitral, 27.

Gahirat, Persian rock-cut inscr. at, 34.
Galchas, Iranian hill tribes, anthropo-

metric records of, 64, 1359, 1388 sq.

Galcha group of languages, 66.

Galcha type of Homo Alpinus, see s. v.

galleries, wooden, in cave temples, 793.
gambeson, 379, 435.
game traps, 704, 767, 782.
Gandaritis, see Gandhara.
Gandhara

(CKien-to-lo,
Gandaritis), 2 n.

2; Wu-k'ung in, 19; relations with

Udyana, 20; Buddhist Viharas in,

71 ;
Khotan steatite antiques pro 1

',

from, 100.

Gandhara art : lost pictorial art, 499, 503,

510, 854; influence of classical models
on, 503 sq., 510.

friezes in, 509 sq., 516, 523 sqq.

;

comparison of, with decoration of

Mlran shrine, 486 sq.
;
with Ch'ien-fo-

tung paintings, 853 sqq., 878.
influence of: (Chitral) 35; (Mlra-

gram) 48 sq.
;
(Yotkan) no; (Kha-

dalik) 161, 184, 190, 195; (Niya)

214, 216, 222, 226, 234 sq., 257 ;

(Lou-lan) 395-7 ;
(Miran) 499,

502 sqq., 513 sqq., 518, 523 sqq. :

(Yiin-kang) 847 ;
(Ch'ien-fo-tung)

850 sq., 853 sqq., 860, 862, 870,
8 75> 877 sqq., 894, 1024; (‘ Ming-01 *)

1188 sq., 1190, 1193 sqq., 1197, 1200,

1203, i2iosq., I2i6sqq., i22isq.;
(Farhad-Beg-yailaki) 1253.

See also Graeco-Buddhist art.

Gandharvls, figures of: on pain ted wooden
panel, 185; onpainted wood-carving (?),

1216; in fresco panels, 929, 1196,
I2I 3sqq.; in silk paintings, 1003, 1041

;

stucco relief frs., 164, 1 74 sq., 179 sq.,

183 sq., 186-8, 190 sq., 194, 1194 (?),

i207 sq.(?), 1262(F), 1267(F), 1268,

1270, 1273, 1280 sq.; on terra-cotta

applique ornaments, 98 sq., 109, 112,

115, 120 sq.
; wooden statuette (?),

894, 938- See also Apsaras.

Ganesa : in fresco, 167, 177; on painted
panel, 174, 185.

‘ Ganga-sagar ’, jug resembling, in fresco,

520.

Gankorinl, fort at, 36.

Ganymede feeding Zeus’s Eagle, seal

impression of, 1250, 1260.

garden produce, mentioned in Tibetan
docs., 1465.

gardens, remains of ancient, 237, 404.
Gardner, Prof. Percy, help given by,

xix, 100.

garland, see wreath.

garnet : trefoil piece, 1 20 ;
intaglios, sec

seals.

‘ garrison soldiers ’ (convicts), as border
colonists. 751.

Vappoias, see Guraios.

Garuda figures, in paintings, 875, 887 sq.,

93 1
j 948, 961, 977, 1014 sq., &c.,

passim.

Garuha, see Guraios.

Garwl, Dard language, 24.

Gass Lake, 324.
‘ gate ’ to grave enclosure, 609, 611,619.

gates: remains of, 272, 387 sq., 608;
of So-yang-ch'eng, 1102

;
of Chia-yii

kuan, 1 1 18; in ruined walls of Lap-

chuk, 1156.
|

gatewti) s : construction of, 4 53 ;
remains

ofgateway (?), 713 ;
gateway ofMazar-

tagh fort, 1286.

Gauri, see Guraios.

Gaula, see Kao-t'ai.

Gautama Buddha, see Buddha.

Gaithiot, M. R. : help given by, xviii

;

on Sogdian language and docs., 383,

652, 675 sq., 920 sq.
;
his death, 921.

gauze, see banners, silk,

gauzes, technique of, 898.

Gazan (Gazzin) in Mastuj, mentioned by

Mughul Beg, 51.

gazelle, in paintings, 1025. .Siv also

deer.

Gazzin, see Gazan.

geese, figures of : in textile decoration,

confronting, 909, 91 1, 939. 987; in

paintings, 980, 1013, 1021, 1036 sq.,

1078 ;
flying, 951 ;

at head of MS.
roll, 1455; on seal (0- , 3 I 4-

Genii, in paintings, 868, 1 42 4(f<Y(7/«>Good

Genius. Evil Genius) ; stucco relievo

fis. of flying genii. 1194. 1207 sq.:

‘ genius with the golden bag’ (Kuvera)

of I-tsing in Gandhara relievos, 1253.

geometrical patterns, see designs.

Ghalchah, see Galcha.

Ghan, locality in Sailkol, 76.

Ghanta or Vajra-topped bell, in paintings

and drawings, 967. 980, 995, 1078,

1084.

Ghaz-kum, old Khotan River bed,

1296 n. 1.

Ghazis : Mazar of the Three Ghazis, 94.

1531

Ghujak-bai (Ujadbai), deserted post in

Sarlkol, 73, 75 n. 8.

gilding: evidence of, at Ak-terek, 135;
effects of wind-erosion, &c., on, 137 ;

on Ch'ien-fo-tung sculptures, 796 ;

traces of, on stucco images and
fresco frs., 1276 sq.

;
lavish use of,

in Khotan temples, 1324; gilding on
beads, 125, 247, 282, 290 sq., 393,

432, 779. 1295; on bronze, 100,

116-19; on bronze open-work orn.,

1168, 1175; on bronze statuettes,

n 74; on Buddha sculpture, 928;
on carved lotus, 513 ;

on frescoes, 178,

93 1, 1175 ; on lapis lazuli ring, 116
;

on painting, 978 ;
on stucco, 172,

174, 179, 184. 201, 210, 1170, 1172;
on stucco relievos, 141 sqq., 144, 146,

148, 150, 158, 165. 170, 175, 179,

184. 186, 195, 201, 1172-4, 1200,

1203 sq.. 1223 ;
on Stupa model, 441 ;

on white plaster, 1170; on wood-carv-

ings. 1173. 1282; on painted wood-
carvings, 1197. 1218, 1222; on

painted wooden cornice, 1225, 1229;
on wooden head, 193; on wooden
statuettes, 1200, 1259. SV< also gold.

Giles, Dr. I,. : help giten by. xviii, xxi

;

on paper and calligraphy of Sui

d) nasty, xxiii
;

translates T'ang re-

cords. xxiii. 620 sqq., 716 ;
help with

Ch'ien-fo-tung relics :
paintings. 836 ;

Chinese MSS., 821, 916-18.

Gilgit: Islam adopted by ruleis of. 28 n.;

Chinese garrison in, 32. See also

Kao Hsien Chih.

Gilgit River, bridge over. 58. See also

S0-1 River.

Girarai, Buner. Stupa remains near,

identified, 9. 16.

gisti>git(h, term for ‘ span in Brahmi
record on silk, 702 sqq.

glaciers: Shayos, 15: of Darkbt, 52, 56 sq.;

glacier sources of Yurung-kash River,

1324; Sasser glacier crossed, 1327;
glacier pass over Nicholas Range, xxii.

glass: local manufacture of, 393. 1191 ;

mediaeval Arab, 1316.

finds: applied slip-work on, 133,

282, 290 sqq., 315, 432, 440; beads,

see s. v.
;

blown glass frs., (Endere)

291 sq.
;
(Vash-shahri) 315 sq.

;
(Lou-

lan) 429, 431 sq., 434, 439 sq.

;

(Mlran) 478; (Ulugh-mazar) 1269;
misc. frs., (Yotkan and Khotan) 99 sq.,

103, 1
1 7 sq.

;
(Kine-tokmak) 133;

(Ak-terek) 145, 148, 153; (Kushuk-

aste) 200
;
(Endere) 282 sq., 289-92 ;

(Charchan and Yash-shahn) 315 sq.
;

(Lou-lan) 439; (Ch'iao-tzu) 1107;
(Ushak-tal) 1183; (• Ming-oi ’) 1191,

1204 ;
(Farhad-Beg-yailaki) 1256 ;

(Ulugh-mazar) 1269; (Lachin-ata-

mazar) 1269; (Mazar-tigh) 1291;
(Chong -tim) 1314 sq.

;
(Togu-jai)

1316; cup, edge of, 162, 196; imitation

9 I 2
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gem, 431 ; imported glass ware, 100,

283, 291, 393; paste, 201 (see also

beads)
;
pendant, see s. v.

;
rings, see

s. v.
;
rods, 290, 1316 ;

stem of vessel,

1269.

glazed objects : applique, See stucco

;

bead, 431 ; clay bowl frs., (Ak-terek)

153 1
(Lou-lan) 377, 434 ;

clay vase

frs., 153; porcelain, see s. v.
;
porcel-

laneous ware, (Vash-shahri) 307. 316;
pottery frs. (Ak-terek) 140, 142, 153 ;

(Khadahk) 173 sq., 195; (Niya) 250;
(Endere) 278, 290 sq.; (Vash-shahri)

3°7> 3 l6 ;_(Lou-lan) 375, 392, 427 sq.,

433 1
(Shah-tokhtaning-koli) 455 sq.

;

(Nan-hu) 616; (Tun-huang) 767;
(So-yang-ch'eng) 1 103. 1 105, 1107 sq.;

(Chong-hassar), 1170; (Lachin-aia-

mazar) 1269; (Ulugh-mazar) i269$q.;

(Tarishlak) 1281 sq.
;

(Chong-tim)

1314; stoneware, (Tun-huang) 596,
600 sq., 767, 773, 786-9; (Nan-hu)

616,630; (So-yang-ch eng) 1105-8;
(Hei-shui-kuo)i 135; (Ushak-tal)r 183;
tiles, (So-yang-ch'eng) nog, 1108.

periods, &c., of stoneware : T'ang,

600, 789, no6sq.; Sung, 316, 600 sq.;

Chin-chou, 307 sq., 1106; Po-shan,

1107, 1135; Ting, 788sq., 1135; Tz'u-
chou, no6sq., 1135; Yuan, 1107;
Ming, 1 106 sq., 1135.

Gnos, name of Tibetan tribe, 480.
glios k'al brtsan

, Tib. inscr. on seal, 480.
goat, mountain, figure of, in carved

wood, 166, 180.

goats mentioned in Tibetan docs., 1465.
goats, wild, horns of. as votive offerings,

1303 -

goats hair: (Miran) 478; coarse fabric

of, (Tun-huang) 600, 661 (?), 770,

773 (?)> 778 ' 79° ;
rope or string,

(Niya J238. 250 sq., 265 sq.; (Lou-lan)

433 - 445 1 (Kara-dong) 1243 (?);
sling, see s. v.

; woven matting of,

(Lou-lan) 433; yarn, (Miran) 482;
(Tun-huang) 781.

goat's hide strip, (Niya) 250.
goatskin (?). fr., (Tun-huang) 768.
Goddess of Virtue, see Nymph of Virtue.

Godfrey. Col. S. H.. on Kohistanis and
ruins in Dir valleys, 24 n. 12.

gods : Bodhisattva as emblem for World
of Gods, in painting, 1077, 1087.

Godwin-Austen, Col. H. H., identifies

shells. 432.
Goez, Benedict, Jesuit lay-brother : his

route to Tangi-tar, 78 ; to Su-chou.

300,564, 1124; at Chia-yii kuan, 1125.
gold: in Udyana, 20; washing for, (Swat

River) 1 4 n. 3 ;
(Yotkan) 94, 1 00, 1 3 1 9

;

(Tam-oghil) 100; method of use
in silk tapestry work, 901 ;

method
of counting recorded in Tibetan
docs., 1465; ornaments represented
in fresco, 519 sq. See also gilding,

gold Dinar, purchased at Khotan, 1342.

gold-foil, on carved wooden lotus, 546.

gold objects found, 100, 1 16 sq. See rings,

gold pits : on slopes of Arka-tagh, 300

;

in high Nan-shan valley, 1128;
pits of Zailik, 1324 ;

possibly supplied

gilding for Khotan temples, ib.

Golden Horde, coins of, 1309.

Good Genius, in paintings, 868, 890,

95 2
. 959 > 965. 973 > 984 ,

ion, 1048,

1081 sq., 1424.

goose (?), figure of, on fresco, 169. See

also geese,

goose feather, 438.
Gore-akin, old terminal branch of Kash-

gar River, 1308 sq.

gorget, on intaglio, 1 26 ;
in terra-cotta,

106. See also armour.
‘ Gorgoneion ’ type of ornamentation,

see masks, shields.

Gosirsa, see Kohmari hill.

Gosrnga, Mount, see Kohmari hill.

Gothic type of decoration, in fresco frag-

ments, 169, 180; in stucco relievo, 1195.
roupniot, see Guraios.

gourd: frs. found, 267, 479, 1243 (?)

;

used instead of votive rags, 1320.

gourd-vessel, fr. 466, 479.
Graeco-Buddhist art: in Gandhara, 23,

403 , 499 -

architectural ornament, motifs in,

49, 486, 506.

floral motif in Buddhist Khotan art
j

derived from, 48.

influence of : in architectural de-
I

coration, 486, 491 ;
in frescoes, 166,

499 » 502, 5°4 sq-» 5 2 91 in paintings,

833, 855, 874, 879, 1252, 1261; in

stucco sculptures, 487, 6ot, 796; in

terra-cotta fragments, 98, 103, 112
;
in

Yiin-kang relievos, 849 ;
in ‘ Ming-oi’

sculptures, &c., 1 1 89, 1
1 9T, 1 1 95, 1

1 97.
non-Buddhist figures and scenes

used for decoration of Buddhist shrines,

5 11 -

treatment of Buddha figures, 502,

504 sq. ; of Buddha legend, 529.
Ste also Gandhara art.

grain, receipts for, 715; specimens of,

210, 250, 778, &c.; daily ration

recorded, 757 ; holes for storing,

1157 -

granaries: (Lou-lan) 410; (Limes)

7 r 4 sqq., 747 sq., 757 - See also

Chii-lu.

granite, represented (?) in fresco, 183.

grapes, 14, 20, 44, 96, 1 166
;
represented

on pottery, 1 4 1 ;
in stucco relievos,

144, 152, i26o(?); on terra-cotta,

1 14; in paintings, 967, 980, 1058,

1078, & c., passim; mentioned in Ti-

betan docs., 1465.
graphite, see Chinese ink.

grass: dried, 776; matting, 778, 988;
plaited, 193; string, 790; drawing of

sacred g., 967 ; g. mentioned inTibetan
docs., 1465. See also broom, rope.

gravel, resists wind-erosion, 572. See

also Sai.

gravel mounds, marking tombs, 609, 619.

gravel plateaus, 663.

gravel soil, retains traces of tracks and
footprints for long periods, 628, 639
n. 17, 656 sq.

graves : on Chichiklik plateau, 78 ;
at

Gumbaz, Korla, 1235; difficulties

about exploring graves, 609 sq. ;
brick

frs. from, 1133. See also cemeteries.

grazing grounds : in Ch'iao-tzu valley,

1100; used by nomadic tribes, 1100,

1138; near T'a-shih, 1108; abun-

dant in high Nan-shan valleys, 1128;
importance of, 1 130; neglect of, 1128;

Chinese policy accounting for neglect,

1128; winter grazing below N. slopes

of Nan-shan, 1131, 1134; grazing

near Bulungir, 1138; at Kara-shahr,

1 179 sq.
;
along Khotan River, 1240,

1284; of Kirghiz in Uch-Turfan dis-

trict, 1300; absence of, in Polur

gorges, 1324.

Grdhrakuta, Mount, in painting, 1057.

Sakyamuni on : in Gandhara sculp-

ture, 879; in paintings, 878 sqq., 886,

895 sq-, 951, ioi 5 >
1038 > 107 1

;
image

reproduced, 878 sq., 880, 895 sq.,

1025; Yama-goshi-Amida derived

from, 886 ; silk embroidery picture

of, 983.
‘ Great Wall ’ of China, of Han times,

336, 339, 419 ;
created by Ch'in Shih

Huang-ti, 722 ;
original extent, 723;

in Tun-huang lu and Sha chou chih,

734 sq.

W. extension, serves Chinese ‘ for-

ward policy ', 723 sqq.
;

line of posts

and forts established to Yii-men (q. v.),

725 sq.

‘Great Wall’ of Ming times, near Chia-

yii-kuan, m6sqq. ;
continuation to

Su-chou, 1 1 2 1 ;
its purpose and

origin, 1121 sqq.
See also An-hsi, Chia-yii kuan, Hei-

shui-kuo, Limes, Tun-huang, Yii-men.

Great Yiieh-chih, see Indo-Scythians, Ta

Yiieh-chih.

Greek influence, in pottery jug, n 4 -

See also classical designs, Graeco-

Buddhist art.

Greek type: of animal figures, 483; of

face, 526; of stucco relievo vase fr.,

ii95, 1210.

greenstone, see Sang-i-sabz.

‘ grelot bells, see bronze.

Grenard, M. F. : on identification of

Ching-chiich
, 219 n. 12 ;

on Charchan

and Chii-mo, 301; location of Polos

Lop, 319 n.

Grif.rson, Sir George: linguistic re-

searches by, 4 sq. ;
on ‘ Din ’ language,

24; on Khowar language, 27; on

term gisti in Brahml inscr., 702, 704.

griffin type of monster, in fresco, 514-
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griffin-headed monsters, sketches of, 977.
griffins, confronting, in textile decoration,

9 1 1, 963. See also gryphons,

grooves, for string: on letter-case lid, 382 ;

on medicine case lid, 659 ;
on seal-

cases, (Niya) 246, 253, 239; (Lou-

lan) 437, 445; (Tun-huang) 599, 661,

768, 771, 775; on wooden ink-seal,

786 ;
on wooden tablets, 436, 439.

grotesques : appliquG terra-cotta, (Yotkan)

98, iog, 108-10, 112-15; (Khotan)

98, 1 21; (Khadalik) 17 1; (Farhad-

Beg-yailaki) 1247, 1249, 1257, 1259.
animal figures, on open-work panels,

398, 442 sq. ;
on base of bronze camel,

123; terra-cotta, 108, 125, 1247,

1257 ;
on wooden chair fr., 403, 447.

faces, on wooden pegs, see pegs,

heads, stucco relievo frs., 1195,

1203, 1206, 1208-12, 1249, I2 59-
See also monsters, steatite, terra-

cotta.

grottoes : Och-merwan, 82 ;
near Koh-

marx Mazar, 95; opposite Faizabad,

prob. tomb, 96 ;
Hsiao Ch'ien-fo-tung,

1108 ; Wan-fo-hsia, 1109 sqq.
;
Bezek-

lik, 1167. See also cave-shrines,

Ch'ien-fo-tung.

Grunwedel, Prof. A.: on female figures

supporting Lokapalas, 872 ;
at Ilikul,

1155; at Turfan, 1 t 59 ;
in Kara-shahr

district, n83sq.
gryphons, figures of, on bronze ring, 361,

365 ;
on bronze seal, 123 ;

on steatite

seal(?), 1 a 1 ;
terra-cotta, 109, 1

1
5.

See also dragons, griffins,

guard-houses, on Limes, 339 n. 2.

guard-rooms, on top of Limes towers,

6 5L 7 i 7 , 7 2 G 737 sq.

Guchen
(
Ku-cKeng-tzu

)

: in Former Han
Annals, territory of Posterior Chu-
shih, 332, 706; ‘new route of the

north’ to Yii-men kuan from, 419,

705 sq.
;

in T'ang records, protecto-

rate of Pei-t'ing, 706 ; modern direct

route from Turfan to, ^06 n. 6 ;
route

from Hami, 706, 11540. 7.

Gudai-khwar, site in Swat, 17.

Guebers (fire-worshippers), 66.

guest-rooms, in anc. dwellings, 379,
I2 49 -

Guhya-pratishedha-vajra (?), in painting,

1408 sq.

guitar, see rabab.

Gulakhma, oasis, 154; irrigation of, 207.

gum (?), (Mazar-tagh) 1294.
Guma, ancient P'i-shan, q. v.

Gumbat, Hindu temple ruin at, 21 sqq.

;

resemblance to Salt Range temple

ruins, 22 sq.; constructive features, 22 ;

decoration of walls, 22 sq. ;
style of

architecture, 23.

Gumbatai ruins, Buner, identified, 13, 16.

‘ Gumbaz ’ (domed tomb) : resemblance
of Karwan-balasi ruin to, 7 1 ; BSzai-

gumbaz, 72 n. 26; ruined Gumbaz

on Chichiklik plateau, 77 ;
near Lap-

chuk, 1156; near Inchike River,

1232 sqq.
;
Uch-Turfan, 1300.

Guiiaparyanta-stotra
, Skr. RIS. fr. of. 164, !

_I 43 8 -

Gupis, route to, from Yasin, 6.

Gupta characters, see BrahmI.
Guraios or Panjkora, river, ancient names

of : Choaspes, Tappoias, Garuha, Gauri,

Tovpalos, Guruha, 2 n. 2 ; Alexander's

operations near, 3 sq.

Guru, Tibetan strategy at battle of, 68.

Guruha, see Guraios.

Gusura Bhati^a, Gusura Lesvamna, names
in Kharosthi doc., 415.

gyasta (or jasta), series of, named in

Khotanese MS. frs., 1444, 1450.

H. A. = Hassa[r]-shahri, i. e. Chong- !

hassar, q.v.

Habib-ullah, late King of Afghanistan,

facilities granted by, x, 1.

haematite wash on pottery fr., 427, 1283.

See also beads.

Haidar, Mirza : on adoption of Islam by

rulers of Gilgit, 28 n. 14 ; on Aba Bakr,

84; on Charchan, 299 sq. ;
on Lob

(Lop) and Katak, 319 sq.; does not

mention Lop desert route, 564.

Haidul Khwaja, villager, 205 sq.

hair, found, 201.

arrangement, &c., of : in frescoes,

519 sq-, 525 sqq- 539 sqq-J in paint-

ings, 937 sqq., passim
;
in stucco re-

lievos. 146. 149 sq, 171 sq., 184,

1173, 1175, t2i2, 1216, 1260, 1270,

1281 sq., 1316.

snail-shell or spiral curls : on stucco

relievos, &c., 132 sq.. 144 sq., 146.

148, 158.165, 1 7 1, 184, 186 sq., 190,

488, 538 sq. : on wooden head, 193.

string, 292.

hair-comb, see comb.

hairpins, brass, 687, 779. Sie also bronze,

wooden.
• Haiyabeg site, 271 n. 5.

Haji Habib-ullah, rebel ruler of Khotan,

opens route across K'un-lun Range,

1325-
r . ,

Haji-langar,onYangi-dawan route, 1325.

Haji Muhammad : his route from Cathay,

300; on agricultural produce near

Su-chou, 1126 n. 6; names Karnul

(Hami) as a ‘Mahomedan city’,

1151 n. ;
idols ofKan-chou mentioned

by, 1132; mentions Ak-su, 1 299 n. 14.

Hakaullah, son of Yaqub Beg, 1308.

Hakim Tora, pretender, 1308.

Halal-bagh, Chinese coins from, 1342.

haloes: on bronze Buddha, 103; in

frescoes, 200, 1252, 1261 ;
mould for,

152; in painted panels, 168, 170,

196; on painted stucco, 158, 173,

178, 181-3; on painted wood, 184,

943 !
’n paintings, 937-1088, passim

;

on rock carving, 82; on soapstone, 117,

1 19 ;
on stucco relievos, 138, 14 1-4,

146 sq., 167, 172, 174 sq., 184, 186,

190 sq., 396, 441, 928, 1270; on terra-

cotta, 1 1 2. See also nimbus, vesica.

Hami (Chinese I-chti, I-wu; Turk!
Kumul, Karnul, Camul : Mongol
Khamil): origin of name, 1147 n. 2 ;

in Chinese records, 337 n. 14 ;
history

from Later Han to T'ang times, and
since Chinese reconquest of Turkes-

j

tan, 7/49; So Pan at, 331, 423;
1

Goez’s ‘ Camul ’, 1125; Hstian-tsang’s

desert journey to, 1142 sqq. (see

Hsiian-tsang)
;
Marco Polo’s account

of (Camul), 1147 n. 3; importance

of, to China, for reaching Turfan, &c.,

732, 1147 ;
historical role of, 1147

sqq.; first occupied by Chinese (a.d.

73), 732, 1093 : analogy between Lou-
lan and Hami, 1147; exposed to

inroads from north, 1149; Buddhist

remains near, 1151 sqq.; Chinese

agricultural colony at, 1150; irrigation

resources limited, 1148; but never

seriously threatened, id.
;
winds of, 643.

population : hospitable and easy-

going, 1148 n. 3; numbers under

Gh'ien-lung, 11480. 5; mixed character

of, 1150; prevalence of Homo Alpintis

type, ib
. ;

local hereditary chief of,

ib.) anthropometric records, 1352 sqq.

religion of, 1151, 1154.

routes : northern route from China
to Central Asia through. 563, 58 1, 732 ;

route to Guchen, 706, 115411.7: to

Toghucha, 1154; to Turfan, 1
1 54 n. 7 ;

to Chik-tam, ib.
;

to Su-chou. 1121;
importance of route from An-hsi,

1093 ;
route from Su-chou through

Shih-erh-tun and Hu-hai-tzu, 1
1
38.

See also An-hsi-Hami route,

hammer, silversmith's (?), 1256.

hammers used for^ent-pitching, 760. 781.

Han Annals, Former (Chinn Han shu):

Hsiu-mi (Wakhan), Kmi-shuang, and
Shuang-mi in, 45 ;

notice of Wakhan,
60

;
Hsi-yeh

,
I-nai, P'i-shan, P'u-li

.

,

and So-che". in, 85-7 ;
Tzu-ho in,

85 sq., 90; on C/ung-ehiieh, 219 ;
on

Charchan, 295 sq.
;

on Shan-shan

(Lou-lan), 325, 333 sqq., 344; on I-

hsiin, 327; Lop region in, 342 sq.

;

southern route from Tun-huang in,

418 n. ii
;
on Emperor Wu-ti and his

‘forward policy’. 580, 724 sq., 1092

n. 1 1 ;
Vang kuan and Yii-men kuan in,

621 sq.; on Hun raids and decay of

Chinese power in ‘Western Regions’,

693 ;
‘ new route of the north ’ in,

705 sqq.
;
Chang Ch'ien’s report on

route into Central Asia in, 7 23 ; Chinese

advance and W. extension of ‘Great

Wall’ in, 725 sqq.
;
on military sub-

divisions and officers on Tun-huang
Limes, 746 sq.

;
Ven-cKi (Kara-shahr)

in, 1180; Wei-hsii (Korla) in, 1230;
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Wei-Ii in, 1231; Ku-mo (Ak-su) in,

1297; JVen-su (Uch-Turfan) in, ib.
;

Jung-lu in, 1323 n. 9.

Han Annals, Later ( IIou Han shu

)

: So-

cle in, 83 ; Ivarghalik oasis in, 86 ;

Hi-shan, Hsi-yeh, and Tzii-ho in, ib. ;

Te-jo in, 86 sq.
;
on Ching-chiieh

,

219 ;

on Charchan, 296; on Shan-shan.

329-33 ;
on An-hsi-Hami route, 329,

563, 581 ; on Tsai Lun, 650, 674 ;
on

Chinese writing-materials, 676 ;
on

Chinese defensive policy in ‘ Western
Regions 695 ;

on their revolt against

China, 731; on Little Ytieh-chih, 1130;
products of Hami enumerated by,

1149 n. 10 ; Pen-ch'i (Kara-shahr) in,

1180; on position of Kara-shahr
capital, 1 183 n. 21 ; Wei-hsu (Korla)in,

1231; Ku-mo (Ak-su) in, 1297;
Chit-mi (I’ii-tui) in, 1323 n. 8.

Han period : arrow-heads of, 599, 604,
640; su also arrow-heads, bronze;
clay bowl, 377, 434; pottery. (En-
dere) 289; (Lou-lan) 375. 378, 384,
392. 401, 427, 432. 433 sq,

;
(Nan-hu)

616, 629; (Tun-huangi 680, 774;
Chong-tim. 1314. See also Chinese
coins. Chinese measures.

Han-chia-shen, erroneous form of Sai-
thii-shin (Ishkashim), 62 n. 8.

Han-mi. T'ang name for Yii-mi (q.v.).

1323 ». 8. See also Chira-Keriya tract.

Han-mo , Hsiian-tsang’s Pi-mo. 298.
I2jj; location of. 1255, 1263; Sung
Ytin at Buddhist shrines of, 838 n. 7.

Han-p'an-t0, Chinese name for Sarikol
(q.v.), 61.

Hanausek, Dr. I . F.. analyses fabrics, xix.

160. 248. 250. 279, 292, 379, 432 sq.,

435 - 43 s
- 44 2

. 4 6 6. 478, 482, 542.
650. 721, 77 °- 783 sq- 786.

hands : drawings of, 968 ; in mystic
poses, 892, 966 sq., 999 ; Petrucci
on, 1394.

Hanguya Tati, 134, 140 sq., 1266; coins
from, 102.

Hao-shan-k'ou, valley, 7/77 n. 8 ;
de-

fended by double walls, 1119 sq.,

1124.

Hardinge. Lord, support given by, to
third Central-Asian expedition, xv.

hare or labbit, figure of, on seal, 120,
263 ; in paintings, as emblem, see

Moon. See also rabbit.

Hariti, Indian goddess : in painting (?),

1078; H. with children in fresco
panel, 1 252 sq., 1260.

harness, frs. of, see bronze
; leather tongue

from strap (?) of, 770; fr. of stucco
relief of, 1211.

harp: in terra-cotta figurine, 99, 115;
in paintings, 961, 1015, &c., passim,
1467 sq.

Hasan Akhun, camel-man, 575.
Hasha (Ambar) : A one-shahr of, 1320;

refuse deposits, 1321 ; signs of earlier
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occupation, ib.
;

statistics of popula-
tion, 1321 n. 2.

i/ass,i[r]-shahri, see Chong-hassdr.
hatching, see designs.

hawk-headed demon, in paintings, 979,
995 -

hawking, in painting, 967.
head-dress: in frescoes, 519, 1257; on

stucco relievos, 138, 144, 149 sq., 396,
441, 1200, 1203, 1206 sq., 1217 sq

,

1281; on wooden statuette, 1229:
Chinese types of, in paintings of donors,

&c., 849 n. 18, 850 sq., 885, 932, 984.
head-gear, Persian type of, in paintings,

874 -

hearts, see designs.

Hf.di.v, Dr. Sven : discoveries by, xi, 309-
31 1, 332; on Charkhlik River, 313 ;

on Lop desert. 359-61, 454; his

accurate mapping, 362 ; his route to

Lou-lan Site, 352 ; account of at Lou-
lan Site, 369 sq., 375, 377 sq., 394,
39611.4, 399, 4040. 13, 405; at ‘Ming-
oi’. 1184; theory about ‘ anc. Lop-
nor’, 390 ;

dated docs, found by, 408.
See also Kone-tamlik, Tatran.

.
Hei-shui-kuo : ruined site of. 1132 sq.

;

j

effects of wind-erosion at, 1133; walled
enclosures, ib.

;

finds of antiques, ib.

;

Chinese coin from, 1133, 1346; line

of Ming wall near, 1133 sq.

Hellenistic art, of Near East: its influence
on art of Tarim Basin, in frescoes,

501 sqq., 513 sqq., 519, 521, 523 sqq.,

53° sq- ;
in structural features of

shrines, 535 ; in wood-carving, 235,
397 sq-, 447 ; inspiration derived from
it by Byzantine and Buddhist Art, 933.
See also classical.

Helmand River, terminal course of, com-
pared with Su-lo Ho, 634 n. 3, 643.

helmet : leather fr., 480 ;
representations

of, on intaglio, 116, 126; on potsherd,

477 ;
in paintings, 941, 1051, &c.,

passim-, in stuccoes, 1209, &c.; on
terra-cotta, 114.

hemp : mentioned in Chinese document,
649 ; used for ropes, &c., by Lopliks,

649 n. 14; fabric of cover for docs.,

776 ; raw hemp used in paper-making,
674.

frs. of, in textiles or shoes : (Khada-
hk) 160; (Mazar-toghrak) 210; (Lou-
lan) 384, 433, 438 ; (Tun-huang) 569.
684, 768, 770, 775, 777 sq., 780, 783;
(Chong-hassar) 1170 (?).

string or cord, 196, 538, 605, 775,
780, 784, 790, 1293 (?); hemp-string
net

> 38 4> 438 ; cross-bow strings,

758 n. 44.

See also Boehmeria nivea, shoes,
string.

Heng-k'eng, locality on ‘ new route of the
north ’, 418, 705 sq.

Hephthahtes,
(
Yth-ta

,

White Huns),
dominion of, 288 sq.

herdsmen’s shelters, ruins used as, see

sheep-pens.

Hermaeus, coin of, purchased at Kar-
ghalik, 1340, 1349.

hermits, in paintings, 947, 994.
herring-bone pattern, see designs.

Herrmann, Dr. A. : location of capital of

Pie-mi, 219 n. 14 ;
of Pii-ling, 296; of

\ ash-shahri, 306 ; of Pii-ni, 3250. 1
1

;

on distance from Yang barrier to Yti-

ni, 334 n. 4 ;
on Ying-p'an route

and location of Shan, ib.
;

rejects

identity of Ku-shih and Chii-shih,

3360. 13 ;
on locations of Shan-shan,

a-> 343 -

hexagons, see designs.

Hi-lo mountain, see Ham, Mount.
Hiarchan, Goez’s name for Yarkand

(q.v.), 78.
‘ high lights ’

: in Milan frescoes, 504,

508 ;
in Ch'ien-fo-tung paintings, 884

n. 8.

Himly, Herr, K. G. F., on Lou-lan docs.,

&c., 370, 408, 564.
Hinayana, the ‘Little Vehicle’, studied

by monks in Wu-ch‘ang, 8 ;
in Shan-

shan, 324; at JVu-i, 1181.
Hindu mythology, influence of, on Ch'ien-

fo-tung Pantheon, 870
Hindu temple ruin, at Gumbat, 21 sqq.

Hindu worship in Udyana, 15.

Hiranyavail, named in MS. fr., 1435.
Ho (‘ River of the North ’), see Kuruk-

darya.

Ho Ch'ii-ping, defeats Hsiung-nu, 724.

Ho-hsi, Western Kan-su : four ‘ com-

mands ’ of, 580 sq., 77/ ;
ravaged

by Hsiung-nu, 695, 731.
Ho-lan, kingdom of : mentioned by Wu-

k'ung, 18, 5 1 n. 1 7 ;
suggested identi-

fication, 18.

Ho-lao-la-chia, Hsrian - tsang’s legend

about, 1234.
Ho-mo, capital of Wakhan (

Ch'ieh-pei),

60.

Ho-nan, soldiers from, 750, 751 n. 49.

Ho-tien, present official designation of

Khotan, 344 n. 26.

Ho-ls'ang, ‘ ruined town ’ near Tun-

huang, in Tun-huang hi, xxiii, 716.

Hobson, R. L. : help given by, xix
;
on

pottery and porcelain, xxiii, 307 sq.,

600, 616, 631, 1103, 1133.
hoe, wooden, 697, 781.

hoe-blades, cast-iron, 599, 711, 781, 788.

Hoernle, Dr. A. F. Rudolf: help given

by, xvii
; on Brahmi MS. remains,

158, 489, 702 ;
on ‘ Khotanese’ lan-

guage, 164, 814, 914; on Khotanese

inscr. on silk banner, 1012; his In-

ventory List of MSS. in Sanskrit, Kho-
tanese, and Kuchean, 1432-59.

holes, see loopholes, string-holes.

Homo Alpinus type, 98, 873 n. 19;

Wakhls, 64 ; resemblance of ‘ Pakh-

puluks’ to, 87, 88 ;
prevalent type at
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Hami, 1150; type of original inhabi-

tant of Pamirs and Taklamakan
Desert, 1361.

hone-stone, slate, fr., 444. See aho

whet-stone.

hoopoe, figures of : on lead ornament,

u6; on stone seal, 124; terra-cotta,

108 sq., 112, 114, 122.

Hopkins, Mr. L. C. : help given by, xxi

;

on meaning of term cltii, xxiii ; on

various Chinese inscriptions, 124, 248,

260, 69 7, 780, 786-8.

Hor, name in Tibetan docs., 1462.

Horiuji temple : Persian design imitated

in textile from, 907, 910; MS.
from, 914.

horn objects : bar of, 482 ;
disc, 431 ;

combs, see s. v.
;

cone-shaped piece,

1295 ; cup, see s.v. ;
flat curved piece,

481; irregular strip, 484; knife-

handle, 1236 ;
seal, see seals

;
spoons,

see s.v. ; truncated hollow horn, 196;
oval trough-shaped (? inkstand), 225,

256, 267.

hornet, figure of, on bone disc, 1 20.

horse-bucksvheat, mentioned in Tibetan

docs., 1465.
horse-gear, represented in frescoes, 518,

xi 74; in paintings, 1040, 10S3, &c.

horsehair gauze, woven frs. found : (Lou-

lan)384, 438 sq.; (Miran) 466, 480.

horse-headed demon, 'in paintings, 994 sq.,

1087, &c.

horsemen : figures of, on painted panel,

165, 180; mail-clad, in wall-painting,

934 -

horses: in Chieh-shih, 31; mentioned
in Limes doc., 690 ;

numbers, in

Chinese army, in Han times, 728;
of mounted soldiers on Tun-huang
Limes, 751, 736; posts and rope for

tethering horses, 66 1 ;
local instinct

of, 1098 n. 12, 1146; can go some
days without water, 1 146 n. 20; Hstian-

tsang’s horse from Kua-chou, 1097,

1146
;
Amdo breed mentioned in Ti-

betan doc., 1463; use of, for sacri-

fices (?), id.

figures of: on bronze applique

orn., 1 16; on frescoes, 178, 318,

520 sq., 934, 1165, 1174 ; on painted

panels, 175, 180; in drawings, 210,

976, 979, &c.
;
in paintings, 892, 967,

996, 1032, 1040, 1083, &c .

;

on seal,

1 3 I 3 ! on seal impressions, 1243 (
:

)>

1257; stucco relief frs., 1193, 1195,
izri sq.; terra-cotta, 99, 103, 108 sq.,

no, 113, 115, 125; Mongol type of,

on printed silk, 911; as emblem for

World of Animals, in paintings, 1077,

1087 ;
leg and hoof of, on carved chair

fr., 403, 448 ;
winged, on terra-cotta

frs., 108-33, passim
, 1247, 1257;

sketch of horse and camel, 1338.
See also Kanthaka, ponies, Sapta-

ratna.

horseshoe, iron, fr. (Tun-huang), 767.
horseshoe orn., see designs,

horse-skulls, as votive offerings, 1303.
horse’s tooth, fr., 630.

hou, title or surname (?) of officer, in

Chinese doc., xxiii, 689. 690 n. 6.

hou, designation of watch-tower, 749,

753 -

hou- chang, ‘commandant of watch-

tower ’, 749, 750.

Hou Han shit, see Han Annals, Later.

hou-kuan, military subdivision of Limes,

796.
hou-shih, assistant hou-chang (q.v.), 7/0.
‘ Houri ’-like type, female face of, in

fresco, 519.

Hsi-anyu (Ch'ang-an), Han capital, 333,
622.

Hsi-chou (Yar-khoto, q.v.), up7.

Hsi-ho (‘ Western River ’), tract named
in Chinese doc., 1290 ; location of,

il.

hsi-hou (pyap-hou), see jabgu.

Hst-hsia (Tangut), tribe, 817; mle over

Tun-huang by, 820, 838.

Hsi-hsia (Tangutan) script : on stele, 800 ;

not found in Ch'ien-fo-tung MSS., 820,

827 sq.; prints in, from N. grottoes

(Ch'ien-fo-tung), 828.

Hsi-li-chih, wells, 293.

Hsi-ning, route to, from Kan-chou, 1 1
3 1

.

Hsi-p'u, locality near Tun-huang, men-

tioned in wooden doc., 598.

Hsi-wan Ho, stream, 1
1
36 n. 2.

Hsi-yeh : in Han and T'ang Annals, 85,

86
, 87 ;

also called Lu-sha, 86 ;

identification of, il.

Hsi-yo, ruins at, 1134.

Hsiyu chi
,
fanciful Chinese novel, 935

n. 18) legends of Hsiian-tsang in,

8og n. 3.

Hsi yii chi (' Memoirs of the Western

Countries ’), see Hsiian-tsang.

Hsi yii shut tao chi, treatise, on Lop

tract, 564 n. 16.

Hsiyii wen kian !u, treatise, on Lop tract,

564 n. 14.

Hsi-yiian, small oasis near Mn-liu,

625.

Hsia-ssu, mod. name for division of

Ch'ien-fo-tung cave-temples, 822.

Hsia-Yen-chia, see Yen-chia.

Hsiang-fu, see Chinese coins.

Hsiang-p'u, village, 1133.

Hsiao Ch'ien-fo-tung, cave-shrines of,

rio8
;
position wrongly shown in map,

no8n. 1 ;
mural paintings of, 1109.

See also Ch'ien-fo-tung.

Hsiao ch'iian chih i, see Chinese coins.

Hsiao-fang-p'an ,
mod. local name for

ruined fort T. xiv, 6S3 rt. 2*; also

applied to ruined fort near Shih-erh-tun,

I1}7 n -3-

Hsiao-shih, town (in T'ang Annals),

1299 ;
location of, il.

Hsiao-wan, village near An-hsi. 384,

1535

1091 ;
remains of Han wall and towers

near, 727, 1139.

Hsiao-yuan, territory, in Han Annals,

219, 330; in Ilei lio, 296, 328, 418;
location of, 296.

Hsien, king of So-ch’L (Yarkand) : rise

and defeat of, 83; threatens Shan-
shan, 330.

Hsien-feng, see Chinese coins.

Hsien-ming, military company, ‘ of Yti-

men ’ and ‘ of Kuan-chi ’, 659 sq., 670,

680, 747 n. 27, 761 ; location, 639 sq.,

670, 680.

Hsien-ti, Emperor, clipped coins in reign

of, 385. See also Chinese coins.

Hsien-wei. military company of Limes,

mentioned on wooden label, 596.

hsin, Wang Mang’s name for his dynasty.

670.

Hsin-eh'eng (‘ the new city’), jo6, 1331.
See Vash-shahri.

Hsin-cheng, in T'ang itinerary, located

at Kara-shahr, 1178.

Hsin-ch’eng-tzU, village near Su-chou,

1 1 2 1.

Hsin T'ang shu, see T'ang shu.

Hsing-hsing-hsia, wells of, 1143; boun-

dary between Kan-su and Hsin-chiang

near, id.

;

temple at, il. n. 5.

Hsiu-mi (Wakhan), in Han Annals, 45,

60. See also Hu-mi.
Hsiung-nu (Huns) : their subjugation

of So -die (Yarkand) and Khotan, 83;
of Shan-shan, 330, 336; defeat by

Pan Ch'ao, 330; subsequent pre-

dominance, 331 sqq.
;

Pan Yung’s
operations against them, 332 sq.

;

driven from Kan-su, 336, 723 sq.; raids

on Lou-lan route, 337 sqq., 407, 412 ;

defeated by Ho Ch'ii-ping, 724 ;

Limes extended against them, 724 sq .

submission to Chinese rule in 1st cent.

b.c., 730, 1237; revolt against China

in Wang Mang’s time, 732 ; inroads

into four commands of Ho-hsi, 695 ;

cause abandonment of Westernmost

Limes, 695 ;
attacks on Tun-huang

and Ho-hsi, 731; at Hami, 1149;
threatened invasions by, from Kara-

shahr valley, 1227.

Hsii P'u-yii, Chinese administrator, opens
‘ new route of the north ’, 705.

Hsiian-ho, nv Chinese coins.

Hsiian-tsang, Chinese Buddhist pilgrim,

author of Hsi yii chi

:

popularly known
as T'ang-seng, 805; Wang Tao-shih’s

admiration for, 805, 812 sq.; his ‘in-

stinct of the compass ’, 1146; legends

relating to : embodied in apocryphal

Hsiyu chi, 805 n. 3 ;
on wall-paintings,

805 sq., 934.
his account of Udyana, 14 sqq.; on

Stupa construction, 38; on Shang-mi,

43sqq.
;
description of and names for

Wakhan, 61-3; on Hun-fo-lo, old

capital of Wakhan, 63 sq.
;
reference
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to Shighnan, 64 ;
refers to Chichiklik,

76 ;
his Che-chii-chia (Karghalik, q.v.),

85; mentions site of sacred rats, 92;

mentions ‘drum-lake’ convent, 94;

sacred sites near Yotkan, 95 ;
on Aii-

iattg (Niva, q.v.), 212, 220. 277:
records tradition of immigration from

Taksasila, 243 ;
on Tn-hno-lo (q v.)

or Tu-khara (Endere ruins), 277, 281,

286-9; on Charchan (q.v.), 298 sq.

;

on P1-7710 (Han-mo, q.v.), 298; on A~a-

fu-po (Lop), 321 ;
on Sha-chou (q. v.\

321 n. 24; at Tun-huang, 688 ; his

Yii-men kuan, 733, 1097 sqq., 1 14 2
;

mentions Chia-pi-shih (Kapisa), 877
n. 6 ;

his topography of Kua-chou,

1097 sqq.
;

his miraculous ‘ spring of

the Master A-fu ’ identified, 1178;
his account of Ye7i-ch'i (Kara-shahr),

1 1 8 1 ;
notice of anc. capital of Kara-

shahr, 1187; his Po-lu-chia (Ak-su,

q.v.), 1297; his crossing of Bedel

Pass, 1300 n. 21.

Buddhist Sutras translated by, 687,

807.

images: described by, 877, 878
n. 12; his stucco image, at Ch'ien-fo-

tung, 935'
incidents of his travels : adventure

in Tangi-tar gorge, 79, 806 n. 4 ;

crossing of the Indus, ib. ;
loses his

water-skin, 1142 n. 4
a

, 1144; loses

himself in ]\Io-ho-ye7i desert, 1144;
notices mirages, ib.

;
adventures at

watch-towers, ib.

legends recorded by : of * dragon
lake ’ in Swat, 17 ;

about Sarikol royal

family, 72, 75; of hospice on Chichik-

lik, 76 sq.
;

of Arhats, 89. 95 ; of

miraculously air-borne Buddha statues,

880 n. 19 ;
of sand-buried town of Ho-

lao-lo-chia, 1234; of rat-headed divi-

nity of Khotan, 92, 1277 ;
of Khotan

‘ silk princess ', 1277.
routes recorded by : from Swat to

Darel
(
Ta-li-lo), 6; from Sarikol to

Kashgar, 72 sqq., 76; to Wu-sha,

76 n. 14, 79; to Khotan, 90; Lop
desert route, 321, 559 ;

his desert

journey from Kua-chou ( An-hsi) to I-non
(Hami), as recorded in Hui-li’s Life ,

1097 sq., 1 1 42-7; its topographical

data verified, 1098, 1145 sq.

sacred sites mentioned by, in Udya-
na, 8sq., 13; Buner, 16; Wakhan, 63;
Khotan, 92.

Ste also Kohmari hill, Na-fu-po.
Hstian-tsung, Emperor, sends brevets to

Hindukush and Oxus chiefs, 20, 29, 43.
Hsiin-ch'eng

, section of Tun-huang
Limes, 346.

hu, ‘barbarians’, 408, 411, 421, 424.
Hu, Empress, her religious mission to

India, 9.

Hu-chen-t‘an, king of Wakhan, 62.
Hit-chieti, gorge of, 86.

Hu-hai-tzu, oasis of, also known as Ying-
p'a/7

,
1122, 1124, 1137.

Uu-lu, river, in Hsiian-tsang s Life, 1093 .

identified with Su-lo Ho, 1098.

Hu-lu, river of, 1299 < see Tushkan-darya.

Hu-/7ii (Wakhan), in T'ang Annals, 60,

61, 63sq. See also Hsiu-im.

Hu-mi-io, Chinese name for Wakhan, 61.

Hu-t'o River, of China. 421.

Hu-yen, Hsiung-nu king, 733.
Hua-chuan-tzu, locality on road to Su-

chou, 1133.
hua fie/i fien (‘delimitate the celestial

fields ’), in Chinese docs., 734.
Hua7i yii chi, Shou-ch'ang hsien in. 621.

Hua/ig-ch’ing temple : inscription record-

ing reconstruction of, 800 ; location

of, Sot.

Huang-ch'ii-k'ou, village, 1091.

Huang Ho, river, 421, 580, 1132.

Huang-sung, see Chinese coins.

Huang-ts'ao Lake, in Tun-huang hi,

1090 n. 6.

Huang-ts'ao-ying. hamlet, 1119.
Hui, Prince, in Chin Annals, 1181 ti. 13.

Hui-ho, see Uigurs.

Hui Ho (Kan-chou River, q.v.), 1131.

Hui-li, disciple of Hstian-tsang, 559 ;
his

Life of Hsiian-tsang, 1097 sq., 1142,

1144 sqq.; lacunae in, 1145.
Hui-sheng, Chinese Buddhist pilgrim

:

journey to Udyana and route through
She-mi

, 9 sq.
;
account of Po-chih, 10 ;

on Indus route to Udyana, 1 2 ;
sacred

spots in Udyana mentioned by, 13 ;

account of Wakhan, 61.

human-headed monsters, sketches of,

977 -

human figures ; on carved chair frs., 403,

448; in frescoes, 168 sq., 184, 279,

498, 50U 5°5 . 5 IO > 5 12 , 5 I 4 ,
516 sqq.,

525 sqq., 539 sqq., 540, 542, 545 sq.,

iiii
;

in graffito, 223; on jade slab,

100, 1 16; in Ch‘ien-fo-tung paintings,

937-1088 passim-, in painted panels,

162, 176, 180 sq., 190, 194, 1259;
paper sketch of, in different poses,

xxii
;

on pottery, 112, 477; on seal

impressions, 230 sq., 249, 254, 257,
261 sq.; on seals, 266, 291, 439;
stucco moulds for portions of, 158,

165, 187 ;
stucco sculptures, 149, 161,

165, 169, 174, 179, 184, 186-8, 190,
1 93’ 22 3> 498, 1158, 1190-1223,
1267, 1273, I2 77> 1280 sq., 1306,

1313; on stucco relief plaque, with

floriate limbs, 1273, 1281 ;
terra-cotta,

98 sq., 102 sq., 106-ig, 119-24, 126,

141, 1259; on wood-carving, 403,

448; on wooden beams, 397, 442;
on wooden tablets, 260 sq.; wooden
statuettes or frs., 938 sq., 1225, 1229,
1260; Petrucci on treatise relating to,

1394. See also masks.

arms: in carved wood, 1106; in

fresco, 169; stucco relievo frs., 138

n.8, 147, 149, 1203, 1217.
brow, stucco relievo fr., 150.

children: in frescoes, 518, 1169,
i252 sq., i26osq.

;
in paintings, as

attendants on divinities, 947, 965,971,
&e., passim

; in arms of divinities, 969,

979, 1078; symbolic of reborn souls,

977, 1002. &c passiz/i

;

stucco relief

figure, 1199, 1220; terra-cotta figurine,

102; wooden statuette (?), 938; swathed

infant, on painted panel, 194 ;
votive

figs, of, on altar valance, 900, 985.

dancing men, on bronze pendants,

i 3o6 >
i 3 i 3 -

ears, stucco relievo frs., 138 n. 8,

i 43~9 >
1

2

16.

eyes: on painted panel, 176; in

frescoes, 539 sqq. ;
stucco relievo,

138 n. 8, 150.

faces: drawing of, in paper roll, 976;
stucco relievo frs., 138 n.8, 143 sq.,

147 sq., 151.

feet, stucco relievos, 149, 179, 184,

190, 498, 1203, 1209, 1217.

female figures : on painted panels,

162, 190, 194; in seal impression,

261; stucco relievo frs., 1194, 1204,

1206-8; in wall-painting, iiii;

complete terra-cotta figurines, 99, 102,

112; frs., 115, 1 20 sq., 123; nude

figures, terra-cotta, 108 sq.
;
pregnant

woman (?), terra-cotta, 1 1 3 ;
girl carry-

ing decanter, in fresco, 526 ;
girl

playing mandoline, in fresco, 525;
female figure supporting Lokapala, in

paintings, 871 sq., 956; ladies in

procession, on painted dado, 932

;

paper painting of two girls, 947 >

four-armed lady (‘ silk princess ?) on

fresco, 1278; busts: in frescoes, 501,

5°5 . 54U 543 ;
on sea1

’
r 3o6, 1313;

on seal impression, 1247, 1 257 ;
heads

:

in frescoes, 505, 527 sq., 542, 1257,

1269; stucco relievo fr., H 95 >
I2091

grotesque of old women laughing,

1195, 1203,1208-10; terra-cotta, 99,

103, 106, no, 1 1 2, 121 ;
wood-carv-

ing (heads and bust), 403, 448 ;
knee

of kneeling woman, terra-cotta, 120.

finger, stucco relievo frs., 1380.8,

145-50,1172,1220,1223.
forearm and hands, stucco relievo

fr., 1212.

gladiator-like male figure, in fresco,

512. 5 M-
hair, see s. v.

hands : in frescoes, 505 ;
stucco

relievo frs., 138 n. 8, 147, 15 * sq., 169,

188, 223, 1200, 1203, 1207, 1217.

1219; wooden statuette frs., 1200;

hand holding Buddha relief medallion,

1199, 1219.

heads: in frescoes, 501, 5°5 >

525 sqq., 541-6; painted wooden, 193;

on pottery, 477; on seals, 231, 2 57 >

439> I 3 I 3i stucco relievo frs., 1380.,
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139, 147, 149-51. 161. l6 5 .
186 sq.,

1190, 1193-5. i! 9 8 > i 20 3. 1205-12,

1217-19, 1223, 1273, 1280; natural-

istic treatment, &c., of ‘ Ming-oi frs.,

1 194 sq. ;
head of man cr)ing, 1195,

1203; ‘Mongolian’ type of head,

1193, 1211 ;
terra-cotta, 98 sq., 106-9,

in sq., 11 5, 11 9, 121 sq., 124;

grotesque applique (Silenus type),

1247, 1257 (
see also female heads,

above)
;

in wood-carving, 403, 448

;

bearded male heads: in fresco, 525,

527 sq.; on seals, 1313; stucco re-

lievo frs., 1209, 1212 ;
classical type of

head, stucco relievo fr., 1 209 ;
head like

Kusana king, on seal, 231 ;
Western

type of head, in fresco, 527.

heel, stucco relievo fr., 174.

Indian ascetics, in fresco, 520,

H 94 (?), i208(?).

infants, see children,

kneeling : on pottery, 1 1 2 ;
stucco

relievo fr., 1211; terra-cotta, 120;

in wall-painting, 279 ;
in v ood-carving,

1225, 1229.

leg, stucco relievo fr., 149.

nose, stucco relievo frs., 1380.8,

146, 150, 153.

nude: in frescoes, 512, 514; on

seal impressions, 249, 254, 261 ;

stucco relievo frs., 1203, 1211, 1267,

1273, 1280; terra-cotta, 108 sq., 141.

riding: in frescoes, 518, 521; on

terra-cotta, 114.

royal personages, in frescoes, 501,

505, 5i8sq., 525 sq., 540, 543 sq., 932.

squatting fig., vessel in shape of, 114-

thigh and leg, terra-cotta fr., 1259.

toes, stucco relievo frs., 137, 13811.8,

141, 148-50, 1201.

torsos: stucco relievo frs., 1190,

1203, i205sq., 1208, 1212, 1217,

1223, 1273, 1277, 1280; life size,

I2 77- o o
wrist, stucco relievo frs., 1380.8,148,

150.

See also Bodhisattvas, donors,

images, warriors.

Hun-fo-lo, old capital of Wakhan

:

Hsiian-tsang’s account, 63, 64 ;
iden-

tified with present Khandut, 64.

Hunanese accent, phonetic change in,

322 n. 30.

Hung-jen, Chinese Buddhist monk of

Tun-huang, honoured in inscription,

808 sq., 816 sq., 821, 1331 sq.

Hung-shui-pa Ho, irrigates Su-chou dis-

trict, 1126 n. 4.

Huns, see Hsiung-nu.

hunters, of v>ild camels, on Limes, 711,

781.

hunting scene, classical type, seal impres-

sion of, 1247, 1257.

Hintington, Prof. Ellsworth: on Khada-

lik sites, 154; investigates physical

changes in Asia and elsewhere, 202,

207 ;
his theory of climatic pulsations,

207 sq.; on Achma, 21 1; on Xiya

Site, 244, 246; on Yar-tungaz Tarim,

270; on salinity of Yar-tungaz River,

27m. 5; at Bilel-konghan, 27m. 6;

on 1 Haiyabeg ’, 2 7 1 n. 5 ;
on desiccation

on Endere River, 275; mentions re-

mains X. of Endere fort, 280 ;
on

‘ Tati ’ patches near Endere Stupa,

282 ;
difficulty in finding Yalghuz-oi,

283 ;
mentions old water-mill near

Korgach, 285; on physical changes at

Endere Site, 286 ;
on \ ash-shahri

River, 309 ;
on population of Charkh-

lik, 312; on Tikkenhk. 422 n. 28 ; on

old track near Chindailik, 549 ;
follows

Lop desert route, 566.

Hunza, cultivation in, 52 n. 19.

Hunza-Xagar mountain-tract, 27.

Huo-ch'iian, see Chinese coins.

Huo-k'an, Chinese name for Wakhan, 61,

6j.

huts, of herdsmen, decayed, 629, 635,

640, 1240.

Hwuy-le, see Wu-lei.

I-ch'iu : military company, on Limes,

699, 747 n. 27; subordinate to Yu-

men, 699.

I-chu, see Hami.

I-gou, erroneous form of I-wu, 1097 n. 1.

I-hsiu, p-], 1331 I
see 1-hsiin.

I-hsiin (I-hsiu), 32J, 327 ;
identified with

Charkhlik, 322, 325 n. it, 326. 343 ;

Chinese military post at, 325, 342 ;

identified with Miran in 1 ang texts,

327; the ‘Town of the military

colony of MS. Ch. 9171 A !
^Yylie s

E-tun, 342.

tai, territory : in Ch'ien Han shit, 85. 87 ;

in T'ang Annals, 85 ;
location of, 87.

sing, pilgrim, his account of Hanti.

I 253.

m (Hami, q. v.), first occupied by

Chinese a.d. 73, 7j2 >
in Hbiun '

tsang’s Z//7 ,
1097.

konich, Gc ez’s name for l aka-ank, Jb.

betson, Sir Denzil. help given b)
;

viii.

figure of, on intaglio, 126.

Ibrahim (of Bagh-jigda), finds Uigur re-

cords near Kizil-jai Mazar, 84.

Ibiahlm,
1 the miller’, guide to Xiya Site,

212, 215, 223, 236 sq., 241; objects

brought by him, 268 sq.

Ibrahim Beg, of Kenya, i 54 n-U 2I2
>

214, 369, 475 n - l6 -

Ibiahlm Beg, Kirghiz headman, 79.

ice: carried for water-supply, 351 ;
lack

of at
1 Yangi-l ulak ’, 394. ^

1 Ichthvocentaurs in Gandhara art, 403.

iconography, of Ch'ien-fo-tung paintings

treatment of, 833. 837 sqq.; Petrucu

on, 1392 sqq.

Idak-jilga, valley, 1302.

idols mentioned by Marco Polo : at

‘ Sachiu’, 797 ;
at Kan-chou, 1132.

Ham Mount, identification of Hi-lo moun-

tain with, 16.

Ilchi, see Khotan town.

Ilek, branch of the Tarim, 450, 452, 454.

Ilikul : ruined temples of, 1 155 ;
date of,

ib.
;
canalized river-bed from, to Lap-

chuk, 1156.

illuminated MSS., see Chinese MSS.
‘ Illumination, Announcement of the in

Ch'ien-fo-tung paintings, 853 n. 39.

854, 859, 1034 sq-

image bases, stucco. 488, 1198 sq., 1247.

1262, 1276, 1282. St e also pedestal,

images : stone image at Chalkoide Ziarat

(q-v.), 1302 sq.; stucco groups, 794,

927 sqq. ;
stucco remains, 514; 588 ,

1251; stucco relievo frs., 485 sqq.,

1316; Chinese images at Charchan,

297 sq.

arms: in frescoes, 178, 183, 188;

on painted panels, 174, 1 9

5

?
stucco

relievos, 187, 200, 601, 790, 1173.

1175 ;
wooden, 396, 443.

curls from Buddha head, stucco re-

lievo fr., 1
1 75.

ears, stucco, 179, 183. 1173 - 5 -

faces : on painted “panels, 186, 189 ;

in fresco, 185.

feet: in frescoes, 177, 182
;

on

painted wood, 174; stucco relievo frs.,

486, 1172. 1259, 1271, 1316.

fingers, stucco relieio frs.. 165, 1 7 2
>

175, 186 sq., 601, 1170, 1172.

hands: carved wood, 166, 171, 1189,

1200; stucco mould for, 165, > 9°’

stucco relievo frs., 161, lfiqsq., 167,

172, 181, 184, 186, 189, 194, 6 °i-

789sq., 1169 sq., 1200, 1271 sq., 1316.

hair, see s. v.

heads
:

painted and carved wood,

160, 175, 193; on fresc0’
1 ;

painted panels, 174, 176; stucco re-

lievo fr=., 165, 186, 199, 201, 486.

601, 789, 1173, 1261, 1268, 1281;

colossal, 487.

leg: in fresco, 178; stucco relievo,

485- .

neck, stucco relievo tr.. 1174.

skull, stucco relii-vo fr., 190.

temple and ear, in fresco, 183.

thigh, in fresco, 1 76.

torso, stucco reheio fr., 1176 -

wrist, stucco relievo frs
,
1170, 1172.

See also Bodhisatlva, Buddha,

human figures, statues.

Imam 'All Akbar, Mazar of, 92.

Imam 'Arim, Mazar of, 1254.

Imam Ja'far Sadiq, Mazar of, 212, 214,

241. 245 n. 18, 1254.

Imams, see Four Imams,

imbrications, see designs.

Imkip, locality, 50 sq.

imperial edicts, mentioned in Chin. docs.

9 K
1374
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and inscription-, 647 sq
,
C63. SoS -q ,

816 sq.. 821. 1331 sqq.

implements, wooden, see wooden,

impressment of criminals. 751.

incense-holders
(

:
). 119. 66i, 772.

inch measuies', j tt Chinese mcasmes.

Incliike (or Shahyar) River: ruined

Gnmlas near, 1232, 1234; teriitory

of Chit -It (q . v.) located on. 1236;

cultivation along upper couise. ih.

India, classical names used in, 530.

Indan aichitectural ornament, eaily,

motifs in. 49.

Indian art: influence in Ch'ien-fo-tung
|

pannings 795. 833, 839 848. 853, !

861, 1428 sq.
;

at Faihad-Beg-yailaki,
1

1 2 oo-
;

Indian ascetics, on fiesco, 520, 1194 (?),

I2o8(?).
j

Indian Buddhist travel’er. stt Jinagupta.
;

Indian head, on seal impression. 261.
;

Indian horseshoe arches, see arches.

Indian language (Piakrit) in KharosthI
j

docs., .ret' Piakrit. Sts also Sansknt. !

Indian piinces: repiesentations of, in

Mhan fresco, 518 sq., 525 sq.

Indian Tiimurti, on seal-impression, 230.

Indian type : of face on terra-cotta frag-

ment, 112; of i\ory die, 403, 448;
of drapery on fresco, 185; of Ch'kii-

|

fo-iung Iiuddha am! < ther paintings,
j

793, 860, 862sq., 866 sqq.. 870. 872,
1

880, 882. 887 sq.. 891, 893, 89,3 sq.,

940. Sit also A vTokitesvai a.

‘mdigenousfunctinnaiies’, 732. See/W/.
Indo-Afghan lace, description of type,

1 361.

Indo-Corinthian capital, type of, in wood-
carving, 233. 398, 440, 1198. 1221.

|

Indo-Corinthian column, on terra-cotta,

103.

Indo-European language of Eastern Tur- i

kestan,designated “ Kut liean ’(q.v.),8 14.

Indo-Greek coin fiom Karghalik. 1340, i

E349 - 1

Indo-Ienic column, on painted wood-
!

carving, 1 197, 1216.

Indo-Persian style of column-. 279,
491 sq.

;
of pilasters, 486 sq., 491 sq. I

Indo-Scythian coins, 24, 101, i340sq.,
j

1349 -

Indo-Scythian dominion in the Tarim
Basin, 243.

Indo-Scy thian ruler, on intaglio. 120.

Indo-Scythians, 623 n, 15. See also Ta I

I ush-chih.

Indra, in paintings, 870, 1076. 1078.
Indus gorges, Fa-hsien’s account of, 7 sq.

infants, see children, human figures.

Infernal Judges, in paintings, 866. 943.
95 °, 99 1

1 998, 1035. ic86 sq. ; Pe-
tiucci on, 1 393.

inflated skins : for crossing rivers. 99;
terra-cotta representations of, ib., 142.
See also monkeys, terra-cotta,

ingrain mateiial, 238, 265.

ink, Chinese, 129, 132, 316. Sec also

graphite.

inkpot (?). of courd, 267.

ink-seals: horn, (Mi-an) 465, 480;

wooden, inscribed with Chinese char-..

(Tun-huang) 596, 599, 686, 778, 780,

786—8.

ink-tand. horn, see hern,

inlaw on beads. 302.

inscribed paintings, see Chinese inscrip-

tions. paintings.

inscribed rocks : at Gahirat, 34 : Pakh-

toridbu. 37.-qq.; Chari un, 40sq.: Dia>,

38 ;
Ravin, 39.

inscribed wooden tablets, see tablet-,

inscriptions from Ch'ien-fo-tung: M. Cha-

vannes on, 798 sqq., 1371 sqq.; old-

est inscription (a.d. 698), recording

T'ang tradition about first caves. 798 ;

in-cription of a.d. 775 celebrating Li

T'ai-pm, 799; inscription reproducing

imperial edicts of a d. 851, honouring

Hung-jen, 808 sq., 816 sq , 821,

1331 sq.
;
inscription of a.d. 894 cele-

brating Li of T'ang. Chang I-ch'ao,

&c., 799, 816 sq., 818 n. 13, 839 n. 1 1.

1 333. J33 8
i
inscription of a. d. 1348.

recording foundations attributed to

Sulaiman, 799 sq.
;

inscription of a. d.

13.51, on temple reconstruction, by
Sulaiman. 800 ; rubbings from inset ip-

tion of Ou-yang Hsiin, 918; inscrip-

tion on dado fainting translated by
M. Chavannes. 1333; names Khotan
pirince-s, 933, 1333. See also Biahml,
Chinese inscriptions, inscribed rocks,

sgraffiti. Siiipas, Tibetan inscriptions,

intaglio.-, fiom Yotkan and Khotan, 100.

See a/so seals.

interlacing designs, see designs,

interment, see cemeteries,

inundation: of Su-lo Ho, 5S9, 591.

633 n. 2, 639 ;
abandonment of • Sha-

chou’prob. due to. 608, 614. See also

floods.

Ionic aichitravc, wooden moulding as in,

200.

Iran, designs derived from, in Ch'ien-

fo-tung decorated textiles, 903. .Sic

also fabrics, Sassanian.

Banian, ‘ unknown ’ (so-called North-
Ai van) language : in MSS. from Kha-
dalik, 155, 158, 164; on wooden
tablets fiom Mazar-toghrak, 205 sq.

;

designated ‘Khotanese’ (q. v.), 814,

914, 1289. See also Sogd.an.
Banian art: its influence on art of Tarim

Basin, in wall-paintings, 525, 529 ; on
structural features of shrines. 535.

Iianian auxiliaries
: presence of suggested

bv find of Early Sogdian docs., 652, 752.
Iianian woiship of ‘royal glory’, 874.

See also flames, emblem of.

iron: in Udyana, 14, 20; common
amongst Lou-!an finds, 393.

objects found : armour scale (?), (Ma-

zar-tiigh) 1293 ; arrow-heads, see s. v. :

axe blade, (Tun-huang) 688, 778.
bar (Tun-huang) 786; bolt, (I.ou-kui)

428 ; button (?). (Yotkan) 119; chisel.

see s. v.
; dagger-like tool, (Kara-dong)

1242 sq ; disc, (‘Ming-oi’) 1223; hoe-

blades (Tun-huang) 599. 7 1 1,78 1
.

788:

hook, ( Hei—hui-kuo) 1135 ;
horseshoe.

(Tun-huang) 767 ;
key, (N. of Lop-

nor) 367 ;
knife fr-., see s. v.

;
match-

locks. (Tun-huang) 711, 781; misc.

frs.. (Tun-huang) 567, 569. 634.

768 sq.; nails, or frs.. (Tun-huang)

768; (U ugh-mazar) 1269 ;
nail (?).

point of, 367 (N. of Lop-nSi); nail

extractor, fr.. (Tun-huang) 768; opium

fiipe (?). fr.. (So-yang-ch'eng) 1106;

ore. nodule of, (Charchan) 315 ;
pins,

(Xiya) 256. (Mazar-tagh) 1291 ;
reap-

ing-hook. (Tun-huang) 768; rings, see

s. v,
;

rods. (Lou-Ian) 393. 428-30;
(Tun-huang) 768 sq.

;
skewers. (Tun-

huang) 768 sq.. 775. 788 ; spade.

(Tun-huang) 71 1, 781 ;
spade-blade,

ib.; spear-pomt. (Tun-huang) 712. 784:

spud or skewer, (Nival 249 ;
staples.

(Tun-huang) 768 (?), (‘Ming-oi
)
1222:

sword-blade, two-edged fr.. (Tun-

huang) 645; tools, (Lou-lan) 393.

428-30
;
wedge, (Xan-liu) 630.

' Iron Gates. Defile of’, location. 1228-

irrigation: d.fficulties of. with inadequate

labour, 275. 1243; traces of ancient

irrigation, at So-yang-ch'eng, not:
neglected irrigation. (Shui-i) 625;

(Kuan-tsou) 627; from springs, 1118,

x 138, 1143, 1224 ;
by means of karez

(underground channels), 1155; change

m irrigation methods in Turtan Basm,

1160; irrigation terraces, 1225; irri-

gation of Domoko oasis, 202 sqq., 207,

1246, 1263: of Dandan-oilik, 207 -q. ;

of Chira, 207 , 1264; of Gulakhma,

207 ;
of Achma, 21 1 n. 1, 1246 ;

about

Niya Site, 244 sq.; at Yartungaz Ta i n,

271; at Bilel-konghan, 275; at En-

dere, 286; near Charchan, 301, 303 ;

irrigation of Vash-shahri Site, 309 ;
at

Charkhlik, 312 sq., 47511.16; diffi-

culties of, at Lou-lan, 41 1, 426 sq..

1148; records relating to, in Lou-lan

docs., 41 r, 426; irrigation secured by

liver dams, 422 ;
irrigation at Milan.

475 n. 16 ;
irrigation facilities of 1 un-

huang, 581 sqq.; irrigation of cultivated

areas at Nan-hu, 61 2 sqq., 62 7sq., 742 ;

at An-hsi, 1091 sq.; at Su-chou, 1126:

at Kan-chou, 1131; at Chin-t'a, 11341

at Hand. 1148; near Ara-tam, 1152-'

at Lapchuk, 1155, 1 I 57> at Kara-

dobe, 1158; near Khora Site, 1224;

increased iirigation E. of Yurung-kash

River, 1266; irrigation of Maral-bashi.

13 10 n 2.

water available for : in Charchan

River, 294 sq. ;
in Vash-shahri River,
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309 ;
in Charkhlik River, 331 sqq.,

639; in Tang Ho, 581 sqq., 639; in

Su-lo Ho, 583, 606 ;
north of Shui-i,

626 (Shang-Yen-chia), 626 (Hsia-Yen-

chia), 627 (Kuan-tsou) ; along foot of

Xan-shan, 724; on Tun-huang-An-
hsi route, 1089 ;

in Ch'iao-tzu valley,

1100, iioi n. 6 ;
in Kara-shahr basin,

1179, 1182; abundant and regular

water-supply of Kcrla oasis, 1230;
volume of Konche-darya near Korla,

1230 n. 1.
;
of Ak-su, 1296; at Kelpin,

limited and unchanged, 1304.
Isaac the Armenian, companion of Bene-

dict Goez, 78 sq.

Ishka-him, Chinese Sai-chut-shen, 6s, 62.

Ishtragh, see Sad Ishtragh.

Iddata (Skr. Rsidatla), Kharosthl name
for Vessantara, 531.

Islam, adopted by rulers of Gilgit, 28 n. 1 4.

Islam Akhun, villager from Xiya, 214,
222 sq., 237.

Islam Akhun, Khotan MSS. forger, 223.
Islamal ad, oasis of, 1279 1

population of,

ib.
;

finds obtained at, ib., 1283.
Ismail, hunter from Tatran, 304.
’idayovpos, see Agror.
ivory : bead, see s. v.

;
die, (Lou-lan) 403,

448 ;
painted L., (Tun-huang) 688,

779; rods, (Lou-lan) 446 sq.

jabgu, Turkish princely title, 415 n. 5;
Chinese hsi-hou

( *yap-hoit ), ib.

jade: in Pakhpu hills, 90; Maico Polo’s

probable references to, 299 ;
Chinese

>'«, 726; jade trade referred to by
G( $z, 564 ;

jade objects found
: (Yot-

kan) 100, 103, ii7sq., 120; (Niva)

247 5
(N. of Lop-r.or) 357 - 3^ 7 . 45 1 !

(Lou-lan) 393, 431; (Tun-huang)

79°i (Mazar-iagh) 1294. See also

beads, birds, monkevs, pendants, rings.

Jade Gate (‘barrier’), see Fii-men (Juan).
Jahan-sai River, 319, 346, 475 n

, 476.
Jaipal, Shahi, mistaken association with

Pakhtoildinl inscription, 39.
Jamada, ‘Tati’, revisited, 1266.
Jangal-bagh, ‘ Tati ’ at, 90.
Jam Beg Khan, silver coin of, from

‘ Tati ’ N. of Tumshuk, 1348,1350.
Janus head, bronze, 100, 119.
Japanese Buddhist art, relations of, with
Ch ien-fo-tung paintings, 883, I42gsq.

jasper : mentioned by Marco Polo in

‘Pein’ and Charchan, ior n. 7, 299,
357 n - 6 ; objects found: (X. of Lop-
nor

) 356-8, 363-8, 451 ;
(Lou-lan)

393 ’ 428, 430, 432, 440. See a/so

arrow-heads.

jasta, see gyasta.

Jasvant Singh, Katoch, 392, 476 sq.

Jataka scenes in Ch'ien-fo-tung paintings
and frescoes, 795, 847 sq., 886, 929,
93°> 93 2

’ 95 1 - &c., passim. See also

Buddha, Dipankara, Vessantara.
jaudana pattern, see designs.

Javanese art, scenes from life of Gautama
Buddha in, 855.

Jayavarman, see Jlvarman, Raja.

Jen-cKcng (mod. Chi-ning chou), kingdom
of, in Chinese silk record, 373 sq

, 701.

Jen Wen, Chinese military chief, his ex-

pedition against Lou-lan, 779, 340.
jewel ornament, see design.-,

jewellery, gold, from Yotkan, 100.

jewels, method of counting recorded in

Tibetan docs., 1465.

Jhopu, hamlet in Mastuj, 49.

jl.ula. (rope bridge), 56 n.

Jigda, or Eleagnus trees, dead, 131. 135,

199, 241, 280. 404, 1103. 1250; fr.

of j. wood, 267 sq.; caned pieces,

283.

Jigda-kuduk, • Tati ’, 211.

Jigda-sala, lakelet, 1233.

jigdalik-dghil, shepherd station, 455.

Jinagupta. Indian Buddhist traveller:

mentions legend of Arhats, 89 ;
his

route by Charkhlik, 323 m
Jitugha Amguvaka, King, 232.

Jitughavasmana devaputra,King, 23S.

Jlva. physician of Ajausatru. in paintings.

949 . 1077 -

Jiva Pala, Raja, erroneously read inscr.

name, 39.

Jlvarman, Raja: named in Pakhtoiidl::!

and Chan un rock-inscriptions, 39 sqq.;

Skr. form Jayavarman, ib.

Jiya: descriptive list of objects from, 1 26 ;

desert sites to the north of, 127 sqq.

;

Chinese coins said to have been found

near, 102, 1342.

Jizo, Japanese form of Ksitigarblia, 864
n. 16, 865.

Jo Ch'iang. nomadic tribe, 296, 777. 623 ;

in Wti lio, 418, 618; in Ch'un Han
shu, 622.

Johnson, Mr.
J. de M., help given by, xx.

Johnson, W.
J.,

traveller: search for bis

Vangi-dasvan, 1325; his route fiom

Ladak to Khotan, ib.

Joyck, Mr. T. A., help of, xx, 26 ; on

hillmen of Pakhpu, 87; on wooden fne-

sticks, 233, 380 ;
on bird-arrows, 401,

444 ; on game trap, 782 ;
Notes on

physical anthropology of Chinese

Turkestan and the Pamirs, 1351-89.

JughSr, village, remains near, 36.

Jumbe-kum, site N. of Khotan. 130.

Jung-lii, territoiy ;
location of, 7727 ;

in

Han Annals, 330, 1323.

juniper forest, in MaS’.ui, 51.

juniper wood : near Kiz-kurghan ruins,

74, 75 n. 7 ;
used in wall construction,

75 -

Jurjan, ste Charchan.

K.S. = Kara-sai, q. v.

K.Y. = Kara-yantak, q. v.

Ka. = Ivara-dong, q. v.

Kabul, location of Chi-fin in region of,

19, 877 n. 6.

Kabul River, early designations of, 2 n. 2.
‘ Kafir-daur ’ period ot China] history.

33 . 35 -

Kafiris'an, see She-mi.
Kafirs, people of Kafiristan, 27; anthropo-

metric records of 1352 sqq.

k'ai (‘ open ’), on MS.-ro.l cover, soyo.

K'ai-feng Fu, city, Chinese MS. fr. of
itinerary from, 9 1 8.

K'ai-yiian period, see Chinese coins,

sgraffito.

Ivaka-jade, peaks, 1301 ;
their fantastic

forms, 1302 ; legends of, 1301.
Kakemonos, Ch'ien-fo-tung paintings in

form of, 843, 861, 867, 874, 876,

968, 977, 1012, 1059, ioSi sq.

Kakmak-chash, see Yangi-su.

kak (natural rock cisterns), water-supply
from, 708, 1302 sq., 1306.

Kala-i-Kaka (near Ishtragh), remains of
foit of, 66.

Kalaghak-dong, mound near Charchan,

r
3°i-

Kalam, locality. 24.
‘ Kalamdar ’, man-eating demon, or ‘Deo’,

legend of, 39.
Kalasha, Kafir dialect, spoken in Chitial.

-

2 7 -

Kalhana, legends of miraculous springs

related by, 1090 n. 4.

Kalika, disciple of Buddha
:

painting of,

891, 993, 1472; named in Tibetan
inscription, 1472.

Kalka, Mazar, mod. watch-station near,

1228.

Kalmaks, Mongol tribe, also known as

Eleuths or Zungars, 288 n. 6 ; element
in Lophk population, 335 ; threaten

Chia-yii kuan, 1123; Muhammadan
name for Mongols in Kara-shahr dis-

trict, 1180. See aho Dzungars.

Kalyanamkaia and i'apamkara, legend of,

in Ch'ien-fo-tung paintings, 888, 1042,

1058, 1335.
‘ kamarband find of silk. 537.
Kamsadesiydr/iadvydkarana, Tibetan MS.

fr. of, 1471.

Kamul, see Hami.
Kan-cliou : Han Chang-yi, q. v.

;
Goez’s

Cancel/, 1126 n. 25; Marco Polo's

Campiihu, 1132; soldiers from, 750,

751 n.49; ravaged by Hsiung-nu, 731 ;

Ming wall from Su-chou to, 1121;

irrigation of, 1131; geographical ad-

vantages and central position of. ib.
;

route to Hsi-ning, ib.
;
ab-ence of anc.

remains, 1132; icl Is at, mentioned by

Marco Polo anil others, 1132 ;
Ta-fo-

ssu temple, 1132.

Kan-chou River (Hui Ho), 1131 ; head-

waters of, 1128.

Kan-cKiian (• sweet spring '), name of

Tang Ho in Tun-huang lu, 620.

Kan-su, province, 242, 246, 31 1,

336, 407, 409: W. highway ot, 580 ;

indigenous population left on NW.

9 K 2
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border, 752; secreti .eness of K.

people, 1134.

Kan-su, 'Western, Marco Polo’s Tangul,

561, 797. See also Ho-hsi.

K'ang, king of So-ch'e (Yarkand), 83.

K'ang-chii (Samarkand), embassy from,

408.

K'ang-fu, town, mentioned on silk stiip,

701.

K'ang-hsi, Emperor. Chinese forward

policy under, 1118, 1123; confronts

Dzungars, 1138, 1149.

K'ang Yen-tien. Sogdian chief, 306 n. 5
a

,

I33i-

Kani-ka, Indo-Scythian Emperor: his

Stupa at Peshawar, 38, 128 n. 4; coins

of, from Yotkan. 101, 1340 sq., 1349 ;

chronology of his reign, 243 n. 10.

Kankal, settlement, 1265.

Kankhun-kuch, locality. 51.

Kansir, ancient fort near Sarhad, 68 sq.

Kanthaka, Buddha's steed, in paintings,

854 n. 44, 856. 858, 953, 1007. 1023,
1031 sq., 1051. 1064 sq., 1085; in

Yiin-kang relievos, 858 nn. 68, 70 ;
in

Gandhara sculptures, 858.

Kao-ch'ang. anc. capital of Turfan, 337
n. 14, 412 n. 20,418 ;

Turkish Qochu,

473; its ruins at Kara-khoja (q. v.),

ib. ; loute to, in Wei lio, 705.
Kao Chii-hui, member of Kao-tsu’s mis-

sion to Khotan (a.d. 938-42), 320,

817, 1092 ;
on Hui-ho (Uigurs) and

Little Yiieh-chih. 1129; records tradi-

tion of Chung-} tin tribe, 1130.
Kao Hsien-chih, Chinese general, 7

;

route past Mastuj, 18; victory and
defeat. 19 ;

in Yasin (P'o-lii). 28 sq.
;

conquers kingdom of Chieh-shih, 30 ;

in Chitral, 32; expedition across Darkot
Pass to Yasin and Gilgit, 52 sqq.

;

march across Pamirs, 53 ;
defeats

Tibetans at Lien-} tin (q. v.), 53-5;
loutes followed. 54, 56 ; his great

difficulties. 54 n. 4 : arrives at Mount
T'an-chii, occupies A-nu-i iieh, and
destroys bridge over So-yi River, 56 ;

his successful ruse, 58 ; results of ex-
pedition, 59.

lao shift, type of arrow. jj8.
Kao-t'ai. town, Hajl Muhammad’s Gauta.

1133 n. 10; Su-chou high road at,

ir 33 -

Kao-t'ou, Wu-k'ung at, 19.

lvao-tsu. first T'ang emperor. 84. Su
also Chinese coins.

Kao-tsung, T'ang emperor, changes name
of ancient Chii-mo, 299. 1331.

Kao-icang
,
watch-post or military com-

pany of Limes, 596, 598. 7470.27.
750 n. 40.

Kapil, locality. 2 1 9.

Kapak-askan. locality, 245.
Kapak-astc, Mazar of, 1320.
Kapilava-tu, palace of, in paintings, stt i

Buddha, legendary life of.
;

Kapisa (Chia-pi-shih), kingdom of. 878 ;

name rendered by Chinese Chi-pin,

877 n. 6 ;
location, ib.

Kara-dobe, tract. 1135; irrigation of,

1156, 1158; cultivation of, tb.

Kara-dong, ruined site, 1240 sqq.; Chinese

coins from, 1242, 1346; other finds,

1243 sq.

Kara-kash River, xxii, 93, 95 ;
confluence

with Yurung-kash, 1284; E. head-

waters of, 1325. See also Khotan River.

Kara-kash town, route to Khotan from,

-
93 -

Kara-khoja (anc. Kao-ch'ang, q. v.), Tur-

fan capital of T'ang and Uigur times,

1167; statuette from, 1176.

Iv.ira-khoto, site finds of glazed pottery at,

r
1105.

Kara-kir Yar, stream, 211.

Kara-kizil, locality, 1178.

Kara-kol-nor, conduit and colony, 1310
n. 2.

Kara-koram Pass, crossed in litter, 1326.

Kara-koshun marshes, 328, 351, 359;
route to Tun-huang near, 549.

Kara-kum, see Konche.
Kara-muran River, see Wu-che.

Kara-sai : temple site near, 1273; Chinese
coin from, 1273, 1347; other finds,

1273, 1280 sq.; plaster of Paris from,

analysed, 1391 ;
population and culti-

vation statistics of, 13190. 2.

Kara-shahr district: mentioned in Niya
Site tablet, 329 ;

in Lou-lan records,

412; identified with Fa-hsien’s Wu-i
(Woo-e), 324. 1 1 8 1 ;

Hsiian-tsang’s

A-cKi-ni
, 1178, 1 1 8 1 ;

T'ang Hsin-
ch'eng located at mod. town of, 1178;
K. as Yen-ch'i (q. v.), in Han and Chin
Annals, 1180; in T'ang Annals, it 81 ;

Wu-ch'i of Wu-k'ung and others. 1181
n. 14 ;

subjection of, 84, 298, 331 ;
Hun

raids from, 337 sq., 1227; ‘Slaves’

Protector-General’ at, 3380 15; king
of, 329, 409, 1330; distance from
Charkhlik, 324 ;

importance of geo-

graphical position, 331 n. 11; position

of ancient capital, 1176, uSzsq.; his-

torical topography, ii77sqq.; route to,

from Turfan, 1177; in T'ang Annals, ib.]

glass-making as a local industry, 1
1 9 1

.

climate of, 1 179.

population of : mixed, 1
1 79 ;

scarcity of, 1182; numbers in Han
times, 1231, 1297.

water-supply, 1182.

Kara-shahr basin : geographical character

of. 1178; great lake of, 1179; ex-

posure to nomad attacks, 1 1 80.

Kara-shahr, defile below, Che hu of

Chin shu, 1228.

kara-su, black water ’, water from springs,

90, 204, 273, 475 n. 16, 612, 614,

1148, 1246, 1263. See also ak-stt.

Kara-teke, hill range near Uch-Turfan,

1300.

Kara-yantak : ruin of Buddhist shrine at,

207, 1262; abandoned settlement of,

207; chronology of site, 1262; re-

semblances of, to Khadalik and Mazar-
toghrak, ib.

;
fresco and relievo fis.

fuund, 1262, 1267 sqq.; Chinese coin

from, 1262, 1346; Khotanese MS.fr.

fiom, 1456. See also decorative motifs.

Karanghu-tagh, mountain track, 1325;
anthropometric records of, 1352 sqq.

Karaul (‘ watch-station ’), identical with

Chia-yii kaan (q. v.), 1 1 24 sq.

kdrez (underground irrigation channels) :

at Sumkagho, 1155; in Turfan basin,

1160.

Karghalik : Hsiian-tsang’s Che-chii-chia.

8g ;
Chu-chti-po and Chu-chti-pan of

T'ang Annals and Sung Ytin's itinerary,

85, 87; K. in Hou Han shu, 86 ;

Hsi-yeh identified with, ib. ;
coins

acquired at, 1340, 1349; route to,

from Yarkand, 84. See also Tzu-ho.

Karkat, or Kharkal hamlet, 69.

Karlik-tagh, mountains, irrigation of Hami
derived from, 1 148.

Karluks, Turkish tribe, 474.
lvarmavaca, Skr. MS. containing, 1450.

Karmukchi, village, irrigation of, 1152.

Karo-la, pass, Tibetan strategy on, 68.

Karwan-balasi (‘ the son of the caravan

[-leaderj ’), ruin of, 70 sqq .

;

resem-

blance to Thol Stupa, 70 ;
Muham-

madan interpretation of ruin, 71 ;

identified with ‘hall (or chapel) of the

red Buddha ’, 54 n. 3, 72.

Kashgar : Chinese Chieh-ch'a, 5 ;
also

named Ch'i-sha, Chta-shth, Ch'ia-sha,

31 ;
Goez’s Cascar, 78 ;

Hsiian-

tsang’s routes to K., 72 sqq., 76

;

route to, from Tash-kurgban, 76;

Chilan-Kashgar route, 1307 sq. ;
stay

at, 80; K. mentioned in Niya Site

tablet, 329. See also Su-le.

Kashgar River: old terminal branch

known as Gore-akin, 1308 sq. ;
ter-

mination of, 1310. See also ‘River of

the North’.

Kashkar (Chitral): rendered by Chinese

Chieh-shih, 31. See Chitral.

Kashkar-Bala, or Mastuj, 43 sqq.

Kasim, Khotan guide, 129, 132.

Kasim Akhun, of Islamabad, 1279 sq.

Kasmlr, Ptolemy’s name Kaspeira (pron.

Kaspira), 5 n. 13 ;
as Ku-shih-mi, 29.

Kaspeira, see Kasmlr.
Kasyapa, disciple of Buddha: in em-

broidery picture, 895, 984; stucco

sculpture of, 928; named inMS.fr.,

„
J 439 -

Katak, local name (?), 320, 4540.10;
prob. etymology, 3200.12. See also

Ketek, Kotek-shahrl.

Katgala, locality, 4.

katora, on painted panel, 200.

Katur, ruling family of Chitral, 28, 33,

42 n. 2.
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Kausaki-prajha-paramita
, Skr. MS.fr. of,

1449.

Katasb, Khotan canton, statistics of popu-

lation and cultivation of, 1319 n. 2.

Kaz-ata, legendary hero recognized in

rock pinnacle, 1302. See Kuwaghiz.
Keen-loo, capital of Ch'ii-le (q.v.), 1323.
Kelly, Col., fight o (

,
at Nisar-gol, 46.

Kelpin, oasis, 1304; water-supply limited

and unchanged, 1304 sq.
;

extension

of cultivated area, 1304; population

markedly unlike Kirghiz, 1304n.fi;
their evil reputation, 1304 ;

anthro-

pometric records of, 1352 sqq.
;
phy-

sical conditions near K., 708 ;
route

to K. from Uch-Turfan, 1302, 1304;
ruined sites adjoining K., 1305 ; desert

S. of K., 1306
;
antiques acquired at

K., 1306, 1313; Chinese coins pur-

chased, 1306 sqq., 1347.
hemer, vaulted rooms, in Turfan, 1x61.
Kenk, wrong form of Ketek (q. v.),

219 n. 12.

Kexyox, Sir Frederic, Director of British

Museum, help given by, xx.

Keriya, district, 211, 1263; anthropo-
metric records of, 1352 sqq.

Keriya River, 241, 245; line of Dawans
parallel to old bed of, 1239 sq.

; N.
end of dead delta, 1240; signs of
human occupation, ib.

;
possibility of

route to Tarim R., ib.
;
changes in

river-bed, 1242; course above Yoghan-
kum, 1245.

Ketek : name applied to old sites in

Tarim Basin, 219 n. 12. See a/so

Katak, Kotek-shahri.

Ketek-sher, see Kotek-shahri.
hetmans, Turkestan hoes, 41 1, 608.
key pattern, see designs,

ketsj iron, (N. ofLop-nor) 367 ;
wooden,

(Khadalik) 186, 191, 193, 195; (Mazar-
toghrak) 205, 209; (Miran) 466,

477 s q-, 480; (Yar-khoto) 1 168, 1175;
(Farhad-Beg-yailaki) 1256, 1260;
(Mazar-tagh) 1286, 1288, 1292 sq.,

I2 9

5

- See also locks.
Kha. = Khadalik, q. v.

Khadalik
: shrines of, 154 sqq.; first

finds due to Mullah Khwaja, 154;
description of site and remains, 155-
62 ; comparison with Dandan-oi'ik
and Niva, 155 sq., 159, 160-2, 164-7;
"idi Rawak and Ak-teiek, 164 (see

tf/j-oCh'ien-fo-tung); with Kara-yantak,
1262; account of antiques, 163-7;
Descriptive List, 167 sqq.; MSS. found,

*54 ^q., 158-61, 163 sq., 1432 sqq.
{see also Pothls, tablets); Tibetan re-
cords prove Tibetan occupation, 162;
mural paintings and plaster analysed,
* 39° sq.

; Chinese coins found at,

I 59 i_ 1543, r 349 sq.
;
abandonment

of K., 15^, 491 ; of settlements near,
J 99 sq.

; minor ruins near, 196 sqq.

;

tamarisk cones near, 198 scj^.; limitation

of explorations around, 200 ;
final de-

struction of ruined shrines by irrigation,

ib.
;

reclamation of land near, 1267.

See also decorative motifs, Stupas.

Khaidu-gol, river, feeds Kara-shahr lake,

1179.
Khaidu-gol valley, belts of cultivation in,

1224.

Khairullah, Chitral ruler, 33, 51 ;
iden-

tical with Shah Khairullah, Badshah, 33.
Khakan-shahri (Tumshuk), pottery fr.

found at, 1315.
Khakanning - shahri, Stupa ruin and

ruined forts of, 8 1 sq. Act' also Stupas.

Khalche, hamlet, 94.

Khalpat, new oasis, 1265.
1 kham ’, rough cotton material, 167,

170, 172.

Khamil, see Hami.
Khanambal, sie Anambar.
Khandut, remains of ancient fort near,

64 ;
name spelt Kundut by Wood,

64 n. 23. See also Hun-l'o-to, Sad
Khandut, Zamr-i-arish-parast.

Khara-nor, lake, 564 n. 16; erron. be-

lieved to be termination of Su-lo Ho,

576; ruined towers by, ib. ;
section of

Tun-huang Limes near, 663, 717 sqq.

;

volume of outflow from, 719.

Kharkal, see Karkat.

KharosthI documents : decipherment of

Niya docs., 231 sqq.; language, 243;
contents of Lou-lan docs., 413 sqq.;

language same as in Niya docs.,

414 ;
personal names, ib., 415; datesin

regnal years, 414 ;
Kroraina (q.v.) in,

414-16 ;
method of folding. 671.

clay seals of, (Niya) 216, 229 sqq.

leather documents: (Niya) 218, 250,

278, 3 s 3 i
(Endere) 278. 2 9 J -

paper documents :
(Lou-lan) 242,

37 2
- 383. 4° 2

, 433 ; 43 6 - 439 , 446 -

silk document: (Limes), 677, 777.

wooden tablets: (Niya) 213, 2 16 sqq.,

221, 222, 224 sqq., 234 sq., 237 sqq.,

242. 247 sqq., 252 sqq., 296, 297m 19,

329, 659; (Endere) 270, 276-8, 290,

291 ;
(Lou-lan) 371 sq., 375, 377-8°,

383, 385 sq-, 400_2 , 433 659 ;

(Mazar-tagh) 1 289, 1 294. Seta/so Lou-

lan Site, Niya Site; tablets, wooden.

KharosthI inscriptions : on cella frescoes,

(Miran) 516, 518 sq
, 521, 529 sqq.

;

on silk banner, (Miran) 495 sq. ;
on

wall-plaster, (Tarishlak) 1279.
‘ khats’, writings : from Khadalik, i54sq.;

from Mazar-toghrak, 205.

Khitai-dawan, pass of, 1325.

Khitai-oilik (‘Chinese dwellings’), re-

mains at, 1280; pottery from, 1283.

ATib: terrain Chitral local names, 43;
name KhoivJr (Chitra-I language)

derived from it, ib. See also Chu-wei,

Kuhob.

Kho, valley, fertility of, 43.

Khora range, signal-stations along, 1227.

KhSra site : ruins of Buddhist shrines

at, 1224 sq. ;
living quarters, 1225;

remain-, of carved and painted wood,
1225, 1229; Skr. and Kuchean MSS.
from, 1224. 1448; other finds, 1224 sq.,

1228 sq.

cultivation below, 1224; destruc-

tion by fire and water, 1225 ;
ruined

Stupa mound, ib.; remains of defensive

position, 1226; former agricultural

settlement, ib.

Khot. = Khotan, q.v.

Khotan oasis : KharosthI Khotana, 296 ;

|

Yii-ticn its ancient designation, 293,
328 sq., 344 n. 26; Ho-tien its present

Chinese name, 344 n. 26 ; embassies to

China from, 320, 560 ;
links between

Tun-huang and Khotan Buddhism,
815 sq.

;
legends ofrat-headed divinity

and ‘silk princess’ referred to, 165,

1277 sq.
;

princess of Khotan in

ChTen - fo - tung fresco, 933, 1333;
Tibetan MS.fr. of legendary religious

history of K., 1471.

population : in Former Han Annals,

335 ;
Indian element in local popula-

tion, 243; statistics relating to Khotan,

1319 n. 2 ;
anthropometric records,

135 2 sqq-

old sites within oasis, 93 sqq.; ruined

sites E. and N. of. 1245 fcqq- >
temple

remains N. of, 1272 sqq.; oasis pre-

viously extended further N. than at

present, 1279.
rouies : from Kok-yar to K., 90 ;

from Kara-kash town to, 93 ;
po-tal

stations between Khotan and Ak-su,

12S4; route from Maral-bashi to K.,

1312; Sha-chou-Khotan itinerary in

T'ang - shu

.

298 sq., 306. 320 sq.,

327, 342 sq., 620 sqq.; translated by
M. Chavannes, 1330 ;

route used after

T'ang times. 320.

Khotan River, united bed of Yurung-
kash and Kara-kadi : volume of water

in, 1284; route along, ib.
;

delta of,

1 296.

Khotan town (Ilchi)
:

potteiy from. 98,
1 20 sqq.: coins purchased at : Chinese,

Sino-Kharosthi, Muhammadan, and
mod. Yarkand, 102, 1341 sq., i349sq.;

antiques acquired at, 120 sqq.
;
popu-

lation and cultivation statistics of K.,

1319 n. 2; reasons for return to,

1238 ;
packing of antiques at, 1317.

Ste also Yotkan.

Khotana
,
KharosthI form of Khotan, 296.

‘Khotanese’: term applied to language

previously designated ‘ Unknown Lan-

guage II ’, ‘ North Aryan ‘ Eastern

Turkestan!’, ‘Eastern Iranian’, 814,

914; Khotanese MSS. at Ch'ien-fo-

tung indicate connexion between Tun-
huang and Khotan Buddhism, 815 sq.

coins, sic Sino-Kharosthl.

documents, inscriptions, &c., in

:
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(Kbadalik) 155. 1-8, 163 sq..

1443 sqq. : (Mazar-toghrak) 205 sq.,

1447; (Milan) 489, 1448; (Ch'ien-

fo-tung) 810 sq., 814 sq., 913 sqq.,

1448‘qq. ; (Farha-'-Beg-yailaki) 1247,

1455 sq ;
(Kara-yantak', 1456;

(Mazar-:agh) 1289, 1456 sqq.; Pothls,

Sio, 815, 914 sq., 1443 sqq rolls,

815. 914 sq., 1448 sqq.; wntten on
rev. of Chinese texts, 914; relatively

late date, 915 n. 13 ;
written in Cur-

sive Gupta, 915 ;
alphabetic tables and

writing exeicises, 815, 915, 1448 sqq.

;

inscr. banner, 903 n. 9, 1012.
rKhov, see Kh~\ Kuhob.
Khowar (Chitrali language), 27; name

deiived from term A’h~>, 43.
Khuastuan/t

,
Turkish Manichaean MS.

of, 819, 922
Khush-amad, Shah, ruler in Mastiij, 33.
Khushuakt, family, rulers in Mastuj, &c.,

33 - 4 2 -

• Khwatizm-shah, Ala-ud-dln’, coin of,

purchased at Khotan, 1342, 13,30.
Ki. = Klne-tokmak, q. v.

K'tbhila, name in Kharosthi imcr., 496.
Kichik-hassar ('Little Castle'): ruined

shrines of, 1164; Stupa remains,
1 r 64 sqq.

; Uigur and Tibetan MS.
frs., 1166, 1174; indicate occupation
of site in Uigur period, 1166; other
finds, 1165 sq., 1171-4.

Kighillik (• dung-heap ’), site near Ak-
sipil, 131.

Kighillik, ‘Tati’ near Khadalik, 196;
Chinese coins found at, 1343.

Kik-tal ti ee, bark strip r f, inscr.. 276, 291.
Kila Panja, chief place of Wakhan, 65.
Kilian, oasis. 90.

kilt, on painted panel, 183.
Kimnari-hke figure. stucco relief fr.. raSr.
Ivin-kang-\ aksha, foim of Vajrapani in

painting, 1414.
Kin-hue, Grenard's spelling of Ching-

chiieh
, 219 n.

Kine-tokmak : remains of, 130 sq.; relics

from, recall those from Kighillik Site,

131 ; ruined dwellings N. of ib. ;
traces

of anc. occupation near, ib.\ coins.
&c., found at, 131 sqq., 1342 ; acquired
from, 133, 1342.

kingri woik. in wood-carving, 234.
Kings, the Twelve, in painting. 1054.
Kingsmii i„ Mr. T. W., identifies Chli-mo,

295 n. 1 1.

Kirghiz: employment of, by Chinese for
guaiding out'ving border posts, 653 ;

K. in Lch-lunan, 1300; aritliropo-

metric records of, 1300, 1 352 sqq.

;

raids by, on Ak-su-Kashgar caravan
road, 1304. Sie a/so Dolan, Lopliks.

Kirish site: Loka; ala figures at. 87 1 n.5;
cave-temples at, 1238.

Kiun-tih'a-li (Kundali), name of Vajra-
pani. 1414.

Kiz-kurghan ( tower of the princess )

:

position of ruins, 73; plan and construc-
tion of walls, 74 ; natural strength of

position, 73; comparison with Adh-i-
Samudh, ib.

;
mod. legend of, 73;

identified with rock fastness of H-iian-
tsang’s legend, 75 ; Kiz-kurghan Jilga,

73 , 75 -

Kizil, Lokapala figures at. 871 n. 5.

Kizil-dong, mound, 1239 m 3.

Kizil - jai Mazar, discovery of Uigur
records at, 84.

Kizil-kaghe. cave-temples near. 1238.
Kizil-sangir, see Singer.

Klaproth, J. H., on territory of 'Bolor’,

33 -

knife, represented: on seal impression,

262; in terra-cotta, 106. See also

flay ing-knife.

knife frs. found: iron, (Lou-lan) 401,

4451 (Miran) 480; (Mazar- agh) 1294.
‘ knife-blades ', see bronze, chert, jasper,

knife-handles: bone, (Endere) 279, 291;
bronze, ( Yar-khoto) 1 168, 1 175 ; horn,
(Lou-lan) 401, 445; (Farhad-Beg-
yailak) 1256; wooden, (Xiya) 235,
2 3

5

' 2 6,5; (Mazar-tagh) 1292.
knife-sheath fr., wooden, (Lou-lan) 404,

447 J (Tun-huang) 688, 780. See also

daggei -sheaths.

knobs: painted wooden, stoppers (?),

59 2
, 774 -Q-, 7 ® 1 &q-, 786 sq. See also

staves.

Knoll vs, Captain E., supplies list of
archaeological remains in Chitral, 34.

AV/Uw-.M, Chinese name forSaiikol, 61.
Ko-ta-ching, locality, 603.
K««- (Kubl.a), Kabul River, 2 n. 2.

Kochkar-oghil, shepherd-station, 1243.
Koh-i-Mor (or Mohr), peak, erroneous

identification with ‘Mount Meroa ’,

r
3 n- 3 -

Kohistanls, racial origin of, 24.
Kohmarl hil! : Hsiian-tsang’s ‘ Mount

Gosrnga" (‘Cow’s horn
), 95, 1267; the

‘ Goslrsa (‘Cow's head') of other
accounts, lb.

;
grottoes near, 95 sq.,

1266 sq.
; tenacity of local worship

at, 1131; no traces of Hsiian-tsang's
convent, &e., 1267.

Koilogh-ata, remains of, 83.
Kok-jigda, ‘Tati’, 198 sq.

Kok-jigda-ogliil, shepherd-station, 2S4.
Kok-kum. = Kbk-kum-arish, q. v.

Kok-kum-arish, Tati ’, near Rawak,
129 ; ruined shrine at, 129 sq.; approx,
date of, 130; extent of abandoned
cultivation, ib.

; Chinese coins from,

129,1342; other finds, 132.
Kok-yar, oasis : stay at, 85 ;

account of,

86 ; route to Khotan from, 90 ; anthro-
pometric records of, 1 352 sqq. See
also Hsi-yeh.

Koko-nor, Muza Haidar’s Kuk IVaur,
1241 n. 9.

Konche (Kara-kum), Chinese endeavours
at colonization of, 1231.

Konche-darva, 407; anc. route to, 343 ;

anc. watch-toweis near, lb.
;

old ter-

minal course now known as Kuruk-
darya, 341 sq., 345 ; Han posts along,

730; K. near Koiia, 1230, and its

volume, ib. 11. r
; agricultural settle-

ments near, 1231.

Kune-darya\ old bed of Yurung-kash R..

127; of Endere R., 275 ;
of Charchan

R., 302.

Kone-karaul, group of mins at Ara-tam,
1152.

Kone-brang site, near Mazar-toghrak,
206.

‘ Kone-shahr ruins known as, 154,
271 sq., 588, 1232; ‘Tali' of K., near

Charchan, 301 ;
term applied to ruins

generally, 717.
Kone-tamlik : ruined enclosures of, 305 ;

old Muhammadan cemetery, ib.
;
pos-

sibly identical with remains described
by Dr. Hedin, 305 n. 3 ;

evidence of

agricultural settlement at, 306.
Kong-tai, ruined watch-tower of, 1301.
Koxovv, Prof. Sten : helps Dr. HoeinlA

xvii
;
names 1 Khotanese ’ language,

814.914.
Kunsasmoma, demon, legend of, 96.
Koosht, see Kusht.
Kophen (Kophes), Kabul River, 2 n. 2.

Korgach, locality, 284; remains ol old

water-mill near, 283.
Korla oasis : identified with Han Wei-hsu

(q. v.), i230sq.
; abundance of water

and land at, 1230; extent of popula-

tion, i230sq.
; anthropometric records

of, 1352 sqq.
;

restricted development
due to nomadic Mongols, 1230; K.
unimportant also in anc. times, 1230;
included in Kara-shahr hsien, 1232;
defile of river diaining Baghrash Lake
near, 1227; identified with defile

of ‘Iron Gates’, 1228; military

colonies established by Wu-ti near,

1227; early route fiom Lou-lan to, 1227;
local reports of, and search for, ruined

town in desert near, 1232 sqq.;
‘ old towns ’ near, 1232.

Iyornemann, Prof. E., on Roman Limes
lines, 718 n. 2, 725 n. 12, 729 n. 29.

r
743 n- it-

Koriiklik-akin, branch ofYaikand River,

1296 n. 1.

Korum-boguz, gorge, 1304 sq.

Kosh-kuduk, locality, 554 n. 7.

Ko.-he-langza, locality, 350.
Koshlash (‘Junction’ of Yuiung-kash and

Kara-kash RR.), 1 Langar of, 1284.
kbshu, rope netting, 226.
Koshiin-kor, spur, traces of old cultiva-

tion near, 73.
Kotal, or Pass of Palpi Sang, riff Baroghil.

Kotal-kash Glacier. 32.

Kotek-shahri (Roborovsky 's ‘ Kctek-
sher

'), 434; etymology of, 4540.10.
Si e also K.uak, Ketek.
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Koteklik-koh lagoon, 432.

Koyagh-ketme, ‘ Tati 303.

Koyo Glacier, 52.

Koyumal, site ok 314 n. 9.

Kozlofk, Col. P. K. : surveys route from

Tikkenlik to Singer, 334 n. 7 ;
surveys

Lop desert route, 563. Ste Roborov-

sky.

Kroraimna
,
see Kroraina.

Kroraina (Krorayma
,
Kroraimna ), in

Kharostht records 414.417: identified

with Lou-Ian Site, 415; possibly-

transcribed as Lou-Ian
, 415 sq.

Krorayina, see Kroraina.

Ksitigarbha, Bodhisattva : fig. of(?), in

fresco, 169.

in paintings, 863 n. 11. 8630. 14,

864sq„ 882, 888 n. 31, 932, 954,

962, 1008, 1021, 1028, 1044. 1050,

1393; his ‘Mandilas', 866, 1409.

1 41 1, i42 2sq.; as Patron of Travellers,

Lord of the Six Gati. or Protector

of Souls in Hell, 866, 886, 943, 955.

981.991. 997. 1010, 1035, 1076, 1083.

1085^. ;
as monk, 962, 1008, 1021,

1028. 1044. 1076.

iu, term denoting type ofChinese writing

tablet, 767 n. g\
Ku. = Kum-bagh, q. v.

Ku-ch'eng-tzu, see Guchen.
Ku K'ai-chih, Chinese painter, 849 n. iS,

r
851 n. 24.

Ku-lang-na, see Ivuran.

Ku-mo ( Ak-su, q. v.), 7.297.

Ku-shih , see Turfan.

Ku-shih-mi
,
see Kasmlr.

K'u-shui, road-station, 1143.

Ku-tung-fan (‘ [the place] to search for

old things ),
- Tati' near Nan-hu, q. v.

Kua-chou (‘ City of melons '. mod. An-

hsi): anc. oasis. logo
;
area covered by,

ib.
;
destroyed by Tungans, 1091 ;

im-

portmce of its position. 1093; h' s~

torical connexion with Tun-huang,

1092 ;
irrigated by Su-lo Ho, ib.

;

historical topography of, in Hsiian-

tsang’s Lfe, 1097 sqq. ;
Hsii.m-tsang

at, 114211.4*; his journey from, to

I-wu (Hami, q. v.), 1097 sq., 1143 sqq 1

Kao Chii-hui's account of, 817. See

also An-hs :
.

Kua-chou-cli'eng, abandoned town of,

log1
; marks approx, site of T'ang

Kua-chou, 1098.
Kua-chou-k'ou, locality of Kua-chou

oasis, 1089.
K'ua-lii, king of the T'u-yu-hun, 298.

kuan (‘barrier’ or ‘pass'), 6Sp : see

Chia-yii kuan
,
Kang kuan, Yii-men

kuan.

Kuan-ihi. locality on L'mes, 660, 6So ;

location, 668. 670. See a'so Hsicn-

ming
, Kuang-hsin, Tang-ku.

Kuan-tsou : deserted settlement. 626 sq.;

last ruins of, 627 ;
Chinese coins from,

627, 1345; other finds, 63 1.

Kuan-yin (Kwannon) : Chinese designa-

tion of Avalokitesvara (q. v.).

Kuang, king of Shan-shan. 330.

Kuang-cliang. military company, men-
tioned in Limes doc.. 648. 649 n. 13.

744 -

Kuang-chi. watch-station. 734.
Kuang-hsin, military company, mentioned

in Lime' docs.. 670. 747 n. 27; ‘of

Kuan-chi 670; of Yii-men ib.

Kuang Hsii. Emperor : ten-cash pieces

of, 1345. Ste also Chinese coins.

Kuang-. e, king of Khotan. 83. 330.

Kuang-ieu. watch - po-t mentioned in

Limes doc.. 649. 649 n. 13 ;
possible

location at T. v. 649.

Kuang Wu-ti. Emperor, adopts regnal

title Chien Wu. 594. -See also Chinese

coins.

Kuhera. god of riches : on clay seal from

Nh a. 231; in sculptures of Barbut,

Gandhara, Dandan - oiiik, 870; at- .

tributes of, 870, 875: often represented
j

side by side with HaritI, 1253- See
j

also Vaisravana.

Kubha. sec Kabul R.. Kaai.

Kucha: foimeily called An-hsi. 30.

1091 n. 9; Kao Hsien-chih at. 53;
Cliiu-tzu of Han Annals. 1236 n. 4 :

subjection of. 83. 298, 331 ;
recon-

quest, 84 ;
K. meniioned in Chinese

docs.. 329. 409, 413. 1290; route to.

in Wei Ho. 418; route font Korla to.

through Bugur. 1233; distance to Ak-

su. 1297; importance of K. in antiquity,

1238 ;
population in Han times. 1297 ;

stay at, 1237; sites near. 1238;

Lokapnla figs.. 870.

• Kuchean term app'ied to language

previously designated • Language 1 ’

and identified with ' Tokhaii B’. 814.

915. 1238 ;
inscription in. on painted

wooden panel. 1188, 1201; MSS.
j

found: (Miran) 489. 1448; (\ar-

khoio) 1167. 1448; (Khora) 1224.
;

1448: (Ch'ien-fo-tung) 814. 913,

915 sq.. 144 s sq.

Kud. = Kudughun. q. v.

Kuda, side-valley, 88.

Kudughun hill, objects found near. 1306,

1314.

Kuei Hu. tribe, in Chin Annals. riSm. rj.

Kuei-i: name applied to command of

Tun-huang. 838 n. 10. 1396.

Kuet-jen. Chinese designation of Little

P'o-lii, 59-

Kuei-shuang, territory. in Han Annals. 43.

Kuhvb. Persianized reproduction of Kho.

43 m 10.

Kuk Naur, see Koko-nor.

Kulacha, locality. 432.

Kulja. ten-cash tokens of. 1341-

Kum-arik-dana (Ak-^u River) :
‘ river of

Po-huan’ of T'ang Annals. 1299;

volume of water in. ib.

Kum-bagh. Chinese coins found at, 1 342.

Kum-chapkan.Loplik fishing—tation.35 1

.

Kum-kuduk. wells. 343. 407 ; Mesas near.

423 n. 35 ;
levels observed lrom. 350

Kum-rabat Padshahim, Htiian-tsang’s

site of the sacred rats, 92.

Kum-tagh (‘ Sand Mountains '). area of

high dunes S. of Lop, 536.

Kum-tura, cave-temples near. 123S.

kuinal. see Aiwan.

Kumar.ijTva. Indian Buddhist scholar,

translates Sutra text. 687.

Kumaraputra (Cunda'). siory of, in Skr.

MS. frs., 1436. i 43 s -

Kumul. ste Hami.
Kumush. road-station: Ym-slvan (q.v.)

located near. 1177; distance from

Toksun, 1178.

K'un-lun. signal-station on Limes, 754.

K'un-lun Range : westernmost, localities

along foot of, 83 sqq. : route through

outer hills. 90 ;
chalcedony and cor-

nelian plentiful in. 101
;
preparations

for expedition into. 1318,: diffi-

culties of ground and transport. 1319;

journey across. 1320 sqq.; high

plateaus S. of. 1324; a-cent to snowy-

col on. 1326.

Kunar valley. 25 : Alexander in. 3.

Kundnt. see Khandut.

Kuo Ilsiao-k'u. T'ang General, at Yen-

ch'i, 1183 n. 2i.

Kuragh, locality. 40.

Kuran
(
Ku-lang-na). territory. 44 n. 20.

•Kurban Beg's Mahaila’(Charchan). 314.

Kurban-kullu-kol. lagoon. 352 sq.

kurta, in painted panels. 174. 185. 194.

196.

Kuruk-darya. anr. liver bed : branches

of, 356; prehistoric occupation ot

ground near. 357 sqq. : ruined fort and

remains near. 338; Li Tao-\ tian s

1 waters of the Ho’ . 420. 423 ; impor-

tance of K. f >r Lou-Ian, 407 1
drying

up of K.. 427 ;
Co). Koziof) s survey.

delta of, 334 ;
later surveys in. 356 ;

topography of route across, 450 sqq.

;

prehistoric remains. 356 sqq.. 3O3 sqq .

451. Ste also Konche-darya.

Kuruk-tagh, ranges : routes across. 338 ;

Hun raids, ib. ;
lack of water in central

K„ 585 n. 17.

Kusana period, script of. 243. 702;

coins of. from Dir. 24.

Kusht (Koosht). remains near. 40.

Kushuk-aste Site, 198 ;
blown glass fr.

from, 200.

Kusinagari , named in MS. fr., 1415.

Kutluk, shepherd of Yar-tungaz. 271.

Kuvera, see Kubera, \ aisravana.

Kuwaghiz. wife of Kaz-aia, stone image

said to represent, 1303.

Kuya, statistics of population and cultiva-

tion of. 13190. 2.

Kwannon, Japanese name of Kuan-yin,

q.v.
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/, see d>l.
L, see designs.

l>n, phonetic change of, 322.

L.A., L.B see Lou-lan.
1

labels small wooden armour scales ('-),

374 , 433 -

labels, inscribed, see tablets.

Lach. = Lachin-ata-mazar, q. v.

Lachin-ata-mazar, 1254; finds near,

1 269.

lacquered objects : arrow-shafts, (Mlran)

538; (Tun-huang) 717, 783-5; (Ma-
zar-tagh) 1292; birch-bark fr*., (Mlran)

482; leather armour, (Niya) 225,

255; (Mnan) 348, 463 sq., 477 sqq;
leather helmet fr., (Milan) 480 ;

wood
frs., (Niya) 221, 251 sq., 256; (Lou-
lan) 4 ° 3 > 447 i

(Mnan) 466, 479-82 ;

(Tun-huang) 783 ; back of painted

wooden panel, (Ch'ien-fo-tung) 1034;
wooden bowls, frs.,(Niya)222, 224 sq.,

253 , 255; (Lou-lan), 374, 378, 384,
403, 433 s q-, 436, 447 sq.

;
(Mlran)

466, 478 sq.; (Tun-huang) 645, 652,
688, 704, 770, 774, 778-80, 782 sq.,

785; ovoid bowls, 688, 770, 774,
778-80, 782-3, 785 (

see also bowls);
wood-carvings, (Lou-lan) 402 sq„ 447,
448 ; wooden handle, (Tun-huang)
780; wooden style, (Lou-lan) 378,

434; wooden vessel, (Tun-huang) 7 73;
wooden trays, (Milan) 480; (Tun-
huang) 769.

Ladakhi, Tibetan border people, anthro-
pometiic records of, 1359, 1388 sq.

ladle, wooden, 267.

lagoons of Taiim, 351 sqq., 452; drying
up of, 353.

‘ laid’ marks, see paper.

Laisu, oasis, 211 n. r.

lakes: of Kara-shahr, 1179; salt lakes in

K'un-lun ranges, 1325; artificial lake
(Chong-kol) at Maial-bashi, i3ron. 2.

See also Khara-nor, Lop-nor.
Lai. Singh, Rai Bahadur, Surveyor: re-

places Rai Ram Singh, ix
;
rewarded

by R.G. S., ib.
;
receives title of Rai

Bahadur, 1327; other refs, to, 85, 549,
551 n. 10, 566, 589 n. 7, 707, 1185,
! 235 , 1319. 1326.

Lal-tagh: ruined site near, 1308;
Buddhist shrine at foot of, 1312 ; finds',

1312, 1316.

Laliiaditya, Ring of Kashmir, legend
relating to, 1090 n. 4.

Lalultk, ‘Tati’, 303.
Lamaistic art, see Tibetan art.

lambskin (?). frs
, (Lou-lan) 439 ;

(Moan)
478 sq.

;
(Tun-huang) 770.

Lamghan, see Laspur.

Lampaka, see La-pur.

lamps
: pottery, 427. 429, 433 ;

in fresco,

178; m drawing, 974.
Lanuis-klr, anc. mound of. 92.
I.ein, military post. 297 ; identified

with Thing fort of Endere Site, ib.

Lan-chou, capital of Kan-su, 580 ;
route

from China, 723.
*Lan-po, see Laspur.

Lan-po-lo, mountain of, 17.

Lan-so, kingdom of, 18, 510.17. See

Laspur.

Lanak-!a, pass, route from Polur, 1324.
lance, representation of, in fresco, 520

;

in paintings, 963, 1032, &c.

landscapes, style of, in Ch'ien-fo-tung

paintings, 852 sq.

Langar, locality, above Sarhad, 70.

langar (Turki ‘wayside shelter’), 1284.
Langhru, village, 94 ;

ruined fort near,

96 ;
legend of demon ‘ Konsasmoma ’,

ib.

Lao-cKiian-tzit, local name, 602 n. g.

Lao-chtin-miao, ruined Chinese temples,

on Su-lo-ho, 727, 1139.
Lao-lan Lake.j2iS. See Lop-nor, Lou-lan.

Lao-tsao-ching-tzu, well, 628.

Lapchuk, oasis : Na-chih of early Chinese
records, 1157; erroneous location of

Shan-shan at, 337 n. 13, 343 ; etymo-
logy of name *Lop-chub, 1157 ;

irriga-

tion and village lands of, 1
1 55-7 ;

Buddhist ruins near, 1 156; ruined town
walls of. ib.

;

ceme-ery of, 1157.
lapis lazuli: intaglio, (Khotan) 122; lump

of, (Yotkan) 120; pendant, see s. v.

;

ring, (Yotkan) 116.

*Lasapura, see Laspur.

Lashkar-satma, deserted station, 306.
Lashi, Khowar equiv. of Persian dash/,

gon. 14. See alsoA bdullah Khan Lash/.
Laspur, valley, Wu-k'ung’s Lan-so (*La-

sapura), 18, gi n. 17; suggested form
*Lan-po wrongly identified with Lam-
paka or Lamghan, 18 n. 28.

‘ latch-hook ’ border, on figured silk, 785.
lattice-work, see designs,

laurel leaves, see designs (leaves and
berries).

Layard, Capt., follows Lop desert route,

566.

lead : not found at Niya Site, 393 ;
bell-

clapper, (Ulugh-mazar) 1269; bronze-
covered lump (?), (Khotan) 12

1 ;
cast,

of fruits (?), (Khotan) 124 ; coin, (Yot-
kan) 101,1341; discs, (Lou-lan) 439 ;

figurine of camel, (Yotkan) 1 1 8 ;

ornaments, (Yotkan) 116, 117 (?)

;

pellets, (Yotkan) 118; (Ak-terek) 145;
ring, (Khotan) 124; rod, (Endere)

289; rosettes, (Yotkan) 120; seal,

(Yotkan) 120; slag, see s. v.
;

spin-

ning-whorl, see s. v.
;

strip, (Lou-lan)

430; wire, (Lou-lan) 449.
leaf orn ..see designs (leaves),

leaf-gold, see gilding.

leather : colouring of, 384 ; armour, see

s. v.; bags, mentioned in Tibetan docs.,

1 465 ! buckle, see s. v.
;
button edging,

(Niya) 221, 232; discs, see s. v.

;

documents, (Niya) 218, 250, 278;
(Endere) 278, 291 (see also Kharosthl

documents)
; helmet, see s. v.

; misc.

frs. (Niya) 221, 246, 231 sq., 262 sq.;

(Mlran) 4 7 8-80; ( Lou-lan) 4 3 3 , 4 38 sq.

,

446, 448 ;
(Tun-huang) 770, 783

;
(Far-

had-Beg-yailaki) 1256; (Mazar-tagh)

1294 ;
oval piece (Mazar-tagh) 1291

;

pouch, (Mlran) 466, 478 ;
rope, set

s. v. shoes, see s. v.
;
sq. patch, (Tun-

huang) 769 ; strap, (Tun-huang) 785;
strips, (Endere) 290; tanned fr..

(Tun-huang) 768 ; thongs, (Farhad-

Beg-yailaki) 1256; tongue, (Tun-
huang) 770; tongue, part of saddle-

strap, (Tun-huang) 652.

Lecoq, Prof. A. von, help given by,

xviii
;
publishes Turkish Manichaean

MS., 922; work at Turfan, 1157.
legends: of Arhats, 63, 77, 89; un-

identified legend in wall-paintings,

936, 1 1 1 1 ;
legends in side-scenes of

Paradise paintings, 1335 sq. See also

Buddha, Hsiian-tsang, Khotan, Kiz-

kurghan, Naushirwan, punyasdld.
Leh, stay at, 1327.
Lei-shih, ‘stony desert of’, in T'ang

Annals (defile above Su-bashi), 7/77.
Lei - tun - tzu tower, of recent origin,

10930. 2.

leopard (?), represented in fresco, 1165,

1174; in paintings, 1081.

leopard-headed demon, painting of,

979 -

leopard skin : bag of, 1247, 1256; repre-

sentation of, in fresco, 177.

letter cases, wooden, Chinese inscribed

lids of, 382. See also envelopes.

letters : Chinese private letters, on paper

(Lou-lan) 375 sqq., 383, 409 ;
on silk

(Tun-huang) 681, 762, 777 ;
on wood

(Lou-lan) 382; receptacles for, ib.

See also Sogdian.

Levantine type of face, in fresco, 526.

Levi, Prof. Sylvain : help given by.

xix, xxi
;
proves home of ‘ Kuchean

’

language, 814, 913, 1238; identifies

Kuchean MSS., 1452; revises Pe-

trucci s essay on* Mandalas’, 835, 1400.

Lhassa : route to, 476, 10930. 17;
Tibetan su.t of mail from, 463-5.

/f, Chinese road measure, 320, 539,6490.,

716, 734 sq., 792 n. 3
a

,
1098.

Li, name in Tibetan docs., 1462, 14 66.

Li, Mr., local antiquarian, An-hsi, ii32sq.

Li Chi-fu, on Na-chih in his Yuan ho

chiin hsien /u chih, 337 n. 13.

Li Kuang-li, ‘ Erh-shih general ’, his ex-

peditions agajnst Ta-yiian, 339 sq,.

726, 728 ;
Erh-shih spring named

after him, 1089.

Li-mo, Chinese treatise on military affairs,

764 »• 99 -

Li-po, village, 11330. 11.

Li Po, Chang-shih of the Western

Countries, 409, 1330 ;
letter from,

found at Lou-lan, 377, 409; translated

by M. Chavannes, 1329.



Li tai tiling hua chi, treatise on Chinese

art, 883.

Li T'ai-pin, inscriptions celebrating his

sacred gifts, &c., 798 sq.

Li Tao-yiian, notices in his commentary
on Shtti Ching: of Charchan, 297, 302,

325 ;
Shan-shan, 324-7, 343 ;

Lou-

lan, 419 sqq. See also Lop-nor, Mo-
shan, Shan-shan.

Li-ytian Ho, river, 1129.

Hang, Chinese char., on bronze seal, 118.

Liang dynasty, see Chinese coins.

Liang-chou, city : route from Lan-chou,

723; border commands from Liang-

chou to Tun-huang, 724 sq.
;

L.

ravaged by Hsiung-nu, 731 ;
Hsiian-

tsang at, 1142 n. 4
a

. See also liken.
Liao Ta-lao-yeh, Chinese magistrate of

Charkhlik district : help from, 311,435;
his death, 455.

Lieh Kuo Chuan, Chinese romance, IMS.

fr. of, 918.

I.ieh nil chuan, ‘ Biographies of eminent

women ’, 764.
Lien-yiin, near Sarhad, Wakhan, 53, 55,

67; Kao Hsien-chih defeats Tibetans

at
> 53—5 ; account of battle in Tang

Annals, 66.

lignite fr., 449. See also seals.

lily, see designs.

Limes : border wall, use of term for Han
extension of Chinese Great Wall

justified, 725 ;
analogies from Rome

and Indian NW. frontier, 696, 725.
remains of : near An-hsi, 603 sqq.,

r°93 sqq., 1099, 1 1 36—9 ;
near Wati-

shan-tzu defile, 727 ;
near Chin-t'a,

” 34 -

Tun-huang Limes : main features

of remains, 736 sqq. ; explorations

begun N. of Tun-huang, 587 sqq.; wall

discovered at T. xxvi, 591 ;
line of wall

E. of T. xxvi, 604 ;
westernmost

Limes at terminal basin of Su-lo Ho,
632 sq., 729; changes its direction,

634 ;
possible extension, 635 ;

south-

western flank of wall, 640 sqq., 739.
Westernmost wall, 633, 635, 656 sqq..

739 ; extends along riverine section of

Lop-Tun-huang route, 553; com-
prises towers T. iv-xiii, 648 ;

line

follows Lou-lan route, 696 ;
analogy

of Roman Limes lines, ih. ; line near
T. vn, 568, 571, 656, 658. Marsh
sections, 661 sqq.; wall extends to

Khara-nor lake, 572, 662 sq. Wall
near T. x, 662 ; near T. xi, 666 sq.

;

near T. xn a, 669 ;
well-preserved

stretch of wall near T. xm, 68 1 sq.

;

anc. track along Limes near T. xm.
682 ; wall NW. of T. xiv, 697 ;

E.
of T. xiv. a, 698 ;

section T. xv-xvn,
7'osq.

;
Lake (Khara-n5r) section,

7 1 7 sqq. Secondary wall from T. xiv

towards Nan-hu, 618, 621, 628, 731.
See Fu-men kuan.
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‘Magazine’, 712 sqq., 739, 757.
topography, climatic conditions, &c.,

of 1 un-huang Limes line : guidance of

Tungan nomad, 590 sq.; topographical
order followed in description of ruins,

594, 632; use of lake and other

natural features as substitute for wall,

573 s
H-> 5 S 4 > 576,633; every advantage

taken ot natural features, 600, 604,

634 sq., 640 sqq., 662 sqq., 681, 729,

736 sq., 740 ;
wall replaced by marshes,

662 sqq., 718, 736; ‘wet border’

formed by marsh belt, 718; barrenness

of ground traversed, 604, 739 sq.

;

line keeps away from river between

An-hsi and Tun-huang, 604, 1095;
marshy depression south of line, 603 ;

fed by canals and floods, ih . ;
decep-

tive ground nearT. xii, 629 ;
prevailing

winds blow from E. and NE., 643;
wall line parallel to wind direction

604 sq., 643 ;
effect of wind-erosion,

569, 643; desiccation advanced since

Limes construction, 708 ;
cultivation

impossible along Limes W. of Tun-
huang, 741 ;

ground near SW. flank,

642, 663. Marsh section, 663 sqq.

;

difficulty of tracing wall over soft soil,

664 ;
marsh levels 664 sq.

;
wall as

gauge for changes in levels. 665 {see

also water-levels)
;
absence of marked

climatic change, 666 ; little change in

water-level and vegetation of Lake

section, 718 ;
NE. Limes section,

603 sq. Limes line towards An-hsi,

603 sqq., 1095. Distances along Limes

noted in Sha chon chih, 735.
construction of Tun-huang Limes

wall : main features, 736 sqq. ; use of

fascines in layers (reeds, tamarisks, or

Toghraks), 592, 736 ;
measurements of

fascines, 568, 570, 606, 678, 735 sq.

;

standard size of fascines, 651 ;
rapidity

of construction, 728; description and

measurements of wall in Sha chou chih,

734 sq.; solid construction of NE.
section of wall, 605 ;

dimensions and

materials, 606 ;
technical skill of con-

struction, ih.) construction near T. xm,

682 ;
construction of Western end of

wall, 635 ;
specimen of materials, 790.

See also wall constiuction, watch-

towers.

organization, service, and conditions

of life, &c., on Tun-huang Limes :

protection of Limes provided for by-

soldier colonies, 742 sq. : imperial

order establishing military agricultural

colony ( see s. v.), 647, 663, 740 ;
order

refers to extension of Limes beyond

Tun-huang, 740; location of colony,

741 sq.; pickets limited by difficulties

of supply7

, 740 ;
officers and soldiers

745 sqq. ;
military subdivisions, 746;

names and stations of companies, 747;

Ling (administrative area maintaining

1545

a company), 747 sq. {see also s. v.)
;

watch-towers guarded by individual

companies, 749 ;
border troops settled

in inhabited area, ih.

;

‘ indigenous
functionaries ’ or ‘ local authorities

;

{t'u-li), 648, 653, 668, 747, 752;
officers in charge of watch-towers

:

hou-chang, 74c) sq . ;
hou-shih, 770 ;

Isao-shih, 750 n. 44 ;
militarycommand-

ants {/u-wei
), 74) sqq., 750; subor-

dinate officers : ch'ien-jen and ssu-ma
(‘ chiefs of a thousand men ’), 746 sq.

;

tui-chang, company commanders, 747-,

wei-shih and shih-shih, 770 ;
origin

of rank and file named in docs., ih.
;

criminals impressed for Limes service,

751 ;
‘ garrison soldiers ' (convicts) as

border colonists, id.

;

mounted soldiers,

751, 756; watch-dogs. 752; fire-

signals (see s. v.), 732 sqq.
;

look-out

duty7
, 754; fatigues: ‘delimitation of

celestial fields’, 755; brick-making,

plastering, collection of material or

supplies, &c., ih.

;

temporary exemp-
tions, ih.

;
postal service, 756 ; control

of ‘barrier’ traffic, 679 sq., 693 sq.,

756; food-supply, 690, 756 sq.; cal-

culation of service period, 757 ;
officers’

pay records, 757 sq. ; arms and equip-

ment, xxiii
;
cross-bows and arrow s,

738 ;
arrow-heads, quivers, swords,

shields, armour, and banners, 758 sq.

;

stock statements, &c., kept of arms,

760; lists of clothing issued, ih. ;

hammers used for tent-pitching, ih.
;

medical treatment, 761
;
punishments,

ih.
;

official coi respondence and notifi-

cations, 761 sq.
;
records of appoint-

ments, border incidents, &c., 762

;

calendar records, 641, 647, 667, 672,

700, 762 ;
private letters, 681, 762 sq.,

777 ;
silk envelope for letter, 700,

763 ;
literary fragments, 763 ;

treatises,

See., 764; writing exercises, 598, 646,

685, 763 ;
anc. stationery (see station-

ery), 764 sqq.
;

hardships of service

reflected m T'ang poems, 748 n. 33A
75 1

- 756 , 765 -

history and records of Tun-huang
Limes wall

:
722 sqq. ; Tun-huang lu

and Sha chou chih, local Chinese

records of Limes in, 734 sq.
;

evidence for dating, 593 sq., 595

;

dated docs, relating to westernmost

posts, 636 ;
earliest dated record found

at T. xxii c., 720 ;
dated docs, confirm

accuracy of historical records, 728;
last dated record, 733 ;

historical value

of Chinese wooden docs, found at

T. vi. b, 646 sqq.
;

Limes sections

mentioned in Chinese docs. fromT.xiv,

691 ;
abundance of records before

middle of 1st cent. B.C., 730 ; absence

of documents 39 b.c. to a.d. i, 730;
line of Limes shown in Chinese map,

735 n - 3° the Limes since its construe-
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tion, 7 30 sqq. ;
military and political

situation in first centuries before and

after Christ, 730 sqq. ;
Linus ad-

vanced beyond Tun-huang (101 b. c ),

728, 741 ; westernmost extension

reached (96 b.c.), 728 ;
retrenchment

in 1st cent. a. a. 694 sq. ;
due to

tioubles with Hsiung-nu, 695, 731 ;

prob. date of abandonment, 648, 659,

668. 696 ;
traffic continued after aban-

donment, 696; line beyond T. xiv

ceased as continuous defensive system

since Wang Mang, 636, 674, 694,

731 ;
SW. flank prob. abandoned in

Wang Mang's time, 647 sq., 731 ;

secondary wall indicates policy of
|

passive defence, 731; importance of

Limes declines after 73 A.n., 732 ;

regular guarding discontinued by mid-

dle of second cent. a. d , 73 3 ;
Chinese

policy ofseclusion under Ming, 1 1 2 2 sq.

antiques found along Tun-huang

Limes, list of, 767 sqq.
;

scarcity of

paper frs., 674 ;
frs. of literature,

763 sq. See also Chinese document^,

Sogdian, tablets.

Sit- also ‘Great Wall’, Roman,

Tun-huang, watch-towers, Yii-men

kuan.

limestone: fr., 366 ;
pebble, 363 ;

whet-

stone, 428.

Lin Ta-jen, Tun-huang officer, 586.

linear designs, see designs,

linen : as backing for stucco relief, 184;

clothing of soldiers on Tun-huang
Limes, 760 ;

used for Ch'ien-fo-tung

paintings, 846'; misc. frs. found, 769,

988(?), 1 r 70 (?), i222 (?); banners,

see s. v.
;
border of MS. -roll cover, 954;

canopies, 966, 994 ;
canopies, miniature,

894, 1000
;
circular mat, 196; paintings

on, see paintings
;

thread, ib.
;

votive

‘ rags ’

(?), 1198, 1220. See also

hemp.
Ling-chii, mod. sub-prefecture of P'mg-

fan, 723.

Ling-hu
,

military company, 648, 744,

747 n. 27 ;
located at T. vi. b, 649.

I.innaea auncu/an'a, shells of, 432.

lion-headed demon, paintings of, 979, 995
lion ma^ks, terra-cotta, see masks,

lioness, liguresof: on seal impression, 1257;
head on bronze terminal, 384, 436.

lions, figures of: on seals, 118. 123 sq.,

263; in fresco, 520, 323; in draw-

ings and paintings, 891, 943, 950.

967, 979, 1000. rooj, 1025, 1067,

10S6 (see also Mjiijusri)
;

in textile

decoration, 905; confronting, in textile

decoration, 908, 91 1, 963 ;
winged at

Ilo-nan, 313 n. g
:l

.

Littled ilk, Mr. St. George: on Nan-hu
embankment, 610 n. 2, 618 ;

on tagh-

yol, from Tun-huang, 622.

Lit tlejohn, Mr. S. W„ help with Ch'ien-

fo-tung painting', 832 11. 2 a

Little Wan. see Hsiao-ytian.

Liu Ch'i, ‘director of'literary studies in

Sha-chou district ’, 800.

Liu Chin-tang, General, 580.

Liu-chung,
Han name for Lukchun oasis,

ji6o
;
seat of ‘ Chang-chih lb.

To Chen-yu, Mr.: publishes Sha chon

chih (q. v.), 716; publishes Chinese

Manichaean text, 922.

Lo-la-ching, misreading of Ko-ta-ching ,

q. v.

Lo-tsun, Buddhist pilgrim, 798.

Lo-yang, sub-prefecture, named on cloth
j

label, 636.

Lob, see Lop.
‘ local authorities ’, see tu-li.

local names: artificial landmarks u‘ed

for, 72 ;
earlier local names, record of,

288; Chinese use of, 344 n. 26; names

of Limes companies coupled with, 596,

659, 668, 670; Tibetan local names

in docs., 1462, 1466.

local worship, survival of : in Chitral, 4 1

;

at Karwan-balasi, 71 ;
on Chichiklik

plateau, 78 n. 15 ; at caves in Pakhpu,

89; at Puski, 92; near Yotkan, 94;
on Tun-huang Limes, 588, 601 sq.;

at site of ‘Jade Gate’, 696; near

Bulungir. 727; near An-hsi, 1090,

1095; at Wan-shan-tzu, 1139; at Ara-

tam, 1151; at Kohmari, lb.; at

debouchure of streams, and near canal-

heads, ngisq. ;
near Korla, 1232;

near Islamabad. 1280; at Mazar-tagh.

1285; at Kapak-aste. 1320; at Tort

ImamQarl, 1322; local worship of

locky heights, 1302, 1310; of stone

image, 1303. See also Mazars, Ziarats.

locks, wooden :
(Tun-huang) 652 ;

(Ma-

zar-tagh) 1288, 1293, 1295.

locks and keys, wooden : from Khadalik,

160, 162, 186, 191, 193-5; from

Kara-dong, 1242 sq. ; Mr. F. LI. An-

drews on, 160. 1 9 1-3; mod. analogies,

160 n. 13. See also keys.

Loczy, Prof. L. de : help of, xix
;

visits

Cli'ien-fo-tung, 586.

Lokapatas, ‘ Guaidians of the Four Re-

gions’: colossal figs, in fresco, 931.

fresco fr., (Chong-hassar) 1 1 70.

in Ch'ien-fo-tung paintings : 868 sq.,

870 sqq., 881, 884, 939, 942.

946. 958 sq., 969, 980, 998, 1002.

1004, 1013, 1040, 1058, &c.
;

in

Chinese MS. book, 1016, 1026; in

woodcuts, 969, &c.

types, arrangement, &c., of paint-

ings: ‘Indian’ or ‘Central Asian’

type, 870, 872 ;
‘ Chinese ’ type, 873 ;

early conception and popularity of L.,

870 ;
figures in Turkestan and China,

870 sq., 873; mod. representations,

870 ;
date of adoption by Chinese Bud-

dhist art, 871 ;
identification of indi-

\idual L„ ib.; cognizances of L., ib.;

female figures sujiporting I., 871 sq.,

956; groups of banners, 872; armour

and dress of L. figures, 873; scale

armour represented, 464, 465 n. 4,

873 ;
chain mail represented once.

873; details of foot-gear, 873 sq.;

Western Asiatic style in head-gear,

874 ; _
connexion of flame emblem^

with Iranian ‘ royal glory 874.

sculptures, modern, (Ch'ien-fo-tung)

796,927,93°.
stucco frs.

:
(‘ Ming-oi ’) 1 1 88, 1

1 99,

1219; (Farhad-Beg-yailaki) 1249.

wooden statuette, (‘ Ming-oi ’) 1197,

1218.

See also Dhrtarastra, Vaisravana,

Virudhaka, Virupaksa.

J.okaprajiia, Tibetan MS. fr. of, 1 47 1 -

London: return fromKhotan to, 1317 sqq.,

1327.
Long-hi, king of Kara-shahr, 1330.

Longe, Col. F. B., help given by, viii.

loom, represented on painted panel, 194.

loom-weights : clay, 205, 210 ;
lead, 439.

See also spinning-whorls,

loopholes in ruined fort of Khakanning-

shahri, 82.

loops, see designs.

Lop, hamlet of, 454.

Lop, territory and town of (anc. Lou-

lan or Shan-shan, sees, vv.) : historical

notices of, 318-44; Marco Polo’s

Lop, identified with mod. Charkhlik

(q. v.), 308, 31 1, 318 sq.; Mirza

Haidar’s Lob
, 319 sq.; Shan-shan

of P'ei Chii, Sung Yun, and Fa-hsien,

323 sq.; etymology, &c., of name, 318

n. 1, 320; people of, known as Lopliks

(q. v.), 3 1 2, 3 1 8 n. 5 ;
products, popula-

tion, and position of chief settlements

of anc. Lop, 335 ;
anc. topography

summarized, 344 sq. ;
route to, from

Turfan, 1177. See also Han Annals,

Na-fu-po, Nob.

Lop desert, 350 sqq.
;
physical features

and prehistoric occupation of district,

357 sqq. ;
Tarim lagoons, 351 sqq. ;

wind erosion, 353 sqq., 359 SCF >' dead

riverine jungle, 354; wind-eroded anc.

delta, 354 sqq.; explorations of 1914-

13, 350 sqq.
;

relics and objects found,

356 sqq.
;
Descriptive List, 363 sqq.

routes : Loplik tradition about, 5^ 5 -

See An-hsi -Lop-nor, Charchan,

Charkhlik, Fa-hsien, Ilsiian-tsang,

Lou-lan, Ma Tuan-lin, Mlran, Pei

Chu, Polo, Shah Rukh, Sung Yun,

T'ang period, Tun-huang, Wei ho.

*I.op-chuk
,
see Lapchuk.

Lop-nor (‘ Salt Marsh ’, yen-tse) :
Li

Tao-yiian’s Lao-lan (Lou-lan) lake,

297, 328; P'u-ch'ang lake of Shut ching

and Ch'ien Han shu, 306, 320, 3 2 7 -

420, 423, 425, 729 n. 30; Ssu-nia

Ch'ien’s notice, 338, 340 ;
Vu marshes,

420, 423; location of, 424 ;
assumed

great changes in bed of lake, 335 ;
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geographical questions concerning, 350.

359 sq- »
anc. extent of lake, 55° n- 7 >

Li Tao-yiian’s notice of dry salt-en-

crusted bed, 424 sq. ;
Han military

posts from Tun-huang to Lop-nor,729.

Loplik dialect, resembles TurkI of moun-

tain Kirghiz, 335 n. 9.

Lopliks: people of Lop, 312; origin

of mod. population, 333 ;
Abdal Lop-

liks at Milan, 473 n. 16; anthropo-

metric records of Lopliks, 1352 scfQ-

Lorimer, Miss F. M. G., help given by,

xiv : for Descriptive List of Ch'ien-fo-

tung paintings, &c., xxiii, 835, 835 ;

on designs of textile decoration, 9°->

904 n. 6, 906 n. 23.

lotus : in frescoes, 158, 169, 173, 176 sq..

181-3, 185, 546, 928, 1x73- 1252,

1261 sq., 1276, 1283; on ink-seals,

480 ;
in paintings from Ch‘ien-fo-tung,

860, 937-1088, passim
;
on painted

silk, 189; on painted wood, 168.

170 sq., 174, 180, 184, 193, 196;

on pottery fr., 315; stucco relief frs.,

147, 149-52, 172. 184. 200, 1210.

1217, 1223, 1268, 1272, 1281 ;
terra-

cotta, 105, 109, 112, X14, 119; on

wooden beams, 397, 442 ;
on wooden

cantilevers, 248, 264 ;
wood-carving,

35. 195. 513. 546; on wooden chair

leg, 248; on wooden panel, 1225,

1229; square wooden blocks repre-

senting, 1188, 1201 sq.

4-petalled: in wood-carving, 217,

249; on wooden cantilever, 257;

in open-work panels, 398, 404, 44 1—
3 -

449.
g-petalled : on wooden stick, 787.

7-

petalled: stucco relief frs., 1204.

1217.

8-

petalled : in wood-carving, 35; 011
I

wooden block, 405, 449.

circular: in stucco relievos, 174.

inverted (?) : in terra-cotta, 112.

half-open : in wood-carving, 48 ;
on

carved chair fr., 403, 448.

open : in wood-carving, 49 ;
on

fresco, 48; on stucco relievos, 145,

150; on wooden disc, 196.

half : in wood-carving, 1 95-

lotus or rosette, 8-petalled : on wooden

block, 398, 442.
lotus branch : in open-work bronze orn.,

1168, 1175.
lotus buds: in bronze orn., 119; on

carved wooden cantilever, 1258; in

fresco, 1261 ;
on painted wood, 170;

on seal impression, 262 ;
stucco relief

fr.. 1260: terra-cotta, 103.

lotus crown : stucco relief fr., 1282.

lotus leaves: on painted fabric, 171;

stucco mould for, 190; stucco relievo

frs., 141, 144, 147, 149 sq., 153, >281

;

on wooden disc, 196.

lotus pedestal: stucco relievo frs., 179,

183, 186-8, 190 sq., 1281.

lotus petals : in wood-carving. 195; in

frescoes, 177, 183, 185. 188; on

glass fr.. 291 ;
in painted panels, 174 ;

stucco relievos. 138, 143-7. I 5 2 -

164, 167, 1 7 1 sq.. 174- i84 - j 86. i8 9 .

193-5, 199, 200, 1272; terra-cotta.

109.

lotus pod, stucco relievo, 172.

lotus rosette, stucco relief fr., 1173.

lotus seed cushion, in wood-carving.

lotus seed vessel with base of pod at-

tached, motif in Western and Indian

art. 172 ;
in fresco, 180.

lotus throne: in frescoes, 173. 176 sq..

179,188, 1252, 1 26 1 ;
stucco relievos,

188, 191, 117x7 in painted wood-

carving. 1216; on wooden pedestal

,

193; in Ch'ien-fo-tung paintings, 856

n. 55, 859 n. 79, 937-1088, passim.

lotus wreath : stucco relievos, 1
1
5.

132, 164. 172, 174. 180, 184, 186,

193, 195, 200, 1271 sq.. 1280 sq.;

wooden fr., 398, 441.

lotus-like flower, in wood-carving. 5 1 4 -

518- 546 .

lotus-shaped discs, 514, 546.

Lou-lan, territory : earlier name of Sh.tn-

shan (q.v.); use of name in Wei li'J,

418 n. 12 ;
old name for Hsiian-tsang’s

Na-fu-po (Lop), 288, 321 ;
in Former

Han Annals, 333 sqq. ;
in Wei ho,

328, 343. 417 sqq^. 418; in
T
T

shu, 306, 320, 327, 1331; Li 1 ao-

yiian’s notice, 324sq., 419 sqq., 426;

named in Chinese and Khar. docs..

413. 415. 4t7 sqq. i
Han posts in

Lou-lan and beyond, 730.

Lou-lan, town (Lou-lan Site, q.v)\

name applied in 3rd-yth cent. a. d. to

Lou-lan Site, 413 ;
town named by Li

Tao-Yuan, 420 ,
421 ;

anecdote about

So Man’s military colony at L., 326,

421 ;
agricultural colony a 1

,
42 r sq.

;

Pan Yung’s military colony, 33 X-3 -

343 416 ;
analogy between Hami and

Lou-lan, 1x47
;
differences of position,

1148; early route from L. to Korla,

1227 ;
L. compared with Chii-li, 1237.

See also Kroraina, Tikkenlik.

ou-lan lake, see Lop-nor.

ou-lan route (Wei iio's ‘route of the

centre ), 34 •> 343- 345. 4°7, 4l8s<b>

426, 475, .',55 sq.J importance for

silk trade, 407 ;
crosses anc. Lop sea-

bed, 341 sq., 407, 553 sq., 729 i P(0
'

meted by nature from northern attacks,

984 sq., 1148; guarded by Yii-min

luan, 622; piotected by 1 un-huang

Limes, 634; advanced watch-posis

on, 638 ;
continued use of route after

Limes "as abandoned, 733 -

,ou-lan Site: arrival at, 362; departuie

from, 406, 45°: resumed explorations

of 1914. 377, 38i.387 sq-> 393-406 sq.,

416, 421, 038; Dr. Hedins explora-

tions, &c., at, 369 sq.; evidence of in-

digenous administration at. 380.

dead tamarisk growth at, 386 ;

changes of ground surface near, 390 ;

anc. river-bed near, 392 ;
evidence of

anc. cultivation, 404 ;
physical change

at, 407; abandonment of Site, 371,

426 sq. ;
wind-erosion at, see s.v.

route to : from Tun-huang, historical

references, 340, 344, 407, 416, 553~5 >

route from Abdal, 349-62. See also

Lou-lan route.

remains : first Stupa sighted, 362,

394; structural features, 394; first

survey- of ruins, 369 ;
remains ap-

proximately of same period as Niya Site

(q.v.), il>.\ L.A. designates eastern

group of ruins, 370 ;
L.B. western,

393. L.A. group: construction of

houses, 370-2, 375 sq., 378-81; ar-

rangement of rooms, 375 sqq., 378 sq.;

orientation of walls adapted to wind

direction, 371, 376, 386, 388 ;
ruin of

official residence L.A. 1. 371; refuse-

heaps, 375, 378 , 379
5t

38i sepq., 399.

402; an ancient ‘Ya-men’, 376;

store-rooms, 377; ruined dwellings,

378-80; three methods of construc-

tion, 386 ;
fenced enclosures, 381, 399,

404 ;
construction and survey of walled

enclosure, 3S6s.qq.
;

ruined mounds

and Stupas of L.A., 389-91. L.B.

group : structural features of Stupas,

399, 405 ;
structural features of ruined

dwellings, 394 sq., 400 ^FIG Finds in,

395, 400 sqq.
;

ruined shrines, 391,

393 sqq., 400, 404, 405 ;
ruins used

as sheep-pens, 400, 402, 427 ;
archi-

tectural remains (L.B. iv), 402 ;
anc.

biick-kiln, 405.

Chinese coins from, 361, 375 > 383.

385 , 395 , 45 *. * 344 - 1349 .

Chinese documents: elucidated by

M. Chavannes, 406 sqq., 1 329 sq.

;

furnish evidence of Chinese garrison,

&c., 406 sqq. ;
dated docs., 407 sq.,

426; docs, naming ‘ Chang-shih of

Western Countries', 40S sq., 4x3;

other official correspondence, 409 ;

petty administrative records, 409-1 2 ;

orders for agricultural operations, 410 ;

records relating to irrigation, 4 1
1 ;

mili-

tary reports, &c., 41 1 sq.; rare references

to trade, 412; private letters written

on paper, <b . ;
len-ihi (Kara-shahr)

mentioned, 412 sq.; Lou-lan named,

413. See also Chinese documents,

Early Sogdian documents. Kharosthi

documents.

Han castium I.E., 423, 553 n - 3 >

638.

military colony located at, 332, 416 ;

impoi lance of its geographical position.

332, 417; Chinese garrison, 406 sq.,

333; foi tilled station of L.A., 406 sq.;

records of. in Chinese docs.. 409-12.

9 L 2
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miscellaneous finds, &c.
: 374, 377,

3 8 3-6, 392 sq., 401. 403; Descrip-

tive List of, 42 7-49 ; silk (see als<> s.v.),

372 sqq., 383 sq.. 395; carpet frs.,

372 sq., 433, 438; wooden objects,

374. 380, 384. 398, 400 sqq.; decora-

tive woodwork, 378, 395 sqq., 400,

403-5, 440 sqq.
;
quasi-classical style

of, 403 ;
lids of letter-cases, 382 ;

com-
parative rarity of paper at L., 383

;

horsehair gauze peculiar to, 384; bones

of fish, sheep, donkeys, and came's

plentiful, 384 sq. ;
rarity of wheat

straw, 385 ;
beads found, 386 ;

glass

and paste, 386, 393. 395; timber and
‘ Tati ’ debris, 391 sq.; bronze objects,

39 2
> 395, 404, 428 sqq.

;
their abun-

dance indicates traffic brought by
Chinese trade-route, 392 ;

Stone Age
relics, 393 ; carved wooden chest or

cupboard, 395, 443 ; relics of sculp-

tures, 396; human and animal figures,

397, 403 ;
comparison with remains

from Niya Site, 403; ornamental motifs

compared with those from Niya Site.

397 ;
wooden pins for architectural

decoration, 398, 400, 402 ;
lacquered

wood-carvings, 402 sq., 447 sq.

;

fresco frs., 405 ; diagram of wooden
double cantilever from, 486; designs

of early figured silks from cemeteries

at, 913. See also fabrics, silk, Stupa,

tablets, terra-cotta.

Lowarai Pass, 25.

Lowaza, halting-place, 550, 555.
lozenge, see designs.

Lit-kuang, halting-place, in Tang Annals,

1178 ;
location of, ib.

Lii Kuang, Chinese general, in Tarim
Basin, 298, 328.

Ln-sha, name for Hsi-yeh in Later Han
Annals, 86 .

Lu-she, convent, 127811. 14. See Mo-she.
Lu-t'sao-kou, water-supply at, 1089

;

‘ Erh-shih spring ’ located at, 1090.
Lukchun (Han Liu-chung )

:

oasis of,

1160
;

irrigation of, ib.
;
Pan Yung’s

military colony at, 332, 417; route
from L. to Singer, 1163, 1166.

LumbinI Garden, see Buddha, legendary
life of.

Lutt-fai
(
IVu-let), agricultural military

colony, seat of Chinese Protector-

General of Western Regions, 730.
I2j6; location, 3450.29, 7300.34.
1236.

lunette, in frescoes, 177, 497, 539sq..546.
Lung Plui, king of Kara-shahr, 329 ;

see
Long-hi.

Lung-lo (T'ang Shou-ch'ang hsicti), sub-
prefecture, 620

;
identified with mod.

Nan-hu, 620 sq.
;

in Chinese docs.,

690,700,715,7480.31.
Lung-men relievos compared with Ch’ien-

fo-tung paintings, 1426 sq. ; head-
dresses in, 849 n. 18, 851, 885.
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Lung-lui (• Dragon Mounds '), 41S, 4
1 9,

555. See also Po-limg-iui.

lutes: in paintings, 960. 977, 1054, 1060,

&c., 1467 sq.
;

held by terra-cotta

figurines, 1469.
Lutkho Valiev, 25, 43 ;

population of, 26.

Lyon, Mr. J. H., on architectural decora-

tion, 398.

M. = Miran, q. v.

M.T. = Mazar-toghrak, q. v.

M. Tagh = Mazar-tagh, q, v.

Ma Ch'eng, General, organized fire-

signals, 753.
Ma-dza, see Mo-she.

ma-fn, material used for plastering, 755
n. r6.

Ma-lien-ching-tzu, well, 1143, 1146.
MaTuan-lin.on Lop desert route, 56asq
Ma-yang Ho, valley of, 1128.

Macartney, Sir George, late Consul-

General, Kashgar : help given by, xi,

80, 85 ;
MS. frs. from Khadalik sent to,

154-

Maclagan, Sir Edward, Lieut-Gov. of

Punjab, help given by, viii, 1327.

Macpherson, Capt. A. D., his help at

Srinagar, 1327.
Madaglusht, village, near Kala Drosh, 26.

Madonna: ‘Buddhist Madonna’, in fresco,

1252 sq., 1260. See also Hariti.

Maes, ‘ a Macedonian, called also Titia-

nus ', on trade route to the Seres, 676,

701.

magic diagrams, see Mandalas.
Mahajalu-guch, local name, Chitral, 41.

Mahakala, in painting, 870, 1078, 1412.

Mahaparinirvana-sutra, Chinese MS. fr.

of, 918.

Mahdpratyahgird-dharant, Skr. MS. fr.

of, 1437-
Mahasthama, Dhyani - Bodhisattva, in

paintings, 882, 884, 887, 949, 953,

977 sq., 1014, 1017 (?), 1024, 1042,

1049, i°55 sq-> 1084, 1409, 1422;
in paper pounce, 892, 969; in silk

embroidery hanging, 984.
Mahdvaipulyadharani-sutra,Q\\mesz MS

fr. of, 918.

Mahavana convent, marked by ruins of

Pinj-kotai, 16.

Mahayana, doctrine, followed in Udyana,

14 sq.

Mahayana motifs, later, in stucco re-

lievo heads, 1195.
Mahaydna-sutra, texts, MS. frs. of

:

Skr., 914, 1435, 1441; Tibetan, 462,

1470.

Mahesvara, in painting, 870, 1078, 1412.
Maira-tati : stucco relievo frs. from,

1265; pottery from, 1270.
Maitreya, Buddha : wooden image of,

in Darel, 6 ;
in paintings, 860 (?),

868, ioi5(?), 1017, 1047 (?); painting

of his paradise, 890, 1082 ;
Petrucci

on, i4o8sq.
;

incarnation of, repre-

sented in ‘ Mandala ’ of Bhaisajyaguru,

1409 ;
of Ksitigarbha, 1422 ; in wall-

painting at Wan-fo-hsia, 1112.

Maitreyavydkarana-sutra
,

paintings of

legendary scenes from, 890, 1082.

Makuya, canton : population and cultiva-

tion, statistics of, 13190.2.
malachite: beads, 125; discs, 122, 191.

Malak-alagan, colony near Domoko, 154,

202; canal of, 155, 202; irrigation

secured by Domoko dam, 204

;

estimated number of households at,

2050.6; renewed cultivation near, 1245.

Maltese cross, see designs.

Mamhusri, see Manyusri.
Manchu character on porcelain fr., 631.

Mandal Pass, 10; route across, 11.

Mandalas : drawings of magic diagrams

(mandalas proper), 845, 892, 974 sq.,

979. 997. 999. 1023; woodcut, 1044.

paintings of various divinities with

attendants (Petrucci’s ‘ Mandalas ’)

:

834 sq., 861 sq., 865 sq., 867 sqq.,

869 n. 43, 881-9, 979, 995, 1036,

1041, &c.
;
Petrucci’s essay on, 1400

sqq.
;
his special use of the term, 1400 ;

date and origin of M., 1401 ;
general

character of, 1403; various types of,

1405; ‘ Mandalas’ of Amitabha, 1405

sqq.; of Maitreya, 1408 sq.; of Bhai-

sajyaguru, 1409 sq.; of £akyamuni,

1410 sq.; of Avalokitesvara (Kuan-

yin), 141 isqq.; of Ksitigarbha, 1422 sq.;

chief attendants in M., 1423 sq.

;

‘ Mandalas ’ on steles and in sculpture,

1424 sqq. See also Buddha, paint-

ings.

mandoline, represented in fresco, 525.

Mang-o-p'o, kingdom and monastery of

:

Wu-k’ung’s notice of, 79,20; prob.

mod. Manglaur, 19.

Mangalapura, see Manglaur.

Mangkil, see Meng-chieh-li.

Manglaur (Skr. Mangalapura), in Swat,

Meng-chieh-liznA Mang-o-p'o identified

with, 13, 15, 19.

Mangush Beg, Kirghiz headman, 1301 sq.

Manichaean MSS.: Turkish MS. in

Manichaean script, 819, 922, 925;
prob. Manichaean origin of divination

book in Turkish ‘ Runic ’, 921 ;
Mani-

chaean Chinese text, 922.

Manichaeans : Turkish-speaking Mani-

chaeans at Turfan and Tun-huang,

819, 922; M. in China, 922.

Maiiju-Samantabhadra, named in paint-

ing. 1417.
Manjusri, Bodhisattva

:

paintings ot

(usually on lion), 862, 863 nn. n,

12, 864 sq., 869 n. 47, 880 sqq.,

888 sq., 1417 ;
on silk, (banners) 944,

946, 958(F). 1003, 1021 sq., 1033,

1034(f), 1070, 1074(F). 1075; (non-

banners) 981, 1013, 1041, 1068 ;
on

paper, 970; woodcuts of, 894, 968,

976; 1000-armed, 1 053 sq.; in paradise
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paintings, 1077, 1080; incarnation of.

represented in ‘ Mandala' of Bhaisajya-

guru. 1409 ;
of Ksitigarbha, 1422 ;

fresco of, at Wan-fo-hsia, inisq.
• Cave of Marijusri 801 n. n.
‘ Prayers of M.’ in painting, 1055.

Mannerheim, Gen. C. G. E., on pastoral

tribes at N. foot of Nan-shan, 1129.

Mannyusiri, named in MS. fr., 1438. See

ManyusrI.

mantra ,
see charm.

Manlroddhrlanamani (?). Tibetan MS. fr.

of, 1471.

manuscripts from Ch'ien-fo-tung : sizes

of paper rolls or sheets, 672 m 3
a

,

809 sq.
;

quality of paper, see paper
;

method of rolling and tying MSS.,

810; MSS. and prints of I3th-i4th

cent., 828.

Brahmi : 810 sq., 814 sq.. 8270.3.
828, 913 sqq.

;
languages, &c., of,

814 sq., 913 sqq.
;
method of indicat-

ing MSS. from misc. bundles, 814 m 2.

Chinese: 809 sq., 822, 826 sqq..

916 sqq., 924; Buddhist Sutras by

Hsiian-tsang, 807 ;
illuminated MSS..

891 sq., 974. 976, 1026 ;
booklets of

‘concertina’ shape, 920 n. 5; covers

worked in silk fabrics, 900, 994, 1049,

1059; covers made of bamboo slips.

900, 1014, 1018; decoration on, 907;
‘ Sassanian ’ design of roll cover, 908 ;

linen border from cover, 954.
Early Nagari and Sogdian (q. v.),

1450.

Hsi-hsia script, none found at Ch'ien-

fo-tung, 820, 827 sq.

Khotanese, see s. v.

Kuchean, see s. v.

Manichaean. see s. v.

Nepalese, 815, 879. 914.
Sanskrit, 154 sqq., 914, 1432 sqq.,

1448 sqq.

Sogdian (see also s. v.), 818 sq..

827 n. 3, 920 sq.. 924. 1450.
Tibetan (see also s. v.), 810, 816.

823, 828, 9i9sq., i47osq.
Turkish ‘ Runic 819, 921 sq., 924.
Uigur, 818, 827 m 3, 828 sq., 923,

9 2 5 -

See also Wang Tao-shih.
ManyusrI or Mamhusri (Mafijusri),

named in MS. fr., 1443.
Mao I, prefect, 421.
Mao-mei, oasis, 1122, 1137
maps embodying surveys, methods of

preparation, &c., ix
;

general map
(1 : 3,000,000) and map sheets 1-94,
in Vol. V.

maps ( 1 : 500,000), atlas of new, ix n. 5.
1 maps of the fields ’, referred to in

Tibetan docs., 1464.
Maral-bashi

: search for ruins NE. of,

1310; local worship of rocky heights

near, ib.
; irrigation of, 1310 n. 2;

doubtful identification of Wo-she-te

with, 1310 n. 2 ;
formerly called Bar-

chuk, ib. ; resumed and extended culti-

vation near, 1310 sq. ; character of

Dolan population, 1311; route from

Tumshuk, 1309 sqq. ; route to Yar-

kand and Ivhotan, 1312.

MarlcI, goddess, in paintings, 1052,

1078 (?); incarnation of, 1409.
Marinus, of Tyre, on trade route to the

Seres, 676, 701.

marking-pegs (?). 1256.

Marquart, Professor J. : on Shuang-mi,

45 n. 24 ;
on Tochari, 287 n. 3.

Marsh of Salt (Fen-lse, Lop-nor, q. v\),

425 -

marshes: substitute for Limes wall, 573,

663, 668, 718, 729, 736; marshes

near Achal-tagh, 1311 ;
marsh-bed

fed by Nan-hu drainage, 629, 683.

marsh-filled depressions near Limes,

603, 629, 663 sqq., 668 sq., 683,

717 sqq. ; fed by canals and floods,

603 ;
caused by erosive action ofdrain-

age, 663 ; fed by springs, ib.

;

reed-beds

in, 664 ;
water-levels in, 664 sqq., 667,

669. 683; gauged by Limes wall, 665,

683; determined by precipitation on

Nan-shan, 666 ; impassable, 664, 668 ; i

no surface connexion with Su-lo Ho
bed, 68 1.

Martin, M. Joseph, first mod. European

to cross Lop desert, 565, 591.

masks: bearded human, in fresco, 180;

Persian type, on intaglio, 126.

appliqu6on pottery: Bes-like, female,

109, 1 13, 1257 ;
frowning demon, 108,

1 ro, 1 259I ‘Gorgoneion’ type, 98, 108,

113, 8 5t
!
grotesque human, 98. 104,

109, 1
1 3, 12 1 ;

lion, 98, 108-10, 1
1 3,

1 15, 12 1 sq., 126, 1271 ; lioness. 113 ;

mastiff, 98, 1 14; ram, 98, 108; tiger.

120.

of monkeys, see monkeys.

Massaga, siege of, 2 ;
position of, not

traceable, 4.

mastiff’s head, mask, 98, 114.

Mastuch, see Mastuj.

Mastuj (
Chii-wei,

Shang-nu,
Mastuch) :

Wu-k'ungs route through, 18 ; siege

of, 33; historical and geographical

independence of, 41 sq.
;
account of.

in Tang Annals. 42 ;
Chinese political

interest in, 43; old sites in, 45 sqq.;

chief place of, 46. See also Darband,

Ta-mo-hsi-t‘ie-ti.

Mastujis, anthropometric records of.

1352 sqq.

Masura-sangharama, ‘ convent of the

lentils', located near Tursak, 13, 16;

Chinese forms of name : Mo-yic, Mo-

shu, Mo-hsiu, 16 n. 14.

mat, grass, see grass, matting.

mat marks on pottery, see pottery.

Matan, locality, 1298 11. 13.

matchlocks, iron, frs., 71 1, 781.

Matrceta, MS. fr. containing hymns of,

914, 1448; stotras of, 1 436 (?). 145 1
.

M 54 -

matrix: ruby, 316; turquoise, 268, 313.

matting : frs. found, 268, 434 ;
cane frs.,

688, 779 ;
fibre string, 597, 768, 787 ;

grass, 778; plaited cane, 680, 774;
reed matting with plastered surface,

645.

mattock, iron blade of, 711, 78 r.

Maudgalyayana, disciple of Buddha

:

in paintings, 882, 888, i037sq., 1071,

1073, 1077 ; in silk embroidery hang-

ing, 984; named in Tibetan MS. fr.,

1471.

Maurl-tim Stupa, near Kashgar, 38, 81.

Maya, Gautama Buddha's mother, in

paintings, 853 n. 39, 8540.44, 855 sq.,

943 , 947 ,
I02 7 ,

>063.

Mayaklik, grazing ground : site near,

1274 sqq.; finds from, marked Ta.

(= Tarishlak. q. v.).

Mazar-tagh (‘ Hill of the sacred shrine ’),

on Khotan River : length and geo-

logical structure, 1284 sq.; morpho-

logical connexion with Mazar-tagh

near Maral-bashi, 1285; effects of

wind-erosion on, ib.
;
watch-tower on

hill-crest, 1285 sq. ;
advantage of

position, 1291.

fort on end of ridge : belongs to

same period as Mlran fort, 468 ;
its

position, 1285; construction of walls

and towers, ib.

;

interior, 1285 sq.;

remains of quarters, 1285; walled

outercourt, 1286; excavation of ‘keep’,

1286 sq.
;

relics destroyed by fire,

1 287 ;
remains of store-pit, ib.

;
refuse-

layers outside fort, 1287 sq.
;
Tibetan

occupation of fort compared with that of

Minin, 1291.

finds in and near fort ; misc.,

1286 sq., 1291 sqq.; Chinese coins.

1287, 1347, 1349 ;
chronological

evidence of, 1287; doubts of prove-

nance ofcoins justified, 1279; Tibetan,

Chinese, and other docs., 462, 467 sq.,

1279, 1 286-9, 1456sqq.; Dr.Francke’s

notes on Tibetan docs., r46osqq.

Mazar-tagh, near Maral-bashi, 1285.

i 3 10 -

Mazar-tepe, derivation of local name,

7 2 n. 26.

Mazar-toghrak, site, 205 sqq. ; approx,

dating of remains, 206 ; abandonment

of settlement at, 207 ; Khotanese docs,

found, 205 sq.. 1 4 4 7 ;
Chinese coin,

206, 1343 : Descriptive List of objects

found, 209 : resemblances between

Kara-yantak and M., 1262.

Mazars : caves in Pakhpu Mts. looked

upon as Mazars, 89 ;
proximity of M.

to old sites, 1254; M. of legendary

Imam 'All Akbar, 92 ;
Kizil-jai Mazar,

84 ;
M. of the Three Ghazls, near

Aiding-kul, 94 ;
of Rukn-ud-din Salnb

and Kohmaii, 95; at Suya, 127; at
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Siyelik, 140: of Imam Ja'far Sadiq,

212, 214, 241, 24511.18, 1254: at

Niya Site, 223, 236 sq. ; of Yalghuz-

tugh, 301 ;
of Gumbaz (Korla), 1235 ;

near Farhad-Beg-yailaki, 1254; Lachin-

ata-mazar, 1254: IW. of Imam 'Asirn,

1254; of Ivapak-aste, 1320; Uliigh-

mazar, see s. v. See also local worship

maze, represented on bionzeseal, 127.

measures : carpenter's, 433 ;
shoemaker's,

660, 771 ;
m. named in Tibetan docs.,

1464 sq. See also Chinese measures,//,

medallions: in glass, 291: on stucco

relievos. 142, 146, 151 ; in ‘ Sas-

sanian ' textile decoration, 908 sqq.

;

in wall-paintings, 931, 1153, 1252,

1261.

medical texts and records : Chinese in-

ventory records (Lou-lan), 411; re-

cipes and reports in Limes docs., 700,

712, 761; in Tibetan docs., 1466;
texts, Khotanese, 811,815,915,1450,
1453; Kaichean, 915, 1452; Skr.,

1436-

medicine case, Chinese, 216, 659.
1 medicine case of Hsien-ming company’,

lid of, 659, 761 ; inscribed lid proto-

type of wooden ‘envelopes
'
(q. v.), 659.

meditation, attitude of, see dhyana-mudra.
Medusa, see classical designs,

melons, cultivation of, 1090 n. 6a .

melted butter (/Indian ghi), mentioned
in Tibetan docs., 1465.

Mem, village, 45.

Meng-chieh-li {Shu-me'ng-yeh-li). capital

of Swat, 6 ;
referred to by Hsiian-tsang,

6> 13, //; identified with mod. Mang-
laur (q.v.), 6, 13, 15; mentioned in

T'ang Annals, 20.

meng shih, type of arrow, 659, jjS, 759
n. 52.

Merdek-kol, lagoon, 452.

Merdek-tim, fort, 420 n. 24, 450 ;
account

of, and finds at, 452 sqq.; Chinese
coins from, 453, 1344.

Merghen Ahmad, guide, 154.

Meros, Mount. Koh-i-Mor, peak.

Meru, Mount, in magic diagrams, 974 sq.

;

in paintings, 990, 1042.

Mesas, eroded clay terraces, ancient, 34 1

.

360 n. 14. 423 sq.. 550. 55Z. 575. 644.
651, 654. 683, 711 sq.. 717 sqq.;

formation of, described. 576, 589, 642

;

belt of. represents legendary ‘ Town of
the Dragon'. 423 sq.; watch-stations

and towers on. 572. 575, 600. 603.

634. 640. 644. 651. 654. 662, 666.

697. 71 1 sq.. 717 sqq.. 737.
metaphysical treatise, Sogdian MS. fr. of,

920. 924 ; Uigur MSS. of, 923, 925.
Mi. = ‘ Ming-oi

. q. v.

mica, frs., 433, 441, 444.
mica-schist, fr., 1322.
Mihman, guide, 283-5.
mihman-khana, room corresponding to,

234. See also guest-rooms.

Mihrab (or niche), 49 ;
in carved wood,

195-

military agricultural colonies: established

at Lou-lan (q.v.), 421 ;
date of, 422 ;

in Tun-huang region, 647, 663,

740 sqq.; along foot of Nan-shan, 725 ;

established by imperial order, 647,

663,740; why established, 742 sq.

;

analogy of colonies on Roman
limites

, 743 ;
of Austrian military

border on Danube, &c., 743 sq.

;

organization of colonies, 744 ; officers

and soldiers, 745 sqq.
;

colony at

Lun-tai{ Wu-lei), 730, 1236 ;
location,

345 n- 29, 730 n. 34; at Ch'ii-li

(q.v.), 730, 1236; story of cultivation

by reconquering Chinese army, 1126

n. 5 ;
abandoned colony, below Matan,

1 298.

military companies, on Limes, 747, 747
n. 27. See also local names.

military matters, in Chinese docs.
;
(Lou-

lan) 409, 41 1 sq.
;
(Tun-huang) 596,

598, 636, 641, 647 sqq., 653, 659 sq.,

663, 668 sqq., 685 sq., 689 sqq.,

699 sq., 71 1 sq., 714 sq., 717 sqq.,

721, 729, 745 sqq.
;

(Mazar-tagh)

1290 ;
treatise on military affairs {Li-

mo), 764; in Tibetan docs., 1289,

1463-

military organization, Chinese, in Han
times, 728, 740 sqq.

military posts, from Tun-huang to ‘ Salt

Marsh’ (Lop-nor), 728 sq.

mill, see water-mill.

millefiori, see beads.

millet (tarigh, Panicum miliaceum )

:

in Chitral, 31; grains of, (Niya)

252; (Lou-lan) 385, 436, 444, 446;
(Mlran) 476 ;

head of, in seed, (Milan)

479; sheaves, (Mlran) 461; straw,

(Tun-huang) 595; mentioned in

Tibetan docs., 1465.
minerals, mentioned in Tibetan docs.,

1465.

Ming dynasty, Chinese policy of seclusion

under, 1122 sq.

Ming porcelain, 1106 sq., 1
1 35.

1 Ming-oi ’ (‘ Thousand Houses ’) Site,

1183 sqq. ; cave-temples, 1 184 ;
posi-

tion and disposition of ruins, ib.

;

clearing of shrines, 1185; constructive

types and materials of, 1185, 1198;
vaulted cellas, 1 185; cellas with enclos-

ing passages, 1186; sepulchral monu-
ments, 1186, 1190; group 1 of

shrines, 1187-9, 1200-3; group n,

1189 sq., 1200, 1221 sq.
;
group in,

1190 sq., x 2 2 1 , 1223; westernmost
of central temples, 1191; other halls

and cellas, 1191-8, 1203-5, 1211-18,

1221; ancient watch-tower near site,

1

1

99-

effects of fire at, 1185, 1187 sq.,

1190 sqq., 1195; atmospheric condi-

tions affecting ruins, 1186; evidence

of Muhammadan ieonoclasm, 1187;
no signs of fire at ruin xviii, 1198.

finds: Chinese coins, 1187, 1189,

ii9isq., 1194, 1198, 1346; fresco

panels from Mi. xiii, 1195 sq., 1213

sqq.
;
prob. of Uigur period, 1196;

fresco fr. from Mi. xviii, 1196, 1199,
1 2 2 o

;
painted wood-carvings, 1 1 8 7 sqq.

,

1 200 sqq.
;

painted wooden panels,

ii87sq., 1190, 1201 sq., 1222; relievo

friezes, 601, 1190 sqq., 1211 ;
method

of fixing and of production, 1193;
decoration of, ib.

;
unchanged style of,

accounted for by use of moulds, 1194 ;

evidence for dating relievos, 1193 sq.

;

naturalistic treatment of heads, 1
1 94 sq.:

stucco from, analysed, 1391; wood-

carvings, 1197, x 20 1, 1216; wooden

statuette, 1197, 1218; Descriptive

List of antiques, 1200-44.
Mi>ig-sha hsien (Later Chou designation

of Tun-huang district), 620.

Ming-ti, Emperor, sends troops to Shan-

shan, 330.
‘ ministers’ of Suddhodana, in paintings.

859. i°45-

Minto, late Lord: interest of xiv;

grants awards to Naik Ram Singh and

Rai Lai Singh, 1327.

Mir Sultan Shah, ruler ofBadakhshan, 33.

miracles, see Buddha.

mirages, Hsiian-tsang’s notice of, 1x44.

Miragram, village, 18, 45; Obaidullah

Khan’s house at, 47 sqq.; Deputy

Hakim of, 50.

Mlran site : not to be identified with

Polo’s Lop, 318 sq. ;
Yii-ni identified

with, 322, 326, 333, 343, 469- S3 8 ;

‘ Little Nob ’ corresponds to, 322, 469;

I-hsiin placed at, in Tang texts, 327 ;

strategic importance of M., 475-6;

military importance of 4760. 19;

M. not mentioned by Marco Polo, 476.

first visit to, 346-9 ;
remains found,

ib,
;

cultivation at, 346 ;
return to,

455 i routes through, 340, 346, 475-6;

555> 559 sTi anc- 031,31 lines
> 534;

chronology of site, 537 ;
peculiar

ground surface, ib. ; no remains of

dwellings traced, 538; settlement of

Abdal Lopliks at, 475 n. 16, 538.

Chinese coins, 474, 1345; I 349 sc
l-

mural paintings and plaster analysed,

1390.
ruined Tibetan fort M. 1, 347 sqq-;

456 sqq.
;

position and structural

features of, 456-7; date of 538;

wind-erosion and its effects, 457 sq.

;

evidence of earlier occupation, 458

;

ground surface near, ib.

;

stones stored

on walls (for ammunition), ib. ;
ar-

rangement and construction of rooms,

459 sqq.
;
deposits of filth in, 459 sq.

;

mud hovels within, 461 ;
irregularity

of levels in area, ib.
;

evidence of

squalor and discomfort, 463 ;
belongs
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to same period as fort at Mazar-tagh, I

468, 1291 ;
Tibetan origin of fort.

474 ;
abandoned after Tibetan occupa-

tion, ib. ;
dominated Lop-Tun-huang

routes, 475, 560; reason for abandon-

ment, 476.

Tibetan records from JY1 . 1, 34 s .

459, 460 sqq., 467 sqq. ;
condition

and character of, 461, 467 ;
paper

of poor quality, except in PothTs, 462 ;

predominant use of wood for docs.,

ib. ;
similarity to Mazar-tagh records,

ib.
;
shape, size, &c., of records, ib. ;

seal impressions, 462, 465; A
mentioned in records, 322, 468 sq. ;

Dr. Francke’s inventory, 467 sqq..

1 460 sqq. See also Tibetan documents,

document in Turkish Runic script

from M. 1, 461. 47i sqq-. 484; ap-

proximate dating ofrecord, 4 7 2 sq.; titles

of Chinese origin mentioned, 472 ;

uncertain origin of record, 474-
'

misc. finds at M. 1, 348, 459 STP>

463 sqq. ;
abundance of fabric remains,

466; silk textiles rare, ib.
;
absence of

Chinese records, 471, 474 ;
Descriptive

List of objects from, 476-84.

ruined Buddhist shrine M. 11, 349 .

485 sqq. ;
condition and structural

features, 485, 490; remains suggest-

ing Vihara, 490 ;
decorated niches,

485 ;
architectural design, 485 sqq-

;

elevation of stucco pilaster, 486 ;
style

of stucco pilasters, 486, 491 ;
upper

portion of base, and remains of upper

story, 487, 490 ;
no signs of destruc-

tion by fire, 489 ;
stucco relievo

images, 485 sqq. ;
material of heads,

488 ;
arrangement of drapery, ib.

;

finds between image bases, 489 ;
stucco

decoration compared with Gandhara

friezes and with wooden double

brackets from Lou-lan, 486 sq. ;
other

sculptured relics, 489 ;
palm-leaf Pothi

frs. in Skr. from, 489, 492, 1448;

chronology of architecturaldecorations,

491 sq. ;
ruin used as herdsmens

shelter, 490; periods of consi ruction

and abandonment, 491 sq.; dating of

shrine, 492 ;
list of objects found.

538 sq.

Stupa cella M. in, 492 sqq. ;
its

discovery, 493, 497; structural leatures

of, 493 - 497 , 535 sq-; circular Stupa

base and its arrangement, 493 sq..

536 n. 16; dating of cella, 495; silk

votive banner with Kharosthi inscrip-

tions from, 495, 542 ;
clearing and

removal of wall-paintings, 496, 498 ;

material of frescoes, 496 ;
artificial

flowers found, 496, 542 sq. ;
fallen

frs. of upper wall-paintings, 497 sq-

1

miscellaneous finds, 496 ;
Descriptive

List of objects, 539-47.
painted dado of M. in, 494. 5°6

sqq., 539 sq.
;
comparison with fresco

from M. v, 500 sq., 509 sq., 512,

515 sq.; with Haritt panel, 1253;

disposition of heads shows classical

source of design, 503 ;
use of chiaro-

scuro and method for ‘ high light ’ effect,

504, 508, 884 n. 8 ;
arrangement of

dado, 497, 506; homogeneous effect

ofarrangement, 506 ;
method of paint-

ing dado, 507 ;
wings and garments of

angels, ib.
;

arrangement of hair,

507, 5°9> 3i5; expression of eyes

507 sqq.; features, Western, with

Semitic tir.ge, 507, 51 1; difference in

pose and expression, 508 ;
origin of

decorative scheme, 509 ;
individualistic

treatment of faces, ib.
;
poses adapted

to position, ib. ;
connexion of design

with Gandhara friezes, 510; ‘angels’

derived from winged Cupids, 51 1;

figures unconnected with Buddhism, ib.

painted friezes above dado of M. in,

497 sqq. >' interest and technique of

paintings, 498 sq. ;
fresco panels, from

friezes, 499. 539 sqq- >' method of

joining broken pieces, 499 n. 9;

height and ground colour of frieze,

500; decoration compared with fres-

coes from M. v, 500 sq., 509 sq.

,

composition of frieze unbroken, 500

,

combination of scenes, and repetition

of figures, 501 ;
account of remains

found, 502 sqq., 539 sqq. ;
details

of paintings derived from classical

models. 503 sq. ;
arrangement of hair,

502, 505; expression of eyes, 503,

505 ;
minor fragments of upper friezes

'505 : use of chiaroscuro and method

for ‘high light' effect, 504 sq., 541,

543 ;
figure of royal worshipper, 5° 5 >

540 ;
heads of female figures, 505.

Stupa mound M.iv, 533.

Temple M. v : character of luin and

structural features, 512 sq., 535 s_q- :

walls and interior of cella, 512 : Stupi

and dome of cella, 494, 5 1 3 1
circulai

cellas, 536 m 16; remains of wood-

carvings, 513; polychrome deco, a-

tion of, ib. ;
east entrance to cella, 514 ;

remains of stucco images, ib.; fust

clearing of frescoes, 516; probable

name and oiigin of painter-decorator,

5]osq.;
difficulties of photographing

and risks of removing frescoes, 532 ;

composition of plaster, ib . ;
damage

done by Japanese traveller, 5330. 10 ;

Descriptive List of objects, 545 sqq.

painted dado of M. v, 512, 5M-

545; festoon decoration of, 510, 515-

5 , 7 523 sqq. ;
outer passage lunettes.

515 ;
winged figures, 515. 5

4

6
5

ar ‘

rangement of hair, ib.

;

arrangement 111

two hemicycles or arcs, 516 ;
b. hemi-

cycle lunettes with portraits, 523,

525 sqq.; ‘light and shade ’treatment

of flesh, 525, 527; fifties m N. arc

lunettes, 527 ;
figures of amonm, 528 ,

Western art spirit in figures, 528,

529.
painted frieze above dado of M. v,

498, 512, 514, 5n; classical com-

position of figures in, 512, 514;

decorative floral motifs, 515.' com-

parison with frescoes from M. in,

500 sq., 509, 510, 512, 515 sq.; fres-

coes in S. hemicycle, 516 sqq.;

subject and treatment of frieze, 51 7 sqq.,

529; subject identified as legend o!

Prince Vessantara, 521 sqq.; frs. in

N. hemicycle, with figures of armed

men, &c., 520 sq. ;
same legend repre-

sented, 523; Kharosthi inscriptions

on frescoes, 516, 518 sq., 521, 529 sqq.;

inscription on elephant s leg, 529 sqq.;

on palace gate, 531.

Stupa ruin M.vi, 533.

Stupa ruin M. vii, 534-

structural remains, M. vm, ix, on

Yardangs, 534, 537 -

ruin of domed chamber M. x,

534 sq. ;
use of squinch in, 535 ;

finds

in, 536s L> 547 -

brick mound M. xi, 534-

tower M. xii, 537 .

Miran River, 350; water-supply and

irrigation possibilities of, 474 -

Miran Tarim, colony, 347.

Mirkanni, fort, 34.

mirror, represented on clay seal, 231 ;

in drawings and paintings, 943, 967,

980. See also bronze.

wLAland, deed of sale of, 232.

Mithradates II of Parthia, coins of, 1340,

1 349 -

Mithras-like figures in frescoes, 524, 0 2,.

Mitraka, name in Kharosthi inscription,

AIo^town of; mentioned by Sung Ytin,

1255 ;
located at Farhad-Beg-yailaki, ib.

Mo-ho-yen (
Mo-kia-yen),

desert, 1097,

U44 also called Sha-ho (• River of

Sand'), 1141; Ilsuan-lsang loses

himself in, 1144-

Mo-kia-yen. wrong form of Mo-ho-yen ,

1097 n. 1 1.

Mo-ku-t'ai-tzu, locality. 1109.

Mo-shan. kingdom of. 726, 420 ;
see Shan.

Alo-she. convent, J2jS >1. 14 ;

another

form Afa-she ("I ib. A/a-t/za ),
ib.

Mo-tan, Wu-k'ung at, 19.

Mochian-deh, ‘ blacksmiths village . re-

mains of, 36.

modillions, on wooden cantilevers, 200,

248, 1258.

Mogo-ming, wrong foim of Bogar-nnng

(q. v.).

Moji, oasis of. 2 1 1 n. 1 ;
list of objects

from, 1316.

Molcha, river, see Wu-che.

monastery ;
supposed remains of, near

Sanoghar, 46; remains of. at Farhad-

Beg-yailaki, 1249; at Ak‘su ;llul

Kucha in HsUan-tsang s time. 1298 ;
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Chinese monastic accounts found at

Mazar-tagh, 1290; prob. location of

monastery, ib. Ste also Buddhist

convents.

Mongol (?) coin from Kelpin, 1347, 1350.
Mongol dynasty : Ch'ien-fo-tung wall-

paintings prob. restored under, 795 ; j

Chinese sgraffiti of. on cave walls at

Wan-fo-hsia, 1113.

Mongol inscr. on stele, 800.
Mongol period, Ch'ien-fo-tung grottoes

from, 828.

Mongol-speaking tribe, at N. foot of
Nan-shan, 1129.

Mongolian beer, mentioned in Tibetan
docs., 1465.

Mongolian fold see anthropology.
Mongolian (?) sgraffiti, on cave wall at

Wan-fo-hsia, 1112.

Mongolian type of head, stucco relief fr.,

1193, 12 1 1

.

Mongolian type of ponies on printed silk,

99 1 -

Mongols : camps of, 622 n. 12, 638 n. 12;
in Kara-shahr, 1179 ;

known as Kal-
maks, 1180: retard cultivation at

Korla, 1230; semi - nomadic, in

Khaidu-gol valley, 1224; description
of (Southern) Mongolian type, 1361.

mongoose, emblem of Vaisravana, 953.
monkeys, figures of : intaglio, 101, 125;

jade fig., praying, 100, 103; soap-
stone, 100, 1 19; seated, on bone seal,

263; stucco relievo fr., 151 ; in draw-
ings or paintings, 967, 970, 1060.

terra-cotta figurines, 99sqq., 107 sqq.,
1 13 sq., 120, 122, 124, 137, 151 ; as
baby in cradle, 107 sq., in sq.

;

carrying female and child, 115; with
drinking (?) horn, hi; with drum,
105, in; female. 113, 115; grotesque.

105-7, 11 5 >
heads, 103. 105-7, 109-

1 1

1

• 1

1

5 ' I2 °- 122; applique heads,
120; head and bust, 115 ; ithyphallic,

105, nosq., 113, 123; mask, 106; in

meditation. 105. 119 ; miniatuie, 105;
nude, 1 13, 1 21 ;

nude in symplegma,
104. 113; nursing toung, 115: with
pile of discs, in; playing guitar,
102 sq., 105. nosq., 113, 115. 120;
playing syrinx. 105, in, 120; in

prayer, no. 122, 133; pregnant
woman (or female monkey?), 113;
‘ pudica ’ attitude, 1 13; seated, 103.
no, 113 sq., 119 sq., 123; squatting,

103, 105, nosq., 113, 115, n 9 sq.,

121 ST, T 3 .3 1 clasping water-skin, 14 1

;

swimming on skin, in attitude of.

1 10.

monks
:

quarters for, 792. 797, 843,
1164, 1225; in paintings, 794, 891,
9 2 §. 9 ,34 ' 9 ^ 7 - 994-6 . 1008, 1010,
1018, 1048, 106S

;
in paper pounce,

969 j in silk embroidery hanging.
984; in fresco panels, 1196 sq.,

1 2 1
.3 sqq.

; as donors of paintings, &c.,

839 ' 9 6 5 > 984, 99
J
5

..

1010, 1018, 1048,
1068. See also Ksitigarbha.

monsters : terra-cotta fr. in form of

monster’s head, 1 1 5 ;
monsters on

carved double brackets, 235, 264 ;

composite monster, on carved chair frs.,

403, 447 sq.; in fresco frieze, 512,

514; sketches of m., 892, 977;
monster’s head, in painting of door-

handle, 851 ; as shoulder-piece in

stucco relief fr., 1199. 1219: busts on
wooden cornice, 1225, 1229.

Moon, Bodhisattva of, in paintings,

868 sqq., 980, &c. ; moon-myth, em-
blem of, 959, 973, &c.

Mora-player, pose of, represented in

frescoes, 527 sq.

mortices : for door-bolts in passage walls,

645, 652.

mosque : remains of(?), at Bilel-konghan,

274 n. 10; ruins of, at Lapchuk, 1157;
N. of Ulugh-mazar, 1 264.

mosquitoes, from Limes marshes, 637.
moLher-of-pearl : frs., 116, 145; bead,

I2 5 -

moulded ornaments : on glass, 283, 291

;

on pottery, 1 14, 1257.
moulding: on balusters, 187, 196, 378,

404, 441, 443, 449, 1260; on canti-

levers, 200, 247 sq., 257, 264, 1257;
on carved wood, 195, 246, 249, 444,

446, 54 2
, 546; in clay over reed-straw,

1153; on stucco pilasters, 486; on
wooden bracket, 1222; on wooden
pillar, 279; on wooden stick, 1292.

ball-mouldings, on wooden balus-

ters, 173, 194, 441, 446, 448 sq., 539,
1 228 sq.

bead-moulding, on stucco relief, 790.
club moulding, on pottery fr., 629.
reed mouldings, on bronze stud, 1 1 6.

ring mouldings, on turned wood, 17 1,

173, 441, 1229.

triangular moulding, on pottery, 62 9.

wedge-moulding, turned wood, 173.
moulds: plaster or stucco, 172, 187,

190, 194, 1287, 1292; methods of

production of figures from, 1193 ; use
of, accounts for unchanged style of
stucco relievos, 1194; clay mould for

Bodhisattva figure, 1262, 1268. See
also clay moulds, plaster of Paris,

mouse-traps, wooden. 217, 249, 263.
mouth-organ: in paintings, 949, 1041,

1054, &c.; held by terra-cotta figurine,

1469. See also cheng.

mu, Chinese land measure, J49.
Mubarak Shah, headman of Sarhad, 68.

inudras : drawings of, 892, 966 sq., 999 ;

in paintings, 860, 868, 877 sq., 882,

89°, 937-1088 passim. See also ab-

haya-vmdra
,
bhumisparsa-mudrd, dhar-

viacakra-mudrd
,
dhyCina-mudrii, nydya-

rnudid, vara-mudra, vitarka-mudrd.
Mughul Beg : mentions inhabitants of

Chitral, 26 n. 6 ; mentions ruler of

Ivashkar State, 33; on Kashkar, 31
n. 27; mentions Turl-kho and Mul-
kho, 43 n. 10; mentions Abdullah
Khan’s Lasht, 51.

Muhammad Arslan, coins of, 102, 1309,
J 34i sq., 1348, 1350.

Muhammad Yaqub, Surveyor, 707.
Muhammad Yusuf Beg, of Keriya, 1321

n. 2.

Muhammadan cemetery, see cemeteries.

Muhammadan coins : from Ak-terek,

140 n. 13, 1343; from Yotkan, 102,

1340 sq.; puichased at Ivhotan, 102,

1341 sq., 1350; coins of Muhammad
Arslan, 102, 1309, 1341 sq., 1348,

1350; coins said to be from near
Domoko, 1264, 1347 ;

from Ulugh-
mazar, 1264; from Tokuz-sarai, 1309,
1348; from Togujai, Moji, 1316, 1340,
1350; Kine-tokmak, 1342; of Sa-

manide dynasty, ib.

;

of 1 Sulaiman
Khaqan ’

(?), 1342, 1350.
Muhammadan iconoclasm at ‘ Ming-oi

’

Site, 1187.

Muhammadan remains between Old and
New Ak-su, 1299.

Muhammadan tombs : near Lapchuk,

1156; near Korla, 1232 sq.
;

near

Uch-Turfan, 1300. See also
‘ Gumbaz ’.

Muhammadanism in Wakhan, 65.

Mukhtar-cho), locality, 1234.
Mukuta: in frescoes, 173, 179, 183, 185.

188, 1170; in painted panel, 185.

Mul-kho, valley, 43.

mulberry-trees, 212 sq., 222, 238, 240,

404. See also Broussonelia papyrifera.

mulberry wood: stick of, 268; carved

pieces, 283.

mules, in painting, 951 ;
mentioned in

Tibetan docs., 1465.
Mullah Khwaja, of Domoko : burrowings

at Khadalik, 154, 157; information

from, 155, 196, 197, 199, 201, 205 sq.,

1263.

list of objects brought by Mullah

Khwaja and others from Khadalik,

167 sqq. ; Chinese coins supplied by,

1343; MS. remains brought by,

i 43 2 sq., 1443 -

Mullah Shah, Lop hunter and guide,

311, 351 sq., 362, 393, 431, 567 ;

rediscovers Lop desert route, 565.
Muller, Prof. F. W. K., help given by,

xviii, 920.

multiplication table, in Limes doc., 592,

764-

Munjakche, ruined site near Kelpin, 1305.

Munjan, hill tract : speech of, identical

with Yidghah, 26 ;
settlers from, use

Ghalchah dialect, 27.

mural decoration, see wall-paintings.

Murtuk : Lokapala figures at, 871 n.5;

Vajrapani figure at, 8760. 47.
Musa Beg, of Charchan. 301 sq.

Musa Haji, from Tazken, 1232.

muscle (?), dried, 434.



musical instruments: remains of, 253,

466, 480 sq., 1469; with terra-cotta

figurines, 99, 109, &c,, 1468 ;
in paint-

ings, 177, 527, 8 5 i, 887, 889, 934,

947, 949, &c.
;

notes by Miss K.
Schlesinger on, 1467 sqq.

musicians, in paintings, 887, 934. 948-
1082 passim, 1467 sq. See also terra-

cotta slab.

muslin, frs., 248, 600, 788.

Muzart-darya, river, 1236 n. 4.

mystic poses, &c., see mudras.

N.=Niya Site, q. v.

n>l, phonetic change of, 322, 337 n. 13.

Xa-chih : early Chinese name for Lap-
chuk (q. v.),j:j7 n.ip; location of, 1157.

Xa-fu-po{*Navapa): Hsiian-tsang'sname

for Lop (q.v.), 288 ,pi, 323, 325n.11,

337 n. 13, 468, 1462 ;
etymology, 321.

Nache-kuduk, well, 127.

Naga Apalala: tutelary divinity of Ud-
jana, 13 ;

legend relating to his spring,

8, 15; identification of spring, id.

Naga Susravas, legend of, i6n. ir.

Nagari script, early, MS. in, 1450.
Xagaropama-sulra, Skr. MS. fr. of, 1454.
Nagas: of ‘dragon lake’, 17; terra-

cotta fr. (?), 1 1 2 ;
stucco relief frs. (?),

1216, 1281; in paintings, 856, 869,

980, ioo2, 1013, 1023, 1036, 1040,

t
1058, 1076, 1079.

Nagh. — Naghara-khana, q.v.

Naghara-khana, mound near Aiding-kul

:

identified with Hsiian-tsang’s ‘ drum-
lake ’ convent, 94 ; remains at, id.

nail-head orn., see designs.

nails, or nail-heads, see bronze, iron.

Naiza-tash Pass, on Pamirs, 64.
Nan. = Nan-hu, q. v.

Nan. K.T. = ‘ Tati ’ NE. of Nan-hu
town, 616 n. 1.

Nan. T . = Nan-hu ruined town, 6 1 6 n. 1

.

Nan-hu, oasis of : Lung-lo (Shou-ch'ang
hsien) identified with, 620.

topography, 61 1 sqq.; alluvial

basin, 611 ; erosion and destruction
by floods, 612, 61 4, 617; geographical
parallelism with Domoko, 612, 6t4sq.;
‘Nan-hu Yar’, 612 sqq., 626; reservoir

constructed by damming up ravine,

612; irrigation of cultivated areas,

6i2sqq., 627sq,, 742; outlying areas of
cultivation, 613 sq.; sottlement reduced
since earlier period, 615 ;

possible

causes, fA; strategic importance ofNan-
hu, 622 sq.; natural defences of, 623 ;

extension of cultivation, 628 ;
likely

position for ‘ military agricultural

colony 742 ;
location of Yang kuan at,

see s. v.

ancient burial-ground, 61 1, 619;
‘ gate ’ to grave enclosure, 6

1
9.

ancient embankment between Tun-
huang and Nan-hu, 610 sq., 617 sqq.;
origin and character of, 617 sq.

;
sug-
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gestion of defensive line, 618 sq.; prob.
purpose. 619: ruined watch-tower at

end of, 61 1, 617.

ruined town of Xan-hn-ch'eng, 615;
mounds within, 615 sq. ; brick frs.

found, 615.

Limes wall towards Yil-men knan
(q.v.), 618, 621, 628, 691 sq.

route to, 608, 610 sq. ; direct route

to S\V, flank of Limes doubtful, 655.
population : comfortable condition

of, 61 1, 614; Tungan inroads cause
depopulation. 614; anthropometric

records of, 1352 sqq.

Chinese coins from, 616, 1345,
1349 sq.; glazed pottery, 616; De-
scriptive List of objects, 629 sqcj.

abandoned village sites N. of,

624 sqq.
;
ruined watch-tower, 625.

Nan-shan ranges : in Ssu-ma Ch'ien's

history, upo ; advantages of route along

N. foot of, 580, 723 sq., 1093: limited

supplies along N. foot of, 742 ; valleys

of. 1127 sq.
;

grazing grounds in,

1128 sqq.; importance of, 1130;
neglect of, 1128; pastoral tribes at N.

foot of, n 29; winter grazing below

N. slopes of, 1131, 1134.

Nan-shan. Western, geographical ex-

plorations in, 1 1 15 sqq.

Nan-shan, Central, geographical explora-

tions in, 1127 sqq.

Nan-yaigan, ‘ Tati’, 303.

Nanda, Prince Siddhartha's cousin, in

painting, 945.
Nara, Japanese architectural style of, 851.

Naravana-sara, in Vajrapani painting,

140S.

Naristi, Kafir dialect, see Gabar-bati.

‘ nasturtium-seed’ beads, fr. of, 316, 431,

1270.

Naushirwan, king of Persia, legend of, 73.

*Xavapa, see Ka-fu-po.

necklaces, 49 ;
represented in wood-

carving, 190; in frescoes, 168 sq., 173,

175, 177 sq-. 181, 182, 184 sq., 519 :

on stone figurine, 122; on painted

panels, 170 sq.; on pottery, 107, 109,

115; on stucco relievos, I44sq., 148,

&c.
;
in paintings, 937-1088 passim.

needles : bronze, 444 ;
wooden, 263, 267,

447, 483, 774. Seealso carpet-weaver's

needles.

Nepal, Stupas of, 38.

Nepalese MSS., miniatures of images and

shrines in, 879.

Nepalese script, MS. fr. in early, 1449.

Nepalese type,Ch'ien-fo-tungpaintingsof,

839, 862, 86911. 42, 1073-5, 1428.

Nepalese type of Gupta script, MSS. in,

815, 914.

Nestorian Christianity in Eastern Tur-

kestan, evidence for, 465.

Nestorian Christians, tradition of, 96.

netting, see fishing-nets, rope netting,

string netting.
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Nf.ve, Dr. A., help of, at Srinagar, 1327.
‘ New '1 own ’, the, see Ya.sh-shahri.

Xgan-han, military company, 747 n. 27.

Kgan-tien, military company, 747 n. 27.

Ni-jang, Hsiian-tsang’s name for N i) a

(q. v.) 212, 220, 277.
Niao-fei, Chinese designation of Wakhan,

62.

NiazBeg, of Abdal, 475 n. 16.

Nicholas Range, on Pamirs, xxii, 54.
Nich-mo, graphic error for Chii-mo, 298.
nien-haos : on Chinese coins, 307, 474,

1168, 1182, 11870. 10, 1189, 1287,

1307; in Chinese sgraffito, 276; in

docs., 408, 593 sq., 688, 762, 820,

827 ; use of obsolete nien-haos, 408,

762, 8380. 9; absence of, from Chi-
nese sgraffiti, 1 1 1 2.

Nigudar, Mongol partisan leader, n.
Nike, classical, Byzantine angel figures

derived from, 51 1 n. 7.

Nilakanthadhdrani, Skr.-Sogdian MS. of,

914,920,924,1450.
nimbus : in wood-carving, 190; on clay

votive impression, 1268 : in frescoes,

169 sq., 173, 175-9, 181-3, 185,

188, 1277, 1282
;

in painted panels.

1 68, 170 sq., 174, 180, 184-8, 190,

194, 1258 sq. ; on painted wood,
1 7 1 sq-- 175. i 8 3> 189; >n paintings,

937-1088 passim
;

on seal impres-

sion, 231, 262; in stucco relievos, 138,
I43sq.,i47,i5°, 152, 167, 17 1, i7 9 sq.,

186, aoosq., i27osq., i28osq. See

also haloes, vesica.

Aina, prob. Kharosthi form for Niya,

212, 297.

Nisar-gol plateau, 46.

Nissa,anthropometricrecordsof,i 352 sqq.

Niya, oasis of : Hstian-tsang’s Ni-jang ,

212, 220, 277; Kharosthi Xina (?),

212, 297; anthropometric records of,

!35 2 sqq. See also Charchan.

Niya River, 240 sq. ; shrinkage and
shifting of its course, &c., 243-5.

Niya Site
(
Ching-chiieh

, Ni-jang, Nina):

2 1 1 sqq. ; Niya Site dwellings recalled

at Mlragram, 48 sq.
;
comparison with

Khadalik, 155, 160, 162 ; comparison

of wood-carvings with Lou-lan finds,

395 ;
ornamental motifs, 397.

ruins beyond Niya River end, 211-

214; lemains of anc. houses, &c., 212;
trial excavation. 213; condition of

ruins previously explored 214.

NW. group of ruins, 214-24; re-

mains found there, 215 sqq.; large

refuse-heap, 217; Chinese wooden
labels, 2i8sqq., 296 ;

o.her finds, 221

;

ruins southwards, 221-4 i
Ram Singh's

reconnaissance, 222; skeletons found,

223 sq.; constructive features ot N. xx,

223 ;
finds in N. xxn, 224.

clearing ofN. xxiii, 225 ; of N. xxiv.

id.; finds in rooms i-iv, 225 sq.; ar-

rangement of rooms, 226, 378; Kha-

9 M
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rosth! tablets, 226, 329; hidden archive,

227; tablets found unopened, ib.

;

prob. explanation, 228; letters ad-

dressed to Cojhbo Somjaka, ib.
;
string

fastenings, 228, 232; tablets tied up
after opening, or re-sealed, 229; clay

sealings. 229-3T
; difficulties of de-

cipherment of docs., 231 ;
Prof. Rap-

son’s help, 231 sq.
;

tablets containing

deeds of sale, 230, 232; Skr. verses

on tablet, ib.

;

why docs, were hidden,

233; marking of cache, ib.

N. xxvi and SE. group of ruins,

234-9 ; arrangement of rooms in N.
nxvi, 234, 378; wood-carving, 233;
wooden Stupa model from X. v, 236;
anc. cemetery remains, ib. ; ruins N.
xxmi-xx.w, 237-9.

Southernmost ruins, 239-41 ;
wood-

carving in X. xxxvin, 239; use of
ruins as sheep-pens, 240, 245, 427;
footbridge across anc. river bed, 240sq.;
departure from Xiya Site, 241.

Chinese coins found, 242, 1343,
1 349 s q-

general observations, 242-6
;

his-

torical conclusions, chronology, numis-
matic evidence, 242 ; language and
palaeography of Kharosthl docs., 243;
change of physical conditions, ib.

;

causes of abandonment of site, 244-6 :

political conditions at close of 3rd cent.

a. d., 246.

Descriptive List of objects, 246-69.
A’ob (Hsiian-tsang’s Na-fu-po. q. v.)

:

name ofLop in Tibetan records. 3 2 2 sq.

,

468. 1462 : ‘three castles of Xob’, 469;
‘Little Xob

(
Nob-chung

). 322. 468sq.,
1462: corresponds to Miran. 322,

469 :
' Gieat Xob (Nob-ched), 322,

468sq.; corresponds toCharkhlik, 469;
‘Lower Xob ’ (Aob-shod). 469, 1462.

Xogai-bakche, hamlet. 1224.
Xoghorghi, fort, 36.

Aoghoro-dok, see Brep, old fort of.

nomadic life. Chinese aveision to, 1128.
nomads: jo Ch'iang (q. v‘.). 296, n;

418. 618. 622; Lopliks (q.v.). 333;
Tungan, 590 ;

Little Yueh-chih (q. V.),

618; grazing areas used by, 1100,
1

1 30 sq., 1138; accustomed to cross-
ing barren country. 1142; inroads of,

in Kara-shahr district, 1180; Mongol
nomads, retard cultivation at Korla,
1230.

non-Buddhistic paintings, &c. (Ch'ien-
fo-tung), 891 sq. ; Petrucci on, 1400.

non-Tibetan name, on horn ink-seal,

465, 480.

Xone. title of chief of Wakhan. 6g.
noose, emblem in paintings, 967, 980,

_
994 ' &c.

Xorth-Aryan language, see * Khotanese ’.

northern road ’ from Korla to Kashgar,

t
407- 1235. See a/so route of the north.

Xorthern \\ ei Annals, on LT
d\5na, 20.

notary, presence of, makes deed valid,

230 n. 10.

notches : on tally-sticks. 479, 483 ;
on

wood, 252. 256, 260, 263, 266; for

strings. on wooden tablets, 248 sq., 252,

254, 258 sq., 265. 269; on seal cases,

or sockets, 448. 461, 478 ;
use of, on

Chinese ‘slips’, 764 sq.

Nn-chih, po6 , 1331; see Vash-shahri.

Xullahs: formed by wind-erosion. 333,

391, iioi, 1161, 1164.
numeral radicals, tables of, i450sq., 1 456.
numerical designations of village areas,

1091 n. 8.

nuns : as donors of paintings, 839, 965,
1010 (?), 1018, 1048, 1059, 1068;
in wall-paintings, 794, 928; in Ti-

betan docs., 1465; Chinese MS. will

of a nun, 918.

Nur Muhammad, Beg of Abdal, 475m 16.

Nura, oasis of, 1321 ; statistics of popu-
lation, 1321 n. 2; Tim site near, 1322.

Nussia, 1 Tati ’ beyond village of. 95.
nut(?), kernel of, 1315.
nyaya-mudra , Buddha figures in attitude

of, 177, 1025.

ny mph, in painting, 881, 1035. See also

Apsaras.
‘ Xvmph of Virtue in paintings, 868 sq.,

869 n. 46, 960 sq.. 965, 969. 980,
1001, 1013, 1021, 1036, 1058, 1061.

1076, 1078, 1086.

Xysa, Alexander's city of. 3 n. 5.

0-

lsattg. ‘ ruined town ' near Tun-huang.
in Sha chou shift, ~ji6 .

oases, see Achma, Chlra, Domoko, &c.
oats

:
grown in Shuyist, 52 ; specimen of,

from Limes, 782.
Obaidullah Khan, of Miragram, his house

described, 47 sqq.

Och-beldir. valley, 87.

Och-merwan. ‘ three windows ’. remains
at, 81 sq.

ochre, yellow, lump of, 1107.
oghre-yol (• thieves’ track ’) through Tak-

lamakan, 1241.

octofoil, see designs,

oenochoe, terra-cotta miniature, 112.
oenochoe-like pottery jug, 126.
officers, political and military, of Tun-

huang Limes, 743 sqq.
;
pay records

of, 757; as donors of Ch'ien-fo-tung
paintings, 1395 sqq.

official titles in Kharosthl docs.. 414.
ogee curves, see designs.

01-

tam, ruined fort, 1177.
oil from ancient jar, 1315
‘ oinoruj ’, see weaver.

Oirats, see Kalmaks.
Okur-mazar-tagh, hill. 1310. Ate also

Achal-tagh.

Old Domoko ’, see Domoko.
‘ Old Town ’, see Yii-ni.

Oliver, Major D. G., help given by,

1326 sq.

onala giian lha, Tib. inscr. on ink-seal,

480.

Onion mountains, see Ts'ung-ling.

onyx intaglio, see seals,

opium pipe(?), iron, see iron.

Ora, Dyrta, towns of Assakenoi, 4.

orchards : of Ara - tarn, near Hami,
1 1 51 sq. ; of Kara-dobe and Lapchuk,

1158; dead: (Xiya) 240; (Endere)

284 ;
(Vash-shahri) 308 ; (Kuan-tsou)

627; (Kara-dong) 1242; (Farhad-Beg-
yailaki)i247, 1250; (Chong-tim) 1308.

orchestra, in paintings, 887, 1467 sq. See

also musicians.

Oriental type of wing on stucco relief of

Gandharvl, 180.

orpiment, laminary, in Shang-mi, 44.

orthography of Tibetan docs., 1466.
* otanchis ’, collectors of fuel, 129.

Ottogush, Khan, 3140.7.
Ottogush-shari at Charkhlik, 314.
Ou-yang Hsiin, ink-rubbings from Chi-

nese inscription of, 918.
outcasting, in Udyana, 12 n. 49.

ovals, see designs,

oven, at Limes post, 645.

Ovis Ammon and Oris Poll, horns of, as

votive offerings, 1303.

Owraz-ata, Sultan, Ziarat of, 1304.
ox : humped, on intaglio, 117; winged,

on intaglio, 126. See also bulls,

ox-head terra-cotta spouts, frs. of, 109.

ox-headed demons, in paintings, 943, 979,

994, &c.

oxen, mentioned in Tibetan docs., 1463.

Oxus regions, communication with

Chitral, 26, 28.

Oxus River, 60 sqq. ; Wu-hu of T'ang

Annals, 61 ;
Hsiian-tsang’s Fu-cfiu,

63; Ab-i-Panja branch, 53, 54 n. 3,

60 sq.; ford at Sarhad, 68 ;
the Tochari

on Oxus, 287.

Pa-no-p'a, pass, 706 n. 6.

Pa-yeh-ku, see Bayirqus.

Padmacintamani-dhdrarii-sutra, Sogdian

MS. fr. of, 920, 924.
Padmapani (?), in painting, 1074. See

also Avalokitesvara.

Padmasambhava, in painting, 1052.

Padmasana: in wmod-carving, 166,190;
in Ch'ien-fo-tung paintings, 863 n. 13.

937-1088 passim-, in frescoes, 169,

1 7

3

»
i 76

-
9 > 181-3, i85 >

1

1

73 >
lz62 ’

1267 sq.
; on painted fabric, 1 7 1 ;

in

painted panels, 170, 176, 187, 188,

1258; on painted wood, 168, 172,

189; stucco frs., 1173, 1272.
Padmavatl, see Po-mang-pa-fi.
pddukds (sacred footprints), 8.

Pahlavl characters on intaglio, 101, 123.

paint-grinding, wooden blocks for (?),

661, 772, 775.
painted panels, see panels,

painted silk banners, see banners,

painted wood frs.: (Khadalik) 163, 168,
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1 7 1 174-6, 180. i8 3 5 >
i8 7 9 1

1

, 93) 196; (Endere) 278. See also

paindngJ from Ch’ien-fo-tung : artistic

interest of, 833; belong mostly to

T'ang period, ib.

;

mixture of art in-

fluences, 833, 839 ;
interpretation of

sacred subjects, 833 ;
systematic

"rouping of pictorial remains, 836

,

limitations of survey, ib. ;
use of ‘ site-

marks ’, 836, 852 n. 33; paintings

classified by subjects, 836 ;
time and

milieu of production, 837 sqq. ;
general

questions of Buddhist iconography,

837 evidence of local origin, 838 sq.

,

names of donors (q.v.), 838 ;
donors

Chinese in dress and features, 839 >

motives of votive offerings, 840 ;
ab-

sence of Tantric monstrosities, ib.

;

portable Buddhist pictures, ib.

;

con-

servation of votive offerings at Bud-

dhist shrines, 841 5
Western parallels

for, ib. ;
fragmentary paintings and

< votive rags ’, ib. ;
method of pro-

duction of votive paintings, 842 ;
ar-

rangement, materials, and technique

of paintings, 842 sqq. ;
note by Mr.

Andrews, 846 ;
paintings for hanging

on walls, 843 ;
borders of large paint-

ings, ib.; size and number of paintings,

ib. ;
arrangement and material of

banners (q.v.), 843 sq. ;
total number,

845 ;
miscellaneous paintings and

drawings exclusively on paper, ib.; total

number, ib.
;
quality of silk, linen, and

paper used for paintings and banners,

845 sq. ;
treatment of paintings before

deposit in Wang Tao-shih’s cave, 847.

Subjects : scenes from legendary life

of Gautama Buddha (q.v.), 847 sqq.,

880, 9 37 sqq.; Dhyani-Buddhas (q- v -)>

860, 866, 868 ;
Buddhas and Bodhi-

sattvas
(
see s. w.), 860 sqq. ;

prepon-

derance of Bodhisattva figures, 861,

Vajrapanis, Dharmapala forms (q, v.),

862, 863 n. 11, 863, 869, 875 sq.;

Lokapalas (q. v.), 868 sq., 870 sqq. ,

Sivaitic deities, 870 ;
Indian gods, ib.

,

divine groups and assemblages,

876 sqq. ;
classification of groups,

876; Buddha and Bodhisattva sculp-

tures reproduced, 877 sqq.; images

reproduced with hieratic fidelity, 879 ;

legendary scenes, 847 sqq., 880

,

groups of Avalokitesvaras, 880
;
pro-

cessions of Samantabhadra and Maii-

jusri (see s. vv.), ib. ;
other divine as-

semblies, 882 ;
groups of Buddha with

Bodhisattvas, ib . ;
Buddhist heavens,

795, 859, 882 sqq.; Paradise of

Amitabha (q.v.), 857, 859, 883 sqq.,

930, 1405; of Amitayus, 888; of

Sakyamuni (q. v.), 888, 1410; Bhai-

sajyaguru (q.v.), 889 sq., i 4°9 l
°‘

Maitreya (q.v.), 890, 1408; unidenti-

fied Paradise, 890 sq. ;
essays on paint-

ings, by M. Petrucci, 833 sqq., 1 39 2 S4T :

by Laurence Binyon, 1428 sqq.

Descriptive List of, 835, 937-1088.

banner paintings (
see also banners),

811 sq., 838 n. 7, 841, 843 sq., 845,

937-1085.
Mandalas, see s. v.

non-Buddhistic paintings, 891.

dated paintings, 837, 850 n. 23, 880. i

inscribed paintings, 954, 959 . 973 .
1

975 . 978 , 993 . ‘334 sqq.; dates 1

of, 837, 880 ;
inscnptions mostly

votive, 838; inscriptions often not

filled in, 842. See also Chinese in-

scriptions.

linen paintings, 831.833, 843, 846,

949, 965 sq., ion, i°i 3 ,

i020sq.,i02 3 , 1035, 1039, 1048, 105-,

1057, 1068, 1072, 1079, 1086.

paper paintings, 831, 833,843. 840,

891, 947 , 95°, 967, 97 °, 97 6 . 99 T -

993-8, 1010-12, ioissq., 1021,1027,

1036, 1044, 1060, 1079 sq., 10S3 sq.,

1086 sq.

silk paintings, 81 1, 823, 831 sq.,

843 - 845 , 937 sqq-
.

See also frescoes, wall-paintings,

woodcuts.

paintings from Miran. see. s. v.

paintings from other sites
: _

(Chong-

hassar) 1162; (Kichik-hassar) 1166.

r 1 7 2 ;
( Ming-oi ’) 1188, 1202;

(Khora) 1225, 1229.

Pakhpu hill tract, 87 sqq. ;
caves in, 89 ,

jade in, 90; valleys of,^;ak-oism,ib.,

annual taxes in, 89. See I akhpuluks.

Pakhpuluks (hillmen of Pakhpu). 87 sq.

;

carried off as slaves, 89 ;
anthropo-

metric records of, 1 35 - STT
Pakhtoridim (Pakhturidini) : Buddhist

inscribed rock at, 37 sqq. ,
uPa

carving on, 37 sqq., 494 - See also

Charrun.

palanquin, in painting, 855, 1082 sq.

< palisades ’, in account of battle of Lien-

Palladi’us,

7
Archimandrite, on Ta-fo-ssu

temple at Kan-chou, 113 2 n - 5 -

Pallas Athene, see classical designs,

palm, see designs.

palm leaf, terra-cotta relief fr. of. 1 - /*•_•

palm leaves (?),
stucco relief fr. of, 1 - ,

-

palm-leaves, Skr. MSS. on, 4 *9 , 49-

539, 8 l 4 , 9 I 4 - r o

palm-tree (?). on soapstone relief, nb.

!
palmette. see designs.

i Palmyrene catacomb,. wall-paintines o .

ito8« _ ...

Palpi Sang, pass of, stt Baroghil.

Pamirs (Po-mi): Kao Ilsien-U.il. s

march across. 53 «F1\1
Wu-kung on.

, 7> 64; Marco Polos route across.

65’: stories of dragons on, 1301. -V,

also Ts'ung-ling mountains.

Pan Ch'ao, General :
establishes Chinese

power in ' Western countries , 83,

329 sq., 696, 732, 1231; at So-ch e

and Kucha, 83 ;
in Tarim Basin,

329 sqq.; in Kashgar. 330 ; at Shan-

shan, 330 sq. ;
in Sogdiana. 331 ; in

Kara-shahr region, 331 ;
employs

foreign mercenaries, 653 n. 6.

Pan-chi-tun, ruined mound near Nan-hu,

617 and n. 2.

Pan-liang, see Chinese coins.

P'an-shih tract, in Tang Annals. nyS.

Pan Ta-jEn, Amban of Khotan, afterw.

Tao-t’ai at Ak-su : help given by, x.

31 1, 1185, 1273; stay at his head-

quarters, 1297; opens colony at Bogar-

ming, 1273 ;
at Topa-nor, 131° n - —

Pan Yung, Chinese general : in Tarim

Basin, 329; his military colony at

Lou-lan, 331-3- 343 , 4 l6 sq. ;
opera-

tions against Turfan, 332 sq., 417;

colony at Lukchun, 332, 417 ;
victory

in Posterior Chii-shih (pres. Guchen),

ib. ;
appointed Chang-shih of the

Western Countries, ib. : receives sub-

mission of kings of Shan-shan, Kucha,

&c., at Lou-lan, ib.

panelled window-, remains of. 37 s -

panels, carved wooden: (Niya) 216 sq.,

248 sq.; (‘Ming-oi’) 1188 sq., 1202,

1221 sq.
;

(Kara-dong) 1244; open-

work, (Lou-lan) 398, 400, 404, 441 - 5 -

448 sq.
;

(‘Ming-oi’) 1221: niche,

(Farhad-Beg-yailaki) 1247, 1257. See

also wood-carving.

painted: (Khadalik) 1 55 -
I 3 *,

165, 167 sq., 170-2, 174-6, 180,

183-90, 193-6: (Darabzan-dong)

199 sq.
:

(Domoko) 201: (Miran,

q. v.) 546 :
(Tun - huang) 660 ;

(Ch'ien-fo-tung) 894, 1022. 1034 ;

(‘Ming-oi’) 1187 sq., 1190- II 95 -

1199, 1201 sq., 1213 sqq., 1222;

(Khora) 1225, 1229; (Farhad-Beg-

yailaki) 1248, 1251, 1258-60: (kara-

yantak) 1262, 1269.

stucco relief frs., open-work. (Gum-

baz, Korla) 1235 n. i
a

.

Panicum milieicciun, see millet.

Panja, locality, 550.

Panjkora, river, absence of ruins along,

23. See also Guraios.

panther (?), in frescoes, 523, 1165, 11 74 -

Pao-t'ai. towers like, 304, 537, 5 6 6 sq.

I
pao-lzii, see p'u-lzu.

i Pao-yiian, see Chinese coins.

! Papamkara, see Kalyanamkara.

paper : early Chinese paper made from

textiles, 650, 673; invented by Tsai

Lun. 650, 772 ;
earliest attempt pre-

ceding T'sai Lun’s invention, 67 4 n. 2 2

;

find of fibres of Broussomtia papyri-

fera in fabric fr. horn Limes, 650 ;

! early use of pure rag paper, 67 3 ;
origin

|

wrongly ascribed to an Aiab inven-

tion, °ib.; materials used in manufacture,

. 674 • rag paper of Limes docs. (Early

Sogdian) analysed by Prof, von Wies-

” 9 M 2
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ner, 6 7 3 sq. ; imperfectly made paper,

778 ;
sizes of paper sheets or rolls,

671 sq., 809 sq.
;
sizing in paper of

docs, and MSS., 674, 846, 920 ;

‘ laid-

marks ’, 1171, 1175; private letteis

fromLou-lanSiteonpaper,4i2
;
method

of folding and addressing letters, 671

;

use of paper for non-Chinese writing,

676 sq.
;
paper mentioned in Tibetan

docs., 1464.

paper found: (Khadalik) 154 sq.,

158-61, 188
;
(Lou-lan) 433 ;

(Mtranj

484; (Tun-huang) 671 sqq., 687.

776 sqq.
;

(‘ Ming-oi ’) 1198 sq., 1221

;

(Kara -dong) 1242; (Farhad - Beg-
yailaki) 1249, 1259; none found at

Niya Site, 242, 382 ;
comparative rarity

of, at Lou-lan Site, 383 ; scarcity of.

at Mlran, 462; on Limes, 674;
oiled (?) fr. for tracing (?), 999 ;

felted

frs., 1292 sq.

quality of paper : in Miran docs.,

&c., 462 ;
in Ch'ien-fo-tung paintings,

846; in Chinese MSS., 8o9sq., 816,

846: in Tibetan MSS., 810, 816,

919; in Turkish MSS., 818, 921,

924 sq. ; in Uigur MSS., 818, 828,

923, 925 ; in Sogdian MSS., 920 n. 8,

921, 924 ;
inferior paper of later MSS.

from Ch'ien-fo-tung, 827 ;
best paper

is of Sui dynasty, xxiii.

documents and MSS. on, ste Chi-

nese, Kharosthi, Tibetan, &c.

artificial flowers of, 954, 967.
drawings on, 845, 966-8, 974, 976,

979 - 999 -

miniature banneis, frs., 950.
paintings on, 843, 845, 891 sq.,

947 ? 950 , 964, 96 7 > 969? 975 sq.,

99 1
> 993-8. 1010-12, x o 1 5 sq., 1027.

1036, 1044, 1079, 1086 ; inscribed,

97 °. 973 - 975 - 993 . 996 sqq., «oi2,
1021. 1060. 1080, 1084, 1087.

pictures, 967, 999.
pounces, 892, 969, 1044.
sketches on, xxii, 976, 1008.
stencil, 892, 999.
woodcuts on, 893, 943, 968, 969,

974 , 97 fi, 998 sq., 1037, 1044.
paper mulberry-tree, see Broussondia

papyri/era.

paradise, Western, of Amitabha, &c.

:

paintings of, 857, 859 sq., 883 sqq.,
929 sq., 934, 948, 954, 960, 989 sq.,

1001 sqq., 1112; general arrange-
ment of, 1053. See also Amitabha,
Maitreya, &c.

parapets, brick, 590, 600, 654.
pard. see panther.

parrots, in textile design, 905 ; on painted
panel, 1258.

Parthiancoin from Karghalik, 1340, 1349.
Pashai, name refers to Kafirs, 11.

Pashai-Dir, mentioned by Marco Polo, 1 1.

passage of temples, for circumambu-
lation, see pradaksina.

passages in cave-shrines : mural decora-

tion in, 794, 809; chronology of, 795.

passports (yar/ig), 471 sq.; Chinese, of

T'ang times (?), 1290.

paste, see beads, disc, glass, pendant, seals,

patchwork: as votive offering, 900, 1000,

1069; embroidery, 896, 958; hangings,

823, 841.

Pathan traders, 566 n. 22.

Pathans, Indo-Afghans, anthropometric

records of, 1359 sq., 1388 sq.

pay, officers’, in Chinese docs., 757 sq.

peacock: on intaglio, 116; in damask
design, 986 ; in paintings, 865, 948-

1084 passim', soapstone relief of, 100,

103; terra-cotta, 99, 109 sq., 114.

peacock’s feathers, in fresco, 18 1.

pearl ornament, see designs,

pearls, mentioned in Tibetan docs., 1465.

pebbles, 268, 290, 779, 1295; pendant

of, 1269. See beads,

pedestal, for image, in stucco relief, 1199,

1219. See also image bases,

pegs, wooden: (Niya) 256, 263, 267;
(Lou-lan) 446 ;

(Tun-huang) 774-6;
(Kara-dong) 1243 ;

with roughly-

drawn grotesque faces, (Tun-huang)

597 - 649 . 7 6 7 . 769 . 77 6 , 779 - 78 3 sq.,

787; wooden, with knob, (Tun-
huang) 770; for carrying friezes,

(‘ Ming-01
)
1190.

P'ei Chti, Chinese general, notices route

through Shan-shan. 323. 426, 559.
Pei-ho, ‘ northern river ’ tract, 410.

Pei-ku, ‘ northern gorge ’. 54.

Pei-lu ,
‘ northern road ’, 407.

Pei-shan desert, winds of, 643.
Pei-shan plateaus, difficulties of military

operations in, 1142.

Pei shih : notices of Kuei-shuang and
Shuang-mi in. 45 ;

of Wakhan (Ch'ieh-

pei), 60, 6 1 ;
of Shan-shan and Chii-

mo, 298 ; confirms T'u-yii-hun con-

quest of Charkhlik, 323.
Pei-ta Ho (Su-chou River), 580, 1117;

irrigates Su-chou district, 1126 ; upper
valley of. 1128.

Pei-tan-lzu. correct form of Pi-ting-lzii,

ii
;
45 -

Pei-t'ing, identified with Besh-balik, 706
n. 4. AVe also Guchen.

Pein. Marco Polo’s, identified with Hsiian-

tsang’s Pi-mo , 1263. See also Char-
chan.

Peluot, Prof. P. : help given by, xviii

;

on I-hsiin (or I-hsiu), 327 ;
on Na-

chih (Lapchuk) 337 n. 13. 1157; on
Sogdian colony in Lop tract, 653 ;

at

Ch'ien-fo-tung, 814, 826. 927; on
Ch'ien-fo-tung MSS., 814. 826 sq..

916 sqq. ; relations with Wang Tao-
shih, 826. 830; at Kucha, 1238.

Pen Ta-jen, Amban of Yarkand, presents
Chinese coins, 84, 1340.

pendants: bronze, 119, 133, 289, 13i4sq.;
open-work bronze, 1306. 1313 ;

glass,

315 sq.
;
glass and silver, 239, 266 ;

jade. 3 1 6; lapis lazuli, 315; paste, 124;
221,2 38, 252,265,440,1315; stone,

1269, 1295.
pennons: wool fabric (?), fr. of, 167,

170 ;
on painted w'ood, 175, 184, 187.

pens found: reed, (Mlran) 465, 482-4;
(Mazar-tagh) 1286, 1291; wooden,
(Niya) 267; (Lou-lan) 437, 440;
(Mlran) 465, 481, 484; (Tun-huang)

597 , 605 . 774 . 776 . 783 . 787, 79°; (Ma-
zar-tagh) 1292; tamarisk twigs, (Tun-
huang) 597; represented in fresco

panels, (‘ Ming-oi ’) 1214.

pentagons, see designs.

perfume sachet, 484.

Persepolitan style, in carving of wooden
chair fr., 403, 447 ; in decoration of

pilasters, 486 sq.

Persia, see Po-la-szti.

Persian art : cast bronze object re-

miniscent of, 100, 1 19 ; intaglio, 101,

123; influence of, at Khadalik, 166;
at Farhad-Beg-yailaki, 1252 sq.

;
on

designs of Ch'ien-fo-tung textiles, 907
sqq.

;
influence of early Chinese tex-

tiles on, 913 ;
interrelation of Persian

and Chinese styles, 910.

Persian hat, on painted panel, 196.

Persian origin of squinch, 535 ;
Persian

origin assigned to chain mail, 873
n. 28

;
prob. Persian origin of head-

gear in Lokapala paintings, 874.

Persian rock-cut inscription at Gahirat, 34.

Persian textile designs, see
‘ Sassanian ’.

Persian treatment of eyes in fresco, 176.

Persian type : of animal figures, 483 ;
of

girl, in fresco frs., 505 ;
of female

head on carved chair fr., 403, 448 ;
of

figure in painted panel, 165, 175;
of floral scroll in fresco fr., 547 ;

ol

intaglio bust, 125; of mask on in-

taglio, 1 01, 126; of vase in painted

stucco, 158 ; of wings on stucco relief

U-. i 75 -

Perso-Chinese style, in fresco fr., 168.

personal names: in Kharosthi docs., 228,

232, 414, 415; in Tibetan docs.,

1463 sq.

Peshawar (Purusapura), 20 ;
Kaniska s

Stupa at, 128 n. 4.

Petrucci, M. Raphael : help given by,

xix
; collaborates in study of Ch'ien-

fo-tung pictorial remains, 833 sqq-,

837 ;
his various publications, 834 n. 6,

837 n. 3 ; his labours, 834 ;
materials

collected by, ib.

;

his death, 835 ;
on

Chinese style of Ch'ien-fo-tung paint-

ings, 848 ; on style of architecture in,

851; on Buddhist iconography at

Tun-huang, 886; on Ch'ien-fo-tung

paintings, 1392-1428.
phallus : broken terra-cotta, 105 ;

terra-

cotta model, 1257. See also monkeys.

phoenix: on bronze mirror fr., 767. *n

textile decoration, 720, 786, 912, 1005;
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in paintings and drawings, 865, 948,

959, 967, 968-1084 passim. See also

Sun-bird.

Phrygian cap, in fresco frs., 524 sq.,

527 sq., 545-
, ,

Phrygian type of felt head-gear, 221,

250.

physical changes, see abandonment of

settlements, desiccation.

Pi-Hang (or Fi-shan), pres. Gama, 86,

1323 n. 10.

Pi-mo , Sung Yun’s Han-mo, 298, I2jy,

Buddha statue at, 880 n. 19; location

of, 1255, 1263 ;
identified with Marco

Polo’s Fein, 1263.

Fi-shan : in Han Annals, 86 sq. ;
identi-

fied with Guma, 86, 1323 n. 10. See

also Pi-Hang.
Pi-ling-tzu, see Pei-tan-lzu.

Pialma, oasis, 2 1 1 n. 1

.

Pichan, easternmost Turfan oasis, 1155-

1159 sq. ;
erroneous location of Shan-

shan at, 337 n. 13, 343.

Pien Ling - ch'eng. Imperial Comrnis-
|

sioner, 54, 66 ;
left in charge at Lien-

yun, 55.

pigeon: bronze fig. of(?), 100, 117;

in picture, 967.
pilasters: wooden, 513; carved wooden

fr., 403, 448 ;
decorated stucco, 486,

491 ;
panelled, in fresco fr., 506, 544 ;

on painted wood, 184.

pilgrims, in paintings, 947, 994- See also

Buddhist pilgrims.

pillars, wooden: (Khadalik) 162, 491 ;

(Niya) 239; (Endere) 279, 49 2
i

(Lou-lan) 402.

P'ing-fan, sub-prefecture, 72/.

Ping-wang, section of W. Limes, named

in docs., 691, 698-700, 719 sq., 746 ;

extended to Khara-nor, 719; name

also applied to watch-station, com-

pany, or ‘barrier
, 691, 746; Chu-

chiieh, military company of, 699, 717 ;

Ch'ing-tui, military company of, 719.

Pinj-kotai, ruins in Buner, 1 6.

pins : ornamental metal, 398 ;
wooden.

775. See also bronze, iron,

pins with knobs, wooden, for fastening

beams or panels, 398, 400, 402, 44

b

444-7. See also staves,

pint measure, see Chinese measures,

pipe, see whistle-pipe.

Plr Bakhsh, Khan Sahib, help of. in

Mastuj, 40, 50.

Pirkar, see Pitkhar.

Pirkhor, see Pitkhar.

Pisaca , term for language group, 4 n. 10,

5 n - i3-

pise (Turk! sigktz), 283, 606, 617. See

also stamped clay.

Pisling, remains of fort near, 75 sq.

pitchfork, wooden, 217.

Pitkhar (Pirkhor, Pirkar) defile, 67 sq.

See also Kansir.
‘ plain cloths ’, technique of, 897.

plaited braid, see designs,

planetary divinities, in paintings and

drawings, 861, 934. 970. io59> i°8°.

plank, painted wooden, 1188, 1201.

plant (?), stucco relief fr., 1211, 1216.

plaques: stucco relief, H9°i I2 2 2. Sei

also bronze, terra-cotta,

plaster : on watch-tower, 658 ;
painted

plaster over stringmatiing, (‘ Ming-oi )

1188, 1202; plaster specimens ana-

lysed by Sir A. Church, i39oscl-
See

also stucco.

plaster or stucco mould*, see moulds,

plaster of Paris, 165 sq., 180, 191, 200,

499, 1273, i28osq. ;
Sir A. Church s

analysis of, 1391- See also wall-con-

struction.

moulds for casting stucco relievos:

(Khadalik) 158. 164-6, 132, 187;

(‘ Ming-oi’) 1190, 1200.

plastering,
1 fatigue statements relating

to, in Limes docs., 755.

Plates, references in text to, see separate

index.

platforms: (Miran) 461, 487, 5M >

(Tun-huang) 595, 601, 645, 685, 713;

(Ch'ien-fo-tung) 793, 93° scl- > (
Ara‘

tam) 1152; (‘Ming-oi’) 1198;

(Khora) 1225; (Farhad-Beg-yailaki)

1247 sq., 1250 sq.; sitting, (Niya) 225,

239 ;
(Endere) 279 sq.

:

(Lou-lan) 37 1.

377 sq., 400, 402, 1 247 sq.
;
two-storied.

487 n. 8; sleeping, 645; decorated

793; for images. 1198, 1247, 1251;

of doubtful use, 1250.

plectrum, bone, 466, 480, 1469.

ploughing, mentioned in Tibetan docs.,

1464-

pliers, wooden, 1294.

plumage, in embroidery design, 477.

P'o-ch eng-tzu, near Singer. 334 n - 6 -

Po-cheng-tzu, near An-hsi. ruin* o.,

11 39.

Po-chih ,
territory of, 10 ;

see l o-ssu.^

Po-fu-chun, king of Chi-pm andLdyana.

20 . .

Po-ko, Chinese name for Wakhan. 6/.

Po-hsnn, 299 ;
see Charchan.

Fo-hu, company, on Limes. 598.

Po-huan, river, see Kum-arik-darja.

Po-huan (Ak-su, q. v.), 1297.

Po-la-szu (Persia), king ot, 73.

Po-le. or So-le, river (Ab-i-Panja branch

of Oxus). 53- 66. 68 n. 12. See also

So-le.

Po-lii, Great (Baltistan). 29.

Po-lii. Little (Yasin and Gilgit). 29. 53.

56. See also Yasin.

Po-lii. river of, 42.

Po-lu-chia (Ak-su, q. v.). 1297.

Po-lu-le, of Sung Yun, represents Yasin.

72 ;
relation to Hsuan-tsangs l o-lu-

lo. 12 n. 46- ,

Po-lu-lo, ol Hsuan-tsang. 12; to oe

identified with Baltistan. 12 n. ^-

Pc-lung-tui (‘White Dragon Mounds ).

at eastern extremity of Lou-lan. 340;

location of, 341 sq., 416, 419. 554 5

difficulties of route through, 341 sq.

Po-mang-pa-fi (Padmavatl), monastery

of, 20.

Po-mi. valley of (Pamirs), 53, 64.

Po-shan stoneware, 1107, 1135-

Po-ssu (or Po-chih
)

: Sung Yun’s passage

through, 10', identified with Zebak , 10.

Po-ta-ling, see Bedel Pass.

P'o-t'e-mo, king of Chieh-shuai, deposed.

29 sq. ;
helps Tibetans in Chitral. 32.

Po-yang Ho. river, 1116. 1124.

poles, to mark ‘ high road ’ across desert.

618.

police control, see Chinese administration.

Polo, Marco: on Nigudar’s route through

Pashai and Agror, 11. 12 n. 44; his

route to and account of Wakhan, 64-6
;

mentions jasper and chalcedony from

Pein' and Charchan, 101 n. 7, 299.

357 n. 6 ;
on Khotan-Charchan route.

294; on Charchan, 299: allusion to

Yash-shahri, 308. 319; on Lop (mod.

Charkhlik) and route beyond Char-

chan, 308. 31 1, 3 l8 sq-; no mention

of Miran, 476; or Lop-nor. 562 ;
or

Chia-yu kuan. 1124; on Lop desert

route, 293. 31 1. 318 sq., 555. 560 sqq.;

on Buddhist worship at Tun-huang.

797; on Kan-chou (Campichu) And

its idols. 1132; on Camul (i. e. Hami).

1 147 n. 3 ;
refers to rhubarb in Nan-

shan, 1 1 27 11. 6 ;
records relative value

of gold and silver, 1465 n. 6 ;
Sir

Henry Yule on M. Polo’s last will, 230

n. 10.

Polur: village. 1323; difficulties ot

Polur gorges, 476 n. 18. 1 323 ;
Polur-

Lanak-la route. 1324; statistics ol,

1321 n. 2; anthropometric records,

1323- *352 s>qq-
.

pomegranates: in Chu-wei, 42 sq., on

fresco, 526.

pompadour style ot hair-dressing, of terra-

cotta heads (Yotkan), 106 sq., 112.

Ponak, village, 154.
.

ponies, confronting, in Sassaman textile

decoration, 910 sq., 991.

poplars: at Niya Site. 212 sq.. 215.

224 sq.. 238, 240; near Ak-kul, 135.

See also Terek, Toghrak.

population, statistics ot, (Khotan) 1319 n.

2 ;
(Tagh) 1321 n. 4. Sec also Ak-su.

Chakar°Chira, &c.
;
anthropology.

Populus alba, cultivated, see Terek,

porcelain :
manufacture of. dates back to

T'ang times, xxiii; absent fromNan-hu

• Tatis ’,616; frs. found :
(Tun-huang

)

596, 601, 667, 767. 773, 784-

789; (Kuan-tsou) 627, 631; (Nan-

hu Fort) 629 ;
(So-yang-ch eng) 1103.

1 106 sq.; (Hei-shui-kuo) 1133. 1135-

periods of porcelain : Sung, 789.

1106. 1135; Yiian. 1107; Ming, 789,

|

1 106 sq., 1135; Manchu, 631, 1107.
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porcelainous ware. 307, 316, 600.

porches to cave-temples, 927. 930. 11 10.

porcupine, on intaglio. 123.

postal runners, Tibetan docs, relating to,

1463 -

postal service, mentioned in Limes

records. 756.

postal stations between Khotan and Ak-
su. 1284.

posts and rope for tethering horses, 66 1.

Pothis : Skr.,BrahmI. Kuchean, and other

MSS. in. 154 sq., 157 n. 7. 158. 160 sq.,

163 sq.. 199, 348. 462. 489, 492,539,
810. 814-16, 913-16. 919 sq., 1190,

1197, 1224, 1253, 1432 sqq.; emblem
in paintings, 967, 978, T034 etc.

;

illuminated leaves from, 978, 981,997 ;

wooden Pothl board, 158, 1262; leaves

represented in frescoes, 173, 1196,

I2t4.

pottery debris
:
(Brep) xxii

;
(Sanoghar)

xxii, 45; (Noghoro-dok) 47; (Kha-
kanning-shahri) 82 ;

Puski, 91 ;
(Ba-

lamas-kum) 93 ;
(Rawak Stupa) 129 ;

(Klne-tokmak) 131
;
(Ak-terek) 134;

(Ak-kul) 135 ;
(Siyelik) 140; (Khada-

lik) 155; (Balawaste) 197; (Jigda-

kuduk) 211; (Niva) 213, 215; (E11-

dere) 278, 281-3; (Charchan) 301-3 ;

(Vash-shahri) 307 ;
(N. of Lop-nor)

356, 361
;

(Lou-lan) 405; (Shah-

tokhtaning-koli) 453 ;
(Milan) 438,

485; (Limes) 600, 603, 616. 767—

790 passim; (So-yang-ch'eng) iroo,

1 ro6
;
(Baghdad-shahri) 1182; (Korla)

1233; (Kara-dong) 1241; (Farhad-

Beg-yailaki) 1249; (Rawak) 1265;
(Hanguya) 1266 ;

(Khitai-oilik) 1280;
(Arach) 1312; (Hasha) 1321 ;

(Nura)

1322. See also terra-cotta pottery,

pouches, see felt, leather, silk,

pounce bag (?). felt, 478.
pounces, paper, 843. 846 n. 29, 892,

969, 1044.

Poussin. Prof. L. de la Vallee : help given

by. xvii; on Skr. MSS., 163 sq., 814,

913 . 1435-8 , 1441, 1448 , 145 °> M 54 J

on Tibetan MSS., 919, 1470 sq.

pradaksind
: passages for performing,

82. 794, 928, 1153, 1156, 1185, 1248;
represented in fresco, 932.

Pradipapranidhana, Tibetan MS. fr. of,

1471.

Prajapatl, sister of Queen Maya, in

paintings, 856, 948, 1027, 1063.

Pnjhd-pdramila-hrdaya-sutra
,
MS. frs.

of: Skr., 1452: Tibetan, 147311.6.
Prajna-pdramitd-siitra. MS. frs. of:

Chinese, 163 sq., 687. 914, 925 :

Skr., 814, 914, 1432-30 passim
;
KI10-

tanese, 1454; Tibetan, 1470 sq.

Prakrit: of KharosthT docs., 213, 232,

243,414; of inscr. 011 banner, 495; 011

fresco, 529. Ste Kharosthi.

prayer-sheets, block-printed, 843, 893,
943 - 9 (l8 sq-, 976; 1079.

Prejevalsky, Col. N. M. on Charkhlik,

312-14, 319 n., 346.
presents to royal persons, records of,

218 sqq.

pretas, in paintings, 1077 sq., 1083,

1087.

prince : Vessantara riding, in fresco, 518 ;

leading elephant, 519 ;
Indian, in

fresco dado, 525 sq.

princely ladies, in painted dado, 932.

princess : driving quadriga, in fresco,

518 sq. ;
of Khotan, in painted dado,

933 -

printed books : Chinese block-print

‘oldest printed book’, 822, 845. 893,
918. See also Ch'ien-fo-tung.

printed fabrics, see silk, printed,

printed prayer-sheets, 845, 893, 943,
968 sq., 976, 1079.

printed silk, see silk,

prison cells, (Lou-lan) 377.
private letters : Tibetan, 1464; Chinese,

sie letters.

protection, attitude of, see abhaya-mudrd.
Protector-General, Well of, 556, 638.

psaltery, in paintings, 961-1004 passim
,

1 467 sq.

Ptolemy, his Geography : Tochari in, 287

;

on early silk trade, 531, 676, 701.

pu, section of Tun-huang Limes, 744,

755 ’l - H-
Pu-cfiang, lake, 720, 1331 ;

see Lop-
nor.

Pu-ch'ang, watch-post on Limes, 6./8,

653 ; identified with T.vi. a, 649.
Pu-haii (Ak-su, q. v.), 1297.
Pu-kuang

,
sub-section of Tun-huang

Limes, 746; in Ch'ien Han shu, 746.
P'u-li : in T'ang Annals and Ch'ien Han

shu, 85; location of, 87.

Pu-lung-chi, see Bulungir.

p'u-lzu, or pao-tzu
,

village-forts. 787 ;

meant by ch'eng in Limes docs., 749.
pulley, primitive, see ‘ dead-eye .

pulse (grain), in Shang-mi, 44.

punishments, records of, in Limes docs.,

761.

punyasald, or hospice, in Ts'ung-ling

Mts. : Hsiian-tsangs legend relating

to, 76 sq.; location of, 77.

‘Pure Food Sutra’, Tibetan MS. fr. of,

1471.

Purusapura, see Peshawar.

pitrva-yoga (anc. history)in MS.fr., 1441.
Puski: pottery found near, 91 n. 23;

ruined Stupa of, 91 ;
Mazar near, 92.

Puski Valley, 90.

putli : in frescoes, 510, 516, 524; stone

figure, 1 267 n. 12. 1271.

Qarawul, see Karatel.

Qochu, see Kao-ch'ang.

quadrangular pattern, see designs,

quartz: frs. found, 316, 767, I294(?),

x 295 (?) ;
crystalline, 290; white, 401,

445 i yellowish, 480 ;
flakes, 363, 366.

quartzite, 316, 440.

quatrefoil, see designs,

quilted ornament, see designs,

quiver, in painted panel, 180 ;
in banner,

1032; mentioned, in Limes docs., 660,

759 -

rabah (mandoline or guitar), terra-cotta,

99. ro3> I05> 109-11, 113, 115, 120,

1 468. See also lutes,

rabbit, figure of, on bone seal, 263. See

also Buddha (legendary life of), hare,

radishes: in fresco, 177; in painted

panel, 185 ;
mentioned in Tibetan

docs., 1465.

rag paper, see paper.

Rahula, named in MS. fr., 1440.

rails: Buddhist, terra-cotta, 1267 n. 12,

1271 sq.
;

stucco relief frs., 115, 147;

wooden, 132, 396, 443.
rainfall : affects refuse-heaps, 666 ;

scar-

city of, 721; destroys ruins, 1186.

See also aridity.

Ra'is (Reis), line of Chitral princes, 28,

32sq., 51.

Rajaputras, Khotanese MS. treating of,

i 45 i-

Raksasa, in painting, 1040.

ram, stucco relief head of, 1210. See

also masks.

Ram Singh, Rai, Surveyor : help given

by, ix ; in Akchik valley, 89 ; at Lou-

lan, 369, 406, 450; on Tun-huang

route. 549, 551 n. 10, 571 ; on Limes

line, 632, 640, 662 ; objects collected

by, at T. iv-vf, 769 ; at Ch'ien-fo-

tung, 792 n. 4 ; in An-hsi district,

1093, noin. 6; invalided to India,

1141; report from Khotan, 1238;

prize awarded to, by Royal Geo-

graphical Society, ix, 1327.

Ram Singh, Naik: develops photographs,

x
;

at Kansir fort, 68 ;
Kiz-kurghan,

73; Kighillik, 196; Niya, 214, 221 sq.,

224, 235, 241 ;
Mlran, 280, 349, 532 ;

Tarim lagoons, 351 ;
Lou-lan, 369 ;

Limes, 598, 635, 637, 669, 7 J 4 ;

Nan-hu, 616, 623, 655, 658; Kara-

shahr, 1185; on Yar-tungaz ‘Tati’,

271 n. 5; his blindness, 271 n. 5 >

1264, 1317; return to India, 1318;

death, ib.

;

pension, 1327.

rampart (agger), remains of, on Han
Limes: (Tun-huang) 637 sq., 662;

construction of, 647, 663, 1137-

also embankment, Limes.

Ramusio, records accounts by Haji

Muhammad, 300, 11270. 6.

Rapson, Prof. E. J.,
help given by, xvii,

231, 414.
rape-seed, 210.

rat-headed divinity, Khotan legend of,

165, 174, 1277. 1282.

Ratnadhraja-sutra, Skr. MS. frs. of, 1 439 -

llalnaketu-dhdrani

,

Skr. MS. fr. of, 1

4

4 1 •
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Ralnarasi-siitra ,
Skr. MS. frs. of, 1433 (?),

1439 .

Ratnasambhava, Buddha, in magic dia-

gram, 999.
Ratnavabhasa, named in IMS., 1451.

Ratnottama, named in MS., 1451.

rats: Hsuan-tsang’s site of sacred rats, 92.

Raverty, Major H.G. : on route through

Bashgol Valley, 1 1 n. 39 ;
refers to

ruins in Talash, 2 1 n. 1 ;
on adoption

oflslam by rulers of Gilgit, 28 n. 14; on

Chinese influence in Chitral, 33 ; on

chronology ofKhushwakt family, 33 n.

44 -

Ravigupta, his Siddhasdrasastra in Kho-
tanese MS., 1453.

Rawak, ruins near Chira, 1264.

Rawak Stupa: march to, 127 ;
plan of,

verified, 128; comparison with other

Stupas, 128 n. 4; date of, 130, 492;
contemporary with Ak-terek Buddhist

shrine, 137; changes of dunes at R.,

127 sq. ; their suggested cause, 128;

abandoned cultivation near Stupa,

130; mouldings from, 128; other

objects from, 132; remains S. of

Stupa, 128 sqq.
;
remains from other

sites compared with those from Rawak

:

(Ak-terek) 134-6, 138 ;
(Khadalik)

164; (Mlran) 488 sq., 492; Stupas

similar in plan, 1105, 1108, it 65,

1250. See also decorative motifs.

Rawak Vihara, 82 n. 6, 13 1.

rayed glory, see designs,

rayed orn., see designs.

Rayin, rock-carving at, 39.
razor, in fresco, 168.

Rddhicakra (?), Bodhisattva, in painting,

1078.

Read, Sir Hercules, help given by, xx; on

bronze monster, 515.
reaping-hook, iron, 768.
rebirth of souls, in paintings, 859. See

also Amitabha, children, human
figures, paradise paintings,

reception-hall, near An-hsi, 1094.
reclamation of waste land : near Domoko,

203 sq., 1263 ; at Charchan, 295, 303

;

near Tun-huang, 587 sq., 753; near

Chira, 1264; attempted, near Tum-
shuk, 1309. See also cultivation,

rectangular patterns, see designs,

rectilinear design, see designs,

reed-beds, 360, 572, 639, 664.
reed-bundles : used for foundations, 373,

658 sq., 686 sq.
; for matting (?), 775.

See also reed-fascines, wall-construction,

reed-fascines, used in Limes wall, 568,

571, 605 sq., 682, 736; res :

st wind-
erosion, 570 ; stacks of half-petrified

fascines at Limes stations, 650 sq.,

668, 677 sqq., 699,711, 754 ; arrange-
ment and size of, 677 sq.; size same
as in Limes wall, 651, 678 ;

also made
of brushwood or Toghrak branches.

754 ! possible purposes, 678; for fire-

signals, 678 sq.; used as torches, 754 ;

calcined specimens, 678, 776. See

also Toghrak.
reed-matting, 595, 775 (?)-

reed-straw, on Limes, 717 sq.. 768.

784 sq.

reed-wattle, 379, 601. See also wall-con-

struction.

reeds : frs., &c., found, 351 sq., 354, 481,

617, 661, 678, 773, 776, 790; as

backing for wall plaster, 215; in wall-

construction (q. v.), 131, 159, 345,

379; calcined frs., 6 78, 775 sq.; twisted,

ropes of, in watch-tower construction,

571, 661. See also arrow-shafts,

arrows, pens.

reel (?), turned wooden, 1315.

refuse heaps and layers, 460, 699, 1103,

1287 sq.; finds in: (Mazar-toghrak)

203; (Niya) 217; (Lou-lan) 375,

378 sq., 381 sqq., 399 ;
(Mlran) 459,

460; (Limes) 593, 595, 597 sq-.

599 sq., 641, 645 sq., 649 sq.. 667-9,

680, 686, 698 sqq., 704, 712, 714.

717, 719, 721 ;
(Shui-i) 625 ;

(Chong-

hassar) 1162; (Farhad-Beg-yailaki)

1249; (Chong-tim) 1307, 1315:

(Hasha) 1321. See also erosion by

wind-driven sand.

Reis, see Ra'Is.

relievos, see stucco.

‘ repps ’, technique of, 897.

reservoirs: at Kiz-kurghan, 74; atNan-

hu, 612. See also tanks.

Reshun, village, 40.

rhubarb, wild, near Su-chou, 1127 n. 6.

rice: in Udyana, 20; in Chieh-shih, 31;

mentioned in Tibetan docs. (?), 1465 ;

in drawings and paintings, 967, 1008.

rice-cultivation, debilitating influence of,

1 4 -

Richthofen, BaronF. von. on theTochari.

287 n. 3.

Richthofen Range, 724, 1 1 15 sq.
;
valleys

of, 1128; winter grazing below N.

slopes of, 1 13 1.

Ridding, Miss C. M., help given by,

xvii, 919.

ring ornament, see designs,

rings or frs. : agate, 125; bronze, (Kho-

tan) 124; (Klne-tokmak) 133 >"

terek) 145; (Niya) 238, 247 sq.. 257,

265, 268 sq.; (Endere) 290; (\ ash-

shahri) 317; (N. of Lop-nor) 361,

365 ;
(Lou-lan) 392 sq., 429-32, 441

;

(Nan-hu) 630 ;

(Tun-huang) 785,

789; (Chong-hassar) 1169; (Ulugh-

mazar) T269; (Mazar-tagh) 1294,

(Kelpin) 1314; (Chong-tun) 1315;

bronze binding-ring, 429 >’ cornelian.

125; glass, 289; glass imitation ofjade,

631; gold wire, 430; iron, 430; jade.

100. 123, 145, 290 ;
lapis lazuli, 116;

lead, 124: pitch, 431 ;
pottery. 1269;

silver. 44 1 : stone, circular, 1272; stone,

heart-shaped, lb.

;

string, oval, 779.

'559

rtspuri, mentioned in Khotanese MS.,

I 45 I -

‘ River of the North ’ (rivers of Kashgar

and Yarkand), 420 ;
see Ho.

‘ River of the South ’, (Tarim united

with Charchan River), 328, 419.

river-beds : anc. bed traced at Niya Site,

240 sq.
;
foot-bridge over, 16. ;

marked

by dead trees, 355, 392,400; shifting,

275 .
I2 33 > 1237 . 1240-2.

rivets, in wooden bowl, 224. See also

bronze.

Robertson, Sir George, on route across

Mandal Pass, 11.

Roborovsky, Capt. V. I., surveys of, re-

ferred to, 454, 5 6 5 . 56 7 nn - 4- 3 .

706 sq., 791 n. 2.

rock-carvings, see inscribed rocks,

rock cisterns, see
1 kdk

rock-cut tomb, opposite Faizabad, 96 ;

cellas of Och-merwan, 82. See also

Ch'ien-fo-tung. ‘ Ming-oi ’, Wan-fo-

hsia.

rock-crystal, fr. of, 1315- See also crystal,

roller-like implement, 217.

Roman ‘ fasces ’, on jade slab, 1 16.

Roman influence, shown in seal impres-

sion, 231, 262. See also Faustina.

Roman Limes lines, 718 n. 2, 725 n. 12.

729. 73 x > 736, 738 n. 2 1 ;
military

colonies on, 743.

Roman type: of bust, on intaglio, 116;

of decoration on glass, 283, 291 ;
in

fresco fr., 169; of rosette, 189; of

male head, in fresco, 527 ;
Late Roman

style of decorative wood-carving, 403 ;

paste bead as found in Roman Egypt,

238, 265.

Roman waxed tablet, tablet resembling,

40I > 445 -

roofing: remains of, at Niya Site, 235 ;

at Limes tower, 659 ;
prob. extent of,

at Tarishlak shrine, 1275.

rope : frs., 774 sq., 7 8 7 i
fibre, 157 n. 7 ;

hemp (?), 773 ;
reeds, 571 ;

flat ring of

string or rope, 773 ;
twisted grass or

straw rope frs., 434 ;
grass and leather

rope frs., 438 ;
netting, 223, 226. See

also designs, goat's hair,

rose, four-petalled, in fresco, 179.

rosettes, see designs.

Ross, Sir Denison : help given by, xviii

;

on Uigur booklet, 828, 923

;

on

Sogdian MSS., 920.
• route of the centre ’, Lou-lan route, q. v.

‘ route of the north, new ’
: in Wei lio,

418 sq., 358, 70,7 sq..
708J

extends

from Yii-men kuan to Kao - ch ang

(Kara-khoja) and Ch'in-tzii (Kucha),

418 sq., 705 sq-. 7°8 ;
in CAden Han

s/111 : extends from Ku - ch'eng - tzii

(Guchen) to Yii-men kuan. 419, 705 sq.,

708 ;
date of opening, 705, 709, 1150;

T. xv. a, prob. starting-point of route.

708 sq.; physical changes on. 706 sqq.

;

desiccation, 707 sq. ;
rock-troughs
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holding water. 707 ;
scarcity of fuel,

water, &c., on, 709 sq. ;
line of, kept

away from Hami, 1150, See also An-
hsi-Hami route.

route of the south ’

: in Wei Ho. 328.

418, 476, 618. 622; present tdgh-yol

(mountain route). 333 sq., 549, 622;
guarded by Yang kuan

,
622.

Royal Geographical Society, help of, ix
;

awards prize to SurveyorRaiRam Singh.

1327 ; Gold Medal to author. 1328.

Roze, guide. 130. 133 sq.

Roze Beg, of Vash-shahri, 309.
Rsi Suslla or Sllavanta. named in MS. fr..

* 435 -

R idatta, see Isidata.

rubble, see wall-construction,

in by : beads, see s. v. ; intaglios, set seals;

matrix, see s. v.

rugs: Chitral, 49; woollen, 205, 210,

262, 380, 435, 466. See also darri.

Ruins ofDesert Cathay, xiv.

Rukang spur, 52.

Rukn-ud-dln Sahib, Mazarof. at Yotkan,

95 -

ruler (?), wooden, 1256.
• Runic ’ script, see Turkish,

rushes. in wall-construction (q. v.), 2
1 5 sq.

Russian Trans-frontier Map, 454, 565,
706 sq.; doubtful routes shown on,

706 n. 5, 707 n. 8.

Rustam, digger, 227, 233, 248.

S-shapes. see designs.

Saca. local name in KharosthI doc., 297.
Sachin, see Sha-chou.

sackcloth, mentioned in Tibetan docs,.

1465.

sack-purse, (of Kubera ?). in seal im-
pression, 231, 262.

'•acrifice, use of animals for, suggested
by Tibetan docs., 1465.

sacrificial bowls (?), frs.. 1287.
sacrificial jug, represented in fresco, 520.
Sad . or hundred, subdivisions of Wa-
khan called, 65.

Sad-i-Sar-hadd, Sad Ishtragh, Sad Khan-
dut. Sad Sipanj, subdivisions of Wa-
khan, 65.

Sadak, shepherd guide, 213, 223 ; brings
tablet from Endere, 270, 276, 290.

Saddharmapundarika-siitra : MS. frs. of,

Skr., 163, 1254, 1432-42, 1456;
Uigur, 925 ;

Chinese passages from, in

painting, 1418 sq.

saddle-gear, fr. (?) of, 380, 435.
Sado, locality, 4.

Safarbai, locality, 1301 n. 26.

saffron, in Udyana, 14, 20; dried florets

oft?), 438.
1 Sage of the Air

', in paintings, 868,
869, 96osq.,965, 980, 1001 sq,, 1013,
1036, 1058, 1061, 1076, 1078, 1086.

Saghiz-kan-art, pass, 1302.
Sahri-Bahlol site, Gandhara. ruins at,

1 28 n. 4, 487 n. 8.

‘ Sai ’
: Turki term for gravel plain, plateau,

or slope, 91 sq., 127, 204, 300 sq., 346,

603,609, 612, 614, 626, 628, 639, &c.;

Limes wall preserved on, 1 1 40.

Sai-b.igh (inch Tort-Imam), statistics of

population, 13210.2.
Sai-bashi, marshy depression near Hami,

1 148 n. 4.

Sai-chia-shen, Chinese name for Ish-

kashim, 61. 62 ;
Han-chia-shen an

erroneous form, 62 n. 8.

Saidgai, lake, prob. Hsiian-tsangs ‘ dragon

lake ’, 1 7.

Saif-ullah. treasure-seeker, 302 sq.

St. Andrew’s cross, see designs (Svastika).

Saint-Martin, M. V. de : proposes iden-

tification of Manglaur, 15 ;
on Hsiian-

tsang's Shang-mi, 44.

saints, see Arhats.

Sairam-mazar, Ziarat at, 1304.
Saka or early Kusana type of Brahrni

script, on silk, 702.

Sakti, on painted panels. 1 7 1 ,
200. Set

also Tara.

6akyamuni, i. e. Gautama Buddha (q. v.),

in paintings, 997, 1008, 1015, 1020,

1037, 1041.

paintings of his paradise, 960, 977,
978, 1001 sq., 1014 (?), 1015, 1037,
1042, 1057 (?), 1058 (?), 1071 (?),

ro73 (D> I0 77- 1080, 1084; as white

rabbit in side scenes, 978, 1002, 1015,
1077, 1080 ; on Grdhrakuta, see s. v.

‘Mandalas’of: Petrucci on, 1410 sq.;

incarnations of, 1409, 1422.
salinity : of Yar-tungaz River, 271 n. 5;

of soil near Charchan River, 304, 306 ;

near Tun-huang, 570 and n. 9.

salt, in soil, binding and petrifying effects

of, 569 sq., 572, 589, 605 sq„ 678.
salt-coated terraces (‘White Dragon
Mounds ’), 341. See also Po-lung-tai.

salt-crust : as result of overflow from
canal (?), 603 ; absence of, 360.

salt-encrusted lake-bed, (Lop), 341, 549
sq., 572; marsh-bed, (Su-lo-ho) 629,
664 ;

dry basins in K'un-Iun ranges,

1325 -

salt efflorescence, 129, 570 n. 9, 606,637,
1181, 1186.

salt impregnation of clay, 662.
salt lagoons, 351 sq., 639.
salt lake on Limes, 697.
Salt Marsh

( yen-tse ), 424 ; see Lop-nor.
saltpetre, 1246.
salt springs, 346, 549 ;

dried up, 707,
sam nhd, Bodhisattva, named in MS. fr.,

1443 -

samadhi, various kinds of, MS. fr. of
disquisition on, 1439.

Samanaya (Skr. Sramattaka), name in

KharosthI inscription 495.
Samanid dynasty, seeMuhammadan coins.

Samantabhadra, Bodhisattva : in paint-
ings, 864, 869 n. 47, 880 sqq., 889,

954 . 981. mi sq. ; on elephant, 1017,

1024, 1041, 1046, 1068
; in paradise

paintings, 977, 1053 incarnations of,

14014, 1422 ; woodcuts of, 894, 976.
Samantamukha, Bodhisattva, in painting,

1422.

Samanlapralhdsa-sutra, Chinese MS.fr.,

918.

Samarkand, see K'ang-chii.

Samghabaladharin, Tathagata, named in

MS. fr., 1439.
Samghabhedavastu, Skr. MS. fr. of, 1448.
Samp. = Sampula, q. v.

Sampula, Khotan : intensive cultivation

at, 1266; site of Buddhist shrine near,

1266 n. 9 ;
finds from, 1266 n.9, 1270;

Chinese coin from, 1342.
Samsak, shepherd, 270 sq.

S.imsak-daryasi, locality, 1239 m 3.

San-chieh-ssu ( Convent of the Three
Regions ’), old name of Ch'ien-fo-tung

(q. v.), 822 ; etymology of name,
xxiii, 822; stamps of, on Chinese MS.,

822, 918.

San-lung desert (‘ Three Ridges Sands ’),

418 , 419, 555; identified with Li

Tao-yiian's Three Sand Deserts, 425 ;

distance across, 425 n. 38 ;
location of.

556 ;
origin of name, ib.

San-fu, see Toghucha.
San-tao-kou, village, 1138.
Sanchi, sculptures of, 855.
sand, drift : retained by dead jungle, &c.,

355 ; composition of, 626 ; erosion by,

sees. v.
;
accumulations of, 400, 451,

625. 627, 791; preserves section of

wall, 603 ;
in front of Ch'ien-fo-tung

caves, 793, 808 ;
ridges of, E. of

Besh-toghrak, 556; short ridges of,

detained by vegetation strips, 654.
See also Dawans, dunes.

sand-buried ‘ old towns ’, legends of, 1234.

Sand Mountains, see Kum-tagh.
‘ Sand Ocean ’ (Taklamakan), 1090 n. 4,

1228.

sandal-wood comb, 162, 195; sawdust,

484 -

sandals : string, 698, 773, 777, 780,

1223, 1288, 1293; in ’Chinese’ Lo-
kapala paintings, 873 sq. See also

leather shoes.

sandstone, 22, 120, 126.

sandstorms, effect of, 625. See also Burans.

Sang-i-sabz (greenstone), frs., 630.
‘ Sangars ’ (stone walls), 46.

sahghdrdmas, Buddhist monasteries

(Swat), 8.

sahghdti, in wall-paintings, 931.
Sanju, oasis of, 90.

SanSghar
(Sanogharo-noghor)

: anc. fort

of, 45 ;
pottery from, xxii.

Sanskrit inscription at Pakhtoridini, 39

;

Skr. verses, on KharosthI tablet, 232 ;

Skr. used in KharosthI docs., 414;
liturgical Skr., in charm, 894 ; Skr.

texts in woodcuts, 968, 1044; Isloka,

on frescoed image base. 1276, 1282.
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manuscripts: (Khadalik) 154 sq.,

158-61, 163 sq., 1432 sqq.
;
(Miian)

489, 492, 539, 1448; (Ch'ien-fo-tung)

814 sq., 913 sq., 920, 1448 sqq.
;
cur-

sive Gupta script shows Central-Asian

origin, 815, 914; text with interlinear

Sogdian version, 914, 920; text with

Chinese transliteration.9 14; (‘Ming-oi
)

1197 ;
(Khora) 1224. 1448 ;

(Farhad-

Beg-yailaki) 1253, 1455 sq.; (Darab-

zan-dong) 1442.

Isantaraksita, in painting, 1052.

Santiveda, Bodhicaryavaiara, MS. fr. of

Khotanese transl. of(?), 1446.

Sapar, mound of, 17.

saparisa, term for a number, in Brahmi
record on silk, 702 sq.

sop:, see sieve.

Saptaratnadana-preta, in silk painting.

1078.

Sar-bel, locality, 1302.

Sar-hadd, see Sad-i-Sar-hadd.

Sar-i-Yar-Khun, locality, mentioned by

Mughul Beg, 51.

Saracenic style, late, in Chitial mosque. 35.

Saradvalipulra
, named in MS. frs., 1435,

I 43 8 -

Sarasvati, in painting (?), 1078.
Sarcil, Goez's name for Sarlkol, 78.

sardonyx, pendant, 127.

Sardulavikridita verse in MS. fr., 1440.

Sare-manai, ruins, 21.

Sarhad, village, 54, 60, 66 sqq.; Oxus ford

at, 68. See also Darkot Pass, Lien-yUn.

Sarlgh-chupan, old designation of the

Sarhad tract, 68 n. 12.

Sarigh-yez, village, 93.
Sartkol: Chinese Han-p'an-to

,
K'o-p'an-

t'o, 61 ; Hsiian-tsang’s Chieh-p'an-t0,

72 ;
his legend about origin of royal

family of, ib. ; Goez’s Sarcil, 78

;

route to, 60; journey through, 72.

See also Hsiian-tsang, Kiz-kurghan.
Sarlkolls : Iranians, 87 ;

tribe, anthropo-
metric records of, 1352 sqq.

Sariputra, disciple of Buddha: in paintings,

879, 882, 888, 951, 959, 1037 ,1408,
in silk embroidery hanging,

984 ; named in MS. frs., 1443, 1446.
Saro Yogurs, Turkish-speaking tribe at

N. foot of Nan-shan, 1129.
‘ Sarts Kirghiz term for Turkestan

cultivators, 1300.
Sarvanivaranaviskambhin, Bodhisattva,

in painting, 882, 954.
Sarvastivadin school of monks at Yen-

cHi (Kara-shahr)
,

r 1 8 1

.

Sarvavaitulyasamgha-sutra, Skr. MS. fr.

of, 1438.
Sarvistan, palace, construction of dome

in, 5art.

Sasivima/agarbba, named inMS. fr., 1 443.
‘ Sassanian ’ art : influence of, in textile

decoration, 841 n. 24, 901, 903,
907 sqq.

;
‘ Sassanian ’ type of design,

imitated in Horiuji textile, 907, 910;
137 <

in painting of textile, 1276; in paint-
ing of halo, 1252; Sassanian type of
figure on intaglio, 101, 126. See also

fabrics.

Sassanian Empire, rot.

Sasser glacier, 1327.
Sassik-bulak, votive reliefs from, 1176.
$alapaiicasatika-stolra

, MS. frs. : Skr.,

1448, 1454; Khotanese, 1451.
Sa/asdbasrika Prajiia-paramitd

,
MS. frs.

of: Skr., 1435, 1449 (?) ; Tibetan,

1470 sq.

' sateen weave technique of, 898 ; in

rug, 262,

satin stitch, used in embroidery work,

896, 901.

satin twill, in silk fabrics, 939-1070
passim.

Satip-aldi Beg, Kirghiz headman, 1325.
satyr head, on bronze button, 1306,

1 3 I 4 -

saucer, wooden, fr., 1175; terra-cotta.

1292.

saw-tooth ornament, see designs.

sayari—kunasa
,
Brahmi inscr. on intaglio,

103.

Sayat-shahri, ruined fort near Kelpin,

1305 -

scale-armour, ree armour,

scale pattern, see designs,

scallop, see designs,

Scensi, see Shen-hsi.

sceptre, in seal impression, 260 sq.

Schlesinger, Miss K., help of, xix ; notes

on musical instruments, 1467 sqq.

Schmitt, Rev. S., Moravian Mission,

help from, 1327.

scorpion, on intaglio, 122 ;
in paintings,

1044, 1081.

screen, open-work wooden, 1242.

screen and canopy, behind stucco image,

794 -

scroll, see designs.

sculptures, relics of, from Lou-lan, 396 ;

at Miran, 485 sqq.; Wan-fo-hsia,

1 1 10 sqq. ;
Petrucci on sculptured

‘Mandalas’, 1424 sqq. See also

Buddha, Ch'ien-fo-tung (sculptural

remains), stucco.

Scythian type of head, in fresco, 526.

Scytho-Sassanian coins, head in style of,

on intaglio, 1 20.

‘ se-fu of the pass’, title of officer, 7/0.

seal-cases, wooden : types of, described,

771; finds: (Niya) 217, 221, 246,

249, 251, 256, 265; (Lou-lan) 384,

401, 437, 445 - 44 8 ;
(Mhan) 478;

(Tun-huang) 599, 661, 669 sq.,

680 sq., 704, 718, 768 sq., 771 sq.,

774 sq-. 777
-8 5 ;

(Mazar-tagh) 1288,

1293-5; unfinished, 718, 785.

seal cavities : on wooden tablets, (Kha-

dalik) 162; (Niya) 235, 248 sq.,

254-69 ;
(Endere) 291 ;

(Miran) 348,

461 ;
(Lou-lan) 375, 429. 433

-6
- 444 J

(Tun-huang) 685, 778; on wooden

slip, (Mazar-tagh) 1294. See also

seal sockets.

seal impressions : on wooden tablets,

(Niya) 216, 219, 224-6, 229-31, 234,

239, 248 sq., 257 sq., 260-2
;
(Miian)

348, 461 ;
on silk fr., (Ch'ien-fo-tung)

983; on Chinese MSS., (Ch'ien-fo-

tung) 822, 918; on Uigur MSS.,
(Chong-hassar) 1162, 1171; (Yar-
khoto) 1175; in clay, (Tun-huang)
780 ;

(Farhad-Beg-yailaki) 1247, 1250;
1257, 1260; chronological evidence
of, 1250, 1255 ; on pottery fr., (Kara-
dong) 1243 ;

ink, on silk strip, (Tun-
huang) 700, 781 ; red ink, on Tibetan
paper docs., (Miran) 465; value of

clay seal in establishing legal proof of

transactions, 228. See also tablets,

seal sockets : on inscribed lid of letter-

case, (Lou-lan) 382 ;
on medicine

case lid, (Tun-huang) 659; on Ti-
betan wooden docs., 1464.

seals, finds: 100; agate, 125; black

paste, 133; bone, 118, 234, 263;
bronze, see bronze objects; chalcedony.

101, 104, 116 sq., 125 sq.
;

cornelian,

101, 103 sq., 116, 120, 123, 125 sq.,

1306, 1313; crystal, 101, 103; garnet,

101, 103 sq., n6sq., 120, 122 sq.,

125 sq.
;

haematite, 1251, 1260;
horn. 251 (see also ink-seals); lapis

lazuli, 122; lead, 120; lignite, 123,

224, 253. 266, 268, 291, 386, 431,

439 ; onyx, 101, 1 18, 125, 126
;
paste,

1 1 6 sq.
;
pebble, 1

1 5 ;
ruby

, 1 o 1 , 1 1 6 ;

soapstone, see s.v.; steatite, 120, 133,

201; stone, 121, 123 sq.
;

wooden,

380 -

seeds, represented: in frescoes, 178,

184 sq. ;
in stucco relievos, 149, 151,

etc.

Seichi, see Mahasthama.
Seistan desert, rainfall affects refuse-heap

in, 666 n. 5.

semicircles, see designs.

Semitic words in Early Sogdian docs.,

675 -

Senart, M. Emile, help given by, xvii

;

collaborates on KharosthI records, 231.

Sens Cathedral, ‘suaire’ with design as

on ‘ Sassanian ’ fabric from Ch'ien-fo-

tung, 908.

sepulchral monuments, 1186, 1190. See

also cemeteries.

ethnic term, viii
;

silk of the, 676.

sericulture, Tun-huang and Western

Kan-su unsuited for, 903. See also

silk trade.

Serinda, Procopius’ local name, viii.

Serindia, title explained, viii.

‘ Serpent medicine ’, convent of, 17.

serpentine : lump of, 363 ;
bead of, 368.

serrated pattern, see designs.

‘ set-square ’, 660, 771 ;
in drawing, 967.

Seven Ratnas, in banner paintings, 856,

962, 1004, 1032.

9 N
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sgraffiti: mod., 34; (Endere) 2 75 sq.,

286; (Ch'ien-fo-tung) 820; (Wan-fo-

hsia) 1 1 1 1 sqq.

Shi-chou, (‘City of Sands'): T'ang

designation of tow n of Tun-huang
(q. v.), jj8, 791; in T'ang Annals,

293, 298, 306, 320 ;
after T'ang times,

320; in Hsiian-tsang’s biography,

321 n. 24 : M. Polo's Sachiu, 560 sq.

;

mined walls of, 608 ; old site of, ib.
;

historical connexion of Kua-chou oasis

with, 1092.

Sha-chou-Khotan itinerary in Yang-shu,

298 sq., 306, 320 sq., 327, 342 sq.,

620 sqq.; translated by M. Chavannes,
1 33 °-

Ska chou chih : Chinese text, 716; pub-

lished by Mr. Lo Chen-yii, ib.
;
approx,

date, ib.
;
O-fsang in, ib. ; Limes wall

in, 734 sq.
;

legend of ‘ Erh-shih

spring ’ in, 1090 n. 4.

Sha-ch'iian-tzu, locality, 1143.

Sha-hsi, well of, 418, 419, 555; location

of, 557 and n. 20.

Sha-ho (' River of Sand ), desert, 1144.

See also Mo-ho-yen.

Sha-t'o : tribe of Western Turks, 7/29;
mentioned by Kao Chii-hui, ib. ; trans-

ferred to Kan-su border, ib.

Shah Beg, envoy of prince of ‘ Bolor ’, 33.
Shah Ivalandar-shahri, ruin, 1232.

Shah Khush-amad, prince of ‘ Bolor ’,

33 -

Shah Rukh, Mongol prince of Herat

:

his embassy, 299, 1123 sq.
;

Lop
desert route used by, 563 ;

at Karaul
(i. e. Chia-yii kuan), 1 1 24 sq.

;
idols of

Kan-chou mentioned by, 1132.

Shah-tokhtaning-koli, lagoon, 455 ;
list

of finds near, 456.
Shah} ar, town, 1239.
Shahyar River, see Inchike.

Shait-kak, natural rock-cistern, 1302.
Shakul, canal, 203.

shale, fr., 251 ;
disc, 290.

Shamsuddln, Naik, assistant, 533 n.

Shan, kingdom of, 334 ;
identified with

Kizil-sangir (i.e. Singer), 334; called

Afo-shan by Li Tao-ytian, 326, 344
n. 6. 420 : location of, 333 sq., 420,
1 2 3 r

.

Shan-hsi. soldiers from, 750, 751 n. 49.
Shan-m-lo-shih, valley, see Adinzai Valley.
Shan-slian (Shen-shen): territoiy and

town of, 424 ; wrong location of town
at Na-chih (mod. Lapchuk), 337 11. 13,

343 : and at mod. Piclian, 337 11. 13 ;

known as Lou-lan in Han times, 306,
320 sq., 327, 333 sqq.; between
T'ang and Han times, 322 sqq.

;
name

applied to Lop by P'ei Chii and Sung
A tin, 323; Fa-hsien's journey to and
description of Shan-shan (i. e. Cliarkh-
I’k}, 323 sq., 334 n. 4 ;

Li Tao-yuan's
notice, 324 sqq.

;
his extiact from

Former Il.ni Annals. (Lou-lan) 325,

333 sqq-
i
name changed from Lou-lan

(q- v -). 3 2 5 , 333 ;
S. in Weilio, 328,341;

inChinAnnals,328,34i,4o8; in Later

Han Annals, 329 sqq. ; threatened by
Hsien, king of Yarkand, 329 ; An and
Ivuang, kings of Sh., 330 ;

expedition

under Pan Ch'ao to, 330 sq.
;
Hun

troubles after Pan-ch'ao, 331 ;
Hun

raids, 337 sq.
;

Pan Yung's military-

colony {see Lou-lan), 331 sq.; his opera-

tions against Turfan, 332 sq. ; assisted

by Shan-shan, 332, 340; Lou-lan in-

cluded in Shan-shan territory in Later

Han Annals, 332 n. 21 ; Sh. capital

(Yii-ni, q. v.), 333 ; Chao P'o-nu's ex-

pedition against Lou-lan, 336, 339,

407 ;
Lou-lan and the ‘ Salt Marsh

’

in Ssu-ma Ch'ien’s history, 338 ;
Lou-

J

lan between HunsandChinese, 339sqq.;

the Po-hmg-tui, eastern extremity of

Lou-lan, 340 sqq. ; kingdom re-estab-

lished as Shan-shan, 342 sq.
;

anc.

name of Lou-lan retained for colony N. !

of Lop-nor, 343 ; capital of Lou-lan
and its supposed transfer, 343 sq.

;
Sh.

identified with Lou-lan in Ch'iett Han
shu, 344; Sh. in T'ang-shu, 1331.
See also I-hsiin, Lop, Lou-lan.

population and officials of: in Former
Han Annals, 333 ;

their account of the

people, physical features, etc., of, 335.
routes and distances from, in Former

Han Annals, 295, 333 sq.; P'ei Chit's

notice of routes through, 323, 426;
routes leading W. of, in Later Han
Annals, 329, 416; Pan Chao’s refer-

ence to desert route to, 331 ;
route to

Wu-lei, Singer, and Turfan from, 334 ;

1

route S. of Lop-n5r to Sh., 340 ; sum-
j

mary of anc. Lop topography and
route*, 344 sq.

seal impressions of Chinese official

of, from Niya Site, 230, 239, 260, 262,
266, 329 ;

Sh. mentioned in tablets

from Niya Site, 219, 329.
Shan-yii, paramount Hun chief, 695.
Shandur Pass, 42.

Shang-mi, 47; Hsiian-tsang’s description

of, 43 sqq.; identified with Mastuj, 44.
See also Chii-wei.

Shang-ssii, division of Ch'ien-fo-tung

cave-temples, 822.

Shang-Yen-chia, see Yen-chia.
Shao-hsi, see Chinese coins.

Shao-hsing, see Chinese coins.

shavings from wooden tablets, indicate

fresh use of old stationery, 375, 598,
GG. 6 «5 > 7 h3 -

Shawitakh Pass, 56 sq.

Shayos, glacier, advance of, 51.

She lun ehang, Chinese MS. fr. of, 918.
She-mi : identified with Kafirisian, 9sq.,

31 ; Sung Yiin's and Hui-sheng's
route through, 9 sq.

sheaths, wooden, for dagger, 1288, 1292.
See a/in knife-sheath.

sheep: in Chieh-shieh, 31; near Kum-
chapkan, 351 ; mentioned in Tibetan
docs., 1465; soapstone figurine of,

100, 1 19; sheep in paintings, 1023,

1215.

sheep pens, 589 ;
ruins used as, (Niya)

240, 245, 427 ;
(Lou-lan) 400, 402,

427 ;
(Mlran) 427, 490. See also

Chong-hassar.

shelf or rack, wooden, 643.
shell : frs. of, 1 106 sq.

;
bead, see s. v.

;

orn., 1314.
shells, see Linnaea auricularia, snail-

shells.

Shen-hsi : Goez’s Scensi, 1126 n. 25.

Shen-sung, see Chinese coins.

sheng, Chinese pint measure, in Chinese

docs., 7x7.
shepherd station, ruin used as, 1280.

See also sheep pens.

Sher 'All Khan, Kabuli trader, 676, 703.

Shera Yogurs, Mongol-speaking tribe at

N. foot ofNan-shan, 1129.

shields : mentioned in Limes docs.,

759 ;
represented on stucco relief

frieze, plain with bosses, 1193, 1209,

1212; with Gorgoneion, 1193, 1209,

1212, 1219; in paintings, 963, 974,

980, etc.

Shighnan (Shih-ch'i-ni, territory of the
‘ Five Ch'ih-ni or Shih-ni) : Wu-k'ung

in, 17, 64 ;
Kao Hsien-Chih in, 53 sq.

;

estimated circumference of, 44 n. 20 ;

account of, in T'ang Annals, 64 ;
by

Hsiian-tsang, ib.

shih, measure of weight, in Limes docs.,

7J8.
Shih-ch'eng (‘ Stone town ) : located at

Charkhiik, 306, 320, 327, 735

;

etymology, 321; in Ska chou chih.

7 .34 ; in T'ang shu, r 33 r

-

Shih-erh-lun, hamlet, 1136; possible

early location for Jade Gate, 726

;

direct route to Hami through, 1 138.

shih-fu, subaltern official, mentioned

in Limes doc., 690.

Shih Huang-ti, Ch'in Emperor, creates

‘ Great Wall ’, 722.

Shih-ch'i-ni, see Shighnan.

Shih-li mang-ch'ieh-lo (Shih-li ch'ang-

ch‘ieh-lo or Shih-li-tan-ch'ieh-lo), Jabgu

of Tokharistan, in Chinese Annals, 29,

3°-

Shih-ni, see Shighnan.

Shih-pan-tung, ruined town of, 588, 601 ;

wrecked temple and Ya-men in, ib.

Shih-pao-ch'eng. locality, 581 ;
mined

fort, 1 1
1
5.

shih-shih, subordinate officer, on Limes,

73°.

Shih shih hsiyii chi, quoted : on A-nou-ta

(Charchan) river, 297

;

on Lop-nor.

297, 328.

Shih-tsao, village, 587.
Shih-wu-fou, roadside shelter, 610.

Shikchin : hamlet, 1224; * Ming-oi S.
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of, 1184; anc. watch-tower S. of, 1 199-

1226.
,

.

Shina group of ‘ modern Paisaci lan-

guages, 27.

Shinalga canal, 1230 n. 1.

Shindi, near Singer, 334 n. 6.

Shirghe-chapkan, locality, 454.

Shlvul marshes, 211, 1245.

Shod-brog, local name in Tib. doc., 470.

shoemaker's measure, wooden, 222, 252.

shoes, frs., &c., found: cotton (?) and

silk brocade, 7° 4 > 7 8 2 >
2 4 ^. 444 .

774, 1288, 1293 sq. ;
grass, 7 8 4 j

hemp, woven, 205, 210, 592,649, 7 11 -

760, 776 (?), 781; hemp, woven, or

cotton (?), 767, 769 ;
hemp string,

woven, 698(F), 770, 78° (O' 7^6;

leather. 384, 437 sq., 446, 760 ;
quilted

cloth, 466, 479; quilted, strong cot-

ton (?) fabric, 1168, 1175 ;
string, 200,

768, 774 ;
string, woven, 431, 435 .

438, 661, 71 1, 716, 771, 781, 7 8 4 J

woollen, 445, 779, 1288, 1293 ;
types

represented in Lokapala paintings,

874, 941. See also sandals.

Shomu, Japanese Emperor, founder of

Nara, 851:

Shona-nor : routes to Turfan, now im-

practicable, 707 ;
route to Deghar,

1155 ". 7 -

shor
,
see salt efflorescence.

Shor-kol-oghil, shepherd but, 304.

Shorchuk, locality, name of, 1183 n. 1;

ruins near, see ‘ Ming-oi ’.

shorluk, waste, reclamation ot, 94, 1266.

Shosoin temple treasury : figured textiles

of, compared with those of Ch'ien-fo-

tung, 905 sqq., 972, 986, 1029;

musical instruments of, do., 1054;

MS.-roll covers, do., 986, 1018, 1050.

See also Nara.

Shou-ch'ang, lake, 620.

Shou-ch'ang hsien (Han Lung-lo, q. v.),

620
;
distance to Yang barrier, xxiii,

620, 1331.

Shou-lang, Buddhist monk, 799, 800.

shrines: ruins ofmodern, 625, 627, 1104,

1134 ;
pictures of, 894, 967, 999. See

also Buddhist shrines, local worship.

shu, ‘ faggots ', 7S4-
Shu-hslang, military company on Limes,

747 n. 27.

Shu-meng-yeh-h, also called Meng-chieh-

li, q. v.

shu-lsu, ‘garrison-soldiers’, 77/.

Shuang-ching-tzu, roadside station, 1 134-

Shuang-mi, territory : in Han Annals, 4y,

its position uncertain, lb. See Che-

hsieh-mo-sun.

Shudan-oghil, shepherd station, 294.

Shut Ching, see Li Tao-yiian.

Shui-ch’u-kou Pass, ruined posts near,

1115.

Shui-i : hamlet, 613 ;
approaching aban-

donment, 625; prob. causes, 626;

abandoned hamlets N. of, 626 sq.

Shun-hua, see Chinese coins.

Shuyist : identified with Wu-k'ung s A-

she-yii-shih-lo, 18, 51; altitude near,

43 ;
new colonies above, 50 ;

cultiva-

tion at, lb.

;

severe cold of, 51 sq.

;

former abandonment of, 51 ;
reoccu

pation of, 52.

Si. = Siyelik, q. v.

Siddhartha, Prince: in Ch'ien-fo-tung

paintings, 849, 851, 854 n.44, 856sqq.;

represented in \ iin-kang relievo, 849.

See also Buddha, legendary life of
j

Siddhasarasdstra, medical work, in Kho-
j

tanese MS., 1 453 -
j

sieve (sapi) for clearing milk, 247.

sieve of horsehair gauze, frs. found, 384,

439 -
. , !

sig/iiz, see pise'. <

signal-stations, 638, 641, 709, 752 sq., 1

1227.

signals, see fire-signals.

sikharini verses, MS. fr. of 1438.
j

Siksas.Skr. MS. fr. containing series of

1450.

si/a, various kinds of, MS. fr. treating

,
of (? ), 1447 -

Sllavanta, see Rsi Susila.

‘Silenus’ type of head, terra-cotta fr.,

1247, 1257.

silk: dress of wooden doll, 254 ;
imported,

(Lou-lan) 373; writing-material before

invention of paper (q. v.), 383, 676 sq.,

681, 763; wrapped round Early Sog-

dian paper docs., 671, 776; used as

currency, 758 n. 39 ;
for soldiers cloth-

ing on Tun-huang Limes, 760; for

book-binding, 900 n. 17; predomi-

nance of, among Ch'ien-fo-tung textile

remains, 897 ;

technique of Ch'ien-fo-

tung silks, 89 7 sqq . ;
textiles imported

from China, 903 ;
silk used for paint-

ings and banners, 845 ! f°r manuscript-

roll covers, 900, 944, 994 - I049 >
I059 >

silk tape used for tying MS. rolls, 810,

1000; ‘silk princess’ of Kliotan

legend, in fresco, 1278; absence of

silk from Mazar-tagh, 1 288.

bags, 466, 477, 681, 777 -

bale of silk (Lou-lan), 373 > 43 2 *

banners, ste s. v.

Brahml records on, 383.

7

01 sqq.. 7 83 •

braid, frs., 986.

brocade: (Miran) 466, 481, 403;

(Mazar-tagh) 466, 1288, 1294; (Tun-

huang) 704. 782

;

(Ch'ien-fo-tung)

81 1, 844, 90X n. 19, 95z
> 97 L 98l >

992(F), 1005; Chinese designs in, 905 ,

(Chong-hassar) 1162, 1172.

Chinese inscriptions on, 3 7 3 sq., 68 1

,

700 sqq., 781, 977 -

Chinese private letters on,

762 sq., 777 -

corded :
technique of weaving,

681

897 ;

painted fr., (Miran) 54

3

» o 4 o*

cross-bow strings, 75s n - 44 -

damasks: (Miran) 466, 47 s

I5 6 3

482 sq.
;

(Tun-huang) 687, 779 ;

(Ch'ien-fo-tung) 899 n. 1 2, 900 n. 18.

952, 982 sq., 986, 989, 991, 993 ’

1000 sq., 1005-7; technique of

damasks, 898 ;
geometric designs in,

904 n. 6, 907 ;
damasks in altar

valance, 985 ;
from edge of grass mat,

988; banner streamers, 989; head-

piece to silk painting, 955 j
damasks

in votive patchwork, 1070; printed

frs., 1005, 1006; tracing on damask,

1037 ;
(‘Ming-oi )

1220. See also

banners.

drawing on, 1023.

embroidery :
(Miran) 466 ;

(Tun-

huang) 6S8, 778; (Ch'ien-fo-tung)

823, 878 sqq., 886, 895 sq., 901 and

n. 22; usually worked on ground of silk

gauze, 901 ;
floral designs in decora-

tion of, 904; frs., 964, 989, 1000 sq.,

1014: band of, 983; embroidery for

banner tops, 844, 1030 ;
embroidered

cover, tea-cosy shape, 1024 ;
em-

broidery hangings, 895 sq., 95 8 . 9S 3.

986; panel, 954; strip. 1030; em-

broideries in votive patchwoik, 1070.

envelope, (Tun-huang) 700, 763.

figured : frs. or strips, (Lou-lan)

384', 438 ;
(Miran) 466

;

(Tun-huang)

704, 720, 781-3, 785 stL 9 1

2

>
(Lh 'e!1 "

fo-tung) 901 n. 19, 939. 944. 95 2
>

963. 970-3. 981 sq.. 984-7. 99 1 sqq..

1 006, 1037, 1050; banner head-pieces.

991 sq. ;
in altar valances, 985, 992;

in votive patchwoik, 1069; •Sassanian

decoration in IMS. -roll cover, 908 ,

designs of figured silks from Lou-lan

cemeteries, 912; polychrome pieces,

(Ch'ien-fo-tung) 899 n. 12, 901 ;
tech-

nique of, 898 ;
Chinese floral de-igns,

905 ;
geometric designs, 904 n. 6.

906; (Chong-hassar) 1171; (‘Ming-

oi’) 1220. See also fabrics (Chinese

designs, • Sa-sanian designs).

gauze: (Miran) 479 !

(Chien-fo-

tung) 899 n. 12, 900 sq.. 983, 987-

989,1000; techniqueof,898; geometric

designs in, 904 n. 6, 907 ;
gauzes in

altar valances, 985. 989, 1000; in

banners, 81 1, 844, 95°. 9 ^ 3 "
io2 7 >

star-shaped flower of, 1000.

girdle, (Milan) 536 sq., 547 -

kharosthi inscriptions on
:

(Lou-

lan) 383,'4 36, 677 ". 33 !
(Tun-huang)

383,670,677,777-
,

measurements, etc., in llan times,

373 sq-, 537 . 701 S(W’» •
81

>
111 (~ hm

period, 374. 537 5
latcr

> 374 "• l 3 a
>

(Ch'ien-fo-tung) 99 1, 1005. 1029, 104b.

miniature canopies, 1000.

misc. frs. and strips
:
(Mazar-togh-

rak) 210; (Niya) 218, 221, 229, 249,

250, 252 ;
(Endere) 278 sq., 291 sq.

;

(Lou-lan) 373. 3 8 3 sq- 395 - 399 .

432-4, 436. 438-4°. 44 -> 444 - 44 >,

448 ;

(Milan) 40O, 478 sqq., 49 (> - 545 .

9 N 2
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677 n.
;
(Tun-huang) 373 sq.. 383,

569, 600, 636, 655, 670, 676 sq., 681,

684,687,7oosqq.,7 i 9 sq., 768, 77osq„

773, 775-86, 788; (Ch'ien-fo-tung)

81 1, 982 sq., 988, 1000, 1007 ;
(Kara-

dong) J243(?); (Farhad-Beg- yailaki)

1257. See also paintings,

muslin-like, 482.

painted frs., 167, 1 7 1 sq., 189-

paintings on, see banners, paintings.

‘ plain cloths 897.

printed: (Balawaste) 197, 200;

(Miran) 481 ;
(Ch'ien-fo-tung) 901,

984-8, 991, 993, 1005, 1007, 1012,

1027, 1029, 1070; Chinese designs

in, 905 ;
designs from ‘ Sassanian

’

models, 910 sq.
;
(‘Ming-oi') 1220.

ribbed, 897, 988.

rolls, painted or traced, 1004 sq.,

1029.

satin frs., 982.

stencilled, Chinese designs in, 905.

string for cross-bow, mentioned in

Limes doc., 605.

tapestry, 900, 901, 950, 970, 987,

1050, 1071
;
Chinese designs in, 905.

tassels, in bronze holder, 946, 1000.

thread, 250.

trade : ancient Chinese, evidence of,

at Lou-lan, 373, 383 ;
at Tun-huang,

701 sqq.
;
eaily trade with west, 676,

701, 703 sq. ;
Ptolemy's notice, 676;

importance of China's silk trade route,

407; antiquity of silk-weaving in China,

901 sq.; relations between silk indus-

tiies of Near East and China, 902;
decorative textile motifs, propagated by

silk trade through Central Asia, 902 sq.:

textile industry of Sogdiana, 909; trade

at Su-chou, 1126.

twill, frs., 992, 1000; weave, 897 sq.

valance, see s. v.

votive patchwork, 900, 1000,

1069 sq.

votive ‘rags’ 899, 1198, 1220.

weaving on bamboo MS. -roll

covers, 906, 1018.

silkworms, goddess of (‘ silk princess ’),

1278.

silver: relative value of silver and gold, in

Tibetan docs., 1465 ; finds : ball of (?),

1294; coin of Jam Beg Khan, 1348,

1350 ;
relief ornament, 317. See also

pendant, rings.

silver - mining, in W. Kuruk - tagh,

1177.

Smfiiigarji/a-yTamukhah, named in MS.
1G 1435 -

Sin-tu (Indus), Wu-k'ungon, 19.

Singer (Kizil-sangir), Shan located at,

334 ;
routes through, 334, 1163, 1166,

1177 n. 1.

Sino-Kharosthi coins: (Yotkan) 101,

1 34° sq-> * 349 J
(Khotan) 102, 1341,

1342, 1349; (Klne-tokmak) 1342;
(Ulugh-mazar) 1264, 1347 ;

(Chalma-

kazan) 1267, 1347; (Yarkand) 1340,

1349 -
, ,

.

Sipa, statistics of population and cultiva-

tion of, 1319 n. 2.

Sipanj, see Sad Sipanj.

sipil, see circumvallations.

sistrum, in silk painting, 1468.

sitara, in fresco, 177.
‘ site-marks’: system followed in marking

objects, xv. n. 16 ;
value of, 836,

852 n. 33.

sitting platforms, see platforms.

Siva’s trident, on inscribed rock at

Gahirat, 34.

Sivaitic deities, in paintings, 870.

Siyelik, near Ak-terek : Buddhist temple

remains at, i39sq. ;
stuccos found

similar to those from Ak-terek, 1 39

;

hardness due to accidental burning, ib.)

effect of physical changes on remains,

140 ;
small Stupa mounds, ih. ;

pottery-

debris and human bones, ih.

)

De-

scriptive List of objects, 141-53.
‘ sizing ‘ in paper, see paper.

Sizutke, lake, 294.

skeletons, human: (Niya) 223 sq., 236;

(So-yang-ch'eng) 1104; (Gumbaz,

Korla) 1235 ;
(Ulugh-mazar) 1263.

sketches in colour, traces of, (Endere)

279. Ace also paintings,

skewers, iron, 768 sq., 775, 784, 788.

skins, see inflated skins,

skulls, human: (Ulugh-mazar) 1270;

represented in stucco relievo frs.,

(‘ Ming-oi
’)

1 195, 1 208, 1220.

slag : bronze, (Vash-shahri) 316; (Lou-

lan) 429 sq., 432, 437, 439 ;
(Miran)

482 ;
(Chong-tim) 1315; glass, (Lou-

lan) 393, 431; (Hsi-erh-tun?) 767;
lead, (Lou-lan) 432 ;

doubtful, (N. of

Lop-nor) 363 sq., 367. See also

reeds (calcined frs.).

slate: black flake, 365; grey fr., 119;
hone-stone, see s. v.

;
sandy slab, 364 ;

splinters, ih.

slatestone, figurine, 100, 122.

slaves : export of, 26 ;
Pakhpuluk, 89

;

mentioned in Limes doc., 690; Tib.

doc. relating to sale of, 1463.
‘ Sleep of the women ’, in paintings,

857 sq.

sleeping platforms, see platforms,

sling, goat’s hair, 465, 478.

slipper: felt, fr., 773; woven fabric, 401,

446. See also shoes.

‘ slips ’, see Chinese wooden slips,

stationery, tablets.

sm : phonetic change sm >sm>sp >ss >
•b 5-

Smith, Mr. Reginald A., help given by,

xix, 357 -

smoke-signals, see fire-signals,

snail-shells, 354, 368.

snake: skin and skeleton of, 775 > ' n

terra-cotta fr., 1 1 2 ;
stucco relief frs.,

1216; head of, in painted wood, 661,

773: on bronze tc*igue (?), 317; in

paintings, 980, 1044, 10 5 2 - 1078,

1080 sq. See also Nagas.

Snow mountains, see Karlik-tagb,Ts'ung-

ling.

So. = So-yang-ch'eng, q. v.

So-c/ie : in Later Han Annals, 8j, 87; in

mod. Chinese administration, 83

;

identified with Y7arkand, ib. ;
subject

to Huns, 83; Pan Ch'ao on, 331.

So-chii (Yarkand) envoy's escort, in

Limes doc., 690.

So-i (or So-yi) River: identified with

Gilgit River, 58; bridge over, de-

stroyed by Kao Hsien-chih, 56, 58.

So-le (or P’o-le) locality in Wakhan,

68n.i2.
So-le'-so-ho, town in Wakhan, 6i,68n.i2.

So Man, anecdote of his military colony

at Lou-lan, 326, 421

)

his barrage

across Chu-pin River, 421 sq.; his

identity with So Pan suggested, 423.

So Pan, Chang-shih, sent to I-wu, or

Hami, 331, 423 - ^ee So Man.

So-yang-ch’eng, site
:

physical features,

1 1 00 sqq. ;
traces of anc. irrigation at,

hoi; line of anc. canal, ib.
;
ruined

walls of, 1102 ;
effects of wind-erosion

on, 1 102 sq.
;

interior of ruined town,

1103; occupation proved down to

Sung times, 1103, 1106; later occupa-

tion, H03sq. ;
cemetery- remains near,

1104; ruined Stupa of cruciform plan

near, ib.) other Stupas, 1105; clay

Stupa models, U05, 1108; relic of

wood-carved statue, 1104, 1106,

Chinese coins from, 1103, 1106, i 345 >

I349sq. ;
chronological evidence of

ceramic and coin finds, uc> 3 >
IIo(G

Descriptive List of objects, 1 106 sqq.

So-yi River, see So-i River,

soapstone objects : bar, figure, and rebel

fr. of peacock, 100, 103; disc, 437 >

439 ;
green flat piece, 1 33 ;

dark green

spindle-whorl, 120; grey seal, 124;

grey bird, fr., 1
1 9 ;

grey relief fr.,

human face, 118; greyish - white,

monkey, 100, 119; lemon-yellow seal,

124; white fr., 477; white, broken

figure, 100, 1 17 ;
white relief frs., 100,

1 17 sep, 122; white figurine, sheep,

100, 1 19; yellowish white bar, 122,

yellowish white seal, 118. Sec also

steatite.

2oa</roy, river, 2 n. 2.

sockets for bolts, see mortices.

soda, mentioned in Tibetan docs., 1465-

Sogdian, Early, docs, in :

on paper, (Lou-lan) 383, 43 ') >

(Tun-huang) 669 sq.. 67 1 sqq-. 7761 S(D
method ol folding and addressing, 671

,

sizes of sheets, 671 sq.; paper analysed

by Prof, von Wiesner, 673 sq. ;
ab-

sence of sizing, 674 ;
early date o

docs, confirmed, ib.

)

character ol

script, 675 ;
language, ih.) question ol
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origin, 676 ;
reason for use of paper

for non-Chinese writing, 676 sq. ;
MS.

fr. (?), (Mazar-tagh) 1289, 1295, 1457.

wooden tablet, (Tun-huang) 648,

652, 752, 770; prob. a tally, 654;
question of origin, 652.

Sogdian, Later: MSS. in, 675 sq.,

818 sq., 920 sq., 924, 1176, 145°:

evidence of local production in Tun-

huang, 921; rolls and Pothls, 920,

924 ;
texts on reverse of Chinese rolls,

819, 924; Skr. text with interlinear

Sogdian version, 914, 920 ;
quality of

paper used, 920 n. 8, 92 1, 924.
Sogdian colonies in E. Turkestan and

China, 306, 327, 653 sq., 819, 921.

Sogdian(?) letters on intaglio, 101, 126.

Sogdiana, 331, 407, 505, 652, 675 ;
silk

textile industry of, 909,
Soksuk-shahri, ‘ Tim '

of, 1306.
soldiers : of Tun-huang Limes, 745 sqq.;

mounted, 751, 756; represented on

painted dado, 934 ; colonies of, estab-

lished on Limes, 742 sq. See also

warriors,

Somoto, locality, 622 n. 12, 623.

Soper, Mr. H. E., help with anthropo-
metric calculations, 1352.

2oinarm, river, 2 n. 2.

soul, represented as Chinese lady, in

Ch'ien-fo-tung paintings, 867, 1038,

1071, 1077, 1081 ; as infant, 859, 887.

889, &c. See also rebirth.
‘ southern route ’, see Wei lio.

spade: cast-iron blade, 7 1 1, 781 ;
welded

iron, ib.

Spartian, Vila Hadriatti, refers to ‘ wet

border’, 718 n. 2.

spatulas : bronze, (Lou-lan) 428 sq.

;

wooden, (Khadalik) 167, 172; (Niya)

251
;
(Lou-lan) 384, 438 sq.

;
(Miran)

479 i (Tun-huang) 769, 774, 777, 779,

787; (Mazar-tagh) 1292.
spear-head, wooden model, 1

1
70. See

also bronze.

spear-points, see bronze, iron.

Sphinx wings, see classical designs,

spices, mentioned in Tibetan docs., 1465.
spindle-whorls : clay, (Yotkan) 103

;

(Mazar-toghrak) 205, 210; (Miran)

480 ; soapstone, (Yotkan) 1 20 ;
terra-

cotta, (Rawak) 132
;
(Shah-tokhtaning-

koli) 455, 456; (Miran) 480 ;
wooden,

(Niya) 268. See also spinning-whorls.
spinning - whorls : clay, (Mazar - tagh)

1291; (Chong - tim) 1315; lead,

(Lou-lan) 393, 429-31, 449; (Ku-
dughun) 1314 (?); (Kelpin) 1313(F);
pottery, (Vash-shahri) 316 ;

(Lou-lan)

427, 433 ;
(Nan-hu) 616, 630 ;

(Kara-
dong) 1243; steatite, (Lou-lan) 441;
shale, (Endere) 290 ;

stone, (Yotkan)
1 18 ; terra-cotta, (Farhad- Beg-yailaki)

1256; wooden, (Miran) 480; (Tun-
huang) 66 i, 773. See also spindle-

whorls.

spirals, see designs,

spirits of the desert, see demons,
spoons, or frs. : bronze, see bronze : horn,

(Lou-lan) 401, 443; (Tun-huang)

784 ;
wooden, (Khadalik) 196; (Lou-

lan
) 374 . 384, 433, 437-439 ;

(Miran)

479 ;
(Tun-huang) 597, 599, 780,

782 sq., 787-9.
spots, see designs.

springs : legends of, miraculously pro-

duced, 1089 sq.; Hsuan-tsang's mira-

culous ‘ spring of the Master A-fu ',

1178; irrigation from spiings at Do-
moko, 204 ;

Chia-yii kuan, 1118; near

Bulungir, 1138; on An-hsi-Hami
route, 1143; water-supply from, 1

1 55,

1302, 1304 -

squares, see designs,

squinch, use of, 533.
SramanaAnamdasena(Anandasena), 415.
Sramanaka , see Samanaya.
Sravastl, Miracle of, images of, repre-

sented in painting, 878, 1025. See

also Buddha.
sri-saya, Brahml inscription on intaglio,

126.

Srinagar, stay at, 1327.

ssu-ma, ‘ chief of a thousand men 776,

75°-

Ssit-ma Ch'ien : his memoir of Chang
Ch'ien, xxiii ;

on position of Jade

Gate, 726; on Chinese advance and

western extension of ‘Great Wall’,

728 ;
on Little Yiieh-chih, 1130.

stables, remains of, 632.

stag-headed demon, painting of, 979.

stags, figs, of: on bone stamp, 145 ;
on

brass amulet, 133 ;
in seal impression,

262; on mirror, 1106; in painting,

993. See also deer.

Claire • remains nf on Limes watch-

towers, 644, 658, 662, 681, 738 ;
rock-

cut, (Ch'ien-fo-tung) 793 ;
wooden,

(Ch'ien-fo-tung) ib. ;
to cave-temples

at Wan-fo-hsia, mo; in Ara-tam

ruins, 1152; in ceiia ruins near Lap-

chuk, 1 136.

stamped clay (walls, ramparts, or

towers of): (Khotan) 94, i34sq.

;

(Endere) 272, 279: (Charchan) 301,

304 ;
(Lou-lan) 386 sq.

;
(Miran) 457 ;

(Tun-huang) 591, 397, 600, 603, &c.;

(An-hsi) 1093; (So -yang -cheng)

1102; (Chia - yii - kuan) ui9sqq.

;

(Shih-erh-tun) 1137 ;
(Lapchuk) 1 156

;

(Chong - hassar) 1163; (Chokkur)

1182 ;"(Korla) 1232; (Chlra) 1264;

(Chong-tim) 1307; (Arach) 1312;

(Nura) 1322. See also pise,

staples, see iron,

stars, see designs.

state room (
baipash). at Miragram, 48.

stationery, ancient, wood or bamboo

:

methods of fastening and authentica-

tion. 216. 382 ;
materials and shapes.

598; sizes of slips, 382, 593, 59

7

•

660, 672; use of seal sockets and
string grooves, 382, 659; sealed lids

for boxes containing several slips, 382.

766 ; slips pared for repeated use. 375,

598, 646 ;
purpose of notched edges,

764 sqq.; how arranged into books,

764, 766; ‘concertina’ arrangement,

763 sq. See also Chinese documents,

Kharosthi documents, tablets.

statues : metal, (Ch'ien-fo-tung) 894 ;

Indian, of Buddhas and Bodhisattvas

represented in painting, 877, 1024;
relic of wood-carved statue (So-yang-

ch'eng) 1104, 1106; colossal, frs.,

(Miran) 488, (‘Ming-oi’) 1188. See

also Buddha, images.

statuettes: bronze, see s.v.
;
statuettes or

fis. : wooden, (Khadalik) 166, 1 7 1 ;

(Ch'ien-fo-tung) 894,938 sq.; (‘ Ming-
oi

’) 1189, 1200; (Farnad-Beg-yailaki)

1249, 1259 sq.
;
(Kaia-yantak) 1262,

1268; head, (Khbra) 1223. 1229;

carved fr., (Farhad-Beg-yailaki) 1249.

1 259 ;
carved wooden base for, (Khbra)

1225, 1229; Chinese Lokapala ot

T'ang period, (‘ Ming-oi’) 942, 1197.

1218; Buddha figs., 1075,11 66, 1173.

1224, 1229.

staves, wooden, with knobs or lathe-

turned heads, (‘ Ming-oi ’) 1189, 1 201.

1222; (Khora) 1228. See also pins

(wooden).

steatite : beads, see beads
;

bead-strip.

1 18; carvings, too; discs, see s v.

;

flat piece, 124; grey fr., 7S6
;

gro-

tesque beast, 100. 123; handle. 266
;

intaglios, Ste seals ;
slabs, 118 ;

Stupa

model, see s.v.; vase, 140, 153. See

also soapstone.

stele : stele-shaped carved slab at Ciial-

koide Ziarat, 1302 ;
Petrucci on • Man-

dates ’ on, 1424 sqq. See also Ch'ien-

fo-tung (inscriptions).

stencils : used for wall decoration at Kha-

dalik, 166; in Ch'ien-fo-tung paint-

ings, 795. 863 n. 13, 864 n. 17, 892,

957. 999 ;
in mural decoration. 928,

930 sq. ;
in wall-paintings at Wan-fo-

hsia, nn. 1113; Chinese designs in

stencilled fabrics, 903.
• stepped ’ effect, in weaving, technique

of. 898.

sticks : rows of, to support stucco decora-

tion in Stupa, Khakanning-shahri,

81 ;
wooden, (Khadalik) 193. 195 ;

(Niya) 240, 251-3, 256, 263, 266 sq.

;

(Lou-lan) 437, 439 sq.
;
(Miran) 481 ;

(Tun-huang) 599. 744—7. 788 ;
(Kara-

dong) 1243; 7-sided stick, 787.
• stiffeners ’ for banners, see

‘
strainers’.

stiletto, see bronze.

stoles : in wood-carving, 190 ;
in frescoes.

169, 175, 177 sq.. 1 8 1 sq., 185, 519.

540; in painted panels, 168, 170.

1 7 1 . 185, 196, 201 ;
in painted wood,

168; in seal impressions, 262 ;
on soap-
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stone relief, 118; in stucco relievos.

183, 186-8; in terra-cotta, 107, 119;
in wall-painting, 176 ;

in paintings,

862, 937-1085 passim.

stone: beads, 125, 133; bracelet, see

s.v.
; carved stone fig. of flying Jnitlo,

(Chalma-kazan) 1267 n. 12. 1271

;

chalk-like, (Mazar-tagh) 1294 sq.

;

charm, (Jiya) 126; flat round stone,

(Yotkan) 119; flat triangular stone,

(Yotkan) 115. 117; image at Chal-

koide Ziarat (q.v.), 1302 sq. ; knob,

(Mazar-tagh) 1293; orns.. (Kudug-
hun) 1314; pendants, see s.v.; ring,

see s.v.
;

seals, see s.v.; small antiques

in, (Khotan) 99, 100 ;
spinning-whorl,

(Ybtkan) 118; sulphur-coloured fr.,

(Yash-shahri) 316; uncut, in ruins.

(Khora) 1225 sq.
;

white stone disc.

(Kok-kum-arish) 132; (Lou-lan) 431

;

(Mazar-tagh) 1291 ;
fr.. (Tun-huang)

786 ; eroded, (Tun-huang) 768 ; cone
fr.. (Lou-lan) 439.

Stone Age, relics, 356 sq., 359, 393, 451.
‘ Stone Town ’, the, see Shih-ch'eng.

stones : used for defence, 458. 639 sq..

738; worked, materials of, 357. See

also volcanic.

stoneware, 316, 427. See also glazed
stoneware.

stoppers, wooden, 775, 781 sq., 786.
See also knobs.

store-pit, remains of, at Mazar-tagh, 1 287.
store-rooms, at Lou-lan, 377.
stotras

,
MS. frs. of : Skr., 164, 1436,

1438, 1448, 1454, 1456; Khotanese,

1451 sq.
;
Tibetan, 1471.

Strabo, on the Tochari, 286 sq.

‘ strainers ’ or ‘ stiffeners ’, for banners,

687, 779 sq., 8r 1, 844.
straw, see rope.

streamers ; of valances. 900 ;
of banners.

see s.v.
; s. represented in frescoes,

177, 181
;

in seal impression, 262;
in wall-painting, 176.

string: frs., (Kara-dong) 1243; braid,

(Tun-huang) 768; cross-bow string,

(Tun-huang) 758 ;
flat ring of, (Tun-

huang) 773; grass string, (Tun-
huang) 790 ;

netting, frs., (Mazar-tagh)
1288, i294sq.; ring, (Tun-huang) 785

;

sandal. (Lou-lan) 384, 437; vegetable
fibre, (T un-huang) 773. See also goat’s
hair, hemp, sandals, shoes, woollen,

strfng-grooves, see grooves,

string-holes : of wooden tablets, 462,
1292; of palm-leaf Pothl, 539; in

wooden seal-cases, 781.
stringed instrument : fr. of, 1469; repie-

sented on terra-cotta figurine, 1468.
striped ornament, see designs.

Strzygowski, Prof.
J. : help given by,

six
; on Hellenistic portraits, 503, 508;

on artistic influence of figured fabrics,

841 n. 24; on importance of textile

ait of Iian, 902 11. 2.

stucco : clay and straw used for, 488 ;

analysed by Sir A. Church, 1391.
finds: appliqu6 relief frs., (Khadalik)

io 5 ,
i 58 .

I(5° sq-> 161; (Khora)

1225; (Farhad-Beg-yailaki) 1247,

1257 ; appliqud frs., glazed, (So-yang-
ch'eng) 1105, 1108; architectural

tiles, see s. v.
; Bodhisattva figures,

moulded, 1 204 ;
decorative bands,

(‘ Ming-oi
’) 1190, 1223 ;

demon face,

(Ak-terek) 139, 144, 150 sq.; images,
frs., (Khadalik) 165; (Miran) 514;
(Shih-pan-tung) 588

;
(Farhad-Beg-

yailaki) 1249, 1251, 1259; miniature

Stupa, (Khadalik) 161, 194 ; misc.

relievos: (Tam-oghil) 126; (Kine-

tokmak) 130-3 ;
(Ak-terek and Siye-

lik) 141 sqq.
;
(Khadalik) 155, 160,

i65 , 17 °. 1 74 > i 75 .
i 79 , 180, 183-

191, 193-5; (Balawaste) 198, 200;
(Darabzan-dong) 200 sq.

;
(Domoko)

201
;
(Miran) 349, 538 sq.

;
(Lou-lan)

428, 441 ;
(Tun-huang) 601, 789 sq. ;

(Ara-tam) 1152 sq., 1158; (Chong-
hassar) 1162, n68 sqq.; (Kichik-
hassar) 1171 sqq.; (Yar-khoto) 1168,

1174 sq.
;
(Toyuk) 1176

;
(‘Ming-oi’)

n89sqq., 1200 sqq.; (Khora) 1224,
r228sq.; (Gumbaz, Korla) 1235m i

a
;

(Farhad-Beg-yailaki) 1248, 1250,
1258-60; (Chalma-kazan) 1267 n. 12,

1270 sqq.; (Sampula) 1269 n. 9,

1270; (Kara-yantak) 1262, 1267 sqq.;

(Maira-tati) 1265, 1270; (Kara-sai)

1273, 1280 sq.
;

(Tarishlak) 1277,
1282; (Mazar-tagh) 1295; (LSl-tagh)

1312, 1316; painted frs., (Chong-
hassar) 1162 ; pedestal or image base
(half of), (‘Ming-oi’) 1199, I2I 91
plaques, (Ak-terek) 138, 150, 151

;

(Khadalik) 172, 174; (Farhad-Beg-
yailaki) 1247, 1257; (Chalma-kazan)
1267 n. 12, 1271; (Kara-sai) 1273,
1281

;
railing or parapet, frs. of

(Yotkan) 115; (Ak-terek) 147. See
also Ak-terek, Buddha, Ch’ien-fo-

tung, human figures, 1 Ming-oi ’.

studs: bronze, 122, 124; applied, in

stucco relievos, 172.

Stupa-shaped fret, (Mlragram) 49.
Stupas : Hsiian-tsang’s story of, in Che-

chii-chia, 89 ;
mention of, near Girarai,

9, 16; Uttarasena’s, near Barikot,

15; in Adinzai Valley, 17; S. near
Meng-chieh-li, 15 ;

the ‘ Four great S.’

mentioned by Fa-hsien, 13.

Stupas described or mentioned : of Nepal.

38 ; Mauri-Tim, lb.
;

Kaniska’s, at

Peshawar, 38, 128 n. 4 ; S. near Kusht,

40; of Thol, ib.

;

resemblance of
Karwan-balasi ruin to Thol S., 70;
bases at Takhti-i-Bahl, 40m 25; ‘Tim’
of Khakanning-shahri, 81 ; comparison
with Mauri-tim Stupa, ib. ; ruin on
route to Zanguya, 90 ;

Puski ruin, 91

;

Tbpa-tiin Stupa, 91; prob. Stupa

remains at Faizabad, 96; Rawak
StOpa, see Rawak

;
Stupa remains near

Rawak, 129; S. base of Rawak type,

(Farhad-Beg-yailaki) 1250; (Sahri-

Bahlol) 128 n. 4 ;
Stupa mound near

Kine-tokmak, 130; Arka-kuduk ‘Tim

'

Stupa, 134, 1266 ;
small Stupa mounds

at Siyelik, 140; remains at Mazar-
toghrak, 207 ; at Niya Site, 214; at

Endere Site, 275, 278, 286; eroded

mound near, 280 ;
‘ Tim ’ near Tatran,

304; ruins at Charkhlik, 313, 314;
Stupas of Lou-lan Site (q.v.), 362,

389 sqq., 3 9 4 ;
ruins at Miran (q. v.), 3 4 7

,

512 sqq., 533 sq.; mod. brick Stupas

at Shih-wu-fou, 610 ;
ruined Stupa of

cruciform plan near So-yang-ch'eng,

1104; other Stupas near, 1105; re-

mains at Wan-shan-tzu, 1139; prob.

remains of Stupa bases at Ara-tam.

1 153 ; near Toghucha, 1 156; remains

at Kichik-hassar, 1164 sqq.; Stupa-

like structures at ‘Ming-oi’, 1186,

1 1 90 ;
Stupa base (?) at ‘ Ming-oi ’,

1189; mound at Khora, 1225; Stupa

near Wat'skaram-mazar, 1265; stone

like miniature Stupa at Chalkoide

Ziarat, 1303; Stupa near Nura, 1322.

models, &c., of : models from Kha-
dalik and Lou-lan compared with

Gandhara Stupas, 161, 396; clay or

stucco votive offerings, (Khadalik)

158, 161, 188, 194; (Ch'ien-fo-tung)

931 ;
(So-yang-ch'eng) 128 n. 4, 1105,

uo8; (Kichik-hassar) 1165, 1173;
(Yar-khoto) 1174; steatite, (Yotkan)

38, 100, 1 15, 117, 396; wooden,

(Khadalik) 196 ;
(Niya) 380. 14, 236,

246 sq., 494 ;
(Lou-lan) 38, 396, 441,

443 > 494 ;
finial from, (‘Ming-oi’)

1193, 1212; S. in rock-carving at

Pakhtoridinl (Chitral), 37 sq., 494 ;
in

Charrun rock-carving, 40; in paintings

and drawings, 890, 956, 967, etc. See

also Vaisravana.
‘ umbrellas ’

: on rock-carvings of

S. and on S. models, 37, 38, 40, 100,

117, 158, 441, 443, 513, 775, 777.

style (?), of white jade, 118. See also

lacquered wooden style.

su-bashi, canal-heads called, 1152, 1 1 55.

Su-bashi, Kucha, temple ruins of, 1238.

Su-bashi, Turfan, route through gorge,

” 77 -

Su-chia
,
king of Chieh-shuai, 29 sq.

Su-chou: Sugchu, 473, 1127 n. 7; Marco
Polo’s Succiu, 473, 1 1 27 n. 7 ;

Goez s

Sucieu, 1126; pronounced Suk-chii,

473 n. 7, 1127 n. 7; importance of

Su-chou since Han conquest, 1126 ;

MS. fr. of Turkish report referring

to, 918; foreign references to, 1127
n. 7 ;

ravaged by Hsiung-nu, 731 ;
ab-

sence of anc. remains due to Tungan
inroads, 1127; cultivation by recon-

quering Chinese army, n 26 n. 5 ;
agri-
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cultural produce and trade of, 1126;

irrigation oi,ib
. ;

route to Yii-men-hsien,

1136; direct route to Hami from,

1 1 38. See also Chiu-cKiian.

Su-chou, city of, 1126 ;
Ming wall from

Yeh-ma-wan, 1121; continued to Kan-
chou, ib.’, city divided into two parts,

1127 n. 7.

Su-chou River (Pei-ta Ho, q. v.), 580;
head-waters of, 1128.

Su-ho-pa-fi (Sukhavati), monastery, 20.

Su-ho-to, see Buner.

Su-lai-man, Mongol prince, 799 ;
identi-

fied with Sulaiman, q. v.

Su-le, i.e. Kashgar (q. v.) : Kao Hsien-

Chih at, 53 ; in Later Han Annals, 86,

33 1 -

Su-lo Ho, river: terminal bed of, 552,

567,633, 639 ;
bed at Toghrak-bulak,

567, 633, 639 ;
terminal course com-

pared with Helmand River, 6340. 3,

643; bed near T. xrv. a, 697; old

bed near T'ou-kung, 1091 ;
near An-

hsi, 1098; near T. 1, 567, 639;
Hsiian-tsang’s crossing, ib.

;

head-

waters of, 1128; bifurcation of drain-

age, 1136; river defile at Wan-shan-
tzu, 1139.

ancient terminal lake-bed of, 35, 424,

551 sq.
;

prob. once linked up with

Tarim Basin, 550 sqq.

basin of, lower; close physical affinity

with Tarim Basin, 58 1 ;
importance of

route down, 579 sq.
;

two main lines

of advance from, 580 sq. ; limitations

of produce in, 579 sqq., 742; winds
in, 643.

defensive line provided by, 583 sqq.,

line of Limes wall along, 584 sq.,

589, 1138; line ends at terminal basin,

632 sq„ 729; lagoons and marshes
protect Limes, 663 sqq.

;
S. flows

through lake near ‘ magazine ’, 717;
passes through Khara-n5r lake, 719;
used as ‘ wet border ' N. of Limes line,

66
.4, 718, 736.
inundation by, 589, 59 1, 633 n. 2, 639.
irrigation from, 583, 1092, 1138.
subsoil water from, 551 sq., 639.
terminal marshes of: protect SW.

flank of Limes, 632 sq.
;

physical
features of adjoining ground, 641 sqq.

;

terminal river course near, 551 n. 10;
SL. edge of, visited, 654 ;

Limes line

ends at, 632 sq., 729.
volume of water, 583, 606 sq., 639,

7 1

2

n. 3 ; at outflow from Khara-nor,
719-

fall in levels of river-bed, 583 n. 15.
Su-mo (*Sitma ?), Stupa of, 17.

Su-shih-li-chih, king of Little P'o-lii

:

marries Tibetan princess, 53 ;
captured

by Kao Hsien-chih, 58.
Subhuti, disciple of Buddha : named in

MS. frs., 1438, !440sq.
;

in paintings,
8 93> 959. &c., 140S, 1416.

subsoil moisture, damage by, 1276.
subsoil water, see water.

Succiit, see Su-chou.

Succuir, i.e. Su-chou, Ramusio on M.
Polo’s notice of rhubarb in, 1127 n. 6.

Sucieu, Goez's name for Su-chou (q. v.).

1 1 26.

&uddhodana, King, in paintings, 854 n.

45, 858, 953, 1018 sq., 1031, 1045 sq.

Suess Range, valleys of, 1128.

sugar-cane, in Udyana, 14.

Sugchu, pres. Su-chou (q. v.), 473.
sugel, see willow.

Sugetlik-mazar, 1300.

sui, ‘ night signal ’, in Limes docs., yjj.

Sui dynasty, see Chinese coins.

siika, sitting platform, remains of, 206.

Sukhavati, see Su-ho-pa-t'i.

Sukhavati, Lake : model in cotton cloth,

496, 543 ; in paintings, 795, 883 sqq.,

1043, 1065. See also Amitabha, paia-

dise paintings of.

Sulaiman, king of Hsi-ning, inscriptions

recording his foundations, &c., 799 sq.

‘Sulaiman Ivhaqan '(?), coins of, 1342,

1350-
sulphur, frs., 1315.
‘ Sultan Koputwali ’, sacred cave of, 89.

Sultan Shah, of Badakhshan, invades

‘ Bolor ', 33.

Siima, see Su-mo.

Sumkagho (T’ou-p'u). oasis, 1155.

Sun-bird, in paintings, 959. 977, 981,

987, etc.

Sung dynasty: porcelain of, 789, 1106,

11 35; porcellaneous stoneware of,

307, 316 ;
stoneware or pottery of,

600,616, 630, 788 sq., 1106 sq., 1x35;

prob. period of restoration of Ch'ien-fo-

tung wall-paintings, 795, 809; occupa-

tion of So-yang-cheng during, 1103,

1 106. See also Chinese coins.

Sung Yun, Chinese Buddhist pilgrim

:

journey to and account of Udyana, 9,

x 2 ;
on Indus route to Udyana, 1 2 ;

on sacred sites in Udyana, 13 ;
route

through She-mi, 9 sq. ;
account of

Po-ssit, 10; Lake Dufferin (Hauz-i-

Dorah), mentioned by, ib. ;
route to and

description of Wakhan, 60 sq.
;
on

route from Karghalik to Sarikol, S7 n.

10; on Yehta, or Hephthalites, 288;

account of Charchan, 297 ;
on sacred

images at, 297 sq.
;
toute to Charkhlik,

323, 559 ;
notice of Shan-shan, 323 ;

on air-boi ne Buddha statue at P'i-mo,

880 n. 19: record of temple banners at

Han-mo, 167, 838 n. 7, 841 ;
proves

conservation of votive offerings, 841 ;

account of representations of Vessan-

tara legend, 523; on town of Mo, 1255;

location of, ib. See also Karghalik.

siinyald, MS. expounding, 1 433.

Surahgama, named in MS. fr., M43-
Surangamasanidd/ii-su/ra, MS. fis. ot •

Ski'., 1 4 3

5
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Survey of India Department, help given

by, viii.

surveying assistants, ix.

surveys, methods and results of topo-

graphical, ix.

Suryagarbha, see Bodhisattva of the Sun.

Susravas, Naga, see Nagas.
Sutra of the Wise Man and the Fool '.

Tibetan MS. fr. of, 1470.

Sutras, MS. frs. of, 163, 802, 807, 918,

920,924sq.,979, 1016. 1026, 1 i66sq.,

1175, 1254, 1432-45- 1437-40- 1 443-
1 445- i450sq.. i454sq- I45 6

-
I47°sq-

Sulla Xipd/a, Skr. MS. fr. of, 1432.
Suvarmbhdsotlama-sutra. MS. frs. of:

Skr., 1434 sq., 1439; Khotanese, 1445.

Suvaniabhdsotlamasutrendrardja, Skr.

MS. fr. of, 1439.
Suvarnapralhdsoltama-stotra, Skr. MS.

fr. of, 1 456.

Suvaslu, see Swat river.

Suya, village, 127 ;
abandoned cultivation

near, 1 30 ;
objects acquired as from

N.of, 132 ;
Chinese coins said to have

been found near, 102, 1342.

Swastika : Bonpo form of, in Tibetan

docs., 1465. See also designs.

svayambhu images, 1303.

Swat river (Chinese Su-p'o-su-lu, Su-p'o-

[p'an Sj-fa-su-tu, Skr., Suvastu), 2.15:

anc. names of, 2 n. 2.

Swat territory: Alexander in. 2 sqq.; early

ethnography of, 4 sq. See also Udyana.

swivel ', use of. in weaving, 898.

sword, in clay seal, 231; in painted

panel, 1259; >n fresco, 1282; in

paintings, 871, 941-1082 passim. See

also Virupaksa.

sword-blade, iron two-edged, fr., 645.

sword-point, non, 7590. 55, 769.

swords, mentioned in Limes docs.. 759.

syllabaries, frs. of: in Cursive Gupta

script, 1438, 1450 sq.. 1454 sq.
;

in

Tib., 1464.

Syria, see Fu-lin.

syrinx, in terra-cotta figurines. 99, 105,

hi, 120. 1468 sq.

T. = Tun-huang, q.v.

T-shape, see designs.

Ta. = Tarishlak (q. v.).

Ta-chien-tu, locality at W. end of I.imcs.

mentioned in docs., 6j6. 641, 648, 653,

689, 699, 710, 728; dependent on

Yii-men command. 689, 691. 746 n. 8;

abbreviated form Chun-lu, 636 n. 8.

Ta-fang-p'an, mod. name for Limes

magazine T. xvin, 683 11. 2 s .

Ta-fo-ssu, Buddhist temple at Kan-chou.

1132.

lti-fu ,
watch-station mentioned in Limes

doc., 691 ;
not located, ib.

Ta-han-chuang, mod. iortified post, 1 1 16.

Ta-hsia: Marquart and Franke on their

identity with the Tochari, 287 11.3.
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ta-huang, type of cross-bow, in Limes
docs., jj8.

Ta-ktian, see Chinese coins.

Tt-Iao-pa, see Chong-kol.

Ta-li period, see Chinese coins.

Ta-lt-lo, or Daiei, in T'ang Anna’s, 20.

See T'o-hih.

Ta-mo-hsi-tie-li, Hsiian-tsang’s name for

Wakhan, 43, 44 n. 20, 6r, 62, 63 ;

attempts to connect name with Mastiij,

62 n. 12; probably transcribes a Skr.
:Dhannasthiti

,
ib.

Ta-mo-yin-t'o-ho-ssu, king of Udyana,
20.

Ta-shih, Tang name for Uch-Turfan
(q. v.), 12<)<).

Ta-shih (TazI, or Arabs), in T'ang shu,

59 -

Ti-shih ch'tng, T'ang name for Uch-
Turfan town (q. v.), ijoo.

Ta-shih, oasis: size, 1108; irrigation,

ib.
;

‘ chiusa ’ in river gorge near, 1 109.
Ta-shih River, 583 ; head-waters of,

1115.

Ta-thun, Ta-fun
, see Charchan.

Ta-tung River, 1132.
Ta-wei ‘ barrier fire-signal of, in Limes

doc., 7/9, 753.
Ta-yuan, or Farghana, 336, 407; Chinese

expedition to. and Huns’ opposition,

338 , 4°7 .’ Li Kuang-li’s expedition,

_

339 sq
;
embassy from, 408.

la \ iieh-chih, see Indo-Scythians, Yiieh-
chih.

7 abas Maslnan, Persian town, 460.
tablets, wooden: finds: (Khadalik and

Balawaste) 158, 162, 195, 197,206;
(Mazar-toghrak) 197, 205 sq., 209,
< 447 !

(Niya) 213, 216 sqq., 221 sq.,

224 sqq., 234 sq., 237 sqq., 242,
247 sqq., 252 sqq., 296, 329 ;

(Endere)
270, 276 sqq., 290 sq.

;
(Miran)

348; (Lou-lan) 371 sq., 375, 377
Kiq-. 380 sq., 399 sqq., 414, 433 sqq.,

733 ! 0 un-huang)5 9 2-8, 604 sq.,634,
63 6 > 639, 641, 645 sqq., 632 sq.,

659 sq., 667 sq., 669 sq., 680 sq.,

685 sq., 689 sqq., 694 n. 3, 698 sqq.,

711 sq, 714 sqq, 717 sqq, 728, 753,
75 «, 76 o, 763 sq, 770, 776, 778 sq,
783 sq, 787 sq.; (Wan-shan-tzu) 1139;
(Gumbaz, Koila) 1235; (Kara-dong)
I 2 42, 1244; (Farhad-Beg-yailaki)
I 2 47 , 1249, 1453 sq.

;
(Mazar-tagh)

1279, 1286 sq, 1289, 1292, 1294 sq.
seal cases or sockets on, see s. v.

;

seal cavities on, see s. v.
; seal impres-

sions on, see s. v.

‘ shavings from tablets reused,
(Lou-lan) 375; (Tun-huang) 598, 646’

685, 763.

materials of : bamboo, 598, 667,
672, 700, 712, 714, 761 ; fir, 598,
714; tamarisk, 206, 462, 598,646;
lerek, 372, 400, 462, 598; Toghrak,
37 2

, 4 °°- 462. 646 ; Toghrak used at
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I.ou-lan (L.A.), but Terek at Niya,

372, and at L.B. 400.

types, &c. : blank, 596, 646, 684,

7 < 4 , 776 , 778 sq, 783 sq, 787 sq.
;

bilingual, 206 ; cleft stick, 259 ;
cover-

ing-tablets, rectangular, 213, 222, 234,
2 39. 252, 254, 255, 257. 263, 265L7.

269, 291. 380, 400, 435 sq, 444, 772;
covering-tablets, wedge-shaped, 2

1 7,

227, 249, 254-60, 265-7, 372, 401 sq,

429. 434 . 435 sq, 445 sq, 685, 778:
dated, 593 sq, 595, 636, 64 1 , 645 sqq,
659, 667 sq, 670, 681, 685 sq, 688,
694 n. 3, 698 sqq, 709, 71 1 sq,

714 sqq, 7i9sq, 728 sq, 733; double
wedge, 216, 224, 226, 237, 239,
248 sq, 254 sq, 257, 259, 266, 372,
415; double rectangular, 213, 217.
227 sqq, 248 sq, 256 sq, 260-2,
2(J 7 sq, 379 . 414 sq, 435 ! elliptical,

258; labels or label-like tablets, 218,
222, 235, 247-9, 251-4, 258-60, 264.
29 L 439 , 462,477, 592, 596, 605, 659.
685 sq, 689 sqq, 717, 721, 753, 758,
760; ladle-shaped, 265.598; lathe-like.

253 . 255. 257 ; oblong, 195, 1 97, 224,
226. 235. 237. 248, 252-60. 263-9,
270, 276, 290 sq, 371, 377, 379 sq,
385 sq, 434-6 . 439 sq-. 446, 1247;
oval-topped, 435 ; peg-topped broad
label. 598; prismatic, 763; rectangular,
21 3. 22 5> 227 sqq, 237-9, 247, 249,
252, 254-7, 263. 265-7, 269, 278,291,
646, 1242, 1244; slip-shaped, 209,
253, 264, 269. 291, 348, 371, 375,
377 sq, 380-2,399, 402,433, 438 sq,
461. 477 sq„ 480 sq, 592 sq, 595-8,
634 - 636, 639, 645 sqq, 653, 659.
660, 667 sq, 669 sq., 680 sq, 685 sq,
689 sqq, 698 sqq, 7nsq, 714 sq„

7 < 9 . 76 i, 763. 776 , 778 sq, 783 sq,
787 sq, 1279, 1286, 1292, 1294 sq.;
square-shaped, 401, 445, 7 i 9; stick-
like, 162, 206, 259, 598, 71 1 ; stick-

shaped, notched polygonal, 598 ; stick-
shaped. pentagonal, 604; stick-shaped,
with roughly cut faces, 598 ;

Takhli-
shaped, 218, 232, 257, 258, 267,
I2 35 ! tongue-shaped, 259; under-
tablets, rectangular, 213, 247, 249,
2 5 2

>
2 55-7 .

259 - 263. 265-7, 2 9<.
379, 400, 435, 444; under-tablets,
wedge-shaped, 222, 238, 252-60,
263-8. 375 - 379 . 4° 2

, 434 - 435 - 448;
wedge-shaped, 205, 222, 224sq,237~9,
2 49 . 252-60, 263-9, 379 - 1247.

r
See also Arabic, Brahmi, Chinese,

Kharosthi, Khotanese, stationery,
Tibetan.

tabs, of valances, 900, 981.
Tachibana, Mr, Chinese docs, found by,

at Lou-lan Site, 377, 409; translated
by M. Chavannes, i329sq.

Tacitus. Agricola, on ‘wet border’, 718
n. 2.

Tagh-ming, canton : how formed, 1319

n. 2; population and cultivation, statis-

tics of, ib.

‘ Tagh ', tract : settlements comprised in,

1321 n. 2 ; Han Ch'ii-le, 1323.
Taghash, anc. fort of. 76.

Taghdumbash Pamir. 70, 73.
Taghiik ’, or hill Turk! dialect, spoken

in Pakhpu, 88.
‘ Taghliks’, anthropometric records, 1323.
Tahir Beg, of Kara-shahr, 1232.
T'ai-ping period, see Chinese coins.

T'ai-shih 3, date on Limes doc, 636.
t'ai-shou (‘ governor '). of Tun-huang

command, 343.
T'ai-ting period, sgraffito of, at Wan-fo-

hsia, 1 1 13.

T'ai-tsung, Emperor, 559, 1149.
Taigiintan, unidentified locality named in

Turkish ‘Runic ‘ MS.. 921.
Taima-ji temple, 883.
‘ Tajzi'k race, Mughul Beg on, 26 n. 6.

Takht-i-Bahi, Buddhist Vihara at, 71.

Takhtl shape, in stucco relievos, 143,

15 1. See also tablets.

Taki, Prof, help with Ch'ien-fo-tung

pictorial remains, 836.
Taklamakan Desert : rivers lost in, 241 ;

reports at Korla of ruined town in,

1232; search for, 1233 sq.
;

desert

crossed to Keriya R. end, 1 239 sqq.

;

oghre-yol (‘ thieves’ track ’) through,

1241.

Taksasila (Taxila), mentioned by Hsiian-

tsang, 13, 243; by Fa-hsien, 13.

Talash, valley, 21.

Talib Haji, cultivator, 1311.
tallies, wooden

: (Mazar-toghrak) 206 ;

(Miran) 462, 479, 483 ;
(Tun-huang)

654 . 752 .

Tam. = Tam-oghil, q. v.

Tam , ruin near Charchan, 301.
Tam-oghil: clay moulds from, 100, 126;

gold-washing at, 100 ;
Descriptive List

of objects from, 126.

tamarisk : split stick of, 9 1 n. 25 ;
inscribed

pieces of, 162, 372, 433; used for

docs, 206, 462, 598, 646; row of t.

sticks, for support of mouldings, 8 r

,

278; roofing of t. branches, 348;
fence of t. rushes, 381 ;

pens made
from t. twigs, 597 ; dead t. at Lou-lan,

386. 390; at So-yang-ch'eng, 1103; t.

bushes indicate subsoil water, 664. See

also wall-construction,

tamarisk-covered sand-cones :
(near ‘ Ki-

zil-jai
) 84; (Kok-kum-arish) 129;

(Khadalik) 155, 197, 200; formation

and rate of growth of, near Khadalik,

198 sq.; cones at or near Niya Site,

212-15, 224, 237-9, 241 ;
(Bilel-kon-

ghan) 272; (Endere) 276, 281,283-5 ;

(Domoko) 277 ;
(Yalghuz-dong) 305 ;

(Vash-shahri) 307 sq.
;

(Miran) 350.

456 . 537 !
(Lop desert) 354, 361;

(Lou-lan) 386, 400; (Kuruk-darya
delta) 450; (Merdek-tim) 453; (Tun-
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huang) 59 1 - 593 > 597 > 603; (Kuan-

tsou) 627-9; (So-yang-cheng) 1103;

(Charchak-darya belt) 1234 sq.; (Kara-

dong) 1242; (Farhad-Beg-yailaki)

1251; temple on, ib.) (near Rawak)

1265; (Chong-tim) 1306; (Tumshuk)

1309
tamarisk matting, fr., 402.

tamarisk scrub: (near Charchan) 301 ;

(Tarim lagoons) 351 sq.
;
(Lop desert)

354 ;
(Lou-lan) 386

;
(Tun-huang) 568.

588,591,637; (Nan-hu) 617 ;
(Kuan-

tsou) 628 sq.; (Maral-bashi) 1311.

Tan River (Kara-shahr River), in T'ang

Annals, 1178.

Tan-chic. Mount: Kao Hsien-chih at,

56 ;
his itinerary, 57 ;

identity of Mt.

T'an-chii with Darkot Pass, ib.

;

name

an attempt to render earlier form of

name Darkot, 58.

fang, Chinese ‘ hall ’, in local name, 72.

T'ang Annals : on Udyana, 20 ;
on Em-

peror Hsuan-tsung, ib.

;

on Chitral,

28 sqq., 30 sq. ;
on T'u-ho-Io, or To-

kharistan, 30 ;
on Masttij. 42 ;

on A-

she-yii-shih-to, 51 ;
on Kao Hsien-

Chih’s expedition to Yasin and Gilgit,

53 , 59 ;
notices of Wakhan. 60 sqq.; of

Shighnan, 64; on battle of Lien-yiin,

66
;
on Hsi-yeh, I-nai, P’u-li, Te-jo.

andTzii-ho, 85; on Ching-chiieh. 219;

on Po-hsien (Charchan), 299; on • the

Stone Town’, or Charkhlik. 306. 320,

327; T'e-lei wells (see Yash-shahri),

306; on Tang ktean and Tic-men kuan ,

620 sq.
;
location of Tic-men, 621, 733;

on Turfan-Kara-shahr route, 1177; on

} 'en-ch'i(Kara-shahr), 1 1 8 1 , 1 2 3 2 ;
posi-

tion of Kara-shahr capital, 1 183 n. 21

;

Ak-su (q. v.), x 29 7 ;
Han-mi (Tic-mi),

1323 n. 8; Sha-chou-Khotan itinerary

in, 298 sq., 306, 320 sq., 327, 342 sq.,

620 sqq.
;
translated by M. Chavannes,

1330; Ak-su-Uch-Turfan itinerary,

1299. See also Charchan, Chu-chti-po.

Karghalik. Sha-chou.

T'ang period : absence of coins of, at

Endere Stupa, 282 ;
Lop desert route

during, 559 ; stoneware or pottery of,

found, 600, 616. 630, 789, 1106;
shrine of. at Tun-huang (q. v.), 687 ;

Chinese poetry of. on Limes service.

748 n. 33\ 751, 736. 765; Ch'ien-fo-

tung wall-paintings of, 795 ;
splendour

of Ch'ien-fo-tung (q.v.) during, 797.

838 ; Mr. Binyon on pictorial art of.

1 4 28 sqq.
; costumes of, in paintings,

850 sq., 885, 896 ;
wooden statuette

of, 1 197, 1218. See also Chinese

coins, Endere fort.

Tang Ho, Tun-huangriver: 576,581 sqq..

610; volume of water at Tun-huang.

582; alluvial fan of, 582 sq.; called

Kan-cKiian (‘ sweet spring ’), 620.

Tang-hsiang, tribe, 817.
Tang-ku, military company, 74811.31;

1374

‘of Yii-men’, 668, 670. 681 ;
‘of

Kuan-chi ’, 670 ;
location of, 668.

T'ang-seng, -the great monk of the

T'ang ’ (Hsiian-tsang, q. v.), 8oj.

T'ang-shtc, see T'ang Annals.

Tanghetar, Goez’snamefor Tangi-tar, 78.

Tangi-tar
(
Tanghetar), ‘ the narrowgorge ’,

78; Benedict Goez’s account of, and

route to, ib.
;
Hsiian-tsang’s adventure

in, 79 ;
traces of anc. route in, ib.

Tanged, province of, Marco Polo’s name

for western Kan-su, 561, 797. Si

c

also Hsi-hsia.

tanks: anc., near Rawak. 129; remains

of, at Niya Site. 224, 240. See also

reservoir.

Tantric divinities. &e. : in paintings,

865, 868 n. 36, 869. 980, 995, &c.

;

absence of T. monstrosities, 796, 840.

Tantric treatise, Tibetan MS. fr. of, 1471-

Tao-shihs, at Wan-fo-hsia, 1110. 8ee

also Wang Tao-shih.

Taoist treatise, modern, 828 sq.

tapestry, see banners (silk).

Tar-bogaz, Muhammadan coins said to

have been found S. of, 1342-

Tar-kuduk, locality, 134 ;
well ot, 132.

Tara, goddess (• Sakti ’ of Avalokitesvara),

in paintings, 846, 865, 891,997, 1052.

tdrigh, see millet.

Tarim Basin: Indo-Scythian dominion

in, 243 ;
Buddhist influence in, ib .

;

desiccation in, 204, 454; prob. once

linked with Su-lo Ho Basin, 550 sq., 58 1

.

Tarim River : terminal lagoons of,

349 sqq. ;
delta, 353 ;

theory of anc.

terminal course in Kuruk-darya beds,

359, 361 sq., 454 !
disproved by Li

Tao-yuan’s account and chronological

evidence from Merdek - tim ruins,

326 sqq., 454 ;
barrage across main

channel, near Tikkenlik, 422; course

S. of Tikkenlik, 45 1 ;
evidence of anc.

course, near Merdek-tim, 453! cultiva-

tion along, 1236; Dawans parallel

with course of river, 1239 ;
practica-

bility of route from Keriya River to,

1240. See also ‘ River of the South ’.

Tarishlak : remains of ruined shrine of

(near Mayaklik), 1274 sqq. ;
sketch

plan of, 1274; open court adjoining

temple, 1275: passage of temple

cella, 1276 ;
chronological evidence ot

site. 1279; wall with colossal fresco

figures, 1275; other wall-paintings,

1277 ;
painting of ‘silk princess (• )

1278; colossal statue frs., 1276;

painted image base, ib., 1282; other

remains, 1279: Chinese coins found

at or near, 1277, 1279, 1 34

7

;
C)e-

scriptive List of objects, 1281—3*

Tash-ara, village, 1152.

Tash-kurghan, Sarikol ‘capital
, 53-55

n. 4 ;
march to, 75 ;

remains near,
,
6 ,

route to Kashgar from, ib.

Tash-kurghan, side-valley of Pakhpu, 88.

tassel-pendants, from cornice, stucco

relief frs., 1204, 1211,1213.

tassels: on deer-skin, 251; in fresco,

1 73, 1 88 ;
stucco relievo frs., 1 33, 1 204.

See also silk.

Tatari-zemln, local name, 85.

Tathagatas, named in Skr. MS. fis., 1439.

Tathdga/osmsasitdtapalrandmd Aparijitd

Mahapratyahgira, Skr. MS. fr. of,

1448.
‘ Tatis ’(wind-eroded old sites) : reclama-

tion of, 93 ;
vast extent of Khotan

T., 140; absence of ‘Tati’ debris,

(Merdek-tim) 453; ‘Tatis’ near

Puski, 90 ;
at Balamas-kum. 93 ;

be-

yond Nussia, 95; nearHanguya, 102,

'134 sq.. 1266 ;
at Ak-sipil, 102 ;

near

Jiya, 126; near Ak-terek, 140, 153 >

at Kok-kum-arish, 129 sqq.; near

Klne-tokmak, 131 ;
at Kighillik, 131,

196; at Ak-taz, 197; at Kok-jigda,

198 sq.; at Jigda-kuduk, 211; at

Niya Site, 215; near Yar-tungaz,

271 n. 5 ;
at Endere Site, 282; of

Kone - shahr, &c., near Charchan,

301 sqq., 315; at Koyagh - ketme,

303; of La'lulik, 303; N.ofLop-nor,

361; at Lou-lan Site, 392, 427 sqq.

;

near Shah-tokhtaning-kbli, 455 !

Nan-hu, 61 1, 613, 616 sq.; near So-

yang-ch’eng, 1106: near Chong-

hassar, 1164; at Farhad-Beg-yailaki,

1249; around Ulugh-mazar, 1263;

at Jamada, 1266; S. of Kelpin, 1 306 ;

around Chong-tim, 1 308 ;
reported

at Lal-tagh Site, 1312.

Tatran, hamlet, 301 ;
account of, 304 ;

ruin of Stupa near, ib.

Taushkan-darvd, see Tushkan-darya.

Tawakkel, oasis, extension of cultivation

at, 1279.

tax-collectors, Tib. docs, relating to, 1 460.

taxes, annual amount of, in Pakhpu, 89.

Taxila, see Taksasila.

Tazganchick Gumbaz ,
ruin, 1156; de-

rivation of name, 1
1
56 11. 1 1.

TazI, see Ta-shih.

Tazken, village, 1232.

Te-jo, tract : in Later Han and in T ang

Annals, 85 sq., <57 ;
location of, 87.

T'e-lei (Tegin) wells. }o6

;

located at

Yaka-toghrak and Chingelik, ib.
;

in

T'ang-shtc, 1331.

Tegin, wells of. see T e-lti.

Tejahprabha, Buddha: in painting, 861,

1059 ;
in fresco (?), 934 -

tempera : technique of all mural paint-

ings referred to as ‘ frescoes ’ (q. v.),

166, 499. 794; chemical analysis of

specimens by Sir A. Church, 1390.

tendril-like ornament, see designs,

tent-pegs (?), wooden pegs resembling,

(Tun-huang) 597, 649, 767, 769, 776,

779 - 783 sq-> 787 -

tent-pitching. see hammers,

tents, felt, see ak-oi.

9 "
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Terek, or cultivated Populus alba, 129 ;

at Niya Site, 215, 222, 240 ;
used for

tablets, 372, 400, 462, 598 ;
absence

of, at Bilel-konghan, 273; mark anc.

arbour at Vash-shahri, 308 ;
and

cultivation at Lou-lan, 405 ; used for

timber at Farhad-Beg-yailaki, 1248;
dead T. marking arbour, 1250.

Terek-abad, locality, 1304.
terra-cotta : animals, see s. v.

applique frs.: (Yotkan) 98, 102, 104,

109, 1 1 2-1 3, ii9sq.
;
(Khotan) 121 ;

(X. of Suya) 132; (Chalma-kazan)
1271; ornaments: (Farhad - Beg)
1249, 1257, 1259; (Chalma-kazan)
1271 sq.

;
(Tarishlak) 1279, 1282.

birds, see s. v.

Bodhisattva head (?), (Chalma-kazan)
1267 n. 12, 1271.

‘ Buddhist rail ’ frs., (Chalma-kazan)
1267 n. 12, 1271 sq.

circular stamp, (Yotkan) 109.
cradle, (Yotkan) 107, 119.
grotesques, see s. v.

heads, or faces, see human figures,

human figures (or parts of), see s. v.

masks, see s. v.

monkeys, see s. v.

musicians, see s. v.

pottery, see below.

relief fr., palm leaf, &c.. (Chalma-
kazan) 1272; plaques. (Ch'ien-fo-

tung) 894, 1075
;

(So-yang-cheng)
1107.

relievo work, remains of, on temple
wall, (Shih-pan-tung) 588.

rhyton, (Yotkan) 109.
saucer in tortoise form, fr„ (Mazar-

tagh) 1286, 1292.
slab, representing fajade of building,

with musicians, (Yotkan) 103.
spindle-whorl, (Rawak) 132.
water-skins. 113 sq., 123.

terra-cotta, pottery: repaired by string or
leather thongs, (Tun-huang) 596, 599.
629, 661, 788.

amphoras
: (Niya) 250 ; (So-yang-

ch'eng) 1106; (Kara-dong) 1244;
miniature (Yotkan), 1 1 2.

bowl fr., (Tun-huang) 789.
designs on. see s.v.

glazed, see s. v.

Han type, 289, 1314. Ste also mat-
marked pottery frs.

(
below).

jars: (Tun-huang) 600, 661. 781,
783. 788^790 ; (Chong-hassar) 1168

;

(Mazar-tagh) 1287.
jugs: (Yotkan) 1 19; (Khotan) 126;

(Mazar-tagh) 1292.
lamps, (Lou-lan) 392. 427,429,433.
mat-marked pottery frs.

:
(Lou-lan)

/m
4

' P' 4DI
- 427 ’ 4 32 - 437 . 446 ;

( 1 un-huang) 592, 596, 599, 680, 684,
712. 767 s>qq- 774 !

(Nan-hu) 616,
629 sq.; (An-hsi) 1094; (So-yang-
cheng) 1107; (Hsiao-wan) 1140.
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misc. frs.
:
(Brep) xxii, 47 ;

(Sano-
ghar) ib.

;
(Puski) 91 n. 25; (Yot-

kan) 98, 102-20; (Khotan) 9S,

j
2 r—6 ;

(Rawak) 132; (Kok-kum-
arish) 132; (Kine-tokmak) 133:
(Siyelik) 140. 152. 153; (Ak-terek)
140-2. 148-50,153; (Khadalik) 17 1,

I 73 sq- I 79> r 95 :
(Mazar-toghrak)

206, 210; (Niya) 217. 222-5, 2 5°.

253; (Yar-tungaz) 271ms; (En-
dere) 278, 282 sq., 289-92; (Char-
chan) 303. 315; (N. of Lop-nor)
361, 363-5. 367; (Lou-lan) 375.
37 8 . 384 . 39 2

- 40I > 4 2 7 sq.. 432,

433 sq- 436 sq., 444 ; (Shah-tokhtan-
ing-koli) 455 sq.; (Miran) 348, 477,
480. 536, 538, 547; (Nan-hu) 616,
629 sq.

;
(Tun-huang) 592, 680,

767 sqq., 773 sq., 776. 779, 783, 786,
788 sq.; (An-hsi) 1094; (So-yang-
ch'eng) 1107; (Hei-shui-kuo) 1133,
11 35 ;

(Hsiao-wan) 1140; (Chong-
hassar) 1170; (Ushak-tal) 1183;
(Baghdad - shahri) ib.

;
( ‘ Ming-oi

')
1 191

;
(Kara-dong) 1243 sq.; (Farhad-

Beg-yailaki) 1247, 1256 sq., 1260;
(Maira-tati) 1265, 1270; (Lachin-ata-
mazar) 1269; (Ulugh-mazar) i269sq.;
(Tarishlak) 1279, 1281 sq.; (Khitai-
oilik) 1283; (Mazar-tagh) 1295;
(Chong-tim) 1314 ; (Khakan-shahri)
Mifi; (Moji) 1316; (Togu-jai) ib.

;

(Hasha) 1321
;
(Nura) 1322.

porcelainous ware, see s. v.

red clay, (Lou-lan) 401.
vase frs.

:

(N. of Lop-nor) 361, 364 ;

(Lou-lan) 430 ;
(Ulugh-mazar) 1270;

(Tarishlak) 1281 sq.

vessel fr., inscribed, (‘ Ming-oi ’)

1190, 1222.

water vessel lid, (Mazar-tagh) 1293.
See also pottery debris,

terraces, clay, see Mesas, Yardangs.
textiles, see fabrics, paper,

therapeutics, work on, in Khotanese MS.,
* 453 -

‘ thieves’ track’
(oghre-yot), through Tak-

lamakan, 1241. 1

Thol, Stupa, 40; resemblance of Kar-
wan-balasi ruin to, 70.

Thomas, Dr. F. W. : help given by, xvii

;

on Tibetan docs, and MSS., 467, 919.
147° sq.

; checks Dr. Hoernle’s list of
MSS., 1432.

Thomsen, Prof. V. : help given by, xviii;

on docs, in Turkish ‘Runic’ script,

471 sq-, 921.
Thousand Buddhas

, portfolio of repro-
ductions ofCh'ien-fo-tungpaintings,xvi.

‘ Thousand Buddhas ’, see Ch'ien-fo-tung.
‘ Thousand Houses ’, see Ming-oi ’.

‘ Three Ridges Sands ’, 42! ;
see San-lung

desert.

‘ Three Sand Deserts ’, 42

p

; see San-lung
j

desert.
I

threshing, mentioned in Tib. docs., 1464.

thunderbolt (?), in seal impression, 261
;

(?), on stucco relief fr., 1 2 7 1 . See Yajral
Thunder-god, in paintings, 880, 951 Sq.,

1081. See also Vajrapani.
Ti-huang period, see Chinese documents.
Ti-tsang, Chinese name of Ksitigarbha

(q.v.).

Ti-wan, near Chia-yiikuan, irrigation of,

1118.

Tibet, MSS. imported to Tun-huang
through, 815, 914.

Tibetan: administration, mentioned in

docs., 470.

agricultural operations, mentioned in

docs., 1464; agricultural produce, 1 465.
alphabet, frs. of, in docs., 1464.
animals, mentioned in docs., 1465.
archives, 1460.

art: at Tun-huang. 865, 1052 sq.,

1428, 1431 ; restricted influence of, on
Ch'ien-fo-tung paintings, &c., 839,
861

;
influence of, in wall-paintings

of Wan-fo-hsia, mo; influence of

Tibetan Lamaistic art in China, 840.

astrology, mentioned in docs., 1465.
beer, mentioned in docs., 1465.
block-printed charm, 999; leaf, 1166.

Buddhism at Tun-huang during Ti-

betan period, 816 sq.

characters, see Tibetan script,

chronology, in docs., 1462 sq.

conquest of Tarim Basin, causes

absence of Chinese records, 471.
documents: notes on, by Dr. A. H.

Francke, 1460-6; language of, different

lrom classical language, 1466; finds:

paper, (Khadalik) 164
;

(Endere)

275 sq.; (Miran) 346, 460, 462,

468 sq.
;

(Mazar-tagh) 1286 sq.

;

wooden tablets, (Khadalik) 162; (Mi-
ran) 162, 348, 460 sq., 468 sq.; (Ma-
zar-toghrak) 162; (Mazar-tagh) 1279,
1286 scp See also Khadalik, Miran,

Tibetan inscriptions, Tibetan MSS.,
Tibetan script.

fabrics, mentioned in docs., 1465.
garden produce, mentioned in docs.,

1465 -

influence on physical type of* Tagh-
liks ’, 1323.

inscriptions : on Ch'ien - fo - tung

paintings, &c., 862, 882, 891, 894,

954. 962, 993. 997, 1007, 1023. 1041,

1047 sq., !° 74 ;
notes by Dr. L. D.

Barnett, 962, 1472 sqq.; on clay Stupa

model, (Khadalik) 188; on pottery fr.,

(Miran) 477 ;
(‘Ming-oi ’) 1190, 1222;

on stele, 800. See also Tibetan

documents, Tibetan MSS., Tibetan
script.

lawsuits, inventories, military affairs,

&c., in docs., 470, 1463 sq.

manuscripts: (Ch'ien-fo-tung) abun-

dance of, indicates Tibetan influence

at Tun-huang, 816; MSS. and prints

of 1 3th- 1 4th cent, from N. grottoes,
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828 ; MSS. in form of Pothis, rolls,

eonvolutes, and ‘ concertina-shaped ’

booklets, 816, 823, 919 sq. ; majority
contain portions of Tibetan Buddhist
Canon, &c., 919 ; eonvolutes largely

made up of Prujiid-pdramild repeti-

tions, ib. ; cataloguing: of MSS., ib.
;

approx, period of MSS., ib.
;

quality

of paper used, 810, 816, 919 ;
(Kichik-

hastar) 1166
; notes by Prof. L. de la

Vallee Poussin and Dr. F. W. Thomas,
1470 sq. See also Tibetan documents,
Tibetan inscriptions, Tibetan script.

‘ maps of the fields ’, referred to in

docs., 1464.
measures and weights, mentioned in

docs., 1464 sq.

military affairs, mentioned in docs.,

47 °. 1463 sq.

names in docs.: personal, 1460 sqq.;
titles, 1461, 1464 sqq.; local, 470,
1462, 1466.

orthography, mentioned in docs,
1466.

paintings from Ch'ien-fo-tung in

Tib, style, 865, 1052, 1068.
plateaus, routes across, 476.
power in E. Turkestan, 1288.
private letters, 1464.
religion and religious ceremonies,

docs, relating to, 1465; MS. fr. on
religious ceremonies, 1471.

script (or characters) : on wall
plaster, 279; on ink-seals, 480; on
paper roll, 976 ;

on paper painting,

99 7 I on Khotanese MS. fr., 1455 i on
Khotanese docs., 1458 sq. See also
Tibetan documents, Tibetan inscrip-
tions, Tibetan MSS.

sgraffiti in, at Wan-fo-hsia, 1 1 1 1 sq.
syllabary, fr. of, 1464.
tax-collector’s documents, 1463.
teapot (f), miniature bronze, 201.
terms of civility in documents, 1464.
texts : Pothis, (Mlran) 462 ;

(Ch'ien-
fo-tung) 816, 823, 919 Sq. ;

rolls, I

(Ch ien-fo-tung) 8 10, 816, 823, 9 i9sq.;
on block-printed charm, 999.

f tbetans (T'u-po): in Chinese Annals,
29 sq.

; their struggle against Chinese
ominion, 31 sq., 53; defeat by Kao

^’fn-Chih, 55 sq.
j aggression in

Wakhan, 62 ; in Kan-su and E. Tur-
kestan, 473 ; occupation of Milan
°rt (T v-)> 474-6 ; of Mazar-tagh

fort, 1287 sqq.
\ domination of Tun-

huang, 799, 816 sqq,, 838 sq.
;
anthro-

pometric records of, i359sq., i388sq.
l len-hsi period, see Chinese coins.

ien-vien kuan (‘Defile of the Iron

.
Gates ’), 1228.

Hen-pao, nien-hao, 30.
Tien-shan (Toksun, q. v.), 7/77.
1 ten-shan ranges, aridity in, 1 303.
ten-sheng, see Chinese coins,

llger : on bronze seal (?), 1 1 8 ; on in-

tag1io(?), 1 18; in fresco, 523; in
drawings and paintings, 947, 994,
1000, 1044, 1052; terra-cotta appliqud
head, i2o.

Tikelik-tagh, mountain, 1320.
Tikkenlik, colony, 334 n. 7, 451 ; depen-

dent on T ai im River dam, 4 2 2 ;
‘ essen-

tially the modem representative of
Lou-lan’ (Huntington), 422 n. 28.

Tila Bai, Yarkand! follower, 291, 66 1,698.
lilaka: in frescoes, 173, 175, i 7 8, r8i,

185; in painted panels, 168, 170 sq.,

183; in stucco relievos, 201, 789;
in terra-cotta, 106. See also urnd.

tiles, glazed pottery, (So-yang-ch eng)
1105,1108. See also architectural tiles.

lim, anc. mound or tower, 90, 92, 96,
129 sq.

, 134, 140, 304, 1322. See also

Arka-kuduk, Mauri-tim, Soksuk-shahri,
&c.

timber ddbris: (Niya) 225, 237sq.; (En-
dere) 280; (Lou-lan) 376, 387 sq,
391, 400, 404; (Mlran) 489. See
also wall-construction.

|

ting. term relating to location of Limes
companies, 690, 709. 719, 729 ; inter-

pretation of term, 747 sq. ; strength of
a Ping’s contingent, 748.

1 'ing type of pottery, 629 ; of stoneware,

789, ii 35 -

Tirahl, dialect, 4 n. 11.

Tirath, village, 8.

‘ Tirthas near Maral-bashi, 1310.
Tila, name inscr. on Mlran wall-painting,

prob. representsWestern 1

Titus’,53osq.
Titianus, • MaSs, a Macedonian, also

called’, 676, 701.

Titiiighe, ruins near, 81 sq.

Titus, see Tila.

Tiznaf River, 84.

To-Iai-shan Range, valleys of, 1128.

T’o-leih, see T'o-li.

T'o-li
(
T'o-luh ), kingdom of : mentioned

by Fa-hsien, 5 sq.
; identical with

Hstian-tsang’s Ta-li-lo (Darel), 6, 8

n. 1 6 ;
miraculous wooden image of

Maitreya worshipped in, 6 ; routes to,

6 sq.
1 Toli, Lake ’, 707 n. 8.

T'o-lo, temple in Swat, 13.

To-p'o-ch’eng, ruined town, 1096.

Tochari (.Tukhara, Tokhara, Tti-huo-ld),

ethnic origin of, 286 sq., 289.
1 toggles ’,

wooden, 1293.

Toghrak-bulak, 557 n. 17, 638; bed of

Su-lo Ho river at, 567, 633, 639 ;

Tun-huang-Lop route at, 634.

Toghrak (wild poplar): (Kizil-jai) 84;
(Suva) 127 ;

(near Klne-tokmak) 132;

(Mazar-toghrak) 205; (Nija) 213-15,

239, 241; (Bilel-konghan) 272-4;
(Yalghuz-oi) 283; (near Korgach) 285;
(Charchan River sites) 305, 309 ;

(Lop Desert region) 354 sq., 361 ;

(Lou-lan) 385, 405; (Besh-toghrak)

551 ;
(Toghrak-bulak) 567 ;

(near
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Limes) 5 68, 572, 59 i, 637; (near
Kuan-tsou) 629 ; (Nan-hu) 692; (So-
yang-ch eng) 1103; (Kara - shahr)H 79 > n8isq. ; rarity ot, near Endere
Fort, 280

;

birch of T. twigs, (Tun-
huang) 569; shelf or rack of T.
sticks, (Tun-huang) 645; T. wood as
facing for stairs, (Tun-huang) 681 ;

timber of, exclusively used at Kara-
dong, 1241.

beams and posts
:

(Merdek-tim)
453 > (Limes watch-towers) 571, 572,
6 4 L 643, 654, 658, 659, 7

58,'

1094
; (Gumbaz Korla) 1235 ; (Khi-

tai-oilik) 1280; (Mazar-tagh) X285sq.;
foundation beams, (Lou-lan) 371 ;

lough posts at Mlran, 348, 359.
branches, layers of, in Limes wall,

57 7 1 8.

branches and reeds : fascines of,

stacked in layers for signal fires, 650,
678, 71 7 (see also reed fascines); bundles,
prob. marking an enclosure, 644 ; in-
dicating remains of quarters, 669.

jungles of, 350, 635, 641, 718.
rows of, parallel to river banks, 355 ;

rows of living T. near Su-lo Ho
marshes, 575 ; living and dead T. in
rows marking old river-beds and water-
channels, 355 sq., 361 sq., 400, 450,
452,455<575’ I2 33sq..i239, 1296 m 1.

wood, used for docs., 372, 400. 462,
646 ; for architectural wood-carving,

Toghucha (Chinese San-p'u), oasis,

1155; Buddhist cellas below, ib.

;

canalized river-bed from, to Kara-dobe,
1156; route from Hami, 1154.

Togu-jai, Moji: List of objects from,

1316; Muhammadan coins collected
from, 1340, 1350.

[

token, wooden, 645 n. 2; ten-cash tokens
of Kulja, from Yotkan, 1341, 1343.

Tokhara, see Tochari.
‘ Tokharl ’ language, see Kuchean.
Tokharistan

( T'u-huo-lo)
: corresponds

roughly to mod. Badakhslian, 29

;

ruler's appeal to China, 29 sq. ; T. in

T’ang Antials, 30. See also Tu-huo-lo.
Tokhta Akhun, Lop hunter, 311, 346-9,

35i sqq., 358, 361, 369, 394.
Tokhta Haji, Beg of Tosalla, supplies

statistics of Khotan, 13x9 n. 2.

Tokhta Muhammad Khwaja, of Endere
Tailm, 280.

Toksun, oasis, 1177 ; Tang T'ien-shan,

ib.
;

distance from, to Kumush, 1178.
Tokuz-sarai, site: remains of, 1309;
Muhammadan coin from, 1309, 1348,

Toldama, old river bed, 1243.
tombs, see Gumbaz, rock-cut tombs.
Tong, valley, 87.

tongue pattern, see designs.

tongues of flame, see designs.

Tonguz-baste, shepherd station, 1240 sq.

tooth-pattern, see designs.
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Topa-nor, conduit and colony, 1310 n. 2.

Topa-shahr, circumvallation, 1309.

Topa-tim, Stupa ruin, 91.

Topkhana-i-Zia-beg, watch-tower near

Shuyist, 50.

Tora, anc. mound at Charkhlik, 314, 321.

Torgut tribes, Mongols, 1180.

Tort-Imam\lar\ (‘the Four Imams’),

oasis an 1 pilgrimage place, 1322. See

also Four Imams, Sai-bagh.

tortoise : terra-cotta saucer in form of, fr.,

1286, 1292; in paintings and draw-

ings, 975, 1056.

Toruk, .village, 1151.

Tosalla, canton of Khotan, statistics of,

1319 n. 2.

T'ou-kung, hamlet, 1091.

T'ou-p'u
,
see Sumkagho.

T‘ou-tun, near Chin-t'a, 1134.

towers: (Endere) 278; clay-built. (So-

yang-ch'eng) 1 100 ; wooden, (Chia-\ ii

kuan) 1 1
1 7 ; ruined, (Lapchuk) 1156:

(Chong-kol) 1 1 8 1 ;
(Chokkur) 1182.

See also watch-towers.

‘Town of the Dragon’: Li Tao-yiian’s

notice, 420, 423 sqq. ;
location of,

424 sq. ; origin of name, 424.
‘ Town of the military colony

’, see I-hsiin,

Tot uk, townlet in Turfan basin : famous
for grapes, 1166; Chinese Buddhist
Sutra tolls found, 1167 n. x 8 ;

List of

objects from, 1176.

tracing, used for reproducing paintings,

846, 893. 999-
tracks, see cart-tracks, footprints,

trade, refei ences to, in Lou-lan docs., 4 1 2.

See also Pathan traders, silk trade,

trade routes at Ak-su, 1298.
traffic, see trans-border traffic,

trans-border traffic, control of
:
(Limes)

67

9

s q., 693 sq., 756; (modern) 679sq.
traps, see game traps.

Trapusa, merchant, named in MS. fr.,

1448.
tray, eating, 402.

trays, wooden (or frs.): (Niya) 217, 222,

226; Lou-lan, 402; (Mlran) 466,

479 sq.; lacquered fis., (Mlran) 480;
(Tun-huang) 769.

treasure-seekers. 91,389,391 ,493.5 1 2,&c.
tree-like meander, on fresco, 176.
trees : cutting of, indicates gradual aban-
donment of oases, 244; no trace of
cutting at Niya Site, ib.

;
or near En-

dere fort, 280 ;
bend of, marks pre-

vailing wind-direction, 643 ;
lines of

dead trees mark old river-beds (see also

Toghiak), 1296 n. 1, trees near Su-
chou, 1127 n. 6 ;

tw-igs and leaves from
Mazar-tagh, 1294; trees represented
on figured silk, 786; in frescoes, 173,
502, 519 sq., 540, 1215 ;

in painting-,

1054, &c. ; on silver orn., 317; on
stucco relief fr. (?), 1211. See also
poplar, Terek, Toghrak.

trefoil, see designs.

trefoil arch, in temple ruin at Gumbat, 23.
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trellis-work, see designs.

triangles, see designs.

trimurti figure, part of, stucco, 601, 789.
Tripolitan Limes, 729.
Triratna, symbol, on Stupa, 494 ;

in

paintings and drawings, 967, 1067 ;
in

stucco, 1271 ; stucco relievo frs. repre-

senting adoration of, 1270 (?), 1273,
1281.

Trisiila mark, on painted panel, 196.
trivets, 223.

Trotter, Colonel Sir Henry, on sub-

divi-ions of Wakhan, 65.

trough, wooden, 206.

trowel, wooden, spoon-shaped, 784.
true-lovers’ knot«, see designs,

truncheon, wooden, 191.

Ts'ai Lun, inventor of paper, 650, 672,

674, 677 ;
used old linen rags, &c.,

650, 674.
Tsaidam plateaus, 296, 476.
Tsan-mo temple, 1267 n. 11.

ts'ang (granary), term applied to Limes
magazine, 7/6.

Ts'ang. king of Yen-ch'i, 413.
Ts'ao, family governing Tun-huang, 817,

838. 840, 1092.

Ts'ao Yen-lu, husband of Khotan prin-

cess, 933 n. 14, 1333, 1339.
tsao-shih, subordinate officer on Limes,

7/o n. 44.

Ts'aoTsung,governor ofTun-huang, 422.
Ts'ao Yiian-chung, donor’s name on

woodcut, 838 n. 11, 893.
Tsefu yuan kuei, encyclopaedia, on affairs

of Tokharistan, 29; of Wakhan, 62.

Tsieh-che, see Chieh-cllih.

Tsing-tseue
,
see Ching-chiieh.

Tso-mo, 297 ;
see Charchan.

Tso Tsung-tang, General, 580.
tsui-ma-ls'ao, name of poisonous plant

growing near Su-chou. 1127 n. 7.

Ts'ung-ling, ‘ Onion or Snow mountains
’

(Pamirs), 5 sq.
; Wu-k'ung in, 17, 64 ;

Kao Hsien-Chih at military post of,

53; in Wei ho, 418.
Tu fu shih, Chinese title in T'ang doc.,

1 289.

Tu-hsiang River, identified with Tang
Ho, 623 n. 1 7.

Tu-hu (‘ Protector-General ’), 1233.
T'u-huo-lo

,
see Tokharistan.

Tu-huo-lo (Tukhara): Hsiian-tsang on
‘old T. kingdom’, 277, 281, 286-9;
Endere Site meant by him, 286

;

Hsuan-tsang’s use of name, 288 ; also

designation of Tokharistan, 288, 289 ;

name applied to Hephthahtes and
Yueh-chih, 288. See also Tochari,
Tokharistan.

fu-li, ‘ indigenous functionaries’on Limes,
648, 653, 668, 747, 332.

Tu-po, see Tibetans.

T'u shu chi cfieng, text, xxiii; Yang kuan
in, 624.

T'u-ta-fan, Pass, 1116.

tu-wei, ‘ military commandants ’ of Tun-

huang Limes sections, 343 , 746, 750 ;

officers subordinate to, 746 sq.

T'u-yii-hun, the: their conquest of Char-
chan, 298 ; of Charkhlik, 323.

Tuan-shan-k'ou, incorrect form of Hao-
shan-k'ou

,
q.v.

Tiiga-dong, burial-mounds of, 92.

tugh
,
see dam, Domoko-jar.

tui, term denoting 1 company ’ in Limes
docs., 343.

tui-chang, company commander, 343.
Tukhara, see Tochari, Tu-huo-lo.

Tiilkiich-kol, lakelet, 212, 241, 245.

Tumshuk, village, 1308 ;
ruined temples,

&c., near, 1309 ;
effects of fire at, ib .

;

hills near, ib.
;
route to Maral-bashi,

1309 sqq.
;

List of objects found near,

1 3 1 5 sq- 5
Chinese coins from ‘ Tatis

’

N. of, 1309, 1348, 1350.
tumuli, 609, 61 1, 619.

tun
,
term applied to P'ao-t'ais or watch-

towers, 628 n. 3, 1094 n. 3.

T'un-hu : section of Tun-huang Limes,

398 ;
prob. adjoins Wan-sui, 599.

Tun-huang, Han border command, 323 ;

governor of, 745; tu-wei of, ib.; in-

cluded Kua-chou, 1092 n. 11 ;
border

commands from Liang-chou to Tun-
huang, 724 sq.

Tun-huang, oasis: Han name for T'ang

Sha-chou (q. v.), 338 ;
historical records

of, 578, 580; known as Ming-sha ksieti

under Later Chou dynasty, 620

;

called Tun-te under Wang Mang, 659,

346 n. 11
;
importance of, in Han and

in mod. times, 581 ;
devastation by

Tungan rebels, 579 sq., 582, 587 sq.,

608 ;
attacks on, by Hsiung-nu,

731 ;
village forts of (p'u-tzii or pao-

tzu), 587 ;
soldiers from T., 750, 751

n. 49 ;
Tibetan domination in T'ang

times, 799, 816 sqq., 838 sq.
;

return

to Chinese allegiance (a.d. 850), 799,

816 sq., 838; and separation after

downfall of T'ang dynasty, 817 sq.,

838 ;
Hsi-hsia rule at, 820 ;

Chinese

civilization of, 839 ;
influences from

Turkestan and Tibet, ib.

;

influence of

Tun-huang monks among Tibetans,

817; historical connexion between 1

.

and Kua-chou, 1 092 ;
‘old town’ said to

mark position ot T'ang Sha-chou, 608.

ancient places of burial, 609 sq.

;

ancient embankment or agger, between

Tun-huang and Nan-hu, 610 sq.

Chinese letter from, found at Lou-

lan Site, 383 ;
imperial edict estab-

lishing military agricultural colony, 647,

663, 740, 744 ;
governor of, mentioned

in Chinese doc., 700; king and

queen of, named in sketch from Ch'ien-

fo-tung, 892; MS.recordof official cen-

sus (a. d. 4 1 6) from Ch'ien-fo-tung, 82

1

,

91 7 sq. See also Limes, watch-towers,

explorations of 1 91 4-1 5 mentioned.

549- 55o, 55L 554. 557. 5 66 . 56 9> 584

n. 16, 585 n. 1 7, 589 n. 7, 596 n. 5, 602,
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603, 606, 633 n. 2, 634, 635, 637 sqq.,

639 n. 17, 640, 643, 656 sq., 683, 692

andn. 14, 708, 720sq., 726 sq., 729&q.,

734 sq-

population : character of Chinese

population, 579, 586 sq.
;

of Tungan
nomads, 590 ;

superstitious awe of

graves, 609; anthropometric records,

1352 sqq.

religion : Marco Polo on Buddhist

worship of, 797 ; tenacity of Buddhist

traditions at, ib. ; evidence of Ch'ien-

fo-tung MSS., 807 sqq., 913 sqq.; of

paintings, &c., 840; links between

Tun-huang and Khotan Buddhism,

8x5 sq.
;

Buddhism during Tibetan

period, 816 sq.; Buddhist monks of

Iranian origin and Turkish-speaking

Manichaeans at T., 819; Buddhist

monks familiar with Khotanese, 915.

routes : to Lop tract : the iagh-yol

(or mountain route), 549, 618; the

chol-yol ([Lop] desert route), 549 ;

historical accounts, 293, 31 1, 318,

3 2 °> 33L 333 sqq., 34°, 417 sqq-.

553 sqq-> 56osqq-. 618
;

present

route, 334 n.4, 340, 407, 549 sqq., 554,
56tsq., 563 sq., 618; routes to the
‘ Western Countries ’ in Wei lio,

417 sqq.; importance of route down
Su-lo Ho Basin, 579 sq. ; lines of ad-

vance into Central Asia, 580 sq.
;
route

to Nan-hu, 610 sq. ; route from China
along N. foot of Nan-shan, 723 sq.;

Tun-huang-Hami route, 584 n. 17,

602, 706, 1145; supposed routes to

W. of Hami route, 584 n. 17 ;
mod.

route to An-hsi, 1089. See also ‘ route

of the centre’, ‘route of the north’,
‘ route of the south ’.

topography, &c.
:
geographical facts,

579 sqq.
;

physical conditions, 581;
irrigation facilities of the Tang Ho,
581 sqq.; extent of cultivable area,

582 sq.; protection afforded by water-

less desert N. of Su-lo Ho, 584 sq.; by
impassable high sands on Sv 610;
reclamation of deserted fields, 587.

See also Ch'ien-fo-tung, Limes,
watch-towers.

Tun-huang lu, treatise of late T'ang
period, on mirabilia of Tun-huang,

917 sq.
; on Shou-ch'ang hsien

, 620;
on Yii-men and Tang barriers, 623 sq.,

- 7341 on ‘great magazine’ (Ho-ts'ang),

7 l 6 ; on ‘Great Wall’, 734 ; legend of

‘Erh-shih spring’ in, 1089; on Huang-
ts'ao Lake, 1090 n. 6.

Tun-te\ Wang Mang’s name for Tun-
huang, 746, J46t1.11 ; in Limes doc.,

659 -

Tung-pa-t'u, stream of, 1089 n. 2, 1090 n. 6.

Tung pao yin-hsin, ‘ seal of the Tung
frontier-district’, inscription on clay

sealing, 697, 780.
7"
ung Tien, etymology of name Yang
kuan in, 624.

Tungans, Muhammadan Chinese: rebel-

lion of, destruction wrought by, in

Tun-huang district, 579, 580, 582,

587 sq., 606; at Nan-hu, 614; at

Shui-i, 626 ;
in Kua-chou oasis, 1091;

in Ch'iao-tzu, 1100; near Chm-t'a,

1136 ;
at Wan-shan-tzu, 1139; attacks

by, on Hami, 1155; damage by, at

Ch'ien-fo-tung, 796 ; T. nomad guide

supplies information about ‘old Han
road ’, 590 sq.

;
colonies of, in Kara-

shahr, 1179. See also abandonment of

settlements.

Tur-agil, side-valley, 88.

turban : in fresco fr., 545 sq. ;
on pot-

tery, 1 15; in seal impression, 260 ;
in

stucco relievo, 186.

Turdi, old Khotan guide, 130, 134, 1241.

Turfan
(
Chii-shih

,
Ku-shih, Kao-cKang) :

Li Tao-ytian on, 326 ;
in Former

Han Annals, 333 ;
in Later Han

Annals, 329, 337 n. 14, 1 149 ;
in Ssfi-

ma Ch'ien’s history, 338, 340 ;
Kao-

ch'ang, in Lou-lan doc., 412 n. 20;

identity of Chii-shih and Ku-shih, 336 ;

called An-hsi, 1091 11.9 ;
Pan Yung's

operations at, 332 sq., 417; Chinese

attack on, 340 ;
Cheng Chi's opera-

tions against, 1237.

routes to, in Former Han Annals, 334,

337 ; mod. direct route to Guchen,

706 n. 6 ;
routes from Shona-t.or, now

impracticable, 707 ;
route from Hami,

1154 n. 7; to Kara-shahr, in T'ang

Annals, 1177; to Lop region, ib.; from

Yii-men, ste s.v.

Turkish-speaking Manichaeans at,

819, 922.

Turfan basin: surveys of, in 1907 and

1914-13, 1159; W--E - prevailing

direction of winds in, 1 161 : change in

irrigation methods in, 1160; evidence

of desiccation in, 16 .
;

population and

water-supply of, 1160; anthro; ometric

records, 1352 sqq.; use of vaulting in,

due to scarcity of timber, 1161.

sites of: their importance, 1159!

visits to, 1 167.

Turi-kh5 ,
valley, 43.

Turkestan : architectural ornament and

ornamental wood-carving in, 49 ;
in-

fluence of art of, on Ch len-to-tung

paintings, &c., 839.

Turki language, ot Kirghiz, 33311. 9.

Turk! Muhammadans in Kara-shahr,

x 1 79.

Turkish language, reference to, in Uigur

MS. fr., 925.

Turkish MSS.: (Mtran) 461, 47tsqq.,

484
;

(Ch'ien-fo-tung) 8 18 sq.. 828 sq.,

921 sqq., 924 sq.; (‘ Ming-oi ) 1198,

1221 ;
Manichaean script, 819, 922,

925 ;
prob. Manichaean origin of

divination book in ‘Runic script, 921,

‘Runic’ script, 461, 471 sqq-, 4 8 4 -

819,921 sq.,923sqq., 1 x 98 (?), 1221 (?)

;

Uigur script, 818, 828 sq., 923, 925;

1573

quality of paper used, (Ch'ien-fo-tung)

81 8, 921, 924 sq.
‘ Turkish’ race, description of type, 1361.

Turkish-speaking tribe at N. foot of Nan-
shan, 1129.

turned woodwork: (Khadalik) 186 sq.,

194, 196; (Niya) 221, 226, 252;
(Lou-lan) 378, 396, 441, 443; (Limes)

779; (‘Ming-oi’) 1201, 1222; (Khora)

1228 sq.; (Farhad-Beg-yailaki) 1260.

turquoise : mentioned in Tibetan docs.,

1465; fr. from Nan-hu, 630. See

also beads, discs, matrix.

Tursak, Gumbatai ruins near, identified,

13, 16.

Tursun Bai, Charkhlik land-holder, 312
n. 4.

Tushkan-darya: ‘river of Hu-!u’ of

T'ang Annals, 1299 ; volume of water

in, ib.

;

called Taushkan-daryd in

maps, &.C., 1299 n. 18.

twig pattern, see designs.

twigs, frs. amongst finds, 191, 767, 790.

See also brushwood.
‘ twill weave ’, technique of, 897 ;

varia-

tions of pattern in, 898.

Tzit-chih-fung-chien : on Emperor Hsiian-

tsung, 20; on Jabgu of Tokharistan, 30.

Tz'u-chou stoneware, 1106 sq., 1135.

Tzii-ho, territory, in T'ang and Han
Annals, 83 sq.

;
producing jade, 90.

See also Chu-chii-po, Hsi-yeh.

U.M. = Ulugh-mazar, q. v.

Uch, locality, 4.

Uch-Turfan :
‘ kingdom ’ of Wen-su in

Ch'ien Kan shu, 1297 ;
population of,

1300; rebellion under Cli'ien-lung, ib.

Uch-Turfan, town of : Wen-su of Han
Annals and Wei lio, 1300; Ti-shih

ch'eng
,
Wen-su, and Yii-chu, of T'ang

Annals, iz99sq.; a natural stronghold,

13°°.

routes and distances : distance from

Ak-su, 1297; T'ang itinerary from

Ak-su, 1299; distance to Akche (Wei-

tou), 1301; routetoKeIpin,i302, 1304.

Ucliust, village, remains at, 36.

Udabhanda, see Und.

Udanavarga, Skr. MS. fr. of, 1454.

Udayana, King of KausambT, 880 n. 19.

Udyana (
Wu-chang-na, Wu-ch'ang, Wu-

ch'an)-. Skr. name of Swat territory, 2;

recte Uddiyana, xxii
;

lndo-Scythian

rule in, 5; Buddhist monasteries in, 8;

Fa-hsien on, 5 sqq., 8 sqq. ;
Hsiian-

tsang on, 6 sqq., 8, 14 sqq., 20 ;
Sung

Yiin in, 9 sqq. ;
his account of Mu-

ch'ang, 12; Hui-sheng in, 9 sqq.;

Chinese records of T'ang times, 14 sqq.;

Wu-k'ung in, 17 sqq., 19 sq. ;
Wu-ch'a

or Wu-ch'ang of T'ang Annals, 20 ;

general description of, ib.
;

relations

with Gandhara, ib.; people of, 14,

20.

Uigur : script, evolved from Sogdian

script, 675.
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tions, 371, 376, 388 sq., 391 sq., 405,

604; matting, diagonal, 215, 222 sq.,

386, 395 ;
tamarisk and reed wattle,

379. See also timber (below).

timber: and plaster, 159, 162,2x3,

215, 222 sq., 225, 234, 237, 278 sq.,

377 sq.
;
and vertical tamarisk rushes,

378, 385 sq. ;
and wattle, 156, 159,

161, 199, 213, 223, 285, 378, 380,

3 86 - 392 , 394 sq-, 4°4sq., 1242, 1246,

1250 sq., 1 262, 1276.

Toghrak : layers of branches, 572,

718 sq.
;
posts and tamarisk branches,

1280.

uncut stones, 1226.

water-worn stones set in clay, 1320.

wall-paintings: (Kok-kum-arish) 129;
(Khadalik) 166 sq., 168-88; (Miran)

49 2-5 ii. 514-32 , 53 8-47 ;
(Ch'ien-

fo-tung) 794 sq., 809, 928-36 ;
(Hsiao

Ch‘ien-fo-tung) 1109; (Wan-fo-hsia)

xnosqq.
;
(Ara-tam) 1153 ;

(‘Ming-
oi’) 1196, 1 213 sqq.; (Khora) 1224 sq.;

(Farhad-Beg-yailaki) 1252 sq., 1260
sqq.

;
materials analysed by Sir A.

Church, 1390 sq. See also frescoes.

walled enclosures, see enclosures.

walls : orientation of, adapted to wind
direction, 371, 376, 386, 388. See also

An-hsi, Chia-yii kuan, Hasha, Limes,
Lou-lan (remains), So-yang-ch'eng,

wall-construction, watch-towers.

Walther, Prof.
J., on wheel-tracks in

deserts, 657.
Wan, Little, see Hsiao-yuan.

Wan-fo-hsia, ‘ Valley of the Myriad
Buddhas 1109 ; approach to site

and situation of grottoes, 1109; pro-
tected, by its position, from destructive

inroads, 1110, 1114; caves and re-

mains described, 1 1 10 sqq.
;
time limits

for construction of shrines, 1113;
sculptures, inosqq.

; subjects, &c.,
of mural paintings, 1 1 1 1 sqq.

; use of
stencils in wall-paintings, inr, 1113;
sgraffiti onwalls of grottoes, in Chinese,
Uigur, &c., 11 11 sqq.; stucco relief

plaques, possibly votive offerings, 1 1 1 2.

Wan-nien canton, ting of, 748 n. 31, 757.
Wan-shan-tzu, defile of, 1139 ;

suitability

of site for ‘Gate’ station, 727, 1099
n. 20, 1139 ;

possible early position of

Jade Gate, 727 ;
Han towers at, 1139 ;

Stupa remains, lb.

;

shrines, lb.

Wan-shan-tzu spur, 583.
Wan-sui, locality, in Limes docs., 396 ;

prob. adjoins Tun-hu
, 599.

Wang, title of local chief of Hami,
1151 sq.

Wang, corporal, in Limes docs., 746, 750,

.75 7 -

Wang-hsiang, border post commandant,
1 * 44 -

Wang K'uei, Chinese envoy, 336.
Wang Mang, Emperor : troubles with

Hsiung-nu, 83,695, 731 ;
Huo-ch'uan

coins first introduced bv, 453; gives
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name of Tun-te to Tun-huang, 659,

746 n. 1 1 ;
name Hsln of his dynasty,

670 ;
Western Limes retrenched under,

694. See also Chinese coins, Chinese

documents.

Wang Ta-lao-yeh, district magistrate,

579, 586 sq., 608.

Wang Tao-shih, Buddhist priest at

Ch'ien-fo-tung : his restorations and
character, 804 sq.

;
his admiration for

Hsiian-tsang, 805,812 sq.; his restored

temple, 801 sqq.; story of his discovery

of MS. hoard, 801 sq.
;

first specimen
from find produced, 802; endeavours

to gain access to deposit, 802 sq.

;

negotiations and difficulties with Wang,
803 sq., 812 sq., 823 sqq.; Chinese

MS. specimens delivered in secret,

807 ;
hoard of MSS. in walled-up

chapel, 807 sqq., difficulties of searching

hoard, 809, 823 sqq.; his low esti-

mation of art relics, 812; history of

hidden deposit, 813 sq.
;

Wang’s
‘library’ cleared out, 822 sq.

;
im-

possibility of complete removal, 823 ;

secret removal of ‘ selections ’,813,824;
attempt to secure whole hoard, 824 ;

further acquisitions, 825; subsequent
investigations of deposit, 825 sqq.

;

Wang's good use of money received

for MSS., &c., 827 n. 2 ; MSS. left be-

hind removed to Peking, 829 sq.

Wang Yen-shih, Chinese official, 413.
warriors, figures of : frs. of, from stucco

relievo frieze (‘ Ming-oi '), 1193, 1209,
1212, 1217 ;

in frescoes, (Miran) 520 ;

(Kichik-hassar), 1174; (Tarishlak),

1277, 1283.

Warsam, hamlet of Jhopu, 49.

watch-dogs, on Limes, 752.

watch-stations, on Limes, named in docs.

:

Kuang-wu
, 649; Kuang-chi, 754;

ICun-lun, lb.; Ta-fu, 691.
watch-towers: as road-marks on mod.

Chinese highways, 1138 n. 5.

Hsiian-tsang’s adventures at, 1144.
mod. tower near Chen-fan-hsien, 609.
remains of: (Tangi-tar gorge) 79 ;

(Ying-p’an) 420; (on Hami road)

591 ;
(Nan-hu) 611, 617, 625 ;

(near

Kuan-tsou) 628
;

(near Wan-shan-
tzu) 727; (on Chia-)ii kuan walls)

1119, 1139 sq.
;

(near Hami) 1151;
(Kara-dobe) 1158; (near ‘ Ming-oi

)

1199; (S. of Shikchin) 1199, 1226;
(Mazar-tagh) 1285 sq.

;
(Kong-tai)

1301; (Chong-tim) 1307; (Arach)

1 3 1 1 sq.
;
(Bel-tagh) 1312.

watch-towers of Tun-huang Limes wall

:

numbering of towers as sighted, 570
n. 7

a
; commanding positions and

distant visibility of towers, 569 sq., 574,

583 sq., 634 ;
stations placed to secure

visibility for signals, 572, 575, 600,

603sq., 634 sq., 638, 640sq., 651, 654,

662, 666, 697, 711 sq., 71 7 sqq., 737 !

terms used in docs, to designate watch-

towers, 749, 753 ; defensive character

of watch-towers, 639 sq., 738 ; towers

guarded by individual companies, 749 ;

officers in charge, 749 sq.; line of

towers flanking marsh, 575; distances

between watch-towers, 640 sq., 737,

753 ; watch-towers close to each other

on eastern section of Limes, 597 ;
en-

trenched camp, near T. iv. b, 636 sqq.

;

last watch-towers ofwesternmost Limes,

65 1 sqq.
;
watch-posts advanced beyond

Limes wall, 638, 729; footholds on

towers, 571, 651, 654, 738; remains of

stairs, 644, 658, 662, 681, 738; guard-

rooms on top of towers, 651, 711, 717,

721, 737 sq.
;

guard-room on Mesa
used as watch-tower, 712, 717 sq., 737

;

remains of quarters, 594 sq., 644 sq.,

65!, 658, 669, 681, 717, 738 sq.

T. 1 (first ruined watch-tower) : 567,

634, 639 ;
overlooks old bed of Su-lo

Ho, 567, 639; watchmen's quarters,

567. 11 : 567, 634, 640, 768. 11. a:

failure to discover it, 640. m

:

567 sqq., 656, 768 ;
effect of wind-

erosion near, 569, 643 ;
occupation

of ground proved, 569. iv. a (western-

most tower): 634. iv.b: 569, 634 sqq.;

soldiers’ quarteis, 636; remains of en-

trenched camp, 636 sqq. iv. c : 635,

640; purpose of, 635. v.
: 570,

64isq., 769; remains of small quar-

ters near, 641; possible location of

Kuang-wu at, 649. vi. a: 570, 642-4 ;

identified with Pu-cHang post, 649.

vi. b: 644 sqq., 649 sq., 663, 740.

744, 769 sq.; advantages of its posi-

tion forpoint dappui, 644 ;
remains of

soldiers’ quarters, 644 sq.
;
prob. date

of its abandonment, 647 sq. ;
Ling-hu

military company located at, 649;

stacks of reed fascines, 6gosq., 678.

vi. c: 642, 651 sqq., 770 sq.; well

preserved, and built on terrace of

natural strength, 651 ;
remains of

‘ watch-room ' and other quarters,

651 sq. vi. d (furthermost watch-post

on terminal flank of Limes): 642,

654 sq., 771 ;
wind-erosion limited,

655 ;
impassable rampart of dunes

near, lb. vn
: 570 sq., 657 sq., 771 ;

access to top of tower, 571; wind-

erosion near, 643. viii: 571,658-61,

771 sqq.; quarters excavated, 658;

plaster and whitewash, lb. ;
remains of

roofing, 659 ; misc. fittings of quar-

ters, 660. ix
: 570 sqq., 661 sq.

ix. a : 662, 1 1 19 n. 3 ;
enclosure, 662 ;

post occupied lor short periods, ib. ;

no finds, lb. x: 572,662; water-level

near, 665. xi: 573, 667 sq., 773
rubbish-heaps near, 573; later occu-

pation, 667 ;
prolonged occupation of,

668 ;
marshy depression E. of, 668 ;

water-level, 665, 667 ;
reed fascines

at, 678. xii
: 573, 629, 679 sq.,

774 sq.; intended for police control
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documents and records, 84, 1 175.

inscriptions : on stele, 800 ;
on car-

touches over donor figures. 1113; on
clay wedge, 1169; on wooden saucer

fr., 1175 ; on fresco frs., 1166, 1169,
1

'

73 .
" 99 .

122 3 -

MSS. in: (Ch'ien-fo-tung) 818,

828 sq., 923
:
partly on reverse of Chin,

rolls, partly in MS. books, 818, 923 ;

quality of paper, 818, 828, 923, 925 ;

books added from later finds elsewhere,

828,923; (Chong-hassar) 1162, 1171

;

(Kichik-hassar) 1166, 1174; (Yar-
khoto) 1167 n. 19, 1168, 1175 sq. ;

(Toyuk) 1176; (Tallik-bulak) ib .

;

(‘Ming-oi’) 1199, 1220; (Mazar-
tagh)(?) 1289, 1295.

period, mural paintings of (?), 1 196,
1213 sqq.

prints, 828 sq.

remarks in (?), on Khotanese MS.
fr -. ' 453 -

sgraffiti in, on cave walls at Wan-fo-
hsia, 1 1 1 1 sqq.

Uigurs
(
Hui-ho), ijjo

;
as allies of Chi-

nese, 473; no trace of occupation of
Miran Fort by, 474; in Eastern Tur-
kestan, 818, 838; mentioned by Kao
Chu-hui, 1129 sq.

Ujadbai, see Ghujak-bai.

Ujat, village, 96.
‘ Ujatliks ’ supposed to have been Nesto-

rian Christians, 96.
iijme, see mulberry.

Ukat-nor, conduit and colony, 1310 n. 2.

Ulugh-kol lake, 1324.
Ulugh-mazar or Ulugh-ziarat (‘ the holy

shrine’): 84, 167, 1254 sq.; ‘Tati’
areas around, 1263; chronology,
1264; ruined fort N. of, 1264; dry
river-bed near, 1264 n. 7; Chinese
coins from near, 1264, 1347; other
finds, 1269 sq.

Ulugh-sai, statistics of population of,

i32in.2.
Ulugh-yailak, side-valley, 88.

umbrella mouldings on turned wooden
balusters, 187, 194 ;

on turned wooden
chair-leg, 252.

‘ umbrellas ’ on Stupas, see Stupas.
Und (Skr. Udabhanda), 14; Wu-k'ung

at, 19.

unguent-flask (?), 1 14.

unicorn (?), in picture, 967, 977.
‘ unknown characters ’, 383 ; see Sogdian.
‘unknown languages’, 814; see ‘ Kho-

tanese ’, ‘ Kuchean ’.

Uraeus crown (?), on pottery, 112.
Urasa ("apo-d), mentioned by Ptolemy,
un. 43.

urn. pendant in shape of, 238, 265.
urna\ in painted panel, 170; on stucco

relief fr., 1220; in paintings, 1029,
1 ° 73 , &c.

; omission of, in fresco,

503. See also tilaka.

Ushak-bashi, oasis, 86.

Ushak-tal, oasis, 1177 sq., 1181; Chinese

coin found at site near, 1181, 1346;
other finds, 1 183.

usnisa : on frescoes. 177 sq., i8isq.,

185, 502,540, "73; in painted wooden
panels, 1258 sq.; in stucco relievos,

141, 143, 147, 538, 1280; on wooden
Buddha figs., 193, 1173; in paintings,

1008, 1034, &c.

Usnisa-vijaya, Skr. MS. fr. of, 1448.
Uttarasena, king, Stupa near Barikot

ascribed to, 15.

Uzgen-bulak, walled enclosure at, 1232.
Uzun-tati, site of, 1255.

V-shaped notch : on wooden tablets, 248,

r

263 -

V-shapes, see designs.

V.S. = Vash-shahri, q. v.

Vaidehl, Queen, legend of, represented

in paintings, 886, 930, 948 sq., 960,

967 (?), 977 sq., 1001, 1004, 1014 sq.,

1023, 1038, 1057, 1071, 1073, 1077,
1080, 1083. See also Bimbisara.

Vairocana, Buddha : in drawing, 999 ;

in painting, 1080.
Vais Khan, Moghul chief, 319.
Vaisravana, Lokapala, Guardian of the

North: in paintings, 871, 873 n. 28,

874 n - 3°. 875, 1415 ;
in woodcuts,

893 sq.
;

his progress with demon host,

874 sq., 942, 1040; prob. Persian
origin of crown, 874 ; legend and
emblems of, 875; flame emblem, 874 ;

mongoose emblem, 875, 953 ;
pike

emblem, 871; small shrine emblem,
874; Kuvera worshipped at Khotan
as Vaisravana, 1253.

representations of : in drawings,

969, 1000; in illustr. Chinese MS.
books, 1016, 1026; in paper paintings,

998, 1027 ; in silk paintings, 942,

945 . 953 - 958 (?), 964, 990, 1040,
1076, 1078, 1082; in silk banners,

995 ST. 9*>' sq., 1084; in woodcut,
969. See also Kubera.

Vajra: in frescoes, 168, 183, 185; on
stucco relief frs., 1219(7); fleur-de-lis

shaped, 138 sq.; in Ch'ien-fo-tung
paintings, &c., 967 sq., 974 sqq., 979,
&C. See also Vajrapani.

Vajracchedika : MS. frs. of, Chinese, 918,
925; Khotanese, 815, 914, 1451; Skr.,

'433 scl-; printed Chinese roll (‘the
oldest printed book’), 893, 918, 1088.

Vajragarbha, Bodhisattva, in Ch'ien-fo-
tung painting, 882, 1021.

Vajrapani, Dhyani-Bodhisattva, mostly of
Dharmapala form: in paintings, 862,
863 n. 11,865, 869, 875 sq., 888.

representations of : in banners, 938,
1003, 1009, 1028, 1032, 1058, 1062,
1074, &c.

;
in drawings and paper

paintings, 968, 998, 1012 (?), 1015,
1084 ; in paintings, attendant on Ava-
lok., 961, 980, 1001 sq., 1021, 1036,
1058, 1076, 1079 ; in paradise paint-

ings, 1077, 1080, 1082 ; in woodcuts,

943. See also Thunder-god.
Vajraratnanabhi, Tathagata, named in

MS. fr., 1439.
Vajrasana of Maha-bodhi, Buddha image,

represented in Ch'ien-fo-tung painting,

877, 1025.

valances : silk altar valances, (Ch'ien-fo-

tung) 899 sq., 984 sq.
;

points from,

982; streamers from, 986, 992, 1001,

1007, 1029; suspension loops from,

986; tabs from, 973, 989, 1000.

representations of: in ceiling decora-

tion, 931 ; in fresco, 185; in paintings,

887, 900, 971,1055, 1084; stucco

relief frs., 1189, 1200; valance-like

design in fresco, 1249.
van Gennep, M. Arnold, on wooden and

other locks, 160 n. 12.

Vandyke bands, see designs.

vara-mudra, gesture of charity : Bva. figs,

in, 984, 998 sq., 1008, 1024, 1074 sq.,

1080 ;
Buddha fig. in, 999 ;

Dhyam-
buddha fig. in, 1027 ; Manjusr! fig. in,

946; Tara fig. in, 1052.

Vasantatilaka verses, in MS. fr., 1440.

Vasconcellos-Abreu, M., on Hsiian-

tsang’s Tu-huo-lo, 287 n. 2.

vase, fr„see terra-cotta; on carved wooden
pillar, 239 ;

on seal impression, 263 ;

on carved wooden cantilever, 239, 264.

Vash-shahri, oasis: identified with Hsin-

cfieng (‘ the New- Town ’) or Nu-chih

of T'ang Annals, jo6, 320 ;
Marco

Polo’s apparent allusion to V. S., 308

;

no claim to be identified with his Lop,

318 sq. ; chronological evidence,

307 sq.; irrigation of site, 308 ;
mod.

settlement and difficulties of agricul-

tural development, ib. ;
description of

ruins and remains, 307 sq.
;

Chinese

coins from, 307, 1344, 1350; other

finds, 315 sqq.

Vash-shahri River, 309.
Vasu[bandhu], in painting, 1415.

vaulted cellas, 1185.

vaulted chambers, 1161, 1x63, 1195.

vaulting, use of, in Turfan Basin, 1161.

Vedlnkot, cultivation near, 52.

vegetable pattern, see designs.

Venis, Dr. A., on abhaya-mudra, 502, 540.

verandahs: wooden, (Ch'ien-fo-tung) 793,

843 ;
in front of Wan-fo-hsia caves,

1 1 10.

vesicas : carved wood frs., 193, 1222 ;
clay

impression of, with stamped fig., 1268 ;

in frescoes, frs., 169 sq., 173, 175-85,

188, 1165, 1252, 1261 sq., 1267 sq.,

1275, 1277, 1282; in painted panels,

168, 170 sq., 176, 180, 184, 187 sq.,

196, 1258 sq.; on painted wood, 168,

1 75, 180, i83sq., 943, 1 197, 1 21 7,1222,

1225, 1229, 1258 sq.; in paintings,

(Ch'ien-fo-tung) 943-1088 passim ;

plaster of Paris mould for, 172; stucco

mould for, 158, 164, 187; stucco

relievo frs., 144, 146, 152, 164, i7isq.,



174 , 179 ,
i8 3

-
7 , 190 sq., 193-5,

1 99 sq., 396, 441, 928, 1162, 1 1 68 sqq.,

1201 sq., 1219(f), 1248, 1257 sq.,

1270-2.

Vessantara, Prince
:

portrait bust of, in

fresco, 526 ;
varying names of, in

Buddhist tradition, 531 ;
Jataka legend

of, represented in frescoes, 501,

517 sqq., 521 sq.
;
Sogdian MS. ver-

sions of, 920, 924.

Victoria Lake, on Pamirs, mentioned by

Marco Polo, 65.

Victory, fig. of, on intaglio, 104.

Viharas, see Buddhist shrines, Buddhist

Vihara, Rawak.
Vimalajdmbunada

,
named in Skr. MS.

fr., 1439.
Vmalakirti-sulra

,
Chinese MS. fr. of,

925 -

Yimalakirtinirdesa
,
Sogdian MS. version

of, 924.
Vinaya,redactions of, taught in Udyana, 1 5.

vine, in Chii-wei, 42 sq. See also grapes,

vine branches, remains of, 238.

\ ine leaf, see designs.

Virtue, see Nymph of Virtue.

Virudhaka, Lokapala, Guardian of the

South: paintings of, 871, 875, 1413

;

identified by his club, 871,875; repre-

sentations of, in Chinese MS. books,

1016, 1026 ; in paper painting, 1016;
in silk paintings, 959, 961, 1013,
i°4 t (?), !055 ()> 1076 ;

in drawings,

_
974 sq., 1000 ; in banner, 1030.

Virupaksa, Lokapala, Guardian of the

West: paintings of, 871, 8740. 30,

875, 1413 ;
identified by sword, 871,

875; marble plaque of, 873 n. 22;
flame emblem, 874; representations

of, in paintings, 961, 964, 1040,
I05o( ?

)> 1061, 1076, 1078, 1082; in

banners, 941, 944, 946, 948, 963, 996,
1004, 1019, 1027, 1039, 1052, 1066,

1072; in drawings, 974 sq., 1000; in

Chinese MSL books, 1016, 1026.
Visvapani, see Akasagarbha.
vitarka-mudra, gesture of argument

:

sketch of hands in, 967 ;
Amitabha

represented in, 953, 960, 1049; *n
Boddhisattva paintings, &c., 938,

953 sq., 957 ; 959 ) 962, 96 4
~
7 >

969 sq., 973 sq., 977, 979 sq., 993,

995 sq., 998, 1003 sq., 1011-14,
1016 sq., 1019-23, 1026, 1028, 1030,
I033 >

I035 sq-, i°38 ) 1040-4, 1048,

1056, 1058-60, 1068, 1071, 1073,
1078 sq., 1081 sq., 1084, 1202; in

Buddha paintings, &c., 860, 882, 949,
95 fi, 959 sq., 968 sq., 975, 979-81,
990 sq., 996-9, 1005, 1008, ioii,

1014 sq., 1017, 1019, 1025, 1028,
,037 > 1039, 1041, 1047, 10 53, I055 sq.,

10 58, 1067, 1078 sq., 1082, 1258; in

Lokapala painting, 1004.
Vokhan, see Wakhan.
volcanic stones (? slag), 363 sq.

volutes, see designs.
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votive incense sticks, vase for, (Yotkan)
1 19 ;

stand for, (Mlran) 546.
votive inscriptions, on pictoiial remains,

(Ch'ien-fo-tung) 834 sq., 880, 882.

888 sq., 1394 sqq. See also Chinese

inscriptions, paintings.

votive offerings : conservation of, for

prolonged periods, 841 ;
method of

production of votive paintings, 842

;

donors’ motives, 840 ;
inscriptions

often not filled in on paintings. 842

;

offerings represented in Ch'ien-fo-tung

paintings, 890.

artificial flowers as, 496 ;
Buddha

pictures, 860 ;
clay impressions of

Bodhisattvas, 1262, 1268 ;
clay reliefs,

1176; clay Buddha fig., 1165. 1173;
fabrics, 1247, 1257; gourds used as,

1320; horns, horse-skulls, &c., 1303;
HISS, and coins, 158 sq., 163. 489,

1247, 1257; painted banners, linen,

81 1 ;
silk, 167, 495. 687,899; paper,

845; painted panels, 165, 1248,

1258; patchwork and other minor

textile relics, 900, 1000, 1069 ;
stucco

relief plaques (?), 1112; Stupa models.

see s. v. ; valances (
see also s. v.), 899sq.:

1 votive rags ’, 84i,899sq.. 1198, 1220,

1285, 1303; wooden figure fr. (?), 126.

Vulture Peak, see Grdhrakuta.

Wa-shih-tun, watch-tower near Kuan-

tsou, 628.

Waffadar Khan, Diwan-begl : on local

chronology of Chitral, 32 sq.
;

on

archaeological remains in Chitral, 34

;

on remains at Mochian-deh, 36 ;
on

Brep fort, 46.

Waiskaram-mazar, ruined Stupas near,

1265.

Wakhan: Chinese Chen-k'an or Huo-

k'an, 63 ;
Ch'ieh-pu, Hsiu-mi, Hu-mi,

60 sq., 64 ;
Hu-mi-to, 6

1

;
Po-ho, 61

;

Ta-mo-hsi-fit-ti or Huo-k'an, 43, 61 sq.

conquered by Arab army, 28.

early accounts of, 60 sqq. ;
Sung

Yiin’s description, 6osq.
;
Hui-sheng s

account, 61 ;
in T'ang Annals, 62 ;

Tibetan aggression in, 62; Hsiian-

tsang’s description, 61 sqq.; Wu-
k'ung on, 64; Marco Polos account

of ‘Vokhan’, 64 sqq.

historical sites, 66 sqq. ; ancient re-

mains, 66.

cultivation in, 52 n. 19; people and

products of, 63 sq.; government and

subdivisions of, 65 ;
geographical im-

portance of, 60.

See also Niao-fei.

Waklus (inhabitants of Wakhan), account

of, 64 ;
anthropometric records of

1352 sqq. ;
language of, 65.

Wakhjlr Pass, 54, 60.

Waley, Mr. A. D.: help given by, xix,

xxi, 333 n. 1, 835 sq„ 1394; on Ho-

ts'ang (
O-tsang), 716 n. 8.

wall-construction: materials used in Tun-

1575

huang Limes wall, 606, 737 sq.

;

technical skill in, 606.

bricks: 601, 1119, 1224, 1226,

1 285 sq., 1312; burnt, 94, 307, 391,

405, 535, 588; soft, mixed with straw

and chaff, 91, 305; porous, 1235;
sun-dried, 46 sq., 69, 74, 76, 81 sq .

96, 129, 157, 159, 220, 235, 239.

276, 278. 281, 283 sq., 304, 307.

345 n. 28, 375 sq., 390 sq., 394, 390,

405, 453 . 347 . 457 . 485 . 493 . 512 sq.,

533-5 . 537 , 568, 572, 588, 593 ,
6°9 -

617, 641, 643 sq., 651, 658, 662, 669,

698, 711, 719 , 737 ,
I0 9 4, II2t.

1151 sqq., 1161, 1164. 1185, 1225,

1246, 1265, 1275, 1286, 1307, 1311,

1322; sun-dried, with reed-layers,

635, 644, 662, 669, 680, 681, 692.

697, 7 1
1 , 721, 1199, 1226; brush-

wood layers, 69, 74 sq
, 223, 225.

272 sq., 301, 386, 625, 717 ;
w tb

tamarisk layers, 457, 600, 625, 711,

1312; brick layers set in clay, 272.

281 ;
bricks set on edge, 590, 627.

658 ;
bricks, with timber, and ien!-

layers, 1 185. See also stamped clay.

clay: 1119, 1251, 1266, 1305:
hard clay rubble, 652 ; clay and bricks,

281, 301, 457, 459; and gravel, 568,

605; with \enical reed bundles, 635;
clay in solid layers, 608

;
clay with

reed layers, 667, 716; clay lump-.

1246, 1251 ; clay lumps with layers of

reeds and Toghrak branches, 588, 605.

635; clay lumps impregnated with salt,

588, 667, 719 sq., 737 ;
fiat pieces of

clay, with tamarisk layers and timber.

1285 sq.; stamped clay, 76, 2 7 2, 2 78sq..

283-5, 301 , 3° 4 , 3 12 , 378 , 39 L 452 ,

457- 57 i s q-, 574 sq., 588, 592, 603,

615, 628, 634, 639-41, 680, 684.

7

1

2 sq., 737, 1091, 1094 sq., 1102,

1104, 1117. 1 120 sq., 1133, 1137,

1140, 1156, 1163, 1177, 1182, 1232;

stamped clay and brick layers, 272.

376, 405; with brushwood layers,

386, 387, 452 , 457 . 067, 572 , 59 *

-

592 sq., 597, 600, 604, 1307, 1312:

with brushwood or reed layers, 1181 ;

with reed fascines, 635,654,682,691,

719; with reed layers, 1137; with

Toghrak branches, 457 ;
stamped clay-

reinforced with vertical posts, 591.

See also pisd, stamped clay.

plaster facing, 279, 459, 590, 592,

645, 681
;

plaster and diagonal mat-

ting, 234, 239; plastered rush, 162,

197, 213, 216, 223 sq., 239, 1251.

reed matting, diagonal, 285 ;
reed

wattle, horizontal, 226, 234, 278, 371.

377 sq., 386, 395, 400, 592; vertical,

2/2sq., 635; reeds in layers, 568, 572,

588, 605 sq., 667. See also fascines,

rubble, 47.

tamarisk: branches, 1280; brush-

wood and sticks, 572 ;
fascines, 452,

592, 605; fascines beneath founda-
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tions, 371, 376, 388 sq., 391 sq., 405,

604; matting, diagonal, 215, 222 sq.,

386> 395

1

tamarisk and reed wattle,

379. See also timber (below).

timber: and plaster, 159, 162,213,

215, 222 sq., 225, 234, 237, 278 sq.,

377 sq. ;
and vertical tamarisk rushes,

378, 383 sq. ;
and wattle, 156, 159,

161, 199, 213, 223, 283, 378, 380,

386. 392, 394 sq., 404 sq., 1242, 1246,

1250 sq., 1 262, 1276.

Togbrak: layers of branches, 572,

7 1 8 sq.
;
posts and tamarisk branches,

1280.

uncut stones, 1226.

water-worn stones set in clay, 1320.

wall-paintings: (Kok-kum-arish) 129;
(Khadalik) 166 sq., 168-88; (Miran)

492-5 1 1. 514-32 , 538-47 ;
(Ch'ien-

fo-tung) 794 sq., 809, 928-36 ;
(Hsiao

Ch'ien-fo-tung) 1109; (Wan-fo-hsia)

mosqq.
;
(Ara-tam) 1 153 ;

(‘ Ming-
oi’) 1196, 1213 sqq.

;
(Khora) 1224 sq.;

(Farhad-Beg-yailaki) 1252 sq
,
1260

sqq.
;

materials analysed by Sir A.
Church, 1390 sq. See also frescoes.

walled enclosures, see enclosures.

walls : orientation of, adapted to wind
direction, 371, 376, 386, 388. See also

An-hsi, Chia-yii kuan, Hasha, Limes,

Lou-lan (remains), So-yang-ch'eng,

wall-construction, watch-towers.

Walther, Prof.
J., on wheel-tracks in

deserts, 657.
Wan, Little, see Hsiao-yuan.

Wan-fo-hsia, ‘ Valley of the Myriad
Buddhas ’, //09 ; approach to site

and situation of grottoes, 1109; pro-

tected, by its position, from destructive

inroads, mo, 1114; caves and re-

mains described, 1 1 10 sqq.
;
time limits

for construction of shrines, 1113;
sculptures, mosqq.; subjects, &c.,

of mural paintings, 1 1 1 1 sqq. ;
use of

stencils in wall-paintings, mi, 1113;
sgraffiti on walls ofgrottoes, in Chinese,
Uigur, &c., mi sqq.; stucco relief

plaques, possibly votive offerings, 1 1 1 2.

Wan-nien canton, ling of, 748 n. 31, 757.
Wan-shan-tzu, defile of, nyy

;
suitability

of site for ‘Gate’ station, 727, 1099
n. 20, 1139; possible early position of

Jade Gate, 727 ;
Han towers at, 1139 ;

Stupa remains, ib.

;

shrines, ib.

Wan-shan-tzu spur, 583.
Wan-sui, locality, in Limes docs., 796 ;

prob. adjoins Tun-hu, 599.
Wang, title of local chief of Hami,

1151 sq.

Wang, corporal, in Limes docs., 746, 750,

.
757 -

V ang-hsiang, border post commandant,
1 * 44 -

Wang K'uei, Chinese envoy, 336.
Wang Mang, Emperor : troubles with

Hsiung-nu, 83,695, 731 ; Huo-ch'uan
coins first introduced bv, 453 ;

gives

name of Tun-te to Tun-huang, 659,

746 n. 1
1 ;

name Hsin of his dynasty,

670 ;
Western Limes retrenched under,

694. See also Chinese coins, Chinese

documents.

Wang Ta-lao-yeh, district magistrate,

579> 586 sq., 608.

Wang Tao-shih, Buddhist priest at

Ch'ien-fo-tung : his restorations and

character, 804 sq.
;

his admiration for

Hsiian-tsang, 805,812 sq.; his restored

temple, 801 sqq.; story of his discovery

of MS. hoard, 801 sq. ;
first specimen

from find produced, 802 ;
endeavours

to gain access to deposit, 802 sq.

;

negotiations and difficulties with Wang,

803 sq., 812 sq., 823 sqq.; Chinese

MS. specimens delivered in secret,

807 ;
hoard of MSS. in walled-up

chapel, 807 sqq., difficulties of searching

hoard, 809, 823 sqq. ; his low esti-

mation of art relics, 812; history of

hidden deposit, 813 sq. ;
Wang’s

‘library’ cleared out, 822 sq.
;

im-

possibility of complete removal, 823 ;

secret removal of ‘ selections ’,813,824;
attempt to secure whole hoard, 824;
further acquisitions, 825 ; subsequent

investigations of deposit, 825 sqq.

;

Wang’s good use of money received

for MSS., &c., 827 n. 2 ; MSS. left be-

hind removed to Peking, 829 sq.

Wang Yen-shih, Chinese official, 413.
warriors, figures of : frs. of, from stucco

relievo frieze (‘ Ming-oi '), 1193, 1209,
1212,1217; in frescoes, (Miran) 520

;

(Kichik-hassar), 1174; (Tarishlak),

1277, 1283.

Warsam, hamlet of Jhopu, 49.

W'atch-dogs, on Limes, 752.
watch-stations, on Limes, named in docs.:

Kuang-wu, 649; Kuang-chi, 754;
K'un-lun, ib.

; Ta-fu, 691.

watch-towers: as road-marks on mod.
Chinese highways, 1138 n. 5.

Hsiian-tsang’s adventuies at, 1144.
mod. tower near Chen-fan-hsien, 60 9.

remains of: (Tangi-tar gorge) 79 ;

(Ying-p'an) 420; (on Hami road)

591 ;
(Nan-hu) 611, 617, 625 ;

(near

Kuan-tsou) 628
;

(near Wan-shan-
tzu) 727; (on Chia-jii kuan walls)

1119, 1139 sq.; (near Hami) 1151;
(Kara-dobe) 1158; (near ‘ Ming-oi

’)

1199; (S. of Shikchin) 1199, 1226;
(Mazar-tagh) 1285 sq.

;
(Kong-tai)

1301 ;
(Chong-tim) 1307 ;

(Arach)

1 31 1 sq.; (Bel-tagh) 1312.

watch-towers of Tun-huang Limes wall

:

numbering of towers as sighted, 570
n. 7

a
; commanding positions and

distant visibility of towers, 569 sq., 574,

583 sq., 634 ;
stations placed to secure

visibility for signals, 572, 575, 600,

6o3sq., 634 sq., 638, 640sq., 651, 654,

662, 666, 697, 711 sq., 717 sqq., 737 ;

terms used in docs, to designate watch-

towers, 749, 753 ; defensive character

of watch-towers, 639 sq., 738 ; towers

guarded by individual companies, 749 ;

officers in charge, 749 sq.; line of

towers flanking marsh, 575; distances

between watch-towers, 640 sq., 737,

753 ;
watch-towers close to each other

on eastern section of Limes, 597 ;
en-

trenched camp, near T. iv. b, 636 sqq.;

last watch-towers ofwesternmost Limes,

651 sqq.
;
watch-posts advanced beyond

Limes wall, 638, 729; footholds on

towers, 571, 651, 654. 738; remains of

stairs, 644, 658, 662, 681, 738; guard-

rooms on top of towers, 651, 7 1 1, 717,

721, 737 sq.; guard-room on Mesa
used as watch-tower, 712, 717 sq., 737 ;

remains of quarters, 594 sq., 644 sq.,

651, 658, 669, 681, 717, 738 sq.

T. 1 (first ruined watch-tower) : 567,

634, 639 ;
overlooks old bed of Su-lo

Ho, 567, 639; watchmen’s quarters,

567. 11 : 567, 634, 640, 768. it. a:

failure to discover it, 640. m

:

567 sqq., 656, 768 ;
effect of wind-

erosion near, 569, 643 ;
occupation

of ground proved, 569. iv. a (western-

most tower): 634. iv.b: 569, 634 sqq.;

soldiers’ quarteis, 636; remains of en-

trenched camp, 636 sqq. iv. c : 635,

640; purpose of, 635. v.
:

570,

641 sq., 769 ;
remains of small quar-

ters near, 64 1 ;
possible location of

Kuang-wu at, 649. vi. a: 570, 642-4 ;

identified with Pu-cHang post, 649.

vi. b: 644 sqq., 649 sq., 663, 740,

744, 769 sq.; advantages of its posi-

tion iospoint dappui, 644; remains of

soldiers’ quarters, 644 sq.
;
prob. date

of its abandonment, 647 sq.
;
Ling-hu

military company located at, 649

;

stacks of reed fascines, 650 sq., 678.

vi.c: 642, 651 sqq., 77osq.
;

well

preserved, and built on terrace of

natural strength, 651 ;
remains of

‘ watch-room ’ and other quarters,

651 sq. u. d (furthermost watch-post

on terminal flank of Limes): 642,

654 sq., 771 ;
wind-erosion limbed,

655 ;
impassable rampart of dunes

near, ib. vii : 570 sq., 657 sq., 77 1 !

access to top of tower, 571 ;
wind-

erosion near, 643. viii

:

57 1, 658-6 1,

771 sqq. ;
quarters excavated, 658;

plaster and whitewash, ib. ;
remains of

roofing, 659 ;
misc. fittings of quar-

ters, 660. ix
:

570 sqq., 661 sq.

ix. a : 662, 1 1 19 n. 3 ;
enclosure, 662 ;

post occupied lor short periods, ib. ;

no finds, ib. x: 572,662; water-level

near, 665. xt
: 573, 667 sq., 773 sc

l-''

rubbish-heaps near, 573 ;
later occu-

pation, 667 ;
prolonged occupation of,

668
;
marshy depression E. of, 668 ;

water-level, 665, 667 ;
reed fascines

at, 678. xn
: 573, 629, 679 sq.,

774 sq.; intended for police control



over ancient route, 679 sq. ;
advanced

watch-post for T. xiv, 679, 694 ;
posi-

tion not suited for head-quarters, 680.

xii. a: 669 sqq., 775 sqq- J
water-

level, 665, 669 ;
remains of quarters,

669 ;
passages adjoining tower, ib.\

reed fascines near, 677 sqq. ;
advanced

watch-post for T. xiv, 670, 694. xm

:

680 sqq., 777 sq.; effect of "ind-ero-

sion near, 643 ;
water-level near, 665 ,

reed fascines near, 678, 681 ;
arrange-

ment of quarters, 681. xiv (ancient

fort): 283, 574 , 674, 68 3 sqq->

778-80; commands wide view, 574,

583 sq.; position of, 683; suited for

important station, 684 ;
mod. local

name, Hsiao-fang-p'an, 68j n.2 a ;
no

datable remains in fort, 684 ;
low earth

embankment along wall near, 693 n.15;

remains on hillock near, 684 sqq.

;

marks position of Yii-men head-quar-

ters in Han times, see Yii-men (
kuan)

;

secondary line of wall near, see Yti-men

kuan
;

tunnel leading to shaft prob.

used as dungeon, 685 sq.; remains of

brick wall near, 686 ;
of T ang shrine

near, 687 sqq. ;
proves continuity of

local worship, 696 ;
mod. shrine at

ancient site, ib. xiv. a: 697 sq..

780 sq.; remains of conning room, 697;

water-level near, 665, 697. xv : 71 1,

781. xv. a: 674, 781 sqq. ;
marked

only by refuse and decayed brickwork,

698 ;
represents subsidiary ‘ gate ’ sta-

tion of Yii-men, 705 sqq., 739 >
a'ign-

ment of secondary wall (see 1 ii-men

kuan) on, 698 ;
remains prove occu-

pation for long period, 699 ;
reason

for abundance of records, 7°5 sqq- >

traffic records, 709 ;

starting-point of

‘new route of the north (q- v -),

708 sqq., 739. xvi
:

71 1. 7 8 3 i

guard-room, 7 1 1 . xvn : 7 11 sqq-,

784. xvn. a : 575, 7X2, 784- xvin:

574,712,784; large ruin near, maga-

zine of Limes, 574 sq., 712 sqq., 739 !

mod. local name, Ta-fang-p'an , 683

n. 2 a
. xvui. a : 628. xviii. b (called

Wa-shih-iun) : 628. xix : 575 , 7 1 7 >

784 sq.
;
apartments, 717. xx : 575,

718, 785; water-level near, 665, 718.

xxi
: 576, 718, 785. xxii : 576-

xxn. a: 718 sq., 785. xxii. b : 719,

785. xxii. c : 719 sq., 78ssq. ;
water-

level, 665, 719. xxii. d: sighted

across Khara-nor, 720. xxm : 576,

720. xxm. a: guarding route, 6741

721,786. xxm. b: 576 n. 5. xxm. c :

576 n. 5. xxiv : 588 sq., 603. xxv :

590 ;
structure of, indicates recent

origin, ib. xxvi : 591 sqq., 786.

xxvii
: 593 sqq., 786 ;

built on clay

ridge, 595 ;
depth of wind-erosion, tb.

,

ruined quarters, 594 sq. xxviu : 594 '

596 sqq., 787 sq.; built on clay ridge,

597 ;
refuse-heaps at, tb. xxix

:

600 sq
,
788 sqq.

;
built on clay ridge,
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600 ;
later enclosure, ib . ;

ruin of
I

small Buddhist shrine near enclosure,

601 sq.; remains of stucco sculptures

from, 601 ;
approximate date of, tb.

xxx : 602 sq.
;

built on clay terrace,

603. xxxi : 592, 604, 790. xxxii :

592, 605, 790. xxxni
: 592, 605

;

enclosure near, 605. xxxiv
:

592,

605, 790. xxxv
: 592, 605. watch-

towers near An-hsi, 1094 sq., 1139 sq.

,

watch-towers of Yu-men-hsien-An-hsi

line, 1137 sq-
,

construction of watch-towers ol I un-

huang Limes wall: construction adapted

to physical conditions, 738 5
general

features and materials, 737 sq. ; T. 1

:

639; 11 : 640; hi: 568; iv. a: 634;

iv. b: 635; tv. c: 635; v: 641,

vi. a: 643 sq.; vi. b : 644 sq.; vr. c:

651 ;
vi. d : 654 ;

vii : 57 1 i
vnl

:

65 s
;

ix
:
572, 661; IX. a: 662, x: t> 7 2

>

XI : 667; xii: 680; xii. a : 669;

xm : 681 ;
xiv: 574, 684; xiv. a :

697 ;
xv : 71 1 ;

xv. a : 698 ;
xvi

:

71 1 ;
xvn : 71 1 ;

xviii. b : 628; xix .

717; xxi: 718; xxii. a: 7 ' 9 i
xxn

b: 719; xxii. c
: 719; xxm: 7 20 >

xxm. a : 721; xxiv: 588 sq. ;
xxv:

590; xxvi: 59 1
J

XXVI!: 593-5 5

xxviu : 597 i
XXIX : 600 5

xxx ; 6
,° 3 ’

xxxi : 604 ;
xxxii : 605 ;

xxxiv : 60.,.

finds at or near watch-towers on

Tun-huang Limes wall : T-i: 639 ;

11 : 640, 768; in
:
569- 7^8; iv. b:

636 ;
iv. c : 1345 ;

v : 64 ‘> 7 h 9 >

vi. b: 645, 649 sq., 663, 749 - 744 -

769 sq, 1345 ;
vi. c: 652, 77 °sq->

1345; vi. d : 771 ;
vn : 657 sq, 77 r >

VIII : 216, 659-61, 77 i sqq.; «:

773 sq, 1345; x“: o8°’ 774 sq-

.

xii. a: 669 sqq, 775 sqq- i
X1I1

Q

68

777 sq. ;
xiv: 674. 684 sqq., 778sqq,

1345 ;
xiv. a. : 698, 780 sq.; xv : 7 1

1

781; XV. a.: 699 sqq.. 7°5 sqq-

709, 781 sqq.; xvi : 7 ”. 7 8 3 5
x' n -

712, 784; xv... a: 7 ^, 784 ;
-xvni

:

784, 1345; xix :
7i7,

Jfysq--
xx

;

718, 785, >345; xx ‘- ‘
SY x ‘

7 19 , 785; xxii. b: 719, 7^5, XXI '- c -

7 19 sq„ 785 sq-; xxm- a: 6 74 , 7 2 1,

786 ;
xxvi: 59 2

-
7«6, i 3 4d ;

xx'‘i-

593-6, 786, 1345 ;
xxviu: 597

-
9

;

787 sq.; xxix: 600 sq, 788 sqq.;

xxxi: 604, 79°; XXXIt; 6°5
’.

790

xxxiv: 605,79°- J 345 ;
xxx

',i :
592

^
Chinese coins, 59 2 >

‘ 345 ,
uhl"®se

docs, 592 sqq- 639. 645, 659 sq, 6 3,

66, iq 669 Kl- ‘ 74 - “4 ?»
705 sqq, 7 °9 > 7 ‘9 sq-, <

- 1 - < 4 °-

744; dated docs, 593~ 5 ,
6 3 6>J

5 47 >

685 688, 699 sqq, 7°9 J

Sogdian docs, 669, 67 < sqq, 77« sqq-

(see also Sogd.an); Kharosthi doc, 6 7 °,

77 7 (sei cilso Kharosthi).
.

vater levels of: in marshes along Limes

'
wail, 66 4 sqq- 683. 697 , 7 18 measure-

ments of, 665, 667, 669, 683, 697,

1577

718; on Baghrash Lake, 1183; con-

stant, near Korla, 1230 m 1. See also

marsh.

subsoil water, 551, 552, 639, 663sq.,

683, 1103, 1284.

See also erosion by water, irrigation,

kak.

water-colours, used for Ch ien-fo-tung

paintings, 846. See also tempera,

water-fowl, in painted panel, 1225, 1229.

water-jar, in terra-cotta relief, 115.

water-mill, remains of, at Endere, 285.

‘ water-proofing ’ on shoe frs, 767, 776.

water-skins, with terra-cotta figurines, 99,

105, no, 123, 137. 141 sq-
,

Watters, Mr. T, on ka-hsiens llu-t,

324 n. 9.

wattle, see wall-construction,

wave pattern, see designs,

weavers’ instruments, wooden :
(Khada-

lik) 193 ;
(Mazar-toghrak) 205, 210;

(Niya) 217, 221, 224, 249, 252 sq,

256 sq. ;
(Miran) 480 sq, 483 - See

also carpet-weaver’s needles, weaving

sticks.

weaving, technique of, in Ch ien-fo-tung

textile fabrics. 897 sqq.

weaving needles, see carpet - vveavei s

needles.

weaving sticks, wooden, 1243, 1292C)-

See also carpet - weaver's needles,

weavers' instruments,

wedge-shaped wooden blocks, inscribed,

of uncertain use, 645 and n. 2, 652,

660, 769-71.

Mv/, title of Limes officer, 7>0.

ivn-iiieitg, title of Limes officer, 7/0 n. 45.

Wei dynasty, period of: banners of, at,

838 n. 7, 841. See also Chinese docu-

ments.

Wei-ch'ih, nameof rulingfamilyorKhotan

in T’ang times, 88411. 6.

Wei-ch'ih I-seng, Khotanese painter

prince, 166 n. 7, 872, 883 n. 6.

Wei-ch'ih Po-chih-na, Khotanese painter,

Sukhavati fresco by, 883.

Wei-hsii. in Han Annals, 1240, 1231 ;

identified with Korla, 1230 sq. ;
ab-

sorbed in Yen-ch'i in Chin times, 1232.

Wet-jung (Ak-su, q. v.), ^97.

]Vei-li, 420; in JVet Ho and Ch ten Han

shu,i2jr, located on Konche-darva, tb.

uvt-liang
,
title of Limes officer, jjo n.4j.

Wei Ho (composed by Yu Huan) : on

Chtng-chiieh, 219, 296, 3 28 , 4‘4 n - 3

418 ;
on Chii-mo (Charchan), 296.

328,’ 418; on Hsiao-yiian, 296, 328,

4 1 s’; on Lou-lan, 328, 343, 41 7 sqq.;

on Shan -Shan, 230, 296, 328,

418 ;
location of ‘ Chti-lu granary in.

557 , 73° I
on Little Yueh-chih and

other tribes near 1 un-huang, 1

1

3° >

on Wei- It, 1231 ;
on Ku-mo (Ak-su),

1 297 ;
on Chii-le', 1323 ;

on P t-kang,

tb.
;

on 1 Western Countries and

routes to :
‘ route of the centre

(Lou-lan route, q. v.), 341, 343 , 34 o>

1574
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418 sq., 426, 475, 555 sq., 705, 729 ;

‘ new route of the north ’ (q. v.),

418 sq., 558, 705; ‘route of the

south ’ (q. v.), 328, 4x8, 476, 622, 705.

uei-skih, title of Limes officer, 699. 7/0.

Wei-fou, in Han Annals, ijoi
;

piob.

location of, ib.

Wei-t'u-ch'i, made king of Sban-shan, 342.

Wei-yuan-tun
,

locality, near An-hsi,

1094 n. 5.

weighting boards for banners, 953.
weights: mentioned in Tibetan docs.,

1465 ;
bronze weights, 316; lead, 121.

See also loom-weights.
‘ Well of the Protector-General ’, 418,

419. 555- 73°; location of, 555,

556 sq., 638.

w ell-bucket, see bucket,

wells, 293 sq., 306, 34 x, 345 sq., 354,
4t8 sq., 533, 550 sq., 555, 557, 628,

1143 1

2

4°> 1284.-
Wen-su (L

T
ch-Turfan, q. v.), 7297,

i299sq.
;
wrongly identified with Ak-

su, 1297.
Western art : its influence on art of

Taiim Basin: in wall-paintings,

5°3 sqq-. 513 sqq., 521- 52S
;

in

structural features of shrines, 533

;

on Lou-lan pottery, 375, 428, 433;
on wood-carving, (Lou-lan) 402 sq.,

447, 448; on bronze mirror from
Tun-huang, 767; on Gandhara
sculpture, 403 ;

on Ytin-kang relievos,

8490. 16; ‘artistic penetration ’ shown
by textile decoration, 90 1 , 907 sqq., 913.

Western-Asiatic style of head-gear, in

Lokapala paintings, 874.
‘ Western Regions ', routes to, 329 sqq.,

333- 344 n- 27, 345, 4x7 sqq., 621.

See also ‘ route of the centre ’, ‘ route of

the north ', ‘ route of the south ’.

Western type, of beads, 124, 265, 393;
of heads, in Milan frescoes, 502, 505,

527, 540 sq.; of wooden hair-comb,

(Farhad-Beg-yailaki) 1248, 1237. See

also classical designs.
‘ wet border as Limes defence, 663 sq.,

7i8, 729, 736.
wheat : in Chieh-shih, 31 ;

in Shang-mi,

44: at Mlran ‘Tarim', 347; at Farhad-
Beg-yailaki, 1259; mentioned in Ti-
betan docs., 1465 ; wheat grains found,

(Mazar-toglirak) 206, 210; (Niya)
2 5°, 252 ;

(F.ndere) 277, 291
;
(Lou-

lan) 431; (Milan) 477, 480; ears of
bearded wheat or barley, (Mlran) 484;
head of bearded wheat, (Lou-lan) 444

;

wheat sheaves, (Mlran) 461.
wheel-marks, see cart-tracks,

whetstone, limestone, 428. See also

hone-stone.

whisk broom, see broom,
whistle-pipe, in paintings, 949-1084 pas-

sim, 1468.
‘White Dragon Mounds’, see Po-lung-lui.
white paint, how obtained in T'ang times,

846 n. 2 1.

whitewash, on watch-towers, 572, 658.

738 sq.

Wifsxer, Prof. J. von: help given by.xix;

analyses paper from Limes, 673 sq.

willows: near Ak-kul, 135; frs., 91 n. 25,

267 ;
willow spray, attribute of Ava-

lokitesvara, 866, 880 ;
in paintings,

942, 956 sq-, 9 8°> etc -

‘wind scene’, in fresco, 935 sq., 1 1 1 1-13.

window, set panelled window,

winds: effect of, on Daivans, 451 n. :

wind-direction in Su-lo Ho basin, 643 ;

force of, on Hami route, ib., 1143;
‘aspiration’ explains direction of desert

winds, 643 ;
prevailing winds from E.

and NE. along Limes, ib.
; at An-hsi,

1095, 1097; destructive action of,

1095 sqq.; W.-E. direction prevailing

in Turfan Basin, ii6r. See also

erosion by wind-driven sand,

wine-skins, terra-cotta miniature, 142.

wings: in fresco panels, 539 sqq.; in seal

impression, 249 ;
of stucco Gandhar-

vxs, 190 sq.
;

in wood-carving, 190;
Persian type of stucco Gandharvi, 175.

winnowing-fan (?), wooden, 267.
wire, see brass, bronze.
‘ witnesses ’ showing erosion, see erosion.

Wo-she-te, doubtful identity with Maral-

bashi, 1310 n. 2.

wolf(?), part of, on intaglio, 125.

Woo-e, see Kara-shahr.

IVoo-ne, see Yil-ni.

Wood, Captain John, on anc. forts in

Wakhan, 64, 66.

wood-carving: remains: (Daw awish) 35;
(Chitral) ib.

;
(Miragram) 48 ;

(Mazar
of Rukn-ud-dln Sahib) 95; finds(Kine-

tokmak) 132 sq.
;

(Khadalik) 161,

163 sq., 168, 170, 180, 190, 193-5;
(Niya) xxii, 216 sq., 224, 226, 235,

239, 248 sq., 257; (Lou-lan) 395 sqq.,

402-5.441-9; (Mlran) 405, 513 sq.,

518, 546 ;
(Tun-huang) 567 ;

(Ch'ien-

to-tung) 894; (Chong-hassar) 1170;
(Kichik-hassar) 1173; (‘Ming-oi’)

1189, 1197, 1201, 1216, 1222; (Khora)

1225, 1229; (Tarishlak) 1279, 1282
;

chronological evidence of, at Farhad-
Beg-yailaki, 1255. See also architec-

tural decoration, brackets, Buddha,
panels, statuettes, Stupas,

woodcuts, (Ch'ien-fo-tung) 822, 845,

893. 943. 968 sq., 974, 976, 998 sq.,

io 37> «°39. I0 44. t°6o, 1079, 1088 ;

dated, 974; inscribed, 893, 976;
Petrucci on, 1394, 1396, 1399. See

also Bodhisattva, Buddha, paintings,

wooden objects found : apparatus for

reeling cotton (?), (Tun-huang) 661,

771 ;
arches, sees. v.

;
artificial flowers,

see flowers
;

ball (?), (N. of Lop-nor)

368 ;
bars, (Lou-lan) 380, 401, 433,

435 . 445 ;
(Tun-huang) 569, 768,

770, 772, 775 ;
bars from catapult (f),

(Tun-huang) 645 ;
bars used in rope

or thread making (?), (Tun-huang) 661,

772; blocks (Tun-huang) 605,769, 7 7 2,

784, 790 ;
blocks, carved, (Lou-lan)

398, 4°5 > 442 , 449 !
(Mlran) 405,

514, 518; blocks for grinding paint (?),

(Tun-huang) 661, 772, 775; blocks,

oblong, (Niya) 263; (Milan) 546;
(Tun-huang) 599, 787 ;

octagonal, for

incense sticks (?), (Tun-huang) 661,

772 ; charred wood, (So-yang-ch'eng)

1103; (Ara-tam) 1 152 ; cone-shaped

vessel, (Tun-huang) 771; crutch-like

object, (Kara-dong) 1243 ; cylinders,

hollow, (Mlran) 480, 543; discs,

(Mlran) 546; flat pieces, (Tun-huang)

772, 774 sq., 777, 78 31 framing, piece

ot, (‘Ming-oi’) 1201
;

hair-pin (?),

(Niya) 256; implement (smoother?),

(Tun-huang) 717, 785; implements,

(Farhad-Beg-yailaki) 1256 ;
knobs, see

s. v.
;
labels, see tablets

;
misc. frs.: (Kho-

tan) 126; (Niya) 252, 256, 266; (Lou-

lan) 433 sqq., 437, 445; (Mlran) 477-

479, 496; (Farhad-Beg-yailaki) 1260
;

oblong pieces, (Tun-huang) 774 sq.,

784, 788; oblong piece (seal-case?),

(Tun-huang) 782 ;
painted, see panels;

pedestal for statuette, (Khadalik) 160,

1 93 ;
plank, see s. v.

;
post, octagonal,

(‘Ming-oi’) 1190, 1221; posts of

uncertain use, (Tun-huang) 769;

pyramid, 1174; rectangular boards,

frs., (Tun-huang) 770, 788 ; rod, (Tun-

huang) 787; saucer, see s. v.
;
sawing

block (?), (Tun-huang) 772; spear-

head, see s. v.
;

stamps, (Niya) 222,

225, 252, 255; stick, (?) charm,

(Tun-huang) 661, 773; sticks, (Ma-

zar - tagh) 1292, 1295; inscribed,

(Tun-huang) 71 1 ;
(Islamabad) 1280,

1283; ‘strainers’ for banners, (Ch'ien-

fo-tung) 844; strips, (Khadalik) 195;

(Niya) 246, 256, 259 sq., 263; (Tun-

huang), 774, 777, 786, 788; Stupa

models, see s. v. ;
tablets, see s. v.

;

wedge-shaped blocks, see s. v.

wool : exported from Charkhlik, 312;

abundance of, in Lop region, 373;

mixed, (Endere) 290 ;
natural, (Niya)

246.

woollen cloth, mentioned in 1 ibetan

docs., 1465.
woollen fabrics found : bag, (Mlran) 484 ;

braid (?), (Mazar-tagh) 1291; cord,

(Mazar-tagh) 1294 ;
gauze, (Lou-lan)

446; misc. frs.
:
(Khadalik) 160,172,

191, 193; (Mazar - toghrak) 210;

(Niya) 221, 248-51 (?) ;
(Endere) 279.

292 ;
(Lou-lan) 372 sq., 379, 3 8 4 >

395 , 399 , 4°!, 433 sqq., 445 ;
(M|ran)

466, 478 sqq., 536, 542, 547 ; (
lun ‘

huang) 567, 569, 7 1 1, 720, 768, 77°,

778sq., 781; (Kara-dong) 1243 (?)

;

(Farhad-Beg-yailaki) 1256 ;
(Mazar-

tagh) 1294; (Tumshuk) 1315(0,
(Hasha) 1321; printed fr., (Kara-dong)

1243; string, (Niya) 250; thread,

(Miran) 484, 547 ;
yarn, (Mlran) 483.
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Woolley, Mr. C. L. : help given by, xiv,

97 ;
on clay seal, 216; on paste orna-

ments, 238; on glass ware and beads,

247 .
282

> 393 -

Worlds, emblems of Six, in Ksitigarbha

paintings, 1077, 1083, 1087.

worship, local, see local,

wreaths : in carved wood, 403, 448, 546;
in frescoes, 524 ;

stucco relief frs., 184,

1223, 1272 ;
in terra-cotta, 109. See

also Gandharvls, lotus wreath,

writing brush, represented in frescoes,

169, 1214; in paintings or drawings,

999, 1044, 1060, 1080.

writing exercises : Khotanese, (Ch'ien-

fo-tung) 815, 915; Chinese, (Limes)

646, 763 ;
(Mazar-tagh) 1290.

Wu-ch'an, Wu-cKang, Wu-chang-na.
Chinese names for Udyana (q. v„

recte Uddiyana), 14, 18.

Wu-chan, Buddhist monk at Tun-huang,
817.

Wu-che", river, 293, 294; identified with

the Kara-muran or Molcha, 294.
Wu-cSi, 1181 n. 14 ;

ste Kara-shahr.

ivu-chu, see Chinese coins.

Wu-ch'nan
,
locality on ‘ new route of the

north’, 418, 705 sq.

Wu-hu, see Oxus.
fl’ii-t, Fa-hsien’s name for Pen-chi (Kara-

shahr, q. v.), 1181.

Wu-k'ung, Chinese Buddhist pilgrim

:

notices of Udyana, 17, 19; route

through Mastuj and Yasin, 18 sq.,

51 n. 17 ;
on Chi-pin, 19; his A-she-yii-

shih-to, 18, 51; on Wakhan, 64 ; on
Chia-pi-shih (Kapisa). 877 n. 6; on
Wu-chi (Kara-shahr), 1181 n. 14; his

Po-huan,Pu-han, or U’ei-jung (i.e. Ak-
su, q. v.), 1297.

Wu-lei, territory, 296; location, 296,

326, 1236 n. 8 ;
in Former Han

Annals, 334 ; geographical importance,

345 n - 29 5 seat of Protector-General
of Western Regions, jyo n. 44, 1237
n. 8. See also Lun-tai.

B u-sha: Hsiian-tsang’s route to, 76 n. 14,

79 J territory of, 80.

u-sun, nomadic tribe, 690 ;
woman of,

mentioned in Limes doc., ib.

Wu-ti, Han Emperor, 246,329, 408,558;
operations against the Hsiung-nu, 336,
580, 723 ; expedition against Ta-yiian,

339 > divides conquered territories,

580, 621; establishes ‘barriers’ (see
1 it-men

)

580 n. 6, 691; memorial re-

lating to Chii-li, 1236.
B u-wei, Chinese border command, mod.
Liang-ehou, 580 sq., 72/, 10920. 11.

VVulf Pass, route across, 11 n. 40.
Wylie, Mr. A., his translation from

hornier Han Annals, 333 n. 1.

"yverns, confronting, in textile design.

911,963.

Xanthus, River, story of, 326, 422.
xylophone sounder (?), 444, 1469.

Y.K. = Yar-khoto, q.v.

Ya-han-sha, King of Hsi-ning, named
in inscription. 800.

Pa-men : (Niya) 214; (Lou-lan) 376,

378; (Shih-pan-tung) 588; (Kua-chou-
ch'eng) 1091.

Yabuki, Mr. : help with iconographic

indications, 836 ; discovers Chinese
Manichaean text, 922.

Yaghizmak-kol, lakelet, 351.
Yai-tzu, village, 1 132.

Yailaghan, ‘Sai’ of, 1266.

Yailaghan-langar, 1265.

Yak-tail fan
(
cauri), in fresco panel.

r
502, 540 sq., 546.

Yaka-arik, Goez’s Iakonich. 78.

Yaka-langar, village, 2 1 1

.

Yaka-toghrak, well, 306; Te-lei wells

located at, ib.

yaks: wild. 1324; mentioned in Ti-

betan docs., 1465; use of, for sacri-

fices (?), 1465; dried yak-meat, men-
tioned in Tibetan docs., 1465 ;

yak in

paintings, 865, 979, 1016; in terra-

cotta, 98, 1 15.

Yaksas, in paintings. 858, 870, 875.

Yakub Beg, rebel ruler, 201. 2050.6.

565, 580, 1142, 1155, 1228.

Yalghuz-bagh, settlement. 1322.

Yalghuz-dong, ‘the Lonely Hillock’. 305.

Yalghuz-oi, ‘Isolated Structure’. 283 sq.

Yalghuz-tugh Mazar, near Charchan. 30 1

.

Yamagoshi-Amida, subject in Japanese

art, 886.
• Yambus ’, or horseshoes of silver. 89.

Yandash-kak, wells of, 346.

Yang Hsing, Han general, 624 n.

Pang kuan (Yang barrier), 326. 333 ;

distance to Yii-ni, 334 n. 4; location

at Nan-hu, 333, 418 n. 11, 618, 619,

620 sqq., 692, 695; established by

Emperor Wu-ti, 580 n. 6 ;
in Former

Han Annals, 621 ;
in Tang-shu, 620.

1331; name in Tun-huang lu. 623 sq„

734; other derivations of name. 624 ;

Sands of Pang kuan near Nan-hu,

623 ;
direct route from, to SW. flank

of Limes doubtful. 655 ; distance from

Shou-ch'ang, xxiii, 620, 1331 ;
second-

ary wall to Pii-men kuan. see 1 ii-men

.

Yang Ming, Governor of Sha-chou, 623.

Pang-wei. military company on Limes,

596, 598- 747 n- 2 7
‘ Pattg-yii

.

the passes of
,
on Pamirs, 64.

Yangi-arik, ullage, 93, 1 2 74 -

Yangi-bulak, salt spring. 369, 394.

• Yangi-darva ,
branch of Kara-kash

River, 1274.

Yangi-dawan. search for Mr. Johnsons

pass of. 1325.

Yangi-Hisar, district, 345 n. 29. See

Wu-sha.
Yangi-hissar, oasis, suggested location of

Chieh-chih at, 1236 n. 8.

yangi-kent,
' new land , 203 sq.

Yangi-kol
(
New Lake’), dry lagoon, 352.

‘ Yangi-shahr ’, atCharkhlik. 312.
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Yangi-su, or Kakmak-cbash, branch of

Tarim R., 352 sq.

Yangi-ustang. canal at Charchan. 301 sq.

Yantak-chaval, locality. 272.

Yantak-kuduk, spring-fed pool. 577.
Yantak-kuduk, well, 550 n. 7, 554.
Yantak-shahr, ruined enclosure. 1232.
Pan wells, on Charchan route. 293.
Yao Ch'in, dynasty, banner of, 8380. 7,

841.

*yap-hou, seejabgu.

Papgu. personal name in Kharosthi docs..

4 1 5 -

Yar-khoto (Chinese Chiao-ho, Hsi-ihou),

Turfan : ruined town of, 1157, 1167,

1177; MSS. and coins found. 1 167 sq..

1346, 1448; relics from Buddhist

shrine. 1168; List of antiques. &c..

1174-6.

Yar-tungaz River, 294; salinity of, 271
n. 5.

Yar-tungaz Tarim, oasis. 270; absence

of ancient remains, ib.; irrigation at.

271 ;
* Tati ‘ near, 271 n. 5.

Pardangs, wind-eroded ridges of haul

clay: 280. 353 sqq., 3&9> 3 8 7- 39° sq..

458. 537 . 55 2 - II01 - Il6l
>

ii6 4 ,

1308. 1312 ;
dead reed beds on, 360 ;

structural remains on. 390. 534, 537,
1164. 1246: ENE.-WSW. direction

of, in Lop desert. 360 ; factors affect-

ing surface levels, 390 ;
absence of,

at An-hsi. 1097 ; mistaken for remains

of Limes wall. 1138 n. 6.

yarn], meaning of Turkish term, 472.

Yarkand : Goez’s Hiarchan

.

78 ;
posi-

tion of ‘ old city ’

still unidentified, 84 ;

coins obtained at: Chinese, 84, 1340.

1349 sq.; Sino - Kharosthi, 1340;
mod. coins of, purchased at Khotan,

1341 ; route via, from Marai-bashi to

Khotan, 1312. See also
' River of the

North So-ch’e, So-chti, fl’u-sha.

Yarkand River: dammed for irrigation,

422; irrigation along, 1312.

Yarkhun River, see Chitral River.

yariig, meaning of term, 471 sq.

ears, formation of, 203 sq., 612 sqq.

Yart. = Yar-tungaz Tarim, q. v.

Yasin (Little P'o-lu) : Wu-k'ung’s route

through, 1 8 sq.
;

political influences in,

19; Chinese occupation of, 56. See

also A-nu-yiieh, Kao Hsien-Chih.

Yasin, valley, 6.

Yasodhara, Gautama’s wife, in painting,

1051.

Pasomait, named in MS. fr.. 1435.

Y’awa, oasis, 1273.

Peh-ho, identified with Peh-to (q.v.), iS.

Yeh-ma Ho, tributary of Tang Ho,

Peh-ma-ch’iian (‘ Spring of the Wild

Horses '), 1144 ;
prob. location, 1145.

Yeh - ma - w an : fort - like structure at,

1 1 2 1 ;
guards route from Hami, ib .

;

Ming wall near. ib.

Yeh-ta, see Ilephthalites.
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Yeh-to, capital of Little P'o-lii (q. v.). 18,

19, 51 n. 17. 58.

Yen, Chinese officer, 1330.

Yen, king of So-eh'e (Yarkand), 83.

Yen-cKi : T'ang name for Kara-shahr

(q. v.). 7/75 ;
in Han and Chin Annals,

1180, 1231 sq. ;
in T'ang Annals,

1181. 1232. See also Wti-hsii.

Yen-chia, abandoned hamlets, 626.

Yen-hu, military company, 648, 653. 744.

746 n. 8, 747 n. 27 ;
located at T. vi. b

ore, 648, 653.

Ym-i, appellation of So Man (q.v.).

421.

Yen-tsung, disciple of Hsiian-tsang, 559.
Yen-tun, station on Hami route, 1143.

Yi-ho, section of Tun-huang Limes, 346.

754; location, 596, 743; tu-wei

(‘ military commandant ’) of, 596 n. 4,

7 45 ’

Yidghah, Badakhshi immigrants, 26.

Yin Ma Chiang, Mr., see Chiang Ssu-

YEH.

Yin-shan (‘ the Silver Mountain ’) in

T’ang Annals, 7/77 ;
located near

mod. Kumush, ib.

Ying-p'an, ruined site. 407; identified

with Li Tao-Yiian’s Chtt-pin, 420

;

route through. 334; date of Buddhist

remains at, 420; cemetery near, 609 ;

early route from Korla, 1227.

Ying-p'an
,
alternative name for Hu-hai-

tzu oasis, 407, 7777.

Yo. = Yotkan, q. v.

Yoghan-kum, grazing-ground, 1240.

Yogurs, see Saro Yogurs and Shera
Yogurs.

Yol-mazar, locality on Pamir, 72 n. 26.

Yotkan
: gold-washing operations at. 94:

provenance of antiques acquired at, 97 ;

new collection from, id .
;
pottery from,

98. 102 sqq.; reasons for abundance
of, 97 sq. ; Descriptive List of antiques

from, 102 sqq.
;
coins from : Chinese.

Sino-Kharosthi, Indo-Scythian, and
Muhammadan, ioisq., 1340 sq., 1349;
site revisited, 1319.

Yu marshes, 420 ;
see Lop-nor.

Yii-ch'ang-lo, unidentified locality, in

Limes doc.. 699 sq.
;
on ‘ new route of

the north ’

(?), 710.

Yti-chu, name for Uch-Turfan (q.v.),

7299 n. 77. 1 300.

Yii Huan, writer of Wei Ho. q. v.

Yu-huan, king of Shan-shan, 332.
Yii-ling, capital of Hsiao-yiian, 296.
f it-men (kuan

)

(‘ Jade Gate ’ barrier), 2
1 9,

329. 6S<), 726. 732, 739; in Han
Annals, 339, 419, 620, 621 ;

in Wii
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Ho. 418, 555; in Tun-huang lu,

623 sq., 734; in T'ung Tien
, 624;

in Hsiian-tsang’s Life, 1097, 1099,

1142; located near An-hsi by Hsiian-

tsang, 733, 1099; not mentioned by

Fa-hsien, 733 ;
‘ barrier ’ established by

Emperor Wu-ti, 5800. 6, 691; possible

early locations, 726 sq.; Yii-men and

Yang ‘ barriers ’ mentioned in conjunc-

tion, 695 ;
located at ruined fort T.

xiv, 418, 555, 602, 620 sq., 628, 638,

660 ;
evidence of Limes docs., 685,

689 sqq. ;
established c. 96 b.c., 728 ;

location confirmed by secondary wall,

695 sq. ;
and by Chiu T'ang shu,

621, 733; advantages of T. xiv site,

691 sq.; T'ang shrine built over site,

687 sqq.; local worship continued after

abandonment of site, 696 ;
subsidiary

‘gate’ station at T. xv. a, 705 sqq.,

739; tu-wei of, 745; ting of, 748 n. 31

;

Ta-chien-tu dependent on, 746 n. 8.

in Chinese docs., 412, 659 sq., 668,

670, 689 sqq., 699, 733 ;
military com-

panies of, mentioned : Hsien-ming,

659 sq., 670 ; Kuang-hsin, 670 ;
Tang-

ku, 668, 670 ;
officers and high officials

of, 689 sqq.

routes from : to ‘ Western Countries’,

418; to Turfan, 419, 705; to Lou-

lan, 418, 554 sq. ;
distance from

Miran, 334.
secondary wall line, connecting Y.

with ‘Yang barrier’, 618, 621, 628,

691 sqq., 693 sqq.; construction re-

sembles main Limes wall, 691; direc-

tion, 691 sq.; position on map, 692m 14;

ruined watch-tower on, 692; purpose

and date of wall line, 693 sq.; line

follows already existing road, 696

;

alignment on T. xv. a, 698.

Yii-men-hsien : origin of name, 7 2 7 n. 1 7

;

Chin-ch'ang located at, 7 2 7 n. 1 7, 1 099

;

route to, from Su-chou, 1136; Han
Limes from, to An-hsi, 1136 sqq.

Yii-tni, 1323 ;
identification of, 1323 n. 8 ;

T'ang Han-mi
,
Han Chii-mi, ib. See

\

!

also Chira-Keriya tract.

Yii-tii
(
Woo-ne), capital of Shan-shan,

in Former Han Annals, Li Tao-
yiian’s ‘Old Town’, xxii, 325m 11,

326, 469; identified with Miran, 322,

3 z6 > 333 - 343 - 469- 53 s
J

"'ith Char-
khlik, 327; distance from Yang barrier,

334 n. 4.

Yii-tien, anc. designation of Khotan,

293, 328 sq.; applied to mod. Keriya
District, 344 n. 26

;
in T’ang Annals.

1299 n. 1 7 ;
mistake for Yii-chu, ib.

Yit-lse', Limes watch-station, 754.
Yuan porcelain, 1107.

Yiian-feng period, set Chinese coins.

Yiian-fu period, see Chinese coins.

Yiian-shih period, see Chinese documents.

Yiian-ti, Emperor, Chinese power in

Central Asia under, 730.
Yiian-yu period, see Chinese coins.

Yiieh-chih (Indo-Scythians), relation to

Tochari, 286, 2870.3, 289.

Great Yiieh-chih
(7a Yiieh-chih ),

6 23 n. 1 5 ;
in Lou-lan docs., 41/, 412;

soldiers of, in Chinese pay, 41 1 sq., 653.

Little Yiieh-chih, 618; in Wei Ho.

1130; in Later Han Annals, ib.
;

in

Ssu-ma Ch'ien’s history, 1130 ;
anc.

grazing grounds of, 1129 sq.

Ytil-arik, oasis, 86. See also Hsi-yeh.

Yule, Sir Henry : on Buddhism in

Udyana, 14 ; on Hsiian-tsang’s Shang-

mi, 44 ;
on Shuang-mi, 45 n. 22 ;

on

Marco Polo’s route to Wakhan, 63 ;

on Polo’s will, 2300. 10; on Hsiian-

tsang and the Tochari, 2870.3; on

Marco Polo’s Charchan, 299 n. 37 ;
on

M. Polo’s Lop, 319 n. 8 ;
on etymology

of Na-fu-po, 321; on Karaul (Chia-

yii kuan), 1125.

Yulung, valley, 88.

Yiin-kang, grottoes: relievos of, 849;

compared with Ch'ien-fo-tung paintings,

849 n. 18, 885; Vajrapani fig. at,

876 n. 46.

Yung P'ing, nien-hao, in Limes doc.. 333.

Yurung-kash River, 93. 295. 1274 ;
pro-

jected new canal from, 1265; volume

of water in, 1266; increased irrigation

E. of, ib.
;
confluence with Kara-kash,

1284; glacier sources of, 1324. See

also Khotan River.

Zahid Beg. of Tun-huang, 586 sqq., 801.

Zailik, gold pits of, 1324.

Zamr-i-atish-parast, ancient fort in Wa-

khan, 64, 66.

Zangibar fort, remains of, in Wakhan, 66.

Zanguya, oasis. 91. 2 1 1 n. 1

.

Zartighar, ruined watch-tower at, 67.

Zebak, identified with Po-ssii or Po-thth,

10.

Zeus, see classical designs.

Ziarats, Muhammadan : at Gumbat. 2 1 ;

near Charchan, 301 ;
near Korla, 1232 ,

Chalkoide Ziarat, 1302 sq. ;
at Sairain-

mazar, 1304. See also local worship,

Mazars.

zigzag, see designs.

Zoroastrian doctrine of Fravashis, 51 1-

Zungars, see Dzungars, Kalmaks.
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SCALE
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Wail of timber* and plaster _ —

ditto barely traceable _ -

Rush wall ggsaj

Platform of clay

Fence

Timber debris

Ancient poplar tree

Depression due to wind erosion
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ditto barely traceable
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PLAN
OF

RUINED VILLAGE,
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Masonry of sun-dried bricks
~~

ditto ditto ruined 1"'

Wall of timber and plaster __
ditto ditto barely traceable

Wall of stamped clay 222
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PLAN
OF

RUINED STRUCTURES,
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PLAN AND SECTION
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PLANS OF
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Masonry of sun-dried bricks .
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Wall of stamped clay
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PLAN OF
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SITE PLAN
OF
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Masonry of sun-dried bricks

ditto ditto broken
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Stupa base cut from natural soil
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